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o s re we rece e o r b s
Please have mail and fax bids to us by: 5:00 PM, 
eastern Time, sunday, March 22, 2009.
There will be pre-sale and live bidding available on 
the InTerneT at www. stacks.com  
Pre-registration for live internet bidding is required 
by sunday, March 22, 2009.  

Prices realized will be posted on the internet soon after 
the sale. see www.stacks.com
a printed list of prices realized will be sent to subscrib-
ers/bidders approximately 30 days after the sale.
For prices realized by phone: Call 603-569-0823. limit 
10 lots per caller.

Pr ces eal e

loT VIeWInG

Monday, March 23, 2009
Sess o  O e • 1:00 pm sharp • Lots 300 - 97

Tuesday, March 24, 2009
Sess o  wo • 10:00 am sharp • Lots 00 - 28

Sess o  hree • Immediately upon conclusion of session Two • Lots 700 -7 0

Wednesday, March 25, 2009
Sess o  o r • 11:00 am sharp • Lots 800 -8 7  880 -90 9

Harbor east room • Pier 5 Hotel
711 eastern avenue • Baltimore, Maryland 21202 • 410-539-2000

loT PICK uP
Harbor West B • P er 5 Hotel • Balt more

Wednesday, March 25 • one hour after the conclusion of the sale

Stack s ct o  aller  • 110 West 57th Street, New York, NY
Tuesday, March 17 • 9:00 am to 6:00 pm

Wednesday, March 18 • 9:00 am to 6:00 pm
Thursday, March 19 • 9:00 am to 6:00 pm

Harbor West B • P er 5 Hotel • Balt more
sunday, March 22 • 9:00 am to 6:00 pm
Monday, March 23 • 9:00 am to 6:00 pm
Tuesday, March 24 • 9:00 am to 6:00 pm

Wednesday, March 25 • 9:00 am to 1:00 pm

The Entlich, White Oak, 
Gross and St. Andre Collections
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Har e  . Stack, Co-Chairman, has over 50 years of 
numismatic and public auction expertise. an american 
numismatic association member for over a half century, 
Harvey stack was a contributor to the building of its 
Colorado springs headquarters, which houses the 
stack’s Gallery endowed by his family and which bears 
its name. He was directly involved with the first ana 
Grading Guide and has received the association’s 
Medal of Merit. In 1967 he represented the numismatic 
industry before the u.s. Treasury department and was 
instrumental in bringing repeal of the onerous and long-standing gold coin 
import regulations that had unfairly impacted coin collectors throughout 
the country. In 1973 he was the sole industry representative to appear before 
Congress advocating passage of the Hobby Protection act. Harvey was 
appointed by President Jimmy Carter to the u.s. assay Commission in 1976, 
the last sitting of this oldest citizens’ commission, which had assured the 
integrity of the nation’s coinage for nearly two centuries. He and his son, 
lawrence r. stack, have donated significant numismatic materials to the 
ans, the ana and the national numismatic Collection of the smithsonian 
Institution where he serves as a lifetime member of the prestigious smithson 
society. He served as President of the Professional numismatists Guild 
in 1990-91. during this tenure as President, Harvey effectively defended 
the PnG and the industry from proposed Federal Trade Commission 
regulations which he felt were inappropriate for responsible professional 
numismatists. He was honored by his peers with the coveted PnG Founders 
award in 1993 and again in 1998 for an unprecedented second time. He is a 
Fellow of the ans and an active member of the International association of 
Professional numismatists and royal numismatic society. He has served 
as an expert witness for the u.s. Treasury department, the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation, the secret service, a number of world banks, the new york 
City Police department, london’s scotland yard and other law enforcement 
agencies all over the world. Harvey appeared before Congress during the 
1990’s to propose his idea for the “50 state Quarters” commemorative 
program  the product of which we are enjoying today. In the summer of 
1997 he received a singular honor from the ana when he was named the 
numismatist of the year for 1997 in recognition of 50 years of service to 
the coin collecting hobby. 

awre ce . Stack is our E ecuti e irector of umismatics 
and has been a key figure in the stack’s family firm for 
over three decades. He graduated from the university of 
akron (akron, ohio) with a major in history and a minor 
in philosophy. an experienced collector of the highest 
degree, he has formed major important and extensive 
collections of French ecus, Five-Franc pieces and ecus 
d’or. His in-depth collection of Celtic and anglo-saxon 
coins ranks high among the finest ever assembled and 

he has pursued a lifelong interest in english Hammered coinage as well. 
In the area of u.s. numismatics, larry is a serious student of u.s. colonial 
coins, gold and type coinage. He is a member of PnG, IaPn, ana, ans, 
royal numismatic society, British numismatic society and many major u.s. 
state and regional organizations. He is a member of the Colonial newsletter 
Foundation and a qualified appraiser. during his 30 years in the auction 
business, larry has been instrumental in the sale of many of the most notable 
collections of our generation. These include the collections of James a. stack, 
the Garrett family for The Johns Hopkins university, ellis robison, Harold 
Bareford, John l. roper, richard Picker, Floyd T. starr, Congressman Jimmy 
Hayes, Herman Halpern, amon G. Carter, Jr., John Whitney Walter, Michael F. 
Price, and david Queller. additional highlights of larry’s career include the 
sale of the reed Hawn properties (including the sale of Hawn’s 1913 liberty 
nickel and 1804 dollar)  the ongoing sales of the John J. Ford, Jr. properties  
and, with sotheby’s, the auctioning of the world’s most valuable coin, the 
1933 $20, which realized $7,590,020. Whitman Publishing has called upon his 
coin pricing expertise as its Valuations editor to provide up-to-date values 
for its many publications.

Our umismatic Staff

. a  Bowers, Co-Chairman, is perhaps the best-
known and most noteworthy numismatist of the last 
50 years. Beginning in 1953, dave’s contributions 
to numismatics have continued uninterrupted and 
unabated to the present day. His work with rare coins is 
so voluminous and so extraordinary that he was named 
by CoinAge magazine as one of the “numismatists of 
the Century.” dave’s dedication to the hobby and his 
lifelong interest in rare coins, along with his pursuit of 
scholarly knowledge, have made him one of the most 

honored and revered numismatists of all time. dave is the only person to 
have served as president of both the Professional numismatists Guild (1977-
1979) and the american numismatic association (1983-1985). From the PnG, 
he received their highest honor, the Founders award, and from the ana, 
dave has received its two most distinguished awards – numismatist of the 
year and the Farran zerbe Memorial award. He has lectured at Harvard 
university and appeared on the Today show as well as on programs on Cnn, 
CBs, aBC, nBC, Fox, the discovery Channel and the History Channel. dave 
is the most prolific numismatic author of our generation, having produced 
50 works, mostly written in the field of rare coins, including the A A 
Centennial istory, istory of United States Coinage (for the Johns Hopkins 
university), Ad entures ith are Coins, the two-volume Sil er ollars and 

rade ollars of the United States, and A California Gold ush istory. More 
recently, he also serves as numismatic director of Whitman Publishing 
llC, where he has produced another group of books including the very 
popular ed Book series. More of dave’s books have won “Book of the year” 
honors from the numismatic literary Guild than have those of any other 
author. From the Professional numismatists Guild, he has received the 
coveted Friedberg award a record se en times  during his illustrious career, 
he has catalogued and sold at public auction many of the finest and most 
valuable and important collections ever assembled. They include the louis 
e. eliasberg, sr. Collection, the only complete united states coin collection 
ever brought together, the Harry W. Bass Jr. Collection, the ambassador and 
Mrs. r. Henry norweb Collection, the John Work Garrett Collection sold by 
order of The Johns Hopkins university, the Childs Collection, the highlight 
of which was the finest known 1804 silver dollar, the second most valuable 
coin ever auctioned, as well as others.

hr st e arste t serves as our President and oversees 
auction operations and customer service. additionally 
she handles our marketing and publicity with unbridled 
enthusiasm. a fixture at numismatic conventions and 
auctions for two decades, Chris has built a vast network 
of industry contacts during her extensive career. Chris 
has worked with numismatic trade publications as 
well as the mainstream press in bringing to market 
the early sales of the eliasberg Collection, the Bass 
Collection, the norweb Collection of Canadian coins, 
the norweb Collection of Washingtonia, and countless other sales over 
her incomparable career. Chris’ ability to attract worldwide attention to 
the sale of numismatic material placed her at the center of the marketing 
of other important numismatic properties, including the armand Champa 
library and gold treasures recovered from the S.S. Brother Jonathan and 
the S.S. Central America. during her most recent tenure, she has been 
responsible for the marketing and publicity of the dr. Haig a. Koshkarian 
Collection, a fabulous array of valuable copper and silver coins  the 
oliver Jung Collection, one of the finest type collections ever assembled  
richard Jewell’s collections of commemorative and three-dollar gold 
coins  the Cardinal Collection, the finest Bust dollars ever assembled  the 
Gentleman’s Collection of u.s. gold coins  the new york Connoisseur’s 
Type set collection  and the louis e. eliasberg, sr. Collection of World Gold 
Coins and Medals, whose prices realized stunned the foreign world. Her 
unstinting and tireless efforts help consignors receive the highest possible 
prices for their coins. Chris is involved with our day-to-day operations and 
is one of our auctioneers. 
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l e brams recently joined stack’s with the purpose 
of expanding their e-commerce presence, including 
the development of a sophisticated online bidding 
system. In keeping with stack’s tradition of serving the 
institutional marketplace with the deaccessioning of 
their numismatic properties, she markets consignment 
programs to museums, universities and financial 
institutions worldwide. Julie brings to stack’s a varied and 

rich background as President of Teletrade, a computerized auction company, 
where in 1986, she helped develop a unique coin trading method utilizing 
state-of-the-art digitized voice board technology to run live auctions. she 
went on to expand the company in size and frequency of auctions, increasing 
their annual sales to $24 million. In 1999, GMaI purchased Teletrade and Julie 
was promoted to executive V.P of sales. There, her responsibilities included 
marketing to buyers and consignors with the goal of maintaining a balance 
between inventory and sales while growing the business. she previously 
served as executive V.P. of Business development at eureka Trading systems, 
an online dealer-to-dealer trading company. Julie is a member of the ana as 
well as other national organizations. 

a  . lexa er received his Bs and Ma degrees 
from the university of Miami and joined the firm as a 
cataloguer in 1990, cataloging the world’s record world 
gold coin realization in January 2008 for the Polish 100 
ducats of sigismund III. a life Member of the ana, he 
has contributed articles to he umismatist and the A A 
Centennial Anthology and received the Glenn B. smedley 
award and ana Medal of Merit. He served on the staff at 

Coin World from 1974-81. He received the Clemy award from the nlG in 1987. 
david is a 25-year member of the ans and a member of the augustus B. sage 
society. He has presented papers at the 1999 and 2005 ans Conferences on 
Coinage of the americas. david is a Contributing editor of CO age magazine 
and pens “The research desk” column for Coin World. He received the 1989 
society for International numismatics silver Medal of Merit for excellence 
in Writing and research and Krause Publications’ numismatic ambassador 
award in 1995. In 1998 he founded the Medal Collectors of america and was 
elected to the david rittenhouse society. He was President of the new york 
numismatic Club in 2005-2006.

rth r Bl me thal’s tenure with the firm is rapidly 
approaching ten years after more than two decades as 
a professional numismatist in various other capacities. 
specializing in u.s. coinage, arthur has a vast general 
knowledge of virtually every aspect of numismatics. He 
began his career at Capitol Coin Co. before becoming 
General Merchandise Manager at Minkus stamp 
and Publishing where his responsibilities included 
supervising all of the buying and selling of coins, as well 

as establishing a nationwide marketing program for numismatics. later, 
he was head trader at the Galerie des Monnaies where he spent more than 
a decade before starting his own coin business. arthur is a member of the 
ana and ans as well as several other numismatic organizations. He has 
been quoted in the e  ork imes and he Wall Street Journal on a variety 
of numismatic topics. In addition, he is a Graduate of C.W. Post College 
where he has a degree in History education. His collecting interests are 
rather eclectic ranging from numismatics to watches.

rew Bowers is front and center in our new york office 
working with our extensive inventory. He brings a great 
deal of enthusiasm to stack’s and remains an important 
part of our auction team. He also is a familiar face at major 
conventions throughout the year.

re  ohe  began collecting coins at the age of 7 with 
a handful of coins given to him by his grandfather. over 
the years his casual collecting of assorted numismatic 
items became focused on early u.s. half dollars, and he 
began collecting by overton variety. While attending 
Quinnipiac university, where he graduated in 2006 
with a B.a. in History with minors in political science 
and economics, Greg worked for several dealers on a 
freelance basis. after graduation, Greg took a position at r.M. smythe, 
where he assisted clients in the office and at shows and cataloguing u.s. 
and world coins for auction and retail sale. Here at stack’s, he works 
with the entire auction team, from when the coins first arrive to the end 
of catalogue production. Greg is a member of the ana, JrCs, Fun, and 
Phi alpha Theta.

re or  . ole  is a recognized expert on and 
cataloger of ancient, Islamic, Medieval and World 
Coins and World exonumia. a leading authority on 
Islamic and asian coinages, antiquities and art, he has 
been a professional numismatist for the past 17 years, 
a numismatic consultant, cataloger and researcher for 
12, and a collector since age 7. Blazing a broad swath 
through the world of coins, as a numismatic scholar, 
Greg has contributed to a number of references and publications 
and has participated in the writing of several score rare coin auction 
catalogs. In the course of this time, he has personally cataloged rare 
coins with a collective value of well over $100 million, including most 
recently the sklarov Collection of russian Historical Medals, and, in 
2004, the fabled russian rarity, the Constantine ruble, which brought 
one of the highest prices paid for a world coin in auction. Greg earned 
both his Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees from new york university. 
Formerly a journalist and magazine editor, his assignments to the far 
flung reaches of the globe rekindled his pursuit of coin collecting, 
while expeditions into the souks and pasars of the Middle east and 
southeast asia honed his interest in eastern coinages.

om lha e, a graduate of st. Peter’s College, Jersey 
City, nJ, has been a coin dealer since 1979. after starting 
his career with several major coin companies he began 
his own coin business, The elusive spondulix, in 
1986, while maintaining a close working relationship 
with stack’s for more than 25 years. Known in the 
coin business for his ability to accurately grade u.s. 
coins, Tom was a part time grader at nGC, followed 
by several years as a PCGs grading consultant. early in 2005 Tom 
became a stack’s consultant focusing on grading u.s. coins for auction. 
In addition, Culhane is knowledgeable in such diverse areas as Irish 
coins and tokens, u.s. Philippines coins, so-called dollars and Civil 
War tokens. This broad-based knowledge is one reason the television 
program Jeopardy  has consulted with Tom to verify numismatic 
questions. after contributing to the redbook and Bluebook for more 
than 10 years Culhane focused on the Blackbook of U.S. Coins and 
since 1998 has written the introductory articles yearly and assisted 
with price changes. on a personal note Tom has spent much of his 
free time proposing and encouraging the u.s. Postal service to issue 
commemorative stamps honoring Irish Immigration, James Cagney 
and, currently, saint Patrick’s day. Culhane had also spent 12 years 
competing in professional arm wrestling tournaments.
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th a a arbo ara coordinates all aspects of our live 
auction sales. From working with consignor reserves, 
verification of opening values, and lot assignments, to 
reconciliation and finalization of all bidding and purchase 
records, Cynthia is an integral part of the system of checks 
and balances that make every auction sale a smoothly 
functioning success. a prominent figure at auction sales, 
Cynthia is well recognized by dealers and collectors alike. 

ar ssa . e erma , a historian by training with a 
Ba from Colgate university, is a numismatic researcher 
and cataloguer and a valuable member of the stack’s 
auction staff. Marissa is involved with virtually every 
step of the auction process, from coordinating with 
consignors to supervising the internal processing of lots 
to cataloguing auction lots. Catalogue production is also 
a major component of Marissa’s responsibilities, and she 
works closely with Vicken yegparian and our graphics department to this 
end. on auction day, Marissa is there to assist bidders and fellow staff, and 
helps everything run smoothly.

ames . atthews is one of our senior cataloguers of 
u.s. Federal and Colonial coins. He began cataloguing in 
the 1980s and has worked as a consultant for a variety of 
numismatic firms, now exclusive to stack’s. significant 
specialized collections he catalogued include the roger 
Cohen Half Cents, the H. rolland Willasch Bust Half dollars 
and Bust dollars, the richard Pugh Bust Half dollars, the 
Paul Munson Bust Half dollars, the Benson Collection, the 
richmond Collection, the Jules reiver die Variety Collection, the northern Bay 
Collection, and most recently the George Byers, Jr. Collection of Half dollars, 
among countless others. a board member of the John reich Collector’s society 
since 1987, he has written numerous articles for its quarterly publication. He is 
also a member of the ana, ans, lsCC and eaC. Jim was a contributor to Jules 
reiver’s he United States Early Sil er ollars and to he Complete Encyclopedia of 
Sil er ollars of the United States by Q. david Bowers. He is presently contributing 
and updating reiver’s various ariety denti cation Manuals. recently he wrote 
portions of the smithsonian Institution’s book on the Gold Coinage of America. 
He has also worked with the Federal Trade Commission. 

ack cNamara has been interested in numismatics 
since boyhood. He was introduced to coin collecting 
by his maternal grandfather (whose own grandfather 
had advertised coins for sale in the American Journal of 

umismatics in the late 19th century ) by playing bingo 
with Wheat cents and a Whitman coin folder. Jack has a 
general knowledge of u.s. coins and paper money, with 
early american copper coins being his specialty. He is 
a contributor to several numismatic publications and auction catalogues 
including the andbook of United States Coins and the 15th sale of the John J. 
Ford, Jr. Collection.  a graduate of rutgers university, he is a lifelong new 
Jersey resident and has a great interest in the coinage and currency of his home 
state. “Jack Mac” can regularly be found at the new york office cataloguing 
coins, working with consignors and assisting our retail clientele.

Br ce ola  Ha e  has been a collector since 1971 
and a professional numismatist since 1988. His areas 
of expertise include u.s. coins and paper money, world 
coins from 1400 to 1900, american and world medals, 
Polar exploration ephemera, world paper money and 
american historical documents. Bruce has worked as 
a private consultant to numismatic auction houses, 
museums and foundations, and private collectors of 

american historical paper currency and financial documents. He has 
contributed to well over 200 numismatic auction catalogues featuring 
over $50 million of historical paper currency, coins and medals, stocks 
and bonds, financial documents and other numismatic items. He is a 
member of over a dozen organizations including the PCda, ana, ans, 
sPMC, IBns, Csns, Fun, and several regional clubs. Most recently, 
Bruce has been the lead paper money cataloguer for the John J. Ford, 
Jr. Collection. He has also worked on the Herb and Martha schingoethe 
obsolete currency sales by r.M. smythe & Co. where he had previously 
served as VP. He has also contributed to numerous books and articles 
including Friedberg’s Paper Money of the United States and the Standard 
Guide to Small-Si e U.S. Paper Money by oakes and schwartz. 

chael . Ho er is a numismatic Consultant who is 
currently responsible for cataloguing the auction sales 
of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection, the magnificence of 
which has never before been seen in numismatics in one 
collection. Mike’s herculean efforts have vaulted the 
prices realized to an astonishing $50 million and that 
figure is still growing. He specializes in early american 
coins, medals and militaria struck prior to 1837 and is 

one of the foremost numismatic researchers of our time. He is a Fellow 
of the american numismatic society and a Founder of the Colonial Coin 
Collectors Club. Mike has written several books and countless articles 
on colonial and federal issue coins and medals including his award 
winning he or eb Collection  An American Legacy written with Q. david 
Bowers and the classic Standard Catalogue of Encased Postage Stamps. over 
the last 25 years, he has been responsible for cataloguing some of the 
most significant collections to be sold at public auction including the 
landmark John Whitney Walter Collection of Coins of 1796, the Queller 
Family Collection of Half dollars, the Hain Family Collection of 1652 
Massachusetts silver and the ambassador and Mrs. r. Henry norweb 
Collection of u.s. Coins. The catalogues Mike has written have won 
more prestigious numismatic literary Guild Catalogue of the year and 
extraordinary Merit awards than any other cataloguer in history.

el ssa arste t works with clients in our retail gallery, 
with the active support of our team of well-respected 
numismatists, including Q. david Bowers and larry 
stack. she supervises our Monthly acquisition Program 
which assists clients with building fine collections by 
way of budgeted monthly coin purchases, each coin 
carefully and specifically selected to fit the collector’s 
interests and preferences. as a valued member of 

our auction team, she often assists in auctioneering. at the many coin 
conventions she regularly attends, she eagerly assists clients and visitors 
to our bourse tables. 
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B ll etro ol s, a leading authority in the field of 
mineralogy, is a lifetime collector of coins, specializing 
in Indian cents. Bill received his undergraduate degree 
at salem state College and did his graduate studies at 
the university of Maryland. For 26 years he was curator 
of the Mineralogical Museum at Harvard university. He 
continues to curate the mineral collection at lafayette 
College and has served on the boards of the state of 

California Mineral Collection Preservation Committee and the society of 
Mineralogical Museum Professionals. He is an accomplished author in both 
numismatics and mineralogy and was a consulting editor for a leading 
mineralogical magazine. He has been a consultant and appraiser for several 
museums, including the smithsonian Institution, the Houston Museum of 
nature, the Boston Museum of science, and the arizona sonoran desert 
Museum. Bill has lectured at numerous universities around the world. 

Scott tchell has been with the firm since 1981. He earned 
his Bachelor of science degree from Wheaton College 
(Illinois) in mathematics and economics with advanced 
graduate study at the Indiana university school of Business. 
scott was formerly a staff member of Galerie des Monnaies, 
Minkus stamp and Publishing and Capitol Coin Co. He 
updated and extensively revised the American Guide to U.S. 
Coins during a four year period as its editor and also is a 

contributor to A Guide Book of United States Coins, as well as a number of other 
coin and currency references. an avid numismatist since the age of seven, his 
collecting interests include Confederate, Fractional and Pre-Federal currency to 
u.s. patterns, roman Imperial denarii, foreign crowns and even sales tax tokens. 
on a professional level, he is well-versed in every area of u.s. coins and currency 
and has acquired particular expertise in u.s. type coins, gold, currency and die 
variety attributions. as one of our senior numismatists, scott has catalogued 
many specialized collections, including the Wm. Thomas Michaels Collection 
of Indian Head eagles, the randolph s. rothschild Collection of u.s. Patterns, 
and the lemus Collection of seated liberty dimes. 

oh  . Pack, one of our auction consignment specialists, 
has been involved in numismatics for over 20 years. His 
enthusiasm for all aspects of numismatics, and his sincere 
approach, guarantees that every consignment will be 
presented to its finest advantage so as to provide the 
highest possible prices realized. Further, John will make 
sure that each and every consignor will have a pleasurable 
transaction with our firm. In addition to working with 

auction consignors, John catalogues currency for the firm. His cataloguing 
talents were widely recognized for several record setting presentations of u.s. 
paper money highlighted by the world-renowned collections of Harry W. Bass, 
Jr. and Wayne s. rich. In addition, he was selected to compose the currency 
chapter of the important arry W. Bass, Jr. Museum Sylloge. Most recently, he 
has become intimately involved with the vast american Banknote Co. materials 
and has superbly catalogued a good portion of our recent offerings.

om Pa chella became a coin collector at the age of eight, 
searching for coins in his family’s grocery store register. He 
focused on 20th-century u.s. coins, making an extensive 
study of Buffalo nickels, Mercury dimes and standing 
liberty quarters. Tom joined the firm in december 1985 
after nine years with Minkus stamp & Coin, the last two 
years of which he served as head coin and currency buyer. 
In addition to working at the new york City office, Tom 

travels to most of the significant coin and currency conventions held around 
the u.s. He also travels extensively to appraise and purchase collections for 
the company. an ana member since 1988, he has a lifelong interest in the 
world of stamps and is a former member of the american Philatelic society. 
Tom is also a member of Central states, The Professional Currency dealers 
association, and the Fractional Currency Collectors Board. His current 
interests include collecting new Jersey obsolete Currency.

rew W. Pollock  has authored United States Patterns 
and elated ssues, a standard reference book on united 
states pattern coins issued from 1792 to circa 1979, which 
won the prestigious PnG’s Friedberg award in 1995. This 
book is literally an encyclopedia of information about 
the ever-popular pattern series. He is also the author of 
Ad ertisement nde  to the Boston e sletter and Massachusetts 
Ga ette, 70 - 77 , nearly 3,700 pages in length. This latter 
title features approximately 10,000-12,000 alphabetically-
listed entries for individuals, businesses, ships incorporating historical 
and biographical information gleaned from an estimated 50,000-60,000 
advertisements from the historic newspapers. over the years, Pollock has 
participated in the writing of dozens of rare coin auction catalogues, and 
has personally catalogued rare coins having an estimated collective value 
approaching $100 million. as a hobby, Pollock enjoys collecting antique 
hand tools manufactured in Kingston, Ma.

Pamela oberts is an integral part of the stack’s auction 
staff, Pam coordinates all aspects of our on site auctions 
from lot viewing to lot pickup.  she works closely with 
Cynthia laCarbonara and other members of our staff, 
assisting our bidders and ensuring that things run 
smoothly and efficiently during our sales.

ra k a  ale  is one of america’s best known 
numismatic personalities and one of our senior 
cataloguers. Widely praised for over two decades for 
his numismatic expertise, Frank’s byline has appeared 
in scores of the most important auction catalogues 
ever written including the ambassador and Mrs. r. 
Henry norweb Collection of u.s. coins, and specialized 
collections such as the Texas Collection of California 
Fractional Gold and the historic coin collection of 
Commodore Matthew C. Perry. Frank has contributed to the last 19 
editions of A Guide Book of United States Coins and his writing talents have 
earned him the recognition of the nlG. additionally, his writings have 
appeared in he umismatist and many club periodicals over the years. 
a current ana life Member with more than 25 years of membership, 
he has taught courses on u.s. type coins at numerous summer seminars 
hosted by the ana, and is a member of many national and specialty 
organizations as well. Frank has an expert understanding of the intricacies 
of all american coinage in addition to many other numismatic fields. He 
is also one of our very popular and featured auctioneers. 

cke  Ye ar a , one of our auction consignment 
specialists, is a cataloguer of u.s. coins in copper, 
silver and gold, including coins of the Colonial 
and Confederation periods. He is also very much 
involved with the day-to-day operations running the 
auction business. a graduate of Columbia university, 
Vicken was the first recipient of the Georgia stamm 
Chamberlain Memorial award of the Medal Collectors 
of america for his presentation on colonial era medals of 
his alma mater, “The silver Medals of the King’s College literary society, 
1767-1771,” delivered at the 2004 Coinage of the americas Conference 
held by the ans. He is a member of many numismatic organizations, 
including the ana, ans, the Colonial Coin Collectors Club, and the 
John reich Collectors society, the liberty seated Collectors Club and 
the Fly-In Club (Flying eagle and Indian Head Collectors Club) among 
numerous other specialty clubs.
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show beckons at the Convention Center. sponsored by Whit-
man Publishing llC, it is one of the most dynamic events 
of the year—a magnet, with hundreds of dealers set up and 
non-stop activity. 

H hl hts of the Sale
Colonial coins in our sale, a popular discipline and 

increasingly becoming more so, include many important 
pieces. an especially nice Massachusetts oak Tree shilling, 
close to Mint state and with the highly desired Collectors 
acceptance Corporation vetting, will cause attention, as will 
a nice selection of imitation (counterfeit) British halfpence, a 
1723 Wood’s Hibernia farthing in silver, and a nice selection 
of struck copies offer opportunities. a private collection of 
Vermont coppers 1785 to 1788, always a favorite series, will 
likewise create interest, as will other state coppers of that 
decade. 

among half cents and large cents an affordable 1793 Chain 
aMerICa cent will attract attention, and specialists will 
compete strongly to take home the Mint State 1803 with error 
Fraction, not to overlook many others. among small cents 
the great focal point has always been the 1856 Flying eagle, 
for which we present not one but multiple examples, always 
in demand. a Mint state 1877 will attract attention as well, 
as will many others. Two cent pieces and nickel three cent 
pieces comprise many different varieties in high grades.

 among Buffalo nickels there is an incredible quality 1916 
doubled die obverse, a lustrous 1918/7-d, a choice 1926-s, 
and a number of others that will excite the advanced spe-
cialist. among half dimes you can contemplate Mint state 
examples of the 1796, the curious 1796/5 (a raped Bust
coinage was contemplated in 1795, but never took place), and 
an 1800, in good company with other high grade pieces. The 
1860 transitional half dime is bound to attract attention as 
well. If you are working on a type set of united states coins, 

WelCoMe
to our sale of the Entlich, White Oak, Gross, and St. Andre Collections

Presented by Stack’s in Baltimore

Welcome to our latest Baltimore sale featuring the entlich, 
White oak, Gross and st. andre Collections. The venue is 
the same as in our other recent sales in the city, at the Pier 
5 Hotel close by the waterfront in the Inner Harbor area. 
In fact, it is so close that you can almost touch the historic 
ships on display

our auction begins on Monday, March 23, at 1:00 in the 
afternoon. Come earlier (see schedule) and view the lots, or 
view them at our new york City offi ce. The auction continues 
on Tuesday, for most of the day, and concludes on Wednes-
day. refreshments, snacks, and complimentary meals will 
be served for certain of the sessions, with you as our guest. 
The red carpet will be rolled out. This certainly will be an 
event to be remembered

attend in person, and we’ll be delighted to see you. or 
participate by Internet, mail bidding, or by telephone (by 
arrangement). The market for choice, rare, and interesting 
tokens, medals, coins, and paper money remains dynamic. 
How fortunate we all are to be involved in numismatics

Baltimore is one of the most numismatic of all cities and is 
steeped in rich tradition. a listing of the collectors of the past 
read like a Who’s Who in American umismatics. one of the 
earliest was robert Gilmor, Jr., who was active in the 1830s 
and 1840s, gathering along the way many treasures including 
a Brasher doubloon. In more recent times, louis e. eliasberg 
accomplished the impossible—in 1950 he did what no one 
else had ever done: built a collection that was absolutely 
complete as to dates and mintmarks, from the 1793 half cent 
to the 1933 double eagle. In between we have T. Harrison 
Garrett and his son John Work Garrett, Waldo T. newcomer, 
Col. M.I. Cohen, and more. and, we should mention our long 
time friend, dr. George Fuld, whose numismatic contribu-
tions began in the 1940s and are still going on.

Indeed, Baltimore will be the place to be in March. after 
participating in our sale, the Baltimore Coin & Currency 
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from near and far. Tokens include the curious and rare 1864 
Feuchtwanger three cent piece and other delights.

Paper money  Certainly in recent years, paper money, a 
long time specialty, has become more widely collected than 
ever. This is due to efforts of the society of Paper Money Col-
lectors and its Paper Money magazine, he Bank ote eporter, 
many excellent books on the subject, and the realization 
that often a piece of paper money can be very inexpensive 
in relation to a federal coin of comparable rarity. no doubt 
the Whitman book he 00 Greatest American Currency otes 
has played a part as well, as these have been a best seller 
for us. 

Coming up in our Baltimore sale is the White oak Collec-
tion of new york colonial and obsolete issues, a marvelous 
selection including many pieces that may not be offered 
again for a long time. The eastern Collection includes many 
hundreds of pieces and focuses on new Jersey obsolete notes.
obsolete notes across the board from various states include, 
absolutely marvelously and incredibly, nearly 400 Proofs  
Certainly, excitement will prevail  scrip issues are there in 
force, a lovely Fractional Currency shield will attract atten-
tion, as will about 250 federal notes, large and small, totaling 
well over 1,000 lots of paper money in all. Indeed, this could 
be a paper money auction on its own

h k  of Sell
on the other hand, perhaps as you read these words about 

our Baltimore sale you are thinking of selling. For every nu-
mismatist there is a harvest time. 

We invite you to take advantage of the excitement and 
enthusiasm and be a part of our dynamic 2009 program  our 
sales are so popular that space is often rare  now is the time 
to plan ahead to reserve a position.

are you thinking of selling  Then think of stack’s. If 
you carefully consider the matter, there is no other logical 
choice:

The stack’s difference is e pertise, care, and personal atten-
tion paid to you and your consignment. The results translate 
directly to your bottom line. 

reality check: If you read numismatic literature, e-mails, 
and advertisements, hyperbole is everywhere. “Biggest,” 
“best,” “greatest,” “the only way,” etc. Much of this is wishful 
thinking, or is based on something that happened recently. 
amidst all of this, stack’s offers facts—a proven record of 
success that you can take to the bank. These are not hopes, 
not wishful thinking, but are factual. no other numismatic 
auction firm past or present can come e en close to our record 
of accomplishment  For generations we have been america’s 
leading numismatic auction firm.

reality in the coin auction marketplace:

this sale will offer many opportunities among half dimes and 
all other denominations, in fact a selection about as varied as 
any sale we have had recently.

dimes are likewise desirable and range from early years 
through liberty seated and Mercury varieties, then quarter 
dollars from early years onward, but with particular emphasis 
on some truly incredible standing liberty issues (such as the 
key 1927-s in ultra-gem Ms-66 grade, Full Head, certified 
by PCGs). Half dollars, certainly one of the most popular 
collecting fields among early coins, are a virtual panorama, 
beginning with 1794, the first year of issue, and continuing 
to include many high grade pieces, scarce die varieties, and 
simply “nice” coins. The 1836 with reeded edge in Choice 
Mint state will attract attention, and the 1839 Capped Bust 
with Small Letters reverse is a classic. onward the sale goes 
through liberty seated coins, Barber issues (check the 1892-
o Micro o), into some lovely and rare liberty Walking half 
dollars. 

silver dollars commence with an affordable (low grade) 
1794, and continue to include interesting items in the Flowing 
Hair and draped Bust series, after which come  1836 Gobrecht 
dollars, liberty seated issues, and a great selection of Morgan 
and Peace dollars. Trade dollars are represented as well. 

Gold coins include denominations from the dollar through 
the double eagle. In the “rarest of the rare” series from 1795 
through 1834, there are many outstanding coins, enough for 
these pieces to make the sale a magnet on its own—Mint 
state coins, rarities, you name it. Then come liberty Head 
gold coins, including branch mint rarities, and others. What 
to mention  There are so many things  a Mint state 1839-o 
quarter eagle, and then there is the classic 1873 $3, an abso-
lutely marvelous Gem Proof 1864 half eagle, one of the finest 
1871-CC eagles, and more. Then into the 20th century, with 
choice, rare and interesting coins.

The st. andre Collection of double eagles ranges from 
the 1850s through the saint-Gaudens series, including along 
the way the classic 1870-CC rarity, the seldom seen 1881, the 
ever-popular MCMVII, the exceedingly rare 1920-s, and the 
elusive 1925-s, this being a short list. 

The other things in our sale will attract just as much at-
tention as regular issues, as they always do. Patterns come 
to the fore with a lovely 1838 half dollar, an 1859 ring dollar 
in gold, and other treasures, including a wonderful old-time 
collection that was attributed by adams-Woodin numbers   
Territorial and private gold include the finest nGC-graded 
1849 Moffat with Ten dol. reverse, and the impressive and 
historical 1855 Wass, Molitor & Company $50 in beautiful 
au preservation. 

so-called dollars have their day in the sun, as do Mint med-
als, both from extensive offerings that will attract specialists 
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• stack’s has set more auction records than any other 
firm, including the most valuable coin ever auctioned (this 
one in partnership with sotheby’s), the 1933 double eagle 
at $7.59 million.

• When the world’s most valuable collection was auc-
tioned recently, the John J. Ford Jr. Collection at close to $60 
million, stack’s sold it. no other auction firm has come even 
close to matching this accomplishment  

• stack’s has auctioned more important “name” collec-
tions than any other firm, and by far.

• stack’s has had more government agencies, universities, 
and financial institutions consign to us than has any other 
firm, and by far.

• The catalogues created by stack’s and, earlier, by our 
partner Q. david Bowers have won more “Catalogue of 
the year” and other honors than have those of any other 
firm.

• stack’s services include auctions, sales, purchases, and 
complete worldwide leading-edge Internet presence. We 
are also very active in the gold market. Perhaps you saw the 
coverage of us recently on the front page of the “Money” 
section of USA oday. From old-fashioned personal service 
and warmth to the latest computer and Internet innovations, 
we are here for you.

• stack’s financial ability and integrity are unsurpassed 
by any rare coin firm in numismatic history.

• stack’s staff of acknowledged long-time numismatic 
experts is unequalled by any other rare coin auctioneer in 
the world, past or present.

• stack’s is headquartered in new york City, the financial 
and art center of the world. 

Is there anything we haven’t mentioned  
If you are thinking of selling, cast the braggadocio of 

others aside, and consign to the world’s most successful 

numismatic auction firm. What we have done for others, 
ever since 1935, we can do for you as well

often, coins sold through stack’s bring more, after our 
modest commission, than the same coins would have 
brought if sold free of charge by another auction house  stack’s 
dream team of numismatic experts awaits you, backed up 
by the most dynamic clientele of active bidders and buyers 
of any auction firm.

on behalf of all of us at stack’s we appreciate your review 
of our upcoming Baltimore sale. It promises to be a great 
event, and we look forward to you being a part of it. Thank 
you very much.

sincerely,

Q. david Bowers

Harvey G. stack

lawrence r. stack

Christine Karstedt
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sessIon one
March 23, 2009 • 1:00 pm

Lots 300 - 97

ColonIal and early aMerICan CoIns

ho ce  1 52 Oak ree Sh ll
Noe 5

3001 1 52 assach setts. Oak ree Sh ll . Noe-5. ar t -2. -55 P S  ACAAC . 71.0 grains. a 
splendid, lustrous example of the variety and among the finest known. Both surfaces exhibit 
gunmetal-gray toning with pale navy blue and gold highlights. all inscriptions are sharp though 
partially off the planchet, as is typical of many oak Tree shillings seen. The tree is sharp in some 
particulars and faint in others. This piece is illustrated on ron Guth’s Coin Facts website, and is 
listed at the top of his roster of “significant examples” for the n-5 die variety. our sale of the John 
J. Ford Collection included two examples of n-5, both of which were graded as uncirculated, but 
apart from these two, the only other quality example we can recall having handled in recent years 
was the au-53 specimen in anr’s Classics Sale of July 2003, lot 2. 

From Early American istory Auctions, nc.’s Mail Bid Sale, ecember 9, 2000, Lot 883

3002 1 52 assach setts Oak ree sh ll . Noe-11. ar t - .  S N S . “damaged.” 67.1 gns. 
a fascinating coin worthy of study because of, rather than in spite of, its “damage.” Clearly bent and 
straightened, a situation that doesn’t necessarily recommend its purchase by most collectors. The two 
bends are essentially horizontal, the upper one more severe and actually causing a break from the rim 
at 2:00 into the bead line. The bottom one, though, shows careful and purposeful scoring marks on 
the reverse—a series of gouges along which this coin was meant to be broken for small change. such 
broken pieces are well known to specialists, and a number of this diminutive fraction were found 
among the treasure of the MS Fe ersham. dark gray with good sharpness. This coin serves as the 
precise kind of physical evidence that should let the “witch piece” legend die  Massachusetts silver 
was commonly bent with the intent to break the coin into fractional silver coins. 

2  photo
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N ce  1 2 Oak ree wo e ce
est of the es at o  ert e  b  P S

3003 1 2 assach setts Oak ree two e ce. Noe-30. ar t -4. -53 
N . deep steel gray with underlying lustre and lively rose, 

pale gold, and neon blue iridescence. slightly off center toward 
the bottom of the obverse, as typical for the issue, nicely centered 
on the reverse though the rim there glances the tops of W enGl. 
a pleasing coin, one that holds up well to careful scrutiny  no 
marks of any consequence can be seen under low magnification. 
Choice for the grade and the finest of the oak Tree, small 2 variety 
currently found in a PCGs holder. 

PCGs Population: 1  none finer within the oak Tree, small 2 designa-
tion.

3004 1 52 assach setts P e ree sh ll . Noe-8. ar t -4. ar e 
Pla chet.  S N S . “Clipped after striking.” attractive 
dark slate gray surfaces are evenly grainy but retain a wealth of 
detail. excellent sharpness, indeed, this appears to be a coin that 
was perhaps lost to burial when it was essentially new. a straight 
clip is present on the right side of the obverse, barely affecting the 
dentils but reducing this coin’s weight below the threshold neces-
sary for normal encapsulation. an excellent type coin for those 
who’d rather not spend $10,000 on a nearly Mint state example 
of this american classic. 

ho ce t State ON ON le ha t oke
P S S- 3 BN

h ck Pla chet

3005 ate  ca. 1 72-1 94  o o  le ha t toke . Bree -18 . No 
a o als  sh el , h ck la chet. S- 3 BN P S . Glossy 

chocolate brown with golden brown highlights. a pleasing coin 
with a modest amount of fissuring on both sides, not uncommon 
for the issue  indeed, the present coin fared much finer than many 
of its type in that regard. nicely centered with excellent eye ap-
peal, this particular pachyderm would make a great addition to 
any colonial coin cabinet. 

PCGs Population: 14  5 finer within the Bn designation (all Ms-64 Bn).

300  1723 osa mer ca a two e ce. Bree  92. Sto  after , o sto  
after 3. otto o  label. -50. 225.4 gns. rich olive-brown sur-
faces exhibit the usual minor granularity in the fields in addition 
to a touch of original mint gold and lustre in the recessed areas 
of the peripheral legends. strike is sharp and well-centered, as 
expected of these very well made Wood’s coinages. This speci-
men was collected by Mr. danforth for its rare planchet error in 
the form of a straight clip best visible from 12:00 to 1:00 on the 
obverse. as most rosas are believed to have been struck on cast 
planchets, is it possible that this coin was struck from a planchet 
cut from rolled planchet stock  an instructive coin that will surely 
engender hours of enjoyment for its new owner. 

From the Brian anforth Collection  Early American istory Auc-
tions October 200  sale, Lot 37.

3007 1723 osa mer ca a two e ce. Bree -92. -40. 236.9 grains. 
dark chocolate brown with relatively pleasing surfaces. some 
pitting is noted at the rim between 9:00 and 11:00 on the obverse, 
less significant rim pits elsewhere. a glass detects some trivial 
worn pinscratches, and a slight rocking to the coin suggests a 
minor bend. still quite sharp and pleasing in hand. 

3008 1723 osa mer ca a two e ce. Bree -92. -20. 212.7 grains. 
dark tan with brassier highlights on the obverse portrait. rela-
tively smooth for the grade, just some very minor roughness at 
12:00 near the obverse rim. a handsome circulated specimen of 
this largest rosa americana denomination. 

3009 1722 osa mer ca a e . Bree -113.  . -40. 
116.4 grains. even dark brown with finely granular surfaces that do 
not affect the excellent sharpness. short old scratch under dulCI, 
edge scratched or filed, probably at time of production. Very well 
detailed. 

3010 1723 osa mer ca a half e . Bree -140. row e  ose. -
30. 55.9 grains. Mottled surfaces show bright brassy gold from an 
old cleaning that have partially retoned to a darker shade. a few 
specks of surfaces deposits are noted on the obverse. 

3011 1723 Woo s H ber a farth . art  2.1-Bc.4. ar t -4. S- 0 
BN. 49.4 gns. Tinges of original mint red inhabit the most protected 
areas of the letters and peripheries of this rich mahogany speci-
men. Quality control at William Wood’s mint was rather tight, 
with very few deeply flawed coins having survived to our times. 
This specimen displays some rather severe planchet flaws at the 

2  photo
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centers and in points toward the periphery that were not obliter-
ated by the strike  also noted in the surrounding fields is carbon 
or metallic slag that was the result of this rough patch in the stock 
from which this planchet was cut. a technically very interesting 
study piece for the student of Wood’s coinages. 

From the Brian anforth Collection  Bo ers  Merena’s sale of 
March 999, Lot 00 .

ho ce Proo ke 1723 Woo s H ber a  
arth   S l er

3012 1723 Woo s H ber a farth . art  3.2-Bc.10. ar t -5. S l-
er. S- 4. 72.4 gns. Gleaming, prooflike fields surround devices 

that are very well struck if a little soft at the highest elevations of 
the devices, such as George’s cheek and Hibernia’s knee, which 
have taken on a pale lavender hue. Fields are a mixture of milky 
white silver and iridescent golden toning, the latter hue coalesc-
ing around the letters and edges of the design motifs. Three dif-
ferent die pairings of farthings in silver are known, two of which, 
including Martin 3.2-Bc.10, are known only by silver strikings. 
These were clearly produced by Wood with a special purpose in 
mind, as the grand majority of survivors today are in existence 
thanks to a small hoard of Gem silver farthings purchased by 
Baldwin’s from the descendents of William Wood. reportedly 43 
of these silver farthings were housed in a silver tube whose end 
caps are silver 1723 Wood’s Hibernia halfpence (see Martin page 
410 for a photo of the tube). Circulated specimens in silver are 
also known (Ford VII: 69, for example), indicating that the lucky 
recipients of a silver piece sometimes spent or carried Wood’s 
gift. Here is a piece that would quickly become the showpiece 
of even an advanced collection  the number of collectible types 
of colonial silver coins are few, rendering astute the purchase of 
a silver Wood’s farthing. 

From the Brian anforth Collection, purchased from ony er-
rano a, April 23, 999. eported by consignor as the nest of a group 
of se en pieces ac uired by ony in 998.

3013 1723 Woo s H ber a farth . art  3.13-Bc.5. ar t -4. S- 3 
B P S . a superb coin featuring rose-red and orange original 

mint color and lustre in the fields, and a very strong strike in the 
devices, bringing out the intricate details of the designs. a carbon 
area below IB of HIBernIa is all that keeps this eye appealing 
coin from a bit higher grade. obverse from the state with only the 
latter 2 r’s filled, but with die clashing evident below reX that is 
not mentioned in Martin  reverse exhibits the plethora of rust and 
cracks noted in Martin. 

From the Brian anforth Collection.

3014 1723 Woo s H ber a farth . art  3.13-Bc.10. ar t -5. -
58. 55.6 gns. rich, dark chestnut brown surfaces are very glossy 
and just a touch darker at the very lightly worn highest points of 
the design motifs. a pretty survivor that was collected not only for 
its beauty but also for rarely present details visible in the angel’s 
wing, here simply represented by cross-hatched, straight graver 
lines. 

From the Brian anforth Collection, purchased from ony errano a, 
January 7, 999.

3015 1722 Woo s H ber a half e . Har  eft. Br-144, art  3.1-
B .3. ar t -5. -58 P S . a real beauty. Glossy deep golden 
brown leaning toward chestnut on both sides. The strike is bold 
and crisp and the eye appeal is well above the usual for this elu-
sive issue. natural obverse flan flaw near the tip of George’s bust 
and the G in GeorGIus, otherwise mark-free and exceptionally 
lovely. 

#000167

301  1722 Woo s H ber a half e . Har  eft. art  3.1-Bb.3. 
ar t -5. -58 P S . Hard and glossy medium brown with 

intermingled ruddy highlights. a smooth and attractive coin with 
good lustre for the grade. some softness on the reverse typifies 
the Harp left variety. 

#000167

3017 1722 Woo s H ber a half e . Har  eft. art  4.1-Bb.1. 
ar t -5. -40 P S . Choice, chestnut brown surfaces are worn 

to a pleasant olive-brown hue at the high points. Circulation marks 
are extremely minor, some detritus fills the recessed areas of the 
designs and lettering. a trouble-free coin that would admirably 
serve to represent the 1722 Harp left type. 

From the Brian anforth Collection.

2  photo
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3018 1722 Woo s H ber a half e . Har  eft. art  4.12-Be.1. 
ar t -5. Str ck off-ce ter. -40. 117.2 gns. Pale olive-brown 

surfaces exhibit some porosity on the obverse, while the reverse 
is mostly smooth in comparison. struck about 5% off-center, the 
obverse toward 12:00 and the reverse toward 6:00. Given that 
other off-center coins in this consignment have a similar degree 
and direction of off-centering, perhaps a flaw in the press or 
process caused such similarities  although the off-centering is 
very interesting, the bold, bisecting crack from 12:00 to 6:00 on 
the obverse is perhaps more mesmerizing, especially given the 
fact that Martin records only a perfect dies specimen. 

From the Brian anforth Collection  he Fifth Annual C-  Con en-
tion Sale McCa ley  Grellman, o ember 999, Lot .

3019 1723 Woo s H ber a half e . Narrow 3. art  4.5- c.22. 
ar t - . S- 2 BN. 113.9 gns. a rather amazing specimen on 

several fronts. First off, its beautiful and glossy, medium brown 
surfaces exhibit abundant mint lustre on both sides. The strike is 
sharp and bold, with just a touch of softness at Hibernia’s breast 
and knee. The obverse is in a late, worn and rusted state, while 
the reverse is in a very late, worn and rusted state, with abundant 
“pimpling” of the die surface noted. a superior example of a rare 
die variety. 

From the Brian anforth Collection.

3020 1723 Woo s H ber a half e . Broa  3. art  4.52- b.8. 
ar t -4. -58 P S . Glossy chestnut brown surfaces are near 

perfect in their preservation—just a few stray spots on both sides 
are noted for the sake of completeness but are not visible other 
than under magnification. Here is a coin that is better struck than 
90% of Wood’s Hibernias out there, and as such would make a 
great representative of the type or variety. 

From the Brian anforth Collection.

3021 1723 Woo s H ber a half e . Narrow 3. art  4. 9- c.1. 
ar t -4. S- 2 BN P S . Golden tan and lustrous fields sur-

round design motifs whose high points are a steely rose on both 

sides. abundant original mint color glows in the protected areas of 
the letters on both sides. a high grade, sharply struck coin show-
ing near full definition at the centers, down to the individually 
delineated fingers in Hibernia’s left hand. 

From the Brian anforth Collection.

3022 1723 Woo s H ber a half e . Narrow 3. art  4.90- .3. 
ar t -5. -50. 117.4 gns. olive-brown, glossy and rather attrac-

tive, this specimen is quite well struck but also exhibits a shallow 
unstruck area through George’s hair. This reverse die is notable 
for the “doubling” of the strings where they join the base of the 
harp  on this coin, the reverse is also in a badly broken state, a large 
arcing die break crossing through many of the harp strings. 

From the Brian anforth Collection, purchased from James King, 
January 7, 999.

or eo s e -Brow  1723 Half e

3023 1723 Woo s H ber a half e . Broa  3. art  4.104- b.10. 
ar t -5. S- 5 B P S . a delectable and superior specimen 

of this otherwise common issue. The fiery orange-red mint color 
that enlivens the fields is of the beautiful tone that 18th-century 
mint red takes on when it survives nearly three centuries to the 
present day. strike is very sharp for a Wood’s halfpenny, with 
full definition seen in Hibernia’s resting left hand but with some 
weakness of strike noted immediately to the left of this hand. 
surfaces are devoid of any stray marks, and this coin was most 
probably carefully saved as a souvenir soon after its minting. a 
small carbon spot below exergual line and a slightly larger one 
on angel are hardly noticeable among the superb beauty of this 
high quality specimen, undoubtedly one of the finest survivors 
of its type that is destined for an advanced collection of colonials 
hand-selected for their supreme quality. 

PCGs Population: 4  2 finer within the designation (both Ms-66 rB).
From the Brian anforth Collection.

3024 r o of Woo s H ber a co s, cl  a  escr be  e 
state  I 1723 half e . art  4.5- b.1. ar t -5. eF-40. at-
tractive deep olive with smooth glossy surfaces I 1723 farth . 

art  3.13-Bc.5. ar t -4. VF-30. Pleasing dark chocolate 
brown I 1723 farth . art  3.13-Bc.10. ar t -5. au-50. 
attractive dark brown with very minor roughness around 
obverse devices. The reverse shows a heavy break in the harp 
and a heavy failure stemming from Hibernia’s elbow that is 
undescribed by Martin, who notes only a perfect state of this 
die. (Total: 3 pieces) 
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3025 1724 Woo s H ber a half e . Sto  after ate. art  4. 7- .3. 
ar t -2. -40. 113.0 gns. Glossy, deep chestnut brown surfaces 

exhibit just minor marks of normal circulation. obverse centering 
a bit tight around 6:00, a pair of very minor rim bruises are also 
noted on this side. a pleasing, mid-grade specimen of the tougher 
1724 date. 

From the Brian anforth Collection, purchased from James King, 
January 7, 999.

302  17 0 oce Po l  half e . Nelso  2, el ka 4-B. ar t -3. 
e-12. 95.1 gns. Counterstamped Cr on the reverse in large 

individual letters. Glossy light brown and attractive, the obverse 
of this coin is peppered with small marks, perhaps from the blow 
of the counterstamping. 

From the Brian anforth Collection  he enth Annual C-  Con en-
tion Sale, McCa ley  Grellman, o ember 200 , Lot 3 .

3027 17 0 oce Po l  half e . Nelso  4, el ka 2- . ar t -3. -
40. 100.2 gns. late die states, the obverse die in a state of extreme 
deterioration and crumbling, while the reverse die’s details are 
well worn and consequently less sharp on the coin. obverse shows 
intense, naturally occurring planchet striae. a glossy, attractive, 
and technically interesting coin. 

From the Brian anforth Collection.

3028 17 0 oce Po l  half e . Nelso  4, el ka 2- . ar t -3. 
-25. 104.3 gns. dark brown and mostly smooth, this specimen 

exhibits a large d H counterstamp along the length of obverse 
effigy’s head. reverse a bit off-center, with some lacquer residue 
in upper left quadrant. 

From the Brian anforth Collection.

3029 17 0 oce Po l  half e . Nelso  9, el ka - . ar t -3. -
40. 103.4 gns. even ebony-brown surfaces display lighter brown at 
the high points of the designs. surfaces are uniformly and lightly 
porous. a decent specimen of the die variety. 

From the Brian anforth Collection, purchased from Stack’s, e-
cember 998.

3030 17 0 oce Po l  half e . Nelso  11, el ka 14- . ar t -4. 
P  below b st. e-12. 128.6 gns. designs and date are sharp  

medium brown surfaces exhibit some corrosion in the fields and 
on the devices. Both P below bust and H on reverse are boldly 
repunched. 

From the Brian anforth Collection.

3031 1773 r a half e . Newma .27- . Bree -180. Per o  after 
O S. 7 Har str s. S- 3  P S . PCGs “no P.” 

erroneous, period after GeorGIVs plainly evident. Bright and 
lustrous Mint orange with a hint of golden tan forming on the 
high points. nicely struck and aesthetically appealing with not 
extraneous keg marks or other surface activity. somewhat reflec-
tive in the protected areas. 

3032 1773 r a half e . S- 1 B N . Bree -180. Per o  after 
O S. 7 har str s. lustrous and sharply struck. Perhaps 

20% fiery mint red fading to tan and chocolate brown with some 
splashes and blushes of vivid navy blue. a beauty that in all prob-
ability was once part of the famous Mendes I. Cohen Hoard, which 
first came to light in richmond, Virginia ,prior to the Civil War. 

#000241

3033 1713-  re ch olo es. 15 e ers. lack 14-b, Bree -29 . 
ar t -2. -58 P S . lustrous deep silver gray with some 

deeper highlights on the high points. nicely struck and with no 
surface problems. 

#158681

3034 1709- . re c  olo es. B llo  mo s eta re. et  t. 
.7. ar t - . -45 P S . deep golden gray with some slate 

highlights in the protected areas. natural planchet split, as struck, 
at 9:00 relative to the obverse. some planchet fissures come to 
light under low magnification. an attractive example of the issue 
which brought $632.50 the last time it was offered—then it was a 
conservatively graded VF. 

From our Americana Sale of January 2008, Lot 028, part of the 
obert A. lack Collection.

3035 r o of re ch olo al co s  Mousquetaires: I 1710- . o  
m t. -2. ar t -2. VF-30, tooled. roughness smoothed from 
obverse I 1711- . et  m t. -9. ar t -3. Fine-12, rough. 
light gray with striated surfaces I Half so  mar e, 1740- . 
Na tes m t. -314. ar t -2. VF-20. attractive silver gray with 
faint granularity. (Total: 3 pieces) 

303  re ch olo es. Half mo s eta re. 1711- . et  m t. 
lack-12. ar t -5. -40. 16.8 grains. an appealing blend of deep 

gray and lighter silver gray graces both sides. Problem free and 
appealing. 
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3037 ar e  m t artet of re ch olo es so  mar es  I 1754- . 
Par s m t. -34a. ar t -4. eF-40. silver and gray with attractive 
multicolored toning. I 1739- . o  m t. -71. ar t -1. eF-40. 
light brown with faint granularity I 1738-P. o  m t. -1 1. 

ar t -3. eF-40. Medium brown with some silvering, attractive I 
17 2-BB. -27 . ar t -1.. au-50. significant silvering remains. 
(Total: 4 pieces) 

3038 artet of re ch olo al so  mar es  I 1739-P. o  m t. 
-1 3a. ar t - . eF-40. softly struck with abundant silvering I 

1739- . ro es m t. -191. ar t -3. au-50, scratched. light gray 
with a good bit of lustre, slightly granular with one old scratch 
I 1739- . lle m t. -200. ar t -2. VF-30. repunched 7 and 
W. ragged edge as struck, some silvering remains I 17 2-BB. 
Strasbo r  m t. -27 a. ar t -1. au-55. abundant lustre and 
nearly full silvering. (Total: 4 pieces) 

3039 re ch olo es. So - ar e. 1742- . ro es t. .198. ar-
t -5. ho ce bo t c rc late . an attractive specimen with 

nearly full silvering, a considerable amount of lustre, and lively 
golden highlights. a suitable coin for a specialist in the series as 
well as a beginner looking for a representative type. Choice for 
the grade  this particular specimen brought $1,725 when last it 
crossed the auction block nearly 15 months ago. 

From our Americana Sale of January 2008, Lot 2 , part of the 
obert A. lack Collection.

3040 1742-H re ch olo es. So s- ar e. lack-358, Bree -477 for 
t e. ar t -1. S- 2 P S . lustrous blonde surfaces display 
much silvering. sharply struck and aesthetically appealing. a 
popular temporary counterfeit issue. 

#158611

3041 re ch olo es. So  mar e. 175 4 -BB. Strasbo r  m t. 
lack-2 9a. ar t -8. lack Plate o . -40, scratched. 27.7 

grains. slightly granular with pleasing silver gray color. sharp and 
appealing, minor rim nick atop obverse, trivial vertical scratches 
in left obverse field. a very bold overdate that is illustrated in the 
standard reference. 

3042 re ch olo es. 17 7-  So . Par s m t. Bree -701. W th  
co terstam . -40. 198.8 grains. superb chocolate brown with 
smooth glossy surfaces. Well above average for this type, a sharp 
and well-preserved specimen. 

es rable 177  o t e tal rre c  ollar

3043 177  o t e tal rre c  ollar. Pewter. Newma  1- . 
N Y. -35, in terms of detail. 258.7 grains. excellent de-

tail defines both sides, the obverse a dark steel shade with some 
light encrustation, the reverse a lighter silver gray. The reverse is 
cracked from the center to 3:00  the obverse shows a faint crease 
along the same line, from a former bend whose straightening 
fatigued the metal enough to crack it. a rim bruise is noted over 
r of CurenCy. outer circle of obverse design distended under 
y, a common phenomenon on this die variety though a suitable 
explanation has never been published. ownership of this type has 
been a desiderata for serious american numismatists for as long 
as there have been serious american numismatists. This piece 
remains desirable despite its flaw. 

2  photo
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Po lar 177  o t e tal ollar  
W th N Y S ell

3044 177  o t e tal rre c  ollar. Pewter. Newma  1- . N-
Y. e-15. 279.8 grains. scrapes. sharpness of a higher grade 

but the surfaces show moderate scrapes and bumps from rough 
handling long ago. However, the color is even, all the devices and 
tiny lettering are clear and even most of the states are discernible 
on the chain. Toned a flat dark gray consistent with pewter with 
a glimpse of lighter pewter showing through in a place or two. 
The edge has minimal bumps and none are distracting. For the 
collector, this has substantial definition and yet the surface quality 
is such that it will trade at a lower price level. Immensely popular 
for the period of issue with the coveted 1776 date and the emblems 
of sundial and conjoined chain links on the reverse of the states 
gathering together their strength against the common enemies. 

3045 1783 halmers sh ll . Bree  1011. Short worm. -3. 50.7 
gns. retoned a dusky silver gray. apparently holed and plugged 
with deftness after the s in CHalMers. a bit grainy, some minor 
scratches. Most of the legends persist though the centers are mostly 
worn away. a genuine Chalmers shilling (struck while Congress 
sat in annapolis), that is desirable despite its flaws and affordable 
because of them. 

304  1783 halmers sh ll . Bree  1012. o  worm. -20 details. 
50.0 gns. Mottled dark silver gray and lighter gray over granular 
surfaces. The obverse is well centered and sharp. The reverse is 
significantly rough, perhaps with some raised solder or something 
similar. The designs are still well showcased despite the flaws and 
surface quality. one of the classic historic early american issues. 

3047 1783 No a o stellat o co er. rosb  1- . Po te  a s, 
ar e .S., ONS O. -30. 125.7 grains. 28.0 mm. a 

nice and attractive light brown coin that shows an area of olive 
patina between 3:00 and 5:00 on the reverse. some minor marks 
in the somewhat softly struck right top of the obverse, but a very 
pleasing type coin with no bad marks or roughness. 

3048 1783 No a o stellat o co er. rosb  1- . Po te  a s. ar e 
.S. -20. 123.7 gns. smooth and attractive medium brown. a 

batch of petals and stem are engraved above u of us, either the 
beginning of an unfinished work or a doodle of no particular 
artistic merit. 

From our Coin Galleries sale of o ember 979, Lot 38.

3049 1783 No a o stellat o co er. rosb  2-B. Small S, Po te  
a s. -50 P S  ACAAC . Medium olive-brown with some 

golden highlights. a pleasing coin for the grade, with sharp design 
elements for the issue and excellent overall eye appeal. 

#000801

3050 ssorte  colo al fo rsome  I 1783 No a o stellat o co er. 
rosb  2-B. Po te  a s, Small S. VF-20. slight granular dark 

brown with a single obverse scratch I 1787 ctor  Pleb s toke . 
Bree -1147. VF-20. nice medium brown, significant rim bruising I 
1781 North mer ca  toke . Bree -1144. VF-20. Medium brown 
with some darker patina at peripheries I ca.18 0 ler co  of 
the Balt more e ar m. Copper. au-50. appealing chocolate 
brown though once cleaned. (Total: 4 pieces) 

Scarce 1875 Small ate No a o stellat o o er

3051 1785 No a o stellat o co er. rosb  2- . Small ate. Po te  
a s, ONS O. -30. 115.1 grains. an above average 

example of this highly elusive variety, the key to the nova Constel-
latio series, excepting the 1786-dated counterfeit. Good medium 
brown color shows some golden iridescence at centers. Mostly 
smooth and hard, with good gloss. The eye is far better struck 
than usually seen, within the top 10% perhaps of those extant  
most show no detail at all. a trio of tiny nicks are noted around the 
eye, minor old abrasion right of n of noVa, insignificant rim nick 
well left of date. Choice examples of this variety are extraordinarily 
tough to find. This one offers bold detail and very good eye appeal 
in a way that will attract nova Constellatio specialists.

H h al t  mm s ol mb a o er 

3052 1787 mm s ol mb a co er. Bree  1137. -55 BN N . 
deep gray-brown surfaces show excellent sharpness. Finely 
granular under careful inspection, natural planchet crack from 
rim to scale between MB of ColuMBIa. Far sharper than often 
seen, particularly in this somewhat advanced die state. a popular 
and evocative type from the Confederation. 
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3053 1785 ermo t co er. er-2. ar t -2. a sca e, ON S. 
-20 shar ess, 99.6 gns. 27.1 mm. uniform granularity, obverse 

planchet flaw. Medium golden brown with some chestnut high-
lights. a natural planchet flaw, as struck, is seen at the viewer’s 
left top of the plough, deep into the planchet but not enough to 
disturb the reverse star and rays design. Faint uniform granularity 
comes to light under low magnification. nicely centered. 

From Early American istory Auctions, nc.’s sale of April 2000, 
Lot 093.

3054 1785 ermo t co er. er-4. ar t -4. . 129.2 gns. 27.1 mm. 
Golden tan high points with mahogany background. obverse 
swollen around the center, natural planchet void at 5:00, as struck, 
noticeable scratches at center, dark red scale and detritus in places. 
reverse golden brown for the most part with red and chestnut scale 
in the protected areas. Tiny rim clip at 5:00 relative to the obverse. 

From Early American istory Auctions, nc.’s sale of October 2002, 
Lot 8 .

3055 178  ermo t co er. er- . ar t -3. a sca e, ON-
NS . -53 BN N . Very little actual wear is present on 

the light brown surfaces. some splashes of reddish color are pres-
ent on the obverse, deeper brown dominates the top of the reverse. 
The southwest obverse shows the rough texture of the planchet, 
and some striations are seen on the reverse, but most of the coin 
is only very finely granular. The legends are nearly complete, the 
central obverse design is boldly defined and handsome to behold. 
a pleasing high-grade Vermont landscape copper. 

305  178  ermo t co er. er- . ar t -3. a sca e, ON-
NS . ho ce -35, sharpness even finer in places. 115.6 

gns. 26.7 mm. Glossy, hard deep golden tan surfaces devoid of 
contact marks other than some roughness at the viewer’s left of 
the planchet where onT is faint and some natural edge exclusion 
occur. obverse rim tight to the tops BlICs and the bottom the date 
numerals, all design elements sharp and accounted for. reverse 
rim through the tops of QuarTa then engaging the tops of de, 
some natural planchet rim flaws in that area, otherwise, sharp, 
crisp details. More than pleasing and physical quality and aesthetic 
appeal, and a sure-fire bet for strong bidding competition. 

From Superior Galleries’ sale of October 200, October 033  San 
iego Sho  nc. Auction Company, August 990, Lot 2 73.

m ress el  Shar  ermo t 178  a sca e o er
er-7, ar t -4

ece t ro  

3057 178  ermo t co er. er-7. ar t -4. a sca e, ON-
NS . Mint state sharpness, porous. 120.4 gns. 27.3 mm. deep 

olive-brown. Impressively sharp but evenly porous  this specimen 
was probably lost when still uncirculated or shortly thereafter. 
obverse rim to tops VerMon, reverse rim close at top of la Q. 
Most design elements bold and plainly accounted for including 
the tiniest details in the plough and the landscape immediately 
above. likewise, the reverse is sharp. What is the value of the pres-
ent piece  That is, of course, in the hands of our bidders, but had 
this piece been preserved in a collection or accumulation rather 
than the ground, it would probably stake a claim to being one of 
the finest landscape Vermont coppers known. 

3058 178  ermo t co er. er-7. ar t -4. a sca e, ON-
NS . -25. 116.3 gns. 27.4 mm. Medium golden brown 

with good overall eye appeal despite some tiny tics in the planchet, 
as struck, notably at the center where the bulge in the die has be-
gun. nicely centered on the obverse, some peripheral graininess 
in the legends and an old mark through the s in res. reverse 
moderately off center, rim to tops eCIMa, noticeable roughness 
present, no doubt as struck, and not harsh enough to disturb the 
fairly sharp details. 

3059 178  ermo t co er. er-8. ar t -4. a sca e, ON-
NS . e-15. 122.7 grains. 27.0 mm. lovely light brown with 

mostly smooth surfaces, certainly well above average in this regard 
for a landscape copper. a ruddy low spot is present above the plow 
and shows minor roughness under a glass, but the obverse is very 
nicely defined for the grade with a bold date and plow and complete 
legends, though PuBlICa is a bit weak. The centering is ideal. The 
reverse legends are likewise complete and well-centered, though 
deCIMa is a bit softer. a spot at Ta of QuarTa and short scratch 
from the nearby stop to the rim are the only post striking flaws, 
and some minor striations will not scare off anyone who has seen 
a Vermont before. a very pleasing Vermont copper, one that will 
likely sell for a price similar to what such things sold for a decade 
or more ago yet still a numismatic classic. 
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30 0 178  ermo t co er. er-8. ar t -4. a sca e, ON-
NS . -12. 118.5 gns. 27.3 mm. Medium golden tan with 

some planchet roughness, especially on the obverse at Tens, 
where roughness and a natural planchet fissure engage the details, 
old horizontal scratch along the bottom of the landscape, a few 
other light scratches noted, some central weakness and a central 
planchet flaw noted just below the suns visage, reverse rim close 
to tops of Tella, natural planchet flaws following sTella, 
other small fissures among the stars and rays design. Far finer in 
appearance than our somewhat rigorous description implies. 

From Bo ers and Merena’s sale of March 2003, Lot 8 .

m ress e 178  Bab  Hea  ermo t o er

30 1 178  ermo t co er. er-9. ar t -4. Bab  Hea . -30. 
115.7 gns. 27.3 mm. Medium golden tan with some faint uniform 
obverse pitting and some intricate fissure lines on the reverse that 
resemble the product of poor metallic annealing. still, far finer 
than the typical Baby Head, at least to the present writer. strong 
central details present in the wreath and hair of the effigy, as well 
as some shoulder details, while the reverse depiction of lIBerTy 
is crisp and bold as is much of the shield details. small rim clip at 
1:00 relative to the obverse, some weakness at Mon on obverse, 
reverse rim to bottoms of date numerals, noted rim clip effects the 
6 in the date. all told, an excellent example of this popular variety, 
a piece that is a cut above that typically seen. 

From Bo ers and Merena’s sale of o ember 2002, Lot 70.

30 2 178  ermo t co er. er-9. ar t -4. Bab  Hea . -8. 119.8 
gns. 27.0 mm. Medium to deep brown with uniformly porous and 
scaly, as frequently seen for this popular variety. nicely centered 
on both sides with full date and legends present. some natural 
fissures at the rims on both sides. 

30 3 178  ermo t co er. er-10. ar t -4. a le  B st eft. -20. 
108.8 gns. 26.5 mm. deep golden brown with some lighter areas. 
off center on the obverse, the rim for the centers auCTorI and 
the effigy’s shoulder, reverse rim through the top liberty’s head, 
her cap, and the tops eT lIB, as well as through the bottom of the 
date nearly removing the 6 from the chronology. some uniform 
granularity at the centers, as well as some natural flan flaws, one 
at the effigy’s neck, another at the shoulder, with others on the 
reverse central on and about liberty’s figure on the reverse. Typi-
cally found on rough planchets, the present specimen is seemingly 
a cut above average for the issue. 

From Early American istory Auctions, nc.’s sale of August 2000, 
Lot 9 7.

30 4 178  ermo t co er. er-10. ar t -4. a le  B st eft. -8. 
114.8 gns. 26.3 mm. Medium tan with deep olive fields. uniformly 
porous and lightly corroded in places, no serious marks present. 

30 5 178  ermo t co er. -11. ar t -4. a le  B st eft. N N  
P S . VF-20 or finer for sharpness. deep golden tan with some 

areas of lighter toning. Faint micro granularity and light scaling 
noted in places. still a pleasing example of a moderately scarce 
Vermont copper issue. Indeed, the present specimen is easily as 
fine as many examples known to the present writer. 

30  178  ermo t co er. er-11. ar t -4. a le  B st eft. 
-20. 129.9 gns. 26.7 mm. Medium golden tan with some olive 

highlights in the recessed areas. uniformly micro granular on both 
sides. obverse rim through tops of auCTorI, rim clip at effigy’s 
shoulder, a few scattered marks, reverse rim clip effects the tops 
of liberty’s head, with the rim through eT lIB and at the bottoms 
of the faint though present date numerals. natural plan flaws at 
the reverse center. 

30 7 178  ermo t co er. er-11. ar t -4. a le  B st eft. -8. 
121.7 gns. 26.2 mm. deep golden tan with some brown and olive 
highlights. uniform micro granularity and scattered marks pres-
ent, obverse rim to tops of Mon auCT, reverse rim through eT 
lIB with the date virtually off the flan. some dark scale noted. 

30 8 1787 ermo t co er. er-12. ar t -4. a le  B st ht. -
20. 137.4 gns. 28.2 mm. Medium chocolate brown with attractive 
surface highlights and no serious blemishes. Typical strike for the 
date, weak at the high points but crisp in other places. obverse die 
state with crack from rim through e to back of effigy’s head. usual 
rim cud at 1:00 on the reverse. date and legends complete. Choice 
for the grade with excellent overall eye appeal for this variety. 

From Early American istory Auctions, nc.’s sale of October 2003, 
Lot 020.

o ble Str ck 1787 er-12 ermo t o er

30 9 1787 ermo t co er. er-12. ar t -4. a le  B st ht. -
20. 117.0 gns. 28.8 mm. deep chocolate brown with some uniform 
porosity and some charcoal scale in places. Widely double struck, 
the host strike apparently well-centered, the second strike a good 
25% north, Ven and TorI the only portion of the obverse not 
effected by the rim, reverse double strike just as broad, nde and 
eT lI on planchet, all other details off at the bottom. an unusu-
ally crisp double strike, rare as such and certain to enjoy strong 
bidding activity. 
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3070 1787 ermo t co er. er 13. ar t -1. a le  B st ht. 
Br ta a. -40 -20. 113.4 gns. 27.6 mm. deep olive-brown with 
lighter high points. Typical Britannia survivor, sharp and crisp on 
the obverse, nicely centered with just some faint uniform porosity 
to speak of on both sides, reverse with strong central details and 
much of the peripheral legend present, small rim mark at 3:00. 
Finer than typically seen for this issue. 

3071 1787 ermo t co er. er-14. ar t -4. a le  B st ht. 
-25 P S  ACAAC . deep coffee brown surfaces with olive high-

lights. nicely centered on the obverse, reverse rim through centers 
of eT lI and the top of the following B. no heavy marks noted, 
certainly none picked up in circulation. Choice for the grade. 

#000560

3072 1787 ermo t co er. er-14. ar t -4. a le  B st ht. 
-8. 107.2 gns. 26.1 mm. deep chocolate brown with golden 

high points, uniform porosity and some waviness to the planchet. 
obverse rim through tops of auCTo, reverse nicely centered 
with date numerals complete. natural planchet flaw, as struck, 
on liberty’s chest. 

3073 1788 ermo t co er. er-1 . ar t -2-. a le  B st ht. 
-20. 91.0 gns. 27.6 mm. Medium golden brown with distinctive 

olive highlights. uniform micro granularity present on both sides, 
as often seen for the variety. nicely centered on both sides, with 
rim far from any pertinent peripheral legend and just grazing the 
bottoms of the date numerals. no extraneous marks present. 

3074 1788 ermo t co er. er-17. ar t -4. a le  B st ht. -
20, uniform granularity obvious. 98.2 gns. 27.2 mm. rusty medium 
brown surfaces with uniform micro granularity prevalent. nicely 
centered on both sides, no serious marks present other than an old 
rim gouge at 4:00 above the I in auCTorI. 

3075 1788 ermo t co er. er-18. ar t -4. a le  B st ht. 
 B N . -15. 106.6 gns. 27.9 mm. uniform granularity on 

golden brown surfaces. strong design elements prevail despite the 
soft porosity, with all design elements present and accounted for, 
and all distant from the rim. all things considered, a more-than-
pleasing example of the variety. 

From Bo ers and Merena’s sale of o ember 2002, Lot 0 .

307  1788 ermo t co er. er-19. ar t -4. a le  B st ht. 
-8. 113.8 gns. 27.1 mm. Medium to deep chestnut with lighter 

orange brown high points. uniform micro granularity, planchet 
wavy in places, some old ring dings and a faint old reverse scratch 
noted for accuracy. reverse rim through bottoms of date numer-
als. 

From Early America istory Auctions nc.’s sale of April 2002, 
Lot 9 8.

3077 1788 ermo t co er. er-20. ar t -4. a le  B st ht. -
20. 105.7 gns. 27.0 mm. Mahogany brown with deeper highlights 
in the protected areas. a smooth though not glossy planchet well-
centered devices and legends, and with plenty of eye appeal to go 
around. no heavy marks are present. a truly pleasing Vermont 
copper in all regards. 

3078 1788 ermo t co er. er-20. ar t -4. a le  B st ht. -
20. 121.7 gns. 26.9 mm. deep golden tan with darker mahogany 
highlights. a nicely centered and fairy smooth specimen though 
we note some faint micro porosity under low magnification. strong 
obverse details devoid of circulation marks, reverse weak across 
liberty’s bosom, as typical for the variety, obverse rim through 
the bottoms of the date numerals. a pleasing coin with excellent 
eye appeal and above-average quality for the variety. 

3079 1788 ermo t co er. er-20. ar t -4. a le  B st ht. 
-12. 118.9 gns. 26.7 mm. deep olive-brown with lighter high 

points. Faint uniform granularity on both sides, some old diago-
nal scrapes across the reverse. nicely centered with all details on 
the flan. 

3080 1788 ermo t co er. er-22. ar t -4 . a le  B st ht. 
-20. 108.8 gns. 27.0 mm. dark golden brown with lighter tan 

high points. a pleasing example of the variety, typical for the issue 
with good centering on the obverse, reverse somewhat off-center 
with just the tops of the date numerals on the flan, a few scat-
tered marks are present, none of them serious or apt to dissuade 
a potential bidder, reverse die failing and cracked. Choice for the 
grade. 

From Early America istory Auctions nc.’s sale of August 200 , 
Lot 3 .

3081 1788 ermo t co er. er-23. ar t -4. a le  B st ht. 
-20. 113.3 gns. 26.5 mm. uniform faint granularity on both 

sides, probably cleaned long ago but long since retoning in deep 
golden brown and some lighter hues. slightly off center on the 
obverse with the rim there to the tops of VerMon, reverse 
rim to tops of de, all other details including the date plainly 
evident. 
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3082 1788 ermo t co er. er-24. ar t -4. a le  B st ht. -
20. 109.6 gns. 27.6 mm. Medium golden brown with some deeper 
highlights. uniform faint porosity noted on both sides, heavier 
on the reverse. nicely centered. Typical obverse state with break 
across effigy’s breast, old, toned gouge at bottom of the effigy, 
some darker scale around lIBerTy on the reverse, other scattered 
marks. 

3083 1788 ermo t co er. er-25. ar t -3 . a le  B st ht. 
-12 112.0 gns. 26.3 mm. deep olive-brown with lighter high points. 

uniform micro granularity and some old scaling present, nicely 
centered on the obverse, reverse rim through Inde, scratches on 
liberty’s torso. 

N ce 1788 er-27 ermo t o er

3084 1788 ermo t co er. er-27. ar t -4. a le  B st ht. -
35. 124.3 gns. 27.1 mm. Medium to deep golden brown with some 
olive highlights. Probably cleaned long ago, long since naturally 
retoned. sharp at the centers though some falling off is noted at 
the reverse rim. nicely centered with a tiny obverse rim clip noted 
above Mo, reverse planchet fissure, as struck, at liberty’s feet 
obscures the 1 in the date. no other marks present. Choice for the 
grade with pleasing aesthetic appeal. 

o ble Str ke 1788 er-27 o er

3085 1788 ermo t co er. er-27. ar t -4. a le  B st ht. 
-20. 133.1 gns. 27.5 mm. deep chocolate brown with some 

lighter highlights. double struck, plainly noted on the obverse 
where VerMon appears twice and is plainly discernible, other 
doubling can be sent at auCTorI, though not as obvious. The 
reverse appears to be normally struck. uniform micro granularity 
present, obverse planchet flaw as struck, at 2:00, otherwise not 
heavily marked. 

308  1788 ermo t co er. er-29. ar t -5. -15. 124.2 gns. 27.1 
mm. dark olive-brown with golden brown high points. uniform 
granularity noted on both sides, obverse die crack from rim at 12:00 
diagonally across the effigy’s profile, ending at r in auCTorI, 
tops of uCTorI engaged by the rim, reverse rim through centers 
of eT lIB and to the bottoms of the date numerals. other than the 
aforementioned faint granularity, no obvious marks are present. 
a decent example of this moderately scarce variety. 

From Bo ers and Merena’s sale of o ember 2002, Lot 32.

3087 1785 o ect c t co er. ller 3.2- . ar t -4 . a le  b st 
r ht. -20 or thereabouts in terms of actual wear. 136.0 gns. The 
strike, however, is noticeably indistinct, especially on the reverse. 
The obverse exhibits deep, thin planchet flaws at 4:00 and from 
8:00 to 10:00 near the rims. The reverse is free of any such flaws, 
however the definition is clearly quite “muddy.” rich chocolate-
brown patina is accented by deeper olive highlights in the more 
protected areas of the fields. 

From the White Oak Collection.

3088 e attr b te  o ect c t co ers  I 1786 M.5.7-H.1. rarity-6-. 
MBl. Very Fine or better from a technical standpoint, but struck 
on an oddly tapered planchet that leaves much of the left obverse 
blank and the base of the reverse also flat. a very interesting 
copper. I 1787 M.11.1-e. rarity-2. MBl. VG-8. dark and a little 
granular, but with an old painted die variety number. I 1787 
M.33.9-s.2. rarity-2. dBl. Fine-12 detail. attempted puncture I 
1787 M.32.2-X.1. rarity-3. dBl. Fine-12. not fully struck. some 
mild pitting and old shallow scratches. deep reverse planchet 
flaw I 1787 M.33.19-z.1. rarity-4. dBl. Fine-15. signs of a light 
cleaning. (Total: 5 pieces) 

3089 artet of scarce o ect c t co ers  I 178  .5.7-H.1. ar-
t - -. Fine-12. Granular medium brown with some planchet 

striations I 1787 .29.1- . ar t -5. Fine-15. attractive medium 
brown with some reverse pits and minor obverse pinscratches I 
1787 .33.11- .1. ar t - . Fine-12. Granular brown and tan on a 
thin planchet I 1787 .37.4-cc.2. ar t - .  . VG-8. Medium 
brown with reverse pinscratches, unevenly struck. (Total: 4 pieces) 

3090 e o ect c t co ers  I 1787 .4- . ar t -1. B . Hor e  
B st. VF-20. even and granular dark brown I 1787 .32.7-x.1. 

ar t -5. B . VF-20. attractive medium brown and tan I 1787 
.32.2- .17. ar t - . B  VF-25. smooth and retoned dark 

brown I 1787 .33.34- .3. ar t -5 . B . VF-20, dent on head. 
light brown I 1788 .1 .3-N. ar t -2. ONN . VF-20. evenly 
granular dark olive. struck on a very broad planchet, almost cer-
tainly overstruck. (Total: 5 pieces) 
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o el   1787 o ect c t o er
ller 18- .1, ar t -
he or  S ec me

3091 1787 o ect c t co er. ller 18- .1. ar t - . ra e  B st 
eft. -40 P S . 152.8 grains. Glossy, chiefly hard deep chest-

nut surfaces with lighter high points. a few stray marks are pres-
ent, though most were in the planchet when struck. sharp central 
details on both sides, obverse rim to bottom of effigy’s drapery, 
reverse rim through bottoms of numerals, otherwise centering 
and details good. swelling in obverse field before effigy’s face. 
In our sale of the Ford Collection the cataloguer noted that this 
was “actually the second best seen by the cataloguer ” it brought 
$1,035 when it crossed the auction block. Choice and lovely, just 
the way high-grade Connecticut should be. 

From our sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection, Part X, May 200 , 
Lot 3 3.

#000370

3092 o r o ect c t co ers, all ar t -5 exam les  I 1787 M.33.1-
z.13. dBl. Fine-12. olive-brown with pleasing surfaces I 1787 
M.33.23-z.4. dBl. Very Fine-25. light brown and pleasing I 1787 
M.37.13-HH. dBl. Fine-12. Medium steel brown with good eye 
appeal I 1788 M.4.1-K. Fine-12 or thereabouts. dark and granular, 
struck off-center to 6:00 by 15%, an error of some consequence. 
(Total: 4 pieces) 

3093 1787 o ect c t co er. ller 33.9-s.2. ar t -2. ra e  B st 
eft. -55 P S . lovely glossy light brown with hints of 

deeper toning around devices. Mostly smooth and well struck, 
an exemplary Connecticut. an interesting network of die cracks 
is visible on the reverse. Housed in an old green label holder. 

From our sale of September 997, Lot 30  our sale of February 
972, Lot 3.

#000370

3094 1787 o ect c t co er. ller 33.9-s.2. ar t -2. ra e  B st 
eft. -45. 132.8 gns. a very nice copper with a fine provenance, 

boasting both a painted die variety in the right obverse field and 
a circular ticket with the “circle H” familiar to specialists in the 
field. Hard and glossy medium brown with excellent sharpness 
and eye appeal. Trivial roughness under chin, some minor abra-
sions, a couple of tiny rim nicks over Inde and one to right of 
date. a lovely example, an ideal Connecticut type coin for those 
who appreciate this coin’s long history. 

From our sale of yder-Boyd-Ford duplicates, June 99 , Lot 99  
Americana Sale of January 2000, Lot 3 . Both lot tickets and the old 
cardboard tag accompany this lot.

3095 1787 o ect c t co er. ller 37.1-cc.1. ar t -4. ra e  
B st eft.  . -30. 142.3 gns. The fields of this lovely 
chocolate-brown example are almost entirely smooth, and nearly 
all of the limited degree of roughness visible on the surfaces is 
associated to softness of strike at the higher points of the design 
features. In fact, the initial presentation of this handsome coin is 
that of a full eF. Whereas a number of clearly inferior examples 
of this die variety have been referred to as being in the condition 
census in auction catalogues from other houses, we would not 
be surprised to learn that this piece has more legitimate rights 
to such a claim. 

309  1788 o ect c t co er. ller 2- . ar t -1. a le  B st 
ht. o ble Str ck. e-15. 111.4 grains. 28.2 mm. an 

interesting error coin from Machin’s Mills which, despite its 
primitive circumstances, produced relatively few errors. This 
piece was double struck, once about 10% off-center to 11:00 
then again with more proper centering. Two distinct tops and 
backs of the obverse portrait are seen, along with nearly two 
profiles. Medium brown with good gloss despite its inoffensive 
mild granularity. Free of marks or problems, just gentle wear. 
a neat addition to any collection of state coppers or Machin’s 
Mills pieces. 

t State 1787 ller 9-  o ect c t o er
x or  ollect o

3097 1787 o ect c t co er. ller 9- . a le  B st eft. ar t -
5 . S- 0. 140.6 grains. Medium golden brown surfaces, hard 
and glossy were not affected by natural planchet striations. 
obverse nicely centered with planchet cutter marks seen at 
much of the obverse rim. Painted attribution in field both before 
and behind the effigy’s portrait. reverse slightly off center to 
the bottom with the rim through all but the very tops of the 
date numerals and caressing all the tops of Ind, planchet cut-
ter lip from 4:00 to 10:00, natural flaw near liberty’s shoulder. 
all design elements crisp and sharp, including the chevrons 
on liberty’s shield. When this particular specimen crossed the 
auction block as part of the Ford Collection, it sold for $2,530. 
a pleasing coin in all regards, the very sort of colonial copper 
that excites specialists on those rare occasions when such a 
beauty comes to market. 

From our sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection, Part X, May 200 , 
Lot 8 .
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S erb 1788 o ect c t o er
he ller Plate o

3098 1788 o ect c t co er. ller 10- . ar t -5. a le  B st eft. 
S- 2 BN P S . last offered in our John J. Ford Collection sale 

Part IX, where it was described as follows, “an outstanding speci-
men and one of the finest seen. Higher technical grade than any 
other but without the faded red on the Taylor coin or the oechsner 
piece’s nice surfaces. The Miller Plate Coin. 110.7 grns 28.2 mm. 
Both sides are fairly even and deep purple on the reverse rim at 
12:00 and 5:00, the reverse rim at about 6:00. obverse and reverse 
surfaces microgranular but essentially unflawed. Traces of original 
mint lustre can be seen in the protected areas on both sides and 
with a bit of imagination in the obverse fields. overstruck on a 
nova Constellation copper, traces of the undertype very faintly 
visible on the obverse, particularly in the right field.” The coin 
realized $12,650 in that historic offering, a solid testament to the 
superior quality. a truly beautiful Connecticut copper that we are 
delighted to once again have the opportunity to offer for sale. 

From our sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection, Part X, May 200 , 
Lot 87  earlier from S. . Chapman on April 0, 9 9.

#000403

3099 hree New erse  co ers l s o e ermo t co er  I 1786 
new Jersey copper. M.14-J. rarity-1. Good-6. dark and finely 
granular I 1787 new Jersey copper. M.32-T. rarity-3. Fine-12. 
rough I 1787 new Jersey copper. M.48-g. rarity-1. VG-10 over-
all. lightly cleaned I 1788 Vermont copper. ryder 16. rarity-2-. 
MBr. Good-4. Porous, struck on a very thin planchet. (Total: 4 
pieces) 

3100 178  New erse  co er. ar s 17-b. ar t -1. -40. 154.2 grains. 
“PluKIBus” variety  broken r punch in PlurIBus accounts for 
the moniker. Medium to deep golden brown with lighter high 
points. uniform micro-granularity over much of the coin, light 
pitting at obverse center. slightly off-center to 5:00 on the obverse, 
1:00 on the reverse, rims tight to tops of letters respectively as a 
result. Minor shortcomings aside, a coin with strong design ele-
ments and positive eye appeal. 

Purchased on eBay, March 200 .

3101 178  New erse  co er. ar s 17- . ar t -4. -40. 135.7 gns. 
overstruck on a Connecticut copper. Highly glossy medium 
brown surfaces show excellent detail. eT lIB from the Connecti-
cut undertype is visible at the right end of the plow, arcing to the 
right side of the date. a long planchet striation extends from 4:00 
to central obverse, along with some more minor striations in the 
soft area of the central reverse. some dark splashes in areas of 
the obverse are mildly rough under magnification  some similar 
dark speckles blend into the reverse. a handsome example with 
a superb provenance. 

From our sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection, Part , October 2003, 
Lot 97  a Colonel Clark  r. homas all  irgil Brand Collection  F.C.C. 
Boyd Estate. he Ford ticket and round all tag accompany this lot.

N ce 178  New erse  o er
Br le ar et

3102 178  New erse  co er. ar s 18- . ar t -1. -40. 148.7 
grains. “Bridle” variety  vertical obverse die break at horse’s 
muzzle accounts for the nickname. essentially hard and glossy 
chocolate brown with no real surface marks to draw the viewer’s 
eye. Boldly struck and nicely centered with eye appeal that just 
won’t quit. not a rare variety by any stretch of the imagination 
but still certain to attract serious bidding activity for its overall 
quality and appearance. Choice for the grade.

From the Eighth Annual C-  Con ention Sale, o ember 2002, Lot 
0  Bo ers and Merena’s sale of the Sebring and Garbe Collections, 

March 99 , Lot 02.

3103 1787 New erse  co er. ar s 28- . ar t -3. -25. 147.3 grains. 
27.9 mm. Choice smooth light brown with just the most minor 
marks. a lovely coin for the grade and a fine value at modern 
price levels. 

2  photo
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Pleas  1787 ar s 34-  o er
O erstr ck o  o ect c t o er

3104 1787 New erse  co er. ar s-34- . ar t -3. -35. 136.4 grains. 
“deer Head” variety. Medium golden tan and chestnut surfaces, 
somewhat glossy in places, a touch of roughness noted in other 
areas, particularly on the reverse  probably the result of the host 
Connecticut copper. liberty’s branch hand and Inde visible at 
5:00 on the obverse, other Connecticut copper details present. 
sharpness easily congregant with the grade in spite of some small 
shortcomings. strong design elements on both sides. Pleasing 
overall. 

From our Americana Sale, January 200 , Lot 82  Our Americana 
Sale January 2002, Lot 2 .

3105 1787 New erse  co er. .4 -e. ar t -1. -20. 153.2 grains. 
Technically perhaps close to eF, but showing blunted central detail 
from advanced clashing. lovely smooth light brown. an excellent 
type coin. 

310  r o of state co ers  I 1787 New erse  co er. . 54-k. ar-
t -1. Ser e t Hea . eF-40 details, rough surfaces. dark brown 

with a vertical obverse fissure I 1787 New erse  co er. . 5 - . 
ar t -1. amel Hea . Fine-15, granular. even tan with a fairly 

pleasing appearance I 1788 ermo t co er. er-1 . ar t -1. 
VF-20. dark chestnut with even granularity and good detail. (Total: 
3 pieces) 

ho ce 1787 New erse  o er
 O er S ar et

3107 1787 New erse  co er. ar s 55-m. ar t -4 . -40. 149.3 
grains. “u over s” variety. Medium golden brown surfaces with 
deeper tan and olive highlights. soft surfaces with good eye appeal 
and no marks to draw a viewer’s eye. The design elements are 
crisp and bold, and easily represent the assigned grade. somewhat 
off-center on the obverse with the bottoms of the date numerals 
affected, nicely struck on the reverse. u / s details plainly evident 
on the reverse. Choice in this writer’s opinion. 

From Early American istory Auctions, ecember 2002, Lot 98.

3108 1787 New erse  co er. ar s 5 - . ar t -1. amel Hea . -
45. 119.2 gns. overstruck on a 1787 Connecticut copper. Golden 
olive-brown with smooth surfaces. a bold overstrike, obverse of 
the new Jersey almost aligned to the reverse of the Connecticut. 
Perhaps lightly cleaned ages ago, but showing neither brightness 
nor hairlines. a bit of harmless verdigris is noted within the shield. 
an extremely bold specimen. 

3109 1787 New erse  co er. ar s 5 - . ar t -1. amel Hea . 
-45. 139.9 gns. overstruck on a 17X3 George III english type 

contemporary counterfeit halfpenny. smooth surfaces are toned 
a very pleasing dark chocolate brown on both sides. Boldly over-
struck, almost exactly 180  from the undertype aligned obverse 
to reverse—a lone date digit may be seen in the dentils above 
C of Caesarea, but plentiful central design and a good bit of 
the reverse legend are also seen without much effort. some dark 
verdigris is noted down within the intricacies, to no great detri-
ment. a few little pits are seen under ar of Caesarea, minor 
vertical hairlines on obverse design, less notable hairlines found 
with magnification in the fields. not only sharp, not only showing 
fine color, but additionally a particularly bold overstrike on this 
endlessly popular variety. 

N ce 1787 amel Hea  o er

3110 1787 New erse  co er. ar s 5 - . ar t -1. amel Hea . -
40. 110.3 grains. “Camel Head” variety. Medium to dark chocolate 
brown with lighter high points and some faint olive highlights. 
Faintly micro granular under low magnification but glossy in ap-
pearance. slightly off-center on the obverse with the bottoms of 
the date numerals affected. reverse nicely centered with much of 
the dentils present. Central design elements are crisp and sharp, 
as should be seen for the assigned grade. some faint, old reverse 
hairlines can be seen at 5:00, otherwise no extraneous marks to 
upset potential bidders. Choice visually and physically. 

From Wall Street arities William Anton, Jr. , o ember 2000.
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3111 1787 New erse  co er. ar s 5 - . ar t -1. amel Hea . 
-35 P S . attractive medium to light brown surfaces with 

smooth copper on the devices  the fields are attractive to the eye. 
The variety has always been quite popular with collectors for the 
unusual shape of the horse’s head. Clearly overstruck on a Con-
necticut copper, with much of auCTorI visible on the reverse. 

#000515

Shar  1787 ar s 0-  o er
P BS ar et

3112 1787 New erse  co er. ar s 0- . ar t -4 . -45. 156.1 grains. 
“PlurIBs” variety. deep chocolate brown with deeper near black 
highlights. Faint uniform porosity on both sides of this broad 
Morristown flan, but the central devices are much crisper and 
bolder than typically seen for the variety. Indeed, virtually every 
hair on the horse’s mane is present, as are nearly all the vertical 
and horizontal shield lines on the reverse. a pleasing example of 
moderately scarce variety, a coin that will draw a good deal of 
bidding interest. 

From the Eighth Annual C-  Con ention Sale, o ember 2002, 
Lot .

 1787 ar s 3-s o er

3113 1787 New erse  co er. ar s 3-s. ar t -1. -45. 138.2 grains. 
Medium chocolate brown with decided olive highlights. Faint 
micro granularity on both sides, not uncommon for this issue. 
strong central details on a nicely centered flan. an old shallow 
scrape between the e and P on the reverse is the only visually 
upsetting mark. an altogether pleasing high-grade example of 
this popular Morristown Mint issue. 

From Early American istory Auctions, April 2000, Lot 087  Our 
sale of June 997, Lot 983  istoric American Classics, June 989, Lot 
7  Bo ers and Merena, September 988, Lot 3099.

3114 1787 New erse  co er. ar s 4-t. ar t -1. Small Pla chet. 
-50. 182.3 gns. Highly glossy medium brown on mostly smooth 

surfaces. Very even strike, boldly detailed on both sides. an area 
of corrosion has been deftly removed from the base of the reverse 
and inside the shield lines, subtle toned area under snout. nearly 
free of consequential marks, just a very minor rim bruise over r 
of PlurIBus. struck on a chunky planchet. a high-grade and 
attractive example. 

3115 1787 New erse  co er. ar s 4-t. ar t -1. Small Pla chet. 
-20 eta ls. 142.7 grains. 27.8 mm. dark chocolate brown with 

minor scattered roughness. a few ancient vertical scrapes behind 
the horsehead have toned down, significant rim bruise atop re-
verse. a pleasing and inexpensive copper. 

N ce  1788 N. . o er

311  1788 New erse  co er. ar s 7- . ar t -1. -50. Medium 
golden tan with lighter high points. somewhat grainy, especially 
on the obverse where some medium red scale has begun. The 
devices are, however, sharp and crisp, and the eye appeal is sub-
stantially finer than our stinted description. reverse less rough but 
equally as sharp, the eye appeal there superior overall. a readily 
available variety but one that is often found in far lesser grade 
than that presently offered. a worthwhile coin—take a look and 
see if you don’t agree  

From the inth Annual C-  Con ention Sale, o ember 2003, Lot 
38  Fourth Annual C-  Con ention Sale o ember 998, Lot 33  

Spinks, June 997, Lot 3 .

ho ce  1788 N. . o er

3117 1788 New erse  co er. ar s 7- . ar t -1. -45. 142.8 grains. 
Medium olive-brown with some chocolate highlights. surfaces 
appear somewhat glossy though low magnification reveals faint 
micro granularity. The central devices are crisp and sharp, though 
the peripheral dentils on the obverse are somewhat weak. no 
heavy marks present though we note a natural planchet split that 
runs vertically between the first two numerals of the date as well 
as on the reverse at the right side of the B. Choice overall with 
plenty of eye appeal. 

From our sale of January 200 , Lot 22  eBay purchase, October 200 .
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Po lar 1788  ox N. . o er

3118 1788 New erse  co er. ar s 78- . ar t -2.  ox. 
-35. 152.9 grains. “running Fox” variety. Medium to deep 

chestnut brown with olive highlights. Micro granularity noted on 
both sides, not unusual for the issue. nicely centered with bold 
details for the grade, and with no extraneous marks other than 
a few areas of roughness in the planchet when struck. The small 
running fox that gives this variety its name is seen plainly on the 
reverse between the quatrefoil and the e of e PlurIBus unuM. 
a pleasing coin, especially when one considers the typical Maris 
78-dd available today. 

From eBay, o ember 200 .

3119 1787 assach setts half ce t. er 2- . ar t -4. -40 P S . 
slate brown surfaces with pale blue accents. Close examination 
reveals a granular planchet flaw at the Indian’s hip, but the flan is 
hard and pleasing in all other respects. no more than 200 examples 
of the die variety are thought to survive in all grades. 

#000296

a ce t t State 1787 assach setts e t
Hor e  a le

3120 1787 assach setts ce t. er 2b- . ar t -3-. Hor e  a le. 
S- 4 BN. 147.9 grains. 29.2 mm. a simply spectacular example 

of this easily-recognized variety, a high-grade type coin that 
would look at home in a cabinet of distinguished quality. Warm 
lustre radiates from surfaces for which pristine does not seem too 
strong a term. The obverse is positively free of marks, even under 
significant magnified scrutiny. The central device boasts a nearly 
full strike, with impressive detail in the waist area that is usually 
flat at best or a nest of natural roughness at worst. The reverse is 
similarly beautiful, with no marks of consequence and excellent 
rounded detail at the eagle’s breast and CenT that evokes nearly 
all the engraving in the die. a glass detects a few of the most minor 
abrasions at as of MassaCHuseTTs. The color on both sides is 
an ideal blend of frosty medium brown with faded natural red, 
with the reverse showing perhaps a quarter of its original color 
among the protected areas. 

The die state is advanced, with a prominent “horn” on the eagle’s 
beak that gives this variety its mnemonic. The base of the reverse 
shows ripples from die fatigue and some fine scattered die rust or 

spalling  similar spalling is seen at the base of the obverse.
There were no Horned eagles of this quality in the Ford Collec-

tion, which included ryder’s holdings. There was a sharply struck 
Gem in Garrett, Taylor’s was a high-grade au, while norweb’s, 
oddly, was a rough circulated piece. any Massachusetts cent in this 
grade, even if this relatively common variety, should be prized. 

3121 1787 assach setts ce t. er 2b- . ar t -3-. Hor e  a le. 
-45. 154.2 grains. dark chocolate brown surfaces are smooth 

and show good gloss on both sides. The roughness at the base of 
the reverse is due to the die state, which likewise produces the 
“horn” atop the eagles, though there is some minor granularity 
beneath the olive branch and a few pits are seen near the date. a 
sharp handsome example with superb in-hand appeal. 

3122 1787 assach setts ce t. er 3- . ar t -3-. N N  
P S . “Filed rims.” sharpness of au-50 or so, rims filed ac-

cording to the holder but not visible. Glossy deep golden tan with 
some olive highlights. low magnification reveals a few shallow 
scrapes near the Indian’s torso, though they are hardly enough 
to dismay a serious bidder. The strike is sharp and the details are 
crisp where present, though a touch of wear on the high points is 
noted. Choice overall in spite of the mentioned rim problems. 

#000302

3123 e om at o  set of 1787 assach setts co ers  I e t. er 
3- . ar t -3-. VF-20. dark steel and granular with a few small 
rim bruises I Half ce t. er 1- . ar t -4. VF-20, rough. dark 
brown and olive with moderate granularity. (Total: 2 pieces) 

3124 1788 assach setts ce t. er 2-B. ar t -4. -55 P S  
ACAAC . Medium golden brown with some deeper tan and tobacco 

highlights. some faint, uniform porosity and equally faint planchet 
fissures seen, as struck, otherwise essentially devoid of marks. 
strong design elements present. 

#000311

3125 1788 assach setts ce t. er 8- . ar t -3. -45. 162.4 gns. 
Highly glossy from a thin coat of lacquer. sharp and appealing 
with good definition on both sides. The reverse shows significant 
parallel striations and an area of ruddy roughness at ssa of Mas-
saCHuseTTs. no bad marks or rim bruises, a fairly pleasing 
example of america’s first cent. 
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312  1788 assach setts ce t. er-8- . ar t -3. Per o . -35. 165.0 
grains. attractive medium brown with good surface quality de-
spite very fine granularity visible in some areas. a single striation 
affects lT of WealTH, some old dark buildup is trapped within 
the intricacies of the reverse devices. a long toned vertical scratch 
descends beneath the second o of CoMMon, two tiny rim nicks 
at 6:00 on obverse. What flaws are present don’t amount to much, 
leaving this as a sharp and pleasing specimen of the type. 

ho ce Proof 1794  e t

3127 1794 albot, ll m,  ee ce t. W th N W YO . Bree -1032. 
Proof- 4 B. 154.4 grains. 29.5 mm. Mint color dominates the pe-
ripheries of both sides while the centers have toned to a melange 
of violet, pale olive, and light blue. nicely reflective on both sides, 
more so on reverse than obverse. The detail is definitive, with each 
porthole finely delineated, long sharp denticles, and magnificent 
complete detail on the standing obverse liberty. some scattered 
planchet tics and a few tiny lintmarks in the obverse fields, reverse 
immaculate. one of the few early american issues available in 
Proof format that actually has to do with early america, a fine 
way to include a sharply struck Talbot, allum, and lee token in a 
type collection that might otherwise include a softly struck Mint 
state piece. 

3128 1794 albot, ll m,  ee ce t m l . Bree -1043. Stork half-
e  re erse. Wareho se e e. S- 3 BN N . strong lustre 

persists on medium brown surfaces graced with hints of original 
color in protected areas. some shallow planchet chips are seen in 
the fields, some scattered minor contact marks on reverse. a sharp 
and highly attractive specimen of this popular muling. 

3129 1794 albot, ll m  ee ce t m l . Bree  1047. arl Howe 
re erse. o o  e e. -35 P S . dark near black patina 
over ruddy surfaces beneath. Technically far finer than the grade 
indicated, but the skinny planchet disallows a full strike. Minor 
granularity and evidence of handling. a rare muling related to the 
american series. 

3130 1794 albot, ll m,  ee ce t m l . Bree -1049. oh  How-
ar  re erse. o o  e. -50. 121.0 grains. nice light brown 
with some subtle golden iridescence, indicative of a light cleaning 
long ago. excellent eye appeal, good hair detail on Howard’s bust 
hallmarks a bolder strike than usually seen. a minor spot is noted 
left of liberty’s bale. 

3131 1795 albot, ll m,  ee ce t m l . Bree -1051. Blo el  
a alr  re erse. Ser e t e a  ots e e. -50. 171.1 grains. 

olive and golden highlights remain from a light cleaning, along 
with some unnatural brightness. only minor hairlines are seen in 
the obverse fields, long vertical pinscratch to left of liberty. Tiny 
rim nick over lI of lIBerTy. Perhaps the rarest of the Tal mules, a 
real challenge for those who seek out these unusual productions. 

Po lar 179  astorla  e al

3132 179  astorla  me al. Bree -1058. S l er. ee e  e. 
Or al. -50. 233.5 grains. Boldly reflective surfaces show 
good lustre on the brilliant silver gray surfaces. The peripheries 
show some attractive toning on both sides, the reverse’s portion 
showing notable attractive gold color. Hairlines from handling 
are visible in the fields of both sides, obviated by the prooflike 
nature of the issue. The detail is excellent and perhaps deserving 
of a finer grade. some little marks are scattered on both sides, 
short scratch at Ceres’ raised hand. a good looking original 
striking of this popular if mysterious issue. 

3133 179  .e. 1845- 0  astorla  me al. Bree -10 4. estr ke from 
or al es. S- 0. 201.9 grains. 31.7 mm. reeded edge over 
mark of pointing hand and arGenT at the Paris Mint, ca. 1845-
60. deeply reflective surfaces are graced with pleasing deep gray 
toning, somewhat speckled but very attractive. struck from what 
must be the terminal state of the original reverse, similar to Gar-
rett:1523, with a massive raised break at s of Parens. Breen only 
mentions that this variety “may exist with reeding over arGenT,” 
as seen here. It is a testament to the rarity of this piece that Breen, 
to whom all unusual pieces in american numismatics were shown 
for decades, had never seen a specimen as this. an instructive 
piece which would serve as proper punctuation on a collection 
of strikes from these original 1796 dies. 
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3134 179  .e. 1845- 0  astorla  me al. Bree -10 4. estr ke from 
or al es. -55. 171.5 grains. 32.3 mm. unreeded edge 
marked with pointing hand and arGenT at the Paris Mint, ca. 
1845-60. light silver gray with pleasing golden undertones and 
traces of pale blue. lustrous and appealing, if slightly granular 
under a glass. some minor hairlines are visible. The reverse is 
broken through s of Parens, but subtly so. Breen calls this true 
restrike “rare,” which matches our experience. 

3135 179  .e. 1845- 0  astorla  me al. Bree -10 5. estr ke from 
or al es. S- 3. 152.2 grains. 32.7 grains. reeded edge over 
mark of pointing hand and CuIVre at the Paris Mint, ca. 1845-60. 
superb chocolate brown surfaces show rich reflectivity on both 
sides. Clearly double struck using 18th-century technology. some 
minor surface dirt is present but does not affect the grade or ap-
peal. a choice example from the original 1796 dies, now broken 
on the reverse through s of Parens with a very small bulge in 
the nearby field. 

313  179  .e. 1845- 0  astorla  me al. Bree -10 5. estr ke from 
or al es. S- 3. 148.6 grains. 32.4 grains. reeded edge over 
mark of pointing hand and CuIVre at the Paris Mint, ca. 1845-60. 
Beautiful dark chocolate brown with moderate reflectivity. double 
struck on a screw press and well detailed. a tiny spot has been 
scraped in the obverse exergue. Broken on reverse through s of 
Parens with small nearby bulge. 

3137  tr o of astorla  me als from the 1845- 0 er o  at the Par s 
t, each marked with a pointing hand and struck with the origi-

nal obverse: I silver. unreeded edge with arGenT. Breen-1066. 
original obverse, copy reverse. au-55. Glorious deep gray with 
olive and gold highlights over lustrous and lightly reflective fields. 
some minor hairlines I Copper. reeded edge over mark and 
CuIVre. Breen-1067. Two pieces, both Ms-63 and toned a rich 
chocolate brown. each is struck from the original obverse with a 
copy reverse. The copy reverse was placed in use before the end 
of the “pointing hand” era in 1860 upon collapse of the original 
reverse. (Total: 3 pieces) 

er  are astorla  estr ke  ol

3138 179  .e. ca. 1900-20  astorla  me al. Bree -10 9. ol . 
estr ke. S- 0. 321.3 grains. edge marked “[cornucopia]3or” 

circa 1900-1920. Bright brilliant golden surfaces show rich color 
and detail with only the most minor hairlines. a highly elusive, if 
relatively modern, production struck at the Paris Mint from copy 
obverse and reverse dies. Garrett owned a specimen in gold from 
the original obverse and copy reverse that he acquired in 1883  
norweb’s was from the same dies. These gold strikes appear very 
rarely and are avidly bid on when presented. 

Pleas  North West om a  oke

3139 1820 North West om a  toke . Bree -1083. Brass. -10. 
129.7 grains. Holed for suspension, as usual. Good detail remains 
on surfaces that are remarkably free of the often severe corrosion 
that plagues specimens of this issue. The obverse shows even wear 
and full date and legends, with pleasing surfaces that show some 
brightness from a post-discovery smoothing. limited shallow 
granularity is noted near the right obverse rim. The reverse is a bit 
more worn, as would be expected on a piece that endured friction 
chiefly on the reverse while dangling around a neck. CoMPany 
is worn but nearly complete, norTH WesT much stronger, and 
the beaver is nicely outlined. some very minor roughness is seen 
at the peripheries, far less than usually encountered. The color 
is mostly even brassy brown. a very handsome specimen of this 
important frontier type, one that a picky collector would not 
hesitate to own. 

3140 ca.1792-94  e t ck  toke . Bree -115 . a caster e. S-
0. 187.4 gns. Blundered edge, with lanCasTer and london 

overlapping. lustrous mottled light brown with some scattered 
striations and minor planchet flaws. a spot of verdigris has been 
removed under sTrenGTH. a very unusual edge error, one we 
do not recall having seen on a Kentucky token before. 

3141 1794 ra kl  Press toke . Bree  11 5. S- 3 B P S . early 
die state with a small chip in the central obverse out of the die, often 
seen much larger on these. smooth medium brown surfaces with 
a hint of planchet granularity on the reverse within the legend. 
The Franklin connection has kept these in fervent demand since 
their time of issue, as Benjamin Franklin was extremely popular 
then as now, such wonderful characters are seldom found through 
history. 

#000630

3142 No ate ca. 1729-39  eor e  half e . Str ck 55  off-ce ter. 
-10. 144.8 gns. struck wildly off-center with consequent loss of 

the date, but the style of King George’s bust allows dating to the 
1723-39 time period. Medium brown and lightly porous yet not 
unattractively so, this specimen exhibits a semi-circular scrape 
across the union Jack. 
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3143 17 9 co tem orar  co terfe t half e . eor e  r sh t e. 
e to er  e. 96.0 grains. a standout among crude counterfeit 

Irish-type halfpennies—on the accompanying envelope Mike 
ringo noted: “american ” along with “n.J. M[aris] 80 ” and other 
notes. The obverse shows very thick, crudely engraved lettering 
(orGIVs III re is visible) around one of the most comical heads 
in the series, a cartoonish rendering dominated by a pointed nose, 
sloping forehead, two eyeballs in one socket, and cauliflower-
textured hair. The denticles are crudely hand-engraved on both 
sides, appearing as sharpened wedges. The 1769 date and crude 
harp are visible on the reverse, along with three scratches at harp 
center that actually appear to be an attempt to strengthen the 
design detail  Most of HIBernIa is visible just inside the top of 
the planchet. The a of HIBernIa has a distinct double crossbar. 
a beautifully crude and very exciting counterfeit, one produced 
with negligible artistic talent but a piece that managed to be an 
effective forgery nonetheless. The last time this crude rarity crossed 
the auction block it hammered at a healthy $2,300  We suspect the 
bidding will be comparable this time around. 

From our Americana Sale of January 2008, Lot 0 , part of the Michael 
K. ingo Collection and assigned in entory number - 902 and ariety 
number - .  purchased by Mike from Warren Baker in January 98 .

3144 1772 co tem orar  co terfe t half e . eor e  l sh 
t e. ho ce t State. 146.9 grains. a splendid piece in terms of 
preservation, struck from expertly accomplished dies that certainly 
would have fooled nearly everyone who came in contact with the 
piece in day-to-day commerce. lustrous light tan with abundant 
mint orange remaining around the peripheries and devices. a 
tiny spot is noted under George’s cuirass, another at Britannia’s 
waist. Well-centered and nicely struck, with a few die lines vis-
ible in the fields. The portrait is relatively convincing though the 
fine details of the profile are a bit vague, and some fine details of 
the seated Britannia are likewise close but not quite right. superb 
grade 1772 counterfeits are very elusive, especially in this bold 
state of preservation. Indeed, the present piece brought a strong 
winning bid of $1,265 the last time it crossed the auction block. 
an ideal selection for a connoisseur patiently seeking to complete 
the 1770-1775 George III english short set with skillfully produced 
and well preserved circulating counterfeits. 

From our Americana Sale of January 2008, Lot 877, part of the Mi-
chael K. ingo Collection  purchased from Bald in’s in ecember 997.

3145 1773 co tem orar  co terfe t half e . eor e  l sh 
t e. t State. 148.3 gns. Here is a full weight specimen of a 
“common” year of counterfeit halfpenny in a decidedly uncom-
mon state of preservation. surfaces are medium brown with 
golden highlights where the original mint color was last to fade. 
on the obverse, the intricate die marks seen only on high-grade 
coppers are visible on George’s neck, while the reverse die is in 
its final stages, Britannia worn and crumbling through as a result 
of overuse or premature die wear. The good die work would have 
allowed this coin to easily pass in the late 18th century in the Brit-
ish Isles and the american Colonies. 

314  1773 co tem orar  co terfe t half e . eor e  l sh 
t e. o ble str ck. ho ce . 127.8 gns. a strange double struck 
coin in that the first strike was about 10 to 15% off-center, while 
the second, closely overlapping but well separated strike was on 
center. some minor marks are noted in the fields of this attractive, 
medium brown coin. 

amo s 1775 eor e  o terfe t Half e
Str ck o  alto   Hamer-3 3 lesex

a l oach o er oke  ert e

3147 1775 eor e  l sh-t e co tem orar  co terfe t half-
e  str ck o er a l oach half e  co er toke , H-

3 3, lesex. ho ce t State. 136.5 grains. one of the most 
famous varieties of 1775 counterfeit halfpence, boldly overstruck 
on a late 1790s Conder token that efficiently placed production of 
1775-dated counterfeits until at least the end of the 18th century. 
a glorious example, rich with lustre and abundant remnants of 
mint color on its wildly intermingled surfaces. The obverse of the 
counterfeit is over the reverse of the token, with GeorGIVs and 
the bust framed by the wreath of the undertype. a good bit of the 
host coin’s inscription is still visible. on the flip side, the seated 
Britannia only barely finds footing amidst the intricate obverse 
design of the token, most of which remains visible. Though 
a few high grade examples exist, this is the nicest one we’ve 
seen. Grades range all the way down to well-worn, suggesting 
this variety really was struck for circulation instead of simply 
being tray fodder for the halfpenny collectors of the day. This 
particular specimen brought $3,450 the last time it hammered  
an important type that adds significantly to our knowledge and 
understanding of counterfeit George III halfpence, a coin that 
would be essentially impossible to improve upon physically and 
historically. 

From our Americana Sale of January 2008, Lot 937, part of the 
Michael K. ingo Collection.

3148 177  co tem orar  m tat o  half e . eor e  l sh t e. 
ho ce er  e. 121.6 grains. a highly distinctive variety, with 

a large pointed nose and weak chin that evokes Pete Townshend 
(legendary guitarist for the english ‘60s rock band The Who) in 
profile. Glossy dark mahogany brown, a pleasing shade. some 
planchet texture resembles pitting on the soft spot at central ob-
verse and below bust truncation. legends complete, date tiny but 
definitely a 1776. The reverse is rather swollen and fatigued with 
the largest bulge in front of Britannia’s face. some minor marks, 
tiny planchet clip over final a of BrITannIa, diagonal scratch 
at central reverse. a very cool 1776 variety, this specimen brought 
$1,840 the last time it appeared at public auction. 

From our Americana Sale, January 2008, Lot 9 , part of the 
Michael K. ingo Collection.
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3149 1781 co tem orar  co terfe t half e . eor e  r sh t e. 
Broa str ck 5  off-ce ter. ho ce . 151.7 gns. Based upon the 
sheer heft of this coin, which is overweight compared to most of 
its regal counterparts, most would have thought this coin to be a 
fully genuine specimen. The style, however, is a bit off, and the 
genuine article is struck coin turn, whereas this piece is struck 
medal turn. Circulation wear is minimal, with faint hints of red 
still visible around the date and GeorGIVs. Broadstruck a trifle 
off-center, with a small crack having formed in the unstruck por-
tion around 9:00 when viewed from the obverse. 

ColonIal sTruCK CoPIes

3150 W att o . New la  sh ll . Noe 1, Newma  N , e -
e  1. S l er. -55. 63.8 gns. 30.5 mm. nice deep gray with 

some golden overtone. a broad specimen with a good bit of metal 
outside the peripheral guide line, particularly atop the reverse. a 
rare mid-19th century copy, seen less often than many of Wyatt’s 
production. Ford’s two specimens both hammered at well in excess 
of $2,000. This one should do similarly well. 

amo s homas W att N  S x e ce

3151 W att o . New la  s x e ce. Newma  NB, -2. c r-
c late . 39.0 grains. Metal turn. satiny golden gray surfaces with 
attractive iridescence on both sides. a nicely struck copy dating 
from the 1850s, always popular with specialists. The present speci-
men brought a spectacular $3,250 in the Ford sale. 

From our sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection, Part X , May 200 , 
Lot 33  e  etherlands Coin Company.

3152 W att o . New la  s x e ce. Newma  NB, e e  2. 
S l er. -55. 33.3 gns. 22.5 mm. Beautiful antique gray with a 
sharp strike from the meagerly engraved dies. nearly perfectly 
round, not trimmed to the peripheral guide line as some seen. a 
single nick is noted well below e at central obverse. a handsome 
example of this rare and historic production. Ford owned two  
they each sold for over $3,000. 

3153 W att o . 1 52 assach setts P e ree e . Noe 5, New-
ma  O, e e  7. S- 0. 7.0 gns. 10.0 mm. nice old silver gray 
with deep blue highlights and the modest lustre with which it was 
minted. saTHVs is visible above the tree on the obverse, hint of 
legend above 52 on the reverse is more than seen on either Ford 
specimen. Ford’s examples brought $1,840 and $575. This is of 
the same quality and should sell for a sum in between those two. 
a good history of Thomas Wyatt and his struck Massachusetts 
silver copies is included on page 176 of Ford 14. In 1856, Wyatt 
was on the cutting edge of collecting—and on the cutting edge 
of fantasy fakery. a specimen of his productions, particularly 
this elusive “penny” fantasy, is a nice addition to a collection of 
genuine Massachusetts silver coins. 

3154 1737 H le  three e ce. Bole  o . sa te B-10. Brass. 
S- 3. 144.0 grains. Beautiful rich brassy golden surfaces show 

thorough lustre on both sides. slightly faded on the reverse, but 
essentially flawless but for the tiniest speck beneath V of Con-
neCTICVT. one the most popular Bolen copies, considering the 
rarity and crudity of an original Higley copper. The reverse die 
on this piece shows significant fatigue. 

From Bo ers and Merena’s sale of June 2007, Lot 0.

are Bole  estr ke S l er Bar o er
ho ce c rc late

3155 Bar co er. Bole  co . sa te B-2. ho ce c rc late . 
silver. satiny, mattelike silver gray surfaces display a wealth of 
warm electric blue, rose, and peach iridescence on both sides. strike 
slightly off center to 4:00 on the obverse, similarly off center on 
the reverse though much of the dentils on both sides are present. 
a sharp and crisp example, one of 12 reportedly struck. a rare 
prize for those who wish to expand their early american coinage 
horizons. 

From Anthony errano a through Mike ingo.

2  photo
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oh  Bole s o fe erat o o er o
ar e rcle ar et

315  1785 o fe erat o co er. ar e rcle. Bole  co . -2. B-
7. ho ce c rc late . 150.9 grains. Frosty golden tan surfaces 
with much mint red on both sides. When last offered the present 
Mint state piece brought $1,300. nicely struck from undefaced 
dies, one of 40 such pieces reportedly struck. 

From our sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection, Part X , May 200 , 
Lot  e  etherlands Coin Company.

3157 1785 o fe erat o co er. ar e rcle. Bole  co . sa te 
B-7, e e -2. o er. -58. 146.3 grains. a fairly faithful 

copy of this notably rare and important Confederation-era pattern, 
one of 40 struck in copper in 1863 by John adams Bolen. nice light 
brown surfaces show some surface verdigris under a glass. The 
obverse rim shows a few gentle bruises near 3:00 and 9:00, not 
rim bruises or nicks but just areas where a wire rim has flattened. 
an appealing example of one of the more desirable Bolen pieces, 
avidly sought since the original version is so impossibly elusive. 

3158 1785 o fe erat o co er. ar e rcle. Bole  co . sa te 
B-7, e e -2. o er. -55. 148.4 grains. another, as above 

and from the same source, an unusual embarrassment of riches as 
this Bolen production is typically very hard to find. Indeed, the two 
bronze specimens of this variety in the present sale are the same 
number that were present in our offering of the Ford Collection of 
struck early american copies, the finest of all time. This example 
is dark brown with some surface verdigris, particularly on the 
reverse. some red shows around legends where the verdigris has 
been deftly removed. a nice sharp example with good in-hand 
appeal. 

xtremel  are Bole  arol a le ha t
S l er, Ha - ettere  e

3159 1 94 arol a le ha t toke . Bole  co . sa te B-33. 
S l er. S- 0. 158.0 grains. edge lettered in single letter punches: 
sIlVer 2 sTruCK only, along with a diminutive B that Bolen 
used to sign his dies. Brilliant and lustrous silver gray with hints 
of golden toning. a beautiful piece, carefully struck and finely 
preserved with just some gentle hairlines. Bolen’s indicated 
mintage was just two pieces in silver, both in print and on the 
edge of this specimen. ed Cogan recalled in 1874 that five were 
struck in silver. It appears both could be right: this piece makes 
two known struck on blank silver planchets, the other sold in 
the 1996 eliasberg sale for the then-astounding sum of $1,760. 
There are also three known overstrikes in silver: the 1807 Bust 
half in our Ford XIV sale (sold for $12,650), another 1807 Bust 
half in the ans Collection, and the specimen on an 1863 swiss 
2 Franc from the same Ford sale at $6,900. Those listed may be 
the sum total of those known. Musante lists a few 19th-century 
auction appearances of silver specimens. should one of those 
include a mention of edge lettering, this piece’s provenance 
could be lengthened by a century. as it is, it is very rare and has 
the cachet of being hand lettered by Bolen himself. a fascinating 
and important piece, long off the market and here offered for the 
first time in memory. 

oh  ams Bole s arol a le ha t oke
P OP O S ar et

31 0 arol a le ha t oke . P OP O S. -5, B-33 o -
er. ho ce c rc late . 160.4 grains. sharply struck and pleas-

ing copy produced in the mid-19th century by John adams Bolen, 
and enthusiastically collected by specialists ever since, no doubt 
owing to the absolute scarcity of genuine Carolina elephant tokens. 
The popularity of this issue is underscored by the $550 it brought 
when last it crossed the auction block. one of just 40 examples 
reportedly struck in copper by Bolen, and always appealing to 
collectors as such. 

From our sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection, Part X , May 200 , 
Lot 8  e  etherlands Coin Company.
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31 1 1 94 New la  le ha t toke . ob so  co . e e -5. 
Brass. S- 0. 127.1 grains. Bright reflective golden brass with 
perfectly sharp details. a few minor spots including one at the left 
side of the ground at base of obverse, some little smudges that are 
inoffensive. Free of flaws and very attractive. Ford owned one of 
these in brass that was a bit more spotty  it sold for $1,725. only 15 
of these are believed to have been struck, a number that is likely 
accurate based upon their rarity in the marketplace. Given the 
rarity of the original version (there are four known), this might 
make an effective and historic stand-in, struck when the original 
was just 169 years old, just a little older than this is today  

31 2 1778 No  e e e s Stat s co er. ob so  co . e e - . 
o er. Proof- 0. 158.9 grains. one of the more interesting of the 

19th-century struck copies, a coin with no genuine forbearer yet 
labeled under the bust with the word “copy,” while those that were 
in fact copies bore no such label  Magnificent and boldly reflective 
light brown surfaces show pretty olive highlights. no bad spotting 
or flaws, just some minor hairlines here and there. engraved and 
struck by George H. lovett in the mid 1860s. Interestingly, struck 
pieces are known without CoPy apparent (perhaps filled in or 
effaced from the die). Both worn specimens, made to look old, 
and electrotypes of this fantasy are also known, despite the fact that 
nothing like this existed in 1778. a copy with a story all its own. 

31 3 Sommer sla  sh ll . ckeso  o . e e -1. o er. S- 4 
BN. 234.6 grains. nicely reflective medium brown with faded mint 
color on a continuum from red through deep olive. a highly attrac-
tive specimen that has been carefully handled. Ford’s specimens 
weighed 181 and 348 grains  this one is nearly half way between. 

31 4 wo ffere t W ll am ler co es of the or  Balt more e-
ar m, ca. 18 0. I nickel. Ms-63. lustrous nickel gray with good 

eye appeal and only minor spotting I Copper. Ms-63. lustrous 
mint color has begun to fade, no bad spotting, excellent eye appeal. 
(Total: 2 pieces) 

WasHInGTon PIeCes
31 5 1783 eor s r m ho co er. Bree  1184, Baker 7. -35 

P S . dusky light golden brown with some insignificant 
roughness among the legends. late reverse die state with a large 
break, as often seen. a popular issue, likely dating from the era 
of Washington’s presidency. 

#000664

31  r o of Wash to  eces  I 1783 Wash to   e e e ce 
co er. Bree -1189. ra e  B st, No B tto . Fine-15 I 1783 
Wash to  t  States ce t. Bree -1188. eF-40, cleaned I 

ate  Wash to  S ccess toke . Bree -128 . ar e S e. 
ee e  e.. VF-20. Granular, reverse scratch. (Total: 3 pieces) 

31 7 1783 Wash to   e e e ce co er. Bree  1192, Baker 3 . 
ra e  B st. Pla  e. estr ke. Proof- 3 BN. P S  nice 

deep violet-brown at central obverse yields to golden peripheral 
toning in a highly attractive way. The reverse is more mahogany 
and gold with good peripheral reflectivity. some specks are present 
on the reverse, a lone spot is noted at the back of liberty’s rock. 
This plain edge restrike variety is called “very rare” by Breen. 

#000682

31 8 1783 Wash to   e e e ce co er. Bree -1192. Baker-3. 
estr ke Proof- 2 BN N . Matte brown surfaces with deeper 

brown hues through the lettering and adhering to the devices. 
sharply restruck from original die, which show traces of rust on 
Washington’s head as expected for this issue. 

#000682

31 9 1783 Wash to   e e e ce. ra e  B st. Bree -1193, 
Baker-3. o er restr ke. ra le  e e. Proof- 2 B. 152.5 
grains. 28.2 mm. reflective surfaces show nice mint color at pe-
ripheries and attractive blue and violet in the fields. The central 
devices appear to have been very lightly cleaned at some time. 
Planchet flaw at T of unITed to rim. still sharp and attractive. 

3170 1783 Wash to   e e e ce co er. Bree -1201. Small 
l tar  B st. -50. 107.0 grains. engrailed edge. nice choco-

late brown with excellent smooth, glossy surfaces. a particularly 
nice example of a type that is usually ugly. a die crack connects 
all letters in obverse legend, rim cuds around much of reverse, as 
late a die state as we can recall seeing. Washingtoniana specialists 
will recognize how elusive a specimen like this is, indeed, this is 
the finest we’ve offered in quite some time. 

3171 Pa r of co ers feat r  ortra ts of eor e Wash to  I 
1783 Wash to  a  e e e ce co er. Bree -1203. ar e 

l tar  B st. eF-40. Plain edge. nice smooth chocolate brown 
with a few minor rim flaws, as struck I ate  ca. 1815-20  
Wash to  o ble Hea  ce t. Bree -1205. eF-40. Mottled dark 
brown with some roughness (Total: 2 pieces) 
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3172 1791 Wash to  ar e a le ce t. Bree  120 , Baker 15. -50 
P S . even rich chocolate brown with good visual appeal for 

the grade. Minor marks and signs of handling, minor rim bruises 
at base of reverse, traces of immaterial verdigris around devices. 
evidence shows these and the related small eagle cents were sent 
to america to circulate, making this an ideal type to include in an 
early american collection. 

#000702

3173 1793 Wash to  Sh  half e . Bree  1225. lese  e e. 
-50 P S . even light brown with good eye appeal and 

sharpness for the grade. some minor nicks are noted in front of the 
portrait, minor old toned scratch on head. a popular and avidly 
collected type. 

#000734

3174 1793 Wash to  Sh  half e . Bree -1225, Baker 18. le-
se  e e. -45 P S . dark brown with golden highlights, the 
obverse fields exhibit some light unevenness. 

3175 1795  Wash to  bert   Sec r t  e . Bree -1254. -45. 
312.1 grains. appealing and mostly smooth medium brown with 
good eye appeal for the level of wear. some traces of gilding appear 
around the central obverse bust, apparent remnants of fire golding 
that some specimens of this type were issued with at their time 
of mintage. a few little rim nicks, none serious, a very pleasing 
example overall. 

317  1795 Wash to , bert  a  Sec r t  half e . Bree -12 0, 
Baker-31. o o  e e. -40. 118.0 gns. Very faint scratches are 
evident beneath medium brown obverse patina (the two most 
noticeable of which are situated on Washington’s cheek). as is the 
norm, the face and bust of Washington are softly struck, as are the 
eagle’s breast and central shield definition on the reverse. There 
is also a single small spot in the right obverse field. although it is 
necessary to mention each of these detractions, it should also be 
said that the overall arm’s length appeal of this example is not at 
all unattractive. 

3177 1795 bert   Sec r t  half e  m l . Bree -12 . r sh 
half e  re erse. -58 N . Frosty deep olive-brown with 
navy blue undertones and excellent eye appeal for the grade. softly 
struck on both sides, including flatness on the head of liberty 
and the center of the reverse shield, but with good detail on eagle 
and legends. a very pleasing example of this american-related 
conder. 

nGC insert says 1794.

3178 1795 bert   Sec r t  half e  m l . Bree -12 . r sh 
half e  re erse. -25. 114.4 grains. Medium chocolate brown 
with some minor verdigris around devices and some small scat-
tered marks as expected for the grade. Two short scratches are 
noted near H of IrIsH. 

3179 1795 Wash to  rate half e . ar e B tto s, ee e  e. 
Bree -1271. S- 4 B P S . rich mint color persists through-
out, slightly faded to a pleasing tone and now showing scattered 
tiny spots on both sides. a fingerprint trace is noted on the right 
side of the reverse. a handsome and especially lustrous specimen 
of this popular token issue. 

#000747

ho ce t State 1795 Wash to  rate o er

3180 1795 Wash to  rate half e . Bree -1271, Baker-29 , 
H-283a. ar e B tto s. S- 4 BN P S . diagonally reeded 

edge. deep golden brown surfaces with much mint orange frost in 
the protected areas. lustrous and attractive with a bold strike for 
the issue  Washington’s epaulet at his shoulder is nearly complete. 
Tiny natural planchet flaw at tip of bust, faint toning spot in legend 
below bust, otherwise problem-free. one of numerous condor 
tokens adopted by early american coinage enthusiasts owing to 
the subject matter, in this case the Father of our Country, George 
Washington. 

#000746
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3181 1795 Wash to  rate half e . Bree  1271, Baker 29. ar e 
oat B tto s. S- 2 B. 149.9 gns. abundant mint color remains 

on surfaces only gently faded to deep brown in the fields. some 
minor obverse spotting does not badly affect the eye appeal. 
The central reverse shows some scattered arcs that appear to be 
abrasions, only we’ve seen them on other Grate halfpence—they 
seem to be marks common to the planchet stock. Far better struck 
than often seen, advanced die state with some peripheral obverse 
crumbling. a nice example of this popular type. 

3182 ate  Wash to  S ccess toke . Bree -128 . ar e S e. 
ee e  e. -50. 64.9 grains. deep golden brown with some 

surface iridescence from an old cleaning, which has also left behind 
some hairlines on both sides. Good sharpness and reasonably good 
eye appeal remain. a vertical scratch is present behind the obverse 
bust, some trivial hairline scratches at central reverse and between 
the rays near u of unITed. Quite nice in hand despite its flaws. 

3183 ate  Wash to  S ccess toke . Bree  128 . ar e S e. 
ee e  e e. -45 P S . Golden brassy surfaces show good 

color, intermingled with darker toning on both sides. Good sharp-
ness and detail from these perfect dies. short planchet cracks at 
rim at 5:00 and 8:00 relative the obverse. obverse slightly granular 
under a glass. 

#000780

3184 ate  Wash to  S ccess toke . Bree -128 . ar e S e, 
ee e  e. -25 P S . Brassy golden color contrasts with 

darker toning around legends and devices. some faint hairlines 
betray an old cleaning, few pinscratches in right obverse field and 
central reverse. 

3185 ate  Wash to  S ccess toke . Bree -1287, Baker-2 5a. 
ar e la chet. -50 P S . Brass. Plain edge. deep olive-gold 

surfaces with some retained lustre in the protected areas. Variety 
with diagonal obverse die crack from behind Washington’s head, 
across his portrait and out the tip of his nose to the opposite rim. 
Free of extraneous marks. 

318  ate  Wash to  S ccess toke . Bree -1288. ar e S e. 
Stra ht Nose. Pla  e. -40. 66.2 grains. a very challeng-
ing variety of success token, called “extremely rare” by Breen. 
The only specimen we have handled recently was in our 2006 
norweb sale, which brought $1,955. This one is dark brown and 
finely granular with some minor surface deposits, but remains 
quite well detailed. late die state with a retained cud behind the 
obverse bust, later still than the usually seen state of this obverse 
with a bold horizontal crack through the forehead. 

3187 1959  Wash to  Bor  r a ob erse. oll s estr ke. Baker 
22- . S l er. S- 0. 299.5 grains. Brilliant silver gray with trivial 
hairlines. a rare version of this modern restrike from the original 
obverse die. 

FuGIo CoPPers

3188 1787 o co er. Newma  1-B. ar t -4. Po te  a s, ross 
after ate, N  S S. e-15. 138.5 gns. dark chocolate 
brown with lighter tan devices. a bit granular on both sides, com-
paratively smooth on the reverse. some pitting is present at the 
base of the obverse, along with some scrapes that remain from an 
old corrosion removal. a batch of pinscratches are likewise seen 
atop the obverse. While not perfect, this scarce variety rarely is, 
in fact, it is extremely challenging in nice grade. This obverse, 
numbered 1 in newman’s scheme for a reason, is the same obverse 
used on the historic and extremely rare american Congress pat-
tern. of the other three varieties that use this obverse, this is the 
only one rated below rarity-6. as a major type this obverse is a 
vital inclusion in an early american collection. 

3189 1787 o co er. Newma  1-B. ar t -4. Po te  a s, ross after 
ate, N  S S. e-12 P S . even microscopic granu-

larity present on both sides. The obverse is pleasing medium brown 
with darker undertones, the reverse has been expertly recolored. 
Good sharpness for the assigned grade, with the distinctive cross 
plainly visible. an important major type among Fugio coppers. 

#000880

3190 Pa r of N S cert e  1787 o co ers  I N-1-B. ar t -4. 
ross fter ate. Po te  a s, N  S S. e eta ls, 

“damaged.” an exquisite two-tone color scheme includes light tan 
devices and legends that stand out against dark brown fields. The 
damage noted on the nCs encapsulation is some crimping of the 
rims on both sides, with an old cut on the gnomon that follows 
its angle, blending well with the designs. The all important cross 
after the date is visible but not full on this survivor of a scarcer 
type I N-8-B. ar t -3. Po te  a s, N  S S.  

eta ls. “Improperly Cleaned.” surfaces are a glossy, iridescent 
hue from a past cleaning from which this coin is slowly recover-
ing, with more natural copper and brown slowly moving toward 
the center. designs are well struck, while the surfaces exhibit the 
usual, natural small planchet flaws seen on so many Fugio cents, 
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including a more severe one at the rim below Bus of BusIness. 
although not perfect, this is a well-detailed example of the slightly 
scarcer unITed sTaTes reverse type. 

Both nCs encapsulations incorrectly attributes this as a sTaTes unITed 
type.

3191 1787 o co er. Newma  4- . ar t -3. l b a s, N  
S S. -50 P S . deep golden brown with boldly rendered 
design elements and excellent overall eye appeal. The surfaces are 
devoid of marks of consequence, even when viewed under low 
magnification. a popular and somewhat elusive design type, es-
pecially when so finely preserved  many Club rays Fugio coppers 
are in a far lower grade than that presently offered and moderate 
porosity is the norm. Choice for the grade. 

From our sale of the oper Collection, ecember 983, Lot 3.
#000904

3192 1787 o co er. Newma  -W. ar t -4. Po te  a s, 
S S N . -10. 129.3 grains. 28.3 mm. light brown 
with some darker toning around devices. somewhat softly struck 
at centers, a by-product of the low-weight planchet upon which 
this coin was struck. Mostly glossy but some granular texture 
under a glass. Pleasing and problem-free for a circulated Fugio. 

3193 1787 o co er. Newma  7- . ar t -5. Po te  a s, S S 
N . -20. 155.7 grains. light golden brown with some slightly 

darker toning. Finely granular but inoffensively so, nice visual appeal 
and notably free of any serious marks. Two very fine fissures extend 
from the point of the gnomon, small curved clip at 1:00 on obverse. 
a pleasing specimen of this challenging variety, circulated but never 
abused and a fine addition to a specialized collection. 

3194 1787 o co er. Newma  8-B. ar t -3. Po te  a s, N  
S S. S- 2 BN. 169.6 grains. 28.3 mm. nice frosty light brown 
with some peeks of mint color on the reverse. Well detailed and 
showing only minor planchet flaws, though a bit soft at the lower 
right obverse as often seen. a good looking coin, an unspotted and 
nicely toned example from the Bank of new york hoard. 

3195 1787 o co er. Newma  11- . ar t -4. Po te  a s, 
S S N . S- 0. 146.0 gns. lustrous deep navy blue 
and gold surfaces show excellent detail in most areas. soft at the 
right lower obverse and concomitant area of reverse, showing 
some roughened planchet texture therein. retoned but done so 
in expert fashion. a glossy and attractive type coin. 

319  1787 o co er. Newma  12- . ar t -3. Po te  a s, 
S S N . S- 1 BN. 167.7 grains. 28.1 mm. Glossy 
medium chocolate brown with even color and pleasing lustre. 
softly struck at the obverse rim at left side, reverse rim similarly 
blunt. a nice attractive coin with no bad planchet flaws or other 
problems. This variety is less often seen than a few others that are 
frequently encountered in high grade. 

3197 1787 o co er. Newma  12- . ar t -3. Po te  a s, 
S S N . -25 in terms of overall definition. The 
obverse is sharper than the reverse. deep chestnut patina cam-
ouflages a degree of underlying surface granularity, with hints of 
copper showing through. a pleasant example of this popular type 
coin, this die pairing is one of the more available ones. 

Purchased from Ste e Fischer in 982.

3198 1787 o co er. Newma  13- . ar t -4. Po te  a s, 
S S N . -30. 150.9 grains. 28.6 mm. Glossy medium 
brown with attractive visual appeal. some minor microscopic 
roughness is visible among the intricacies of the obverse, while the 
reverse shows some ruddy earthen patina with hints of roughness 
but an even and appealing look overall. sharp and free of major 
flaws, perhaps worthy of an eF grade. 

3199 1787 o co er. Newma  15-H. ar t -4. Po te  a s, 
N  S S. e-12. 144.8 grains. 28.1 mm. Two tone 

tan and dark brown with glossy surfaces that are mostly hard 
and pleasing. a short scratch is noted within the ring near 11:00, 
tiny natural rim flaw at 1:00 on obverse. Good detail, arguably 
encroaching on VF territory. a good looking Fugio copper. 

3200 1787 o co er. Newma  15-Y. ar t -2. Po te  a s, 8-
o te  star o  label. S S N . -25. 147.0 grains. 

28.4 mm. nice consistent glossy light brown with only some inof-
fensive verdigris among the letters of MInd your BusIness. 
Well struck, top 8-pointed star sharp while bottom is not visible, 
as usual. Minor planchet flaw inside rim at base of reverse. a nice 
mid-grade example of this major variety. 
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Shar  1793 Half e t

3201 1793 ohe -1, Bree -1. ar t -3 . N N  P S . sharpness 
of VF-35  but burnished long ago, signs of which are mostly evident 
on the obverse. slight porosity remains in places, and a few old 
scratches are noted on the reverse, but these are not too serious. 
now toned a largely natural looking medium copper brown and 
showing excellent detail. While certainly not perfect, most 1793 half 
cents are not and one must be a little forgiving with early coppers 
in general. still, this piece has much to offer in terms of sharpness 
and would be a perfect candidate to represent this sought-after 
first year of issue. 

#001000

3202 1794 - a, B-4b. ar t -5 . Small e etters. e-15 with re-
spect to wear. The overall degree of definition certainly warrants 
the assigned numerical grade, however this chocolate-brown speci-
men displays a significant degree of porosity on both the obverse 
and reverse. In fact, a five-figure price tag would be warranted 
for an example at this grade level had the surfaces been smooth 
and hard. 

3203 1795 -4, B-4. ar t -3. P ct ate  ate. e-15 P S  ACAAC . 
largely medium olive brown with just a tough of light orange 
copper on the higher points. evenly struck, and evenly worn with 
a thin, old reverse scratch, but no other imperfections that would 
not be expected for the grade. a lovely example overall at this 
level. 

PCGs Population: 5  9 finer (Ms-62 finest).
#001012

Sol  1795 Half e t

3204 1795 -5a, B-5a. ar t -4  Pla  e. No Pole. -35 P S . 
a beautiful early copper that has pleasing color and surfaces. The 
strike is sharp on the devices save for the left side of the obverse 
where the dentils are soft, and on the corresponding section of 
the reverse around sTa(Tes), where minor planchet striations are 
seen. usual die state with the thin parallel crack below the primary 
on the left side of the wreath causing the weakness mentioned. 
solid eye appeal, medium brown surfaces with darker accents 
highlighting the devices. one minor scratch extends from the top 
left leaf in the wreath to the area between Te(s), mentioned for 
identification purposes. 

3205 1797 -2, B-2. ar t -3. Pla  e. -20 P S . overstruck 
on a cut down Tal token with ample evidence at the rims on the 
obverse and reverse of the undertype. The strike on the half cent 
is uneven with softness noted on the upper right obverse and 
corresponding section of the reverse. nice copper with pleasing 
tan color on the obverse, the reverse with a trifle more roughness 
and corrosion barely into the surfaces. Copper at the time was in 
great demand, so any source for planchets that could be found 
was used to coin these half cents. 

l s e 1802 0 Half e t
e erse of 1802

320  1802 0 -2, B-2. ar t -3. e erse of 1802. e-12 P S . an 
elusive issue that is often quite rough when it appears. However, 
this is a welcomed exception with largely smooth, deep chocolate 
brown surfaces. softness of detail is seen at the reverse center, a 
common feature of the variety. a very pleasing example of this 
tough date, moderately worn and with just a couple of very thin, 
old hairline scratches visible under magnification. 

#001057

u.s. HalF CenTs

2  photo
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3207 Pa r of 180  No Stems half ce ts  I C-1, B-3. rarity-1. net VF-20, 
sharpness of VF-30, scattered tics, corrosion spot in lowest curls. 
Chocolate brown I C-1, B-3. rarity-1 net VF-20, sharpness of VF-
25, a few light scratches seen. Glossy golden tan. (Total: 2 pieces) 

3208 1809 -3, B-4 ar t -1 -50 P S . a decent strike over hard, 
generally pleasing surfaces. some marks are seen but none are 
that serious. a deep brown planchet with the reverse die rotated 
slightly as usual with this variety. struck from state III of the 
dies. 

#001123

3209 1809 -4, B-1. ar t -3. -35 N S . The so called “large 0 
over small 0 variety. dark brown patina with some marks seen 
including a scuff on the cheek. a good strike overall but some 
areas are weak due to the variety characteristics. struck from die 
state II. 

#001123

3210 1809 erte  9. -5, B-5. ar t -1. -55 P S . Wonderful 
medium brown with some traces of mint red seen in the protected 
areas. The planchet shows no signs of porosity of any degree and 
is desirable as such. Boldly struck with most design elements seen. 
Formerly referred to as the 1809/6, but now has been corrected 
to a more precise 9/inverted 9 since most believe that the 9 was 
mistakenly engraved upside-down and then mostly effaced when 
this error was discovered. The 9 was then engraved correctly leav-
ing part of the upside-down 9 still on the die. This coin is from 
Breen’s die state III. 

3211 1811 -1, B-1. ar t -4. -20 in terms of detail. Chestnut-brown 
fields and devices, however, are porous on either side. This is the 
scarcer of the two known die varieties of this elusive and highly 
prized half cent date. 

3212 1811 -2, B-2. ar t -3. -25 or better with respect to wear. deep 
olive-brown patina bathes uniformly porous fields and design 
elements. Here is a scarce and highly collectible half cent issue 
that seldom exhibits this degree of definition. 

3213 1825 -2, B-2. ar t -1. S- 1 BN N . lovely glossy brown 
surfaces with some light toning seen. The strike is decent although 
it has some softness in places. struck from die state II. a wonderful 
type coin that should be closely examined. 

#001141

3214 1828 -3, B-2. ar t -1. 13 Stars. S- 4 B P S  ACAAC . a 
lovely Choice Mint state half cent, with about 25% of the original 
red remaining on the obverse, mellowing to a pleasing violet and 
brown. The reverse shows considerably more original red surface, 
with probably closer to 60% remaining. lustrous and pleasing. 

#001148

u.s. larGe CenTs
 ra e 1793 . ha  e t

3215 1793 Shel o -1. ar t -4. ha , . e State B. N N  
P S . e-12, or perhaps a little finer for sharpness. Both sides 

show light surface roughness from handling which are consistent 
in size and appearance, but randomly placed on the surfaces. old, 
thin scratches are also noted. In the worn areas of the devices the 
surfaces are smooth. a minor rim tic is found below the 79 and two 
shallow scratches extend up from liberty’s head to the rim near 
(lI)Be. on the reverse a small planchet flake is missing near the 
top right of the first a in aMerI. Well struck and centered, with the 
color light brown to tan with some mottling in areas. one of first 
large cents struck, and of enormous and well deserved popularity 
with collectors who appreciate the charming devices and historic 
nature of our first general issue of federal copper coinage. 

Po lar 1793 ha  . e t

321  1793 S-1. ar t -4. ha , . Net -8, sharpness of F-12 
but with a noticeable old gouge that runs diagonally from the 
field near y downward across liberty’s nose and terminates at her 
cheek  other tiny marks can be found on both sides. Medium to 
deep olive-brown. lIBerTy faint but readable  all reverse details 
crisp and well presented, especially the chain details. a popular 
rarity in all grades  the present specimen has a finer appearance 
than our description suggests. 

3217 1793 S-2. ar t -4 . ha , . oo - . Moderately 
rough surfaces overall. deep olive-brown with red and olive scale 
in places, natural obverse flaws at rim at 11:00 and in the field 
near liberty’s chin, similar tiny flaws in reverse fields, peripheral 
details slightly weak in places but fully accounted for, the central 
reverse chain and its 15 links sharp and bold. overall eye appeal 
nice despite some tiny flaws. Better overall than the typical “filler” 
example of the issue, and a 1793 Chain cent well worth investigat-
ing in our opinion. 

From Bo ers and Merena’s sale of the Lee F. e itt Collection, 
o ember 98 , Lot 2020.
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Po lar 1793 ha   e t
r e  Pla chet l

3218 1793 S-3. ar t -3-. ha , . e-12 N . Medium to 
deep chocolate brown with some olive highlights. a planchet clip, 
as struck, is noted at 9:00 relative to the obverse. surfaces fairly 
hard though low magnification reveals some areas of faint poros-
ity. no heavy marks are noted by the unassisted eye, making for 
a completely problem-free example of this important u.s. copper 
issue. a neat coin that affords its next owner the opportunity to 
own a Chain cent and a mint error with one successful bid. 

Po lar 1793 ha   e t

3219 1793 S-3. ar t -3-. ha , . -10, sharpness con-
siderably finer in places, especially on the reverse, but surfaces 
micro granular. Medium golden brown with some deeper areas. 
other than as-struck planchet anomalies, very few marks of any 
creditable size can be found, with the most serious of these a 
short diagonal scratch following unITed on the reverse. Much 
of liberty’s upper and back curls are present, with lIBerTy and 
the date fully represented, along with the entire reverse peripheral 
legend, the chain, and the central denomination and fraction all 
sharp for the grade. an entirely suitable and collectable example 
of one of our nation’s earliest copper issues. 

From Bo ers and Merena’s sale of March 99 , Lot  on Feuer 
are Coins, March 998.

m ress e 1793 ha  e t W th Per o s ar et

3220 1793 S-4. ar t -3. ha , . -20 P S . Minor 
surface porosity and granularity when examined with a loupe, 
but this one has a pleasing overall appearance. There are a couple 
of minor patches of corrosion in the right obverse field and a faint 
pin scratch or two surrounding liberty’s head. strong date and 
hair definition for this type, and a much nicer appearing example 
than usually found. The color is dark olive brown and the rims 
are generally pleasing and free of detractions. 

2  photo
2  photo
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o el   1793 Wreath e t

3221 1793 S-5. ar t -4. Wreath. e a  Bars e. -20 P S  
ACAAC . a very appealing example of this early type with slightly 

glossy, medium chocolate brown surfaces which show a couple 
of old scratches and small digs as do most surviving coppers of 
the early Mint. This piece presents nicely in hand as it is evenly 
struck and has nice detail remaining. Housed in an early version 
of the stacking green-label PCGs holder. 

#001327

ttract e 1793 Wreath e t

3222 1793 S-9. ar t -2. Wreath. e a  Bars e. -25 P S . 
die state B. There are few nicks and light hairline scratches vis-
ible on the obverse under magnification, but these are more than 
offset by the attractive light brown color and generally smooth 
appearance of this early copper cent. on the reverse a small edge 
nick is found above o(F) but that side is quite pleasing overall. a 
beauty that was put away years ago and such quality is always 
in strong demand. 

3223 1793 S-9. ar t -2. Wreath. e a  Bars e. -8 ob erse  
oo -5 re erse. Fine granularity on both sides, a little rougher 

on reverse, with even dark steel surfaces. long old scratch runs 
vertically in left field. a full date and strong portrait recommend 
it for a carefully selected date set.

3224 1793 S-11. ar t -3-. Wreath. ettere  e. N N  P S . 
sharpness of Fine-15, with careful smoothing in the right obverse 
field. rich chocolate brown with some woodgrain striations in the 
metal. evenly struck with good definition of the details remaining 
for the grade assigned, and with a rather nice appearance consider-
ing the imperfections. 

#001350

3225 1793 S-11a. ar t -4 . Wreath. e a  Bars e. oo -  
ob erse  -3 or better re erse. dark chocolate brown with 
chipping lacquer taking on a frosting-like appearance. smooth 
surfaces, good date and portrait. 

322  1793 S-11b. ar t -4. Wreath. ettere  e, o ble ea es. 
oo -  overall in terms of remaining detail. Heavily pitted on 

both sides, but still medium brown and olive rather than a darker 
tone. Though the pitting affects the detail, this piece was probably 
only worn to the level of Very Fine or so. 

2  photo
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3227 1793 S-11c. ar t -3-. Wreath. ettere  e, S le eaf. -8 
P S . The obverse grades higher than the reverse. smooth, even 

wear with the surfaces showing minor roughness in the fields, 
steel-brown with a darker area crossing the bust tip. on the reverse 
the letters oF are faint but all other devices are legible. Finer than 
most and attractive. 

Scarce 1793 bert  a  e t

3228 1793 S-13. ar t -4-. bert  a . oo -4 P S . The obverse 
and reverse are dark olive with uniform porosity in the fields, 
smoother on the devices which experienced the bulk of the wear. 
strong date and the surfaces show no unexpected digs or scratches. 
one small rim tic is located at the base of the reverse. 

3229 1794 S-19b. ar t -4. Hea  of 93, e of 94. e-15 or better 
in terms of overall definition. Both sides are a dusky olive brown 
shade, more even on obverse than reverse. The obverse shows 
the remnants of maroon spots on cap, below cap, and on bottom 
curl, as well as a circular stain on the cheek. rim bruises and nicks 
surround much of the circumference. The design elements are 
complete on both sides, though a significant array of tiny contact 
marks and chatter are noted on both sides, more on obverse than 
reverse. This remains a highly collectible specimen of the very 
scarce Head of 1793, the most desirable major variety among the 
liberty Caps. 

3230 1794 S-20b. ar t -5. Hea  of 93, e of 94. -20 with respect 
to wear. retoned dark chocolate brown after a significant obverse 
burnishing. The obverse is now glossy and smooth to the eye, the 
reverse shows identical color but more significant granularity. still, 
any Head of 1793 is a desirable item, and this is an especially scarce 
variety. Bold detail persists on both sides. 

3231 1794 S-22. ar t -1. -40, or finer in terms of remaining detail. 
an old encrustation of ruddy corrosion has been pinscratched off 
the obverse fields, though some traces of it remain. The reverse 
corrosion is mostly on the left side and has been left alone. dark 
steel with even granularity. a rim bruise is present on the obverse 
above 3:00. 

3232 1794 S-30. ar t -1. Hea  of 1794. e-15. light tan copper with 
pleasing surfaces that show a few interior tics and minor rim nicks. 
The devices and appearance of this coin remain quite charming. 

3233 Pa r of rare 1794 ce t ar et es. each has Fine-15 details, but with 
surface issues as described: I S-3 . ar t -5. deep chestnut patina 
to some extent lessens the visibility of significant underlying sur-
face roughness I S-45. ar t -5 . Brick-red and deep olive patina 
immerses both the obverse and reverse, and is accompanied by 
shallow corrosion that affects the majority of the surfaces. (Total: 
2 pieces) 

3234 1794 S-41. ar t -3. -40, in terms of wear. Very finely granular 
surfaces show dark retoning on the obverse, where the right field 
has been smoothed. The reverse is light brown and quite pleasing. 
Various minor marks, including some scattered rim nicks. a sharp 
example despite its flaws. 

3235 1794 S-44. ar t -1. Hea  of 1794. -20. signs of an ancient clean-
ing but the color is even medium brown today. Moderate surface 
marks are found on the center of the obverse concentrated on the 
neck and hair. a few edge nicks, one noteworthy above IT(ed). 
later die state with a crack through liberty’s cap to the date, 
another on the reverse from the rim to center left of oF. 

323  1794 S-49. ar t -2. Hea  of 94. -40 in terms of wear, but 
featuring dark, porous surfaces. Black and olive with significant 
gloss from lacquer. even in appearance despite time spent in the 
ground. a very sharp coin that shares an obverse with the famed 
starred reverse. 

3237 1794 S-49. ar t -2. Hea  of 1794. -30 P S . die state B. 
lightly porous in small patches and finely granular elsewhere. 
sharply struck on the devices with a crack to liberty’s head 
through the e of lIBerTy. dark brown. 
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ho ce  1794 e t

3238 1794 S-55. ar t -2. -35 P S  ACAAC . somewhat glossy dark 
brown surfaces. dentils are soft around the right half of the ob-
verse, but the remaining details appear even and acceptably well 
defined for the grade. The usual obverse die crack is easily seen 
from the rim to liberty’s hair at 9:00. a slightly later die state, the 
obverse here showing a second die crack that branches off the first, 
through liberty’s hair toward her shoulder. 

#901374

3239 1794 S-55. ar t -2. -20 in terms of wear, but holed and plugged 
between d of unITed and first s of sTaTes. light brown with 
some fine granularity. rim bruise at 3:00 on reverse. 

3240 1794 S- 5. ar t -1. -25. dark chocolate brown on the obverse, 
more mottled light and dark brown on the reverse. Moderately 
granular on both sides, some additional roughness on reverse. 
somewhat glossy from evenly applied lacquer. Very sharp on the 
obverse, as usual for this “shielded Hair” variety. 

3241 1794 S- 7. ar t -3. -25. light brown with trivial raised corro-
sion on the obverse, more severe green pitting on the reverse. The 
detail is good and the in-hand look is appealing. Minor rim bruise 
over rI of aMerICa. 

3242 1795 S-75. ar t -3. ettere  e. -10. smooth, even dark brown 
copper. no surface distractions to the unaided eye and close exami-
nation will find just small circulation nicks of little consequence. 
The top of the 5 is embedded in liberty’s bust, the right side of the 
wreath ends in a double leaf, both diagnostic to this die pairing. 

3243 1795 S-7 b. ar t -1. Pla  e. -40 P S . Classic medium 
brown surfaces with smooth wear, and no distracting nicks or 
scratches. The only item worthy of mention is small tic at 2:00 on 
the reverse. an appealing coin. 

or eo s 1795 S-78 ar e e t

3244 1795 S-78. ar t -1. Pla  e. -53 P S . although a 
common variety this coin is quite special with light tan color, 
smooth surfaces, and a bold strike. The surfaces are clean and 
close examination is needed to find a thin hairline scratch in the 
left obverse field and another below CenT. a glossy, pleasing cent 
that collectors will appreciate. 

3245 179  S-81. ar t -3. bert  a . e-15 P S . an impressive 
example of the 1796 liberty Cap cent design, with silky smooth 
copper that shows just a couple of minute pits up through lIBerTy 
and traces elsewhere of little consequence. The strike is a trifle soft 
at the center of the obverse, sharper at the rims. Quite nice for the 
assigned grade. 

324  r o of earl  lar e ce ts  I 1796 s-84. rarity-3. liberty Cap. VF-20. 
small patches of green corrosion are seen on the obverse, reverse 
with uneven color and rougher surfaces I 1797 s-123. rarity-4. 
reverse of 1797. VF-20/Fine-15. areas of fine corrosion with a 
horizontal scratch on the lower obverse I 1800 s-197. rarity-1. 
VF-25. a handful of shallow rim bruises are mostly seen on the 
reverse edge, some unevenness in the patination from surface 
porosity, middle die state with advanced lumps and cuds on the 
obverse, the reverse is the usual unbroken state. (Total: 3 pieces) 

3247 179  S-8 . ar t -5. bert  a . -7 with respect to overall 
definition. near black with even moderate granularity. Intact and 
essentially unmarked. 

3248 179  S-87. ar t -3-. bert  a . e-12 N S . The surfaces 
are finely porous when examined with a loupe, but generally at-
tractive for the liberty Cap style. no other distractions are noted, 
with the fields and devices yielding to normal wear and weather 
over the past few hundred years. 

#001392

3249 179  S-88. ar t -4. bert  a . -58 or better with respect to 
definition. an unusually high grade specimen. The obverse shows a 
variety of subtle tones from pale olive to gold to deep ruddy brown. 
Though smooth to the eye and pleasing at present, these various 
splashes of color appear to be remnants of scattered minor corrosion. 
The reverse is a more even light brown though with some traces of 
similar color to the obverse. Perhaps once waxed. a sharp and appeal-
ing example that will bring an overall positive impression in hand. 

3250 179  S-89. ar t -3. bert  a . -10 P S . Blended tan and 
chocolate brown surfaces on a hard planchet. Most major design 
elements are clear and inscriptions can be read, including date, 
lIBerTy, legend, denomination, and fraction. Most border dentils 
are faded or missing. a few small tics are noted on liberty’s cheek. 
overall, a pleasing example for the grade. 

#001401
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3251 179  S-103. ar t -4 . ra e  B st. H Y. -20, or better in 
terms of wear. dark surfaces have been made glossy with lacquer. 
Finely granular throughout, scattered green and red pits at left 
side of obverse, some gathered at base and top of reverse. The 
details are sharp and the lIHerTy aspect is nice and bold. This 
is a variety that is famously challenging to find nice. 

3252 179  S-10 . ar t -4 . ra e  B st. -25. deep brown with some 
underlying steel and mahogany highlights. Crisp design elements 
remain on uniformly microgranular surfaces. no serious marks 
are seen and the overall eye appeal is far finer than filler status 
for this moderately scarce and elusive sheldon variety. 

3253 Pa r of rare 179  ce t ar et es. I S-117. ar t -5 . Good-6 de-
tails. Three tiny marks are almost equidistantly positioned along 
the obverse rim. rich brown surfaces exhibit a degree of rough-
ness, however the presentation of this coin is not unattractive I 
S-N -4. ar t -5 . aG-3 and nearly warranting a higher grade. 
The obverse of this chestnut-brown example is that of a Good-4. 
The reverse displays areas of weakness in the peripheral legend, 
however the overall level of definition is not inconsistent with that 
of the obverse. Microganularity as well as some scattered minor 
marks and old hairline scratches are mentioned for completeness. 
(Total: 2 pieces) 

he Sheldon- 7 has a long illustrious pedigree as follo s  From the 
Col. Ste en Ells orth Collection to our consignor. Earlier Superior’s sale 
of September 997, Lot 20  993 EAC Auction, Lot 7  J.E.L. Coins  
Superior’s sale of October 99 , Lot 29  G. Lee Kunt  r. iram . 
Ward  Ed ard . Sch art  Collection, Abe Kosoff, October 9  Federal 
Coin E change’s sale of June 9 , Lot 0.

3254 179  S-112. ar t -4 . ra e  B st. e erse of 94. -7. some 
central reverse softness. Finely granular dark steel with light 
brown devices. a pit is noted on the obverse at the juncture of hair 
and shoulder, another above n of CenT on reverse. nice detail for 
the grade, crisp long denticles on reverse make the major variety 
easily identifiable. 

3255 179  S-11 . ar t -5-. ra e  B st. e erse of 1795. -10. 
steel and gold with some raised corrosion on both sides. Tiny rim 
bruise under 1 of date, similar bruise over rT of lIBerTy. Pleasing 
despite its limitations. 

325  Pa r of c rc late  lar e ce ts  I 1797 s-127. rarity-4. reverse of 
1797, stems. VG-10. attractive medium brown color and decent 
surfaces, one small rim bruise at 2:00 I 1805 s-267. rarity-1. VF-35. 
dark olive patina on both sides. (Total: 2 pieces) 

3257 1797 S-138. ar t -1. e erse of 97, Stems. e-12 P S . deep 
chocolate brown with distinctive olive highlights. uniform micro 
granularity in places, but with no heavy circulation marks. usual 
state of the reverse with weakness from die collapse at the top of 
the wreath. a nice coin for the assigned grade. 

#001422

3258 1798 S-158. ar t -4. rst Ha r St le. -20. Mostly light brown 
with scattered surface scale around devices on both sides, mostly 
sedate ruddy and olive shades. Finely granular with some scat-
tered pitting, rim bruise atop obverse. a well detailed specimen. 

3259 hree earl  lar e ce ts, each with some minor problems: I 1798 
s-164. rarity-4. style I Hair. VF-30 details. Burnished to remove 
corrosion although traces remain in the fields I 1807 s-276. rar-
ity-1. large Fraction. sharpness of eF-45, but surface alteration 
to smooth both sides. Medium brown with the soft definition 
from alteration, reverse die rotated 180  I 1812 s-289. rarity-1. 
large date. VF-30. Cleaned long ago, slightly rough surfaces and 
irregular toning on both sides. (Total: 3 pieces) 

32 0 1798 S-172. ar t -3. Seco  Ha r St le. -45 or better in terms 
of detail. dark olive, near black, with finely granular surfaces that 
show some areas of pitting. a very small rim clip is best seen from 
the top of the reverse. remarkable detail, perhaps proving this to be 
a coin lost at the turn of the 19th century when it was nearly new. 

32 1 Pa r of  lar e ce ts  I 1798 s-179. rarity-2. style II Hair. sharp-
ness of eF-45, but patches of roughness and uneven coloration are 
present, the majority is pleasing tan and well preserved I 1803 
s-247. rarity-3. small date, small Fraction. eF-40 with dark raised 
patches of corrosion on both sides. (Total: 2 pieces) 

32 2 1798 S-180. ar t -5 . e-12 ostensibly. dark dusky brown and 
granular. areas of the obverse have been significantly burnished 
and smoothed to minimize pitting. The reverse has also been 
smoothed but areas of deep pitting remain. Cud atop reverse. a 
rare variety, unknown above VF. The Husak piece, graded VF-30, 
brought over $30,000. 

1799 ar e e t from o r . . les ct o

32 3 1799 S-189. ar t -2. N N  P S . Shar ess of -40, but 
burnished long ago to smooth the surfaces, net VF-25. Mottled 
unnatural reddish brown on the obverse, the reverse has a tan 
streak on the lower right. The color appears unchanged as it has 
been for decades since its last appearance here in 1975. Hints of 
smoothing on liberty’s bust and neck, and on the reverse small 
areas of porosity can be found. The overall surface quality is a 
trifle rough and porous. nevertheless, the positive attributes are 
a strong date, full hair definition and a higher technical grade than 
usually encountered on this coveted date. Tied with a select group 
at the low end of the Condition Census of the top 10 known, and 
despite its challenges represents an opportunity for the astute 
numismatist to capture a high-grade example of the 1799 cent. 

From our September Auction, September 97 , Lot 23  .L. Miles 
Collection Auction, Stack’s, April 9 9, Lot 99.

32 4 Select o  of lar e ce ts  I 1800 s-203. rarity-3. Fine-12 or there-
abouts. Granular surfaces, dark and with an old scratch below 
CenT I 1801 s-222. rarity-1. detail of Fine-12. Porous. obverse 
rim bruise at 11:30 and a bit dark I 1801 s-224. rarity-1. VF-20 
in terms of definition. dark, with areas of roughness on both 
sides and a couple of thin scratches I 1802 s-231. rarity-1. stem-
less Wreath. VF-20 or a bit better with respect to wear. obverse 
scratches. areas of reverse corrosion which is raised I 1820/19 
n-1. rarity-1. eF-45. Cleaned and polished, now tan and glossy 
I 1822 n-3. rarity-2. eF-45. Porous. signs of an old cleaning on 
both sides I 1822 n-9. rarity-5-. VG-7 with a couple of small spots 
of roughness, nice overall I 1823/2 n-1. rarity-2. Fine-12 details. 
obverse rim bruise at 4:30. reverse surface deposits and a scarce 
date I 1824/2 n-1. rarity-1. VF-25 or better in terms of wear. 
Microgranular surfaces. areas of darker patination and cleaned 
in the past. (Total: 9 pieces) 

32 5 1800 S-205. ar t -4. e-15 P S . Medium to deep golden brown 
with varied golden hues. some small tics and faint, old scratches are 
present, none of them obvious to the unassisted eye. a pleasing ex-
ample of the design type and a moderately scarce variety as well. 

#001449
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H h- ra e 1800 S-211 ar e e t

32  1800 S-211. ar t -3. -45 P S . dark olive surfaces that are 
smooth and attractive with bold definition on the devices. a flurry 
of faint scratches before liberty’s face and a couple of trivial edge 
chips are found with a loupe  on the reverse the color matches 
the obverse and that side is clean and pleasing to the trained eye. 
likely in the lower range of the Condition Census for the variety, 
and important to specialists. later die state with advanced cracks 
below liberty’s chin in the field, light below the date, another 
below the l(IBerTy). 

32 7 1801 S-218. ar t -5 . 3 rrors e erse. oo -  P S . even 
chocolate brown over finely granular surfaces. some traces of 
lacquer are seen under magnification. The error area of the reverse 
is nicely bold, indeed it’s the sharpest part of the coin, though the 
color in the region is somewhat lighter than elsewhere. a classic 
rarity in the early date series, a variety known almost exclusively 
in very low grades. 

32 8 r o of erse te  States ce ts  I 1802 S-232. ar t -1. eF 
details. Corroded. (nCs). strong details are seen on this uniformly 
corroded coin. all the legends, the date, and the hair and wreath 
detail are well represented giving this coin desirability. unfortu-
nately this coin probably saw extended time underground to acquire 
such surfaces I 1820 N-13. ar t -1. S- 0 with the appearance 
of a choice or better coin. unfortunately the coin has been gently 
cleaned leaving brown surfaces that show some light unnatural red 
color. struck from die state B which has the usual circular die crack 
through the stars. More wholesome than most coins that have been 
cleaned I 1914-  VF-20. some scattered surface marks along with a 
few marks on the rim and a reverse pinscratch that runs diagonally 
from left to right. Boldly struck with good original brown color. a 
key date in the series. (Total: 3 pieces) 

es le e t 1803 S-249 ar e e t
o t o  e s s al t

32 9 1803 S-249. ar t -2. 1 100 o er 1 000. S- 2 BN P S . a 
beautiful cent that boasts faded mint red to tan on both sides with 
undiminished lustre. The strike is average for the period and the 
coin is well centered on a good quality planchet. Two old toning 

spots will help track the pedigree, one on the lower ribbon tip, 
the other just to the left near the rim. a few trivial handling lines 
are present under close scrutiny, but this is a cent any true collec-
tor will enjoy. The boldly repunched 1 over the 0 on the reverse 
is sharp. early die state with lump under chin but no cracks that 
later become rim breaks. an impressive and exciting coin. 

Historically in 1803 Thomas Jefferson was president. The louisiana Pur-
chase was completed and america expanded well into the interior of what 
was to become the nation we know today. The most turbulent days at the 
Philadelphia Mint seemed to be during 1801, and that organization found itself 
more focused and on a better footing by the time this cent was struck.

3270 1803 S-249. ar t -2. 100 000. -55 N . Hard, glossy chocolate 
brown surfaces reveal a sharply struck and aesthetically appealing 
large cent. low magnification reveals some tiny chatter marks, but 
the arms-length aesthetic appeal is substantial for the assigned 
grade. Indeed, just two examples of this popular variety with er-
roneous 100/000 fraction have been graded finer than the present 
offered specimen, and just one of those pieces is Mint state. about 
as fine as you will ever see for this variety in a nGC holder, and 
worthy of serious bidding activity. 

nGC Census: 2  2 finer within any designation (Ms-65 Bn finest).

3271 1804 S-2 b. ar t -5. e-12. even medium golden brown with 
fine granularity throughout. Good detail remains on this key-date 
coin. rim bruise at 3:00 on obverse. This B die state, with broken 
obverse and perfect reverse, is the scarcest of the three. 

3272 1804 S-2 c. ar t -2. -3. approaching Good-4 with smooth 
wear and defect free for the grade. The date is clear and the rim 
cuds instantly define the die state. remarkably clean and attrac-
tive for a coin that circulated for a good many years and one of 
the most coveted dates in the large cent series. 

3273 1804 estr ke. -58. light tan in color with smooth surfaces aside 
from the abundant die rust that marred this worn out obverse die. 
Highly collectible and long popular with collectors, similar to the 
famous 1955 “Poor Man’s double die” lincoln cent of this earlier 
era. Great color and surfaces for the collector. 

3274 r o of -20 lar e ce ts  I 1805 s-269. rarity-1. a couple of old 
nicks on the surfaces, but attractive medium brown I 1812 s-288. 
rarity-2. large date. light pin scratches on both sides, medium 
brown and average surfaces for the grade I 1821 n-2. rarity-1. 
some edge bumps of moderate consequence but nice color and 
surfaces decent overall. (Total: 3 pieces) 
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3275 1807  S-273. ar t -1. ar e O er ate. -45 P S . a pleas-
ing deep golden brown example of this popular overdate, and 
exacting coin with excellent olive highlights. no serious marks 
present themselves to the unaided eye, though low magnification 
detects a couple of tiny tics here and there. Choice for the grade, 
undeniably so, with bold overdate details plainly evident to the 
unassisted eye. Bid liberally for this one. 

#001528

327  1812 S-290. ar t -1. Small ate. Shar ess of -58, but decep-
tively cleaned with an abrasive to remove encrustation on both the 
obverse and reverse, leaving behind fine parallel hairline scratches. 
Brassy tan to brown with traces of verdigris in the legends and 
devices. Classic Head large cents are scarce in high grades. 

3277 1812 S-290. ar t -1. Small ate. e-15. smooth and attractive 
medium brown with only light marks commensurate with the 
assigned grade. 

3278 1813 S-292. ar t -2. -40. a high-grade example of this date but 
there are a couple of moderate nicks in the fields and a small dig 
in the center of the obverse on liberty’s jaw line. This is a scarcer 
date and often comes on rough planchets—not so here, this one 
is average or a little better. 

3279 1814 S-295. ar t -1. Pla  4. Shar ess of -58, but the obverse 
has numerous fine scratches and the reverse shows small areas of 
pitting and patches of corrosion. The obverse has a pleasing ap-
pearance, but scrutiny finds scratches crossing liberty’s face and 
into the field. on the reverse there are small pits near the center 
within the wreath and surface corrosion surrounding aMerICa. 
Medium brown and sharp. 

3280 1814 o ble Str ck. Ob erse e te  b  Pla chet. S-294. ar-
t -1. rosslet 4. -30 P S . First strike 40% off center. nice 

medium brown, smooth and appealing in most areas. a tiny bit 
of roughness is seen under the date and atop the head. a deep arc 
crosses between star 5 and star 6 to the portrait where the first strike 
of the obverse was indented by a planchet  the primary details are 
from the second strike. The reverse shows significant doubling, 
with es of sTaTes hidden under CenT. a very interesting error 
in a pleasing and detailed grade. 

3281 Pa r of  lar e ce ts  I 1816 newcomb-2. rarity-1. au-50. 
Glossy brown surfaces with traces of lustre but marred by a 
couple of raised dark patches on each side I 1819 n-2. rarity-1. 
large date. au-55. light brown with a small toning spot or two, 
flowlines on the reverse and nice surfaces overall. (Total: 2 pieces) 

3282 1817 N-14. ar t -1. 13 Stars. S- 3 BN. nice smooth medium 
brown copper on both sides. The surfaces are pleasing with lus-
trous areas and minimal signs of handling. on the reverse there 
are some toning spots with hints of mint color near the lettering 
and devices. Middle die state with cracks through the first three 
stars and tops of sTaTes. 

3283 S l t la chet lar e ce t error, re erse of 1808-1839. eF quality. 
Called “1818 newcomb-3” by our consignor. deep chocolate 
brown reverse with strong details and no heavy marks, “obverse” 
shows two stars where the ragged split began, the rest of the 
surface exhibits pale rose and varied red hues. a dramatic error 
coin with virtually 95% of the obverse and its share of the planchet 
broken away from the totally intact reverse. one of the neatest 
items the present writer has seen in some time  

3284 1818 N-10. ar t -1. S- 3 BN. The obverse is very nice and 
displays considerable mint color while the reverse displays red 
in the protected devices. a couple of minor carbon spots are pres-
ent but small enough to avoid detection without a loupe. usual 
encircling die crack obverse. large cents of this date and variety 
represented a major portion of the randall Hoard and thousands 
exist in various high grades. 

3285 1820 N-13. ar t -1. S- 4 BN P S . Golden brown toning with 
pale blue highlights. liberty’s hair details and the reverse foliage 
are sharp. The impressions of both dies show complete, bold 
dentilation. The obverse, in particular, shows excellent centering. 
n-13 ranks as one of the most distinctive die varieties of the year, 
and can be recognized immediately by the presence of peripheral 
obverse die cracks that pass through the date and stars. Most 
high-grade examples seen are thought to have originated with 
the famous randall Hoard which first came to light in Georgia in 
the years following the Civil War. 

#001615

328  1820 N-15. ar t -2. Small ate. S- 3. areas of faded mint color 
in the most protected areas with smooth and attractive surfaces. 
Minor flow lines on the reverse from worn dies, and a trace of 
carbon on the surfaces, but this one is quite pleasing overall. 
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3287 1825 N-2. ar t -2. S- 0 B. some light verdigris. The obverse 
shows a good portion of red faded to tan, while the reverse retains 
less potent original red with that fiery color relegated to the rims. 
Traces of carbon and verdigris are present on the reverse and the 
lower left obverse edge shows rim crumbling. The strike is sharp 
enough and the surfaces free of all but tiny signs of handling. 

3288 hree earl  t State lar e ce ts  I 1826 n-6. rarity-2. au-53. 
nice color and surfaces, rim crumbling above stars 7 and 8, light 
reverse cracks I 1837 n-13. rarity-2. au-55. light tan surfaces 
with just a couple of tiny spots, middle unlapped reverse die state 
with heavy cracks through the legend I 1839 n-3. rarity-1. au-58. 
excellent tan color, clean surfaces, sharply struck at the centers 
but softer on the stars with die wear, and a sweet example of this 
variety. (Total: 3 pieces) 

3289 1833 N- . ar t -1. o ble Pro le. S- 2 BN. Faded mint red 
on both sides with tan to brown dominating the surfaces. sharp at 
the centers with the obverse stars on the left complete but the ones 
on the right flat at their centers. Bold double profile, doubling on 
lIBerTy and encircling reverse crack at the base of the legend. a 
splendid example of this later die state but an available die pair-
ing. 

em 1834 ar e e t

3290 1834 N-2. ar t -1. S-  BN N  ACAAC . Glossy and highly 
lustrous deep chocolate brown surfaces, with just a trace of soft 
blue-green iridescence on each side. nicely struck and quite at-
tractive. 

nGC Census: 3  none finer within the designation.

are 1835 N-19 oro et ar e e t

3291 1835 N-19. ar t -5. -45 P S . Head of 1836. dark chocolate 
brown, with some deep mahogany undertones mostly seen on the 
reverse. Traces of old surface debris around the reverse legends, 
and microscopic verdigris as often seen on early coppers. There is 
a small round patch of corrosion right of the date toward the final 
star and this will serve to identify the present example. This joins 
a couple of small digs and other minor marks. a rare coin with 
about 30 or so known today and this one of the finer examples 
although not quite in the Condition Census. a recently discovered 
example of this die pairing that should entice the variety collec-
tor to finally obtain one or upgrade to the present example. This 
variety was discovered by John Wright in 1982 and has remained 
quite rare despite decades of collector searching. It is very similar 
to n-14, which shares this reverse die, but the shape of the coronet 
tip and its relationship to star 6 are good identifiers. Most seen are 
in lower grades and this variety was missing from the naftzger 
Collection. an important offering for the specialist. 

#001714

3292 Half o e  c rc late  or earl  c rc late  lar e ce ts  I 
1837 n-11. rarity-1. Ms-60. deposits in the devices indicate an 
ancient cleaning, reverse with two long die cracks but the strike 
is still sharp and surfaces decent and recovering I 1838 n-8. rar-
ity-1. Ms-60. recolored long ago and crimson to purple hues are 
present, softly impressed by the dies I 1840 n-3. rarity-1. au-53 
or better details. evidence of a subtle obverse cleaning but nice 
surfaces save for a minor rim tic at the left side of the obverse I 
1840 n-12. rarity-1. Ms-60 at first glance but scrubbed and the 
color is uneven I 1845 n-4. rarity-1. au-50. Cleaned and glossy 
dark brown with a decent appearance I 1848 n-28. rarity-1. Ms-60 
at first glance. unnatural toning with minor surface porosity and 
cleaned. (Total: 6 pieces) 

2  photo
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3293 1839 N-8. ar t -1. e of 1840. S- 1 BN N S . remark-
ably well struck with only star 13 a bit weak. Great deep brown 
patina with no worthwhile marks to be mentioned. Good hard 
surfaces with not even a trace of porosity. Well worth a closer 
examination as this coin is truly outstanding for the grade. 

3294 Pa r of later ate lar e ce ts  I 1844/44 n-5. rarity-1. Ms-62 Bn. one 
small stain on the reverse and a couple of lighter pumpkin splashes 
in liberty’s hair imply a gentle enhancement, but sharp and with 
smooth surfaces I 1855 n-3. rarity-1. upright 5’s. Ms-62 Bn. Hints 
of red but generally dark brown with nice surfaces, early die state 
before the flowlines formed on this pairing. (Total: 2 pieces) 

3295 184  N-8. ar t -1. Small ate. S- 2 BN N S . Medium 
tan and brown patina over surfaces that are well preserved. 
smooth fields and devices which show traces of mint color under 
magnification. The strike is respectable with some softness seen 
on the hair curl at the front of the coronet and the l of lIBerTy. 
a pleasing example of this attractive late date. 

#001865

329  1850 N-7. ar t -2. S- 5 B. With classic faded mint color on both 
sides and quite attractive, this one shows a solid central strike, soft 
centered stars as usual, and generally free of carbon detractions. 
later die state with worn dies that show abundant flowlines. 

3297 Pa r of S- 4 B lar e ce ts  I 1851 n-30. rarity-2. Beautiful 
mint color with minor fading on both sides but free of spotting 
or handling distractions makes this an impressive cent for the 
collector I 1852 n-3. rarity-1. a couple of specks and tics from 
handling, but these are more than offset by the attractive original 
red and gentle fading from the past 150  years. (Total: 2 pieces) 

3298 ate ate lar e ce t threesome  I 1853 n-3. rarity-1. Ms-63 Bn. 
nice and sharp, with smooth brown surfaces and just one or two 
specks I 1854 n-11. rarity-2. Ms-64 Bn. With a large low area on 
the neck and a few hints of specks, the strike is soft I 1857 small 
date. n-4. rarity-1. Ms-63 Bn. satiny smooth brown surfaces, and 
average strike with soft centered stars and just a touch of verdigris. 
(Total: 3 pieces) 

em  1855 e t
r ht 5s

3299 1855 N-4. r ht 5s. ar t -1. S- 5  N . Blazing mint 
orange surfaces with strong mint lustre and a frosty appearance. 
Pale violet hues are beginning to stake a claim to the reverse. some 
faint flecks are noted under low magnification. sharply struck in 
all areas save for a few obverse stars and some reverse dentils. a 
real “looker.” 

ho ce Proof 1855 e t

3300 1855 N-10. ar t -5, as Proof. Sla te  55. Proof- 4 BN P S . 
light chocolate brown with faint coppery orange undertones. 
slightly subdued reflectivity in the fields, but still enough vis-
ible to contrast with the sharp and satiny devices. The fields 
appear remarkably free of the hairlines often seen on these early 
Proofs. a couple of tiny spots are noted in the lower right curls, 
behind liberty’s neck and at the rear of the truncation, minor 
spots that would aid in future identification of this piece. Quite 
pleasing. 

PCGs Population: 7  4 finer within the designation (Proof-66 Bn finest).
#001994

Show ece Proof 185  ar e e t

3301 185  N-5. ar t -5-. Sla te  5. Proof- 4 B P S  ACAAC . It is 
not often that authentic Proof large cents come on the market, and 
when they do they are apt to be dated toward the end of the series, 
as here. Quality can be a factor, a large factor, reducing the number 
of truly attractive pieces to significantly below what population 
reports indicate. The present coin is a showpiece, a winner on all 
counts, and has been evaluated by the highly esteemed Collec-
tors acceptance Corporation, and noted as exceptional by them. 
This particular newcomb variety is known only in Proof format, 
with no circulation strikes made. This lends additional rarity and 
desirability as a Proof-only issue. The same reverse die was held 
over and used to strike Proof cents in 1857 as well. The number 
of examples known cannot be determined, but it is probably sig-
nificantly below 100, and the number of those with excellent eye 
appeal, as seen here, is considerably less. 

PCGs Population: 12  8 finer within any designation (Proof-67 rB finest).
#001998
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Scarce 185  l  a le e t

3302 185  S-5. l  a le. Proof- 0. reverse spot improperly re-
moved. a sharply struck coin that shows full definition on the 
eagle’s feathers and complete veins on the tiny leaves of the wreath. 
a carbon spot on the reverse at 9:00 has been improperly removed 
leaving fine scratches in that area. Generally bright save for a hint 
of iridescent field toning. always in demand in all grades, the 1856 
Flying eagle cent is one of the most popular issues of the 19th 
century. although noted to be a Mint state-62 coin by seGs, these 
are all considered Proofs today by the major grading services. 

m ress e Proof 185  l  a le e t

3303 185  S-9. l  a le. Proof- 4 P S . a boldly struck and care-
fully preserved example from the first year of small cent coinage. 
Free of spots on classic satiny tan surfaces with a splash of toning 
on the lower left reverse. The 1856 Flying eagle was the final pro-
totype for the replacement of the large cents that had become the 
bane of merchants and the public, as they were seen as too large, 
too dirty, and awkward to use in change. Mint engraver James B. 
longacre designed this popular coin, with the eagle in full flight, 
patterned on similar designs used on 1836 silver dollars. These 
new copper-nickel cents were a sensation and popular with the 
public. nevertheless, it is believed that striking weakness did them 
in at the end of 1858. recall that the alloy used to coin these was 
75% copper and 25% nickel, nickel being a particularly hard metal 
which tends to strike up poorly and causes die steel to crack, chip, 
and break at an alarming pace. 

#002037

es rable Proof- 3 185  l  a le e t

3304 185  S-9. l  a le. Proof- 3 P S . sharply struck with 
satiny devices. The fields are reflective, but not deeply mirror-
like  a feature shared by most other copper-nickel Proofs. Warmly 
toned in blended blue, pink, gold, and olive. Close examination 
reveals an abrasion at en in CenTs on the reverse. according 
to the Guide Book only 2,000 examples were coined, the small-
est production figure of any issue in the small cent series. Most 
numismatists consider the 1856 Flying eagle cents to be patterns 
since large cents continued in production throughout all of 1856 
and into 1857. Many of the 1856 Flying eagle cents produced were 
for distribution to members of Congress who had been coaxing 
the Mint for several years to find an alternative to the bulky and 
inconvenient large cents that had been in production since 1793. 
Beginning in 1850, the Mint had been experimenting with various 
compositions of billon and German silver, but it wasn’t until 1856 
that the Mint was ready to propose a new type of smaller cent 
composed of copper-nickel (88% copper  12% nickel). In addition 
to the hundreds of 1856 Flying eagle cents made for government 
officials, it’s thought that 1,000 or more restrikes were made circa 
1858-1859, presumably to accommodate numismatic interests. 

#002037

o estl  rc late  185  l  a le e t
Proof-50 N

3305 185  S-9. l  a le. Proof-50 N . a modestly circulated—
perhaps even a pocket piece—example of this perennial favorite 
with collectors, an issue that has endured great popularity since 
1856. deep chocolate brown with golden high points. a few faint 
marks are present, though none are readily apparent or severe. a 
nice opportunity for a completest in the Flying eagle series. 

#002037

u.s. sMall CenTs

2  photo

2  photo

2  photo

2  photo
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330  1857 l  a le. S- 4 P S . Blended olive and tan toning 
complements frosty surfaces. sharply struck overall, save for 
softness at the tips of the eagle’s tail feathers on the obverse and 
a couple of the cotton leaves on the reverse. a perennially popular 
three-year design type. 

#002016

3307 1857 l  a le. S- 3 N . Medium golden surface with 
richly embedded lustre. a pleasing example with a crisp strike 
and excellent overall eye appeal. 

#002016

3308 1857 l  a le. S- 3. a solid representative of the grade 
and date. Frosty golden surfaces show strong lustre and a bold 
impression of the dies. Heavy clash marks on the reverse show 
the outline of the eagle. 

3309 Starter set of l  a le a  a  Hea  ce ts  I 1857 l  
a le. VF-30. a strongly detailed issue I 18 2 au-50. Well struck 

with abundant lustre remaining I 18 3 S- 1. excellent lustre with 
a few light reverse spots I 18 4 Bro e. au-50. lightly cleaned in 
the past and now retoned I 1873 VF-30. lightly burnished I 1874 
eF-40. an unretained lamination on the obverse I 1875 eF-45. 
some contact marks are present I 187  VF-30. a spot dead center 
on the obverse I 189  S- 0. some red still remains I 1898 au-
58. a handsome light brown coin that is well struck I 1900 S- 0. 
a couple of facial marks I 1901 au-58. Blue and rose-gold toning 
I 1902 S- 0 or nearly so. rose-gold with some deep blue on the 
edge I 1903 S- 2. Mostly mint red with some light mellowing at 
the centers I 1906 Ms-61. Mostly brown with ample red still present 
about the edge I 1909 au-58. Well struck. (Total: 16 pieces) 

3310 1858 ar e etters. S- 3. satiny golden tan with strong lustre 
and grand eye appeal for the date. The strike is bold, the fields 
are somewhat prooflike, and the eye appeal is easily equal to the 
assigned grade. 

a heavy reverse die crack runs diagonally upward from the rim at 9:00 
into the first set of cotton leaves.

3311 1858 Small etters. S- 4 P S . an impressive example for the 
grade, characterized by sharp frosty design elements and satiny 
fields. Partially brilliant with blushes of tan on both surfaces and 
wisps of brown on the reverse.  

#002019

3312 tet of c rc late  small ce ts  I 1858 small letters. Ms-
60, cleaned long ago. now long since recovered, heavy reverse 
rim cuds encircle nearly the entire rim I 1862 Ms-63. Bright and 
lustrous, nice for the grade I 1863 Ms-60. light scratches in the 
Indian’s hair above her ear and in the reverse field near the rim 
at 11:00 I 1888 Ms-62, dipped long ago. now retoning in deep 
orange and blue highlights I 1890 Ms-60, dipped long ago, now 
retoning. (Total: 5 pieces) 

3313 1859 Proof- 5 N . rather bright and pleasing for the whitish 
copper glow from the amalgamated planchet of 75% copper and 
25% nickel used to coin these cents. The obverse design continues 
through the end of the series in 1909 while the reverse was only 
used for this single year. That side depicts a laurel wreath with 
large lumpy berries atop some of the leaves, no shield and the 
usual one CenT proclaimed at the center. Prone to tiny flecks 
of dark carbon, these are present here but not too detracting, and 
are seen on many survivors from this era. a grand example of this 
important issue. 

3314 1859 Proof- 3. reflective fields and frosty motifs dominate the 
lustrous golden surfaces of this one-year-only type issue  in 1860 
the reverse unadorned laurel leaf wreath was changed to an oak 
leaf wreath with a federal shield at the top. a pleasing survivor 
from an estimated Proof mintage for the date of just 800 pieces. 
Boldly struck and aesthetically appealing. 

3315 1859 S- 4 P S . a lustrous four-diamond beauty. sharply 
struck virtually everywhere. olive-gold toning on both surfaces 
adds a generous dose of aesthetic charm. 

a desirable one-year design type. The laurel wreath reverse was replaced 
by an oak wreath and shield design in 1860, a motif that continued in use 
until 1909.

#002052

331  1859 S- 4 N . Frosty golden mattelike surfaces display rich 
cartwheel lustre and a crisp strike. natural planchet depression, 
as struck, seen at nI on the obverse. 

#002052

3317 1859 S- 4. a bright and lustrous example of this popular begin-
ning to the Indian cent series, boldly struck and greatly appeal-
ing. 
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3318 18 0 Proof- 3. reflective golden fields and frosted motifs form a 
pleasing cameo contrast. Magnified scrutiny reveals some light 
flecks though the unaided eye appeal is still substantial. a crisply 
struck Proof, one of an estimated 1,000 pieces struck, all with the 
round bust style. 

3319 18 0 S- 4. sparkling golden surfaces with prooflike reflectivity 
in the fields and a frosty appearance to the devices. Minuscule 
flecks adorn both sides. 

3320 18 1 S- 4. lustrous golden brown with strong design details 
and eye appeal equal to the assigned grade’s parameters and then 
some. The 1861 Indian cent is notable as the copper-nickel Indian 
cent with the lowest mintage, in this case 10.1 million pieces. 

3321 18 4 o er- ckel. Proof- 4. Intense lustre graces the golden 
reflective fields and frosty motifs of this terminal date Proof 
in the copper-nickel cent series  old-timers in the hobby called 
these issues “white cents” when the present writer (FVV) began 
his interest in numismatics back in 1961. one of an estimated 370 
pieces struck, and a prominent scarcity, though there are occasional 
offerings. The Bowers reference on the series notes the following 
about cameo Proofs of the date: “High grade coins usually come 
with deep mirrors. Cameo contrast is available on about 50% of 
those ” the present coin is among that 50%. Choice for the grade 
with great eye appeal. 

3322 18 4 o er- ckel. S- 3. Bright golden surfaces with strong 
lustre and excellent eye appeal. 

3323 18 4 Bro e. S- 5 B. Blazing rB surfaces with the red in the 
equation much more prevalent than the brown. nicely struck and 
undeniably appealing. struck later in the year after the thick copper-
nickel Indian cents were replaced by the new bronze alloy cents. 

3324 18 4-  S- 4 B. Chiefly mint orange with a pleasing overlay 
of warm woodgrain tan. a sharp and appealing example of the 
second type of bronze cents of the year, here with James Barton 
longacre’s initial, l, added to the vertical ribbon immediately 
behind the Indian’s neck  it remained there through the demise 
of the design type in 1909. 

3325 tet of ke  ate a  Hea  ce ts  I 18 4-  VF-20 in terms 
of wear but the coin shows light uniform porosity on both sides 
I 18 9 Fine-12. Moderate corrosion seen on both sides with the 
lower part of the o of one missing due to this problem I 1870 
VF-25. strong detail with a few very minor verdigris spots seen I 
1871 VG-10 in terms of wear but the reverse shows some porosity 
I 1872 VF-20. Pale brown patina with evidence of a past clean-
ing seen. a better than average strike for this date. a very scarce 
grouping that should be closely viewed. (Total: 5 pieces) 

332  18 5 a c  5. S- 4 . Frosty surfaces with mint orange in 
abundance and cartwheel lustre that just won’t quit. sharply struck 
with excellent overall eye appeal. 

3327 18  S- 4 B. lustrous golden orange woodgrain surfaces. a 
nicely struck example of an early semi-key date in the Indian cent 
series. 

3328 18 7 S- 4  P S . satiny lustre. Brilliant surfaces with hints 
of pink and tan iridescence. a splash of navy blue toning is noted 
at the bottom of e in CenT. scarce this nicely preserved. PCGs has 
certified 1867 cents as Ms-64 or finer in the rd category on fewer than 
100 occasions since the inception of that service in 1986  a figure that 
amounts to fewer than five grading events per year on average. 

#002090

3329 18 7 S- 4 B. lustrous golden orange surfaces show a hint of 
attractive woodgrain toning. a hint of weakness is seen at the 
top of the revere shield, not unusual for the date. Heavy rim cud 
present at the top of the obverse. 

3330 18 8 S- 4 B. lustrous golden orange surfaces show a few faint 
flecks under low magnification. Boldly struck and aesthetically 
appealing. 

3331 18 9 S- 5 B P S . lustrous golden red surfaces with excel-
lent overall eye appeal. struck from heavily clashed dies. 

3332 1870 S- 5 B. Chiefly mint orange with blazing gold and red 
highlights, both sides aglow with intense underlying lustre. a 
more-than-pleasing example of the date. 

3333 1871 S- 4 . a satiny mint orange example of a prominent 
early key date in the series. strong lustre and an equally bold 
strike are two of the aesthetic highlights. 

3334 1871 S- 3 B P S . Fully lustrous with splashes of original 
mint orange fading to tan. Blushes of warm navy blue complement 
both surfaces. 

#002101
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3335 1871 -58 details but exhibiting signs of a well executed, gentle 
cleaning. The strike is especially bold at the obverse headdress 
and reverse wreath. smooth underlying surfaces, furthermore, 
are accented by shades of brown and subtle rose patina. 

333  1872 Proof- 4 BN P S . Golden brown surfaces with vivid pink, 
blue, and violet highlights. sharply struck with satiny devices 
and glittering mirror fields. although the Proof mintage for the 
issue isn’t known with certainty, the usually reported figure is 950 
pieces. 

#002303

3337 1872 S- 4 B. Frosty mint orange and rich rose iridescence 
form a pleasing woodgrain effect on the surfaces of this early key 
date Indian cent. nicely struck with essentially full reverse shield 
details—this area is often found flat and unappealing for the date. 
Choice for the grade. 

3338 1873 lose 3. S- 4 B. largely mint orange with golden tan 
highlights on the high points. nicely struck and aesthetically ap-
pealing. 

3339 1873 O e  3. S- 4 B. a highly lustrous example of the date 
with nearly full mint orange tending to deep fiery gold at the rims. 
Choice for the grade with a bold strike and excellent eye appeal. 

3340 1874 S- 5 B. Gem quality exemplified. a boldly struck medium 
mint orange specimen with frosty golden highlights and rich 
lustre. 

3341 1875 S- 4 . Frosty mint lustre orange with rich cartwheel 
lustre. a sharply struck specimen. Variety with raised die line 
diagonally downward from Indian’s eye alongside the nose. 

3342 187  S- 5 B. strong cartwheel lustre highlights the frosty pale 
golden surfaces of this attractive centennial year Indian cent. 
Boldly struck and aesthetically appealing. 

o el  Proof- 4 1877 e t
e  a  Brow

3343 1877 Proof- 4 B P S . Mostly brilliant surfaces with wisps and 
blushes of pink and crimson. Boldly struck in all areas. The devices 
are frosty and the fields are nicely reflective. a lovely example of 
the undisputed key issue in the Indian cent series. 

#002319

ho ce t State 1877 a  e t
P S S- 4 B

3344 1877 S- 4 B P S . a sparkling beauty with more “r” than 
“B” in the mix. Frosty cartwheel lustre spins broadly across the 
satiny surfaces. a sharply struck and aesthetically appealing ex-
ample of the key date to the Indian cent series. always desirable 
in all grades, with specimens such as the presently offered coin 
leading the pack when it comes to desirability. 

3345 1877 Net -20, sharpness VF-30 or finer, uniform faint black scale 
on both sides. Far finer overall than our limited description, and 
a nice filler example of this rare date in our opinion. 

334  1877 e-12. nice medium brown with average or better surfaces. 
The date is clear and the diagnostic weakness on the lower right 
portion of the n in one is evident. Mintage of 852,000 pieces 
reflected collapsing economic demand of the era, with a slow 
recovery taking shape starting in 1878. T 

3347 1877 a r-2. The reverse is fully good with strong rims all around 
while the obverse exhibits very little legend detail and only the 
upper parts of the four digits in the date are plain. a few marks 
should be expected in this extensive commercially used condition. 
The key date to the series and in demand in any condition. 

3348 1878 S- 5  N . Brilliant rosy red surfaces with extraor-
dinary lustre. a highly attractive Gem example. 

3349 1879 S- 5 B. a highly lustrous and boldly struck specimen 
with some golden tan highlights just beginning to diminish the 
flashy mint orange. 

3350 Pa r of Proof a  ce ts  I 1880 Proof-63 rB. Warm golden tones 
supplemented with flashy sea green and rose iridescence I 1883 
Proof-64 Bn. reflective brown surfaces with rich rose iridescence. 
(Total: 2 pieces) 

3351 artet of S- 5 B a  Hea  ce ts  I 1880 I 1900 I 1906 I 
1907. a lustrous group of appealing Indian cents. (Total: 4 pieces) 
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3352 1881 Proof-   N . a splendid sharply struck Gem having 
satiny motifs and glittering mirror fields. The surfaces are mostly 
brilliant with blushes of blended gold and crimson. one of the 
finest survivors from a scant Proof mintage of just 3,575 pieces. 

nGC Census: 13  2 finer (Proof-67 rd finest)
#002332

3353 1881 S- 5 B. Bright mint orange on the obverse, deeper golden 
orange on the reverse. strong cartwheel lustre present. a few faint 
flecks noted. 

3354 1882 S- 5 B. Fully lustrous mint orange surfaces tempered 
with pale rose highlights. a few light toning flecks are noted. 

3355 e S- 4 B small ce ts  I 1883 I 1898 I 1902 I 1905 I 1908. 
a lustrous group of attractive Indian cents, each with varied toning 
highlights. sure to please. (Total: 5 pieces) 

335  1884 Proof- 4 B N . attractive mint red with some violet 
overtones over excellent reflectivity. some light speckling is all 
that prevents this coin from achieving the next grade. Well struck 
with the obverse legend lightly doubled. 

#002340

3357 1884 S- 5 B, but likely dipped long ago. now pleasantly ton-
ing rich orange red over abundantly lustrous surfaces. a lovely 
example overall, with almost no surface marks. 

3358 1885 Proof-  B O N . Full blown mint orange 
engages the frosty motifs and mirror field on the obverse while 
the reverse exhibits splashes of rich royal blue iridescence in the 
wreath. a gorgeous coin, one of ust t o Proof 88  cents called 
CAMEO ithin any color designation by GC, the other called Proof-
66 Bn  we note that PCGs has certified just a solitary cameo Proof 
example of the date as well. evidently a rarity with cameo details, 
this gorgeous Indian cent has high aesthetic charm and physical 
quality to match. What a great addition this would make to an 
advanced Indian cent cabinet  

nGC Census: 1  none finer within any designation.

3359 1885 Proof-  BN N . deep golden tan with underlying lustre 
and a wealth of pale rose and neon blue iridescence. Choice for 
the grade. 

#002342

33 0 1885 Proof- 4 B. Golden tan surfaces display rich lustre and 
a wealth of varied violet, sea green, and crimson iridescence. a 
lovely Proof. 

33 1 1885 S- 5 B. largely mint orange with deepening golden 
highlights on both sides. strong cartwheel lustre. a few faint flecks 
are noted. 

33 2 188  e . Proof- 4 BN P S . Tan to golden brown surfaces 
with delicate blended pink and blue iridescent accents. Boldly 
struck in all areas. From a Proof mintage of just 4,290 pieces. 

Two different obverse types are known for the year, both types represented 
in Proof format. on Type I pieces—as offered here—the lowest feather in 
liberty’s headdress points between the letters IC in aMerICa  on the other 
variety, designated as Type II, the lowest feather points between Ca.

#002345

33 3 188  e . S- 5 B N . Bold mostly rosy red surfaces, just 
starting to mellow a bit to a more orange red tone but far nicer in 
this regard than probably 95% of the coins graded “rB.” Highly 
lustrous and very attractive. 

33 4 188  e . Proof- 4 BN. Wonderful reflective surfaces that 
exhibit a marvelous blend of iridescent colors. Well struck with no 
major impairments present. a very scarce Proof variety with the 
majority of this date’s Proofs being variety I. PCGs has only graded 
a little over 100 pieces in any Proof grade for this variety. 

33 5 188  e . S- 3 B. a lustrous mix of faded mint orange and 
pale violet grace the frosty surfaces of this attractive Indian cent. 
Type II obverse, lowest headdress feather points between C and 
a in aMerICa  scarcer than its Type I counterpart. 

33  r o of S- 4 a  ce ts  I 1887 rd I 1892 rB I 1896 rB. a 
highly lustrous trio of attractive Indian cents. (Total: 3 pieces) 

33 7 1889 S- 5 B. a frosty specimen with intense cartwheel lustre 
that supports rich sea green, sunset orange, and pale rose irides-
cence. 

33 8 1891 S- 4 . Frosty, lustrous, and nicely struck. a few faint 
flecks are noted. 

33 9 t State a r of o lar small ce t ss es  I 1891 Ms-64 rB 
(nGC). Frosty deep mint orange surfaces with violet on the high 
points I 1909 V.d.B. Ms-65 rd (PCGs). Flashy mint brilliance 
with rich cartwheel lustre. a pleasing pair. (Total: 2 pieces) 

3370 1892 Proof- 5  P S . Frosty motifs and deeply mirrored 
fields show deep orange and olive highlights on the obverse, while 
the reverse is largely mint orange with mingled golden tones. 

Housed in an old-style green label PCGs holder.
#002365

3371 o r S- 5 a  ce ts, all of the rB persuasion: I 1893 I 
1899 I 1901 I 1904. a highly lustrous and delightfully attractive 
quartette. (Total: 4 pieces) 

3372 1894 S- 4 . Frosty mint orange with deep sunset gold high-
lights just taking hold. nicely struck. 

3373 artet of S- 4  small ce ts  I 1895 I 1897 1903 I 1909 
Indian. Four sparkling, lustrous mint orange Indian cents. (Total: 
4 pieces) 

3374 1908-S S- 5 B N . lively lustre ignites the gold and mint 
orange highlights on both sides of this satiny beauty. Woodgrain 
surfaces on both sides. 

#002233
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3375 1908-S S- 4 B. dipped long ago but long since nicely recovered 
in richly varied golden orange. a pleasing specimen of the first 
branch mint coinage in the small cent format. 

337  Scarce a r of Sa  ra c sco m te  a  Hea  ce ts  I 1908-S 
VF-20. Pleasing light brown patina with some very light verdigris 
spots seen on the reverse. a typical strike is seen on this date I 
1909-S VF-30. Well struck with a few reverse spots and evidence 
of a gentle cleaning. (Total: 2 pieces) 

lash  e  1909-S e  ate a  e t

3377 1909-S a . S- 4 . Bright red and lustrous with attrac-
tive surfaces that are free of carbon or other detractions. one tic 
on liberty’s cheek from a higher technical grade, and worthy of 
inclusion in an advanced collection. The mintage dribbled to a 
halt after just 309,000 were coined from this date and mint, low 
enough to merit the prize as the lowest mintage Indian cent and 
cut off just in time to make another highly sought after coin, the 
1909-s V.d.B. lincoln cent  san Francisco was indeed a busy place 
in 1909, and still recovering from the earthquake and fire of 1906 
that leveled most of the city. 

3378 1909-S a . S- 3 B P S . Fully lustrous. The obverse 
is mostly brilliant with some hints of tan. The reverse has some 
splashes of mint brilliance deepening to olive-brown and navy 
blue. The 1909-s has the lowest mintage of any Indian cent is-
sue, just 309,000 pieces—less than half the production figure of 
the highly esteemed 1877. Indian cents were coined at the san 
Francisco Mint only in 1908 and 1909  high-grade examples have 
always been popular with collectors. 

#002239

3379 1909-S a . S- 2 . appearance of a finer grade, but a 
spot has been carefully removed from the obverse. still, lustrous 
with rich orange red color and otherwise clean surfaces. a coin 
with much to offer, for the collector who doesn’t mind the small 
imperfection. 

em atte Proof 1909 . .B. e t

3380 1909 . .B. atte Proof- 5 B N . Warm deep golden orange 
surfaces with some deeper red on the high points  we note a few 
insignificant flyspecks for accuracy, these mostly seen under low 
magnification. a sharp and crisp Matte or sandblast Proof from 
the first year of the new small cent design type. High, sharply 
distinct “squared” rims frame the motifs on this lovely lincoln, 
much the way designer Victor d. Brenner envisioned. The lustre 
is subdued as always seen  the Matte surfaces glow from within 
rather than being bright and cameo as today’s mirrored Proofs. 
one of 1,194 pieces reportedly struck, though today’s numismatic 
community feels perhaps as few as 400 to 600 pieces were actually 
sold or distributed. always in demand as the first of its type, as 
well as one of the rarest of all the Matte Proof lincoln cent issues, 
1909-1916. 

3381 le e  small ce ts, each S- 4 B  I 1909 V.d.B. I 1910 I 1911 
I 1915 I 1923 I 1926-d I 1928-d I 1929-d I 1929-s I 1932 I 
1932-d. a nice original group where the coins show minor fading 
in their original red color, minimal signs of carbon, and a couple 
have attractive violet hues intermixed. (Total: 11 pieces) 

2  photo

2  photo

xc t  S er- em 1909-S . .B. e t

3382 1909-S . .B. S-   N . Glowing mint red drenches both sides of this totally lustrous san 
Francisco coin. The fields display frosty reflective beauty free of even the smallest freckles that are 
so often encountered on the earliest dates of Victor d. Brenner’s classic design. Few american coins 
have been as ardently searched for as this first branch mint date  the artist’s initials, V.d.B, aroused 
lively and wholly unnecessary controversy after the initial release of these small cents. This coin’s 
overall visual appeal is truly exceptional, and only 41 pieces have been certified Ms-66 rd by nGC. 
a coin certain to repay the most thorough scrutiny. 

nGC Census: 41  1 finer within any designation (Ms-67).
#002428
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e  ate 1909-S . .B. col  e t

3383 1909-S . .B. S- 5  P S . The obverse and reverse show 
tiny flecks of carbon and the original mint red surfaces show bold 
lustre—a remarkable feat considering the 100 years since this 
one was struck. sharply struck and quite attractive for this ever 
popular first year lincoln cent. Brenner was a little too bold for the 
time with his initials emblazoned on the lower reverse, the public 
squawked and the initials were wiped clean from future dies, 
at least until 1918 when they reappeared on lincoln’s shoulder. 
long considered the key to the lincoln cent collection, finding a 
high-grade example always requires patience and timing. 

#002428

3384 1909-S . .B. S- 5 B P S  ACAAC . Virtually full mint red with 
some mellowing on the reverse that is ever so slight. a well struck 
coin that has wonderful original mint lustre. one of only 484,000 
piece struck, this date is the key non-error date of the entire series. 
a date that was popular as far back as the 1940s when collectors 
first started to try to fill their coin boards. 

#002427

ho ce c rc late  1909-S . .B. e t
S- 4  P S

3385 1909-S . .B. S- 4  P S . a highly lustrous and intensely 
attractive specimen of this popular issue from the first year of 
lincoln cents, a coin that offers far more red than it does brown. 
a hint of softer tan is noted around the date. Choice for the grade 
with good overall appeal. 

#002428

338  1909-S . .B. S- 0 BN. Pleasing medium brown surfaces with 
just a hint of lighter tan around the rims. a few tics in the fields 
and an average strike on this key date, but the V.d.B. is sharp and 
the coin is appealing overall. a collectible example of this most 
popular lincoln cent. 

3387 1909-S . .B. -53 details. recolored to simulate a higher grade. 
a pair of tiny marks on lincoln’s cheek. Well struck with a good 
appearance despite the stated problems. scarce and popular. 

3388 1909-S . .B. -40 P S . a medium brown patina gives this 
coin a pleasing appearance. Boldly struck with a single nick on the 
cheek. some dirt found in the hidden areas attests to this coin’s 
originality. a very popular coin that is always on both dealers’ 
and collectors’ want lists. 

#002426

3389 1909-S . .B.  S N S . “scratched.” net Fine-12. 
Medium golden tan with good overall eye appeal despite some 
obverse scratches that become apparent under low magnifica-
tion. 

#002426

3390 Pa r of ke - ate col  ce ts  I 1909-s V.d.B. net Good-4, 
sharpness finer but faint old criss-cross scratches on both sides. 
Medium golden brown I 1914-d net Good-4, VG-8 or finer, some 
faint granularity and a rim nick noted. deep golden brown. (Total: 
2 pieces) 

3391 1909 col . atte Proof- 5 B N . a memorable example of 
this elusive coin in Gem Proof, memorable because of the beautiful 
crimson and bluish purple hues on both sides. Precious few Matte 
Proof lincolns developed attractive and colorful toning and this 
collector focused on obtaining as colorful an example as could be 
found. This one has lovely spot-free surfaces, resplendent hues 
and a bold strike. Coinage for this first year of issue was a scant 
total of 2,198 pieces in Proof, and of course very few remain in 
Gem grades today. It was virtually impossible to obtain with such 
attractive color. 

Here begins a run of early lincoln cents, mostly Matte Proofs with a 
few Mint state coins sprinkled in, that all show unusually attractive color-
ful hues. The focus was on color first, with quality and eye appeal also part 
of the collector’s goal. rarely are copper cents from this period found with 
dramatic hues of toning, but when these coins develop such colors they are 
highly desirable and collectible.

From the ich Uhrich Collection.
#003304
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3392 1909 atte Proof- 4 B P S . Bright golden rose surfaces with 
rich orange at the rims. a boldly struck Matte Proof of the second 
type for the date  for this type the designer’s initials were removed 
from their position in the reverse field, tight to the bottom rim. 
Close in examination reveals a slightly woodgrain appearance 
on the obverse and a few tiny flecks on the reverse, though none 
of these effects are obvious to the unassisted eye. a pleasing coin 
both physically and aesthetically. one of 2,618 Proofs of the date 
struck. 

3393 r o of em col  ce ts  I 1909 Ms-65 rd. Beautiful surfaces 
and color with a decent strike I 1916 Ms-65. near full red with a 
trace of carbon, but sharply struck I 1921 Ms-65 rd. sharp and 
attractive with a patch of golden red on the reverse. (Total: 3 pieces) 

3394 1909-S col . S-  BN N . Toned with a beautiful layer of 
bluish brown with tinges of mint red showing through—a highly 
beautiful presentation. Boldly struck for this semi-key date and 
free of spots or similar detractions. unusually nice surfaces, and 
one of the finest graded by nGC, and certainly one of the more 
beautiful examples to exist with blue-brown toning. 

nGC Census: 3  none finer within the designation.
From the ich Uhrich Collection.
#002432

3395 1909-S col . S- 5  P S . Highly lustrous bright golden 
red surfaces with a bold strike and a satiny, mattelike sheen. 
Choice for the grade with a crisp strike and splendid overall eye 
appeal. 

#002434

339  1909-S col . S- 4 . Pleasing original red throughout with 
a solid strike and showing just a trace of carbon. The surfaces are 
excellent and this coin is close to the Gem level. First year of the 
new lincoln cent, which has survived 100 years of production but 
is now threatened by the ravages of inflation. 

3397 Pa r of ke  ate col  ce ts  I 1909-S VF-25. Well struck with 
a pleasing light brown patina I 1914-  Fine-12. Glossy brown 
with good detail for the grade. a very desirable pair of dates that 
should be seen. (Total: 2 pieces) 

3398 1910 atte Proof- 5 BN N . a very unusual Proof example 
that shows rich deep teal blue splashed over most of the obverse, 
with crimson hues intermixed. exceptionally intense color is also 
found on the reverse but to a lesser degree. satin smooth matte 
surfaces, the only fault is a trivial speck near the e of CenT. Matte 
Proof mintage of 2,405 pieces, and our consignor mentioned that 
this date is very difficult to find with any sort of colorful toning. 

nGC Census: 14, 7 finer within the designation. (Proof-66 finest).
From the ich Uhrich Collection.
#003306

3399 1910 atte Proof- 4 B P S . Bright and lustrous mint orange 
on the obverse, deep shades of muted violet and red on the reverse. 
a few obverse flecks are noted. one of 4,118 Matte Proofs of the 
date struck, the largest production figure of any such issue in the 
series. 

3400 Pa r of S- 5 B N  col  ce ts  I 1910-s. Plentiful brick red 
color with some mellowing on the high points and a spot in the right 
obverse field. Well struck and nice for the grade I 1911-s. Mostly 
brown with some red especially on the reverse. Very boldly struck 
with no major problems that need mentioning. (Total: 2 pieces) 

3401 col  ce t tr o, each S- 4 B  I 1910-s. Golden red color and 
pleasing despite a trace of carbon I 1914. sharply impressed and 
attractive for this early lincoln cent I 1931-s. scarce date, this one 
has faded mint color and some carbon flecks. (Total: 3 pieces) 

3402 1911 atte Proof- 4 BN. Medium golden brown with a somewhat 
satiny appearance as sometimes seen for the date. a boldly struck 
Proof that holds up well to careful scrutiny. one of just 1,725 Proofs 
of the date produced, a significant reduction from the preceding 
year’s total. 

3403 1911 atte Proof- 3 B P S . Toned with a splash of blue and 
teal on the obverse, with mint red in the protected areas. on the 
reverse the toning is a patterned mix of gold and tan. another 
Matte Proof issue that is all but impossible to find with colorful 
toning. 

From the ich Uhrich Collection.
#003310

3404 1911-  S- 5 B P S . slightly faded mint color with one 
or two tiny specks of carbon on the reverse. The strike is sharp 
for this denver Mint product and these are rarely found so well 
preserved both technically and visually. 

#002445

3405 o r S- t col  ce ts  I 1911-s Ms-64 Bn. Faded to light tan 
and a bit streaky, but sharply defined I 1916-s Ms-62 rB. dipped 
but some carbon traces remain and the strike is sharp I 1917-s 
Ms-60 rB. a bit softly struck on the reverse, but nice color and 
surfaces I 1927-s Ms-62 rB. lustrous and frosty but the strike is 
uninspired. (Total: 4 pieces) 

340  1912 atte Proof- 4 B P S . lustrous nearly full mint orange 
surfaces show hints of deepening red and a distinctive woodgrain 
pattern on the obverse  the reverse shows some light flyspecks. 
one of 2,172 Proofs of the date struck. 
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3407 1912 Proof- 4 B P S . a blue toned Matte Proof, quite attrac-
tive with crimson-red in the fields which has faded in areas to rich 
teal and blue. once again, these Matte Proofs with toning are quite 
unusual, and often not attractive—however here the beauty is re-
markable and impressive. of the 2,145 pieces struck in Proof, just a 
few hundred have been certified, as many others were mishandled 
or lost. struck in the year of the famous itanic shipwreck. 

From the ich Uhrich Collection.
#003313

3408 tet of Ph la el h a t S- 4  ce ts  I 1912 I 1917 
I 1918 I 1924 I 1930. Pleasing bright red cents that show good 
strikes, rich brick-red color, and minimal signs of carbon. (Total: 
5 pieces) 

3409 1912-  S- 4 B. attractive for the ample mint color with minor 
fading. Close examination finds scattered tiny traces of carbon, 
common to these early lincoln cents. The strike is decent although 
the peripheral lettering shows die strain. 

3410 1912-S S- 4  P S . especially bright red with vibrant lustre 
and a strong strike. one minor tic on lincoln’s forehead serves to 
identify this example, and quality this nice is seldom seen in the 
numismatic marketplace. Virtually no carbon detracts from the 
satiny surfaces. 

#002458

3411 1913 atte Proof- 5 B N . Bright crimson red with some 
patches of intense blue settling in on the high points of lincoln and 
more of the desirable blue toning on the reverse along the left rim. 
The surfaces are free of carbon and for a 1913 Matte Proof, this one 
is exceptional. 

From the ich Uhrich Collection.
#003316

3412 1913 atte Proof- 4  P S . Chiefly mint orange with fiery 
lustre and deepening red highlights. a boldly struck example that 
exhibits some flyspecks under low magnification. From a Proof 
mintage for the date of 2,983 pieces. 

3413 Half a o e  S- 5 B col  ce ts  I 1913. lightly dipped, 
faded color but sharp I 1920. Toning streaks with some attractive 
golden red hues I 1927-d. Brown in color and dipped I 1928. 
original red mixed with attractive violet shades I 1931. nearly red 
but an old fingerprint on both sides with flecks of brown I 1933-d. 
Mottled brown woodgrain toning as often seen. (Total: 6 pieces) 

3414 1913-  S- 4 B. a bold strike defines the lettering and minut-
est details on lincoln to virtual perfection. The color has faded 
a bit from the day it was struck and the surfaces show a nick or 
two hidden on lincoln’s head. no distracting carbon spots and a 
desirable example of this early denver issue. 

3415 1913-S S- 3 B. lightly dipped years ago. The strike is quite 
sharp for this mint and period, with bold, crisp lettering at the 
periphery and lincoln’s beard showing full definition. no carbon 
of any consequence and the color shows iridescent traces resulting 
from the chemical dip. excellent surface quality and a difficult date 
and mint to find in high grade. 

341  1914 atte Proof-  BN N . Mintages trickled back to 1,365 
pieces for the year as collectors focused on europe as the world 
descended into conflict. a slight wood-grained texture with brassy 
gold mixed with tan and a glaze of blue showing on the lower 
obverse and spanning the reverse. not as colorful as some of the 
prior coins, but this scarce issue simply is not often found with 
color. nice surfaces, color, and eye appeal for the collector. 

From the ich Uhrich Collection.
#003318

3417 1914 atte Proof- 5 B P S . Fiery deep mint orange and 
rich violet iridescence vie for dominance on the satiny surfaces of 
this boldly struck Proof lincoln cent. We note a few insignificant 
flyspecks but none that are offensive to the unassisted eye. one 
of 1,365 Proofs of the date struck, a much smaller figure than the 
previous year’s production run. Choice for the grade with nice 
overall eye appeal. 

are a  es rable 1914-  col   t State

3418 1914-  S- 4 B P S . one of the key dates to this ever 
popular series, which has never turned up in quantity in Mint 
state. The present coin has a bold and complete strike, with fully 
formed letters in the Motto and no signs of die wear that often 
blur definition near the edges. surface quality is top notch, with 
scarcely any signs of handling other than microscopic nicks. Faded 
from the original vibrant red by natural mellowing, just enough to 
keep this from the full red category. no carbon spots or detractions 
of that nature, thus keeping this highly desirable and perfect to 
represent this rare date and mint.

Tumultuous times dominated the world news of 1914, the long feared 
european war erupted and quickly spread through that region. america 
supplied armaments and steered clear of the First World War until 1917 when 
troops were committed from our shores. The larger factories were shifted to 
wartime production, and all available metal was pressed into armaments. 
Perhaps these disruptions attributed to the drastic collapse in the mintage 
of this coin to 1,193,000 pieces, a paltry sum compared with the prior or 
subsequent issues from the denver Mint. Certainly a large amount of gold 
coins were struck in the denver Mint during 1914, and the focus was clearly 
there during 1914. although there are reports of several hundred known in 
uncirculated, most of these show the usual faded color and qualify as Brown 
today, with only a small percentage retaining as much original red color as 
seen here. an important coin for the specialist.

#002472
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3419 1914-  S- 0 BN. Traces of underlying mint color. subtle planchet 
clip at 8:00 on the obverse where the rim is flattened but no cur-
vature is seen on the edge and this may have been caused by a 
defective planchet. Medium brown with the usual woodgrain 
pattern on the reverse. The strike is sharp on the wheat ears and 
lettering. a key date that is always in demand in high grades. 

3420 1914-  -58 P S . Medium to deep golden brown with strong 
underlying lustre and crisp design elements. a pleasing example 
of a key date, a coin that holds up well to careful scrutiny. 

#002471

3421 1914-  e-15. deep golden brown surfaces with good overall 
eye appeal. some faint, light marks and tiny areas of embedded 
verdigris can be found under low magnification. still, a nice overall 
example of the date and grade combination. 

3422 1914-S S- 3 B. lightly dipped. Bright with a few peripheral 
patches of toning on the obverse. The strike is sharp and the sur-
faces are nice, but traces of a past dipping are evident. sharply 
struck on the lettering and wheat ears. 

3423 1915 atte Proof- 5 BN N . Toned with deep brick red with 
purple overtones and attractive blues around the rims. spot-free 
surfaces and the expected exceptional strike are hallmarks to these 
scarce Proofs. In 1915 the mintage came in at a total of 1,150 pieces, 
most examples are considerably below the Gem seen here. 

From the ich Uhrich Collection.

3424 1915 atte Proof- 4 B P S . Fiery mint orange dominates 
the obverse while the reverse is a study in varied red and violet 
hues. From a Proof mintage for the date of 1,150 pieces  evidently 
the demand for Proof lincoln cents decreased annually from 1914 
onward. Choice for the grade with plenty of eye appeal. 

3425 hree e er t S- 4 B col  ce ts  I 1915-d. nice color 
with a hint of carbon and the reverse die shows wear I 1916-d. 
sharp enough with a hint of a fingerprint on the reverse I 1922-
d. slightly faded color, lustrous and generally well struck for this 
date. scarce. (Total: 3 pieces) 

342  1915-S S- 4 B. Generally bright with the color showing slight 
fading. The strike is strong on the lettering and devices, with just 
a couple of small specks of carbon on the obverse. surface qual-
ity remains near the Gem level, with no significant bagmarks to 
distract the eye. 

3427 191  atte Proof- 4 B P S . The rarest of the Matte Proof lincoln 
issues—just 600 Proofs of the date were struck— though the 1909 
V.d.B. issue gives it a run for the money. rich mint orange and pale 
violet share the surfaces of this lustrous Proof lincoln cent. a patch 
of light verdigris is seen at 11:00 at the reverse rim. a difficult issue 
to locate in any grade or color variation, the Proof 1916 lincoln cent 
is an issue that invariably attracts strong bidding activity on those 
occasions where we are fortunate enough to offer an example. 

3428 191  Proof- 4 BN N S . Brown with traces of bluish irides-
cence in lincoln’s hair and the fields surrounding. With a mintage 
of 1,050 pieces, not many are found that show even this much 
color, and this one is spot-free and pleasing in every way. Boldly 
impressed with a die from the new hub showing abundant curls 
on lincoln and sharper details on all devices than seen on the 
earlier Matte Proofs from this series. 

From the ich Uhrich Collection.
#003324

3429 1917-  S- 4 B. lustrous red obverse with a whisper of carbon, 
but the reverse has a trace of a fingerprint and the color is a trifle 
faded. surface quality remains high with few tics and the strike 
is average or better for this date and mint. 

3430 1918-  S- 4  P S . Bright and lustrous, with the color remain-
ing pleasing to the eye on the obverse, the reverse with a dusting of 
carbon. The strike is better than often seen on the obverse while the 
reverse is more average, with rounding on the peripheral letters. 

#002509

3431 1918-S S- 4 B. Golden rosy red color, probably once having 
been dipped, but now quite pleasing in appearance. The strike 
is sharp on the devices, but the obverse edge shows moderate 
crumbling along the rim. no dark carbon issues distract. 

3432 Octet of S- 5 col  ce ts, all full red save for the first ex-
ample. dates include: I 1919 I 1925, lacquered I 1926 I 1927 I 
1929 I 1930-d I 1930-s, lacquered I 1933. a splendid group for 
the date collector with good strikes, rich red color, and minimal 
distractions. (Total: 8 pieces) 

3433 hree S- 4 B small ce ts  I 1919-d, cleaned and still a bit too 
bright but the surfaces are free of detracting nicks although a carbon 
spot is noted on abe’s coat I 1920-d, dipped but with a trace of 
carbon and the brown toning is starting to form I 1928-s, dipped. 
Bright and reasonably sharp for this issue. (Total: 3 pieces) 

3434 1919-S S- 4 B P S . Frosty mint lustre throughout, but the 
strike is a bit on the soft side, rather typical of the issue. Peripheral 
weakness is common on the san Francisco coins of this period, par-
ticularly lincoln cents. Traces of fading and carbon on the surfaces, 
but not enough to diminish the original color significantly. 

#002520
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3435 Sa  ra c sco small ce t tr o, each S- 3 B  I 1920-s. red 
centers with some peripheral fading to blue and gold, sharp I 
1921-s reddish gold color with traces of brown on the high points 
I 1924-s. Bright and lustrous with only a touch of fading, struck 
from worn dies on the obverse periphery and the reverse has a 
small die chip above the right wheat ear. (Total: 3 pieces) 

343  1922 No . Weak e erse. S- 2  P S . a few minor flecks 
of carbon , but pleasing for the bright red color and lustre. This is 
the “weak reverse” die pairing where the reverse die was used well 
beyond the point it should have been replaced. The lettering and 
wheat ears show extensive die wear and softness, the obverse too 
with its missing “d” mintmark that defines this curious variety, 
with the letters of the Motto and lIBerTy showing extensive die 
wear. orders to coin more cents were received in denver in 1922, 
but the dies available were worn and needed replacing. as no new 
dies arrived in time, the older worn dies continued to strike cents, 
with the mintmark fading away on this particular obverse and the 
reverse die used well beyond its capacity and showing extensive 
wear. 1922 was a year where quality control was shelved to meet 
the needs of production. 

#002542

3437 1923-S S- 3 . While retaining the original red color this one 
also is limited by the extremely blunt strike by worn dies, multiple 
clashes are seen on the reverse and that die in particular has seen 
better days with the lettering and wheat ears rounded over and just 
plain worn out. However, this is how most of these are found so the 
eye appeal of this one makes it prime for a high-grade collection. 

3438 1924-  S- 5 BN. not one of the great rarities in the series—just 
over 2.5 million examples were struck—but an important date at 
the assigned grade level nonetheless. satiny golden brown with 
nice lustre. a scattering of faint flecks under low magnification. 

3439 1924-  S- 4 B. lightly cleaned. The color is a bit orange-red 
as expected from a careful dipping and no signs of carbon remain. 
sharp on the lettering and devices, with full definition on the 
durham wheat ears and peripheral lettering. a scarce date that 
should entice the collector for the overall quality. 

3440 1925-  S- 4 B P S . lightly dipped years ago. While not 
quite fully struck, this is quite a bit sharper than normally en-
countered for a 1925-d cent. Bold wheat ears and the surrounding 
lettering is crisp enough but a trifle rounded at the tops. 

#002562

3441 1925-S S- 4 B. lustrous and slightly faded from bright original 
red, and lacking the carbon than can distract the eye. an average 
strike with softness on the devices and a couple of minor surface 
tics from long ago bag handling. 

3442 192 -S S- 3 B. light pinkish red color, probably from a dipping 
long ago, but now nicely toning back. a bold strike throughout, 
much sharper than frequently seen for this date and mint. The 
surfaces are clean and yield no distracting tics from handling and 
just a couple of minute traces of carbon. Make sure to examine the 
depth of the wheat ears and the denomination and motto above, 
which are all well defined for this scarce san Francisco date. 

3443 1931-  S- 5 B. The obverse is full red, but the reverse is just 
starting to fade a touch. sharp and attractive. 

3444 1931-S S- 5  P S . Frosty mint red with surface highlights 
as bountiful as the day it left the mint. a nicely struck example 
of this popular semi-key date, an issue that saw a mintage of just 
866,000 pieces, the second lowest mintage in the entire lincoln 
cent series for a regular-issue date. 

#002620

3445 Pa r of scarce col  ce ts  I 1931-S au-50. a strong strike with 
blue and brown toning over excellent surfaces I 1972 o ble  

e. au-55. an obverse scratch on lincoln’s shoulder. The surfaces 
have a light film remaining due to PVC. (Total: 2 pieces) 

ho ce 1955 o ble  e Ob erse e t
N  S- 4 B

344  1955 o ble  e Ob erse. S- 4 B N . a generous amount 
of mint orange cascades broadly along the lustrous surfaces, with 
rich violet and electric blue iridescence on both sides. Choice for 
the grade with excellent overall eye appeal. 

#002826

3447 1955 o ble  e Ob erse. -58. Cleaned in the past and now 
artificially toned in blended pink and blue. Considered by many to 
be the most popular doubled die variety in american numismat-
ics. a generation or two ago millions of young collectors would 
systematically search through their pocket change hoping to find 
examples  although the chances of success were slim, enough finds 
were made to keep enthusiasm from fading. Today, of course, 
the disappearance of “wheaties” from circulation means that the 
chance of finding a 1955 doubled die cent in change is virtually 
nil. 

3448 1955 o ble  e Ob erse. Net -45, sharpness of au-50. 
Chocolate brown surfaces lightly cleaned at one time. still a pleas-
ing example of perhaps the most popular small cent error. 

3449 1972 o ble  e. S- 2 . Full mint red, however there are 
a few scattered spots, the most visible spots being one on the top 
of lincoln’s head and one below the building on the reverse. a 
very good example of this popular cent. 
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u.s. TWo CenTs
3450 18 4 ar e otto. S-  B N . Frosty, lustrous mint orange 

surfaces beginning to take on some golden tan highlights. 
#003577

3451 18 4 ar e otto. S- 5 B N . Toned with the usual streaky 
brown hues over underlying original red in the protected areas. 
sharply struck and well preserved for this first year of issue. no 
spots are seen in the recesses of the design. 

#003577

3452 Starter set of two ce t eces  I 18 4 ar e otto. S- 1 BN, 
perhaps a bit better. attractive brown planchet with some red color 
found in the protected areas. Well struck I 18 5 S- 0 BN. nice 
brown patina on surfaces that is smooth and well preserved. a 
tiny lamination near the left side of the date. Most letters of the 
reverse legend on the right side are repunched I 18  au-53. 
Pleasing glossy brown toning. a die cud on the reverse above the 
sTa of sTaTes I 18 8 S- 0. attractive brown surfaces that are 
well struck I 1871 Fine-15. Glossy surfaces with some light dirt 
embedded in the protected areas. (Total: 5 pieces) 

 3453 18 5 Pla  5. S- 5  P S . a lovely Gem having sharp 
frosty devices and satiny fields. Mostly fiery mint red surfaces with 
blushes of intermingled rosy orange and violet. Certain to delight 
virtually any specialist in the series  we expect many generous 
bids. 

#003584

3454 18 5 Pla  5. S- 2 B, or better. Plain 5. an attractive coin with 
the majority of the color being red with some pale toning seen in 
places. Well struck. some light obverse doubling seen at the 8 of 
the date and the leaves on the right and the right side shield lines. 
listed in Kevin Flynn’s book “My Two Cents Worth” as KF-P3-
ddo. 

3455 18  Proof- 4  P S . Frosted motifs and mirrored fields 
exhibit a rich woodgrain effect. The lustre is bold, as is the strike. 
one of more than 725 Proofs of the date produced—some were 
sold individually and others in sets of the year’s coinage. excellent 
quality to the fore  

#003632

345  18  Proof- 3 B P S  ACAAC . Glossy deep golden brown fields 
and frosty motifs. a pleasing Proof example of the date, one of 
somewhat more than 725 such pieces struck, sale of which occurred 
individually and in various sets  sets with silver coins must have 
been popular owing to addition of In God We TrusT to the 
reverse. a pleasing coin, especially given the assigned grade. 

#003631

3457 18  S-  B N . a warm golden tan beauty, sharply struck 
and aesthetically appealing.Ideal or a type collection. 

#003589

3458 1871 Proof-  BN N  ACAAC . among the finest Bn Proofs of the 
date certified by nGC. Highly lustrous deep golden brown with 
traces of mint orange in the protected areas. one of somewhat 
more than 960 Proofs of the date sold, many of those ordered in 
various sets, other pieces ordered as individual coins. 

nGC Census: 7  2 finer within the Bn designation (Proof-67 Bn finest).
#003645

3459 1871 e-15. olive-gray patina is accented by wisps of medium 
brown. There is a thin scratch within the shield lines at the central 
obverse, otherwise the naked eye appearance is very smooth. 
scarce and quite popular. 

u.s. THree CenTs (nICKel)

34 0 18 9 Proof-   P S  ACAAC . Heavily frosted motifs and 
richly mirrored fields form a distinct and deep cameo contrast. a 
beautiful specimen, a coin that is easily worthy of the grade. 

PCGs Population: 6  3 finer within the designation (all Proof-67 CaM).
PCGS holder marked JEU.
#083765

34 1 18 9 Proof- 4  P S . sharp frosty devices contrast nicely 
with blazing mirror fields. Mostly brilliant surfaces with splashes 
of toning on both sides. The Proof mintage for the issue is not 
known with certainty, but 600 pieces is the figure typically reported 
in numismatic literature. 

#083765

34 2 1870 Proof- 4  P S . Pale champagne toning complements 
the sharp frosty motifs and glittering mirror fields. a scattering of 
tiny flecks, mostly microscopic, are about all that keep this beauty 
out of the Gem category. 

#083766

34 3 1877 Proof- 4  P S . Blended delicate gold and lilac toning 
complement sharp, frosty devices and nicely reflective fields. a 
few tiny flecks—visible under magnification—are probably all that 
prevented PCGs from assigning a considerably higher grade. The 
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1877 is credited with the lowest mintage of any issue in the nickel 
three-cent series. although the production figure isn’t known with 
certainty, the usually quoted figure is 510 pieces. always popular 
and eagerly sought by specialists. 

#083773

em ameo Proof-O l  1878 N ckel hree e ts

34 4 1878 Proof- 7 O N  ACAAC . Brilliant surfaces. sharp 
frosty motifs and glittering mirror fields provide superlative 
eye appeal. a desirable Proof-only issue with a tiny mintage of 
just 2,350 pieces  the presently offered specimen ranks in the top 
echelon of survivors. 

nGC Census: 22, none finer within the CAMEO designation
#083774

34 5 1887  Proof- 5  P S . “strong overdate” as attested by 
the PCGs label. a lovely Gem example characterized by sharp, 
frosty devices, beautifully reflective fields, and appealing cham-
pagne toning. only 2,960 Proofs were coined during the year. 

#083784

34  1887  Proof- 4 P S . The devices are sharp and satiny and 
the fields are nicely reflective. Pale champagne iridescence and a 
sprinkling of charcoal gray complements both surfaces. 

#003783

34 7 1889 Proof- 5 N . a lovely Gem having sharp frosty devices 
and satiny fields. essentially brilliant with hints of gold. Coined 
during the final year of the three-cent denomination. only 3,436 
examples were minted in Proof format. 

#003786

u.s. THree CenTs (sIlVer)
all silver three-cent photos are 2x.

34 8 1851-O S- 4 P S . Frosty lustre. Mostly blended pale gold 
and ice blue surfaces, deepening to warm navy blue and golden 
brown in the upper left quadrant of the obverse. The strike is about 
average with sharpness in some areas and softness in others as is 
typical of many examples seen. notable as the only trime issue 
struck at the new orleans Mint, and eagerly sought as such. 

#003665

34 9 1852 S- 5 P S . a highly lustrous and richly toned coin from 
the second year of the design type. Bold sunset orange and pale 
sky blue iridescence graces both sides of this satiny beauty. 

#003666

3470 1852 S- 4 N . satiny white lustre with a touch of gold toning 
on both sides. usual die clashing evidence is present in the fields. 
Pleasing overall for the modest numerical grade. 

#003666

3471 1853 S- 5 P S . lustrous golden gray surfaces display a 
wealth of rich violet and navy on the obverse, while the reverse 
is a study in varied champagne hues. nicely struck for the design 
type. 

Housed in old-style green label PCGs holder.
#003667

3472 1854 S- 4 N . Fully lustrous and warmly toned in blended 
gold and navy blue. sharply struck in virtually all areas. Pleasing 
both technically and aesthetically. 

#003670

3473 1857 S- 3, if not for an inconspicuous planchet depression at 
the upper right reverse. Mottled blue and gray are the prevalent 
toning characteristics. some obvious die clashing seen on the up-
per obverse. 
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3474 artet of three-ce t eces  3  S l er  I 1862 au-58. deep silver 
and gray patina on well struck surfaces I 3  N ckel  1868 Ms-61. 
a bold strike with good lustre present I 1888 VF-20. some light 
surface porosity. a scarce date I 1889 au-50 in terms of wear but 
the coin shows evidence of light corrosion. Well struck and quite 
scarce as a business strike with only 18,125 pieces struck. (Total: 
4 pieces) 

em ameo Proof-O l  1873 S l er 3
mo  est ameo ert e  b  N

3475 1873 lose 3. Proof-  O N  ACAAC . Frosted central mo-
tifs and peripheral legends stand boldly out from highly reflective 
silver fields. a whisper of warm champagne gathers at the rim on 
both sides. a crisply struck representative from the final year of 
the design type, one of just 600 Proofs of the date produced with 
no attendant business strikes. 

nGC Census: 10  4 finer within the designation (all Proof-67 CaMeo).
#083724

Near em Proof 1873 r me

347  1873 lose 3. Proof- 4 N  ACAAC . a high quality example, 
toned with lilac and blue and boasting a razor sharp strike. a 
lovely example of this last date, Proof-only issue, ith ust 00 
coins minted. 

#003724

3477 1873 lose 3. Proof- 4 N . sharply struck with satiny devices 
and glittering mirror fields. Warmly toned in intermingled sky blue 
and pink. a desirable Proof-only issue having a scant mintage of 
just 600 piece, the lowest production figure of any date in the trime 
series. 

#003724

u.s. nICKels

3478 18  a s. Proof- 4 P S . a tough date to find in Proof as the 
first year of issue is always sought after by collectors. The pres-
ent coin has attractive and delicate teal and gold toning over the 
reflective fields, with the devices showing a fair amount of frost. 
diagnostic centering dots on both the obverse and reverse die, seen 
on all these Proofs, and the usual slight doubling on the upright 
of 5 is clear as well. Close examination shows minor engraving 
errors on the rays, some are too long and others are uneven. 

#003817

3479 18  a s. S- 5 P S . a majestic Gem example from the first 
year of issue, with radiant lustre and a bold strike. The strike is 
exceptionally sharp for this date, which is often found with sig-
nificant softness. slender die cracks meander on both dies, adding 
character to this stunning Gem. The surfaces are of outstanding 
quality as they lack the usual carbon flecks or handling nicks. one 
trace of a fingerprint on the lower right reverse. an incredible 
example that is housed in an older green label PCGs holder. 

#003790
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are Or al ho ce Proof 18 7 a s Sh el  N ckel
kel  O e of the rst 25 Str ck

3480 18 7 a s. Proof- 3 N . a beautiful Proof that shows 
substantial cameo frost on the devices but exhibits a dusting of 
carbon flecks and haze that typifies coins out of old collections 
that have not been enhanced or improved in living memory. 
The strike is full and complete, with bold definition throughout. 
delicate golden rose hues tease the eye when caught in the light, 
adding visual appeal to this american rarity. despite the minor 
surface carbon, the frosted devices seem to skate on the thin ice 
of carefully prepared mirror fields. as 1866 evolved into 1867, 
the coiners let their displeasure be known that these nickel al-
loy planchets were too hard, and the designs too complex for 
the new five-cent coins. simply put, the dies were cracking up 
before their time and coinage was frequently delayed while 
new dies were prepared to replace broken ones. Hearing these 
complaints the overlords of the Philadelphia Mint allowed one 
modification, the removal of the “rays” on the reverse, which 
reduced the striking pressure required to bring up all the other 
devices. This change was blessed and dies so modified in early 
1867. always the key issue to the shield nickel Proof set, the 1867 
With rays was believed to have an extremely low mintage of 
25 pieces. This has generally been discounted, as more seemed 
to exist than that tiny sum implied, but further research of this 
decade has discovered something else. apparently there were 
25 “original” With rays nickels struck in Proof on February 
8, 1867, but these were not distributed to collectors. soon the 
Without rays coins were authorized—these later issued Proofs 
were sold to collectors. as demand for the first style Proofs 
continued unfulfilled, apparently another 25 With rays coins 
or so were coined with a different obverse die sometime after 
February 8, 1867. research of John dannreuther published in 
2003 confirms that the present coin is one of the originals struck 
with the early die state of this obverse, and importantly this same 
obverse die was later used to strike no rays Proofs of 1867. a 
new obverse die was later created to coin the restrikes with rays 
perhaps as early as late 1867. diagnostics include a left base of 
1 over right side of dentil  7 repunched  lower shield clear  two 
die lines within horizontal shield lines  strong inner left bar to 
the W of We  inner right berries repunched. although a total of 
88 are reported certified with likely resubmissions not removed 
as there are large numbers reported in the usual Proof-64 and 
65 categories. a more likely tally would be 50 to 75 of these in 
all—originals and, restrikes. 

nGC Census: 5  10 finer (Proof-65 finest).
Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Ad-

ams-Woodin attribution.

Bea t f ll  o e  Proof 18 7 No a s Sh el  N ckel

3481 18 7 No a s. Proof- 5 P S . Housed in an older green label 
PCGs holder. unusually colorful toning, the obverse shows lemon 
yellow in the fields with a trace of pastel blue, while the reverse 
shows more vibrancy to these same pastel tones. The obverse may 
be a Cameo, as it has fairly strong contrast. Close examination 
will find traces of carbon, but these are easy to live with given the 
exceptional toning on this early shield nickel. 

#003821

3482 Pa r of N -cert e  earl  ckel e-ce t t es  I 1867 shield. no 
rays. Ms-63. Broadly sweeping lustre ignites faint champagne and 
vibrant peach iridescence. struck from a shattered obverse die I 1883 
liberty. no CenTs. Ms-64. Intensely lustrous with widely sweeping 
cartwheels and rich champagne iridescence. (Total: 2 pieces) 

3483 r o of S- 3 Sh el  ckels  I 1867 no rays I 1869 repunched 
date I 1872. a frosty threesome with strong cartwheel lustre and 
pale gold on each coin. (Total: 3 pieces) 

3484 18 8 Proof- 5 P S . old green label holder. ample frost seen 
on the devices along with well mirrored fields. Perhaps deserving 
of today’s Cameo designation. Bright save for a touch of haze near 
the rims. 

#003822

3485 o r Sh el  ckels  I 1868 Ms-62 I 1874 au-58 I 1875 Ms-60 
I 1883 Ms-63. all are lustrous with excellent eye appeal and pale 
golden toning highlights. (Total: 4 pieces) 

348  18 9 Proof- 5 P S . a satiny Gem Proof that shows outstanding 
surfaces, just a hint of haze, and no black carbon specks. 

#003823

3487 1870 Proof- 3. satiny fields and frosty motifs glow with deep 
champagne and golden hues. some tiny obverse flecks apparent 
under low magnification. 

3488 1870 S- 5 N . a satiny and lustrous example of this date 
that is scarce in full Gem condition. The strike is sharp and the 
surfaces are clean and fresh, with a mere hint of toning and no 
troubling specks. obviously hand picked for the quality long ago 
and preserved. 

#003797

2  photo
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3489 1871 Proof- 5  P S  ACAAC . a lovely Gem having sharp 
frosty devices and blazing mirror fields. essentially brilliant with 
just a whisper of pale gold. although the Proof mintage for the 
issue isn’t known with certainty, 960 pieces is the usually cited 
figure. PCGs has certified fewer than 30 examples as Proof-65 or 
finer within the CaMeo designation. 

#083825

3490 1871 Proof- 4. Choice for the grade with frosty pale golden motifs 
set against satiny champagne fields. 

3491 1871 S- 2. Highly lustrous pale golden surfaces reveal a bold 
strike and quality not far off a finer grade. 

3492 1872 S-007. Proof- 5 P S . double die obverse with doubling 
on the annulet below the cross and on the shield lines and some 
leaves. a radiant Gem Proof that displays a whisper of golden ton-
ing and well frosted devices which float over reflective fields. no 
distracting carbon spots. Housed in an older green label holder. 

#003826

3493 1873 lose 3. Proof- 5 N . Traces of gold accent this bright 
Proof in the reflective fields. a couple of minute specks from 
perfection, and far nicer than usually encountered for this date. 

#003827

3494 1873 lose 3. S- 4. Frosty golden gray with strong underlying 
lustre and a crisp strike. 

3495 1874 Proof- 5. a satiny pale golden specimen with richly varied 
champagne hues on both sides. From a Proof mintage for the date 
of somewhat more than 700 pieces. 

349  1875 Proof- 5 N . attractive bright surfaces that show scarcely 
any toning, and none of the dark carbon spots that are so often 
seen. a solid Gem for the date or type collector. 

#003829

3497 187  Proof- 4. Medium silver gray with strong lustre, rich golden 
hues, and excellent overall eye appeal. 

3498 Pa r of Sh el  ckels  I 1876 Ms-63 I 1882 Ms-64. Two frosty, 
lustrous shield nickels. (Total: 2 pieces) 

em ameo Proof-O l  1877 Sh el  N ckel

3499 1877 Proof-  O N . Visually splendid example of 
this prize Proof-only date, an issue that saw a production run of 
somewhat more than 510 pieces, sold both individually and in sets 
of the year. Frosty motifs and mirror fields display a warm array 
of varied golden highlights. about as nice as you will see for the 
assigned grade. 

nGC Census: 28  4 finer within the Cameo designation (all Proof-67 
CaMeo).

#083831

3500 1877 Proof- 4 P S . Housed in an old green label PCGs holder. 
Quite attractive colorful pastel iridescent hues present on both sides. 
Free of troubling specks or spots, and a much nicer specimen of this 
elusive issue than would be expected for this Proof grade.  

#003831

3501 1878 Proof- 5 P S . Varied shades of gold grace the frosty 
motifs and satiny fields of this popular Proof-only issue, one of 
just 2,350 pieces struck without attendant circulation strikes for 
the date. The 1878 was struck in Proof format only, and has the 
third-lowest mintage of any date in the entire nickel five-cent 
series—just 2,350 pieces  only the 1913 liberty and the 1877 were 
produced in smaller quantities.

3502 1878 Proof- 3 N . Blended pink and lilac toning with a dusting 
of charcoal gray. The obverse shows pronounced cameo contrast. 
The mirror brilliance of the reverse field is somewhat subdued as 
is typical of many nickel Proofs of the era.  

#003832

3503 1879 8 Proof-   P S  ACAAC . sharp frosty motifs comple-
ment glittering mirror fields. Mostly brilliant surfaces with blushes 
and wisps of pink, predominantly at the rims. only 3,200 Proof 
shield nickels were coined in 1879, which are divided between 
normal date and overdate types. Population eport data suggests 
that the two varieties are about equally scarce. 

#083834
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3504 1879 8 Proof-  N . Bright with reflective fields and satiny 
devices. although not stated on the nGC insert, this is the overdate 
variety which represents a small number of Proofs. Beautiful 
surfaces with a trace of sunset gold and just a hint of carbon in 
the fields. 

#003833

3505 1879 Proof- 3 P S . satiny devices with attractive nickel gray 
color and reflective fields. The surfaces are clean with no distract-
ing specks. old green label PCGs holder. 

#003833

350  1879 S-  N . a beautiful example for a date specialist who 
demands top quality and exceptional surfaces. There are light 
traces of carbon, but the lustre is undisturbed and the strike is 
bold throughout. older thick nGC holder. 

nGC Census: 16: 3 finer (Ms-67 finest).
#003808

3507 1880 Proof- 5 P S . sparkling and bright with well preserved 
fields and frosty devices. The surfaces are clean and bright, with 
just a hint of a fingerprint on the lower right reverse. exceptionally 
attractive with a hint of carbon. a scarce issue in Gem, housed in 
an older green label holder. 

#003835

3508 1881 Proof- 4. sharply struck frosted motifs and richly mirrored 
fields display warm golden hues. 

3509 1881 S- 5 P S . Mintage for the year dribbled to a halt after a 
mere 68,000 pieces were struck for general circulation. The mint’s 
focus was on producing Morgan silver dollars. This particular 
shield nickel is bright with a hint of gold toning and free of all 
but a whisper of carbon. Housed in a green label PCGs holder. a 
coin of exceptional quality from an overlooked and undervalued 
period. a rare item this nice, one that may not always be so un-
derappreciated. 

PCGs Population: 31  18 finer (Ms-67 finest).
#003811

3510 1882 Proof- 5 P S . a glittering Gem Proof with solid eye appeal 
and fresh surfaces. Traces of carbon are few and the color is pleasing, 
with a dusting of delicate blue and gold toning on the centers, the 
lower reverse rim with an arc of haze. Housed in an older green label 
PCGs holder. a radiant beauty for the specialist to put away. 

#003837

3511 1883 Sh el . Proof- 4 O. Varied gold and other hues grace 
the frosty central devices. The fields are satiny and somewhat 
mirrored, with splashes of pale rose, especially on the reverse.  

3512 Pa r of ke  ate bert  ckels  I 1885 aG-3. The obverse is 
nearly full all around with just some weakness at the lower right 
edge while the reverse is weak with a good bit of the legend worn 
away. an obverse spot is noted on this key date in the series which 
only had a mintage of less than 1,500,000 pieces I 188  Good-4. 
excellent rims on both sides with just a tiny rim nick near the date 
as this scarce coin’s main detraction. (Total: 2 pieces) 

3513 188  Proof- 2 N . reflective surfaces show traces of spots and a 
scattering of surface patina. one of the tougher dates from this popular 
series—an affordable Proof example would suit most date specialists 
unable to find a Mint state or high-grade circulated example. 

#003884

3514 188  -30. a marvelous coin that has great detail for the grade 
and wonderful surfaces that are devoid of any major marks. a 
pale gray patina gives this coin excellent eye appeal. not always 
available in this middle grade, especially this nice. 

3515 Be ers set of bert  ckels  I 1887 eF-40. some light 
pinscratches by the date area I 1888 eF-40. ebony and gray toning. 
scarce I 1889 eF-40 with a die crack through the Ts of CenTs on 
the reverse I 1909 S- 2. Gold and gray toning on nice lustrous 
surfaces I 1911 au-55. Well struck with well preserved surfaces 
I 1912 au-58. steel-gray toning with some well hidden verdigris 
spots on the reverse I 1912-S VG-8. Three letters of lIBerTy are 
plainly visible. The mintmark and some of the reverse legend 
shows some doubling. scarce. (Total: 7 pieces) 

351  1912-  S- 4 P S . Creamy underlying lustre (typical for the 
issue and unlike that of preceding years), supports deep golden hues 
on the obverse and fiery peach toning on the reverse. sharply struck 
in the first year of branch mint coinage in the denomination. 

#003874

3517 1913 e . atte Proof-  P S . Warm golden iridescence graces 
the lustrous, lightly textured surfaces of this boldly struck Proof Buf-
falo nickel from the first year and first design type of the series  later 
in 1913 the reverse die was altered dramatically with the assumption 
that the coins would hold up better to the rigors of commerce. one 
of 1,520 Proof examples of the date struck in the Matte or sandblast 
finish. Fraser’s indigenous american obverse and bisonus americanus 
reverse are rendered here in a sharp and precise manner as should 
be expected  every tiny design element is crisply presented. a real 
beauty in this writer’s opinion, and certainly worthy of a good, long 
look before bidding judgment is passed. 
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3518 1913 e . S- 5. a frosty golden gray beauty, alive with strong 
lustre and intense rainbow iridescence, particularly on the reverse. 
sharply struck. 

3519 P S-cert e  S- 5 B ffalo ckel tr o  I 1913 Type I I 1915 
I 1916. all are satiny and lustrous, lightly toned, and nicely struck 
for their respective dates. (Total: 3 pieces) 

3520 Pa r of N -cert e  S- 5 B ffalo ckels  I 1913-d Type I. 
satiny silver gray with a bold strike and some rose iridescence 
I 1913 Type II. rich rose and gold iridescence graces the satiny, 
mattelike surfaces. a pleasing pair. (Total: 2 pieces) 

3521 1913-  e . S- 5. Highly lustrous silver gray with a rich array 
of impressive rainbow iridescence on both sides. nicely struck for 
the date. 

3522 1913-  e . S- 5. Clear tawny gold deepens to slate gray 
at the obverse rim. reverse detail is exceptionally sharp. Careful 
examination under a glass reveals a scarcely noticeable hairline 
mark under the bison’s beard.

3523 1913-S e . S- 5 N . sultry shades of fiery gold and peach 
grace both sides of this sharply struck and lustrous beauty. 

#003917

3524 1913-S e . S- 4. a satiny beauty with intense rainbow iri-
descence on both sides. nicely struck with excellent overall eye 
appeal.  

3525 1913 e . atte Proof-  P S . an exceptionally lovely 
example of the second Buffalo nickel design type of the year. Wisps 
of frosty golden iridescence drift casually across the lustrous, frosty 
surfaces. The strike is exceptional and all of the pertinent design 
elements are crisp and readily apparent.  

352  1913 e . S- . another beautifully toned Buffalo nickel from 
our current consignor. Blasts of rich rainbow iridescence gather 
on both sides, with violet and blue in dominance. nicely struck. 

3527 1913-  e . S- 5 N . Gem quality all the way. Highly 
lustrous surfaces glow with a rich array of varied champagne 
iridescence. nicely struck for the date. 

GC holder marked he Pittsburgh Collection.
#003922

3528 1913-  e . S- 4. an exceptionally lovely Type II Buffalo 
nickel, alive with strong lustre and a rich display of deeply varied 
rainbow hues. nicely struck. 

3529 e  ate collect o  of B ffalo ckels  I 1913-  e . aG-
3. The date and mintmark are visible but weak I 1915-S VF-30. 
steel-gray toning with some darker areas noted. Well struck I 
1918-S VF-30. Gray surfaces that show an area of laminations near 
lIBerTy I 1919-  VF-20. some mild porosity seen on both sides 
I 1919-S VF-20. numerous laminations seen with most confined 
to the reverse. die clashing shows above the date I 1920-  VF-
30. a tiny scratch by the nose I 1920-S eF-40. a decent strike for 
the date. some scattered contact marks are found. The F of the 
designer’s initial is clashed near the reverse edge at oF I 1924-S 
VF-20. The surfaces a bit grainy on both sides I 1927-  VF-30 in 
terms of wear but a bit grainy on both sides. (Total: 9 pieces) 

3530 1913-S e . S- 4 P S . a handsome specimen having 
satiny lustre and delicate, blended pink, champagne, and ice blue 
iridescence. sharply struck virtually everywhere save for a touch of 
softness above the Indian’s braid and at the bison’s shoulder as is 
typical for the issue. The bison’s head and hump are about as sharp 
as could be desired. The 1913-s Type II has the third-lowest mint-
age of any issue in the Buffalo nickel series—just 1,209,000 pieces, a 
figure which is nosed out only by the 1926-s (970,000 pieces) and the 
1931-s (1,200,000 pieces). scarce and eagerly sought in all grades. 

#003923

3531 1913-S e . S- 4 N . satiny golden gray with expansive 
lustre and positive eye appeal. nicely struck for the date, not fully 
so, but near enough to warrant mention. The scarcest of the six 
1913 Buffalo nickel issues. 

#003923

3532 1913-S e . S- 3, lightly cleaned. The obverse shows light 
gold toning, while the reverse has a lovely display of rainbow 
toning, perhaps from an old album. Faint hairlines account for 
the grade, but good lustre remains. struck by worn and cracked 
dies, and showing typical softness of detail. 

rost  t State 1914 3 B ffalo N ckel

3533 1914 3 S-014.87. S- 2 N . Bright and frosty with a delicate 
golden glow on both sides. The strike is sharp on the devices, 
with the top of the 3 showing through the upper point of the 4. 
no surface problems of any consequence and the eye appeal is 
strong. Furthermore, no carbon flecks or spots are present. This 
remains a formidable rarity in all grades, particularly so in Mint 
state, where just a handful have been certified. 

For some reason nGC does not report this variety as a separate listing in 
their Census, but the correct overdate and Fs number is noted on the insert 
of the holder.
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S erb em Proof 1914 N ckel

3534 1914 atte Proof- 7 P S . Gem quality exemplified  Bright and 
lustrous with satiny surfaces that display active golden highlights. 
Boldly struck and exceptionally lovely. From a Proof mintage 
for the date of 1,275 pieces. If the present writer had to choose 
a single word to describe the present coin, it might very well be 
gorgeous. 

3535 1914 S- . Intense mint lustre flashes broadly across lively pale 
champagne surfaces. excellent eye appeal for the grade. 

From the obert Entlich Collection.

353  1914 S- 5 P S . an impressively lustrous Buffalo nickel with 
gorgeous gold, peach, and pale sky blue iridescence. Choice for 
the grade. 

#003924

3537 1914-  S- 5 P S . satiny and attractive. Warmly toned in 
blended gold and blue. although a touch of softness can be seen 
above the Indian’s braid and at the bison’s shoulder, the bison’s 
head and hump details are bold in all respects. a very scarce issue 
in Ms-65 and higher grades  PCGs has certified fewer than 200 
examples as Ms-65 or finer since the inception of that grading 
service back in 1986, a figure that amounts to fewer than 10 grad-
ing events per year. 

#003925

3538 1914-  S- 5 P S . a frosty golden gray specimen with strong 
underlying lustre and a better-than-typical strike for the date  
nearly full design elements are present at the bison’s shoulder. 
Choice for the grade. 

#003925

3539 1914-  S- 5 N . a coin that will likely exceed current values 
on the sheets. The surfaces are simply outstanding, with delicate 
crimson and gold toning on both sides, mint fresh surfaces and a 
prodigious strike. 1914-d Buffaloes often come with a solid strike, 
but this one is nice and full, with well defined lettering, particularly 
on the reverse. The toning and lustre add to the charm and value. 
Housed in an older fat nGC holder, where it has been for the last 
generation or so. 

nGC Census: 62: 14 finer (Ms-67 finest).

3540 Pa r of N -cert e  S- 4 Sa  ra c sco t B ffalo ck-
els  I 1914-s I 1916-s. Both are lustrous golden gray with rich 
champagne and rose toning highlights, the former coin mattelike 
in appearance, the latter satiny. (Total: 2 pieces) 

3541 1914-S S- 3. satiny steel gray with a rich abundance of varied 
champagne hues. an attractive example of a semi-key date. 

3542 1915 atte Proof-  P S . a satiny beauty with lightly textured 
surfaces that exhibit rich lustre and a hint of pale champagne 
iridescence. sharply struck and free of marks of any size, even 
when carefully examined under 7X magnification. one of 1,050 
Matte Proofs of the date struck, the second smallest production 
run of Proofs in the series. Choice for the grade with exceptional 
aesthetic appeal and physical characteristics. 

3543 1915 S- . Intense underlying lustre supports rich gold, sky blue, 
and rose iridescence on both sides. nicely struck for the date. 

3544 1915-  S- 5 P S  ACAAC . sparkling satin surfaces display a 
wealth of bright champagne mint brilliance along with a bold strike 
for the date. The eye appeal is substantial and the overall eye appeal 
easily equates to the assigned grade. struck from a slightly rotated 
reverse die, with the bison’s head pointing to about 8:30 instead of 9:00 
when the coin is turned on its hori ontal axis. Choice for the grade. 

#003928

3545 1915-  S- 5 N . a brilliant and highly lustrous Gem. nicely 
struck and well detailed throughout all of the design elements. a 
tiny carbon speck is noted on the reverse for accuracy, but the eye 
appeal is all there. 

354  1915-  S- 4 N . a high degree of lustre supports rich 
champagne toning on somewhat prooflike surfaces. nicely struck 
for the date. struck from a slightly rotated reverse die, the bison’s 
head points to 8:00 rather than 9:00. 

#003928

3547 1915-S S- 5 N . an aesthetically appealing specimen laden 
with eye appeal. deep golden gray surfaces display a mattelike 
texture with rich rose and champagne on both sides. nicely struck 
for the date with just a touch of weakness at the bison’s shoulder. 
elusive in Gem grades. 

#003929
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3548 1915-S S- 0. sharpness of a choice Mint state coin, but lightly 
cleaned and with a well hidden spot removal on the reverse. 
nicely toned over the years, with pleasing pastel iridescence on 
the obverse and heavy golden brown overtones on the reverse. 

3549 191  atte Proof- 5 P S . Frosty pale golden surfaces display 
bright underlying lustre and an exceptional strike. one of 600 
Proofs of the date struck and, consequently, the key date in the 
Matte Proof Buffalo nickel series, 1913-1916. Choice for the grade 
and a truly beautiful coin that holds up admirably to careful 
examination—one good look and we’re certain you’ll agree. 

3550 191  S- . Flawless pale golden surfaces display intense lustre, 
a bold, crisp strike, and eye appeal that easily meets the standards 
of the grade. 

m orta t 191  o ble  e Ob erse B ffalo 5
ho ce -55 P S

3551 191  o ble  e Ob erse. -55 P S . a frosty golden 
gray specimen with deepening golden hues on both sides. strong 
underlying lustre highlights near-perfect surfaces. The strike is 
fairly crisp for the date, with just a hint of wear on the high points 
the only sign of light circulation. rare in all grades  to date, PCGs 
has certified just 143 examples of this important rarity. of that 
certified total (some of which may be re-submissions), only nine 
examples have been certified finer than that presently offered, 
and only five of those pieces are uncirculated. an exceptional 
opportunity for an alert Buffalo nickel specialist. 

es rable 191  o ble  e Ob erse 5
Sol  ollector ra e

3552 191  o ble  e Ob erse. oo -4 P S . Medium golden 
gray with a strong overall appearance despite a lengthy stay in 
circulation. The all-important doubled date numerals are plainly 
evident, as are the doubled tips to the adjacent feathers. Well-
worn but not heavily marked  the only blemish worthy of note is 
a faint old mark near lIBerTy that is virtually impossible to find 

without magnification. Choice for the grade, and a coin that will 
see spirited bidding activity when it enters the auction arena. 

#003931

3553 191 -  S- 5 P S . satiny silver gray with a blush of rich 
heather toning on both sides. nicely struck for the date with nearly 
complete reverse details. 

#003932

3554 191 -  S- 4 N . sharply struck with bold lettering and 
devices in evidence. Toned with pastel rainbow hues from long 
album storage, and a beautiful coin to behold. This date is scarce 
in full Gem condition, and the present coin is quite close to that 
level. 

#003932

3555 191 -S S- 4. Frosty golden gray with strong underlying lustre. 
Boldly struck for the date with essentially complete bison details. 

355  1917 S-  P S . an exemplary example of the date and grade 
combination. Flashy cartwheel lustre fairly leaps from the satiny 
silver surfaces. Pale champagne hues and bold, crisp strike are 
two of the enticing details. 

#003934

3557 1917 S-  P S . a lovely satiny Gem displaying blended 
pink, gold, and lilac iridescence. a tad of softness is noted above 
the Indian’s braid and at the bison’s shoulder, but virtually all 
other design features are as sharp as could be desired. 

#003934

3558 1917 S- 5 P S . sharply struck and satiny in appearance, a 
common date in uncommon condition. The surfaces are clean and 
fresh with a hint of pastel toning starting to form. Housed in an 
older green label PCGs holder. 

#003934

3559 1917-  S- 5 N . a satiny Gem example, warmly toned in 
rosy gold and lilac. sharply struck virtually everywhere save for 
a touch of softness at the bison’s shoulder. despite a deceptively 
large mintage of 9,910,000 pieces, comparatively few Gems were 
set aside at the time of issue. notably, nGC has certified examples 
as Ms-65 or better on just 50 occasions since that service started 
in business more than two decades ago. 

#003935

2  photo
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35 0 1917-  S- 4 N . a satiny beauty that pushes the envelope 
of the assigned grade. Highly lustrous silver gray surfaces exhibit 
rich champagne and pale rose highlights. nicely struck for the 
date  not fully presented but near enough for this date to make 
special note. Choice for the grade. 

#003935

35 1 1917-  S- 4 N . satiny steel gray surfaces display rich lus-
tre and warm champagne iridescence. nicely struck, with nearly 
complete shoulder details on the reverse bison. 

GC holder marked ichmond Collection.
#003935

35 2 1917-  S- 4. Medium golden gray surfaces display a high degree 
of lustre and a rich variety of rainbow iridescence. nicely struck 
for the date with nearly complete reverse details. 

em c rc late  1917-S B ffalo 5
S- 5 N

35 3 1917-S S- 5 N . satiny silver gray with strong lustre, frosty 
pale golden highlights, and a distinctive mattelike appearance. a 
sharply struck specimen with every tiny detail boldly rendered 
and absolutely complete. Gem quality to fore  we note fewer than 
a dozen examples of the date have been certified finer than the 
present specimen. 

#003936

35 4 1917-S S- 4 N . a choice and beautifully toned example 
with soft rainbow hues over mostly deep golden gray surfaces. 
satiny lustre on both sides, and sharply struck. a few tiny flecks 
are seen on the surfaces, likely accounting for the grade, but other 
marks are few and far between. a beautiful example. 

Po lar 1918 7-  O er ate B ffalo N ckel
-58 P S

35 5 1918 7-  -58 P S . Frosty golden gray with intense underly-
ing lustre and great eye appeal for the assigned grade. Magnified 
scrutiny yields bold overdate details and no surface marks of 
distinction. a splendid opportunity for an advanced Buffalo nickel 
specialist. Choice for the grade, unequivocally so. 

35  1918 7-  -40 S N S . “Corroded-Whizzed.” 
uniform micro-pitting on both sides plus some old brush marks 
present, but still a suitable filler example of this popular rarity. 
The devices are fairly bold and the eye appeal is far finer than the 
description alludes to. overdate details plainly seen under low 
magnification. 

#003939

35 7 1918 S- 5 P S . a satiny beauty with intense cartwheel lustre 
that supports a wealth of rich, evenly disbursed pale champagne 
iridescence. sharply struck. 

#003937

35 8 1918 S- 4. deep golden gray with a high degree of lustre and a 
rich display of vibrant rainbow iridescence. Gorgeous. 

em c rc late  1918-  B ffalo 5

35 9 1918-  S- 5 P S . a satiny beauty with expansive cartwheel 
lustre that supports rich, even champagne iridescence on both 
sides. Crisply struck for the date with details about as sharp as 
ever seen. Magnified scrutiny reveals no marks of consequence. 
absolutely as nice as the grade implies and then some. 

2  photo
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er  ho ce 1918-S N ckel

3570 1918-S S- 4 N . Just a couple of minor marks are seen under 
magnification, on otherwise smooth and choice surfaces. nice 
lustre complements beautiful rainbow toning over golden gray. 
struck from a well used obverse die, with flowlines and crumbling 
evident near the rims, while the reverse die appears to have been 
relatively fresh, having imparted sharp details. Minor striking 
softness, but a lovely example overall. 

3571 1918-S S- 3 N . a frosty san Francisco Mint issue, with 
pale champagne and sky blue iridescence on satiny, highly lustre 
surfaces. Typical strike for the date, with some weakness at the 
centers  the peripheral regions are as bold as ever seen for a Buffalo 
nickel. 

#003940

3572 1919 S-  P S . Vivid gold toning complements satiny 
surfaces. PCGs has certified examples as Ms-66 or finer on fewer 
than 150 occasions over a span of more than two decades. 

#003941

3573 1919 S- 5 N . a lovely specimen with richly cascading 
cartwheel lustre that supports varied golden hues. nicely struck 
with crisp details present on both sides. 

#003941

3574 1919 S- 5. satiny silver gray surfaces with a rewarding display 
of bright sky blue and rich golden iridescence. sharply struck and 
aesthetically appealing. 

3575 1919-  S- 4 P S . a pleasing, richly toned example of this 
moderately scarce denver Mint issue. deep golden gray surfaces 
display rich lustre which in turn supports splashes of rose, ma-
genta, sky blue, and gold on the obverse, the reverse largely deep 
mint orange with some champagne highlights. Well-struck for the 
date with nearly complete reverse bison details. Choice overall. 

#003942

357  1919-  S- 4 P S . Frosty golden gray surfaces with expansive 
underlying lustre that supports varied peach and champagne 
hues. a crisply struck specimen that displays some 95% or better 
of the shoulder and head details on the reverse bison. Choice for 
the grade. 

ho ce c rc late  1919-S B ffalo N ckel

3577 1919-S S- 4 P S . satiny silver gray surfaces with rich cham-
pagne lustre on both sides. nicely struck for the date from harshly 
overworked dies  the reverse especially shows crumbling and die 
fatigue at the rim. a beautiful coin, scarce this nice, and also a 
textbook lesson in die stress. Choice for the grade and date. 

3578 1919-S S- 3 P S . Frosty golden gray with muted lustre that 
supports varied champagne, peach, and sky blue iridescence. 
nicely struck for the date with nearly complete head and shoulder 
details on the reverse bison. 

#003943

3579 1920 S- 5 P S . sparkling silver surfaces with a wealth of 
varied champagne toning, a crisp strike, and unyielding cartwheel 
lustre. 

#003944

3580 r o of c rc late  B ffalo ckels  I 1920 Ms-64 I 1929 Ms-65 
I 1929-s Ms-64. exceptionally bold cartwheel lustre and all with 
faint toning highlights. (Total: 3 pieces) 

3581 1920-  S- 4 P S . Frosty medium golden surfaces with 
intense cartwheel lustre and excellent overall eye appeal. sharply 
struck for the date, indeed, much finer than typically seen. struck 
from a heavily cracked and rapidly failing obverse die  die cracks 
such as this are a pleasure to see, as Buffalo nickels seldom display 
serious die problems other than peripheral fatigue. Choice for the 
grade and a worthwhile addition to any Buffalo nickel set. 
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3582 1920-  S- 4 N . Frosty, mattelike surfaces exhibit richly 
embedded cartwheel lustre that supports pale champagne and rose 
iridescence. some striking weakness on the reverse, as practically 
always seen for the date. Choice for the grade. 

#003945

3583 1920-S S- 3 P S . Frosty golden gray with rich peach and 
champagne highlights on both sides. sharply struck, a prerequisite 
for our consignor’s Buffalo nickels. The bison’s shoulder pelt and 
head details are nearly complete, certainly near enough for the 
date that mention is warranted.  

3584 1921 S- 5 P S . Intense cartwheel lustre is the order of the 
day. The strike is bold, and pale champagne hues grace both sides 
of this impeccable Buffalo nickel. Gem quality exemplified. 

#003947

3585 1921 S- 4. a sharply struck steel gray specimen with intense 
cartwheel lustre that supports pale rose and medium champagne 
hues. The strike on the present specimen defines Fraser’s design 
as crisply as the artist envisioned. 

em 1921-S N ckel

358  1921-S S- 5 N . a delightfully toned Gem Buffalo nickel, 
with vibrant rainbow hues on both sides and superb lustre giving 
the piece a radiant and lively appearance. surfaces show flowlines 
from the worn dies, and the reverse shows a break from rim to rim 
arcing through the bison’s head. some typical softness of strike is 
noted, but major elements are clear. an outstanding example for 
anyone seeking a toned example of the date in high grade. 

3587 1921-S S- 4 P S . expansive shades of gold, peach, and rose 
grace both sides of this lustrous golden gray specimen. nicely 
struck for the date with details more full than typically seen. 
struck from a well-used reverse die with crumbling at the rim 
noted. Choice for the grade. 

#003948

3588 1921-S -55 detail. a few light scratches are noted, as well as 
some staining. some laminations are also seen including two large 
ones on the Indian’s face.  

3589 1923 S-  P S . a satiny beauty with intense lustre that sup-
ports vibrant peach and crimson iridescence on the obverse, while 
the reverse is a soft blend of champagne and sky blue. sharply 
struck. We note that fewer than 10 examples of this date have been 
certified finer than the present beauty by PCGs, all called Ms-67. 

#003949

3590 1923 S- 5. Frosty medium steel gray surfaces display warm 
lustre and pale sky blue, rose, and golden iridescence on both sides. 
nicely struck though not completely so. Choice for the grade with 
excellent overall eye appeal. 

3591 1923-S S- 4 P S . a satiny beauty with robust cartwheel 
lustre that supports a wealth of varied gold and rose iridescence. 
nicely struck for the date, not sharply so, but somewhat finer than 
typically seen. a pleasing example of a popular semi-key issue. 

3592 1923-S S- 4 P S . a popular semi-key date in a popular 
collector grade. satiny golden gray surfaces display a wealth of 
underlying lustre and excellent eye appeal. Typical strike for the 
date with some flatness at the bison’s head and shoulder, though 
the eye appeal is still substantial. 

#003950

3593 1923-S S- 4 P S . satiny and lustrous medium golden gray 
with splashes of pale rose and electric blue. softly struck from 
worn dies, as frequently seen for the date, with some bifurcation 
and other peripheral stress occurrences obvious. no shortage of 
eye appeal despite the technicalities mentioned. 

#003950

3594 1924 S- 5 P S . Gem quality with flashy beauty. Intense cart-
wheel lustre and rich champagne highlights endorse the surfaces. 
The strike is crisp and nearly complete in all areas. 

#003951

3595 1924 S- 4. a pleasing example of the date and grade combina-
tion. Frosty cartwheel lustre and scattered rose and gold irides-
cence make for a pleasing display. Choice for the grade. 
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emarkable em 1924-  B ffalo N ckel
rst e erat o  P S Hol er

359  1924-  S- 5 P S . Mark free and toned with resplendent 
pastel blue and golden rose on both sides. The strike is full and 
complete, with doubling noted on portions of the obverse on the 
date and lIBerTy. The surfaces are stunning, so fresh and lustrous  
the coin has obviously been cared for since the day it was struck. 
This one will push the envelope for the grade higher. at the time 
these were struck there were very few collectors putting together 
date sets, so most simply entered circulation. Precious few were 
saved and many were mishandled. The present example is un-
doubtedly one of the finer examples to come down to us today. 

PCGs Census 89: 1 finer (Ms-66 finest).

3597 1924-  S- 4 P S . Frosty golden gray with warm rose, 
peach, and sky blue iridescence gracing both sides. a nicely struck 
example of a date that is typically seen far softer than presented 
here. Indeed, nearly full details are present on the reverse bison. 
Choice for the grade. 

#003952

3598 1924-  S- 4 P S . Pleasing satiny lustre with vivid golden 
toning and hints of lilac. The strike is typical for the issue with 
softness noted above the Indian’s braid and at the bison’s shoulder 
and head. Close examination reveals a small fleck on the bison’s 
flank. a lovely example of this scarce and desirable issue. 

#003952

ho ce c rc late  1924-S B ffalo N ckel

3599 1924-S S- 4 P S . Intense cartwheel lustre supports richly 
varied deep golden iridescence. nicely struck at the bison’s head 
and shoulder  not complete, but strong enough in those areas to 
warrant our mention. as noted in david lange’s reference on the 
series: “Fully struck pieces are seldom available, a situation that is 
aggravated by the relatively small population of Mint state coins 
for this date. The biggest striking deficiency seems to be the bison’s 
horn, which is frequently incomplete.” The present specimen is 
sharp in that area. Choice for the grade with excellent all-around 
eye appeal and strong physical presents. 

3 00 1925 S-  N . remarkably satiny and a seductive blend of 
golden frost and lustre. The strike is a bit better than average, but 
the surfaces and eye appeal are simply stunning on this condition-
ally challenging date. 

#003954

3 01 1925 S- 5. a satiny beauty with intense cartwheel lustre on 
both sides. Pale champagne hues play across the obverse, while 
the reverse is alive with a rich display of varied sunset orange. 
Crisply struck for the date. 

3 02 Pa r of N -cert e  S- 5 B ffalo ckels  I 1925 I 1926. 
an impressively matched pair, both with intense lustre on satiny, 
mattelike surfaces. each piece is a nicely struck example of the 
date. (Total: 2 pieces) 

3 03 1925-  S- 4 P S . satiny golden gray surfaces with bold 
lustre and pleasing overall appearance. sharply struck for the 
date. Indeed, the lange reference on Buffalo nickels notes: “In 
problem-free, well-struck condition this is one of the most diffi-
cult dates in the series. Poor strikes are so extreme that even low 
grade coins are affected, these being difficult to grade and value. 
In grades VF-au is a very challenging coin to locate. Mediocre 
Mint state coins are not rare, but truly choice and gem pieces are 
very elusive.” The present piece is truly “choice” where eye appeal 
and strike are concerned  

3 04 1925-S S- 3 P S . Intense peach, gold, sea green, and rose 
dominate both sides of this lustrous steel gray san Francisco Mint 
Buffalo nickel. nicely struck for the date, though not fully. again, 
the lange reference reports: “low-end Mint state coins are scarce, 
while fully struck choice and gem pieces are genuinely rare.” The 
strike here is essentially comparable to the photo in the lange 
reference. Choice for the grade with great overall physical and 
aesthetic quality. 

3 05 1925-S S- 0. obverse lamination at the jaw. Trivial porosity 
at the upper reverse field. Typical strike seen on this date with 
weakness near the edge, the buffalo’s head, shoulder, and tail. 
attractive light golden toning with some iridescent blue seen on 
the reverse. a very scarce coin in high grade because of the lack 
of details normally seen with this date. 

3 0  192  S-  P S . a satiny Gem with intense lustre that sup-
ports a lively array of varied gold, rose, and pale blue iridescence. 
Boldly struck. 

#003957

3 07 192  S- . exceptional cartwheel lustre supports impressive 
sunset orange and gold iridescence. a beautiful specimen, sharply 
struck and easily equal to the assigned grade. 
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em 192 -  N ckel

3 08 192 -  S- 5 N . some minor softness is noted in the strike, 
which is certainly expected for these pieces, but here most of the 
design is well executed. The surfaces display rich golden toning 
on the obverse, with soft rose over greenish gray on the reverse. 
Very pleasant aesthetically, and a nice example of the date. 

3 09 192 -  S- 4 P S . a glowing golden gray specimen with 
richly embedded lustre that supports pale rose, champagne, and 
lilac toning highlights. evenly struck for the date, not sharply or 
fully, but with enough “meat” at the reverse bison’s head and 
shoulder to warrant our notation  this date is often so flat in 
the mentioned region that it sometimes appears as if the design 
elements there were scooped directly off the coin. Choice for the 
grade. 

#003958

ho ce t State 192 -S B ffalo N ckel
bo e era e Str ke al t

3 10 192 -S S- 4 P S . satiny silver gray surfaces with richly 
imbued cartwheel lustre that supports varied gold and peach on 
both sides. not fully struck, but with enough head and shoulder 
detail on the reverse present to warrant our mention. From a mint-
age for the date of 970,000 pieces, the lowest production run in 
the Buffalo nickel series. regarding the strike, lange’s reference 
notes: “Worn reverse dies are the norm for 1926-s. These were 
probably leftovers from previous years, since dateless dies could 
be used until they failed completely  Well-struck coins are worth 
a substantial premium over lesser examples.” again, while not 
“well-struck,” the present coin comes near enough to meet the 
exacting standards of most collectors. Choice for the grade. 

3 11 1927 S- . a sparkling beauty  satiny surfaces display intense 
champagne lustre and a finer-than-average strike for the date. 
Choice in all regards. 

3 12 1927 S- 5 N . a satiny beauty that is nicely struck for the 
date and exciting to behold. Heavy cartwheel lustre glides across 
the pale champagne surfaces. Gem quality all the way. 

#003960

3 13 or eo s N -cert e  S- 5 B ffalo ckel o  I 1927 I 
1930-s. Two beautiful golden specimens, each with satiny surfaces 
and intense cartwheel lustre. Both ideally struck for their respective 
dates. (Total: 2 pieces) 

3 14 1927-  S- 4 N . Vibrant rainbow iridescence graces both 
sides of this satiny, highly lustrous beauty. somewhat typical 
strike for the date with softness at the reverse bison’s head and 
shoulder, though the “pelt” details there are crisper than typically 
seen. Choice for the grade. 

#003961

3 15 1927-  S- 4. Frosty golden gray with rich champagne and 
sunset orange toning, especially on the reverse. Typical strike for 
the date, some lightness at the bison’s head and shoulders. still, 
physically and aesthetically pleasing. 

r esce tl  o e  Near em 1927-S B ffalo N ckel

3 1  1927-S S- 4 P S . Housed in an older green label holder 
and a splendid example for the date collector. Toned with pastel 
lemon yellow, green, and blue over lustre, with great eye appeal. 
although on the face of it, this does not seem that rare, recall that 
this date is unseen higher than Ms-65 at PCGs, and this coin is 
obviously at the high end of the grade range. 

PCGs Population: 279  21 finer (Ms-65 finest).
#003962

3 17 1927-S S- 4 P S . an exemplary example of the date. deep 
golden gray surfaces are alive with lustrous splashes of pale sky 
blue, deep rose, and fiery silver. The strike is crisp, especially for 
the date. Choice quality all the way. 

#003962

3 18 1928 S-  P S . Fully struck on all devices and bathed in 
creamy white lustre. The surfaces are outstanding with virtually no 
signs of handling and no spots or specks. Just a whisper of pastel 
blue and gold toning on this bright coin. Housed in an older green 
label PCGs holder. 

#003963

3 19 P S-cert e  S- 5 B ffalo ckel a r  I 1928 I 1929. a 
lovely, lively pair, both with intense cartwheel lustre and rich 
champagne toning. each is nicely struck for its date. (Total: 2 
pieces) 

3 20 1928-  S- 5 P S . a satiny Gem that shows strong lustre and 
a decent strike. The surfaces are mint fresh with minimal signs of 
handling and no spots or carbon. Housed in a green label PCGs 
holder and a coin worthy of putting away for a long time. 

#003964

2  photo
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3 21 1928-  S- 5 N . a frosty, highly lustrous deep golden speci-
men with excellent eye appeal. nicely struck for the date with 
nearly complete reverse details at the bison’s head and shoulders. 
Gem quality all the way. 

#003964

3 22 1928-S S- 4 P S . satiny golden gray with intense cartwheel 
lustre and excellent overall eye appeal. “Most examples display a 
general softness in the date, the mintmark, and bison’s forehead,” 
notes the lange reference, while we note the present specimen is 
a pleasing exception to lange’s rule of thumb. The strike here is 
crisp and assured, with bold details in the date, mintmark, and the 
bison’s forehead. about as nice as you will ever find at the Ms-64 
level. 

3 23 1928-S S- 4 N . Warm golden gray surfaces display rich 
peach and gold iridescence. The lustre is supportive and richly 
embedded, and the strike is finer than often seen for the issue. 
Choice in all regards. 

#003965

3 24 1929-  S- 5 P S . another exceptional coin put away many 
years ago by our consignor, graced by delicate iridescent rainbow 
hues on both sides, and radiant lustre throughout. The surfaces 
are quite clean with just a couple of tiny tics from handling, and 
the eye appeal is abundant. Housed in an older green insert PCGs 
holder. 

#003967

3 25 1929-  S- 5 P S . Medium steel gray surfaces show a rich 
supply of cartwheel lustre that supports warm golden hues on 
both sides. nicely struck though not fully so  this date is often 
considerably weaker than found here. a pleasing coin. 

#003967

3 2  em S- 5 P S-cert e  B ffalo ckel artet  I 1929-s 
I 1930 I 1936-s I 1937. each is lustrous and nicely toned, and 
exhibits a crisp, sharp strike for the date. The 1929-s is in an old-
style green label PCGs holder. a nice group. (Total: 4 pieces) 

3 27 1929-S S- 5 N . a satiny beauty with expansive cartwheel 
lustre and rich golden hues. nicely struck for the date with nearly 
full pelt and head features on the reverse bison. 

#003968

3 28 1930 S- . expansive golden hues grace the satiny, highly lus-
trous surfaces of this beautiful Buffalo nickel. nicely struck with 
essentially full details on both sides. unquestionably worthy of 
the assigned grade. 

3 29 1930 S-017.5. o ble  e e erse. S- 5 N . a rare 
doubled die reverse that has not turned up in quantity. doubling 
is noticeable on the front left leg of the bison, earning this variety 
the name “5 legged buffalo.” discovered by Marilyn and leroy 
Van allen. The present example is bright and frosty, with rich cop-
pery gold toning on both sides and undiminished lustre. spot free 
and impressive for this issue and likely one of the very finest to 
survive. This variety is not differentiated in the nGC Census until 
just recently as just a single example is noted, and PCGs reports 
just a single specimen graded this high. Certainly an opportunity 
for the Buffalo nickel specialist. 

#003969

3 30 1930-S S- 5 P S . repunched mintmark to the left. a bright 
and lustrous coin that shows just a touch of golden toning on 
both sides. Boldly struck throughout with well defined peripheral 
lettering. Housed in an older green label PCGs holder, this one 
shows no troubling spots and just a couple of traces of carbon. 
This repunched mintmark is not in the Cherrypickers Guide ol 
. although the repunched mintmark to the right is. Perhaps an 

opportunity for the specialist. 
#003970

3 31 1931-S S- . Highly lustrous medium steel gray surfaces display 
a rich and varied array of peach, sunset gold, and fiery orange. The 
strike is considerably sharper on the present specimen than is typi-
cally seen for the date. as the lange reference noted: “although 
many specimens are softly struck, the sheer number of Mint state 
coins available makes it fairly easy to find a satisfying example. 

3 32 N -cert e  S- 5 c rc late  B ffalo ckel threesome  
I 1931-s I 1934 I 1935-d. all are lustrous and all display faint 
pastel highlights. (Total: 3 pieces) 

3 33 P S-cert e  em- al t  tr o  I 1934 Ms-66 I 1937 Ms-67 
I 1938-d/d Buffalo. Ms-66. each is fully lustrous. These range 
variously from lightly to warmly toned. (Total: 3 pieces) 

3 34 Short set of B ffalo ckels, 1934 to 1938- . S- 4 to S- . a 
nicely matched group for lustre, strike, pale toning highlights, and 
overall appearance. (Total: 12 pieces) 

3 35 tet of N -cert e  c rc late  B ffalo ckels  I 1934-d 
Ms-64 I 1936 Ms-65 I 1936-d Ms-65 I 1937-d Ms-65 I 1937-
s Ms-65. a highly lustrous group with lively iridescent toning 
highlights on each piece. (Total: 5 pieces) 

3 3  r o of S-  N -cert e  B ffalo ckels  I 1935 I 1935-s I 
1938-d. Gem quality times three, each lustrous and faintly toned. 
(Total: 3 pieces) 
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are t State o ble  e e erse 1935 N ckel

3 37 1935 o ble  e e erse. S 5 -018. S- 2. The strongest 
double die in the Buffalo nickel series after only the 1916, this 
1935 issue is very rare in Mint state. doubling is strongest at 
FIVe CenTs, where there is near total separation between the 
primary and secondary hubbings. although most guides focus 
on the doubling at the denomination, strong die doubling is also 
visible at unITed sTaTes and e PlurIBus unuM, as well as in 
Buffalo’s head, where the hair, horn and eye are clearly doubled. 
Found with some regularity in the Good to Fine grade range, 
this wild doubled die is rare in Mint state, with nGC and PCGs 
documenting 19 grading events from Ms-61 to Ms-65, with some of 
those undoubtedly representing multiple submissions of the same 
coin in hopes of ever higher grades. This lustrous, golden toned 
piece has the arm’s length eye appeal of bold lustre of a choice or 
better coin, but a close inspection reveals a series of very thin pin 
scratches around Indian’s cheekbone, nostril and upper lip. Here 
is a coin destined for an esteemed collection of Buffalo nickels or 
perhaps a general collection of major doubled dies. 

3 38 1935-  S- 5 P S . delicate pastel hues appear when exam-
ined under a light. The strike is average but the lustre and eye 
appeal are strong. 

#003975

3 39 193  e . Br ll a t Proof- 4 N . Bright and untoned with 
highly refl ective surfaces. The obverse has a couple of minor 
carbon patches while the reverse is clean. always in demand for 
the type, as few Proof Buffalo nickels were produced. 

Probabl  the est ow  
193 -  3-1 2 e s B ffalo N ckel

3 40 193 -  S-05-193 -901. 3-1 2 e s. S- 3 N S . although 
not as famous as the 1937-d 3 legged Buffalo, this 1936-d variety 
is quite similar but signifi cantly rarer. The foreleg of the bison is 
nearly lapped away and this occurred solely on this reverse die 
which saw limited use. Frosty lustre throughout and quite attrac-
tive. no annoying specks or spots are present, and the surfaces are 
otherwise non-descript if this were any normal issue—however, 
this is the extremely rare 3-1/2 legs 1936-d, a rare variety listed 
in the Guide Book, of which there are probably fewer than 75 in 
existence. This coin may be the fi nest known of that tiny group. 
PCGs has graded a single Mint state example as Ms-62 and that 
coin sold over three years ago at auction. The present example 
has been off the market for years and was put away by an astute 
numismatist who appreciated the rarity and choice surfaces of this 
prize variety. PCGs has graded a total of 59 (with probable dupli-
cation) of this variety to date, mostly in well circulated grades. 

The PCGs population report reveals that the fi nest specimen certifi ed by 
that fi rm is only an Ms-62 example, and nGC does not include this variety 
on the Census at all.

#003978

Scarce 193 -  3 1 2- e e  B ffalo N ckel

3 41 193 -  S-05-193 -901. 3-1 2 e s. -25 P S  ACAAC . Me-
dium golden gray with warm golden highlights in the protected 
areas. Well-circulated but not heavily marked, a defi nite plus for 
the assigned grade. 

#093978

em Proof 1937 N ckel

3 42 1937 Proof- 7 N  ACAAC . a lovely brilliant Proof, with bold 
refl ectivity in the fi elds and sharp, bright, and satiny devices. 
excellent eye appeal and a fi ne representative of all that this 
design has to offer, which makes sharply struck Proofs in general 
so appealing to those who appreciate the fullest possible design 
execution. 

#003996

2  photo
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3 43 1937 Proof- 5 P S  ACAAC . sharply struck. Blended gold and 
ice blue iridescence enhances both surfaces. From a Proof mintage 
of just 5,769 pieces. 

#003996

ho ce c rc late  1937-  3- e e  5

3 44 1937-  3- e e . S- 4 P S . a satiny beauty with intense 
cartwheel lustre that bespeaks a finer grade. The strike is crisp for 
the issue, with much fuller details on the reverse than typically 
seen. The pale champagne and mingled rose iridescence serves to 
highlight the overall beauty of the piece. Totally unbroken lustre 
graces the high points, and careful magnified scrutiny implies the 
present specimen is conservatively graded by PCGs.  

3 45 1937-  3- e e . -58 P S  ACAAC . deep champagne hues 
vie with sunset gold and pale olive iridescence for dominance on 
the satiny, essentially mark-free surface. nicely struck with rich 
underlying lustre and eye appeal that exceeds that of the assigned 
grade. Choice in all regards. 

#003982

3 4  1937-  3- e e . -58 N . deep golden gray with some richly 
embedded lustre and good overall eye appeal. Typical strike for the 
variety, some lightness at the bison’s head and shoulder, but still 
finer in that regard than many specimens seen at this grade level. 

#003982

3 47 1937-  3- e e . -53. Cleaned. There is a dull reverse rim bruise 
at 11:00 that touches the tops of Ta(Tes). Three carbon spots are seen 
below the bison and a couple of thin scratches are noted as well. 

3 48 1937-  3- e e . Net -45, sharpness of au-55, lightly cleaned 
long ago but not to any great detriment—the overall appearance 
and quality is still substantial despite the mentioned shortcomings. 
Take a good look at this one  

3 49 1937-  3- e e . -40 P S  ACAAC . deep golden gray surfaces 
with some retained lustre in the protected areas. Modestly circu-
lated but not heavily marked. a thoroughly pleasing example to 
the unassisted eye. Choice for the grade. 

#003982

3 50 1937-  3- e e . -25. a coin with strong details and exhibit-
ing all the known characteristics of a genuine example. Pale gray 
toning due to a light wiping that was probably done many years 
ago. no other major impairments are seen on this very popular 
die variety. 

3 51 1937-  3- e e . -25 S . “Cleaned.” net VF-20. 
Medium golden gray surfaces show traces of a long ago cleaning 
under low magnification. still a pleasing coin for the grade. 

3 52 1937-  3- e e . -20. Well-circulated but not heavily marked, 
and a definite prize as such. Medium golden gray with strong 
details and great overall eye appeal. 

3 53 1938- S B ffalo. S-20.5. O 1. S-  P S . a glittering 
Gem with vibrant lustre and clean surfaces. The overmintmark is 
bold with a loupe. Housed in a green label PCGs holder. 

#003985

3 54 o el  offer  of Proof efferso  ckels  I 1938 Proof- 4. 
some spotting otherwise this coin would be a super gem I 1939 
Proof- 4. Cloudy toning about the rim and some of the interior 
surface I 1940 Proof- 4. some light speckling is apparent from 
improper storage I 1941 Proof- 4, perhaps a bit better. a couple of 
minor spots on nicely reflective surfaces I 1942 e . Proof- 4. 
attractive light golden toning with a few specks seen on both 
sides. (Total: 5 pieces) 

3 55 em S-  N -cert e  War ckel set, 1942-1945 cl s e  
I 1942-P Type II. I 1942-s I 1943-P I 1943-d I 1943-s I 1944-P 
I 1944-d I 1944-s I 1945-P I 1945-d I 1945-s. a spectacular 
group with excellent eye appeal. If you mean to assemble a War 
nickel set, why not strive for the best  (Total: 11 pieces) 

2  photo
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stro s t State 1795 Half me

3 5  1795 o a  c loske -10. ar t -3. S- 2 P S . delicate 
lilac-silver surfaces are accented by wispy areas of mauve-gray 
toning at the peripheries and on some of the high points. There is 
some light mintmade adjustment that undoubtedly is related to 
an area of peripheral striking weakness at the upper left obverse, 
and at the corresponding location of the reverse. subtle reverse 
roughness is evident on the eagle’s breast, and likewise is certainly 
the result of some striking issues during the production process. 
unlike many lower quality Mint state early silver type coins, the 
specimen offered here exhibits a very substantial (albeit not en-
tirely vibrant) degree of frosty mint lustre on both sides. Flowing 
Hair half dimes are certainly very difficult to acquire at the grade 
level offered here, thus we have no hesitation in stating that this 
handsome coin would make a fine addition to any advanced silver 
type collection. 

#004251

c rc late  179 5 ra e  B st Half me

3 57 179 5 -2. ar t - . S- 0 N . a rare variety in all grades, 
particularly so in uncirculated. Bright silver gray with deepening 
gray highlights at the rims. scattered marks come to light under 
low magnification, none of them serious enough to sour your bid-
ding plans. The reverse shows central planchet adjustment marks, 
in the planchet when struck. Fewer than 10 half dimes of the date 
have been graded Ms-60, or finer by nGC. The present specimen 
represents an ideal opportunity to add a popular overdate rarity 
to your type set or advanced half dime collection. 

nGC Census: 2  7 finer within the designation (Ms-66 finest).
History tells us that the first appearance of the draped Bust, small eagle 

design was on the silver dollar, where two die pairs were engraved and used 
for coinage late in 1795. The half dime issues may have been next—the numeral 
5 of the date in the half dime die was changed to a 6, although the top of the 
previous 5 clearly shows within the 6, so it would appear that half dimes were 
planned for release in late 1795 as well.

#004255

c rc late  179  Y  me

3 58 179  -1. ar t -3. Y. S- 2 P S . From the first 
year of the design type and denomination. lustrous steel gray 
with bursts of rich blue and sea green iridescence with strongly 
supportive underlying lustre. nicely struck with full details 
though admittedly the eagle’s plumage, while entirely present, 
is somewhat weak at the highest points. The popular variety that 
saw the use of a broken B punch in the obverse legend, resulting 
in the nickname for the “lIKerTy” variety  close-in examination 
of this attractive specimen reveals the vestiges of the B at top and 
bottom as well as repunching on y which disappears from the 
die in later states. Choice for the grade and a great opportunity 
for a specialist in the series or for a collector who simply enjoys 
quality coins from the early days of the Mint. 

PCGs Population: 3  4 finer within the designation (Ms-67 finest).
#38596

Scarce 179  Half me  H h ra e

 3 59 179  -1. ar t -3. Y. -50 P S  ACAAC . a tough 
date that is seldom found in high grade and immensely popular 
for the 1796 date and the attractive designs of a draped bust on 
liberty and the small eagle reverse. This is an early die state with 
minimal signs of reverse cracks. on the upper right obverse there 
are a couple of shallow scratches but the strike is sharp. Toned 
with dark charcoal gray with tinges of silver showing through in 
the protected areas. 

#094254

u.s. HalF dIMes
all half dimes photos are 2x.
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c rc late  1797 Half me
-1, 15 Stars ar et

3 0 1797 -1. ar t -3. 15 Stars. S- 2 N . largely brilliant 
with some faint champagne iridescence beginning to take root in 
the protected regions. struck from a heavily clashed and heavily 
cracked state of the dies. some striking weakness at the reverse 
center is noted, otherwise the surfaces are devoid of distrac-
tions or unsightly marks. a difficult variety to find in Mint state 
grades. 

N ce  1797 Half me
-1, 15 Stars

3 1 1797 -1. ar t -3. 15 Stars. -40 N . deep golden gray 
with some modest slate highlights in the protected regions. a 
pleasing coin to the unassisted eye, and a coin that reveals very 
few flaws under low magnification. nicely struck for the variety 
and date and appealing as such. one of three varieties of the year 
with differing star counts  a variety with 13 stars and another with 
16 stars are known. Choice for the grade. 

#004258

N ce ho ce  1797 Half me
13 Stars ar et

3 2 1797 -4. ar t - . 13 Stars. -25 P S . deep golden gray 
with an interesting underpinning of fiery pale orange. no heavy 
marks are present though low magnification will reveal signs of 
circulation. a rare variety  the 13 stars obverse is scarcer across 
the board than its counterparts of the date with 15 or 16 obverse 
stars. Just 10 examples of the 13 stars variety of the date have been 
graded finer than the present coin by PCGs. 

PCGs Population: 6 in the VF category  10 finer (Ms-63 finest).
#004260

Stellar er  ho ce Br ll a t c rc late  1800 
B Y Half me

3 3 1800 -3. ar t -4. B Y. S- 4 P S  ACAAC . an 
amazing example of this early and important die blunder. The 
r punch used by the engraver had a chip out of the top so it 
more closely resembles the letter K. only a single die shows 
this feature, and it was used to strike limited quantities of 1800 
half dimes. The present coin is one of the finest to survive, with 
rich golden toning mixed with soft blue highlights over vibrant 
lustre. The surfaces are outstanding and show no signs of han-
dling or tics, aside from the lightest traces. The strike is sharp on 
the stars and curls of liberty with just a hint of softness on the 
curls below liberty’s ear and on the reverse on the two clouds 
opposite liberty’s bust. later die state with an advanced crack 
left of the date and die sinking on the upper left of the shield to 
the ribbon, always seen on this die pairing. The PCGs Population 

eport notes six are graded this high with two seen finer—one 
Ms-65, the finest Ms-66. an important offering for a specialist 
who demands outstanding quality and eye appeal. 

PCGs Population: 6  2 finer (Ms-66 finest).
#004265

3 4 1800 -3. ar t -4. -40 S N S . “Corroded, 
Cleaned.” Medium silver gray with some deepening golden hues 
in the protected areas. Faint granularity seen, and some hairlines 
from a long-ago cleaning are noted—the overall appeal is still a 
far cry finer than our description allows. 

#004264

H h- ra e 1805 Half me

3 5 1805 -1. ar t -4. -50 N . Final year of issue for the 
draped Bust design, struck in very limited quantity of 15,600 
pieces. Most are found in low grades and a single example is 
known in Mint state for this entire issue. The surfaces show a few 
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thin lines from circulation and the color is a mix of gunmetal-blue 
and russet-gold. Better struck than usually seen although always 
flat on liberty’s bust and the eagle’s wing opposite that area. For 
identification there is a small nick on the top of liberty’s shoul-
der. 

nGC Census: 1  5 finer (Ms-65 finest).
#004272

- ra e 1805 ra e  B st Half me

3  1805 -1. ar t -4. -20 P S . Classic medium gray surfaces 
with darker accents highlighting the devices. smooth even wear on 
a pleasing coin that shows the usual minor softness in the strike at 
the bust and on the right wing of the eagle. Identifiable by a small 
nick in the field behind the uppermost ribbon on liberty. 

#004272

em c rc late  1829 Half me

3 7 1829 -5. ar t -1. S-  I N . a frosty beauty with a wealth 
of underlying lustre that supports a broad array of violet, crimson, 
orange, and neon blue on the obverse, while the reverse is largely 
brilliant at the center with similar hues to the obverse gathered at 
the rim. The strike is sharp with details about as crisp as will ever 
be seen for the date. Tied for finest 1829 half dime certified by nGC 
within the “I” designation. Gem quality all the way  

nGC Census: 2  none finer within the I designation.
#004276

3 8 1830 -14. ar t -3. S- 4 P S  ACAAC . a handsome, frosty 
example. Mostly blended pearl gray and gold, with some wisps 
and splashes of vivid crimson and sea green noted on the reverse. 
liberty’s tresses and the obverse stars are sharp  a touch of strik-
ing softness can be seen on some of the eagle’s torso plumage 
and on the eagle’s left talon (viewer’s right). undoubtedly, near 
the Condition Census for the die variety. Very nice eye appeal, and 
worthy of a generous bid. 

#004277

3 9 1832 -5. ar t -1. S- 4 or better in terms of surface quality. 
The toning is of suspicious origin with gunmetal-blue and splashes 
of russet gold on both sides. a bold and nearly medallic strike with 
liberty’s curls high and sharp and the eagle is precisely rendered 
by the dies. Bold die clashing on both sides and the reverse shows 
advanced cracks, although the retained cud has not yet formed, the 
dual cracks below (sT)a connect to the scroll with lumps seen. The 
fields and devices are satin smooth and this coin is pretty much 
as struck save for the additional color. 

are 1833 -2, -9 e Pa r

3 70 1833 -2, -9. ar t - . -35. Condition Census quality for 
this rare die pairing, of which a mere 7 were reported in the most 
recent John reich Collectors society Census of May 2008. This coin 
is reported in that census but was recently upgraded by the owner 
and became available here. The finest is still the reiver coin as 
Ms-62 at $10,350 in that sale of 2006  russell J. logan’s discovery 
specimen in eF-45 brought $750 way back in 2002. discovered by 
russell J. logan in 1980 and despite wide publication remains a 
very difficult die pairing to obtain. The present coin has natural 
steel gray surfaces with a toning spot at the base of liberty’s neck, 
another smaller one below the first star for identification. The strike 
is sharp and this one has pleasing surfaces with a hint of gunmetal 
blue in the fields. Currently this one is the fifth finest in the most 
recent census just nudged out but two eF-40 examples. diagnostic 
high 3 in the date, with the top of e below T in sTaTes. 

From the Ste e Crain Collection pri ately.

3 71 1837 -3. ar t - . a e  B st. -20 P S . a rare die 
pairing that is seldom offered and rarely found unattributed these 
days. Medium steel gray surfaces with lighter silver devices and no 
real surface distractions. Close to the lower end of the Condition 
Census reported in the John eich Journal in their May, 2008 edition. 
The present coin would actually rank as number 6 in the survey 
of a total of 11 reported. Missing from most collections, this die 
pairing should be obtained when it is offered. an opportunity for 
a variety collector to mark a tough coin off his or her want list. 
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3 72 H h- ra e offer  of earl  bert  Seate  half mes  I 1837 
No Stars, Small ate. au-50. a light haze has formed over the 
surfaces due to remaining PVC I 1838 No ra er , ar e Stars. 
au-58. star 1 is repunched and there is a die cud on the rim from 
star 1 and ending on the right side of the cap I 1845 e che  

ate S-H10-1845-302  ale t e 5. eF-45. The repunching is 
quite bold on all four digits. Pale gold toning I 1852 au-55. 
delightful rose-gold with patches of iridescent blue toning. Well 
struck. an excellent group of early dates of this series that should 
be closely viewed. (Total: 4 pieces) 

he P ttma twater Near em 1844-O Half me
o t o  ar t

3 73 1844-O S- 4 P S . Glorious deep blue and crimson toning 
on both sides with patches of glistening silver showing through 
along the upper right obverse. The reverse has a couple of similar 
patches of bright silver around the rim, and the toning is matching 
but lighter gold and crimson. normal reverse die orientation, and 
this is the “large o” variety. despite a decent mintage of 220,000 
pieces reported these may have included 1842-o dated coins. The 
vast majority of known survivors are in low grades, and these 
circulated hard generally. The present coin has a very sharp strike 
on the obverse, the reverse too although there is trace softness on 
the upper left of the wreath elsewhere the devices are unusually 
crisp. Clean surfaces and certainly a coin that approaches the full 
Gem level. Tied with a select group of the top half dozen known 
behind a single coin graded Gem by PCGs. The present coin was 
in an nGC Ms-65 holder at its last appearance with much justi-
fication, so this one is likely closer to the top two or three known 
than the bottom six. new orleans coinage has really come into 
its own over the past generation, with more and more collectors 
finding these charming branch mint coins not only historic, but 
fascinating to study as well as quite rare and desirable. 

PCGs Population: 3  1 finer (Ms-65).
From the William C. At ater Collection B. Ma  Mehl, June 9 , 

Lot 93 for .7  John J. Pittman Collection, Part  a id Akers, 
October 997, Lot 7  for , 00  allas Auction eritage, ecember 
200 , Lot 390 .

#004334

stro s em 1848-O Seate  bert  Half me

3 74 1848-O S- 5 P S . a beautiful coin that appears finer than 
the grade listed with a bold obverse strike and ample lustre in the 
fields. The toning is pleasing too, with colorful patches of russet 
and green drifting across both sides like so many clouds in the sky. 

on the reverse the strike is typically soft on the upper left wreath, 
but sharp enough elsewhere. large round o mintmark, with date 
high and pushed into the base of liberty, clashed dies. Mintage of 
600,000 pieces yet only a handful survived this nice. 

PCGs Population: 12  14 finer (Ms-68 finest).
#004340

3 75 artet of half mes. Mostly pre-Civil War issues: I 1853 r-
rows. eF-45. Heavy die clashing seen on the reverse I 1857 au-
55. rim heavily beveled and there is a notch on the inner point 
of star 3 indicating that this coin was struck from the new hub I 
1858 au-58. The reverse moderately clashed. Medium russet and 
gold toning I 18 2 au-55. deep russet and gold with a touch of 
light blue iridescent toning that rests on decent surfaces. (Total: 4 
pieces) 

are a  es rable ho ce Proof  
1854 rrows Half me

3 7  1854 rrows. Proof- 4 P S . a beautiful example of this rare 
issue that boasts delicate golden toning with a hint of blue. The 
strike is full and complete, with trace die file lines in the fields. 
The date was punched high, just touching the base of liberty and 
the long arrows nudge the dentils with their points. This is one 
of the tougher type coins to find in Proof as so few were struck 
in 1853 to 1855, the only years this distinct type and weight were 
coined. For the year 1854, it is likely that 15-25 exist today with this 
coin representing the middle ground of quality for those known. 
Identifiable by a long thin lintmark on the reverse up from the 
left ribbon bow into the left leg of the (dI)M, through (Ha)lF 
above. 

From the Benson Collection, Part 2 Goldbergs, February 2002, 
Lot 03 .

#004432

3 77 1872 Proof- 2 P S . This coin has the initial appearance of 
a Choice coin but upon closer inspection there is an obverse 
pinscratch that runs from the left rim to Miss liberty’s central body 
area. deep blue iridescent toning over well struck surfaces. 

#004455

3 78 1872-S tmark below bow. S- 5 P S  ACAAC . a lustrous, 
sharply struck Gem example warmly toned in intermingled blue, 
pink, and gold. a handsome specimen certain to appeal to the type 
collector and half dime specialist alike. 

#004401
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rst Year of ss e 179  ra e  B st, Small a le 10

3 79 179  oh  e ch-2. ar t -4. e-15 N . Pleasing gunmetal-
gray fields and lighter silver devices show off the design elements 
quite well on this early dime. The strike is sharp, and the surfaces 
show a few thin random scratches but no bruises or major detrac-
tions. later die state with minor edge crumbling on the die noted 
above stars 7 and 8 and evidence of clashing is found in the fields, 
particularly below the right wing of the eagle. a scarcer variety in 
a solid collectible grade. 

#004461

Po lar 179  me
rst Year of e om at o

3 80 179  - . ar t -3.  S N S . “Bent.” net Fine-15. 
Planchet imperceptibly bent and not notable in the nCs holder. 
Medium golden gray surfaces with some deeper lilac highlights. a 
pleasing coin that holds up well to careful scrutiny, with just a few 
faint, old scratches the reward for a diligent search. nicely struck 
and visually appealing despite the aforementioned shortcoming. 
Variety with heavy die cracks through the date numerals. 

#004461

3 81 1801 -1. ar t -4. -10 P S . deep slate fields with deep 
golden gray high points. Well-worn but not heavily marked, with 
strong design elements present for the assigned grade. some light-
ness of strike at MerICa on the reverse is the only shortcoming 
worthy of note. a pleasing example of a moderately scarce vari-
ety. 

#004471

are 1802 -3 me  H h ra e

3 82 1802 -3. ar t - . -40. lightly repaired at er of lIBerTy. This 
coin was not holed and plugged. The surfaces show evidence of 
heating that was done to smooth digs on the er of lIBerTy. Toned 
with attractive light blue and gray with more russet-gold on the 
reverse. sharply struck for this rare issue, with liberty showing 
strong definition on her hair and the reverse too is bold. The reverse 
die shows a crack at Ca of aMerICa and another that bisects the 
reverse through the arrows up through the shield and out oF to the 
rim. remarkably, this same reverse was used again in 1803 on the 
Jr-2 dime with even more advanced cracks. The finest example of 
this variety is the au-55 coin from our northern Bay Collection. 
a couple of others are eF-40 including the eliasberg coin and the 
plate coin from the Early United States imes 79 - 837. There are 
likely fewer than 20 known in all grades of this variety. 

From the 993 A A Sho  to Ed Price  Je ell Collection American 
umismatic arities, March 200 , Lot 9 .

h r  est 1803 -1 me ar t

3 83 1803 -1. ar t -7. -25 P S  ACAAC . one of the rarest draped 
Bust dime marriages  believed that fewer than a dozen are known. 
extensive research notes the two finest both are eF-40, followed by 
the present coin and the reiver coin which is similar but not quite 
as wholesome, with a couple of scratches on that example. The 
present coin is classic deep steel gray with lighter silver devices. 
The surfaces are pleasing with no distractions, just moderate wear 
from circulation. on the reverse the die crack is fairly advanced 
through the n of unITed. other known examples of this die 
pairing are very low-grade, damaged pieces, perhaps another 
two or three examples fall into this category such as the lovejoy 
coin. one of the most coveted of the early dime varieties and an 
obtainable rarity that recently came on the market. 

PCGs Population: 10  20 finer for the date (Ms-64 finest).
#004473

u.s. dIMes

2  photo
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3 84 1803 -2. ar t - . -3 P S . a well-worn deep golden gray 
specimen with a few scattered marks, yet still a coin that is far finer 
visually than the grade suggests. Indeed, the reverse approaches 
F-12 for sharpness and quality in the present writer’s opinion. a 
rare variety in all grades. all that aside, circulation left its calling 
card in the form of worn devices, but we feel you will never see 
a finer aG-03 example of the date, and perhaps even the design 
type. 

reverse die crack at Ca forming a cud.
#004473

3 85 1803 -4. ar t -5. -45 eta ls. obverse pin scratches primar-
ily on liberty’s hair and behind her head. nice golden color and 
traces of blue. The strike is soft as always on liberty’s hair, but 
very sharp on the reverse save for the area surrounding the branch 
which is quite soft, a function of this very late die state, as the sur-
rounding areas are crisp and sharp. The reverse of this variety is 
usually found sharp even on the branch, and the softness in the 
strike seems to be a function of a slightly later die state. a good 
study coin for the specialist. 

ol e  o e  1805 me

3 8  1805 -2. ar t -2. 4 Berr es. S- 2, were it not for signs of 
cleaning and faint tooling along the rim. a well struck example of 
this common date that shows residual lustre from a past cleaning 
and traces of roughness on the obverse rim indicative of brushing 
from a careful repair. draped Bust silver never goes out of style 
and finding a coin that never circulated is always a pleasure. 

3 87 1807 -1. ar t -2. -20 from a technical standpoint. Periph-
eral weakness as often encountered on this issue that was struck 
in large numbers with a single pair of worn dies. Mild surface 
roughness is noted on both sides and softness on the legend, but 
most of the central details are sharp such as liberty’s curls and 
the eagle and motto. 

3 88 1821 -4. ar t -2. ar e ate. -50 details. Hit, bent. smacked 
before liberty’s face on stars three and four with smoothing in that 
area and on the reverse before the eagle’s beak in the left field. 
nice gunmetal toning but a little worse for wear. 

Housed in an au-50 PCI holder.
From our sale of o ember 200 , part of Lot 8 .

3 89 1835 -2. ar t -4. -55 P S . attractive blue, green and rus-
set iridescence over deep silver gray surfaces. a thin, old scratch is 
well hidden on the reverse, but certainly not distracting. nice lustre 
remains giving the piece nice eye appeal. a scarcer die variety. 

#004527

chl  o e  183  me
S- 4 N

3 90 183  -2. ar t -2. S- 4 N . a highly lustrous and crisply 
struck specimen with intense electric blue and varied rose and 
lilac iridescence on both sides. a few light marks will appear 
during diligent magnified examination, though their size is of no 
import. obverse die crack rim to rim from 1:00 to 6:00, though here 
in its faintest stage. Fancy 8 over Block 8 in date. The reference 
on the series notes: “at least six specimens exist in Mint state. 
Finest seen is Ms-63 in a private collection,” though much has 
no doubt changed since the release of that informative volume 
in 1984  indeed, its publication heralded a new era in collecting 
early dimes by die pairings. despite changing populations and 
discoveries of further examples of the variety, the present coin is 
an exemplary example of the issue and will be duly treasured by 
its next steward. 

3 91 1845-O -40 N S . a popular new orleans Mint scarcity in 
the series, particularly at eF or finer. deep golden gray with bold 
golden highlights and no serious marks. 

#004587

3 92 1859 Proof- 4 P S  ACAAC . deep steel gray with rich navy and 
rose iridescence, especially on the obverse. a pleasing coin for the 
grade, nicely struck as should be expected. one of 800 Proofs of 
the date produced. 

Housed in old-style green label PCGs holder.
#004748

3 93 1859 S- 5 N  ACAAC . The central areas are brilliant deepen-
ing to vivid gold, orange, and blue at the rims. The strike is about 
average with sharpness in some area and softness in others. Coined 
during the final year of the liberty seated design type with obverse 
stars. 

#004619
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3 94 1872-  -8 P S . one of the rarest prizes in the liberty 
seated dime series, here presented in a highly collectable and 
relatively attractive grade. deep golden gray surfaces with some 
slate highlights. Well-circulated but not heavily marked, though 
we do note a tiny reverse rim bruise at 9:00. other than that, this 
Carson City Mint rarity, struck to the tune of 35,480 pieces, is as 
nice for the assigned grade as you are apt to see. lIBerTy is plain 
in the obverse shield, and the rims are complete. 

#004657

3 95 1873 rrows. S- 2 P S . attractive satiny lustre on surfaces 
that have some deep russet toning at the edges. The strike is 
decent but for the head which is soft as is often seen. some slight 
repunching is seen on a few of the obverse letters of the legend 
and the left arrow. a nice example for the grade. 

#004665

Po lar 1873-  rrows me ar t

3 9  1873-  rrows. e-15 P S . deep golden gray with some 
slate highlights. sharpness marginally finer than the assigned 
grade but surfaces faintly granular, not an unusual occurrence for 
this rare date. Just 18,791 examples of the date were produced. a 
pleasing example of the date and grade combination, and a coin 
that will be right at home in an advanced liberty seated dime 
collection. 

#004666

3 97 1877 Proof- 4. deep golden gray with reflective fields and frosty 
motifs that exhibit wisps of electric blue iridescence. only 510 
Proofs of the date were struck. Choice for the grade with excep-
tional eye appeal. 

3 98 1877 S- 2. Frosty and lustrous with excellent eye appeal. rich 
gold and orange iridescence glows brightly upon the lustrous 
surfaces. Choice for the assigned grade aesthetically as well as 
physically. 

3 99 1877-  e  re erse. S- . Frosty deep champagne surfaces 
show intense cartwheel lustre and a bold strike for the date. re-
verse doubling noted at one dIMe. a popular Carson City issue 
that never goes begging for attention when a gorgeous example 
such as the present coin enters the auction arena. 

on the Type I style reverse the e of one is very close to the wreath at 
its upper right serif.

3700 1877-S S- 3. satiny and brilliant at the centers with deepening 
gold and peach at the rims. strong lustre graces both sides. 

3701 1882 Proof- 5 P S . deep blue toning over well preserved 
reflective surfaces. Boldly struck with a small amount of wax-like 
substance hidden in the numerals of the date. 

#004779

ho ce  1885-S me ar t

3702 1885-S -55 P S . largely brilliant and still impressively 
lustrous for a coin that spent a modest time in circulation. Warm 
golden hues are settling in nicely on both sides. a few faint tics 
come to light under low magnification, but the overall appeal of 
this low-mintage date from late in the series is substantial. Just 
43,690 examples were struck, the lowest production run of any 
date in the liberty seated dime series from the san Francisco 
Mint. among the 15 finest examples of the date seen thus far by 
PCGs. 

PCGs Population: 5  10 finer (Ms-66 finest).
#004695

3703 r o of bert  Seate  mes  I 1887-S au-58. lightly cleaned 
resulting in a bright surface with some pale gold at the rims. The 
strike is better than average including the head detail I 1890 au-
58. Medium golden and light iridescent toning over surfaces that 
show some light scratches I 1891-O S- 2. reflective fields that 
show some unfinished areas on the obverse and an unretained 
lamination at oF aM. struck from clashed dies with some strike 
weakness seen in the wreath. (Total: 3 pieces) 

3704 r o of mes ll strat  ffere t es  t es  I 1890 au-58 
I 1902 au-58 I 1916 Mercury. Ms-64 FB. each is warmly and 
attractively toned. (Total: 3 pieces) 

2  photo
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S erlat e Proof- 7 1892 me
N  Star es at o

3705 1892 Proof- 7  O N  ACAAC . a splendid Gem hav-
ing sharp frosty devices and blazing mirror fields. The obverse 
has blended gold and pink at the center changing to sky blue 
toward the border. The reverse has vivid blended blue and violet 
iridescence. although 1,245 Proof dimes were coined in 1892, few 
survivors could match the quality offered here as is attested by the 
nGC Census eport data. once this specimen crosses the auction 
block, when will another of equal quality be offered  

nGC Census: 13  none finer within the CaMeo designation. star clas-
sification: 1, none finer, within the CaMeo designation.

#084875

370  1892 S- 5 N . a gorgeous specimen from the first year of 
the Barber dime design type. exceedingly lovely rainbow irides-
cence graces the obverse, while the reverse is a mix of bright mint 
brilliance and pale champagne iridescence. Crisply struck in all 
areas. 

#004796

3707 Pot o rr  of Barber a  erc r  mes  I 1892 au-58. attractive 
deep multicolor toning I 1898 Ms-60. Well struck with a steel-
gray patina I 1900 au-55. some light contact marks over light 
iridescent toning. The surfaces show a light cleaning I 1900-S 

S- 0. a few light hairlines over surfaces that exhibit some PVC 
residue I 1901 au-58. Medium iridescent blue and gold toning I 
1905-S au-55. a few light pinscratches over deep blue and gold 
toning I 190 -S au-58. Heavily cleaned I 1908 S- 0. Cleaned 
leaving a stark silvery tone I 1912 S- 0 or better but the reverse 
shows some light hairlines due to a light wiping I 1912-S au-58. 
lightly wiped with some deep golden toning about the rim I 
1914-S au-58. Well struck with attractive multicolor toning I 1917 

S- 4 B. Bright lustre on surfaces that show some PVC residue 
I 1929-  S- 4. nearly FsB. Cloudy surface residue I 1931-  
au-58. nearly full split bands. decent lustre. (Total: 14 pieces) 

3708 r o of h h- ra e Barber mes  I 1893 S- 2. delightful gold 
and iridescent blue color over well struck surfaces. a thin hairline 
across the obverse keep this coin from a higher designation I 1913 

S- 2. Good lustre on surfaces that show some spotty residue I 
191 -S Barber. S- 3. deep mottled russet and gold toning over 
totally original surfaces. Boldly struck. 

3709 1893-O S- 4 P S . a lustrous dime with very pretty pale 
golden toning. light die clashing can be seen at liberty’s neck, 
and minor striking weakness visible at liberty’s headband and 
hair. 

#004801

S le  em Proof 1895 Barber me
No e ra e  er b  P S

3710 1895 Proof- 7 P S  ACAAC . Intense cartwheel lustre spins broadly 
across frosty motifs and deeply mirrored fields  the gorgeous ton-
ing is deep enough to preclude a dCaM designation from PCGs, 
though the coin certainly has that characteristic. splashes of rich 
crimson and fiery neon blue share the obverse with patches of mint 
brilliance, while the reverse is a study in deep violet, electric blue, 
and rose. no example of the date has been certified finer than the 
present Proof by PCGs ithin any Proof designation. Gem quality 
geared expressly to those who appreciate richly toned 19th-century 
silver coinage. 

PCGs Population: 14  none finer within the designation.
#004879

3711 tet of better ate mes  I 1895-O VG-10. The surfaces have 
a gray patina that shows even porosity I 1900-S au-55. a few 
contact marks on pale gold surfaces I 1905-O eF-40. a well bal-
anced example whose only real problem is a minor contact mark 
in the top leaves of the head I 1921 VG-10. a few facial marks but 
overall a decent example for the grade I 1921-  Fine-15. Good 
detail for the grade. some shelf doubling seen on all four digits 
of the date, the W of We and the B of lIBerTy. (Total: 5 pieces) 

3712 1910 Proof- 4  P S . attractive russet and blue toning 
resides on both the obverse and reverse, enhancing the frosty 
devices. Trace hairlines from a Gem grade. scarce and desirable. 

#084894

3713 1912 S- 5 P S . Generally bright with a dusting of taupe 
toning on both sides. lustrous and sharp for this Philadelphia 
date, with no wreath softness to distract and the surfaces are 
excellent. 

#004860

3714 1914-  S- 7 N . a flashy, lustrous example of the date, 
obverse fully brilliant with intense cartwheel lustre, the reverse 
largely brilliant with a tempering of faint champagne. sharply 
struck. 

#004866

2  photo
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lass c 191 -  erc r  me ar t
ho ce t State, ll Ba s

3715 191 -  erc r . S- 3 B N . year in and year out, since 
the 1930s when collecting by date and mint became popular, 
the 1916-d coin has been the rarity in the Mercury dime series. 
When these were first struck, it seems that nearly all went into 
circulation without numismatic notice, quite unlike some other 
first year of issue coins (the 1909-s V.d.B cent comes to mind). 
Mercury dimes dated 1916-d were rare from the outset. However, 
few people realized this, and scarcely any notice was made of 
them in contemporary catalogues or he umismatist (the only 
monthly journal). not until the 1930s, when Wayte raymond 
began to market coin albums with enthusiasm, followed by 
Whitman and other boards, did date and mintmark collecting 
become popular. By that time, the opportunity to acquire a 1916-
d dime in choice Mint state, as here, was lost. 

The present piece has brilliant, lustrous fields, with a hint of 
iridescent toning. The Full Bands add further desirability, and to 
a large extent, it has been estimated that only one in 10 uncircu-
lated dimes of this date and mintmark qualify for this designa-
tion. Here, indeed, is a numismatic prize  If you are working on 
a set of Mercury dimes and want excellent quality, your search 
ends here. The Ms-63 grade is high enough to be very choice and 
desirable, and yet is tens of thousands of dollars below what a 
piece graded a couple of notches higher would sell for. In other 
words, it may be ideal for many careful buyers. 

#004907

 Seco  t State 191 -  erc r  me

371  191 -  S- 1 B or better with respect to initial appearance. signs 
of a very gentle cleaning. Full split and rounded bands are found 
on this well struck coin. no serious marks are seen, just some 
hairlines due to the aforementioned cleaning. struck from reverse 
die 1 with the mintmark close to the branch but not doubled. Well 
worth your consideration as this date is usually offered in Gem or 
good condition, with very few example in between. 

c rc late  191 -  erc r  me

3717 191 -  erc r . N N  P S . Ms-60 or marginally finer 
in our opinion, but bearing faint brush marks from an early en-
hancement, these mostly visible on the reverse. still, it is a frosty 
pale golden example of the key date in the Mercury dime series. 
lively underlying lustre supports a wealth of varied pale gold and 
champagne hues, along with a crisp strike and excellent overall eye 
appeal. a coin that should be seen to be properly appreciated. 

#004906

e  ate 191 -  erc r  me

3718 191 -  erc r . N  S N S . “Improperly Cleaned.” 
Medium golden gray with warm rose toning highlights. some faint 
hairlines are present from the noted cleaning, though overall the 
strike is bold and the surfaces are finer than the grade qualifica-
tions imply. a key date in the Mercury dime series that is sure to 
see spirited bidding despite its minimal shortcomings. 

#004906

N ce  191 -  erc r  me

3719 191 -  erc r . -45 P S . Medium golden gray with lively 
retained lustre and rich champagne toning highlights. no surface 
marks are visible to the unassisted eye. From a small mintage of 
264,000 pieces, and the key to the entire 20th-century dime series. 
Pleasing examples of this popular rarity are always in demand, so 
plan your bidding strategy accordingly. 

#004906

u.s. MerCury dIMes
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3720 191 -  -45 P S . Medium golden gray with lilac highlights 
on both sides. lightly circulated, but with plenty of eye appeal 
and physical attributes plainly evident. low magnification fails 
to yield a mark worthy of mention. an exceptional opportunity 
to obtain a high-grade eF 1916-d Mercury dime—just be advised 
we expect serious bidding competition. 

#004906

3721 191 -  -3. Pale silver toning over respectable surfaces for the 
grade. no major scratches or rim problems, just extensive com-
mercial wear. The key date to the series and always in demand in 
any condition. 

3722 191 -  erc r . -3. Well-circulated but not heavily marked 
golden gray surfaces. obverse rim to the tops of lIBerTy and 
grazing the lower loop of the 6, reverse rim worn well into the 
peripheral legend in places, all-important d mintmark plainly 
evident. 

3723 Pa r of P S-cert e  B Sa  ra c sco erc r  mes  I 1916-s 
Ms-64 FB. Frosty and lustrous with warm gold toning I 1936-s 
Ms-65 FB. Fully brilliant and highly lustrous. (Total: 2 pieces) 

em ll Ba s 1917-  erc r  me

3724 1917-  S- 5 B P S . lustrous silver surfaces with splashes 
of multicolor iridescent toning. Fiery orange, pink, neon blue, 
gold, and green combine to give this coin a great look. The design 
is boldly struck, as indicated by the fully split bands, and the 
underlying lustre is robust and cartwheeling. The satiny surfaces 
exhibit very few contact marks, certainly none that stand out or 
take away from the general allure of this coin. 

PCGs Population: 33  6 finer within the designation (all Ms-66 FB).
#004913

3725 r o of ear- em erc r  mes  I 1917-d Ms-64. Just a dusting 
of light toning. The strike is average I 1925 Ms-64 FB. Generous 
amounts of satiny white mint lustre and some attractive russet 
toning I 1926 Ms-64 FB. nice peripheral toning. (Total: 3 pieces) 

372  1917-S S- 5 B P S . a delightful Gem. sharply struck and 
satiny. Mostly brilliant surfaces with wisps of gold. despite a 
generous mintage of 27,330,000 pieces, it’s probable that only a 
few hundred survivors in the FB category can be accounted for 
today in Ms-65 and better condition. 

#004915

3727 1917-S S- 4 B P S . delicate teal and gold toning primar-
ily on the obverse, with ample lustre to please the eye. sharply 
impressed and housed in an older green insert PCGs holder. 

#004915

3728 1918-  S- 5 P S . Bright white and lustrous with a solid 
strike but not full on the bands. Mark free surfaces and a beautiful 
example of this early mintmarked date. Housed in an older green 
label PCGs holder. 

#004918

3729 1918-S S- 5 N . Bright white with ample lustre to please 
the collector and a solid strike that just lacks the central division 
on the bands. Two thin die cracks are found on the obverse, one 
up to the bust, the other reaching from the rim toward liberty’s 
nose. scarce and quite pleasing numismatically. 

#004920

3730 1919 S- 5 B P S  ACAAC . a gorgeous beauty with intense 
cartwheel lustre that supports rich gold and champagne hues. 
sharply struck and easily meriting the assigned grade. 

#004923

3731 1920 S-  B P S  ACAAC . Frosty surfaces display intense 
cartwheel lustre and a wealth of varied champagne and gold 
toning. sharply struck as connoted by the label. 

#004929

3732 1920-S S- 4 P S . Boldly struck with satiny lightly frosted 
surfaces, and a hint of toning on the rims. The bands appear fully 
split, but not high and rounded. Probably the best struck example 
that one could find without the Full Bands designation. Truly a 
premium piece. 

em 1921 me

3733 1921 S- 5 B P S . Fresh, bright, white and lustrous. Boldly 
struck the central bands clearly split. one of the key dates in this 
series and always in demand. 

3734 1924-  S- 4 B. Frosty white with a mere dusting of toning that 
attests to its originality. The strike is above average, but perhaps 
not quite enough to earn a higher grade designation. 

2  photo
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3735 1924-S S- 5. deep russet tones grace portions of satiny surfaces 
on the obverse, dramatically outlining the major design elements. 
The reverse is exceedingly brilliant and pleasing to the eye. 

373  1925-S S- 4 B P S . Housed in an older green label holder, 
this tough date shows not only a bold strike but excellent fields 
and surfaces. Bright and lustrous with just a whisper of golden 
toning starting to form in the fields. Close examination shows 
scarcely any signs of contact, and abundant eye appeal. 

#004953

3737 192 -S S- 3 B P S . die clashes are prominent in front of 
liberty’s eyes. a light dusting of golden toning blankets softly 
muted lustrous surfaces. 

3738 1927-S S- 3 B. light streaks of surface residue over softly 
muted satiny surfaces. 

3739 Half a o e  erc r  mes, earl  all w th ll S l t Ba s  I 
1928 Ms-62 FB I 1929 Ms-65 FB I 1929-d Ms-64 FB I 1930 Ms-64 
FB I 1931-d Ms-64 FB. obverse wipe I 1931-s Ms-63, nearly FB. 
reverse wipe. all but the last have lovely and lustrous original 
surfaces with toning on the edges. (Total: 6 pieces) 

3740 1931-S S- 7 N . Impressively toned on the obverse with 
intense iridescent shades of fiery gold, orange, crimson, and violet 
with a splash of mint brilliance at the center. The reverse is brilliant 
with a whisper of faint lilac iridescence. 

#004986

3741 Set of erc r  a  oose elt mes, 1934 to 1955-S. The 1934-d 
is Fine, and the remaining Mercury dimes are uncirculated or close 
to it. several are dramatically toned with outstanding vibrant color, 
and several have full split bands. The 1948-Pds, 1949-s 1950-s, 
1952, 1953, 1954 and 1954-s roosevelt dimes are uncirculated. all 
but the first two Mercury dimes are mounted in a Meghrig album 
page. (Total: 65 pieces) 

3742 193  S- 8 SB N S . sharply struck and frosty. Warmly 
toned in blended orange, pink, and blue. Very close to perfection 
from a technical perspective. This beauty appears to have been 
lovingly cared for since the day it came from the dies. 

#004999

3743 1937 Proof- 5 P S . a lovely, glittering Gem example. essen-
tially brilliant surfaces with just a whisper of gold. From a Proof 
mintage of just 5,756 pieces, the lowest production figure of any 
Proof dime issue coined subsequent to 1936. 

#005072

3744 1939 Proof- 7 N . a glittering white Gem that shows just a 
hint of the usual toning patina common to Proof silver coins of 
this era, but few offer the kind of surface quality seen here. Proof 
Mercury dimes are a delight to study for their artistic designs and 
exceptionally sharp devices. 

#005074

3745 1942 1 Net -30, sharpness of eF-40, lightly cleaned long ago, 
small reverse dig at e in dIMe. Medium golden gray with some 
retained lustre in the protected areas and with deeper golden hues 
among the devices. 

374  1942 1 e-15. some light obverse pinscratches are found on 
lightly toned surfaces. a well balanced example that has the die 
lump between the 4 and the 2 and the die line near the lower 
band on the reverse which attests to its authenticity. Most of the 
circulated examples were found in the mid-1940s in new york 
City, by individuals who handled large amounts of change such 
as transit clerks. a very popular error that is on most collectors’ 
want lists. 

em c rc late  1942 1-  erc r  me
S- 5 B P S

3747 1942 1-  S- 5 B P S  ACAAC . a satiny beauty  Bold cart-
wheel lustre spins broadly beneath a rich array of varied golden 
hues, heaviest on the obverse. The strike is bold, as should be 
expected for the assigned grade. The surfaces hold up well to 
careful scrutiny, and a moment or two of careful study may yield 
a few tiny marks, but the unassisted eye appeal is well above 
that of the assigned grade. a popular overdate, one that was 
not discovered until many years after its initial release, unlike 
its counterpart from the Philadelphia Mint, which was discov-
ered almost immediately upon being placed into circulation. 
an exceptional opportunity awaits an advanced Mercury dime 
specialist. 

#005041

3748 oll of c rc late  1942-S mes, a era e ra e S- 4. all 
are lustrous and attractive, some with faint toning highlights. We 
have not checked for FB specimens so who knows what you will 
find. (Total: 50 pieces) 

3749 1945-S cro S. S- 5 B P S . Bright and lustrous with excel-
lent eye appeal. Pale golden hues grace both sides of this nicely 
struck variety. Tiny s mintmark on reverse. 

Housed in old-style green label PCGs holder.
#005063
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em 1875-  we t  e ts

3750 1875-  S- 5 N . lustrous and very satiny surfaces. Mostly 
brilliant silver from the centers outward, but giving way to golden 
brown and deep blue iridescence at the rims on both sides. slight 
softness is seen in the central details, most notably at the eagle’s 
breast feathers, and liberty’s thigh. a pleasing Carson City issue, 
which rather scarce in the Gem grades. nGC has graded just five 
coins finer. 

nGC Census: 32  5 finer (Ms-67 finest).
#005297

3751 1875-  e-12 N . Medium gray fields with lighter silver 
devices. short-lived denomination combined with the desirable 
CC mintmark. 

#005297

em t State 1875-S 20

3752 1875-S S- 5 N . a highly lustrous and impressively frosted 
Mint state 1875-s twenty-cent piece. The lustre is unyielding, 
with rich cartwheels that enhance the pale champagne and varied 
golden hues. The strike is fairly crisp, with just a touch of weakness 
in liberty’s curls  the reverse is as crisp as ever seen. Variety with 
date numerals in the dentils below the existing date. struck from 
a heavily shattered and rapidly failing reverse die. 

#005298

3753 187  -50. nicely toned with coppery russet in the fields and 
framed in deep blue to the stars. Centennial date issue and a 
pleasing coin for the collector who appreciates colorful toning. 

3754 1877 Proof- 1. scratches on the obverse. one crosses part of liberty, 
her arm and ends in the left field, a couple more are seen below. 
dark gray with lighter devices and hairlines in the fields. Mintage 
of 510 pieces in Proof only, none coined for circulation. 

Proof-O l  1877 we t - e ts

3755 1877 Proof-58 P S . deep golden gray peripheries fade inward 
to medium silver gray. somewhat reflective in the lightly circulated 
fields, with scattered marks there. a Proof-only issue, one of 350 
examples of the date produced. The present specimen may very 
well have been spent during economic hard times in the late 19th 
century, and may even have passed for a quarter dollar in circu-
lation to the benefit of the spender, though this is simply lively 
numismatic conjecture. 

#005305

375  1878 Proof-53 in terms of overall detail. The reverse is sharper. 
Burnishing has resulted in the loss of some obverse definition. 
Polished to bright white with moderate hairlines visible with a 
loupe. light gray to silver on the reverse. a scarce date that was 
only struck in the Proof format with 600 examples, bringing to a 
close this brief issued denomination. 
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e  ate 179  arter ar t

3757 179  Brow -1. ar t -5. -8 P S . Pale silver, gold, and 
gray mingles with deep navy blue toning, with areas of the toning 
turned to scale. strong design elements present for the assigned 
grade, with no heavy marks. a rare and popular one-year-only 
design type  quarter dollars were not produced again until 1804, 
by which time the Heraldic eagle reverse was in use on other 
denominations and was adopted for the quarter. scarce and desir-
able, especially in a highly collectible grade such as offered here. 

Housed in an old-style green label PCGs holder.
#005310

e  ate 179  arter ollar ar t
Brow -2, ar t -3

3758 179  B-2. ar t -3.  S N S . “repaired, Whizzed.” net 
VF-20 for probable value purposes. light silver gray high points set 
against deeper slate fields. scattered marks and uniform patches 
of granularity seen, hairlines from an old cleaning also evident. 
The key date in the early quarter series, and one of the key issues 
in the entire quarter dollar denomination, 1796 to the present. a 
one-year-only type  the small eagle reverse style was abandoned 
after 1796 and the next year of coinage in the denomination, 1804, 
saw the familiar draped Bust obverse coupled with the new—for 
the denomination—Heraldic eagle reverse. Filler examples of this 
popular rarity are typically well-worn and negligible where eye ap-
peal is concerned. The present piece is a trade-off of sorts—plenty 
of “meat” remains but the surfaces are a trifle rough. still, a nice 
opportunity for an alert specialist or early u.s. coinage enthusi-
ast. 

#005310

3759 1805 B-3. ar t -1. -40 P S . Medium to deep steel gray with 
golden gray highlights on the high points. strong mint lustre is 
retained in the protected areas, this in spite of some time spent in 
circulation. Pleasing to the unassisted eye, and a coin that holds 
up well under careful, magnified scrutiny. Choice for the grade, 
undeniably so, and certain to create a spate of strong bidding 
activity. 

#005313

u.s. QuarTers
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Scarce 1805 B-5 ra e  B st arter ar et

37 0 1805 B-5. ar t -5 . e-15 P S . one of the tougher die 
marriages from the draped Bust series and certainly the rarest of 
the 1805 marriages to obtain. Most seen are in lower grades and 
this one is tied for the second best in the most recent John eich 
Journal census from 2006. Pleasing surfaces and color for this is-
sue, although a couple of minor scrapes are found around the e 
of lIBerTy and the eagle’s tail, useful for identification. This die 
pairing is needed by many quarter collectors, and this particular 
coin is much more wholesome than most. 

#005313

37 1 180  B-10. ar t -5. oo -  P S . a scarce variety and one of three 
from 1806 that have earned the coveted rarity-5 level. This particular 
die pairing is found across the grading spectrum, but is still missing 
from many collections. The reverse die failed above the branch and 
this area is often found with die sinking. Medium gray fields with 
lighter silver devices. Pleasing overall for this modest grade. 

#005314

37 2 1818 B-1. ar t -2. -35 N . Gunmetal-gray surfaces with 
blended pink and blue iridescent highlights. The impressions of 
both dies show excellent centering and full dentilation all the way 
around. 

#005322

37 3 1819 B-3. ar t -1. Small 9. -20 N . Pewter gray toning on 
the high points deepens to gunmetal-gray in the fields. delicate 
pink and blue iridescent highlights complement both obverse 
and reverse. The surfaces display the expected level of wear for 
the grade, but virtually none of the contact marks usually seen on 
pieces grading VF. 

The nGC label incorrectly identifies the variety as “B-1.”
#005326

37 4 1822 B-1. ar t -2. -40 N S . deep golden gray with slate 
and olive highlights. some retained mint brilliance can be seen on 
the reverse, especially in the eagle’s plumage. 

#005332

37 5 1824 2 B-1. ar t -3. -35 P S . a well struck example of this 
elusive date with bold definition and dark steel-gray toning with 
lighter hints on the devices. Problem free surfaces and a date which 
is often found rather worn. 

#005335

37  1824 2 B-1. ar t -3. -8 P S . a nice coin that shows a mix 
of gray fields and lighter golden gray worn areas on the devices. 
a couple of toning specks are seen along the rims. a tough date 
that is always in demand, as these simply don’t turn up in quantity 
and many collectors lack an example. scarce in moderate grades 
without problems as seen here. 

#005335

37 7 1828 B-1. ar t -1. -40 P S . Gunmetal-gray surfaces with 
delicate gold and navy blue accents. The impressions of both dies 
show full dentilation and excellent centering. outstanding eye 
appeal for the grade. 

#005342
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em t State 1834 a e  B st arter ollar
om k s Plate o

37 8 1834 B-1. ar t -1. S- 5 P S . a sparkling fresh example 
of this important type issue that is nearly impossible to find this 
nice. delicate gold and yellow toning around the rims, a full and 
complete strike and satin smooth lustre throughout. a thin die 
crack arcs over liberty’s bust and bisects the final star, and clash-
ing exists below her ear from the reverse shield. extraordinary 
quality for this date and type, which is seldom found this nice 
and attractive. 

From our A  sale of the e  ork Connoisseur’s Collection, 
March , 200 , Lot 3  pre iously from Lester Merkin’s sale of October 
9 , Lot 2 3.

#005353

37 9  artet of arter t es  I 1835 B-1. ar t -1. VF-35 in terms of 
wear, but the coin has been polished leaving a bright gray surface. 
a few reverse nicks are present. struck from the late die state with 
the crack at the date and the one at the cap visible as well as the 
crack from sTa through the wing to rIC on the reverse I 1841-O 
au-58. deep gunmetal-gray toning that hides a couple of light 
scratches. a bit soft on Miss liberty’s breast and the eagle’s left 
leg, but overall the strike is decent for this date. double die obverse 
with the shield and legend in the ribbon prominently doubled. 
This coin probably came from the “new orleans Bank hoard” 
unearthed in 1982 I 1918-  S- 2 H. delicate gold toning over 
satiny surfaces. a good strike with full head detail and nearly a 
full shield. a couple of very minor reverse hairline scratches are 
all that keep this wonderful looking coin from a higher grade I 
1928 S- 4 H. a bold strike with strong full head detail and 
full shield lines and rivets. Blast white lustre over nearly pristine 
surfaces. (Total: 4 pieces) 

3770 1835 B-2. ar t -2. S- 2. Fully lustrous and sharply struck 
from lightly clashed dies. Warmly and attractively, albeit artifi-
cially toned in gold, blue, and lilac with wisps of brown at the 
borders. This piece ranks in the lower range of steve Tomkin’s 
Condition Census for the die variety as listed in his Early United 
States uarters 79 - 838  his published roster includes two Ms-62 
examples. 

3771 183  B-3. ar t -1. -55 N  ACAAC . Medium silver gray sur-
faces with light mottled toning and some lustre remaining. struck 
from well shattered dies, with advanced cracks showing on both 
the obverse and reverse. remarkably, these dies held together long 
enough to produce coins showing even later die states. 

#005355

3772 e arter ollar tet  I 1836 B-3. rarity-1. net VF-35, eF-45 
sharpness, some scattered marks, obverse noticeably wiped I 1853 
arrows and rays. VF-30. Medium gray with lively neon blue at 
the rims I 1878-CC net eF-45, au-55 sharpness, hairlined from 
an old cleaning I 1917 Type I. au-58. lustrous silver gray with 
rich rose iridescence I 1932 net au-50, au-58 sharpness, lightly 
cleaned but now retoned. (Total: 5 pieces) 

3773 1837 B-5. ar t -5. -40 P S . a scarce variety that can be 
found in high circulated grades but is still missing from many 
collections. steel-gray fields with darker gray highlighting the 
devices and no surface distractions that impair. 

#005356

ar elo s 1853 rrows  a s arter

3774 1853 rrows a  a s. S- 4 P S  ACAAC . Pale golden toning 
on nearly pristine surfaces. The strike is excellent with most of the 
intricate detail of this coin sharp. Very little in the way of contact 
marks are seen and those that are visible are not that serious. a 
great example of this one year type for which the arrows and rays 
were added to denote a reduction in the weight of the coin. 

#005426

2  photo
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3775 r o of o lar arter ollar es  t es  es rable ra es  
I 1854 arrows. au-50 I 1892-o Breen-4126. Ms-62. Type I. Walter 
Breen considered Type I 1892-o quarters scarcer than the Type II 
variety I 1939-d Ms-64. each is warmly and attractively toned. 
(Total: 3 pieces) 

377  1854-O rrows. H e O. S-501. -35 S N S . 
“Corroded-Cleaned.” net VF-20, sharpness considerably finer, 
as noted, but faintly porous surfaces lightly cleaned long ago. 
Medium golden gray now with slate highlights in the protected 
areas. The scarce and popular variety with a huge, grotesque 
donut-like o mintmark on the reverse, with crumbling letters ar 
d in the reverse denomination below the mintmark. 

#005434

rost  S- 3 1857-O arter

3777 1857-O S- 3 P S  ACAAC . Fully lustrous. Mostly brilliant in the 
central areas deepening to rose toward the borders and blue at the 
rims. Most obverse design features are sharp including liberty’s 
tresses and drapery. The obverse shield is sharp and each of the 
obverse stars shows its divisions. The reverse shows striking soft-
ness at the shield, arrow feathers, and the eagle’s neck and right 
thigh (viewer’s left), but most other design features are as sharp 
as could be desired. an important Condition arity in Ms-63 as 
attested by the PCGs population data. This specimen ranks as the 
finest we can recall having offered in recent times  once it crosses 
the auction block, when will the specialist have the opportunity 
to bid on another example of equal quality  

PCGs Population: 6, 5 finer (Ms-64 finest).
#005443

3778 artet of m le ra e bert  Seate  arters  I 1857-O VF-20. 
Medium gray toning I 1858 VF-30. Pale golden toning. an obverse 
die crack from the right of the digit 8 extending through the toe 
and ending below star 13I 1859 -40. Iridescent blue combined 
with some russet and gold for added appeal. Well struck I 18 0-
O eF-40 or better with some iridescent toning. a good strike on 
surfaces that appear to have been lightly cleaned at one time I 
187  VF-25. Pale gray toning on surfaces that have been decently 
struck. (Total: 5 pieces) 

3779 18 0 S- 4 P S . Frosty lustre. The obverse has pleasing cham-
pagne iridescence at the center deepening to rosy gold and violet at 
the rim. The reverse is mostly brilliant with a splash of blended blue 

and violet-brown by the denomination. sharply struck generally, save 
for flatness at most of the obverse stars and slight softness at liberty’s 
tresses. This beauty holds its own even upon close inspection. 

Breen-4025. Type II obverse and reverse.
#005451

3780 18 8 Proof-55 P S . sharply struck and mostly brilliant with 
wisps of blue and violet at the rims. From a scant Proof mintage 
of 600 pieces. Close examination reveals some faint hairlines on 
the obverse. 

#005567

3781 18 8-S -45 N S . Medium golden gray with some deep 
rose highlights on both sides. strong design elements present 
for the assigned grade. no marks visible to the unaided eye. an 
exceptional, modestly circulated example of this popular semi-key 
date, an issue that saw a production run of just 96,000 pieces. 

#005473

3782 1870 Proof- 3 O N . Frosted steel gray devices and 
lilac mirrors form a pleasing if somewhat somber cameo contrast. 
Choice for the grade. 

#085569

3783 187 -  S- 3 P S . Frosty surfaces. delicately toned with 
pearl gray, orange-gold, and blue predominating. Most design 
features are sharp, but with a touch of softness noted at the top of 
liberty’s head, some of the obverse stars, and a few of the eagle’s 
leg feathers. 

Type I reverse with letters TaTe in sTaTes closely spaced. small CC 
mintmark.

#005502

3784 1877 S-  N . a blazing white coin that shows copious 
mint frost and satin smooth surfaces. on the reverse there is a 
hint of golden toning near the rim, otherwise this is stark white. 
Well struck on the stars and devices, with thin lines in the field 
from the die clashing without a planchet between them prior to 
this one being coined. The second 7 has slight repunching on the 
lower portion. scarce so well preserved. 

#005504

3785 1877 S- 2. Frosty and intensely lustrous with wisps of pale 
champagne at the rims. nicely struck and only a few faint marks 
from a much finer grade. 
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378  1877-  S- 2. Brilliant and lustrous with somewhat prooflike 
fields, and with pale champagne iridescence at the rims. The 
“teardrop” date variety with the bottoms of the 7s in the date 
boldly repunched. Choice for the grade. 

3787 1889 S- 4 P S . Broadly sweeping cartwheel lustre supports 
rich champagne and rose iridescence. a nicely struck survivor 
from a modest circulation strike mintage for the date of just 12,000 
pieces. Choice for the grade. 

#5522

3788 1892 e . S- 4 P S . Frosty lustre. Mostly pearl to pewter 
gray surfaces with wisps and tinges of blue, pink, and violet. 
Coined during the first year of the Barber design type, and pos-
sibly set aside by someone as a memento of the design change. 

Breen-4123. Type I reverse. Walter Breen considered ype  pieces to be 
scarcer than the ype  variety, and although we agree with Breen, we haven’t 
noticed and differences in the valuations of the two types.

#005601

rost  Wh te em 189 -O Barber arter

3789 189 -O S- 5 N . a blazing white Gem that boasts creamy 
lustre and a hint of golden blush. The strike is sharp on all but 
a single obverse star, and sharper than usual on the arrows and 
eagle. as always the dentils are rounded and not crisp around the 
edges. a scarce date with 1,484,000 coined and not many saved 
in uncirculated grades. This is one of the finer examples, with 
just one or two trivial tics on cheek and nose that blend into the 
surfaces. a tough date and worthy of an advanced collection. 

nGC Census: 7  8 finer (Ms-68 finest).
#005614

3790 1900 S- 4 P S . Bright satiny lustre that has a patch of deeper 
russet diagonal across the obverse. a sharp strike further defines 
this date that shows very little in the way of contact marks. 

Po lar 1901-S arter ollar ar t

3791 1901-S  S N S . “Polished.” net eF-40, sharpness 
au-55 or so. deep golden hues have begun to reclaim the lightly 
polished golden gray surfaces of this important key date in the 
Barber quarter series. one of only 72,664 examples of the date 
struck, the second lowest mintage figure of the series and one of 
just two dates with mintages of fewer than 100,000 pieces. nicer 
than our description and the label insert imply. 

#005630

3792 1901-S a r-2 P S  ACAAC . Well-worn, as should be expected 
given the grade, but not heavily marked. Much of the obverse 
periphery is worn to the stars and legend, the reverse well-worn 
into the legends. still, a prized rarity that should suit someone’s 
budget and collection. 

#005630

3793 arter ollar o  I 1907-o au-58 (PCGs). silver devices are 
offset by tawny gold toning in the recesses of the design I 1927-d 
Ms-64 (nGC). Bright and lustrous with a hint of golden toning. 
(Total: 2 pieces) 

olorf ll  o e  1909-S arter

3794 1909-S S-  N . Intense multicolored toning on this boldly struck Gem quarter. rose-gold at the 
center gives way to violet and then to pretty green and blue. one can catch a glimpse of that radiant 
mint lustre at the center of the reverse, before the surfaces are completely engulfed in the shimmery 
toning. Trivial contact marks on liberty’s cheek are well-hidden by the toning. 

nGC Census: 15  4 finer (Ms-67).
#005656

2  photo
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lor o s em 191  Sta  bert  arter  
W th ll Hea

rst Year of ss e

3795 191  Sta  bert . S- 5 H P S . Highly appealing 
for the satiny lustre and delicate golden toning which favors 
the rims. When examined, colorful pastel hues are noted on 
both sides, with hints of greenish rose iridescence and teal blue 
settling into the lustrous fields. The strike is particularly sharp 
on liberty’s head and her shield, areas prone to softness on 
standing liberty quarters. It would be difficult to find a more 
appealing example of this important and desirable coin, not only 
for the Gem surfaces, but also for the sharp strike and beautiful 
toning.

When these new quarters were first designed, they represented a flow-
ering period in american history. With the usual desire to reflect the time 
period in coinage, the gold coins were first to be addressed and changed in 
1907 and 1908 for each denomination, the cent in 1909, nickel in 1913 and the 
silver denominations in 1916 (except for the silver dollar). That denomination 
emerged from hibernation in 1921 with the new Peace design, memorializing 
the First World War and outbreak of peace in 1918 after four horrific years of 
conflict between nations. at last the world would be a better place, and this 
fervent attitude of hope was captured in the coinage of the time.

PCGs Population: 69  14 finer (Ms-67 finest).
#005705

Br ll a t, rost  S- 2 191  arter

379  191  Sta  bert . S- 2 P S . Brilliant and lustrous. a 
thoroughly attractive example of this desirable key issue  among 
the most celebrated varieties of the 20th century. The 1916 has the 
lowest production figure—by far—of any member of the standing 
liberty design type, a scant 52,000 examples were minted. only 
the 1918/7-s commands comparable attention within the series. 
a prize certain to delight advanced specialists. 

#005704

t State 191  Sta  bert  arter

3797 191  Sta  bert . S- 2 N . a highly lustrous example 
of the rarest date in the series, an issue that was produced in one 
brief run of 52,000 pieces. Warm lilac and rich gold hues mingle 
gracefully on the attractive surfaces. low magnification reveals a 
few tiny marks, though the overall appeal is substantial. Choice 
for the grade. 
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ho ce  191  Sta  bert  arter

3798 191  Sta  bert . -58 N . Highly lustrous silver 
surfaces with a rich display of varied gold, peach, sky blue, and 
pale crimson on both sides. a frosty specimen. 

#005704

stro s 191  Sta  bert  arter
W th  ro al

3799 191  Sta  bert . -55 P S  ACAAC . a nice example with 
medium brown and gray toning over surfaces retaining much of 
the original lustre. This particular grade and quality are difficult 
to find. usually 1916 standing liberty quarters are well worn or 
else they are in Mint state. If they are at the au level, they are apt 
to have problems. all things considered, the present piece will be 
just right for many buyers. 

#005704

ollector ra e 191  Sta  bert  arter

3800 191  Sta  bert .  S N S . “Improperly 
Cleaned.” net VF-30 in our opinion. Briskly cleaned long ago, now 
naturally retoning in varied golden hues, especially among and 
around the devices. Close-in examination reveals scattered tiny 
marks but no single blemish that immediately draws the eye. a 
popular rarity in a highly collectable grade, and a coin that should 
be seen before bidding judgment is passed. 

#005704

Po lar 191  arter ollar ar t

3801 191  Sta  bert . -40 S S . Medium golden gray with 
some deeper highlights. a few light marks are noted, the most ap-
parent an old, faint scratch across liberty’s shield. strong design 
elements present including a sharp date and other peripheral 
details.  

2  photo
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3802 1917 e . S- 5 H P S . a satiny coin that shows undi-
minished lustre, a solid strike, and pleasing iridescent golden hues 
on both sides. Full shield rivets as well as ear on liberty, and the 
surfaces show just a few minute tics. a solid Gem example of this 
short-lived type coin. 

#005707

3803 1917-  e . S-  H P S . Beautifully toned with irides-
cent gold and rose toning combined with deeper accents near the 
rims. The strike is precise and complete, and the toning is typical 
of a coin stored for many years in a paper envelope. Clean sur-
faces as expected for the Gem grade, and highly appealing for the 
undiminished lustre and delightful toning. 

#005709

3804 1917-  e . S- 4 H P S . Brilliant and lustrous with a 
whisper of faint champagne iridescence. nicely struck not just 
at liberty’s head but also the shield rivets and the stripes of the 
emblazoned chevron. Choice for the grade. 

#005709

3805 1917-S e . S-  H P S . satiny lustre throughout and 
boldly impressed for this short-lived type. delicate golden toning 
with green and pastel iridescence on both sides combine with the 
lustre to draw the eye to the majestic features. The san Francisco 
issue is scarcer than the Philadelphia or denver coins of this type, 
particularly so with such a bold strike and in Gem condition. ob-
viously this one was put away at the time of issue and carefully 
preserved. 

#05711

380  stro s Sta  bert  a r  I 1917-s Type I. Ms-62. sharply 
struck. Mostly pearl gray with wisps and blushes of golden brown 
and blue I 1930 Ms-64 FH. Pleasing champagne iridescence 
complements both surfaces. (Total: 2 pieces) 

3807 1917 e . S- 4 H. lustrous with a glaze of golden toning 
over the surfaces. one or two tiny tics from a Gem grade, but with 
strong eye appeal. The strike is sharp on liberty’s head with just 
a bit of rounding on the highest points, the shield as well with a 
boss or two slightly weak. Pleasing in every way. 

3808 Select o  of 1917 Sta  bert  arters  I 1917 Type I. Ms-60 
FH or nearly so with a light haze remaining from PVC buildup 
I 1917 Type II au-58. FH. lightly cleaned at one time I 1917-d 
Type II. VF-30. Pale gray patina I 1917-s Type II. au-50. some 
PVC residue present. (Total: 4 pieces) 

3809 1917-  e . S- 4 H. a pleasing white coin that displays 
ample lustre and a sharp strike on liberty’s head and shield with 
all but a couple of bosses sharp. Beautiful uncleaned surfaces with 
natural thin patina. 

a a t em 1917-S e  ll Hea  arter

3810 1917-S e . S- 5 H P S . Frosty and bright with undi-
minished lustre throughout and a bold strike on the devices. Traces 
of russet gold toning are found on the high points of the design, 
from long contact with an envelope or similar coin storage device 
over the years. outstanding surfaces with virtually no signs of 
handling, and abundant eye appeal. The s is repunched low and 
to the right. 

#005719
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are S- 1 1918 7-S arter
e  ar et   the Sta  bert  Ser es

3811 1918 7-S S- 1 N . Pewter gray toning with blended gold and 
lilac accents and a sprinkling of warm charcoal gray and navy blue. 
a desirable and attractive example of this celebrated 20th-century 
delicacy, by far finer than the great majority of examples offered 
over the years. Probably no more than a few thousand examples of 
the 1918/7-s were ever minted, and uncirculated survivors prob-
ably number in the dozens rather than the hundreds. The 1918/7-s 
undoubtedly ranks as the single most desirable liberty standing 
quarter dollar issue in uncirculated grade  only the celebrated 1916 
comes close, while the 1927-s comes in a distant third. 

The existence of the variety is credited to a decline of the Mint’s rigor-
ous quality control protocols during the years of World War I. several other 
famous 20th-century overdates were also produced during times of military 
conflict including the 1918/7-d nickel, the 1943/2-P nickel, and the 1942/1 
and 1942/1-d dimes. about a year ago, the cataloguer (aWP) had an oppor-
tunity to examine some Proof Type II 1942 nickels that appear to have been 
struck from unpolished planchets, something that also attests to a decline of 
quality control standards during a wartime emergency. The 1918/7-s quarter 
dollar obverse die is thought to have been created in late 1917 when the die 
department was making obverse dies for both 1917 and 1918. It’s thought 
that a blank die was first impressed using an obverse hub of one date (prob-
ably 1917), and subsequently annealed in a furnace in the die department to 
eliminate stress-hardening (also called work-hardening). after annealing and 
cooling, the die was reinstalled in the hubbing press, but received a second 
impression from a hub of the other date (probably 1918), and hence the final 
digit in the date has features of both a 7 and an 8.

#005726

es rable 1918 7-S Sta  bert  arter

3812 1918 7-S -35 P S . Classic light silver-gray surface with traces 
of lustre in the fields. The strike was sharp on liberty’s head, but 
of course worn today on the high points of the design. This is the 
later die state with the minor die crack dangling down from the 
T in lIBerTy.  

#005726

3813 1918 S- 4 H. a coin of great beauty for the mint-fresh lustre, 
delicate gold toning and bold strike. The surfaces are excellent too, 
with just a couple of tiny tics from handling, and these are not at 
all distracting. exceptional quality like this is seldom seen these 
days. 

3814 tet of 1918 a  1919 Sta  bert  arters  I 1918 au-
58. 90% full head detail. light golden toning on well preserved 
surfaces I 1918-  eF-40 in terms of wear but has been cleaned 
leaving a dull gray surface I 1918-S VF-25. light gold about the 
edge with the central area showing some gentle cleaning I 1919 
au-55. a decent strike. some moderate gold and gray toning gives 
this coin acceptable eye appeal I 1919-S eF-40. rose-gold color 
over a respectable strike. The reverse shows some scratches in the 
upper legend. a pleasing group. (Total: 5 pieces) 

3815 1918-  S- 5 H P S . Toned with a delicate layer of golden 
iridescence with teal accents near the rims. The strike is sharp on 
liberty’s head with all three leaves well defined and the shield 
has a better than average strike as well. excellent surfaces and a 
coin that has been carefully preserved since the day of its striking. 
scarce and desirable this nice. 

#005723

381  1918-S S- 4 H P S . Bright and lustrous with a hint of 
golden toning around the rims. The strike is sharp with just a hint 
of softness on liberty’s ear, but the leaves are clear. Close scrutiny 
fails to find fault on this early mintmarked quarter. 

#005725

3817 1919 S- 4 H. Bright and quite lustrous for this tough issue, the 
strike is sharp and the surfaces are free of all but minute signs of 
handling. 

3818 1919 S- 3 H. a stunning example with the obverse close to 
superb but there is a coin counting machine scuff on the right side 
of the reverse grazing the stars and portions of the lettering above 
and below. It would be easy to overlook these scuffs as they are 
all on the design elements, leaving the fields virtually untouched. 
Toned with light golden hues and a mix of iridescent colors. 

2  photo
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ho ce 1919-  ll Hea  Sta  bert  arter

3819 1919-  S- 4 H P S . a rare coin in high grade, particularly 
so with a full head on liberty. note the full separation on the 
leaves of her crown, a feature seldom seen on a 1919-d quarter. 
The shield is sharp too with just three of the bosses outlined but 
not quite struck up, everything else is crisp and complete. Glit-
tering lustre throughout and the surfaces show scarcely a hint of 
toning. a stunning example. 

#005731

3820 1919-  e e P S . net Ms-63 FH, skillfully retoned. deep 
steel and slate highlights on lustrous surfaces. raised die line in 
eagle’s right (viewer’s left) wing. 

#005730

xce t o al ll Hea  1919-S Sta  bert  25

3821 1919-S S- 4 H P S . one of the scarcest dates of the series 
to find with a Full Head designation, this 1919-s will amaze even 
specialists for its mint-fresh lustre, prodigious strike, and radiant 
appeal. The surfaces certainly approach Gem quality, with scarcely 
any tics present under the scrutiny of a 10X loupe. satiny lustre 
abounds, with the creamy texture so often lacking on lower quality 
examples. While these are important facets they pale in importance 
to the strike, for well struck 1919-s quarters are extremely rare and 
virtually impossible to obtain, especially with such a sharp shield 
where each shield boss is well defined. a coin for the connoisseur 
exhibiting nearly impossible quality for this elusive issue. 

PCGs Population: 13  14 finer (Ms-67 FH finest).
#005733

3822 1920 S- 4 H. lustrous with a good strike on the devices. Bright 
white with a dusting of russet from long envelope storage. 

3823 Half o e  bert  Sta  arters  I 1920 S- 0 in terms of 
wear but the coin exhibits evidence of a past cleaning. The date 
is weak as is sometimes seen I 1920-S eF-45. Cleaned with some 
PVC residue still remaining I 1924 au-50 but has been previously 
cleaned leaving a bright surface I 1925 au-55 with nice original 
russet and gold toning over well struck surfaces I 192  au-50 
and has been cleaned leaving a bright surface with some PVC 
residue I 1927 S- 0. some lustre is seen under a cloudy film of 
PVC residue. (Total: 6 pieces) 

em ll Hea  1920-  arter

3824 1920-  S- 5 H P S . exceptional quality for this date, with a 
bold strike that includes the leaves on liberty’s head and the shield 
bosses which are clearly outlined and show most of their defini-
tion. The lustre is fresh and has not been diminished by dipping. 
Toned with delicate and attractive iridescent hues of gold, russet, 
and crimson with traces of green and blue surrounding the rims. 
a regal example of this date and a tough denver issue to find so 
well preserved and struck. 

#005737

es rable 1920-S W th ll Hea

3825 1920-S S- 4 H P S . a condition rarity of this series and, like 
so many san Francisco coins from this era, nearly always found 
with a soft strike. The present example is a noteworthy exception, 
with much better than average definition, enough to merit the 
coveted “Full Head” designation from PCGs. The three leaves 
show clearly on liberty’s head and all but a couple of the bosses 
are sharp on the shield and the area immediately surrounding her 
ear. satiny lustre shows through the gentle dusting of golden hues 
which have settled into the surfaces of this near Gem rarity. surface 
quality is clearly at the upper end of the seemingly narrow grade 
range, but the market will determine just how close indeed. 

PCGs Population: 30  21 finer (Ms-66FH finest).
#005739

382  1921 S- 3 H. lustrous and bright with just a hint of hairlines 
from a gentle past cleaning. The surfaces are a trifle hazy but the 
strike is abundant, with full leaves on liberty’s head and the shield 
is quite sharply defined. an impressive example of this date. 

2  photo
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3827 Pa r of ke  ate arters  I 1921 VG-8. Full rims with the date 
plain but a bit weak in places I 1923-S Fine in terms of surface 
wear but the date is a bit soft but is readable. a trio of reverse 
pinscratches is noted which are of old vintage. a pair of scarce 
dates that are not always offered. (Total: 2 pieces) 

3828 1923 S-  N . satiny white lustre with a trace of gold start-
ing to form—delightfully appealing. The strike is average for the 
year with the head not quite full on liberty, although the shield 
is sharp on all the bosses. Mark-free save for the most minute tics 
from handling. a beautiful coin indeed. 

#005742

3829 1923 S- 5. splendid mint bloom on both sides with some very 
delicate gold toning seeping from the obverse edge. Well struck 
with full shield and rivets visible. The head detail is weakened by 
a very light circular counting wheel scuff that circles the obverse. 
an unfortunate occurrence as this coin is lovely in appearance. 

3830 1923 S- 4 H P S . a lovely example of this date which boasts 
a full strike on liberty’s head and the shield. Generally bright 
white with a dusting of light golden toning over lustre. a strong 
loupe will fail to find fault in the surfaces, as they show scarcely 
any signs of handling. another coin that shows exceptional eye 
appeal, lustre, and surface quality along with the sharp strike. 

#005743

3831 1923 S- 4. Medium russet and gold areas on the obverse while 
the reverse revels in glorious mint bloom. a superb strike is slightly 
marred by a light circular scuff that affects the head detail and the 
1 of the date.  

3832 1923 S- 4. light golden toning over fully original surfaces with 
only a light circular scuff preventing a superb rating. It still remains 
a wonderful example with great mint bloom. 

3833 1923 S- 4. an abrasion through what appears to have been a 
somewhat well struck head. deep gold and russet toning on the 
obverse while the reverse is bright and lustrous. 

3834 1923 S- 3. a large area of dark, somewhat chalky toning on the 
obverse, but highly lustrous and largely brilliant on the reverse. 
The strike is decent although the head detail is not full due, and 
an abrasion is seen across this area under magnification. a tiny 
rim tic at 10:00 on the obverse is minor, and noted for accuracy. 

a tast c 1923-S em ll Hea  arter

3835 1923-S S-  H P S . especially bright and lustrous for this 
key date, with radiant eye appeal and satiny lustre throughout. 
The surfaces are pristine and yield just a few widely scattered tics 
from handling with extreme scrutiny placing this coin near the 
top of those known in absolute quality terms. The strike is full 

with rounded head details and all the bosses on the shield struck 
up nicely. White save for a few patches of light russet-gold, and a 
simply stunning coin that any numismatist will long cherish. 

#005745

383  1923-S -50 S N S . “Cleaned.” net eF-45. Pale 
champagne and rose toning highlights are beginning to stake a 
claim to the surfaces. a popular semi-key date. 

#005744

3837 1924 S- 5 H N . radiant lustre graced by delicate and 
attractive golden toning. The strike is sharp enough on the three 
leaves and ear to bring them fully up, not quite so on the shield 
where a couple of bosses are blunt, but the eye appeal and surface 
quality will put those to rest. This is a splendid example for the 
date specialist. Housed in an older, fat nGC holder. 

3838 1924-  Shar ess of S- 4 H, but lightly cleaned in the past with 
faint hairlines visible upon close inspection. a scarce date when 
found with a full head, and this one is especially sharp with bold 
definition on liberty’s head and the shield bosses have merely 
a hint of softness on their rounded tops. Toned with russet-gold 
over lustre which has formed primarily near the rims while the 
centers are brighter silver. Clean surfaces that show one or two 
tics from bag handling, and still far and away nicer than the vast 
majority of this issue to pass through our doors. 

3839 1924-S S- 4. Housed in an Ms-65 (seGs) holder, 95% Full Head 
noted on the insert. examination shows the three leaves on the 
crown well defined with just slight softness on her temple and 
ear, as well as a couple of shield bosses—otherwise this one is 
sharp for this usually poorly struck issue. satiny lustre throughout 
with a hint of light gold toning and faint specks attesting to the 
original nature of the surfaces. This has the appearance of having 
just come out of a roll, as it obviously has not been mishandled 
or dipped, unlike the vast majority of this date and mint. surface 
quality invites scrutiny as so few are found in Gem grades, and 
scarcely any tics can be located with a strong loupe. a delight for 
the connoisseur. 
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3840 1924-S S- 3. outstanding visual allure for the condition, with 
bright lustre on surfaces that exhibit a decent strike including a 
strong date area which is unusual. The head and shield detail are 
a bit soft, but the overall appeal is exceptional. 

S erlat e 1925 S- 7 arter
ll Hea  es at o

3841 1925 S- 7 H N . a splendid, lustrous Gem that closely ap-
proached perfection. liberty’s chain mail is bold and most of the 
bosses on the shield are sharp. Warmly and attractively toned in 
blended gold and lilac-gray. although readily available in Ms-64 
and lower grades, examples in Ms-67 condition are important 
condition rarities. once this beauty crosses the auction block it 
might be a year or more before another example of equal quality 
makes an appearance. 

nGC Census: 12  none finer within any designation.
#005753

3842 1925 S- 5 H. Fully struck on liberty’s head and toned with 
satiny golden hues over pristine surfaces. It would be difficult to 
improve on this regal example. 

3843 192  S- 4 H. satiny and bright with a few patches of darker 
blue tucked into the design recesses. on liberty’s head the three 
crowning leaves are sharp, and the shield shows all the bosses, 
although the usual central pair are not quite fully brought up. 

3844 192 -  S- 5 N . richly lustrous with splashes of gold and 
brown on both sides. a low-mintage issue, but one for which some 
small hoards survived into the 1950s, after which examples have 
become widely scattered. 

#005756

Sat  ll Hea  192 -  Sta  bert  arter

3845 192 -  S- 4 H P S . Bathed in satiny lustre with strong 
eye appeal and a trace of toning near the rims. The strike is sharp 
on liberty’s head with all three leaves crisp. Minor softness on 
the usual two shield bosses, but far and away better struck than 
usually seen. surface quality is top-notch, although a faint scuff 
crossing liberty’s mid section is noted, as are a scattering of ticks 
from brief bag handling. a significant rarity with the Full Head 
designation, PCGs has awarded this to about one coin out of every 
40 of this date they have graded. 

PCGs Population: 30  29 finer (Ms-66 FH finest).
#005757

em ll Hea  192 -S arter

384  192 -S S- 5 H P S . a beautiful Gem example of this date 
and mint which is tough to find so nice. sharply struck on liberty’s 
head, and though a trifle soft on the shield rivets at the lower left, 
as is typical, this is an outstanding example overall. radiantly 
lustrous on both sides, with just faint accents of original toning 
adding to the aesthetic appeal. a rare date to find so fine, and a 
prize for the liberty standing quarter specialist. 

#005759

3847 1927 S- 5 H. satiny lustre, well struck and highly appealing 
for the splash of crimson toning near liberty’s head and delicate 
green and blue iridescent hues surrounding the rims. remarkably 
fresh and free of problems. 

3848 1927 S- 4 H N . a satiny beauty with active underlying 
lustre that supports rich rose and dusky lilac iridescence on both 
sides. some deep violet toning caresses the design outlines. 

3849 1927-  S- 4 H. Creamy white lustre and just a hint of golden 
toning over the surfaces. There is a minor scuff on liberty’ chest, 
but the fields and other devices are clean and attractive. sharp on 
liberty’s head but the shield bosses show the usual minor striking 
softness. 

3850 artet of late ate Sta  bert  arters  I 1927-  au-55. 
soft golden toning on decently preserved surfaces. some light PVC 
residue is present I 1928 S- 3. attractive deep gold and russet 
toning on surfaces that show a very good strike I 1929-S au-50 
but has been cleaned and now has a white, cloudy surface I 1930 
au-58. nice lustre but has a cloudy residue remaining. (Total: 4 
pieces) 

2  photo
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he  of the Sta  bert  arter Ser es
1927-S S-  W th ll Hea

e  W th O e Other or the est ra e

3851 1927-S S-  H P S . radiant lustre throughout and toned 
with rich coppery gold toning on both sides, primarily near the 
edges with the centers brighter. absolutely full on liberty’s head, 
with all three leaves clearly defined and just a hint of softness on 
her ear. on the shield all but the usual two bosses are sharply de-
fined, and this is as good a strike as this date ever has. specialists 
know that finding a 1927-s with a Full Head is virtually impossible, 
out of the original mintage of 396,000 far fewer than 1% show a 
full head. This is borne out by the PCGs Population eport which to 
date notes the total number of Full Head examples of this date as 
22 pieces, compared with 1,148 graded pieces not showing the full 
head striking characteristics (some of these are in lower circulated 
grades of course). This compares favorably with the key 1918/7-s 
overdate, where PCGs reports a total of 23 have been seen with 
Full Head strikes. a finer example of this date and mint likely does 
not exist, and the present coin is reported as tied with just a single 

other example as Ms-66 FH between the two grading services.
This coin has been off the market for many years and has not 

been seen by noted expert on the series J.H. Cline. In his fourth 
edition of Standing Liberty uarters, Cline says that one of the 
other PCGs Ms-66 FH pieces was crossed to nGC but was not 
removed from the PCGs Population eport, so the present coin is 
thus the only PCGs Ms-66 FH coin in existence. For the specialist 
of the series, a more important coin can scarcely be imagined. 
Close examination of the surfaces finds no faults, they approach 
pristine in quality. PCGs reports that there are four examples of 
this date that merit an Ms-67 grade, but these do not have the Full 
Head designation. one of the highlights of the present sale and 
worthy of a record bid. 

PCGs Population: 2  none finer.
#005765
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3852 1928 S- 4 H. satiny and highly original for this common date, 
with blazing white lustre and a solid strike on liberty’s head leaves 
and the shield that shows just trace of softness. small specks of 
toning are found attesting to the originality. 

3853 1928-  S- 4 H P S . Flashy white lustre and toned with 
rich iridescent hues around the rims and devices. The strike is 
bold on liberty’s three leaves, and the shield is sharp save for 
the ever soft two bosses on the shield. a hidden tic or two blends 
into the lettering and skirt folds, but certainly the appearance of 
a Gem although perhaps technically a hair short of this coveted 
grade level. 

#005769

S le  S erb em 1928-S S S- 7 ll Hea

3854 1928-S S P-001. S- 7 H N . as nice as this date is found 
and especially rare with the s/s feature and certainly the finest 
example of this variety graded between the two grading services. 
radiant lustre, toned with appealing teal, russet and gold on both 
sides. especially sharp on liberty’s head, the shield has the usual 
trace softness on the lower left bosses. a specialist’s coin that is 
likely the very finest known of the variety, and currently the finest 
graded by two points. 

nGC Census: 1  none finer.

3855 1928-S S- . super mint bloom on both sides with just a trace of 
obverse toning. a comma-shaped depression between the T and 
y of lIBerTy on the obverse is probably a struck-through flaw 
created at the mint. The reverse shows noticeable die clashing in 
the eagle’s right wing which gives the appearance of an upturned 
wing feather. Quite an unusual coin. 

385  1928-S S- 5 H N . Fully brilliant and intensely lustrous. 
#005771

3857 1928-S S- 5 H N . a beauty with rich teal and russet toning 
over both sides from long envelope storage. The strike is bold and 
the surfaces are excellent. This date is not too tough in Gem grades, 
but finding an example with this much eye appeal is never easy. 

#005771

3858 1929 S- 4 H. lustrous and sharp with speckled gold toning 
on both sides and one minor scrape below the left wing of the 
eagle. 

3859 1929-  S- . nearly Full Head. Thick mint lustre on both sides 
and generally bright with a hint of orange-gold toning forming. 
nearly a full head save for the lower leaf which is not quite com-
plete. The surfaces are a delight to study with virtually no signs 
of contact. 

38 0 1929-S S- 4 H. silver lustre on both sides and toned with pat-
terns of dark gray to russet near the rims. sharply struck and well 
preserved. 

38 1 1930 S- 4 H. This one has mint-fresh lustre and a bold strike 
on liberty’s head while the shield has minor softness on the two 
bosses that are always found softly struck. White save for small 
patches of russet toning, and the surfaces are wonderfully free of 
handling marks. Final year of issue and a delight to study. 

38 2 1930-S S- 5 H. satiny lustre and sharp on liberty’s head but 
a trifle soft on the shield bosses near liberty’s mid section. a 
couple of tics from a superb grade, but certainly with more eye 
appeal than commonly found. another solid example from this 
memorable collection, and a coin that would be hard to best. 

ttract e 1932-  arter

38 3 1932-  S- 3 or finer. satiny smooth surfaces with have the look 
of a higher grade. Well struck with some pale gold toning adding 
character to this key date coin. With fewer than 500,000 pieces 
struck for this issue, and with many heavily worn, a nice fresh 
original example such as this is a welcome treat. 

38 4 1932-  -58 P S . delicate gold toning over wonderfully 
preserved surfaces. a tiny bit of light rub on the highest points 
keeps this coin out of the full Mint state category  otherwise this 
example has better appeal than many Ms-60 graded examples. The 
key date to the series and always in strong demand. Well worth 
a closer inspection so that the prospective buyer can make a wise 
bid. 

#005791

38 5 Pa r of ke  ate arters  I 1932-  au-50. Good details but has 
a PVC film on the surface I 1932-S au-58. lustrous but has been 
lightly cleaned with a light hazy film still remaining. a scarce pair 
that should be viewed. (Total: 2 pieces) 
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38  1932-S S- 4 P S . a deeply toned example of this popular 
key date from the first year of the Washington quarter series. Vi-
brant lilac and muted rose iridescence graces the obverse, while 
the reverse sports vivid lilac, gold, and silver toning highlights. 
Highly lustrous. 

#005792

38 7 1932-S S- 1 N . Mostly gold-gray with blushes of brown-
violet and navy blue. a sprinkling of charcoal gray can be seen 
toward the borders. The 1932-s is notable for having the smallest 
mintage of any issue in the Washington quarter series, just 408,000 
pieces. always a popular issue with specialists. 

#005792

38 8 1941 Proof- 7 N . Highly reflective silver surfaces with rich 
golden toning and some faint cloudiness noted. 

#005980

u.s. HalF dollars

u.s. FloWInG HaIr HalF dollars

o el  a  are 1794 Half ollar
O erto -101, rst of ts 

38 9 1794 O erto -101. ar t -4. -40 P S . The first silver coins 
struck at the united states Mint were produced in late 1794 and 
included half dollars, as here, and 1,758 silver dollars. although 
the Coinage act of april 2, 1792 provided for the issuance of gold 
and silver coins, surety bonds of $10,000 each were required from 
Chief Coiner Henry Voigt and assayer albion Cox before they 
could mint pieces in precious metals. In 1794 the requirement 
was reduced and satisfied, and silver coinage commenced. The 
production of dollars proved to be difficult, with all pieces weakly 
struck at the lower left obverse, and often with other problems. 
Consequently, the idea was abandoned after relatively few were 
struck, and the denomination did not recommence until the 
next summer when a larger capacity press was available. In the 

meantime, the 1794-dated half dollar and its successor, the 1795, 
were the largest currently produced silver coins in america. dies 
dated 1794 were made up for the half dime, but were not used at 
the time, and were first employed in 1795. The presently offered 
coin, certified by PCGs, is easily one of the nicest known of this 
particular variety, seemingly the first off the press. some examples 
range into Mint state, but still, in high grades the 1794 is elusive. 
The present coin will be just right for anyone wanting a quality 
example for a type set or a variety set. 

PCGs Population: 4  16 finer (Ms-64 finest).
This is the usual die state for the variety with a thin die crack to the wreath 

from the rim between the words unITed sTaTes.
#006051

2  photo
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ttract e 1794 low  Ha r Half ollar

3870 1794 O-101. ar t -3 . e-15 P S . light silver-gray toning 
with slightly darker hues adhering near the devices which provides 
further depth of field. There is a minute rim tic at 8:30 on the obverse 
and another on the reverse edge above oF. The surfaces are smooth 
and show no other distractions or disturbances worthy of attention. 
First year of issue of the brand new half dollar denomination and 
struck in limited quantities. These halves have found appreciative 
collectors for many years as an affordable alternative to the dollars 
of 1794, with as much history and importance in many regards. 
Middle die state with the reverse die showing a thin crack through 
the F in oF which extends lightly up toward the final s of sTaTes, 
just falling short and thus not the “a” die state. 

er Po lar 1794 low  Ha r Half ollar

3871 1794 O-101a. ar t -4. N N  P S . Fine-15 details, but 
the surfaces have been altered. The surfaces appear to have been 
cleaned in the past, but there is a lot of hair definition, and the 
rims and devices are all solid. dark golden gray toning on both 
sides. The present coin has a lot to offer and virtually all 1794 half 
dollars have been cleaned in the past to some degree, this one a 
bit more than others, but it is still a rare and desirable example of 
this first year of issue of the denomination. 

#006051

Scarce 1794 low  Ha r Half ollar

3872 1794 O-10 . ar t - -. e-12. The surfaces show a few scattered 
marks and nicks expected for the grade, and possibly some faded 
adjustment marks above liberty’s bust in the field. Toned with 
gunmetal-gray fields with lighter devices and reasonably attractive 
for this first year of issue. The o-106 is a tough die marriage with 
perhaps 25 to 30 known in all grades, this one near the middle 
in terms of quality. solid rims and the devices are not unevenly 
worn, and a good candidate for a type or variety collection. 

3873 1795 O-102. ar t -4. e-15. areas of sharper details. liberty’s 
hair retains stronger definition than the grade indicated but the 
eagle’s feathers show more wear and hence our conservative 
grade. The color is muted silver-gray with darker fields and lighter 
devices. surfaces show the usual light disturbances and the rim 
has a couple of taps on it, but the edge lettering is sharp and clear. 
attractive gunmetal-blue on the reverse rim. 

H h- ra e 1795 low  Ha r Half ollar

3874 1795 O-103. ar t -5. -58 N . Tied with a couple of oth-
ers as the finest seen of the variety of this scarce die pairing. The 
obverse is sharp with full definition on liberty’s hair and the stars 
are crisp save for one or two diminished by crossing adjustment 
marks on that side of the coin. The reverse is sharp too, with no 
weakness on the eagle or legend. a couple of thin die cracks are 
seen in the legend. Toned with gray and gunmetal hues. 

#006052

2  photo
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1795 hree ea es Half ollar
 e che  ate, O-111

 lass c ar t

3875 1795 1795 O-111. ar t -4 . 3 ea es. -30 P S  ACAAC . This 
lovely coin is a double header in terms of variety desirability. The 
obverse has the date double punched, dramatically so, only low 
magnification is needed to see it. This is spectacular and on its 
own would attract a lot of attention. However, the main point of 
advantage is that on the reverse there are only three leaves under 
the eagle’s wing on both sides, instead of two on all other dies. 
This variety, listed in the Guide Book of United States Coins and 
elsewhere, has been in great demand for a long time. The pres-
ent piece is attractive medium gray with evenly worn surfaces. 
The characteristic die crack on the reverse is, of course, present, a 
hallmark for the variety and no doubt explains its elusive nature 
today. Considering the great demand for the variety and with only 
nine other certification events (not necessarily different coins) at 
PCGs, and only four higher, this piece should attract a lot of at-
tention as it comes up for bidding. 

PCGs Population: 10 in the VF category  4 finer (Ms-61 finest).
#006053

ho ce  1795 Half ollar
O erto -11 , ar t -4

387  1795 O-11 . ar t -4. -25 N . Medium lilac-gray with golden 
high points. Modestly circulated but not heavily marked, with no 
apparent marks visible to the unassisted eye. We do note some 
mint-caused planchet adjustment marks at 3:00 and other places 
on the obverse rim, but, as noted, circulation was kind to this 
particular specimen. a pleasing example overall of a moderately 
scarce variety. 

#006052

Po lar 1801 ra e  B st Half ollar

3877 1801 O-101. ar t -3. -40 P S  ACAAC . Toned with an array 
of gold and russet with traces of gunmetal on both sides. The 
strike is sharp as usual and the surfaces average for a coin that 
saw limited circulation. after coinage stopped in late 1797 for this 
popular denomination, this new heraldic eagle design became the 
fashion and it lasted until 1807. as a date the 1801 half dollar was 
not saved in great numbers so most show substantial wear and 
have surface problems from hard circulation. 

#006064

3878 1801 O-101. ar t -3. -30 P S . Medium gray with hints of 
gold intermixed in the fields. Pleasing hair definition on liberty 
and average surfaces beneath the toning. die rust shows on the re-
verse as always seen in the form of lumps through the legends. 

#006064

2  photo
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ho ce  1801 Half ollar
O erto -102, H h ar t -4

3879 1801 O-102. ar t -4 . -35 P S . deep olive-gold surfaces 
with warm golden high points. a pleasing coin for the grade, both 
aesthetically and physically, with all the charms of an even finer 
grade. The strong design elements and no heavy marks to assail 
the unassisted eye. Choice for the grade, undeniably so. 

#006064

3880 1803 O-104. ar t -3. Small 3. -45 N S . Medium steel 
gray with lively rose and golden iridescence on both sides. Plenty 
of retained lustre graces the protected regions. no heavy marks 
present, making for an excellent example of the date and grade 
combination. 

#006066

ho ce  1805 4 Half ollar
est O-101a ert e  b  P S

3881 1805 4 O-101a. ar t -3. -45 P S . deep golden gray with 
lilac high points. a pleasing specimen with a whisper of retained 
lustre in the recessed design areas. no heavy marks are present, 
and the unassisted eye appeal is nothing short of superb. overdate 
details plainly evident to the unaided eye. Choice for the grade. 

PCGs Population: 1  none finer within the o-101a designation.
#39291

3882 1805 4 O-102. ar t -3. -45 detail but noticeably cleaned and 
retoned pewter gray. Wire brushed on the reverse with trace 
evidence seen on the stars and clouds with horizontal hairlines 
and a scrape is noted on the (unI)T. a scarce overdate which is 
tough to locate in this grade and a coin with a decent appearance. 
Certainly one that would cost multiples of the price were it entirely 
wholesome. such coins are a relative bargain today as slightly 
less cleaned and deemed wholesome examples bring substantial 
premiums to an example like this that offers virtually the same 
definition but less original mint lustre and surface quality. 

3883 1805 O-104. ar t -5-. -45 N . light silver with traces of 
lustre in the protected areas with flecks of colorful russet and 
blue near the rims. rather sharp and pleasing for this die pairing, 
which is seldom found in high grade. The present coin is certainly 
Condition Census for the variety and a worthy acquisition for the 
specialist. This series is one of the most underrated and under 
collected of all united states silver or copper coinage, as several 
advanced collections have recently come on the market generating 
tremendous opportunity for collectors to buy Condition Census 
coins that have been off the market for generations. 

nGC Census: 2  none finer within the designation.
#006069

3884 1805 O-107. ar t -5. -35 P S . another scarce die pairing 
and this one is right at the lower end of the Condition Census and 
probably just misses by a single grade. Traces of lustre in the fields 
and the planchet show diagonal streaks from the rolling process. 
no surface problems and this variety is seldom offered in high 
grade. 

#006069
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stro s -55 180 5 O-101 Half ollar
mo  the est Offere   ece t Years

3885 180 5 O-101. ar t -3. -55 N . lustrous surfaces. Mostly 
pewter gray toning in the fields with blushes of gunmetal-gray on 
the high points of the designs. The strike is typical for the era, with 
sharpness in some areas and softness in others. scarce this nicely 
preserved  probably among the top 10 or 15 finest specimens of the 
die variety to cross the auction block in the last decade. desirable 
and eagerly sought in au and higher grades. 

nGC Census: 2  2 finer within the o-101 designation (au-58 finest).
#006077

388  180 5 O-101. ar t -3. -45 P S . an attractive example for 
the grade with much satiny mint lustre surviving in the protected 
areas and around the stars, letters, and numerals. Partially bril-
liant with blushes of blended gold, pink, and blue. The reverse, 
in particular, shows excellent centering and full dentilation all the 
way around. 

#006077

3887 180  O-10 . ar t -4. ob , Stem. -55 N . dark golden 
gray toning with colorful traces in the fields as well. The strike is 
sharp on liberty and the reverse save for the single star and pair of 
clouds opposite liberty’s bust. Traces of lustre peek through from 
the protected areas. average surfaces show tics from circulation 
and a couple of unimportant scratches, expected on silver coins 
from the period. The Knob 6 obverse dies are underrated and 
much scarcer than the Pointed 6 style used later in 1806. 

nGC Census: 1  2 finer within the designation (au-58 finest).
#006075

Po lar 180  O-109 Half ollar
Po te  , No Stem ar et

3888 180  O-109. ar t -1. Po te  , No Stem. -53 N . a 
lovely specimen for the grade. Gunmetal-gray toning overall 
with blended pink, blue, and gold accents. Both the obverse and 
reverse show complete dentilation. The obverse shows somewhat 
better centering than the reverse, a feature which suggests that the 
obverse die may have installed in the anvil position of the coinage 
press when this piece was minted. 

o el  H h- ra e 180  O-109a Half ollar

3889 180  O-109a. ar t -3. Po te  , No Stem. -58 P S . as 
most prospective bidders know, among certified coins the qual-
ity of pieces within a given grade can vary. The present coin is 
graded au-58 by PCGs and we consider it to be a high-end piece, 
comparing quite favorably to more than just a few half dollars of 
this type that are in the Mint state category. Moreover, the obverse 
is attractive lavender and gray and the reverse is medium gray, 
with much underlying mint frost. an outstanding coin worthy of 
a strong bid. 

PCGs Population: 17  20 finer (Ms-64 finest).
#006073

3890 180  O-109a. ar t -3. Po te  , No Stem. -50 P S . 
lustrous and bright with attractive golden hues near the rims. 
The surfaces are busy with tiny tics from circulation, many of 
them naturally hidden by the devices. later die state with rust 
in the fields which appears as tiny raised lumps on the coin, and 
all examples struck from this later die state display this feature. 
Thin die cracks extend in from the rims to relieve the stresses of 
striking bins of silver planchets. 

#006073
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3891 180 erte  . O-111. ar t -3. -20 P S  ACAAC . deep 
golden gray with lively mellow gold toning on the high points. 
a few faint marks can be seen, none of them heavy or recent. a 
popular and famous variety among collectors as well as those who 
simply like to day trip through the ed Book. 

#039336

o t o  e s s ho ce 180  O-115a

3892 180  O-115a. ar t -2. Po te  . Stem. S- 3 P S . a beautiful 
coin that boasts light sea green and blue toning around the rims, 
steel gray centers and a decent strike. The obverse and reverse 
stars are all present and struck up, unlike other varieties of 1806 
half dollars that are often found poorly struck up. lustre peers 
up from the fields, especially on the reverse where the devices 
protect it better. appealing surfaces that reveal no distractions or 
disturbances, just the expected die cracks and clashing particular 
to this die pairing. an impressive example of the draped Bust 
design and an important opportunity. 

#006071

es rable -53 180  O-120 Half ollar

3893 180  O-120. ar t -3. Po te  , Stem. -53 N . Pewter gray 
surfaces with delicate blue and violet highlights. Two or three tiny 
spots can be seen on liberty’s hair ribbons. Both sides display com-
plete border dentilation, and the obverse—in particular—shows 
excellent centering. a popular variety that can be easily identified 
by the presence of “die defect lines” at the two upper corners of 
the eagle’s shield. scarce this nicely preserved, probably on the 
roster of the top 10 to 20 examples of o-120 that have crossed the 
auction block in the past decade. 

nGC Census: 1  6 finer within the designation (Ms-64 finest).
#006071

3894 180  O-121. ar t -4. Po te  , Stem. -8 P S . Worn smooth 
at the left center of the obverse, likely the result of unevenness due 
to die failure as the remaining area shows comparatively good 
detail. Medium gray, with olive and golden brown toning around 
the rims. 

#006071

ttract e -53 1807 ra e  B st Half ollar

3895 1807 O-102. ar t -2. ra e  B st. -53 N . eye appeal 
comes to the fore with this beauty. Blended champagne and lilac-
gray toning at the centers deepens to navy blue and rose-orange 
toward the borders. Both sides display complete dentilation, and 
the obverse shows nearly perfect centering. The strike is typical for 
the era with sharpness in some particulars and softness in others. 
Coined during the final year of the draped Bust design type. 

#006079

389  1807 O-102. ar t -2. ra e  B st. -40 N . largely light silver 
gray with some dark toning at the rim in places. Both sides, but par-
ticularly the reverse show far more original lustre than usually seen 
at this grade, so it is clear that what has been deemed straightforward 
wear in assignment of the grade is at least partially due to soft striking 
details, a typical situation for half dollars of this period. 

#006079

2  photo
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3897 1807 O-102. ar t -2. ra e  B st.  S N S . edge 
damage (not seen thanks to encapsulation). nice original surfaces 
of medium silver and gray. The obverse is weak as is usual, but 
the reverse is well impressed and evenly balance. Heavy die clash-
ing seen at the oF on the reverse. due to the encapsulation, one 
cannot see the edge which has been “spooned.” one really has to 
examine this coin hard to see it. This example has a good appeal 
despite the problem. 

3898 1807 O-102. ar t -2. ra e  B st. -25. light gray and gold 
frame the rim while the centers are bright gray probably due to a 
past light cleaning. a very good strike for this date with just some 
normal weakness in the hair. late die state with the stars and the 
reverse legend drawn toward the edge. a very pretty type coin 
for someone who needs the draped Bust left, large eagle type 
for their collection. 

3899 1807 O-111b. ar t -5. a e  B st. Bear e  o ess  Ob erse, 
50 20 e erse. e-12 P S . Medium golden gray with lighter 
high points. a pleasing example of the rare and popular Bearded 
Goddess variety, so-named for the die break that extends from the 
chin to the breast below. a highly collectable example of one of the 
most venerated varieties of the Capped Bust half dollar series, a 
coin that will certainly serve to fill that glaring hole in your early 
half dollar variety collection. 

#006079

es rable -55 1807 a e  B st 50

3900 1807 O-112. ar t -1. a e  B st. -55 N  ACAAC . attrac-
tive russet-gold and rich blue toning accents the stars, legends and 
devices of the obverse and reverse. Traces of lustre in the fields. 
always a trifle soft on the curls and left wing of the eagle, as strik-
ing challenges were addressed by new Mint engraver John reich. 
This example is particularly attractive and although a common 
die pairing, all 1807 Capped Bust halves are in strong demand. 

#006086

xce t o all  o e  H h- ra e 1807 Small Stars 50

3901 1807 O-113a. ar t -3. a e  B st. Small Stars. -50 P S  
ACAAC . Toned with intense vibrant teal and russet around both 

sides that makes the devices stand up from the fields. as always 
the strike is a bit soft on liberty’s curls and the eagle’s wings, but 
this is more than offset by the clean and lustrous fields that entice 
any collector who appreciates quality. The small stars variety is 
only seen on this obverse die, and is difficult to find in high grade, 
with demand coming from type, variety, and major type collectors 
as well. a coin that would be hard to top for eye appeal. 

nGC Census: 6  16 finer (Ms-65 finest).
#006087

e ect e H h- ra e 1807 ar e Stars Half ollar

3902 1807 O-114. ar t -3. a e  B st. -55 P S  ACAAC . Bright 
silver with deep russet toning that frames the stars and liberty, as 
well as the legends on the reverse. The surfaces show minor scuffs 
and tics from brief circulation and the strike is bold throughout. 
John reich managed to get this pair of dies to work quite well 
together, eliminating the previous softness seen on liberty’s curls 
and the eagle’s wings experienced with other die pairings. an 
appealing coin for the lustre and toning. 

PCGs Population: 2  10 finer (Ms-63 finest).
#006088

3903 1809 O-109a. ar t -2.  e e st le. -40 P S . deep golden 
gray verging on slate in areas with lighter tones in the recessed 
design areas. a pleasing coin, sharp and crisp for the date no heavy 
extraneous marks and plenty of eye appeal. one of the popular 
experimental edge varieties of 1809. 

#006094

3904 1809 O-109b. ar t -4. -55 P S  ACAAC . Toned in iridescent 
blue, rose, and gold in concentric rings on the obverse, while the 
reverse toning is more even and gray with matching colors to the 
obverse in a more subdued fashion. on this later die state several 
small lumps appear through aMerICa and the arrows and this 
unusual crack expanded and broke up the die. rarely encountered 
in such a lofty grade. likely Condition Census for this die state 
behind a couple of Mint state coins, but still within the top six. 

From the Meyer Collection per the PCGS Label.
#006094
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3905 1810 O-101. ar t -1. -50. evidence of an ancient cleaning, but 
toned with colorful hues of green, blue, and rose iridescent shades 
on both sides. The reverse die was rotated about 80  clockwise 
when this one was struck. die cracks through the base of the date, 
left side stars and reverse through unITed. a common variety 
but with plenty of eye appeal. 

390  1810 O-101a. ar t -1. -55 P S  ACAAC . Gray toning with 
delightful red and russet accents in the lustrous periphery. The 
strike is sharp despite the usual obverse die cracks and this early 
date is elusive when this appealing. 

#006095

3907 1811 O-104a. ar t -1. ar e 8. -55 P S . silver gray centers 
yield quickly to blazing halos of iridescent rose and neon blue on 
the obverse, the reverse exhibiting the same shades with bursts 
of gold and crimson adding to the fiery display. some light marks 
can be found upon diligent examination but the overall eye appeal 
is nice for the grade. notable obverse die cracks. 

#006096

3908 1811 O-111. ar t -1. -53 P S . a nice blend of olive, deep 
gray, and steel blue iridescence on both sides, the mark of an origi-
nal piece. Traces of underlying lustre in the protected recesses. 

#006097

3909 1811 O-112. ar t -4-. Small 8. -53 N . a very attractive 
and original Capped Bust half dollar that exhibits hints of mint 
bloom from under what sheridan downey refers to as “gray dirt” 
surfaces. The golden gray toning is seen mostly at the periphery of 

the coin, with soft silver centers. surface dirt clings to the devices, 
a sign that this piece has probably survived since being taken from 
circulation without having been cleaned or conserved.

an intermediate die state, that shows some of the cracks that are diag-
nostic for the rarity-5 late die state including the light crack on the reverse 
which connects the eagle’s right wing to the arrow heads below, but it does 
not continue through the 50 C. and olive branch  nor does it have the obverse 
die crack that protrudes from the top of liberty’s cap, however the obverse 
die cracks are bolder than those seen on the overton plate coin, and thus at-
tributed as the later o-112a die state on the nGC encapsulation. For another 
“intermediate” o-112/o-112a, refer to lot 240 of our sale of the norweb Col-
lection (november 2006), where the die crack at the upper obverse is seen, 
but the others are not readily seen. 

Purchased pri ately from Sheridan o ney. Said to be from the 
collections of enry ilgard and Gehring Prouty.

es rable 1812 1 ar e 8 Half ollar
O erto -101, ow ar t -5

3910 1812 1 O-101. ar t -5-. ar e 8. -30 P S . Medium golden 
gray with lighter golden high points. Mark-free to the unassisted 
eye and well represented in the design details department despite 
its lengthy workout in the channels of commerce. a moderately 
rare and entirely desirable die variety with a large numeral 8 in 
the date—the varieties of the year with a small 8 in the date are 
typically far more common than the variety offered here. Indeed, 
PCGs has graded just a baker’s dozen of this variety at VF-30 or 
finer, with “or finer” ending at au-50  

PCGs Population: 7  6 finer (au-50 finest).
#006102

2  photo
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3911 1812 O-105a. ar t -2. -55 P S  ACAAC . Pleasing medium 
gray surfaces, with deeper olive toning around the rims. some 
lustre remains on both sides, adding to the visual appeal. struck 
from a late state of the dies, with the obverse having shattered. 

#006100

ho ce 1812 Half ollar

3912 1812 O-110. ar t -1. S- 4 P S . satiny and pearlescent on 
the obverse, with just a trace of rose toning and a few small spots 
of deeper gray left of liberty’s neck. The reverse is highly lustrous, 
and exhibits soft golden overtones. surface marks are few and far 
between, and none are distracting. Well struck, and offering nice 
aesthetical appeal. 

3913 1814 O-103. ar t -1. -58 P S  ACAAC . a very attractive and 
completely original looking Capped Bust half dollar. nice mint 
lustre remains on both sides. The centers are largely deep silver 
gray, with delightful sunset hues around the rims. nicely struck 
from dies that clashed multiple times, leaving an interesting array 
of clash marks on both sides of the struck coin. a heavy die defect 
connects the left wing of the eagle to the scroll above. 

#006105

3914 1815 2 O-101. ar t -2. e-12 N . deep golden gray fields 
with lighter high points. an attractive example with no heavy 
marks and good overall eye appeal. From the only die pair of the 
date, and one of just 47,150 examples of the date produced in an era 
when mintages in excess of one million pieces were the norm. 

3915 1818 7 O-102a. ar t -2. Small 8. S- 1. delicate gold and russet 
toning over lustre. an attractive coin with clean surfaces and a 
sharp overdate. 

391  1818 O-115a. ar t -4 . e-15 P S . a scarce die pairing that is 
rarely offered. Medium gray toning with golden tints surrounding 
the devices. die crack right of the date to the lower curl. 

#006113

ho ce  1819 8 Half ollar

3917 1819 8 O-102. ar t -2. -58 P S  ACAAC . lustrous medium 
silver gray at the center, with mottled green, rose and gold toning 
over much of the remaining obverse. The reverse shows more 
brilliant silver, with similar toning around the periphery. a few 
scattered light marks and hairlines are noted under magnification, 
but none are too distracting to the unaided eye. 

#006119

3918 1821 O-101a. ar t -1. -55 P S . an aesthetic treat. Pale 
golden toning with wisps of violet at the reverse border. almost all 
of the original mint lustre still survives in the fields. The impres-
sions of both dies show excellent centering and full dentilation.  

#006128

3919 1821 O-104a. ar t -2. -55 P S . russet and gold toning 
over lustre with a patch of teal on the upper left obverse and lower 
reverse. Trace circulation lines in the fields, but no real distractions 
and pleasing for the intensity of the color and later die state with 
cracks in the legend and denomination. 

#006128
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stro s ho ce  1822 1 Half ollar

3920 1822 1 O-101. ar t -1. -58 P S . largely brilliant and 
highly lustrous with deepening halos of fiery gold beginning at 
the rims. a few faint marks are present though none of them are 
apt to dissuade you from your enjoyment of the coin. Choice for 
the grade and laden with innate eye appeal. 

#006130

3921 1822 1 O-102. ar t -4 . -55 P S . a glittering white coin 
with abundant lustre and mint frost. White in color save for an 
intense thin ring of blue and gold which frames the stars and leg-
end. Well struck  the surfaces show minimal hairlines or contact, 
and have a very pleasing appearance. likely among the top dozen 
or so known of the variety and one that was put away many years 
ago by our consignor. 

3922 1822 O-104. ar t -3. S- 2 P S . Toned with dappled gold 
and gray throughout with a sharp strike on the devices. liberty’s 
curls show abundant definition with just a couple of the back ones 
a scant soft. nice surfaces and fields with no detracting marks. 

#006129

3923 1823 O-101a. ar t -1. Patche  3. -55 P S . Pearl gray toning 
enhances the central areas, while wisps of gold, pink, and electric 
blue ornament the borders. almost all of the original satiny mint 
lustre can be seen in the fields. The impressions of both dies are 
characterized by excellent centering and complete dentilation. 

#006133

3924 1823 O-104. ar t -3. S- 2 N . Pale gray toning with a patch 
of blue iridescence on the upper reverse. Very well struck except 
for a few of the stars which are slightly weak and drawn to the 
edge. a coin in the lower end of the condition census. 

#006131

ho ce c rc late  1824 1 Half ollar
or eo s Pastel H hl hts

3925 1824 1 O-101. ar t -2. S- 3 P S . a vividly toned beauty 
with bold lustre and excellent eye appeal. richly varied shades 
of electric blue and fiery orange subtly grace the entire obverse 
while the reverse enjoys much mint brilliance with splashes of 
crimson, violet, and neon blue. Choice for the assigned grade with 
a bold strike and excellent eye appeal. a truly pleasing example 
of a vastly popular overdate variety. 

#006139

392  1824 1 O-101a. ar t -2. -53 P S . lovely medium gray with 
slight olive undertones and warm russet and green toning around 
the devices. slightly worn, but still with decent lustre in the fields 
and a full original appearance. a desirable Guide Book variety. 

#006139

3927 1824 ar o s ates. O-103. ar t -1. -50 N S . of all the 
overdates in the early half dollar series, this has to be the most 
intriguing to collectors, as no one can state for certain what the 
under digits are  hints of a 1, 2, 3, 0 can be seen partially effaced 
from the die under the final digit. The coin has toning in shades of 
blue, gold, russet, and deep gray. Well struck. although considered 
to be rarity-1, this variety does not appear at auction with the 
frequency of other comparable die marriages, and when seen in 
dealers’ cases at shows, o-103’s are generally found in the Fine-eF 
range. one of the most dramatic overdate blunders in any united 
states coin series and always in strong demand for the sheer comic 
value of this blundered date. 

3928 182  O-111a. ar t -2. -55 N S . Mottled golden brown 
toning over lustrous silver surfaces. The obverse cracks diagnostic 
of this later die state are clear, but the one on the reverse has yet 
to develop. 

#006143
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H h o t o  e s s 182  O-114 ar et

3929 182  O-114. ar t -4 . S- 1 P S . one of the scarcer die 
pairings of the year and one that is listed as a high rarity-4. This 
coin has full lustre with a delicate golden hue of toning on both 
sides. The strike is sharp and only the uppermost curls show the 
usual striking softness. arguably the second finest behind a single 
Ms-64 example, and a prize for the variety specialist looking to 
upgrade or obtain this elusive variety. 

#006143

3930 1827  O-103. ar t -4. S- 0 P S . a lustrous coin that shows 
a dusting of light gold toning and ample lustre in the fields. The 
overdate has faded but can still be seen on this scarcer variety. The 
surfaces are pleasing despite the entry Mint state grade level, with 
no distractions worthy of note. a coin which certainly appears to 
be a higher technical grade than that assigned. Close to if not just 
within the Condition Census for the variety. 

From the Charlton S ampy  Meyer Collection and noted on the 
PCGS insert.

#006147

ho ce o e  1827 Half ollar

3931 1827 O-114. ar t -3. S- 3 N . a very beautiful and Choice 
Mint state Capped Bust half dollar, perfect for the collector who 
appreciates rich toning and high quality. struck from worn dies, 
with peripheral details soft and letters and stars extending to the 
rims. However, dies had been polished and the field areas are 
invitingly reflective with prooflike character. Beautiful russet, blue 
and violet iridescence over the entire surface, mottled in places but 
in a very aesthetically pleasing fashion. a very sharp piece that is 
likely to be well enjoyed by its next owner. 

nGC Census: 1  3 finer within the designation (Ms-64 finest).
#006144

e  for est 1827 O-138 ar t  
rom the e er ollect o

3932 1827 O-138. ar t -4. S- 4 P S . not only is this an elusive 
rarity-4 variety but this coin hails from the Meyer collection al-
though this is not noted on the PCGs insert. Creamy white lustre 
with an antique ring of russet around the stars and rims, more 
russet-gold on the reverse. The strike is sharp and liberty’s curls 
show full definition and separation. Free of the usual hairlines or 
scuffs on liberty’s face and neck, keeping this one close to Gem 
quality. Tied with the overton coin as the finest seen, and likely this 
is the Ms-65 noted in the original overton Census. an impressive 
example for the advanced numismatist. 

#006144

3933 1829 O-112. ar t -1. -58 details. signs of a subtle ancient 
cleaning beneath generally bright silver surfaces with specks of 
russet and taupe around the rims. Hard steel surfaces show the 
usual hairlines, but attractive and rather typical of the period for 
a high-grade Capped Bust half. 

3934 1831 O-104. ar t -1. -55 P S  ACAAC . deep steel gray with 
intense cartwheel lustre that supports neon blue, rose, and pale 
golden hues. Choice for the grade. 

#006159

3935 1831 O-111. ar t -1. S- 1. reverse planchet defect and a scratch 
down the back of liberty’s face. silver surfaces that are reflective 
with a delicate glaze of gold toning settling in. It is not unusual 
for these to show some slag or defects in the silver, this one just 
happens to be larger than most. 

393  1832 O-102. ar t -1. Small etters e erse. S- 4 N . ex-
ceptional eye appeal. a beautiful coin toned in blended sky blue, 
pink, and gold. The surfaces are clean with just a single shallow 
graze in the field below liberty’s chin. The strike is typical for the 
type with softness on the branch and claw to the right, but most of 
the stars show their centers and liberty’s curls show most of their 
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definition. liberty’s cheek and neck are pleasing as expected for 
this near Gem grade. The impressions of both dies show excellent 
centering, and the obverse border dentilation is complete and bold. 
one of the nicest examples to cross the auction block in recent 
years. stephen J. Herrman in his Auction  Mail Bid Prices eal-
i ed for Bust alf ollars 79 - 839 enumerates just a tiny handful 
of Ms-63 and Ms-64 examples together with a single Ms-65 and 
none finer. don Parsley’s Condition Census for the variety is given 
as 65-65-65-64-63. 

3937 1832 O-122. ar t -1. -58 N . Gunmetal-gray toning overall 
with pleasing blue, lilac, and pink accents. sharply struck generally 
save for softness on the high points of some of liberty’s tresses 
and flatness at the centers of a few of the obverse stars. nicely 
centered with complete, bold dentilation on both the obverse and 
reverse. 

E  S.M. amon Collection per the GC label.

3938 1833 O-105. ar t -2. -58 P S . lustrous beneath a layer of 
silver-gray toning on both sides with some evidence of gold. The 
strike is sharp on liberty’s curls while the surrounding stars tend 
to be flat at their centers. 

#006163

3939 1834 O-104. ar t -2. ar e ate, Small etters. -50 P S . 
deep gold and russet toning blending over deep gray surfaces. 
a decent amount of lustre remains. Housed in a older generation 
green-label holder. 

#006164

3940 1834 O-109. ar t -1. Small ate, Small etters. -58. lustrous 
deep steel gray obverse with royal blue and sea green highlights 
at the peripheries, the reverse a study in varied peach, gold, and 
violet iridescence. nicely struck with plenty retained lustre in the 
protected areas. 

Bea t f ll  o e  1835 a e  B st Half ollar

3941 1835 O-103. ar t -2. S- 4 N . Here is one for the color afi-
cionado who appreciates deep turquoise, blue, gold, crimson, and 
green in glorious patterns on the obverse and reverse. The reverse 
is particularly intense with concentric rainbow colored rings to 
the center and lighter gold around the rims. a decent strike too 
as the stars are sharp and liberty’s curls are well defined by the 
die. one tiny nick on liberty’s cheek from a Gem grade. 

#006168

3942 183  O-112. ar t -1. ettere  e. -58 P S . one of the 
popular “bar dot” varieties, so called because of a dot-shaped die 
flaw at the right side of the loop of the 6 in the date. Medium gray 
surfaces with wisps of slate-gray around the design elements. 
delicate pink, blue, and gold iridescence highlights enhance the 
overall aesthetic appeal. Coined during the final year of the design 
type having the denomination expressed as 50 C. 

#006169

ho ce 183  Half ollar

3943 183  O-115. ar t -3. ettere  e. S- 3 P S . lustrous 
pearl gray at the centers with rich russet toning around the obverse 
periphery. The reverse is lustrous gray as well, with faint olive and 
gold toward the rims. Well struck, original, and visually appealing. 

#006169

m orta t 183  ee e  e 50
mo  e est See  b  N

3944 183  ee e  e. S- 4 N . satiny pearlescent gray with 
rich lilac, rose, neon blue, and peach iridescence. strong underlying 
lustre ignites the recessed areas. one of some 1,200 pieces produced 
in the new retained collar style with edge reeding added in place of 
lettering  a more uniform size was also an end result of the change. 
always desirable in all grades, with nicely struck and aesthetically 
appealing specimens such as that presently offered high on many 
numismatic want lists. a worthwhile coin that would be a highlight 
in virtually any u.s. coin cabinet. one of the finest examples of this 
popular rarity seen thus far by nGC. Choice for the grade. 

nGC Census: 3  2 finer (both Ms-65).
#006175

2  photo
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3945 183  ee e  e. -40 P S . Medium slate gray with deep 
lilac tones around the devices, and with pale golden gray high 
points. From the first year of the denomination struck in a closed 
collar with edge reeding applied at the time of striking, a new in-
novation at the Mint. somewhat more than 1,200 examples of the 
date were struck, and pleasing eF examples such as that presently 
offered are few and far between as well as highly desirable. no 
heavy marks present. Choice for the grade. 

#006175

xce t o al t State 1837 Half ollar

394  1837 ee e  e. S- 4 N  ACAAC . For the type set collector 
this coin has it all: high grade, approval by CaC, sharp strike, and 
absolutely outstanding eye appeal. Both obverse and reverse are 
deeply and richly lustrous with gold, magenta, and blue toning. 
This is certainly one of the finest examples on the market of the 
short-lived type with the denomination given as 50 CenTs. 

#006176

3947 1837 Net -50, sharpness of au-55, cleaned on the reverse. 
obverse naturally brilliant at the center with concentric halos of 
gold, electric blue, sea green, and violet, the reverse much the same 
save for telltale brush marks at the brilliant center. 

2  photo

are 1839 a e  B st Half ollar ar et
e . Small etters e erse

3949 1839-O -2a, ar t - . -58. Medium gray toning and a bit cloudy from an 
ancient cleaning but the definition is strong and complete and this one barely 
circulated. The obverse shows a die crack through the first three stars which jags 
into the rim above the fourth. reverse die is virtually medal turn with a 170 degree 
rotation clockwise, as always seen on this rare die variety. The strike is sharp, and 
the surfaces pleasing for this issue. Bold obverse mintmark shows repunching 
quite low. reiver had 3 of this variety, this present coin a bit finer than his best 
one. Proofs are occasionally seen with a similar rotated reverse die. 

attributed to Jules reiver’s manual on the reeded edge series, which will no doubt be 
updated as these popular reeded edge half dollars are more widely collected.

3948 1839 a e  B st. Br-4738. e  e erse. -20 P S . deep lilac gray with some slate highlights in the 
protected areas. a rare variety struck with a reverse that is more like the liberty seated half dollars of the date than 
certain of the Capped Bust pieces. as the Breen Encyclopedia (1988) notes: “Type II has medium size narrower letters 
far from border, and the eagle is nearest to that regularly found with liberty seated obverses later in the year  closed 
talons, small shield distant from arrowfeathers, only two arrow butts, only a tiny eminent of arrowfeather below 
stem, paired berries both H.” at the time of issue, Breen’s reference noted that just three examples of this rarity 
were known. The population has grown somewhat since that time, but “rare” is still an operative word where this 
variety is concerned. Choice for the grade with no extraneous marks and plenty of innate eye appeal. 

PCGs Population: 1  4 finer within the designation (Ms-64 finest).
#006180
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3950 1839-O a e  B st. -40. Medium golden gray centers yield to 
deep gold and violet halos at the rims. a pleasing specimen with 
a strong strike. The only collectable obverse mintmark variety of 
the design type  the 1838-o is one of american coinage’s great 
rarities. a nice opportunity for a type collector. 

3951 Half o e  h h- ra e bert  Seate  half ollars  I 1839 W th 
ra er . eF-40. deep gold and gray toning surfaces that exhibit an 

excellent strike. a few rim nicks are noted I 185  eF-40. Pale violet 
and gray toning on well struck surfaces I 1858 au-53. a bold strike 
on surfaces that are toned a pale blue mixed with gray I 18 3 eF-45. 
deep ebony toning with some blue overtones. Well struck. some 
minor edge roughness noted I 18  W th otto. WB-104. “double 
head die”. VF-25. silver and gold toning on well preserved surfaces. 
The doubling is bold at the upper right pole, behind the head and 
at the forehead I 1877-S au-50. Good detail on surfaces that show 
somewhat suspicious deep blue and gold toning. (Total: 6 pieces) 

3952 1844 S- 2 N . Medium gray overall with vivid blended 
gold and violet accents. Wisps of navy blue and charcoal gray can 
be seen around the design elements and at the borders. scarce in 
uncirculated condition  the number of survivors grading Ms-62 
or finer probably ranks in the dozens rather than in the hundreds. 
Truly a bargain in today’s rare coin market. 

3953 1852-O -55 P S . light steel gray with lustrous surfaces 
and pale champagne highlights. no heavy marks are noted. a 
popular scarcity from the new orleans Mint  just 144,000 pieces 
were struck, a modest output from that facility considering the 
much larger outputs in previous—and following—years. Fewer 
than 10 examples of the date have been graded finer by PCGs. 

PCGs Population: 9  7 finer (Ms-65 finest).
#006269

3954 e  bert  Seate  half ollars  1853 rrows a  a s. 
au-58. silver and grayish-gold toning on surfaces that show 
extensive die clashing. The reverse lettering is doubled and there 
are unusual bubbles and spots of metal that appear when a coin 
has been in a fire I 185 -O WB-102. o ble  ate. au-50. lightly 
polished leaving a bright white surface. Clear date doubling seen 
at the digits 1, 5 and 6 I 1857 au-53. a couple of verdigris spots 
at the lower obverse I 1876 au-53 but the coin shows evidence 
of a past cleaning I 1877 au-50. Cleaned at one time leaving the 
surfaces white with some PVC residue remaining. (Total: 5 pieces) 

3955 18 -S No otto. e-12 N . Golden gray centers with deep 
crimson, violet, and electric blue at the rims, especially on the ob-
verse. Well-circulated but not heavily marked and with full lIBerTy 
present on the obverse shield. one of just 60,000 examples of the date 
struck  later in the year the motto In God We TrusT was added 
and an additional 994,000 pieces were struck with the motto. 

#006315

395  18 -S otto. S- 4 N . a frosty, lustrous specimen from 
the first year of the denomination to bear the motto In God We 
TrusT  a lovely coin that is not far off the mark for Gem quality. 
nicely struck in all quarters with just a touch of weakness at a few 
of the uppermost obverse stars. Choice for the grade. 

#006320

3957 1871-  -25 P S . Blended gold and lilac iridescence comple-
ments both surfaces. a popular issue due to the cachet conveyed 
by the celebrated CC mintmark. 

#006331

3958 1874 WB-103. ar t -8  c. ar e Small rrows. S- 2 
P S . Toned with a rich mix of iridescent green and crimson 

hues on the obverse with green at the centers and crimson around 
the rims, the reverse order on the reverse—as it were, with brighter 
russet-gold at the centers and framed in deeper teal and blue at 
the extreme edge. sharp on the devices as usual for an 1874 half 
dollar. The surfaces show scattered bag tics in the fields and on 
the devices, most of which blend into the surfaces and nothing 
untoward is seen. This is an unusually colorful Mint state coin 
that is otherwise average for the grade.

What sets this one apart is that the arrows at the date are repunched. 
a single obverse die is known from 1874 with “small arrows” which are 
considerably smaller than the usual large arrows used on the other six ob-
verse dies of the year. one obverse die, used to coin the o-103 variety shows 
both the small arrows punch and the large arrows punch. evidence is seen 
at the back of the large arrowheads where the smaller arrowheads protrude. 
In uncirculated grades randy Wiley and Bill Bugart in he Complete Guide 

o Liberty Seated alf ollars estimated that three examples of this variety 
survived. later in January 2004 an updated Census was gathered from the 
members of the liberty seated Collectors society and the results confirmed 
the known population to be three examples of the o-103 variety in all Mint 
state grades. Certainly a prize for the specialist and a naked eye variety that 
shows the repunching of the large over small arrows clearly. 

#006346
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3959 1877 Proof- 4. Bright peach central iridescence gives way to varied 
sea green and neon blue highlights at the peripheries. a diligent 
search yields a few faint hairlines and a light, natural planchet 
mark at liberty’s breast, otherwise the eye appeal is nothing short 
of grand. 

39 0 1877 S- 3 P , lightly cleaned long ago but now naturally retoned 
in deep golden gray and blue. nicely struck. 

39 1 1877-  S- 4. Type II reverse, solid berry above H in the de-
nomination. a lustrous, satiny specimen with excellent cartwheel 
activity and some attractive splashes of rich champagne and violet 
toning. a crisply struck and undeniably lovely Carson City half 
dollar. 

39 2 1877-S S- 4. Type II reverse, solid berry above H in the denomi-
nation. Frosty and lustrous with a splendid strike and eye appeal 
that just won’t quit. Pale champagne hues endorse both sides. 
Choice for the grade. 

Bea t f l em ameo Proof 1889 Seate  Half

39 3 1889 Proof- 5  P S . a frosty delight which has snowy 
white devices which are offset by well mirrored fields and deep 
russet and teal peripheral toning. an appealing Gem example 
that has the added appeal of the Cameo frost, which is seldom 
this abundant and always a welcome feature. a scant 711 struck 
in 1889, few of which show the desirable contrast seen here or 
remain in such stellar technical condition. 

PCGs Population: 2  none finer within the designation.
#086450

c rc late  1892-O cro O 50  ar t
mo  e est ra e  b  N

39 4 1892-O cro O. S- 2 N . satiny golden gray with a riotous 
display of varied gold, rose, and pale sky blue iridescence. nicely 
struck for the date and with just a few tiny, stray marks preventing 
a finer grade. We note, however, that the central devices, especially 
liberty’s portrait are devoid of serious marks. From the first year 
of Barber half dollar coinage, a date that saw a circulation strike 
mintage of 390,000 pieces. of that amount, the Micro o variety 
probably caused by the application of a dime mintmark punch 
rather than that for the half dollar, makes up just a tiny proportion 
of all known examples. The present specimen while “just” Ms-62, 
happens to be among the five finest examples of this particular 
rarity seen thus far by nGC. Choice for the grade. 

nGC Census: 1  4 finer (Ms-68 finest).
#006463

39 5 Half o e  scarce or h h- ra e Barber half ollars  I 1893-S 
VG-10. a well balanced example that has a few light marks I 1894 
VF-30. Pale ebony and gray toning on surfaces that are well struck 
I 1897-O Good-4. struck on a slightly warped planchet. scarce I 
1907-  VF-35. Cleaned at one time with a spot of light roughness 
at the o in oF on the reverse I 1913-  VF-35. respectable for 
the grade with a few light lines disrupting the obverse patina I 
1915-  VF-30. Pale gold toning on surfaces that have some light 
residue. (Total: 6 pieces) 

2  photo
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39  1895 S- 5 N S . a satiny beauty with expansive cartwheel 
lustre and delightful, uniform champagne iridescence. sharply 
struck and definitely “high end” for the assigned grade. 

#006471

39 7 1898 Proof- 0. Fully reflective surfaces that show virtually no ton-
ing. a few facial digs are noted which impair the visual appeal of 
this date. an affordable example, one of 735 Proofs struck for this 
year. 

39 8 1902-O -55 P S . Frosty silver gray surface with a wealth 
of varied champagne toning. strong underlying lustre. no heavy 
marks present. 

#006493

39 9 1909 S- 2. Very faint slide marks on the cheek, otherwise this 
coin has the appearance of a higher grade. Frosty surfaces that 
have a wonderful strike. no major contact marks are noted giving 
this coin good appeal. 

3970 1911-S S- 1 in terms of surface quality. The pale gold color, 
however, is suspicious. The strike is exceptional for this date with 
all the major detail prominently displayed. Very little in the way 
of contact marks give this coin a respectable appearance. 

3971 1912 Proof- 4 P S . Frosty motifs and mirrored fields display 
rich, deep champagne highlights on the obverse, with deep violet 
and sky blue on the reverse. strong lustre in the protected areas. 
From a Proof mintage for the date of 700 pieces. 

Housed in old-style green label PCGs holder.
#006559

3972 191  S- 4 P S . a rich array of deep gold and crimson ton-
ing graces this frosty beauty. nicely struck at the centers. one 
of 608,000 examples struck  interestingly, both denver and san 
Francisco had larger production runs for the half dollar than the 
Mint in Philadelphia. Gem quality is paramount in this lustrous 
half dollar from the first year of the design type. 

The lightly stippled mattelike surfaces of the 1916 Walking liberty half dol-
lars, as designed and intended by a.a. Weinman, are impressive to view, though 
the textured surface was worked out of the dies and by 1918 the surfaces were 
back to smooth and silky as seen in most half dollars struck at the Mint.

#006566

3973 Half ollar a r  I 1916 au-58. Bright with a touch of gold 
at the rim I 1917 Ms-64. satiny lustre and a sharp strike, with 
attractive deep russet peripheral toning accenting the devices. 
(Total: 2 pieces) 

3974 Starter set of Walk  bert  half ollars  I 191  au-50. Cleaned 
at one time with some gold color painted on for decorative pur-
poses. a good bit has worn off during usage I 1917-  Ob erse. 
Fine-15. Granular surfaces with some scratches I 1917-S Ob erse. 
VF-30. evidence of a past cleaning but this coin has a very pleasing 
appearance I 1919 Fine-15. a decent strike for the grade I 1921 
Good-6. Cleaned with a few light circulation marks present I 
1921-  aG-3. Cleaned. The 21 in the date are the only digits that 
are visible I 1928-S VF-30. light golden toning. surfaces have been 
brushed years ago I 1934-S au-53. Cleaned in the past leaving 
a bright white surface I 1935-  au-53. Cleaned in the past and 
now exhibits a pasty white color I 1935-S au-58. a strong strike 
but the surfaces show some residual PVC residue I 193 -  au-50. 
Bright from a past cleaning I 1938-  VF-20. a few contact marks 
over respectable and original surfaces I 1939-S au-58. Cleaned 
at one time with some residual PVC residue present. (Total: 13 
pieces) 

3975 191 -  S- 4 P S . a frosty beauty with bold lustre and ex-
cellent eye appeal. Warm golden hues gather and deepen at the 
obverse periphery  the reverse is largely brilliant with a touch of 
pale champagne at the rim. Boldly struck for the date. a lovely 
coin from the first year of the series. 

#006567

S le  S- 5 191 -S 50

397  191 -S S- 5 P S . rich golden hues, deeper on the obverse, 
endorse the frosty mattelike surfaces of this deeply lustrous 
half dollar. Two minuscule rim marks are noted near liberty’s 
outstretched hand  if you dwell on the “trees” you are bound to 
miss the “forest” on this beauty. a lovely and original Gem, with 
unyielding eye appeal. 

#006568
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3977 191 -S S- 4 P S . Frosty silver surfaces offer a mattelike 
appeal and a dusting of lively gold and lilac on the obverse, the 
reverse with deeper golden hues verging on slate in the protected 
areas. nicely struck with essentially full head and hand details on 
the obverse. Choice for the grade aesthetically and physically. 

#006568

3978 1917 S- 4 in terms of surface quality. The golden toning is uneven 
with some spotting seen and there is evidence of a light cleaning 
at the lower reverse rim. 

3979 Se e  l stro s Walk  bert  half ollars  I 1917 Ms-62. 
Faintly cleaned long ago but still attractive I 1934 Ms-64 I 1936-d 
Ms-62 I 1938 Ms-64 I 1939 Ms-62 I 1939-d Ms-63 I 1940 Ms-64. 
all are lustrous and all exhibit varied toning highlights. (Total: 7 
pieces) 

3980 1917-  Ob erse m tmark. S- 3. a richly varied pattern of gold, 
crimson, and neon blue graces both sides of this frosty, lustrous 
beauty. nicely struck for the date. From the final year of obverse 
mintmarks in the series  both obverse and reverse mintmarks 
appear in 1917, and in 1918 each branch mint’s calling card was 
relegated to the reverse, where it remained through the demise 
of the series in 1947. Choice for the grade both physically and 
aesthetically. 

3981 1917-S e erse m tmark. S- 2. Frosty and lustrous with warm 
champagne hues on both sides. nicely struck and pleasing for the 
grade. 

3982 1918 Shar ess of S- 4, but showing some faint hairlines from a 
light old cleaning. still, bright and lustrous with golden iridescence 
on the high points and very attractive overall. Great eye appeal 
for the grade and a crisp strike that reveals full head details on 
Miss liberty. 

3983 1918-  S- 4 P S . Frosty and lustrous pale golden surfaces 
exhibit a display of deepening champagne at the rims. somewhat 
softly struck at the centers, as typical, but a lovely example of a 
date that becomes quite rare at the Gem level. 

#006575

3984 1918-S S- 2. a hint of pale lilac iridescence mingles with warm 
golden hues on the frosty surfaces of this lustrous branch mint 
half dollar. 

3985 Be ers  set of t State Walk  bert  half ollars  I 
1918-S S- 2. deep iridescent toning on both sides that is blended 
with some PVC residue. a good strike is present I 1940 S- 4. 
Mostly satiny with some PVC residue present I 1940-S S- 4. a 
decent strike for this date. a filmy residue is present I 1941 S- 3. 
deep mottled golden toning on surfaces that have acquired some 
PVC spotting I 1941-  S- 4 despite some PVC residue present 
on the surfaces I 1942 S- 4. a filmy residue is seen along with 
the golden edge toning I 1942-  S- 4. satiny surfaces that 
are boldly struck I 1943 S- 4. a coin that has some PVC on 
the surfaces that could be removed I 1943-  S- 4. deep rose 
golden toning with the reverse exhibiting some adhesive residue 
I 1944 S- 3.  b t s b e  e to a P  lm o  the s rface I 

b 1944-  S- 3. decent original mint bloom. The PVC residue 
could successfully removed with a cotton swab and some acetone. 
(Total: 11 pieces)

ho ce t State 1919 Half ollar

398  1919 S- 4 P S . Warm and lustrous golden peripheries fade 
inwardly into varied pale champagne hues at the centers. one 
of nine dates in the design type, 1916-1947, with a mintage that 
falls below the one million mark—in this case 952,000 pieces were 
struck. Choice for the grade with nice overall eye appeal. 

#006577
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stro s ho ce  1919-  50

3987 1919-  -58 P S . lustrous and frosty silver surfaces with rich 
champagne hues on both sides. lightly, evenly worn on the high 
points, but not heavily marked  indeed, some might readily call 
the reverse fully Mint state. From a modest mintage for the date 
of 1,165,000 pieces, with much of that mintage no doubt escaping 
into circulation, as uncirculated examples of the date are known 
for their rarity. The presently offered specimen is nicely struck 
for the date, with essentially full hand cap details on the obverse, 
though those two high points have received wear. Choice for the 
grade with plenty of eye appeal to go around. 

#006578

e  1919-S Walk  bert  50

3988 1919-S S- 3 P S . satiny, mattelike silver gray surfaces with 
a rich array of varied gold and peach iridescence, particularly on 
the bottom of the obverse near the sun. nicely struck for the date 
with crisp overall appearance and nearly full cap and hand details 
on the obverse. elusive in Mint state grades despite a mintage for 
the date of nearly 1.6 million pieces. Choice for the grade with a 
grand overall appearance. 

#006579

3989 1920 S- 4 P S . satiny white lustre that shows no signs of 
toning. The surfaces are excellent for the grade. sharply impressed 
at the centers, with liberty boasting a well defined thumb. Housed 
in an older green label PCGs holder. 

#006580

3990 1920-S S- 4 P S . sparkling white lustre on both sides, sharp 
for this san Francisco issue. There are some minor tics on the high 
points of the design from brief handling long ago, but the lustre 
and surface quality is better than average for a 1920-s. Housed in 
a green label PCGs holder. 

#006582

e  ate 1921 Half ollar
ho ce S- 4

3991 1921 S- 4 P S . Pale champagne and varied light rainbow 
hues, boldest on the reverse, come to life on the richly lustrous 
surfaces of this attractive key date half dollar. a pleasing coin for 
the grade with no heavy marks and a large quotient of overall 
eye appeal. always in demand in all grades—especially Mint 
state—as the mintage for the date of 246,000 pieces is the second 
lowest production figure in the design type. 

#006583

2  photo
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ho ce t State 1921-  Half ollar

3992 1921-  S- 3 P S . Bright and almost fully brilliant surfaces 
with just a trace of faint champagne toning toward the rims. some-
what softly struck through the centers, a fairly typical condition 
for many issues of this series. However, most major elements are 
clear and the piece is very lustrous. a key date in this series and 
always in demand. 

#006584

t State 1921-  Half ollar
e  ate ar t

3993 1921-  S- 2. Medium silver gray surfaces show strong lustre and 
rich peach and rose iridescence. nicely struck at the centers—not 
always the case for this date—with nearly full cap and hand 
details. The mintage for the date of 208,000 pieces is the lowest of 
the design type. a very pleasing coin. 

3994 1921-  -40 P S . Medium golden gray with some steel high-
lights. a few well-hidden tics are noted on the reverse, but still a 
pleasing example overall. early Walking liberty half dollars as a 
whole are difficult to locate in nice eF such as offered here—the 
presently offered key date is no exception to that rule.  

#006584

3995 1921-  Net -40, sharpness of au-50, microgranularity present 
under low magnification, perhaps once in the ground for a short 
spell. Medium silver gray with pale rose and champagne taking 
hold. a decent example of an important key date in the series.  

399  1921-  Net e-12, sharpness of VF-20, lightly brushed long ago, 
now retoning, especially on the reverse. one of the key dates to 
the Walking liberty half dollar series, offered here in a highly 
collectable grade. 

3997 1923-S S- 0, lightly cleaned years ago and long since recovered, 
now with attractive rich gold and rose at the rims. a worthwhile 
example of a popular san Francisco Mint issue that represents 
the only half dollar coinage of the date as well as the final half 
dollar coinage until 1927 when our westernmost mint again ran 
the presses as the only mint to offer half dollars of the date. 

3998 1927-S S- 4 P S . Toned with a blush of iridescence around 
the edges with ample pleasing lustre. The strike is sharp on the re-
verse and shows minor softness at the central obverse, but liberty’s 
thumb is at least outlined. Clean surfaces and far more appealing 
than an average 64. Housed in a green label PCGs holder. 

#006587

2  photo
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em 1928-S Half ollar

3999 1928-S S- 5 P S . a satiny beauty with bold lustre and rich 
golden hues on both sides. nicely struck with numerous die breaks 
seen in the reverse design details, not a common occurrence within 
the series. elusive in Mint state, and certainly scarce in Gem condi-
tion as here. a well-respected issue in high grade. 

after 1921 the Philadelphia Mint did not issue half dollars until 1934, 
though the branch mints were active off and on in that period. san Francisco 
produced half dollars in 1923, 1927, 1928, 1929, and 1933, while denver’s sole 
issue of the era was in 1929. no half dollars were produced at any mint in 1922, 
1924, 1925, 1926,1930, 1931, and 1932.

#006588

4000 1929-  S- 5 P S . a gorgeous example of the first denver 
Mint issue since 1921. a nicely struck pale golden beauty with 
excellent eye appeal bolstered by active cartwheel lustre. no 
heavy marks are present and the overall appeal is well within the 
expectations of the assigned grade. 

#006589

4001 1929-S S- 2. Intensely active cartwheel lustre ignites the rich 
display of pale gold and blue at the rims. The strike is fairly bold 
for the date—not sharp and crisp but with enough head and hand 
details to merit your attention. 

em c rc late  1933-S Half ollar

4002 1933-S S- 5 P S . Highly active cartwheel lustre adds a lively 
aspect to the richly varied champagne highlights. a boldly struck 
coin with essentially full head and hand details on the obverse. 
The 1933-s represents the first half dollar coinage since 1929 as 
well as the only half dollar production in 1933. Impressive in its 
quality and appearance, and a nice representative example of the 
date and grade combination. 

#006591

4003 1934 S- . expansive cartwheel lustre enhances the impressive 
rainbow iridescence on both sides. The satiny surfaces are about 
as pretty as the proverbial picture. 

4004 1934-S S- 4. a gorgeous coin. Pale champagne hues roll softly 
across the frosty surfaces. nicely struck as well. 

4005 1935-P S half ollars, S- 3 to S- 4. Choice coins all, each 
with lively lustre and varied pale golden toning highlights. (Total: 
3 pieces) 

400  1935-S S- 5 N . Pale champagne toning complements frosty 
surfaces. Probably no more than a few hundred survivors can be 
accounted for at this lefty grade level. 

#006597

4007 r o of S- 5 half ollars  I 1936 I 1939-s I 1940-s. all are 
lustrous and faintly toned in varied golden hues. The 1940-s is 
about as sharp as ever seen for the date. (Total: 3 pieces) 

4008 193 -S S- 5. a frosty beauty with intense lustre, a crisp strike, 
and lively golden iridescence. Gem surfaces essentially bereft of 
marks of consequence. 

4009 1937-P S set of Walk  bert  half ollars  I Philadelphia. 
Ms-64. Pale champagne hues I denver. Ms-64. Brilliant I san 
Francisco. Ms-65. deep golden toning highlights. all are highly 
lustrous. (Total: 3 pieces) 

4010 Half ollar artet  I 1937-d au-58 I 1942-d Ms-64 I 1944-d 
Ms-63 I 1946-s Ms-64. all are lustrous and all exhibit varied 
golden toning highlights. (Total: 4 pieces) 

4011 1938-  S- 5 N . a highly lustrous beauty with a bold strike 
and exceptional eye appeal. From a mintage of just 491,600 pieces, 
the third lowest circulation strike production figure in the series. 

#006605
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4012 1938-  S- 4. Highly lustrous with strong cartwheels, pale 
champagne toning, and a bold strike. a popular date and the final 
date in the design type with a mintage of fewer than one million 
pieces—in this case, 491,600 pieces were struck, the third lowest 
regular issue mintage of the series. 

4013 artet of S- 5 N -cert e  half ollars  I 1939-d. Pale 
champagne hues on frosty surfaces I 1956. Intensely lustrous, 
brilliant on the obverse, peach iridescence on the reverse I 1957. 
Fully brilliant I 1961. Fully brilliant. a nice foursome. (Total: 4 
pieces) 

4014 1940 Proof- 5 P S . Partially brilliant with blushes of gold. The 
devices are sharp and satiny  the fields are glittering mirrors. 

#006640

4015 rost , P S-cert e  Walk  bert  half ollar a r  I 1940-s 
Ms-65 I 1944-d Ms-65. Both pieces are delicately and attractively 
toned. (Total: 2 pieces) 

401  Set of Walk  bert  half ollars, 1941 to 1947- . S- 3 to 
S- 5. an attractive set that came to us mounted in old Wayte 

raymond pages and the coins have developed delicate toning 
over frosty white surfaces. The strikes are typical on the denver 
and san Francisco coins with liberty’s thumb flat or tenuous, as 
expected for the striking quality of the period. The 1943-d and 
1945-s merit a Gem grade and these add further interest to this 
short set of Walking liberty halves. (Total: 20 pieces) 

4017 Short set of Walk  bert  half ollars, 1941 to 1947- , ra es 
S- 3 to S- 4, with perhaps a few finer pieces as well. all 

are lustrous and many enjoy varied toning highlights. (Total: 20 
pieces) 

4018 1942 Proof- 5 P S . a delightful Gem characterized by sharp 
satiny design elements and blazing mirror fields. notable as the 
final liberty Walking half dollar issue struck in Proof format  
subsequent to 1942 the production of Proofs was suspended until 
1950. 

#006642

4019 1942 Proof- 5. The surfaces are clean but the usual Proof toning is 
a bit uneven and shows iridescent traces when examined under a 
light. 

4020 e er t half ollar tr o, each piece certified as Ms-65 by 
nGC: I 1943-d (2) I 1944-d. all are frosty and have toning. 
(Total: 3 pieces) 

u.s. sIlVer  
CoMMeMoraTIVe CoIns

Bea t f ll  o e  em t State sabella arter

4021 1893 sabella arter. S-  N . Toned with exceptionally 
vibrant hues of crimson-russet to the centers and framed in teal 
and blue to the rims. Blazing lustre beneath in the fields and 
the surfaces are outstanding in quality. This is the only quarter 
denomination from the main commemorative set, and one of 
the first issued in 1893. The date seems to have been added as 
an afterthought behind liberty’s head in the field as the legends 
elsewhere had filled the rims with letters. a memorable example 
for the commemorative specialist to acquire. 

nGC Census: 127: 50 finer (Ms-69 finest).
#009220

4022 1893 sabella arter. S- 4 P S . attractive mint lustre on 
surfaces that are well struck and carry only a minimum amount 
of contact marks. a popular coin that was designed by Charles 
Barber. It is the only commemorative of this denomination that 
was ever struck by the u. s. Mint. 

#009220

4023 1893 sabella arter. S- 4. dark russet, blue, and gray toning 
bathes the surfaces and close scrutiny fails to find fault with the 
quality of the fields or devices. a boldly struck, richly toned, and 
highly appealing example. 

4024 1893 sabella arter. S- 2. a blend of lavender and golden 
iridescence augments underlying satiny mint bloom. The strike 
is sharp, and the fields are free of any defects that require special 
mention. 

4025 1893 sabella arter. S- 0, or better. evidence of a very minor 
cleaning. Bright surfaces that are well struck and have no toning 
at all. an excellent coin for the budget-minded collector. 

402  1900 afa ette ollar. S- 4 P S . Bright and lustrous with 
pleasing orange-gold toning in the fields which darkens to dra-
matic deep blue at the rims. one scuff before the horse limits the 
grade, but the surfaces are otherwise close to Gem quality and 
the eye appeal is undiminished by this localized handling mark. 
Fairly well struck for this large commemorative coin with minor 
softness on the boot as always, but sharp elsewhere. 

#009222
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4027 1900 afa ette ollar. S- 2 N . steel-gray toning with a 
trace of russet seen here and there. a few light contact marks are 
seen on the face of Washington. The strike is decent for this issue 
which is the first commemorative one dollar coin issued by the 
u. s. Mint. 

#009222

4028 Pa r of 1921 labama commemorat es, o e of each ar et . 
Both are graded S- 4. The piece without 2X2 has been dipped. 
starting to retone now with golden sunset hues around the rims. 
The with 2X2 coin has pastel blue around the rims and a decent 
strike, with clean surfaces. (Total: 2 pieces) 

4029 Pa r of commemorat e half ollars  I 1921 labama. au-53 
detail and showing signs of a previous cleaning I 193  York. 

S- 2 in terms of surface quality. Cleaned. (Total: 2 pieces) 

4030 hree S- 5 commemorat es  I 1936 albany. a satin white coin 
with a trace of toning around the rims in the form of darker specks 
I 1926 oregon. Bright and satiny with a trace of dark charcoal at 
the edge I 1934 Texas. White and lustrous with a couple of small 
flecks of toning. (Total: 3 pieces) 

4031 1937 t etam. S-  P S  ACAAC . a high degree of cartwheel 
lustre and a pleasing wash of pale champagne. 

Housed in an old-style green label PCGs holder.
#009229

4032 1937 t etam. S-  P S . Medium silver gray with deepen-
ing golden highlights toward the rims. 

#009229

4033 1937 t etam. S- 4. satiny lustre on both the obverse and 
reverse with a solid strike. The surfaces show a bagmark or two 
under examination, and toning is limited to a hint of gold. 

4034 1935-P S a  193 -P S sets of rka sas commemorat es. 
Grades average S- 0 to S- 3, with all of the pieces experienc-
ing cleaning in the past. The 1935 set was lightly cleaned while the 
1936 set exhibits more hairlines. The 1935 is an S- 5 example. 
(Total: 6 pieces) 

4035 hree P S sets of commemorat e half ollars  I 1936-Pds 
set. arkansas. Ms-62 to Ms-63 a lovely set with the P mint coin 
exhibiting some russet obverse toning while the other two coins are 
mainly satiny and untoned I 1935-Pds set. Boone. Ms-63. dipped 
but not to its detriment. The P and d minted coins are lustrous and 
attractive while the s minted coin shows some obverse film due 
to PVC residue I 1936-Pds set. rhode Island. Ms-63 to Ms-64. 
The d minted coin exhibits lovely deep lemon-gold toning while 
the other two are bright and lustrous. (Total: 3 sets, 9 pieces) 

403  1937-P S a  1938-P S sets of rka sas commemorat es. S- 3 
to S- 4. The 1937 set is bright and untoned, with enough lustre to 
please the eye. The 1938 set shows strong lustre and clean surfaces 
with no signs of toning on these white coins. (Total: 6 pieces) 

4037 1939-P S set. rka sas. The P-Mint coin is S- 3 and the others 
are S- 4 examples. an original set with beautiful light gold around 
the rims and vibrant centers showing ample frost. (Total: 3 pieces) 

4038 r o of 193 - ate  commemorat es, all S- 5  I 1936-s Bay 
Bridge. White with a touch of peripheral gold I 1936 lynchburg. 
steel-gray with traces of gold and some small darker specks I 
1936 Wisconsin. Golden gray toning over lustre. (Total: 3 pieces) 

4039 Octet of commemorat es  I 1936-s Bay Bridge. au-55. subdued 
mint color I 1925-s California. au-55. The reverse with rich 
iridescent toning I 1936 Cleveland. au-50. deep gray toning I 
1918 lincoln. au-58. Good appearance but has been dipped to 
enhance its appeal I 1920 Maine. VF-35. Medium gray toning 
over good surfaces for the grade I 1934 Maryland. au-53. deep 
golden toning I 1915-s Panama-Pacific. eF-40. Cleaned at one 
time leaving a pale gray patina with a patch of iridescence I 1927 
Vermont. au-58 and very close to full Mint state. Good lustre with 
some minor reverse spotting. (Total: 8 pieces) 

4040 tet of S- 5 commemorat e half ollars  I 1934 Boone. 
lustrous with a hint of toning I 1946 Iowa. lustrous with a few 
specks of toning I 1936-d san diego. Patches of charcoal ton-
ing on the reverse, but satiny I 1925 stone Mountain. a mix of 
charcoal and russet on both sides I 1936 york. attractive reddish 
gold toning on both the obverse and reverse. (Total: 5 pieces) 

4041 1935-P S set. Boo e. S- 4. satiny with traces of toning and 
average surfaces and strike. (Total: 3 pieces) 

4042 Se e  S- 4 commems  I 1935 Boone. lovely satiny surfaces 
that are mainly bright with the exception of small obverse patch 
of iridescent toning I 1935-d Boone. light gold with some deeper 
russet at the edge I 1936 Boone. a hazy film has formed over much 
of the coin which can be removed by professional conservation I 
1936-s Columbia. lightly dipped I 1926 oregon. Pale golden ton-
ing over well struck surfaces I 1936-d san diego. a pleasing satiny 
coin that is totally original and has a good strike I 1934 Texas. a 
pretty pale gold patina defines this example. (Total: 7 pieces) 

4043 1935 34-P S set. Boo e. S- 4 to S- 5. The P mint has lovely 
iridescent toning while the other two are brighter with less colorful 
hues. a scarce set. (Total: 3 pieces) 

4044 r o of o lar commemorat e es  t es, all cert e  b  
P S  I 1935 Boone. small 1934. Ms-64. Pearl gray surfaces I 
1937 roanoke Ms-64. Blended gold and gray iridescence I 1927 
Vermont Ms-63. Mostly pearl gray with wisps of gold at the ob-
verse border. (Total: 3 pieces) 

4045 193 -P S set. Boo e. S- 5 to S- . The P has a touch of 
iridescent toning while the d is blazing white. on the s there is a 
trace of filmy residue. The first two are sold Ms-66, the last one is 
Ms-65. (Total: 3 pieces) 

404  Select o  of S- 0 commemorat e hal es  I 1936-s Boone. 
Cleaned long ago and now retoned in light russet I 1936 Bridge-
port. PVC residue needs to be professional removed from this 
example I 1922 Grant. stained surfaces due to PVC I 1924 Hu-
guenot. Cleaned and now showing pale lustrous silver and white 
I 1936 long Island. Cleaned and scratched I 1923-s Monroe. 
Medium golden toning with some verdigris seen on the surface 
I 1920 Pilgrim. Medium gold patina with some filmy residue ad-
hering to the surfaces I 1921 Pilgrim. deep gold with some blend 
of iridescent toning seen I 1925 Fort Vancouver. environmental 
damage due to PVC contamination. (Total: 9 pieces) 
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4047 1937-P S set. Boo e. P S . each piece is certified by PCGs: 
I “P” Ms-67 I “d” Ms-66 I “s” Ms-66. a lustrous Gem-quality 
set. all have toning. only 2,506 examples were issued for the “d” 
and “s” mint varieties, making this one of the scarcest Pds sets in 
the commemorative half dollar series. Truly, a bargain in today’s 
rare coin market. (Total: 3 pieces) 

4048 1937-P S set. Boo e. S-  to S- 7. The P mint is sharp, satiny 
and bright with excellent surfaces. The d mint is well matched but 
shows a touch more toning and the s mint is reflective and bright 
but shows some faint wipe lines. (Total: 3 pieces) 

4049 1938-P S set. Boo e. S- 5 to S- . each coin has satiny lustre, 
delicate gold toning at the rims and pleasing eye appeal. (Total: 3 
pieces) 

4050 Half o e  S- 4 commemorat es  I 1936 Bridgeport. Tawny 
gray over iridescent hues I 1926-s oregon. Bright and lustrous 
with a few small toning specks I 1936 oregon a satiny white 
delight I 1937-d oregon. lustrous and sharp with just a splash of 
reverse toning I 1937 roanoke. russet-gold toning over lustre I 
1936 robinson-arkansas. a few tics and toned with light yellow-
gold. (Total: 6 pieces) 

4051 1925-S al for a. S-  P S  ACAAC . Broadly sweeping cart-
wheel lustre supports deep gold, rose, and neon blue iridescence 
on both sides. no shortage of eye appeal here  

#009281

4052 1925-S al for a. S- 5 N . Pearl gray iridescence on satiny 
surfaces. 

Issued to commemorate the 75th anniversary of California statehood. 
The obverse features a pioneer panning for gold, something referred to as 
placer (pronounced plasser) mining. The grizzly bear motif on the reverse is 
adapted from the famous California republic flag. California artist Jo Mora 
created the designs.

#009281

4053 1925-S al for a. S- 5 N . Partially brilliant with wisps 
and blushes of pewter gray and hints of pink. 

#009281

4054 1925-S al for a. S- 5 N . Brilliant and satiny. Virtually 
as nice as the day of issue. 

#009281

4055 r o of S- 4 commemorat es  I 1925-s California. Irregular 
russet-gold toning I 1935 Connecticut. sharp, satiny and smooth 
with a blush of light gold toning I 1936 Gettysburg. With a few 
areas that show russet toning near the rims, white and lustrous 
centers. (Total: 3 pieces) 

405  Set of Booker . Wash to  a  ar er-Wash to  commemo-
rat es. The Booker T. Washington set is nearly complete, with 
1946-Pds through 1950-Pds. The coins are uniformly S- 5 and 
lustrous, with just the 1948-s exhibiting nice toning. The Carver-
Washington set is complete, and includes an extra 1951-Pds set. 
This set is also a nicely matched, original S- 5 set. The coins are 
housed in a library of Coins album. (Total: 30 pieces) 

4057 1952 ar er-Wash to . S-  P S  ACAAC . spectacular royal 
blue, steel, and rose iridescence ignites both sides of this highly 
lustrous commemorative half dollar. 

#009434

4058 193 -P S set. c at . S- 4 to S- 5. delicate toning on 
each, the s mint one shows a few more tics though and keeps this 
group out of the Gem category. still attractive overall. (Total: 3 
pieces) 

4059 Pa r of 193  commemorat e half ollars  I 193 -  c at . 
S- 2. uneven russet toning. I 193  York. S- 4. lightly toned 

over very lustrous surfaces. a good strike further defines this 
lovely coin. (Total: 2 pieces) 

40 0 hree S-  commemorat e half ollars  I 1936 Cleveland. 
light surface haze on both sides, steel-gray I 1936 elgin. attractive 
gold color on both sides I 1935-s san diego. Crusty russet-gold 
with iridescent areas. (Total: 3 pieces) 

40 1 193 -P S set. ol mb a. S- 4. delicate toning on the d and 
s, all are attractive and lustrous with the usual sharp strikes and 
pleasing surfaces. (Total: 3 pieces) 

40 2 193 -P S set. ol mb a. S- 0, overall. Close examination yields 
a limited number of field lines. a good looking set for the grade 
that should certainly be inspected, as coins of this type and grade 
do not normally come up for sale. (Total: 3 pieces) 

40 3 193 -  ol mb a. S- 7 N . Frosty lustre. rosy gold overall 
with wisps of orange and blue at the rims. not an easy issue to 
find this nicely preserved. 

#009292

40 4 Pa r of cert e  commemorat e half ollars  I 193 -S ol mb a. 
S-  N a lovely original coin with attractive russet and 

gold toning over smooth surfaces I 1925 Sto e o ta . S- 5 
H . Golden toning about the rim with the central area 

a pleasant lighter shade. The strike is respectable for this issue. 
(Total: 2 pieces) 

40 5 1892 ol mb a . S- 4 N  ACAAC . a handsome, frosty 
example displaying vivid album toning with pearl gray at the 
centers changing to golden brown, violet, and blue toward the 
peripheries. notable as america’s first commemorative half dollar 
variety. These half dollars were offered for $1 each to visitors at 
the World’s Columbian exposition (a.k.a. Chicago World’s Fair). 
The issue commemorates the 400th anniversary of Columbus’ 
discovery of america. 

40  Octet of o lar commemorat es. all are S- 3 unless other-
wise noted: I 1892 Columbian. dark gunmetal-gray toning and 
attractive surfaces I 1893 Columbian. Bright with a hint of gold 
I 1925 lexington. soft golden hues I 1918 lincoln. Bright white 
with small flecks of toning I 1920 Maine. lustrous and bright I 
1923-s Monroe. dark irregular blue rim toning, lighter golden 
centers I 1920 Pilgrim. Ms-62. sharp and toning free I 1921 
Pilgrim. Ms-62. satiny and bright. (Total: 8 pieces) 

Visit stack’s auctions on-Line at

www.stacks.com
for images of singLe item Lots not 
 pictured in the printed cataLogue.
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S erb em 1893 ol mb a  x os t o  Half ollar

40 7 1893 ol mb a . S- 7 N . The coloration and visual allure 
of this example easily distinguish it from all but an ever so tiny 
fraction of surviving Columbian exposition half dollars. luxuriant 
silken mint bloom is adorned by overlying multicolored irides-
cence. The obverse offers fiery blue, gold, and champagne toning 
that fades to a lovely blush of rose-gold at the center. The reverse 
features russet and rose at the periphery. For those who seek to 
differentiate the content of their silver commemorative collection 
from the multitude of mundane sets that routinely appear on the 
market, the coin offered here certainly deserves consideration. 

#009297

40 8 Pa r of earl  commemorat e ss es, each certified by nGC as 
Ms-65: I 1893 Columbian I 1922 Grant. no star. Both pieces are 
fully lustrous and partially brilliant with wisps and blushes of 
pale gold, predominantly at the rims. (Total: 2 pieces) 

40 9 1893 ol mb a . S- 4 P S . superb original multicolor ton-
ing gives this coin its great appeal. Well struck with a few light 
field hairlines, otherwise this coin is a full Gem. 

#009297

4070 r o of o lar commemorat e ss es each cert e  b  N  
1893 Columbian. Ms-63 I 1934 Maryland. Ms-65 I 1923-s Mon-
roe. Ms-64. each has frosty lustre and is toned with emphasis on 
pearl gray and gold. (Total: 3 pieces) 

4071 1935 o ect c t. S- 5 P S  ACAAC . a gorgeous Connecticut 
half dollar. strong underlying lustre supports rich violet, crimson, 
and electric blue iridescence on the obverse, imparting a sunset 
feeling, the reverse with rich champagne hues that give outwardly 
to violet and crimson. 

#009299

4072 ht S- 3 s l er commemorat es  I 1935 Connecticut. lus-
trous surfaces with a reverse spot over the eagle. a light hazy film 
is present which may be professional removable I 1946 Iowa. Pale 
russet toning over well struck surfaces I 1925 norse-american. 
Thin planchet. lovely original iridescent toning seen at the edges 
on both sides with the centers a pleasing pale gold I 1925 norse-
american. Thick planchet. Bright from a past dipping. some PVC 
residue still remains I 1926-s oregon. artificially toned a deep 
iridescent color on both sides I 1936 robinson-arkansas. light 
obverse wiping does not detract much from this coin that has rich 
mint lustre with some patches of iridescence at the edge I 1935-s 
san diego. Bright from a past dipping leaving a slight PVC residue 
still remaining I 1937-s Texas. Bright from a past cleaning. (Total: 
8 pieces) 

4073 193  elaware. S-  P S  ACAAC . satiny pale champagne 
surfaces with intense crimson and gold in the peripheral legends, 
perhaps from long-term storage in its original cardboard holder. 
Choice for the grade. 

#009301

4074 ommemorat e threesome, each S- 4  I 1936 delaware. 
satiny and white with a hint of edge toning I 1924 Huguenot. 
attractive but somewhat irregular golden russet toning I 1938 
new rochelle. delicate rose-gold toning over lustre and with clean 
surfaces. (Total: 3 pieces) 

4075 193  l . S-  P S  ACAAC . Frosty matte-like surfaces seem-
ingly glow from within with bold cartwheel lustre. a faint nuance 
of pale sky blue and gold graces both sides. 

#009303

407  1922 ra t. W th Star. S- 3. lustrous with toning near the edge 
from long album storage. 

4077 1922 ra t. S- 5. a sparkling Gem with golden rose toning over 
lustre, sharp strike, and clean surfaces. 

em 1928 Hawa  Half ollar

4078 1928 Hawa a . S- 5 P S . nicer than most as the toning is 
delicate and gold with ample lustre, many come rather yellow in 
color, not so here. one of the keys to the set, and a delightful Gem. 

#009309

4079 1935 H so . S- 4 N . Pale champagne iridescence on 
satiny surfaces. Issued to commemorate the 150th anniversary of 
the founding of Hudson, new york. 

#009312

4080 1935 H so . S- 3 N . Fresh gold toning with a trace of 
lilac-gold seen in places. Wonderful mint lustre also defines this 
tough coin. Well above average for the grade. In fact, if it were not 
for a spot on the reverse in a recessed area, this coin would grade 
a least a point higher. 
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4081 1935 H so . S- 2. Gently wiped long ago with a few hairlines 
as a result, but with the unaided eye the piece appears at least a 
couple of grade points finer. light silver with a touch of gunmetal 
and gold forming. an average strike with minor central softness 
on the sails. 

4082 1924 H e ot. S-  P S . a frosty Gem warmly toned in 
blended gold, gray, rose, and blue. Issued to commemorate the 
300th anniversary of the founding of new netherland, a.k.a. 
“nieuw nederland.” at its peak, new netherland had settlements 
extending from schenectady (ny) in the north to Fort Goede Hoop 
(CT) in the east, to swannendael (de) in the south. This dutch 
colony was surrendered to the British in 1664 at which time it 
became new york. 

#009314

4083 Pa r of N -cert e , assach setts-relate  commemorat es  
I 1925 lexington. Ms-65. Brilliant and satiny I 1920 Pilgrim. 
Ms-65. Pearl gray iridescence on frosty surfaces. (Total: 2 pieces) 

4084 1918 col . S-  P S . light gray and mottled golden 
toning over lustrous surfaces. always a favorite design, perhaps 
more so than ever in 2009 with all of the interest in lincoln’s 
biography. 

#009320

4085 ommemorat e half ollar tr o  I 1918 col . S- 1. light 
russet and gold with a trace of light blue toning seen on this coin. 
a good strike with no serious marks seen I 193  o  sla . 

S- 3, or better. Bright lustre with some light russet seen here and 
there I 193  ob so - rka sas. S- 2. russet toning on well 
struck surfaces gives this coin quality appeal. (Total: 3 pieces) 

408  193  o  sla . S- 7 . an incredibly toned beauty, rich 
with the colorful surface display that comes from long-term stor-
age in its original holder. deep crimson, fiery violet, rich orange, 
and deep gold are but a few of the hues that endorse the surfaces 
of this beauty. Gem quality all the way. 

4087 193  o  sla . S-  . Frosty mint brilliance vies with 
deep crimson and indigo toning, typically imparted by the original 
holder for this issue. a satisfying commemorative half dollar in 
all regards. 

4088 193  o  sla . S-  . a beautifully toned long Island 
half dollar, the brilliant color display no doubt the gift of long-term 
storage in its original holder. The obverse is a study in intense 
sunset orange, yellow, and crimson, while the reverse is largely 
brilliant at the center with heavy crimson toning around the tabs 
that would have held the coin in its holder of issue. an exceptional 
beauty. 

4089 193  o  sla . S- 5 . a gorgeous long Island half 
dollar. The highly lustrous and heavily frosted brilliant centers 
yield to deep indigo and violet iridescence at the rims. Choice for 
the grade both visually and physically. 

4090 193  o  sla . S- 5. Tab style toning with an earful of gold, 
dark russet at the rims, the reverse evenly toned with dark rus-
set-gray. 

4091 193  chb r . S-  N . Gold and light gray toning over 
lustrous surfaces. 

4092 1934 ar la . S- 7 P S . satiny smooth surfaces with a bit 
of light toning present. Typically struck for the issue with some 
weakness in Calvert’s hair. no contact marks seen that would be 
detrimental to the vivid appeal. 

#009328

4093 r o of N - ra e  em commemorat e half ollars  I 1934 
ar la . S- 5 N . light taupe and gold toning over lustre 

I 193 -S ho e sla . S-  N . satiny and bright with a 
whisper of toning around the rims. I 1935 exas. S-  N . 
Bright, sharp, and attractive. (Total: 3 pieces) 

4094 r o of em commemorat es  I 1934 Maryland. silver lustre 
with a couple of specks of russet I 1928 oregon. satiny iridescent 
lustre I 1936-s oregon. soft white lustre and sharp. all S- 5. 
(Total: 3 pieces) 

4095 1921 sso r . 2 4. S- 3. lightly dipped years ago. still bright 
white and pleasing for the satiny surfaces and lustre. 

409  1921 sso r . S- 2 at first glance, some barely visible obverse 
lines are seen. a single copper spot is seen at the left obverse. a 
bit of golden toning resides at the edge of this popular issue of a 
frontiersman and an Indian on the reverse and a frontiersman on 
the obverse. 
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4097 1938 New ochelle. S-  P S  ACAAC . satiny golden gray with 
bursts of pale sky blue and rich sea green at the obverse periphery, 
while the reverse periphery is alive with deep gold, crimson, and 
fiery violet chiefly retained in the dentils. 

#009335

4098 em a r  of commemorat e half ollars  I 1936 norfolk. 
somber gray toning on the reverse, lighter obverse I 1933-d or-
egon. Tiny flecks of peripheral russet, otherwise generally bright. 
Both are S- 5. (Total: 2 pieces) 

4099 1928 Ore o . S- 7 P S . Pewter-gray surfaces with warm 
gold, pink, and blue highlights. From a scant net mintage of just 
6,028 pieces. James earle Fraser—of Buffalo nickel fame—and 
laura Gardin Fraser, created the designs. regarded by many 
numismatists as the most beautiful design type in the commemora-
tive half dollar series. 

PCGs Population: 61, none finer
#009342

4100 1934-  Ore o . S- . Bright white and attractive for the lustre 
and clean surfaces. 

4101 193 -S Ore o . S- 7 P S . Warm gold-gray toning with 
delicate lilac highlights. From a modest net mintage of just 5,006 
pieces. only a tiny proportion of the original production figure 
could match the superlative quality offered here. 

#009346

4102 193 -S Ore o . S- 7 P S . Blended champagne and lilac 
iridescence complements the satiny surfaces. 

#009346

4103 1938-P S set. Ore o . S- 3 to S- 4. The last piece has been 
dipped. Flashy lustre and all three are bright and attractive with 
minimal signs of handling. (Total: 3 pieces) 

4104 1939-P S set. Ore o . S- 4. satiny lustre on each coin and none 
show more than a whisper of toning. a solid set for the modest 
grade. (Total: 3 pieces) 

4105 1939-  Ore o . S-  P S  ACAAC . Intense cartwheel lustre 
supports brisk champagne and pale golden iridescence on both 
sides. absolutely as nice as the grade implies and then some. one 
of just 3,004 examples of the date issued in the final year of the 
oregon Trail Memorial half dollar series. 

#009353

410  1915-S Pa ama-Pac c. S- 4 P S . Toned with golden russet 
around the rim on both sides. elegant designs continue the ever 
growing popularity of this issue. 

#009357

4107 1921 P l r m. S-  P S  ACAAC . a satiny beauty with expan-
sive cartwheel lustre that ignites the richly varied golden hues on 
both sides. The second of two consecutive years in the Pilgrim half 
dollar series. 

#009360

4108 1921 P l r m. S-  N . Pale champagne toning on frosty 
surfaces. some die finishing lines in the obverse field may be 
misidentified as hairlines at first glance. Much scarcer than the 
1920 Pilgrim issue. 

#009360

4109 1921 P l r m. S- 5 P S . spectacular multicolor iridescent 
toning on the obverse while the reverse is mostly russet and gold 
with some iridescent toning on the edge. no contact marks of any 
significance are found making this coin a well above average coin 
for the stated grade. Issued to commemorate the landing of the 
Pilgrims at Plymouth rock. 

#009360

4110 193 -P S set. ho e sla . S- 5 or better. a well matched set 
with each showing full lustre, creamy frost and just a whisper of 
gold toning starting to form. (Total: 3 pieces) 

S erb S- 7 193 -S ho e sla  50

4111 193 -S ho e sla . S- 7 P S  ACAAC . a superb, frosty 
Gem, virtually as nice as the day of issue. Blended lilac-gray, pink, 
and gold in the central areas deepens to blue and crimson at the 
borders. Very few survivors could match the quality offered here 
as is attested by the PCGs Population eport data. a prize for the 
numismatist who desires the finest quality available. 

PCGs Population: 13  none finer.
#009365
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4112 1937 oa oke. S- 7 P S  ACAAC . Mattelike surfaces are 
rich with deeply embedded cartwheel lustre that supports rich 
golden hues, particularly on the reverse. sharply struck, which is 
not always the case for this half dollar that celebrates the birth of 
Virginia dare, the first child born to english-speaking parents in 
the new World. 

#009367

4113 1937 oa oke. S-  P S  ACAAC . lustrous steel gray centers 
yield to a rich array of vibrant orange, peach, and gold at the 
obverse rim, the reverse rim crowded with faint champagne and 
deep gold. sharply struck. 

Housed in an old-style green label PCGs holder.
#009367

Sat  em t State Ses ce te al Half ollar

4114 192  Ses ce te al. S- 5 N . Balanced shades of rich 
golden toning bathe both the obverse and reverse of this deep 
velvet-like example. The strike is clearly superior to that normally 
encountered on Mint state survivors of this issue, particularly at 
the central reverse. although typical uncirculated sesquicenten-
nial half dollars can be routinely obtained in quantity, full Gem 
specimens such as the coin offered here, are at an entirely different 
level of rarity. 

#009374

4115 192  Ses ce te al. S- 3. rich russet-gold on the obverse, 
the reverse a bit lighter gold. lustrous and pleasing. 

411  1935 S a sh ra l. S- 5 P S . Bright and lustrous with well 
struck devices and minimal signs of handling in the broad open 
fields that make this particular issue prone to bagmarks. 

4117 1935 S a sh ra l. S- 4 P S  ACAAC . satiny, somewhat reflec-
tive fields, typical for the issue, display warm gold centers with 
toning that deepens toward the rims. 

Housed in an old-style green label PCGs holder.
#009376

4118 1925 Sto e o ta . S- 7 P S . a splendid, satiny Gem 
example. Mostly pearl gray with wisps and blushes of rose-violet 
on the obverse. despite an original issue of 1,314,709 examples, it’s 
doubtful than more than just a few hundred pieces grading Ms-67 
or better could be accounted for today. Issued as a “memorial to 
the valor of the soldier of the south.” 

#009378

4119 1935-P S set. exas. The grades are S- 5, S- , and S- 4 re-
spectively. The Philadelphia Mint coin is sharp, bright and lustrous 
with no signs of toning. The denver Mint coin is well matched 
with blazing white lustre and a sharp strike with just a couple of 
faint scuffs and the san Francisco coin is also bright white with 
ample lustre and just a couple of tics. (Total: 3 pieces) 

4120 193  exas. S- 7 P S . Frosty lustre. Medium gray overall 
with vivid blended rose and blue accents. Issued to commemorate 
the centennial of Texas’ independence from Mexico. The reverse 
is literally chock-a-block with allegorical symbolism and histori-
cal motifs including a kneeling, winged figure of nike, an olive 
branch of peace, a depiction of the alamo, and portraits of Texas 
heroes sam Houston and stephen austin. From a net mintage of 
just 8,911 pieces. It’s doubtful that more than just a few hundred 
survivors could match the quality offered here. 

#009386

4121 193 -P S set. exas. The grades are S- 4, S- , and S- 5 
respectively. The Philadelphia Mint coin is bright white with a 
couple of minor tics from a Gem grade, while the denver coin is 
frosty with a thin layer of patina and toning and the san Francisco 
coin is lustrous with minor striking softness on the high points of 
the reverse. (Total: 3 pieces) 

4122 1937-P S set. exas. S- 5 to S- . each is bright, lustrous, 
and attractive with minimal signs of contact or scuffs. a scarce 
set. (Total: 3 pieces) 

4123 1937-S exas. S- 7 N . Medium gray overall with delicate 
pink, gold, and ice blue highlights. From a net mintage of just 6,637 
pieces, of which no more than just a few hundred could match the 
quality offered here. nGC has certified fewer than 100 examples 
as Ms-67 or finer over the years. 

#009392
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4124 1938-P S set. exas. S- 4 to S- 5. The Philadelphia coin is the 
Ms-64 with a scuff or two more than the mintmarked pair from 
this set. all are lustrous and bright with glittering surfaces and 
no signs of toning. (Total: 3 pieces) 

4125 Pa r of S- 3 commemorat es  I 1925 Fort Vancouver. Toned 
with darker gold near the rims I 1927 Vermont. Bright and lus-
trous. (Total: 2 pieces) 

412  193  W sco s . S- 7 P S  ACAAC . a frosty Wisconsin Ter-
ritorial Centennial half dollar with expansive cartwheel lustre on 
both sides. The obverse displays richly varied champagne hues 
that deepen toward the rim, the reverse is aglow with pale lilac 
and rose. 

Housed in an old-style green label PCGs holder.
#009447

4127 193  W sco s . S- 7 P S . Frosty with warm blended or-
ange-gold and lilac toning. Issued to commemorate Wisconsin’s 
territorial centennial. The designer david Parsons was an art 
student at the university of Wisconsin at the time. although a 
Google search didn’t reveal much about david Parson’s career, a 
photo of the sculptor by James Watrous, titled he Wood Car er can 
be seen at: http://www.artinwisconsin.com/public/article full.
php user id 53 

#009447

4128 1925 Norse mer ca  me al. h  la chet. S- 4 P S . 
shades of mauve, olive-gold, and subtle blue iridescence accent 
the peripheries on both sides. This lovely coloration embellishes 
underlying surfaces that are aglow with satin-velvet mint lustre. 
The mintage of these scarce thin planchet norse american medals 
(a total of only 6,000 pieces were struck) is only a fraction of the 
more frequently encountered thick planchet specimens, as records 
from the Philadelphia Mint indicate that 33,750 thick planchet 
pieces were coined. Furthermore, the proportion of survivors at or 
above the Ms-64 grade level, with respect to the total population 
extant, is significantly lower for the thin planchet pieces. 

4129 1925 Norse mer ca  me al. S l er. h  Pla chet. S- 3 N . 
deep gray toning on surfaces that have been well protected over 
the years. The strike is typical for what is normal for this under 
appreciated issue. one of about 6000 thin medals minted, this 
variety is much more elusive than the more commonly seen thick 
medal variety. The obverse depicts the figure of a Viking in full 
battle regalia while the reverse shows a Viking ship with the year 
1000 ad which is the year the Vikings were said to have landed 
in the americas, probably on the Canadian coast. a striking medal 
designed by opus Fraser. 

u.s. Gold  
CoMMeMoraTIVe CoIns

all commemorative gold dollar photos are 2x.

4130 1922 ra t ol  ollar. W th Star. S- 4 P S  ACAAC . a highly 
lustrous specimen that falls just short of a finer grade in the present 
writer’s opinion. deep golden surfaces display heavy lustre and 
excellent eye appeal. Choice for the grade. 

#007459

4131 1922 ra t ol  ollar. No Star. S- 4 P S . deep golden 
surfaces with rich orange highlights and broadly sweeping lustre. 
a pleasing example for the grade. 

#007458

4132 1904 ew s a  lark ol  ollar. S- 4 N . Frosty honey 
gold with distinctive olive highlights and expansive cartwheel 
lustre. a sharply struck example of a popular issue. 

#007447

ho ce c rc late  1905 ew s a  lark ol  1

4133 1905 ew s a  lark ol  ollar. S- 4 P S . sparkling deep 
honey gold with blended orange and olive highlights on satiny, 
somewhat prooflike fields and frosty motifs. one of 10,041 ex-
amples of the issue, the second of two dates in the series, that were 
distributed at the time of the exposition. Pleasing survivors such 
as the present piece are always well-received by today’s generation 
of collectors. Housed in an old-style PCGs green label holder. 

#007448
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4134 1905 ew s a  lark ol  ollar. S- 3 P S . Frosty honey 
gold mattelike surfaces with glowing cartwheel lustre and distinc-
tive olive highlights. 

#007448

4135 1905 ew s a  lark ol  ollar. S- 1 P S . somewhat 
prooflike orange gold fields and frosty motifs display strong lustre 
and distinctive olive highlights. Choice for the grade. 

Housed in old-style green label PCGs holder.
#007448

413  1905 ew s a  lark ol  ollar. -55 P S . Medium honey 
gold with lively retained lustre and a decided olive glow. a pleas-
ing example of the scarcest of all commemorative gold dollars. 

numismatic interest in the lewis and Clark gold dollar issues of 1904 
and 1905 was quite low, and most were sold to the public. This seems to be 
especially true of the 1905, for today, high-quality examples are much scarcer 
than would otherwise be the case.

#007448

4137 1903 o s a a P rchase ol  ollar. efferso  ortra t. S- 4 
P S . lively lustre supports rich orange iridescence on the 

satiny golden surfaces of this attractive commemorative gold 
dollar. Choice for the grade. 

When you buy a commemorative coin you are also buying a bit of his-
tory. While the latter asset can be ignored, if you investigate it you will find 
a fascinating story. The 1903 gold dollars of two varieties were the brainchild 
of Farran zerbe, who hailed from Tyrone, Pennsylvania, where in his youth 
as a newsboy he came across a most curious 1883 liberty Head nickel: it 
did not have the word CenTs on it. His interest piqued, he sought to learn 
more, found the story of this coin, and went on to investigate other areas. By 
the early 20th century he was deeply immersed in numismatics, including 

traveling here and there to interview dealers and to visit mints. He hit upon 
the idea of a commemorative gold dollar, something that had never been 
created before. Forming a connection with the principals of the forthcoming 
louisiana Purchase exposition to be held in st. louis in 1904, later familiarly 
known as the st. louis World’s Fair, he forwarded a dramatic proposal: have 
the Philadelphia Mint strike 250,000 commemorative gold dollars in two 
varieties, 125,000 each. The franchise for selling them was to go to zerbe, of 
course, with some royalty going to the exposition itself. according to plan, 
these would sell easily, would create much attention for the fair itself, and 
would benefit everyone all around.

zerbe set about promoting, with no end to hyperbole. anything seemed 
to go, no matter how far-fetched. offered at $3 each, these were sure to be the 
investment coup of the age for anyone making a purchase. sales did not go 
very well. The reasons are several and are discussed in detail in dave Bowers’ 
1992 book, Commemorati e Coins of the United States  A Complete Encyclopedia. 
Probably most notably, “souvenir” half dollars (as they were called, the 
term commemorati e not being used) of the World’s Columbian exposition, 
dated 1892 and 1893, had been widely sold at $1 each, but vast quantities 
remained unsold and were dumped into circulation. By 1903, when zerbe’s 
new louisiana Purchase gold dollars were available (one year before the 
st. louis World’s Fair), such Columbian halves could be obtained for face 
value, or for a nice uncirculated example, perhaps 55¢ from a dealer. even 
more dramatic, perhaps, were the 1900 lafayette silver dollars. some 50,000 
of these were minted, and thousands were sold at $2 each, after which the 
market collapsed, making them available for not much over face value by 
1903. despite his extensive promotion, the gold dollars did not stir up much 
interest in the numismatic community, and at the World’s Fair itself the public 
was apathetic. When an accounting was made, zerbe kept some of the unsold 
pieces still available, and returned the vast majority to the Philadelphia Mint 
where they were melted. The net distribution of each of the varieties, of which 
125,000 had been struck, was just 17,500

zerbe went on to engage in other promotions, deceptions, and question-
able practices, including rigging an american numismatic association elec-
tion. He became disliked by many, probably contributing to the record low 
attendance—fewer than two dozen people—at the american numismatic 
association Convention held in san Francisco in 1915, in connection with 
the Panama-Pacific International exposition, for which zerbe again held the 
coin selling franchise.

#007443

4138 1903 o s a a P rchase ol  ollar. efferso  ortra t. S- 1. 
yellow-gold toning on surfaces that have a satiny appearance. 
some strike softness in the hair is noted as is a reverse copper 
spot. 

4139 1903 o s a a P rchase ol  ollar. c le  ortra t. S-  
N . a frosty golden beauty with rich and lively lustre, a solid 

strike, and excellent eye appeal. an outstanding example of the 
second portrait variety in Farran zerbe’s memorable launching 
of commemoratives of this denomination. 

#007444

4140 1903 o s a a P rchase ol  ollar. c le  ortra t. S- 3, 
or better were it not for a hint of a reverse cleaning. rich golden 
toning on surfaces that have good lustre. The strike is bold for this 
issue which further enhances the appeal of this pleasing coin. 

4141 1903 o s a a P rchase ol  ollar. c le  ortra t. -58 
detail. signs of a past cleaning in the central areas with numerous 
hairlines visible among the yellow-gold toned surfaces. The strike 
is respectable which further defines this issue. 
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4142 191  c le  ol  ollar. S- 4 N . satiny honey gold 
with bold lustre and pleasing eye appeal. somewhat prooflike, as 
are quite a few of this issue. a popular variety depicting on the 
reverse the McKinley Memorial in niles, ohio. 

Proceeds from the sale of these coins were intended to go to the monument 
in niles, ohio, McKinley’s birthplace, but we have not been able to find out 
any specific information as to actual dollar amounts.

#007454

4143 191  c le  ol  ollar. S- 3 or essentially so. a swathe of 
shimmering silk-like mint lustre immerses both the obverse and 
reverse of this deep yellow golden example. The strike is assertive, 
and the surfaces are free of any contact marks of note. 

4144 1917 c le  ol  ollar. S-  P S . satiny surfaces show 
a broad array of frosty lustre and rich rose iridescence. nicely 
struck. Choice for the grade. 

#007455

4145 1917 c le  ol  ollar. S- 5 P S . Bright honey gold 
with broadly sweeping cartwheel lustre and rich rose iridescence. 
Choice for the grade. 

#007455

414  1917 c le  ol  ollar. S- 5 N . a highly lustrous 
example of this popular commemorative gold dollar issue struck 
in the second of two years—1916 and 1917—and the scarcer of the 
two dates. nicely struck, and with lively rose iridescence adding 
to the aesthetic mix. 

#007455

4147 1917 c le  ol  ollar. S- 4 N . an attractive example 
with partially prooflike surfaces on both sides. deep golden 
surfaces show intense rose iridescence and rich lustre. The 1917 
McKinley gold dollar is much more elusive than the 1916 issue, 
perhaps on a ratio of four-to-one—the market differential does 
not reflect this, however, yielding an opportunity for those in-the-
know. 

#007455

4148 1915-S Pa ama-Pac c ol  ollar. S- 5 P S . Toned in 
blended olive, pink, and, lilac, with some “flashes” of fiery mint 
brilliance. examples were offered to the public for $2 each during 
the Panama-Pacific exposition which occurred in san Francisco 
to commemorate the completion of the Panama Canal. The gold 
dollar designs, created by Charles Keck, feature a capped canal 
laborer on the obverse and a pair of dolphins encircling the de-
nomination on the reverse. only 15,000 gold dollars were issued, 
although 25,000 were originally authorized. 

#007449

4149 1915-S Pa ama-Pac c ol  ollar. S- 5 N . Frosty golden 
surfaces with bold lustre and rich rose iridescence. Choice for the 
grade. 

#007449

4150 1915-S Pa ama-Pac c ol  ollar. -58. Tiny obverse rim mark 
at 11:30. The reverse is fully Mint state with nice original lustre. 
Both sides exhibit a pale mustard gold tone with respectable strike 
noted. 
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are a  es rable 1915-S Pa ama-Pac c Set  Or al Box

4151 1915 Pa ama-Pac c 5- ece set w th or al box a  car . I 
Half ollar. S- 4. olive-russet toning and undiminished lustre 
beneath the natural silver toning that has mellowed the surfaces 
over the decades I ol  ollar. S- 4 or better with bright lustre 
and a very clean cheek on the worker. I arter ea le. S- 3 
sharply struck for this issue with good definition and satiny 
golden lustre throughout I 50 Octa o al. appearance of S- 4 
at first glance. signs of a cleaning upon close inspection however 
the lustre in intact and copper-gold hues settling into the fields. 
Boldly struck, clean corners and an appealing example of this 
rare $50 gold coin. I 50 o . Initial presentation of S- 4 

or better. surfaces show signs of a well executed enhancement to 
retain lustre and brighten the surfaces. The strike is sharp and the 
surfaces clean with just a few thin hairlines from a gentle wiping in 
the past. I Box. Very Fine with an indentation near the bottom left 
corner of the lid but bright and fresh with the deep purple velvet 
interior in excellent condition with the gold lettering inscribed lid 
in excellent condition. The bend on the front of the box is from 
some unfortunate incident but not that distracting. an impressive 
set for the collector who has longed to own these important and 
beautiful coins. (Total: 5 coins, 1 box) 
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Boxe  o er rame for o ble Set of  
Pa ama-Pac c ommemorat es

4152 o er frame for a o ble set of 1915-S Pa ama-Pac c ter-
at o al x os t o  commemorat e co s. about uncirculated 

in terms of wear or handling. The original glass is missing but 
the frame is accompanied by a modern Plexiglas replacement. 
The top of the frame bears incused identification, S E E  CO  
SA  F A C SCO  MAKE S. The purple velvet interior provides 
two fitted openings to show the obverse and reverse of the gold 
octagonal and gold round $50 pieces, $2.50 and $1 plus the silver 
half dollar. The openings show faint residue of adhesive that once 
held the coins in position. across the top is the purple velvet header 
gold-stamped PA AMA-PAC F C E A O AL EXPOS -

O  9  - SA  F A C SCO - U.S.A.  COMMEMO A E 
CO S  AU O E  B  AC  OF CO G ESS  S UCK A  
SA  F A C SCO M . spaces for the coins are accompanied by 
gold-imprinted purple cardboard labels giving designers’ names 
and full descriptions of each denomination. The back includes a 
folding brass-hinged easel. With this rare frame is its original cream 
cardboard box bearing four-line gold-imprint with the expo name 
and date, with old tape repair showing some splits at the corners. 
a fabulous exhibit item for what has often been called the ultimate 
set of classic u.s. commemorative coins. 

From our sale of the ich Uhrich Collection, February 2008, Lot 9  
pre iously from Superior Galleries’ May 200  Sale, Lot 8 .

4153 192  Ses ce te al arter ea le. S- 4 P S . Honey gold 
toning complements satiny surfaces. a thoroughly attractive and 
desirable example of the variety. Issued to commemorate the 150th 
anniversary of the declaration of Independence. 

#007466

4154 192  Ses ce te al arter ea le. S- 4 P S . a shade 
of delicate coppery orange toning augments a full measure of 
underlying satin-frost. There is a single microscopic stain in the 
left reverse field, otherwise this glowing specimen is entirely 
pleasing. 

#007466

4155 192  Ses ce te al arter ea le. S- 4 P S . Frosty honey 
gold with impressively active lustre and excellent eye appeal for 
the assigned grade. 

#007466

415  192  Ses ce te al arter ea le. S- 4 N . Frosty and 
mostly brilliant with just a whisper of violet. The reverse depicts 
Independence Hall in Philadelphia. John r. sinnock created the 
designs. 

#007466

4157 192  Ses ce te al arter ea le. S- 4 N . Bright yel-
low gold with exceptional lustre and splendid eye appeal for the 
grade. 

#007466
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4158 18 4 error 1 . o er- ckel. Str ck 20  off-ce ter. -20 
P S . struck off-center toward 5:00 on the obverse with the 

date missing the lower edge, but clear enough to read. even, light 
brown, with nice pleasing surfaces. a scarce error and intriguing 
enough that any collector can appreciate its charms. 

#002070

4159 No ate error a  1 . o er- ckel. Str ck 35  off-ce ter. 
S- 3 P S . lustrous and bright with just a couple of specks 

of carbon, the surfaces are otherwise pleasing. struck off-center 
toward 6:00, the date naturally being just off the edge, although the 
style of planchet and shield above wreath limits the year choices to 
1860-64. a scarce and popular error from the Indian cent series. 

41 0 189  error 1 . o ble Str ck  ollar. oo -  P S . The first 
strike was counter-clockwise about 10  from the final strike so the 
date reads 18966 and other remnants of double striking are seen on 
the lettering and devices as well. Chocolate brown and attractive 
for the grade. a desirable mint error. 

#002193

41 1 No ate error 1 . Bro e. Str ck 40  off-ce ter. -45 P S . 
Mottled tan to brown with the off-center direction toward 5:00 
on the obverse, which includes the date. With faint graffiti on the 
unstruck area of the reverse Wnl in primitive scratching. 

41 2 1943 error 1 . o ble str ck  collar. 25  ob erse e t. -58 
P S . a most visual error on a 1943 steel cent, featuring a partial 

indent strike at the lower obverse when a planchet intervened 
between the dies and this coin on its second strike in the dies  The 
indented portion exhibits a smeared-looking chest area of lincoln 
from the first strike, while elements of the in-collar double striking 
are visible at left obverse and especially at left reverse, where two 
clearly differentiated wheat ears are visible. a rare, multiple error 
on this one-year type. 

41 3 P che  bro e ce t a  ckel la chet str s  I Punched 
bronze cent planchet strip. rectangle, 149x63mm. 20 complete 
punches in the interior, 8 partial punches on the two long sides 
as a result of this much larger planchet strip being cut into small 
segments like this. essentially as made, with subdued copper color 
and minor oxidation freckles I Punched nickel planchet strip. an 
irregular rectangle, about 160x120mm and featuring 29 complete 
circles and 26 partial ones at the perimeter of this copper-nickel 
scissel. essentially as made, light dirt and oxidation as expected 
of this industrial waste product. Here is a wonderful study pair 
of “webbing” for ideal for collectors of error coins and students 
of the minting process. (Total: 2 pieces) 

41 4 18 8 Broa str ck 5  off-ce ter. -8. a type coin error that 
slipped into circulation and stayed there awhile before being saved 
as mint error. scarce and desirable, even when well used like this 
one. 

41 5 1914-S error 5 . ass e ob erse lam at o . -58. Impuri-
ties in the nickel alloy have caused the obverse to laminate in 
a wide, nearly vertical band across the obverse, the laminated 
portion folding over along its long right side to obscure parts 
of the Indian’s face  although minor laminations of all sorts are 
frequently encountered on all the nickel coinages, such a drastic 
and visual planchet error on a scarce date Buffalo nickel is a rarity. 
Toned in rose, lavender and golden shades, this nearly Mint state 
coin exhibits lustre and a touch of cabinet friction. 

41  191  error 5 . Str ck 10  off-ce ter. -50 P S . struck 
off-center toward 6:00 just enough to lose the tail of the 19 in the 
date, but the numbers are still easy to discern. on the reverse the 
lettering along the top is distended and drawn off the rim. natural 
nickel-gray surfaces with a scattering of small flyspecks. Buffalo 
nickel mint errors are not only scarce, but highly collectible. 

#003930

Bla  1919 Broa str ck B ffalo Bl er

41 7 1919 error 5 . 10  re erse e t a  broa str ck. S- 5 
P S . an incredible error that is not only broadstruck but also 

shows a 10% indent on the upper reverse from another planchet. 
Furthermore, the coin is a Gem with vibrant mint-fresh lustre, no 
specks or spots, and a bold strike. remarkably the indent did not 
affect the obverse date or mintmark area, thus both the year and 
place of striking are known. a dramatic error for the specialist 
which is greatly enhanced by the stellar condition. 

u.s. error CoIns
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41 8 1919 error 5 . Str ck 10  off-ce ter. W th c s. -55. decid-
edly off-center toward the 11:00 position when viewed from the 
obverse, this coin is what is most technically an “uncentered 
broadstrike out of collar,” as there is no loss of design elements 
or legends on either side. although 1919-dated Buffalo nickels 
are found with some regularity, multiple errors like this one are a 
rarity—the obverse die is also badly cracked and broken, a long 
and thin cud die break visible around 10:00 at the periphery and 
a small pill-shaped die break visible atop Indian’s head. Toned in 
pretty golden and gray hues, this visual error Buffalo slipped into 
circulation for the briefest spell and caught some greenish deposits 
in the deepest recesses of the designs. 

o ble Str ck omb e  w th e erse e t B ffalo

41 9 1920 error 5 . o ble str ck  collar a  re erse e t. S-
4 P S . exceptional quality on a double error Buffalo nickel. 

Frosty mint lustre throughout and the strikes are clear, with a 
triangle indent on the chief’s head near the top of his feather 
headdress from the chin and neck area below, showing the rotation 
between strikes to be approximately 180 . The reverse is a pancake 
of strikes, with the initial regular strike flattened out by the second 
strike against a blank planchet, with the indent covering over 80% 
of the reverse. one tiny carbon speck near the braid, otherwise the 
surfaces are splendid, lustrous and bright. 

4170 1920 error 5 . Str ck 40  off-ce ter. S- 3 P S . struck 40% 
off-center toward 2:00 on the obverse. lustrous with typical light 
golden toning in faint streaks and a couple of unimportant carbon 
spots on the neck of the chief. a dramatic error with great eye appeal 
and surfaces for the modest grade. The mintmark (if any) is off-center 
so this feature cannot be determined on this particular error. 

4171 1920 error 5 . ass e e erse . -10 P S . Mounted 
reverse side up in the PCGs holder to display the large full cud 
area below the bison, basically crossing the ground area. The 
mintmark, if there was one, is obliterated along with FIVe CenTs. 
such massive die failures are unusual and rarely do more than a 
handful of coins get struck before the coiner replaces the offending 
broken die. 

#003944

rost  t State Off- e ter 1923-S N ckel

4172 1923-S error 5 . Str ck 15  off-ce ter. S- 2 N . struck off-
center toward 7:30 on the obverse. Frosty and bright, with strong 
lustre and a pleasing appearance. no carbon spots or handing and 
ejection issues that sometimes mar these dramatically off-center 
pieces. Both the date and mintmark are clear and unmistakable. 
an impressive error on this scarce issue. 

4173 1923-S error 5 . Str ck 25  off-ce ter. -58 P S . struck 
off-center toward 9:00 on the obverse, with the mintmark just 
barely visible but hard to see within the PCGs grommet. Medium 
russet-gold over lustre, typical of nickels from this era, but so few 
are found this far off-center. a scarce and high-grade error from 
the popular Buffalo nickel series. 

4174 1924 error 5 . Str ck 35  off-ce ter. S- 3 P S . Bright and 
lustrous, struck well off-center toward 10:00. no spots or scratches 
detract  another bold mint error that will amuse your friends. The 
mintmark area is missing because of the centering challenges, thus 
it is not known which mint struck this one, but the date is sharp. 

4175 1924 error 5 . Str ck 75  off-ce ter. S- 2 P S . Full date as 
the strike was off-center toward 12:00 and again, no mintmark is 
visible if indeed there was supposed to be one. Classic yellow-gold 
toning and splendidly off-center for the period. Traces of carbon 
on the reverse. 

417  1937-  error 5 . o ble str ck  collar. -40. double strikes 
of any sort are very rare in the Buffalo nickel series, including in 
collar double strikes like the present example. This 1937-d was 
first struck perfectly normally, then failed to eject from the dies, 
rotated about 90 degrees counterclockwise and was struck a second 
time, the additional strike nearly obliterating all traces of the initial 
strike but leaving enough behind to make this a very desirable 
error coin. In fact, many letters of the legends, elements of the 
37 in the date and the complete d mintmark are visible from the 
primary strike. In the “Gallery of errors” in dave lange’s Guide to 
Buffalo ickels, only one similar in collar double strike is featured, 
a much less spectacularly doubled specimen dated 1935. 
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4177 No ate error 5 . Str ck 70  off-ce ter. S- 3 P S . The 
surfaces are pleasing with even, light gold over the classic nickel 
gray. Fully struck in the areas impacted by the dies, with the 19 
and upper portion of a 3 likely) present as well. The mintmark 
area is not present. a dramatic and high-grade example of a scarce 
error type from the popular Buffalo nickel series. 

4178 No ate error 5 . Str ck 43  off-ce ter. -55 P S . This 
dramatic nickel is struck off-center toward 9:00, with the right 
side of the planchet blank. Classic nickel-gray with a tinge of yel-
low-gold blending into the surfaces. one reverse scuff likely from 
the ejection process. scarce as an error with few seen this widely 
off-center and so well preserved. 

4179 No ate error B ffalo 5 . S l t la chet. e erse o l . S- 2. 
35.9 gns. Planchets that split down the middle of the edge after 
striking are not a rarity in the realm of nickels, but such a well-
preserved Buffalo nickel split planchet is a condition rarity, as most 
encountered were well circulated by the time they were collected 
or by the time they split totally in half. The present piece is a full 
Mint state Type II reverse that split from its obverse, precluding 
us from fixing a date on this piece. Buffalo side is lightly toned 
and lustrous, while the rougher exposed “reverse” exhibits a single 
thin pin scratch. 

4180 1920-  error 10 . Str ck 13  off ce ter. S- 4 B P S . 
lustrous with rich golden toning highlights on both sides. struck 
off-center to 5:00 relative to the obverse, with a broad expanse of 
unstruck planchet on both sides. 

#004931

4181 1935 error 10 . Str ck 35  off ce ter. S- 4 P S . sharply 
struck, FB if you will, with strong underlying lustre and pale cham-
pagne toning. off-center to K-10, rim to top of liberty’s forehead, 
reverse off-center to K-7. Mercury dime errors are scarce. 

#004992

4182 r o of P S-cert e  error mes  I 1944 ce tere  Broa -
str ke. au-58 (PCGs). Toned in irregular gold and gray over 
lustre, struck about 10% off-center toward 3:00 I 1944 ce tere  
Broa str ke. Genuine (PCGs). sharpness of au, but there are 
some minor scratches on the obverse and small patches of dark 
encrustation on the reverse. I 1944-S Part al ollar Str ke. au-58 
(PCGs). satiny lustre and sharp, with flecks of gold toning mixed 
over the surfaces. a group of wartime blunders for the collector. 
(Total: 3 pieces) 

4183 1954 error 10 . Str ck o  fore  la chet. -55 P S . struck 
on a thicker than usual planchet that is noted to weigh 40 grs. on the 
PCGs insert, perhaps a foreign planchet or a rolled thick planchet. 
Toned with patches of charcoal on the obverse, the reverse with a 
colorful mix of green, blue, and crimson. apparently close to the 
correct size and weight of our normal dime planchet, but spotted 
by a sharp eyed collector and preserved. 

#005106

4184 1999-P error 25 . eor a. Str ck 15  off-ce ter. S- 5 . 
struck about 15% off-center toward 4:00. Bright and lustrous with 
minimal signs of handling. Mounted reverse side up in the holder 
to show the particular state quarter reverse. 

ttract e 1954 Half ollar Str ck o  a arter Pla chet

4185 1954 error 50 . Str ck o  25  la chet. -58 P S . lustrous 
and bright with just a touch of friction on the high points of the 
design. The date and mintmark area are clear so there is no guess-
work as to the time and place of striking. an impressive example of 
this scarce error type—all Franklin errors are highly collectible. 
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418  1921 or a  ollar. Part al ollar a  r e  l . S- 3 
N . an interesting piece featuring two distinct errors. First, the 

planchet shows a curved clip at 2:30, caused when the planchets 
were being punched from the metal strip. The strip did not feed 
properly, and two punches overlapped at this point. secondly, 
during the striking process the planchet was not properly secured 
and aligned within the reeded collar, producing the partial collar 
or “railroad edge” error, as it is sometimes called. The softness on 
the rim opposing the clip, called the “Blakesley effect” is clearly 
evident and is typically an earmark of all genuine pre-striking 
clipped planchet errors as the lack of metal at the clip interferes 
with the upsetting of the rims in planchet preparation, and also 
the even and desired metal flow during striking. This piece is 
lustrous silver, mostly brilliant with just a touch of light mottled 
toning. a nice double-error on a Morgan dollar, and housed in a 
new generation nGC holder which allows for viewing of the edge, 
arguably the most important “side” on this piece. 

xtremel  are S le Str ke 15  Off- e ter 2000-P 
Saca awea ollar

S le  em o t o  oo

4187 2000-P error 1. Str ck 15  off-ce ter. S-  N . struck 15% 
off-center toward 1:00 on the obverse and enough off-center to have 
the tops of the letters rTy off the edge of the coin. Matching on the 
reverse, where the lower portions of llar are just off the edge of 
the planchet, with the expected blank lunar crescent at the top of 
that side. remarkably free of contact for a sacagawea dollar, as 
most show more bagmarks by the time they left the Mint where 
they could be examined numismatically by collectors. This prize 
must have been tucked into a roll or otherwise carefully preserved 
to the delight of specialists.

While multiple off-center strikes are relati ely available in the 
sacagawea series, a straight forward single off-center strike as 
offered here is extremely rare. Our consignor notes that ust t o 
e amples are kno n of the Sacaga ea dollars struck off-center. For 
the error specialist, the present coin would make an outstanding 
acquisition and form the cornerstone of an advanced collection. 
The coin is beautiful with the golden brass lustre expected and 
enhanced by delicate rose and purple traces on the high points of 
the design. First year of issue to begin the new millennium with 
the desirable date 2000 emblazoned on the obverse and the proud 
P for Philadelphia below, with the naked eye blundered off-center 
strike. This fantastic combination of factors come together to make 
this Gem coin highly desirable. 

MIsCellaneous u.s. CoIns
4188 e o lar t e co s  I 1855 half cent. C-1, B-1. rarity-1. au-

50 Pleasing golden tan surfaces I 1868 two cents. au-55. sharp 
and appealing golden brown with traces of mint orange I 1881 
three-cent nickel. au-50. lustrous golden gray surfaces I 1854 
three-cent silver. au-58. lustrous golden gray with excellent eye 
appeal and a crisp strike I 1875 twenty-cents. eF-45. Frosty silver 
gray with underlying lustre that supports warm rose and neon 
blue highlights. a pleasing group overall. (Total: 5 pieces) 

4189 tet of .S. t e co s  I 18 9 two ce ts. S- 0 BN. signs of 
a light cleaning. small obverse rim mark at 8:00 I 1917 arter. 

e . au-50 I 1820 half ollar. O-103. ar t -1. Small ate, 
rl Base 2. VF-20 details. lightly cleaned. Trivial scratch in lower 

right reverse field I 1843-O half ollar. eF-45 or better in terms of 
wear. Two minor obverse spots and intermittent shallow scratch 
at upper left reverse I 1881-S ollar. S- 3. (Total: 5 pieces) 

4190 clect c t e co  et  I 1889 nickel three cents. au-55. a steel 
gray example of the final date in the series I 1875-s twenty cents. 
net VF-35, eF-45 sharpness, noticeably cleaned on the obverse 
only. (Total: 2 pieces) 

4191 artet of h h- ra e .S. t e co s  I 193 -  ckel. S-
019.5. S- 5 N . Bright lustre, no carbon detractions, and 
a solid strike, with the expected boldly repunched mintmark I 
1881-S or a  ollar. S- 5 or better. Bright white and lustrous 
I 1925 Peace ollar. S- 5. satiny and bright I 1878 2.50. au-
58. light hairlines from a past wiping but still attractive. (Total: 4 
pieces) 

4192 Half ollar a  commemorat e threesome  I 1946-d half dollar. 
Ms-66 (nGC). Bright and lustrous for this date with a bold strike 
too. I 1926 sesquicentennial. Ms-64 (nGC). Thick russet and gold 
toning on both sides with a couple of spots mixed in likely from 
long storage in the original paper holder I 1937 Texas. Ms-61 
(anaCs). stark white and lustrous. (Total: 3 pieces) 

4193 Pa r of P S-cert e  ol  ss es  I 1853 gold dollar. au-55. 
deep orange gold with fiery lustre that seemingly glows from 
within I 1912 half eagle. au-53. Medium honey gold with richly 
retained lustre. Both coins in old-style green label PCGs holders. 
(Total: 2 pieces) 

4194 Pa r of 19th-ce t r  bert  Hea  ol  ss es  I 1878 quarter 
eagle. net F-12, VF-30 sharpness but mount removed. deep yellow 
gold I 1881 half eagle. au-53. Plenty of lustre with rich orange 
halos at the rims. (Total: 2 pieces) 

4195 bert  ol  et  I 1897 quarter eagle. Ms-62, light hairlines 
present I 1901-s half eagle. Ms-62, caked verdigris in the dentils 
above liberty’s head. Both coins are fully lustrous and brilliant. 
(Total: 2 pieces) 

419  r o of N -cert e  S- 1 ol  t es  I 1906 quarter eagle I 
1914 quarter eagle I 1901 half eagle. Three lustrous pieces, each 
with strong eye appeal for the grade. (Total: 3 pieces) 

4197 Pa r of s l er commemorat e co s  I 1893 Isabella quarter. au-
50. Cleaned at one time and now retoning along the rim. a cloudy 
haze in the fields due to some PVC residue I 1900 lafayette dollar. 
Ms-60. Cleaned at one time with a hazy film seen on the reverse 
due to PVC residue. (Total: 2 pieces) 

end oF sessIon one
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sessIon TWo
March 24, 2009 • 10:00 am

Lots 00 - 28

5001 1702 reas re a t re  at o Ba  me al. Betts-95. Brass. -45 
N . Brassy gold with good eye appeal. Perhaps lightly cleaned 

long ago, dig hidden in reverse exergual legend. excellent sharp-
ness, showcasing a detailed if diminutive scene of the naval action 
on the reverse. 

5002 173  er e a  ster  me al. Betts-1 9. S l er. -45 N . 
Medium gray with deep blue overtones and some remaining lustre. 
Many contact marks on both obverse and reverse, light friction. 
long included in the american series for the presence of palm 
trees and the reference to the British empire, an implicit nod to 
the West Indies and British possessions in america and beyond. 

5003 1739 Br t sh rms a  Porto Bello. c orm ck- oo hart 22. 
Betts-270. bo t . 267.3 grains, 39.2 mm. reverse signed IW 
in the exergue, one of six engravers in the series who chose to 
identify himself. Glossy medium brown with smooth surfaces, 
some easily removed encrustation in obverse device, beautiful 
problem-free reverse. The obverse is a bit softly struck, as always. 
The truly exceptional lariviere specimen brought $1,610 in 2001, 
while Ford lacked this number. a very nice piece. 

From our sale of the or eb Collection, o ember 200 , Lot 2 3. 
Earlier from the Glode M. e ua Collection.

5004 1739 m ral er o  ook Porto Bello e al. c orm ck- oo -
hart 38. P chbeck Brass. -40 N . 37mm.  length figure 
of admiral with baton, finger points left of M in legend. rev. six 
ships enter broad harbor. excellent detail, deep red-brown. 

u.s. Medals
BeTTs Medals

5005 1739 er o  at Porto Bello. c orm ck- oo hart 53. s Betts 
200-202. . 282.8 grains, 37.6 mm. lovely golden brown surfaces 
are smooth and appealing. a very shallow scrape in the left obverse 
field and minor wear are noted, but the portrait remains very 
clear. 

From our sale of the or eb Collection, o ember 200 , Lot 2 3. 
Earlier from the Glode M. e ua Collection.

500  1739 Br t sh lor  e  e al. c orm ck- oo hart 5 , 
Betts 205. P chbeck Brass. -53 N . 37mm.  length figure 
of admiral with long baton extending into field, finger points 
left of B in legend. rev. ships are arranged 1/1/4 in arching 
harbor. lightly toned brass-gold surfaces testify to an exceptional 
grade. 

5007 1739 er o  at Porto Bello. c orm ck- oo hart 58. Betts 203. 
. 203.8 grains, 37.1 mm. Glossy deep brown with lighter golden 

brown in the obverse fields. a highly appealing specimen of this 
variety, one which though typical for the series was specifically 
missing from Ford and lariviere. only some very trivial rough-
ness is noted at the right obverse. This portrait type with the 
“cartoon nose” is seen on other varieties, including McG-66, the 
small size version of this medal. 

From our sale of the or eb Collection, o ember 200 , Lot 2 . 
Earlier from the Glode M. e ua Collection.
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5008 1739 er o  at Porto Bello. c orm ck- oo hart 72. Betts 198. 
ho ce . 169.5 grains, 37.3 mm. an exceptional specimen, show-

ing beautiful detail and glossy surfaces. The obverse has mellowed 
but for some brassy highlights around devices, while the reverse 
keeps its golden brown shade with minor mellowing. Choice in 
every respect. a specimen from identical dies in lariviere, lot 
2050, was attributed as McG-77. The lariviere piece, showing 
extensive wear and graded about Very Fine, brought $741.50 in 
2001. 

From our sale of the or eb Collection, o ember 200 , Lot 2 . 
Earlier from the Glode M. e ua Collection.

5009 1739 er o  at Porto Bello. c orm ck- oo hart 72. Betts 198. 
. 202.1 grains, 37.4 mm. Glossy golden brown with some brassy 

highlights around devices. smooth and showing only a couple 
trivial planchet imperfections, no significant roughness. struck 
from the same dies as above, but here in a slightly later die state 
which has left the face of Vernon weakened. The lariviere piece 
was more worn but showed better facial detail due to its earlier 
die state. The reverse on this piece is far bolder. 

From our sale of the or eb Collection, o ember 200 , Lot 2 7. 
Earlier from the Glode M. e ua Collection.

5010 1739 er o  at Porto Bello. c orm ck- oo hart 9 . Betts 221. 
. 263.4 grains, 40.5 mm. Glossy and smooth golden brown, with 

abundant original brassy color on the reverse. Finely detailed, 
particularly on the nicely engraved reverse, but some old scratches 
may be seen at Vernon’s baton hand. This reverse die is distinctive 
for its tiny date. The lariviere specimen from these dies, graded 
Choice eF, brought $1,092.50 in 2001. The Ford specimen showed 
no porthole detail on the reverse (much less detailed than the 
present specimen) but still brought $402.50. 

From our sale of the or eb Collection, o ember 200 , Lot 2 9. 
Earlier from the Glode M. e ua Collection.

5011 1739 Br t sh lor  e  e al. c orm ck- oo hart 123, 
Betts 238. lt Brass. bo t c rc late . 38.4mm. Full figure of 
admiral facing r. with sword and baton, cannon at r., ship behind. 
rev. ships 4/4 entering harbor, island at top shows three spires 
bearing crosses. Beautifully struck and gilded, a medal of rare 
appeal. 

5012 1739 er o  at Porto Bello. c orm ck- oo hart 125. Betts 231. 
. 217.0 grains, 37.9 mm. excellent sharpness defines both sides, 

with every coat button and porthole plain. Glossy golden brown, a 
bit lighter around devices. some very minor surface granularity is 
seen in areas of the obverse, but it is not serious. The variety, with 
both dies authored by the long Face and denticles engraver, was 
present in neither Ford nor lariviere. 

From our sale of the or eb Collection, o ember 200 , Lot 2 73. 
Earlier from the Glode M. e ua Collection.

5013 1739 m ral er o  me al. c orm ck- oo hart 14 . Betts-
255. N ckel . -30 N . 38 mm, according to encapsulation. 
Glossy golden gray with mostly smooth surfaces. While somewhat 
worn, soft detail on the portrait of Vernon and at central device is 
mostly attributable to striking difficulties with this unusual com-
position. some light pitting in the planchet, as struck, noted at soft 
area of central reverse and in some areas of the obverse, planchet 
flaw at rim on reverse above 9:00. a very scarce piece, likely not 
silver-plated as described in Ford and deserving of metallurgical 
testing to determine the exact composition. Pleasing in appearance, 
a prize for the Vernon specialist. 

From our sale of the John J. Ford Jr. Collection, Part X , Janu-
ary 200 , Lot . Earlier, from e  etherlands Coin Company on 
September , 9 .
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5014 1741 m ral er o  a  S r halo er O le e al. c orm ck-
oo hart 3 8, Betts 318. P chbeck Brass. -45. N  36.4mm. 

Full standing figures facing one another with batons, concave sea 
shell and sea weed in exergue. UE B S  E OES OOK 
CA AGE A, two warships approach chained harbor. In fact, 
the British failed to seize this important port, but many medals 
were issued as if they actually had. This highly pleasing speci-
men is strongly struck, boasting minimal wear and plenty of bold 
detail. 

5015 1739 er o  a  Blas e eso at Porto Bello. c orm ck- oo -
hart 1 5. Betts 30 . ho ce . 200.6 grains, 37.0 mm. a beautiful 
example of this popular type, with Vernon standing over the kneel-
ing and surrendering “don Blass” or Blas de leso, the spanish 
governor of Cartagena. This obverse die was produced in 1741, 
when Vernon allegedly caused the surrender of the spanish colo-
nial city, a victory that never actually occurred. Glossy chocolate 
brown with smooth fields and golden highlights around devices. 
only minor marks and a few faint and insignificant short surface 
scratches. The sharpness is superb for the type. similar to Ford:556, 
the McG-166 marriage with this reverse and a nearly identical 
obverse without a line under the legend. lariviere’s particularly 
choice piece brought $1,610 in 2001. 

don Blas de leso, a spanish naval hero and the governor of the city of 
Cartagena, is one of the most interesting characters of the 18th century. setting 
aside the fact that most of the Vernon/de leso medals reflect a surrender (or, 
on some varieties, an escape) that never happened, the actual image of de leso 
is utterly incorrect. de leso entered the navy at a tender age, and by 1704 he 
had lost a limb—his left leg. The peg legged veteran lost another limb in 1713, 
when his right arm was amputated in Barcelona. His left eye was also taken in 
battle, leading to his nickname: medio hombre or “half-man.” despite his injuries, 
he led valiantly and never surrendered his city. He died of disease shortly after 
Vernon abandoned his attempts to take Cartagena in 1741. This medal and 
others that show his body intact are endlessly popular with collectors both 
in england and the former spanish dominions he served.

From our sale of the or eb Collection, o ember 200 , Lot 2 83. 
Earlier from the Glode M. e ua Collection.

501  m ral er o . wo e states of the same re erse e  two 
ramat call  ffere t ob erse t es. Both of these pieces are 

struck from the 1739 Porto Bello reverse with the small cud under 
the date, a die that reoccurs throughout the series and could be 
tracked by die state progression. a study of Vernon medals could 
be built around this one die as a rosetta stone: I McCormick-
Goodhart 61a. Choice VF. even olive patina with some gloss, 
single spot on obverse, very nice eye appeal, cud under date well 
advanced I McCormick-Goodhart 166. Choice VF. Highly glossy 
with olive-brown patina and excellent eye appeal. an earlier state 
of the same obverse. Popular don Blass kneeling type. (Total: 2 
pieces) 

From our sale of the or eb Collection, o ember 200 , Lot 2 . 
Earlier from the Glode M. e ua Collection.

5017 1739 er o  at ort ha re. c orm ck- oo hart 18 . Betts 277. 
ho ce . 216.2 grains, 39.1 mm. Medal turn. This short facing-

bust Fort Chagre series was made in medal turn  all other Vernon 
medals, where not noted in descriptions, are struck in coin turn. 
Glossy golden brown with abundant brassy undertones surviving. 
a beautiful and well-detailed example. This reverse, with its tiny 
and distant peripheral legend, is often weak, but not so here. The 
high relief facing bust of Vernon is always weak along his coat 
buttons. Ford had a specimen of this variety in gilt from the Brand 
Collection, that was essentially a Gem  this is similar in condition 
to the typical composition duplicate in Ford:561. 

From our sale of the or eb Collection, o ember 200 , Lot 2 88. 
Earlier from the Glode M. e ua Collection.

5018 1739 er o  at ort ha re. c orm ck- oo hart 190. Betts 275. 
ho ce . 257.6 grains, 39.4 mm. nice even dark golden brown 

with hints of brassy highlights. The surfaces are microscopically 
granular but the detail is superb. another chance to purchase this 
elusive signed reverse type. 

From our sale of the or eb Collection, o ember 200 , Lot 2 9 . 
Earlier from the Glode M. e ua Collection.

5019 wo leas  a  scarce arta e a t es, e ther rese t  the 
or  ollect o  I McCormick-Goodhart 209. VF. smooth surfaces 

with dark olive color, no major flaws aside from wear, interesting 
“I came, I saw, I conquered” obverse I McCormick-Goodhart 210. 
Choice VF. dark golden brown with very minor obverse surface 
roughness, excellent sharpness. Interesting map of the harbor on 
reverse. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From our sale of the or eb Collection, o ember 200 , Lot 2 9 . 
Earlier from the Glode M. e ua Collection.

5020 H h- ra e a r of 1741- ate  arta e a me als  I McCormick-
Goodhart 209. eF. Glossy golden brown with some brassy un-
dertones remaining. smooth and pleasing, good sharpness, an 
interesting type I McCormick-Goodhart 210. eF. nice brassy color 
with smooth surfaces, some faint reverse pinscratches on reverse. 
(Total: 2 pieces) 

From our sale of the or eb Collection, o ember 200 , Lot 2 9 . 
Earlier from the Glode M. e ua Collection.
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5021 1741 er o  at arta e a. c orm ck- oo hart 214. Betts 
334. ho ce . 150.2 grains, 36.8 mm. a delightfully smooth and 
glossy specimen of this variety, medium brown with some ruddy 
undertones and apparent hints of lustre. excellent quality for this 
issue. 

From our sale of the or eb Collection, o ember 200 , Lot 2200. 
Earlier from the Glode M. e ua Collection.

5022 1741 er o  at arta e a. c orm ck- oo hart 214. Betts 334. 
. 172.7 grains, 37.0 mm. rich dark chocolate brown surfaces. 

Microscopically granular in some areas but glossy and very ap-
pealing. This piece boasts essentially Mint state sharpness and 
looks to be on a planchet that is closer to copper than brass or 
pinchbeck. since americans were such a significant part of the 
Cartagena invasion force, u.s. collectors who desire only med-
als with a definitive american link would be wise to choose the 
Cartagena medals to collect or specialize in. 

From our sale of the or eb Collection, o ember 200 , Lot 2 99. 
Earlier from the Glode M. e ua Collection.

5023 1741 er o  at arta e a. c orm ck- oo hart 215. Betts 331. 
. 215.0 grains, 38.3 mm. an interesting Cartagena variety with 

a standard Porto Bello obverse and an especially detailed reverse. 
lustrous golden brown, mottled but dominated by rich brassy 
color. Perhaps lightly cleaned long ago, with a patch of hairlines 
in the upper left obverse but not noted elsewhere. Both obverse 
and reverse show die cracks that will prove useful for a reference 
tracking the die marriages and emission sequences of these medals 
(perhaps someone will undertake one someday). This reverse die 
bears a legend reading adMl oGle, the correct rank, punched over 
the Genl oGle that was seen in an early die state (McG 216). This 
fascinating variety was lacking from both Ford and lariviere. 

From our sale of the or eb Collection, o ember 200 , Lot 2203. 
Earlier from the Glode M. e ua Collection.

5024 1741 er o  a  o  Blass at arta e a. c orm ck- oo hart 
222. Betts 329. ho ce . 210.6 grains, 37.2 mm. another issue 
by the same obverse engraver, though muled with a reverse 
showing the “escape” of Blas de leso. abundant lustrous brassy 
color remains, somewhat mellowed in the fields and brighter on 
reverse than obverse. superb sharpness and overall quality. This 
particular variety is called “s” or scarce by McCormick-Goodhart, 
one of very few not called “common” in that 1945 reference. an 
important specimen that a collector would likely not be able to 
improve upon. This variety was missing from both Ford and 
lariviere. 

From our sale of the or eb Collection, o ember 200 , Lot 220 . 
Earlier from the Glode M. e ua Collection.

5025 1741 er o , O le, a  o  Blass at arta e a. c orm ck-
oo hart 231. Betts 323. . 209.5 grains, 38.4 mm. areas of 

brassy highlights decorate golden brown surfaces. a very high-
grade example, rivaling the slightly sharper Ford specimen. This 
variety shows don Blass on the obverse with all limbs intact and 
shows his fictional escape on the reverse. a lovely example of this 
type. 

From our sale of the or eb Collection, o ember 200 , Lot 22 0. 
Earlier from the Glode M. e ua Collection.

502  1741 er o , O le, a  o  Blass at arta e a. c orm ck-
oo hart 231. Betts 323. . 273.9 grains, 38.6 mm. a very 

high-grade example of this important variety. abundant brassy 
highlights remain on golden brown surfaces. a few little specks 
noted, thin scratch near Vernon’s hat, excellent sharpness and 
complete portraits of all three figures depicted. scarcely found so 
fine. 

From our sale of the or eb Collection, o ember 200 , Lot 22 . 
Earlier from the Glode M. e ua Collection.
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5027 1741 ke of r le a  S r obert Wal ole e al. c or-
m ck- oo hart  240, Betts 247. P chbeck Brass. -58 N . 
36.8mm. standing figure of E GE E OUSE UKE OF A G LE, 

O PE O E . rev. devil leads figure to Hell by halter, MAKE 
OOM FO  S  OBE , O EXC SE. These argyle-Walpole 

medals are not strictly part of the Vernon series but have long 
been collected with it, linked by alloy, style and overall fabric. 
The present specimen presents an exceptional strike, faded yellow 
lustre around the devices. 

5028 1759 a elo e ake  me al. Betts-417. o er. S- 3 BN 
N . 39.8 mm, according to encapsulation. Pleasing lustrous 

chocolate brown with olive highlights around legends and design 
elements. reverse lightly reflective, some hairlines seen on that 
side. a handsome example of this medal, part of the society for 
Promoting arts and Commerce (s.P.a.C., later the royal society) 
series of classically inspired medals for battles of the seven years 
War. at the end of the war, France famously traded the island of 
Guadeloupe for the whole of Canada. 

5029 17 0 a a a S b e  e al. Betts 430,  448, mer 15. Bro e. 
c rc late . By John Pingo. aged head r., GEO GE . . K G. e . 

Mourning oman under pine tree, CA A A SUB UE , M CCLX, 
S.P.A.C. Inspired by the ancient Judaea CaPTa coins of roman 
emperor Vespasian, this medal is a classic of the British and north 
american series. deep glossy brown with a swathe of darker color 
in left obverse field. 

5030 17  W ll am P tt me al. Betts-515. o er. ho ce . 431.0 
grains. 41.4 mm. abundant mint color remains, mellowed in the 
fields to medium brown. a thin scratch follows the profile of Pitt’s 
forehead, some old buildup around a few reverse letters. a popular 
medal referring to Pitt’s help in defeating the stamp act. 

Ford XIV:376 was a specimen from these dies known to have been struck 
in 1863. While we do not doubt that the particular piece included in the Ford 
Collection was struck at that time, we still believe these dies could still be a 
product of the 18th century based upon the engraving work and texture. We 
are not yet ready to condemn all specimens of this variety, which is easily 
discerned since it lacks a signature under the bust, as 19th-century reproduc-
tions, though the many high-grade examples in copper may prove to be such. 
They are still worth what they bring in the marketplace even as mid-century 
strikes by a Philadelphia numismatist.

From our sale of the or eb Collection, o ember 200 , Lot 2220. 
Earlier from the Glode M. e ua Collection.

5031 17  W ll am P tt me al. Betts-51 . S l er. bo t c rc late . 
392.2 gns. 40.2 mm. light toning in shades of pale gold and light 
blue decorate mostly brilliant surfaces. light handling commen-
surate with assigned grade, no major flaws. die crack through 
GVl present but early in its life. a very attractive specimen of this 
most popular Pitt medal of the stamp act era -- or at least the most 
popular one not listed in the Guide Book. 

5032 1775  W ll am Pe -Pe s l a a Settle  me al. Betts-531. o -
er. ho ce c rc late . 467.3 gns. 40.1 mm. Choice chocolate 

brown with smooth, pleasing surfaces. somewhat reflective on the 
reverse, devoid of flaws. a beautiful example of this colonial-era 
Penn memorial medal, one of the more popular personal medals 
in the Betts series. 

5033 1775  W ll am Pe -Pe s l a a Settle   me al. Betts-531. 
o er. ho ce . 475.7 grains. 40.2 mm. Glossy deep chocolate 

brown with some darker toning. smooth and highly appealing, all 
designs very well detailed, no significant flaws. Collaring mark 
or “witness line” from a bipartite collar just right of 6:00. a very 
popular medal that features the same standing american Indian 
that would appear on the reverse of the 1805 eccleston medal 30 
years later. 

From our sale of the or eb Collection, o ember 200 , Lot 2223. 
Earlier from the Glode M. e ua Collection.
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5034 1780 ex co e al for B rth of Pr ce arlos. Betts 577, ro e 
-78. S l er. S- 3 P  N . By Geronimo antonio Gil. Busts 

of Carlos III facing his son and daughter-in-law Princess Maria 
luisa, future Carlos IV. rev. Hispania as Minerva hands newborn 
to kneeling Indian Princess (new spain). Flashing silver joins clear 
gold for exceptional visual appeal. 

5035 1781 Battle of o ersba k me al. Betts-588. S l er. . 157.2 
grains. 30.2 mm. reflective, lustrous surfaces show pleasing 
medium gray toning with attractive undertones of blue and pale 
violet. some light hairlines and evidence of handling, none seri-
ous, good sharpness and eye appeal. While not an especially rare 
medal, this Betts number was missing from the Ford Collection. 

From our sale of the or eb Collection, o ember 200 , Lot 222 . 
Earlier from the Glode M. e ua Collection.

leam  r s a  eco t o  of  
mer ca  e e e ce e al

503  1782 r s a eco es mer ca  e e e ce e al. S l er. 
Br ll a t c rc late .44mm, 24.87 grams. By B.C.V. Calker. Betts 
602. obv. Frisian warrior in ancient garb clasps hand of Indian 
Princess while spurning Britannia, her leopard and snake in the 
grass. rev. 8-line dutch inscription, thanks of the leeuwarden 
Citizen’s society for liberty and Glory to the provincial legislature 
for its recognition of the infant united states. remarkable prooflike 
fields show a few scattered contact tics.  

5037 1782 re ch ler  el ef of W ows a  Or ha s of the re ch 
Na  eto . Betts l ste . S l er. -50 N . 32mm, 14.27 
grams. By simon Pierre duvivier. louis XVI bust r. rev. 7-line latin 
tribute to relief of those bereaved during the unusually successful 
French naval operations in support of the american revolution. 
Here is one of a number of american-related medals that should 
be included in any modern revision of Betts. 

5038 1782 Holla  ece es mer ca  o  oh  ams e al. 
S l er. Br ll a t c rc late . 44.9mm, 27.7 grams. By Johan G. 
Holtzhey. Betts 603. obv. Batavia clasps hand, holds Free Hat 
over Indian Princess holding 13-star shield, L BE A SO O , Free 
Sister. rev. British unicorn breaks horn against a rock, A S 

U E EPULSA, SUB GALL AE AUSP C S, yranny repulsed 
by irtue under Auspices of France. a glorious medal recalling that 
“their High Mightinesses the states-General of the united Prov-
inces  resolved that Mr. adams shall be admitted and acknowl-
edged in quality of envoy of the united states of north america ” 
diffused gold toning covers boldly prooflike reflective fields.  

l tter  tch- mer ca  ommerc al reat  e al

5039 1782 Holla - mer ca ommerc al reat  e al. S l er. Br l-
l a t c rc late . 45.2mm, 28.37 grams. By Johan G. Holtzhey. 
Betts 604. obv. Winged Fame on cloud holds dutch and american 
shields, FA S SS MO FOE E E JU C AE, United by most Aus-
picious reaty. rev. Commerce god Mercury crowns amsterdam 
arms on obelisk, JUS AM E  O  EM E E OS, Lo e 
Justice, espise not the Gods. exergue S.P. .AMS .  SAC M., 
S orn by the Senate and People of Amsterdam. splendid golden 
prooflike reflective fields.  

photo reduced
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rst ro ea  e all c  
e ct o  of the mer ca  la

5040 1782 Netherla s- mer ca  r e sh  e al. silver. Choice 
about uncirculated. 32mm, 12.52 grams. By J. van Baerll. Betts 
606. obv. american in classic dress holds the stars and stripes 
before a barrel of Indian corn, clasping the hand of seated Batavia, 
E  EX A F ES UE, and Good Faith in My ight and. rev. 
laurel, caduceus, palm, 8-line rhyming dutch inscription hailing 
friendship of two free nations. This carefully detailed flag is the 
first appearance of the definitive american flag on a european 
medal. light gold peripheries.  

5041 1783 reat  of ersa lles  bertas mer ca a me al. Betts- 08. 
S l er. er  e. 45.4 mm. 388.0 grains. Holed and plugged at 
12:00. deep silver gray with rich autumnal golden tones around 
most design elements. scattered minor marks and short scratches, 

including a diagonal scrape in the right reverse field. apparently 
worn as a badge or decoration by some pro-american character 
near the time of issue, since deftly plugged. often called the 
“French libertas americana,” this medal was in fact struck in 
Germany while the “american” libertas americana was struck 
in France. Go figure. It appears to have been for a Continental 
european audience, though, considering the seated louis XVI on 
the obverse and the arms of the combative european powers on the 
reverse. The unmistakable lIBerTas aMerICana legend, while 
fairly basic latin, was almost certainly inspired by the famous 
dupre medal, which at that time was something of a sensation. 

5042 1783 reat  of Par s me al. Betts- 10. White metal with copper 
scavenger. Choice about uncirculated. 483.0 grains. 43.5 mm. 
an exceptional specimen of this important historical medal by 
oexlein of nuremburg. untoned and extremely flashy surfaces 
boast a full complement of lustre, thanks to the presence of the 
always-seen copper plug in the exergue. The eye appeal is excel-
lent, with only some extremely minor hairlines seen in the fields. 
The american-centric allegory on the obverse, showing america 
as liberty with the seal of 13 bars leaning on her, recommends 
this as a contemporary companion in any collection that contains 
a libertas americana medal. 

From our sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection, Part X , May 
200 , Lot 277.

photo reduced

5043 1782  bertas mer ca a me al. Betts- 15. Bronze. Very Fine. 
738.9 grains. 47.7 mm. a collectible example of this most famous 
american medal, the one Thomas Jefferson displayed in his home 
and identified in his art inventory as “a medal by dr. Franklin.” 
Jefferson displayed his specimen, now lost, in a frame with the 
reverse showing, undoubtedly captivated by the classical imag-
ery of america as baby Hercules fending off two serpents—the 
armies of Burgoyne and Cornwallis—as when his stepmother 
Juno attempted to kill him in his crib. In something of a mixed 
metaphor, rather than representing england as Juno, who is not 
instantly identifiable by an allegorical figure, the British lion 

stands in, here seen as a lioness with her tail between her legs. 
on this medal, the obverse is an ideal smooth chocolate brown, 
somewhat worn but lovely to behold. a few marks are seen in 
the fields. The reverse is a bit sharper, but shows areas of light 
granularity. The two-sided contrast of surfaces suggests that a 
former owner may have displayed this piece as Jefferson did, 
perhaps with the reverse exposed to humidity or set against a 
sometimes moist wall while the obverse remained protected. The 
overall appeal is excellent, with the roughness simply making 
this a medal a greater swath of historically-minded collectors 
can afford. 

co c bertas mer ca a e al
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5044 178  .e. after 1880  Be am  ra kl  Nat s Bosto  me al. 
Betts- 19. silver. about uncirculated. 784.4 grains. 45.8 mm. edge 
marked arGenT with cornucopia at the Paris Mint. silver gray 
with sedate lustre and attractive toning dominated by gold and 
deep gray. struck from copy dies at the end of the 19th century. 
some minor hairlines on the mattelike surfaces. a very scarce item 
despite its somewhat modern age. 

5045 178  .e. 1845-18 0  Be am  ra kl  Nat s Bosto  me al. 
Betts- 19. Bronze. Choice uncirculated. 678.0 grains. 46.4 mm. 
edge marked CuIVre with pointing hand at the Paris Mint. 
Beautiful milk chocolate with splendid violet toning on the highly 
lustrous surfaces, particularly prominent on the reverse. struck 
from dupre’s original obverse, now showing rim cuds, and a 
Paris Mint copy reverse. This Betts number is far more elusive 
than Betts-620, and its fascinating reverse type showing a genius 
snatching lightning from the heavens and casting a broken scepter 
on the ground makes it particularly desirable. It would be difficult 
to find a more desirable example. 

504  178  Be am  ra kl  Nat s Bosto  me al. Betts- 20. Bronze. 
about uncirculated. 645.6 grains. 45.7 mm. Plain edge. Pleasing 
medium golden brown with some lustre in the reverse field. a bit 
dusky on the obverse, though the die rust on that side should not 
be confused with spotting. some hairlines visible under magni-
fied scrutiny. a popular Paris Mint production from the sunset of 
Franklin’s life, produced as a homage by augustin dupre. 

5047 1783 .e. after 1808  ra kl   reat  of Par s Sa som me al. 
Betts- 21, l a  -7. Bronze. about uncirculated. 572.1 grains. 
40.4 mm. Plain edge. nice deep chocolate mahogany with some 
golden toning in the fields. nicely detailed and very attractive, tiny 
rim nick at 6:00 and a few minor obverse marks do little to detract. 
struck at the u.s. Mint from two dies from Joseph sansom’s medal 
series that were not intended to be married  this obverse was 
conceived to be muled to the “american Beaver” reverse while 
this reverse, marking the Treaty of Paris, was initially mated to the 
Washington and Franklin jugate obverse. a scarce and appealing 
early american medal, one with a fine provenance. 

From Bo ers and Merena’s sale of the reyfuss Collection, April 
98 , Lot 07  Bo ers and Merena’s sale of the Lucien La i iere Col-

lection, Part , May 200 , Lot 07.

GorGeTs

5048 he c e t a  Ho o r-
able mber roo . lt 
brass or et. arms and sup-
porters of this social club, 
ethnic flanking. engraved 
inside “lieut. Johnson”. no 
hallmarks. approximately 
11x9cm. The club was a pa-
triotic meeting place in Fleet 
street whose members gave 
themselves military titles. 

From our sale of the John J. 
Ford, Jr. Collection, Part X , 
October 200 , Lot 9 . Earlier 
e  Wallis  Wallis Sale 9, 
Lot 09 .

5049 he Ho orable ast a 
om a . lt s l er or-
et. arms and supporters 

of the company and en-
graved shoulders in silver, 
hallmarked inside shoulder 
with london date letter for 
1796. engraved inside “JC” 
above “Brigade Major”. ap-
proximately 11x9cm. 

From our sale of the John J. 
Ford, Jr. Collection, Part X , 
October 200 , Lot 9 . Earlier 
e  Sotheby’s Sale of July 7, 
972, Lot 7 .

photo reduced

photo reduced

photo reduced

photo reduced

photo reduced
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5050 he Ho orable ast a 
om a . lt brass or-
et. arms and supporters 

of the company in silver 
affixed to the front. no 
hallmarks. With leather 
backing. small edge split. 
approximately 11x9cm. 

From our sale of the John 
J. Ford, Jr. Collection, Part 
X , October 200 , Lot 97. 
Earlier e  Wallis  Wallis 
Sale 7, Lot 077.

u.s MInT and relaTed Medals
IndIan PeaCe Medals

5051 ca. 1727- 0  eor e  a  ra e me al. am eso , re 
5. Betts-1 7. Brass. ho ce er  e. 71.2 gns. 24.7mm. Brassy 
golden surfaces show well-detailed devices on both sides. no 
mount is present, though it is unclear if the slightly rough area at 
the rim at 12:00 was where a mount once was or where one was 
meant to be attached. some pinscratches are present on the lower 
bust on the obverse, heavier scratch at central reverse. some circu-
lar marks on the reverse appear to be concentric and pre-striking. 
a very desirable example of this type. 

From our sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection, Part X , October 
200 , Lot 3  earlier from the Wayte aymond Estate.

5052 ca. 1727- 0  eor e  a  ra e me al. am eso , re 5. 
Betts-1 7. Brass. xtremel  e. 51.7 gns. 24.4mm. Boldly defined 
with lovely dusky bronze color splashed with golden brassy 
undertones, especially in protected areas. somewhat mattelike, 
as made, but not granular as if buried. a few little pits are noted 
in the top reverse field. The rim is broken at 12:00 where a once-
present hanger broke off crudely. These small base metal medals 
were distributed as trinkets by British traders in the american 
interior  the best known finds of this and the related larger type 
are from Pennsylvania and new york, but undoubtedly their 
usage spanned to the ohio river Valley and the Great lakes. an 
important numismatic artifact from the 18th-century frontier. 

From our sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection, Part X , October 
200 , Lot 37  earlier from e  etherlands Coin Company th Sale 
April 22, 9 0, Lot . 

5053 1801 homas efferso  a  Peace e al. l a  P-3. he 
Seco  S e. o er bro e . c rc late . 75mm, 8.02mm 
thick.3 706.5 gns. unsigned dies (John reich). The tall, narrow 
bust is precisely detailed, as are the clasped hands on the reverse. 
This is the reverse die of 1846 showing flat-top “a’s.” lovely red 
mahogany with splendid deep mirror prooflike fields of the highest 
quality. a glass can with effort search out two or three microscopic 
obverse freckles and two very minor edge dings at 10:00. overall 
a satisfying example of a historically significant medal. 

5054 1809 ames a so  a  Peace e al. l a  P-5. he rst 
S e. o er bro e . ho ce bo t c rc late . 75.8mm, 6mm 
thick. 3214.7gns. By John reich, “r” on lower rim, a tiny circle or 
limiting guide for piercing can be seen at 12:00. Civil bust with fur 
cape l. The original reverse die shows the diagnostic pointed “a’s” 
in PEACE A  F E S P. Prooflike red mahogany surfaces, 
reverse field shows a wisp of faint discoloration at the right rim. 
The purist will find a ding at mid-edge at 8:00 that is not visible 
from either side. This handsome medal is essentially Mint state but 
the trivial “hallmarks” noted suggest this conservative grade. 

5055 1817 ames o roe a  Peace e al. l a  P-8. ar e S e. 
o er bro e . bo t c rc late . 76.3mm, 6.8mm thick. 

4044.7 gns. By Moritz Furst. Civil bust with fur cape l. The original 
reverse die shows the diagnostic pointed “a’s” in PEACE A  
F E S P. Prooflike deep red mahogany surfaces bear a few 
scattered marks including a reeding mark in the left and a single 
nick in the right obverse field. a verdigris spot was partly removed 
on the “r” of Monroe. This medal’s handsome color accentuates 
the bold detail of a superior impression of the dies, making this 
an appealing example worthy of the close examination. 
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505  1825 oh  c  ams a  Peace e al. l a  P-11. 
ar e S e. o er bro e . c rc late . 75.9mm, 6.1mm thick. 

3370.6 gns. By Moritz Furst. Civil bust with fur cape r. highlights 
the nose which was a matter of great sensitivity to the President. 
adams became outspokenly hostile to the unfortunate Furst, 
whom he called “a wretched medalist and a half-witted man.” 
original reverse die displays diagnostic pointed “a’s” in PEACE 
A  F E S P. Wonderfully prooflike red mahogany surfaces 
are mark-free except for a contact mark below the hatchet blade. 
Magnificent color, strike and reflectivity combine to make this 
specimen a visual standout. This medal is destined to become one 
of the pillars of some great collection. 

5057 1825 oh  c  ams a  Peace e al. l a  P-12. 
Seco  S e. o er bro e . bo t c rc late . 62.4mm. By 
Moritz Furst. obv. Civil bust r. a variant of this portrait placed 
by Furst on the adams Inaugural Medal and which turned the 
irascible adams against the artist, whom he denounced as “an 
untiring petitioner  a wretched medalist and a half-witted man.” 
deep red fields show some scattered contact tics. 

5058 1829 rew ackso  a  Peace e al. l a  P-14. ar e 
S e. o er bro e . c rc late . 76mm, 7.3mm thick. 3819.2 
gns. By Moritz Furst. Civil bust with fur cape r., freckle under “T” 
of THe “hallmarks” this example. sharply impressed reverse is 
the die of 1846 with distinctive flat-top “a’s” in PEACE A  
F E S P. Prooflike gleam transforms the mirror fields with 
a mere wisp of deeper color before Jackson’s face. There is certain 
poignancy to the Jackson medals, given the lifelong enmity he 
nursed for Indians in general. However that may be, this specimen 
is one of the finest likely to be encountered today. 

5059 1829 rew ackso  a  Peace e al. l a  P-15. Seco  S e. 
o er bro e . bo t c rc late . 62.4mm. By Moritz Furst. obv. 

Civil bust r. in high collar. rev. PEACE A  F E S P, clasped 
hands. satisfying deep red mahogany surfaces, reverse inscription’s 
flat-top a’s identify a post-1846 die. a powerful strike and a relatively 
soft metal resulted in a wealth of detail and high wide rims. 

are Small S e ackso   S l er

50 0 1829 rew ackso  a  Peace e al. l a  P-1 . Small 
S e. S l er. er  oo . 51mm, 2.8mm thick. 767.3 gns. By Moritz 
Furst, obverse signature merely FU . Civil bust with fur cape r. rev. 
Clasped hands, PEACE A  F E S P design created earlier 
by John reich. Pierced at 12:00, this medal saw years of wear by an 
Indian recipient, though the basic devices are quite clear and the scat-
tered contact marks are surprisingly minimal. a moving memento of 
a rugged and stormy era,  very similar to Ford XVIII:96 that realized 
$9,775. Both examples validate that Indian Peace Medals are one area 
in which honorable wear is a “plus” to informed collectors. 

50 1 1837 art  a  B re  a  Peace e al. l a  P-17. ar e 
S e. o er bro e . c rc late . 76mm, 6.7mm thick. 3565.2 
gns. By Moritz Furst. Civil bust with fur cape r., a few microscopic 
freckles are widely scattered on this obverse. reverse die of 1846 
shows distinctive flat-top “a’s” in PEACE A  F E S P. This 
portrait of the “little Wizard of Kinderhook” was one of Furst’s 
most successful. Bold red mahogany covers both sides, variegated 
by wide swathes of slightly deeper coloration. 
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50 2 1841 oh  ler a  Peace e al. l a  P-21. ar e S e. 
o er bro e . c rc late . 76mm, 7.5mm thick. 3744.0 gns. 

By Ferdinand Pettrich. Civil bust with aquiline nose in fur cape 
r., minute limiting guide as 12.00. reverse die of 1846 is identified 
by the diagnostic flat-top “a’s” in PEACE A  F E S P. 
Bright red mahogany fields show areas of subtly deeper color 
for visual distinction, a forceful strike is revealed by partial wide 
rims. a very faint, superficial scratch can be sought out above the 
hatchet shaft. This is the only portrait by austrian-born Pettrich 
in the Peace Medal series and is distinctive. 

50 3 1841 oh  ler a  Peace e al. l a  P-21. Seco  S e. 
o er bro e . ho ce xtremel  e to bo t c rc late . 

75.5mm. By Ferdinand Pettrich. obv. Hook-nosed bust l. in fur 
wrap. rev. Post-1846 PEACE A  F E S P, clasped hands. 
red-brown reflective surfaces show a few light marks of little 
visual importance to the overall visual impact of this largest size 
Peace medal. 

50 4 1845 ames . Polk a  Peace e al. l a  P-24. ar e 
S e. o er bro e . ho ce c rc late . 76.2mm, 7.3mm 
thick. 3335.9 gns. By John Chapman. small civil bust l. in cape on 
measurably concave field, bordered by a wide outer rim. reverse 
die of 1846 exhibits the diagnostic flat-top “a’s” in PEACE A  
F E S P. Muted pure red mahogany fields exhibit dazzling 
prooflike glitter adding materially to this medal’s powerful beauty. 
The overall visual quality of this exceptionally pleasing piece can 
only be characterized as outstanding. 

50 5 1849 achar  a lor a  Peace e al. l a  P-27. ar e S e. 
o er bro e . ho ce bo t c rc late . 76.1mm, 8.5mm 

thick. 4229.1 gns. By Henry K. Brown. Civil bust l. in cape on 
slightly concave field, bordered by a two-step outer rim. reverse 
die of 1846 exhibits the diagnostic flat-top “a’s” in PEACE A  
F E S P. Interesting coppery red surfaces show blue sheen 
around the reliefs, partial wire rim on the reverse. a scattering of 
tiny tics can be found  one below the juncture of hatchet and peace 
pipe identifies this example. This is a visually powerful medal of 
a Mexican War hero who died suddenly in office. 

50  1850 llar  llmore a  Peace e al. l a  P-30. ar e 
S e. o er bro e . ho ce c rc late . 75.8mm, 7mm thick. 
3177.8 gns. By salathiel ellis and J. Willson. Bare head r. rv. settler 
explains benefits of civilization to Indian, u.s. flag ripples behind, 
LABO , UE, O O  in three links above. Both sides are 
laved in the luxuriant orange-tan surfaces that are sometimes seen 
on the large Fillmore medals. This specimen is a close match in 
color to Ford 133, if perhaps a trifle brighter. 

50 7 1850 llar  llmore a  Peace e al. l a  P-30. ar e 
S e. o er bro e . bo t c rc late . 76mm, 6.7mm thick. 
3333.7 gns. By salathiel ellis and J. Willson. Bare head r. rv. set-
tler explains benefits of civilization to Indian, u.s. flag ripples 
behind, LABO , UE, O O  in three links above. deep red 
mahogany surfaces show a sprinkling of light scratches and marks 
from careless handling at some time in the past. 
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50 8 1850 llar  llmore a  Peace e al. l a  P-31. e m 
S e. o er bro e . bo t c rc late . 64mm, 5.3 to 5mm 
thick. 1743.5 gns. By salathiel ellis and J. Willson. Bare head r. rv. 
settler and Indian, u.s. flag behind, LABO , UE, O O  
in three links above. This fascinating example displays deep 
mahogany surfaces, and is struck measurably off-center with the 
lower rim measurably thinner than upper. This is a later die state 
than Ford: 137, showing the same scratch-like flaw at bust point. 
There is notable sinking in the field below unITed sTaTes with 
similar sinking apparent on the reverse behind the Indian, with a 
single field scratch in the same locale. 

50 9 1857 ames B cha a  a  Peace e al. l a  P-34 ar. 
ar e S e. o er bro e . bo t c rc late . 75.8mm, 7mm 

thick. 3828.9 gns. By salathiel ellis. Very high relief civil bust r. 
tall letter legend. rev. Border presents a graphic scalping scene, 
quiver, bow and hatchet. Porthole-like center shows an Indian 
in incongruous feather headdress plowing, background holds 
baseball game in progress, church, cabin and steamboat. r.W. 
Julian noted, “only a few bronze medals of this type were struck,” 
using the original die with engraver’s name J. W LLSO . EL.  
SC., (see dreyfuss 5171). The reverse with signature omitted was 
struck with a post-1862 copy die prepared for abraham lincoln 
after Willson’s death (see dreyfuss 5172). The present specimen 
shows light brown surfaces with innumerable tiny flecks of gold, 
a few marks in reverse field recall careless handling in the past. 

5070 1857 ames B cha a  a  Peace e al le. l a  P-3 . 
ar e S e. o er bro e . c rc late . 75.9mm, 7.5mm 

thick. 3947.9 gns. By salathiel ellis and J. Willson. Very high relief 
civil bust r. tall letter legend. reverse is that used for medals of 
Fillmore and Pierce, IP-30 and IP-32 with the busy scene of set-
tler and Indian, agriculture and husbandry topped by the motto 

LABO , UE, O O . Medals marrying these dies were 
the first Buchanan issues struck for public sale, because the new 
reverse die being prepared in new york City was not yet ready 
for use at the Philadelphia Mint. The present example boasts a 
deeper mahogany than the two specimens that were among the 
highlights of the Ford Collection. The cheek, highest point on the 
obverse, shows some light contact tics. a tantalizing and desirable 
medal from any perspective, and a specimen certain to become a 
highlight of some well-chosen collection. 

ar e S e S l er col  a  Peace e al

5071 18 2 braham col  a  Peace e al. l a  P-38. ar e S e. 
S l er. Nearl  xtremel  e. 75.9mm, 5.5mm thick. 2637.1 gns. By 
salathiel ellis. Bearded caped bust r. tall letter legend. rev. explicit 
scalping scene, quiver, bow and hatchet surround a porthole-like 
center showing an Indian in incongruous feather headdress plowing. 
Behind him is a baseball game in progress, church, cabin and steam-
boat in the distance without artist’s name below, showing this to be 
the die of 1862. Pierced at 12:00 with sturdy silver ring in the hole. This 
pleasing medal saw actual but non-destructive wear and a few edge 
nicks, small field marks and limited wear are confined to the highest 
points including the locks over lincoln’s ear and the disembodied 
head at the base of the reverse. a splendid lincoln piece. 
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5072 18 2 braham col  a  Peace e al. l a  P-38. ar e 
S e. o er bro e . 75.8mm, 7.35mm thick. 3604.7 gns. By 
salathiel ellis. Bearded caped bust r. rev. explicit scalping scene, 
quiver, bow and hatchet surround a porthole-like center showing 
an Indian in incongruous feather headdress plowing. Behind him 
is a baseball game in progress, church, cabin and steamboat in the 
distance. die of 1862 shows no artist’s name below. Boldly struck 
with deep red mahogany fields showing traces of old encrustation, 
some faint marks in the reverse field. 

5073 18 5 rew oh so  a  Peace e al. l a  P-41. e m 
S e. o er bro e . c rc late . 63mm, 7.6mm thick. 1954.0 
gns. By anthony C. Paquet. undraped bust r. rev. Columbia and 
Indian clasp hands before Washington bust on pedestal inscribed 
PEACE, buffalo hunt and steam train in background. reflective deep 
metallic brown, sharply struck with one or two inconsequential 
freckles. deep chocolate brown mahogany surfaces are delightfully 
prooflike, highlighting the charm of a meticulous strike. 

5074 1871 l sses S. ra t a  Peace e al. l a  P-42. S l er. 
ho ce er  e. 63.5mm, 5.2mm thick. 1789.8 gns. Frock-coated 

bust r. over peace pipe and laurel. rev. Globe and Bible on trophy of 
farming implements, O  EA  PEACE, GOO  W LL OWA  
ME . This medal was to have been designed by anthony C. 
Paquet but the project was taken over by Grant’ Cabinet officers 
who created this cluttered mess, omitting the President’s name in 
the process. Holed at 12:00, one of 300 distributed to the Indians. 
although more accessible to collectors than most silver Indian 
Peace medals, the Grant pieces performed robustly in Ford XVI. 
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5075 1790 Wash to  Before 
Bosto  me al. Baker 47B, 

l a  -1. Bro e. S- 1 
N  hotocert . 2425.91 

grams, 68.9mm. a rare medal 
that was struck at the Paris 
Mint. The engraving is splen-
did and the surfaces well pre-
served. even brown patina 
on both sides, no spots or 
problems and the rims, and 
the fields are clean save for 
minute signs of handling. an 
impressive example. 
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Or al Ob erse e Wash to  Before Bosto  e al
Par s t estr ke

507  177  Wash to  before Bosto  e al. silver, 68.6mm, 153.11 
grams. By Benjamin duvivier. Baker 49F var., Julian MI-1. obv. 
original die, identified by die rust at tip of the peruke, in right 
field and at points around legend, GEO G O WAS G O  
S P EMO C  EXE C M A SE O  L BE A S, to 
George Washington, Supreme Commander of the Armies, Assertor of 
Liberty. rev. Washington and staff on dorchester Heights watch 
British evacuation of Boston, OS BUS P MO FUGA S, gram-
matically improper BOS O UM ECUPE A UM, Boston eco -
ered in exergue. latinists note that the feminine gender BOS A 

ECUPE A A would have been more correct, Boston recovered. 
This die shows three legs below Washington’s horse, date MdC-
ClXXVI, struck by the Paris Mint, edgemark Cornucopia (post 
1880), arGenT. Variegated gold, pale orange and blue toning. 
Choice about uncirculated.

The Washington Before Boston Medal is one of america’s most 
important historical pieces. The Paris Mint struck examples from 
the original dies as long as they were usable, then made copy dies 
and continues producing the medal more than 200 years later. 
The Philadelphia Mint made its own copy dies from 1863 until 
the recent past. Many significant varieties were created, and at-
tempts to catalogue them by such numismatic luminaries as Wayte 
raymond and dr. George Fuld added to the confusion, as neither 
author had a thorough grasp of Paris Mint edgemarks. a modern 
and systematic study of this fascinating medal is sorely needed. 

5077 1777 a or e eral Horat o ates me al. Betts-557, l a  -2. 
Or al es. Wh te etal. bo t c rc late . 1050.8 gns. 55.7 
mm. Plain edge, collaring mark at 12:00, as seen on the Ford speci-
men in white metal. Flashy brilliant lustre highlights the upper 
peripheries of both obverse and reverse, more so on the former 
than the latter, and outline the devices. The remainder of the medal 
shows the effect of the environment, with the reactive tin composi-
tion slightly bubbled and near-black in most areas. The sharpness 
is ideal and the eye appeal is still quite nice. a group of tin pieces 
were struck by adam eckfeldt in 1801 at the Philadelphia Mint 
for the Gates family  this was likely one of them. Gates’ original 
gold medal is in the collection of the new-york Historical society. 
an important early Comitia americana striking. 

5078 1839  a el or a  at ow e s me al. Betts-593, l a  -7. 
Bronze. dies by Barre, Paris. about uncirculated. 1033.96 grains. 
56.1 mm. Plain edge. a fine example of this early 19th-century copy, 
conceived at the request of Congress after the loss of the awarded 
gold medal in Pittsburgh’s first bank robbery. Medium chocolate 
brown with some lively lustre in fields of both sides. only light 
evidence of handling, excellent sharpness on these finely detailed 
and remarkably well-copied dies. a spot is noted above TIs of 
lIBerTaTIs, some hairlines beneath those letters. Considering 
the extreme rarity of the original 1780s strikings from dupre’s dies, 
most collectors choose to include this historic issue in their cabinets 
instead. a silver original specimen of the Cowpens medal held the 
world record for a Betts medal sold at auction for several years. 

5079 1781 e te a t olo el oh  ar Howar  om t a mer ca a 
e al. Betts 597, l a  -9. o er bro e . S- 3 BN 

N . By simon Pierre duvivier. Charging Howard rides down 
British standard bearer at Cowpens. rev.7-line latin tribute. struck 
by Paris Mint, edge Bee-CuIVre (1845-1860). delightful deep 
reddish brown. 

5080 1813 W ll am B rrows me al. l a  N -7. Bro e. bo t 
c rc late . 64.8 mm. 2072.3 grains. a pleasing example of this 

distinctive medal, the only one in the naval series to not display a 
bust of the honoree. Mottled light brown with excellent sharpness. 
relatively early state of these original dies, cuds on rims filed at 
time of production, a few minor cracks but no obverse bulge. The 
surfaces show some verdigris in the recessed areas along with some 
minor surface buildup, but there are no bad marks or bruises. a 
desirable early Mint medal. 
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5081 1813 aster omma a t esse . ll ott me al. l a  N -10. 
Bro e. bo t c rc late . 64.8 mm. 1896.6 gns. smooth and 
pleasing medium brown with good lustre on both sides. a scarce 
striking for the original dies by Furst, both of which broke fairly 
early in their life. The obverse shows a significant bulge at elliott’s 
shoulder, while the reverse is in the right top field. some minor 
handling marks are noted, including some tiny nicks among the 
clouds on the reverse, and a single spot is present under the trun-
cation. one of the scarcer medals in the naval series. 

5082 1814 a or e eral lexa er acomb me al. l a  -1 . 
Bro e. S- 3 BN N  Photocert cate . 1963.0 gns. 64.9 mm. 
nice dark chocolate brown with good eye appeal. Many light 
scattered marks are noted in the obverse fields. The reverse scene 
of the Battle of Plattsburgh is well detailed and exciting to view 
under magnification. a pleasing example. 

5083 1813 aster omma a t Ol er Ha ar  Perr   ommo wealth 
of Pe s l a a me al. l a  N -19. Bro e. bo t c rc -
late . 59.4 mm. 1760.2 gns. deep mahogany with glossy smooth 
surfaces. scattered evidence of handling is seen, including some 
minor obverse marks and light hairlines on both sides. Good even 
color, sound rims. struck from the second obverse die without 
Furst’s signature, a replacement that was apparently put into use 
nearly immediately. 

5084 1873 l sses S. ra t e al. l a  P -15. o er bro e . 
c rc late . 76mm. 3312.4 gns. By William and Charles Bar-

ber. Bearded head r., name in “showboat” lettering. rev. laurel 
encloses Inauguration dates in 1869, 1873. First sold only in 1879. 
Boldly prooflike light tan-brown. 

5085 1881 hester . rth r e al. l a  P -22. o er bro e . 
c rc late . 77.2mm. 3794.8 gns. By Charles e. Barber. Head r. in 

mutton chops, name in “showboat” lettering. rev. laurel encloses 
Inauguration date. First sold only in 1883 after the James a. Gar-
field medals were completed. Boldly prooflike light tan-brown. 

508  1893 ro er le ela  Seco  Pres e t al e al. l a  
l ste . o er bro e . c rc late . 77.1mm. 3797.3 gns. 

By Charles e. Barber. Frock coated bust r. “showboat” lettering. 
rev. Cartouche with both Presidential terms rests on oak sprays. 
Prooflike light red mahogany. 

5087 18  a or e eral eor e . ea e e al. l a  P -20. 
o er bro e . c rc late . 80mm, 8.6mm. 3638.2 gns. By 

anthony C. Paquet. Bearded head r. in concentric union league 
of Philadelphia legends. rev. seated Columbia honors standing 
Meade. struck amid raging controversy with General dan sickles 
over who deserved recognition as Victor of Gettysburg. Immacu-
late deep red mahogany offers pleasing prooflike gleam. a rare 
Civil War-related medal of real historical significance. 

5088 ca. 1850  a el Webster me al b  . . Wr ht. l a  P -37. 
Bro e. S- 7 N  Photocert cate . 3495.4 gns. 76.6 mm. 
Pleasing light brown with good lustre on both sides. a bit cloudy, 
finely detailed and very well preserved. notably free of the rim 
bruises that plague this large issue. 
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lIFesaVInG Medals

er  are assach setts H ma e Soc et   
Of cers e al

5089 ca. earl  1850s  assach setts H ma e Soc et  me al. silver. 
Choice about uncirculated. 870.1 grains. 51.2 mm. an extremely 
elusive issue of great interest to lifesaving medal specialists. 
attractive golden gray with fine blue and silver highlights over 
mostly lustrous surfaces. some faint hairlines are visible, mostly 
in the upper obverse field. excellent detail and visual appeal, 
one tiny rim nick noted at base of reverse. engraved by Charles 
Cushing Wright, the leading medallic artist in america at the time. 
This obverse was used on the very scarce lifesaving issues of the 
Massachusetts Humane society, married to a reverse that was 
mostly blank until filled with engraved details of the heroic act. 
This reverse, however, lists the officers of the organization, led by 
the famed historian Francis Parkman as President. Two awarded 
examples, with the engraved reverse, were present in the Ford 
Collection, both presented in the wake of the S.S. San Francisco 
tragedy of 1853. underappreciated in Ford and only very rarely 
encountered. a very desirable and attractive medal. 

From our sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection, Part , October 200 , 
Lot 278. Earlier, from Joseph Lepc yk’s Sale , March 982, Lot 280.

5090 1854 a ta s re hto , ow a  Sto ffer S.S. Sa  ra c sco 
e al. l a  S-12. o er bro e . c rc late . 75mm, 

8.2mm thick. 3974.3 gns. arms of the Corporation of Philadelphia. 
rev. 14-line Testimonial to the Captains of the ships hree Bells, 
Kilby, Antarctic in rescuing passengers of the foundering S.S. San 
Francisco, January 1854. Fabulous red mahogany with undertones 
of clear rose. 

5091 18 3 fesa  Be e ole t Soc et  of New York me al. silver. 
extremely Fine. 858.3 grains. 51.1 mm. lovely deep antique gray, 
an even and pleasing tone that is just slightly lighter on the once-
boxed reverse. some scattered marks and signs of handling, none 
serious. a pleasing medal with an original look, showing no rim 
nicks or marks that interrupt the lovely toning. awarded for an 
action on november 4, 1863—two weeks before the Gettysburg 
address—where one Walter lemon rescued “a little girl from 
drowning in the Hudson river at the Ferry, Hoboken.” 

according to the e  ork imes of november 8, 1863, which 
fully details the incident on page 5, two schoolgirls of 10 or 11 
years old went running down a boat ramp while a ferry from 
Hoboken to downtown Manhattan had just started to pull away. 
one jumped aboard with no time to spare, while the other jumped 
and missed, landing in the river. a man, identified as Walter lem-
mons in the article, “at once plunged in after her” and, after losing 
her grip several times, finally emerged with her. The remainder 
of the notice of the rescue, a letter from a witness who signed as 
“aliquis,” rails against the apparently common practice of new 
Jersey schoolchildren hopping a ferry to attend the superior public 
schools in new york City. This frustrating fraud made the angry 
epistler end his letter with the short summation “today new Jersey 
stands as a monument of ignorance and prejudice.” Clearly some 
interstate rivalries are deep seated in history  

MarKsMansHIP Medal

5092 rm  s o  arksma sh  rst Pr e e al, . . l a  
- . o er bro e . ho ce bo t c rc late . Copper 

bronzed. Choice about uncirculated. Cavalryman takes aim. rev. 
laurel encloses uninscribed field. deep mahogany brown, petty 
marks in reverse field, never awarded. 
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5093 185  ra kl  Bosto  Schools me al. l a  S -11. silver. 
extremely Fine. 286.1 grains. 34.0 mm. Plain edge. awarded to 
Charles H. abbot, 1856. once mounted with original suspen-
sion loop, now broken though it remains with the medal. dark 
gray patina covers most of both sides, save for the lighter toned 
central reverse. some minor hairlines, minor hidden obverse dirt 
deposits. There were three men named Charles H. abbot who 
served as volunteers from new Hampshire during the Civil War  
the awardee is likely one of them. a popular early Mint medal, 
collected for its fine portrait of Franklin by F.n. Mitchell. 

5094 ha c  Hall School, assach setts. h r  S l er e al, awar e  
ecember 31, 18 0. Choice extremely Fine. 121.1 grains. 45.2 mm. 

diagonally reeded edge. Fully engraved with decorative border 
around both sides. Holed for suspension, as made. obverse engraved 
Third / silver Medal / Chauncy Hall / school, reverse engraved 
awarded / to / augs. B. Bradstreet / december 31st / 1860. some 
lustre remains beneath dusky silver gray and faint gold toning, light 
scattered hairlines as expected of an awarded and displayed medal. 
Bradstreet was 15 at the time of this medal’s presentation, which 
occurred just over a week after south Carolina voted to secede from 
the union. a pleasing school medal from this historic era. 

5095 ha c  Hall School, assach setts. h r  ol  e al, awar e  
1873. Choice about uncirculated. 71.9 grains. 40.2 mm. Plain edge. 
Fully engraved with decorative border around both sides. Holed for 
suspension, as made, with small suspension loop added. obverse 
engraved Third / Gold Medal / Chauncy Hall / school, reverse 
engraved awarded / to / david K. Horton / For the year / 1873. 
Bright and reflective yellow gold with prime visual appeal and only 
minor hairlines. Chauncy Hall, located near Boston, was founded 
in 1828 as a school for boys and still exists following a 1971 merger. 
david K. Horton was 13 when he won this medal  he died in na-
tional City, Ca, near san diego, in 1898 at the age of just 38. 

ar e 1893 ers t  of al for a e al  ol

509  1893 ers t  of al for a me al. Gold. uncirculated. 146 grams 
or 4.69 troy ounces. 57.4 mm. Plain edge. unmarked, likely coin 
gold (21.6 karat). Well-preserved and highly appealing, with only 
some faint hairlines and a very tiny nick at the base of the reverse 
beneath Croudace’s engraved name and the date. The “university 
Medal,” was established by the Governor of California in 1868 and 
awarded annually since 1871 to “the most distinguished graduat-
ing senior on the Berkeley campus.” In 1905, Croudace was living 
alone in san Francisco and was listed in directories as a journalist. 
California medals of this era are rare, particularly gold medals of 
such size. The mintage of this medal was infinitesimal, as expected, 
and undoubtedly few have survived. a rare and important academic 
medal with an appealing design and impressive heft. 

photo reduced

eXHIBITIons and FaIrs
5097 187  e e e ce e te al ter at o al xh b t o  war  e al. l a  -10. o er bro e . ho ce 

bo t c rc late . 76.3mm, 9.8mm thick. By Henry Mitchell. seated liberty crowns emblems of art and industry. 
rev. International exhibition legend, Centennial Commission inscription shows script For Ser ices neatly engraved 
above tie. deep red mahogany. 

5098 187  e e e ce e te al e al. l a  -11. o er 
lt. ho ce bo t c rc late . 57.7mm, 5.6mm thick. By 

William Barber. liberty crowns kneeling Industry and art. rev. 
sword-wielding Columbia rises under glory of stars, legend from 
declaration of Independence on colonies’ right to freedom. Julian 
records 2,100 copper medals (not bronze) struck for gilding. sur-
viving examples are decidedly scarcer today than all other versions 
of this medal. accompanied by fitted brass-hinged case lined with 
purple velvet for added appeal. 

sCHool Medals
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5099 1882 reat Seal of the te  States e te al me al. l a  
-20. Bro e. Proof-  BN N  Photocert cate . 1615.77 gns. 

62.9 mm. Pleasing even mahogany surfaces with light iridescence. 
nicely preserved, single tiny rim tick above IT of annuIT on 
obverse. Popular and relatively scarce. 

m os  Seco  Ob erse 18 0 a a ese mbass  e al

5100 18 0 a a ese mbass  e al. l a  -23. o er bro e . c rc late . 76.5mm, 9.5mm thick. 
By anthony C. Paquet. President James Buchanan bust r., second die shows the bust placed high in 
the field, point of hair close to oF. rev. 8-line commemoration of the First Japanese embassy in circle 
of oak. This historic commemorative was prepared in haste using the bust by salathiel ellis from 
Buchanan’s Indian Peace Medal but this die shattered and had to be replaced with equal haste. This 
example struck from the replacement die boasts the most beautiful red mahogany patina that could 
be easily imagined.

5101 1883 Nat o al xh b t o  of a lwa  l a ces me al. Bro e. awar e . c rc late . 58.1 mm. 
obverse die signed by [George] Morgan and [Charles ] Barber. unlisted in Julian, perhaps not struck 
at the u.s. Mint despite the well-known Mint engravers. even chocolate brown patina on obverse, 
somewhat lustrous and showing faint toning highlights on the reverse. a spectacular medal showing 
a handsome high-relief depiction of a period steam engine above a smaller image of the “rocket,” 
an early steam locomotive whose design proved commercially viable. This could be the centerpiece 
in a collection of visually arresting railroad medals. 

5102 1884-1885 Worl s str al a  otto  e te al x os t o  e al. Bro e lt. ho ce bo t 
c rc late . 73.5mm. By Peter l. Krider, Philadelphia. liberty stands amid emblems of agriculture, 

industry and art, river steamboat l., EW O LEA S on scroll. rev. Corn, cotton, tobacco, sugar cane 
wreath encloses award inscription, arms of louisiana, national Cotton Producers association. lovely 
intense gold. 

5103 1885 o s lle So ther  x os t o  e al. Bro e lt. ho ce bo t c rc late . 73.5mm. By 
Peter l. Krider, Philadelphia. expo palace between national and Kentucky emblems. rev. laurel and 
oak enclose award inscription of Kentucky exposition. Handsome design, richly golden surfaces. 

5104 1885-188  North, e tral a  So th mer ca  x os t o  war  e al. Bro e lt. ho ce bo t 
c rc late . 73.4mm. By Peter l. Krider. allegorical group with buffalo, E EE AME CAS. 

rev. award inscription in rice, sugar, tobacco, corn wreath. Handsome gold with light hairlines. 

photo reduced
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5105 1893 tal a  e s  ol mb s e al. l t 37. Proof- 4 
 O N . White metal. 64.2mm. Columbus at the 

tiller guided by Genius and blazing star. rev. eagle, administration 
building around cartouche with Italian   MEMO A ELL’ 
LLUS E  A GA O E  C S OFO O COLOMBO. 

510  1893 a  of ol mb s- m strat o  B l  e al. 
l t 54. Proof- 4 BN N . Bronze. landing scene with celebrat-

ing Indians. rev. domed building in circle, MA E  GE MA  
on exergue line. Pleasing glossy dark brown. 

5107 1893 o s l o et m s-S r t of h ca o e al. l t 11 . S-
3 P  N . aluminum, 51mm. Columbus bust, French-latin 

legend C S OP E COLOMB, CO S L O E  A M S. rev. 
standing Chicago city goddess with eagle and flags, one of the 
most original World’s Columbian exposition designs. 

5108 1892 ec er o el 4o e te a o me al. l t 224. S- 5 N . 
Gilt with integral loop. Caped Columbus bust l., spanish legend. 
rev. Hispania seated on globe. struck by l. Chr. lauer, n rnberg. 

5109 1892 ec er o el 4o e te ar o me al. l t 224. S- 4 P  
N . silvered with integral loop. Caped Columbus bust l., 

spanish legend. rev. Hispania seated on globe. struck by l. Chr. 
lauer, n rnberg. 

5110 1892 ec er o el 4o e te a o me al. l t 224. S- 4 N . 
Bronze, integral loop. Caped Columbus bust l., spanish legend. rev. 
Hispania seated on globe. struck by l. Chr. lauer, n rnberg. 

5111 1892 e oa talo- mer ca  x os t o  me al. l t 273. S- 5 
P  N . aluminum, 50mm. Half-length Columbus unrolling 

chart. rev. Italia and Indian Princess view expo grounds under 
Genoa arms. 

WasHInGTonIana

5112 1790 Wash to  a l  me al. Baker- 1 . rst ob erse. 
Wh te metal. bo t c rc late . 489.5 grains. 47.3 mm. 
Plain edge. Pleasing dusky silver gray with lustrous light 
silver traces. Handsome surfaces show no corrosion or heavy 
marks, just minor handling. some minor tics are seen on the 
raised rims, none serious, and a tiny natural planchet depres-
sion is seen above es of arMIes on the reverse. J. Manly & 
C. has been scraped from the base of the reverse, as often seen  
some have suggested that the pieces so treated were part of a 
batch marketed by someone other than Manly in that era, as 
they are as common or perhaps more so than those with the 
inscription intact. Far more scarce in white metal than bronze 
despite being sold for half the price in 1790—$1 vs. $2 for the 
bronze. an historic issue, the first Washington medal struck in 
the united states. a fine example like this would grace even 
the most advanced early american medal cabinet. 

5113 1790 Wash to  a l  me al. Baker- 1B. rst ob erse. o -
er. ho ce . 588.1 gns. 48.7 mm. an exceptionally lovely 

example of this first american Washington medal. rich light 
chocolate brown with good lustre remaining on both sides, or 
as much lustre as can be expected of a medal somewhat crudely 
struck on a cast planchet. The scattered roughness within the 
soft area of the central reverse is further testament to the cast 
planchet, as is the planchet crack to the right of 12:00 relative 
the reverse—both are natural and neither is distracting. some 
darker toning highlights the word WasHInGTon in the obverse 
legend. as often seen, all but 1790 has been scraped away at the 
base of the reverse. The reverse is lightly double struck, again as 
typical, but not so much as to distort the legibility (but also not 
so little as to leave the legends too soft). a particularly handsome 
specimen, far better preserved than most. 

5114 1790 Wash to  a l  me al. Baker- 1B. rst ob erse. 
o er. -55 BN N . 48.2mm. By samuel Brooks for 

Jacques Manly of Philadelphia. aged, gaunt uniformed bust 
l., legend and signature GEO GE WAS G O  BO  -
G A, B OOKS F. FEB. .  732. e . Lightly impressed -line 
ita, ending J. MA L   C. 790. deep brown patina is of the 

highest quality on this fascinating example of the earliest u.s.-
made Washington Medal. The nGC insert states erroneously 
“C 1850-58,” correct only for the so-called second obverse with 
latin legend. 

From the hompson Collection.
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511  1883  eor e Wash to  of r a me al. Baker- 4B. Bro e. 
S- 4 BN N  Photocert cate . 561.5 gns. 34.5 mm. Glossy 

chocolate brown with hints of red around the periphery. attractive 
and well preserved despite the presence of some hairlines in the 
fields. a popular late 19th century Washington medal. 

5117 179  Wash to  e b. mer . me al or e .  Bree -1275, 
Baker- 8. Bro e, la  e e. S- 0 BN N . Iridescent blues 
and golds ring the design motifs on this sharply impressed, 
deeply bronzed specimen. a well-made commemorative medal or 
“penny” sized token engraved by Thomas Wyon and produced at 
Thomas Kempson’s minting facility in Birmingham. The obverse 
features a pleasing if austere portrait of Washington, the reverse 
outlines the vital events of his life from the revolutionary period 
to his stepping down as president. 

o el  omm ss o  es e  e al  S l er

5118 1797 Sa som Wash to  omm ss o  es e , Pres e c  
el she  me al. Baker 71, l a  P -1. -58 N . silver. 

original dies by John reich were prepared for Philadelphia mer-
chant Joseph sansom. The reverse is distinguished by the diagnostic 
recut 9 in the date. This handsome medal’s deep gray toning verges 
on glossy ebony, contrasting with rich clear gold for powerful visual 
effect. Two minor edge nicks of the reverse are noted for accuracy 
but the overall quality is unquestionably high. 

5119 1797 .e. 1807  Wash to  Sa som me al. Baker-71, l a  P -1. 
Bronze. about uncirculated. 451.4 grains. 40.7 mm. Plain edge. nice 
medium chocolate brown with faint violet highlights in the remark-
ably lively and lustrous fields. some scattered contact marks in the 
fields, linear abrasion in right obverse field. Good visual appeal 
despite the minor handling, impeccable sharpness. Historic and 
attractive, a cornerstone medal in a cabinet of Washingtoniana. 

St  Sa som e al of 1797, es b  oh  e ch

5120 1797 Sa som Wash to  omm ss o  es e , Pres e c  
el she  me al. Baker 71 , l a  P -1. Bro e. S- 4 

BN N . 40.7mm. rulau and Fuld estimate there are 12 to 15 
known of this medal in bronze, and what a beauty it is. satin 
smooth chocolate brown surfaces with just a couple of tics from 
careless handling over the years, and a touch of cabinet friction as 
this medal was examined to reveal its impressive devices. It was 
quite important—in hindsight today—that Washington relinquish 
both his posts as top general in our army and the presidency after 
two terms. This tradition continued until F.d. roosevelt assumed 
power in 1933 and continued in office until his passing in 1945. 
The exceptional engraving of the dies was by the talented John 
reich, who worked at the Philadelphia Mint from 1807 until 1817, 
and these medals were distributed by Joseph sansom. 

From Bo ers and Merena’s sale of the La i iere Collection.

5115 ca. 1858  Wash to  a l  me al. Baker- 2, the seco  
N S  ob erse. Bronze. Choice about uncirculated. 

662.0 grains. 49.0 mm. Plain edge. a fine specimen of this rare 
mid-19th century Washington medal, muling a newly created 
obverse based upon the 1790 original with the original reverse 
of that era. smooth light mahogany brown shows fine gloss and 
sharply struck detail. Free of flaws and nicely preserved, just 
some minor verdigris under the bust and some well-blended 
reverse spots. The obverse closely resembles the obverse but 
for a new legend, substituting naTus for Born and adding 
B P. WM. C. for “birth place Westmoreland County.” despite 
being newer than the original Manly medals, this issue is far 
more elusive. a specimen in our January 2008 americana sale 
in similar condition realized $4887.50. 
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5122 1797 Sa som Wash to  omm ss o  es e , Pres e c  
el she  me al. .S. t es. Baker 72, l a  P -1. 
S- 3 N . silver. This high-grade example was struck at 

the Philadelphia Mint using the original John reich obverse die 
originally cut for Joseph sansom, mated with the Mint reverse 
copy die with non-recut 9 in the date. deep platinum-gray toning 
with old-gold at the actual rims. 

From the hompson Collection.

5123 1834 Wr ht  Bale me al. Baker-75 . Bronze. about uncircu-
lated. 751.6 grains. 45.2 mm. Plain edge. Glossy chocolate brown, 
lustrous and somewhat reflective with pleasing light toning on the 
reverse. sharp and free of significant flaws, though some specks of 
verdigris are noted on the obverse, particularly in the intricacies. 
struck in new york about 1834, this medal features a fine portrait 
by Charles Cushing Wright. 

Wash to  Westwoo  e al rca 1800
5124 1799 .e. 1800  Wash to  Westwoo  me al. Baker 80 . Bro e. 

-40 BN N . 40.6mm. an important example of this style of 
eulogistic medals, the present one has Washington facing right in 
formal ruffled shirt, WesTWood F. is engraved in tiny letters on 
the lower edge of his arm. The obverse states George Washing-
ton esqr. / late President late President of the united states of 
america. on the reverse a wreath is shown with 13 arrows, more 
accomplishments of Washington. Minor edge dents, even brown 
color and a tough issue for collectors to obtain. 

5125 1803 Wash to  ame me al. Baker-84. Bronze. Choice about 
uncirculated. 450.5 grains. 38.6 mm. Plain edge. Beautiful and 
lustrous medium chocolate brown, sharply struck on a fine qual-
ity planchet. a very attractive example of this underrated issue, 
one of the scarcest early Washington medals and multiple times 
rarer than other avidly collected types like the Manly, eccleston, 
and sansom medals. a tiny rim nick at the left end of the reverse 
exergual line and some minor old spotting atop the reverse are the 
only notable flaws, leaving this piece as one of the finer specimens 
seen  unlike many medals of this period, these Fame medals tend 
not to come nice. 

5121 1797 .e. 1859  Wash to  Sa som me al. .S. t es. Baker-71, l a  P -1. silver. uncirculated. 
392.3 grains. 40.7 mm. Plain edge. Brightly reflective on the reverse with beautiful highlights of gold 
and pale blue, somewhat more sedate on the obverse with deep gray toning and golden highlights 
framing the lustrous fields. some minor hairlines in obverse fields, light spotting at obverse periphery, 
essentially perfect on the reverse. a very scarce Mint medal, struck by Mint director snowden when 
the formation of his Washington Cabinet was at the forefront. Just 57 were struck in silver. auction 
records for this medal include sales in excess of $6,000. 
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512  1805  cclesto  me al. Baker-85. Bro e. S- 4 BN N  Photo-
cert cate . 2398.2 gns. 76.1 mm. nice chocolate brown with sedate 
lustre and some reflectivity in the obverse fields. a very handsome 
specimen, free of major flaws or the pitting that sometimes afflicts 
this issue. a few now sedate spots and minor hairlines are seen in 
the fields under a glass. one of the most desired medals of its era, 
much lauded for the high relief portrait of Washington. 

5127 177  18 0  Home of Wash to  me al. Baker 114B. S- 4 
BN N . Bronze. By George Hampden lovett. Washington 
on horseback. rev. side view of Mount Vernon, E OME OF 
WAS G O . one of lovett’s many Washington pieces of the 
1860 era, called copper on the filament but almost certainly bronze. 
Prooflike gleam, reeding mark in obverse field. 

5128 18 0s  Bla k err am o  ta . Baker 122 . o er s l er late. 
S- 2 N . 31mm. This medal consists of an obverse die of 

Washington used by lovett, with the Merriam’s tomb reverse, 
but on this piece the reverse is blank. other identical pieces are 
known with hand punched engraving that demonstrates they were 
used as “dog tags” for Civil War soldiers. This piece was ready 
to engrave by a soldier. listed as rarity-8 by rulau and Fuld, or 
five to nine known. 

5129 18 0  o ett s Wash to  omb me al. Baker 12 . Proof- 5 B 
O N . Copper. 

From the hompson Collection.

5130 1819 ca. 1830  Ser es N m smat ca me al. Baker 132. bo t 
c rc late , deposits. Bronze. By Vivier. High relief bust l., 

GEO G US WAS G O . rev. 10-line latin inscription of 
amed e durand’s series numismatica. deep glossy brown, plain 
edge with a single edge bruise. Washington took his place in this 
extensive series with a wide array of artists, statesmen, scientists, 
soldiers, monarchs, and explorers. 

5131 a. 18 0s  Sh el   Star me al. Baker 141. Proof- 5 B O 
N . Copper. By George Hampden lovett. uniformed bust l. 

in arcs and stars. rev. Palm wreath, star and shield enclose vital 
dates. This obverse is seen with lovett’s Headquarters medals. 
deeply glowing red-brown. 

From the hompson Collection.

5132 a. 18 0s  .S. Sh el  me al. Baker 143 . ar t -7. c rc late . 
Copper. Togate Washington bust r. by robert lovett Jr. rev. shield 
and vital dates in sprays red-brown surfaces display marvelous 
prooflike gleam. 

5133 a. 18 0s  .S. Sh el  me al. Baker 14 . Proof- 5 B O 
N . Copper. By George Hampden lovett. union square Wash-

ington statue by Henry K. Brown. rev. Vital dates, shield in sprays. 
Glorious mirror red-brown fields make this an undeniable Gem. 

From the hompson Collection.

5134 a. 18 0s  bert  a  me al. Baker 147 . Proof- 4 B O 
N . Copper. By George Hampden lovett. Washington head 

by his brother robert lovett Jr. rev. liberty Cap in rays, eagle and 
star circle with vital dates around. 

From the hompson Collection.

lor o s S l er Wash to - afa ette e al

5135 a. 18 0  Wash to - afa ette New York e al l b me al. 
Baker 200. S- 4 N . silver. By George Hampden lovett and 
Isaac F. Wood. no. 1 of the new york Medal Club. Washington 
bust r. from a punch by robert lovett Jr., minute legend of the 
enigmatic new york Medal Club below. rev. Mature lafayette 
bust r. after Fran ois Caunois, 1824. little is known of this Club, 
but it was certainly a promotion of lovett and Wood. However, 
any silver examples of lovett’s work dating from this era must 
be called rare and in this case, totally desirable. 

From the hompson Collection.
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513  Select o  of Wash to -relate  eces  I 18 0  Wash to  a  
war  erett me al. Baker 214B. Wh te metal. S- 1 N . 

31mm. a pleasing proof with well mirrored fields and frosty de-
vices. scattered tics from handling and moderate hairlines in the 
delicate fields account for the grade. dies by Merriam I 1910  
Wash to  ha ter 150 me al. Baker P297 . Bronze. Ms-63 
(nGC). 33mm. one / Penny in central circle. WasHInGTon 
royal arCH CHaPTer no. 150. / WasHInGTon, Pa. Con-
sTITuTed FeB. 4THJ, 1828. reverse with Keystone with letters 
H.T.W.s.s.T.K.s. in circle. attractive medium brown surfaces, no 
spots or nicks of any consequence I 1929  eet   Bosto  
me al. Baker 345. Bro e lt. S- 4 N . 65mm. This is a 
regal medal with the civil bust of Washington after Gilbert stuart 
facing three-quarters left, the bust extending to the rim. Boldly 
defined, satiny gilt surfaces and free of spots or handling issues I 
1883 ac at o  of New York me al. Baker 458 . Wh te metal. 

S- 1 N . 33mm. This is the second obverse by Morgan and 
diehl engraved by George T. Morgan. Flashy mirror fields sur-
round the three men commemorated, with lustrous satin fields 
elsewhere I 1880-1890s  or s Pra er me al. Baker 51. o -

er lt. S- 4 N . 13mm. essentially as struck, pierced for 
suspension. The lord’s Prayer on the reverse was neatly placed 
low in order to allow for suspension I 1889 Wash to  a -

rat o  e te al-Sol ers me al. o las 45. Wh te etal. 
xtremel  e. 40mm. 309.41 Grams. not personally engraved on 

the reverse. Pierced for suspension. The obverse depicts Brown’s 
equestrian statue with Washington mounted on his horse upon a 
pedestal. scarce I Wash to s B rth a  P , ca. 1910. Celluloid 
and steel pinback, 32.2mm. Washington bust after Gilbert stuart 

 r., gold background. Made by american Toy Works, n.y. about 
uncirculated. (Total: 7 pieces) 

5137 1833  Wash to  o ble Hea  me al. Baker 240 ar. l ste  
 Wh te metal. S- 3 N . By George Hampden lovett. small 

Washington head in three concentric line of eulogistic legend. rev. 
large Washington head by robert lovett Jr., which rulau calls 
the “second obverse.” an unlisted rarity of outstanding lustrous 
beauty and fascination, worthy of the closest examination. 

From the hompson Collection.

5138 18 1  t Oath of lle a ce me al. Baker 279 , l a  -2. 
o er. S- 4 BN N . 30mm. This medal was struck at the 

Philadelphia Mint in 1861 after the defection by the new orleans 
Mint employees of that year to join with the south during the 
beginning months of the Civil War. apparently Mint director 
James Pollack believed that taking an oath would dispel any 
southern sympathizers, and had Paquet engrave the dies with the 
obverse showing Washington’s bust facing right, with the words 
The Constitution is sacredly obligatory on all”. on the reverse a 
laurel wreath surrounds “u. s. Mint. / oath of allegiance Taken 
by the officers and Workmen / sept 2, 1861 / Jas. Pollock dir.” 
attractive surfaces with a couple of minor spots accounting for 
the grade. 

5139 a. 1877  S m  . Har fel  Book late me al. Baker 287B. 
Wh te etal. Seco  Ob erse. S- 2 N . 33mm. Beautifully 
rendered with deep mirror fields combined with mountainous 
frosty devices of Washington and the reverse showing Washing-
ton’s ornate bookplate. Minor field scuffs limit the technical grade, 
but the overall appeal remains intact. 

5140 1799 .e. 1870s  re er cksb r h o e me al. Baker 298. Bro e. 
S- 5 N . 51mm. satiny Gem surfaces on both sides with 

the color perfectly even on this magnificent medal. The obverse 
shows a three-quarters view of Washington, the all seeing eye 
above with its rays pouring down across the surfaces. legend at 
the bottom reads “He Was a BroTHer oF THe MysTIC TIe” 
reverse with FrederICKsBurGH lodGe seals and ornaments, 
Masonic dates. designed by I. F. Wood and engraved by lovett. 
Impressive and a scarce medal. 

5141 1799 1870s  re er cksb r  o e me al. Baker 298. ar t -7. 
c rc late . Bronze. By George Hampden lovett and Isaac 

F. Wood. uniformed bust  l. under all-seeing eye and rays, 
B O E  OF E M S C E. rev. Fredericksburgh lodge 
logo, Masonic implements with dates in Washington’s Masonic 
career. Flawless smooth deep brown, one of the most impressive 
of all Masonic Washingtoniana. 

5142 1859 Wash to  t ab et me al. Baker 325 . Bro e. S-
5 N . 21mm. a stunning little medal from the mint cabinet, 

dies by anthony C. Pacquet and struck at the Philadelphia Mint. 
The obverse has a small bust of Washington in vast open fields 
with Pater Patriae above, reverse with intricate laurel wreath 
framing “a / Memorial/ of The/ Washington / Cabinet / May 
1859”. excellent color and surfaces, with a single tic hidden on the 
reverse touching the final digit of the date. 

5143 187  t e sto e me al. Baker 408B. ar t -5. S- 4 P  N . 
White metal. By George Hampden lovett and Isaac F. Wood. 
Keystone holds small Washington head r. rev. eulogistic inscrip-
tion names Washington F  KE S O E   E  UMP AL  
A C  W C  SPA S  E A O ’S CE U . a later Wood-
lovett collaboration of highly imaginative design. 

5144 1875 Wash to  lm ambr e e te al. Baker 43 B. ar-
t -5. Proof- 4  O N . White metal. By George 

Hampden lovett for Isaac F. Wood. Bust r. of Washington, lover of 
peace who espoused the sword. rev. Historic elm in Cambridge, 
Mass., where Washington assumed command of the Continental 
army. Proof fields contrast with frosted reliefs, showing this medal 
at its best. 

5145 187  Battle of S ll a s sla . Baker 448B. ar t -5. S-  BN 
N . Bronze. second obverse by George Hampden lovett, small 

Washington bust l. in palm and laurel, Centennial legend. rev. 1776 
in star, battle data legend within circle wreath. This series was one 
of lovett’s most popular offerings. deep smooth brown. 

From the Gotham Collection.

514  1791 .e. 1891  hatham rt ller  me al. e of Baker 452. 
Wh te metal. S- 3 P  N  Photocert . 34.56 grams, 45mm. 
Baker e452 is this same design medal struck in bronze. an excep-
tional example of this medal with deep mirror fields and fully 
frosted devices. although modeled on Houdon’s sculpture of 
Washington this is unusual as it shows Washington with a nude 
upper breast. due to the relief of this medal it has an nGC Photo 
certificate instead of the usual slab. a delightful medal. 

5147 ate  S rre er at Yorktow  Pla e. Baker 454. ro . x-
tremel  e. 3257.84 Grams. 132.7 mm x 56.3 mm. This cast iron 
plaque is unsigned and attributed by richard Margolis to its first 
appearance circa 1920 on Godefroy Meyer’s FPl where one was 
noted to be a Berlin Casting. lord Cornwallis facing right offers his 
sword to Washington facing left both bareheaded in full military 
uniform. others look on in triumph and disgust, depending on 
your orientation. dark iron patina, essentially as made. 
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5148 1792 .e. 18 0  W ll am ler Wash to  store car . Baker 
544B. Brass. S- 3 BN N . 32mm. one of the more famous 
coin dealers of the mid to late 1800s, William Idler had a shop in 
Philadelphia which sold “Coins, Minerals, stationery and Fancy 
articles.” Prooflike mirror fields show deep brown and blue ton-
ing, frosty devices. Clean surfaces and well preserved save for a 
couple of old toning spots in the fields. no doubt few survive this 
well preserved. 

5149 a. 187  Parso s am l  rms. Baker 39 . ar t -7. bo t 
c rc late . White metal. Washington head r. by robert lovett 

Jr. rev. Family arms of E WA -W LL S PA SO S, Flushing, 
n.y. a scarce type known in copper and white metal, scarce in 
this exceptional state of preservation. 

5150 1902 Wash to  W chester Ses ce te al me al. Baker 
1833. Bro e. S- 4 BN N . 32mm. although the die linkage 
of the obverse ties this medal to the Centennial of Washington’s 
death, this actually was struck to commemorate the 4th of July 
in 1902. Washington is rendered beautifully by the skilled hand 
of someone in robert sneider & Co., of new york. The reverse 
is simple wording. Clean surfaces, even and delightful reddish 
mahogany brown. 

5151 1889 a rat o  e te al Brookl  Br e me al. o las 
7. ar t -7. S- 2 P  N . White metal, 50.5mm. By George 
Hampden lovett. Washington head r. in border of Gothic arches, 
title and latin EO PA AE UE F EL S, Faithful to God and 
Country. rev. Inaugural Centennial legend, bridge view over city 
arms. splendid glowing silvery lustre. Incorrectly called “B-71” 
on the holder  Inaugural Centennial numbers refer to douglas, 
not Baker, and in any event this is d-7. 

Incorrectly called B-71 on the holder.

5152 1889 re ch e te al me al. -41. -45 N . silver. Winged 
Victory with oval busts of Washington and Mirabeau, celebration 
of revolutions of 1776 and 1789. rev. Inscription SALU  O ALL 
ME , OU  B E E E  (sic) struck by Gorham & Co., new york, 
rarely encountered in silver, low relief and conservatively graded. 

5153 1889 re ch e te al me al. -41 . S- 4 B N . Bronze. 
Winged Victory holds oval busts of Washington and Mirabeau, 
celebration of revolutions of 1776 and 1789. rev. Inscription SA-
LU  O ALL ME , OU  B E E E  (sic) struck by Gorham 
& Co., new york, low relief style with luxuriant copper-red lustre 
drenching both sides. 

5154 1889 Wash to  a rat o  e te al- h rtee  ks 
me al. o las 52. Bro e. S- 5 BN N  Photocert . 54mm. 
1293.04 Grams. a beautiful medal with a regal portrait of George 
Washington on the obverse. Gem quality, although a spot on his 
lower neck is mentioned. on the reverse there are 13 interlocking 
chain links with each of the original 13 colonies abbreviated on 
them. Central sun theme with rays extending into the chain links, 
noting the 100th anniversary of the inauguration with 42 stars (cur-
rent number of states) and date. rich classical mahogany color.

photo reduced

photo reduced

u.s. Medals and ToKens —VarIous PersonalITIes and suBJeCTs 

5155 1815 obert lto   lermo t me al. White metal. Choice 
uncirculated. 707.6 grains. 51.8 mm. Bright lustrous light silver 
gray with excellent visual appeal. Boldly struck and well defined, 
only the most minor hairlines seen, two spots on reverse rim harm 
nothing. a tiny flaw on the obverse rim at 6:00 appears natural. a 
highly elusive medal. Though Ford owned three examples, that 
offering made up the lion’s share of auction appearances over the 
last two decades. This was the finest of the three, with another 
partially holed and the final one described as cleaned with some 
scratches. an historic early american medal, celebrating Fulton’s 
landmark cruise on the Hudson, in particularly nice condition. 

From our sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection, Part X, May 200 , 
Lot 0.
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S le  18 4 e chtwa er s om os t o  hree- e ts
S- 3 N

5158 New York. New York t . r. ew s e chtwa er. hree-ce ts. 18 4. H -2 7, ow-179 . ar t -
. S- 3 N . Medium golden gray surfaces with prooflike reflectivity in the fields and frosty, 

crisp design elements. a rich array of varied gold and champagne toning graces both sides. dated 27 
years after his experimental 1837 petition pieces, the present design type incorporates an eagle with 
wings spread facing to dexter, serpent in its claws, date below, the reverse with a central wreath, 
FeuCHTWanGer’s CoMPosITIon around, THree in wreath opening, THree / CenTs within. 
readily comparable to an example of HT-267 that we offered in January 2009 Americana Sale a specimen 
that was not third-party graded and brought more than $4,300 when it crossed the auction block. as 
noted, the present specimen is as fine as any we have seen in recent times, and will no doubt bring 
spirited bidding activity from a wide range of collecting interests. 

515  183  He r  la  of e t ck  am a  e al. eW tt H  183 -
1. bo t c rc late . White metal, 35.7mm. By Benjamin True. 
Pierced for suspension. obv. Togate bust l. in circle. rev. E UAL 

 FULL P O EC O  O AME CA  US  bordered by 
emblems of industry and agriculture. sharply struck with splendid 
silver flash from deep lustre. 

From our sale of the ich Uhrich Collection, February 2008, Lot 
3 .

5157 New York. New York t . r. ew s e chtwa er. O e e t. 
1837. ow-120, la  H -2 8, Bree  es 5- . e chtwa er s 

om os t o . ar t -2. ho ce c rc late . ee e  e e. 41.5 
s. 18.9 mm. Str ck co  t r . obverse: an eagle standing right 

on rocks clutching a coiling serpent, 1837 below. reverse: olive 
wreath, FeuCHTWanGer’s CoMPosITIon around the outside, 
one CenT within. dramatically dark gray most everywhere, with 
some streaks, and golden highlights. surfaces somewhat granular 
in appearance. Typical strike, eagle’s feathers soft in places. 

E  Charles Litman Collection Presidential Coin  Anti ue Com-
pany, ecember , 2003, Lot 92 .

photo reduced

5159 1847 Wash to  llsto  e al Plaster. e l a  P -3. xtremel  e. 
103.7mm uniface. Copied from the Charles Cushing Wright and P.P. duggan 
medal of the american art-union, struck by the u.s. Mint. deeply green-black 
fields highlight ivory-like reliefs for a fine antique effect. The otherwise blank 
back bears the name C. a eltine, Pro . . ., possibly identifying a pioneer new 
england coin dealer. This example is the only one known to the cataloguer.

Patterned after the art-union of london, this organization enjoyed a 13-year 
era of success in 1839-1851, advancing popular appreciation of american art and 
artists. The union maintained a highly successful gallery in new york City and 
distributed engravings to its dues-paying members nationwide and other art 
works by lottery in new york. The u.s. Mint produced three portrait medals for 
the art-union: Washington allston, John Trumbull and Gilbert stuart. 

2  photo
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er  are r terer Ba e

51 0 1848 harlesto  Sla e H re Ba e. . No. 8. e. 
109.8 grains. 55.4 mm along vertical axis, 53.9 mm across. Holed 
for suspension. Corners truncated. olive earthen encrustation 
and patina blends with the steel gray copper beneath. natural 
in appearance, apparently subjected to no serious cleaning upon 
discovery. The marks are bold and complete, though the base of 
48 is somewhat affected by light roughness. overall, metal corro-
sion is minimal. The badge was creased once from the east point 
to midway between the south and west point and again along an 
arc that is mostly vertical. It now shows light concavity similar to 
when issued.  er  rare sla e h re ba e, one of but a handful of 
this unusual occupation known. The number of slaves who were 
entrusted to operate a street cart while maintaining a modicum 
of autonomy -- and the number of owners willing to pay the $5 
licensing fee of this era -- was necessarily small, and emissions of 
fruiterer badges were typically well under 100 per year. an 1817-
dated Fruiterer sold for over $10,000 15 years ago  today it remains 
among the very rarest of occupations. This one is well preserved 
and looms as a poignant artifact of urban slavery in Charleston. 

51 1 a. 18 0s  rew ackso -Ol  H ckor  me al. S- 4 B 
N . Copper, 33.2mm. Tall uniformed bust r. in circle. rev.14-

line vita in rose circle. From George Hampden lovett’s Presidential 
series. 

51 2 War of 18 1 Sol er s o  a . Brass, 26.5mm, holed for suspen-
sion. obv. spread eagle like that of contemporary gold coinage, 
legend WA  OF 8 , U E  S A ES. rev. Blank for inscribing. 

S- 5 N  

51 3 18 4 ree S eech, ree e , remo t e al. eW tt  18 4-2. 
Proo ke c rc late . silver, 34.5mm, 15.69 grams. attributed 
to George Hampden lovett. obv. uniformed bust nearly facing, 
F EE SPEEC  F EE ME  F EMO . rev. Fremont on battlefield 
waving banner displaying an eagle in place of stars, surrounded 
by cheering soldiers, F EEMA  A  COC A E. Prooflike 
fields gleam under russet toning, a glass finds faint traces of an 
old cleaning. 

From our sale of the ich Uhrich Collection, February 2008, Lot 3 79. 
Earlier from the Charles Litman Collection PCAC, ecember 2003, 
Lot 39  pre iously in Emerson Arends Collection PCAC, ecember 
99 , Lot 3 0  Garrett Collection, Part  Bo ers  uddy, March 
98 , Lot 20 2 .

xtremel  are rake s Pla tat o   
10 e ts bbe  rame

51 4 rakes s Pla tat o  B tters. 10 e ts. bbe  rame. HB.105, 
P.111, S.73a. xtremel  e. reed rarity-9 (2 to 4 known). 

This is a great rarity and there were no recent records for sale 
until Ford IV with this example. The top specialists in the field 
firmly believe that th s s o e of o l  two exam les exta t. The 
other example is the illustriously pedigreed 1967 lilly specimen 
which found its way into another glorious cabinet, Mr. Frederick 
Mayer in Colorado. His example was sold as 12785 in his sale of 
september 2007. His was finer, but not by much as this encased 
is a superior piece indeed. sadly, there are three pin scratches on 
the back case, but hard to see at first. a minor flaw such as this 
factors in minimally with a rarity of this caliber. 

From our sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection Part , June 23, 
200 , Lot 7 .

51 5 . a lt. 10 e ts. Pla  rame. HB.133, P.11 , S.97. extremely 
Fine or thereabouts. some mica flaking at the left obverse and a 
few trivial edge nicks on the lower portion. Well preserved for one 
of these. 

51  . a lt. 10 e ts. HB-133, P-11 . Pla  rame. xtremel  e. 
a popular example of the J. Gault issue, no doubt made to show-
case his ability to manufacture substitute small change during the 
immense coin hoarding that occurred during the Civil War. Faint 
reverse graffiti reads “aunt Jane” in fancy cursive script. stamp: 
sharp green color not overly faded. Mica: Faintly crazed but not 
cracked through. Case: no silvering remains on deep golden brass 
surfaces. a pleasing example overall. 
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xtremel  are North mer ca  fe s ra ce  
om a  10 e ts

51 7 North mer ca  fe s ra ce om a , New York. 10 e ts. 
Pla  rame w th r e  NS N . HB.19 , P.125a, S.143a. 

bo t c rc late . reed rarity-8 (5 to 10 known). Quite a rare 
piece, perhaps closer to five than ten known is the expert’s consen-
sus. excellent mica quality over a well positioned, sharp and green 
stamp. The case quality is handsomely toned and problem-free. 
This justifiably realized $2,070 in our Ford IV sale. 

From our sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection Part , June 23, 
200 , Lot 78.

are a  Po lar Wh te the Hatter

51 8 Wh te the Hatter, New York. 1 e t. HB.234, P.30, S.178. ho ce 
xtremel  e. reed rarity-7 (11 to 15 known). This is one of 

the great issuers on the series located at 216 Broadway, “under 
Barnum’s Museum”. a somewhat wrinkled stamp, but quite at-
tractive. Hard to find and generally seen only in advanced collec-
tions. The case is sound, pleasing olive gold. The mica quality is 
strong as well, nice and clear over a stamp that is not quite vibrant, 
but pleasing enough. represents the merchant quite well. This has 
traditionally been a mid-four figure piece and justifiably so. 

From our sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection Part , June 23, 
200 , Lot 32.

asc at  Beer o termark o  .S. 20 e t P ece

51 9 Stoehr s a er B er, Br e ort, o ect c t o termark o  
1875-  20 e ts. Br k S-1002. Host coin Very Fine, Coun-
termark extremely Fine. obverse bears three-line countermark 

K  S OE ’S  LAGE  B E . Brunk lists this countermark 
on liberty seated quarters of 1854, 1856 and 1877  half dollar, 1861 
and on an 1844 British shilling, but knew of no 20 cent pieces. 
Here is a rare and desirable example of countermarking on one of 
america’s shortest-lived denominations that saw little circulation 
“back east.”

s al arl  Photo ra h  e al

5170 1874 Sam el Holmes war  me al of the Nat o al Photo ra h c 
ssoc at o . silver. about uncirculated. 568.3 grains. 44.8 mm. 

deep silver gray with appealing violet and light blue tones that 
are most prominent on the reverse. The anepigraphic obverse 
shows a remarkably detailed scene of sunshine beaming through a 
window filled with photographic apparatus, with the Jee signature 
of James e. ellis in the outside periphery at 6:00. The reverse, also 
showing the Jee signature at 6:00, is engraved within a wreath: 
The / samuel Holmes / Medal / awarded to / l.V. Moulton / for 
his / rapid Photo-Washer / at the / nPa Convention / Chicago / 
1874. Moulton’s contraption rather resembled a rotating bingo-ball 
dispenser, spraying water on a photographic print with each rapid 
revolution rather than soaking prints in a tub. The samuel Holmes 
medal was endowed in 1871 for the second best new product at 
the national Photographic association convention  the first prize 
was a gold medal donated by scovill Manufacturing, best known 
to numismatists for their token and button production. scovill, 
incidentally, was the maker of Moulton’s rapid Photo-Washer. 

5171 1880 s t of l sses S. ra t to the sc ela Nac o al e Bellas 
rtes at ex co t  me al. ro e P-189a. S l er. c rc late . 

379.4 gns. 40.4 mm. obverse depicts the aztec Calendar stone in 
exacting detail, reverse legend reads a ulIses s. GranT / la / 
esCuela / de / Bellas arTes/ de MeXICo / 1880. Brilliant 
with attractive and boldly reflective surfaces. a very scarce medal 
commemorating the visit of ex-President Grant to the national art 
academy of Mexico. Grant spent much of 1880 and 1881 in Mexico 
while working on a new railroad. This medal was closely imitated 
by a Porofirio diaz visit medal dated 1886. rarely offered. 

5172 1909 mer ca  N m smat c Soc et  col  e te al Pla-
ette. NS-21,  302. Bro e face. c rc late . 102 

x 73.3mm. By Jules edouard roin . angel of Peace and Vic-
tory crowns lincoln seated at writing desk, ans emblem above. 
nantes, France-born artist roin  contributed several significant 
medals to the lincoln Centennial. ans was reportedly disap-
pointed with sales of this handsome Plaquette, of which possibly 98 
bronze were struck, but today it is in significant demand by lincoln 
and ans collectors. Tan-gold patina, edge: WHITeHead HoaG 
55. a pleasing and classic example of classic lincolniana. 

photo reduced
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a est c mer ca  ar  o r  Worl  War   
ol  Ser ce e al

5173 1918 mer ca  ar  o r  om a  War Ser ce e al. 
abr el 2-33. 14- arat ol . c rc late . 63.5mm, 6.4 Troy 

ounces (181.98 grams). By Chester Beach and Julio Kilenyi. The 
Company’s presentation legend surrounds muscular workman 
wields sledgehammer to smite snake and German spiked helmet 
resting on anvil. rev. liberty with victor’s palm strides toward 
rising sun, statue of liberty, FO  SE CE  FA FULL  E -

E E . struck by Gorham, edge bears an anchor logo and 14 K. 
With fitted case of issue with crimson lining gold-stamped he 
Gorham Co.  e  ork. lower left side slightly sprung. 

american Car & Foundry (aCF) was one of this country’s great-
est industrial concerns, an indicator firm for Wall street statisti-
cians and a bellwether of american industrial health. Its long-time 
President was numismatic giant William H. Woodin, later secretary 
of the Treasury under President Franklin d. roosevelt. 

5174 1931 Ho  Pra er for a  me al. Bronze oval, 74.1 x 70.05mm. 
c rc late . By Hermon Macneil. Third issue of the society of 

Medalists depicting the Hopi dancing with poisonous snakes, 
drawn from life by the sculptor of the standing liberty quarter. 
deep hematite red, with original brochure. 

asc at  st . ambert ro h  Pla e
aster  olle e ootball ham o sh

5175 st . ambert emor al ro h  Pla e, 193 . Bronze Foundry 
Cast, 235 x 155mm. style of Julio Kilenyi. about uncirculated. This 
plaque presents a rendering of the actual lambert Trophy at the 
center, showing a football player in 1920s equipment, without heavy 
padding or other protective gear, wearing cleated running shoes, 
heavy socks and padded leather helmet, racing with the ball while 
fending off an onrushing opponent. The player stands on a massive 
football resting in turn on an ornate pedestal wreathed in laurel.

at top is the raised-letter inscription auGusT V. laMBerT/ 
MeMorIal TroPHy. Flanking the central design are vertical 
panels headed Players but lacking actual names. at base is an 
extended inscription, This Trophy emblematic of the/ easTern 
ColleGe FooTBall CHaMPIonsHIP/ has been donated in 
memory of their/ Father and in the best interests of/ sportsman-
ship and scholastic attainment/ by/ VICTor a. laMBerT and 
Henry l. laMBerT.

This trophy was donated by the prominent Madison avenue 
jewelers of new york City, lambert Brothers. The trophy depicted 
on this plaque now occupies the top layer of the present multi-
tier award, which is three feet in height and weighs more than 
100 pounds. army won the first lambert award in 1936, and it 
continues as one of the most prestigious in college football. The 
lambert award is now administered by eastern College Football 
awards through the eCaC lambert Football Poll. It is presented 
at a banquet held at the Meadowlands sports Complex, hosted by 
FieldTurf and recognizing the best teams in the east in divisions 
I-a, I-aa, II and III. 

photo reduced
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517  ca. 1815  r e a al me al b  homaso . Wh te metal. bo t 
c rc late . 2801.0 gns. 81.4 mm. Mostly reflective brilliant silver 

gray with abundant bold lustre. some very minor pimpling corrosion 
has begun in the fields, though it is neither black nor badly distracted. 
some light hairlines, two rim nicks above oF erIe. a handsome large 
format medal struck in england to mark the erie Canal’s opening. 

ho ce t State r e a al om let o   
So- alle  ollar

5177 182  r e a al om let o . H -1. ar t - . S- 3 N . White 
metal. 42.6mm. By Charles Cushing Wright, engr.  archibald robin-
son, des. Forest god Pan greets sea god neptune, U O  OF E E 
W  E A LA C. rev. new york state arms with canal lock and 
Castle Clinton, City of new york presentation legend. Cameo contrast 
of needle-sharp devices and dazzlingly lustrous fields characterizes 
this piece. Careful study under magnification reveals the most subtle 
concentric lines in the fields, possibly from die preparation with the 
Contamin lathe or conceivably from planchet finishing. By any 
standard this must be one of the finest known to today’s collectors. 

5178 182  r e a al om let o . H -1. ar t - . S- 1 N . White 
metal. By Charles Cushing Wright and archibald robinson. Forest 
god Pan greets sea god neptune, U O  OF E E W  E 
A LA C. rev. new york state arms, canal locks, and Castle 
Clinton behind. substantial lustre contrasts with darker areas in 
the smooth fields. 

lor o s t State S l er r e a al om let o  
So- alle  ollar

5179 182  r e a al om let o . H -1000. ar t - . S- 1 N . sil-
ver. 42.6mm. By Charles Cushing Wright, engr.  archibald robinson, 
des. Forest spirit Pan sits with sea god neptune, U O  OF E E 
W  E A LA C. rev. new york state arms, canal lock, Castle 
Clinton behind, City of new york presentation legend. a meticulously 
struck, magnificently lustrous example of one of the nation’s most 
significant medals, a piece difficult to duplicate and sure to be a 
highlight of and so-Called dollar or general medal collection. 

5180 18 1 Bombar me t of ort S mter. H -11c. ar t -7. S- 4 B 
N . Copper. style of George Hampden lovett. Fort in Charleston 

harbor under rebel bombardment. rev. 13-line pr cis of bombard-
ment and siege of 75 men under Major robert anderson’s command 
at very start of the Civil War. Fiery copper-red surfaces. 

From the Gotham Collection.

5181 18 9 Pac c a lwa  om let o . H -12a, l a  -39. ar-
t - . S- 4 N . silver. By William Barber. small head of 

President ulysses s. Grant r. rev. steam train crossing Western 
wilderness, Biblical quotation on scroll above, E E  MOU A  
S ALL BE MA E LOW. one of 126 silver medals struck by the 
u.s. Mint, part of the short-lived “Medal series of the u.s. Mint” 
that was a favored project of Mint director James Pollock. some 
subtle gray-gold peripheral toning increases the visual appeal of 
this distinctly prooflike historic medal. 

5182 r o of so-calle  ollars  I 1870 Pilgrim Jubilee Memorial. HK-
13. rarity-5. au-55, cleaned. silver-plated I 1915 Maryland state 
Fund dollar. HK-407. rarity-5. au-55, cleaned. Bronze I 1939-40 
north Carolina dollar. HK-494. rarity-3. au-55, lightly cleaned. 
aluminum. Fascinating high quality selection. (Total: 3 pieces) 

5183 1875 Battle of ex to  e te al. H -17, l a  -24. ar-
t -5. S- 4 BN N . Bronze. Minuteman on shield, W A  A 

GLO OUS MO G FO  AME CA. Centennial celebration 
inscription. deep red mahogany. 

photo reduced

so-Called dollars and relaTed PIeCes
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5184 187  Ne a a .S. e te al. H -19, l a  -3 . ar t -5. 
Proof- 3 N . silver. Continental and Civil War soldiers guard 
liberty Bell. rev. nevada mining scene, struck from nevada ore 
crushed at Philadelphia’s International exhibition. riche blue-gray 
and gold toning. 

5185 187  bert  Bell ollar. H -31, Baker 397 . ar t - . S- 5 BN 
N . Copper bronzed. “norwalk” uniformed Washington bust 

r. rev. liberty Bell, P OCLA M L BE  OUG OU  E 
LA  rich mahogany red. 

From the Gotham Collection.

518  187  bert  Bell ollar. H -32, Baker 397 . ar t - . S- 3 
N . White metal. “norwalk” uniformed Washington bust 

r. rev. liberty Bell, P OCLA M L BE  OUG OU  E 
LA  Gleaming glass-smooth silvery surfaces. 

From the Gotham Collection.

5187 187  bert  Bell ollar. H -35. ar t -8. S- 3 B N . 
Copper. liberty Bell, P OCLA M L BE  OUG OU  E 
LA  rev. union avenue Baptist sunday school inscription, 
among the rarest of this 1876 series. lovely and spirited copper-red 
lustre adds distinction. Virtually unknown in such breathtaking 
overall quality. 

From the Gotham Collection.

5188 187  e e e ce Hall ollar. H -40, Baker 392 . ar t - . 
S- 4 B N . Copper. norwalk Washington bust. rev. Inde-

pendence Hall fa ade, dates of commencement and completion. 
Glossy deep brown. 

From the Gotham Collection.

5189 187  .S. e te al bert  Seate  ollar. H -50. ar t - . 
S- 2 P  N . Bronze gilt. liberty seated, F EE A  U E  

S A ES. rev. Woodsman and soldiers with cannon. all-seeing eye 
above. Gleaming prooflike gold. 

The insert calls this HK 50, but that displays a Washington head.
From olabird-Kagin Americana Auction 2, ecember 2008, Lot 

02 .

5190 187  e te al o ta - athol c em era ce ollar. H -
9. ar t - . S- 3 N . Gilt copper. ornate Fairmont Park 

fountain. rev. emblem of the Catholic Total abstinence union, 
an outgrowth of Father Theobald Matthew’s anti-liquor crusade. 
an elusive Centennial type. 

From the Gotham Collection.

5191 187  o ett s Battle of Harlem Pla s. H -100, Baker 443 . ar-
t - . S- 5 BN N . Bronze. Washington bust after Houdon 

r. rev. star-1776, from George Hampden lovett’s eight Battles 
series. deep mahogany red. 

From the Gotham Collection.

5192 187  Battle of Wh te Pla s. H -10 , Baker 445 . ar t - . S- 5 
BN N . Bronze. Washington bust after Houdon r. rev. star-
1776, from George Hampden lovett’s classic Washington-eight 
Battles series. deep mahogany red. 

From the Gotham Collection.

lor o s Proo ke S l er Battle of  
ort Wash to  e al

5193 187  Battle of ort Wash to . H -108, Baker 44 . ar t -8. S-
5 N . silver. Houdon-style Washington head r. rev. star-1776, 

Battle of Fort Washington in upper Manhattan. Magnificent tawny 
red-gold toning shows iridescent blue at the rims for breathtaking 
beauty. 

From the Gotham Collection.

5194 187  Battle of ort Wash to . H -109, Baker 44 . ar t - . 
S- 5 BN N . Bronze. Washington bust after Houdon r. rev. 

star-1776, from George Hampden lovett’s classic eight Battles 
series, Fort Washington was located in upper Manhattan. deep 
mahogany red. 

From the Gotham Collection.

5195 18 1  t  of o er me t. H -114c, Baker 2 4 . ar t -7. S-
5 N . Brass. Washington bust  r. by robert lovett Jr. rev. 
E S  A F EE MA  W OM E U  MAKES F EE. The 

obverse shows signs of having been double struck, especially in 
the legends, where the letters are boldly doubled. lovely prooflike 
gold shows subtle toning. 

From the Gotham Collection.

519  1901 ac at o  of Bosto . H -131, Baker 52 . ar t -2. S- 3 
BN N . Copper. scene of British evacuation from the Comitia 
americana Washington before Boston Medal. rev. 125th anniver-
sary inscription in laurel. a classic revolution-related design. 

S le  S l er alle  or e e te al e al

5197 1878 alle  or e e te al. H -13 , l a  -48, Baker 449. 
ar t -7. Proof- 4 N . silver. By William Barber. Washington 

bust r. after Houdon, engraver’s name BarBer in straight line 
below, identifying this piece as one of 63 restrikes produced at a 
later date. rev. Commemorative inscription in laurel, departure 
of the Continental army on June 19, 1778. rose-gold and pale 
blue toning glorifies a meticulous strike. This is the only example 
certified of this important u.s. Mint medal. 
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5198 1878 alle  or e e te al. H -137, l a  -48, Baker 
449 . ar t -5. S- 4 BN N . Copper bronzed. By William 
Barber. Washington bust r. after Houdon. rev. Commemorative 
inscription in laurel, June 19, 1778. lovely red-mahogany surfaces 
add to appeal. 

5199 1887 Wash to  Nat o al Pr e r ll ollar. Baker, H  l ste . 
S- 4. Copper bronzed, 35mm. Washington bust by robert lovett 

Jr. r., Camp George Washington. rev. Capitol, style of Joseph K. 
davison’s sons, highest quality deep reflective brown. 

5200 r o of N -cert e  so-calle  ollars  I 1893 Ferris Wheel 
dollar. HK-170, eglit 157. rarity-4. Ms-61 Pl. aluminum I 1894 
California Midwinter exhibition Palace dollar. HK-263. rarity-6. 
Ms-63. aluminum, struck by l. Chr. lauer, n rnberg. I 1898 
Trans-Mississippi and International exposition official Medal. 
HK-283. rarity-4. Ms-61. Brass. Colorful variety of advanced 
designs. (Total: 3 pieces) 

5201 Half a o e  so-calle  ollars  I 1891 Columbian World Globe 
dollar. HK-174, eglit 9. rarity-3. Ms-63. aluminum I 1904 loui-
siana Purchase exhibition Palace dollar. HK-319. rarity-5. Ms-63, 
wiped. aluminum I 1939 Golden Gate exposition lord’s Prayer 
dollar. Type I, Protestant Translation. Hk-479. rarity-4. Ms-60. 
Bronze I 1939 Golden Gate Petroleum dollar. Type II. HK-484. 
rarity-2. Ms-60. Gilt bronze I 1933 Pedley-ryan dollar. HK-825. 
rarity-5. eF-40, bruises. silver I Continental dollar restrike. HK-
854a. Q. david Bowers restrike. rarity-3. Copper-nickel, 2.8mm 
thick. Ms-63, planchet streak. (Total: 6 pieces) 

5202 1894 al for a w ter x os t o . H -245. ar t -5. S- 3 
N . Brass. Type I. somewhat stoop-shouldered Minerva from 

state seal. rev. LA  OF SU S E, F U  A  FLOWE S. 
Flawless reflective gold surfaces.

From olabird-Kagin Americana’s Auction 2, Lot 02 7. From the 
Bill Weber Collection, as noted on the GC insert.

5203 1901 Pa - mer ca  x os t o  Of c al e al. H -289. ar t -3. 
S-  N . Brass. Heroic radiate-crowned figure reaches for 

the sky. rev. Western hemisphere map, vertical expo inscription 
l. Glowing gold lustre. 

5204 1902 Wells ar o  o. H -29 . ar t -5. S- 3 N . silver. 
stage coach, horseman fighting off ambushes. rev. steam trains, 
hand grips lightning. lovely deep blue toning accentuates the 
bold strike on this “Wild West” design. 

5205 1904 o s a a P rchase x os t o  Of c al So e r e al. 
H -299. ar t -4. S- 3 N . silver. napoleon and Jefferson 
busts. rev. relief map with star in long rays marking site of st. 
louis. lovely frosty lustre. 

520  1904 o s a a P rchase x os t o  Of c al So e r e al. 
H -302. ar t -3. S- 5. yellow bronze. napoleon and Jefferson 
busts, reverse map shows star and short rays at the site of st. louis. 
accompanied by original imprinted envelope testifying to striking 
in the expo’s u.s. Mint exhibit, bearing signature of Fair President 
d.r. Francis. 

5207 1907 amestow  erce te al x os t o  Of c al e al. H -
345. ar t - . S- 4 N . silver-plated bronze. Variegated gold 
and iridescent blue give the reverse ship the appearance of lively 
motion. 

5208 1909 He r k H so  aal er. H -3 9a, e ore  74. ar t -7. 
S- 4 N . silver. large bust of english-born explorer  r. 

rev. Halve Maene under full sail. designed by Frank C. Higgins 
(founder of the new york numismatic Club) for Thomas l. elder. 
one of the first of Medallic art Company’s products, boasting 
splendid deep blue toning. 

5209 1909 He r k H so  aal er-Somer sla s m l  l ste   
H . S- 5. silver, 38.2mm, 21.36 grams. This enigmatic muling of two 
unrelated dies was the creation of the brash young robert Bashlow 
ca. 1961 struck for him by august C. Frank & Co., Philadelphia. a 
scratch like mark in the planchet on the somer Islands side was not 
obliterated by the striking pressure. reverse is that of delorey 74. 

5210 1909 He r k H so  aal er. H -373, e ore  75. ar t - . 
S- 3 BN N . Bronze. large bust of english-born explorer  

r. rev. Halve Maene under full sail. designed by Frank C. Higgins 
(founder of the new york numismatic Club) for Thomas l. elder 
and one of the first creations of Medallic art Company. size of a 
gold dollar, deep brown toning. 

5211 1914 Pa ama a al om let o . H -398. ar t -4. S-  N . 
Bronze. #2408. Columbia stands on ship uniting the oceans, twin 
globes flanking. Canal opening inscription, one of 5,000 medals 
carried through the canal, serial number 2408. With round box of 
issue by J. F. newman, n.y. Historic  

From olabird-Kagin Americana’s Auction  2, Lot 03 3. From 
the Bill Weber Collection.

5212 1915 Pa ama-Pac c ter at o al x os t o  Of c al e al. 
H -399. ar t -5. S- 4 N . silver. By robert aitken, struck 
in the u.s. Mint exhibit. nude Mercury opens lock to ancient 
ship. rev. Muses of two hemispheres with globe and cornucopiae. 
splendid glass-smooth lustre. 

5213 1915 Pa ama-Pac c ter at o al x os t o  Of c al e al. 
H -399 ar. ast. bo t s a e. White metal, 38mm, 255 grains. 
a more or less skillfully made cast of the official medal by robert 
aitken, not listed in the revised edition of Hibler-Kappen. 

From olabird-Kagin Americana Auction 2, ecember 2008, Lot 
03 9.

5214 1915 Pa ama-Pac c ter at o al x os t o  Of c al e al. 
H -400. ar t -4. S- 4 B N . Bronze. By robert aitken, 
struck in the u.s. Mint exhibit. nude Mercury opens lock to ancient 
ship. rev. Muses of two hemispheres with globe and cornucopiae. 
splendid deep red mint lustre. 

5215 1915 lor a State  ollar. H -404a. ar t -5. -50. silver-
plated bronze. Winged Victory of samothrace sails through canal. 
rev. state seal with incorrect male Indian strewing blossoms. 

From olabird-Kagin Americana’s Auction 2, Lot 037 .
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521  1915 al for a x os t o  State ollar. H -414. ar t -5. S- 3 
P  N . Brass gilt. liberty standing with state flag and bear. 
rev. ship steaming through canal. Boldly lustrous example of the 
exposition state dollars. 

5217 1915 Pa ama- al for a x os t o  Of c al e al. H -42 . ar-
t -5. S- 4 N . silver. uncle sam with pick and shovel. rev. 

S.S. Ancon traversing the canal. designed by cartoonist C.K. Berry-
man and engraved by Charles e. Barber, these medals were struck 
in the u.s. Mint exhibit at the exposition. rich old-gold toning. 

5218 o r later so-calle  ollars  I 1939 Golden Gate exposition Trea-
sure Island dollar. HK-482. rarity-3. c rc late . Copper-nickel. 
I 1939 Petroleum dollar. Type II. HK-484. rarity-2. c rc late . 
Gilt bronze I 1939 Charbneau dollar (2). HK-487b. rarity-7. 
sterling silver. Pacifica head. Two of the same piece mounted on 
pinback. Both au-50. Toned. (Total: 3 pieces) 

5219 1939 ol e  ate x os t o  harb ea  ollar. H -488. ar t  
8. S- 4 N . 12mm. Tower of the sun, Golden Gate Bridge. 
rev. Facing head of PAC F CA, Queen of the expo,  - I flanking. 
struck for Jules Charbneau, Bay area fine arts dealer, despite Fdr’s 
prevailing gold regulations. Most were melted unsold. 

5220 1939 ol e  ate x os t o  Ple e of lle a ce ollar. H -
48 . ar t -4. S- 3. Bronze. exposition logo, Tower and bridge. 
rev. Flag and text of pledge, remarkable overall golden lustre. 

From olabird-Kagin Americana Sale 2, ecember 2008, Lot 
0 39.

5221 1883 eor a Settleme t Ses ce te al. H -595a. ar t - . 
S-  BN P  N . Bronze. General oglethorpe seated. rev. 

state seal, commemorative dates. deep glossy brown and reflec-
tive fields. 

From the Gotham Collection.

5222 So-calle  ollar threesome  I 1886 albany Bicentennial. Hk-601, 
rulau ny-ab 4. rarity-5. Ms-62. White metal with loop, pinback 
header. I 1886 statue of liberty dedication dollar. unlisted in HK. 
au-55. White metal, holed. I 1866 dickeson College. unlisted in 
HK. Ms-60. White metal. John Wesley taught by mother, susanna. 
(Total: 3 pieces) 

5223 188  lba  B ce te al. H - 02. ar t - . S-  N . 
Bronze. Type II. Farmer and Indian support City arms. rev. 
Charter Bicentennial inscription in wreath. Wonderfully reflective 
deep brown surfaces. 

From the Gotham Collection.

5224 1898 al for a ol  sco er  Sem ce te al. H - 42. ar t -
. S- 2 N . Gilt brass, integral loop. Prospectors examining 

nuggets. rev. Conestoga wagon and steam train create a colorful 
design. 

From olabird-Kagin Americana’s Auction 2, Lot 0 . From 
the Bill Weber Collection.

5225 1889 o sol ate  a sas t  Smelt   e  o. H -731, 
la  S- 3. ar t - . S- 0. silver. By F.C. Kurtze. Presidents 

Benjamin Harrison, Porfirio diaz busts r. rev. The united ameri-
cas. Fine reflective gleam, one obverse scratch. 

From olabird-Kagin Americana’s Auction 2, Lot 0 39. From 
the Bill Weber Collection.

522  190  North mer ca   o. So e r. l ste   H . 
S- 2 B. Copper. Fa ade of shaft house. rev. SAMPLE  BU KE-

MO  COPPE , d.W.C. nelson, manager, Baker City, oregon. 
one of several copper mining pieces that deserve HK listing. 

 From olabird-Kagin Americana Sale  2, ecember 2008, Lot 
0 8.

5227 1907 Norwe a - mer ca  o er  a  Smelt  o. -
l ste   H . S- 3 B. Copper. 38.2mm. View of Fines Mines at 
seashore in norway. rev. legend of norwegian-american Copper 
Mining and smelting Co. Marvelous coppery red surfaces boast 
powerful flash.

From olabird-Kagin Americana Sale  2, ecember 2008, Lot 
0 9.

5228 1941 Paramo t P ct res 30th ersar . H -740. ar t - . 
-50. nickel-plated copper is the listed material for this show 

business commemorative, but this piece is almost certainly alumi-
num-plated copper and unlisted as such in HK. struck by acme 
Metal die, possibly unique in this form. 

From olabird-Kagin Americana Sale  2, ecember 2008, Lot 
0 3.

5229 1941 Paramo t P ct res. l ste   H . S m lar to H -740. 
-55. Bronze nickelplate. This 38.5mm shows the ornate head-

quarters of this movie giant, whose mountain peak-Paramount 
logo occupies the reverse. a few pinscratches, silvery lustre. 

From olabird-Kagin Americana Sale 2, ecember 2008, Lot 
0 .

5230 19 0  s e la . H -753. ar t -7. S- 4 P  N . silver. 
Castle and wall, E MAG C K G OM. rev. steamboat MA K 

WA . one of only 30 silver pieces struck when this southern 
California attraction was the jewel of the disney empire. 

From olabird-Kagin Americana Sale  2, ecember 2008, Lot 
0 9. From the Bill Weber Collection.

5231 189  1910  estr ke Br a  ollar. H -779, Sch-3. ar t -3. -
58 N . silver. 7-line inscription points out the mass of silver 
needed to equal one gold dollar. rev. Circles contrast diameter of 
a government dollar with that of the proposed Free silver coin-
age. struck by Tiffany, apparently restruck in 1910. Wonderfully 
smooth fields indicate a very conservative grade. 

5232 189  orham Br a  om arat e ollar. H -780, Sch- . ar-
t -5. S- 2 N . silver. 9-line inscription dramatizes weight 

of coin silver required to equal one gold dollar. rev. Cartwheel 
contrasts Mint dollar diameter with that of Free silver’s proposed 
coin. struck by Gorham silversmiths. Blue and russet-gold toning 
amplifies this medal’s beauty. 

From the Gotham Collection.

2  photo
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5233 1900 orham Br a  om arat e ollar. H -782, Sch-10. ar t -
7. S- 3 N . silver. 10 straight lines of inscription ends GO -
MA  MFG. CO.  S L E SM S. rev. Cartwheel demonstrating 
the diameter of the existing silver dollar is positioned below three 
concentric lines of legend contrasting gold and silver weights and 
values. all other Cartwheel reverses show a blank outer field. a 
sharply struck, beautifully gold-toned example of this remarkably 
rare and elusive type from the 1900 Presidential contest. 

From the Gotham Collection.

5234 189  S a l  Br a  om arat e ollar. H -78 , Sch-17. 
ar t -5. S- 1 N . silver. uniface. Generally similar to the 

more widely distributed Gorham types, obverse 11-line compara-
tive inscription ends with SPAUL G  CO.,  GOL SM S  
S L E SM S. a fascinating one-sided piece offering a high-
grade and outstanding visual appeal. 

5235 189  orham Br a  om arat e ollar. So e r of the .S. 
Pres e t al lect o . S.S. a est c. l ste   H , host Sch.18, 

erbe . -40. silver. 52.2mm. 9-line comparative inscription. rev. 
Cartwheel, blank field has been expertly engraved A SOU E  
OF E U.S. P ES E AL ELEC O  89  S.S. MAJES C 

EC. 89  L.J.F. a very few such engraved pieces are described 
in schornstein, but the present example is not among them. This 
engraved piece offers a breathtaking additional historical connec-
tion: the master of the Ma estic was Captain edward smith, who 
later gained fame as the master of the ill-fated White star liner 

itanic. a fantastic artifact of this historic election. 
From PCAC Auction 77, June 2007, Lot 2 8, pre iously in the 

Fau er Collection.

523  189  Br a  ox  the He ho se e al. Schor ste  920 ar. 
bo t c rc late . Bronzed lead cast, 50.07mm, 5.8mm. ex-

ceptionally high relief, almost three-dimensional fox head facing, 
89  - B A . rev.8-spoke wheel, anepigraphic. The innuendo of 

this intensely satirical. don’t let the fox (Bryan and the Free silver 
movement) into the hen house (the u.s. Treasury). This reverse 
is wholly different from schornstein 420 though the obverse is 
the same. It can be viewed as a variety or as an unpublished and 
possibly unique Bryan Money type. 

5237 189  B ll o  al e 1  to 1. Sch-845. -55 N . Type or casting 
metal, 63.5mm. BULL O  ALUE over crude Morgan-type liberty. 
rev. small raised-wing eagle, S X EE  O O E, WE O ’  

K. reportedly made by e. Jaccard & Co. of st. louis. 

o el  1900 orham om arat e ollar

5238 1900 orham Br a  om arat e ollar. H -783, Sch-12. ar-
t - . S- 2 N . silver, 37mm. 13-line expos  of current silver 

value of a government silver dollar, 48 cents. reverse questions the 
probable value of such a coin if Free silver program was actually 
adopted. This rare small-size Bryan piece relied on comparative 
value of silver, rather than the comparative size of the better 
known, large-diameter Bryan pieces. This type is highly elusive, 
especially so in such a high level of preservation. 

5239 189  S a l  Br a  om arat e ollar. H -785, Sch-1 . 
ar t -5. -45. silver. 11-line inscription ends SPAUL G  

CO.  GOL SM S  S L E SM S. rev. Cartwheel compares 
diameters of u.s. Mint and Free silver dollars. light pocket-piece 
handling, clear gold toning. 

5240 wo eces of Br a  mo e  I 1896 Gorham Bryan Comparative 
dollar. HK-786, sch-17. rarity-5. eF-45. Cleaned I 189  te  
S akes of mer ca. O e am. schornstein 353, zerbe 53. White 
metal, 45mm, 2.5mm thick. donkey-headed goose, Populists. rev. 
F EE S L E , O E AM. Choice about uncirculated. elusive 
type showing the highest quality. (Total: 2 pieces) 

photo reduced
photo reduced

photo reduced
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5241 1900 esher ollar. .B. B mstea , e . H -788, erbe-2. ar-
t -5. S- 3 P S . silver. #570. Colorado Pike’s Peak silver Mine. 

rev. arms of Colorado, JOS. LES E ’S EFE E UM SOU E-
. raised line over COLO. distinguishes this reverse. deep rose 

toning shows iridescent blue and silver at the peripheries. 

5242 1900 esher ollar. .B. B mstea , e . H -789, erbe-3. 
ar t -5. S- 3 P S . silver. #716. Colorado Pike’s Peak silver 

Mine. rev. arms of Colorado, JOS. LES E ’S EFE E UM 
SOU E . no raised line over COLO. distinguishes this reverse. 
subtle light blue-gray overlies flashing silver lustre. 

5243 1912 W lso  or ol  Bas s ollar. H -813, e ore  8. ar t -
8. S- 2 N . silver uniface, 38.1mm. 11-line inscription on 
weight and value of the existing by .L. EL E  UM SMA S  

 ME AL S . Bright silver contrasts with peripheral old gold on 
this example, one of the 10 to 12 silver pieces struck by C.e. Hanson 
of Chicago for new york coin dealer elder, who was unrelenting 
in his decades-long opposition to William Jennings Bryan. all of 
elder’s Free silver-related issues are extremely rare and missing 
from even advanced collections. 

5244 1933 o ta a ollar. H -820. ar t -5. -45 N . silver. This 
Montana silver association issue is that state’s contribution to the 
movement already started by Colorado to restore prosperity. With 
its mining-smelting scene and state arms, this piece is carefully 
described as a Troy ounce of .999 silver. 

5245 1933 Ne a a ollar. H -821. ar t - . -55 N . silver. 
Incuse inscription, S E L G  ES ME  CO. C.  E O  

E A A. rev. Impression of the Pedley-ryan & Co. 3-line die 
prepared for their own “dollars,” struck to promote silver use 
to overcome the Great depression and restore prosperity to the 
mining states of the West. although 2,500 pieces of the sterling 
Investment pieces were ordered, senior management rejected the 
issue and the vast majority was melted, making the few surviving 
sterling Investment pieces one of significant rarities of all so-Called 
dollars. 

524  1933 Pe le - a  ollar. H -822. ar t -7. S- 3 N . sil-
ver. Type I. Consimilar obverse and reverse bear identical incuse 
PE LE - A   Co.  E E . This firm proposed to restore 
prosperity in the silver mining states by circulating these 430-grain, 
.999 fine pieces that were sold at three for a dollar, though silver 
was trading at 27 cents per ounce. sales would drive up silver 
prices and all would profit. The program proved a failure after 
some six months of effort. 

From the Gotham Collection.

5247 1897 laska So e r ol . O e P ch. H -838. ar t - . a  
Hea  ht. S- 4 N . Gold. 1.12 grams. Indian head r. rev. 
Circle wreath, ALASKA GOL  O E  P C . struck by M.e. Hart 
Co., some distributed by numismatist Farran zerbe, now included 
in the ed Book, p. 379 and eagerly sought by today’s collectors. 

5248 o fe erat o  ollar. H -8 a, e ore  ckeso  3. ar t -7. 
S- 3 B N . Copper. all-seeing eye over 13 stars and votive 

altar, CO FE E A O . rev. statement of amount of revolu-
tionary War paper Continental Currency issued with this seal. 
struck for pioneer numismatist Montroville W. dickeson for the 
Centennial, some dies later fell into the hands of new york dealer 
Thomas l. elder. The present example is a dickeson original. 

From the Gotham Collection.

5249 olora o e t r  of Pro ress ollar, e . H  8 7. ar t - . 
t State- 5. silver, 38.2mm, 27.56 grams. all-incuse design 

shows state seal, the reverse bearing the incongruous legend and 
inscription O E A P. OU CE F E S L E , S L E  W LL 

ES O E  P OSPE  O  COLO A O. normally, precious 
metals are weighed in Troy, not avoirdupois ounces  1 Troy ounce 

 31.1 grams, making the avoirdupois weight a bizarre lapse. 
some light golden toning is seen on the as-struck surfaces. In 
folder imprinted with Colorado state Board of Immigration ad-
dress, Century of Progress and silver-Prosperity messages, plus 
mailing envelope with 3-Cent stamp, postmarked denVer, seP 
27, 1933. 

5250 olora o e t r  of Pro ress ollar, e . H  8 8. ar t -
5. t State- 5. silver, 38.2mm, 28.10 grams. all-incuse design 
shows state seal, the reverse bearing the incongruous legend and 
inscription O E A P. OU CE F E S L E , S L E  W LL E-
S O E  P OSPE . normally, precious metals are weighed in 
Troy, not avoirdupois ounces  1 Troy ounce  31.1 grams, making 
the avoirdupois weight a bizarre lapse. some light golden toning is 
seen on the as-struck surfaces. In folder imprinted with Colorado 
state Board of Immigration address, Century of Progress and “sale 
of silver coins” and silver-Prosperity messages. 
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5251 olora o e t r  of Pro ress ollar, e . H  8 9. ar t -
5. t State- 5. silver, 39.2mm, 31.23 grams. all-incuse design 
shows state seal, legend O E OU CE OF PU E S L E . e . 
Center, USE  S L E  O ES O E  P OSPE  A E 
MA K  COLO. This Prosperity dollar is plainly a Troy ounce, 
unlike its two predecessors. Faint gold toning can be found on the 
as-struck surfaces. In folder imprinted with Colorado state Board 
of Immigration address, Century of Progress and silver-Prosperity 
messages. 

5252 1933 olora o e t r  of Pro ress ollar. H -870. ar t -3. S-
 N . silver. Type IV. Colorado mining scene, USE S L E  O  

ES O E  P OSPE . rev. state seal. This is the most ornate 
design used in the official campaign to boost Colorado silver at 
the Chicago World’s Fair. Frosty silver shows highlights of tawny 
old-gold. 

5253 1904 o s a a P rchase x os t o  Half ollar. S- 3 N . 
Farran zerbe issue, LOU S A A GOL , fleur de lis with L P E on 
petals. Issued by american numismatic association activist zerbe 
to sell with the commemorative gold dollars struck for this great 
expo. 

5254 1915 al for a er a Hea -  ol  50 e ts. S- 3 
N . Helmeted Minerva head l. in circle of stars, EU EKA 

above. rev. large fraction over bear, crude CAL Fo A GoL  
above. red-gold lustre. 

denomination incorrect on nGC holder.

5255 1897 laska So e r ol  1 toke . a  Hea  eft. -58 
N . 14.4mm, 1.53 grams. Indian head l. over date, 16 stars 

around. rev. ALASKA GOL  O E with rising sun. Believed struck 
by M.e. Hart Co., some distributed by numismatist Farran zerbe 
and now the subject of serious study by today’s numismatists. 

525  1911 laska So e r ol  50  toke . Parka Hea . S- 5 
N . 10.7mm, 0.5 gram. eskimo bust r. in parka, date below. 

rev. ALASKA GOL  over rising sun, large . Possibly the finest 
graded example from the rarest of the types of fractional gold 
pieces produced by M.e. Hart & Co. listed in the ed Book on page 
379, these alaska-related issues are now under intense collector 
pressure as third-party grading is revealing just how few pieces 
actually exist today. 

5257 1923 Br t sh ol mb a ol  1 toke . S- 4 P  N . 12.5mm, 
.34 gram. Indian head l. with lamp, 9 K on truncation, date below. 
rev. B S  COLUMB A GOL  around pine trees flanking ris-
ing sun and O E. Clearly inspired by the Western or state Gold 
privately struck in the u.s., a fascinating Canadian private gold 
piece of unusually handsome design and strike, struck at a date 
later than that shown. 

Mistakenly called a half dollar on the nGC insert.

5258 1923 Br t sh ol mb a ol  50  toke . S-  N . 10.5mm, 
.96 gram. Indian head l. with 9 K on truncation, date below. rev. 
B S  COLUMB A GOL  around provincial shield. Clearly 
inspired by the Western or state Gold privately struck in the u.s., 
these British Columbia and other Canadian series were struck at 
a date later than that shown. The nGC calls this a gold dollar, 
13mm, .96 gram, but the actual diameter and weight are those of 
a 50¢ denomination. 

5259 1924 Br t sh ol mb a ol  1 toke . S- 5 N . 12.8mm, .59 
gram. Indian head l. with lamp, 9 K on truncation, date below. 
rev. B S  COLUMB A GOL  around provincial shield. These 
British Columbia and other Canadian series were struck at a date 
later than that shown. Highest quality and representative of a 
collecting area now showing vigorous life. 

52 0 192  O tar o ol  1 toke . S- 5 N . 13.3mm, .61 gram. 
Indian head l. with lamp, 9 K on truncation. rev. Provincial 
shield, legend O A O GOL , 920. different dates on either 
side. ontario was becoming a major gold producer at this time, 
thanks to sir Harry oakes of the Tough-oakes and lakeshore 
Mines, Bill Wright of the sylvanite Mine. a pleasing design and 
strike, undoubtedly struck at a later date. 

52 1 1927 col  toke . e ore  48,  1043. S- 5 N . Gold, 
15.1mm. Herm-type lincoln bust l. rev. A  OKE  over crossed 
axes. This Thomas l. elder piece boasts unusual light matte sur-
faces of exceptional beauty. elder lincoln tokens in the gold dollar 
size were omitted from HK. Possibly 300 gold pieces were sold at 
time of striking, possibly as many were melted as unsold. 

52 2 1927 col  toke . elore -48,  1043. S- 5 N . Gol-
dine. 15mm, 2 grams. lincoln bust l. rev. Crossed axes, A OKE . 
one of three gold dollar-sized tokens struck for new york coin 
dealer and lincoln enthusiast Thomas l. elder. 

52 3 1927 col  toke . e ore  48,  1043. S- 7 N . 
aluminum, 15.1mm. Herm-type lincoln bust l. rev. A  OKE  
over crossed axes. This Thomas l. elder piece presents beautiful 
silvery fields, lightly frosted reliefs. 

2  photo

2  photo

2  photo
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52 4 1794 Bowers Borckar t-1, Bole er-1. ar t -4 N N  
P S . Net -45, that grade assigned by Jack Collins in his refer-

ence on the silver dollars of 1794, our grade the same for overall 
sharpness. on page 54 of the cited reference by Collins, the author 
described the coin as follows: “Weak at the left stars and legends. 
Burnished, plainest in the right obverse field. Pit mark touches 
the bridge of the nose opposite the eye, another at the border 
adjacent to the 13th star. reverse with a prominent pit mark mid-
way between the lowest inside right leaf and the wing.” We also 
note some uniform granularity on both sides. Golden gray with 
varied blue and violet highlights. now for the good news  This is, 
after all, a 1794 silver dollar, the first date of its denomination and 
one of the most popular and endearing rarities in the entire u.s. 
coinage spectrum. lay aside your loupe for a moment and take a 

hands-on unassisted look at this specimen and the sharpness will 
speak volumes. Many notable early dollar collections have come 
and gone without the acquisition of a 1794 dollar, and many are 
the collectors, past, present—and no doubt future as well—who 
would jump at the chance to place this particular coin in their hold-
ings. The present coin offers a balanced trade off—some surface 
imperfections that are generally seen under low magnification for 
overall sharpness and unassisted eye appeal. To the present writer 
the choice is obvious. don’t let this important 1794 silver dollar 
escape you this time around. 

From our sale of the George . all Collection, May 9 , Lot  
at ,200  our sale of the George O. Walton Collection, October 9 3, 
Lot 0  at ,000.

#006851

u.s. sIlVer dollars

amo s 1794 S l er ollar ar t
Hall-Walto  S ec me

oll s Plate o
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52 5 1794 BB-1, B-1. ar t -4. Net -8 N S . “Fine details. re-
paired, Tooled.” a coin worthy of close examination as it has many 
attributes that make it desirable and worthy of acquisition. First 
off, the color is attractive medium to dark steel gray with golden 
accents. The date is clear with the 4 showing the upper portion 
clearly and the 179 even sharper. The stars on the left side are all 
present although diagnostically weak, but better defined than 
many higher grade examples. on the reverse the strike is sharp 
with full definition on the eagle and wreath, with the legend also 
complete although the tops of the letters in sTaTes are soft. Traces 
of adjustment marks are present on the obverse rim, near the date 
and above liberty’s head but again, far fewer than usual seen on 
a 1794 dollar (which often are seen with heavy and disfiguring 
adjustment marks). examples of this date in higher technical 
grades often have very weak dates, and stars missing, as well as 
portions of unITed sTaTes on the reverse. 

This coin was repaired to remove a rim bump above the F in 
oF, and the dentils re-engraved in that area with some skill, as they 
fade and blend into the worn portion of the rim to the upper left 
of this area. In addition, the silver used to make this planchet was 
defective, with an obvious planchet flaw in the field just behind 
liberty’s middle curls partially filled and smoothed, another patch 
of planchet flaws extend from the rim above the eighth star through 
the tops of lIBe, and smaller defects are found with a loupe on 
both sides. a significant number of 1794 silver dollars show these 
kinds of planchet defects and it is clear that this batch of silver had 
many impurities that were not fully removed prior to the planchets 

being rolled and cut into round blanks. In his arduous labor of 
love the late Jack Collins tracked every single 1794 silver dollar he 
could find and noted the pedigree of all known examples. In this 
particular case found an auction appearance of this coin with a 
photograph taken before these small repairs were accomplished. 
Thankfully, this work was recently published by George Kolbe 
and is a well worth obtaining for tracking and researching these 
famous silver dollars. 

obtaining a 1794 silver dollar is a highlight of an advanced collection. 
approximately 130 different specimens survive from the original mintage 
of 1,758 pieces. at least 30% show planchet flaws like the present example. 
Virtually all have weak strikes on the left side. remarkably another 10% of 
these survivors were engraved with initials or counterstamped, and another 
5% were holed and later plugged. Many of these are illustrated in Collin’s 
manuscript with before and after photos. nevertheless, these 1794 dollars are 
popular and have commanded a strong premium since before the Civil War. as 
Jack Collins wrote a few decades ago to sum up the mystique of a 1794 dollar 
“...the owner of a 1794 dollar in any grade, no matter how low, possesses a 
precious historic relic: one of the first federal silver coins, made on the initial 
day of silver coinage (october 15, 1794), of the first federal design for circulation 
with eagle and stars  a coin made from david rittenhouses’s own bullion, and 
personally owned and given or traded by david rittenhouse himself.”

From James Kelly’s Auction, April 9 9, Lot 38  reconsigned to 
James Kelly’s Auction, September 9 9, Lot 202 at 32  unkno n 
intermediaries  allas Sale eritage umismatic Auctions, ecember 
987, Lot 3220 at 9, 0  e  England Museum Auction Stack’s, 

October 988, Lot 9  at 9,900  unkno n intermediaries  ich 
Uhrich Collection.

rst Year of ss e 1794 low  Ha r S l er ollar

2  photo
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tr  1795 low  Ha r S l er ollar

52  1795 BB-13, B-9. ar t -4. low  Ha r, 2 ea es. S- 1, in terms 
of appearance. signs of a subtle obverse cleaning and two or three 
hidden reverse pin scratches. The obverse has minor adjustment 
marks, primarily in the hair, and shows a solid strike. This obverse 
die has the unique feature of the fourth curl up from the bottom 
turning distinctly down. The obverse fields show evidence of die 
wear in the form of roughness—most examples show this feature. 
The color is dusty gold over silver lustre, but apparently cleaned 
as the lustre is muted. slight softness on the uppermost curls is 
noted. on the reverse there are matching gray-gold to taupe hues 
and the strike is sharp. a pin scratch extends from below the right 
wing of the eagle across the breast and to the rim between the 
words unITed sTaTes. despite its problems, this is one of the 
finer examples of this die pairing. 

52 7 1795 BB-14, B-4. ar t -3. low  Ha r, 2 ea es. -30 detail. 
Two reverse scratches are well concealed by toning of questionable 
origin. Muted gray color with a mix of charcoal and fawn over 
both sides. The strike is sharp and the surfaces decent, but exami-
nation will find a broken faint scratch down liberty’s head and 
another on the reverse crossing the eagle’s beak. The left reverse 
rim has some unusual marks which might be adjustment marks 
or something else. This is the hidden star variety, so named for the 
star tucked under liberty’s bust tip, the only variety where this 
is done. liberty’s hair shows strong definition and this variety is 
always popular as it shows more design work than most others 
of 1795. 

52 8 1795 BB-20, B-2. ar t -3. low  Ha r, 2 lea es. e-12 -
S N S . “Cleaned.” net Fine-10. Pale golden gray with 

deepening golden highlights, now nicely recovering from a past 
faint cleaning. some light, scattered marks come into view under 
low magnification but the overall naked eye appeal is substantial. 
struck from a slightly rotated reverse die, eagle’s head points to 
2:00 rather than 12:00. 

 1795 low  Ha r ollar

52 9 1795 BB-21, B-1. ar t -2. low  Ha r, 2 ea es. -45 -
S S S . “Cleaned.” Medium silver gray with deepening 

gray highlights in the protected regions. Cleaned some time ago, 
but now naturally reclaiming attractive surfaces. a few scattered 
marks are seen, the most visible of these a diagonal mark on the 
eagle’s breast. all told, the sharpness is easily sufficient to warrant 
an eF grade, and the eye appeal is nice enough to draw bidding 
support. Take a good look at this one. 

5270 1795 BB-21, B-1. ar t -2. low  Ha r, 2 ea es. e-15, in terms 
of wear. scattered contact marks on both sides and cleaned and 
retoned in the past. The obverse appears to have a silver plug, but 
it’s off-center, and there is no evidence of the plug on the reverse. 
no other silver plugs known are placed off-center which implies 
that this is some sort of minor post-minting damage. a few rim 
nicks and surface hits are present. 
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N ce ollector ra e 1795 low  Ha r ollar

5271 1795 BB-21, B-1. ar t -2. low  Ha r. wo ea es. e-12. 
deep slate surfaces support pale golden devices. some scattered 
marks are seen, as should be expected for a piece that evidently 
saw much work in the channels of commerce  many of them are 
deeply toned and visible only under low magnification. a solid 
coin for an interested collector seeking a low-grade yet satisfying 
Flowing Hair dollar. 

5272 1795 BB-21, B-1. ar t -2. low  Ha r, 2 ea es. -8 S 
N S . “Cleaned.” rather bright silver with a hint of gray start-

ing to form in the fields and the surfaces show more than average 
scratches, nicks and bruises from handling. short lived type coin 
and this one has the two leaves below the wing. 

Pleas  1795 BB-25, B- a low  Ha r ollar

5273 1795 BB-25, B- a. ar t -3. low  Ha r, 3 ea es. -30 P S . 
Toned with classic gunmetal-gray toning and attractive blue tones 
enhancing the fields. Trace adjustment marks on the obverse rim, 
and a moderate rim bump on the upper reverse. examination will 
find some dark toning specks scattered about, all part of the natural 
aging process. Pleasing and put away a few decades ago. 

#006852

5274 1795 BB-25, B- a. ar t -3. low  Ha r, 3 ea es. e-15. dam-
aged by a dull hit at the top of liberty’s head and on the reverse 
with several dull punch marks slightly bending the planchet. old 
antique toning. 

low  Ha r 1795 S l er ollar

5275 1795 BB-27, B-5. ar t -1. low  Ha r, 3 ea es. -40 P S . 
Toned with classic light gray fields and lighter silver on the worn 
portions of liberty’s face. The strike is average for the plentiful 
variety although minor softness is seen on the rims that was caused 
by adjustment marks on the reverse. Problem free surfaces and 
this is the first style or type used for silver dollars in our country. 
Below the eagle’s wings are two clusters of leaves, each containing 
3 leaves in the cluster, most of the dies contained just 2 leaves in 
these clusters. 

#006852

527  1795 BB-27, B-5. ar t -1. low  Ha r, 3 ea es. -25 N . 
The reverse is a bit sharper than the obverse as always, with 
liberty’s hair curls lacking their central definition. This die pair 
lasted an extremely long time without developing extensive cracks 
or clashing. Instantly identifiable by the short raised die scratch 
behind liberty’s head as the result of an engraver’s slip. The 
reverse is usually sharply struck on the eagle and wreath. steel 
gray with slight mottling on the obverse, and hints of adjustment 
marks on the obverse rim. Pleasing surface quality. 

#006852
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5277 1795 BB-27, B-5. ar t -1. low  Ha r, 3 ea es. e-12 P S . 
Pleasing original surfaces that retain the desirable two-tone look of 
lighter silver devices, offset by medium gray fields. Well balanced 
with no adjustment marks or rim bruises to distract. a plentiful 
variety, and perfect to represent the Flowing Hair type. 

5278 1795 BB-27, B-5. ar t -1. low  Ha r, 3 ea es. e-12. details. 
strong reverse. Brushed years ago. edge bumps and reverse edge 
file above sTaTes and a few minor stains on the obverse in the 
fields. Minor planchet flaw on the reverse near oF on the right. 
smooth wear and the surfaces appear better than average as a 
result of the brushing. First type issued of the silver dollar, and 
scarce. 

ol e  o e  1795 Off- e ter B st S l er ollar

5279 1795 BB-51, B-14. ar t -2. Off-ce ter ra e  B st. -45 or 
finer in regards to the amount of circulation. evidence of a prior 
cleaning, now attractively toned. obverse rim tick at 4:30, and 
reverse adjustment marks are noted crossing the rims to the eagle. 
rich golden and blue toning on both sides from long storage in an 
envelope. examine the high points of the design, as liberty has 
virtually all of her hair definition and the proud eagle retains all 
but the uppermost feathers on his breast. a solid representative 
for the type collector. 

5280 1795 BB-51, B-14. ar t -2. Off-ce ter ra e  B st. -30 with 
respect to wear. Central slide marks that scratched into the metal 
are most evident on the reverse on the devices. Minor reverse 
hairline scratch below TaT in sTaTes and some nicks on the 
eagle’s head are visible with a loupe. Pleasing steel gray and the 
rims are attractive. 

5281 1795 BB-51, B-14. ar t -2. Off-ce ter ra e  B st.  S 
N S . Net e-12. “Whizzed.” obverse with no signs of whiz-

zing, reverse noticeably whizzed. Pale golden gray with decent 
eye appeal despite its unfortunate mistreatment. Popular variety 
with liberty’s bust too far left of center  this was corrected in the 
next die of the design type (B-15, BB-52). 

This is one of the most significant coins in american numismatics, rep-
resenting as it does the very first use of the draped Bust motif on any issue. 
It was first placed on the silver dollar variety here offered, BB-51, then in the 
same year on BB-52. after that, the motif was used on half dimes, dimes, 
quarters, and half dollars starting in 1796  on large copper cents of the same 
year  and several years later in 1800, on the half cent.

#096858

5282 1795 BB-51, B-14. ar t -2. Off-ce ter ra e  B st. e-12 -
S N S . “Cleaned.” There are some rim bumps and dull 

nicks on liberty’s neck but this one shows medium silver-gray in 
the fields and lighter silver devices. First year of the new draped 
bust design with the revised small eagle reverse that proved more 
popular with the public than the previous flowing hair design. 
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H h- ra e 179  ra e  B st, Small a le ollar

5283 179  BB- 1, B-4. ar t -3. Small ate, ar e etters. -53, from the 
standpoint of wear. The toning is suspect as to origin with a mix of 
violet and gunmetal-gray over surfaces that appear a little too busy 
around some of the stars and above the wings for such a high-grade 
coin. This is an early die state with the lapped curl atop liberty’s head 
and strong die flaws below stars 11 and 13. about half the eagle’s 
breast feathers show, which is more than expected. a coin with a lot 
of definition but with less than perfect surfaces and color. 

5284 179  BB- 1, B-4. ar t -2. Small ate, ar e etters. -8 -
S N S . “scratched.” With an ancient “X” scratched on 

liberty that has circulated down somewhat. Golden-gray surfaces 
with smooth wear. 

Po lar 179  ar e ate, Small etters S l er ollar

5285 179  BB- 5, B-5. ar t -3. ar e ate, Small etters. -25. The 
toning is a bit mottled with a mix of gray and silver in the fields. 
examination finds thin scratches on the reverse surrounding the 
eagle but no adjustment marks or rim bruises. This is the scarcer 
small eagle type that last just four years. 

528  179  BB- 5, B-5. ar t -3. ar e ate, Small etters. -20 -
S N S . “Tooled-Cleaned.” Pale golden gray centers 

yield outwardly to deepening gray at the rims. obverse hairlines 
apparent, faint cross-thatching scratches on reverse eagle’s breast, 
rim bruise at 9:00. Variety with die cud at IC of aMerICa. 

ttract e 1797 BB-71 S l er ollar

5287 1797 BB-71, B-3. ar t -2. 10 4 Stars, ar e etters. -45 N . attractively toned in delicate blended pink, gold, and 
lilac-gray. Much satiny lustre can be seen in the fields around the central motifs, stars, letters, and numerals. The impres-
sions of both dies show full dentilation, and the centering of the obverse is close to perfect, something that prompts us to 
suggest that obverse die may have been installed in the anvil position of the coinage press when this piece was struck. 

2  photo
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Scarce 1797 ra e  B st Small a le ollar

5288 1797 BB-71, B-3. ar t -2. 10  Stars, ar e etters. -40 P S . 
Toned with deep gray in the fields with slightly lighter devices. The 
surfaces show no problems, but for identification there are two tiny 
scratches up from e of sTaTes. liberty retains the separation on 
her curls and the eagle has over half his breast feathers, items often 
missing even on this grade. The 10 X 6 star arrangement was only 
used on this die and represents the addition of Tennessee to the 
union in June of 1796, the 16th state. at this point, the Philadelphia 
Mint determined that adding more stars for subsequent states was 
not practical, and by 1798 only the original 13 stars were used. 

#006865

N ce  1797 S l er ollar
Stars 10

5289 1797 BB-71, B-3. ar t -2. 10  Stars, ar e etters. -25 P S . 
Pleasing golden gray surfaces with lighter golden high points. 
Warm slate and steel highlights adorn the recessed areas. a pleas-
ing coin with no serious marks and excellent overall eye appeal. 
Choice for the assigned grade. 

Housed in an old-style green label PCGs holder.
#006863

5290 1797 BB-71, B-3. ar t -2. 10  Stars, ar e etters. Net -25 
sharpness of VF-35, dark surfaces with obverse scratches. deep 
lilac verging on slate in the fields with lighter lilac high points. 
low magnification reveals numerous scattered marks. 

5291 1797 BB-71, B-3. ar t -2. 10  Stars. ar e etters. e-12 
P S . light golden-gray fields with darker gray at the rims. 

The surfaces show moderate circulation marks but these blend 
into the fields and devices, and there are some ticks around the 
rims. scarce as a date and always in demand for the small eagle 
reverse. 

#006865

5292 1797 BB-71, B-3. ar t -2. 10  Stars, ar e etters. -10 
N S . light gray and a bit dull. The surfaces show a couple 

of nicks and scratches and the eagle’s head is worn smooth on 
the reverse along with the tops of the legend. scarce for the small 
eagle reverse. 

#006863

5293 1797 BB-71, B-3. ar t -2. 10  Stars, ar e etters. -8 N . 
Classic dark steel-gray toning in the fields with lighter gray on 
the worn devices. The surfaces are average with a collection of 
nicks, digs and bumps when examined with a loupe. The tops 
of the legend are worn, but the wreath and eagle are sharp and 
well defined. a modest grade that is seldom encountered on this 
series. 

#006865
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5294 1797 BB-73, B-1. ar t -2. 9 7 Stars, ar e etters. -40 or there-
abouts. Irregular toning from a past cleaning. adjustment marks 
seen on the obverse through lI to the back of liberty’s’ head, 
others on her neck. rough in the right obverse field from cleaning 
with patches of charcoal and gold mixed into the surfaces. on the 
reverse most of the breast feathers show and the wreath is sharply 
defined. a couple of rim tics are seen with effort. 

5295 1797 BB-73, B-1. ar t -2. 9 7 Stars, ar e etters. -20 N S . 
light silver on the worn areas of the devices with darker-gray and 
gunmetal-blue in the fields. average surfaces beneath the toning 
and portions appear reflective. a slightly better die pairing with 
the stars arranged 9 X 7 combined with the large letters reverse. 

529  1797 BB-73, B-1. ar t -2. 9 7 Stars. ar e etters. e-12. sur-
faces wiped years ago. light surface marks as normal for the grade 
with a small scratch smoothed off liberty’s bust. The surfaces are 
slightly porous and this one has an olive-gold tone to it. a scarce 
date and type coin, this one reasonably nice for a well circulated 
example with no adjustment marks or significant rim problems. 

5297 1797 BB-73, B-1. ar t -3. 9 7 Stars, ar e etters. e-12, but re-
engraved and repaired above the aT of sTaTes in the dentils, and 

holed and expertly plugged near 12:00. The edge shows evidence 
of heating and the toning is irregular. decent at arm’s length, but 
this one has its challenges up close and personal. 

are H h- ra e 1798 15 Stars, Small a le S l er 1

5298 1798 BB-81, B-2. ar t -3. 15 Stars, Small a le. -50 P S . 
Housed in an old green label PCGs holder this coin is clearly finer 
than the grade stated by today’s standards. There is precious little 
wear on the uppermost curls of liberty and the eagle retains most 
of this breast and thigh feathers, unlike a typical au-50. Toned 
with deep gunmetal gray hues that show traces of blue and rus-
set in the lettering. no adjustment marks or similar problems are 
noted, and for identification there is a tiny flaw past the edge of 
unITed. This particular variety is needed by all collectors who 
to the major variety set, as it has the small eagle reverse combined 
with the only 15 star obverse die. Hence demand has always been 
great for this issue, and precious few are found this nice, most 
falling into the eF or lower grades. 

#006868

2  photo
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m ress e a  es rable 1798 15 Star Ob erse,  
Small a le e erse ollar

5299 1798 BB-81, B-2. ar t -3. Small a le. 15 Stars. -40 P S . 
attractive light gray on the devices with medium silver-gray 
fields with tinges of gunmetal. average or better surfaces with 
no adjustment marks, scratches or similar problems. one tiny rim 
tick appears on the lower right reverse. a desirable type coin and 
the only obverse die used in 1798 with 15 stars, the reverse too 
is unusual with the small eagle carried over from 1797 instead of 
the heraldic eagle. It is probable that these dies were simply used 
to get the value out of them after the designs had been changed 
in 1797. recall that the obverse shows 15 stars, well 16 stars were 
current from June 1796 on, so this obverse die was likely engraved 
prior to that time and not used or dated. The 8 punch is an unusual 
style too. rarely found this nice, and prohibitive finer than eF-40 
for this die variety. 

#6868

5300 1798 BB-81, B-2. ar t -3-. Small a le, 15 Stars. -20 S 
N S . “damaged.” Medium golden gray high points with 

supportive deep gray highlights. an attractive coin for the grade 
despite an old, evenly toned gouge at liberty’s shoulder that 
blends well and resembles a drapery fold more than a defect. a 
few diagonal planchet adjustment marks, as made, can be seen 
on the reverse, otherwise no heavy marks are noted. nice enough 
to warrant a good look before bidding judgment is passed. 

#006867

Po lar 1798 h rtee  Star, Small a le ollar

5301 1798 BB-82, B-1. ar t -3. Small a le, 13 Stars. -30 P S . a 
single pair of dies were used to coin this major variety which has 
long been collected like the overdates in this series. The surfaces are 
light steel-gray with a hint of gold toning. The strike is reasonably 
sharp and there are a few thin die cracks on the reverse as often 
encountered. Close scrutiny finds some dull nicks, in line with a 
coin of this grade. 

#006867

5302 1798 BB-9 , B- . ar t -3. Heral c a le. -8. deep ebony ton-
ing with brown accents. There are several moderate rim bumps 
around both sides. scarcer Knob 9 obverse die, with trace buildup 
on the outer devices which gives them the appearance of slight 
doubling. 

2  photo
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5303 1798 BB-104, B-22. ar t -3. Heral c a le. -30 P S . lightly 
cleaned in the past and a light silver-gray today with decent sur-
faces. early die state as are most, with no sign of the crack through 
the e of sTaTes. Curious wide date with the 1 close to the curl 
and the top of the 8 firmly touching liberty’s drapery. 

#006873

5304 1798 BB-104, B-22. ar t -3. Heral c a le. -25 N . steel 
gray fields with lighter silver devices. The surfaces are better than 
average, although a couple of scrapes are present when examined. 
early die state struck before the reverse shattered and scarcer than 
generally realized. 

#006873

5305 1798 BB-105, B-23a. ar t -3. Heral c a le. -35 in terms of 
wear. signs of a cleaning and some gentle graffiti is noted in the 
lower left reverse field as well as a short dull scratch up from the 
eagle’s head into the star field. Toned with medium golden-gray 
on the obverse, the reverse a stew of charcoal, umber and mauve 
to accent the devices and soothe the fields. 

530  1798 BB-105, B-23. ar t -3. Heral c a le. Net -20, sharpness 
of VF-30, polished long ago, long since retoned in lilac and gray 
hues. scattered rim bruises seen on both sides. 

5307 1798 BB-108, B-13. ar t -3. Heral c a le. Net -20,  -
S N S . “Cleaned.” Medium silver gray centers yield 

to deepening golden hues at the rims. Cleaned long ago but now 
naturally recovering. scratch in field at liberty’s fore curl, no other 
heavy marks noted. 

es rable 1798 BB-112, B-15 ra e  B st ollar

5308 1798 BB-112, B-15. ar t -4. Heral c a le. -40 P S . With 
the expected light gray toning with colorful accents on both sides, 
common to this particular variety obviously based on the silver 
used for these planchets. later lapped die state with the final star 
tiny and the 9 quite weak on its leg, as commonly seen on this die 
pairing. Minor adjustment marks on the reverse on the rim with 
a few slanting down in the upper shield lines forming a crossing 
pattern. Tiny rim tic above Ca. Traces of lustre survive along with 
abundant eye appeal and rich toning. 

#006873
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5309 1798 BB-112, B-15. ar t -3. -25. rim bruises. dusky gray and 
gold toning on the obverse and reverse with a rim dent above er of 
lIBerTy and several old digs near the rims on the reverse, tucked into 
the devices. early die state struck before the obverse was lapped. 

From our Stack’s A  sale of the Medio a Costa Gome  Collec-
tions, June 200 , Lot 7.

H h- ra e 1798 BB-113, B-27 ra e  B st ollar

5310 1798 BB-113, B-27. ar t -2. Heral c a le. -50 P S . an 
attractive coin that displays even medium gray patina on both 
sides. The strike is sharp on all devices and the surfaces are hard 
and free of major detractions. This is the common “High 8” obverse 
die paired with a workhorse reverse die that had been used to 
coin three varieties prior to this one. The reverse develops a light 
crack in the dentils above (sTaT)es through oF to the dentil above 
a(MerICa). a thin engraver’s line extends up from the left shield 
point to the ribbon above pointing to the right edge of the B(us). 
an impressive example of this plentiful variety. 

It is curious to note that this particular obverse die was paired with seven 
different reverse dies, all of which shattered and were replaced while the 
obverse developed minor cracks, and continued to be used for coinage. on 
the B-27, BB-113 this is the first appearance of the obverse and curiously it has 
been lapped, weakening the upper curl on liberty’s head. none have been 
seen that show this common die prior to this lapping. late in the production 
of this variety, the familiar trio of cracks through the date appear, and are seen 
on the subsequent six following die marriages.

5311 1798 BB-113, B-27. ar t -2. Heral c a le. e-12. details over-
all. The obverse is sharper than the reverse. Gently cleaned. small 
reverse rim bruise above r(ICa). a later die state with a complex 
crack through (o)F down to the cloud below, another crack to the 
right of that letter extends to the same cloud. decent gunmetal 
appearance with average surfaces for this mid-grade coin. 

o el  stro s 1798 S l er ollar
are BB-115 ar et , Heral c a le

5312 1798 BB-115, B-31a. ar t -5. Heral c a le. -58 N . of-
fered is a lovely example of this scarce variety, certainly one of 
the very finest known, as evidenced by the fact that we could not 
find a single nicer one offered in the past 15 years. of course, we 
have no way of knowing everything, but certainly this indicates 
that here indeed is a rarity. The obverse is especially well struck, 
with excellent definition in the hair. There are some light areas as 
normal, but overall the coin is finer than typically seen. a great 
coin for the connoisseur and specialist, not to overlook how nice 
this would be as part of a type set. 

This obverse die was married to three reverses, more polygamous than 
just about any other die in the series.

#006873

2  photo
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5313 1798 BB-115, B-31. ar t -5. Heral c a le. -35 P S . 
Blended pewter gray and gunmetal-gray with intermingled navy 
blue and golden brown iridescent highlights. Both sides exhibit 
complete dentilation and the obverse shows excellent centering. 
Most design features are sharp on the obverse. striking softness 
is noted at the eagle’s head and neck. several of the reverse stars 
are either missing or faded, a feature common for the die variety. 
The presently offered piece is far above average in terms of quality, 
and closely approaches the lower range of the “notable specimens” 
roster in Q. david Bowers’ Sil er ollars  rade ollars of the United 
States. 

#006873

5314 1798 BB-115, B-31. ar t -5. Heral c a le. -30 N . Pewter 
gray toning on the high points deepens to gunmetal-gray in the 
fields. Pleasing blended gold and violet accents add a dash of 
aesthetic charm. The obverse shows excellent centering, and both 
surfaces have complete border dentilation. The BB-115 is a scarce 
variety and seldom are there two or more examples offered in a 
single sale. an important opportunity for the Bolender die variety 
specialist. 

#006873

5315 1798 BB-118, B-28. ar t -3. Heral c a le. -10 P S . 
smooth even wear and attractive for the light silver surfaces with 
slightly darker fields. usual later die state and perhaps more ad-
vanced with the beginnings of the “flame” die break from the rim 
up through the arrow feathers, where two parallel cracks converge 
and the die started to fall apart, with striking softness found at the 
center of the reverse caused by this failure. other cracks are heavy 
on the reverse and obverse. a charming example of this variety. 

#006873

531  1798 BB-120, B-12. ar t -4. Heral c a le. -40. Brushed. a 
coin that merits a higher technical grade but the surfaces have 
been brushed with resulting directional hairlines visible with a 
loupe. The surfaces are otherwise attractive with golden accents 
surrounding the devices, steel gray centers and fields. late die state 
with advanced cracks through the stars and date, sharply struck on 
the obverse but the reverse star field is soft on the upper right as 
always for this variety, as these stars were opposite liberty’s bust 
and the simply wasn’t enough metal to flow into both areas. 

5317 1798 BB-122, B-14. ar t -3. Net e-15, sharpness of VF-30, 
notable obverse scratches. Medium golden gray with some deeper 
highlights. some scattered rim bruises noted on both sides. 

5318 1798 BB-123, B-25. ar t -4. Heral c a le. -40 P S . Muted 
steel gray with the familiar “rubbed silver” appearance on the high 
points, which accent the areas that received the initial touch of 
wear. Middle die state but struck before cracks developed, with a 
few minor lumps near the stem end. average surfaces with stray 
marks and lines from long ago, but the rims and fields are gener-
ally clean for the grade. 

#006877
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5319 1798 BB-124, B-24. ar t -2. Heral c a le. -40 P S . attrac-
tive dark silver fields with offsetting lighter silver-gray devices. no 
adjustment marks or rim problems, with smooth even wear and 
no distractions of any kind. later die state with cracks through the 
lower right stars, on the reverse the stem end extends to the rim 
as a die crack or something similar and lumps are seen through 
sTaTes with clashing at oF. Weakly impressed on portions of 
the reverse star field, as usual. remarkably this reverse die was 
resurrected and used to coin 1799 silver dollars the following year 
despite rather extensive wear and cracks. 

5320 1798 BB-125, B-8. ar t -3. Heral c a le. lose ate, 4 Berr es. 
-20. late die state with the obverse showing just 11 stars, and 

the reverse with fairly advanced die cracks. nice surfaces and 
medium silver-gray color. For identification there is a minor edge 
flaw below the eagle’s tail in the dentils. 

Housed in a VF-20 (seGs) holder.

5321 1799 8 BB-141, B-3. ar t -3. 15 Star e erse. -50 or better from 
the standpoint of wear. Cleaned. evidence of a skillful repair at 
the upper obverse at er of lIBerTy and the right obverse field 
may have been smoothed. Toned with russet-gold and gray on 
the obverse and reverse with lots of definition on liberty’s hair 
and the eagle too. 1799 dollars come well struck and show their 
devices quite well. 

5322 1799 8 BB-141, B-3. ar t -3. 15 Star e erse. -50, or nearly so 
in terms of actual wear but lightly tooled on the edge with hairlines 
noted in areas. a light cleaning is evident beneath the deep gray 
toning, common to so many early dollars. This die pairing is a de-
light, the obverse has the bold overdate blunder while the reverse 
has actually two stars too many. The engraver put 15 stars above 
the eagle instead of the required 13 stars. realizing the blunder 
the engraver simply expanded the two end clouds own over the 
offending extra stars and neatly covered them over—except for 
the lower points which still protrude from the enlarged clouds. 
Most die blunders were simply left alone, this is one of the more 
interesting examples where the blunder was nearly covered up 
by the expanded clouds. 

5323 1799 8 BB-141, B-3. ar t -3. -40. Plugged, cleaned, tooled. a 
coin with a lot of definition but one that had some damage, now 
repaired. apparently holed through the (lIB)er and repaired 
and re-engraved, with scratches smoothed in the fields and on 
the central reverse. surfaces cleaned and etched by acid to even 
out the color. 

5324 1799 8 BB-142, B-1. ar t -4. -10. deep golden gray with 
lighter high points. some scattered marks are noted, no one of 
which draws the eye immediately. a small carbon flare is seen at 
the back of liberty’s shoulder. 
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ho ce  1799 8 S l er ollar
BB-143, ar t -4

No e ert e  er b  N

5325 1799 8 BB-143. B-2. ar t -4. 13 Stars e erse. -58 N . 
lustrous silver gray with rich gold and varied rose iridescence in 
full bloom  deepening golden hues gather at the rims. a boldly 
presented coin with excellent surfaces that show some scattered 
tics but no marks worthy of individual mention. eye appeal is 
foremost here, and we suspect that interested bidders will feel the 
same. We doubt the present coin has ever been “fussed with,” at 
least not in our lifetime, and the wholly original surfaces are a cut 
above the typical Bust dollar in today’s numismatic marketplace. 
small wonder nGC considers this one of the finest B-2 silver dol-
lars they have graded in the past two decades. 

nGC Census: 2  none finer within the designated variety.
#006884

l s e 1799 BB-152 ollar w th e erse of 1798

532  1799 BB-152, B-15. ar t -3. -53 from the standpoint of wear. 
Hairlines from cleaning visible in the fields and surrounding the 
devices. The coin is light silver with a dusky gray appearance 
from the cleaning. sharply struck but from a very worn out and 
cracked reverse which shows extensive evidence of lapping, as 
do most from this late issue. This is the only instance where a die 
used for coinage in 1798 was carried over and used again in 1799, 
made all the more curious as the die was sufficiently worn out in 
1798 when previously used, with the end of the stem extended by 
cracks or die wear to the rim below, unique to this die. a scarce 
die pairing and one of the higher grade examples to survive, and 
were it not for the moderate cleaning would certainly rank in the 
Condition Census for the variety. a classic study coin that offers 
abundant detail for a collector price. 

5327 1799 BB-154, B-18. ar t -5. Normal ate. Shar ess of bo t 
c rc late -50, but polished with excessive zeal to stark bright-

ness. This received very little wear but some misguided soul 
attempted to slip it past as Brilliant uncirculated by polishing it 
white and hoping to create enough of a distraction so a viewer 
would not notice the little edge file by the 12th star and a much 
smaller one above lI(BerTy). a very early die state with the 
reverse crack thin, and a scarce variety, this being one of the 
toughest 1799s to find in any grade. a couple are known without 
a trace of the crack, this one struck shortly after those where the 
crack has just formed from the rim touching the e of unITed to 
the ribbon. 

From our Americana Sale, January 2008, Lot 8 03. Earlier from our 
Coin Galleries Mail Bid Sale of July 982, Lot 207 .

2  photo
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5328 1799 BB-157, B-5a. ar t -2. -40. Brightly polished. Traces of 
gold toning around the rims with bright silver centers. usual light 
die cracks through the reverse legend and a small planchet flaw 
between aM(erICa). a nice appearing coin despite the polish-
ing and that can be overlooked as the devices show most of the 
original detail and the is enough toning to bring the shine down 
a bit. 

5329 1799 BB-157, B-5. ar t -3. -35 P S . a coin with an excel-
lent appearance as the toning is a wholesome gray with colorful 
iridescence in the fields, lighter gray on the devices. no adjustment 
marks or scratches of any consequence, and the surfaces are pleas-
ing. usual reverse die crack from the rim below the eagle’s tail, 
tops of unITed and sTaTes with a curious dip to the center of 
the first T of sTaTes and out the rim before oF. a common variety 
in uncommon quality. 

#006878

H h- ra e 1799 S l er ollar

5330 1799 BB-158, B-1 . ar t -2. -53 P S . deep ebony toning 
on both sides with tinges of gold peeking through. The surfaces 
are smooth and free of scratches or bumps. This coin circulated a 
brief time before being plucked out and saved for future genera-
tions. The strike is sharp on liberty’s hair and the surrounding 
stars, also on the eagle and star field above. 

#006878

5331 1799 BB-158, B-1 . ar t -2. -30 S N S . “Plugged.” 
The coin has decent surfaces and color but is obviously plugged 
right of the date and on the reverse this appears left of oF. 

5332 1799 BB-159, B-23. ar t -4. 8 5 Stars. -25, cleaned some time 
ago but not harshly so. Medium golden gray with some deeper 
highlights. Just some faint old hairlines are seen when a loupe is 
applied. small planchet flaw at 5:00 on the reverse, as struck and 
a shallow rim nick above (a)M are worthy of more than a casual 
glance. This is the only obverse die used to coin silver dollars 
with the stars so arranged and hence is included in the major type 
collections. scarce and always in demand for this unique obverse 
feature. 

5333 1799 BB-159, B-23. ar t -4. 8 5 Stars. e-15 P S . 8x5 stars. 
a lovely example of this variety, medium golden gray with traces 
of colorful iridescence. The strike is reasonably sharp, and there 
are no adjustment marks or detracting scratches or bumps. Middle 
die state with the arc crack and die sinking from stars 4 to 7. This 
is the only obverse die that shows this star arrangement, all others 
use the 7X6 star distribution from 1799 forward. 

#006878
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5334 1799 BB-1 0, B-12. ar t -3. e-15. Pearl gray toning on the high 
points deepens to gunmetal-gray in the fields. Wisps and blushes 
of navy blue ornament the borders. 

5335 1799 BB-1 1, B-11. ar t -2. -25 P S . dark crusty gray fields 
with dramatically offset lighter silver devices on the worn areas. 
an edge bump at 9:00 on the obverse and a couple of shallow digs 
on the reverse, one on the left wing feather tip second from the top, 
another between the upper pairs of leaves on the reverse. early 
die state without the usual crack through the wing to the beak. 

#006878

533  1799 BB-1 1, B-11. ar t -3. -25. Classic dark gray toning with 
medium gray fields. surface quality looks average, but the color 
is a bit dark especially on the reverse. rather ominous rim dent 
below the branch. 

Housed in a VF-30 (ICG) encapsulation.

5337 1799 BB-1 1, B-11a. ar t -2. -25, cleaned years ago and a bit 
too bright today. a coin that could use some time on a window 
sill or envelope to calm down. Bright silver and slightly reflective, 
with some darker gray toning around the reverse periphery. short 
wiggly scratch through the r(Ty). late reverse die state with 
cracks through unITed, heavy cracks from the left wing to beak 
and neck show this die was in its latest stage. 

5338 1799 BB-1 1, B-11a. ar t -3. N  S N S . a later die 
state of this variety but this one has been bathed in acid that has 
etched the surfaces. dull gray color and a few stains remain on 
both sides and the right wing of the eagle shows some possible 
smoothing. 

5339 1799 BB-1 3, B-10. ar t -2. -30. Cleaned rather harshly with 
resulting granular surfaces. Mottled gray and silver with a thin 
scratch on liberty’s bust and a tiny tic or two on the rims. 

From our June 200  sale, Lot 2 .

5340 1799 BB-1 4, B-17. ar t -2. -20. light gray with golden traces 
near the rims. The surfaces are not quite average, with a scattering 
of nicks and bumps, including one below the eagle’s tail that’s 
noteworthy. a common variety and coin that served its intended 
purpose of circulation. 

From our sale of May 200 , lot 288.
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5341 1799 BB-1 4, B-17. ar t -2. -20 S N S . “Cleaned.” 
net Fine-15. Cleaned some time ago to an unnatural brilliance, now 
retoning in steel gray and gold. not heavily marked though we 
do note a few scattered tics. 

stro s 1799 ra e  B st ollar

5342 1799 BB-1 5, B-8. ar t -3. -53 or better with respect to defini-
tion. a pair of shallow obverse scratches are very well concealed, 
one up liberty’s face into the field, the other a dull line from the 
last star across her bust in a horizontal fashion. The strike is sharp 
but the surfaces have been cleaned with the color now a bit olive-
gray with golden russet accents. early die state for this pairing. 

5343 1799 BB-1 5, B-8. ar t -3. -35, lightly cleaned long ago, as 
were most dollars of this period. a decent strike and the toning 
is pleasing, with a mix of golden gray and silver. examination 
reveals a couple of tiny edge tics and a minute drift mark in the 
right obverse field from an improperly mixed planchet. an attrac-
tive early dollar. 

5344 1799 BB-1 5, B-8. ar t -3. -20. scratches noted on liberty’s 
neck, but they are light and scarcely warrant attention. Tinges of 
aqua blue and teal tucked into the lettering and devices. later die 
state with advanced complex cracks through the final s of sTaTes 
weakening the stars over the eagle on the reverse. a nicely bal-
anced example. 

From our sale of May 200 , Lot 2 0 .

5345 1799 BB-1 5, B-8. ar t -3. -10 S N S . “ rim 
damaged, Cleaned.” light gray from a past cleaning and there are 
clusters of small nicks on the obverse and reverse. rim damage is 
limited to a couple of dents on the reverse mostly above oF. 

H h- ra e 1799 S l er ollar

534  1799 BB-1 , B-9. ar t -1. -53 in terms of wear. unnatural ton-
ing conceals evidence of a light cleaning. Toned with a mix of deep 
blue and russet on both sides, with the fields showing reflective 
gloss from a long ago cleaning and later colorful enhancement. 
sharply struck by the dies and the surfaces and rims are otherwise 
pleasing. a common die pairing that shows solid detail. one ir-
regular splash of brassy silver is noted on the eagle’s head and 
neck. 
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5347 1799 BB-1 , B-9. ar t -2. -40, but tooled and whizzed. There 
is evidence of a scratch in the right obverse field which has been 
removed by smoothing and the left field is touched up as well. 
Whizzed to make the surfaces even, and toned with a mix of gold 
and gray. nevertheless, a high-grade coin with ample hair detail 
and a sharp strike. 

5348 1799 BB-1 7, B-14. ar t -4. -20 P S . a scarcer die pair-
ing that is not frequently found. Toned deep charcoal gray with 
gunmetal traces. The reverse shows some old dark verdigris ad-
hering to the surfaces. smooth wear and the surfaces are pleasing 
with no problematic contact marks. 

#006878

5349 1799 BB-1 7, B-14. ar t -3. Net e-12, sharpness of VF-20. deep 
lilac and slate toning highlights artfully applied to the surfaces. 
strong design elements and no major marks present. nicer than 
our written opinion suggests. 

5350 1799 BB-1 9, B-21. ar t -3. e-15, but lightly cleaned and with 
an old reverse scratch. a colorful rich coppery gold coin with 

patches of crimson, teal, and green intermixed in the fields of the 
obverse and reverse. a few minor edge bruises fail to detract from 
the colorful array. 

are 1800 BB-182, B-2 ra e  B st S l er ollar

5351 1800 BB-182, B-2. ar t - . -30 P S . one of the scarcer He-
raldic eagle varieties from this popular series with perhaps two 
dozen extant. This example is problem free with attractive golden 
gray fields and lighter silver devices. russet accents are noted in 
the fields. early die state with the reverse showing a faint crack to 
the first a of aMerICa. Identifiable by a minor edge mark above 
the y and star 8 on the obverse and a dark toning spot left of the 
eagle’s beak on the reverse. 

#006887

are 1800 BB-185, B-20 e ar et
rom the Osthe mer a  S es ollect o s

5352 1800 BB-185, B-20. ar t -7. -25 details, with an old pair of 
rubber band burns on the obverse forming a cross. The toning 
is a pleasing gunmetal-gray with olive traces. long ago this coin 
was probably wrapped with two rubber bands which have the 
unique ability to damage the surface areas of silver they contact 
over time. slightly rough surfaces are noted only on the obverse. 
The reverse is natural steel gray and quite pleasing. Perhaps a 
dozen are known of this variety in all, making any appearance 
an important event for Bust dollar specialists. The reverse die 
was used to coin three varieties, only this one is rare. The obverse 
die was only used to coin this variety, and it failed quickly, with 
cracks through the obverse stars and buckled at the center weak-
ening liberty’s curls. despite the two streaks on the obverse the 
coin has a reasonably nice appearance. 

The rubber band marks were called “planchet defects” in the ostheimer 
sale in 1968.

From the Spies Collection, Stack’s, ecember 97 , Lot 208  Os-
theimer Collection, Lester Merkin, September, 9 8, Lot 3 .
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5353 1800 BB-190, B-10. ar t -3. W e ate, ow 8.  S 
N S . “Improperly Cleaned.” net VF-20 for sharpness, cleaned 

long and long since retoned in deep golden gray hues. no heavy 
marks noted, making for a visually pleasing coin that should be 
examined closely before bidding judgment is passed. 

#006887

5354 1800 BB-190, B-10. ar t -3. W e ate, ow 8. e-15 N S . 
light silver center with dusky gray to dark gray at the rims. The 
strike was blunt with softness on liberty’s curls. rim nicks left of 
the date, others on the reverse and a void in the silver below IT 
of unITed. 

#006887

5355 1800 BB-190, B-10. ar t -3. W e ate, ow 8. e-12 N . 
dark gray fields with lighter silver devices. examination finds 
some fresh action on this coin from contact, and there are some 
rim bruises on the reverse of minor consequence. a nice overall 
appearance for the modest grade. 

#006888

535  1800 BB-192, B-19. ar t -2. . -53 with respect 
to remaining details. Most of the reverse surfaces exhibit muted 
microgranular surfaces. The obverse is silver-gray with a hint of 
gold and shows minor evidence of cleaning, the reverse has been 
harshly cleaned with a chemical that has resulted in the subtle 
roughness in the fields and is toned a mix of medium gray to 
lighter silver. a lot of definition remains. 

5357 1800 BB-193, B-13. ar t -4. -40 N . Medium gray with 
lighter silver on the devices. This is a later die state as are more from 
this pairing with heavy clashing in the upper right of the reverse 
from liberty’s bust. an old planchet streak is noted in that area 
as well, with minor surface roughness and darker toning through 
the clouds and stars below. a plentiful variety in most grades. 

#006887

5358 1800 BB-194, B-14. ar t -3. otte  ate. -40. attractive rose-
gold color evenly distributed on the obverse and reverse. The strike 
is decent and the surfaces pleasing with no adjustment marks or 
distractions. Close examination will find a couple of the most minute 
rim ticks on the lower right reverse. early to middle die state with 
the familiar lumps in the date just forming, apparently caused by 
defective die steel which caused this popular aberration. 

5359 1800 BB-194, B-14. ar t -3. otte  ate. Net e-12. sharpness 
of F-15, cleaned long ago, now retoning. a few scattered marks 
noted, especially obvious a reverse rim ding at 10:00. Pleasing 
overall in spite of minor draw backs. 
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53 0 1800 BB-194, B-14. ar t -3. otte  ate. e-12 S 
N S . “repaired-Whizzed.” This one was likely holed and 

plugged left of the date around the first star and left wing of the 
eagle where tooling is evident. silver-gray devices with a cloudy 
gray cover in the fields. still an early dollar with most of the devices 
clear. 

H h- ra e 1800 ra e  B st ollar

53 1 1800 BB-19 , B-17. ar t -1. -55. With respect to wear. signs of 
cleaning in the past and light silver-gray today with muted lustre. 
liberty shows bold definition in her hair and just a touch of wear 
on the uppermost strands. The reverse is sharp and attractive as 
well, with no deceptive coloring to leave one wondering  the old 
cleaning was light but enough to keep this one from a holder. 
Boldly clashed on the obverse with the wing edge showing above 
liberty’s chest, and fine cracks wander from the rims to liberty’s 
head. There is an engraver’s scratch off the 1 of the date, in a 
curious manner. examination of the edge finds a few shallow 
bumps and scrapes but they do not appear on the facing obverse 
or reverse. 

53 2 1800 BB-19 , B-17. ar t -1. -20. light gray fields with silver 
devices combine to make this attractive for a mid-grade circulated 
Bust dollar. The surfaces show smooth wear, no adjustment marks, 
and the rims are pleasing. a couple of thin scratches are seen with 
a loupe  other nicks scattered about are normal from this much 
circulation. later die state with clashing from the wing over 
liberty’s chest as nearly always seen. 

From our sale of May 200 , Lot 290.

S ec al al t  1801 BB-211 ollar
-58 w th  St cker

53 3 1801 BB-211, B-1. ar t -3. -58 P S  ACAAC . early dollars 
vary in quality, and some searching needs to be done to find a 
truly nice one. With the present coin this search ends, not only 
is 1801 a scarce date and desirable for that reason, but the coin 
itself, above average in strike with nice lustre and toning, is 
simply one of the finest one could expect. not the finest graded 
of this variety, but it certainly is one of the nicest appearing. 

PCGs Population: 17  8 finer (Ms-65 finest).
E  James Farrington Collection eritage, July 2002, Lot 8 3 . 

Additionally, the PCGS holder states that this coin is e  Flannagan 
presumably meaning the Bo ers and Merena Sale of 200 , ho e er 

no such coin is listed in that catalogue.
#006893

2  photo
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53 4 1801 BB-212, B-2. ar t -3. -35, but with microscopically granu-
lar surfaces from environmental exposure. lovely old muted gray 
toning with sunset hues as formed on the obverse, deeper russet 
and gray on the reverse outlining the devices and lettering. one 
moderate edge nick on the reverse past sTaTes, a smaller one on 
the obverse by the final star. Pleasing overall. 

53 5 1801 BB-212, B-2. ar t -3. -20. Medium to dark gray toning 
on both sides with attractive surfaces. There is a rather prominent 
planchet defect on the reverse from the top of the branch to the e 
of aMerICa as a result of some impurity in the silver planchet. 
These are naturally occurring events and common to early coin-
age and attest to the difficulties of purifying the silver given to 
the Philadelphia Mint for coinage. 

53  1801 BB-212, B-2. ar t -3.  S N S . “obverse dam-
aged.” This one has some old scuffs and scratches on the obverse 
and a rim bump or two. Medium silver-gray devices with darker 
gray fields. Well worn for an 1801 dollar, unusually so as this one 
must have stayed in circulation for a couple of decades at least. 

H h- ra e 1801 ra e  B st ollar

53 7 1801 BB-213, B-3. ar t -3. -53 P S . a high technical grade 
on this coin and this is a date that is seldom found this nice. 1801 
dollars are notorious for their weak strikes on liberty’s upper curls. 
This coin shows more definition that usual. Toned with a slate gray 
hue over both sides with fragments of silver peeking through. There 
is a shallow scratch on liberty’s neck into the right field parallel to 
the bust. on the reverse die the right serif of the T has been broken 
off on all three Ts in the legend, and this same broken T punch was 
used on the 1802 B-6, BB-241 dollar in the word lIBerTy. a new T 
punch must have purchased or created in the interim for the balance 
of the series and this is one of just two times it appears on dies. 

53 8 1801 BB-213, B-3. ar t -3. Net -25, sharpness of VF-35, cleaned 
long ago and now retoned in deep lilac-gray. not heavily marked 
and visually appealing in spite of the aforementioned cleaning. 
Worthy of in-person examination. 

53 9 1801 BB-214, B-4. ar t -3. oo -4 S. N S . 
“Cleaned.” a bit too bright on the obverse and the reverse shows 
attractive deep russet and gray around the rims. smooth wear and 
the surfaces are pleasing, with the cleaning of little consequence. 
The reverse is rotated about 20 degrees clockwise, unusual for this 
date. 

es rable 1802 1 B-232 ollar

5370 1802 1 BB-232, B-4. ar t -4. N N  P S . net eF-40  
sharpness of au-50, but cleaned long ago. The obverse is retoned 
in blended gold and lilac  the reverse displays pale champagne 
iridescence. The impressions of both dies show excellent centering 
and bold dentilation. Close examination reveals a tiny abrasion 
in the field in front of liberty’s nose. It’s estimated that only 75 to 
200 examples of the variety exist in all grades. 

#40090

5371 1802 1 BB-233, B-2. ar t -4. -40 S S . “obverse ‘rubber 
Band’ strip.” Medium to deep gray toning with some lilac. scat-
tered tics. some porosity in the obverse planchet was probably 
caused by improper strip rolling, not by the reaction to a rubber 
band, as the irregularity is seen more in the protected areas than 
on the highest spots. 
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m orta t 1802 1 BB-234 ollar
stro s -58

5372 1802 1 B-3, BB-234. ar t -3. W e O er ate. -58 N . a 
lovely, lustrous example of this popular overdate, with the over-
dating boldly visible. Within the assigned grade this is one of the 
nicest you will find anywhere. 

nGC Census: 15  4 finer (Ms-62 finest).
#6899

5373 1802 1 BB-234, B-3. ar t -3. W e O er ate. Net -20, sharpness 
of VF-30, cleaned long ago, now retoning in natural golden hues. 
scattered surface marks noted on both sides. 

ttract e  1802 ra e  B st 1

5374 1802 BB-241, B- . ar t -1. -53 N . a high degree of lustre 
swirls broadly across the satiny pale champagne surfaces of this 
nicely struck and delightfully attractive draped Bust dollar. some 
lightly scattered obverse marks are noted chiefly near and across 
liberty’s bosom, though the reverse is devoid of marks that engage 
the unassisted eye. a pleasing specimen with surfaces that appear 
to be completely natural. 

olorf l ho ce 1802 ra e  B st ollar

5375 1802 BB-241, B- . ar t -1. -53 N S . a high-grade 
example of the plentiful variety but this one stands out for the 
deep iridescent blue and green rims, with frosty russet centers. 
no adjustment marks or handling issues of any sort, and a coin 
with bold visual appeal. For identification purposes there is a 
very minor planchet streak behind liberty’s ribbon just touching 
the lower portion. sharp on the obverse and reverse stars. rarely 
are these early dollars found with such colorful and attractive 
toning. 

#006895

2  photo
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olorf l 1802 Narrow ate B st ollar

537  1802 BB-241, B- . ar t -1. -50 in terms of wear. artificial toning 
which masks old hairlines on the surfaces. a high technical grade 
as this one barely spent any time in circulation, with most of the 
finer hair definition present on liberty. a few thin pin scratches 
are found around the reverse rim, otherwise the fields and devices 
are appear satiny and pleasing. Toned with an array of blue and 
rose hues in attractive layers but of a suspicious origin. For the 
collector an attractive coin that will sell for a moderate discount 
to a more perfect example, but certainly worth consideration as 
the blasphemous cleaning on the past is all too common and the 
recoloring attractive to the eye. 

Po lar 1802 ra e  B st ollar

5377 1802 BB-241, B- . ar t -1. N N  P S . net eF-40, sharp-
ness au-58, noticeably cleaned with surface repair marks. notice-
able hairlines on both sides, what appears to be a numeral 4 lying 
on its side can be seen partly effaced in the field behind liberty’s 
tresses. 

5378 1802 BB-241, B- . ar t -1. -30 S N S . “Cleaned.” 
The cleaning was apparently long ago and light, as the surfaces 
are an attractive medium steel gray with traces of lustre in the 
protected areas. Minor planchet streaking on the reverse from 
improper mixing of the silver and alloys to form the silver sheets 
used to cut planchets. nice surfaces otherwise. 

#006895

5379 1802 BB-241, B- . ar t -1. -30 S N S . “Cleaned.” 
dark charcoal toning on both sides with old cleaning in evidence. 
The strike is sharp and the surfaces show no bumps on the edges 
and just a few contact marks from circulation at liberty’s neck. a 
more common die pairings, but always in demand. 

#006895

5380 1802 BB-241, B- . ar t -1. -30. reverse edge bump at 3:00 
is the only fault. Pleasing steel and olive-gray color with darker 
highlights accenting the devices and wear is smooth and even. an 
impressive example. 

5381 1802 BB-241, B- . ar t -1. -30 with respect to wear. obverse rim 
mark at 9:00, as well as few other faint obverse hairline scratches. 
shallow reverse scratches beneath the toning in the fields around the 
right stars. Medium gray fields with a nice frame of greenish gold. 

Accompanied by an en elope from the Abner Kreisberg Corp.

5382 1802 BB-241, B- . ar t -1. -25 N S . light silver surfaces 
and a bit shiny from past handling. The surfaces have the expected 
minor nicks and bumps, and starting to tone with a patch of blue 
on the lower right obverse. a plentiful variety. 

#006895
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5383 1802 BB-241, B- . ar t -1.  S N S . “Improperly 
Cleaned.” net VF-20 or moderately finer, surfaces now retoning 
in pale golden hues. Modestly circulated but not heavily marked, 
a coin that should be seen to be appreciated. 

#006895

5384 1802 BB-242, B-5. ar t -5. -30 N . Medium steel gray with 
lighter high points. areas of rich rose iridescence grace both sides. 
Modestly circulated but not heavily marked, with strong design 
elements and surfaces that are free of unsightly blemishes. among 
the five finest examples of B-242 certified thus far by nGC. 

nGC Census: 1  4 finer within variety and designation (au-55 finest).
#006896

5385 1803 BB-251, B-1. ar t -3. Small 3. e-15 P S . Mottled russet 
and gold toning with patches of gray intermixed on both sides. a 
scarce die variety with the small 3 in the date. The obverse die was 
used to coin only this variety while the reverse has been combined 
with seven other obverses from 1801 through 1803. Problem free 
and a nice mid grade example. 

#006900

 1803 ra e  B st ollar

538  1803 BB-252, B-5. ar t -3. Small 3. -50 N . deep lilac-gray 
with lighter rose high points. strong design elements present for the 
assigned grade. attractive surfaces yield no marks of consequence, 
a definitive highlight of the present coin. Choice for the grade. 

S le  ho ce  1803 ar e 3 ra e  B st 1

5387 1803 BB-255, B- . ar t -2. ar e 3. -58 P S . an exception-
ally lovely example of the date and grade combination. The design 
elements are crisply struck and much mint brilliance resides in 
liberty’s tresses and the eagle’s plumage on the reverse. among 
the finest examples of the large 3 variety currently certified by 

PCGs. Medium to deepening slate graces the peripheral regions. 
an exceptional coin with excellent eye appeal, a coin that will do 
justice to any early dollar cabinet currently being assembled. 

PCGs Population: 1  6 finer within the large 3 designation (Ms-63 finest).
#006901

2  photo
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5389 1803 BB-255, B- . ar t -2. ar e 3. -30 N S . attractive 
slate-gray with tinges of russet and teal with lustre in the protected 
areas. The surfaces are smooth and trouble-free, with no bumps 
or scratches. always with a slightly rotated reverse and final year 
these were struck for circulation. 

5390 1803 BB-255, B- . ar t -2. ar e 3. e-15 S N S . 
“scratched, Cleaned.” There are several thin and shallow scratches 
on the obverse which blend into the surfaces from the cleaning 
which has left the fields and devices with a textured or rough 
appearance. usual rotated reverse on this die pairing. all things 
considered the scratches are minimal and the cleaning of little 
consequence. 

5391 1803 BB-255, B- . ar t -2. ar e 3. -10 S N S . 
“Cleaned.” The cleaning is minor on a coin of this vintage and 
grade, as the fields show medium gray toning with lighter silver 
on the devices. a bit shiny but a decent example of this early dollar 
in a well circulated grade. 

5392 1803 BB-255, B- . ar t -2. ar e 3. Net oo -4, sharpness of 
Good-6. Medium golden gray with slate highlights at the rims. 
Faint old graffiti in obverse field behind liberty’s head  the present 
coin may have been a cherished pocket piece which would account 
for its softly mellowed rather than harshly worn appearance. 

l s e 1803 ar e 3 ra e  B st ollar

5388 1803 BB-255, B- . ar t -2. ar e 3. -55 N . Medium to deep gray and russet toning on both 
sides of this final year of issue Bust dollar. The surfaces are pleasing although a couple of nicks are 
present on liberty’s face. as always the reverse die was rotated about 45 degrees counter clockwise 
when this one was struck. no apparent adjustment marks or rim problems, make this a good coin to 
represent the type or date. 
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ho ce Proof 183  obrecht ollar

5394 183  obrecht. - 0, P- 5. ar t -1. Proof- 2 P S . a lovely ex-
ample with the reverse eagle flying “onward and upward” amidst 
a galaxy of 26 stars, representing the number of states in the union 
at that time. light gray on both sides. delivered in december 1836, 
and struck from a steam press (first put into operation at the u.s. 
Mint on March 23, 1836, and initially used to strike large cents, 
then half dollars on november 10, then dollars), this represents the 
first appearance of the new liberty seated design. The dies were 
done by Christian Gobrecht, following sketches by Titian Peale 
and Thomas sully. It is said that “Peter” the Mint mascot was used 
as a model. although these were struck in Proof format, nearly 
all of them were placed into circulation at face value where they 

were readily accepted. at the time there was scarcely any numismatic 
interest in them. That changed in the 1850s, as the hobby of coin col-
lecting developed, especially after the Flandin Collection sale of 1855 
attracted wide attention. exchange houses and banks watched for the 
Gobrecht dollars and plucked quite a few of them out of circulation, 
accounting for the many that are seen today in various grades from 
Very Fine through impaired Proof.

For many years this issue was thought of as a pattern, but enlighten-
ment has occurred, and now it is properly designated as a regular issue. 
as such, it is an essential part of any type set of silver dollars. 

#011225

2  photo

2  photo

5393 183  obrecht. - 0, P- 5. ar t -1. Proof- 3 N . silver. Plain 
edge. name on base. die alignment III, reverse eagle flies on a 
horizontal plain in a field of 26 stars of varied size, pellet before 
one at 7:00, pellet after dollar at 3:00, when the coin is turned 

on its hori ontal axis. reverse die cracks at tops of nITed sTaTes o 
and at bottoms of dolla. largely reflective fields display wisps of 
pale champagne and steel gray iridescence. a sharply struck example 
of one of the most popular early dollar issues. 

H hl  m orta t 183  Or al obrecht S l er ollar
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other Proof 183  obrecht 1

5395 183  obrecht. - 0, P- 5. ar t -1. Proof- 1 N . silver. Plain 
edge. name on base. die alignment I, reverse eagle flies “onward 
and upward” in a field of 36 stars of varied size, pellet before 
one and pellet after dollar on an even horizontal plain when 
the coin is turned on its hori ontal axis. Medium lilac-gray with 
expansive lustre in the protected region. some deepening toning 
endorses the upper portion of the reverse. a pleasing example of 
the date and grade combination. 

olorf l a  m ress e 183  obrecht S l er ollar

539  183  obrecht. - 0, P- 5. ar t -1. Proof- 1 in terms of appear-
ance. signs of a past cleaning, rim bruise at 7:00 on the obverse. sil-
ver. Plain edge. die alignment I, eagle flies “onward and upward” 
in field of stars. Toned with rich iridescent encircling hues of rose, 
blue, and gray with yellow-gold at the outer rim. The centers are 
the delightful rose hue that embellishes the design elements in a 
colorful way. on the reverse the toning is matched with iridescent 
colors in the starry field and the eagle’s proud feathers are steel-
gray. despite minor surface cleaning and a forgivable rim bump 
from a butterfingered klutz, this one has all the rich eye appeal so 
often lacking on these early patterns or limited circulation strikes, 
so bid accordingly if you want to capture this prize. This coin 
was put away long before the dipping crazed days of the 1960s 
to 1980s that laid waste to such colorful and attractive toning, 
and is a throwback to earlier historic days of numismatics in this 
country. 

Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Adams-
Woodin attribution.

2  photo
2  photo
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Po lar 183  obrecht ollar
Name o  Base

O war  a  war  e erse

5397 183  obrecht. - 0, P- 5. ar t -1. Proof-58 N . silver. Plain 
edge. name on base. die alignment I, reverse eagle flies “onward 
and upward” in a field of 26 stars of varied sizes, pellet before one 
and pellet after dollar on a horizontal plane when the coin is 
turned on its hori ontal axis. Medium steel gray with lively lustre 
that enriches bright gold, rose, and varied electric blue hues. Tiny 
obverse rim bruise noted at 9:30, otherwise no egregious marks 
assail the viewer’s eye. nicely struck w3ith just a nuance of wear 
on the design high points. If you mean to own a pleasing Gobrecht 
dollar without breaking the numismatic budget then you will do 
well to consider this specimen. Just remember, other interested 
collectors are sure to view this piece as well. 

Scarce 183  - 0 obrecht ollar

5398 183  obrecht. - 0, P- 5. ar t -1. -30 S N S . silver. 
Plain edge. die alignment I, eagle flies onward and upward in a field 
of stars. altered surfaces. dark gray throughout with the surfaces 
somewhat muted by the toning. The devices are sharply struck and 
there is wear on the highest surfaces from brief circulation. always in 
demand as these were struck in limited numbers with the obverse a 
cameo portrait of liberty with only the date below, the reverse busy 
with the eagle in full fight, surrounded by stars, the denomination 
and the legend unITed sTaTes oF aMerICa. 

5399 1841 -53 in terms of wear but the coin has been brushed to a full 
brilliance in order to simulate a higher grade. a few light contact 
marks over surfaces that are decently struck but for the eagle’s 
left shoulder which exhibits some typical weakness. The obverse 
has a distinctly prooflike appearance while the reverse has more 
of a satiny appearance. 

5400 1841 -45 P S . Pleasing medium gray toning with sunset 
accents in the reflective fields when examined under a light. The 
strike is sharp and the surfaces average with scattered tics from 
circulation and a couple of trivial edge incidents. 

#006927

5401 r o of Seate  s l er ollars  I 1841 VF-35. deep ebony toning 
over surfaces that are moderately porous and that have a decent 
amount of circulation marks including some rim tics I 1843 VF-
25. Pale gray obverse with the reverse a deeper shade. some light 
circulation marks seen but not as much as one would expect with 
this grade I 1846 eF-45. artificial blue and gold toning over brushed 
surfaces. a rim tic or two is noted for accuracy. (Total: 3 pieces) 

5402 1842 -50 P S . Bright white on the obverse with minor hair-
lines but a pleasing overall appearance. The reverse sports some 
toning with areas of gray and gold forming near the rims. reflective 
mirror fields offset the finely executed devices. one or two minor 
rim taps on the reverse, one above the u(nITed), the other above 
o(F). scarce as a date and always in demand in high grades. 

#006928

5403 1842 -50. deeply toned with gray and patches of charcoal in 
the fields which show colorful influences when examined. Trace 
hairlines are present, but the rims and surfaces are better than 
average for this scarce early seated dollar. 

5404 1844 -45 with respect to wear. signs of an old cleaning with the 
coin now retoning to pale gray with some russet at the edge. The 
quadruple stripes variety with the shield exhibiting four stripe 
lines instead of three and the reverse showing die file lines under 
both wings (commonly referred to as the “armpit” variety by 
Breen). an unusual occurrence that happens only on this scarce 
date, of which only 20,000 coins were struck. 

5405 184  -55 with respect to wear. The strike, surface quality and 
overall appearance of this specimen is quite attractive, however 
there is a hint of gentle old cleaning that only manifests itself when 
closely scrutinizing the lustre. delicate golden toning accents either 
side of this very handsome early silver dollar. 

2  photo
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540  184  -53 P S . Close to perfection in a slightly circulated 
seated dollar, with golden gray toning which glows when exam-
ined under a light, and satin smooth appearing surfaces. no rim 
marks or scratches distract, and this one was gently circulated for 
a very brief time before being carefully saved in a healthy environ-
ment where it developed this attractive toning.  

#006932

ho ce t State 184 -O Seate  ollar

5407 184 -O S- 3 P S . a snow white coin with booming lustre 
in the fields and frosty devices. There is a hint of gold starting to 
form on the obverse and reverse, but this one shows like a blazing 
white Morgan dollar  Hardly a common date, the 1846-o was not 
found in bags in the 1960s, but each high-grade example survived 
randomly, with precious few as well preserved or as eye appealing 
as seen here. The mintage of 59,000 circulated widely and most 
were gathered up and melted into newer coins in the ensuing years 
after coinage. a formidable rarity this nice, with just a single coin 
graded finer by PCGs, and an exciting coin for the specialist. If one 
must find fault there are some trivial edge tics from bag handling, 
light and inconsequential as such matters go. Identifiable by a tiny 
planchet flaw just left of the cap on the obverse. 

PCGs Population: 8  one finer (Ms-64).

5408 1847 S- 2 or better at first glance. signs of gentle cleaning and 
a rim mark at 12:30 on the obverse. Boldly struck with excellent 
head detail. a few scattered contact marks, none of which seriously 
impede the appeal of this coin. some light reflectivity is seen on 
both sides which further defines this decent no Motto liberty 
seated dollar. 

5409 1847 -58. lightly dipped and still bright white with just a touch 
of gold starting to form. a sharp strike on the devices, and the 
surfaces are hard, set, and clean with minimal signs of handling 
from circulation. 

5410 1849 -58 S N S . “Cleaned.” net au-50. some-
what reflective fields and lightly frosted motifs now retoning with 
medium to deep shades of champagne gold. 

#006936

 1854 S l er ollar

5411 1854 -50 P S . Pale champagne hues deepen toward the 
rims on this lustrous, somewhat prooflike specimen. Frosty motifs 
display much mint bloom. some faint, scattered marks are present, 
none of them overly large for the assigned grade. an elusive entry 
in the early silver dollar series, a date that saw a production run 
of 33,140 pieces. The oft-quoted Bowers reference on early dollars 
notes the following: “1854 may represent the year in which liberty 
seated dollars were first used in quantity for trade overseas, par-
ticularly China.” The scarcity of the date in high grades suggests 
that much of the mintage did indeed go to the orient trade. a nice 
opportunity for silver dollar specialists. 

#0069422  photo
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Bea t f ll  o e  1859 Proof Seate  ollar

5412 1859 Proof- 3. Toned with glorious sunset and gunmetal hues 
over the reflective fields and frosty devices. Trace hairlines limit 
the technical grade but not the eye appeal of this beauty. a scant 
total of 800 Proofs were struck in 1859, and many were mishandled 
long ago. 

rost  t State 1859 Seate  ollar

5413 1859 S- 2. light hairlines from an ancient wiping. snow white 
brilliance enhances the beauty of the design. on the reverse a 
touch of gold is noted some along the rim and another portion in 
a line crossing from the Ta of sTaTes to the final a of aMerICa 
perhaps where a tissue fold allowed slightly more air exposure 
to this area during long term storage. a sharp strike and highly 
appealing. 

5414 1859-O -55 N . essentially pearl gray surfaces with some 
hints of gold. We doubt that this piece ever served a day in circula-
tion, but instead was probably assigned the au-55 designation due 
to “baggy” surfaces and some scattered handling marks. Most of 
the better preserved examples of the issue came from the giant u.s. 
Treasury Hoard distributed in the early 1960s. one can imagine 
the surprise of the purchaser of a mint bag of 1,000 dollars at that 
time expecting to see Morgan dollars only to find much more de-
sirable liberty seated dollars instead. Walter Breen claimed that 
three Treasury bags of the issue were dispersed circa 1962-1963, 
but this does not seem to be corroborated by the combined PCGs 
and nGC statistics, which suggest a much smaller distribution, 
perhaps just one bag. 

#006947

5415 1859-O -53. Cleaned and a trifle dull today with muted gray 
surfaces with a hint of gold starting to return to the rims. The strike 
is average with minor softness on the right obverse stars, sharper 
on the left. Clean surfaces otherwise and gently circulated for a 
brief time as the Civil War unfolded. 

541  1859-O -50. signs of an old cleaning, and now exhibiting natural 
retoning at the rim areas. an excellent strike for this new orleans 
coin. some light marks but none of any real consequence. a decent 
type coin. 

5417 Pa r of -50 s l er ollars  I 1859-o deep mottled gold and gray 
toning on the obverse  the reverse with pleasing medium gold. 
some scratches seen on the reverse in and around the mintmark 
and to the right I 1860-o. Cleaned to a unnatural pasty white color 
probably due to the usage of baking soda. Good strike. (Total: 2 
pieces) 

t State 1859-S ollar

5418 1859-S S- 1 N . Medium gray with soft mottled pastel toning 
on both sides. a small planchet flaw is noted at liberty’s pole arm, 
as made. Minor hairlines and a tiny reverse rim nick account for 
the grade. a rare coin in Mint state grades, and nGC has graded 
fewer than a dozen examples finer. 

nGC Census: 6  11 finer (Ms-65 finest).
#006948

Br ll a t c rc late  18 2 Seate  ollar

5419 18 2 S- 2. a bright and reflective coin that shows just a touch of 
gold toning near the rims and a boldly defined strike on all devices. 
Close examination will discover a few shallow hairlines from an 
essentially trivial cleaning long ago, but these are minimal and 
blend into the fields as well as could be expected. an outstanding 
example for the date collector that boasts a token mintage of 11,540 
pieces, most of which were no doubt melted before the Civil War 
was over. an impressive example for the specialist. 
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Proof 18 3 Seate  ollar

5420 18 3 Proof- 3. Bordering on an even higher grade but limited by a 
tiny mark in the left obverse field which has been smoothed. light 
silver-gray and a trifle cloudy. liberty and the eagle show a fair 
amount of frost and this one retains most of the appeal imparted 
by the mint. one of just 460 coined in Proof that year, many of 
which are impaired. 

Scarce t State 18 3 S l er ollar

5421 18 3 S- 3 N . a thin but definite layer of peach-gold toning 
covers both faces of this coin that boasts very lightly reflective 
fields. as many liberty seated dollars were shipped to the Far 
east in trade, Mint state survivors of any date of liberty seated 
dollar (other than the 1859-o and 1860-o, discovered in quantity 
in the Treasury hoard) are a very desirable commodity. Civil War 
era specimens like this 1863 are yet more collected than their ear-
lier or later counterparts. Bag marks in the fields of this coin are 
small and well-distributed, making this specimen a very pleasing 
survivor for its type and grade. 

#006953

5422 18 5 -45, but lightly cleaned. This one is light gray and shows 
very even color. There are a couple of small edge nicks and mi-
nor incursions in the fields from circulation with other coins as 
expected. The reverse has a wire edge on the left side which is 
remarkably intact and traces of lustre remain. 

olorf l em Proof 18  Seate  ollar

5423 18  otto. Proof-  with respect to surface quality. The toning of 
seductive blue and russet gold, while quite attractive is of a suspi-
cious origin. Well frosted on the devices which really pop out from 
the watery reflective fields. The toning on the obverse is quite well 
organized with the deep teal favoring the rims, golden sunset in the 
mirrored fields and snowy frost in liberty. Flipping to the reverse 
one finds matching blue splashed about the rims and legends, with 
reddish gold in the fields and tucked into the ruffled feathers of the 
eagle. excellent surface quality as desired by the quality conscious 
buyers of american numismatics and a delight to behold. First year 
of the With Motto reverse, with a mintage of 725 struck in Proof. 

5424 18  otto. Proof- 2. Toned with somewhat unusual but pleasing 
sunset gold with violet intermixed over the mirror fields and frosty 
devices. Moderate hairlines account for the grade as commonly 
seen on early Proofs from this period. 1866 saw the introduction 
of the motto In God We TrusT on the reverse, and this change 
makes this particular date popular with collectors. The present coin 
was struck by the same obverse die used on the famous 1866 no 
Motto coins, as were many of the of the regular issue 1866 Proofs. 
Total Proof mintage for 1866 was 725 silver dollars. 

5425 18  otto. -53 P S . Golden gray centers yield to deep slate 
and steel highlights. a nicely struck, lightly circulated specimen 
with no marks worthy of mention. 

#006959

542  r o of bert  Seate  ollars  I 1867 Fine-12. Graffiti seen on the 
obverse in the form of the initials HB etched in the fields I 1871 
VF-30. Medium ebony and gray toning surfaces that show some 
moderate contact marks I 1872 Fine-12. Cleaned with a series of 
obverse scratches and nicks seen in the right field. (Total: 3 pieces) 
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5427 18 8 Net -30, sharpness of eF-45 but numerous tiny rim bruises 
on both sides. deep steel gray with olive toning highlights. 

5428 1870-  -53 from the standpoint of wear. dark surfaces reveal 
evidence of a repair above the eagle’s left wing and the reeding 
at 6:00. raised lumps, other surface issues likely from heating to 
smooth the surfaces above the eagle’s wing and repair the rim. a 
rare silver dollar that is one of the obtainable keys to the set. dark 
somber gray throughout and a lot of definition for the collector. 

5429 1871 N N  P S . net au-50  sharpness of au-58, but 
cleaned in the past. The devices are frosty and the fields are satiny. 
Toned in blended lilac and coppery gold with blushes of vivid 
blue and violet. sharp generally, but with softness at the top of 
liberty’s head and flatness at some of the obverse stars. 

#006966

5430 1871 -40. lightly dipped years ago. now steel gray with 
darker gray adhering near the devices with traces of violet and 
blue around the reverse periphery. Clean rims and surfaces with 
minimal surface marks. 

ho ce  1871-  ollar

5431 1871-  -35 P S . light silver gray with small traces of 
lustre still seen in the most protected recesses. a few small spots of 
darker toning are noted, but the surfaces are mostly uniform and 
pleasing. excellent details remain, for the assigned grade. Just 1,376 
pieces were struck, the lowest mintage issue among liberty seated 
dollars from the Carson City Mint, and the third lowest mintage of 
the entire circulation-strike series. only the 1851 and 1852 originals 
had smaller numbers produced. scarce and always in demand by 
liberty seated dollar collectors, or Carson City enthusiasts. 

#006967

5432 1873 -30. Toned with a colorful blend of gunmetal-blue, green, 
and russet on both sides, with rather intense colors. nice surfaces 
and a pleasing coin for this final year of issue, and worth a color 
premium for the toning. 

5433 Se e  or a  ollars, S- 3 to S- 4  I 1878 8 Tailfeathers. 
Prooflike obverse, perhaps lightly wiped. satin reverse I 1878 7 
Tailfeathers, 2nd reverse. lovely blue-gray obverse toning I 1878-
s (3). Two with creamy pale rose toning, and the third is satiny 
white I 1882-s. Frosty white I 1902. lightly toned over lovely 
frosty white surfaces on the obverse. (Total: 7 pieces) 

5434 r o of S- 4 or a  ollars  I 1878 VaM-38. 7/8 Tailfeathers. 
attractive russet and gold over nicely reflective surfaces. I 1882-
CC super mint frost over pleasing white surfaces that show only 
a trace of pale toning I 1883-CC abundant mint frost is found on 
this delightful coin. (Total: 3 pieces) 

5435 1878 7 a lfeathers. 2  e erse. S- 4 N . reverse of ‘78, 
parallel top arrow feather. a richly lustrous coin with intense ton-
ing highlights. The obverse is a blend of vibrant gold, sea green, 
and blue while the reverse is largely brilliant at the center with 
rich and fiery gold and peach at the rim. 

#007074

543  N -cert e  or a  ollar a r  I 1878 7 Tailfeathers, 3rd re-
verse. Ms-63. Pearl gray overall with wisps of orange at the rims. 
Bold detail definition I 1878-CC Ms-64. Brilliant. sharp generally, 
but with softness at the eagle’s talons and arrows. (Total: 2 pieces) 

o t o  e s s Proof- ke 1878-  -11

5437 1878-  -11. o  100. S- 5 P  P S . Wonderful reflec-
tive fields that contrast well against the frosted devices. some 
tiny contact marks are seen on mostly white coin but none of the 
marks are heinous. Well struck. This VaM variety( not mentioned 
on the holder ) the die lines in the eagle’s left wing. a very popular 
variety of which PCGs has graded only 10 examples Proof-like 
with only one other graded in Ms-65Pl and none higher. a prize 
for the registry set or the VaM collector as this is possibly the only 
other Ms-65Pl coin known at the moment. 

#007081

5438 1878-  S- 4 P S . Pale champagne toning complements 
frosty devices and satiny fields. Most design features are as sharp 
as could be desired. 

#007080

Visit stack’s auctions on-Line at

www.stacks.com
for images of singLe item Lots not 
 pictured in the printed cataLogue.
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5439 r o of arso  t  ollars  I 1878-CC Ms-64 I 1882-CC Ms-64 
I 1883-CC Ms-65. strictly original satiny white surfaces with some 
toning, mostly on the rims. (Total: 3 pieces) 

5440 hree S- 3 bra ch m t ollars  I 1878-CC VaM-15, “spiked 
lip”. a frosty coin with some moderate bag abrasion seen I 1889-
s. a few spots and contact marks under attractive russet and gold 
iridescent toning I 1903-o. satiny lustre over attractive surfaces. 
(Total: 3 pieces) 

5441 Pa r of 1878-S S- 5 ollars. Both have deep mirror prooflike 
obverse fields and frosty white devices. (Total: 2 pieces) 

5442 S xtee  S- 4 s l er ollars  I 1878-s I 1879 I 1881-o I 1881-
s I 1882-s I 1888 I 1896 I 1900 I 1901-o I 1902-o I 1903 I 
1904-o I 1921-d I 1922 I 1923 I 1924. all carefully chosen for 
strict originality and exceptional eye appeal by a very fastidious 
consignor. (Total: 16 pieces) 

5443 tet of s l er ollars  I 1878-s (4). Ms-61 to Ms-64 I 1897-o 
au-58. all are essentially white. (Total: 5 pieces) 

5444 Se e  c rc late  or a  ollars  I 1878-s Ms-61 I 1890 
Ms-62  Ms-61 (3) I 1891 Ms-60 (2). all are lustrous and all show 
varied toning highlights. (Total: 7 pieces) 

5445 1879 S- 5 P S  ACAAC . a highly lustrous, satiny beauty with 
full mint brilliance on the obverse tempered with a crescent of 
fiery gold at the rim, the reverse evenly toned in varied rose and 
champagne hues. sharply struck and aesthetically appealing. 

Housed in old-style green label PCGs holder.
#007084

rost  S- 3 1879-  Normal tmark 1

544  1879-  Normal tmark. S- 3 P S . Fully brilliant beneath 
a blanket of pearl gray and pale rose toning on the obverse. Moderate 
rose and iridescent blue toning is evenly distributed across the entire 
reverse. Much scarcer than the 756,000 mintage would indicate, 
many may have been melted. This choice example is undeniably 
original in every way and is surely worthy of a premium bid. 

#007086

5447 1879-  S- 2 P S . Pale rose with traces of deeper vio-
let on both sides. Pleasing and abundant original lustre on both 
sides. 

5448 1879-  -53, at first glance. signs of a cleaning and a few old 
scrapes where a busy pin was used to scrape out dirt or some of-
fense, but a good naked eye appearance for this rare date. Bungled 
CC mintmark with the large over small CCs and die rust. 

5449 or a  ollar a r  I 1879-CC/CC eF-45. Cleaned and now 
exhibiting a pale gray patina. some light obverse scratches at 9:00 
I 1895-s VF-25. The obverse has gray and gold toning while the 
reverse is mainly gray. unfortunately this coin has been gently 
cleaned and has a tiny rim bump at 7:00 on the reverse. (Total: 2 
pieces) 

5450 1879-O S- 5 P S . an elusive issue when so finely preserved. 
a high degree of mint lustre spins broadly beneath golden high-
lights. Crisply struck for the date. 

#007090

5451 1879-O S- 4 P S . strong cartwheel lustre spins broadly 
across largely brilliant surfaces. a hint of faint champagne irides-
cence can be found in Miss liberty’s tresses. 

Housed in an old-style green label PCGs holder.
#007090

5452 Pa r of S- 3 O- t ollars  I 1879-o. Translucent gold and 
light green toning. a blanket of light creamy lavender toning on 
the reverse. Boldly struck for this issue I 1880-o. light rose tones 
over brilliant satiny white surfaces, and the strike is well above 
average. (Total: 2 pieces) 

5453 1879-S 3r  e erse. S- 5. swirls of champagne toning over sat-
iny white surfaces on the obverse. sky blue and rose predominate 
on the rainbow toned reverse. 

ho ce 1880 Proof

5454 1880 Proof- 3 O. deep golden toning over light blue irides-
cence. Well struck including a partial wire rim. some light lines, 
hidden under the toning, are barely visible under magnification. 
one of 1,355 Proofs struck, with this example having good eye 
appeal. 

5455 r o of S- 4 s l er ollars  I 1880 I 1883-o I 1884-o. all three 
with attractive iridescent toning. (Total: 3 pieces) 
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545  1880-  o ble  a lfeathers, 3r  e erse. S- 4. Heavy mint 
frost and attractive golden orange toning near the rims on the ob-
verse lend strong eye appeal to this pleasing Carson City dollar. 

5457 1880-O S- 4 P S  ACAAC . sharply struck and frosty with just 
a whisper of pale champagne iridescence. Very close to the Ms-65 
classification in our opinion. not a particularly scarce date overall, 
but an important condition scarcity at the Ms-64 level, and very 
rare finer. 

#007114

5458 1880-S S- 7 P S . a splendid Gem, and one that closely 
approaches the “Pl” classification in our opinion. Boldly struck 
virtually everywhere. The reverse is brilliant. The obverse is 
beautifully and vividly toned coppery gold, lilac, and electric 
blue. This is an example of the phenomenon popularly referred 
to as “end of roll” toning. although most uncirculated Morgan 
dollars from the giant Treasury Hoard were housed in canvas bags 
rather than rolls, it seems likely that thousands of Morgan dollars 
were subsequently marketed in rolls of 20. Paper coin wrappers 
seem to have been preferred to plastic coin tubes by many coin 
vendors in roll transactions prior to the 1970s. dr. sol Taylor has 
an interesting article titled: “By the roll: Paper or Plastic for your 
Coins ” This article appeared in the March 31, 2007 edition of he 
Signal. 

#007118

5459 1880-S S- 5 N . The obverse is largely brilliant with bold 
gold and blue highlights at the rim, while intense reverse toning 
blankets the coin from rim to rim with violet, rose, gold, blue, 
and orange highlights in the ascendancy. an uncommonly lovely 
example of an otherwise common date in the series. 

#007118

54 0 artet of t State or a  ollars  I 1880-S S- 5 with 
respect to surface quality, however there are a handful of scattered 
tiny toning spots I 1882-S S- 2 I 1884-O S- 0, gently cleaned 
I 1885 S- 4. and offering full mint bloom. (Total: 4 pieces) 

54 1 o r S- 5 bra ch m t s l er ollars  I 1880-s I 1898-o. Boldly 
struck, and with beautiful peripheral rainbow toning on both sides. 
I 1899-o I 1900-o. lightly toned and lovely. (Total: 4 pieces) 

54 2 N e 1880-S or a  ollars, all t State  I Ms-64 (3) I Ms-63 
(4) I Ms-62 (2). an attractive group, all with intense cartwheel 
lustre and excellent eye appeal for the assigned grades. Many are 
somewhat prooflike, and one specimen, probably the end piece 
to a roll, has rich peach toning on the obverse. (Total: 9 pieces) 

54 3 1881 S- 5 N . Wonderful deep multicolor toning on both 
sides give this date great presence. The strike is very good with a 
bit of softness only found directly above the ear and at the center 
of the eagle’s breast. a great looking coin for the grade. 

#007124

54 4 1881 S- 5. This lovely Gem features frosty white central design 
elements that contrast with brilliant white satin fields. The cameo 
effect is further enhanced by light golden orange toning near the 
rims and around some of the devices. 

54 5 1881-  S- 4 P  N . Brilliant surfaces. Frosty devices 
contrast nicely against the glittering mirror fields. Virtually all 
design features are sharp save for a touch of softness on a few 
hair strands above liberty’s ear. The 1881-CC is notable for its 
tiny mintage—by Morgan standards—of just 296,000 pieces, one 
of the lowest production figures of the design type. 

#097127

54  1881-  S- 4. Frosty white throughout. 

54 7 1881-O S- 5 P S . an exceptionally beautiful branch mint 
Morgan dollar. Pale peach and lilac iridescent centers yield to bold 
neon halos at the rims. nicely struck for the date as well. Gem 
quality both physically and aesthetically. Take a good look at this 
one. 

#007128

54 8 P S-cert e  1881-S or a  ollar artet, all S- . all are 
highly lustrous, two are fully brilliant, and two show varied golden 
highlights. a nice group. all are housed in an old-style green label 
PCGs holders. (Total: 4 pieces) 

54 9 stro s, em- al t  or a  ollar tr o, each ece cert e  as 
S-  b  N  I 1881-s I 1882-s I 1898-o. These are variously 

either brilliant or with pale champagne toning. (Total: 3 pieces) 
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5470 ert e  or a  ollar artet w th em has s o  c rc late  
eces  I 1881-s Ms-65 Pl (PCGs). Brilliant I 1886-o au-58 

(nGC). Blended pale lilac-gray and champagne iridescence. Tiny 
spot by 10th star I 1904 Ms-63 (PCGs). Faint gold-gray toning 
at the centers with blushes and wisps of orange and blue at the 
rims I 1921-d Ms-65 (nGC). Blended pale gold and lilac on frosty 
surfaces. (Total: 4 pieces) 

5471 S- 5 s l er ollar threesome  I 1881-s I 1884 I 1886.The first 
two with pale lavender toning, evenly distributed. The 1886 with 
exceptionally brilliant surfaces blazing through rainbow toning on 
the obverse, and deep rose and blue on the reverse. (Total: 3 pieces) 

5472 1882 S- 5 P S  ACAAC . an undeniably beautiful Morgan dollar 
with intense rainbow highlights. Bursts of fiery champagne and 
peach at the center yield to rich violet, heather, and deep neon 
blue toward the rims. sharply struck. Gem quality exemplified. 

#007132

5473 1882 S- 5. a blanket of predominantly golden yellow and light 
orange toning covers creamy white underlying surfaces. 

5474 1882-  S- 5 P  or essentially so. lovely contrast between 
the devices and fields give this coin great appeal. The marks, 
where seen, are minimal and do not affect this coin’s top drawer 
appearance. Well worth a very close inspection. 

5475 arso  t  ollar tr o  I 1883-CC Ms-65 (anaCs). satiny with a 
touch of teal around the rims. I 1884-CC Ms-63 (anaCs). Toned 
with russet and blue in irregular patches with satiny lustre beneath. 
I 1891-CC Ms-63 (nGC). lustrous and bright with no signs of 
toning. (Total: 3 pieces) 

547  1883-  S- 4 P  P S . superb frosted devices contrast 
nicely with the deeply reflective fields. Bright white with little if 
any toning. sharply struck with some light chatter on the face as 
this coin’s only detraction. lovely eye appeal. 

#097145

5477 1883-S S- 1. lightly toned over broad sweeping bands of mint 
lustre. 

5478 1883-S S- 0. Prooflike obverse exhibits random lines. The revere 
is not as reflective but has a much cleaner appearance. The coin 
is mostly white with just a trace of toning on the reverse. a good 
strike is noted on this scarce date which is quite hard to find in 
true Mint state or higher. 

5479 Select o  of -58 s l er ollars  I 1883-s. dipped. Good lustre 
still remains on this well struck coin that has very little in the way 
of harsh marks I 1886-o. The obverse has a pleasing medium 
gold tone while the reverse is porous with PVC residue I 1886-s. 
Questionable purple toning I 1891-CC VaM-3: spitting eagle.” 
Pale surfaces resulting from overdipping. In the top 100 VaM 
varieties I 1896-o. Pale lemon-gold about the edge on surfaces 
that retain a light residue of PVC. Typically struck with some 
weakness in the central area. (Total: 5 pieces) 

5480 1884 S- 4 P  P S . deeply reflective fields that are nearly 
pristine. The frosted devices are smooth untoned with a few light 
contact marks seen on the nose. a very pretty coin that should be 
viewed closely. 

#097151

5481 1884-  S- 5 P . Magnificent prooflike surfaces that have 
wonderful cameo devices. The coin is mostly white with incredible 
lustre. The strike is bold which adds greater desirability to this 
lovely coin. 

5482 1884-  S- 5 P . Wonderful reflectivity on both sides with 
a minimum amount of contact marks found. Frosted devices are 
quite pleasing with the reverse devices showing extensive die 
rust. 

5483 1885 S-  P S . a frosty Gem example. The obverse is toned 
in blended steel gray and orange-gold. The reverse is essentially 
brilliant with some tinges of orange and electric blue at the rim. 
sharply struck virtually everywhere save for a few strands of hair 
above liberty’s ear. 

#007158

5484 1885-  S-  P S . a satiny beauty of the finest order. The 
strike is bold, the cartwheel lustre is nothing short of splendid, and 
the pale champagne highlights add grace and aesthetic dignity. a 
beautiful example of the lowest mintage Morgan dollar produced 
at the Carson City Mint. 

Housed in an old-style green label PCGs holder.
#007160

5485 1885-  S  Hol er. S- 4. a boldly struck and frosty coin with 
very little in the way of serious contact marks. light gold toning 
is seen over semi-reflective surfaces, especially so on the reverse. 
a very attractive example of this semi-key date that came from 
the government hoard of Carson City silver dollars. 

548  1885-  S- 4. Frosty white with just a trace of light golden 
orange toning. sharply struck. 

5487 wo -8 or a  ollars  I 1885-CC. scattered rim marks I 
1889-CC. Typical marks associated with the grade. ebony and 
gray. a very scarce pair, even in this condition. (Total: 2 pieces) 

5488 1885-S S- 4. Broad bands of original mint lustre blaze beneath 
pale rose and gunmetal-blue toning. Very choice indeed. 
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5489 188  Proof- 3 P S . deep champagne hues mingle with ex-
panding neon blue highlights on both sides of this reflective Proof 
Morgan dollar. one of 886 Proofs of the date struck. 

#007321

5490 188  S- 7 N . Blazing white surfaces with no traces of toning 
anywhere. Boldly struck, exceptionally brilliant, and loaded with 
eye appeal. 

#007166

5491 188  S-  N . Highly lustrous with a largely brilliant obverse 
that exhibits a hint of deep gold in the dentils  the reverse is a study 
in deep indigo and violet toning. 

#007166

l s e S- 3 188 -O 1

5492 188 -O S- 3 P S . a lovely specimen having frosty devices 
and satiny fields. sharp virtually everywhere save for a few strands 
of hair above liberty’s ear. delicate champagne iridescence en-
hances both surfaces. distinguished by a tiny planchet inclusion 
by liberty’s nose. although readily available in the VF to eF 
range, the 1886-o is scarce at the Ms-60 level, and the ranks thin 
out dramatically in Ms-63 condition. The 1886-o was evidently 
hit very hard by the great meltings of silver dollars that occurred 
during the early part of the 20th century. Combined PCGs and 
nGC statistics indicate that just a few bags of uncirculated pieces 
survived for the enjoyment of the numismatic community. 

#007168

5493 188 -O S- 1. With traces of a light wiping just above the date. 

em c rc late  1887  or a  1

5494 1887  S- 5 P S  ACAAC . a highly lustrous and nicely struck 
example of what may be the most popular overdate in the Morgan 
dollar series. Brisk cartwheel lustre supports a nuance of faint 
gold on both sides. The fields are satiny and somewhat reflective, 
especially on the reverse where modest cameo contrast is noted. 
From an early state of the obverse die with the lowest curve of the 
underlying 6 boldly present on both sides of the existing 7. 

#007174

5495 1887 S- 5  N . largely brilliant on the obverse with a 
whisper of deep champagne in the dentils, the reverse afire with 
a heavy crescent of neon blue, violet, crimson, and lively golden 
orange. 

GC holder marked Battle Creek Collection.
#007172

549  tet of s l er ollars  I 1887-o Ms-62, dipped I 1897-o 
au-53, dipped I 1904 Ms-62, dipped I 1926-s Ms-62, wiped 
I 1934-d au-58. Mostly free from contact marks, and still quite 
presentable. (Total: 5 pieces) 

5497 1887-S S- 4 P . Prooflike fields and frosty central devices can 
be seen beneath an attractive layer of pale rose iridescent toning 
on this choice and lovely example. 

5498 hree S-m t s l er ollars, each S- 2  I 1887-s. nice original 
mint lustre with some light contact marks seen I 1888-s. Pleasing 
russet and gold toning over well preserved surfaces. The mintmark 
is repunched I 1889-s. Wonderful iridescent toning over well 
struck surfaces. a few light marks are seen but overall this coin 
has excellent eye appeal. (Total: 3 pieces) 

5499 1888-S S- 4 P S . Pale champagne toning complements satiny 
motifs and nicely reflective fields. This beauty is worthy of a “Pl” 
designation in our opinion, but there’s no such designation on the 
PCGs label. a scuff on liberty’s chin is probably all that prevented 
PCGs from assigning the Ms-65 classification. 

#007186
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H h- ra e 1889-  ollar

5500 1889-  S- 1 in initial appearance. Hairlined on both sides 
from an old cleaning that has muted the lustre and faintly etched 
the fields. still a key date issue that is well struck and has the ap-
pearance of a toned Mint state coin, but close examination finds 
the evidence of a deceptive cleaning. 

5501 1889-  Net -45 sharpness of au-50, lightly cleaned long 
ago. Medium golden gray surfaces with rich peach and golden 
iridescence now forming in the protected areas. overall, an attrac-
tive example of the most important key Carson City issue in the 
Morgan dollar series. 

5502 1889-   S N S . “Cleaned.” net VF-30. Medium 
silver gray from an old cleaning, natural champagne and peach 
hues encroaching on the rims. a few scattered marks noted, the 
most obvious of these a tiny rim mark at 11:00 on the obverse. 

#007190

5503 1889-  -25. Medium golden toning over decent surfaces that 
show some light hairlines under the toning. a good strike with just a 
couple of marks that are visible without magnification. one of only 
350,000 pieces struck for general circulation, with the majority placed 
into circulation allowing for very few Mint state examples. 

5504 r o of S- 0 ollars  I 1889-o. Frosty mint lustre over typical 
softly struck central detail I 1891-CC. attractive prooflike surfaces 
that have a few facial marks. a nice appearing coin that should be 
viewed I 1902-s. dipped which has left a residue on the reverse. 
(Total: 3 pieces) 

5505 or a  ollar o  I 1889-s Ms-63 I 1891-CC VaM-3. spitting 
eagle. Ms-62. Frosty white with traces of toning. an attractive, 
well-matched pair. (Total: 2 pieces) 

550  1890-  S- 4 P S . Frosty and attractive. Pale champagne 
iridescence at the centers deepens to orange-gold, pink, and blue 
at the rims. scarce and desirable this nicely preserved. 

#007198

5507 1890-O S- 5 P S . smooth satiny surfaces that show a trace 
of light golden toning over mostly white fields. a good strike is 
noted for this issue with some softness seen at the ear. Mint-made 
die striation lines at the hair above the ear are plainly seen. some 
light doubling at the date and some of the obverse legend. Housed 
in a first generation PCGs holder. 

5508 1891 S- 4 P S . Intense cartwheel lustre highlights the pale 
champagne tones on this sharply struck, satiny Morgan dollar. 

#007204

5509 S- 3 s l er ollar threesome  I 1891. Good lustre and a decent 
strike define this attractive coin I 1899. a wholesome example 
that has abundant mint color and a very good strike. scarce with 
only 330,000 business strikes minted I 1899-s Blazing mint lustre 
over moderately bagmarked surfaces including a few scattered 
rim nicks. (Total: 3 pieces) 

5510 artet of or a  s l er ollars  I 1891 S- 0 with the initial 
appearance of a choice coin. under magnification one can see 
some shallow reverse pinscratches. Pale gray toning with a de-
cent strike but for the eagle’s breast which is a bit weak I 189 -O 
au-55 details but has been polished. now retoning to a medium 
iridescent gray, gold, and blue. a scarce date in high grade I 1903-
O S- 0. Fully prooflike on both sides. Very little toning due to 
a past dipping. a strong strike gives this coin good appeal. until 
the u.s. Government released bags of this date from 1962 through 
1964 that were long forgotten about in the vaults, this date was 
considered the rarest Morgan dollar and was prized in any condi-
tion. It is now considered scarce in today’s marketplace I 1924-S 

S- 1. Good lustrous surfaces on both sides that has some light 
toning attached. Much better looking than the typically seen drab, 
lifeless coins. a few contact marks are seen but none very serious. 
scarce. (Total: 4 pieces) 
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5511 1891-  S- 4 N . Frosty lustre. Pearl gray surfaces with 
hints of gold and pink. scarce this nicely preserved. 

#007206

5512 1891-O S- 4 P S . Glistening champagne, peach, and rose 
iridescence is brought to lively activity by the underlying cartwheel 
lustre. Choice for the grade and delightfully colorful as well. 

#007208

5513 1891-S S- 4. Bright satin surfaces and flashy rose, orange, 
and blue-green toning give a pleasing look to this very choice 
example. 

5514 1892 S- 4 P S . Frosty white and fully lustrous. 
#007212

5515 1892-  S- 4 P S . Perhaps better. sharply struck. The highly 
reflective surfaces, prooflike in spots, are graced with light irides-
cent champagne toning. a lovely example, and totally original in 
every way. 

#007214

551  1892-  -9. ar ate.  lte  eft. S- 0 N S . 
Bright and lustrous but a few too many tics and bagmarks on 
liberty to warrant a higher grade. These are offset by colorful 
yellow-gold and iridescent toning around the rims. The reverse 
is noticeably finer. 

5517 1892-  -58. Just a shade of light handling. original frosty 
white surface lustre throughout. 

5518 1892-  -53. steel gray toning over smooth surfaces. Well 
struck. a few scattered contact marks are noted on this coin that 
has been gently cleaned at one time. a key date that has a good 
appearance despite the problems. 

are bo t c rc late  1892-S 1

5519 1892-S N N  P S . net au-50  sharpness of au-58, but 
cleaned in the past. The obverse is mostly pearl gray with a sprin-
kling of lilac. The reverse exhibits pleasing champagne iridescence 
with some hints of violet. a few strands of hair above liberty’s 
ear show striking softness, but most other design features are as 
bold as could be desired. Close examination reveals two or three 
nicks on liberty’s nose and cheek. although readily available in VF 
condition, the 1892-s is scarce in eF and higher grades. evidently 
the issue was extremely hard hit by the vast meltings that took 
place in the first half of the 20th century, a factor that has resulted 
in a high level of price pressure on the available supply of au 
pieces. 

#007218
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5520 1892-S -50 N . Partially brilliant with blushes of rosy 
gold and hints of lilac. despite a fairly generous mintage—for 
the era—of 1.2 million pieces, it appears that comparatively few 
examples have survived in grades better than VF. The 1892-s is 
scarce at the au level and very rare finer. Presumably, a large pro-
portion of the original mintage was melted into bullion pursuant 
to the provisions of the Pittman act of 1918. 

#007218

5521 1892-S -45 N . a pleasing eF example of a popular semi-
key date. Warm golden gray surfaces with deeper highlights and 
traces of lustre in the protected areas. Modestly circulated but not 
heavily marked, and free of any disturbances that immediately 
draw the viewer’s attention. 

#007218

5522 1893 Proof- 1 P S . Brilliant with satiny devices and blazing 
mirror fields. some hairlines from an old cleaning account for the 
assigned grade. The strike is sharp save for softness in the tresses 
above liberty’s ear. From a Proof mintage of just 792 pieces. 

#007328

5523 1893 S- 4. Broad sweeping bands of cartwheel lustre and white 
satiny surfaces throughout. The reverse is boldly struck and very 
choice. a scarce date with only 378,000 pieces struck. 

5524 1893 S- 4. Just the slightest trace of a fingerprint can be seen 
on liberty’s cheek, which is otherwise clear and lovely. Creamy 
white on the obverse with a pleasing arc of golden yellow toning 
on the boldly struck reverse. 

5525 1893 S- 2. lightly cleaned years ago and now pleasantly retoned 
to a russet and gold about the rim with the central area frosty. Well 
struck with some light marks on the face.  

552  1893-  S- 3 P S . Blazing white, sharply struck, and just a 
few minor contact marks and a light rim scrape on the reverse keep 
us from awarding this coin a higher grade designation. a choice ex-
ample from the final year of production at the Carson City Mint. 

#007222

5527 1893-  S- 2. excellent frosty mint lustre over well struck 
surfaces. some minor abrasion on the obverse and a slide mark on 
the cheek are this rare coin’s main impairment. a totally original 
coin that will fit nicely into a Mint state set. 

5528 1893-  Net -30, sharpness of au-50, obverse burnished to an 
unnatural brilliance, now naturally retoning. Medium silver gray 
with distinctive golden highlights. 

5529 wo -50 s l er ollars  I 1893-o. Cleaned and now retoning 
to pale purple and gray. a tiny single spot of verdigris on the re-
verse is noted for the sake of accuracy I 1901. a tough date that 
has some PVC residue remaining on the surface. softly struck in 
the hair above the ear and the corresponding central area of the 
reverse. (Total: 2 pieces) 

5530 1893-O -40 with claims to a higher grade. dark gunmetal blue-
gray with lighter silver on the uppermost design elements that 
show wear. always in demand as the mintage was low and the 
survival rate was dismal. a trivial reverse rim bruise at 5:00. 
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l s e 1893-S or a  1

5531 1893-S N N  P S . net eF-45  sharpness of au-55, but 
cleaned. Boldly struck. Pewter gray surfaces with blue and gold 
iridescent accents. a celebrated rarity in the Morgan dollar series, 
and the second most desirable Morgan issue in any grade after 
the 1895. only 100,000 examples of the variety were minted, and 
it appears from certification service statistics that the vast major-
ity of survivors are in low grades. a classic issue which always 
commands enthusiastic bids from alert specialists. 

m orta t 1893-S or a  ollar

5532 1893-S -40 or thereabouts. Thin mark in the right reverse field is 
this coin’s main detraction. Probably cleaned many years ago and 
now retoned to a medium gray with some golden highlights. The 
die scratch in the T of lIBerTy is plainly visible which denotes 
the authenticity of this rare date. This is especially important these 
days with all the fake coins coming out of China. 

e  ate 1893-S or a  1

5533 1893-S -40 S N S . “Cleaned.” deep lilac-gray sur-
faces possibly artfully retoned. a more than suitable filler example 
of the key circulation strike issue in the Morgan dollar series. no 
heavy marks are found, even under low magnification. Worth 
more than casual attention from Morgan dollar collectors. 

#007226

5534 1893-S -30. Cleaned and retoned to a deep iridescent color. a 
few light marks but none too serious. no rim problems noted and 
the strike is good for this date. one of 100,000 pieces struck with 
many lost due to the silver melt of 1918. The key business strike 
in the series. 

2  photo
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5535 1893-S  S N S . “obverse scratched, Improperly 
Cleaned.” Medium golden gray with some steel highlights. scat-
tered marks present, as should be expected for a deeply circulated 
coin. a few light scratches noted though none are as alarming as 
the label reads. Take a look at this key date Morgan dollar and 
then bid accordingly. 

#007226

553  1893-S -10 P S . Medium silver gray with some deeper 
highlights. Well-circulated but minimally marked with no scrapes 
or gouges present. The undisputed king of the circulation strike 
Morgan dollar issues and second only to the 1895 Proof-only is-
sue for desirability and rarity. Choice for the grade and worthy 
of serious bidding activity. 

#007226

5537 1893-S -10. Cleaned and smoothed in areas. Fields are porous 
and possibly holed and plugged at the second u in PlurIBus 
with evidence of heating on both sides. Muted gray surfaces with 
patches of blue and russet toning near the rims. The diagnostic 
line inside the T of lIBerTy is clear. The mintage of 100,000 pieces 
was reduced by melting to approximately 1,500 pieces, creating 
the key date to the Morgan dollar series. 

5538 1893-S -8 P S . Medium golden gray, some packed detritus 
in the recessed areas, darker staining above liberty’s head, though 
we note just a few surface marks. a collector grade 1893-s Morgan 
dollar. 

#007226

5539 1893-S -8 P S . Medium to deep golden gray with lighter 
high points and with some slate toning at the rims. scattered marks 
present on both sides, as should be expected from a coin that spent 
much of its useful lifetime in pocket change. one of only 77,000 
examples of the date struck, the lowest circulation strike mintage 
of any date in the series. always desirable in all grades. 

#007226

5540 1893-S oo -4 N . Well worn golden gray surfaces not as 
heavily marked as one might expect for the grade  indeed, the 
only mark of merit is an obverse rim bruise at 8:00. a pleasing 
collector grade example of this prominent key date. 

#007226

ho ce t State 1894 ollar
5541 1894 S- 4 P S . Frosty white throughout, with copious 

amounts of original mint lustre, and virtually no toning. The strike 
is quite decent for this scarce issue, and there are no heavy contact 
marks on either side. only 110,000 were produced making this the 
lowest mintage of any regularly issued Morgan dollar minted at 
Philadelphia. 

#007228
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5542 1894 -58 N . Frosty golden surfaces display strong underly-
ing lustre and excellent eye appeal for the issue. rich peach and 
deepening gold gather at the rims. a popular low-mintage key date 
from the Philadelphia Mint, one of just 110,000 examples struck. 

#007228

5543 1894 -53 N . strong cartwheel lustre remains on silver gray 
surfaces. Much mint bloom and some faint champagne iridescence 
glows in the protected areas. From a circulation strike mintage 
for the date of 110,000 pieces, that figure representing the second 
lowest circulation strike mintage of any date in the Morgan dollar 
series. some hairlines present but no heavy disturbances. 

#007228

5544 1894  S N S . “Improperly Cleaned.” net eF-40 or 
finer with plenty of natural lustre in the protected areas. deepen-
ing gold and crimson halos gather at the obverse rim, while the 
reverse is a study in muted silver gray and lilac. 

#007228

5545 1894 -30. a wholesome medium gray coin with no rim nicks or 
surface problems worth mentioning. one of only 110,000 pieces 
struck with this example being a good candidate for a middle 
grade circulated set. 

554  1894 -25. lightly cleaned. Just a few minor scrapes and 
scratches. 

stro s S- 3 1894-O 1

5547 1894-O S- 3. Broad bands of cartwheel lustre glimmer beneath 
lightly toning. The strike is well above average. The 1894-o is an 
issue where “sliders” abound, but this piece is a welcomed excep-
tion. some light toning film is noted over the surfaces, likely from 
an old envelope. 

5548 1894-S S- 3. Mostly white on the obverse, moderately light 
russet tones on the reverse. Very pleasing. 

5549 1894-S -55 P . abundant mint lustre still is seen on this 
prooflike example that has a respectable strike. some light lines 
are noted from a past dipping and a few contact marks are scat-
tered about the coin. a semi-key date that is usually seen in much 
lower grades. 
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are Sl htl  rc late  1895  of the or a s

5550 1895 Proof-55 N . This one apparently slipped into circu-
lation for a brief time before being saved. The surfaces show 
minor evidence of handling and circulation with the delicate 
mirror fields displaying scuffs and a couple of tics. It is believed 
that the entire mintage of 12,000 circulation strikes disappeared 
into the melting pots under the authorization of the Pittman 
act of 1918, most recoined into new 1921 Morgan dollars or the 
updated Peace style starting later that same year. luckily for 
collectors, the 880 Proofs are available for a price (usually quite 
a significant price) with the present example somewhat more 
affordable because of its brief foray into the channels of com-
merce. Toned with delicate gold and russet around the rims, and 
of course with the full strike expected on a Proof issue. a clean 
cheek on liberty and pleasing surfaces, with the toning adding 
to the allure of this famous and desirable coin. 

From the ich Uhrich Collection.
#007330

5551 1895-O -53. Cleaned long ago and now retoned a medium gray. 
a good strike for this date and mint. one of only 450,000 pieces 
struck for general circulation. 

5552 1895-O -53. lightly cleaned with some light toning present. 
some marks are found but none serious. a good strike is found 
on this key date that has some soft weakness at the hair above 
the ear and the eagle’s breast. one of only 450,000 coins struck 
for general circulation. 

5553 189  Proof- 3 P S . lightly frosted motifs and richly mirrored 
fields display pleasing pale champagne hues. a few faint obverse 
hairlines keep this from a much finer grade. The reverse cameo 
contrast is deep and lively. one of 762 Proofs of the date struck. 

#007331

5554 189  S- 7 . a colorful, frosty beauty with intense lustre 
and eye appeal that meets the criteria of the assigned grade. a 
satiny blend of fiery peach and orange melds slowly into pale sky 
blue on the attractive obverse, while the reverse glows brightly in 
full brilliance though we note some faint champagne iridescence 
at the periphery. a nice opportunity for an astute Morgan dollar 
specialist, especially one who enjoys and appreciates beautifully 
toned coins. 

5555 189 -S S- 3 P S . a choice example exhibiting highly reflec-
tive, vibrant white surfaces with traces of mirrorlike reflectivity 
on the obverse. There are scattered contact marks as one should 
expect for the grade, but none that are particularly distracting. 

#007244

2  photo
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555  O er o e o e  s l er ollars  I 1897 Ms-63 I 1898-o Ms-63 
I 1898-s au-50 I 1899-o Ms-64 I 1900 Ms-60 I 1902-o Ms-61 
I 1902-o Ms-60 I 1903 au-55 I 1903-s VF-30 I 1904 au-58 I 
1927-s au-50 I 1928-s au-50 I 1934 au-58. Most are white and 
lustrous with darker toning at the rims likely from being mounted 
in an album for many years. (Total: 14 pieces) 

5557 1897-O S- 3. Fresh mint lustre graces both sides. despite a gener-
ous mintage of 4,004,000 pieces, comparatively few uncirculated 
examples seem to have survived  we would estimate that just two 
or three bags of Mint state examples (2,000-3,000 pieces) emerged 
as part of the giant u.s. Treasury Hoard in the 1950s and 1960s. 
Hence the available supply has long been subjected to intense 
price pressure by the vast number of Morgan dollar enthusiasts. 

5558 1897-O S- 2 N . sharply struck in all areas. The devices are 
frosty and the fields are satiny. Both surfaces display pale gold-gray 
iridescence. a tiny planchet inclusion is noted by the second star. 

#007248

5559 1897-O S- 2. Frosty white original mint lustre on both sides and 
the strike is above average for this issue. 

55 0 1897-S S- 4 P S . a beautiful pale rose specimen with highly 
reflective surfaces that are mirrorlike, yet still exhibit broad bands 
of sweeping mint lustre. The strike is sharp, and any contact marks 
are inconsequential. This piece should be viewed for full apprecia-
tion  

55 1 1898-S S- 5 P S . a splendid specimen easily worthy of the 
assigned grade. satiny fields and faintly frosted devices display 
rich cartwheel lustre and a delightful whisper of pale champagne. 
Gem both physically and aesthetically. 

#007256

55 2 1898-S S- 3 P . Predominantly white and frosty on the obverse, 
with some prooflike characteristics and peripheral toning on the 
reverse. a very appealing example. 

55 3 1899 S- 5 N S . Pewter gray toning in the central areas with 
wisps and blushes of golden brown, crimson, and electric blue 
toward the rims. sharply struck overall, but with a touch of soft-
ness in the hair strands above liberty’s ear and on the phalanges 
of the eagle’s talons. 

#007258

55 4 Pa r of S- 4 s l er ollars  I 1899 I 1903-o. Two very popular 
semi-key Morgan dollars. lightly toned and very appealing. (Total: 
2 pieces) 

55 5 1899-S S- 4 P S . Cartwheel silver lustre is joined by a touch 
of pale champagne toning and a near absence of all but the most 
trivial of surface marks. a nice specimen for the grade. 

#007262

55  1900 S-  N . Fully brilliant and broadly lustrous. 
#007264

55 7 1900-O -15. o ble  Stars. S- 5 P  P S . one of the 
VaM “Top 100” varieties. sharply struck with brilliant surfaces, 
frosty devices, and nicely reflective fields. a small planchet inclu-
sion can be seen at the back of the eagle’s head. PCGs has certified 
just three examples of the VaM-15 variety at this level and none 
finer within the Pl designation, but since most 1900-o dollars 
certified by PCGs aren’t listed by VaM numbers, we suggest that 
prospective bidders not make inferences about rarity from the cited 
figure. a pleasing coin all told. 

Pronounced doubling shows at stars 12 and 13.

55 8 1900-S S- 4. lovely lilac toning and hints of mirrorlike reflec-
tivity lend extra eye appeal to this charming and very choice 
example. 

55 9 1901 -58. a very bright example that will fit well into any high-
grade set of Morgan dollars. Just the lightest traces of wear can be 
found on the high points. 

5570 1901-S S- 3. Perhaps better. a frosty white, strictly original 
example with traces of toning that accentuate the date and leg-
ends. 

5571 1902-S S- 4. a sharply struck, satiny white beauty with hints 
of lilac toning on both sides. 
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are a  xce t o al em 1903-S or a  1

5572 1903-S S- 5 N . a frosty white Gem that shows satiny 
smooth surfaces and abundant lustre. a touch of peripheral toning 
adds to the appeal, with teal and russet around the upper obverse, 
traces of gold elsewhere. liberty’s cheek and the surrounding 
fields are remarkably clean and attractive. Close examination 
of the reverse finds a broken scuff on the eagle’s chest, but this 
blends into the surfaces and clearly would not merit attention on 
a common date in this grade, but is mentioned for identification 
purposes. This coin has the large s reverse mintmark. a rare date 
which did not survive in quantity, and this coin is one of the finest 
seen. 

nGC Census: 37  9 finer (Ms-67 finest).
#007288

5573 1921 or a . S-  P S  ACAAC . a sparkling example of the 
final date of the Morgan dollar series. Broadly sweeping cartwheel 
lustre ignites the faint champagne iridescence on both sides. 

Housed in an old-style green label PCGs holder.
#007296

5574 1921-  S- 5 N . somewhat cameolike in appearance with 
frosted motifs and satiny fields splashed with varied gold and 
crimson hues. an aesthetic treat. 

5575 1921-  S- 5 N . a frosty and lustrous example of the only 
date in the Morgan dollar series struck at the denver Mint. a rich 
array of pale fiery orange and mingled blue hues graces the obverse 
while the reverse retains nearly all of its full mint flash. 

#007298

557  1921 Peace. S- 5 N . Frosty golden gray surfaces with 
strong cartwheel lustre and excellent eye appeal. somewhat finer 
than typical strike at the obverse center with much of liberty’s 
tresses plainly delineated. From the first year of the Peace dollar 
series, and the only date struck entirely in a high relief format. For 
intended circulation. 

#007356

5577 1921 Peace. S- 4 P S . Frosty and mostly brilliant with a hint 
of champagne iridescence on the obverse and splashes of gold and 
gray on the reverse. a few scattered flecks on the reverse are about 
all that keep this beauty out of the Gem category. 

#007356

5578 1921 Peace. S- 4 . satiny lustre leaps across the pale cham-
pagne surfaces of this attractive Peace dollar from the first year of 
the design type. struck in high relief with the present specimen 
sharper at the center than typically seen. 

5579 artet of S- 3 Peace ollars  I 1921. sharply struck with at-
tractive gold and iridescent blue toning. scarce and in demand in 
this nice condition I 1926. Good mint lustre and smooth, clean 
surfaces define this nicely preserved example I 1926-d. Well 
struck with good mint color. a few scattered abrasion marks but 
none too serious I 1934. satiny with some surface residue due to 
PVC apparent on both sides. Well struck. (Total: 4 pieces) 

5580 N cel -matche  Peace ollar artet  I 1921 Peace. Ms-62 I 
1922-d Ms-64 I 1923-d Ms-64 I 1935 Ms-64. each is frosty with 
pleasing golden toning. These pieces appear to have been kept 
together for years. (Total: 4 pieces) 

5581 stro s Peace ollar select o  I 1922 Ms-64 I 1923 Ms-64 I 
1924 Ms-64 I 1925 Ms-61 I 1928-s Ms-63. light obverse hairlines 
I 1934 Ms-62. lightly cleaned. These pieces are variously either 
brilliant or with pleasing golden toning (Total: 6 pieces) 

5582 1922-  S-  P S . Flashy mint lustre bathes the smooth and 
nearly mark-free surfaces to an appealing glow. The strike is soft 
in the hair but strong on the eagle’s shoulder. a pair of obverse 
die cracks that bisect at the lower left. a coin that is common in 
low Mint state grades but becomes decidedly scarce when you 
reach Ms-66 or better with PCGs only grading 137 at the present 
coin’s grade with just three higher (all Ms-67). 

#007358

5583 1922-  S- 4. lovely deep iridescent rose-gold blue toning over 
premium surfaces on both the obverse and the reverse. The few 
marks that are present are mainly hidden by the toning. a great 
coin for the color connoisseur. 

5584 r o of frost  Peace ollars each ra  S- 4  I 1922-d. es-
sentially brilliant with just a whisper of gold I 1922-s. Pearl gray 
surfaces I 1927. Vivid golden toning. (Total: 3 pieces) 

5585 1922-S S- 5 N . a satiny Peace dollar of the finest aesthetic 
order. nicely struck and fully brilliant with a dusting of faint 
champagne here and there. Intensely active cartwheels breathe 
fiery life into surfaces. 

#007359
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558  hree S- 4 Peace ollars  I 1922-s I 1926-d. Boldly struck and 
fully brilliant I 1934. The first and last are lightly and attractively 
toned. (Total: 3 pieces) 

5587 N cel  matche  Sa  ra c sco t a r, both eces cert e  b  
P S  I 1923-s Ms-64. Brilliant and frosty I 1927-s Ms-63. Frosty 
and mostly brilliant with some hints of pink. (Total: 2 pieces) 

5588 1924-S S- 4 P S . Frosty lustre. The obverse is mostly brilliant 
with just a whisper of pink at the rim. The reverse is essentially 
brilliant with some faint hints of pink. 

#007364

5589 1924-S S- 1 P S . Fully lustrous and mostly brilliant with 
wisps of gold and gray. 

#007364

5590 1925-S S- 4 N . Frosty and warmly toned in blended lilac-
gray and gold. scarce and desirable this nicely preserved. 

#007366

5591 1925-S S- 4 N . delightful golden toning complements 
frosty surfaces. excellent eye appeal for the grade. 

#007366

5592 192 -P S set. ach ece ra e  S- 4. an attractive, frosty trio. 
These pieces are variously either brilliant or lightly toned. (Total: 
3 pieces) 

S le  S-  192 -S 1
e  as h r  est ert e  b  P S

5593 192 -S S-  P S . a splendid Gem example and among the 
finest we’ve had the pleasure to offer in recent times. Both surfaces 
are frosty. The obverse has blushes of gold  the reverse is brilliant. 
although PCGs has certified literally thousands of uncirculated 
1926-s dollars over the years, only a few dozen could match the 
quality offered here. 

PCGs Population: 65  2 finer (both Ms-67).
#007369

5594 1927-  S- 4 N . Frosty surfaces display pleasing blended 
champagne and lilac iridescence. Worthy of generous bid from a 
numismatist who desires aesthetically appealing pieces. 

#007371

5595 1927-S S- 5 N . nice original surfaces with russet toning 
at the edge framing the pale gold toned central area. a few light 
contact marks are seen that are consistent with the grade assigned. 
a low population date in this grade as this date is readily avail-
able up to Ms-64, but pieces in Ms-65 and higher are very hard 
to locate, especially with the eye appeal that this coin possesses. 

#007372

559  1927-S S- 3 P S . While the strike is average, contact marks 
are virtually nonexistent on this lightly toned, very choice, and 
very desirable Peace dollar. 

#007372

5597 1928 S- 4 P S  ACAAC . a satiny Peace dollar with broadly 
sweeping cartwheel lustre and rich array of varied champagne 
hues. From a modest mintage of just 360,649 pieces, the lowest 
regular-issue production run in the entire Peace dollar series. 
Choice for the grade. 

#007373
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5598 1928 S- 4 P S . satiny white for the most part. a dusting of 
light toning near the date. The reverse is exceptionally sharp and 
bright for this key Peace dollar. 

#007373

5599 1928 S- 4 N . Frosty and attractive. Pearl gray iridescence 
with hints of pink. a scant 360,649 1928 Peace dollars were struck, 
the lowest production figure for any date in the series. 

#007373

5 00 1928 S- 2 P S . Pale golden toning complements frosty sur-
faces. a small abrasion on liberty’s cheek is about all that keeps 
this impressive specimen out of the choice category. The 1928 has 
the lowest mintage of any issue in the Peace dollar series, just 
360,649 pieces. 

#007373

5 01 1928 S- 2 P S . Blended gold and gray iridescence comple-
ments the frosty surfaces. scarce and eagerly sought in all 
grades. 

#007373

5 02 1928-S S- 4 P S . Frosty lustre. delicately toned in golden 
brown and navy blue. one of the scarcer san Francisco Mint issues 
in the Peace dollar series. 

#007374

5 03 1928-S S- 4 N . Blast white surfaces that show a bit of strike 
softness in the hair. attractive lustre will further ingratiate the 
buyer to this coin. scarce in this grade or better. Housed in a new 
nGC “gasket” holder. 

#007374

5 04 1928-S S- 4. lustrous with a mix of gold and tawny gray toning 
on both sides. Clean fields and appearance although close examina-
tion will find moderate tics on the eagle’s wing. a scarce date. 

5 05 1928-S S- 3. Blazing bright lustre shine through a light mist of 
champagne toning. a cut on the shoulder, and a planchet defect split-
ting the letters C and e in PeaCe are only minor distractions. 

5 0  1934 S-  P S . satiny smooth surfaces that have a bit of 
gold toning near the obverse rim. Well struck with surfaces that 
are devoid of the typically seen harsh contact marks. a scarce date 
in this superb condition with only 128 coins graded by PCGs at 
this level and only three graded higher (all Ms-67). 

#007375

5 07 1934-  S- 5 N . Frosty surfaces show pale violet and cham-
pagne toning highlights with bold underlying cartwheel lustre in 
abundance. 

#007376

5 08 1934-  S- 4 N  ACAAC . a highly lustrous example of the 
final denver Mint issue in the Peace dollar series, an issue that 
saw a mintage of just under 1.6 million pieces. largely brilliant 
with hints of pale champagne iridescence. 

#007376

5 09 1934-  S- 4. Frosty surfaces. Pale blended gold and lilac-gray 
iridescence complements both surfaces. 
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em 1934-S Peace ollar

5 10 1934-S S- 5 P S . smooth, lustrous surfaces that have some 
light toning. a respectable strike is found on this key date coin 
with the reverse having a little stronger detail than the obverse. 
despite a mintage of a little over one million pieces , this date is 
very rare in Ms-65 or better, with PCGs grading only 173 coins 
in this coin’s present grade and with only 23 graded higher (all 
Ms-66). a very attractive coin. 

#007377

e  S- 4 1934-S Peace 1

5 11 1934-S S- 4 P S . Blended gold and lilac iridescence on frosty 
surfaces. an attractive example of this important key issue.  

#007377

5 12 1934-S S- 1 P S . Frosty and mostly brilliant with a dusting 
of gold-gray on the reverse. The 1934-s ranks as the undisputed 
key issue in Peace dollar series at the uncirculated level, and is 
usually the final piece acquired when a set is being assembled. 
Worth a generous bid from a specialist. 

#007377

5 13 1935-S 3 a s. S- 4 N . Blended pink, gold, and lilac iri-
descence complements satiny surfaces. Coined during the final 
year of the popular Peace dollar design type (exclusive of the 
mysterious 1964-d, the mintage for which is said to have been 
entirely destroyed). Two different varieties are widely collected, 
generally referred to as “Three rays” and “Four rays.” The “Three 
rays” type has the tips of three rays visible beneath one in the 
denomination  the “Four rays” variety, has four rays in the same 
location. Both varieties appear to be about equally scarce, and 
typically there is no premium commanded by either variety. 

#007379

u.s. Trade dollars
5 14 1873-  -45 or better with respect to wear, there are signs of a gentle 

cleaning. some scattered marks are seen including a reeding mark at 
9:00 on the reverse. deep gray with some yellow-gold overtones. 

5 15 1874-S S- 0. Medium russet and gold toning that hides many 
of the light obverse chatter marks in the field. The strike is a bit 
weak on Miss liberty’s right breast and the top of her shoulder. 
The rest of the coin is nicely struck and adds much to the appeal 
of this popular type coin. 

ol e  o e  1875 Proof ra e ollar

5 1  1875 e . Proof- 4 P S . Graded during the early days at 
PCGs with an early green label insert. This one has notable Cameo 
contrast on the devices and is toned with rich golden copper on both 
the obverse and reverse. Minimal handling marks and a coin which 
was hand picked as one of the nicest of its grade many years ago. 
exceptional quality like this is seldom seen, and highly desirable. 

#007055

5 17 1875-  S- 0 from a standpoint of wear. evidence of cleaning and 
a planchet flaw at the back of liberty’s neck. also struck from the 
Type I reverse which has an extra berry below the eagle’s talon and 
the lowest arrowhead ends above the 0 of 420 grains. some scattered 
marks over the lustrous surfaces that this coin possesses. 

5 18 1875- . N  eta ls, lea e . Net -50 N S . a gentle 
cleaning is visible on this Type 1 reverse coin. a few contact marks 
are present and the strike on the eagle’s right leg is a bit soft. a 
scarcer date and reverse variety that should be closely viewed. 

5 19 1875-S e . S- 3 N . a satiny, lustrous coin that shows 
pewter gray and gold toning and a better than average strike. 
The surfaces have a couple of trivial bagmarks, but are certainly 
nicer than usually seen for this grade level. For the collector who 
appreciates eye appeal, a solid strike, and toning. 

5 20 1875-S S- 2. Both sides have a single chopmark. This coin has a 
wonderful look with rich lustre and a decent strike except for the 
top of the head which is a bit soft. no contact marks of consequence 
are found on this Type I reverse variety. a hot collector market is 
found for these coins that were used in the orient. 
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5 21 1875-S S- 0. Pale golden toning on surfaces that have decent 
underlying lustre. Very well struck in most areas. a few wispy lines 
from an old wiping but overall this coin has nice eye appeal. 

5 22 r o of h h- ra e tra e ollars  I 1875-S au.58. deeply toned 
in russet and gold with a few darker spots on the reverse. a good 
strike enhances this coin’s appearance I 187 -S e . au-58. 
Very deep golden toning with some reverse porosity at the right 
edge I 1877-S cro S. au-55 or nearly so. subdued lustre over 
surfaces that have a gold and gray mixture. a tiny rim bruise at 
12:00 on the obverse. (Total: 3 pieces) 

5 23 187  e . S- 0. evidence of a long-ago cleaning. no traces 
of wear are apparent, but the surfaces are dark and the lustre is 
muted. a light scrape in the field in front of the arrowheads is well 
hidden, and no other prominent contact marks can be seen. 

5 24 187 -S e . S- 1. Bright and lustrous. some very minor rim 
scrapes and scattered light contact marks are all that keep it form 
a higher grade designation. 

chl  o e  Proof 1877 ra e ollar

5 25 1877 Proof- 3 O. Frosty, largely brilliant central motifs stand 
boldly out from deeply mirrored fields. rich neon blue and varied 
golden hues gather at the rims. From a Proof mintage for the date 
of just 510 pieces. Choice visually despite some faint hairlines. 

5 2  1877 S- 0. dipped and now beginning to regain surface toning. 
some hairlines and brush marks are in the obverse fields. still quite 
presentable. 

5 27 1877 S- 0, faintly cleaned long ago. largely brilliant with golden 
hues beginning to stake a claim to the peripheries. some lightness 
of strike present, not at all uncommon for the date. 

5 28 1877-S S- 4 P S . Minute s mintmark. light date. 1 and 8 
apart. There is a light scrape on the reverse rim, and some scattered 
contact marks, but this champagne toned example is quite attrac-
tive, and “rare” according to Bowers. Choice and aesthetically 
pleasant. 

Breen 5814.
#007046

5 29 1877-S S- 0, or nearly so. steel-gray toning with some rough 
patches seen on both sides. nicely struck with full breast and 
shoulder detail. 

5 30 1877-S S- 0. an attractive example having frosty devices and 
satiny fields. Warmly and attractively toned in intermingled blue, 
pink, and gold (possibly artificial ). slight planchet roughness 
is noted by liberty’s right arm. nice eye appeal overall for the 
numismatist who desires aesthetically appealing pieces. 

em t State 1878-S ra e ollar

5 31 1878-S S- 5 N . exceptional for the full strike on this san 
Francisco trade dollar and toned with gorgeous lilac and gold 
across the entire surface. ample lustre lies below the toning, and 
the eye appeal is strong . Housed in an older, thick nGC holder. 
a memorable example of this issue. despite a reported 24 graded 
this high and another 17 finer, the present example would certainly 
exceed the quality of most Gems if compared side by side.

The immense amount of silver coming out of various mines in northern 
nevada had to go somewhere during the 1870s. silver prices were depressed 
as the mines were entering their peak production. a solution was found in 
the sale of domestic silver to the mints. With the new Morgan silver dollar 
and virtually unlimited silver to coin, the supply of nevada silver now had a 
destination. This 1878-s trade dollar is one of the last of its kind, as all minting 
efforts were then focused on producing the Morgan silver dollar in as great 
a quantity as possible. The overhang of coins lasted until the 1960s when the 
last of the bags were sold to the public. 

2  photo
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5 32 1878-S S- 0. Gold toning at the centers deepens to blended or-
ange and lilac at the rims. a faint scratch on the obverse is about 
all that keeps this attractive example out of the choice category. 
Trade dollars were minted for overseas commerce for the final time 
in 1878  all trade dollars coined in subsequent years were Proofs 
made to accommodate numismatic demand. 

5 33 1880 Proof-45 P S  ACAAC . Blended gold-gray and navy blue 
overall with some wisps of charcoal gray at the rims and around 
the design elements. a scarce Proof-only issue having a scant 
mintage of 1,355 pieces. 

Perhaps the original owner lost interest in collecting or faced some sort 
of financial distress. For many years 19th-century Proof coins often had only 
slight premiums above face value, and sometimes were spent into circulation 
for that reason.

#007060

u.s. ProoF seTs

1881 S l er Proof Set  
w th atch  o  a  ra es

5 34 1881 s l er Proof set. ach co  s P S cert e . I me. 
Proof- 4 ameo. sparkling white centers ringed in deep russet 
and blue at the rims which is quite beautiful I arter. Proof- 4 
Frosty and bright but just not quite enough for the cameo desig-
nation, toned with dark blue at the rims, vibrant white centers, 
repunched date within the loops of both 8s I Half ollar. Proof- 4 
satiny silver hues with a mix of gray and russet toward the rims, 
well frosted but not quite a cameo I S l er ollar  Proof- 3. Hazy 
gold and gray toning that matches this entire set with deeper russet 
around the rims of this attractive coin. Moderate hairlines account 
for the grade, and liberty’s cheek is very nice indeed. (Total: 4 
pieces) 

5 35 193  Proof set. Proof- 4 o erall. a few flyspecks on the lincoln 
cent and nickel. The nickel is the Brilliant style. The dime would 
merit a Gem grade on its own. after a 20 year hiatus the Phila-
delphia Mint began striking Proof coins for collectors across the 
denominations, and this is the first year of the more available 
sets generally collected. The three silver coins all have moderate 
patina over the brilliant surfaces, and are light gray in color. (Total: 
5 pieces) 

5 3  1938 Proof set. Proof- 4, save for the cent, which exhibits some 
light wiping hairlines and a spot that was removed above the 
date. The new Jefferson nickel was released in 1938, and this coin 
is brilliant with a touch of toning. The dime is bright with minor 
haze on the reverse and toning spots on the obverse high points, 
the quarter is pleasing with a dusting of bluish gray toning and the 
half dollar is bright silver with a similar layer of thin gray patina. 
(Total: 5 pieces) 
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5 37 1941 Proof set. Proof- 4. The cent has a light scuff which crosses 
portions of the obverse but the color is pleasing. The nickel is bright 
and attractive. on the dime there is a dusting of patina, matching 
on the quarter. The half dollar has light streaky verdigris on both 
sides which appears to be removable and some toning specks. 
(Total: 5 pieces) 

5 38 1942 5- ece Proof set. Proof- 4. The satiny brilliance of the dime 
is the highlight of the set. The cent is bright as is the nickel, with 
both showing delicate haze. The dime has just a few tiny spots of 
toning near the rim. The quarter and half dollar show hazy patina 
and a thin hairline or two, but are better than many survivors from 
this period. (Total: 5 pieces) 

u.s. PaTTern CoIns

ho ce Proof 1838 Patter  S l er Half ollar
-73, ar t -5

5 39 1838 atter  half ollar. -73, P-77. ar t -5. Proof- 4 N . 
silver. reeded edge. dies 1-B. 360  die alignment, reverse eagle 
flies horizontal when the coin is turned on its ertical axis. reflec-
tive lilac-gray fields and frosty motifs form a pleasing if somewhat 
modest cameo contrast. Gobrecht’s buxom portrait of liberty to 
left, seven stars before and six behind portrait, date below, reverse 
with flying eagle to left, reverse die heavily cracked. The latest edi-
tion of the Judd reference notes that this obverse die is “the die that 
snowden attributed to Kneass.” The uspatterns.com website notes: 
“These exist as both originals and restrikes. The restrikes exist 
with various degrees of reverse die cracks and obverse wear and 
are believed to have been made in the early 1850s and continuing 
throughout the 1860s and 1870s.” Choice for the grade. 

Po lar 1852 ol  Hole  ollar Patter
-145, ow ar t - , h  Pla chet

5 40 1852 atter  ol  ollar. -145, P-173. ar t - -. N N  
P S . Gold. Plain edge. Thin planchet. Ms-63 for quality but 

tiny reverse mark. Bright and lustrous medium yellow gold with 
strong design elements and a hint of olive toning on the reflective 
surfaces. a tiny “X” can be seen in the field following dollar 
but it is so unobtrusive that it could easily pass as part of the 
intricate design to the uninitiated. a popular rarity owing to the 
small amount of patterns actually produced in the precious gold 
metal. according to the uspatterns.com website, “this is the most 
polished of the four gold dollar pattern designs of this year. These 
are known on both thick planchets, weighing about 32 grains, 
and thin planchets, weighing about 25 grains. Many of these are 
restrikes struck from the late 1850s onward.” Choice despite the 
mark and worthy of your undivided attention at bidding time. 

#016604

ow s e  1855 Patter  ar e e t w th l  a le

5 41 1855 atter  ce t. -1 8, P-193. ar t -4. Proof- 5 BN N . 
Bronze. Plain edge. 98.8 gns. Traces of faded mint color in the 
fields but generally a pleasing tan to brown. sharply struck on a 
fine copper planchet that shows no troubling specks or handling 
issues. Bold die clashing is seen as evidence of haste or lack of 
preparation, a feature uncommon to patterns as these were made to 
put the coiner’s best foot forward and rarely show such production 
blunders. Meanwhile back in 1855, as the public complained of 
the size and filth of the then current large cents, experiments were 
conducted to find a coinage solution. one of these early attempts 
at revisionist cent policy was this pattern issue. notice the size is 
somewhat smaller than a large cent with the weight reduced from 
168 grains of copper of the current standard to this less beefy coin 
of 98.8 grains. Furthermore, the introduction of the eagle on the 
obverse is seen here with lady liberty taking a short vacation, 
perhaps after the popularity of the Gobrecht pattern silver dollars 
of 1836, the eagle in full flight became a symbol of the fast moving 
american people. The reverse contained the same general design 
elements as seen on current large cents, but modified to fit the 
smaller coin format, with finely rendered definition by the able 
hand of engraver James B. longacre. 

nGC Census: 7  3 finer within the designation (Proof-66 Bn finest).
Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Adams-

Woodin attribution.

es rable ho ce Proof 1858 Patter  e t

5 42 1858 atter  ce t. -198, P-229. ar t - -. ar e etters. Proof- 4 
N , or essentially so. Copper-nickel. Plain edge. 72.0 gns. ob-

verse is the regular issue die with the flying eagle, date, and legend  
reverse similar to the regular die of 1860, with an oak wreath and 
ornamented shield at the top and one CenT at the center. Tawny 
gold as usual for a copper-nickel coin of this vintage and the strike 
is challenged on the lower left obverse, sharper elsewhere. Minute 
traces of carbon. 

nGC Census: 1  5 finer (Proof-66 finest).
Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Adams-

Woodin attribution.

2  photo
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5 43 1858 atter  ce t. -203, P-247. ar t -3. Proof- 4 N . Cop-
per-nickel. Plain edge. 73.1 gns. The obverse shows the small 
eagle form-fitted to the round obverse with his wings caught in 
mid-flight and his neck reared back. sharply struck on this cop-
per-nickel planchet, a difficult task for the coiner to achieve as the 
25% nickel content makes planchets unusually stiff and lacking the 
desired ductility needed for striking coins. Perhaps the difficulty 
in striking the regular issue Flying eagle cents led to these experi-
ments with a smaller flying eagle and issue of this pattern. on the 
reverse the newer style oak wreath was used, with three arrows 
wrapped in a loose ribbon, ready to fly and serve their intended 
purpose. Finely executed acorns adorn the wreath as well, hold-
ing hope and seed for the future. Traces of carbon are seen with a 
loupe, but this one is attractive, sharp and pleasing overall. 

nGC Census: 8  5 (Proof-65 finest).
Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Adams-

Woodin attribution.

5 44 1858 atter  ce t. -208, P-253. ar t -1. Proof- 1 N . Copper-
nickel. Plain edge. 74.1 gns. Classic surfaces for a copper-nickel 
planchet with golden tan color and a few scattered flyspecks, 
primarily on the reverse. These are small and do not that detract. 
liberty’s cheek has a couple of album related fritzies of little 
consequence. The designs are essentially those adapted in 1859 
for regular cent production, as the Flying eagle cent was abruptly 
terminated soon after its introduction. 

Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Adams-
Woodin attribution.

5 45 1858 atter  ce t. -212, P-2 3. ar t -4. Proof- 3 N . re-
verse rim lamination at 4:00. Copper-nickel. Plain edge. 72.8 gns. 
delicate tan and copper hues with minimal fading of the original 
mint color. Moderate flyspecks or carbon spots adhere to the coin. 
nice and sharp, with bold definition and impressive surfaces. 
The obverse die is that of the normal production of the following 
year 1859, with liberty as an Indian princess, the reverse with 
the ornamented shield and oak wreath, modified on the shield 
but generally accepted by 1860 for coinage. This precursor led the 
way in 1858 with these bold new designs by James B. longacre. 

Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Adams-
Woodin attribution.

5 4  1859 atter  ce t. -228, P-272. ar t -1. S- 5 N . Copper-
nickel. Plain edge. 70.3 gns. regular obverse of 1859 with liberty as 
an Indian, date and unITed sTaTes oF aMerICa surrounding, 

reverse of 1860 with the oak wreath with shield at the top, one 
CenT at the center. Frosty mint lustre on both sides, attractive light 
tan color and minimal flyspecks or carbon on the surfaces. rich in 
eye appeal and sharply struck with a formidable fin, knife rim, or 
wire edge. obviously this pattern issue was quite popular and a 
considerable number were coined. In 1860 these designs became 
the standard for the cent until 1909 when the 100th anniversary 
of lincoln’s death overturned this popular design. 

Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Adams-
Woodin attribution.

5 47 1859 atter  half ollar. -238, P-294. ar t -5. Proof- 5 BN 
N . Copper. reeded edge. 167.3 gns. Mostly brown with 

some red in the protected areas and small patches of carbon 
near the lettering and devices. Boldly executed with no signs of 
striking deficiencies on liberty or the wreath. The obverse shows 
longacre’s French Head of liberty wearing a maple and oak tiara 
with a ribbon draped below inscribed lIBerTy. on the reverse 
the familiar “cereal wreath” of small grains implies bounty with 
HalF dollar at the center. result of this effort, the seated 
liberty design continued for another 32 years. 

nGC Census: 2  2 finer within the designation (Proof-66 Bn finest).
Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Adams-

Woodin attribution.

18 0 ra s t o al Patter  Half me
he o  W tho t a o tr

5 48 18 0 tra s t o al atter  half me. -2 7, P-315. ar t -4. S- 4 
P S . one of a mere 100 coined in 1860 and long included in most 

half dime date collections—as well as pattern collections—keep-
ing demand high. a coin that spans a major change in the design 
of the half dime, as the older style with stars on the obverse was 
combined with the new cereal wreath of corn, wheat, and cotton 
which replaced the smaller laurel wreath in 1860. during this 
transition, the county of origin was moved from the reverse to the 
obverse, thus unITed sTaTes oF aMerICa does not appear on 
this coin, and hence the name coin ithout a country was born. a 
satiny near-Gem with frosty lustre, pleasing golden russet toning 
with blue peripheral accents housed in a green insert PCGs holder. 
all seen have a thick die gouge up from the corner of the rock to 
the rim below the first star, an unusually heavy engraver’s scratch. 
The strike on this particular coin is better than usually seen, with 
just a couple of stars a trifle soft at the centers, and the bow area of 
the wreath slightly soft. Parallel striations on the reverse from worn 
equipment used to regulate and form planchets as always seen. 

#004373

2  photo
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are o er 18 2 a le Patter
O  O  S  e erse
e  for est BN ert e

5 49 18 2 atter  ea le. -297, P-355. ar t - -. Proof- 5 BN P S . 
Bronzed copper. reeded edge. Medium to deep chocolate brown 
with some deeper highlights in the recessed areas. a pleasing 
example with totally natural surfaces that are as yet untouched by 
any well-meaning “coin doctor” in today’s numismatic field. The 
strike is crisp and sharp, the obverse die is that used for regular-
issue gold eagles of the date, the reverse similar to the circulating 
pieces but with God our TrusT on a ribbon above the eagle’s 
head. Tied for finest Bn example of this popular rarity certified 
thus far by PCGs, and important as such. Choice for the grade, 
undeniably so. 

PCGs Population: 6  none finer within the Bn designation.
#060447

5 50 18 3 atter  ce t. -299, P-359. ar t -3. h  la chet. e al 
t r . Proof- 4 BN N . Bronze. Plain edge. 50.0 gns. Faded 
mint red in the protected areas but generally light brown overall. 
a couple of traces of carbon are found under scrutiny, along with 
fine die polishing lines on liberty’s face and crossing the feathers 
of her headdress. These are the regular dies used for coinage in 
1863 but the planchet is considerably different. This planchet is 
much thinner than the usual copper-nickel ones seen, as it lacks 
the usual nickel alloy. struck with a medal turn orientation for the 
reverse. 

The economic pressures of the Civil War disrupted commerce immensely. 
Gold disappeared from circulation by 1861, silver followed quickly and even 
the new copper small cents left circulation to hide in tin cans and wooden 
bowls everywhere, leaving merchants searching for some way to make change 
and conduct business. By 1863 the moneychangers demanded two (or more) 
paper dollars for a single gold or silver dollar. Cents were not to be found. 
substitutes of every stripe were created to fill the void. Civil War merchant 
tokens and encased postage stamps were common and filled the demand 
for the smallest change. another problem was faced head on by the coiners, 
they hated using nickel as an alloy, it was too hard, ate up dies like chocolate 
and was difficult to get coins to strike up fully. This experimental planchet 
was used to test a simple straightforward copper planchet. The results were 
a tremendous improvement, striking quality was excellent, dies lasted longer 
before cracking or failing, and the coins would last nearly as long in circula-
tion as the copper-nickel ones then in use. laws change slowly, and it was 
another full year before the nickel was removed from the cent planchets, but 
made its reappearance in the new “nickel” five-cent coinage of 1866 as well 
as the curious three-cent “nickel” coinage of 1865. Troubled economic times 
continued well into the following decades.

Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Adams-
Woodin attribution.

are x er me tal 18 4 o er N ckel a  e t

5 51 18 4 atter  ce t. -35 b, P-42 a. ar t -8. Proof- 4 N . 
Copper-nickel. Plain edge. die alignment 170 . 50.0 gns. Perhaps 
a bit finer technically, but limited at the moment by some moder-
ate carbon flecks on both sides. Well mirrored fields and frosted 
devices, with fully struck design elements that show no handling 
disturbances. struck from the regular issue dies but on a much 
thinner planchet, roughly the same thickness as the later bronze 
cents of 1864, but this is the old style copper-nickel blend so hated 
by the mint workers, just trimmed down. The weight and thickness 
give it away, as otherwise it appears to be a regular copper-nickel 
Proof of this year. In addition to the weight, the reverse die was 
rotated about 10  counterclockwise, as seen on one other of this 
issue. a classic transitional coin used to test the new planchet 
thickness adopted in late 1864. 

nGC Census: 1  4 finer (Proof-66 finest).

are 18 5 N ckel a  e t Patter

5 52 18 5 atter  ce t. -40 . P-47 . ar t - -. Proof- 5 P S . nickel. 
Plain edge. Highly lustrous silver gray with somewhat reflective 
fields and matte-like, frosty motifs. attractive golden highlights 
grace both sides. struck from a slightly rotated reverse die, top of 
shield points to 1:00 rather than 12:00. The uspatterns.com website 
notes: “These are so-called regular dies trial pieces but most of 
these off-metal coins were deliberately struck for sale to collectors 
often as part of complete sets.” We suspect that more than one 
serious Indian cent aficionado will have his or her eyes on this 
prize as it crosses the auction block. 

PCGs Population: 6  3 finer within any designation (all Proof-66).
#060583

5 53 18 5 atter  three ce ts. -413, P-484. ar t -5. Proof- 3 BN 
N . Copper. Plain edge. 36.3 gns. repunched date left and high. 

Beautiful aged copper hues of chocolate brown and bold through-
out. The surfaces are a delight to study with no distractions. These 
are the regular dies used for coinage of this denomination, but the 
planchet is copper instead of the expected copper-nickel alloy. 
Impressive quality and eye appeal. Close inspection of the date 
shows distinct repunching on all the digits, but most notably seen 
on 1 65. 

nGC Census: 1  2 finer within the designation. (Proof-65 Bn finest).
Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Adams-

Woodin attribution.
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em Proof 18 5 o er Half a le Patter
-44 , H h ar t -

No e ra e  er b  N

5 54 18 5 atter  half ea le. -44 , P-518. ar t - . Proof-  BN N . 
Copper. reeded edge. deep mint orange with rose highlights. struck 
from the regular-issue obverse for the date but with the reverse that 
would be adopted in 1866 with In God We TrusT on a ribbon 
above the reverse eagle. The uspatterns.com website notes: “These 
are believed to have been struck in 1865 although they may also 
have been restruck in the early 1870s. The first definite appearance 
of this design was in the april 1870 auction by John Haseltine of 
coins from the Idler collection. a possible earlier listing may be 
Cogan’s september 1869 sale. Two examples of this design are 
known in gold - J445/P517 - Farouk’s, first offered in a June 1870 
Mason and Company sale, the other in the smithsonian. over a 
dozen are known in copper, J446/P518, and were first offered in 
Haseltine’s april 1870 sale of some Idler patterns. Idler is famous 
today as one of the collector/dealers who had ‘connections’ with 
the mint. a few of these have been gilded.” What may be the finest 
copper example of the type is about to cross the auction block. 

nGC Census: 5  none finer within any designation.

er Po lar Wash to  Ob erse Patter  N ckel

5 55 18  atter  e ce ts. -472. P-5 3. ar t -7-. Proof- 4 B N . 
Bronze. Plain edge. 73.0 gns. Washington obverse with date 1866 
below, the reverse with short 5 at the center, leafy laurel wreath sur-
rounding and unITed sTaTes oF aMerICa surrounding. Faded 
copper color with ample mint red and some tan intermixed with a 
spot or two. With the popularity of Washington even generations after 
his death, it is surprising that this design was not adopted. Perhaps it 
was the recent assassination of lincoln that skewed public opinion, 
and the presidential obverse idea was shelved for another era. 

nGC Census: 1  1 finer within the designation (Proof-65 rB finest).
Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Adams-

Woodin attribution.

are a  m orta t 18  Patter  Sh el  N ckel
o er, all 5 e erse e

5 5  18  atter  e ce ts. -503, P-588. ar t -8. Proof- 1 BN N . 
Bronze. Plain edge. 59.7 gns. deep mahogany brown with lighter 
areas in the fields that glow under a light. The strike is medallic, 
with razor thin fins and starched edges. obverse is the regular 
dies adapted in 1866, but with the minute centering dot within the 
vertical shield lines, the reverse with the busy laurel leaf in clusters 
and berries wreath with the tall 5 at the center and the country of 
origin in large letters arcing over the top two-thirds of the coin. 
For identification there is a small nick on the obverse rim close to 
3:00 directed down onto the obverse and slightly pushing out the 
rim of the coin as opposed to a more typical “oops I dropped it” 
edge bump. a rarity for a connoisseur. 

nGC Census: 1  none finer. This is the only example graded by nGC.
Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Adams-

Woodin attribution.

ho ce Proof 18  Wash to  e- e ts Patter
o er, o ble Str ck, -517, H h ar t -7

est BN ert e  b  P S

5 57 18  atter  e ce ts. -517. P-544. ar t -7 . Proof- 3 BN P S . 
Copper. Plain edge. Broadly double struck on the reverse with just 
a mild shift on the obverse. The first strike had a reverse die align-
ment of about 160  with the flat top of the five pointing at about 
11:00 on reverse  the second, dominate strike is rotated to about 300 , 
with the flat top of the 5 now pointing toward 4:00. a few scattered 
marks are present, though such is often the lot for Proof-63 pieces. 
The present specimen is medium to deep golden tan and a few tiny 
spots of detritus can be seen on the reverse. Pleasing natural surfaces. 
a prized rarity for those who appreciate the five-cents series and 
for those who collect coinage that features Father of our Country. 

PCGs Population: 1  none finer within the Bn designation.
#060714

2  photo

2  photo

5 58 18 7 atter  e ce ts. -5 1, P- 22. ar t -5. Proof- 3 N . aluminum. Plain edge. 22.6 gns. as the 
shield nickel was introduced in 1866 it seems a little forward to already be changing the entire design. 
nevertheless, these were heady days at the Philadelphia Mint and where there were ideas, there were dies 
to engrave to try them out. This depicts liberty wearing an Indian headdress with four stars and a ban-
ner proclaiming unIon & lIBerTy, perhaps referring to the wellspring of good feelings after Civil War 
hostilities had ended in 1865. longacre boldly signed his work with his name in letters below liberty. on 
the reverse an immense shield is centered with a large V at the center for the denomination, with a tiny In 
God We TrusT above. struck in aluminum and copper, with both versions seen with plain or reeded 
edges. a curious feature as these were not intended to be silver or gold, metals that usually have reeding. 

nGC Census: 2  4 finer (Proof-64 finest).
Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Adams-Woodin attribution.
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5 59 18 7 atter  e ce ts. -5 , P- 27. ar t - . Proof- 1 N . 
nickel. Plain edge. 75.9 gns. Toning subdues the surface vibrancy. 
some ancient hairline scratches are only detectable with effort, as 
well as a small ding on the rim above (sTaT)e(s). obverse shows 
the head from the three-cent nickel enlarged to fit a five-cent sized 
planchet, and the reverse has a thin laurel wreath with the new 
(1866) motto In God We TrusT in tiny letters at the top and a 
large 5 (unlike the later V in roman numerals) and remarkably 
CenTs below in tiny letters, foreshadowing the lack of CenTs a 
few years later seen on the new V nickels of 1883. 

nGC Census: 1  9 finer (Proof-66 finest).
Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Adams-

Woodin attribution.

5 0 18 8 atter  ce t. - 08, P- 73 ar. . ar t -4. Proof- 3 N . 
nickel. Plain edge. 23.9 gns. Bright and satiny with traces of carbon 
on both sides, typical of the issue. Fully struck, scarce and desir-
able. like the 1869 J-666 to follow, this pattern closely mimics the 
three-cent nickel then in production, but squeezed down in size 
onto a one-cent nickel sized planchet. liberty’s head is pleasing, 
and the laurel wreath of the reverse is somewhat overpowered by 
the immense size of the columnar I for the denomination. 

Incorrectly attributed as J-605 on the nGC insert.
Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Adams-

Woodin attribution.

5 1 18 8 atter  three ce ts. - 15, P- 80. ar t -5. Proof- 4 N . 
nickel. Plain edge. 45.1 gns. a solid Gem were it not for carbon 
speckling on both sides that is consistent with this collection. 
reflective fields and boldly struck devices throughout, and a 
well made example from these dies. similar to the regular dies, 
but the obverse has a broad rim, liberty’s head seems smaller 
and the reverse shows the agricultural wreath and bold III for the 
denomination, as opposed to the thinner laurel wreath seen on 
the regular issue coins. 

nGC Census: 5  5 finer (Proof-66 finest).
Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Adams-

Woodin attribution.

5 2 18 8 atter  e ce ts. - 33, P-705. ar t -5. Proof- 2 N . 
nickel. Plain edge. 75.0 gns. Toned with more than the usual taupe 
over reflective fields with a generous dusting of flyspecks and a 
couple of small carbon spots. a coin that has been exposed to the 
elements for a little too long but can likely be recovered to a large 
degree. sharply struck throughout and a curious pattern as it 
employs the three-cent nickel head for liberty enlarged to fit the 
nickel sized planchet, a five pointed star on the crown of liberty 
that frankly seems out of place, and the reverse has longacre’s 
laurel and berry wreath with an immense V for the denomina-
tion at the center, with In God We TrusT—the newly adopted 
motto— on a ribbon with a Maltese cross mounted above as a finial. 
Fine dentils surround, and broad flat rims frame the devices. 

Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Adams-
Woodin attribution.

t c  18 8 Patter  10 Patter  Str ck  l m m

5 3 18 8 atter  ea le. - 3, P-73 . ar t - -. Proof- 5 O 
N . aluminum. reeded edge. 43.5 gns. This is a beautiful 

pattern issue that shows excellent surface quality, well frosted 
devices and clean mirror fields. Perhaps 25 of these are known 
to memorialize this engraving effort. The obverse shows a modi-
fied liberty from the usual coronet design, this one with a more 
rounded chin, fuller cheek and looser hair that is bound in a ribbon 
at the back, the tiara inscribed lIBerTy with dots above and a 
broad open area beneath, perhaps for addition of stars later on as 
longacre favored. surrounded by stars and the date below, and 
at first glance similar to the regular issue. on the reverse the eagle 
and shield are stiff, more stylized and smaller than the regular 
issue, otherwise this has the same design elements and locations 
as the regular issue eagles of 1868. 

nGC Census: 2  1 finer within the designation (Proof-67 Cameo finest).
Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Adams-

Woodin attribution.

a  of the atter s  th s sale were ho se   
al H. Ser l co  hol ers mo te   a Ser l 

alb m. ttr b te  to ams-Woo  mbers o  the 
hol ers, these atter s all were clearl  collecte  before 
the a e t of the  refere ce  the late 1950s.
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5 4 18 9 atter  ce t. - , P-741. ar t -5. Proof- 2 N . nickel. 
Plain edge. 22.8 gns. Bright with just a hint of gold toning and scat-
tered flyspecks to mark the passage of time. attractive surfaces and 
well balanced. This pattern was designed to propose a circulating 
cent made out of nickel that would match the current three-cent 
nickel coinage and fit hand in glove with the shield nickel as 
well. Clearly a hat tip to Joseph Wharton, who happened to own 
a virtual monopoly on the western hemispheres nickel mines. 
Furthermore Wharton was deeply connected with our mints rul-
ing families, and having little or no industrial value, nickel was 
useless for much else aside from coinage. Curiously nickel was 
even ill suited to coinage, being far too hard to strike efficiently, 
destructive to dies and coining equipment and generally the bane 
of mint employees to handle. Political connections pay off, and 
nickel continued in use then as now. This current proposal of 1869 
for a nickel cent was mercifully rejected, and coinage of the popular 
French bronze Indian cent continued. nevertheless, the design of 
a smaller head of liberty taken from the three-cent nickel piece 
translated nicely into this one-cent sized format, the reverse with 
the laurel wreath and central I for the denomination. 

Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Adams-
Woodin attribution.

Po lar Barber S l er 1870 Patter  Half ollar
-933, ow ar t -7

5 5 1870 atter  half ollar. -933, P-1039. ar t -7-. Proof- 4 O 
N . silver. reeded edge. a beautiful design that utilizes Bar-

ber’s young seated liberty to left coupled with the regular-issue 
reverse die of the date. Highly reflective fields and frosty motifs 
form a deep cameo contrast , the finest seen by nGC within their 
CaMeo designation. Truly beautiful. 

nGC Census: 1  none finer within the CaMeo designation.

lass c Sta ar  S l er 1870 Half ollar Patter  
Str ck  l m m

are h s

5  1870 atter  half ollar. -980, P-1093. ar t -7 . Proof- 4 
O N . aluminum. Plain edge. 50.2 gns. a well frosted 

near Gem that shows a few patches of roughness that appear to 
be into the surface on the lower obverse and one of the reverse 
stars. Bright and untoned with glittering mirror fields and ample 
frost on the devices. on this obverse liberty sports a cap which 
has a curious curved up handle on the back of it, perhaps in the 
style of the day. This one has the large B tucked above the ribbon. 
The reverse has an open laurel and oak wreath, denomination 
centered, date below and sTandard sIlVer arcing over all. 
one of perhaps four to six known and this one apparently off the 
market for a few generations at least. a single example has been 
graded between both services, that a Gem Proof-65 at PCGs. 

nGC Census: 1  none finer. This is the only one graded at nGC.
Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Adams-

Woodin attribution.

o acre s a  Pr cess es  Patter  arter 
  o er

5 7 1871 atter  twe t - e ce ts. -1094, P-1230. ar t -7  Proof- 4 
B N . Copper. reeded edge. 84.0 gns. The obverse depicts 

a cameo version without stars or legends of longacre’s famed 
Indian princess. This carefully crafted model of liberty is similar 
yet updated from the standard Gobrecht liberty seated design. 
longacre’s liberty is shown as an Indian princess with feather 
headdress seated upon the world draped lIBerTy, with two flags 
behind. she holds a staff with the slave’s cap of freedom hoisted 
at the upper end. on the reverse the regular quarter die was used, 
this one shows a few raised lumps from die rust. surface color is 
red with minor fading and scattered carbon flecks are present on 
both sides. Fully struck and a formidable rarity with the survival 
estimate of four to six pieces, the present one has been off the 
market for a few generations. 

nGC Census: 1  1 finer within the designation (Proof-65 rB finest).
Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Adams-

Woodin attribution.

are 1881 Patter  bert  N ckel  l m m

5 8 1881 atter  e ce ts. -1 73, P-1874. ar t -7-. Proof- 4 N . 
aluminum. Plain edge. 24.0 gns. a very choice coin but for some 
microscopic tics on liberty’s face and a carbon trace at the top of 
the denomination on the left vertical. The obverse is close to the 
regular issue liberty nickel but dated 1881 and struck in alumi-
num, a metal better suited to airplanes than coinage. The reverse 
is the complex amalgam of wheat, corn and cotton arranged in a 
wreath. Free of all but a trace of carbon and the delicate wire edge 
shows a graze on the upper right reverse. Perhaps 10 of these exist 
in aluminum, and thus quite rare. 

nGC Census: 2  1 finer (Proof-65).
Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Adams-

Woodin attribution.
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are a  m orta t 1882 bert  N ckel  
Patter   o er

5 9 1882 atter  e ce ts. -1 81, P-1884. ar t -7 . Proof- 4 B 
N . Copper. Plain edge. 79.0 gns. Faded mint red on both sides 

with attractive tan over the vibrant mirror surfaces. a couple of 
small specks from a Gem grade, with traces of carbon adhering to 
the delicate surfaces. Fully struck and quite pleasing for this rare 
issue, of which perhaps four to six are known. This same issue 
was also struck in nickel with five ridges on the edge to allow the 
blind people of america to know what the denomination was by 
feel  curiously this need has still not been addressed by the pow-
ers that be for the currency and coin of the realm. apparently the 
shield design was no longer popular and liberty replaced that 
iconic war device on the obverse. 

nGC Census: 3  1 finer within the designation (Proof-65 rB).
Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Adams-

Woodin attribution.

5 70 1882 atter  e ce ts. -1 84, P-188 . ar t - -. Proof- 2 N . 
nickel. Plain edge. 73.3 gns. similar to the adapted design, which 
employs the same head of liberty but moves the country of origin 
and motto to the reverse. Toned with taupe and flyspecks, as so 
often seen on early nickel coinage. on the reverse the wreath is 
large and somewhat cumbersome given the size of the coin with 
trimmed stems nearly touching the dentils, and the wheat, corn, 
and cotton extending nearly to the rims as well, the center has the 
large V for the denomination although the statement of cents or 
dollars has not been noticed as lacking. a scarce issue with perhaps 
25 to 30 known. 

nGC Census: 1  7 finer (Proof-65 finest).
Accompanied by its original . Sergl cardboard holder ith Adams-

Woodin attribution.

Po lar 1882 bert  N ckel Patter
-1 87, ow ar t -

5 71 1882 atter  e ce ts. -1 87, P-1889. ar t - -. Proof- 2 P S . 
nickel. Plain edge. obverse head of liberty, date placement, and 
stars all similar to the style adopted in 1883, but with In God 
We TrusT arching over liberty’s head. reverse style close to 
that adopted in 1883. somewhat reflective fields and frosty motifs 
show pale rose and champagne highlights. 

#062092

ConFederaTe sTaTes oF 
aMerICa CoIns

he are a  mat c 18 1 Bea re ar  me
x r l Bra  ollect o

5 72 ON  S S O  . 18 1 Br a er e eral 
. . Bea re ar  me.  silver, 17.7mm, 2.15 grams (33.1 grains). 

reeded edge, crude 2.4mm hole at 12:00. Fine-12. obv. Head l., 
B G. GE . C.S.A. - G. . BEAU EGA  C. . below the trunca-

tion. rev. laurel wreath encloses MA ASSAS  2  JUL   8 . This 
enigmatic piece is of the same fabric as the other known Confeder-
ate “dime” that portrays the bearded President Jefferson davis. 
examples of the Beauregard and davis “dimes” were known in 
the late 1860s and have since appeared in such great name sales 
as Garrett, Brand, and Ford. There has been endless speculation 
over their nature and origin. Most known are holed, while others 
show traces of a loop that would argue use as a pendant or patriotic 
badge. some writers have been encouraged to believe that the edge 
reeding bolsters their hope that the items were intended to serve 
as coins or tokens. some efforts have been made to prove a French 
origin by cataloguers lacking real familiarity with contemporary 
French medalets. The signature “C.r.” is not encountered on the 
many “street medals” produced in France in 1848-1870, few of 
which were ever struck in silver, and the comparatively crude die 
work is by no means typical of French popular medals of that era. 
The present Beauregard piece shows wear consistent with long 
years as a pocket piece by someone who venerated the General’s 
memory. It was part of the great Virgil M. Brand Collection and 
was acquired by that noteworthy Chicago collector from B.H. 
Collins on Jan. 26, 1905 for the then-significant price of $25. 

louisiana native Pierre Gustave Toutant Beauregard (1818-1893) graduated 
West Point and was one of several southern officers who fought with great 
distinction in the Mexican War. He had just been appointed superintendent at 
West Point when his native state seceded. Beauregard was swiftly appointed 
Brigadier General of the new Confederate army, directing the attack on Fort 
sumter. This medalet recalls his victory over union forces at First Manassas 
(Bull run), which made him an acclaimed hero throughout the south. Beau-
regard served throughout “the War of northern aggression,” and published 
memoirs in 1891 that involved him in lively disputes with Jefferson davis 
and General J.e. Johnston.

From Bo ers and Merena’s sale of the irgil M. Brand Collection, 
Part , the Jane Brand Allen Estate, o ember 983, Lot 80.

2  photo
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amo s 18 1 Scott estr ke .S. . 50

5 73 18 1 Scott .S. . estr ke. N N  P S . net eF-45, 
sharpness of au-50 or finer, some old, well-hidden scratches on 
the federal side of the coin. struck by J.W. scott and Company of 
new york City from a Confederate die that came to light in the 
late 1870s. once the die was obtained, scott reportedly took some 
500 1861-dated federal half dollars, no doubt many of them from 
new orleans, planed the reverse from the coins and used the 
confederate die to “restrike” the pieces. rich olive-gold surfaces 
yield an overall pleasurable view. an exciting bidding opportunity 
awaits half dollar specialists and C.s.a. enthusiasts alike. 

#340402

CoIns oF HaWaII
5 74 1883 Hawa a  arter ollar. S- 3 P . deeply prooflike, with 

lightly scattered contact marks. 

ho ce 1883 Hawa  Half ollar

5 75 1883 Hawa a  half ollar. S- 4 P S . a beautiful example, 
considerably finer than what is usually encountered for this type. 
Bold lustre over mostly brilliant silver surfaces that show just faint 
greenish gold toning at the lower left of the obverse and soft rose 
across the reverse. 

PCGs Population: 52  10 finer (Ms-66 finest).
#010991

5 7  1883 alaka a  half ollar. S- 3 P S . sharply struck and 
delightfully lustrous with frosty surfaces that exhibit warm gold 
and rose iridescence. Choice for the grade and in a completely 
natural state. 

#010991

5 77 1883 Hawa a  half ollar. -45. Cleaned and brushed years ago, 
but this example has regained much natural gray and blue toning 
and is now quite presentable. 

5 78 1883 alaka a  ollar. -58 N  ACAAC . a deeply toned 1883 
Hawaii silver dollar with bursts of mint brilliance in the protected 
areas. Pale lilac and rose toning graces both sides. 

5 79 H W . alaka a , 1874-1891. kah  ala, 1883. -20. Cs-5, 
KM-7. obverse has the bust of the King facing right  the reverse 
has the full Coat of arms and denomination 1d. struck by the 
u.s. Mint in san Francisco and designed by Charles Barber, this 
popular coin was able to be redeemed until 1904 at par with the 
u.s. dollar. The present example exhibits some rim bruises and 
some extensive rim smoothing mainly on the reverse. Pale silver 
and gray patina with some light gold overtones. a decent appear-
ing example of Hawaiian coinage when it was still a Kingdom. 

5 80 1879 ah l   Wa l k  . . 12  toke . e calf 2 -8. -
53 BN N . . . . .  2  amid arabes ues. e . . .  879. with 
similar ornamentation. a remarkably high-grade example of the 
charming token of Hawaii’s only significant railroad. 

The nGC slab calls this “Te-4aa,” but that number in the second edition 
of Medcalf-russell is a Wailuku Plantation issue.

CoIns oF THe PHIlIPPInes
5 81 PH PP N S. .S. m strat o . Pair of PCGs-certified 

Centavos: I 1908 s Ms-64 rB I 1906 s Ms-64 Bn. San Francisco. 
KM 163. First coin shows bold cartwheel lustre, second is medium 
brown. (Total: 2 pieces) 

5 82 PH PP N S. .S. m strat o . Centavo, 1912 s. San Fran-
cisco. KM 163. S- 4 B P S . Pleasing rose-red toning deepens 
over rIC of aMerICa on this example of an elusive early date of 
this workhorse denomination.  

5 83 PH PP N S. .S. m strat o . Centavos: I 1926 M Ms-
64 rB (PCGs) I 1932 M Ms-65 rB (PCGs) I 1933 M Ms-64 rB 
(PCGs). Manila. KM 163. a wealth of assertive mint red character-
izes this trio of boldly struck bronze coins of the then-new Manila 
facility. (Total: 3 pieces) 
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5 84 PH PP N S. .S. m strat o . Centavos: I 1934 M Ms-65 
rB (nGC). KM 163 I 1937 M Ms-65 rd (nGC). KM 179 I 1939 
M Ms-64 rB (nGC). KM 179 I 1940 M Ms-64 rB (nGC). KM 
179. Manila. Generally bold mint red drenches these examples of a 
workhorse denomination of the colonial and later Commonwealth 
bronze I Plus 1943 laurel medal. Facing Busts. Basso 166. Ms-
63 Bn (nGC). laurel and Vargas busts vis  vis. rev. Katipunan 
triangle. (Total: 5 pieces) 

5 85 PH PP N S. .S. m strat o . 5 Centavos, 1918 s. San 
Francisco. KM 170. Mule. eF-40 (PCGs). a high quality example of 
one of the famous mules of this series, struck with the 5 Centavos 
obverse and reverse die of the reduced-size silver 20 Centavos 
with its wider shield and very small date. The existence of this 
combination became known after 1922, limiting the number of 
really high-grade specimens. 

5 8  PH PP N S. .S. m strat o . ot of m xe  e om a-
t o s. 5 Centavos: I 1937 M I 1938 M. Manila. KM 180. Both 

S- 4 N . With lovely full lustre. 10 Centavos: I 1913 s 
S- 2 N . San Francisco. KM 169 I 1935 M S- 3 P S . 

Manila. KM 169 I 1941 M S- 5 N . Manila. KM 181. Two 
exhibit subdued lustre, third is a blazer. 20 Centavos: I 1903 s 
eF-40 (nGC). San Francisco. KM 166. rich old-gold toning I 1918 
s S- 4 N . San Francisco. KM 170. Full dazzling lustre. (Total: 
7 pieces) 

5 87 PH PP N S. .S. m strat o . 10 Centavos, 1911 s. San 
Francisco. S- 2 N . sharply struck, boasting plentiful flash-
ing silver lustre with a wisp of palest gold toning. 

5 88 PH PP N S. .S. m strat o . 20 Centavos, 1904. KM 
166. S- 4 P S . Tawny peripheral gold adds to the appeal 
of a meticulous strike, making this an ideal type coin of the first 
series. 

5 89 PH PP N S. .S. m strat o . 20 Centavos, 1928/7 M. 
Manila. KM 174. Mule. au-53 (PCGs). a highly collectible, largely 
lustrous example of another american-Philippine mule, a bold 
overdate with the large digits identifying the reverse as that 
intended for the 5 Centavos. one of 100,000 struck. 

5 90 PH PP N S. .S. m strat o . Peso, 1904 s. San Francisco. 
KM 168. S- 3 P S . Cartwheel coruscating lustre amplifies 
the beauty of a precise strike, making this a charming type coin 
for the Melicio Figueroa standing lady design. 

PrIVaTe and TerrITorIal 
Gold CoIns

5 91 ate  1842-1850  . Bechtler 1. a -24. ar t -2. -55 or 
better in terms of wear, but there is a rather heavy scratch between 
CarolIna and Gold on the reverse and a couple of small digs 
on the obverse. lustrous light yellow gold with prooflike reflectiv-
ity among the letters of the legend. 

stro s ho ce  1849 offat  o. 10
e  for est ra e  b  N

a - a, H h ar t -5

5 92 1849 offat  o. 10. - a. ar t -5 . ar e ate. -58 I 
N . Incredibly rich lustre practically leaps from the surfaces 

of this delightful bright olive gold Moffat & Co. eagle. The marks 
are at a minimum, the frosty highlights are near maximum, the 
strike is bold, and the eye appeal trumps them all—the nGC 
“star” is well-deserved here. Tied for finest certified by nGC with 
two other examples, the present coin may well be a candidate for 
Condition Census for the variety. nice enough to warrant a good 
look before you decide your bidding strategy. 

nGC Census: 3  none finer within the designation.

2  photo

2  photo
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5 93 heo ore bos  s oo . ca. 1829-50 . 171 mm. 414.4 grains. Back 
marked with two incuse rectangles holding raised-letter maker’s 
identification, THeo: duBosQ/ PHIladelPHIa. Handle 
engraved with capital C within die-struck raised wreath. some 
minor tip wear, a handsome example. all artifacts associated with 
Gold rush private coiners are of the greatest interest to collectors 
of Pioneer gold. a coin silver ladle measuring 12 inches in length 
made by Theodore dubosq and bearing identical dubosq maker’s 
marks appeared in our sale of the John J. Ford Jr. Collection (lot 
3314). It had been part of the great Henry Clifford Collection of 
Western americana and was purchased by Ford. described by the 
Ford cataloguer as “overall Fine or so,” the ladle realized $8,300

Theodore dubosq sr. was a respected jeweler-silversmith of north second 
street. The Philadelphia evening Bulletin for Jan. 18, 1849 reported his sailing 
for California on January 9, taking “with him the machinery for melting and 
coining gold, and stamping it with a private mark, so as to establish a currency 
which will afford the greater convenience and facility for dealing in the raw 
material.” dies were cut for distinctive coins bearing an obverse circle of stars 

around T. duBosQ/ 1849 but only rare copper strikes exist from them. White 
metal, liberty head splashers with duBosQ & Co. on the coronet are also 
known. liberty head gold dubosq coins of $5 and $10 are eagerly sought by 
collectors, the $10 denomination bearing an unusually high quality liberty 
head believed by some researchers to be the work of James B. longacre, a 
former neighbor in dubosq’s home town of Philadelphia. 

are 1852 Wass, ol tor  o. a le
a -3, ar t -7

5 94 1852 Wass, ol tor  o. 10. Small Hea . -3. ar t -7. e-15 
P S . Medium yellow gold with deep orange highlights at the 

rims. Well-circulated but not heavily marked, surprising after such 
a long stint in circulation. Magnification reveals a few scattered 
marks, but the unassisted eye appeal is substantial for the grade. 
a rare variety that will see spirited bidding. 

#010345

stro s  1855 Wass, ol tor  o. 50

5 95 1855 Wass, ol tor,  o. 50 ol . -9. ar t -5. -50 P S . Medium honey gold centers yield 
quickly to richly varied orange and crimson at the rims. scattered marks are present as befits a large, 
heavy gold coin that saw a somewhat lengthy stay in the channels of commerce. The retained lustre 
is nothing short of intense which adds greatly to the overall appeal. We note that fewer than a dozen 
examples of the issue have been graded au-50 or finer by PCGs. a popular rarity from the heady 
days of america’s Gold rush, and an issue that was struck not long after the presses at the united 
states Mint at san Francisco chugged into coinage production. 

PCGs Population: 4  7 finer (Ms-63 finest).
#010363

2  photo
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5 9  1849 al for a 5 toke . -1. -40 N . Brass. reeded edge. 
Federal-style head of liberty to left, 13 stars around, date below, 
reverse with kneeling ‘49er panning in the gold fields. deep 
olive gold with no heavy marks. a nice example, well circulated, 
of a game counter dated 1849 and with California motifs on the 
reverse. Could this token speak, it probably would tell of many 
faro, poker, and other games in the Wild West. Who knows  an 
unofficial issue about which little is known concerning its history, 
but it is infinitely interesting and highly collectable. 

These pieces are listed by don Kagin in his Pri ate Gold Coins and Patterns 
of the United States under the heading of “Miscellaneous Counters and Tokens.” 
see p. 374 of Kagin’s book.

5 97 18 1-18 2 . . o wa  estr ke Set for e er t 50th -
ersar . Brass 19, 5, 2.50. a  3-1. ho ce c rc late . Trio of 

restrikes from the original dies that were not apparently used in 
the 1860s, in gold-stamped custom lucite holder with reproduction 
map of the Breckinridge district mining region including historic 
Georgia Gulch. a delightful set in near-pristine setting. (Total: 3 
pieces) 

CalIFornIa FraCTIonal 
Gold

5 98 ate  1853  o  25 . bert  Hea . B -222. ar t -2. 
S- 4 P S . satiny olive gold with somewhat reflective fields, 

frosty motifs, and strong, active lustre. Choice for the grade with a 
stronger strike than typically encountered for the variety. one of 
the early nouizillet pieces that were produced for actual circula-
tion at the height of the Gold rush. 

die state I, perfect dies.
#010407

5 99 1852- N o  50 . bert  Hea . B -407. ar t -4. -58 
P S . Tawny gold toning over both sides and a cluster of 

scratches are seen in the field before liberty’s face. Bold d. n. 
below the bust defines this variety. 

#010443

5700 1853 Octa o al 1. B -523. ar t -5. -55 N . deep irides-
cent blue and rose-gold toning over surfaces that have retained 
some lustre in the protected areas. struck from the perfect dies of 
this variety with no die cracks or cuds at star 7. a popular and 
scarce denomination within this highly collected series from an 
issuer (deriberpie) that was only in business for probably less 
than a year and a half. His dollar gold coins weighed about 30% 
less than the u.s. gold dollar so it was doubtful that many were 
accepted in every day transactions at full value. 

5701 1870 Octa o al 25 . B -757. ar t - . S- 4 P , were it not for 
scattered shallow scrapes and pinscratches. Prooflike surfaces on 
both sides magnify the rich lustre. Good detail is also a character-
istic of this small coin that was first minted during the California 
Gold rush era. 

5702 187  Octa o al 50 . bert  Hea . B -932. ar t -4 . -58 
N . Period II. Plain edge. deep yellow gold with distinctive 

olive highlights on reflective fields and lightly frosted motifs. some 
faint rub is noted on the high points, though no serious marks are 
reported. Just a half dozen examples of BG-932 have been certified 
at a finer grade by nGC. one of the “Baby Head” varieties from 
the firm of Herman J. Brand, san Francisco. 

nGC Census: 1  6 finer within the designation (Ms-66). 
die alignment: 360  when turned on its hori ontal axis in relation to the 

side of the coin facing out of the nGC holder, entire reverse up-side down 
instead of right-side up if the dies had been aligned at 180 .

5703 18 8 o  50 . bert  Hea . B -1008. ar t -5. S- 5 P S . 
Frosty olive-gold surfaces with modest cameo contrast on both 
sides. strong supportive lustre and a bold strike are worth men-
tioning. not a great rarity, but certainly enough at Ms-65 to draw 
serious bidding attention. We note that no finer example of BG-
1008 has been certified by PCGs. 

PCGs Population: 1  none finer within the variety designation.
#010837

u.s. MInT InGoTs

5704 Sa  ra c sco t S l er ot 1202, . . .99975 e. c r-
c late . 91 x 69.5 x 14.2mm, 24.06 Troy ounces. Top surface bears 
oval federal eagle and notably double struck legend M  OF 

E U E  S A ES. A  SA  F A C SCO. somewhat uneven 
surfaces as cast, close examination reveals that the “0” in 1202 was 
punched over an earlier “1.” all surviving san Francisco Mint bars 
of 20 ounces or more are distinctly scarce today. 

5705 Sa  ra c sco t .9995 e S l er ot, . . c rc late . 
57 x 34.3 x 10.04mm, 6.25 Troy ounces. Top surface bears oval 
federal eagle and legend M  OF E U E  S A ES. A  SA  
F A C SCO. surfaces are generally smooth, all details of logo and 
punches are precise. a charming example of these undated san 
Francisco Mint bars, that have become a desired collectible. 

2  photo

2  photo

photo reduced
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570  1849 No , O e  Wreath. S- 8  N . The first gold dollars, 
presumably including pieces of this type, were issued early in 
May. as time went on, there were changes in the spacing of the 
stars with relation to the border, and the size of the stars, across 
various dies. on the present coin, the definition of the stars, hair 
curls, wreath, and legends is far sharper than normally encoun-
tered on Type I gold dollars. Velvet-silk fields offer considerable 
semi-reflectivity, as would be expected from an early strike such as 
this. Close scrutiny reveals a minor reverse lamination just above 
the M in aMerICa, otherwise remarkably fresh yellow golden 
surfaces are essentially flawless. as there are no more than a few 
other examples that could conceivably claim to match or surpass 

u.s. Gold dollars
all gold dollar photos are 2x.

ltra- em 1849 ol  ollar
St le W tho t  o  Neck

the quality of this coin, it is quite clear that it is without question 
a candidate for the finest known of this date regardless of the 
variety.

These are traditionally called Small ead, nomenclature that 
won’t seem to go away, but John dannreuther has demonstrated 
that all of the heads are the same size, hence, there is no small 
head or large head. The illusion of a smaller head is created by 
differing star spacing. Thus, past listings referring to the “small 
Head” are not accurate. This is explained in some detail in dave 
Bowers’ Of cial ed Book of United States Gold ollars. 

nGC Census: 1  none finer within the star designation.
#007501

S le  em 1849 W th  ol  ollar
mo  the est See

5707 1849 W th , O e  Wreath. S-  N . a lovely coin of the 
later variety with a tiny letter l, for longacre, on the truncation of 
the neck. an outstanding example, one of the finest seen. Indeed 
superb, a great find for the gold dollar specialist as well as for pos-
sible inclusion in a type set. 

nGC Census: 3  none finer.
#007502

5708 1849 No , O e  Wreath. S- 2 N . Medium yellow gold 
with distinctive olive highlights and some prooflike reflectivity in 
the fields. Boldly repunched 1 in date. 

#007502

5709 1849-  lose Wreath. -20. lightly cleaned at one time and 
now has a light green-gold patina. The planchet is lightly warped, 
which is sometimes seen, allowing for the unevenness of strike 
that is seen on this example. one of only 11,634 minted from this 
southern mint. 

Scarce 1849-  ol  ollar

5710 1849-  O e  Wreath. -50 or better and enjoying a blush of rich 
coppery-yellow toning that adorns both the obverse and reverse. 
The definition is well balanced for this scarce dahlonega Mint is-
sue, and is aptly accompanied by a rich offering of mint frost that 
accents the legends and devices. a few scattered tiny marks that do 
not impede the naked eye appearance of this coin are mentioned 
for accuracy. only 21,588 such pieces were minted, of which only 
a tiny fraction remain extant in all grades. 
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5711 1849-  O e  Wreath. -45 details. signs of an old cleaning and 
now retoning to a deep greenish gold. a mint-made imperfection 
at the rim above sTa of the reverse as well as some die clashing 
below the area. a difficult date with only 21,588 pieces struck. 

5712 1849-  O e  Wreath.  S N S . “rim Filed, Improp-
erly Cleaned.” net eF-40. lustrous yellow gold with deepening 
highlights around the peripheral elements. Traces of an old clean-
ing can be seen under low magnification, but the overall appeal 
is fairly substantial for this dahlonega gold dollar from the first 
year of the denomination. 

#007507

5713 1849-O O e  Wreath. S- 3 P S . olive-gold iridescence 
complements the frosty motifs and satiny fields. Magnification 
reveals a faint hairline mark on the reverse. a scarce issue in Ms-63 
and higher grades. PCGs has certified just a few dozen examples 
at this lofty level. 

#007508

5714 Pa r of e  ol  ollars  I 1851 VF-35. olive toning I 1854 net 
eF-45  sharpness of au-55, but with rim nicks. This latter piece 
has mostly brilliant surfaces. (Total: 2 pieces) 

5715 1852 S- 4 P S . Frosty orange-gold with intense lustre that 
seemingly glows from within. nicely struck for the date and design 
type. 

Housed in an old-style green label PCGs holder.
#007517

ho ce t State 1852-  ol  ollar

571  1852-  S- 3 P S . a very rare date in all grades and very 
difficult to locate in mint condition. The present coin is one of the 
finest seen from the original mintage of 9,434 pieces, with rich cop-
pery gold toning over lustrous yellow fields. The strike is average 
for the date and mint, with minor softness on liberty’s head and 
the diagnostic low area below (doll)ar and below the large 1, 
from foreign matter adhering to the die. repunched 1 in the date 
low. an impressive example of this rarity and worthy of inclusion 
in an advanced collection. 

PCGs Population: 8  4 finer (Ms-64 finest).
#007518

5717 1852-  -50 from a technical standpoint. Cleaning is most evi-
dent on the obverse of this bright yellow-golden specimen. The 
surfaces retain a considerable amount of mint frost, and the reverse 
by itself would clearly warrant a higher numerical grade. In all 
likelihood, only a mere 3%-4% of the original 6360 piece mintage 
of this rare date has managed to survive to this day. 

l s e S- 3 1852-O ol  1

5718 1852-O S- 3 N . sharply struck, fully lustrous, and partially 
brilliant with wisps and blushes of olive-gold. Very scarce in higher 
grades  nGC has certified examples as Ms-63 or finer on fewer 
than three dozen occasions over the years, a figure that amounts 
to less than two grading events per year. Worthy of a generous 
bid from the southern gold specialist. 

#007520

5719 1852-O -50 P S . essentially brilliant with just a whisper 
of olive iridescence. Much satiny lustre survives in the fields. The 
die alignment is about 200  rather than 180  as usually seen. 

#007520

5720 1853 S- 0 and with the arm’s length appearance of a Choice 
or better example. rich yellow-gold toning over a superb strike. 
unfortunately, there is a single obverse scratch at the lower bust 
which is not deep but is noticeable with a magnifier and a couple 
of reverse marks. This coin would fit into a nice lower grade Mint 
state set since the defects are not that terrible. 

Visit stack’s auctions on-Line at

www.stacks.com
for images of singLe item Lots not 
 pictured in the printed cataLogue.
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5721 Pa r of l stro s ol  ollars  I 1853 au-58. Brilliant, with some 
faint reverse hairlines I 1889 Ms-61. essentially brilliant with 
some hints of blended pink and olive. (Total: 2 pieces) 

5722 1854-  e . -53 with respect to definition. skillful tooling is 
most evident in the obverse field. The design elements still feature 
plenty of definition, and the “arm’s length” appeal is almost en-
tirely intact. This elusive issue enjoys the lowest recorded mintage 
(only 2935 pieces were struck) of any Type I gold dollar regardless 
of the mint of origin. 

rost  S- 4 1854 ol  e  1

5723 1854 e . S- 4 P S . Frosty and attractive. struck from 
lightly clashed dies as is typical for the issue. Partially brilliant 
with blushes of faint olive iridescence.  

#007531

5724 1854 e . S- 2 P S . Boldly struck Indian Princess design 
type stands out boldly against frosty, fully lustrous fields that are 
richly toned in amber and red-orange hues toward the peripher-
ies. double clash marks (or “suction marks” in the antiquated 
parlance ) are visible in the fields on both sides, joined by a some 
stray marks from briefest handling. a very pleasing and accurately 
graded specimen. 

#007531

5725 1854 e . -55 P S . Partially brilliant with blushes of 
intermingled olive, lilac-gray, and blue. 

#007531

572  1855 S- 2 N  ACAAC . lustrous, pale golden surfaces feature 
well struck devices on both sides, with some softness of strike 
noted at the very center of the reverse, where some minor adjust-
ment marks come into view. Two discrete sets of clash marks are 
visible in the fields of both sides, created when the dies transferred 
their designs to each when the press was accidentally engaged 
without an intervening gold dollar planchet. The CaC green seal 
of approval connotes quality for the given grade. 

#007532

5727 1855 -55 or thereabouts in terms of wear. a couple of trivial 
reverse hairlines are noted. Heavily die clashed as is normal with 
this date. The strike is decent with a full lIBerTy. abundant 
mint lustre is present which adds to the desirability of this scarce 
type. 

e  ss e 1855-  e wo ol  ollar

5728 1855-  -58 N . Bright yellow-gold surfaces that show just 
a touch of rub on the high points. examination will find a couple 
of small patches of porosity that must have been in the original 
planchet, one area surrounds Ca, the other in the left field before 
liberty’s face. Fairly well struck with strong definition on liberty’s 
head but the legend is a trifle soft in areas. on the reverse the 
definition is bold on the wreath, date, and denomination. average 
surfaces with minor nicks and scuffs from brief circulation. a scant 
9,803 pieces were coined by the Charlotte Mint for the year, and 
most are long gone. 

nGC Census: 49  14 finer (Ms-62 finest).
#007533

5729 1855-  Net e-15, sharpness of VF-25. scattered marks present 
on the golden surfaces, some in the planchet when struck, others 
encountered in circulation. The 1855-C gold dollar issue represents 
the only Charlotte Mint Type II coinage. 

5730 1855-O S- 0 with respect to arm’s length presentation. Closer 
examination reveals an obverse mark at liberty’s brow and a pair 
of short, thin scratches in the right obverse field. an excellent strike 
but for some softness at the 8 of the date which is common. The 
reverse shows strong die clashing at the upper left. one of only 
55,000 pieces struck and the only Type II gold dollar from this 
popular mint. 
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5731 1857-  -55 from the standpoint of wear. signs of cleaning and a 
shallow obverse mark at 2:00. Typical Charlotte Mint planchet with 
roughness at the rim and some softness in liberty’s hair. overall 
the strike is better in the center than one normally encounters on 
this date with a full lIBerTy and good headdress detail along 
with good detail on the wreath. Very scarce with only 13,280 pieces 
struck with far fewer probably surviving today. In fact, PCGs has 
graded only 20 in au-55 or better with the highest being a single 
Ms-61. a closer inspection is recommended on this decent coin. 

5732 18 2 S- 5 N . Vibrant orange golden surfaces offer ever 
so delicate champagne highlights. This virtually mark-free jewel 
exhibits considerable evidence of die polish in the fields, as well 
as an interesting area of swelling at the lower obverse that is no 
doubt the result of significant die buckling. 

#007560

S er em 1873 O e  3 ol  ollar

5733 1873 O e  3. S-  N  ACAAC . deep frosty lustre and ex-
ceptional surfaces on both sides give this boldly struck premium 
quality coin a wonderfully pleasing appearance. although there 
are many hundreds of examples certified in the Ms-60 to 64 range, 
specimens grading Ms-65 are scarce, and Ms-66 examples are so 
elusive that many months or even years can pass between auction 
appearances. Certainly among the finest gold dollars we’ve had 
the opportunity to offer in many years, and the presence of a CaC 
green label is a further indication of the coin’s desirability. 

nGC Census: 9  none finer within any designation.
#007573

5734 1877 S- 3 P . lustrous honey gold with reflective fields and 
frosted devices. Thin hairlines present from a past wiping, but a 
loupe is needed to see them. diagnostic tiny rust pit left of liberty’s 
earlobe confirms its status as one of just 3,900 circulation strikes 
minted. 

5735 1881 S- 4 P S . Frosty orange gold with satiny, somewhat 
prooflike fields and rich rose iridescence. one of 7,620 circulation 
strikes of the date produced. 

Housed in an old-style green label PCGs holder.
#007582

573  1888 S- 4 P S . Frosty medium gold with richly active cart-
wheel lustre and excellent eye appeal. one of just 15,501 examples 
of the date struck. Choice for the grade with a satisfactory appear-
ance that should appeal to virtually all collectors. 

#007589

S est o s for a l B ers 
•  a l o r b  sheet as earl  as oss ble.
•  heck o r b  sheet caref ll .
•  o t b  more tha  o  wa t to a
•  k s best for wr t  b s.
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amo s 179  No Stars arter a le

5737 179  B -2. ar t -4. No Stars.  S N S . “obverse 
repaired, Improperly Cleaned.” net VF-20. deep golden sur-
faces border on olive on the obverse, the reverse with far more 
gold highlights apparent. one of the brightly shining stars in 
the constellation of u.s. numismatics, the 1796 no stars quarter 
eagle has long been considered a rarity, its popularity dating 
back to the infant days of numismatics in america. some minor 
smoothing of an old obverse planchet rift, as struck, is noted, 
and some hairlines from a long-ago cleaning are also found. 
other than that, collectors are confronted here with a pleasing 
example of this prized rarity. We suggest a good going over is 
in order before bidding judgment is passed. 

#007645

ho ce stro s  1798 arter a le
B -2, ar t -5

5738 1798 B -2. ar t -5. W e ate, 5 Berr es. -58 N . Bright 
yellow gold with hearty lustre and pale olive highlights. scat-
tered marks come to light upon careful examination, though few 
of them are likely to attract the unaided eye. one of two varieties 
of the date, each distinguishable by the reverse berry count—five 
for the present variety and just four berries on the other variety 
of the date. The Bass-dannreuther reference suggests perhaps 
as few as 45 to 55 or so examples of Bd-2 can be located in all 
grades today. The 1798 quarter eagle issues represent the final 
coinage in the denomination until 1802. among the dozen finest 
examples of the date graded by nGC, with no indication of which 
die variety was certified on any of those occasions. 

nGC Census: 5  7 finer (Ms-64 finest).

u.s. QuarTer eaGles ($2.50)

2  photo 2  photo

2  photo

lash  t State 1802 ra e  B st arter a le

5739 1802 1  B -3. ar t -5. S- 1 P S . With a token mintage 
of 3,035 pieces in 1802 it is obvious that any 1802 quarter eagle 
is scarce. Finding one in mint condition is a remarkable accom-
plishment. The present coin boasts rich coppery gold toning over 
lustre and the surfaces are pleasing with no disfiguring marks 
or bumps, and furthermore no adjustment marks, all combining 
to keep the visual appeal at the top of the scale on this rare and 
desirable coin. The strike is average, which in this case means 
sharp, with each of the stars on the obverse and reverse crisp 
and complete. Minor striking softness, as always for this variety, 
is found at the center of the shield, the area opposite liberty’s 
ear and hair. For the collector, the present coin really has it all, 
good surfaces, solid strike and abundant eye appeal.

a single obverse die was used to coin the three varieties of 
1802 quarter eagles. For many years it was believed that the 2 was 
punched over a 1, but this has been determined to be incorrect 

and for that reason the overdate ‘1’ on the PCGs insert appears 
in quotes. More numismatically interesting is the reverse die, 
which happens to be the exact same diameter of the dimes then in 
circulation. The Philadelphia Mint, being a thinking organization, 
employed this exact reverse die to coin dimes as well, creating 
the 1802 Jr-1 marriage (still unique) and again for two other rare 
marriages later in 1803, the Jr-1 and Jr-5. remarkably between 
all three appearances of this reverse die on dimes, perhaps a 
dozen coins survive to represent this economy at the mint. The 
quarter eagles, while certainly rare in their own right, are more 
available in sheer numbers. When this reverse die was used to 
coin quarter eagles, the diagnostics are clear: the spike up to the 
ribbon from the left shield point, the first star on the reverse (left 
top) is strongly double punched, and there is a crack from the 
upper right wingtip to the rim. 

PCGs Population: 6  10 finer (Ms-62 finest).
#007650
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t State 1824 1 a e  B st arter a le

5741 1824 1 B -1. ar t -5. S- 1 N . The obverse is particularly 
nice with frosty lustre and minimal signs of handling and shows 
bold definition. one tiny scratch is mentioned inside liberty’s ear 
for identification. on the reverse there are numerous tiny nicks 
and scratches in the field as expected for the grade, and again the 
strike is sharp save for the junction of the left wing and shield 
which is diagnostically weak. There are perhaps 50 to 60 known 
in all grades of this issue, all from a single die pair that recorded a 
mintage of 2,600 pieces. The obverse die was a leftover from 1821, 
apparently not used to strike coins dated that year. no 1822 or 
1823 quarter eagles were struck, so when 1824 rolled around the 
4 punch was placed over the 1 and coins were ready to be struck. 
Furthermore, the reverse die was used to strike 1821 quarter eagles, 
and apparently survived the three year interval without rust or 
injury, although the 1824 coinage seems to show a weaker strike 
on the left wing of the eagle as mentioned. Perhaps 15 to 20 of this 
date qualify as Mint state today, with the balance seen in grades 
down to VF or so from the handful that survived. 

nGC Census: 6  3 finer (Ms-64 finest).
#007663

ho ce  1824 1 arter a le
B -1, ar t -5

5742 1824 1 B -1. ar t -5. -45 P S  ACAAC . Medium honey gold 
with generous amounts of mint brightness in the protected areas, 
especially on the reverse. low magnification reveals some marks 
in the field before liberty’s face. The strike is fairly bold for the 
issue though we do note some softness on the eagle’s dexter side. 
From the only die pairing from the date known. The Bass-dan-
nreuther reference suggests that of the estimated 2,600 examples 
of the date struck, perhaps just four to five dozen examples can 
be accounted for today in all grades. 

Housed in an old-style green label PCGs holder.
#007663

m orta t 1808 arter a le ar t

5740 1808 B -1. ar t -4.  S N S . “repaired.” net VF-20. Medium yellow gold surfaces show 
some brush marks from a long-ago cleaning as well as heavy smoothing in the obverse field before 
liberty’s portrait, probably the result of removing graffiti or other such damage. a classic in the u.s. 
gold rarity sweepstakes, a date that saw a mintage of just 2,710 pieces. as the 1808 quarter eagle is 
the only date of the design type, the survivors of its small mintage must satisfy the many collectors 
desiring an example. Indeed, the Bass-dannreuther reference on early u.s. gold is of the opinion that 
perhaps just 125 to 150 examples of the date are known all grades, and a specimen such as presently 
offered, problems and all, should see spirited bidding activity when it enters the auction arena. 

#007660

2  photo

2  photo

2  photo
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5743 1825 B -2. ar t -4 . S-  N . Chisel-sharp, frosted design 
features are contrasted against mirror prooflike obverse fields. 
The reverse is also quite vibrant  there being a full measure of 
satin-like, semi-reflectivity throughout the fields. This impressive 
yellow-gold example is in all likelihood the second finest known 
of this date, as there is only a single documented specimen that 
is clearly superior to this coin (that being a PCGs Ms-67 that has 
been off the market for many years and is pedigreed to rarcoa’s 
session of auction ‘88, lot 1872). Moreover, the glittering coin 
offered here is also almost certainly one of the top five survivors 

of this important Capped Head, large size type regardless of date. 
We are unaware of an equal, let alone finer quality example of this 
issue having reached the auction block in nearly 20 years  

nGC Census: 1  none finer within any designation. only one other piece 
has been certified at the Ms-66 level by nGC for this Capped Head, large 
size type with none finer.

E  Auction 89 Akers, July 8, 989, Lot 3 3 . Earlier from our 
sale of he Bareford  ighter  opkins  Bellini Sale, March 20, 98 , 
Lot 7 .

#007664

O e of the est ow  1825 arter a les
S-  N

o el  1831 a e  Hea  to eft arter a le

5744 1831 B -1. ar t -4. -53 N . a lovely greenish gold example of this early gold type. Well struck 
from the only known die pair for the date and exhibiting bold details. a good deal of satiny lustre 
remains within the protected areas and especially near the rims. a mere 4,520 pieces were coined for 
this date and it is estimated that fewer than 125 are still in existence today. a pleasing example for 
the early gold specialist or for the type collector. 

#007671

2  photo
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5745 1834 lass c Hea . S-  P  N . one glance at the coin offered 
here and the viewer is completely captivated by its compelling 
visual appeal. In fact, it is hard to imagine a business strike of 
this Classic Head type that exhibits a more stunning presentation. 
dazzling mirror-prooflike fields accent razor-sharp legends and 
design elements. The surface quality, furthermore, is surprisingly 
attractive, particularly in light of the fragile nature of a mirrored 
coin such as this. We feel quite confident stating that this extraor-
dinary specimen is indeed the finest known business strike of this 
first year of issue, and is easily within the top handful of survivors 
of this type in its entirety. There is a single known 1838 graded 

Ms-67 by PCGs that would allegedly be the finest, however it 
would be very interesting to conduct a side-by-side comparison 
of that example with the coin offered here, as the degree of lustre 
on this piece may outweigh any superiority in surface quality at-
tached to its rival. Bid liberally and enjoy the pride of ownership 
that accompanies a coin of this magnificent caliber. 

nGC Census: 1  none finer within any designation. only two other pieces 
from this type have been certified at the Ms-66 level, neither one of them 
earning the Pl designation. only one coin has been graded finer for the entire 
type, an 1838 in Ms-67.

#007692

u.s. ClassIC Head QuarTer eaGles

a l  Proo ke em 1834 lass c Hea  arter a le
he est ow  of h s ate a  O e of he est ow  of h s e

574  1834 lass c Hea . -55 N . essentially brilliant surfaces 
with just a hint of olive gold. Most of the original satiny mint lustre 
still survives in the fields. sharply struck just about everywhere 
save some tresses by liberty’s ear and forehead. Coined during 
the first year of the popular—albeit, short lived—Classic Head 
design type. 

B-6138. “small Head, large arrowheads.”
#007692

5747 1834 lass c Hea . Net -50  sharpness of au-55, but lightly 
cleaned long ago. now retoned with delicate pink iridescence in 
the central areas deepening to vivid orange-gold at the borders. 

B-6138. “small Head, large arrowheads.”
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ttract e t State 183  arter a le

5748 183  Scr t 8. S- 2 P S . a highly lustrous beauty with the 
arm’s-length eye appeal of a far superior grade. Brightly lustrous 
honey gold centers give way to fiery orange and crimson highlights 
at the rims. a few trivial marks come to light under low magnifica-
tion, the most noticeable a pair of tiny planchet imperfections, as 
struck, in the field behind liberty’s head. absolutely choice for the 
assigned grade, a coin that will undoubtedly see spirited action 
when it enters the bidding arena. 

Breen-6143. “1836 Head of 1835. Tall head, only tip of upper ribbon shows, 
tiny forelock close to sixth star. Forms the majority of survivors of this date. 
often weak in centers.”

#007694

5749 183  Net -45  sharpness of au-55, but with obverse hairline 
scratch. Blended pink, blue, and orange toning complements both 
surfaces. The strike is about average with softness noted on the 
horizontal and vertical elements of the shield and on the tresses 
by liberty’s forehead and ear. 

B-6143. “Head of 1835.” easily identified by the presence of a sharp die 
crack extending from the sixth star, through the letter l in lIBerTy, into 
liberty’s hair.

5750 183  Net -45  sharpness of au-50, but cleaned in the past and 
still essentially brilliant with hints of peach and lilac. Wisps of 
frosty lustre can be seen around the stars, letters, and numerals. 
The strike is about average with softness noted on the eagle’s 
shield and on the high points of liberty’s tresses. 

B-6143. “Head of 1835.”

are 1839-  arter a le  H h ra e

5751 1839-  -58 P S . repunched date as are all of this issue. early 
die state and boldly struck throughout with thick curl definition 
on liberty and just thin hairline die cracks on the reverse. These 
Charlotte coins often come with heavy die cracks and softer strikes. 
Pleasing surface quality with no distracting nicks or cuts and some 
lustre in the protected areas. Toned with a mix of coppery-gold and 
haze over both sides. Mintage of 7,400 pieces left few for collectors 
today, and just a handful this nice. a very desirable example of 
this coveted issue. 

PCGs Population: 8  3 finer (Ms-63 finest).
#007699

t State 1839-  arter a le
O l  ahlo e a ss e of the e

 N m smat c lass c

5752 1839-  S- 1 N . a lovely example, one of the finest we have 
had, of the first dahlonega Mint quarter eagle. This was at the 
tail end of the Classic Head series, inaugurated in Philadelphia 
in 1834, but used only in dahlonega in this late year. The striking 
is typical for 1839-d, some lightness as expected, and should not 
probably even be mentioned. The surfaces are lustrous and very 
attractive. an outstanding opportunity to acquire a Mint state 
specimen of a coin that is usually seen with significant wear. 

nGC Census: 7  7 finer (Ms-64 finest).
#007700

m ress e 1839-O arter a le
mo  est ra e  b  P S

5753 1839-O S- 3 P S . die alignment 360  or “medal” turn, 
both liberty’s head and the eagle are right-side-up when the 
coin is turned on its ertical axis. Frosty medium gold with richly 
distinctive olive highlights and intense cartwheel lustre. struck 
in the final year of the Classic Head quarter eagle style as well 
as the first year of gold coinage from the recently opened new 
orleans Mint. The eye appeal is ample, and the surfaces are far 
finer than the typical Ms-63 example of the date seen. one of 
fewer than a dozen examples of the date called Ms-63 or finer by 
PCGs. In short, a truly lovely coin that deserves special bidding 
attention. 

B-6153. PCGs Population: 6  5 finer (all Ms-64).
#007701

2  photo

2  photo

2  photo
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5754 1839-O S- 0. Well struck surfaces that have been cleaned at one 
time to hide some light smoothing of a pair of obverse scratches. 
The 11 and 12 stars are repunched and the 3 of the date shows some 
doubling. on the reverse, the arrowheads are detached and have 
some die cracks near them. Much of the legend shows doubling 
with some letters stronger than others. some reverse scratches 
are noted but are not as noteworthy as the obverse ones. The first 
new orleans minted quarter eagle and the only Classic Head date 
from that mint. 

Housed in an Ms-63 (seGs) holder.

es rable -58 1839-O 2.50
Scarce lose ract o  ar et

5755 1839-O -58. Bright yellow gold at the centers deepening to 
peach toward the borders. The lustre is attractive for the grade. 
The reverse die state is advanced with several pronounced cracks 
seen. only 17,781 examples were struck (a figure which includes 
both varieties). The typical grade is apt to be just VF or so, with 
choice au specimens quite scarce. The die alignment is 360 , rather 
than 180  as usually seen. 

Breen-6153. “Close fraction, large arrows.”
Walter Breen notes that the “Close fraction” type is scarcer than the “Wide 

Fraction” variety, which we readily confirm  most of the 1839-o quarter eagles 
we’ve offered over the years are the “Wide Fraction” type.

575  1839-O Net -30. sharpness of eF-45, but with partial drill 
hole on eagle’s neck. essentially brilliant surfaces. notable as the 
only Classic Head quarter eagle issue coined at the new orleans 
Mint. 

B-6152: “Wide Fraction, small arrows.”

5757 1840 -55 N . There is some softness of central definition 
due to inadequate striking at the centers (a characteristic that 
is almost always encountered on this date), however the lustre 
and overall surface quality of this deep yellow golden specimen 
certainly justifies the numerical grade. Full Mint state survivors 
of this low mintage (only 18,859 pieces were coined) first year 
liberty Head quarter eagle issue are genuinely rare. Moreover, 
even higher quality au specimens such as the coin offered here 
are quite challenging to locate. 

#007717

are Near t State 1840-  arter a le

5758 1840-  -58 N . This noteworthy specimen is particularly 
compelling in light of the rarity of this Charlotte Mint issue in the 
upper grade range. only a trace of delicate friction is evident at 
the highest points of the design and in the most open areas of the 
fields. richly frosted greenish yellow golden fields exhibit hints of 
reflectivity and are complemented by an assertive overall strike. 

#007718

5759 1840-  -53 P S . Bright yellow gold with lively mint lustre 
and pale olive highlights. a nicely struck example of the first 
Charlotte Mint coinage in the new liberty Head design type. 
Just 12,822 examples were struck, with the present coin far finer 
than the typical VF to eF specimen of the date found in today’s 
numismatic marketplace. Choice for the grade and remarkably 
free of surface marks or abrasions. 

#007718

57 0 1840-  -50 or better but there is a short scratch at 7:30 and a 
couple of obverse nicks. Pale yellow-gold patina due to a past 
gentle cleaning. sharply struck with strong coronet detail. The 
only softness seen is on the eagle’s neck. a die crack from the rim 
through the u of unITed and ends at the eagle’s left talon. With 
a mintage of only 12,822, this coin is scarce and is quite popular 
as the first liberty Head date struck at the Charlotte Mint. 

57 1 1843-  ar e ate, Pla  4.  S N S . “Improperly 
Cleaned.” deep yellow gold with olive highlights. scattered hair-
lines present from a long-ago cleaning, still wholly presentable 
with no heavy marks or other surface anomalies. 

repunching and clash marks seen at the date numerals.

57 2 1843-  Small ate, rosslet 4. -45 details. noticeable signs 
that the surfaces have been altered by more than cleaning. still a 
scarce date and a lot of definition on both sides. sharply struck 
and the surfaces have been smoothed in some fashion and given 
a matte or textured appearance. 
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57 3 1843-  Small ate, rosslet 4. -45. noticeably cleaned with the 
surfaces showing minor dullness. a scarce date with a mintage of 
32,72 pieces and these come sharply struck as seen here, and a sig-
nificant number have been cleaned in a similar fashion over the past 
160  years as these have always been popular with collectors. 

57 4 1844-  -55 N . Variety 5-H. Medium golden yellow with 
touches of light orange gold. This date is often found weakly 
struck in the central portions of the obverse, but that is definitely 
not the case here. Winter states that “It would not surprise me if 
future generations of dahlonega collectors become more sensitive 
to such issues and begin to accord significant premiums to fully 
struck 1844-d quarter eagles.” 

#007736

ho ce  184 -  arter a le

57 5 184 -  -58 P S . Mostly light yellow gold, with some rich 
orange toning beginning to form over both sides. lustrous on the 
obverse, while the reverse fields show slightly prooflike texture. 
a couple of small abrasions are noted in the reverse fields. The 
obverse die seems to have buckled a bit near the lower center, 
and some weakness of the details is noted at this point, while the 
reverse design elements are sharp. 

PCGs Population: 13  4 finer (Ms-63 finest).
#007742

57  184 -O -53 N . essentially brilliant surfaces with much satiny 
lustre around the stars, letters, numerals, and central motifs. softly 
struck on the eagle’s neck, legs, and talons as is typical for the issue. 

#007743

m orta t 1848 . arter a le

57 7 1848 . N N  N S . net F-15, sharpness of eF-45, 
an ex-jewelry piece, brushed and polished with obverse mount 
carefully removed. Bright yellow gold with olive highlights. “It 
is what it is,” as they say, and this an 1848 Cal. quarter eagle  We 
imagine more than one interested collector will vie for this rarity 
when it crosses the auction block. 

#007749

are a  m orta t 1848 . arter a le
m e tl  ffor able

57 8 1848 . -10 P S . When one thinks of the famous 1848 
Cal quarter eagle, the price often challenges the $100,000 mark. 
Here is a very interesting exception, a lower grade piece, while 
hardly inexpensive, is eminently affordable in its context. Both 
sides show even wear and some verdigris. The important coun-
termark is quite clear. Just 1,389 pieces were struck from the first 
significant deposit of California Gold rush metal made at the 
Mint. These were identified as such by the countermark and can 
be called the very first commemoratives struck at the Philadelphia 
Mint. 

Housed in an earlier PCGs holder with a green insert.
#007749

2  photo

2  photo

ho ce  1848-  2.50
57 9 1848-  -58 N . a rather interesting-looking example, struck from a 

buckled obverse die that resulted in a wavy obverse, and shallow definition 
in places. However, the unevenness of the surface protected some areas which 
here show bold lustre and give the piece a lively appearance. Medium to light 
yellow gold, warm in tone and quite pleasing. Traces of soft orange toning have 
formed over both sides. aside from the poor striking characteristics that are 
shared by many examples of this date, this is a very nice piece in respectable 
grade and with a lot of character. Though the population reports may suggest 
otherwise, it is useful to note that doug Winter’s Census in his Gold Coins of 
the Charlotte Mint includes the au-58 grade level among his top five coins, so 
the grade is really quite high for the issue. 

#007750
2  photo
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5770 1848-  -50 N . Medium yellow gold with olive highlights 
on lustrous, somewhat prooflike surfaces. a few light marks are 
seen under low magnification though nothing is apt to attract an 
unassisted eye. 

#007750

5771 1849-  -25. a coin that is unevenly struck, as are many of the 
coins from this mint, exhibiting stronger detail on the obverse than 
the reverse. Previously cleaned and showing some contact marks 
including a few on the edge. a very scarce date with only 10,220 
minted, with probably much less still in numismatic hands. 

m orta t t State 1850-  oro et arter a le

5772 1850-  S- 1 N . reflective fields show the original planchet 
roller lines in parallel perfection on both sides. Trace handling 
tics in the most open fields, and the strike is quite sharp for this 
issue  so often found soft, this coin shows just minor softness on 
the right thigh of the eagle, but sharp wing definition and all the 
hair curls on liberty are present. diagnostic die file marks on the 
dentils near stars 9 and 12. Mintage of 9,148 pieces from which 
perhaps 25 survive in mint condition, none seen finer than choice 
and that by a single example, with a total of three examples as 
Ms-62 between both major services. The mintmark is large and 
placed high touching both the claw and arrow feather tip. 

nGC Census: 14  3 finer (Ms-63 finest).
#007756

5773 1851 S- 2 N . lustrous, light golden surfaces exhibit a touch 
of action in the fields from handling. Here is a nice representative 
of this common, if early Coronet quarter eagle. The first 1 firmly 
touches the bust of liberty. The claw and thigh of the eagle are 
generally sharp. 

#007759

5774 Select o  of bert  Hea  arter ea les w th m or roblems  
I 1851 net eF-40  sharpness of eF-45, with some faint old reverse 
scratches by the denomination I 1852 net eF-40  sharpness of 
au-50, but cleaned and with minor scratches I 1856 net VF-20  
sharpness of eF-40, but cleaned, scratched, and with edge damage 
I 1861 net Fine-15  sharpness of VF-35, with graffiti at obverse 
border I 1866-s net Fine-12  sharpness of VF-20. Very slightly 
bent. (Total: 5 pieces) 

o el  1852-  arter a le

5775 1852-  -40, perhaps a bit stronger. lustre is evident in the pro-
tected areas. The strike is typical of what is seen from this mint 
with the obverse much stronger than the reverse. deftly cleaned at 
one time with hairlines visible at an angle. The planchet is better 
than is seen on this issue and enhances the overall appeal. a very 
scarce issue with only 9,772 pieces struck for general circulation. 

577  1852-O -58 N . The devices are satiny and the fields have a 
texture intermediate between satiny and prooflike. Blended lemon 
gold and honey gold iridescence complements both surfaces. 
Generally sharp with the exception of striking softness at the 
eagle’s talons and right thigh (viewer’s left). despite a generous 
mintage—for the era—of 140,000 pieces, probably no more than 
200 or 300 examples grading au-58 or better could be accounted 
for today. 

#007766

5777 1853 S- 3 N . Frosty honey gold with distinctive rose high-
lights and rich cartwheel lustre. nicely struck and only a few tiny 
contact marks from a far finer grade. 

#007767

5778 19th-ce t r  arter ea le tr o  I 1853 VF-25. olive toning I 
1878 au-55. Frosty lustre in the protected areas I 1900 au-58. 
Brilliant and lustrous. (Total: 3 pieces) 

5779 185 -  -53 N . Traces of coppery toning accent the pe-
ripheral devices of this rare, low-mintage (a mere 7913 pieces 
were struck) coin. as is the norm for this notoriously lacklustre 
and poorly made issue, the surfaces exhibit a degree of striking 
roughness accompanied by a considerable amount of frosty, albeit 
muted mint lustre. all in all, the currently offered specimen is re-
ally quite acceptable, particularly in light of the abysmal quality 
control at the Charlotte Mint during the coining of these quarter 
eagles. 

#007778
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rost  t State 1857-O arter a le

5780 1857-O S- 2 N . a pleasing coin that shows rich coppery 
gold color with bright lustre. The strike is absolute and strong 
for this date with just a hint of softness on the left thigh of the 
eagle. The hair on liberty and the wing, neck, claw, and shield 
are fairly sharp and this fact is noteworthy as these are areas 
normally encountered poorly struck up. The date punch is fairly 
small compared with prior years. excellent surfaces that display 
minimal signs of handling and the lustre is unbroken and fresh. 
The large o mintmark is placed to the right above the 2 and d of 
the denomination, with the top portion cut off by the depth of the 
arrow feathers it hides beneath. Mintage of 34,000 seems large, but 
recall that these were stamped just prior to the outbreak of the Civil 
War and precious few survived that conflict so well preserved. 

nGC Census: 7  10 finer (Ms-64 finest).
#007784

5781 1858-  -53 S N S . “Cleaned.” net eF-45. deep 
honey gold with some olive and rose highlights. some retained 
lustre is noted in the protected areas. low magnification reveals 
some faint, old hairlines from the cleaning  the unassisted eye ap-
peal is far finer than description allows. From a modest mintage 
for the date of just 9,056 pieces. 

#007787

stro s -58 18 0-  arter a le
al So ther  t 2.50 ss e

5782 18 0-  -58 N . Partially brilliant with blushes of blended 
pink and lilac. Most of the original frosty lustre still survives. 
liberty’s hair details are generally sharp as are the majority of 
obverse stars. striking softness is noted at the eagle’s legs and 
talons as is typical for the issue. From a scant mintage of just 7,469 
pieces  the number of survivors grading au-58 or finer is probably 
no greater than a few dozen. one of the scarcest and most eagerly 
sought quarter eagle issues of the era. 

notable as the final quarter eagle issue struck at any of the southern 
mints  the last new orleans issue was dated 1857 and the last dahlonega 
issue 1859.

#007792

5783 18 8 -58 N . an attractive example having satiny devices. 
essentially brilliant surfaces with just a hint of peach and lilac. 
This piece was prooflike at the time of issue and much of the 
original mirror surface can be seen in the fields around the design 
elements. 

#007807

5784 18 8-S N N  P S . Net -40, sharpness of au-50, cleaned 
long ago, now retoning with areas of original mint bloom in the 
protected regions. 

#007808

5785 1892 S- 3 N . sparkling rose gold with bold lustre and some 
prooflike reflectivity in the fields. 

#007844

ameo Proof 189  arter a le

578  189  Proof- 0 . This deep yellow-golden example retains 
richly frosted design features and well mirrored fields. some 
friction and marks are evident, defining the grade, and perhaps 
should not be mentioned. even at this level, it has been given the 
“Cameo” designation, and the overall specimen remains entic-
ing. any Proof quarter eagle is certainly rare and this coin is no 
exception. Only 32 pieces ere minted, of which perhaps 85 or so 
are still extant in all grades. 

#007922

5787 1900 S- 5 P S  ACAAC . a sharp, frosty, original Gem. Toned 
in blended olive, pink, and violet. a prize certain to delight both 
specialists and type collectors. 

#007852

5788 1901 S- 4 P S . deep honey gold surfaces with entrancing 
surface lustre and impressive rose highlights. 

Housed in old-style green label PCGs holder.
#007853

2  photo
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5789 1902 S- 5 P S  ACAAC . a frosty, sparkling Gem. sharply struck 
in all particulars and very attractive. The central areas are brilliant 
with blended lilac and olive toward the peripheries. a prize for 
the numismatist who desires aesthetically appealing pieces. 

#007854

5790 1903 Proof- 2 or thereabouts. deeply reflective yellow-golden 
surfaces offer warm honey highlights. The strike is quite bold, 
and further augments the forceful appearance of this rare Proof 
specimen. Only 97 Proofs ere coined of this date, a significant 
percentage of which have been either lost or noticeably impaired 
over the years. 

#007929

5791 1904 S- 5 N . sharply struck and lustrous. Brilliant at the 
centers. Blended peach and lilac toning ornaments the borders. 
outstanding eye appeal. Ideal for a type set or for inclusion in a 
date set. 

5792 1904 S- 4 P S . Highly lustrous with frosted motifs and 
somewhat satiny, slightly reflective fields. Choice for the grade. 

#007856

5793 1905 S- 3. sharply struck and frosty. Brilliant at the centers with 
just a whisper of lilac toward the rims. 

5794 1907 S- 4 P S . richly glowing goldenrod and amber lustre 
defines this pleasing specimen of the final year of liberty Head 
quarter eagle issue. Very minor repunching is noted at the date  
die varieties among these later issue gold coins are not well col-
lected today, but undoubtedly will gain collector following over 
the coming decades. 

#007859

5795 a  Hea  arter ea le artet  I 1908 eF-45 I 1909 au-50 
I 1912 au-50 I 1913 VF-30. The first three pieces listed are bril-
liant or nearly so. The last piece has a spot by the date. (Total: 4 
pieces) 

579  N cel -matche  a  Hea  arter ea le tet  I 1910 net 
eF-40 I 1914 net eF-45 I 1915 net eF-45 I 1927 au-50 I 1929 
net eF-45. These are variously either lightly cleaned or with mi-
nor scratches, problems that are generally inconspicuous without 
magnification. (Total: 5 pieces) 

5797 artet of a  Hea  arter ea les w th em has s o  late 
ates  I 1911 Ms-61 I 1925-d au-55 I 1928 (2). au-58 and au-

55. The 1925-d has blended pink, olive, and lilac iridescence  the 
other pieces are brilliant. (Total: 4 pieces) 

ho ce 1911-  arter a le
e  to he Ser es

5798 1911-  S- 4 N . a lovely example, well struck, with ex-
cellent feather details and a bold  mintmark (some have weak 
mintmarks that are not well struck). a lovely specimen, rich 
yellow-orange. Though the 1911-d quarter eagle is not a great 
rarity in an absolute sense, within the brief series of Indian 
Head quarter eagles from 1908 to 1929, it has far and away the 
lowest mintage. The series is very affordable otherwise, giving 
it wide popularity. The stumbling block, if it can be called that, 
is the 1911-d. The supply in the numismatic market tends to be 
in lower grades, eF and au. Coins at the Ms-60 level are scarce, 
and at Ms-64, as here, can be called rare in context. a lovely coin 
worth a strong bid. 

#007943

e  ate 1911-  a  2.50
S- 3 P S

5799 1911-  S- 3 P S . Frosty honey gold with lively rose irides-
cence in the recessed design areas. Completely unbroken lustre 
graces the design high points, an important consideration for a 
coin at the assigned grade. Bold mintmark variety. 

#007943

2  photo

2  photo
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o el , stro s 1911-  2.50

5800 1911-  S- 3 N . a lovely, lustrous example, again one with 
a bold strike, very important (the grade alone does not constitute 
a quality coin for the 1911-d). at the Ms-63 level this piece is 
especially nice, deserving of wide attention. 

#007943

Sat  S- 1 1911-  2.50

5801 1911-  S- 1 N . satiny and essentially brilliant with just a 
hint of olive iridescence. The “d” mintmark is bold on this speci-
men. sharply struck virtually everywhere except some of the minor 
feather details in the Indian’s headdress.  

#007943

e  ate a  Nearl  New 1911-  arter a le

5802 1911-  -58 N . lustrous and well struck with the d 
mintmark showing clearly with a loupe. struck on a yellow-gold 
planchet and gently circulated with no surface problems appear-
ing during its brief circulation duties. Key date with a mintage of 
55,680 pieces, considerably lower than all other dates in this highly 
collectible series. 

#007943

5803 1911-  -58 S N S . “Cleaned.” net eF-45 for sharp-
ness. The strong mintmark variety of this rare key date in the Indian 
quarter eagle series. deep yellow gold with some deepening orange 
and olive highlights. low magnification reveals some polishing at 
the centers  perhaps this is an ex-jewelry piece. either way, it is the 
key date to the series, and should be appreciated as such. 

#007943

e  ate 1911-  a  arter a le

5804 1911-  -55 in terms of wear, lightly cleaned. Key date to the 
Indian quarter eagle series with a tiny mintage of 55,680 pieces, 
a fraction of any other date and mint. The surfaces are bright yel-
low-gold with minor evidence of cleaning. a dull broken scratch 
bounces across the headdress, cheek and left obverse field for 
identification. The d mintmark is sharp enough and all the diag-
nostics are present that are peculiar to this date and mint. one of 
the few date and mint collections that can reasonably be completed 
in any united states gold series, and this is the linchpin coin. 

5805 r o of P S-cert e  a  arter ea les  I 1912 au-58 
(PCGs). Warm rose gold with richly embedded lustre I 1914 au-
55 (PCGs). deeply lustrous honey gold I 1914-d VF-30 (PCGs). 
lustrous, housed in an old-style green label PCGs holder. a nice 
threesome. (Total: 3 pieces) 

580  1913 S- 4 P S . deep rich yellow-gold toning on a coin that 
has received a sharp strike. a few light reverse tics in the field, 
otherwise this coin would have the appearance of a higher grade. 
a very attractive type coin. 

#007945

5807 1913 S- 2. Fully lustrous and essentially brilliant with just a 
faint whisper of olive. sharp virtually everywhere save for some 
of the minor feather details in the Indian’s headdress. 

5808 192  S- 5 P S . a great strike combined with outstanding 
lustre and color give this coin tremendous appeal. suitable as a 
type coin because of its endearing characteristics. 

#007950

5809 192  S- 4 P S  ACAAC . luscious golden toning over impres-
sively struck surfaces allow the prospective buyer to visualize 
Pratt’s design as he intended. a premium quality coin for the 
grade and certainly worth an aggressive bid. 

#007950

5810 192  S- 4 N  ACAAC . a sharply struck beauty exhibiting 
warm olive-gold iridescence on frosty surfaces. 

#007950

2  photo

2  photo
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5811 1854 -55 N . Blended olive and lilac toning complements 
both surfaces. a small abrasion is noted by liberty’s chin and some 
minor nicks can be seen on her cheek. 

The 1854 ranks as a one-year design type although it is not typically col-
lected as such. The word dollars is expressed in much smaller letters in 
1854 than were used in 1855 and later years.

#007969

5812 1854  S N S . “Improperly Cleaned.” net VF-25. Me-
dium yellow gold with distinctive olive highlights. Faint hairlines 
show from an old cleaning, though plenty of natural lustre has 
been retained in the recessed areas. 

#007969

es rable 1854-  3 ar t

5813 1854-   S N S . “obverse repaired, Improperly 
Cleaned.” net VF-25. Medium yellow gold with some rose and 
olive highlights. Close inspection reveals some burnishing and 
other smoothing on obverse, though the reverse is essentially 
problem-free save for a few scattered marks. a rare prize within 
the denomination, the solitary dahlonega Mint issue of the design 
type as well as a date that saw a mintage of just 1,120 pieces. an 
excellent opportunity to obtain a rare prize for less money than a 
higher grade coin would be.  

#007970

ho ce  1854-O 3

5814 1854-O -55 N . Bright yellow gold with sweeping cartwheel 
lustre and much mint frost, especially in the recessed areas. struck 
in the first year of the denomination and the only new orleans 
issue in the $3 gold series. Just 24,000 examples were struck. 

#007971

5815 1854-O -30 in terms of wear. Pale greenish-golden surfaces 
display noticeable hairlines from a cleaning. This example is 
otherwise largely defect-free, as there are only a few tiny reeding 
marks in the lower left obverse field. For those that collect both 
by type and mintmark, this scarce issue is a “must have”, as it is 
the only new orleans Mint product of this denomination. 

581  1855 S- 3 in terms of arm’s length appearance. noticeable 
hairlines from a past cleaning but still attractive and a pleasing 
orange-gold color. some lustre survives in the protected areas. 

5817 1855 -55 P S . a lustrous medium golden specimen with 
rich orange and pale olive iridescent highlights. sharply struck 
with excellent overall eye appeal. 

#007972

5818 185  -55 N S . rich honey gold with frosty motifs and 
somewhat reflective fields, especially among the design elements. 
deep orange lustre engages the eye. 

#007974

5819 185   S N S . “Improperly Cleaned.” net VF-35. Me-
dium honey gold with some deeper highlights. scattered hairlines 
present. some retained lustre in the protected areas. 

#007974

5820 185 -S e m S.  S N S . “Improperly Cleaned.” 
net eF-40. deep yellow gold with distinctive olive highlights and 
some prooflike reflectivity in the protected regions of the design. 
a few faint marks and some scattered hairlines are present. one 
of 34,500 examples struck, the largest production run of any date in 
the denomination from the san Francisco Mint. This date is often 
selected to represent branch mint coinage in the $3 gold series. 

#007975

u.s. THree dollar Gold
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5821 1857 -55 details. Hairlined from cleaning. Graffiti on the ob-
verse. random marks near rim and a couple of shallow scratches 
are seen with a loupe. lustrous and still a decent appearing 
example of this ever popular denomination. 

5822 1858 -45 N S . Bright yellow gold with strong, natural 
lustre in the protected areas. one of just 2,133 circulation strikes 
of the date produced, and a well respected scarcity as such. 

#007978

5823 1859 -58 from a standpoint of wear. light graffiti on the right 
reverse field and surrounding the denomination faint but visible 
with a loupe. lustrous and well struck. 

ho ce  18 0-S 3

5824 18 0-S -55 N . Bright honey gold with broadly expansive 
cartwheel lustre and rich mint bloom, especially in the protected 
areas. one of just 7,000 examples of the date struck in san Fran-
cisco, and one of just five $3 dates struck at our westernmost 
production facility. some light, scattered marks can be seen under 
low magnification, but the arm’s-length quality is substantial. 

#007981

5825 18 3 -50 from the standpoint of wear. Polished and repaired on 
the upper rim around (aTaT)es. The surfaces are finely porous 
and show moderate hairlines from cleaning on this scarce date. 

582  18 4 -50. lightly cleaned long ago, not that everyone would 
notice. a highly important date with a remarkably low mintage. 
scarce at any level of preservation. 

5827 18  -55. Mostly brilliant in the central areas deepening to pink 
at the borders. a tiny rim nick is noted above n in unITed. From 
a scant mintage of just 4,030 pieces. 

5828 18 8 -58. The fields have been polished to an unnatural mirror fin-
ish. a mere 4,850 pieces were struck, most disappeared long ago. 

5829 1871 -45. With respect to wear but the coin shows evidence of 
a past cleaning. a respectable strike is found on this coin which 
also exhibits some light reflectivity. The surfaces are smooth and 
free from any serious marks. Pale gold toning with some deeper 
shades seen in the center. one of only 1,300 pieces struck, this date 
has one of the lowest mintages of the entire series. 

are Proof 1872 hree ollar ol  o

5830 1872 Proof- 2 or thereabouts overall. Cameo devices. The reverse 
is arguably choice. The obverse exhibits a thin planchet streak in 
the right field behind liberty’s head and there are minor hairlines 
from handling and a past gentle cleaning. High wire rim on both 
sides, and the mirror fields retain their sparkle and reflectivity. 
liberty’s head is well frosted and this one might show enough 
contrast for a Cameo designation but the past cleaning makes this 
point moot for the moment. With a mintage of 30 pieces in Proof 
on February 3, 1872 there certainly aren’t many around today e en 
if all sur i ed. a formidable rarity and important offering for the 
numismatist. 
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mat c 1873 lose 3
ta e recor e

5831 1873 lose 3. -58 P S . reflective fields and lightly frosted 
motifs display pale sky blue and fiery orange iridescence, espe-
cially in the fields. The surface shows hairlines but no serious 
metal disturbances. an enigmatic issue with no recorded mintage 
figure  the Guide Book notes: “The mintage of the 1873 Close 3 coin 
is unknown. research suggests that Proofs only may have been 
struck (none for circulation), and those perhaps as late as 1879. 
Mint records report 25 Proof coins, with no reference to the style 
of the 3 (open or Close)  however, the actual mintage maybe as 
high 100 to 1,000 coins.” The present Close 3 variety doesn’t cross 
our desk with any great regularity, and we suggest the actual 
mintage may be on the low side of the medium point (500 pieces) 
than on the high side. Indeed, only 10 examples of this date have 
been certified finer than the presently offered coin by PCGs. a 
nice opportunity for an advanced u.s. gold specialists. 

PCGs Population: 23  10 finer (Ms-64 finest).
#007995

5832 1874 -55 N S . Pale yellow-gold toning over surfaces 
that show only very light lines. a good strike is noted as well as 
a mostly hidden scratch near the upper left edge on the reverse. 

#007998

em c rc late  1878 3

5833 1878 S- 5 N . soft honey gold with extensive cartwheel 
lustre and rich rose iridescence. struck in an era when the de-
nomination did not circulate and, fortunately for today’s collecting 
community, many examples of the date were retained in Mint 
state condition. Gem-quality examples of the 1878 $3 are more 
often encountered than any other date in the series, which makes 
exciting coins such as the present offered available to any collector 
desiring a specimen. Choice for the grade and certain to be a focal 
point in a high-grade u.s. gold type set. 

#008000

5834 1878 S- 3. Bordering on a higher grade. Marvelous satiny lustre 
on surfaces that are smooth and lack any serious contact marks. 
a tiny rim tic on the reverse is this lovely coin’s main detraction. 
Well struck. The 8s in the date have an inner line at the top loop 
which could be what Breen was referring to in his Encyclopedia as 
variety number 6391. a perfect coin for additional research as this 
coin has been off the market for such a long time (see pedigree). 

Accompanied by an old enry Chapman en elope dated 0 3 33.

5835 1878 S- 2 at first glance. upon close inspection with a glass, 
two digs at the date are revealed that mar the digits. lustrous and 
attractive otherwise. 

583  1878 S- 1 in terms of appearance. There are light hairlines in the 
fields that are only detectable under close scrutiny. Pale yellow-
gold toning with a deeper shade at the edge. The strike is decent 
with just some softness at the hair by the forehead. a respectable 
type coin for this desirable denomination. 

5837 1878 -58 N . Frosty surfaces toned in blended pink, lilac, 
and olive-gold. an attractive example suitable for inclusion in 
either a specialized collection or a type set. 

#008000

5838 1878 -58 N S . Highly lustrous honey gold with much 
mint frost in the protected areas. a lightly circulated specimen 
with the initial appearance of a Mint state coin. 

#008000

5839 1878 -53, with respect to wear. Faint field lines are indicative 
of a light cleaning particularly on the reverse. 
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5840 1878 -45 S N S . “Cleaned.” net VF-35. deep 
honey gold with rich rose highlights and much natural lustre in 
the protected areas. Hairlined but not dismissively so. 

#008000

ho ce ameo Proof 1880 3 ol  ar t
ta e  st 3  P eces

5841 1880 Proof- 4 O S S . Boldly rendered heavily frosted 
motifs and mirrored fields form a distinctive cameo contrast on 
the deep honey surfaces. The reflective fields are devoid of marks 
of consequence  even hairlines seem to be on hiatus when viewed 
carefully. one of just 36 Proofs of the date reportedly struck, 
though far fewer than that number can be accounted for today. 
The present coin is a reminder to collectors that a diligent search 
through out-of-favor third-party slabs can yield rewarding and 
aesthetically appealing coins. 

5842 1880 S- 0 S N S . “Cleaned.” deeply toned over 
surfaces that do not have any real damaging marks. The strike is 
very good with strong details seen on both sides. a very scarce late 
date that has a business strike mintage of only 1,000 pieces, which 
is even fewer than the more famous 1854-d issue of this series. 

#008002

are t State 1881 hree- ollar ol

5843 1881 S- 1 N . The mintage for the year dribbled to a halt 
after a mere 500 were coined. orange-gold fields with lighter yel-
low-gold around the rims, with some reflectivity noted as the die 
did not strike enough coins to lose their polish. The diagnostics 
noted in Breen do not seem to match this coin as no mark between 
rT is seen, nor is recutting on the (sT)a(Tes) apparent. Most of the 
examples of this date that survived came out of european hoards 
in the last century. 

From the eed  Collection, as noted on the GC slab.

5844 1885  S N S . “Improperly Cleaned.” net eF-40. 
Bright honey gold with deep olive highlights. The fields are reflec-
tive and the devices are lightly frosted. some cleaning marks are 
seen as well as a few marks high on liberty’s check  the reverse 
bears a small “X” through the 5 in the date. a rare prize, one of 
just 801 examples of the date struck for intended circulation. 

#008007

5845 188  -55 or better in terms of wear. reflective fields yield 
some light hairlines from a cleaning. Very well struck with a pale 
yellow-gold patina present. a very scarce date with only 1000 
pieces struck. since the business strikes were struck using Proof 
dies, many of the coins available could be impaired or low grade 
Proofs since there is great difficulty in telling the difference. 

584  1888 -53 N S . deep honey gold with much mint bril-
liance in the protected areas. Warm olive toning graces both sides, 
especially on the obverse. Mark-free with just a few faint hairlines 
noted for accuracy. 

#008010

5847 1889  S N S . “Improperly Cleaned.” net eF-40, 
bright yellow gold with olive highlights. nearly innumerable 
tics adorn both sides, suggestive of use in a necklace or other 
such jewelry  the rims are entirely intact and free of solder. one 
of 2,300 circulation strikes of the date produced in the final year 
of the denomination. 

#008011
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5848 1879 Stella. -1 35, P-1832 1833. ar t -3. low  Ha r. Proof- 5 
P S  ACAAC . The $4 stella, unique as a denomination, is technically 

a pattern, but is listed in the Guide Book of United State Coins and has 
long been an american Favorite. The original mintage is not known, 
probably somewhere around 725, although published figures are 
often lower. Today, several hundred of these exist, the vast majority 
of which far below the present piece in quality. Impaired Proof, Proof-
60, 61, 62 are standard. only a tiny percentage can be called Gem as 
here. Glittering mirror fields are offset by the frosted head of liberty 
and surrounding lettering. The usual light planchet lines are found 
crossing liberty in a horizontal direction, fainter than often seen.

one of the most popular issues of the 19th century as enough 
were made that they can be obtained for a price. This one shows 
glittering mirror fields offset by the frosted head of liberty and 
the surrounding lettering. The usual light planchet lines are found 
crossing on liberty in a horizontal direction and these are fainter 
than often seen, making the eye appeal stronger for this impres-
sive stella. Classic orange-gold with a dusting of copper antique 
toning on both sides.

The stella denomination was the brainchild of representative 
John a. Kasson in 1879. His desire was to have a coin from the 
united states recognized and circulate internationally along side 
the sovereigns and other foreign gold coins. engraver William 
Barber designed the flowing hair die and a number of this denomi-
nation were struck to be handed out to congressmen to impress 
upon them the viability of the proposed denomination. naturally 
a few slipped through the fingers of said congressmen and soon 
found their way to the bordellos surrounding Washington dC 
where they became favorites of the ladies. George T. Morgan also 
tried his able hand and created the beautiful coiled hair dies for 

1879 and 1880 for the stellas, but not as many were struck of that 
design. all have been popular with the ladies as well as collectors 
since the day they were coined, and obtaining an example of the 
stella puts any collection into the advanced category and com-
mands the respect of all collectors. The present gem is a worthy 
example that any numismatist can long cherish and enjoy. 

PCGs Population: 25  29 finer within the designation (all Proof-66).
Conceived by Honorable John a. Kasson, united states minister to austria 

in 1879, the $4 gold stella was so-named for the star that dominates the reverse 
design (latin: stella star). Kasson also served as chair of the Committee of 
Coinage, Weights, and Measures earlier in his congressional career. He was a 
staunch advocate of the united states developing a denomination that would 
be valued and weighed metrically, as used in europe, and would thus circu-
late at par with such well-used world gold issues as the spanish 20 pesetas, 
austrian eight florins, Italian 20 lire, dutch eight florins, and the French 20 
francs. The Committee of Coinage, Weights, and Measures considered Kasson’s 
proposal, forwarding the suggestion that a name “suitable for the four-dol-
lar coin would be “one stella” analogous to one eagle, both the star and the 
eagle being national emblems on our coins. Kasson’s proposal did not break 
new ground, for earlier proposals had resulted in Paquet’s pattern $5 pieces 
of 1868 and the later Bickford pattern issues of the 1870s. Foreign exchange 
rates of the time were seldom constant (some things never change), and even 
a denomination such as Kasson’s proposed $4 coinage would never precisely 
fit the exchange rates of the day nor quite match the coins of europe it sought 
to compete with—it would still be necessary to make exchange computations 
and give change using other smaller denominations. all that aside, Kasson’s $4 
denomination was still greeted with congressional enthusiasm. Congressman 
alexander stephens sought the production of the denomination in February 
1879. Both Charles e. Barber and George T. Morgan were responsible for de-
signs of the $4 gold piece. Those designed by Barber bore a portrait of liberty 
with hair loose, today’s “Flowing Hair” type, as offered here, while Morgan’s 
design showed a more austere liberty, hair tightly coiled and coiffed, today’s 
“Coiled Hair” type.

u.s. Four dollar Gold

ar elo s em 1879 low  Ha r 4 Stella
 mer ca  lass c
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The 1795 half eagle occupies a special place in american 
numismatics. This represents the first year of gold coinage at the 
Philadelphia Mint, and the first denomination within that year. 
earlier it had been desired to produce gold coins, but surety had 
not been met (see information under the 1794 half dollar in this 
catalogue). In the summer of 1795, coinage commenced, with half 
eagles delivered by the end of July. at the Mint, engraver robert 
scot laid in good supple of obverses and reverse, anticipating a 
large coinage, and quite probably planning beyond 1795. Whatever 

u.s. HalF eaGles ($5)
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u.s. CaPPed BusT rIGHT HalF eaGles

 al ate  1795 Half a le
B -3, rst Year of ss e

5850 1795 B -3. ar t -3 . Small a le. S- 3  N  ACAAC . What 
with a “I” added by nGC (to represent exceptional quality) plus 
the highly valued Collectors acceptation Corporation sticker, this 
particular Ms-63 piece can certainly be called “high-end” among 
examples of its type. Both obverse and reverse are gorgeous to 
contemplate, somewhat prooflike, with rich frost. some marks 
are seen here and there, otherwise it would be called Ms-64, 65, 
or higher, so we will not dwell on them here, except to say that 
within Ms-63 this certainly is a coin to remember. 

Scarce 1795 a e  B st, Small a le 5 ol
5849 1795 Bass a re ther-2. ar t - . Small a le. -

58 N . a better variety that is represented by 20 to 
25 examples in all, and this one shows orange-gold 
coloration with traces of haze and a decent strike. The 
surfaces are busy with tiny handling marks in the 
fields and evidence of enhancement. on the reverse 
the proud bird retains most of his feathers and the tiny 
wreath clutched in his beak has all the leaves and ber-
ries. no adjustment marks or rim bumps are apparent. 
First year of issue with a mintage estimated between 
8,707 and 12,106 for the entire year, leaving precious 
few for specialists today. 

#008066
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the reason, coins with this date continued to be struck well into 
1797, if not into 1798 (as evidenced by the 1795 obverse combined 
with the later style Heraldic eagle reverse). In the meantime, dies 
dated 1796 and 1797 were also used. 

This perforation of 1795-dated dies gave rise to numismatic 
interest in the varieties, the first person known to have delved into 
the subject was J. Colvin randall, who in the 1870s devised a num-
bering system. although this was used for 1795 and certain other 
early gold coins, and scattered mention appeared in catalogues, 
we have never seen a listing of the varieties and how they can be 
determined. In the early 20th century, William H. Woodin (who in 
1933 would become President Franklin roosevelt’s first secretary 
of the Treasury) studied half eagles, with emphasis on 1795, and 

intended to publish a book on them. seemingly, much of this infor-
mation passed onto edgar H. adams, who published information 
in the Coin Collector’s Journal in the 1930s. other scholars followed 
in the 1940s onward, culminating in the grand production by John 
dannreuther, using the notes by Harry W. Bass.

Today half eagles of 1795, including the piece offered here, are 
interesting to own from an historical viewpoint, incorporating as 
they do a generous measure of mint tradition. The dies were hand 
cut (except for the central hubs), and offer much of interest when 
viewed under magnification. 

nGC Census: 1  10 finer within any designation (Ms-65  finest).
#008066

are 1795 Half a le
5851 1795 B -3. ar t -3 . Small a le. -58 or better from 

the standpoint of wear. Cleaned. Inspection of the rims 
reveals reeding repairs at 12:00 and 8:00 probably to repair 
rim bumps. Well struck by the dies. There is virtually full 
hair definition on liberty and all the eagle’s breast feathers 
are present. The surfaces have been cleaned in the past but 
this impairment is insignificant, for this is a high-grade 
example of this enormously popular first year of issue. Well 
over half the survivors show some sort of past enhance-
ment in the form of cleaning or repair, so such an incident 
is hardly unusual. What is important is the present coin 
scarcely circulated and shows virtually all the definition 
imparted by the dies and yet will sell for a fraction of what 
a more perfect example in a comparable grade will bring. 
Worthy of consideration. 

es rable a  are 1798 Half a le  H h ra e

5852 1798 B -3. ar t -5 . ar e 8, 14 Stars. -58 N . a delightful 
example of this issue and worth more attention as this is the 14 star 

reverse die and an important major variety as such. apparently 
the engraver simply placed too many stars above the eagle, as the 
14 star reverse would have been current back in the early 1790s, 
but 15 stars were required from 1794-1796, then 16 stars as more 
states joined the union. The obverse shows a solid strike with a 
small area of adjustment marks on the left side of the rim. short 
burlap fragments are seen into the fields as a result of wiping the 
dies periodically while these were being coined, notably inside the 
l(IBerTy) and between 79. a small dig on liberty’s neck appears 
to be from its brief time in circulation. Pleasing orange-gold color 
throughout. on the reverse the coin really shines numismatically. 
First off, the strike is remarkably sharp gi en the fact that the re erse 
die has 0  radial cracks—if one includes the short ones to the tail 
feathers and both wings. several of these cracks join up at the cen-
ter of the shield and the coiner, in a valiant attempt to keep this die 
alive, lapped the leaves nearly off the branch to reduce the depth 
of these cracks. a die will be a die, and soon enough it cracked all 
the more. Terminal die state apparently, beyond that noted in the 
Bass-dannreuther gold variety book, as this coin shows additional 
cracks from the rim to the fourth feather in the left wing, another 
down through the first T in sTaTes to first cloud, stars 1, 7 and 
13, shield to join other cracks. another crack splits the first a of 
aMerICa to the wing, another up from the rim to the third tail 
feather counting from the left which fades into the shield. a die 
variety delight  undoubtedly one the latest and most advanced 
die states of the series and a worthy coin to display its charms. 
Certainly condition census for the variety. 

nGC Census: 6  1 finer (Ms-60).
#008080
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ho ce  1799 Half a le

5853 1799 B - . ar t -5. -35 P S  ACAAC . deep gold surfaces, 
with pleasing original toning and a completely untampered with 
appearance. some light surface debris is noted on the reverse, 
and a single light rim bump is noted. nicely struck, and aside 
from a few hairline scratches just evenly worn in the channels of 
commerce and pleasing overall for the grade. 

#008081

ttract e 1802 1 a e  B st Half a le

5854 1802 1 B -2. ar t -4 . -53 P S . Pleasing orange-gold with 
coppery accents near the date and traces of lustre in the protected 
devices. a bold strike that shows all the tiny nuances of the dies, 
and there are no signs of softness in the stars. Furthermore the sur-
faces are clean with no adjustment marks or rim issues, while the 
fields show just the usual light lines from circulation and handling. 
early die state with no cracks or die chips aside from the small 
lump left of sTaTes seen on all examples from this reverse. 

#008083

t State 1803 2 5 ol

5855 1803 2 B -1. ar t -4. S- 2 N . a lovely example with 
prooflike obverse and satiny reverse. lovely yellow surfaces. a 
strike that is distinctly above average. 

#008084

585  1805 B -1. ar t -3 . -53 S N S . “Graffiti, 
Cleaned, Bent.” net VF-30. Bright yellow gold with some frosty 
lustre retained in the protected areas. lightly cleaned long ago, 
but not to any heavy detriment. Planchet bent, as noted, though 
not noticeable in the anaCs holder. Faint graffiti can be seen in 
the obverse field behind liberty’s hair curls. not a horrible coin 
to the unassisted eye, and probably a good bet for inclusion in an 
early u.s. gold type set. 

#008088
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t State 180  Po te   Half a le
Stars 8 5

5857 180  B -1. ar t -4. Po te  , 8x5 Stars. S- 1 N . Why 
this particular variety is even referred to as Pointed 6 is a mystery 
to us, as much more dramatic is the arrangement of the stars on 
the obverse, eight to the left and five to the right, in contrast to 
the round Top 6 which has seven to the left and six to the right. 
not that it makes any difference, it seems that the nomenclature 
might be best if the stars are emphasized to a greater extent than 
the last digit in the date. 

That said, onto the coin itself. surfaces are partially prooflike 
on the obverse. The number of casual marks here and there, often 
extensive for a Ms-63, is minimal in the present instance. The 
quality within the Ms-61 designation is outstanding. 

even more important, this particular variety is se eral times 
rarer than the round Top 6. The market has completely ignored 
this, probably, it is not widely known. Here is a good chance for 
an alert bidder to capitalize upon this na vet  and acquire a coin 
that is much rarer than the market price indicates. 

nGC Census: 9  30 finer (Ms-64 finest).
#008090

5858 180  B -4. ar t -5 . Po te  , 8x5 Stars. -40 or better in 
terms of wear. Burnished. Tooling in the obverse fields to cover 
something. The strike is sharp and the coin has a lot of definition 
on liberty’s hair and the eagle. Minor slanting adjustment marks 
through the shield are light, but visible with effort. a scarce die 
variety and a good study coin. 

lash  1807 a e  B st ht Half a le

5859 1807 B - . ar t -4 . a e  B st ht. eara ce of S- 2 at 
first glance. deceptive obverse cleaning. Faint scratches just above 
liberty’s cap and a couple of sharp rim nicks on the obverse have 
been improved. a coin with a nice initial appearance but scrutiny 
finds a couple of faults, there are some rim nicks on the obverse 
at the upper corners, 9:00, noon and 3:00 o’clock, with the edges 
showing faint evidence of filing in those areas, above liberty’s 
cap is a flurry of pin scratches. lustrous otherwise with attractive 
coppery-gold toning and a coin which probably never circulated. 
The reverse is much nicer with orange-gold colors and ample lustre 
in the fields. Final year of the capped bust right design as John 
reich updated the half eagle and half dollar in late 1807. 

rst Year of ss e 1807 a e  B st eft Half a le

58 0 1807 B -8. ar t -2. a e  B st eft. S- 0 in terms of wear. 
Cleaned. a few small marks at the central reverse. The surfaces 
have been brushed to soften the appearance of minor handling 
marks. Toned attractive coppery gold with scattered nicks visible 
with a loupe. First year of the new Capped Head left design by 
John reich, which proved popular at the time of issue and increas-
ingly so today with numismatists who appreciate the charming 
appearance of liberty and the timeless rendering of the eagle on 
the reverse. 

58 1 1808 7 B -2. ar t -4 . -50. Cleaned. The surfaces have been 
lightly brushed to smooth over handing marks and light adjust-
ment marks on the obverse. Typical orange-gold color with well 
struck devices and the overdate feature is visible at the top of the 
second 8 with the top of the 7 clear. This coin scarcely circulated 
but like so many early gold coins has been cleaned and enhanced 
in the past, to appear Mint state leaving the purity of its surfaces 
compromised by the standards of today. 
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rost  1808 Half a le
B -4

58 2 1808 B -4. ar t -3 . S- 2 N . a lovely, lustrous example 
with deep mint frost. a very attractive coin with minimal surface 
and contact marks, certainly a high-end piece within the Ms-62 
designation. The surfaces of this well struck example enjoy a full 
measure of assertive, icy mint frost. Both the fields and devices, 
furthermore, are evenly balanced and free of any particularly 
distracting defects. This half eagle is quite impressive for a coin 
at the indicated numerical grade. 

survivors of this normal date issue are clearly rarer than those of 1807, 
1810 large date, large 5, 1811 small 5, and 1812.

#008102

58 3 1810 B -4. ar t -2. ar e ate, ar e 5. -53 S 
N S . “Cleaned.” Bright yellow gold with olive highlights 

and much natural lustre in the protected areas. light hairlines are 
present and what may be some smoothing is noted on liberty’s 
neck below her ear. still, a presentable example of a popular early 
u.s. gold issue. 

#008108

Scarce 1810 Half a le

58 4 1810 B -4. ar t -2. ar e ate, ar e 5. -35. lightly cleaned 
generations ago. nevertheless, traces of lustre survive in the 
protected areas and attractive copper accents have returned to 
the recesses of the design. The obverse edge on the left side has 
weak dentils, but they are sharp elsewhere including the entire 
reverse. one of the more plentiful die pairings of the type, but 
scarce enough to command attention whenever these turn up. 

58 5 1811 B -1. ar t -3 . all 5. -58 detail. Hairlined from a rather 
harsh cleaning and a bit dull. There are no rim problems or other 
surface issues, just the cleaning lines. on the reverse some adjust-
ment marks are seen on the upper left. a popular type coin and 
interesting date as the War of 1812 was beginning to unfold when 
this coin was circulating. 

 1811 Half a le

58  1811 B -1. ar t -3 . all 5. -50 P S  ACAAC . satiny and 
lustrous medium gold surfaces with some traces of deeper gold 
toning in places. a thin scratch extends into the field from the 
5th star, but it is not too distracting unless under magnification. 
Housed in an old green-label PCGs holder. 

#008109

58 7 1811 B -2. ar t -3. Small 5. -53 in terms of wear, cleaned 
and with an area of weak dentils and reeding at the top of the 
obverse, opposite some adjustment marks on the reverse edge. 
lustre remains and the surfaces show some expert smoothing 
that is scarcely detectable. Traces of coppery toning through the 
stars frames the regal bust of liberty with her large billowy cap 
and cascading curls. Her cheek and neck are free of distractions. 

2  photo
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Po lar 1811 Half a le
Small 5

58 8 1811 B -2. Small 5. ar t -3. N  S N S . “Cleaned.” net au-53. deep yellow gold 
with distinctive olive highlights. some natural retained lustre can be found in the protected areas. 
some faint, scattered marks and some hairlines are noted on both sides. The strike is bold and the 
eye appeal is sufficient to warrant careful investigation before bidding judgment is passed. 

#008109

Ha some S- 3 1813 Half a le

58 9 1813 B -1. ar t -2. S- 3 P S . sharply struck and fully lustrous, with complete dentilation on 
both sides. Faint adjustment marks can be seen at the obverse rim between 8:00 and 11:00. This piece 
ranks at the upper end of the Ms-63 category in our opinion, and is worthy of a generous bid from 
the specialist. 

#008116

c rc late  1813 Half a le

5870 1813 B -1. ar t -2. S- 2 P S . Choice for the grade. Frosty yellow gold with unyielding lustre 
and warm olive highlights. some scattered marks come to light under low magnification but the 
unassisted eye appeal is that of a coin in a far finer grade. Crisply struck for the design type with 
essentially full design elements in all quarters. a moderately common issue that affords today’s col-
lectors the opportunity to own an early u.s. gold issue. 

#008116

2  photo
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l s e 1832 Half a le
S are Base 2, 13 Stars

5871 1832 B -1. ar t -5. S are Base 2, 13 Stars. -55 S 
N S . “Cleaned.” net eF-45. Bright yellow gold with deep-

ening olive highlights on both sides. some prooflike reflectivity 
is seen in the fields. Cleaned long ago but not to any great visual 
detriment. some light marks are noted on both sides. a popular 
scarcity as a date, though not as rare as its counterpart with 12 
obverse stars. The present 13 star variety is thought to exist to the 
tune of 40 to 50 pieces or so—hence its rarity-5 designation. as the 
Bass-dannreuther on the series notes: “There are as many as 50 
examples surviving. This may seem high to some specialists, but 
quite a few of these coins have been brought to market because 
of higher prices in the past 25 years. This is still not a common 
coin, of course, and all Fat ead s are popular and snapped up 
by savvy collectors at auction and on the bourse floor.” 

are 1834 a e  B st 5 W th otto

5872 1834 B -1. ar t -5 . a e  B st, Pla  4. -58 N . This 
is the final year of issue of the so called “fat head $5” pieces. When 
these were struck they contained about $6 worth of gold and thus 
most were melted for the profit provided. Government handouts 
have always been popular with the populace. nevertheless, in mid 
1834 the amount of gold was reduced and the design changed to 
the Classic Head issue, which contained less gold allowed these 
coins to circulate at face value. The present example shows attrac-
tive orange-gold surfaces and some lustre in the protected areas. 
Perhaps 30 to 40 are known to have survived from this die pairing, 
making it difficult but obtainable with patience. a fair number exist 
in mint condition, but this is certainly memorable for its quality 
and eye appeal. no surface disturbances of consequence and the 
eye appeal is rich and abundant. 

nGC Census: 3  11 finer (Ms-64 finest).

5873 1834 B -2. ar t -5. a e  B st, rosslet 4. Net -30, sharp-
ness of au-50, mount removed at 10:00, reeded edge re-engraved 
there. Hairlines present from a long-ago cleaning. Bright yellow 
gold with deepening orange highlights, especially at the rims. 
some scattered marks are present. a rarity from the final year of 
the design type. The Bass-dannreuther reference notes: “There are 
probably 45 to more than 50 different specimens of this variety  
this is still a scarce and popular coin, but the type is rare, so this 
is one of its available varieties”. a nice opportunity for alert type 
set specialists or early gold aficionados. 

2  photo
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u.s. ClassIC Head HalF eaGles

cre ble Proo ke em 1834 Pla  4 lass c Hea  Half a le
as l  O e of he H hest al t  S r ors Both of h s ate a  e

5874 1834 lass c Hea , Pla  4. S-  P  N . The lustre and visual 
allure of the remarkable coin offered here is simply beyond what 
a collector could reasonably expect from a business strike of this 
issue. nearly flawless, glassy mirrored fields frame frosted, fully 
struck legends and design features. The stunning countenance of 
this shimmering jewel is highly unlike that of essentially all of its 
brethren, regardless of date. Moreover, there is not a single survivor 
of any issue within this series that clearly surpasses the quality of 
this coin. Consequently, the presently offered specimen is one of 
a handful of survivors of this entire Classic Head type that could 

possibly lay claim to the distinction of being the finest known. 
nGC Census: 2  none finer within any designation. only one other coin has 

been certified at the Ms-66 Pl level within the entire Classic Head $5 series. 
no coins have been graded finer for the entire type. It is interesting to note, 
furthermore, that the only other certified Ms-66 Pl example of this date has 
been struck from the same pair of dies as the coin offered here (both show 
hints of die rust and clashing at identical locations on both sides). With that 
in mind, it begs the question as to whether such coins were minted for some 
special purpose, perhaps even later than the date indicated on the coin. Further 
research in this regard may yield some interesting results.

#008171

es rable S- 1 1834 lass c Hea  5

5875 1834 lass c Hea , Pla  4. S- 1 N . Partially brilliant sur-
faces with blushes of blended peach and lilac. Traces of prooflike 
character can be seen around the stars, letters, and numerals. Most 
design features are sharp, but with a touch of softness on the tresses 
at liberty’s temple and some of the obverse stars. 

B-6501: “First Head  large Plain 4.”
McC-3B. “Fancy 8” in date  “no bud  no tongue.”
#008171
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587  1834 lass c Hea . Pla  4. -55. signs of a past cleaning can 
be seen in the right obverse field and a small flurry of pin action 
left of the denomination visible with a loupe. Well struck and ever 
popular as a type coin. 

ho ce  1835 Half a le

5877 1835 -58 N . Bright yellow gold with intense lustre and 
rich olive highlights on satiny, somewhat reflective surfaces. 
Boldly struck with just a few faint marks that show up under low 
magnification. Choice for the grade. 

Breen 6504. “1835 First head, small date. Truncation nearly straight  
forelock single  center stroke of 8 thin, open 3.”

#008173

5878 183  S- 2 at first glance, cleaned and brushed in a couple of areas 
to soften nicks. still lustrous and sharp with a touch of coppery 
gold toning in the fields and a nice overall appearance. 

5879 1837 ar e ate, ar e 5. S- 2 N . Frosty, highly lustrous 
yellow gold with distinctive olive highlights and a hint of prooflike 
reflectivity in the fields. a crisply struck example of this scarce date, 
one that is considerably more difficult to locate in Mint state than 
earlier years in the design type. low magnification will reveal some 
scattered marks, as should be expected for the grade, but the overall 
appeal to the unassisted eye is strong for the assigned grade. Choice 
in all regards and a piece that packs a powerful pedigree. 

B-6512. McC-2B.
From Bo ers and Merena’s sale of the Bass Collection, Part , May 

2000, Lot 3337.
#008175

5880 1837 Small ate. -45. deep yellow gold with decided olive cast. 
Mint lustre retained in the protected areas. scarcer than most of 
the Philadelphia Mint issues of the design type. Just a few faint 
marks noted. 

B-6513, McC-3C.

Po lar 1838-  Half a le
Ob erse tmark

5881 1838-   S N S . “Improperly Cleaned.” deep yellow 
gold with definitive olive highlights. some faint hairlines and scat-
tered tics are present, though we note some original mint bloom 
in the protected design areas. one of 20,583 pieces struck of this, 
the first year of dahlonega Mint coinage and the final year of the 
Classic Head design type in the denomination. 

#008178

are a  m orta t t State 1839-  Half a le

5882 1839-  S- 2 N . Glittering and reflective with unyielding 
beauty imparted by the dies. The 1839 half eagles are a distinct 
type with a dramatic curve on the base of the truncation that is 
flattened out to a degree with the coins struck in 1840 and after. on 
the Charlotte and dahlonega pieces struck in 1839, the mintmarks 
appear above the date, a feature unique to 1839. excellent surfaces 
show minor handling tics on liberty’s face and neck, in the fields as 
well although none are distracting. Faint striation lines are present 
from the planchet rolling equipment, and these are seldom seen 
as even moderate handling blends these lines into the surfaces. 
Fully struck and an early die state struck before the dies clashed 
or were lapped. scarce this nice with four seen as Ms-62 by nGC, 
three more above all as Ms-63 by that service. Condition Census 
quality and important for the collector who demands quality and 
rarity. Mintage of 17,205 pieces. 

nGC Census: 4  3 finer (Ms-63 finest).
#008192

2  photo
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5883 1839-  -40 P S . Partially brilliant surfaces with blushes 
of blended pink and violet. a desirable one-year type with the 
mintmark above the date on the obverse rather than below the 
eagle on the reverse. survivors in eF-40 and higher grades are 
even scarcer than the moderate mintage of 17,205 pieces suggests  
PCGs has certified just a few dozen survivors above VF. 

#008192

5884 1840 -53 N . Well struck with pleasing pale yellow-gold 
toning. a few light marks are seen but most are not detrimental 
to this early no Motto variety. This is the narrow-mill variety. a 
very attractive example that should be seen to be appreciated. 

#008194

5885 1840-  Broa  ll. Net -45, sharpness au-55. Medium yel-
low gold surfaces lightly pebbled under low magnification. no 
major marks assail the unassisted eye, though we do not a few 
tiny rim nicks on both sides. one of 22,896 half eagles of the date 
produced. 

The presently offered 1840-d half eagle shows an interesting die anomaly 
on the obverse. The dentils near star 13 show the top of what could possibly 
be an errant 4 sticking out into the field beneath that star certainly bears 
further study.

588  1842-  ar e ate. Net -40, sharpness of au -58, mount re-
moved, reeding re-engraved at 12:00 relative to the reverse, rim 
filed in places. Bright yellow gold with deepening honey tones, 
especially in the protected areas. nowhere near as unsuitable as 
our description makes it sound, and indeed, worthy of in-person 
examination. 

5887 1842-  Small ate, Small etters. -55 N . Wisps of rich 
orange-golden toning frame the central design features, as well 
as the legends and stars at the peripheries. The surfaces retain a 
measure of underlying mint frost that is accompanied by a scat-
tering of typical tiny surface marks, none of which are particularly 
distracting. examples of this scarce dahlonega Mint half eagle nor-
mally are encountered within the VF to eF condition range, with 
survivors at or above the grade level offered here in all likelihood 
representing less than 25% of the total remaining population. 

#008210

5888 1842-  Small ate, Small etters. -53, or better from the 
standpoint of wear. a few light scratches surround liberty’s neck 
and the nearby field, another on the reverse above the left wing. 
Well struck with some lustre intact and a decent example of this 
date that has only been slightly mishandled. 

ho ce t State 1843 oro et Half a le

5889 1843 S- 3 N . Frosty mint lustre on both sides and sharply 
struck for this early Coronet issue. The surfaces are pleasing as 
they reveal precious few signs of handling, and the mint lustre is 
all but free of scuffs or distracting bagmarks. sharply struck and 
precise with the lettering and devices squeezed into place by the 
immense force of the strike. early die state with no cracks or clash-
ing. Certainly one of the finer examples to exist from this date  a 
few seen in higher grade technically, but this one is mighty fine. 

nGC Census: 10  13 finer (Ms-65 finest).
#008213

5890 1843 S- 1. lightly cleaned in the past and still brilliant. The 
surfaces are frosty and the motifs are sharply struck. Close ex-
amination reveals a scratch above the eagle’s left (viewer’s right) 
wing. 
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5891 bert  Hea  half ea le tr o  I 1843 au-50 I 1851 eF-40 I 1880-s 
au-55. all have toning. The 1851 has glue residue at the reverse 
rim. (Total: 3 pieces) 

5892 1843-  -45, with respect to actual wear. signs of a past cleaning 
are visible. shallow marks are found in the left obverse field. Pale 
mustard-yellow in color with the dentils on both sides unevenly 
struck. The overall strike of the coin is decent with the reverse 
much stronger than the obverse which shows softness at the top 
of the coronet. This is the only 1843 dated Half eagle to have the 
small letters reverse that was used from 1839-1842. 

S ectac lar ho ce c rc late  1843-O 5
Small etters ar et

mo  wo est ra e  b  N

5893 1843-O Small etters. S- 4 N . a distinctly prooflike 
beauty with frosty motifs set against reflective fields. rich olive 
highlights endorse both sides of this sharply struck beauty. The 
lustre is unyielding and is easily equal to assigned grade. a few 
faint marks are present, none of them overly obvious to the 
unaided eye. an exceptional coin, the only Ms-64 small letters 
1843-o half eagle certified by nGC, with just one other example 
of the variety certified finer. don’t miss this opportunity, for who 
knows when another such chance will come your way  

nGC Census: 1  1 finer within the designation (Ms-65).
#008217

5894 1844-  Net -20. sharpness of eF-45 but cleaned, ex-jewelry, rim 
and edge filed or crushed from service in a bezel. 

5895 1844-  -55 N . a few light marks and planchet depressions 
affect liberty’s facial features, however the definition is bold and 
the degree of retained frosty mint lustre is quite noteworthy. There 
is a delicate greenish golden hue that completes the visual appeal 
of this scarce branch mint issue. 

#008221

ho ce t State 1844-O 5

589  1844-O S- 4 N . Frosty motifs and satiny, largely reflective fields 
form a smooth, frosty cameo contrast. swirling contrast cartwheel 
lustre ignites both sides of this sharply struck beauty. Choice for the 
grade, and rightfully so. We have not seen the other five 1844-o half 
eagles called Ms-64 by nGC, but we doubt any of those pieces exceeds 
the present coin for sharpness, frostiness, and overall eye appeal. 

nGC Census: 6  none finer.
#008222

5897 1844-O -58. lightly dipped. Minor edge bruise at 11:00 on the 
obverse scarcely merits mention. Bright and lustrous, with boldly 
struck devices. appealing for an early new orleans half eagle. 

5898 1844-O -55 N . essentially brilliant surfaces with just a 
whisper of olive iridescence overall and wisps of pink at the reverse 
border. almost all of the original satiny mint lustre still survives. 
outstanding eye appeal for the grade. 

#008222

5899 1845 -58 N . excellent mint color with strong details com-
bine to give this no Motto half eagle wonderful eye appeal. some 
light field abrasion should not deter the prospective buyer when 
closely examining this lot. This date had some examples found 
on the shipwreck of the S.S. Brother Jonathan. 

#008223

2  photo
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5900 1845-O -40 or thereabouts in terms of remaining detail. notice-
ably cleaned leaving some moderate contact marks and numerous 
hairlines. Toned greenish gold with a respectable strike noted 
although some of the obverse dentils are weak or missing. an 
excellent no Motto example for the budget-minded collector. 

5901 184  ar e ate. -50 or thereabouts with respect to wear. 
Formerly mounted and showing repaired reeding at 12:00. some 
lustre remains in the protected areas despite the jewelry usage. The 
strike is decent with some softness found at the top of the coronet 
and the eagle’s neck. 

5902 184 -  -25. surfaces smoothed which is most visible on the 
obverse. Pale greenish gold patina has formed due to the smooth-
ing. The “normal d” variety with no doubling of the mintmark. 
This is considered the scarcer of the two varieties. a good “space 
filler” for the date collector who cannot afford thousands for a 
wholesome example. 

5903 1847 S- 1. exhibiting the “arm’s length” appeal of a fully choice 
specimen. ever so rich frosty-velvet mint lustre aptly augments 
an uncommonly assertive strike. deep yellow golden fields and 
devices are further embellished by wispy areas of pale coppery ton-
ing. Were it not for some rather unobtrusive random field lines, this 
majestic coin would easily warrant a fully choice distinction. 

as is the case with the 1844-o half eagles offered above, this completely 
“fresh” hoard of 1847 half eagles from the Cinclair Family Collection has not 
seen the light of day in over 150 years

From the Cinclair Family Collection of U.S. Gold Coins.
#008231

5904 1847-  -20 details, but burnished to hide some marks, the most 
serious of which are a series of nicks on the right reverse field as 
well as a rim nick near there. The right shoulder feathers of the 
eagle seem to have been oddly formed in some way as to give it 
a curious appearance. Pale gold with some darker patches seen. 
For a collector who wishes to own a Charlotte Mint coin but does 
not want to spend thousands to acquire it. 

5905 1847-  e-15. a coin that exhibits a light yellow-gold patina. 
some obverse contact marks are present which deform some of 
the letters of lIBerTy. The reverse has the stronger details of a 
higher grade while the obverse is weak, especially so in the hair 
and coronet. 

590  1847-  -25. light greenish gold toning over typically struck 
surfaces with some softness in the hair curls. Cleaned at one time 
but not entirely unappealing. struck from die 16-l as described 
in doug Winter’s book on this popular mint. some rim nicks and 
an area or two on the edge with some encrustation. a common 
and very affordable example from this heavily collected Georgia 
mint. 

5907 1847-O -35 P S . Medium honey gold with deepening golden 
highlights in the protected areas. Moderately well-worn, but not 
heavily marked, a tribute to the assigned grade. Just 12,000 half 
eagles of the date were produced, the vast majority of which saw 
heavy circulation in and around new orleans. Indeed, no example 
of the date has been certified finer than au-55 by PCGs. 

#008235

m ress e -55 1848-  5

5908 1848-  -55 N . olive-gold toning with pink and violet ac-
cents. Much satiny lustre can be seen around the stars, letters, and 
numerals. The surfaces appear to be devoid of inclusions, planchet 
chips, and other flaws that seem to plaque many dahlonega Mint 
issues. sharply struck overall, but with softness at the eagle’s neck 
feathers. nGC has certified 1848-d half eagles as au-55 or better 
on fewer than 50 occasions over the years, a figure than many 
include multiple resubmissions. 

#008238

5909 1849 S- 0. This deep yellow golden specimen still displays 
microscopic traces of original “dirt” in the most protected areas of 
the design. an evenly struck, satiny example of this rare issue. 

From the Cinclair Family Collection of U.S. Gold Coins.
#008240
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5910 1850 -40 or thereabouts. Weakly struck in the hair and the 
eagle’s neck. Pale yellow-gold toning over surfaces that show 
some contact marks. despite its mintage, this date is hard to find 
and is considered undervalued by most experts in the field. PCGs 
has graded a total of only 66 of this date in all grades, with the 
highest being Ms-64. The finest graded is the Milas example that 
was graded Ms-65 by nGC and sold in our sale of his wonderful 
half eagles in 1995. 

5911 1851-  -45 S N S . “Cleaned.” net VF-30. Bright 
yellow gold with distinctive olive highlights. low magnification 
reveals traces of a long-ago cleaning and some scattered tics on 
both sides. 

#008247

5912 1851-O -50 with respect to actual wear. Both the fields and 
design features retain quite a bit of frosty mint lustre, however 
there is a brightness that is highly indicative of a past cleaning. 
Quite scarce nonetheless as only a miniscule fraction of the original 
41,000 coin mintage has survived to this day. 

5913 1852 S- 1. The left obverse displays iridescent lavender-mauve. 
The remainder of this velvet-like coin displays sumptuous yellow 
golden toning. 

ttract e 1852-  Half a le

5914 1852-  -55. strong reverse detail with just a touch of softness 
at the right talons. The obverse has good definition except for 
some weakness in the hair details. There is ample lustre present 
on both sides giving this coin a pleasing appearance. a few light 
hairlines are visible due to a very light cleaning. The planchet is 
smooth and attractive, a clear exception to the usual dahlonega 
Mint examples which come rough and uneven. Here is a coin that 
should be strongly considered for a high grade collection. 

5915 1853-  -53 S N S . “Cleaned.” net eF-45. Me-
dium yellow gold surfaces bear witness to an old cleaning in the 
form of hairlines that become obvious under low magnification. 
The unassisted eye reveals no surface marks of mentionable stat-
ure. 

#008255

591  1853-  -45 or better in terms of circulation, however the surfaces 
have been burnished to simulate a higher grade. Bright, yellow-
golden fields and design elements are largely smooth and evenly 
defined, thus this scarce and desirable dahlonega Mint example 
is not without its redeeming qualities. 

5917 1855-  eta ls of -45. yellow-golden surfaces are noticeably 
cleaned on either side. In addition, field smoothing is most evi-
dent below the eagle’s left wing on the reverse. Clearly this coin 
is not without its share of “issues”, however its scarcity and status 
amongst branch mint gold coin collectors cannot be denied. 

l s e 1855-O Half a le
-53 N

5918 1855-O -53 N . Medium yellow gold with distinctive olive 
highlights in the satiny, prooflike fields and frosty motifs. Much 
lustre resides in the protected areas. From a modest mintage for 
the date of just 11,100 pieces, the vast majority which saw heavy 
commercial duty in the new orleans region. 

#008264

t State 185 -  Half a le

5919 185 -  S- 1 N . a beautiful example of this date in one 
of the highest grades known for this issue. The coin has a deep 
orange-gold color on both sides and displays a sharp strike on the 
devices and lettering. There is a patch that appears slightly weak 
on liberty’s bust which extends to the first three stars, similar to 
“low areas” on large cents of this period as though the die had a 
thin film of grease on it when these were struck. Trace softness on 
the eagle’s neck as well. Mintage of 28,457 pieces seems adequate 
but very few of these survived in mint condition, and virtually 
the entire mintage circulated. rarely encountered this nice and 
virtually unobtainable finer. 

nGC Census: 7  2 finer (Ms-62 finest).
#008267
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Near t State 1857-  5 ol  P ece

5920 1857-  -58 N  and offering its fair share of retained frosty 
mint bloom. This bright yellow golden specimen displays only 
light evidence of surface friction accompanied by a modest number 
of very minor shallow marks. Full Mint state examples of this date 
can certainly be categorized as rare, and high-grade circulated 
survivors such as the coin offered here are quite scarce indeed. 

#008272

5921 1857-  -58 with respect to detail and appearance. a full mea-
sure of icy mint frost still adheres to both the obverse and reverse 
of this vibrant example. light reverse scratches are noted below the 
eagle’s left wing, as is a scratch on the edge in the upper portion 
of the reeding. as the low mintage would indicate (only 17,046 
pieces were coined), this dahlonega issue is among the rarer dates 
of the denomination to have been struck at that mint. Those that 
have survived, furthermore, are usually well circulated. 

5922 1857-S -45 with respect to wear. lightly cleaned and with reverse 
rim bumps at 3:00 and 6:00. a decent strike although some of the 
hair in the coronet is a tad weak. small mintmark variety with the 
“s” about two-thirds the size as the large variety and shifted a bit 
to the left. a popular date due to the fact that this was one of the 
dates found in the treasure from the S.S. Central America. 

Near t State 1858-  Half a le

5923 1858-  -58 or better with respect to wear. This boldly struck 
example is ever so close to a full Mint state designation, however 
there are hairlines in the fields from a past cleaning. The detail is 
chisel-sharp, and the surfaces retain essentially all of their original 
icy mint frost. scarce in all grades, and particularly so at the quality 
level offered here. 

5924 1858-S -53 or better with respect to definition. There is evidence, 
however, of a very forthright cleaning on both the obverse and 
reverse. The strike nevertheless remains sharp, and the surfaces 
are bathed in icy mint frost. With Mint state examples of this early 
san Francisco Mint issue being nonexistent, and even wholesome 
au specimens being very difficult to locate, the presently offered 
coin deserves its share of consideration. 

5925 1858-S -30 P S . Intermingled olive, pink, and blue toning. 
only 18,600 examples were minted and survivors are very scarce 
in all grades. PCGs has certified 1858-s half eagles on a grand total 
of just 34 occasions since the inception of that service more than 
two decades ago, a figure that amounts to fewer than two grading 
events per year. 

#008279

are 1859 harlotte Half a le  H h ra e

592  1859-  -58 N . Bright yellow gold with tinges of orange 
mixed in on this elusive issue. Mintage of 31,847 pieces but recall 
that these were struck and released on the eve of the Civil War, 
which forced most into hiding and eventual melting. survival was 
not easy. The present example has busy surfaces from circulation, 
but shows little if any actual wear. on the reverse the old hub 
was used to create a die which frankly was of poor quality and 
definition was blurred on the eagle from die rust. all 1859-C half 
eagles show this reverse feature. as nice as this date can usually 
be found and a worthy coin for the specialist. 

#008281

5927 1859-  -53 eta ls, lightly cleaned long ago. This date comes 
weakly struck on the reverse, and this piece is no different. There 
are random scattered marks noted typical for a lightly circulated 
gold piece. a very presentable example of this scarce Charlotte 
Mint date. only 31,847 pieces were struck. 
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em Proof ltra ameo 18 4 5

5928 18 4 Proof- 5  O N . Highly mirrored fields and heavily frosted motifs stand in 
stark contrast. Bright yellow gold with intense lustre. From a Proof mintage for the date of 50 pieces, 
with probably half that number or even fewer known to today’s collectors. as beautiful as the grade 
implies. If the acquisition of a Proof rarity from the Civil War years is a must for you, please bid as 
though you mean to own this beauty, for once it is gone who knows how long it will be before the 
next one is offered for sale  

nGC Census: 5  3 finer (Proof-68 ulTra CaMeo finest).
#098454

er  are 18 7 Proof Half a le
rom he oh  a  P ttma  ollect o

5929 18 7 Proof- 4  O N  ACAAC . rich cameo mint 
frost is accentuated by a wonderful abundance of watery field 
reflectivity. The devices are flawless, and the fields are very at-
tractive. In fact, the quality is truly remarkable given the age and 
delicate nature of this specimen. Very rare as only a small fraction 
of the original 0-piece Proof mintage has managed to survive in 
all grades. The number extant totals only around a dozen or so 
pieces, including at least one coin that is noticeably circulated. 
The pedigree, quality, and aesthetic allure of the currently offered 
specimen, moreover, certainly further enhances its character and 
desirability. as if this were not enough, the 1867 is basically a rare 
date in the half eagle series, with superb Gem Mint state coins be-
ing virtually unobtainable. Thus, the presently offered Proof can 
be called doubly desirable. 

nGC Census: 1  none finer within the designation.
From the John Jay Pittman Collection, Part One a id Akers 

umismatics, October 997, Lot 033 .

2  photo
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5930 18 9-S -53 with respect to the degree of wear. an arm’s length 
perusal of this specimen offers an evenly struck, balanced ap-
pearance. only closer examination reveals evidence of cleaning. 
It should be noted that Mint state survivors of this scarce date are 
almost never encountered, and that even strong au examples are 
very challenging to acquire. 

5931 18 9-S -45 in terms of wear. Cleaned with scuffs in the left ob-
verse field. on the reverse, the horizontal shield lines have been 
engraved to give them a stronger appearance. a very scarce date 
which is supported by the fact that the smithsonian Institute, in 
their wonderful coin collection, have only an eF-45. PCGs has 
graded 73 examples with only 13 grading higher than this coin’s 
technical grade. 

5932 1870-S e-12. an evenly worn example of this scarce date which 
is hard to get in any condition. no major problems, just extensive 
circulation. The reverse is a bit stronger in detail. one of only 
17,000 coins struck, this date is virtually unknown in Mint state. 
au’s are hard enough to find with PCGs only grading 17 pieces 
in this grade, the highest being au-55. In fact only 67 coins of this 
date have been graded in all grades by PCGs. 

5933 1872-  -20 N . Medium honey gold with deep rose high-
lights. Well-circulated but not heavily marked, a pleasing example 
of this early Carson City gold issue. only 16,980 examples were 
produced, with the vast majority of that circulated heavily over 
the years. The presently offered mark-free VF-20 1872-CC half 
eagle is a treasure in its own right. 

#008326

5934 1873-S -50 or essentially so from the standpoint of wear. deli-
cate coppery peripheral toning accents a fair share of underlying 
mint frost. The reverse displays signs of cleaning and there is 
faint hairline in the upper left obverse field, however the overall 
presentation is not without merit. Here is a low mintage issue 
(only 31,000 pieces were struck) that enjoys a considerable degree 
of scarcity across the entire grading range. 

Pleas   187 -  Half a le

5935 187 -  -53 N . a prominent rarity from our nation’s 
centennial year. deep honey gold with deep rose and fiery orange 
highlights on both sides. some retained mint lustre is noted in 
the protected areas. lightly circulated but not heavily marked, a 
pleasing coin with no negative setbacks. From a mintage of just 
6,887 pieces, with the typical survivor from that modest mintage 
just VF to eF. a grand opportunity for an advanced half eagle 
specialist or Carson City Mint aficionado. 

#008340

are S- 4 1879 Half a le
ll  stro s, Shar l  Str ck

593  1879 S- 4 N . Fully lustrous and sharply struck. Mostly 
brilliant surfaces with wisps of pink and lilac. despite a generous 
mintage of 301,950 pieces, survivors grading Ms-64 or finer are 
rare. nGC has certified fewer than two dozen examples above the 
Ms-63 level, and PCGs has certified specimens as Ms-64 or finer 
on just seven occasions over the years. 

nGC Census: 19  3 finer (Ms-65 finest).
#008348

5937 bert  Hea  a  mo er  half ea le o  I 1880 au-50 (PCGs) 
lustrous with average surfaces from brief circulation I 1991-95-
W World War II. Proof-69 dCaM (PCGs). Pristine surfaces and 
deeply frosted. (Total: 2 pieces) 

5938 bert  half ea le threesome, each -58 P S  I 1881 I 
1885 I 1893. all are lustrous with great eye appeal, the latter of 
the three in an old-style green label PCGs holder. (Total: 3 pieces) 

5939 r o of bert  Hea  half ea les ra  -50 each  I 1881 I 
1893 I 1899-s. each displays frosty lustre in the protected areas 
of the designs. (Total: 3 pieces) 

2  photo

2  photo
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5940 ate 19th- a  earl  20th-ce t r  half ea le select o  I 1881 
net VF-35  sharpness of au-50. rough surfaces I 1882 au-55. 
lightly cleaned I 1908 Indian. VF-25 I 1909 eF-40, with two or 
three faint hairline scratches on the reverse I 1913 net VF-20  
sharpness of au-50, ex jewelry. The 1913 is brilliant  the other 
pieces have toning. (Total: 5 pieces) 

mo  the est ert e  1881-S Half a les

5941 1881-S S- 5 P S . Painfully common in circulated condition 
and the lower Mint state grades, the 1881-s is thoroughly rare in 
Gem quality, as here. In fact, PCGs has certified only three pieces 
in Ms-65 condition and has seen no finer specimens. The surfaces 
of this specimen are boldly lustrous, the centers are bathed in pale 
gold, the fields are a lovely copper, and the peripheries have taken 
on a lemon-gold hue. Bag marks in the fields are small and well 
spread out, lending an overall clean and mark-free appearance to 
this gem of a coin. although small hoards of san Francisco mint 
half eagles have been found (such as the roll of 1885-s half eagles 
in our 1988 Kramer sale), superior quality 1881-s specimens are 
few and far between. Here is a wonderful opportunity to acquire 
one of the finest surviving specimens of this date. 

PCGs Population: 3  none finer.
#008357

5942 1882-  -53 N  ACAAC . Brilliant surfaces with most of the 
original mint lustre surviving. Three small oxidation spots are 
noted near the reverse rim between 9:00 and 11:00. Very popular 
due to the celebrated CC mintmark. 

#008359

5943 Pa r of N  cert e  half ea les  I 1884-S au-58 I 1891 S- 0. 
The former is a satiny, deep yellow golden example. The latter 
features a low mintage (only 61,360 business strikes were coined) 
and enjoys a delicate blush of champagne-orange toning on both 
sides. (Total: 2 pieces) 

rost  em S- 5 1885-S 5

5944 1885-S S- 5 N . a frosty, sharply struck Gem. Mostly bril-
liant surfaces with blushes of blended blue and olive toward the 
rims. although readily available in Ms-64 and lower grades, the 
ranks thin out considerably at the Ms-65 level. Worth a generous 
bid from type collectors and half eagle specialists alike. 

#008368

5945 al t  Sa  ra c sco t half ea le a r  I 1886-s Ms-61 I 
1903-s Ms-61. each is frosty, nicely struck, and delicately toned. 
(Total: 2 pieces) 

594  1891 S- 2 P S . deep orange-gold toning over surfaces that 
are boldly struck. some moderate field abrasion but overall this 
example is quite nice with the reverse grading fully choice. scarce 
in this grade, most examples seen are much lower in quality. 

#008377

5947 1891-  Net -50  sharpness of au-55, but lightly cleaned. 
Mostly brilliant at the centers with wisps of olive at the borders. 
a nick is noted at the rim beneath the date. a popular issue with 
collectors due to the cachet conveyed by the CC mintmark. 

Sat  em 1892 Half a le

5948 1892 S- 5 P S . satiny mint lustre fills the fields of both sides 
which are a pale copper-gold in hue with rich lemon-gold hues 
at the peripheries. Bag marks are small, inconsequential and well 
hidden, lending this blazing premium quality specimen the look 
of a much higher grade. Boldly struck on both faces, with just a 
trivial softness in liberty’s hair curls and the arrowfeathers on the 
reverse. 

#008379

o e  em 1892 bert  5

5949 1892 S- 5 P S . Blazing mint lustre is satiny smooth and 
unbroken in the fields of both sides, which host some trivial small 
bag tics noted only under the power of magnification. strike is bold 
and nearly full in the design motifs  perhaps only a Proof striking 
would offer the type collector a fuller rendering of the designs. 
The obverse exhibits several cloud-like areas of iridescent toning 
around the peripheries which will serve to forever hallmark this 
Gem specimen that offers a toning-free reverse. 

#008379

5950 Pa r of N  cert e  half ea les  I 1892-S au-58 I 1894-S au-
50. Both are frosty and exhibit delicate toning. The second coin 
offers a significant degree of scarcity, as only 55,900 such business 
strikes were minted. (Total: 2 pieces) 
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ho ce c rc late  1894-O Half a le
e  for est ert e  b  P S

5951 1894-O S- 3 P S . Frosty honey gold with richly active 
cartwheel lustre and pale rose highlights. one of just 16,600 
examples struck, the present specimen is tied for finest certified 
of the date, with just one other specimen recognized as Ms-63 by 
PCGs. Crisply struck and devoid of all but a few tiny surface tics. 
Choice for the grade. 

PCGs Population: 2  none finer.
#008388

5952 Pa r of Sa  ra c sco m t half ea les, both graded by nGC. I 
1895-S au-53 I 189 -S au-58. Both of these lower mintage liberty 
Head half eagle dates are worthy of a premium, as the surviving 
populations of each coin at the indicated grades is significantly 
less than any of the so-called common dates of this type. (Total: 2 
pieces) 

5953 Pa r of half ea les  I 1899 Ms-62. Intensely lustrous and a fine 
representative of the assigned grade I 1911 Ms-60. Frosty honey 
gold with excellent eye appeal. (Total: 2 pieces) 

5954 1899-S S- 4 P S  ACAAC . sharply struck and esthetically 
appealing. dynamic cartwheel lustre graces the medium golden 
surfaces. Pale olive highlights complete the enchanting picture. 

#008399

5955 1901-S S- 4 N . Frosty lustre and well struck as usually 
seen, with a wide scattering of tiny tics that kept this from a Gem 
grade. 

#008404

595  1903-S S- 4 P S . Frosty honey gold with strong cartwheel 
lustre and an excellent strike. 

Housed in an old-style green label PCGs holder.
#008408

5957 1907-  S- 5 P S . a lustrous beauty with excellent eye 
appeal. Pale olive toning and a bold strike are but two of the 
hallmarks of this representative example of the final branch mint 
issue in the liberty half eagle series. Choice overall. 

#008417

5958 1909 S- 3 P S . Hints of coppery toning on the obverse and 
reverse highlight rich orange lustre on both sides. Well struck, but 
for the trivial and normal softness at the centers, seen well struck 
only on the beautiful non-brilliant Proofs of the 1908-1915 period. 
a pleasing coin for a type set. 

#008513

5959 1909-  S- 3 P S  ACAAC . Hints of lime and blue iridescence 
join lustrous pale gold surfaces on both sides of this Indian Head 
half eagle. Here is an appealing survivor of this ubiquitous denver 
mint issue sporting the CaC green seal of approval for quality. 

#008514

ho ce t State 1909-  a  5

59 0 1909-  S- 3 P S . Highly lustrous honey gold with strong 
mint brilliance in the protected areas. 

#008514

2  photo
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59 1 1909-  S- 1 N . sharply struck and fully lustrous. Partially 
brilliant surfaces with wisps of blended pink and lilac. 

#008514

59 2 1911 S- 2 in appearance. Pale orange-golden fields and devices, 
however, reveal some faint obverse hairlines that are very well 
concealed in the headdress. The naked eye presentation really is 
nonetheless quite nice, as there is a full measure of rich satin-frost 
on either side. 

59 3 Pa r of P S-cert e  -55 a  half ea les  I 1911 I 1912 
au-55. Both are frosty honey gold with lively lustre and pale rose 
highlights, the first of the pair in an old-style green label PCGs 
holder. (Total: 2 pieces) 

Prem m al t  1912 Half a le

59 4 1912 S- 3 P S  ACAAC . light honey gold surfaces with hints 
of pale rose. sharply struck. Frosty mint bloom in abundance on 
both sides. a premium quality example as indicated by the CaC 
green label. 

#008523

59 5 1912-S -58 and ever so close to the Ms category. smooth sur-
faces with excellent lustre present. The strike is a bit soft in spots 
as is usual with this date. The mintmark is visible but a somewhat 
flattened. an unusual icicle-like projection at the Indian’s jaw is 
die clashing of the eagle’s shoulder top. a rare coin in high grade 
with this coin better than many seen. 

59  Pa r of attract e a  Hea  half ea les  I 1913 eF-45 I 1914 
au-55. each is attractively toned with lustre in the protected areas. 
(Total: 2 pieces) 

59 7 1914 S- 2 N . olive-gold toning complements frosty sur-
faces. sharply struck virtually everywhere save for some of the 
fine details in the feathers of the Indian’s headdress. 

#008527

2  photo

u.s. eaGles ($10 Gold)
rst Year of ss e 1795 a e  B st a le

59 8 1795 Bass a re ther-1, aras ka-1. ar t -3 . 13 ea es. 
-50 details, however cleaned and smoothed surfaces are 

probably the result of former jewelry usage with a slightly peb-
bly appearance when viewed with a strong loupe. However, 
this is a well struck example of this first year of issue of the 
denomination, a short lived type issued for portions of three 
years. The coin is pleasing orange-gold on both sides, with 
full cascading curls on liberty and all but the uppermost few 

breast feathers clear on the eagle. a thin scratch near the back 
of liberty’s head has been smoothed and other areas likely 
touched up by a gentle and expert hand. Were this coin a little 
more wholesome it would be substantially more expensive, 
so figure each tiny fault saves a substantial sum. also in this 
regard, most of the surviving examples have had some degree 
of cleaning or touching up in the past and this is normal for 
most survivors today. a worthy coin. 
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H h- ra e 1795 a e  B st a le

59 9 1795 B -1, -1. ar t -3 . 13 ea es. -40 details. Burnished 
smoothed in the obverse fields, but the rims and surfaces are 
reasonably decent looking for this early issue. The vast majority 
of these Capped Bust eagles have been worked on at some point 
in the past, so for most collectors such a coin is an opportunity to 
afford one of these coveted and rare early tens. The Capped Bust 
design is beautiful, especially so when combined with the hand-
some small eagle on the reverse, perched upon the tiny branch 
and holding up the laurel wreath. The fields on the obverse show 
evidence of smoothing and tooling, but only under close scrutiny, 
and most collectors can overlook this fault. In this grade this coin 
would be worth over $50,000 if entirely wholesome. 

1795 B -2, -2 a le

5970 1795 B -2, -2. ar t -4 . 13 ea es. -45 eta ls. a very subtle 
cleaning is a bit more evident on the reverse. struck in bright 
yellow-gold with a hint of green in the fields. The surfaces show 
scattered handling marks and traces of adjustments are found 
on the central and lower reverse. every precious gram of gold 
was carefully weighed when these planchets were prepared and 
a narrow tolerance was adhered to, with the onerous penalty of 
death for cheating the public of the stated gold or silver weight 
in coinage. Hints of copper toning are starting to form through 
the lettering and peripheral devices. For identification there is a 
small nick between the IT of unITed. a single trivial hairline is 
visible in both the left and right obverse fields. First year of issue 
of the eagle denomination, and a regal example of america’s first 
large gold coin. 

2  photo 2  photo

other 1795 B -2, -2 ol  a le
5971 1795 B -2, -2. ar t -4 . 13 ea es. N N  P S . net 

VF-25, cleaned long ago with extensive though well-done surface 
repairs noticeable on the reverse under low magnification. Medium 
honey gold with distinctive olive highlights. strong design ele-
ments present. a coin that should be seen to be appreciated. 

#008551
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are B t htl  lea e  1797 Small a le 10 ol  

5973 1797 B -1, -7. ar t -5. Small a le.  S N S . Im-
properly cleaned. Here is a rare coin that is seldom offered and has 
been popular with collectors for well over 100 years. The present 
example is a bit dull from cleaning, but the devices and surfaces 
are otherwise that of a high grade, scarcely circulated example. 
The small eagle reverse was only used on this die pairing, the other 
1797 varieties all have the new heraldic eagle reverse. Perhaps 
55-65 examples of the small eagle version exist today a tiny sum 
indeed. The present coin though less than perfect does not have 
significant damage or distractions, the surfaces were cleaned long 
ago, like most coins but this one still shows the evidence. Close 
examination finds a couple of hints of adjustment marks crossing 
the eagle’s breast diagonally, far fewer than usually seen, and no 
disturbing bumps or edge files are apparent. all things considered 
this is an acceptable example of this highly desirable rare coin that 
is one of the great classics of the early eagle series. 

emorable 179  B -1 ol  a le

5972 179  B -1, - . ar t -4. -58 N . a lovely example from a mintage generally published as 4,196 
pieces, although no one knows for sure how many coins bore a given date, except for the mintage of 
the first year of the eagle, 1795. It was Mint custom to keep dies on hand until they were no longer 
serviceable. In any event, of the variety at hand possibly 125 to 175 are known today in various grades, 
with the present coin being perhaps in the top quarter of survivors condition-wise. 

Both surfaces are attractive yellow gold, well struck, and quite pleasing. an ideal coin for the 
date collector or a type set. 

nGC Census: 28  18 finer (Ms-63 Pl finest).

2  photo

B le  1797 ar e a le 10 ol

5974 1797 B -2, -8. ar t -4 . Heral c a le.  S N S . 
“repaired, Improperly Cleaned.” This one has a decent obverse 
with the fields showing traces of smoothing for nicks or something 
else that has been chased away, with liberty’s head complete and 
the stars, date and lIBerTy all bold. on the reverse some nicks 
and dents are found above the eagle’s head in the star field and 
some efforts were made to neutralize this area with hairlines and 
tooling. nevertheless, the proud eagle is sharp and the legends 
clear. all things considered this is a very rare coin which has had 
various attempts at improvement that will make it more affordable 
than most other survivors of this date. Fewer than 100 of these 
exist today from this pair of dies. 

#008559
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5975 1797 B -4, -12. ar t -4 . Heral c a le. S- 2 N . an 
outstanding example of a date and variety that is elusive in any 
grade level, but a rarity in the level offered here. at nGC, only 
four have been graded finer. The obverse would seem to deserve 
the Ms-62 designation, but the reverse, on its own, could clearly 
be called Ms-64 even Ms-65. years ago, such as when anaCs 
began in Colorado springs, it was usual practice to assign split 
grades, perhaps the present piece, using that philosophy, could 
be called Ms-62/65. Indeed, such a designation tells more than 
just a simple number. The present coin is attractive, and a very 
worthwhile example at the level indicated. This is the third use 

of the obverse die, as the Bass-dannreuther Text explains, this is 
the third marriage for this obverse die. 

nGC Census: 13  4 finer (Ms-64 finest).
The obverse die used to strike this coin was married to two other reverses 

prior to the production of this die variety. as fate would have it, this obverse 
was clashed very early in the life of its first die marriage (Bd-2), due to the 
clashing, the dies were subsequently lapped, and in the process the depth of 
the die and the nature of its appearance was noticeably changed. Based upon 
the outstanding reverses often encountered on high quality survivors of this 
issue, one can only imagine what the visual appeal of those would have been 
had this obverse not needed refinishing.

#008559

are t State 1797 a le
B -4
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rost  Near t 1797 Heral c a le 10 ol

597  1797 B -4, -12. ar t -4 . ar e a le. -58 N . a bright 
yellow-gold coin that shows lustre in the protected areas and a lot 
of flash. The surfaces have the expected handling tics from circula-
tion and there are moderate adjustment marks on the right side 
of obverse rim. The strike is average with no weakness apparent 
and the shield and eagle are both sharp on the reverse. early die 
state for this pairing, with the obverse lapped and the reverse crack 
bisecting C(a) thin. although not generally known, this die pair-
ing shows the unique reverse hub of the eagle with the long thick 
neck. The initial appearance of the Heraldic eagle reverse on $10 
gold pieces has a very long thin neck on the eagle. later this hub 
was created with a thicker neck on the eagle, but still too long. a 
third hub was created with the shorter neck on the eagle and this 
continued in use through 1804 when the Heraldic eagle design 
was halted for this denomination. This may become a major Guide 
Book variety in the future as it represents a distinct hub. 

#008559

t State 1799 a le
B - , Small Stars Ob erse

5977 1799 B - , -18. ar t -5. Small Ob erse Stars. S- 2 P S . 
a lovely example of the next to last date of the 18th century. 
With attractive gold on both sides, this coin is lustrous and has 
a significantly above average strike. The reverse is somewhat 
prooflike. Both obverse and reverse have fewer marks than 
would be expected on an Ms-62, prompting us to say that this is a 
“high-end” example. Ideal for a type set to illustrate the Heraldic 
eagle style, or for the variety collector to illustrate Bd-6. 

PCGs Population: 18  18 finer (Ms-64 finest).
#098562

2  photo

2  photo
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Po lar 1799 Small Stars a le

5978 1799 B -7, -19. ar t -3. Small Ob erse Stars. -55 S S . 
“Fields smoothed.” net VF-25. Bright yellow gold with some 
prooflike reflectivity in the fields and distinctive olive highlights 
on both sides. low magnification reveals numerous tiny marks 
on both sides, as well as some areas of smoothed planchet. a nice 
opportunity to obtain the design type 

lash  1799 Small Stars a le

5979 1799 B -8, -20. ar t -5. Small Stars Ob erse. S- 0, or finer 
from a standpoint of presentation. light rim marks. Cleaned. The 
small stars refer to the reverse stars, which are smaller than on 
other reverse dies of 1799. The surfaces show faint hairlines from a 
past brushing and cleaning, and the rim ticks remain from a rough 
day long ago. still, this coin basically never circulated, retains 
full definition on liberty’s hair and the eagle’s neck feathers, and 
shows the fine and spindly die cracks on both sides. rare with an 
estimated 45 to 55 known in all grades. 

Scarce 1799 a e  B st a le

5980 1799 B -10, -22. ar t -3. ar e Stars. -53, from the stand-
point of wear, but a small edge file is noted between the first two 
stars. There are many small scratches and tics on both sides of this 
otherwise lustrous example. Toned with coppery rose and gold 
tucked into the devices. Well struck by the dies and enticing as 
an early gold example that most collectors will be proud to own. 
Fairly close to wholesome but the edge file hurts and the surfaces 
are just a bit too busy to be a home run. lustrous and attractive in 
overall appearance. 

xce t o al ho ce t State 1801 a le

5981 1801 B -2, -25. ar t -2. S- 4 N . satiny fields beauti-
fully complement the frosty devices. Predominantly olive-gold 
surfaces with blushes of peach. Most central design features 
are sharp including liberty’s tresses, the eagle’s head, neck, 
breast, and shield. Both sides show excellent centering and crisp 
dentilation all the way around. Magnification reveals some faint 
mint-caused adjustment marks on the reverse, and three small 
handling marks near the tip of the olive branch. although consid-
ered to be a fairly common variety overall, this characterization 
certainly doesn’t apply to Ms-64 examples. The presently offered 
specimen is tied with fewer than three dozen others for second 
finest certified by nGC. The specimen offered here is about as 
nice as most collectors could reasonably ever hope to obtain. In 
numismatics today the term choice Mint state and early $10 gold 
eagle do not usually appear together in the same sentence—the 
present Ms-64 coin is a beautiful exception. It will be a showpiece 
for a fine specialized collection of eagles or a high-level united 
states type set. 

nGC Census: 31  2 finer (both Ms-65).
#008564

2  photo
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t State 1801 a le

5983 1801 B -2, -25. ar t -2. S- 1 P S . Bright yellow gold 
with prooflike fields, frosty motifs, strong lustre and rich olive 
highlights. some faint marks account for the grade, otherwise the 
strike and overall visual appeal is of a finer level. nicely struck 
and aesthetically appealing, a lovely piece . 

#008564

2  photo 2  photo

stro s 1803 Small Stars 10 ol  P ece

5984 1803 B -1, -2 . ar t -5 . Small Stars e erse. S- 2, in terms of initial presentation but there are signs of 
cleaning and careful smoothing. some adjustment marks at the central obverse and on the rims. The left obverse 
field is simply too smooth compared to the surrounding areas and has the appearance of expert smoothing in 
that area. Tiny rim tics are noted and coin has a pleasing coppery gold appearance with sharp devices and no 
other discernible problems. a scarce issue and die pairing with perhaps 30 to 40 known in all. 

A B. Ma  Mehl en elope inscribed Auc. 37  stamped lot 308 is included ith this lot, ho e er Mehl did not 
conduct a sale on that date  perhaps this as purchased pri ately from Mehl on that date and had appeared in some 
earlier auction.2  photo

rost  1801 B -2 10 ol

5982 1801 B -2, -25. ar t -2. S- 1 P S . a lovely, lustrous 
example with rich mint frost. some contact marks are seen here 
and there, as expected at the Ms-61 level. a nice example that 
will please the variety collector or would be a handsome addition 
to a type set. 

#008564
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Po lar 1803 a le
5985 1803 B -4, -29. ar t - . -45 S N S . “repaired, 

Whizzed.” net VF-20. Polished to an unnatural brightness with nearly 
enumerable tiny surface tics seen under low magnification. The reverse 
bears a curved series of scrape marks across the eagle’s head extending 
into both wings. struck from heavily clashed dies, especially so on the 
reverse. The Bass-dannreuther reference notes: “Perhaps as few as 25 
to 30 examples of Bd-4 are currently known in all grades. 

#008565

ho ce  1803 a le
xtra Star e erse

598  1803 B -5, -30. ar t -4 . ar e e erse Stars. xtra Star. -58 
P S . Bright yellow gold tempered with pale olive and faint sky 

blue highlights. Prooflike fields serve to define the nicely struck 
devices. no heavy circulation marks are present  in fact, the only 
marks of note are some planchet adjustment marks at the reverse 
center that were present before the coin was struck. The popular and 
elusive variety with a tiny “extra” star in the lowest right cloud on 
the reverse, first noted in the collecting community in 1966 by Harry 
Bass, though the die combination had been known for decades before 
then. regarding Bd-5, the Bass-dannreuther reference notes: “There 
have been several theories to explain the extra star. The punch that 
made the extra star is smaller than any used on eagles, so it may have 
been an intentional addition to this reverse die by a Mint employee. It 
is hard to imagine an accident causing this feature, as a punch would 
have had to drop into this working die at some point. another early 
gold mystery.” a pleasing coin overall. 

PCGs Population: 2  7 finer (Ms-64 finest).
#088565

2  photo

o el  1803 B -5 ol  a le
e erse W th xtra Star

5987 1803 B -5, -30. ar t -4 . ar e e erse Stars, xtra Star. -53 
P S  ACAAC . a lovely coin, a high-end au-53, meriting the Col-

lectors acceptance Corporation sticker. With regard to CaC, this 
offers an inexpensive way to get a second opinion on a certified 
coin, a much appreciated advantage that is growing in popularity. 
Just to think, CaC is barely a year old  The present coin is desirable 
for many reasons, but perhaps most notably as a variety with a tiny 
extra star mostly hidden in the right most cloud on the reverse. The 
star punch was misplaced. Much lustre, attractive color, and other 
features contribute to the desirability of this coin. only nine have 
been graded finer by PCGs. 

PCGs Population: 2  9 finer (Ms-65 finest).
#098565

2  photo
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stro s 1804 rosslet 4 a le

5988 1804 B -1, -31. rosslet 4. ar t -4 .  S N S . “obverse repaired.” net VF-35, sharp-
ness and appearance of au-58 but obverse skillfully repaired nearly beyond the point of detection. 
Bright yellow gold with intense cartwheel lustre and a bold, crisp strike for the design type. no marks 
of serious consequence meet the eye, though magnification reveals some hairlines and other modest 
disturbances. a coin that is definitely worthy of careful inspection before judgment is passed. 

#008566

u.s. lIBerTy Head eaGles

amo s 1838 a le
rst Year of the es

5989 1838 -58 P S . Very close to Mint state, this eagle is highly 
lustrous, and very attractive. among gold eagles, the 1838 is one 
of the most famous, most desired. Mint records suggest that just 
7,200 were struck in that calendar year, and there is no reason to 
believe that the die was held over. Indeed, it was overdated to 
create 1839 eagles, which are a different variety. This represents 
the very first appearance of Christian Gobrecht’s braided hair 
style. That engraver, hired at the Mint in september 1835, started 
work on multiple projects, including the 1836 liberty seated dol-
lar offered earlier. Beginning in 1835 he seems to have worked on 
adjustments in the portrait on the cent, evolving into other styles 
such as the Beaded Hair Cords of 1838. Then in 1839 he created 
Booby Head and silly Head styles, finally adding the Braided 
Hair toward the end of the year. n the meantime the Braided Hair 
made its first appearance on a circulating coin on the $10 as of-
fered here. The motif would prove to be long lived, and in 1839 it 

was adopted on the half eagle, then the quarter eagle in 1840. The 
motif continued in use until 1907, generations later. The demand 
for the 1838 eagle is intense for type set purposes and this example 
certainly represents a nd for the advanced collector. 

PCGs Population: 4  4 finer (Ms-63 finest).
 This short-lived, often unappreciated two year type coin is one of this 

cataloguer’s personal favorites within the u.s. gold coinage series. Its rarity 
and distinctive appearance often go unappreciated as it is generally lumped 
together with all of the later date modified design liberty Head eagles. as 
surprising as it may seem, there is not e en an illustration of this lo ely design in 
the 2009 Guide Book. If one was to track the price level and number of appear-
ances of this highly underrated series versus other rare albeit more available 
gold type coins, the ridiculously low valuations routinely assigned to this two 
year series, and the inconsistency of these values vis-a-vis other more common 
issues would be astonishingly crystal-clear

E  arry W. Bass Collection, Part  Bo ers and Merena, October 
999, Lot 3 .

#008575

2  photo

2  photo
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m orta t 1838 bert  a le
wo-Year-O l  es  e

5990 1838 -55 P S . deep yellow gold with much lustre in reflec-
tive fields and especially within and around the devices. Tiny scat-
tered marks present, mainly visible to the unaided eye. Gobrecht’s 
lady liberty is pictured here as he first envisioned her, with a long, 
slender neck and modest bosom that leans forward much after the 
style of the liberty on the large cents of 1839 - 1843. This elusive 
design type, completely necessary to a u.s. gold type collection, 
was made in just 1838 and 1839, though the latter date was shared 
with a production run that featured the liberty Head that would 
be adopted from 1840 onward. a nicely struck specimen that is 
worthy of your bidding support. 

#008575

t State 1839 e  a le

5991 1839 Hea  of 1838. ar e etters. S- 0 N . a beautiful design 
that lasted a brief two years. liberty’s hair shows a swept back 
loose curl from her ear to the coronet, and her bust is formed in 
a curving line above the date with her chest softly rounded and 
a sharp point on her back shoulder, keeping the viewer’s atten-
tion focused on the regal beauty of liberty. The master hub was 
changed in late 1839 to remove the swept back hair from her ear 
and folded this area into small ringlets. The lower bust line was 
lowered and the seductive curve was flattened to a small bend 
above the date. While these revisions may have been practical for 
coining purposes or perhaps die wear, they certainly diminished 
the artful appearance of liberty’s bust as seen here. a formidable 
rarity in any Mint state grade, and while this has scattered abra-
sions on both sides, none are deep or particularly distracting. Well 
struck and an impressive example of this artistic design. 

nGC Census: 7  7 finer (Ms-64 finest).

2  photo

2  photo

Scarce 1839 a le
e of 1840

5992 1839 e of 1840. -40 P S  ACAAC . numerous tiny marks over both sides account for the grade, but 
without magnification just a couple of bagmarks stand out on the fields. Considerable lustre remains for the 
assigned grade, and the surviving detail seems a bit generous as well. overall a nice looking example of this 
scarce early eagle, one that is noteworthy almost anytime it appears. Just 12,447 examples were struck of this 
modified design featuring a newly styled and positioned portrait of liberty and smaller reverse letters. 

PCGs Population: 7  10 finer (Ms-62 finest).
#008580
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5993 1840 -53. Brilliant surfaces with wisps of satiny lustre noted 
around the stars, letters, and numerals. Very scarce this nicely 
preserved  the number of specimens grading au-53 or finer prob-
ably numbers in the dozens rather than the hundreds. 

5994 1840 -50. scattered surface chatter marks including a reverse 
rim nick and thin pinscratch are evident. sharply struck with some 
lustre evident in the protected areas. PCGs has graded only 31 
(of the 92 total pieces that they have graded for this date) au or 
higher with three pieces reaching their highest grade of Ms-61.

t State 1843-O a le

5995 1843-O S- 1 N . a prominent rarity in uncirculated despite 
a sizable mintage for the era of 175,162 pieces. Most of that mintage 
evidently saw heavy circulation in the channels of commerce, with 
Mint state examples surviving today more as a matter of chance 
than intention. Frosty yellow gold with somewhat satiny, reflec-
tive fields and a distinctive olive cast. sharply struck and far finer 
both physically and visually than is typically associated with the 
Ms-61 grade. Take a good look at this one  

nGC Census: 4  4 finer (Ms-64 finest)  this figure includes one Ms-61 
1843-o eagle from the S.S. epublic treasure.

#008589

599  1845-O -45 N . The obverse is mostly olive-gold with 
splashes of violet. The reverse is essentially brilliant with traces 
of prooflike surface around the letters of the legend. 

#008593

5997 184 -O -35 N . Partially brilliant surfaces with hints of 
pink and violet. Traces of prooflike brilliance can be seen in the 
protected areas of the reverse. 

#008595

5998 1849 -53. repunched date. signs of a cleaning on the reverse at 
the upper right. Moderate abrasion is seen on the obverse includ-
ing a few contact marks. The 849 of the date is heavily repunched 
showing the other numerals below and slightly left of the corrected 
digits. a die crack is found from the rim near the 9 that travels 
up to the neck. another from the top of the coronet through star 
9 and a third connecting stars 10 and 11. 

at one time, it was stated in the Breen Encyclopedia that this was a 49/8 
(Breen 6888). Further research, since his book was published, seems to indicate 
that this is simply a repunched date and not an overdate. Whatever it is, the 
error is very bold and can be seen without the aid of magnification.

ho ce 1850 a le
Small ate

5999 1850 Small ate. -58 P S . lustrous light yellow gold with 
pleasing deeper coppery orange toning near the rims and traces 
of prooflike reflectivity remaining in the most protected areas 
of the fields. a very high grade for this scarce variety, relatively 
speaking. PCGs has graded just five coins higher, making this a 
very respectable example among the survivors. 

PCGs Population: 6  5 finer (Ms-63 finest).
#008604

000 1851-O -50. There is a small patch of shallow scrapes at the left 
reverse field. a good strike is present except for the stars which are 
weak as usual. decent lustre resides on this coin that has a hollow 
circular ring struck in the center of the reverse starting at the second 
stripe of the shield. This is now thought to be a centering device, 
used by the engraver. This peculiar ring shows up on other new 
orleans dates from 1848 though 1853. 

2  photo
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001 1853-O Bree - 909. -50 P S . Medium yellow gold with 
warm orange highlights and much retained lustre in the protected 
areas. sharply struck. Variety with hollow ring atop second verti-
cal shield stripe on reverse. Pleasing for the grade with no serious 
marks present and good aesthetic charm. 

Breen-6909. “1853-o repunched 53  hollow ring atop second stripe. 
Very rare.”

#008612

002 1854 -55 N . Most design features are sharp save for a touch 
of flatness on some of the obverse stars. Much of the original mint 
lustre still survives in the fields. The surfaces are predominantly 
honey gold with hints of pink and violet. 

#008613

003 1854-O Small ate. -53 details. Cleaned with areas of smooth-
ing at the rims. Well struck with all the important details strong. 
some marks are found due to an unprofessional cleaning. some-
what tougher to find than its large date partner. 

004 1854-S -55 N . lustrous honey gold with plenty of mint 
bloom in the protected areas. scattered tiny marks present, none 
of them worthy of individual description. 

#008615

005 1855-O Net -40  sharpness of au-50, but cleaned in the past and 
now toned in blended olive-gold and peach. only 18,000 examples 
were minted and survivors are scarce in all grades. We doubt that 
as many as 200 specimens could be accounted for above the VF 
classification. 

00  1857 -50 N . Mostly brilliant surfaces with wisps of pink 
iridescence at the borders. Much satiny lustre still survives in the 
fields. nGC has certified just a few dozen examples as au-50 or 
finer over the last couple of decades. 

#008622

007 1857-S -40 P S . olive-gold surfaces with violet accents. Most 
design features are sharp for the grade. an abrasion is present at 
the reverse rim beneath the denomination, and some tiny oxida-
tion spots can be seen on both sides. a scarce issue in all grades  
the number of known specimens has been bolstered somewhat in 
recent years by the recovery of a few examples from the wrecks 
of the S.S. epublic and S.S. Central America. 

#008624

008 1858-O -55 P S . a lovely example with almost all of the 
original satiny lustre still surviving in the fields. Most design features 
are sharp save for a touch of softness on a few of the obverse stars 
and reverse olive leaves. Mostly brilliant surfaces with hints of pink 
and violet. PCGs has certified examples as au-55 or finer on only 
30 occasions since the establishment of that service back in 1986. 

#008626

are 1859-S a le

009 1859-S -20 or nearly so. Pale yellow-gold toning due to a very 
gentle cleaning. The strike is average with weakness in the eagle’s 
wings and liberty’s cornet. a couple of light contact marks in-
cluding a very small scratch in the right wing that blends into the 
design. a very rare and underrated date with an original mintage 
of only 7,000 pieces. PCGs has graded only 31 total examples since 
1986 with the highest grade being au-55.  a coin that usually only 
is available when comprehensive gold eagle collections are sold. 
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Scarce 18 1-S a le

010 18 1-S -55 details. Cleaned with resulting hairlines. Well struck 
and close to mint condition but this one has been wiped and 
cleaned to reduce minor handling marks in the fields. The strike is 
sharp and the surfaces have a satiny, lustrous texture. Prohibitively 
rare in high grades, the original mintage of 15,500 pieces all but 
disappeared as the nation sunk into Civil War. Thankfully the West 
sat out most of that war, but the economic effects were certainly 
felt in san Francisco. The nation became flooded with greenbacks 
that traded at a discount to gold, and coins like this stayed hidden 
until much later. large s mintmark, as always seen. 

are 18 7 oro et a le  t State

011 18 7 S- 2 or finer with respect to presentation. a deceptive 
cleaning is only evident under close inspection. The strike is sharp 
and the coin has scattered abrasions expected from this period. 
The surfaces have been gently cleaned and the color is a trifle off 
from the norm. a thin broken scuff extends up liberty’s neck and 
a flurry of nicks are found before her forehead. die rust is seen on 
the motto ribbon surrounding In God, and a wire edge or fin is 
present on the reverse. a scant 3,090 pieces were coined for the 
entire year as gold remained out of circulation as the greenbacks 
that flooded the national banking system drove out all hard 
money until 1879. There are only three certified as Mint state so 
far between both services, two as Ms-60 and the finest certified as 
Ms-61, so the present coin would likely have been one of the finest 
known were it not for the cleaning. even so is still a memorable 
offering for the date specialist. 

m orta t ho ce  1871-  a le
mo  est See  b  N

012 1871-  -58 N . Bright yellow gold with robust lustre and 
plenty of mint frost on both sides. nicely struck. some tiny marks 
can be found on both sides though no single mark is more obvious 
than any other—in summary, lightly circulated but presenting no 
real aesthetic problems. From a modest mintage for the date of 
just 8,085 pieces, nearly all of which saw heavy circulation in and 
around Carson City. Many of today’s survivors from that mint-
age are VF at best, and au specimens are rare. The present coin 
is among the 10 finest examples of this elusive date seen thus far 
by nGC. 

nGC Census: 8  2 finer (Ms-62 finest).
#008661

are 1871-  oro et a le

013 1871-  -53 N . a mintage of 8,085 pieces produced one of the scarcer issues from this ever popular 
mint. light yellow-gold on both the obverse and reverse with scattered nicks from circulation with other 
coins and whatnot. a few slide marks appear on the high points of the obverse, best seen with a loupe. The 
vast majority of survivors show far more wear and poorer surfaces than encountered here, as these tended 
to circulate hard in the heady days of the Wild West. For identification there is a small nick below the fourth 
star and another on the center of liberty’s nose touching her cheek. an important offering. 

nGC Census: 7  18 finer (Ms-62 finest).
#008661

2  photo
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rost  c rc late  1874 a le

014 1874 S- 2 P S  ACAAC . Frosty honey gold with satiny rose 
and olive lustre. The strike is sharp and the coin is far superior to 
the typical Ms-62 offering in today’s numismatic marketplace. 

#008669

015 1874 -53 P S . Medium honey gold with bright mint frost 
in the protected areas. some small scattered tics are noted. nicely 
struck and appealing for the grade. 

#008669

e te al ate a  e  ss e 187  10 ol  P ece

01  187  -58 N , or better. semi-reflective fields as the dies 
never lost their polish with so few being coined. In fact a mere 687 
pieces were struck for circulation, a pitiful sum indeed. Pleasing 
orange-gold color and sharply struck with minimal circulation 
troubles. There is a trio of tiny obverse rim marks at 6:00, however 
the interior surfaces are far smoother than the norm. For identifica-
tion there is also a tiny diagonal nick right at the lower left point 
of the truncation, another at the back point of the truncation. The 
total that survived is likely 40 to 50 examples of this date. 

Monetary disruptions continued to reverberate around america during 
and well after the Civil War. lincoln had issued greenbacks to help finance the 
war and these traded at a discount to gold coins. In fact the payment of specie 
was suspended during the time this coin was struck, so a holder of a greenback 
bill could not exchange it for gold at a bank at par. once sufficient supplies of 
gold were on hand, and mostly struck into half eagles, specie payments were 
resumed at par in 1878 and the flood of worn out greenbacks were soon back 
in the banks and traded out for gold. For this reason, the mintages of many 
dates from the Civil War period until 1878 were tiny.

nGC Census: 5  1 finer within any designation (Ms-61 Pl).
#008674

m orta t 1877 oro et a le ar t
ta e  797

017 1877 -40. Medium honey gold with distinctive olive highlights. 
some light marks are seen, though the two tiny rim nicks near the 
date are the only marks of substance visible to the unaided eye. 

a prominent rarity, one of just 797 circulation strikes of the date 
produced. The typical survivor from that mintage is apt to be VF 
or lower, with the present nice eF specimen somewhat finer than 
typically seen. We suspect that far fewer than 100 examples of 
the date are extant today in all grades. a nice opportunity for an 
advanced eagle specialist or a collector who simply appreciates 
rare american coins. 

018 Pa r of t State P S-cert e  bert  ea les  I 1880 Ms-61. 
Frosty honey gold with a nice strike and good overall eye appeal I 
1894 Ms-60. lustrous honey gold with distinctive rose highlights. 
(Total: 2 pieces) 

019 P S-cert e  bert  ea le o  I 1880 au-50. deep honey 
gold with much mint frost in the protected areas I 1899 au-58. 
satiny medium gold with rich rose iridescence. (Total: 2 pieces) 

020 1880-  -55. evidence of a light cleaning. surfaces show moder-
ate handling marks which have been reduced by the cleaning. a 
scarce date that is always in demand. one minor edge nick above 
the Ca of aMerICa seen by looking at the reeding, not visible on 
the reverse of the coin. 

021 1880-O -40. soft yellow-gold toning over surfaces that have a 
decent amount of lustre still remaining. The strike is a bit soft in 
the central area and there are some moderate contact marks to be 
found on both sides. scarce with a mintage of only 9,200 pieces. 
This opportunity should not be overlooked as this date is rarely 
seen in the auction venue, as is evidenced by only 33 appearances 
in all grades from 1998 through 2007. 

022 ol e  ea le artet  I 1881 (2) au-50, eF-45 I 1901 au-58 I 
1910-d au-55. each is lightly toned. The last piece listed has a 
faint hairline mark above the olive branch. (Total: 4 pieces) 

023 1891-  -45 N  ACAAC . Mostly olive-gold surfaces with 
wisps and blushes of pink and violet. 

#008720
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024 1895-S -53 N . Contact marks are most evident in the left 
obverse field, however the surfaces still retain their share of satiny 
mint bloom. It should be noted that full Mint state examples of 
this issue are among the most underrated within the liberty Head 
$10 gold series. even solid au specimens such as the coin offered 
here can be difficult to acquire. 

#008734

025 .S. ea le tr o  I 1899 net au-50  sharpness of au-55. lightly cleaned 
I 1909-s VF-20. rim bump I 1910-s VF-25. The first piece listed is 
brilliant  the other two each have olive toning. (Total: 3 pieces) 

Near em Proof 1901 a le 
 rst e erat o  P S Hol er

02  1901 Proof- 4 P S . a lovely near Gem Proof that shows rich 
yellow-gold surfaces with a trace of coppery haze intermixed. Faint 
hairlines are present and these must have been enough to keep this 
from a Proof-65 holder back when PCGs first got started grading 
back in 1986-89 and used these smaller holders. liberty has ample 
frost on her as does the eagle. a total of 85 pieces were struck in 
Proof, and this is certainly better than average. Identifiable by a 
tiny toning speck on near the upper corner of liberty’s coronet 
and another right of the upper berry on the reverse branch. an 
impressive example of this rare type. a remarkable opportunity. 

027 1901-S S- 4 P S . Broadly sweeping cartwheels add great 
visual life to the rich honey gold surfaces of this pleasing san 
Francisco Mint eagle. 

Housed in an old-style green label PCGs holder.
#008749

028 1901-S S- 2. Intensely lustrous honey gold with broadly sweep-
ing cartwheels and the eye appeal of a much finer grade. 

Br ll a t, stro s S- 3 1903-O 10

029 1903-O S- 3 N . Brilliant, lustrous, and sharply struck. 
nice in every way. despite a generous mintage of 112,771 pieces, 
comparatively few choice specimens have survived. We estimate 
that no more than 200 to 300 examples grading Ms-63 or finer 
could be accounted for today. 

nGC Census: 53  8 finer (Ms-65 finest).
#008753

m ress e em 1904-O a le
mo  o r est ra e  b  N

030 1904-O S- 5 N . a satiny honey gold beauty of the finest 
order, a frosty specimen with intense cartwheel lustre, a bold strike, 
and unyielding eye appeal. small wonder the present 1904-o eagle 
is among the finest seen by nGC—it certainly is among the finest 
examples of the date seen by the present writer  

nGC Census: 3  1 finer (Ms-68).
#008756

2  photo

2  photo
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Sat  em t State 1907 W re e 
 Sa t- a e s a le

031 1907 a . Per o s, W re m. S- 5 P S . an outstand-
ing Gem of this popular and rare saint-Gaudens $10 gold piece 
that shows rich coppery gold color, coruscating lustre, and a full 
strike. The surfaces show just a tiny lustre graze or two and this 
one has been carefully handled since the day it was coined. a 
total of 500 were originally struck in late summer 1907, then an 
additional 42 were coined, but 70 out of the entire batch were 
melted for a net mintage of 472 coins, according to roger Burdette 
in enaissance of American Coinage 90 - 908. These were never 
intended for circulation and most were saved. Few however 
retain the surface quality seen here, and fewer still have the rich 
coppery gold hues that blend with the lustre. Faint parallel die 
polishing lines are prevalent in the reverse fields, and these were 
in the die itself so all specimens show these to varying degrees. 
These coins are the closest to saint-Gauden’s original concept for 
the issue, which was modified slightly to make the circulation 
strikes easier to produce. 

#008850

032 1907 a . No Per o s. -53 P S . Frosty yellow gold with 
rich retained lustre in the protected areas. Housed in an old-style 
green label PCGs holder. 

#008852

033 1908-  No otto. S- 0 N . Highly lustrous yellow gold 
with rich rose iridescence. Choice for the assigned grade. 

#008854

034 1908 otto. Shar ess of S- 1, but with the edge tamped to 
flatten out a rim bruise at 3:00 on the obverse. The appearance and 
lustre are of a higher grade. 

em 1908 W th otto 10 ol

035 1908 otto. S- 5 N . a lovely example of a the first year of 
issue combining augustus saint-Gaudens’ Indian Head obverse 
with his reverse to which the motto In God We TrusT was 
added beginning in July 1908. The present piece is a lovely Gem, 
rare as such. The desirability is enhanced by its first year of issue 
status. relatively few have been graded higher. In the context of 
20th-century gold coins and the demand for them, this lovely Gem 
can be called a rarity. 

nGC Census: 20  19 finer (Ms-68 finest).
#008859

03  1910 S- 1. satiny honey gold with nicely active lustre and some 
warm rose highlights. 

037 1910-S r le  S. Bree -7114. S- 0. The appearance of Ms-64 
but the surfaces have been deftly enhanced to simulate a high 
grade. strike weakness at the hair coils and the eagle’s shoulder 
is noted. Very rare in high grade with most offered well circulated. 
The mintmark blunder is plainly visible and quite unusual in ap-
pearance. 

038 1911 S- 3 P S . Frosty honey gold with sprightly lustre and 
rose toning highlights. 

#008868

2  photo
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ar elo s em t State 1912 a le

039 1912 S- 5 P S  ACAAC . This outstanding coin offers an excel-
lent presentation on both the obverse and reverse. unbroken deep 
silken mint bloom is accented by the slightest blush of overlying 
orange golden toning. The fields are marvelously smooth for a 
coin of this design, and are quite worthy of a premium bid. Full 
Gem survivors of this date are significantly rarer than many of 
its brethren (including such dates as 1907 no Periods, 1908 With 
Motto, 1910, 1910-d, 1911, 1913, 1915, 1926, and 1932). 

#008871

040 1932 S- 4. superb orange-peel gold toning coupled with a lack 
of harsh marks result in a lovely original coin that is well struck 
and lustrous. The amount of eagles minted for this year is amazing 
considering that the nation was in the midst of a deep depression 
where $750 was the average income per year and unemployment 
was nearly 24%. 

Comes ith a typed 2X2 en elope marked e . erman Estate ith 
a price of 0.

041 1932 S- 3 N . lustrous and bright but there is a single nick 
on liberty’s chin. 

#008884

u.s. douBle eaGles  
($20 Gold)

042 1850 -58 details. The coin has been wire brushed with the work 
smoothing over a few small tics. a possible small repair near the 
point of the coronet. First year of the regular issue and a sharply 
struck coin from an historic period of american history. 

043 1850 -55 S N S . Cleaned. a very well struck 
example, especially in the hair curls. a greenish gold patina gives 
this coin a decent appearance. a few light marks are seen but none 
sufficiently serious to hamper the appeal of this popular coin. same 
die as lot 1678 from Bass II with the inner left of the y of lIBerTy 
doubled and the reverse shows the crossbar of the a of sTaTes 
broken as well as a die crack from the Ted of unITed to the rim. 
overall a very nice coin for the grade and certainly worth a closer 
inspection. 

044 1850 -55, in terms of details but the coin has been improperly 
cleaned leaving numerous surface hairlines. a scattering of contact 
marks is seen on both sides of this first year of general issuance 
of this denomination. Well struck although some of the highest 
details have been brushed away. a die that has the inner left of 
y of lIBerTy doubled, but has the a of sTaTes on the reverse 
patched so the crossbar is full. 

045 1850 -50. rich golden surfaces with traces of lustre in the pro-
tected areas, and the surfaces are average or better for this first 
year of issue double eagle. an impressive coin struck from the 
newly found steady stream of gold flowing out of the California 
gold fields. 

From our sale of June 2003, Lot 8 .

2  photo
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S le  1850-O o ble a le

04  1850-O -53 P S . a lovely example at the au-53 level of 
the first new orleans double eagle, indeed the first year of any 
circulating double eagle. a handsome specimen, significantly finer 
than the VF to eF coins typically encountered in the marketplace. 
none were saved for numismatic purposes at the time, with the 
result that au is about the highest grade normally encountered, 
occasionally a bit finer, but not by much. an ideal specimen that 
illustrates the first of the three major liberty Head types in the 
double eagle series. 

PCGs Population: 20  19 finer (au-58 finest).
#008903

047 1850-O -45 in terms of wear. obverse hairlines are evident as 
are areas of rim filing. Moderate handling marks including some 
obverse reeding marks. a first year of issue coin that is always 
popular with collectors. 

048 1851 -45 N . normal surfaces, color and appeal for this early 
Type I twenty. This new denomination came about just in time 
to absorb all the gold pouring out of the California gold fields. 
Popular and highly collectible. 

#008904

H h- ra e 1851-O o ble a le

049 1851-O -55 N . although coined in a large mintage of 
315,000 pieces, the vast majority of these disappeared long ago. 
a mere handful exist in uncirculated grades, and perhaps 100 or 
so as nice as the present example. This one has nice surfaces with 
scattered nicks and scuffs, but liberty’s cheek is nice and smooth. 
Bluntly struck on the left hand stars and the fields show areas of 
reflective mirroring from the die polish. seldom found this nice 
and quite difficult to locate finer. 

#008905

050 1852 -55 N . a common date from this initial period of 
double eagle production. examination finds a couple of minor rim 
tics that appear more as bagmarks that happen to be located on 
the rim as opposed to dents on the edge. lustre in the protected 
areas and the usual handling marks from circulation. 

#008906

2  photo
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Pleas  1852-O 20  H h ra e

051 1852-O -53 N . This is another scarce date in all grades, 
particularly so this nice. recorded mintage figures recall 190,000 
were stamped out, but these are mostly gone today, victims of 
melting and conversion to some other gold coin or bar today. 
orange-gold color with reflective traces near the devices. sharply 
struck and well preserved with minimal handling marks and no 
major distractions. another underrated issue from the new or-
leans Mint that is virtually unobtainable in uncirculated grades. 

#008907

052 1853 -50 P S . lustrous in the fields with average surfaces 
that include a short scratch before liberty’s nose. a fairly plentiful 
date but always popular as this series has just started its fourth 
year of general circulation. 

Po lar 1853-O o ble a le

053 1853-O -45 P S . struck in the usual greenish gold familiar to 
new orleans collectors. This coin may have been lightly cleaned 
in the past. lustre survives in the protected areas and the strike 
is sharp as expected. Handling marks range from tiny to moder-
ate, with just enough circulation to smooth many over, with light 
hairlines noted under close scrutiny. Mintage for the year halted 
after 71,000 were struck, enough to make this an obtainable date 
by serious collectors, but few enough to always require a solid 
premium over its Philadelphia or later san Francisco cousins. 

054 1854 Small ate. -45 N . repunched date with the 1 and 
54 showing strong repunching, broken a(Tes) hub reverse. at-
tractive orange-gold color, average surfaces and appealing for the 
patches of lustre that survived in the fields. The (relatively) small 
date variety is more plentiful than the large date version of this 
double eagle. 

#008911

055 1854-S -30. Burnished. The obverse shows directional hairlines 
and moderate nicks. struck in the first full year of operation of the 
new san Francisco Mint. 

05  1855 -55 with respect to wear, subtle hints of a past cleaning. 
yellow-gold with a layer of orange atop the surfaces. average 
surfaces with a long cut right of the date. 

057 1855-S -45 N . natural light golden color with average sur-
faces for this issue. These were struck from the abundant bullion 
supply discovered in the central valley and mountains of Califor-
nia. longacre’s leaning 55 in the date makes this date intriguing. 
Conservatively graded with little actual wear on the high points. 

#008916

058 185  -50 P S . another fine example of an early Type I twenty 
which retains some lustre, shows moderate handling marks, and 
has a good strike. a small reeding mark on liberty’s jaw. 

stro s ho ce  185 -S 20
S S en e c

059 185 -S -58 P S . die 17M. no s serif, Full a. ssCa 5531. 
Bright honey gold with broadly sweeping cartwheel lustre and no 
serious marks. rich orange toning engages the reverse. a sparkling 
beauty that is just a touch of wear away from a full Mint state 
designation. Choice for the grade. 

accompanied by original box of distribution and certificate.
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rost  -55 185 -S 20
rom the S S en e c

0 0 185 -S -55 P S  ACAAC . Frosty and essentially brilliant with 
a faint whisper of lilac. an attractive specimen recovered during 
the excavation of the wreck of the S.S. Central America. 

0 1 185 -S -53 N . Bright yellow gold with a hint of orange on 
the reverse with some lustre intact in the fields. The obverse has 
fewer marks than usual, and that die shows evidence of lapping 
with thin stars noted, on the reverse the a(Tes) has a broken 
crossbar, common to this era. at least 18 varieties of 1856-s double 
eagles exist, with a mintage of 1,189,750 pieces as the flow of gold 
from California landed at the new san Francisco Mint for coinage 
and transport to eastern banks. 

#008919

0 2 1857 -50 P S . light yellow-gold with better than average 
surfaces in terms of bagmarks or circulation tics. The face and neck 
on liberty are pleasing with no deep or distracting cuts. lustre 
survives in the protected areas. 

e ect e H h- ra e 1857-O oro et o ble a le

0 3 1857-O -53 N . The usual deep orange-gold with reflec-
tive mirror fields in the protected areas that show scattered nicks 
and bagmarks from circulation. This date always has a shallow o 
mintmark, with the left side particularly weak as the engraver failed 
to punch this feature into the die to a proper depth. Mintage for the 
year ballooned to 30,000 pieces, up considerably from the 2,250 coins 
from the prior year of this denomination, but still a small number 
when compared to Philadelphia or san Francisco coinage of the 
period. Most survivors are in the VF to eF range, with a fair number 
as high as au. a very select group merit Mint state, with the finest 
seen the Harry Bass, Jr., coin that grades Ms-63. There are probably 
150 to 250 pieces known in all grades, this one in the top 20%. 

#008921

2  photo

0 4 1857-O -50 N . a beautiful example of this popular date 
that shows traces of prooflike reflectivity in the protected areas, 
the usual sharp strike and decent surfaces. The mintmark was not 
properly punched into the reverse die and always appears thin 
and shallow on this date. a scant 30,000 pieces were coined and 
the vast majority disappeared long ago. This one has a thin shal-
low scratch down liberty’s cheek for identification, and scattered 
ticks elsewhere. new orleans coinage is always in great demand 
as it is scarce, obtainable and highly collectible. Perhaps 200 exist 
from the original mintage, if that many, as these were struck a 
few years prior to the epic Civil War disruptions on lives and the 
economy. 

#008921

ttract e H h- ra e 1857-O oro et o ble a le
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0 5 1857-S -45 N . Bright yellow-gold with some lustre in the 
fields near the devices. The strike is sharp and the surfaces decent 
for a circulated Type I twenty. nice eye appeal and a common date 
that appears to be conservatively graded. 

#008922

0  1858 -53 P S . lustrous and the classic bright yellow-gold 
with a hint of rose in the fields. The surfaces are more toward 
average with scattered tics from circulation and shipping, with a 
reeding nick or two on liberty’s nose and cheek. struck during 
the height of the California Gold rush, likely from bars imported 
by ship from that region to be made into these double eagles at 
the Philadelphia Mint. 

0 7 1858-O -53 details. although cleaned with resulting hairlines, 
the prooflike quality of the fields is still evident. a rare date with 
a mintage of 35,250 pieces and perhaps 200 that exist today. This 
one has a few hard broken scuffs on each side, one up liberty’s 
cheek and eye, another on the reverse through the glory rays and 
oF. as with so many of the rarities, they come with more than 
their share of problems. still a tough coin. 

0 8 1858-O  S N S . “Whizzed.” This coin actually has the 
details of a very high-grade au as it is well struck with good hair 
and star details. This date is quite scarce with an original mintage 
of only 35,250 pieces. Most seen are heavily worn with examples 
in au or better being the exception rather than the rule. despite 
the problem, this coin has a decent appearance and should be 
well received by the budget minded collector who cannot afford 
$10,000 or more for a wholesome au. 

#008924

0 9 1858-S -55. Cleaned, though not excessively. light yellow gold 
and the surfaces have a pleasant although hairlined appearance. 

070 1858-S  S N S . “Improperly cleaned.” There is a 
glossy brightness indicative of a prior cleaning on both the obverse 
and reverse. The surfaces, furthermore, have sustained a number 
of tiny circulation marks on both the fields and design features. 
despite these shortcomings, this uncommon Type I liberty Head 
double eagle warrants significant consideration, as an uncleaned 
specimen within this technical numerical grade range would 
garner several thousand dollars. 

071 1859 -45 N . natural orange-gold surfaces with good visual 
appeal and decent surfaces. scattered handling marks as expected, 
but the strike is sharp and liberty’s cheek only shows small nicks 
and no deep gashes. a low-mintage date with 43,597 coins struck, 
most of which are long gone. Today perhaps 200 survive in all 
grades. 

#008926

072 1859-S -50 N . Fairly well balanced for a circulated Type 
I twenty with average surfaces that include a couple of nicks 
on liberty’s face and a short planchet streak on the lower right 
reverse. Bold s mintmark and an attractive overall appearance. 

#008928

073 18 0 -53 N . lustrous and sharp with pleasing gold surfaces 
that show a dusting of copper toning. one dull scrape extends 
down liberty’s face to her chin but this blends into the surfaces 
enough to partially mask it. 

#008929
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are H h- ra e 18 0-O oro et o ble a le
Scarce  ll ra es

074 18 0-O -55 N . struck in the usual deep orange-gold 
familiar to new orleans collectors. The surfaces are attractive 
with no deep bagmarks or rim problems. For identification 
there is a minor broken scratch down liberty’s jaw to her neck, 
another shorter one below her eye. The first few stars on the 
lower left obverse lack their radial points, but sharp elsewhere. 
The number coined for the entire year was a paltry 6,600 pieces 
for circulation, and with survival rates in the low single digits 
that leaves approximately 100 or so today. The present coin is in 
the top quarter of those, and compares favorably with any high-
grade double eagle of the period. no doubt few were coined as 
the pressures mounted for the oncoming Civil War, with bullion 
scarce and in hiding pending that national disaster. To date only a 
single example has been graded Mint state by either service, that 
a prooflike Ms-60 recovered from the S.S. epublic shipwreck. 
one of the highlights of this extensive double eagle collection 
and a worthy prize for the advanced numismatist. 

nGC Census 4: 18 finer (Ms-60 Pl finest).
#008930

075 18 0-S -58, or better in terms of wear. lightly cleaned and there 
are some marks in the central obverse. even orange-gold and with 
areas of lustre in the protected fields. later die state with a crack 
through star 12 to the back of liberty’s head. 

07  18 1 -58 P S  ACAAC . an exceptional example of this his-
torical date and grade combination, a double eagle with broadly 
sweeping lustre and grand eye appeal that is well above average 
for the assigned grade. Good overall quality that deserves to 
represent the Type I liberty double eagle in your u.s. gold type 
set. 

#008932

077 18 1 -58 N . Bright and lustrous with clean surfaces that 
show scattered bagmarks and a few scuffs. although a common 
date for the Type I twenties, this one is close the Mint state and 
has appealing surfaces. The reverse die was rotated about 30  
clock ise, an unusual feature on any double eagle. a trifle soft on 
the denomination, otherwise the strike is sharp. 

#008932

078 18 1 -58 from the standpoint of wear. This yellow-golden 
example offers smooth surface quality beneath a full measure of 
frosty mint lustre. only very careful examination of the rims under 
magnification yields evidence of extremely deceptive enhance-
ment. 

2  photo
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S le  18 1-O 20 ar t   H h ra e

079 18 1-O -45 P S . a highly desirable new orleans Mint coinfrom 
this important and turbulent period in our history. The surfaces show 
scattered tiny tics as expected, but enough of the original prooflike 
fields survive to attest to minimal circulation. The stars are all fully 
struck and the lettering on the reverse sharp. In terms of color the 
fields are the expected rich golden-yellow with a hint of copper. no 
rim marks or edge bumps amount to even a slight distraction, and 
the fields and face of liberty are attractive and pleasing. 

The original mintage of 17,741 pieces was produced by a variety of gov-
ernmental entities. Initially the 1861-o twenties were struck by the u.s.a., 
soon a shift occurred and the new orleans Mint became the possession of the 
state of louisiana which garnered control. Finally another group of 1861-o 
double eagles was struck by the Confederate states of america as the whims 
of power and war swept once again over sleepy new orleans. nevertheless, 
despite these commanding efforts by the various governmental groups, most 
of these majestic double eagles were eventually melted leaving perhaps 200 
pieces today, most showing some evidence of circulation. The present coin is 
a solid example for this historic year of issue, as the Civil War erupted, soon 
to lay waste to the economy and much of the south. 

Given the combined mintage of 17,741 pieces and the total known today of 
approximately 200 individual coins that equates to a survival rate of just over 
1%—the balance were probably melted into newer coins as history marched 
on. Considering the mythical importance of this period and the demand for 
branch mint issues, this 1861-o double eagle truly has it all—low mintage, 
high grade, rarity, and history. This is what makes numismatics such a wide 
ranging pursuit, with the prize a coin like this rarity.

080 18 1-S -50 P S . attractive with lustrous fields and moder-
ate bagmarks. struck on the eve of the Civil War in far away san 
Francisco, which weathered that particular storm comparatively 
well. 

081 18 1-S -50. Pale golden color radiates from pleasing surfaces. 
The strike is typical of this date with some weakness in the coronet 
and the hair about the ear. a Civil War date that had examples 
found on both the S.S. epublic and the S.S. Brother Jonathan ship-
wrecks. 

082 18 2-S -53 N . struck with the usual orange-gold planchet 
fresh from the California Gold rush where bullion was literally 
streaming out of the ground and into the san Francisco Mint as 
quickly as it could be processed. a bold “s” defines the mint on the 
reverse and spidery die cracks extend through part of the legend. 
The scattered bagmarks blend well into the fields and devices, 
leaving the numismatist with a pleasing coin to study. 

#008938

Scarce 18 3 oro et o ble a le

083 18 3 -50 N . Bright orange-gold lustre in the protected 
areas with the open fields showing the usual small scuffs and 
handling nicks from circulation. struck during the depths of the 
Civil War, most of these went into hiding as soon as they could 
be obtained and were held as savings and a hedge against the 
ravages of inflation. scarce this nice and quite difficult to locate 
in full Mint state. 

#008939

2  photo
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084 18 4 -45 N . another scarce Philadelphia issue from the 
Civil War period. The 1864 boasts a mintage of 204,235 pieces 
and is slightly more available than the 1862 or 1863, but hardly 
common by any stretch of the imagination. This coin is struck on a 
usual orange-gold planchet, with average or better surfaces that 
display scuffs and bagmarks as well as a minor rim bump near 
the tip of the coronet. light die crack through the base of the date 
and tops of the upper right legend on the reverse. 

#008941

085 18 4-S -53 with respect to wear, but there are signs of a clean-
ing and possible smoothing in areas. The surfaces have a satiny 
appearance. 

08  18 5 -50 N . Traces of lustre survive and the reverse shows 
patches of copper-gold toning. Moderate handling marks on the 
obverse including a few dull cuts on liberty’s cheek. Thin die crack 
to the 6 from the rim below. Before the recovery of 320 examples of 
this date from the S.S. epublic shipwreck this issue was virtually 
unobtainable in mint condition. 

#008943

087 18 5-S -45 or better from the standpoint of wear. some scratches 
are noted in places near the periphery, below the date and around 
the reverse legends. small edge files on the obverse and reverse. 

are H h- ra e 18 -S No otto oro et 20

088 18 -S No otto. S- 0, or essentially so with respect to wear 
and surface quality. Close examination reveals subtle smooth-
ing at the rims. rivaling the finest known examples, but for the 
rim smoothing that was apparently done to soften minor edge 
nicks common to double eagles of this era. a scant 20,000 were 
coined before the new reverse dies arrived in san Francisco, all 
show clashing evidence at the back of liberty’s head extending 
from her curls into the field. lustrous and minimally abraded 
on liberty’s face and neck with a pleasant appearance overall. 
on the lower left obverse there is a partial fin or wire rim from 
a loose collar or something similar. a rare issue in all grades and 
this one still has a lot of appeal. 

2  photo
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089 18  otto. -55 N . satiny smooth surfaces of unusual 
quality for a double eagle of this period with a smooth cheek on 
liberty and rich coppery gold toning on both sides. Faint hairlines 
in the fields and scattered tics from circulation scarcely merit at-
tention, and the eye appeal is considerably better than average. 
First year of the new Motto reverse, tucked into the tiny star field 
on the reverse. remarkably well preserved for this date. 

#008949

090 18  otto.  S N S . “obverse scratched.” Both the 
central and lower right portions of the obverse exhibit a number 
of very noticeable pin scratches. Were it not for these detractions, 
this frosty delicate reddish gold specimen would conceivably 
command multiples of its current inherent value. 

H h- ra e 18 -S W th otto we t

091 18 -S otto. -53 N . Bright and lustrous for this date and 
technically finer than usually seen. There are moderate handling 
tics and bagmarks as expected as these circulated hard in general. 
one broken scuff spans the final 6, and a complex die crack touches 
the 86 and liberty at the base of her truncation and curls before 
extending into the fields and rim. Tough this nice and rare finer. 

#008950

092 18 -S otto.  S N S . “obverse scratched, im-
properly cleaned.” yellow golden surfaces reveal signs of a past 
light to moderate cleaning. a thin vertical intermittent pin scratch 
spans most of the central obverse. although this coin is clearly 
not without its problems, it nonetheless offers a rather appealing 
“arm’s length” presentation. 

093 18 7 -50 or better detail, however there are obverse marks seen 
under magnification and minor hairlines. rim bumps are seen on 
the obverse wide rim, from a few years of circulation. lustre in 
the recesses and toned with attractive coppery gold. 

094 18 7-S -50 N . The surfaces show the usual handling marks 
in the soft gold surfaces. no copper spots and the color is even 
with the lustre muted by circulation. another date that is available 
in VF or eF grades but gets more difficult to locate at the au level 
and virtually impossible in mint condition. 

#008952

095 18 8 -50 in terms of wear. some lines from a past light cleaning 
in the obverse fields. slightly better date with a low mintage of 
98,575 pieces and most are found in lower grades than seen here 
with survivors topping out in au, with just 15 to 20 known in 
Mint state. 
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09  18 8-S -55 N . struck in bright yellow-gold with lustre surviving in the protected areas. The 
surfaces show the usual tics and scuffs from handling, as the soft gold planchets of these always at-
tract bagmarks from even brief circulation, because of their large size and weight. small s mintmark 
as usual for 1868. 

#008954

097 18 9 -53, or better from the standpoint of wear. The central obverse exhibits more marks than 
the norm for the grade level as well as a couple of rim marks. 1869 was a year remembered by the 
great gold corner nearly accomplished by James Fisk and Jay Gould, which ended with a loud report 
on Black Friday, september 24, 1869 when President Grant authorized the release of gold from the 
Treasury which brought the price crashing back to pre-speculative levels. 

098 18 9-S -50 N . orange-gold color with average or so surfaces that display moderate bagmarks. 
Traces of lustre survive. a decent appearing coin for this date. 

#008956

099 1870 -45 N . a scarcer date than generally known, most of the original mintage of 155,150 
disappeared and few survive today. This one shows satin smooth surfaces with minor nicks from 
handling and circulation. sharply struck and with pleasing yellow-gold surfaces. a fine example of 
this date. 

#008957
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er  are 1870-  o ble a le
O e of the ost m orta t a  l s e ss es  the t re o ble a le Ser es

100 1870-  es 1- . -30 N . ever so subtle traces of muted 
mint lustre are still evident within the deepest recesses of the leg-
ends and devices on both the obverse and reverse. These traces of 
lustre are accented by wispy hints of delicate rose-red toning that 
add an appealing level of character to the surfaces. as would be 
expected on a coin of this issue, there are some circulation marks 
(the most notable of which are at liberty’s brow and within her 
upper hair strands on the obverse) that have been largely lessened 
as a result of the degree of wear present on this specimen. The 
high rarity of this date is well recognized throughout the entire 
u.s. numismatic community. In fact, this issue is by far the rarest 
double eagle struck at the Carson City Mint, and is also the rarest 
double eagle struck at any mint from 1862 through 1880. The sur-
viving population certainly totals no more than 0 pieces, with some 
experts within this series placing the number extant as low as a 
mere 35 or so specimens. In light of the paltry 3,789 piece reported 

mintage, as well as the apparent circumstance that these pieces 
were placed into circulation regionally (as opposed to being used 
for international trade), the typical 1870-CC double eagle survivor 
displays an extensive level of wear. In contrast, many double eagle 
issues of which a large portion were shipped internationally have 
proved to be readily available within the Mint state grade range 
as such coins tended to occupy a much larger portion of their lives 
simply sitting in bank vaults. For this reason, there are at pres-
ent no known uncirculated examples of this date, with the finest 
known pieces being no better than au-55. Whether a collector of 
Carson City Mint gold coinage or liberty Head double eagles, 
we recommend that advanced specialists carefully consider the 
acquisition of this highly important coin, as such opportunities 
are certainly few and far between  

#008958
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101 1870-S -45 N . Medium yellow-gold with average surfaces 
that include a long cut on liberty’s neck, another in the field 
nearby. Tiny s mintmark as always, a fraction of the size used in 
the early 1860s. 

#008959

102 1871 -50 details. The obverse is overly bright from a light 
cleaning. a few reeding nicks are present on liberty’s nose and 
cheek, others favor the fields. some lustre survives but it is muted 
by circulation and the hairlines. 

are 1871-  oro et o ble a le

103 1871-  -40 details. lightly cleaned. scattered edge marks 
and a few field cuts. a very scarce date that is seldom available 
in any grade at all, with an original mintage of 17,387 pieces and 
just 100 or so that likely exist today. a coin to coin impact can be 
seen on the obverse rim at 3:00 and this will serve to identify this 
coin, with incuse dentils on the flat area of the rim. a dull nick 
above the first a of aMerICa is noted and a tiny planchet flake 
is missing beneath us of TrusT. By a considerable margin, this is 
second rarest Carson City double eagles—behind the granddaddy 
1870-CC naturally. 

104 1871-S -45 N . Conservatively graded with ample lustre 
and just a touch of wear on the high points. This one has the usual 
busy surfaces but nothing deep or visually detracting. 

#008962

105 1872 -55 P S . Bright and lustrous with the usual minor 
handling marks from circulation, but the rims and face are clean 
enough. an attractive example of this date. 

10  1872-  -45 P S . natural medium yellow-gold with a hint of 
darker hues adhering to the devices. Clean surfaces add to the appeal, 
with minimal handling marks or reeding nicks to distract. The mint-
age of 26,900 pieces saw hard use and most didn’t survive their first 
decade, precious few came down to collectors today. a lot of appeal 
and the surfaces are finer than often seen for this grade level. 

107 1872-S -55 N . orange-gold and lustrous with the usual 
handling tics from brief circulation and bag handling. about as 
nice as this date is usually found, few Mint state coins are known 
and most of these barely Mint state and baggy. 

#008965

108 1873 O e  3. S- 0 N . lustrous and bright with a classic yel-
low-gold planchet. Moderate bagmarks on the surfaces as these were 
generally kept in bags and suffered years of contact depending on 
how often the bag was moved about, but the coin remains in uncir-
culated condition. one of the more plentiful dates from this period. 

#008967

109 1873-  -50 details. as is typically encountered with this date, 
the surfaces are noticeably marked. a poor attempt at cleaning 
has left some visible scratches on both the obverse and reverse. 3 
repunched in dentils as always for this issue, just the top showing 
below the 73. 
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110 1874-  -40 N . For Carson City collectors the 1874 is the 
first double eagle that can be readily obtained in circulated grades. 
Mintage climbed to 115,085 pieces from that Western Mint although 
all but a handful entered circulation. The planchet is orange-gold 
in color with just a few hints of lustre nearest to the devices. The 
wear is smooth and even and the nicks and bagmarks blend into 
the surfaces, a trait that makes coins at this grade level often more 
attractive than abraded examples closer to Mint state. 

#008971

111 1874-S -58 N . Flashy and bright with ample yellow lustre 
but the surfaces have extensive nicks from handling and circula-
tion. 

#008972

rost  ho ce c rc late  1875 20

112 1875 S- 3 P S . Bright honey gold with intensely sweeping cartwheel lustre and rich rose iridescence. Choice 
for the grade with reverse details that far exceed the assigned grade. relatively common in grades up to Ms-62, 
but fairly scarce at Ms-63 and downright rare finer  just three examples of the date have been certified finer than 
the presently offered beauty by PCGs, all of those called Ms-64. a splendid opportunity. 

#008973

113 1875 -58 N . Flashy yellow-gold with a hint of green, and 
lustrous in the fields. The surfaces show moderate bagmarks but 
they are generally small and blend into the surfaces. 

#008973

114 1875-  -55 details, but cleaned to an unnatural color with 
muted lustre, a few bagmarks and an edge stain on the reverse 
above Ca of aMerICa. This is the doubled die reverse with the 
CC fairly close. 

2  photo
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115 1875-  -30 in terms of wear. Both the obverse and reverse of this 
scarce Carson City double eagle, however, have been lightly polished. 
There is a small reverse scratch near the rim at 4:00, otherwise the 
surfaces are smoother than typically encountered at this grade. 

11  187 -  -55 N . Traces of prooflike reflectivity surround the 
stars and this area is bright yellow-gold with darker orange-gold 
in the fields where natural contact occurred. Bold definition and 
attractive, with liberty’s cheek and neck pleasing. a few reeding 
marks tucked into her hair add apparent definition to the large 
curl below her ear. The CC mintmark is filled and the letters are 
close together, with areas of the reverse not polished by the coiner 
surrounding the left claw of the eagle and the lower shield. 

#008977

117 187 -  -55 details. an example of this elusive Carson City 
issue that would not look out of place within a Mint state liberty 
Head double eagle collection. richly frosted surfaces display some 
light staining near the coronet on the obverse, and near the eagle’s 
head on the reverse. Very close scrutiny of the rims, furthermore, 
uncovers evidence of some highly deceptive enhancement. The 
overall presentation, however, remains quite appealing. 

118 1877 -58 N . Bright and lustrous, but a generous quantity 
of handling marks on the obverse as well as a strategically placed 
copper spot at the tip of liberty’s nose. This is the first appearance 
of the Type III double eagle where dollars is spelled out on the 
reverse, previously abbreviated as simply d. 

#008982

lash  H h- ra e 1877-  o ble a le

119 1877-  -58 P S . Bright and lustrous with a bold strike on 
all devices. The surfaces are clean for a double eagle of this era 
with minimal nicks and bagmarks for this early issue. This has 
the appearance of having come straight from a bag as the lustre 
is so fresh and vibrant. despite a mintage of 42,565 pieces for the 
year, virtually all entered circulation and very few approach the 
quality seen here. There are just a handful known in lower Mint 
state grades, and an au-58 is about as nice as this date is readily 
found, and that with some patience. 18 just touch at their base, and 
the CC appears quite similar to the punch used on later Morgan 
dollars in size and position. 

#008983

120 1877-  -55 in terms of wear. Harshly cleaned in the past 
resulting in areas that appear to have been smoothed and an un-
natural toning pattern. 

121 1877-S S- 1 P S . struck in bright yellow-gold with attrac-
tive surfaces that show the expected scattering of moderate tics 
from bag handling. liberty’s face has moderate nicks with a single 
noteworthy nick on her chin. not particularly scarce in this grade, 
but a whole lot fewer of these are seen than most of the later dates 
which survived in tremendous hoards. 

#008984
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122 1878-  -50 details, but noticeably cleaned with moderate 
hairlines and brush lines over the surfaces. ever present raised die 
line on liberty’s neck, others on the reverse through Ty d from 
improper die handling or deliberate marks, similar to those seen 
on the 1884-CC eagle die. 

123 1879 -55 N . Bright yellow-gold and appealing for the 
lustrous surfaces which show fewer bagmarks than usual. one 
notable bagmarks by the tiny lovelock on liberty. 

#008988

Scarce a  Po lar 1879-  o ble a le

124 1879-  -40 P S . Bright and attractive for this scarce issue 
with some prooflike surface remaining in the protected areas. The 
original mintage of 10,708 pieces was laid waste by the hazards 
of circulation and melting, with perhaps 500 to 750 remaining for 
collectors today. Precious few indeed. The surfaces show minor tics 
from brief circulation and the rims are smooth, although a small nick 
is noted above the e of aMerICa which may have been carefully 
smoothed in the past. diagnostic die lumps below the 1 and 9 in 
the date as seen on all original examples from this obverse die. 

125 1880 -55 N . Wisps of subtle coppery orange toning ac-
company underlying satiny mint lustre. only 51,420 business 
strikes were coined of this uncommon liberty Head issue. 

#008992

l s e 1881 oro et o ble a le
ta e of 2,199 P eces

12  1881 -45 N . Certainly finer than one would expect for the 
modest grade, with all but the uppermost hair curls showing full 
definition and separation and merely a hint of wear. Moderate 
circulation marks blend into the surfaces and do not distract. 
orange-gold with lustre in the protected areas and traces of 
reflectivity from the original die polish survive. Conservatively 
graded as great rarities often seem to be. a formidable rarity in 
all grades and the hallmark of an advanced collection. The 1881 
double eagle was certainly overlooked for many years historically. 
as date collecting became more common, combined with revealing 
numbers from the two grading services, it soon became apparent 
that there were not many 1881 double eagles out there. Today it is 
estimated that 40 individual coins survived and many are heavily 
abraded as typically seen on double eagles of this period. 

Philadelphia double eagles were not produced in large numbers (if at all) 
from 1881 until 1888 when mintages finally climbed back to normal levels. 
Curiously large numbers of double eagles were coined in the san Francisco 
Mint for these years, with significant numbers from the Carson City Mint as 
well. although the united states had returned to gold parity with the paper 
dollar in 1879, clearly Philadelphia double eagles were not used for this purpose 
during the early 1880s unless coins were shipped in from san Francisco for this 
purpose. Focus continued on coining Morgan silver dollars at all mints. Today 
these 1880s Philadelphia double eagles represent some of the rarest regular 
issue coins ever produced by the Philadelphia Mint. It is believed that five or 
six examples of this date survive in lower Mint state grades, the balance of the 
survivors falling in line with the present coin with limited circulation.

#008994

2  photo
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Pleas  1882-  o ble a le

127 1882-  -55 N . lustrous and pleasing for the grade with 
fewer nicks and cuts than often seen, but there are a couple on 
liberty’s cheek and in the field nearby. The reverse, with its com-
plex and abundant devices shows fewer nicks in the open fields 
as they blend into the devices. despite a modest mintage of 39,140 
pieces most survivors show evidence of circulation and many have 
been recovered from overseas sources in the past decades. always 
in demand, especially approaching Mint state with nice surfaces 
like the present coin. 

#008997

128 1883-  -50 details, but there is a short, thin scratch hidden at 
the lower reverse and thin hairlines in the fields. This one has the 
dot after the 3 in the date, similar to the dot by Morgan’s initial 
on the 1884 silver dollar. Perhaps not related but certainly similar 
and struck just a year apart. 

129 1883-S -58 or better in terms of wear. There is a deceptive rim filing 
at the right obverse. especially lustrous and bright, with scattered 
handling marks on liberty’s face and a few nicks on the rim. 

130 1884-  -50 N S . Bright golden surfaces that show minor 
scuffs from circulation but fewer than often encountered. liberty’s 
cheek and neck are pleasing, and the strike is sharp. 

#009001

131 1884-  -45 N . even yellow-gold with a tinge of copper in 
the recesses of the design. a couple of dull reeding marks on the 
obverse, but they have worn into the surface as the coin continued 
to circulate after these occurred. smooth wear and generally ap-
pealing for this ever popular and scarce mint and date. 

132 1884-S -58 N . satiny lustre. olive-gold toning with delicate 
lilac accents. 

133 1885-  -50, in terms of wear, but the rims have been smoothed 
and there are hairlines in the fields. a couple of dull nicks on the 
flat part of the rim and a nick on the first C of the mintmark. 

134 1888 -58 in terms of detail. numerous tiny obverse marks at 
liberty’s neck and jaw but quite lustrous. 

135 1888-S S- 1 in initial appearance. signs of a delicate reverse 
cleaning. lustrous and pleasing otherwise with fewer bagmarks 
than average and deep coppery gold toning on both sides. 

13  1889 S- 2 N . a very attractive coin for the numerical grade 
with satiny lustre and moderate bagmarks that blend into the sur-
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faces. liberty’s face and neck show the expected shallow scuffs and 
nicks, but no deep marks or hits. Curiously a single Gem reported 
in the Garrett-Guth Encyclopedia of U. S. Gold Coins 79 - 933 has 
disappeared from the reports, with the finest graded now shown as 
a small group of Ms-63 pieces in the Population eport and Census. 
The Philadelphia Mint reduced output of double eagles again in 
1889, producing just 44,070 pieces. 

137 1889-  -53. yellow-gold with some lustre in the protected areas 
and pleasing. The surfaces display light handling marks, but fewer 
than expected and liberty’s cheek and neck are relatively clean. 
reverse die shows minor evidence of clashing and lapping. The 
reverse die shows extended use with cracks and lumps connecting 
many of the letters and the devices thinned by the judicious lapping 
to hide the clashing evidence in the center. Historic and desirable. 

138 1889-S -58 N . Conservatively graded with full undi-
minished lustre and fewer handling marks than usual. slight 
repunching at the tops of the 89, and this one scarcely shows any 
evidence of circulation. 

139 1890-  -50. yellow-gold with some lustre in the protected 
areas and a coin with ample visual appeal. The surfaces show light 
nicks from circulation while liberty’s cheek is fairly smooth after 
some brief time in circulation allowed these tics to wear. scarce 
and popular from this short-lived branch mint. 

Scarce 1891 o ble a le

140 1891 -40 with respect to wear. signs of a gentle cleaning and 
recovering as much as it can without assistance. The mintage of 
1,390 pieces for the year left us with fewer than 100 survivors 
today, and a rarity that is missing from most date collections. The 
reverse rim has several small tics from bag handling. 

2  photo

es rable 1891-  oro et o ble a le

141 1891-  -50 N . a rare date with a meager mintage of 5,000 
pieces of which perhaps 150-200 survive today. This one has traces 
of prooflike reflectivity in the fields, a blunt strike on the lower 
left obverse and corresponding portion of the reverse. There is a 
minor scuff that involves the mintmark into the tail, but avoids 
the surrounding fields. Further study finds no other fault, with 

the fields and devices retaining their glittering golden glow and 
a touch of the antique coppery-gold color familiar to collectors 
of this series. While the mintage is not too many more than the 
coveted 1870-CC, a few more of this date survived, but the 1891-
CC is still one of the scarcer of the Carson City issues and hard to 
find wholesome and attractive like the present coin. 
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142 1892 -58 details. Cleaned in the distant past, with a minor 
rim disturbance on the obverse at 11:00. even the scant mintage 
of 4,430 belies the scarcity of this date, with perhaps 150 to 200 
known today in all grades. a date that is missing from a great 
many collections. Minor hairlines in the satiny fields, the surfaces 
are otherwise attractive. 

e ect e Near t 1892-  o ble a le

143 1892-  -58 I N . This one earns a star from nGC for 
high eye appeal. reflective mirror fields are graced by delicate 
copper hues and offset the frosty devices. Clean rims and the 
surfaces have minor bagmarks but none are deep or especially 
distracting. long considered a rarity, the last few decades have 
allowed more to turn up from the banks in europe and now this 
date is more obtainable in lower au grades, but seldom seen this 
nice and prohibitively rare in choice Mint state. 

Mintage for the year was 27,265 pieces which is a tiny sum when compared 
with the nearby sister mint in san Francisco churning out nearly one million in 
1892. Curiously the Carson City Mint survived to reopen in 1889 when Grover 
Cleveland was voted out of office, but he returned in 1893 and promptly shut 
the Carson City Mint down again in late 1893, this time making sure the pieces 
were sold off. Cleveland felt the Carson City Mint was redundant with the 
san Francisco Mint so close by and safe rail transport was available for bullion 
coming out of the nevada mines to that westernmost mint, where coins could 
be produced and shipped to all points from that major Pacific ocean harbor.

144 1893-  -58 with respect to wear. This bold, fully frosted speci-
men reveals a patch of hairlines from a past cleaning at the upper 
left obverse. The presentation is otherwise that of an assertive, 
borderline Mint state example. one of only 18,402 pieces struck 
of this scarce Carson City issue. 

145 1893-  -50 details, but very harshly cleaned (leaving swirling 
hairlines on the fields on both the obverse and reverse) to knock 
down the usual light bagmarks and make the surfaces uniformly 
matte in appearance. a scarce date with a mintage of 18,402 pieces. 
This was the final year of Carson City Mint production. 

14  1894 S- 1 N . lustrous honey gold with good eye appeal 
for the grade. 

#009025

147 1894 S- 1 N . Frosty medium gold with strong lustre and 
rich rose highlights. 

#009025

148 1894 S- 1 N . Bright honey gold with sweeping cartwheel 
lustre. 

#009025

149 1895 S- 1 N . Frosty and bright with ample lustre and at-
tractive surfaces. a few moderate bagmarks are found on liberty’s 
broad cheek and a concealed neck nick extends across the eagle. 

#009027

150 1899 S- 4 N . Frosty mint lustre with some medium gold 
toning about the edge and an obverse toning streak at the bottom. 
a very well struck example of this date which is decidedly scarce 
in this grade or higher. 

#009035

151 bert  Hea  o ble ea le tr o  I 1899 eF-45 I 1900 au-53 I 
1907 au-50. each has olive toning. The last piece has been lightly 
cleaned in the past. (Total: 3 pieces) 
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152 1900 S- 3 N . sharp and lustrous with an appealing orange-
gold color and satiny surfaces. The strike is sharp and the surfaces 
free of all but minor signs of contact. Considerably finer than most 
of the survivors from this popular date. 

#009037

153 1901 S- 4 N . Beautiful lustre and surfaces but there are 
some scattered copper spots on both sides. a low mintage date 
with just 111,430 pieces struck, but enough survive in Mint state 
to be priced close to a common date value. 

#009039

154 1902 -55 N . scarce date with a mintage of 31,140 pieces 
and one of the tougher issues coined after 1900 to locate from this 
series. Moderate abrasions on the obverse, the reverse cleaner and 
more attractive. lustrous and bright yellow-gold. 

#009041

155 P S-cert e  bert  o ble ea le threesome  I 1902-s au-58. 
Bright honey gold with a high degree of lustre I 1906 au-50. Warm 
medium gold with rich lustre in the protected areas I 1906-s au-
55. Frosty honey gold with strong lustre and pale olive highlights. 
(Total: 3 pieces) 

15  1903-S S- 1 P S . deep honey gold with rich lustre and pale 
olive highlights. 

#009044

157 1904 S- 4 P S . Intense honey gold surfaces with rich lustre 
and a broad array of pale rose and olive iridescence. Choice for 
the grade. 

Housed in an old-style green label PCGs holder.
#009045

158 1904 S- 4 P S . satiny medium gold surfaces with intense 
cartwheel lustre and rich olive tones. Choice for the grade. 

#009045

159 1904 S- 3 P  N . Fully brilliant. a lovely specimen character-
ized by sharp satiny devices and glittering mirror fields. excellent 
eye appeal. 

1 0 1904 S- 3 N . Well struck with deep yellow-gold toning. a 
few light contact marks, but none very serious. a very pleasing 
type coin. 

#009045
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1 1 1904 S- 3 N . lustrous with a nice satiny appearance and 
one chatter mark on the 1 of the date. 

#009045

1 2 1904 S- 3 N . Flashy and bright, with the usual and expected 
golden radiance. 

#009045

1 3 1904 S- 3 N . rich golden lustre and well preserved. 
#009045

1 4 1904 S- 3 N . Bright surfaces that exude lovely mint lustre. 
Boldly struck and very nice for the grade. 

#009045

1 5 1904 S- 3 N . Frosty mint lustre over surfaces that show 
only a few scattered contact marks. a sharp strike adds further to 
this coin’s appeal. 

#009045

1  1904 S- 3 N . Flashy surfaces with the obverse exhibiting 
reflective tendencies. a few light rim tics and some minor contact 
marks are found. overall this coin has a strong strike and good 
appeal. 

#009045

1 7 1904 S- 3 N . a respectable strike along with good lustre 
and a minimum of contact marks defines this lovely coin. 

#009045

1 8 1904 S- 3 N . satiny smooth surfaces with excellent mint 
lustre gives this coin appeal far above the grade assigned. Well 
worth a closer inspection. 

#009045

1 9 1904 S- 3 N . Pleasing mint lustre over surfaces that are 
quite nice. In fact, the reverse is a full Gem while the obverse suf-
fers from a few light contact marks. late obverse die state with 
several cracks about the stars. 

#009045

170 1904 S- 3 N . deep golden toning over well struck surfaces. 
some field marks are seen as well as a few light marks on the 
face. 

#009045

171 1904 S- 3 N . deep gold toning with rich, vibrant mint lustre 
underneath. a strong strike further defines this coin that has some 
very light obverse field chatter. 

#009045

172 1904 S- 3 N . super yellow-gold toning with great lustre 
and surfaces define this well struck example. Well above what is 
seen for this grade. 

#009045

173 1904 S- 3 N . deep orange-gold over a lighter shade of 
golden toning. a great strike gives this coin widespread appeal. 
a single tiny reeding mark on the jaw keeps this coin from the 
next grade. 

#009045

174 1904 S- 3 N . Golden toning with some yellow-gold over-
tones. silky smooth surfaces are a noted exception to what is 
normally seen for this grade. 

#009045

175 1904 S- 3 N . a strong strike on this coin that accentuates 
this coin’s medium gold toning. a minimum amount of contact 
marks are noted. 

#009045

17  1904 S- 3 N . Pale orange-gold patina that compliments 
a strong strike. The fields and devices are relatively clear of any 
harmful marks except for some very minor obverse spotting. 

#009045

177 1904 S- 3 N . superb satiny surfaces that are textured with 
rich, vibrant mint lustre. The strike is excellent with the fields and 
devices showing only a few light marks. 

#009045

178 1904 S- 3 N . Full mint bloom over well preserved surfaces. 
a strong strike is found which only further enhances this coin’s 
appeal. 

#009045

179 1904 S- 3 N . rich yellow-gold toning over surfaces that are 
strongly impressed. some light field chatter is noticed although 
none of the marks are serious. 

#009045

180 1904 S- 3 N . Flashy mint lustre over very nicely struck 
surfaces. Very little in the way of marks to dampen the eye appeal 
of this coin. 

#009045

181 1904 S- 3 N . Pale green and yellow-gold toning over sur-
faces that exhibit a respectable strike that shows a bit of softness 
over the ear. 

#009045
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182 1904 S- 3 N . deep golden toning over surfaces that are 
devoid of any major marks. a decent strike is found on this at-
tractive coin. 

#009045

183 1904 S- 3 N . diffused golden toning over nice surfaces. a 
strong and even strike adds much to this coin’s desirability. 

#009045

184 1904 S- 3 N . deep and even golden toning over surfaces 
that are quite decent for the grade. a single tiny mark on the face 
is this coin’s main impediment. 

#009045

185 1904 S- 3 N . a coin that has a wealth of sharp detail and 
excellent mint color. The reverse is especially nice with outstanding 
appeal. 

#009045

18  1904 S- 3 N . deep golden toning with a bit of orange-gold 
outlining Miss liberty’s portrait. a few inconsequential marks are 
found on this boldly struck coin. 

#009045

187 1904 S- 3 N . dazzling gold toning over surfaces that one 
would normally associate with a higher grade. a strong strike 
adds further to this coin’s glorious appeal. 

#009045

188 1904 S- 1. sharply struck with frosty surfaces and pleasing 
olive-gold toning. 

189 1904-S S- 3 N . Flashy lustre and sharply impressed for this 
date. one reeding mark on the cheek and with pleasing orange-
gold color and satiny surfaces and fields. 

#009046

190 1904-S S- 2 N . satiny medium gold with strong lustre and 
nice appeal for the grade. 

#009046

191 1905 S- 1 in appearance. Close scrutiny yields signs of a very 
deceptive cleaning. a scarce date with a mintage of 58,919 pieces, 
a tiny sum after the 1904 Philadelphia mintage topped six million 
pieces for the Coronet double eagle. 

192 190  S- 2 P S . Warm olive-gold with strong cartwheel lustre 
and a pleasing overall appearance, especially for the assigned 
grade. 

#009049

193 190  -58 N . another low-mintage date with 69,596 pieces 
coined for general circulation. This one is especially lustrous and 
sharp, but shows some copper spots on the obverse and moderate 
nicks from bag handling. 

#009049

o con n en ec o ee o nc de o nd d
co n o co e e co ec on n n co n c on

NY  800-5 -2580 • NH  8 -811-1804
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194  1907  H h el ef, W re m. Proof- 8  N . The 
distinctive finish, strike, and color associated with this classic issue 
fully adorn this remarkably high quality specimen. rich yellow-
gold fields and devices are awash in the shimmering satin-velvet 
surface that differentiates such Proofs from the typical High 
relief business strike. The characteristic swirls and die lines that 
typically are more pronounced on Proofs of this issue are entirely 
apparent in the fields. In light of the size, softness, and unprotected 
nature of this design, it truly is astounding that such a specimen 
has survived in this state of preservation  it obviously received 
an inordinate amount of care both at the Mint and through the 
more than a century of time that has elapsed since it has been in 
collectors’ hands. In fact, this unbelievable coin is easily one of the 
finest known of this rare and highly important Proof issue. The 
last coin of this caliber to reach the marketplace (an nGC Proof-69 
sold in november of 2005) brought $534,750. We would not at all 

be surprised if the jewel offered here decisively eclipses that level. 
The mintage of such Proofs remains unknown, although based 
upon their frequency of appearance, it certainly cannot be more 
than 5% of the 12,367 piece total High relief mintage. 

nGC Census: 1  none finer within the star designation. only two other 
pieces of this type have been certified at the Proof-68  level, and only three 
pieces have been certified at the Proof-69 level for the entire type.

augustus saint-Gaudens’ ultimate expression of numismatic beauty—the 
ultra High relief—clearly was never intended to be practical for circulation. 
Thankfully, his High relief design (less glorified yet in the image of his original 
concept) was made in at least some collectible quantity. although these roman 
numeral High relief coins proved to be impractical, both from the standpoint 
of the difficulty in striking such coins (several blows were required from the 
die) and their inherent problems in day to day commerce (they just didn’t 
stack well), they are quite typical of the aspirations and expressive nature 
of a generation of idealistic artists that sought to bring both beauty and a 
newfound appreciation to the typical laymen.

#009135

bel e able S erb em  oma  sh Proof o ble a le
O e of he est xta t Proof H h el ef o ble a les
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stro s ho ce  H h el ef 20

195  1907  H h el ef, lat m. S- 3 P S . errone-
ously called “Flat edge” by PCGs though most collectors know 
the edge is lettered on this famous issue. Bright yellow gold with 
a rich array of olive and orange, especially in the recessed areas 
of liberty’s robe. a boldly struck and visually exciting example 
of one of the world’s most beautiful coinage designs, created 
by sculptor augustus saint-Gaudens at the prodding of Teddy 
roosevelt, the “old rough rider” president who was blessed with 
a love of history and an eye for aesthetics. Choice for the grade 
with excellent eye appeal, a flashy coin that bears the marks that 
define the assigned grade in a dignified manner. Well worthy of 
extended bidding competition. 

#009136

H stor c ho ce t State  H h el ef

19   1907  H h el ef, W re m. S- 3 N . a fine 
example of the medallic masterpiece conceived by august saint-
Gaudens in his final year of life. Famous as a sculptor saint-Gaud-
ens taught art students during the expansive era in american 
history, his works reflected the optimism pervasive in our country 
in the early 20th century. one of the finest examples obtainable 
are these High relief double eagles, with liberty emblazoned 
on the obverse and literally walking right out of the coin  on the 
reverse the majestic eagle is portrayed in full flight with the rising 
sun below. The color is classic yellow gold with all the expected 
three dimensional devices carefully sculpted by the dies through 
multiple blows on the largest coining press available. The delicate 
wire edge or fin shows nicks accounting for the grade. 

It is noteworthy that our government has chosen to resurrect this design for 
bullion coins in this similar high relief execution. no doubt similar difficulties 
in striking will be encountered and availability may be limited.

#009135

2  photo 2  photo
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t State  H h el ef o ble a le

197  1907  H h el ef, W re m. S- 1 N . a Mint 
state example of this most popular coin with the fine wire rim 
intact and generally well preserved. Minor handling nicks are 
present in the fields and on the devices, from careless examination 
over the prior 102 years. This one has the lustre and appeal of a 
higher grade. Certainly one of, if not the, most beautiful coin ever 
produced at our mints and always inspiring to gaze upon. 

t State 1907 H h el ef o ble a le

198  1907  H h el ef, W re m. S- 0 P S . struck 
with the expected depth of field on all the devices with the medallic 
relief that defines these majestic coins. despite the modest grade, 
the surfaces are free of all but minor signs of contact, and this 
first generation, large holder coin will undoubtedly please any 
numismatist. The satiny lustre and usual die polishing swirl marks 
are clear, as expected on this issue. rich in eye appeal and lustre, 
this example will please any specialist who has been seeking to 
obtain an example of this most famous american coin design. 

#009135

er Po lar  H h el ef o ble a le
199  1907  H h el ef. W re m. -58 with regards to 

wear. There is a trivial scratch at the upper left obverse field, as 
well as a rim mark at 11:00 on the obverse. a slightly mishandled 
coin that still retains the regal appearance and medallic striking 
qualities that are legendary to this most popular united states 
gold issue. It is noteworthy that the Philadelphia Mint is making 
new smaller diameter examples of this same design as so-called 
bullion coins this year, showing how the demand for these originals 
has never diminished. 

2  photo 2  photo
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200  1907  H h el ef. W re m. -53 in terms of wear. 
Cleaned and now has a bright yellow-gold patina. Formerly 
mounted at 12:00 with the B of e PlurIBus damaged. no major 
surface nicks. a good coin for the collector who does not wish to 
spend $10,000 or more for a wholesome example. 

201  1907  H h el ef, W re m.  S N S . 
“Improperly Cleaned.” Pale yellow-gold toning due to the past 
cleaning. a few scattered marks are seen and a trio of reverse rim 
marks are found. a small tiny spot of a solder-like substance above 
the sun on the reverse is mentioned for complete accuracy. 

#009135

202  1907  H h el ef. W re m.  S N S . 
“Polished.” net VF-20. Polished to an unnatural yellow brilliance 
but now retoning in deeper gold and olive. While the surfaces have 
been fussed with, marks are at a minimum  the most egregious 
disturbance is a tiny rim bruise at 11:00 on the obverse. While not 
the prettiest MCMVII High relief $20 you are apt to see, it still 
has soothing visual aspects and should be seen before bidding. 

203  1907  H h el ef. Net -25, sharpness of au-50, 
heavily cleaned and hairlined, mount removed at 12:00. Bright 
yellow gold with distinctive olive highlights and with notable 
hairlines and polishing marks on both sides. 

204 1907 Sa t- a e s. rab c N merals -58 P S . Bright 
yellow gold with intensely active cartwheel lustre and excellent 
eye appeal for the grade. The first of the saint-Gaudens double 
eagles struck in the new low relief format, as well as the first with 
the date in “arabic” rather than roman numerals. 

#009141

205 1908 No otto, Short a s. S- 4 P S . Broadly sweeping 
cartwheels enhance the attractive, frosty surfaces of this medium 
gold double eagle. struck in the early part of the year before the 
motto In God We TrusT was added to the reverse. 

#009142

20  1908-  otto. S- 4 N . This one has a sharp strike with 
bold definition on all devices and a glorious orange-gold color 
throughout. The lustre is fresh and abundant and the surfaces are 
satin smooth with very few handling tics. The obverse shows the 
long rays which nearly touch the end of the branch, while a dif-
ferent master hub shows shorter rays well back from the branch, 
both developed by Charles Barber, chief engraver at the Mint. 

#009148

Visit stack’s auctions on-Line at

www.stacks.com
for images of singLe item Lots not 
 pictured in the printed cataLogue.
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ho ce  1908-S 20

207 1908-S -55 N . satiny medium gold surfaces with strong 
rose iridescence and bold lustre. a popular low-mintage date, 
an issue that saw a production run of 22,000 pieces, the first san 
Francisco Mint double eagle in the design type with In God We 
TrusT on the reverse. a few faint marks are noted, chiefly scat-
tered on the obverse  the reverse is even nicer than the obverse. 

#009149

208 1908-S -50 details. Cleaned. The low mintage for this date and 
mint of 22,000 pieces is offset by the fact that about 500 examples 
survive. scarce but obtainable for a price. The present coin circu-
lated briefly, was cleaned and now shows traces of copper toning 
near the rims, residual lustre and bright yellow-gold surfaces. 

209 1909 8 S- 1 N . Blended olive-gold and lilac iridescence on 
frosty surfaces. The 1909/8 ranks as one of the clearest and most 
distinctive overdate issues of the 20th-century. This overdate is not 
particularly scarce, nor is it substantially more expensive than the 
“normal date” type in most grades. 

#009151

210 1909-  -53 N . even yellow-gold and with surviving lustre 
in the protected areas. 

#009152

211 1910 -50. olive-gold toning complements frosty fields. 

m ress e 1911 atte Proof Sa t- a e s 20

212 1911 Proof- 4 P S . struck in the dark matte finish peculiar 
to this year that seems to have a touch of olive or khaki in it. The 
strike is of course medallic, with each and every nuance of the 
design brought up fully. excellent surfaces that show scarcely 
any signs of handling in the past 98 years, and this one must have 
been close to a gem grade. Trace rubbing on the knee as often 
seen, a bit of cabinet friction that lightly scuffed the uppermost 
device point over many years. Perhaps 40-50 survive in all from 
the original mintage of 100 pieces, this particular coin average in 
quality of those that do survive of the handful of Matte Proofs. 

#009208

213 1911 S- 4 N . Bright honey gold with broadly sweeping 
cartwheels that ignite the fiery mint bloom on both sides.  

#009157

2  photo
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214 1912 S- 4 P S . excellent color and lustre over well preserved 
surfaces. sharply struck which further enhances this coin’s appeal. 
scarce in this grade or higher. In 1912, both new Mexico and 
arizona became states and the two additional stars were added 
to the coin under the date near the oak leaves. 

#009160

215 1913-S -58 N . lustrous with a touch of rub on the high 
points from very brief circulation. scarce with a tiny mintage of 
34,000, but enough survived that these can be obtained for a mod-
est premium. 

#009163

21  1914 S- 5, or finer in terms of appearance, with outstanding 
surface quality and visual appeal  close scrutiny uncovers a very 
deceptive cleaning mainly in the central area on both sides. 

217 1914-S S- 3 N . attractive full mint color over good surfaces 
that show only one light hairline in the left obverse field and a 
few inconsequential marks on Miss liberty’s body. Well worth a 
premium bid. 

#009166

218 1915-S S- 3 N . orange-gold lustre and attractive for this 
date. Moderate original mintage of 567,500 pieces with enough 
survivors to command a modest premium over type. 

#009168

are 1920-S Sa t- a e s o ble a le

219 1920-S -55 P S . lustrous and bright with just a touch of rub 
on the high points. Basically a normal $20 coin from the period except 
that this is a 920-S, one of the dates that all but disappeared into the 
melting pots of the 1930s to be recast into gold bars. From the original 
mintage of 558,000 pieces, between 150 and 200 pieces are believed 
to exist. Most of the gold coined by the branch mints of denver and 
san Francisco ended up sitting in bank vaults only to be called in by 
roosevelt’s order in 1933 to be melted. some survived in collector’s 
hands, others likely in european vaults. This particular coin must have 
circulated briefly before being sent to europe and saved. a beautiful 
example of this date and mint, worthy of any advanced collection. 

2  photo
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220 1922 S- 3 N . rich lustre combined with a strong strike gives 
this date nice appeal. some light chatter is seen although not too 
distracting. 

#009173

221 1922 S- 3 N . a strong strike and decent lustre define this 
example that also shows some moderate contact marks. 

#009173

222 1922 S- 3 N . rich lustre over well preserved surfaces. a 
few obverse die cracks visible on this attractive coin that is above 
average for the grade. 

#009173

223 1922 S- 3 N . deep golden toning on surfaces that show a 
typical amount of contact marks for the grade. a decent strike is 
also noted for this attractive coin. 

#009173

224 1922 S- 3 N . Well struck with just a few reverse contact 
marks away from a higher designation. Medium yellow-gold 
toning further describes this example. 

#009173

225 1922 S- 3 N . Frosty lustre. The reverse exhibits some struck-
thru areas where there must have been some grease on the die. In 
of the legend is one of the affected areas. unusual. 

#009173

22  1922 S- 3 N . Frosty mint lustre is found on this attractive 
coin’s surface. a few scattered co’ntact marks are noted on well 
struck surfaces. 

#009173

227 1922 S- 3 N . Well struck with lovely deep gold toning. a 
series of marks at the left obverse field near the rim. 

#009173

228 1922 S- 3 N . Pale yellow-gold toning over surfaces that 
show some minor contact marks and a reverse copper spot. 

#009173

229 1922 S- 3 N . rich mint lustre that is broken only by a few 
reverse pinscratches. The reverse is a late die state with a number 
of circular die cracks seen. 

#009173

230 1922 S- 3 N . deep yellow-gold toning on surfaces that are 
above average for the grade. an excellent strike is also character-
istic of this example. 

#009173

231 1922-S -58. Full mint color except on the very highest wear 
spots. a few very light contact marks, none of which are overly 
excessive. a better than average strike is seen. satiny lustre which 
adds to the appeal of this scarce date that suffered tremendously 
during the gold melts of the 1930s. 

232 1923 S- 5 P S . satiny lustre. essentially brilliant surfaces 
with hints of pink and lilac. excellent eye appeal overall. 

#009175

233 1923 S- 3 N . a moderate amount of small scattered contact 
marks are noted on this lustrous example. some light reverse cop-
per spots below the eagle’s chest. 

#009175

234 1923 S- 3 N . Great original mint bloom on surfaces that 
have a medium amount of contact marks. 

#009175

235 1923 S- 3 N . Boldly struck with a deep golden patina. Very 
few bagmarks are seen on this above average coin for the grade. 

#009175
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23  1923 S- 3 N . a strong strike and crisp, original mint lustre 
defines this example. a premium example for the grade. 

#009175

237 1923 S- 3 N . Well struck with good mint lustre present. 
a medium amount of contact marks are seen, primarily on the 
reverse. 

#009175

238 1923 S- 3 N . Medium gold with some light reddish-gold 
toning present in patches. Well struck and nice for the grade. 

#009175

239 1923-  S- 5 N . Greenish gold lustre and pleasing for this 
scarce denver Mint issue. The strike is sharp and the surfaces quite 
clean although a tic or two can be found with a loupe. 

#009176

240 1924 S- 5 N . Classic yellow-gold lustre and clean surfaces 
on this type coin. as world economies expanded, demand for gold 
bullion coins soared and many of these were shipped off to europe. 
Trouble was evident in Germany, where the hyperinflation had 
just come to an abrupt halt in november of 1923, and that country 
was trying to find its new footing and rebuild. 

#009177

241 1924 S- 3 N . Vibrant mint lustre and a good strike gives 
this coin ample appeal. The surfaces do not have the usual pre-
ponderance of contact marks normally associated with this grade, 
making this coin above average for the grade assigned. 

#009177

242 1924 S- 3 N . Mustard-yellow toning on surfaces that are 
nicely struck and have relatively few contact marks. 

#009177

243 1924 S- 3 N . Medium gold toning with some darker patches 
seen. a respectable strike with some softness at the breast and the 
knee. no major marks visible. 

#009177

244 1924 S- 3 N . Very frosty surfaces with a moderate amount 
of contact marks seen. 

#009177

245 1924 S- 3 N . Good mint lustre with some flashy areas seen. 
Mustard-yellow-gold toning defines this coin. some light abrasion 
found but not too serious. 

#009177

24  1924 S- 3 N . Very frosted surfaces with deep gold toning. 
nicely struck with some moderate bagmarking found. 

#009177

247 1924 S- 3 N . rich mint color with the coin having the initial 
appearance of a higher grade. a few tiny contact marks on Miss 
liberty’s body but virtually none in the crisply struck fields and 
the other devices. Well worth a closer inspection. 

#009177

248 1924 S- 3 N . a premium quality example for the grade 
with excellent mint lustre and a bold strike. There is a single tiny 
contact mark at the right of Miss liberty’s face, otherwise this coin 
has very few other imperfections of note. 

#009177

249 1924 S- 3 N . Frosty mint lustre with some scattered marks 
seen on both sides. a respectable strike adds further to this coin’s 
desirability. 

#009177

250 1924 S- 3 N . rich lustre and a good strike define this choice 
coin. a few reverse copper spots are also seen as well as some 
contact marks and an obverse rim tic at about 12:00. 

#009177

251 1924 S- 3 N . deeply frosted in deep golden toning. a mini-
mum amount of contact marks are seen on this pleasant coin. 

#009177

252 1924 S- 3 N . deep golden toning and good lustre are seen 
over surfaces that have acquired a moderate amount of small 
contact marks on both sides. 

#009177

253 1924 S- 3 N . Great lustre and the surface quality is top 
rate. The top of Miss liberty’s right thigh seems to be flat and a 
bit rough possibly due to the die being filled at that position when 
this coin was struck. 

#009177

254 1924 S- 3 N . Plentiful mint lustre over deep golden toning. 
a few light contact marks but none serious. Well struck except for 
the top of the right thigh which is a bit flat. 

#009177
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255 1924 S- 3 N . Vibrant mint lustre over well preserved sur-
faces. a scarcity of contact marks and a good strike further define 
this lovely coin. 

#009177

25  1924 S- 3 N . a deep gold toned example with some dark 
toning at the reverse rim. a coin that has virtually no marks of 
any significance and is decently struck. 

#009177

257 1924 S- 3 N . Bright lustre over surfaces which exhibit some 
moderate contact marks. Well struck in lemon gold. 

#009177

258 1924 S- 3 N . deep golden toning with surfaces that give 
the initial appearance of a higher grade. some very minor contact 
marks are seen scattered on both sides but none of any serious 
consequence. a very strong strike completes the attributes of this 
very attractive coin. 

#009177

259 1924 S- 1. Frosty lustre. essentially brilliant surfaces with hints 
of olive and lilac iridescence. 

stro s 1924-  o ble a le

2 0 1924-  S- 2 N . a scarcer date. This coin has pleasing 
rose-gold centers framed with bright yellow gold. one minor tic 
on the top of liberty’s right thigh and a scuff in the middle of the 
eagle’s wing will serve to identify this coin. In what can only be 
viewed with marvel by the student of history, the denver Mint 
coined 3,049,500 examples of this date, most of which languished 
in united states banks through the roaring 20s. Perhaps a bag of 
1,000 1924-d twenties escaped to europe and sat out the following 
decades of economic turmoil and war. as the credit bubbles of the 
1920s ended abruptly and the troubled times of the 1930s unfolded 
into economic thimble rigging by theory, gold was deemed un-
necessary and withdrawn from circulation. The blast furnaces laid 
waste to the bags of double eagles and all gold coins that could 
be found and turned them back into gold bars so paper currency 
could be substituted by force. By the mid 1930s the mintage of 
over three million 1924-d twenties had been reduced to perhaps 
1,000 pieces  This and many mintmarked dates from this period 
saw similar mass meltings making this series quite a challenge to 
collect. 

#009178

are t State 1924-  o ble a le

2 1 1924-  S- 1 P S  ACAAC . Chrome-bright red-gold lustre 
drenches both sides of this boldly struck example. a glass reveals 
some widely distributed minor bagmarks on either side that offer 
minimal visual distraction, as expected for the grade. Perhaps 1,000 
to 1,500 of these survived the melting pots of the 1930s, precious 
few indeed.

The world of 1924 offered much excitement. Germany had just 
collapsed after the credit explosion with the spectacular inflation of 
the Weimar republic ended in a loud report in november of 1923. 
america had undergone a rapid implosion from the agricultural 
boom and bust of 1920-21, and the foundation for the massive 
credit expansion had begun in earnest by 1924, with sales and the 
economy booming through ease of finance and loose money. 

From our September, 200  Auction, Lot 788.
#009178

l s e 1924-S Sa t- a e s o ble a le

2 2 1924-S S- 1 N . as noted in the 1924-d just offered, the 
mintmarked coins from this period were virtually all melted. The 
1924-s boasts a remarkably similar mintage to its denver cousin 
with just shy of three million produced. These sat around prop-
ping up shaky banks as the credit bubble really ballooned in the 
mid 1920s. Then reality gathered on the horizon and before long 
virtually the entire mintage of 1925-s twenties were reduced to 
gold bars. so efficient were the government efforts to eradicate 
gold coins that during the 1940s and 50s it was believed that fewer 
than half a dozen of this date existed  With the return of gold from 
europe in the 1960s and later, enough were found that collectors 
can obtain an example. Perhaps 1,000 survived in all from this 
issue, a dismal sum indeed. 

#009179

2 3 1925 S- 3 N . attractive surfaces that have attracted rich 
mint lustre. Well struck with just a few marks noted. a nice coin 
for the grade. 

#009180

2 4 1925 S- 3 N . a pleasing yellow-gold patina with a single 
obverse spot. ample mint lustre on surfaces that are nice for the 
grade assigned. 

#009180
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2 5 1925 S- 3 N . Great mint lustre on surfaces that exhibit a 
single, mostly hidden copper spot on the reverse. sharply struck 
with good appeal. 

#009180

2  1925 S- 3 N . Frosty, yellow-gold toning on well preserved 
surfaces. 

#009180

2 7 1925 S- 3 N . original gold toning on surfaces that exhibit 
some hidden marks in the eagle’s wing. 

#009180

are 1925-  Sa t- a e s o ble a le

2 8 1925-  S- 4 P S . rich orange-gold lustre throughout and 
pleasing surface quality for this scarce date. despite a mintage of 
nearly 3 million pieces these were all but exterminated by the mid 
1930s when the melting pots finally simmered down. Perhaps 750 
to 1,000 pieces survive and this is one of the finer examples. The 
strike is sharp and scattered handling marks are visible with a 
loupe. a couple of nicks on liberty’s face as nearly always seen, 
and the lustre is satiny and abundant. although a couple are seen 
in higher grades, these are all but unobtainable and considerably 
more expensive than the present coin will be. 

PCGs Population: 124  6 finer (Ms-66 finest).
#009181

2 9 1925-   S N S . “Improperly Cleaned.” net au-50. 
Medium honey gold with extensive rose iridescence in full bloom 
on both sides. scattered hairlines from an old cleaning, though the 
eye appeal of this scarce denver Mint issue is certainly suitable 
for inclusion in a double eagle collection.  

#009181

es rable S- 3 1925-S 20

270 1925-S S- 3 P S . Fully lustrous and mostly honey gold 
with wisps and blushes of pink and violet. despite a generous 
mintage of 3,776,500 pieces it’s thought that only a tiny proportion 
were ever issued  instead the vast majority were reclaimed into 
bullion when gold was demonetized in 1933. dave Bowers in his 
Guide Book of ouble Eagle Gold Coins (Whitman, 2004) estimates 
a total surviving populations of only 300 and 500 uncirculated 
specimens. 

#009182

2  photo

2  photo
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271 1925-S -50. roughness around the reverse rim, and an edge 
bruise at 6:00 on that side. Gently circulated otherwise, and the 
cleaning left this one a little too bright and with minor hairlines. 
This one apparently survived after entering circulation and re-
mained hidden from the melting pot terror of the 1930s. 

272 1925-S  S N S . “Improperly Cleaned.” net eF-40. Me-
dium honey gold surfaces with rose highlights. Magnified scrutiny 
reveals some old cleaning marks and some scattered tics,.

273 192  S- 4 N . With the look and lustre of a Gem, but just 
misses due to a small curved scuff on the sun on the lower reverse. 
Pleasing orange-gold and a premium example for the grade. 

#009183

274 192  S- 3 N . Premium quality for the grade with great lustre 
and a minimum amount of contact marks. excellent eye appeal. 

#009183

275 1927 S- 5 N . Bright and lustrous with satiny surfaces and rich 
eye appeal. Two minor copper spots on the reverse, one at the top of 
the eagle’s wing, the other on the rim near the wing feather tip. 

#009186

27  1927 S- 3 N . Frosty mint lustre over surfaces that are toned 
a bright yellow-gold. some scattered light contact marks over well 
struck surfaces. 

#009186

277 1927 S- 3 N . satiny smooth surfaces with rich gold toning. 
The obverse fields are clean with virtually no marks  the reverse has 
some contact marks including a reeding mark near the left rim. 

#009186

278 1927 S- 3 N . Frosty, deep gold toning over surfaces that 
exhibit some light contact marks. Good lustre and a bold strike. 

#009186

279 1927 S- 3 N . exceptional mint bloom and a bold strike 
define this coin. a spot on the sun and a nick in the wing. 

#009186

280 1927 S- 3 N . attractive mint color that bathes the lightly 
bagmarked surfaces. 

#009186

281 1927 S- 3 N . Bright yellow-gold toning with some darker 
toning spots on the reverse. Just some minor marks are found. 

#009186

282 1927 S- 3 N . rich orange-gold toning on sharply struck 
surfaces. a premium quality coin with very few contact marks. 

#009186

283 1927 S- 3 N . lovely mint color bathes this well struck coin 
giving it marvelous eye appeal. a few very minor marks. 

#009186

284 1927 S- 3. Highly lustrous honey gold with rich rose highlights. 

end oF sessIon TWo
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Lots 700 -7 0

Y N P P  N Y

 unITed sTaTes oBsoleTe CurrenCy ProoFs

 a rare and CHoICe seleCTIon  
FroM seVeral IMPorTanT ColleCTIons

arKansas

S ca t rka sas ar  Proof

7001 he Ba k of the State of rka sas, ttle ock, rka sas. e  
ollars. Bra ch ss e. 1830s-1840s. Proof. c rc late . Plate B. 

Printed on India paper, mounted on card. Imprint of underwood, 
Bald, spencer & Hufty, n. york & Philad. Top left fierce Indian 
warrior braces for tomahawk throw behind bluff. left end, reclin-
ing boy in oval. Tight end, cameo heads with successive letters 
“T”, “e”, and “n”. Haxby ar-10 G42 design 10a. he Haxb  
Plate Note. arkansas proofs are very rare with few issuers and 
few known. only significant collections have had them. The aBn 
sale had only three arkansas lots, including a sheet of these. This 
single example is from an old source and is not fully pedigreed, 
but came from smythe a long time ago. Well designed and great 
rarity. The first arkansas proof we have offered here at stack’s 
in countless years. Very petty wisps of foxing in the India cancel 
cut-outs. 

ConneCTICuT
7002 he Br e ort Ba k, Br e ort, o ect c t . e  ollars . 

1830s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . no plate letter. Printed on 
India paper, mounted on card. Imprint of draper, underwood, 
Bald, & spencer. Bottom center, richly detailed harbor view, above 
Commerce seated. left end, man seated. no titles or text. design 
of Haxby CT-25 G112, but incomplete. an unfinished proof with 
excellent vignette structure. This came from the aBn sale and was 
part of a large transaction of Bridgeport proofs many years back 
that included the legendary Barnum vignetted proofs. Wisp-like 
foxing spot at the left. 

From the a erford Collection  Archi es of the American Banknote 
Company Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 3 .

S N  Pr or to 1990 o ect c t Proof

7003 he armers a  echa cs Ba k, Hartfor , o ect c t. 
we t  ollars. 1850s. Proof. c rc late . Plate B. Printed on 

India paper. Imprint of danforth, Bald & Co., new york, & Philad. 
Three mechanics, right of center, flanked by counters. left end, 
“TWenTy” upon ornate lathe. right, Ceres and standing female. 
Haxby CT-155 G30 senC. rarity-5. a discovery type in the 1990 
aBn sale. excellent quality India paper and choice for the bank 
title. Moderate 1990 aBn back ink stamping. 
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7004 he Ba k of Hartfor  o t , Hartfor , o ect c t. O e ollar. 
1850s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of danforth, Bald & Co., new york, & Philad. detailed 
scene of bricklayers at work. upper left, Connecticut seal. upper 
right, counter. Haxby CT175 G2. rarity-5. Great style from a title 
with several sheets in the 1990 sale. not punched and with some 
light handling. Very light aBn stamp on verso. 

ttract e tch  el  Ba k Proof

7005 he tch  el  Ba k, tch  el , o ect c t. O e ollar. 1850s. 
Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. Imprint of 
Bald, Cousland & Co. new-york & Philad. red protector “1” at 
the left. Morning at the left. Cattle group relaxing. The vignette 
split by curved title. Haxby CT-210 G2a. rarity-6. The layout is 
very attractive. another premium example from the BC imprint 
genre. Very minor “micro” tears on two PoC. Faint aBn stamp. 

700  he aster  Ba k, West- ll l , o ect c t. O e ollar. 
1850s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. Im-
print of danforth, Bald & Co., new york, & Philad. dogs chase a 
bird in framed oval. left end, oval with canal scene. lower right, 
Ceres with standing female. Haxby CT-450 G2 unlisted without 
protector. rarity-5. superb quality on this tint-less proof. a gor-
geous presentation and one of the fi nest we have seen of this type. 
Verso aBn stamp is hardly seen on the face. 

delaWare

ho ce a  are elaware Proof

7007 he Ba k of elaware, W lm to , elaware. e ollars. 
1820s. Proof. c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper. Imprint 
of Fairman, draper, underwood & Co. liberty and Justice support 
the delaware arms. Penn in left end panel. Haxby de-70 G98 
senC. rarity-7. delaware proofs are also rare, as the state had few 
legitimate banks. as such, they were not well represented in the 
aBn sale and the four proofs of this type in the aBn rode along 
with a new Jersey lot. This is a sharp proof with wide ends and 
very attractive. There is some minor wrinkling.

From Early American istory Auctions Mail Bid Sale, February 2, 
2000, Lot 08  Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot 0 9 .

er  are W lm to  e

7008 he Ba k of W lm to  a  Bra w e, W lm to , ela-
ware. O e ollar. 1820s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate B. 
Printed on India paper. Imprint of Murray, draper, Fairman & 
Co. small skiff on the seas. “one” at left with imprint. right end, 
“delaWare.” Haxby de-85 G50 senC. rarity-7. a rare early 
proof unknown to Haxby. Two back corner hinges, but not hiding 
damage.

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., September 27-28, 
200 , Lot 0 .

dIsTrICT oF ColuMBIa

st ct e a  are arl  Pr ate Ba ker Proof

7009 Pr ate Scr  of  ra c s o e,  eor etow , str ct of 
ol mb a. e ollars  r a o e . 1840s. Proof. bo t 

c rc late . Plate B. Printed on thick proofi ng paper in sepia 
ink. Imprint of Tanner, Kearny & Tibout. 1820s style with Plenty 
seated by plow. ornate end panels. Haxby-not listed. rarity-6. 
Very distinctive ink color and paper type. Virtually never seen 
issued (one example in leidman sale). long top edge fold, but 
invisible from the face. 

ra c s o e was a banking associate of Thomas Corcoran (father of 
William, also a banker. Today, the name persists in the guise of the Corcoran 
gallery, a museum in the district). In the mid-1840s, dodge’s private bank had 
a serious run on it and these notes were prepared with few emitted. William 
Corcoran bought out the bank from dodge’s estate at his passing in 1850. The 
plate is an 1820s product, but reworked with an 1840s date.

From the a erford Collection  998 Strasburg Sale 80 .M. 
Smythe  Co., September 8- 9, 998, Lot 22  Ellis Edlo  Col-
lection
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7010 Pr ate Scr  of  ra c s o e,  eor etow , str ct of 
ol mb a. e  ollars  r a o e . 1840s. Proof. bo t 

c rc late . Plate a. Printed on thick proofing paper in sepia 
ink. Imprint of Tanner, Kearny & Tibout. 1820s style with Brig at 
wharf, banner “unITed We sTand.” custom house on dock. 
Haxby-not listed. rarity-6. a boldly vignetted type from this re-
worked plate engraved much earlier. Vignette is unique to this 
note to our knowledge, identical top edge fold as last. 

From the a erford Collection  998 Strasburg Sale 80 .M. 
Smythe  Co., September 8- 9, 998, Lot 22 7  Ellis Edlo  Col-
lection.

xcess el  are Patr ot c Ba k N e ollars Proof

7011 he Patr ot c Ba k of Wash to , Wash to , str ct of o-
l mb a. N e ollars. 1830s. Proof. er  e, m a re . Plate 
a. Imprint of underwood, Bald, spencer & Hufty, Philad. & n. 
york. seated liberty with eagle at top center. Charles Carroll to the 
left and George Washington to the right. end panels with cameo 
heads in the center and “9” counters. Haxby dC-320 G42. he 
Haxb  Plate Note. High rarity-7, erha s o e of o l  two k ow  
exam les. a great rarity from a superbly title bank and fabulous 
odd denomination series. There was a four subject $6-$7-$8-$9 
sheet in the aBn sale. There are also the Haxby Plate notes of 
which this is one. odd denominations such as these have always 
been avidly collected and on this title should be considered quite 
desirable. The inked date and payee were added for some purpose 
unknown to us. There is some heavier handling including a short 
tear into the card at the top edge and a vertical crease. Its earlier 
pedigree is unknown, but it may have been in the leidman Col-
lection at one time. The face appearance is quite handsome and 
the rarity is unquestioned. 

From our incent Collection Sale, July 0, 2008, Lot 3 28  . a id 
Bo ers eference Collection.

FlorIda

arel  co tere  lor a Proof

7012 he ercha ts  a  Pla ters  Ba k at a ol a, a ol a, 
lor a. e ollars. 1830s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate 

a. Printed on India paper. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, & Hatch, 
new-york. Mercury spilling a bounty of coins, flanked by “5” 
counters. end panels with “FIVe” using tilted letters. Haxby Fl-35 
G6. ron Benice Magnolia 3. as a Proof, H h ar t -7. The issued 
notes are seen often enough, however any proof from Florida is 
now hard to find. The relatively few proofs from here are well 
held in advanced collections. This proof is well styled with some 
old handling, minor foxing, and a short, sealed tear at the right. 
a desirable proof. 

GeorGIa

ho ce ol mb s Proof

7013 he Ba k of ol mb s, ol mb s, eor a. O e ollar. 1850s. 
Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. new-york & Philad. orange 
protector one curved under title. Bottom center, wagon driving 
scene. lower left, young boy. right end, girl in center of panel 
detail. Haxby Ga-105 G10c. rarity-5. a few sheets in the aBn 
sale included several of the type, however few match up in quality 
to this one. The stamp is seen slightly from the back on the right 
end. 

xce t o al al t  ome Proof

7014 he Ba k of the m re State, ome, eor a. O e ollar. 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate 
a. Printed on India paper. Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. Philadelphia/Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, 
new york. liberty seated, arm resting on Georgia arms. lower left, man seated. lower right, young 
woman. Haxby Ga-250 G2 unlisted without protector. rarity-5. a sharp looking tint-less “essay.” The 
issued notes used green color protectors. exceptional quality with the PoC still in the holes. Many 
would call this Gem and superb for a proof from the BC/Ba group imprints. light aBn stamp on 
the verso. 
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IndIana

are Wabash a a Proof

7015 he er Wabash Ba k, Wabash, a a. O e ollar. r l 3, 
1854. Proof. c rc late . Plate C. Printed on India paper. Imprint 
of danforth, Wright & Co., new-york & Philad. Geometric lather 
with “one” above Gothic title block. lower left, Ceres and stand-
ing Indian princess. lower right, male portrait. Haxby In-670 G2. 
rarity-7. not plated in Haxby, but likely known due to this pre-
1990 aBn sale proof. an excellent layout with superb geometric 
formations from the dW group. Fewer and fewer proofs from 
these 1850s danforth imprints are seen for public sale. small hinge 
remnants on the back side edges, otherwise, nearly Choice. 

KenTuCKy

S erb a forth, Wr ht  o. ace Proof

701  he Peo les Ba k of e t ck , Bowl  ree , e t ck . O e 
ollar. Bra ch ss e. 1850s. ace Proof. ho ce c rc late . 

Plate a. Printed on India paper, mounted on original archive book 
card. Imprint of danforth, Wright & Co., Philad. & new-york. no 
tint. Two well dressed men examine new tobacco adjacent barrel. 
lower left, man seated. ornate dW style counters in three corners. 
Haxby Ky-25 G32 design 1a. Hughes 70. rarity-7. The issued 
note used red color tints and red backs. This “essay” is gorgeous, 
stunningly detailed and rare. There were two examples in the aBn 
lot. We know of at least one other, seriously impaired. 

Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, September 
- , 990, part of Lot 8 .

7017 he Peo les Ba k of e t ck , Bowl  ree , e t ck . e 
ollars. Bra ch ss e. 1850s. ace Proof. bo t c rc late . 

Plate a. Printed on India paper, mounted on original archive book 
card. Imprint of danforth, Wright & Co., Philad. & new-york. no 
tint. livestock transaction in progress, field hand holds bull and 
boy a horse. lower right, female. ornate counters. Haxby Ky-25 
G38 design 15. Hughes 76. rarity-7. Bold without the tints. There 
is a slight India paper miscue as made at the bottom left border 
line. not seen quickly. a bold impression overall. 

Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, September 
- , 990, part of Lot 8 .

Ha some Ba k of ol mb a Proof

7018 he Ba k of ol mb a, ol mb a, e t ck . wo ollars. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India 
paper, mounted on paper. Imprint of Murray, draper, Fairman & 
Co. Top center, liberty seated with eagle and shield, ship at the 
left. ornate end panels. Ky-55 G14. Hughes 118. rarity-7. Issued 
notes from this bank are sometimes encountered, but proofs are 
another matter. The aBn lot had a nice selection and strong qual-
ity. This has some very light India paper wrinkling essentially as 
made and mounted. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., September 27-28, 
200 , part of Lot 73  Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 87 .

H hest e om at o  Ba k of ol mb a Proof 7019 he Ba k of ol mb a, ol mb a, e t ck . O e H re  ollars. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India 
paper, mounted on paper. Imprint of Murray, draper, Fairman & Co. 
like the other denominations in the series. Top center, liberty seated 
with eagle and shield, ship at the left. ornate end panels. Ky-55 G26. 
Hughes 123. rarity-7. a gorgeous example and the highest denomi-
nation from this series. The cut is less than perfect at the upper right. 
However, ignoring this yields India paper impression of stunning 
clarity and freshness. The MdF imprint series sports many detailed 
and handsome vignettes such as this. This note has had few owners 
in nearly 200 years-you’re next with the proper resolve. 

From Schingoethe Part 2 .M. Smythe  Co., March 23, 200 , Lot 
088  Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, September 
- , 990, part of Lot 87 .
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xce t o al lar t  a  ette Bala ce

7020 he armers Ba k of e t ck , ra kfort, e t ck . e ol-
lars. Bra ch ss e. 1830s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. 
Printed on India paper. Imprint of Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear 
& Co., Philad. & new-york. active and strongly detailed scene 
of bovine and swine, driven from the rear by two drovers. left 
end, John Crittenden. right end, Mrs. Crittenden. Bottom center, 
beehive. Haxby Ky-100 G200 design 5a, he Haxb  Plate Note. 
Hughes 256. rarity-7. a very sharp proof of exceptional clarity and 
superb quality for this imprint  the vignette balance is striking. 
These can be notoriously “chippy” on the edges. delightful and 
bold. This may have from Jack Voorhies collection. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., September 27-28, 
200 , Lot 708 .

are ree sb r h Proof

7021 he Ba k of ree sb r h, ree sb r h, e t ck . e ollars. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India 
paper, mounted on paper. Imprint of Murray, draper, Fairman & 
Co. lower center, spread winged eagle with banner “on Green 
rIVer” ornate end panels. Ky-125 G18. Hughes 320. rarity-7. a 
very rare bank for any note as the proofs in the aBn lot make up 
the vast majority of survivors. There is some handling and an ink 
blur on the right side of the title. However finding another would 
be a challenge today. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., ecember 3- , 
200 , part of Lot  Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 92 .

ho ce a  H h ar t  ree sb r h Proof

7022 he Ba k of ree sb r h, ree sb r h, e t ck . e  ollars. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India 
paper, mounted on paper. Imprint of Murray, draper, Fairman & 
Co. Top center, the vignette used on this series of a spread winged 
eagle with banner “on Green rIVer.” ornate end panels. Ky-
125 G20 senC. Hughes 321. High rarity-7, possibly e. an 
unknown denomination prior to 1990. Great balance and superb 
quality. Well margined and bright. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., ecember 3- , 
200 , part of Lot  Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 92 .

l ste  ree sb r h Post Note

7023 he Ba k of ree sb r h, ree sb r h, e t ck . Wr tte  e-
om at o  Post Note. 1810s-1820s. Proof. bo t c rc late . 

no plate letter. Printed on India paper, mounted on paper. Imprint 
of Murray, draper, Fairman & Co. Top center, the vignette used 
on this series of a spread winged eagle with banner “on Green 
rIVer.” Circular denomination counters flank vignette. ornate 
end panels, left end “PosT noTe.” Ky-125 unlisted. Hughes 
unlisted. High rarity-7, possibly e. also an unknown type 
prior to 1990. Great balance and superb quality. Well margined 
and bright. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., September 27-28, 
200 , part of Lot 73  Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 92 .

kel  e ree lle Proof 7024 he Ba k of ree lle, ree lle, e t ck . we t  ollars. 1810s-
1820s. Proof. c rc late . no plate letter. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on paper. no imprint, style of Murray, draper, Fairman & Co. 
Very rare scene, barrel rolled to boat, “20” counter on top. ornate end 
panels await their text engraving. Haxby Ky-130-unlisted. Hughes 327. 
High rarity-7, if not e. The proof is nearly complete, but missing 
some details such as the end panel text, imprint line and the numerical 
counters in their enclosures. The bank is extremely rare and not in the 
Martin Collection sale. The style is quaint, the vignette uniquely styled 
and distinctive without the extra texts. The $10 Proof of this issue brought 
$2,185 in our Haverford sale last november. 

From the a erford Collection  Archi es of the American Banknote Com-
pany Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 93 .
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xcess el  are Wash to  Ba k of eba o  Proof

7025 he Ba k of Wash to   eba o , eba o , e t ck . e 
ollars. 1810s-1820s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on 

India paper, mounted on paper. Imprint of Murray, draper, Fair-
man & Co. Washington oval vignette. ornate end panels. Haxby 
Ky-160-unlisted. Hughes 369. High rarity-7, likely e a  
the o l  exam le we ha e see . an extremely important Kentucky 
proof from a bank with very few issued notes known. This proof 
came from the archive to the schingoethes. Interesting portrait 
style and a stellar rarity on the state. 

From the a erford Collection  Schingoethe Part 3 .M. Smythe  
Co., June 7, 200 , part of Lot 7 2  Archi es of the American Banknote 
Company Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 9 .

k ow  ex to  Ba k Pr or to 1990

702  he armers a  echa cs Ba k of ex to , ex to , 
e t ck . O e ollar. 1810s. Proof. c rc late . Plate B. Printed 

on India paper, mounted on paper. Imprint of Murray, draper, 
Fairman & Co. upper left, Ceres seated with “one, harvested 
wheat in background. ornate swirl end panel at left. right end 
“KenTuCKy” in panel. Haxby Ky-165 unlisted. Hughes-unlisted 
(mentioned in appendix). High rarity-7, likely e. The bank 
is mentioned in Haxby with no listed notes. as such, these became 
the discovery notes on the bank in the 1990 aBn sale and all six 
pieces in the lot were likely unique. Herb and Martha schingoethe 
acquired the lot for a bargain price as Kentucky notes were not 
well “chased” at the 1990 sale. a beautiful proof with modest glue 
on the bottom center showing through lightly. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., ecember 3, 
200 , part of Lot 8  Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 97 .

S erb a  Poss bl  e

7027 he armers a  echa cs Ba k of ex to , ex to , 
e t ck . e  ollars. 1810s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. 

Printed on India paper, mounted on paper. Imprint of Murray, 
draper, Fairman & Co. Top center, design as last, Ceres seated 
with “one,” harvested wheat in background. ornate swirl end 
panel at left. right end “KenTuCKy” in panel. Haxby Ky-165 
unlisted. Hughes-unlisted (mentioned in appendix). High rar-
ity-7, likely e. another denomination from this series that 
might be unique. The handling is slight and this will be classified 
as Choice by most. 

From Schingoethe Part 3 .M. Smythe  Co., June 7, 200 , part 
of Lot 7 3  Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot 97 .

arel  See  m r t

7028 he Norther  Ba k of e t ck , ex to , e t ck . e 
ollars. Bra ch ss e. 1830s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate 

F. Printed on India paper. Imprint of Casilear, durand, Burton & 
edmonds, n. york. early locomotive with three passenger cars, 
luggage shaky on the roof. end panels, tilted “FIVe” on very de-
tailed lathe. Haxby Ky-175 G340 design 5a. Hughes 442. rarity-6. 
The CdBe imprint is not seen on too many issuers’ notes, as it was 
a short lived partnership. over the years we have handled a few 
of these notes which have an unusual vignette and penetrating, 
eye-catching lathe. 

x le  art  ollect o
7029 he Norther  Ba k of e t ck , ex to , e t ck . e  ollars. 

Bra ch ss e. 1850s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India 
paper. Imprint of Toppan, Carpenter, & Co., Phila. Commerce seated 
on bale, holds scroll with bank title. Identical end panels. Haxby Ky-
175 G352 design 10a. Hughes 447. rarity-7. rare series with a few 
proofs seen. This note came from the Glenn Martin sale and has a 
slight corner round at the lower right. small back hinge remnant. 

From the St. Louis PC A Sale Lyn Knight Currency Auctions, 
o ember 2 -23, 2002, Lot 22 3  Glenn Martin Collection.
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et  wo olor ex to  100 Proof

7030 he Norther  Ba k of e t ck , ex to , e t ck . O e 
H re  ollars. Bra ch ss e. 1850s-18 0s. Proof. bo t 

c rc late , sl htl  m a re . Plate a. Printed on India pa-
per, mounted on new card. Imprint of the american Bank note 
Company. red title across center with split red/black “100” at 
top center. Bottom center, Commerce seated holding scroll. left 
end, stone bust of Clay. right end, male portrait (likely Buchanan, 
but not a favorite son of Kentucky). Haxby Ky-175 G378 design 
100da. Hughes 468. High rarity-7. stunning style and color panel. 
The only other one we have seen was in schingoethe 3. sharp and 
bold from the face, a bit impaired on the left India paper. Partial 
tear, concealed on the new card. Great rarity is in its favor. The 
$50 proof on this series in the 2002 Martin sale hit $2,990. 

From Schingoethe Part 3 .M. Smythe  Co., June 7, 200 , Lot 
703 .

7031 he Ba k of e t ck , o s lle, e t ck . e ollars. 1830s. 
Proof. c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper. Imprint of 
draper, Toppan, longacre & Co., Philad. & n.y. soldiers and felled 
elk in center. lower left, George Washington “Toga.” lower right, 
cherub. upper corners, portraits. Haxby Ky-195 G20. Hughes 
493. rarity-6. The bank is one position out of order in Haxby. a 
distinctive type, but several known including a proof sheet in the 
aBn. some scattered foxing from its old storage at the Western 
reserve. 

From the Western eser e istorical Society Sale Spink-America, 
o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part of Lot 3 .

x attemare Sale-Haxb  Plate

7032 he Ba k of e t ck , o s lle, e t ck . e ollars. 
Bra ch ss e. 1830s. Proof. c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India 
paper, mounted on original card. Imprint of Toppan, Carpenter, & 
Co., Cincinnati. Ceres seated. left end Clay and right end, Wash-
ington. Haxby Ky195 G404. he Haxb  Plate Note. Hughes 494. 
rarity-7. a rare type and the Haxby Plate note from the Vattemare 
album sales in 1982. There is a very petty India paper chip off the 
upper left edge. These Vattemare Proofs are always desirable for 
their pedigree. 

E  Ale ander attemare Presentation Album’s Sale Part One ob-
son Lo e Christie’s, April , 982, part of Lot 7 .

7033 he Ba k of e t ck , o s lle, e t ck . e  ollars. 1830s. 
Proof. c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper. Imprint of 
draper, Toppan, longacre & Co., Philad. & n.y. Mythological scene at 
center. left end, standing Boone. upper right, Indian paddles canoe. 
Haxby Ky-195 G24. Hughes 498. rarity-6. another distinctive type, 
but also with several known. The Boone vignette is striking. some 
scattered foxing from its old storage at the Western reserve. 

From the Western eser e istorical Society Sale Spink-America, 
o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part of Lot 3 .

7034 he Ba k of o s lle, o s lle, e t ck . e ollars. 
1830s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate d. Printed on India 
paper, mounted on card. Imprint of draper, underwood, Bald, & 
spencer. Cameo head in monument, supported by two females 
(note, Pennsylvania arms detail). Identical end panels with Justice. 
Haxby Ky-190 G12. Hughes 532. rarity-6. Classic 1830s style, and 
boasting sharp quality. Boldly executed. 

From the Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot 0 .

7035 he Ba k of o s lle, o s lle, e t ck . e  ollars. 1830s. 
Proof. ho ce bo t c rc late . Plate C. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of draper, underwood, Bald, & spencer. seated liberty, canal 
in background. Identical end panels, woman at look. Haxby Ky-190 
G16. Hughes 538. rarity-6. light wrinkling, but quite choice to the 
eye. a few proofs known, but a sharp looking note of 1830s style. 

703  he Ba k of o s lle, o s lle, e t ck . we t  ollars. 
1830s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of draper, underwood, Bald, & spencer. Cattle commenc-
ing a trip, building with “bull” banner. Ceres on “20” plinth on 
both ends. Haxby Ky-190 G20. Hughes 544. rarity-6. nice balance 
and vignette structure. The detail on the banner is most interesting. 
There is a pressed fold seen from the back only. 
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l ste  Ph la el h a tle Ser es

7037 he Ba k of o s lle a  at the Ba k of North mer ca, 
Ph la el h a, o s lle, e t ck . e  ollars. 1830s. Proof. 

c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper, mounted on card. 
Imprint of Chas. Toppan & Co. Phila. Hebe and eagle in center 
flanked by portraits, Philly title across center. end panels with 
eagles. Haxby Ky-190 unlisted series. Hughes unlisted. rarity-7. 
This series on the Bank of north america showed up in 1990 at 
the aBn sale. There were two sheets with only two $10 notes and 
six $5 notes. as such, this is a key type on Kentucky. an important 
specialty proof on this interesting state. 

o s lle Hotel hree ollars Proof

7038 he o s lle Hotel om a  a  at the o s lle Sa s 
st t t o , o s lle, e t ck . hree ollars. Proof. ho ce 
c rc late . Plate a. India paper proof, mounted on paper. 

Imprint of Chas. Toppan & Co. Phila. Indian presents tobacco to 
smoking man. end panels with steamer. Haxby-not listed. Hughes 
553. rarity-7. a distinctive, uncommon Toppan vignette. loose 
from the card with near perfect India paper. 

From the e  ork City Spring Sale 2 0 .M. Smythe  Co., 
March 28-29, 200 , part of Lot 722 .

7039 he o s lle Hotel om a  a  at the o s lle Sa s 
st t t o , o s lle, e t ck . e ollars. Proof. ho ce -

c rc late . Plate a. India paper proof, mounted on paper. Imprint 
of Chas. Toppan & Co. Phila. Bold eagle and shield. Washington 
left and Franklin right. Haxby-not listed. Hughes 554. rarity-7. a 
bold Toppan proof from an issuer that acted as a bank. This came 
from the Glenn Martin Collection. 

From the a erford Collection  St. Louis PC A Sale Lyn Knight 
Currency Auctions, o ember 2 -23, 2002, part of Lot 2287  Glenn 
Martin Collection  Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 08 .

er  are New astle  Proof

7040 he Ba k of New astle, New astle, e t ck . e ollars. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on paper. Imprint of Murray, draper, Fairman & Co. Top 
center, spread winged eagle with banner “CHarTered” ornate 
end panels. Ky-230 G18 senC. Hughes 621. High rarity-7, pos-
sibly e as a Proof. a very rare bank and sharp proof. nearly 
Choice on bright India paper and nicely margined. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., ecember 3- , 
200 , part of Lot  Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 92 .

7041 he New ort Safet   Ba k of e t ck , New ort, e -
t ck . wo ollars. eb. 2, 1852. Proof. bo t c rc late . 
Plate a. Printed on India paper, mounted on new card. Imprint 
of danforth, Bald & Co., Cincinnati. Portrait, supported by native 
americans and family scene. lower left, Washington. lower right, 
seated liberty. Haxby Ky-240 G4. Hughes 643. rarity-7. Issued 
notes are seen on occasion, but proofs are not often seen. This is an 
“older” proof, in the market prior to the aBn sale. some wrinkling 
on the India paper. nicely presented and sharp looking.

are New ort Proof

7042 he New ort Safet   Ba k of e t ck , New ort, e -
t ck . e  ollars. 1850s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate a. 
Printed on India paper. Imprint of danforth, Bald & Co., Philad. & 
new-york. Moneta seated in repose, shield with elk. Franklin left 
end over seal. right end, locomotive. Haxby Ky-240 G10. Hughes 
647. rarity-7. slightly different series and imprint from last. also, 
not from the aBn sale. Choice in appearance with hard to upper 
right India paper tear. 

From Schingoethe Part 3 .M. Smythe  Co., June 7, 200 , Lot 
707 .
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kel  e Port W ll am  Proof

7043 he armers Ba k of allat , Port W ll am, e t ck . e  ol-
lars. 1810s-1820s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India 
paper. Imprint of Murray, draper, Fairman & Co. Tranquil river 
scene, on left shoreline ethereal maiden. left end, ornate spiral 
swirl. right end, ornate panel with “KenTuCKy.” Haxby Ky-270 
unlisted series. Hughes 705. High rarity-7, very likely a e 
Proof.. an extremely important proof on Kentucky. The bank 
is numbered in Haxby, but no notes were reported. amazingly, 
Glenn Martin had an issued $5 which was snapped up by Herb 
and Martha at his 2002 sale, despite having a $5 Proof as well. This 
$10 denomination is the only one we have seen and the style is 
exceptional to say the least. Virtually Choice and academic since 
the offer of mere money may never duplicate another example. a 
true highlight in this exceptional obsolete Proof note offering. 

From Schingoethe Part 3 .M. Smythe  Co., June 7, 200 , part 
of Lot 7  Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot .

xtremel  are chmo  Ba k Proof

7044 he chmo  Ba k, chmo , e t ck . e ollars. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of Murray, draper, Fairman & Co. allegorical america 
seated with eagle at top center, above “Chartered 1818.” ornate 
end panels. Haxby Ky-275 G18 senC. Hughes 712. High rarity-7, 
possibly e. as a proof, a great rarity. Trimmed in a little at 
the top and bottom. The $10 proof from this series in Haverford 
brought $2,300 handily. 

From the a erford Collection  Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., 
September 27-28, 200 , part of Lot 7 3  Archi es of the American Banknote 
Company Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot .

chmo  Ba k 20 Proof ar t

7045 he chmo  Ba k, chmo , e t ck . we t  ollars. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of Murray, draper, Fairman & Co. as above, allegorical 
america seated with eagle at top center, above “Chartered 1818.” 
ornate end panels. Haxby Ky-275 G22. Hughes 714. High rarity-7, 
possibly e as a Proof. The Haxby Plate note is a remainder. 
The title is just a great, great rarity. some minor wrinkling on the 
India paper and a small ink smear in the lower left field. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., September 27-28, 
200 , part of Lot 7 3  Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot .

xtremel  are ssell lle Ba k

704  he armers a  echa cs Ba k of o a , ssell lle, e -
t ck . e  ollars. 1810s-1820s. Proof. c rc late . Plate C. 
Printed on India paper. Imprint of Murray, draper, Fairman & 
Co. Plenty and Mechanic support shield with “10”, bank title on 
scroll. ornate end panels, “Ten dollars” at the left. Haxby Ky-
280 G20. Hughes 724. High rarity-7. as a proof, possibly unique. 
This proof has the look of being separated from the verso of a 1990 
aBn sale lot, but does not appear in the index. The bank is very 
rare for any note. Very minor wrinkling. 

From the a erford Collection  St. Louis PC A Sale Lyn Knight 
Currency Auctions, o ember 2 -23, 2002, Lot 23  Glenn Martin 
Collection.

Bra ch ss e So ther  Ba k 5 Proof
7047 he So ther  Ba k of e t ck , ssell lle, e t ck . e 

ollars. Bra ch ss e. 1850s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate 
C. Printed on India paper. Imprint of Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear 
& Co., Phila. overseer on horseback, field hands of debatable 
choice harvesting. left end, female portrait. right end, under “5,” 
standing liberty with flag drapery. Haxby Ky-285 G334 design 
5a. Hughes 742. rarity-7. rare series and rarely seen issued on 
the branches. Well styled with some very petty India paper thins, 
seen under the light. 
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7048 he So ther  Ba k of e t ck , ssell lle, e t ck . e 
ollars. Bra ch ss e. 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate 

G. Printed on India paper. Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. Phila-
delphia./Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, new york. red protector 
FIVe. Worker in horse holds bay coat while watering. lower left, 
young boy. lower right, young girl salutes. Haxby Ky-285 G336a 
design 5Ba. Hughes 745. as a Proof, rarity-5. an available proof 
series in the 1990 sale with many sheets. Few examples of this type 
measure up to this in its premium quality. stamped on the verso 
by the aBn and not seen at all on the face. 

S erbl  St le   Proof

7049 he So ther  Ba k of e t ck , ssell lle, e t ck . e  
ollars. Bra ch ss e. 1850s. Proof. c rc late . Plate B. Printed 

on India paper, mounted on new card. Imprint of Toppan, Car-
penter, Casilear & Co., Phila. reclining agriculture, corn field in 
the background. ornate counters in upper corner. Bottom center, 
female portrait. Haxby Ky-285 G340 design 10a. he Haxb  
Plate Note. Hughes 747. rarity-7. superbly styled on all counts. 
The imprint is rare of course. Very minor corner wrinkling to the 
new card. From the face, the look of a Gem.

7050 he So ther  Ba k of e t ck , ssell lle, e t ck . e  
ollars. Bra ch ss e. 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate G. 

Printed on India paper. Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. Philadel-
phia./Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, new york. red protector Ten. 
Grandfather teaches child to read, mega-tom cat sits next to him. 
Mom churns butter as the men return. different allegorical females 
in ovals in each lower corner. Haxby Ky-285 G342a design 10Ba. 
Hughes 750. as a Proof rarity-5. Fabulous “americana” style 
that this imprint boasted in its catalogue. The cat is dimensionally 
rather ample compared to the people. Boldly embossed to the back 
and a premium example. stamped on the verso by the aBn. 

S erb So ther  Ba k 50  Proof

7051 he So ther  Ba k of e t ck , ssell lle, e t ck . ft  
ollars. Bra ch ss e. 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate 

a. Printed on India paper. Imprint of Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear 
& Co., Phila. dead center, female portrait as used on the series 
under the wavy title. left end, huntsman and dog. right end, 
athena standing holding the american standard. Haxby Ky-285 
G352 design 50. he Haxb  Plate Note. Hughes 757. High rar-
ity-7. a riveting example on many counts. rare bank and series, 
desirable imprint and style that does not quit. This Haxby Plate 
note looks like a private purchase from the Voorhies Collection 
many years ago. Probably a Julian Blanchard note at one time as 
well. The quality is top notch for this imprint not in the 1990 aBn 
sale. More than likely, the finest known example of this extreme 
rarity. 

er  are e t ck  Ba k tle

7052 he Ba k of She her s lle, She her s lle, e t ck . O e 
ollar. 1810s-1820s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India 

paper, mounted on paper. Imprint of Murray, draper, Fairman & 
Co. small steamer at the top center. swirl counter panel at the left 
end. right end, “KenTuCKy.” Haxby Ky-290 unlisted Bank. 
Hughes-766. High rarity-7. as a proof, robabl  e. The 
bank was announced, but no notes are listed in Haxby. However, 
we have seen issued notes from the bank which are excessive rari-
ties. This is another fabulous Kentucky proof rarity from this well 
balanced collection. Its schingoethe mate, a $5 Proof, was sold in 
the Haverford sale for a very worthy $2,070. significant pedigree 
and of course, great rarity. 

From Schingoethe Part 3 .M. Smythe  Co., June 7, 200 , part 
of Lot 7  Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot .
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Ha some a  are Ba k of Somerset Proof

7053 he armers Ba k of Somerset, Somerset, e t ck . e  ollars. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India 
paper, mounted on paper. Imprint of Murray, draper, Fairman & 
Co. Female seated in hat with “10”. ornate swirl at left end. right 
end, “KenTuCKy” in panel. Haxby Ky-300 G20. Hughes 775. 
rarity-7. This was purchased at the 2002 Martin sale and held 
in the Haverford Collection since. Heavier handling on the India 
paper from its archive storage. The $5 proof from this series and 
pedigree lit up the room at $2,990 at the Haverford sale. equally 
rare and desirable. 

From the a erford Collection  St. Louis PC A Sale Lyn Knight 
Currency Auctions, o ember 2 -23, 2002, Lot 23 9  Glenn Martin 
Collection  Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot 2 .

MaIne

are ea e Ba k Pro r etar  m ress o

7054 he ea e Ba k, Ba or, a e. O e ollar. Oct. 2, 1848. 
Pro r etar  ace Proof. em c rc late . Plate a. Modern 
single plate impression, printed on wide margined card, from the 
1840s engraved original plate. Imprint of the new england Bank 
note Co. Boston. Title across, gray “1” flanked by two different 
vignettes in ovals. samuel Veazie portrait in upper left and lower 
right corner. Haxby Me-140 G2a. In this format, rarity-7. This is 
a rare bank which used brown check backs on the issued notes 
from the period. The bank itself became a national Bank after 
1864. This single impression is boldly impressed to the wide card 
and is the first denomination in an attractive and rare set. Penned 
plate location “831-W7” at lower right margin corner. 

7055 he ea e Ba k, Ba or, a e. wo ollars. Oct. 2, 1848. Pro-
r etar  ace Proof. em c rc late . Plate a. Modern single 

plate impression, printed on wide margined card, from the 1840s 
engraved original plate. Imprint of the new england Bank note 
Co. Boston. Title across, gray “2” flanked by two ship vignette. 
Veazie portraits in upper left and lower right corner. Haxby Me-
140 G4a. In this format, rarity-7. Penned plate location “831-W7” 
at lower right margin corner. 

ea e Ba k e om at o  ow   th s orm O l

705  he ea e Ba k, Ba or, a e. e ollars. Oct. 2, 1848. 
Pro r etar  ace Proof. em c rc late . Plate a. Modern 
single plate impression, printed on wide margined card, from 
the 1840s engraved original plate. Imprint of the new england 
Bank note Co. Boston. Title across, gray “V” with seated Indian 
princess flanked by two eagle vignettes. Veazie portrait in upper 
left and lower right corners. Haxby Me-140 G8a senC. In this 
format, rarity-7. an important impression as we have never seen 
issued $5 or $10 notes. Boldly accomplished and only the second 
example we have seen. Penned plate location “831-W7” at lower 
right margin corner. 

7057 he ea e Ba k, Ba or, a e. e  ollars. Oct. 2, 1848. Pro-
r etar  ace Proof. em c rc late . Plate a. Modern single 

plate impression, printed on wide margined card, from the 1840s 
engraved original plate. Imprint of the new england Bank note 
Co. Boston. Title across, large gray “X” flanked by two different 
vignettes in ovals. upper left, andrew Jackson. Veazie portrait 
lower right corner. Haxby Me-140 G10a. In this format, rarity-7. 
The $10 is listed but not plated in Haxby, but we have never seen 
one  it must be in a collection we have not yet had the pleasure of 
researching. Very handsome layout and a stunning impression. 
Penned plate location “831-W7” at lower right margin corner. 

O e of a e s reat tles

7058 he Ocea  Ba k, e eb k ort, a e. e ollars. Pro-
r etar  Proof. em c rc late . Plate a. Modern single plate 

impression, printed on wide margined card, from the 1850s 
engraved original plate. Imprint of danforth, Wright & Co., new-
york & Philad. lower right, ship in dry dock and to the left Maine 
seal. ends with ornate counters and lathe. Haxby Me-375 G8. In 
this format, rarity-7. one of the great titles and locations for later 
Maine. Hard to fault the desirability of this location. There are 
very few proofs from the period known including examples from 
the 1990 aBn sale that went to the Pullen Collection sale in 2003 
and later Herb and Martha. Very collectible and boldly produced. 
Penned plate location “787-e3” at the bottom center edge of card. 
stamped on the back with the official aBn Property ink stamp. 
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7059 he Ba k of Somerset, Skowhe a , a e. O e ollar. Pro-
r etar  Proof. em c rc late . Plate a. Modern single plate 

impression, printed on wide margined card, from the late 1850s 
engraved original plate. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch, & 
edson, new-york/new england Bank note Co., Boston with 
“aBC” monogram. Cattle sellers do a deal, animals more than 
cooperative in their relaxed manner. upper left, Washington. 
lower right, liberty seated by globe. Haxby Me-545 G2 senC 
Without protector. In this format, High rarity-6. rare location and 
well styled. Penned plate location “833-W7” at lower right margin 
corner. 

er  are Skowhe a  m ress o

70 0 he Ba k of Somerset, Skowhe a , a e. wo ollars. Pro-
r etar  Proof. em c rc late . Plate a. Modern single plate 

impression, printed on wide margined card, from the late 1850s 
engraved original plate. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch, & 
edson, new-york/new england Bank note Co., Boston with 
“aBC” monogram. Top center, rare logging scene. lower right, 
Jefferson. Haxby Me-545 G4 senC Without protector. In this 
format, High rarity-6. This may be known only in this format. a 
beautiful design. Penned plate location “833-W7” at lower right 
margin corner and repeated just under the impression line at the 
lower left. 

70 1 he Ba k of Somerset, Skowhe a , a e. e ollars. Pro-
r etar  Proof. em c rc late . Plate a. Modern single plate 

impression, printed on wide margined card, from the late 1850s 
engraved original plate. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch, & ed-
son, new-york/new england Bank note Co., Boston with “aBC” 
monogram. Top left, train. Webster, upper right. right end, large 
ornate “5” with seated female. Haxby Me-545 G8 senC Without 
protector. In this format, High rarity-6. like the last, this may be 
known only in this format. Penned plate location “833-W7” at 
lower right margin corner and repeated just under the impression 
line at the lower left. 

70 2 he Ba k of Somerset, Skowhe a , a e. we t  ollars. 
Pro r etar  Proof. em c rc late . Plate a. Modern single 
plate impression, printed on wide margined card, from the late 
1850s engraved original plate. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch, 
& edson, new-york/new england Bank note Co., Boston with 
“aBC” monogram. Man plows in foreground of awesome land-
scape. upper left, small oval Jackson portrait. lower right, woman 
churns butter, Haxby Me-545 G12 senC Without protector. In this 
format, rarity-7. an important denomination on the series and 
new to us. Penned plate location “833-W7” at lower right margin 
corner. a real beauty. 

ll S N  Ba k Water lle m ress o

70 3 he Peo les Ba k, Water lle, a e. hree ollars. Pro r etar  
Proof. em c rc late . Plate a. Modern single plate impres-
sion, printed on wide margined card, from the 1850s engraved 
original plate. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch, & edson, 
new-york/new england Bank note Co., Boston with “aBC” 
monogram. Maid milks cow, rare version. upper left, Maine seal. 
lower right, seated agriculture. Haxby Me-590 G6 senC. In this 
format, rarity-7. all notes from this bank are senC in Haxby with 
descriptions from Gwynne & day only, no imprint known. Great 
style and rarity with one issued note in the Pullen Collection sale. 
Penned plate location “836-W7” at lower right margin corner and 
“Box #33” on bottom center edge. 

70 4 he Peo les Ba k, Water lle, a e. e ollars. Pro r etar  
Proof. em c rc late . Plate a. Modern single plate impression, 
printed on wide margined card, from the 1850s engraved original 
plate. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch, & edson, new-york/
new england Bank note Co., Boston with “aBC” monogram. 
Indian seated with quarry of elk. left end, over counter, liberty 
and eagle. lower right, ornate “5” with five females. Haxby Me-
590 G8 senC. In this format, rarity-7. as last, all notes from this 
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bank are senC in Haxby with descriptions from Gwynne & day 
only, no imprint known. Classic rWHe style. another important 
Maine impression. Penned plate location “836-W7” at lower right 
margin corner and “Box #33” on bottom center edge. 

xtremel  are ol  ollar ette St le 
Not  the Stack ollect o

70 5 he Peo les Ba k, Water lle, a e. e  ollars. Pro r etar  
Proof. em c rc late . Plate a. Modern single plate impres-
sion, printed on wide margined card, from the 1850s engraved 
original plate. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch, & edson, 
new-york/new england Bank note Co., Boston with “aBC” 
monogram. Train at station, a rare rWHe vignette. upper left, 
man with wheat. lower right, Plenty reclines on ten gold dollar 
coins. Haxby Me-590 G10 senC. In this format, rarity-7. like 
the previous two, the notes from this bank are “all senC” in 
Haxby with the descriptions from Gwynne & day only, and 
no imprint was known. The lower right vignette is extremely 
important and new to us. It was ot see  o  a  ote  the 
exha st e awre ce . Stack N m smat c ma es Sale sold in 
January 2008. Fine style overall. Penned plate location “836-W7” 
at lower right margin corner and “Box #33” on bottom center 
edge. 

70  he Peo les Ba k, Water lle, a e. we t  ollars. Pro r -
etar  Proof. em c rc late . Plate a. Modern single plate 
impression, printed on wide margined card, from the 1850s 
engraved original plate. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch, & 
edson, new-york/new england Bank note Co., Boston with 
“aBC” monogram. Cattle stand around, sheep take up the “always 
underfoot” locales. left end, standing farmer and wife with inset 
“20”. lower right, seated squaw. Haxby Me-590 G12 senC. In 
this format, rarity-7. The final denomination, with notes on this 
bank are “all senC,” and likely known only in this format. Penned 
plate location “836-W7” at lower right margin corner and “Box 
#33” on bottom center edge. 

are W scasset, a e m ress o

70 7 he ar ers Ba k, W scasset, a e. we t  ollars. Pro-
r etar  Proof. em c rc late . Plate a. Modern single plate 

impression, printed on wide margined card, from the 1840s en-
graved original plate. Imprint of Toppan, Carpenter, & Co., new-
york & Philad. eagle on branch with small portraits flanking. left 
end, Indian princess inset into the panel. right end, Washington. 
Haxby Me-625 G56. In this format, rarity-7. rare bank with some 
contemporary proofs known on the title. Very handsome. Penned 
plate location “787 e3” on the bottom center wide margin. 

Maryland

ar la  Plate Note xam le

70 8 Balt more  Oh o a l oa  o., Balt more, ar la . O e 
ollar. a ar  1, 1840. Proof. c rc late . Plate C. Printed 

on India Paper, mounted on card. Imprint of underwood, Bald, 
spencer & Hufty, Philadelphia. dominant vignette at the upper 
right of a white horse. left end, “one” in shaded panel. The texts 
are quite detailed with the issue redeemable in 6% Haxby Md-
not listed. Maryland Book K/s/G 5.10.7P. he ar la  Book 
Plate Note. rarity-6. a great and historical title. not in Haxby as 
a scrip note, but of course in the Maryland book where it is the 
plate note. The note was a circulating bond, but clearly money. 
There is some minor handling visible from the verso. The face is 
bold and handsome. 

From the a erford Collection.

70 9 oh  lark  se m B l s, Balt more, ar la . S x  
 arter e ts. 1840s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate B. 

Printed on India paper. Imprint of underwood, Bald spencer & 
Hufty. Justice holds a sword left and right side cherubs check out 
the local newspaper while oblivious to the beehive between them. 
Haxby Md-not listed. Maryland Book K/s/G 5.33.3. rarity-5. 
Clark was a lottery and exchange broker with offices under the 
“Museum.” a gorgeous, bright white paper gem. super vignettes, 
outstanding condition and odd denomination. 

From the a erford Collection.
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7070 S. . owler  xcha e Of ce, Balt more, ar la . we t  
e e ts. 1840s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed 

on India paper, mounted on card. Imprint of draper, Toppan & 
Co. ship at upper right. lower left, america and shield. Haxby 
Md-not listed. Maryland Book K/s/G 5.74.3 P. rarity-5. Fowler 
was another broker with a wide circulation. a splendidly styled 
card proof with rich details. 

From the a erford Collection  perhaps, Wismer Collection.

7071 he armers  ercha ts Ba k of Balt more, Balt more, ar -
la . ft  ollars. 1810s-1820s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. 
Printed on India paper, mounted on paper. Imprint by Murray, 
draper, Fairman and Co. Ceres seated. “FIFTy” in left panel. 
Haxby Md-60 G56. rarity-7. a great rarity with a subtle style. 
scattered foxing. 

From the a erford Collection  999 Memphis Mail Bid Sale 89 
.M. Smythe  Co., July 8, 999, part of lot 72 .

7072 he Ba k of ar la , Balt more, ar la . e ollars. 
1830s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India 
paper, mounted on card. Imprint of Charles Toppan & Co. Cattle 
in stream. end panels with identical ship. Haxby Md-95 G44. 
rarity-6. a sharply printed proof with great vignette structure. 
looks like it came from the aBn sale. The PoC are still adhering 
to the India paper and card. 

From the Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot 8 or 9 .

l ste  Ser es Proof

7073 he echa cs  Ba k of Balt more, Balt more, ar la . e 
ollars. 1820s-1830s. Proof. c rc late . Plate C. Printed on 

India paper, mounted on card. Imprint of Fairman, draper, 
underwood & Co. Five figures within ornate “5”. left end with 
Franklin, right end with Washington. Haxby Md-100 unlisted 
series. rarity-7. Three examples on the solitary aBn sale sheet. 
Boldly printed and sharply impress. 

From the a erford Collection  Archi es of the American Banknote 
Company Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 2 .

7074 he echa cs Ba k of Balt more, Balt more, ar la . e 
ollars. 1830s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate C. Printed on 

India paper, mounted on card. Imprint of C. Toppan & Co., Phil. 
seated Washington in classical garb. upper left, Pat lyon and 
forge. upper right, ship in oval. Haxby Md-100 G52. rarity-6. not 
the rarest Maryland proof, but a well styled and virtually Gem 
example. rather undervalued compared to later, more “glitzy” 
proofs that recently have been in vogue. The PoC still in place in 
the card. 

From the a erford Collection  Archi es of the American Banknote 
Company Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 22 .

harles arroll ette- he Haxb  Plate
7075 he o  Ba k of ar la , Balt more, ar la . e ol-

lars. 1830s-1840s. Proof. ho ce xtremel  e. Plate d. Printed 
on India paper, mounted on card. Imprint of Chas. Toppan & Co., 
Phil. Top center, custom vignette of Charles Carroll signing docu-
ment. left end, maiden and right end farmer with scythe. Haxby 
Md-120 G50. he Haxb  Plate Note. rarity-5. The vignette seen 
on this type only. There was a full sheet in the aBn sale and some 
others. Minor card bend and some end foxing. 

From the a erford Collection  Western eser e istorical Society 
Sale Spink-America, o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part of Lot 22 .

707  he S s eha a Ba k, Port e os t, ar la . wo ollars. 
1830s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India pa-
per. Imprint of Charles Toppan & Co. Phila. Transportation and 
Industry seated top center. left end, girl in hat. right end, youth. 
Haxby Md-280 G4. Well styled and quite handsome as a proof. 
Very sharply printed in deep black inks. 

From the a erford Collection  Western eser e istorical Society 
Sale Spink-America, o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part of Lot 3 .

7077 he S s eha a Br e  Ba k om a , Port e os t, ar -
la . e ollars. 1830s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate d. 
Printed on India paper. Imprint of Fairman, draper, underwood 
& Co. Commerce upper left and agriculture upper right, split by 
plate letter. left end, Jefferson. right end counters. Haxby Md-
281 G10. as a Proof, rarity-6. a common issued note, but quite 
rare as a proof. some dismounting flaws, mostly minor, and seen 
at the lower right bottom edge. From the aBn sale, but from a 
non-Maryland grouping. 

From the a erford Collection.

7078 he S s eha a Br e  Ba k om a , Port e os t, 
ar la . e  ollars. 1830s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate 

C. Printed on India paper, mounted card. Imprint of Charles Top-
pan & Co., Phila. early train with passenger car in rear. left end 
“Ten”. right end, eagle. Haxby Md-281 G18. as a proof, rarity-6. 
also, not a rare note overall. However, a superbly styled and sharp 
proof. Very collectible. 

From the a erford Collection.
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7079 he S s eha a Br e  Ba k om a  a  at the r Of ce  
Balt more, Port e os t, ar la . e  ollars. 1830s. Proof. -
c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper, mounted on card. Imprint 
of Charles Toppan & Co., Phila. Minerva, navigation and america 
seated. left end, boy and ox. right end, “Ten”. Haxby Md-281 G84. 
rarity-6. This is a tie issue with the note payable in Baltimore. 

From the a erford Collection.

7080 he S s eha a Br e  Ba k om a  a  at the ar la  
Sa s st t t o   Balt more, Port e os t, ar la . e  

ollars. 1830s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate C. Printed on 
India paper, mounted on card. Imprint of Charles Toppan & Co., 
Phila. larger view of boy and ox, plow adjacent. left end Franklin 
and right end Washington. Haxby Md-281 G124. rarity-6. another 
tie series to Baltimore and rare as a proof. 

From the a erford Collection.

l ste  Port e os t- o s lle Proof

7081 he S s eha a Br e  Ba k om a  a  at the r Of ce  
o s lle, Port e os t, ar la . we t  ollars. 1830s. Proof. 
ho ce c rc late . Plate C. Printed on India paper, mounted 

on card. Imprint of Charles Toppan & Co., Phila. Female seated 
by table with scale. end panels with identical steamboat. Haxby 
Md-281 G112 unlisted denomination. rarity-8. a rare series with 
the denomination not seen until the aBn sale. There were only two 
impressions on the solitary aBn sale sheet that went to Martin. 

From the a erford Collection  St. Louis PC A Sale Lyn Knight 
Currency Auctions, o ember 2 -23, 2002, part of Lot 237  Glenn 
Martin Collection  Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 3 .

MassaCHuseTTs

are ra kl  Ba k of Bosto  Proof

7082 he ra kl  Ba k, Bosto , assach setts. hree ollars. 1830s. 
Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate C. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of the new england Bank note Co./Patent stereotype 
steel Plate. Female Commerce and Industry with Mercury. left 
end, Ceres. right end Justice. Haxby Ma-190 G48. as a Proof, 
rarity-7. a bank of issue that left many notes to this day signed 
and generally soiled. Proofs are very rare though. Bold and black 
with deep details. 

7083 he ra kl  Ba k, Bosto , assach setts. e  ollars. 1830s. 
Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate e. Printed on India paper. Im-
print of the new england Bank note Co./Patent stereotype steel 
Plate. oval framed portrait of Franklin surrounded by implements 
of science and learning. left end, Hebe and eagle. right end, 
agriculture. Haxby Ma-190 G48. as a Proof, rarity-7. another 
rare Proof on this series. some very minor handling, but a super 
sharp black proof. 

7084 he assach setts Ba k, Bosto , assach setts. O e ollar. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate B. Proof on White 
laid Paper. Imprint of reed. Female seated on shore with “one”. 
ornate end panels. Payable to “J. Walley.” Haxby Ma-270 G24a. 
rarity-7. an interesting series with four different plate letters 
corresponding to differing payees names. a choice example with 
wide end margins. diagnostic, very light end dismounting on the 
back as done at Barrows, however not from either the 1983 or 1999 
reed archive book sales. 

Likely from the eed Book, but not from either auction.

Ha some assach setts Ba k hree ollars Proof

7085 he assach setts Ba k, Bosto , assach setts. hree ollars. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. c rc late . Plate d. Proof on white laid 
paper. Imprint of reed. Female seated on shore with “3” beckons 
oncoming ships. ornate end panels. Payable to “J. Phillips”. Haxby 
Ma-270 G122. rarity-7. a desirable $3 Proof from this series and 
from the 1999 sale of reed Proofs. Choice mostly, but there is some 
as manufactured rippling at the lower right corner. 

From our 999 Americana Sale, January 2- 3, 999, Lot 8  Abner 
eed Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.
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708  he assach setts Ba k, Bosto , assach setts. e ollars. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. c rc late . Plate d. Proof on white laid 
paper. Imprint of a. reed. Plenty seated on shore. ornate end 
panels. Payable to “J. Bower”. Haxby Ma-270 G176b. rarity-6. 
The most frequently encountered denomination on this series. a 
choice example with partial paper manufacture mark seen on the 
verso upper right corner. diagnostic, very light end dismounting 
on the back as done at Barrows. 

From the a erford Collection  likely from the eed Book, but not 
from either auction.

are 1799 ate  30 Proof m ress o

7087 he assach setts Ba k, Bosto , assach setts. h rt  ollars. 
1799. ater Proof m ress o . ho ce c rc late . no plate 
position. Printed directly to card stock from the original copper 
plate. no imprint. upper left, Massachusetts seal, far left cursive 
“MassaCHuseTTs”. Texts in the center. Haxby Ma-270 G320. 
newman 5th edition, Page 218. In this format, rarity-6. a historic 
bank, one of the first in the independent nation in fact. This series 
was re-struck by the bank around the turn of the century based 
on this style of card. To our knowledge, the notes are known only 
in this format and many of the types are rarer than you would 
think. This odd denomination from the engraved dates series is 
certainly one of them. a great impression in superb quality. This 
is the only format in which to obtain this historic note. 

Or ate Perk s Plate ette  e

7088 he ercha ts Ba k, Bosto , assach setts. e ollars. 1810s-
1820s. Proof. xtremel  e, m a re . Plate C. Printed on India 
paper, mounted on new card. Imprint of Perkins Patent steel Plate. 
Top center, across the note, ornate scene with town, seated females 
and wharf. Panoramic in sweep. Identical end panels with swirls 
and “FIVe”. Haxby Ma-285 G18 senC no data available. High 
rarity-8. an extremely rare note from a rare imprint and of fine 
style. This was in the oddly configured lot 1448 of 1990 aBn sale 
and plated in the catalogue. The upper left corner is off, but redrawn 
onto the new card and this great rarity is quite appealing. a very 
important Perkins piece and a great rarity that is quite appealing. 

From Schingoethe Part 3 .M. Smythe  Co., ecember 2- 3, 
2007, Lot 287  Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot 8 .

ar t  Plate   scal s Sheets

7089 he New la  Ba k, Bosto , assach setts. O e ollar. 
1840s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on new card. Imprint of draper, Toppan & Co., Boston. 
seated mechanic on beam. each end, ornate “1” with counter “1” 
inset. Haxby Ma-315 G32. rarity-7. a handsome proof from the 
Ford Collection, via ruder. This one dollar proof was part of the 
sheet illustrated on page 38 of Muscalus’ Paper Money in sheets. 
Beautiful draper, Toppan & Co. proof. 

From our John J. Ford, Jr. Collection Part , October 2, 200 , part 
of Lot 709  Lucius S. uder Collection Charles amilton’s th Sale, 

ecember 3, 9 , part of Lot 7 .

st ct e a  5  Proof
7090 he New la  Ba k, Bosto , assach setts. e ollars. 

1840s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on new card. Imprint of draper, Toppan & Co., Boston. 
Commerce seated with shield. Title across center. long, gray “lazy” 
5 across note, two counter “5” in upper corners. Haxby Ma-315 
G80. rarity-7. lazy “5” proofs are always popular for style. an-
other handsome proof from the Ford Collection, via ruder. This 
Five dollars proof was also part of the sheet illustrated on page 
38 of Muscalus’ Paper Money in sheets. The India paper is rather 
wrinkled and mostly loose from the new card. 

From our John J. Ford, Jr. Collection Part , October 2, 200  ,part 
of Lot 709  Lucius S. uder Collection Charles amilton’s th Sale, 

ecember 3, 9 , part of Lot 7 .
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are ast e assach setts- a e ss er

7091 he ast e Ba k, ast e, assach setts. Wr tte  e om a-
t o  Post Note. 1810s-1820s. Proof. c rc late . no plate letter. 
Printed on thick card stock. Imprint of reed. distinctive spread 
winged eagle with banner, “PosT noTe” in beak. ornate end 
panels, left end for denomination. Haxby Ma-465 G72. High 
rarity-7. a great rarity and printed before the transfer across to 
Maine at their statehood. some very minor age toning, but quite 
handsome. a beautiful rarity not in either reed sale. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., ecember 3- , 
200 , Lot 272 .

7092 he e ebec Ba k, Hallowell, assach setts. e ollars. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. xtremel  e. Plate C. Printed on white laid 
paper. no imprint, plate by abner reed. standing Ceres in fore-
ground of harvest and harbor. ornate end panels. Haxby Ma-50 
G32. rarity-7. rare bank and series engraved by reed. no imprint 
at the base and squiggles across the signature block in black pen. 
rather wrinkled, perhaps from a dismounting procedure long 
ago. 

ho ce e ebec Ba k ee  Proof

7093 he e ebec Ba k, Hallowell, assach setts. e  ollars. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on white 
laid paper. Imprint of reed. Very detailed town view across the 
river, Justice seated at the right. ornate end panels. Haxby Ma-50 
G36. he Haxb  Plate Note. rarity-7. a rare bank for genuine bills 
and proofs. This beauty came from the 1999 reed seal. Three wide 
margins and a beautiful example. 

From our 999 Americana Sale, January 2- 3, 999, Lot 7  Abner 
eed Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

stom a  Whal  ette for Ba k

7094 he etacomet Ba k, all er, assach setts. O e ollar. 
No ember 15, 1853. Proof. bo t c rc late , reconstructed 
corner. Plate a. Printed on India paper. Imprint of Baldwin, 
adams & Co., new-york. Top center, custom engraving for the 
bank with hidden “MeTaCoMeT” in the etched field lines, two 
Indians spearing a pilot whale. lower left, Indian warrior draws 
arrow from quiver. lower right, male portrait. Haxby Ma-580 G2 
unlisted without protector. rarity-6. one of the great discoveries in 
the 1990 aBn sale was a group of proofs from this style with some 
duplication. They were quickly absorbed into collections, and are 
not often seen today. There were some condition flaws on these 
notes, and this one has lost the upper left corner which has been 
reconstructed to enhance the eye appeal. a perfect example is a 
four-figure note  in our opinion this attractive example represents 
a great potential value.

The engraved “MeTaCoMeT” certainly made clear to other engravers 
who paid for this work. It has never been seen on another bank and for good 
reason.

Bol l  ra e  etacomet Ba k 3 Proof

7095 he etacomet Ba k, all er, assach setts. hree ollars. 
No ember 15, 1853. Proof. ho ce bo t c rc late . Plate a. 
Printed on India paper. Imprint of Baldwin, adams & Co., new-
york. Top center, steamer Bay State, pennants flowing in the breeze. 
lower right, fore inset of the custom engraving for the bank of 
Indians spearing a pilot whale. lower left, male portrait. Haxby 
Ma-580 G6 unlisted without protector. rarity-6. also a beautiful 
type and a rarer denomination on this series. Many from this bank 
had flaws, some serious. This has some light handling and a paper 
ripple, as made, seen from the verso. Moderate aBn stamp, seen 
to the face slightly. 
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Bol  a forth m r t Hol oke Proof

709  he Ha le  alls Ba k, Hol oke, assach setts. e ollars. 
1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate C. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of danforth, Bald & Co., new york & Philad. Mechanic 
stands in the foreground of large turbine. left end, maiden draw-
ing water up from a well. Gray FIVe. Haxby Ma-690 G10 senC. 
rarity-6. a stunning design in black and white. The type is also 
seen with protectors and tinted. The quality is exceptional on this 
India paper example. deep black printing and very light aBn 
stamp on the verso. 

m os  ee Ba k 100 olor Proof

7097 he ee Ba k, ee, assach setts. O e H re  ollars. 
October 1, 1857. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate a. Imprint 
of rawdon, Wright, Hatch, & edson, new-york. Green protec-
tor Hundred. Top center, seated female Industry, factories in 
background with cotton bale with “C”. :lower left, Massachusetts 
arms. lower right, male portrait. Haxby Ma-725 G40a. High 
rarity-7. There is at least one other as it is the Haxby Plate note. 
a wonderfully styled proof with rarely seen green color protec-
tor. The note balance is superb and this is a stunning series. This 
came from the schingoethe Collection and they had magnificent 
Massachusetts notes. The sale this came from had three Harvard 
Bank notes and should be considered one of the more important 
offerings from this state. of course it was sold below the Mason-
dixon line in Memphis. a tad under-graded in the Memphis 
sale, this has some heavy handling seen from the verso and two 
petty old back mounting marks. High end proofs like this from 
schingoethe are rarely seen at auction these days quickly. Most 
are going to advanced collectors. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., July -7, 2007, 
Lot 397 .

7098 he Pl mo th Ba k, Pl mo th, assach setts. e ollars. 
1800s-1810s. Sam le Proof.  c rc late , m lt le PO . Plate 
l. uniface. Printed on thick stock. Imprint of Patent stereotype 
steel Plate. Perkins style with Massachusetts seal at left end. Haxby 
Ma-1000 G86. rarity-5. Perkins monograph sample note on thick 
paper with multiple PoC through the titles, city and blocks. rim 
mounted on card stock with very trivial left edge paper loss. 

From the a erford Collection.

arl  S r el  Ba k ee  Proof

7099 he S r el  Ba k a  at the echa cs Ba k  the t  of 
New York, S r el , assach setts. e  ollars. 1810s-1820s. 
Proof. bo t c rc late . no plate letter. Printed on thick white 
laid paper. no imprint, plate by abner reed. agricultural imple-
ments. ornate end panels. Haxby Ma-1190 G102. he Haxb  Plate 
Note. High rarity-7. This is a very rare and early series on this 
bank. This rarity came from the 1999 reed sale. light fold and 
trimmed in slightly across the top right. Could be a unique note. 

From our 999 Americana Sale, January 2- 3, 999, Lot 82  Abner 
eed Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

arl  S r el  Ba k ee  Proof

7100 he S r el  Ba k a  at the echa cs Ba k  the t  of 
New York, S r el , assach setts. we t  ollars. 1810s-
1820s. Proof. ho ce bo t c rc late . no plate letter. Printed 
on thick white laid paper. no imprint, plate by abner reed. right 
end, female Industry seated by beehive. Text and titles at the left. 
ornate end panels. Haxby Ma-1190 G104. he Haxb  Plate Note. 
High rarity-7, perhaps e. a beautiful and delightfully laid 
out example from the 1999 reed sale. Well margined and with 
very soft archive sheet fold seen from the back. 

From Schingoethe Part 9 .M. Smythe  Co., ecember 3, 200 , 
Lot 22  Our 999 Americana Sale, January 2- 3, 999, Lot 83  
Abner eed Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.
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er  are We mo th Proof

7101 he o  Ba k of We mo th  Bra tree, We mo th, as-
sach setts. O e ollar. 1850s. Proof. xtremel  e. Plate 
a. Printed on India paper. Imprint of Baldwin, adams & Co., 
new-york. upper right, train passing under bridge. lower left, 
agriculture seated. Interesting title layout. Haxby Ma-1275 G8 
unlisted without protector. rarity-7. This is a rare title with only 
two sheets in the 1990 aBn sale. They had condition flaws and 
this is likely one of the finer of only four $1 proofs. not many notes 
exist on this title. Important, despite less than perfect condition. 

From Schingoethe Part 8 .M. Smythe  Co., October 3, 200 , 
Lot 2833  Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot 770 .

MICHIGan

ho ce ch a  Proof

7102 he Ba k of Sal e, Sal e, ch a . we t  ollars. 1830s. 
Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of draper, Toppan, longacre & Co., Phila. & new york. 
seated agriculture. left end, daniel Boone holing rifle. right end, 
liberty with oval Washington portrait. Haxby MI-385 G12. as a 
Proof, rarity-7. a thoughtful layout. usually seen as an issued 
note dated 1837, this example is one of the few proofs on the bank 
we have seen. slightly wrinkled lower left corner, otherwise very 
choice. 

From the a erford Collection  99  CPMX Sale Lyn Knight, 
February 99 , Lot 7 .

MIssourI

olorf l armers Ba k 5 Proof

7103 he armers Ba k of sso r , ex to , sso r . e ol-
lars. Bra ch ss e. 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate B. 
Printed on India paper. Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. Philad. 
& new-york. light orange tint, outlined white FIVe. Two seated 
females representing agriculture and Industry. lower left, boy in 
oval. lower right, Washington. Haxby Mo-15 G44a design 5aa. 
rarity-5. several sheets in the 1990 aBn sale and some with shade 
variations. a complex series as such. This is a hand-picked, well 
embossed proof that is not far from Gem. Moderate aBn stamp-
ing. a premium example of this type. 

7104 he armers Ba k of sso r , ex to , sso r . e  ollars. 
Bra ch ss e. 1850s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India 
paper. Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. Philad. & new-york. no 
tint. Top center, wagon driving scene. lower left, male portrait. 
lower right, seated Indian warrior. Haxby Mo-15 G46 unlisted 
without tint of design 10aa. rarity-5. Very sharp looking sans thin. 
There are some paper inclusions seen from the back. The face is 
sharp looking. Moderate aBn stamp. 

S erb armers Ba k 10 Ora e t

7105 he armers Ba k of sso r , ex to , sso r . e  ol-
lars. Bra ch ss e. 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate C. 
Printed on India paper. Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. Philad. 
& new-york. light orange tint, outlined white Ten. Top center, 
wagon driving scene. lower left, male portrait. lower right, seated 
Indian warrior. Haxby Mo-15 G46a design 10aa. rarity-5. an-
other premium example as many of these were harshly stamped 
or had PoC India flaws. deeply embossed with bold color. The 
stamping by the aBn is faint to the face. 
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lectr c Bl e Pr te  w th Ora e t  
armers Ba k of sso r

m ress e e orf- BN Sale Plate Pe ree

710  he armers Ba k of sso r , ex to , sso r . e  ol-
lars. Bra ch ss e. 1850s. Proof. c rc late . Plate d. Printed on 
India paper. Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. Philad. & new-york. 
darker orange tint, outlined white Ten, over all deep blue printed 
vignettes. designs as other $10 notes on series. Top center, wagon 
driving scene. lower left, male portrait. lower right, seated Indian 
warrior. all of these printed in blue. Haxby Mo-15 G46ab unlisted 
tint on design 10aa. High rarity-6. simply a  electr call  char e  

rese tat o  of color a  ette scheme. This bottom position 
proof was part of the sheet sold in the september 1990 aBn sale. 
In the catalogue, the sheet was plated in full color along with other 
sheets of this type in various shades. The shade differences used 
were quite interesting and seen broadly on this obsolete series only. 
This sheet was purchased by William Middendorf at the sale and 
subsequently was resold at his magnificent obsolete Color and 
Federal Proof note sale in March 1994. The sheet brought less in 
1994 than in 1990. In between, there was a second sheet sold in 
the June 1991 aBn sale (“Chiquita”) and purchased by Herb and 
Martha who were outgunned by the ambassador on this sheet 
type in 1990. Their sheet was sold back in 2005 and was likely cut 
into single impressions. The Middendorf sheet is cut as well and 
this should be among the very finest of only eight impressions of 
which we are aware. There is some light handling seen from the 
back, but the impression is superb and certainly has the look of 
a Gem. a very key type in the fabric of obsolete proof color tints. 
The aBn stamping is nearly invisible within the electric blue 
engraving enhanced by the vibrant orange. 

From the on. J. W. Middendorf  Collection Sale Christie’s, March 
22, 99 , part of Lot 3  Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 8 7 .

ho ce e  tle  Proof

7107 he armers Ba k of sso r , ex to , sso r . we t  
ollars. Bra ch ss e. 1850s-18 0s. Proof. c rc late . Plate d. 

Printed on India paper. Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. Philad. 
& new-york with “aBC” monogram. orange-red title, counters 
and XX protectors. Washington cameo supported by Mrs. and 
Mr. Farmer. lower left, male portrait. lower right, female por-
trait. Haxby Mo-15 G48a design 20a senC. rarity-4, just about 
rarity-5. There were many sheets of these in the 1990 aBn sale. 
However, many had serious flaws and heavy ink stamps. Hand 

picked for quality with a piece of archive glassine seen on the back 
edge (not torn though). The colors are quite handsome.

stom P lot ob ette

7108 he xcha e Ba k of St. o s, St. o s, sso r . e ollars. 
Bra ch ss e. 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate C. Printed on 
India paper. Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. Philad. & new-york. 
light orange tint, outlined white FIVe. Custom vignette in center, 
Pilot Knob with workers in foreground. lower corners, portraits. 
Haxby Mo-10 G38a design 5aa. rarity-5. There were a few sheets 
of these, but again this is another handpicked proof of high quality. 
The vignette is seen on this type only. Faint aBn stamp. 

7109 he xcha e Ba k of St. o s, St. o s, sso r . e  ollars. 
Bra ch ss e. 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate d. Printed 
on India paper. Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. Philad. & new-
york. light orange tint, outlined white Ten. Male portrait under 
title. lower left, woman with scythe. lower right, bank building. 
Haxby Mo-10 G42aa design 10aa. rarity-5. There were not that 
many of this note in the 1990 aBn sale. a Missouri color proof 
which would have driven collectors crazy back in 1981, and now 
these are now spread out with detailed pedigree and census re-
search underway. This series may turn into a sleeper series rather 
quickly. Faint handling and invisible face stamp bleed through. 

er  are xcha e Ba k 20 Proof

7110 he xcha e Ba k of St. o s, St. o s, sso r . we t  
ollars. Bra ch ss e. 1850s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed 

on India paper. Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. Philad. & new-
york. light orange tint, outlined white XX. sparks fly in the forge 
as stokers stoke the day away. Male portraits in each corner. Haxby 
Mo-10 G46a design 20aa. rarity-6. There were only eight in the 
aBn sale as well as a few others known prior. a superb layout 
and with very light handling. Invisible stamping concealed by the 
tint. undervalued. 
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ab lo s Swee  Plate a  olor

7111 he xcha e Ba k of St. o s, St. o s, sso r . ft  ol-
lars. Bra ch ss e. 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. 
Printed on India paper. Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. Philad. 
& new-york. light orange tint, outlined white XX. Full length 
vignette with supported shield in the center, to the left, a steamer 
and to the right, a long train. lower left, portrait. Haxby Mo-10 
G48a design 50a. High rarity-6. There were only four examples 
of this denomination and color in the 1990 sale. That makes this 
a rarity in our book and worthy of strong attention. The count of 
color proofs at auction has seriously dwindled and will not flow 
until major collections such as this start to reenter the market. This 
was purchased over 15 years ago by the consignor. 

m ress e St le, olor a  ar t

7112 he xcha e Ba k of St. o s, St. o s, sso r . O e H re  
ollars. Bra ch ss e. 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. 

Printed on India paper. Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. Philad. & 
new-york. light orange tint, outlined white 100. left end, Morning 
nearly touching top center portrait. lower right, bank building. 
Haxby Mo-10 G48a design 50a. rarity-6. like the $50 Proofs, only 
four examples in this color tint in the 1990 sale on four sheets. The 
quality is wonderful with only faint handling and light stamping 
concealed in the color. a very under valued proof commodity in 
our opinion compared to the more available rarity-5 Proofs. In our 
opinion these should be $1,500 color proofs for intermediate and 
entry level obsolete collectors. not at all easy to obtain. 

Poss bl  e St. o s scal Proof
7113 he sso r  fe s ra ce  r st om a , St. o s, sso r . 

terest Bear  e os te  r st ert cate. 1830s-1840s. Proof. 
c rc late . no plate letter. Printed on India paper, mounted on 

card. Imprint of underwood, Bald, spencer & Hufty, n. york & 
Philad. Titles across top with texts across. dog and safe at bottom. 
end panels with cameo lathe. Haxby Mo-not listed. rarity-7, and 
likely on the very high side. Collectible with notes and a desirable 
type. not in Vacca. a sharp piece from the 1990 aBn sale. 

From the Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot 2008 .

reat sso r  ar t  w th mme se St le

7114 he Ba k of the State of sso r , St. o s, sso r . e  ol-
lars. Bra ch at a ette. 1830s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate C. 
Printed on India paper. Imprint of draper, Toppan, longacre & Co., 
Philad. & n.y. Top center, graphically well conceived and stunning 
design of Indian and settle viewing river scene and steamer Pike. 
left end framed male portrait (Isaac shelby ). right end, rarer 
portrait style of daniel Boone. Haxby Mo-60 G114.rarity-7. a 
very rare series of notes and a superbly styled proof. Interestingly, 
not the Haxby Plate note. The pedigree in the schingoethe Part 3 
catalogue appears to be in error. The description of a long corner 
fold is a spot on match with the “C” position note in the Vacca 
sale by nasCa. Herb and Martha were major buyers at that sale 
of course. The look of a Gem from the face, but a long corner fold 
at the lower left, seen from the back. This was a $1000 Proof two 
decades ago. Today it might be undervalued relative to many 
obsolete note proofs. 

From Schingoethe Part 3 .M. Smythe  Co., June 7, 200 , Lot 
90  he r. Joseph acca Collection ASCA, April 27, 98 , Lot 
7 .

neW HaMPsHIre

l ste  o cor  Ba k Ser es m ress o

7115 he echa cks Ba k, o cor , New Ham sh re. e ollars. 
a  1, 1850. Pro r etar  ace Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate 

d. Modern single plate impression, printed on wide margined 
card, from the 1850s engraved original plate. Imprint of the new 
england Bank note Co./Patent stereotype steel Plate. Top center, 
drover and sheep. Van Buren left and Jackson far right in panels. 
Haxby nH-25 G86 unlisted series. In this format, rarity-7. a rare 
bank for any item and this is an unlisted series and type impres-
sion. We have seen one other plate. There is some light press bed 
smearing traces, otherwise a Gem. Penned plate location “839-W7” 
at lower right margin corner and penned “Box 39” on bottom 
center widest margin point. 
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St  stom o cor  ow  ew

711  he echa cks Ba k, o cor , New Ham sh re. we t  
ollars. arch 1, 18 0. Pro r etar  Proof. em c rc late . 

no plate letter. Modern single plate impression, printed on wide 
margined card, from the 1850s engraved original plate. Imprint of 
rawdon, Wright, Hatch, & edson, new-york/new england Bank 
note Co., Boston with “aBC” monogram. Center, wide view of the 
town of Concord in 1860, state House at the left. Bottom corners, 
small portraits. Haxby nH-30 G26b senC, but no tint. In this 
format, rarity-7. a fabulous design and known to us in this form 
only. We have seen one other that was sold in Memphis to Herb 
and Martha, later to be sold in their epic sale series. a superb Gem 
impression and a showpiece. Penned plate location “844-W7” at 
lower right margin corner. 

neW Jersey

O  e om at o  Belle lle m ress o

7117 he a fact rers  Ba k at Belle lle, Belle lle, New erse . 
Se e  ollars Post Note. Pro r etar  Proof. ho ce c rc late . 
Plate a. Modern impression, printed on card, from the 1830s 
engraved original plate. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, & Hatch, 
new-york. seated Ceres and Plenty. left end, Vulcan. right end, 
farmer plows. Haxby nJ-5 G31. In this format, rarity-6. Post note 
series payable later. a modern impression from the aBn archives 
for test use. officially stamped on the verso during archive stor-
age. Bold and sharp. 

From the Eastern Collection.

ht ollars e om at o

7118 he a fact rers  Ba k at Belle lle, Belle lle, New erse . 
ht ollars Post Note. Pro r etar  Proof. ho ce c rc late . 

Plate a. Modern impression, printed on card, from the 1830s 
engraved original plate. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, & Hatch, 
new-york. Mercury on shore with ship, signed “a.B. durand”. 
left end, Justice. upper right, standing History. Haxby nJ-5 G32 
senC. In this format, rarity-6. another modern impression from 
a very rare series. The few worn notes we have seen were falsely 
issued and we have not seen contemporary proofs.

From the Eastern Collection.

Ha some mberla  Ba k Proof

7119 he mberla  Ba k, Br eto , New erse . O e ollar. 
1830s-1840s. Proof. c rc late . Plate u. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of underwood, Bald, spencer & Hufty, Phila/danforth, 
underwood & Co. new york. Bold eagle and shield. left end, 
“one.” right end, cameo. Haxby nJ-45 G14. High rarity-6. There 
are few new Jersey proofs from this period on the open market, as 
most are in advanced collections. a beauty from this well collected 
state. 

From the Eastern Collection.

7120 he mberla  Ba k, Br eto , New erse . Pa r of Pro-
r etar  Proof m ress o s w th ora e rotectors. Both em 

c rc late  Modern impressions, printed on thick card, from the 
late 1850s-1860s engraved original plate. Imprint of the american 
Bank note Company. orange red protect protectors:  Five dol-
lars. 1860s. Plate o. V V protectors and grill work. Cattle, calf and 
man loading hay. Henry Clay bust lower left. Haxby nJ-45 G34 
senC. Bold color and thick, intaglio-like surfaces  same series. 
Ten dollars. Plate r. orange counter surrounds. youthful portrait 
flanked by counters. Cherubs in upper corner. nJ-45 G48 senC. 
a gorgeous design. Both Gems and rarity-6 in this format. (Total: 
2 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.
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er  ho ce am e  olor Proof

7121 he armers a  echa cs Ba k, am e , New erse . O e 
ollar. 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate B. Printed in 

India paper. Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. Philadelphia. Full 
red tint with outlined one in white. Top center, seated Ceres and 
Industry. lower left, miner working in tunnel. lower right men 
at forge, Haxby nJ-60 G2b. rarity-5. Boldly rendered in this late 
1850s realistic style. Vibrant red tint and well balanced with the 
vignettes. Choice quality for this issuer and type. stamped faintly 
on the verso by aBn. a premium example. 

From the Eastern Collection  Early American istory Auctions Mail 
Bid Auction, April 2 , 200 , Lot 832.

7122 he armers a  echa cs Ba k, am e , New erse . Pa r of 
l ste  a a er roofs from the 1990 BN Sale. Imprint of 

Bald, Cousland & Co. Philadelphia. no tints or color protectors: 
 Two dollars. Woman with rake, two men. lower right, Penn. 

Haxby nJ-60 G4 unlisted. rarity-5. Very minor pull on one PoC, 
otherwise Choice uncirculated  Five dollars. Haywagon scene in 
center. lower left, girl “salutes.” nJ-60 G8 unlisted. Choice about 
uncirculated. Minor wrinkling. ex eaHa February 10, 2001 sale. 
lot 884. Both stamped by the aBn lightly. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

S erbl  es e  olor Proof

7123 he armers a  echa cs Ba k, am e , New erse . hree 
ollars. 1850s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed in India 

paper. Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. Philadelphia. Full red tint 
with outlined THree in white. Wide scene of iron worker in forge. 
lower left, factory. lower right, Ceres seated. Haxby nJ-60 G6b. 
rarity-5. Fabulous design and a tougher type from the Camden 
proofs series sold back in 1990. stamped on the verso by aBn. 
lightly handled in a few places. 

From the Eastern Collection  Early American istory Auctions Mail 
Bid Auction, April 2 , 200 , Lot 83 .

7124 he armers a  echa cs Ba k, am e , New erse . e 
ollars. 1850s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed in India paper. 

Imprint of Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, new york/Bald, Cousland & 
Co. Philadelphia. no protector. Haywagon scene in center. lower 
left, girl “salutes.” Haxby nJ-60 G8 unlisted without protector. rar-
ity-5. There is a short tear just off one of the PoC. stamped lightly 
on the verso by aBn with minimal show through. 

e  Protector am e  Proofs
7125 he armers a  echa cs Ba k, am e , New erse . Pa r 

of h her e om at o  a a er roofs w th re  rotectors 
from the 1990 BN Sale. Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. Phila-
delphia./Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, new york. red protectors:  
Ten dollars. Plate d. red Ten. Boy get hit by spark in forge. left 
end, geometrics in panel. lower right, girl. Haxby nJ-60 G10a. rar-
ity-5. excellent paper and well embossed. The aBn stamp shows 
through at the right end. Choice uncirculated  Fifty dollars. Plate 
B. red FIFTy. new Jersey arms center. lower left, Ceres. lower 
right, shipwright in fore of dry dock. nJ-60 G14a. rarity-6. scarcer 
type. a handling fold and the right end aBn stamping has some 
show through. Choice about uncirculated. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection  Early American istory Auctions Mail 
Bid Auction, February 0, 200 , Lots 883 and 882.

712  he armers a  echa cs Ba k, am e , New erse . we t  
ollars. 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed in 

India paper. Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. Philadelphia./Bald-
win, Bald & Cousland, new york. no protector. liberty reclining 
with portrait of Washington. lower left sailors. lower right, man 
harvest wheat. Haxby nJ-60 G8 unlisted without protector. High 
rarity-5. Very choice quality for a Camden aBn proof. Top of sheet 
with three wide margins. Hand picked and handsome. nearly 
invisible pinhole for those who need to know. stamped on the 
verso by aBn lightly on the back left end. 

From the Eastern Collection.

a e a  Proof rt all  k ow  Pr or to 1990

7127 he mer ca  xcha e Ba k, a e a  .H., New erse . 
O e ollar. a . 1, 1852. Proof. c rc late . Plate B. Printed on 
India paper, mounted on original card. Imprint of Baldwin, adams 
& Co., new-york. Top center, standing agriculture and seated 
liberty, ships left and train right. lower left, nJ die. lower right, 
male portrait. Haxby nJ-85 G2 senC. Issuer unknown to George 
Wait. rarity-5. There was “n[o] d[ata] a[vailable]” on these prior 
to 1990, just the knowledge of the bank title. They were a great 
discovery, in a small quantity of sheets, at the sale. Most had a 
little foxing like this which is hard to notice. stamped on the back 
of the card. 

From the Eastern Collection.
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er  are a e a  Proof Sheet
7128 he mer ca  xcha e Ba k, a e a  .H., New erse . 

o r S b ect Sheet of 1- 1- 2- 5. a . 1, 1852. Proof. er  e, 
m a re . Plates a-B-a-a. Printed on India paper. Imprint of 

Baldwin, adams & Co., new-york. red protectors on each. The $1 
proofs with allegorical females, the $2 proof with paddlewheeler 
on high seas, and the $5 with sailing ship in harbor at lower right. 
Haxby nJ-85 G2a-G2a-G4a-G8a all unlisted. unknown to George 
Wait. as a sheet, rarity7. Much rarer than the no protector sheets 
in the sale. There were only two in the sale, one on card. This 
example turned up later in some archive material. each note is 
stamped on the verso by the aBn. sadly impairments including 
some small chips out and glassine restorations on the verso. The 
overall effect is not bad for such a new Jersey proof rarity. 

From the Eastern Collection  Our 2002 Americana Sale, January 
- 7, 2002, Lot 2220.

are m r t e
7129 he State Ba k at l abeth, l abethtow . Pa r  of 1820s 

era car  roofs. Both er  e, m a re . Printed on card stock. 
Imprint of Fairman, draper, underwood & Co./C.P. Harrison & 
son new york:  one dollar. Plate B. Top center, Commerce seated 
over geometric lather. left end panel, Franklin. right end panel, 
Washington. Haxby nj-120 G6a. rarity-7. rarely seen imprint 
and type as well. extremely aged and miscut, but a great rarity  
Two dollars. Plate a. same series as last. Top center, Plenty with 
“2.” left end panel, Washington. right end panel, raleigh. nJ-120 
G16a. rarity-7. rare as well, but impaired a little more. aged and 
chipping off bottom edge. not as bad as they sound and issues of 
which few others exist. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection  Barry We ler.

Stro l  Pr te  l abeth-tow  3 Proof

7130 he State Ba k at l abeth, l abeth-tow , New erse . hree 
ollars. 1840s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate a. Printed on 

India paper. Imprint of underwood, Bald, spencer & Hufty, 
Phila/danforth, underwood & Co. new york. Top center, very 
busy harbor scene flanked by Washington and Harrison. Identical 
end panels, cameo heads and “3”s. Haxby nJ-120 G28. rarity-6. 
Well designed and likely printed shortly after the untimely death 
of William Henry Harrison. after his lengthy speech in the rain. 
old archive handling from long ago. This turned up during the 
cataloguing of Ford 3 from an interesting new source with some 
interesting proofs from mostly rawdon and related imprints. We 
have handled a few, but this has always been a favorite. 

From the Eastern Collection  Our May , 200  Sale, Lot 20 .

armer s Ba k of reehol  ar  Proof

7131 he armers Ba k of reehol , reehol , New erse . O e ol-
lar. l  4, 1851, Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India 
paper, mounted on original card. Imprint of Baldwin, adams & 
Co., new-york. red protector one. Top center, blacksmith shoe-
ing horse. lower left, nJ die. lower right, stern Webster. Haxby 
nJ-150 G2a. High rarity-5. a boldly executed design and much 
scarcer proof from the aBn sale than its cousins from the Freehold 
Banking Company. looks like there were twelve impressions in 
the sale, but not all on card. The ends are a bit tight, but the note 
is nearly choice. stamped on the verso of the card by the aBn. 

From the Eastern Collection.

7132 New erse  Obsolete Proofs. arer a r of t es from the 1990 
BN Sale   The Farmers Bank of Freehold, Freehold. Five dollars. 

July 4, 1851. Plate a. Printed on India paper. Imprint of Baldwin, 
adams & Co., new-york. no protector. nJ arms, supported by 
Commerce and liberty. lower left, die. lower right, mechanic. 
Haxby nJ-150 G8 senC unlisted without protector. rarity-5. 
unknown prior to the 1990 sale. some chips off the bottom edge. 
net Fine to Very Fine  The Merchants’ Bank, Port elizabeth. one 
dollar. 1850s. Plate a. Printed on India paper. Imprint of Baldwin, 
adams & Co., new york. seated sailor. lower left, die. lower right, 
mechanic as last. nJ-40 unlisted location and type, style identical 
to G2. rarity-5. This is likely the later location of this Bridgeton 
bank title as the style is identical. discovery notes in the 1990 sale  
the majority of which had condition problems. small piece out, 
filled in and heavy wrinkling. not bad at all for this type. net Very 
Fine or better. Both stamped by the aBn. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

ho ce Pa r of reehol  Proofs

7133 he reehol  Ba k  o., reehol , New erse . Pa r of t te  
a a er Proofs from the 1990 BN Sale. Imprint of Baldwin, 

Bald & Cousland, new york/ Bald, Cousland & Co. Philadelphia: 
 one dollar. Feb. 1, 1850s. Plate a. liberty seated with “1” on 

shield. Portraits, both lower corners. Haxby nJ-155 G2. rarity-5. 
There is some very light top edge handling, but the look of a Gem. 
Choice about uncirculated  same series. Two dollars. Plate a. 
Boy with ox cart, his pal dozes. upper left, Ceres with inset portrait 
of boy. lower right, girl “salutes.” nJ-155 G4. rarity-5. Very light 
handling. uncirculated. Both with light aBn ink stampings on 
the verso. Very sharp pair of high quality India proofs. (Total: 2 
pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.
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reehol  hree ollars olor Proof

7134 he reehol  Ba k  o., reehol , New erse . hree ollars. 
eb. 1, 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India 

paper. Imprint of Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, new york/ Bald, 
Cousland & Co. Philadelphia. Full red tint lathe, outlined protec-
tor THree and 3 in white. Haywagon scene upper left. Portrait 
right of center. Webster, bottom right. Haxby nJ-155 G6b senC. 
rarity-5. Fabulous red tint style. This was a more plentiful color 
proof type in the 1990 aBn sale, but few matched this one for 
quality. stamped on the back by the aBn with any show through 
concealed within the red tint. 

From the Eastern Collection.

7135 he reehol  Ba k  o., reehol , New erse . e ollars. 
1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on original card. Imprint of Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, 
new york/ Bald, Cousland & Co. Philadelphia. no tint. across 
the note vignette with sheep shearing left, sheep drovers at work 
in center, and corner harvesters at the right. Haxby nJ-155 G8. 
rarity-5. not plated, but known prior to the 1990 sale. The issued 
notes have color tints. a spectacular design scheme from BBC/BC 
firm. stamped on the back by the aBn. 

From the Eastern Collection.

em reehol  e ollars e  Proof

713  he reehol  Ba k  o., reehol , New erse . e ollars. 
1850s. Proof. em c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on original card. Imprint of Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, 
new york/ Bald, Cousland & Co. Philadelphia. Full red tint lathe, 
outlined protector V and dual FIVes in white. design as last, 
across the note vignette with sheep shearing left, sheep drovers at 
work in center, and corner harvesters at the right. Haxby nJ-155 
G8b senC. rarity-5. a stunning color card proof with a boldly 
executed design and riveting color scheme. a color proof, but not 
the highest rarity. up there with the finest looking BBC/BC group 
proofs. stamped on the back of the card by the aBn. Full sheet 
margins on three sides and a Gem. 

From the Eastern Collection.

7137 he reehol  Ba k  o., reehol , New erse . e  ollars. 
eb. 1, 1850s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate a. Printed on 

India paper, mounted on original card. Imprint of Baldwin, Bald 
& Cousland, new york/ Bald, Cousland & Co. Philadelphia. Full 
red tint lathe, outlined protector X and dual Ten in white flanking 
center. Female, eagle and sword in the center, within the white por-
tion. lower left, train. lower right, portrait. Haxby nJ-155 G10b 
senC. rarity-5. Bold color and design. stamped on the back of 
the card by the aBn. There is minor card crimp at the upper left, 
visible only from the back, and light corner toning, also seen only 
from the back. 

From the Eastern Collection.

7138 he reehol  Ba k  o., reehol , New erse . r o of s -
erbl  e ra e  a a er Proofs from the 1990 BN Sale 
cl  a color roof. Imprint of Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, 

new york/ Bald, Cousland & Co. Philadelphia:  Ten dollars. 
Feb. 1, 1850s. Plate a. no tint. Female, eagle and sword in the 
center, within the white portion. lower left, train. lower right, 
portrait. Haxby nJ-155 G10 senC. rarity-5. a short tear on one 
PoC. uncirculated  Ten dollars. as last, but full red tint lathe. 
nJ-155 G10b senC. rarity-5. superior condition for the type. 
Choice uncirculated.  Twenty dollars. Plate a. no tint. Ceres and 
liberty support a shield (Connecticut arms) in center. lower left, 
girl with wheat. lower right, portrait. Haxby nJ-155 G12 senC 
rarity-5. Very light handling only. Close to Choice uncirculated. 
all with light aBn ink stampings on the verso, slightly heavier 
on the $20 with some show through. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

7139 he reehol  Ba k  o., reehol , New erse . we t  ol-
lars. eb. 1, 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on 
India paper, mounted on original card. Imprint of Baldwin, Bald 
& Cousland, new york/ Bald, Cousland & Co. Philadelphia. Full 
red tint lathe, outlined protector 20 and TWenTy at bottom center. 
Ceres and liberty support a shield (Connecticut arms) in center. 
lower left, girl with wheat. lower right, portrait. Haxby nJ-155 
G12a senC. rarity-5. a superb color proof with wide margins on 
three sides. stamped on the back of the card by the aBn. Petty 
handling. 

From the Eastern Collection.
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ho ce e  Protector 50 reehol  Proof

7140 he reehol  Ba k  o., reehol , New erse . ft  ollars. eb. 
1, 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate C. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, new york/ Bald, Cousland & 
Co. Philadelphia. red protector FIFTy. Top center, Plenty and lib-
erty support the nJ arms. lower left, portrait. right end, geometric 
counters. Haxby nJ-155 G14a. rarity-5. a choice example that is well 
embossed. another high quality BBC/BC proof. stamped on the back 
by the aBn, barely showing through at the right end lathe. 

From the Eastern Collection  Early American istory Auctions Mail 
Bid Auction, ecember 9, 2000, Lot 7 .

7141 he reehol  Ba k  o., reehol , New erse . O e H re  
ollars. eb. 1, 1850s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on In-

dia paper. Imprint of Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, new york/ Bald, 
Cousland & Co. Philadelphia. no protector. upper left, liberty and 
Minuteman support the south Carolina arms. Top, right of center, 
small portrait. right end, ornate “C” counter. Haxby nJ-155 G16. 
rarity-5. Highest denomination proof on this series. Two short tears 
into the PoC. From the face, bold and handsome. stamped on the 
back by the aBn with slight show through at the right end lathe. 

From the Eastern Collection.

er  ho ce Hacke sack wo ollar Proof

7142 he Stock Sec r t  Ba k, Hacke sack, New erse . wo ollars. 
1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. new-york & Philad. Top center, 
two seated females representing agriculture and Industry. lower 
left, sailor tips hat. right end, nJ die between two counters. Haxby 
nJ-175 G4. High rarity-5. There were several sheets and what looks 
like twelve examples of this non-protector type in the 1990 sale. These 
were well bid upon with one of the lots bringing $3,300. several had 
flaws or heavy stamps, but not this example which is clearly premium 
quality. not often offered and a desirable county, location and title. 
The central aBn ink stamp is virtually invisible in the center. 

From the Eastern Collection.

olorf l Hacke sack e ollars Proof

7143 he Stock Sec r t  Ba k, Hacke sack, New erse . e ollars. 
1850s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. Im-
print of Bald, Cousland & Co. new-york & Philad. red protector 
FIVe. upper left, Washington cameo supported by liberty and 
Minuteman. lower right, Indian chief in oval. Haxby nJ-175 G6a 
senC. rarity-5. another very sharp proof from this desirable se-
ries, and the first we have handled in quite awhile. one small tear 
was very well sealed on the bottom edge, protecting the integrity 
of the paper. Tiny archive tack hole lower right corner tip. lightly 
stamped on the verso by the aBn during archive storage. 

From the Eastern Collection.

7144 he Hackettstow  Ba k, Hackettstow , New erse . Pa r of 
t te  a a er Proofs from the 1990 BN Sale. Imprint 

of Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, new york/ Bald, Cousland & Co. 
Philadelphia:  one dollar. 1850s. Plate B. left end, woman blow-
ing the dinner horn, the men approach. ornate frame borders 
and counters at the right end. Haxby nJ-185 G2 senC. rarity-5. 
Great design style by BBC/BC. Hard to see tear with piece of 
archive hinge tape at upper right. stamp a bit heavy in the center. 
still, superior to many from a bank with many damaged proofs. 
about uncirculated  Two dollars. same series. Plate a. Cattle in 
the center. Female portraits both lower corners. nJ-185 G4 senC. 
rarity-5. There are some very tiny tears on two PoC, but overall 
superior for a proof from this bank title. aBn ink stamping is very 
light. uncirculated and nearly Choice. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

Nearl  ho ce Hackettstow  3 Proof

7145 he Hackettstow  Ba k, Hackettstow , New erse . hree ol-
lars. 1850s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, new york/ Bald, Cousland 
& Co. Philadelphia. no protector. Boy with ox cart, friend naps in 
back on hay. lower left, profile of bull. Haxby nJ-185 G 6 senC. 
rarity-5. superior paper quality, a glass being necessary to see 
very faint flaws around two PoC. The aBn ink stamping shows 
through a bit in the center, but this is nearly a Choice example. 

From the Eastern Collection.
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are Hackettstow  Ba k 50 Proof

714  he Hackettstow  Ba k, Hackettstow , New erse . ft  ol-
lars. 1850s. Proof. c rc late , tear. Plate a. Printed on India 
paper. Imprint of Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, new york/ Bald, 
Cousland & Co. Philadelphia. no protector. drovers herding 
sheep. lower left, Washington. lower right, Clay. Haxby nJ-185 
G 14 senC. High rarity-6. a sleeper rarity with only six examples 
offered as single notes in the 1990 aBn sale many of which had 
condition flaws as well. This one has a concealed one inch tear on 
the top edge. no aBn stamp seen on the verso. 

From the Eastern Collection  200  osemont Sale CAA, May 8-
9, 200 , Lot 2 .

arl  Hoboke  Proof

7147 he Hoboke  Ba k  a  ra  om a , Hoboke , New 
erse . e ollars. 1820s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate B. 

Printed on India paper, mounted on card. Imprint of a. B. & C. 
durand Wright & Co. Winter coated cattle. left panel, horse in 
center. Center panel under vignette. Haxby nJ-195 G20. as a Proof, 
High rarity-6. excellent style from this historical imprint. The cut 
is a little imperfect on the top and we note some card wrinkling. 

From the a erford Collection.

olorf l Hoboke  t  Ba k olor Proof

7148 he Hoboke  t  Ba k, Hoboke , New erse . O e ollar. 
1850s. Proof. c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper. Imprint 
of Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, new york/ Bald, Cousland & Co. 
Philadelphia. Full red tint lathe, dual outlined protector 1s. lower 
right, father and daughter picnic scene. upper left, male portrait. 
Haxby nJ-200 G2a. rarity-5. Great color scheme and a very rare title 
prior to the 1990 sale. Impressive protector style within the color. a 
sharp example, though the stamping from the aBn shows through 
into the red tint. The paper quality is clearly Choice to Gem. 

From the Eastern Collection.

Hoboke  olor Proof Pa r
7149 he Hoboke  t  Ba k, Hoboke , New erse . Pa r of 1850s 

a a er color Proofs from the 1990 BN Sale. Imprint of 
Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, new york/ Bald, Cousland & Co. 
Philadelphia. Both with full red tint lathe:  Two dollars. Plate a. 
dual outlined 2s. Boy next to ox cart. lower left, portrait of boy. 
lower right, Clay. Haxby nJ-200 G4a senC. rarity-5. Great color, 
but torn at the right and patched at the archives with glassine tape. 
Face appearance is handsome  Three dollars. same series. White 
outlined 3. Indian family in canoe. upper left, male portrait. lower 
right, hounds. nJ-200 G6a. rarity-5. upper right corner tear, sealed 
with archive tape and mishandled. looks very pleasing still. Both 
stamped by the aBn. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

7150 he ose h xo  r c ble o. er Seco  Nat o al Ba k of 
erse  t , erse  t , New erse . r o of 1870s roof checks 

from the BN rch es. Imprint of the american Bank note Co., 
new york:  Proof on card, used as a model. late 1870s. upper 
left, dixon. upper right dog and safe. staple holes left. extremely 
Fine  similar, final version. India paper Proof. affixed piece from 
last model engraved. Complete stub at left. Very Fine. aBn crayon 
marks and dated in the stub 18[“79”]  similar, no stub. India paper 
Proof. extremely Fine. sharp looking proof checks from the suc-
cessor bank to the Bank of Jersey City. (Total: 3 pieces)

ho ce ll lle olor Proof e om at o  r o
7151 he ll lle Ba k, ll lle, New erse . r o of lesser e om at o s of 1850s ora e t te  a a er 

Proofs from the 1990 BN Sale. Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. Philad. & new-york. orange (ochre) color 
tint with “Patented June 2nd, 1855” on plate with white outlined protectors:  one dollar. Plate a. outlined 
one. Center, glass blowing scene. lower left, girl with wheat. lower right, smoking factory. Haxby nJ-305 
G2c. rarity-5. Fabulous design from a richly engraved series. There were seven orange sheets like this in 
the first sale ($1-$1-$2-$3) plus some proofs that “left the building earlier.” Tougher than you would think 
in choice state. upper left handling, but superior paper and three wide sheet margins left. Choice about 
uncirculated is too technical for this proof with a Gem look  Two dollars. same series. Plate a, outlined 
TWo. upper left, women at looms. Girl salutes, upper right. lower right, leaning shipwright. nJ-305 G4c. 
rarity-6. Minimal handling for this. a beauty. Choice uncirculated  Three dollars. same series. Plate a. 
White outlined THree. Quaint scene, youth brings mother a flower. lower left, young boy. nJ-305 G6c. 
rarity-6. This is a sleeper in this color we think. Banged around a bit, but the paper is superior. Wide bottom 
sheet margins. Call it Choice about uncirculated. all stamped by the aBn, the third a bit on the heavy side. 
The set cut from the sheet. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection  Early American istory Auctions Mail Bid Auction, April 2 , 200 , Lots 839, 8 2, 
and 8 .
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em rch e Book ar  Proof

7152 he ll lle Ba k, ll lle, New erse . e ollars. 1850s. 
Proof. em c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper, mount-
ed on original archive book card. Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. 
Philad. & new-york. orange (ochre) color tint with “Patented 
June 2nd, 1855” on plate. White outlined protector FIVe. Broad 
view of glass blowing factory. lower left, female profile. lower 
right, men wield sledges. Haxby nJ-305 G8b. rarity-6. only six 
examples in the 1990 aBn sale plus a few others were known 
before (schingoethe sale proof, ex George Vana for example). a 
stunning color proof from the BBC/BC archive Book and on an 
unstamped “double” card. This is on its original thick remount-
ing and is truly a premium example of this type, perhaps the 
finest seen. There were enough of this boldly designed proof to 
go around in 1990, but not now.. The vignette type is one of the 
essential “americana” style images in our view and represents 
the southern new Jersey glass industry with immense grandeur. 
The imagery displays the growth of american industry and its 
contribution to society. slightly wavy as made, but calling this 
less than Gem is a crime against its magnitude of beauty. 

From the Eastern Collection  Archi es of the American Banknote 
Company Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 98 .

olorf l ll lle 10 Proof

7153 he ll lle Ba k, ll lle, New erse . e  ollars. 1850s. 
Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on original card. Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. Philad. 
& new-york. orange (ochre) color tint with “Patented June 2nd, 
1855” on plate.” White outlined protector Ten. Man leans on 
anvil talking to father and son. lower left, woman with scythe. 
lower right, demure girl in oval. Haxby nJ-305 G10b. rarity-6. 
not from the aBn sale, but from a group of Millville Bank proofs 
that surfaced a few years back. These might have been used as 
BBC/BC samples since the style was so special. In the aBn sale, 
there were but three for those who can count (and hopefully the 
lot configurations were as published). once mounted on yellow 
paper with some adhesion to the card and with moderate handling. 
small razor “x”s in the signature blocks of the India paper. Colorful 
and beautiful. 

From the Eastern Collection.

ree  ro  Ba k olor r al

7154 he ro  Ba k, orr stow , New erse . e ollars. Pro r -
etar  Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Modern impression, 
printed on special proofing paper, from the late 1850s-1860s period 
original plates. Imprint of the american Bank note Co. new-york. 
Green color trial tint. eagle on top of large view of the northern 
Hemisphere, engraved by danforth, Wright originally. left end, 
lathe. lower right, female in “5” Haxby nJ-480 G26a senC, but 
green tint. In this format, rarity-6. Interesting color scheme and a 
great design. an intaglio impression with clear embossing to the 
back visible. not aBn stamped. 

From the Eastern Collection.

ll olor ro  Ba k 10- 20 Sheet

7155 he ro  Ba k, orr stow , New erse . wo S b ect Sheet of 
e  ollars- we t  ollars. 1850s. Proof. c rc late . Plates 

B-a. Printed on India paper. Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. 
new-york & Philad. Full light orange tint with outlined white 
protector Ten and TWenTy respectively. The $10 proof with 
men working in foundry. The $20 exhibits a detailed milling scene. 
superb vignette style that is appropriate to the titles. Haxby nJ-480 
G44a-G46a senC. as a sheet, rarity-6. There were several sheets 
in the 1990 sale and most were cut. There are likely few left intact. 
Bold color and wonderful design scheme. stamped lightly on the 
verso by the aBn. Minimal handling and very close to Choice, so 
much so the majority should view it that way. 

From the Eastern Collection.
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are New Br sw ck o a  ra e  Sheet
715  he Ba k of New Br s-

w ck, New Br sw ck, 
New erse . c t Sheet of 
5- 5- 5- 10. 1830s. Proof. 

c rc late . Plates a-B-
C-a. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on original card. 
Imprint of Chas. Toppan & 
Co. Phila. The $5 notes with 
Hebe and eagle flanked by 
two vignettes. eagle left end 
and Washington standing at 
the right end. The single $10 
with town river view scene 
flanked by Washington and 
lafayette vignettes. left, 
train in panel. right, canal 
boat in panel. Haxby nJ-340 
G40 (3), G50. as a sheet, 
rarity-7. The individual 
proofs High rarity-6. There 
were three sheets in the 
aBn lot. This one has some difficult to see water staining in a few 
spots. overall, rather bright and quite a showpiece from this col-
lection. 

From the Eastern Collection  Archi es of the American Banknote 
Company Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 003 .

7157 he Ba k of New erse , New Br sw ck, New erse . Pa r of 
l ste  h h e om at o  a a er Proofs from the 1990 

BN Sale. Imprint of Baldwin, adams & Co., new york. no 
protectors:  Fifty dollars. 1850s. large gray “l” in center with 
enclosed standing female. lower left, nJ die. Haxby nJ-G34 
unlisted Chartered Issue type. High rarity-5. There were twelve 
examples in the 1990 sale, most with flaws to severe damage. Tear 
at the right, sealed with tape and re-carded lightly on thin paper. 
looks decent from the face. net Fine to Very Fine  one Hundred 
dollars. same series. Ceres seated within large gray “C.” nJ die 
lower left. nJ-345 G36 unlisted. High rarity-5. Census as last from 
the 1990 sale. Flaws abounded. Mostly solid, short top edge tear 
and very heavy double stamp that shows through. Better than the 
majority seen by us. extremely Fine. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

er  a  arl  New Br sw ck ee  Proof

7158 he Ba k of New Br sw ck, New Br sw ck, New erse . O e 
ollar. 1810s-1820s. Proof. ho ce bo t c rc late . Plate a. 

Printed on white laid paper. Imprint of reed. seated female with 
“one” on lozenge. ornate end panels. Haxby nJ-350 G6. he 
Haxb  Plate Note. rarity-7. a very rare proof issuer and series. 
This came from an old new Brunswick collection after being in 
the Western reserve for decades. squiggles in the signature block 
and minimal handling. Wide side margins. 

From the Eastern Collection  Pri ate Collection  Western eser e 
istorical Society Sale Spink-America, o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part 

of Lot .

ee  New Br sw ck wo ollars Proof

7159 he Ba k of New Br sw ck, New Br sw ck, New erse . wo 
ollars. 1810s-1820s. Proof. ho ce bo t c rc late . Plate 

a. Printed on white laid paper. Imprint of reed. Female seated, 
lozenge with “TWo.” ornate end panels. Haxby nJ-350 G16. he 
Haxb  Plate Note. rarity-7. a second rare proof from the same 
lot in the Western reserve sale. These were bought on the phone 
as part of a rather pricey lot for that sale. as last, squiggles in the 
signature block and minimal handling. Wide side margins. 

From the Eastern Collection  Western eser e istorical Society Sale 
Spink-America, o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part of Lot .

er  are Ser es a  m r t

71 0 he State Ba k of New Br sw ck, New Br sw ck, New erse . 
wo ollars. 1810s-1820s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate a. 

Printed on India paper. Imprint of reed & Bissell n.y. standing 
female at bottom center, under straight title. ornate pattern end 
panels. Haxby nJ-350 G22. rarity-7. a rare series whose later notes 
are rather common. This is from an old collection, but we could not 
determine the exact pedigree quickly. The imprint combination is 
rarely seen and the vignette is quite distinctive. The cut is slightly in 
along the central top edge, and we note some heavier handling. Quite 
an important rarity from this new Jersey proof note collection. 

From the Eastern Collection.

Well St le  Newark Proof

71 1 he echa cs Ba k at Newark, Newark, New erse . O e 
ollar. 1830s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Imprint of danforth, 

underwood & Co., n. york/underwood, Bald, spencer & Hufty, 
Phila. Female seated next to anvil. left end, rarer view of archi-
medes lifting the globe with a lever. right end, togate George 
Washington. Haxby nJ-365 G4. High rarity-6. Well designed with 
a few known from several sources and pedigrees. small nip off 
the upper left India paper corner tip, otherwise quite choice. 

From the Eastern Collection  e  ork City Spring Sale 270 .M. 
Smythe  Co., April 2, 2007, Lot 228  he Ar erne Collection Sale 

ASCA-Karp, March 7- 0. 98 , Lot 237 .
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attemare Sale Pe ree -Haxb  Plate Note

71 2 he Newark Ba k   s ra ce o., Newark, New erse . 
O e ollar. 1840s-1850s. Proof. c rc late . Plate T. Printed 
on India paper, mounted upon new card. Imprint of danforth, 
spencer & Hufty, new york/spencer, Hufty & danforth, Phila. 
Indian princess overlooks civilization below. left end, “one 
dollar.” lower right, small portrait of Franklin. Haxby nJ-370 
G24. he Haxb  Plate Note. High rarity-6. This is a rare series 
and an old, prestigious pedigree from the Vattemare albums sold 
back in 1982 by robson-lowe for Christie’s. There were four in 
the 1990 aBn sale and there may be a few more out there. like 
most new Jersey proofs from the rarer imprint groups, most are 
closely held. There are some petty India flaws around one PoC. 
an excellent opportunity. 

From the Eastern Collection  Ale ander attemare Presentation 
Album Sale Part o obson Lo e Christie’s, September 7, 982, 
Lot 9 at 87.00 .

er  Scarce ater Newark m ress o

71 3 he Newark Ba k   s ra ce o., Newark, New erse . 
wo ollars. 1820s. ater Proof m ress o . ho ce c rc late . 

Plate F. Printed directly on card stock from the original engraved 
plates at a later time. Imprint of Fairman, draper, underwood 
& Co. Plenty standing within “2.” left end, “TWo.” right end, 
Washington. Haxby nJ-370 G44. In this format, rarity-6. This 
is later impression from this 1820s plate with no rust present. 
although the amount pulled and when is unknown, experience 
shows these are hard to find. Proofs contemporary to the period 
of this type are excessive rarities. Very collectible and included in 
all major new Jersey collections. 

From the Eastern Collection.

71 4 he Newark Ba k   s ra ce o., Newark, New erse . hree 
ollars. 1820s. ater Proof m ress o . ho ce c rc late . Plate 

n. Printed directly on card stock from the original engraved plates 
at a later time. Imprint of Fairman, draper, underwood & Co. Great 
layout with “THree” in the center on top of grill lathe. lower left, 
three females within a “3.” upper right, new Jersey arms. Haxby 
nJ-370 G88. In this format, rarity-6. another denomination on this 
series. a beautiful proof striking from the original period plate. Hard 
to print something like this today even with the cleanest of plates. 

From the Eastern Collection.

71 5 he Newark Ba k   s ra ce o., Newark, New erse . e 
ollars. 1820s. ater Proof m ress o . ho ce c rc late . Plate 

G. Printed directly on card stock from the original engraved plates 
at a later time. Imprint of Fairman, draper, underwood & Co. lower 
left, Justice standing. upper left, new Jersey arms. upper right, five 
females within a “5.” Haxby nJ-370 G92. In this format, rarity-6. a 
third denomination on this series and another beautiful proof striking 
from the original period plate. Wide margins on three sides. 

From the Eastern Collection.

er  are Newark Proof-Haxb  Plate Note

71  he State Ba k at Newark, Newark, New erse . O e ollar. 
1840s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, 
mounted upon new card. Imprint of Toppan, Carpenter, & Co., 
Philad., new yk & Boston. long lazy gray “1” across note, liberty 
with eagle and bounty of coins. Haxby nJ-385 G10. he Haxb  
Plate Note. rarity-7. stunning style indeed and with many attri-
butes including an unusual imprint combination. This note and 
the next are plated in Haxby and from the Vattemare albums. Very 
petty India flaws seen under scrutiny. 

From the Eastern Collection  Ale ander attemare Presentation 
Album Sale Part o obson Lo e Christie’s, September 7, 982, 
part of Lot 0 .
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State Ba k 2 Proof from attemare

71 7 he State Ba k at Newark, Newark, New erse . wo ollars. 
1840s. Proof. xtremel  e. Plate a. Printed on India paper, 
mounted upon new card. Imprint of Toppan, Carpenter, & Co., 
Philad., new yk & Boston. style similar with long gray lazy “2” 
across note. Commerce and Industry seated. lower left, Justice. 
Haxby nJ-385 G22. he Haxb  Plate Note. rarity-7. another great 
Vattemare proof with great style. a more apparent India paper flaw 
at the upper left. Great rarity trumps these minor detriments. 

From the Eastern Collection  Ale ander attemare Presentation 
Album’s Sale Part o obson Lo e Christie’s, September 7, 982, 
part of Lot 0 .

71 8 he S ssex Ba k, Newto , New erse . O e ollar. 1850s. Proof. 
ho ce c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper. Imprint of 

Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, new york/ Bald, Cousland & Co. 
Philadelphia. red protector one. Haywagon scene in the center. 
left end, “one” on panel grill. Counters in right corners. Haxby 
nJ-390 G10a. as a Proof, rarity-4. a gorgeous and high quality 
proof boasting deep embossing. stamped lightly by the aBn on 
the verso. 

71 9 he S ssex Ba k, Newto , New erse . e ollars. 1850s. Proof. 
c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. Imprint of Baldwin, 

Bald & Cousland, new york/ Bald, Cousland & Co. Philadelphia. 
no protector. Female seated representing Commerce and Plenty. 
ornate geometric in all corners. Haxby nJ-390 G38. rarity-5. From 
the face, near perfect. However, there is a nearly impossible to see 
internal tear at the lower left. Faint aBn stamp, not seen to the 
face.

7170 New erse  Obsolete Proofs. r o of ho ce a a er Proofs 
from the 1990 BN Sale  all with imprint of Baldwin, Bald & 
Cousland, new york/ Bald, Cousland & Co. Philadelphia.  The 
sussex Bank, newton. one dollar. 1850s. Plate B. red protector 
one. Haywagon scene. Haxby nJ-390 G10a. as a Proof, rarity-4. 
Choice uncirculated. a sharp example  same issuer and series. 
Five dollars. Plate B. no protector. allegorical female. nJ-390 
G38. rarity-5. Faint handling. Choice uncirculated  The orange 
Bank in the County of essex, orange. one dollar. Plate B. no tint. 
Haywagon scene. lower left, girl “salutes.” lower right, male 
portrait. Haxby nJ-405 G4 unlisted without tint. rarity-6. scarcer 
in black and white than color. Choice uncirculated. all stamped 
lightly on the verso by the aBn with minimal bleed through. a 
premium trio indeed. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection  the last t o from the Early American 
istory Auctions Mail Bid Auction, February 0, 200 , Lots 88  and 

887.

ho ce Ora e Ba k olor Proof

7171 he Ora e Ba k  the o t  of ssex, Ora e, New erse . 
wo ollars. 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . no plate letter. 

Printed on India paper. Imprint of Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, 
new york/ Bald, Cousland & Co. Philadelphia. orange tint with 
outlined white curved TWo and smaller outlined TWo 2 TWo 
along the bottom. Commerce seated at the lower right. lower left 
corner, male portrait. Haxby nJ-405 G12a senC. High rarity-5. 
Bold color tint for this bank with engraved “Twelve Miles from 
new york” on the plate which would certainly have made this 
note more enticing to accept in far off locations. Choice paper and 
not stamped by the aBn on the back. a beauty. 

From the Eastern Collection.

7172 he Ora e Ba k  the o t  of ssex, Ora e, New erse . 
e ollars. 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . no plate letter. 

Printed on India paper. Imprint of Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, 
new york/ Bald, Cousland & Co. Philadelphia. orange tint with 
outlined white V in center and smaller outlined FIVe FIVe along 
the bottom. daughter approaches seated father upper left. lower 
right, male portrait. Haxby nJ-405 G24a. rarity-5. Gorgeous color 
and layout. a very choice quality example of this type with light 
aBn stamping on the verso. 

From the Eastern Collection.

are WH Paterso  Proof

7173 he echa cs  Ba k of Paterso , Paterso , New erse . e  ol-
lars. 1830s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India 
paper. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Co. new-york. Top center, 
Hebe and eagle flanked by train vignettes. left end, Vulcan at forge. 
right end, “10” on panel lathe. Haxby nJ-415 G10. as a Proof, rar-
ity-7. Fairly scarce note, but few proofs known. Great style from this 
period. some handling and two mount marks seen on the back. 

From the Eastern Collection  200  osemont Sale CAA, May 8-
9, 200 , Lot 2 .
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7174 he t  Ba k of Perth mbo , Perth mbo , New erse . r o 
of l ste  t te  a  1, 185  ser es a a er Proofs from 
the 1990 BN Sale. Imprint of Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, new 
york/ Bald, Cousland & Co. Philadelphia:  one dollar. Plate B. 
ships in harbor. lower left, Indians. Haxby nJ-440 G2 unlisted 
without protector. rarity-4. short lower left corner tear. uncircu-
lated. Faint aBn stamp on the verso  same series. Two dollars. 
Plate a. upper left, Commerce seated. right end, train. nJ-440 G4 
unlisted. rarity-5. Choice paper and a moderate back stamping  
same series. Five dollars. Plate a. supported nJ arms. lower left, 
factory. lower right, male portrait. nJ-440 G6 unlisted. rarity-5. 
The stamp show through is a bit heavy on this exceptional paper 
example. overall a sharp trio of this issuer. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

t  Ba k of Perth mbo  Proof Sheet
7175 he t  Ba k of Perth mbo , Perth mbo , New erse . c t 

Sheet of 1- 1- 2- 5. a  1, 185 . Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate 
a-B-a-a. Printed on India paper. Imprint of Baldwin, Bald & Cous-
land, new york/ Bald, Cousland & Co. Philadelphia. no protectors. 
Great layout. ships in harbor on the $1 proofs, Commerce upper 
left of the $2 proof, and nJ arms supported by two females on the 
$5 Proof. Haxby nJ-G2-G2-G4-G8 all unlisted without protector. 
as a Proof sheet, now likely rarity-7. There were twenty sheets in 
the 1990 aBn sale the majority of which were bought by one dealer 
back in 1990 (like on this example, cost code TTK is recognized). 
There is a margin crease, away from the border line. The paper 
quality is lovely and each note is stamped lightly only by the aBn. 
undervalued in the grand scheme of things. 

From the Eastern Collection.

er  es rable oms er Proof

717  he Ba k of Ocea  o t , oms er, New erse . O e ol-
lar. e 8, 1857. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate C. Printed on 
India paper. Imprint of Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, new york/ 
Bald, Cousland & Co. Philadelphia. Full red tint lathe with white 
outlined 1 and one. Ceres seated right of top center. lower left, 
train. lower right, stage coaches. Haxby nJ-520 G2a. rarity-5. 
This is a popular title on the shoreline and was nearly impossible 
to obtain prior to 1990. The sixteen or so examples of this type in 
the aBn sale are spread out widely among collectors and are now 
only occasionally seen for sale. Wonderful paper quality with only 
a faint aBn ink stamping on the back showing though. 

From the Eastern Collection.

neW yorK

are efferso  o t  Ba k tle

7177 he efferso  o t  Ba k, ams, New York. 1810s-1820s. 
O e ollar. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate a. Proof on white 
laid paper. Imprint of reed. Custom to series, ship off coast of 
early town, fort on point. ornate end panels. Haxby ny-15 G28. 
rarity-7. Handsome series and rare title. Proofs were in the 1999 
reed archive and some other collections, such as this Western 
reserve example. Pen squiggles in the signature. 

From the Western eser e istorical Society Sale Spink-America, 
o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part of Lot 88 .

War of 1812 ake Battle ette

7178 he efferso  o t  Ba k, ams, New York. 1810s-1820s. 
hree ollars. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate e. Proof on yel-

low laid paper. Imprint of reed. Plenty seated on the shoreline, in 
the background lake erie battle scene with British ship rendered 
taking a licking. ornate end panels. Haxby ny-15 G32. rarity-7. 
Fabulous style seen on this series only. This certainly dates directly 
into this period of manufacture. From the first reed book sale and 
later in edlow’s $3 note collection. Wide margined on three sides 
indicating top of the sheet status originally. 

From the a erford Collection  2000 Strasburg Sale 20  .M. 
Smythe  Co., September - , 2000, part of Lot 3  Ellis Edlo  
Collection  Abner eed Sale ASCA, October 3 - o ember 2, 983, 
Lot 822  F.C.C. Boyd Estate

st ct e a  e a  ette
7179 he efferso  o t  Ba k, ams, New York. 1810s-1820s. e  ol-

lars. Proof. c rc late . Plate B. Proof on thick paper. Imprint of reed. 
Custom to series, at the left end, map of several western new york counties 
on the lake. ornate end panels. Haxby ny-15 G36. rarity-7. a distinctive 
and distinguished vignette with nothing seen like it on any other obsolete 
note to our knowledge. Though there is water staining seen more so from 
the back, this is a lovely proof to behold and an important type. 

From our 999 Americana Sale, January 2- 3, 999, Lot 7 8  Abner eed 
Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.
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S erbl  St le  lba   m r t Proof

7180 he lba  t  Ba k, lba , New York. O e ollar. 1840s-
1850s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of Toppan, Carpenter, & Co., Philad. & new york. detailed 
city view in ornate cartouche (albany, per Gwynne & day), Indian 
and Ceres seated. upper left, ny die. Haxby ny-35 G24. he 
Haxb  Plate Note. High rarity-7. This might be the d.C. Wismer 
Plate note as well (page 50). an extremely rare and very nicely 
styled proof from an imprint not in the aBn archives. a beauty. 
light handling only, with small hole cancellation in vignette. 

7181 he ommerc al Ba k of lba , lba , New York. e ol-
lars. 1830s-1840s. Proof. xtremel  e. Plate I. Printed on India 
paper, mounted on original card. Imprint of danforth, underwood 
& Co., n. york/underwood, Bald, spencer & Hufty, Phila. Three 
females, ship. left end, Washington. right end, deWitt Clinton. 
Haxby ny-60 G18. rarity-6. a rare bank with mostly proofs known. 
sharp from the face, but a well concealed card tear at the right end. 
signature block cut-out cancels. 

xtremel  are lba  e stere  ss e

7182 he echa cs  armers Ba k, lba , New York. wo ollars. 
Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, mounted 
on card. Imprint of Fairman, draper, underwood & Co. right 
of center, youthful agriculture and Mechanic seated. left end, 
ornate spiral ovals. right end, Washington in panel. Haxby ny-
75 G62 senC. High rarity-7, possibly e.. extremely rare 
unregistered issue with this note unknown. This came from the 
aBn archives, but after the sale. some rather scattered foxing. 
Wide margined on the sides. 

From our 200  Americana Sale, January - 7, 2002, part of Lot 
222 .

lba  e stere  ss e 3 Proof

7183 he echa cs  armers Ba k, lba , New York. hree ollars. 
Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, mounted on 
card. Imprint of Fairman, draper, underwood & Co. left of center, 
youthful agriculture and Mechanic seated. left end, ornate spiral 
ovals. right end, Washington in panel. Haxby ny-75 G64 senC. 
High rarity-7, possibly e.. another extremely rare unregis-
tered issue with this note unknown. as well. This note also came 
from the aBn archives, but after the sale. some rather scattered 
foxing and bottom corner glue stains show through a bit. Widely 
margined on the three sides from being at the bottom of the sheet. 

From our 200  Americana Sale, January - 7, 2002, part of Lot 222 .

7184 he echa cs  armers Ba k, lba , New York. e ollars. 
Proof. c rc late . Plate d. Printed on India paper, mounted on 
card. Imprint of Fairman, draper, underwood & Co. left of center, 
youthful agriculture and Mechanic seated. left end, Franklin in 
panel. right end, ornate spiral ovals. Haxby ny-75 G66. rarity-
7. The only note listed on the unregistered issue. This also came 
from the aBn archive, but the sale. Wrinkled corner, archive glue 
remnants on lower right face that is difficult to see. 

From the a erford Collection  Our 200  Americana Sale, January 
- 8, 200 , Lot 2372.

7185 he Ba k of b r , b r , New York. O e ollar. 1810s-
1820s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on white laid paper. 
Imprint of reed. History seated, inscribing text, factory in back 
ground. ornate end panels. Haxby ny-180 G12. he Haxb  Plate 
Note. rarity-7. a nicely executed type with a desirable pedigree. 
The Western reserve was an incredible research source during the 
Haxby accumulation of data. Pen squiggle in the signature blocks 
and wide end margins. 

From the a erford Collection  Western eser e istorical Society 
Sale Spink-America, o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part of Lot 97 .
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718  he Ba k of b r , b r , New York. O e ollar. 1830s-
1840s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of draper, underwood, Bald, & spencer. Farmer woman 
leans on fence, house in back. Identical end panels, female holds 
“one.” Haxby ny-180 G36. rarity-7. a well printed note from an 
aBn sale sheet, that was mixed into a lot with other states’ notes. 
Widely margined on three sides with only faint dismounting traces. 
nearly Choice. 

b r  ee  rch al ema er

7187 he Ba k of b r , b r , New York. e  ollars. 1810s-
1820s. rch al ema er. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. archi-
val remainder, printed on banknote paper. Imprint of reed. Wide, 
magnificent building. ornate end panels. Haxby ny-180 G28. 
rarity-7. reed did not have a laid paper proof as usual, but saved 
this as an archive example. a superb vignette and great quality. 

From our 999 Americana Sale, January 2- 3, 999, Lot 7  Abner 
eed Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

he O l  xam le  the 1990 Sale

7188 he Ba k of Bath, Bath, New York. O e ollar. 1850s. Proof. 
ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, mounted 

on original card. Imprint of danforth, Wright & Co., new-york & 
Philad. Center, white horse shoed in blacksmith shop flanked by 
gray “1”s. lower left, male portrait. right end center, ny die. Haxby 
ny-240 G2 unlisted without protector. High rarity-7. The bank is 
super rare with only one raised bill shown in Haxby. a beauty on 
thick archive card and the o l  exam le  the 1990 BN Sale on 
the singular sheet of this layout. an important proof. 

From the Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot 077 .

7189 he a le Ba k, Br hto , New York. O e ollar. st 1, 
1850. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of danforth, Bald & Co., new york, & Philad. eagle on 
top of straight title. lower left, ny die. lower right, eagle with 
shield in talons. Haxby ny-290 G2. High rarity-5. There were 
several sheets in the aBn sale, this note cut from a top quality 
sheet. stamped moderately on the back by the aBn with some 
show through. 

ho ce a le Ba k 5 Proof

7190 he a le Ba k, Br hto , New York. wo ollars. st 1, 
1850. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of danforth, Bald & Co., new york, & Philad. liberty with 
shield, adjacent landing eagle. lower left, ny die. lower right, 
steamer in oval. Haxby ny-290 G4. rarity-6. Much tougher to find 
as there were twice as many $1 proofs in the sale (as sheets were 
configured $1-$1-$2-$5) with most heavily stamped. This is fully 
Choice with a moderate stamping on the back by the aBn. 

7191 he a le Ba k, Br hto , New York. e ollars. st 1, 
1850. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of danforth, Bald & Co., new york, & Philad. liberty with 
shield, adjacent landing eagle. lower left, ny die. lower right, 
steamer in oval. Haxby ny-290 G6 senC. rarity-6. like the last, 
much tougher to find as there were twice as many $1 proofs in 
the sale, most heavily stamped. This note has fully Choice paper 
with heavy stamping on the back by the aBn seen in the center. 
still, a premium example of the type. 
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m ress e ck  11  e om at o

7192 he tla t c Ba k, Brookl , New York. le e  ollars. 1830s. 
Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. Im-
print of rawdon, Wright & Hatch, new-york. Top center, seated 
amphitrite and neptune in chariot drawn by sea creatures. large 
“XI” counters upper corners. small vignettes in lower corners. 
Haxby ny-305 G12. he Haxb  Plate Note. High rarity-7. a 
stunning series of proofs and very rare odd denominations. off 
the top of our head, we can think of only five or six banks that 
used them including newburgh, new york. The others are all 
new york City. This is the lowest denomination of four types 
with a similar layout. Plated in Haxby, this came from the West-
ern reserve Collection and was purchased by a private buyer. It 
found a more than appropriate home as it is truly one of the great 
proof note series on Brooklyn. The schingoethe Collection had at 
least two denominations on this title (ex Criswell denomination 
Collection) to our knowledge. This might be the only complete 
set. a very key odd denomination and exceptionally stylish. Few 
proofs of these denominations exist and being from the rawdon 
imprint group, were not in the aBn sale. Penciled code and ‘50’ 
on upper back corner. There is a very short top edge tear and a 
handling bend. 

The odd denomination configuration has no researched verification for 
use. We believe they were a “vanity” plate. However, we do know of one 
issued $12 note on the Phenix Bank that was in the schingoethe Collection. 
note that the four denominations add up to $50, making the sets an even 
number. Perhaps, issued bills were given as gifts to dignitaries or on holidays. 
all this is speculation.

From the 999 Memphis 99 Sale, Lyn Knight Currency Auctions, 
June 8, 999, part of Lot  Pri ate purchaser  Western eser e 

istorical Society Sale, Spink-America, o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part 
of Lot 00.

Nearl  ho ce tla t c Ba k 12 Proof

7193 he tla t c Ba k, Brookl , New York. wel e ollars. 1830s. 
Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. Imprint of 
rawdon, Wright & Hatch, new-york. layout similar, top center, 
as above, seated amphitrite and neptune in chariot drawn by 
sea creatures. large “12” counters upper corners. small vignettes 
in lower corners. Haxby ny-305 G13. he Haxb  Plate Note. 
High rarity-7. The second denomination in the series and nearly 
a Choice example. a superbly styled type and superior quality 
considering archive handling at the Western reserve and other 
ravages of time. Very light handling and light wrinkling. as last, 
penciled code and ‘50’ on upper back corner. 

From the 999 Memphis 99 Sale, Lyn Knight Currency Auctions, 
June 8, 999, part of Lot  Pri ate purchaser  Western eser e 

istorical Society Sale, Spink-America, o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part 
of Lot 00.

st she  tla t c Ba k ck  13 Proof

7194 he tla t c Ba k, Brookl , New York. h rtee  ollars. 1830s. 
Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. Imprint of 
rawdon, Wright & Hatch, new-york. layout similar to first two. 
Top center, as above, seated amphitrite and neptune in chariot 
drawn by sea creatures. large “13” counters upper corners. small 
vignettes in lower corners. Haxby ny-305 G14. he Haxb  Plate 
Note. High rarity-7. The third denomination in the series and 
nearly a Choice example. a “lucky $13” note, this would have 
been a Herb schingoethe favorite (he considered this a lucky 
number and often chose his bidder number at auction to have a 
13 in it). However, he had one from the Criswell Collection deal. 
also a superbly styled type and of superior quality considering 
archive handling and other ravages of time. Very light handling 
and nearly a Choice quality proof. as last two, penciled code and 
‘50’ on upper back corner. really a distinguished member in the 
obsolete proof note genre. 

From the 999 Memphis 99 Sale Lyn Knight Currency Auctions, 
June 8, 999, part of Lot  Pri ate purchaser  Western eser e 

istorical Society Sale Spink-America, o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part 
of Lot 00 .

an eXCePTIonal Well PedIGreed seT oF BrooKlyn $11, $12, $13, and $14 ProoFs
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Bea t f l tla t c Ba k 14 Proof

7195 he tla t c Ba k, Brookl , New York. o rtee  ollars. 1830s. 
Proof. ho ce bo t c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India 
paper. Imprint of rawdon, Wright & Hatch, new-york. layout 
different. Top center, as above, seated amphitrite and neptune 
in chariot drawn by sea creatures. left end, large cartouche “14” 
counter with smaller “14” counter at upper right. small clipper 
ship lower right. Haxby ny-305 G15. he Haxb  Plate Note. High 
rarity-7. The fourth and final denomination in this magnificent 
series. Herb schingoethe had one from the Criswell Collection deal 
as well. The handling is a little heavier in one corner, but does it 
matter  not much we think. as last three, penciled code and ‘50’ on 
upper back corner. another distinguished member in the obsolete 
proof note genre. There might be some “heavy lifting” necessary 
to obtain this complete set, offered individually at auction for the 
first time. However, obtaining it will yield great satisfaction as this 
was a showpiece and appropriately loved by our consignor. 

From the 999 Memphis 99 Sale, Lyn Knight Currency Auctions, June 
8, 999, part of Lot  Pri ate purchaser  Western eser e istorical 

Society Sale, Spink-America, o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part of Lot 00.

719  he e tral Ba k of Brookl , Brookl , New York. l ste  Pa r 
of 1850s Ser es Proofs from the 1990 BN Sale. Both printed on 
India paper. Imprint of Baldwin, adams & Co., new-york/ Bald, 
Cousland & Co. Phila. no protectors:  one dollar. Plate a. Farmer 
and wheat. Male portrait right. Haxby ny-315 G2aa unlisted with-
out protector. some flaws, small piece reconstructed at upper left. 
overall, Very Fine. nice eye appeal  Ten dollars. Plate a. Clipper 
ship. lower right male portrait. G10 unlisted without protector. 
some minor flaws and handling. about uncirculated. Both aBn 
stamped. Better than average quality for proofs from this bank that 
were often “brittle” in the aBn holding. (Total: 2 pieces). 

From our 999 Americana Sale, January 2- 3, 999, Lot 8 .

7197 he e tral Ba k of Brookl , Brookl , New York. hree ol-
lars. 1850s. Proof. bo t c rc late . no plate letter. Printed on 
India paper. Imprint of Baldwin, adams & Co., new-york/ Bald, 
Cousland & Co. Phila. no protector. Commerce seated, left of 
center. seal lower right. Haxby ny-315 G6 unlisted imprint and 
no protector. Few notes known on the bank prior to 1990. This 
has some handling and hard to see flaws. overall, superior for 
the type. aBn stamp shows from the back. 

From our 999 Americana Sale, January 2- 3, 999, Lot 8 .

7198 he e tral Ba k of Brookl , Brookl , New York. e ol-
lars. 1850s. Proof. ho ce bo t c rc late . Plate B. Printed on 
India paper. Imprint of Baldwin, adams & Co., new-york/ Bald, 
Cousland & Co. Phila. no protector. Brooklyn City Hall, 1852. lower 
right, male portrait. Haxby ny-315 G8 unlisted without protector. a 
wonderful design type from the aBn sale with a once ample supply 
that is now dispersed. Minimal handling and faint back stamp. 

From our 999 Americana Sale, January 2- 3, 999, Lot 8 .

7199 he e tral Ba k of Brookl , Brookl , New York. e ol-
lars. 1850s. Proof. c rc late . Plate C. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of Baldwin, adams & Co., new-york/ Bald, Cousland & 
Co. Phila. red protector FIVe. Brooklyn City Hall, 1852. lower 
right, male portrait. Haxby ny-315 G8a senC. a high quality and 
sharp impression. red protector as used on the issued notes. 

er  are e tral Ba k 100 Proof w th Protector

7200 he e tral Ba k of Brookl , Brookl , New York. O e H -
re  ollars. 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed 

on India paper, mounted on card. Imprint of Baldwin, adams & 
Co., new-york. red protector 100. Titles left, over protector. lower 
right, carpenters at work. right center, male portrait. Haxby ny-
315 G14a senC. a much tougher “sleeper” type on this issuer and 
a superior card proof. If one looks at the 1990 aBn sale catalogue, 
there are only four examples of this proof in the sale. undervalued 
except to the studious. Very subtle paper tone as made. stamped 
on the verso by the aBnCo. 

The Central Bank of Brooklyn lots had santa Claus notes in them  few 
were counting such subtleties as red “100” protector types then.

7201 he O tar o Ba k, a a a a, New York. O e ollar. 1820s. 
Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. Imprint of 
Fairman, draper, underwood & Co. Top center, diminutive vignette 
of Plenty. left end, ornate spiral ovals. right end panel, Washington. 
Haxby ny-541 G70 senC. rarity-7. a rare unregistered issue note 
from a sheet from the aBn archives, not sold in the public auction. 
Three wide margins with petty wrinkling. Most handsome. 

From the a erford Collection  Our 200  Americana Sale, January 
- 8, 200 , Lot 2373.

7202 he atsk ll Ba k, atsk ll, New York. e ollars. 1830s. Proof. 
bo t c rc late . Plate C. Printed on India paper. Imprint of 

Casilear, durand, Burton, & edmonds, n. york. Top center, Hebe 
and eagle, in background ships in a lightning storm. shaded end 
panels with “FIVe.” Haxby ny-590 G68. rarity-6. an eclectic style 
from this short lived imprint combination. There is some handling 
visible from the back and light foxing. 
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7203 he e tral Ba k of herr  alle , herr  alle , New York. 
O e ollar. 1840s. Proof. c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India 
paper, mounted on original card. Imprint of danforth, underwood 
& Co., n. york/underwood, Bald, spencer & Hufty, Phila. Top 
center, man on horse herding sheep and cattle. left end, cameo 
profile. right end, girl with rake. Haxby ny-625 G32. High rar-
ity-6. an excellent layout on a bank from which mostly proofs are 
known. There is a very short handling tear at the top left and a 
card “wave” right of center. looks Gem from the face. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., September 27-28, 
200 , Lot 3928 .

l ste  oshe  Proof b  

7204 he Ba k of Ora e o t , oshe , New York. hree ol-
lars. 1810s-1820s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . no plate letter. no 
imprint, plate by leney & rollinson. Top center, man with scythe, 
“sTaTe oF neW yorK” above. ornate end panels, “THree” at 
left and “3” at right. not quite finished, missing some small details 
including the signature lines and imprint. Haxby ny-960 unlisted 
type. High rarity-7, more tha  l kel  e. The vignette is 
unique to this note. a very rare bank and a stunning leney proof 
from the 1999 “a Team” proof group from the magnificent Boyd 
pedigree archive books. The vignette style is top notch, it is on a 
$3 bill, and we were shocked when this note was passed over for 
the current consignor to obtain this treasure several years back. 
only three owners across many decades. an illustrious pedigree 
chain continues for the next owner of the uniquely styled rarity. 

From our 999 Americana Sale, January 2- 3, 999, Lot 7  Abner 
eed Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

ho ce Ba k of H so  Proof

7205 he Ba k of H so , H so , New York. 1810s-1820s. wo 
ollars. Proof. c rc late . no plate letter. Printed on white 

laid paper. allegorical Protection of Commerce seated holding 
sword. ornate end panels. Imprint of reed. Haxby ny-1050 G44. 

he Haxb  Plate Note. rarity-7. a premium example, like the 
vast majority, from the second reed sale held by us in 1999. Hard 

to believe it has been ten years since the sale and these superb 
proofs are getting the recognition that urged the sale buyers to 
attack them with fervor a decade ago. 

From the a erford Collection  Our 999 Americana Sale, January 
2- 3, 999, Lot 77  Abner eed Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

bra t thaca Proof ar t

720  he Ba k of a a ake, thaca, New York. wo ollars. 
Se tember 10, 1847. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed 
on India paper, mounted on original card. Imprint of danforth & 
Hufty, new york, & Philad. left end, men unload haywagon. Top 
center, ny Comptoller’s die over Gothic title, flanked by cameo 
heads. lower right, Justice intertwined in large “2.” Haxby ny-
1070 G4. High rarity-7. a vibrant rarity, bold black printing on 
perfect India paper. There might only be two known proofs, this 
1990 aBn sale example and the Vattemare piece shown in Haxby. 
Quality-wise, nearly superb for this rare title. 

From Schingoethe Part 3 .M. Smythe  Co., June 7, 200 , part 
of Lot 8  Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot .

7207 he Ba k of a s b r h, a s b r h, New York. wo 
ollars. 1840s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India 

paper, mounted on original card. Imprint of draper, Toppan & Co., 
new york. Top center, men harvesting. left end, William Henry 
Harrison. right end, Plenty and cherub within ornate “2.” Haxby 
ny-1180 G36. rarity-7. nicely styled on a smaller size plate than 
normally used. light toning overall that casts a handsome hue to 
the India paper. 

xtremel  are a s b r h 10 Proof

7208 he Ba k of a s b r h, a s b r h, New York. e  ol-
lars. 1840s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India 
paper, mounted on original card. Imprint of danforth, spencer & 
Hufty, new york/spencer, Hufty & danforth, Phila. upper right, 
eagle with shield, rural scene in left background and nautical 
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scene in right. lower corners, George and Martha Washington 
respectively with cameo heads above. Haxby ny-1180 G68 senC. 
High rarity-7, likely o e of two k ow  exam les. Two proofs on 
the small sheet in the aBn acquired by Herb and Martha. This 
traded hands over three years ago for a relative bargain. The two 
note sheet fetched $550.00 in 1990.

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., September 27-
28, 200 , Lot 39  Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 2 .

S erb BN o. rch e Proof

7209 he Ba k of ma, ma, New York. e ollars. 1850s. Proof. 
c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. Imprint of rawdon, 

Wright, Hatch, & edson, new-york. red protector FIVe. Top 
center, boldly detailed view of the locomotive America switching 
tracks. lower left, Jackson. right end, ny Bank die. Haxby ny-
1215 G6a. he Haxb  Plate Note. a richly engraved proof from 
an extremely important and today rarely offered imprint, the 
British american Bank note Company, the archive sale of which 
was held by spink-america. In their typical tradition, Herb and 
Martha flew in for the sale and bought the majority of the great 
notes on their agenda. This beauty was one of four notes on the 
title in that sale, all offered in one lot. Minor wrinkling is noted 
from its pressing after professional removal. This was a wonderful 
import from Canada and american collectors were certainly glad 
to see this stellar group of proofs sold here. Few proofs from this 

archive are ever offered at public auction and we have catalogued 
a scant few since the dispersal back in 1997. since the schingoethe 
sales began in october 2004, not one proof note reoffered from 
this archive has sold for less than four figures. upward mobility 
seems to be their only potential in the field of historical american 
currency notes. 

From the mportant Coins and Banknotes Sale Spink America, 
ecember 2, 997, part of Lot 7  Archi es of the British American 

Bank ote Company, Otta a, Canada.

xtremel  are ock ort Ba k Ser es

7210 he ock ort Ba k, ock ort, New York. e ollars. 1820s. 
Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on original card. Imprint of Fairman, draper, under-
wood & Co. Top center, Mercury with bale and anchor. upper 
left, water god. upper right, Justice standing. Haxby ny-1245 G8 
senC. rarity-7. likely o e of three k ow  exam les. This bank 
was short-lived or did not open. all senC with “nda.” The aBn 
sale included the discovery notes on the title and they are splendid 
Fdu notes. This type was plated in the catalogue on page 170 (Plate 
C). a very clean near Gem proof boasting exceptional clarity of 
printing. 

From Schingoethe Part 8 .M. Smythe  Co., October 3, 200 , 
Lot 28 8  Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot 9 .

ma  Ormsb  Proof reat o
he mat c orr sa a Ba k t

7211 he orr sa a Ba k, orr sa a, Westchester o., New York. 
O e ollar . a.1853. Proof. bo t c rc late . no plate letter. 
Printed on India paper, mounted on original card. no imprint line, 
plate and printing by Waterman lily ormsby. Type I, without light 
gray “one.” a furioso plate in the classic ormsby style across the 
note. ethereal floating trio with america in the center of Mercury 
and Plenty. Title curves above, two “one” curving protectors 
in bottom center. lower left, ny Bank die. Far right, very small 
patent application text. Haxby ny-1395 G2a. Quite possibly this is 

the Haxby Plate note since the PoC match up just about perfectly. 
rarity-7. For all intents and purposes, these act as rarity-7 proofs 
as they rarely trade hands. The issue itself is shrouded in enigma 
and now is the focus of intense research by our colleague dave 
Bowers. The note is non-denominated - if you notice there is no 
mention of the word “dollar” anywhere. However, it has the ap-
propriate lines for bank officers and the register for the state. The 
workmanship has all the features of an intense advertising piece. 
However, a few years back after the schingoethe Part I lot 1923 
was sold, the case was made that this was not only an organized 
bank, but a Bronx bank at that. It is included in this prestigious 
White oak Collection as representing that borough and meant 
much to that astute collector. a pencil notation on the verso, “19 
TM 67/o.” indicates this may also have been part of the Thomas 
Morris estate, a gentlemen engraver who not only lived in the 
Bronx, but also shared part of his name with this note’s title. Could 
this be a stretch  Heavier research into this note may or may not 
find out the complete facts to its creation. unquestionable though 
is this note’s magnificence and rarity. We ha e catalo e  o l  
two exam les  rece t ears including this one and know of at 
least one that is held privately. an important opportunity to obtain 
one a key type. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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St l sh a  are o t e tal Ba k Proof

7212 he o t e tal Ba k, New York, New York. e  ollars. 
1850s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India pa-
per, mounted on new card. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch, 
& edson, new-york. no protector. upper right, compressed and 
detailed view of he Presentation of the eclaration of ndependence. 
left end, standing Washington with sword and foot on cannon 
leg (actually looks like a snowboard at first glance). lower right, 
america seated with globe, north america prominent and the 
declaration. Haxby ny-1550 G10. rarity-7. The layout that accom-
panies this title is top notch. Bold black printing details disguise a 
small India paper flaw at the lower left corner and some scattered 
foxing. a minor impairment versus the rarity.

l ste  Barker s xcha e Ba k e

7213 t  acob Barker  xcha e Ba k, No. 29 Wall Street, New 
York, New York. 1810s-1820s. hree ollars. Proof. c rc late . 
Plate a. Printed on India paper. Imprint of leney & rollinson. 
seated Commerce, ship at wharf. ornate end panels, “THree” 
at left. Haxby ny-1590 unlisted type. rarity-7. an unlisted type, 
devoid of the lengthy text obligation for listed $3 notes. style is 
the same as the $2 listed note. a gorgeous leney style proof with 
riveting end panels and deep printing. From an old archive. Virtu-
ally Choice with one tiny back corner hinge remnant. 

From the a erford Collection.

S erb xcha e Ba k e  ollars

7214 t  acob Barker  xcha e Ba k, No. 29 Wall Street, 
New York, New York. 1810s-1820s. e  ollars. Proof. ho ce 

c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. Imprint of leney & 
rollinson. seated Peace with olive sprig. ornate end panels, “Ten” 
at each end. Haxby ny-1590 G34. rarity-7. Text with “at the several 
Banks in that place.” nearly complete, missing “Pres.” from lower 
right signature block. super condition and a bold proof. 

From the a erford Collection  Our 999 Americana Sale, January 
2- 3, 999, Lot 72  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

7215 he ra kl  Ba k of the t  of New York, New York, New 
York. Wr tte  e om at o  Post Note. Proof. ho ce c r-
c late . no plate letter. Printed on thick laid paper. Imprint of 
reed. liberty seated on shoreline, ship at sea with motto above, 
“aMerICa, CoMMerCe & FreedoM.” Haxby ny-1610 G72. 
rarity-7. he Haxb  Plate Note. Choice quality and held by Mr. 
Ford for decades. a distinctive vignette. 

From our 999 Americana Sale, January 2- 3, 999, Lot 727  Abner 
eed Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

ar t  Plate   o er ra s  
e o c e e en on

721  he lto  Ba k, New York, New York. e ollars. 1820s. 
Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on card. Imprint of durand & Wright, n.y. laoco n 
and sons fight off sea serpents, left of center. steamboat in left end 
panel and robert Fulton in right end panel. napoleon Bonaparte 
at bottom center. Haxby ny-1620 G20. rarity-7. o er ra  
Plate Note from nteresting otes about Allegorical epresentations. 
This might also be the Haxby Plate note and a sharp, uncancelled 
example. a great layout and choice example. 

From the a erford Collection  Bruce . agen Collection  oger 
. urand Collection.

Laoco n as punished by Apollo for breaking his o  of celibacy. e 
certainly needed the help ersus these Snakes on a Plinth.  
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m eccabl  es e  lto  Ba k  Proof

7217 he lto  Ba k, New York, New York. e ollars. 1840s. 
Proof. c rc late , very small repair. Plate B. Printed on ex-
tremely delicate India paper. Imprint of Toppan, Carpenter, & Co. 
Top right center, bust of robert Fulton in oval, ship left and seated 
mechanic right. left end panel, steamer head on with Comptrol-
ler’s obligation above and below. right end, seated female with 
trident. Haxby ny-1620 G48. High rarity-7. a magnificent layout 
on this Free Bank series Proof. We know of the Haxby Plate note 
and this example. The paper is incredibly delicate and took the 
strike and ink flow brilliantly. The upper left corner has a very 
deft India paper restoration that is seen only with scrutiny. Great 
rarity and beauty in one. 

st ct e  lto  Ba k Proof

7218 he lto  Ba k, New York, New York. e  ollars. 1830s. Proof. 
ho ce c rc late . Plate d. Printed on India paper. Imprint of 

draper, Toppan, longacre & Co., Philad. & n.y. Top center, two 
cherubs on vines support Fulton portrait. upper corner, facing 
steamboat. Bottom corners, “10” counter. Haxby ny-1620 G26 
unlisted type. rarity-7. The style is magnificent in the centers. a 
top line design from dTl. This likely came from the back of an 
aBn sale sheet of another state. 

H h e om at o  lto  Ba k-Haxb  Plate Note

7219 he lto  Ba k, New York, New York. O e H re  ol-
lars. 1840s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on original card. Imprint of Toppan, Carpenter, & Co. 
lower right, bust of robert Fulton in oval, ship left and seated 
mechanic right used on this series. left end panel, steamer head 
on with Comptroller’s obligation above and below. upper right 
“100” counter. Haxby ny-1620 G54. he Haxb  Plate Note. High 
rarity-7. an extreme rarity that is perhaps the only example. The 
style of this TC series is impeccable and for a Vattemare pedigree 
piece, the India paper quality is nearly perfect.

From Schingoethe Part 3 .M. Smythe  Co., June 7, 200 , Lot 
3  Ale ander attemare Presentation Album’s Sale Part One ob-

son Lo e Christie’s, April , 982, part of Lot 720 .

l ste  Post Note

7220 he ree w ch Ba k, New York, New York. Wr tte  e om a-
t o  Post Note. 1820s. Proof. c rc late . no plate letter. Printed 
on India paper, mounted on original card. Imprint of durand, 
Perkins & Co., new york. Top center, aurora in chariot. end 
panels, “PosT noTe” on shaded grid. Haxby ny-1635 unlisted 
type. High rarity-7, perhaps the o l  k ow  exam le. Quaint 
late 1820s style from another rare title. Card foxing and some blue 
“ink” ghosting on the face. 

m os  a hatta  om a  Proof

7221 he a hatta  om a , New York, New York. e  ollars. 
ate 1840s. Proof. xtremel  e. Plate B. Printed on India pa-

per, mounted on new card. Imprint of durand, Baldwin & Co., 
new york. left center, under curved title, Indian princess unveils 
new york harbor to Indian and Water God. left end, Indian chief 
portrait. upper right, ny Comptroller’s die. right end, counters. 
Haxby ny-1695 G148 senC. a High rarity-7 note that could very 
well be e. The only example we have seen on this historic 
title. The bank is nearly as old as our nation and to this day stands 
under the Chase banner. The style of this proof is most imposing 
and from an extremely rare imprint combination. This is a very 
important proof note and an extreme rarity. Heavy handling and 
some minor India paper flaws seen with scrutiny should not be 
factored an iota when competing for this potentially legendary 
new york City proof. 
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7222 he ar e Ba k of the t  of New York, New York, New York. 
e ollars. 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate C. Printed 

on India paper, mounted on original card. Imprint of Baldwin, 
adams & Co., new-york. no protector. left end, standing sailor, 
flag with seated mechanic. upper right, Webster over the title. 
right end, counters. Haxby ny-1710 G8 unlisted without protec-
tor. rarity-4. There were several sheets in the aBn sale, but many 
had condition flaws. This is a near Gem on card and is a premium 
piece. stamped on the card verso by the aBn. 

S ca t 1.50 e e  Proof

7223 he echa cs  Ba k  the t  of New York, New York, New 
York. O e ollar  ft  e ts or 150 e ts. 1810s-1820s. Proof. 

ho ce bo t c rc late . Plate d. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of leney & rollinson. Top center, title block with “150 
CenTs” ornate end panels with denomination in two forms. 
Haxby ny-1720 G26. rarity-7. This is a Plate d and might be the 
Haxby Plate note. Interesting dual language denomination and 
significant. Widely margined on three sides. light handling only 
and two petty back hinge remnants. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., July -7, 2007, 
Lot 02 .

S erb al t  Yellow Pa er ee  Proof

7224 he echa cs  Ba k  the t  of New York. e ollars. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate C. Printed on yel-
low laid paper. Imprint of reed. seated navigation, ship in dry 
dock. Haxby ny-1720 G62. rarity-7. a bold proof of exceptional 
quality. saved by Mr. Ford for nearly two decades until the second 
reed sale. a premium example and likely the finest known. 

From the a erford Collection  Our 999 Americana Sale, January 
2- 3, 999, Lot 730  Abner eed Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

7225 he echa cs  Ba k, New York, New York. e ollars. 1840s-
1850s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a3. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on original card. Imprint of Fairman, draper, underwood 
& Co. upper left, archimedes using lever on the world, engraved 
for this series. left end, Comptroller’s die. Bottom center, arm and 
hammer. Haxby ny-1720 G174. Classic design and symbolism for 
this series and issuer. larger than normal India paper cutouts, but 
hard to see at first. 

em echa cs  Ba k 10 Proof

722  he echa cs  Ba k, New York, New York. e  ollars. 1840s-
1850s. Proof. em c rc late . Plate d3. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of draper underwood Bald & spencer. left end, perpen-
dicular is archimedes using lever on the world. right end, cameo 
over new york Comptroller’s seal. Haxby ny-1720 G186 senC. 
rarity-7. a stunning impression from a partial sheet (one of only 
two $10 proofs of this type bought at the 1990 sale by Herb and 
Martha, Proof specialists will recognize that few proofs approach 
Gem quality. a glorious design and superb quality. 

From the a erford Collection  Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe 
 Co., September 27-28, 200 , Lot 398  Archi es of the American 

Banknote Company Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 
2 .

7227 he echa cs  Ba k  the t  of New York, New York, New 
York. we t  ollars. 1810s-1820s. Proof. c rc late . Plate 
a. Printed on yellow laid paper. Imprint of reed. ship on foamy 
seas struggles in sight of lighthouse. ornate end panels. Haxby 
ny-1720 G96. rarity-6. Vibrant paper and well margined. Two 
nearly invisible re-opened archival tears on the top edge. 

From our 999 Americana Sale, January 2- 3, 999, Lot 73  Abner 
eed Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.
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ho ce echa cs Ba k Post Note

7228 he echa cs  Ba k  the t  of New York, New York, New 
York. we t  ollars Post Note. 1810s-1820s. Proof. c rc late . 
Plate d. Printed on yellow laid paper. Haxby Imprint of reed. arm 
and hammer emerge from the ether. ornate end panels, “PosT 
noTe” at left end. Haxby ny-1720 G128. rarity-6. distinctive, 
symbolic design. Trivial margin side glue staining seen from the 
verso as mentioned in 1999, but close to choice. 

From the a erford Collection  Our 999 Americana Sale, January 
2- 3, 999, Lot 733  Abner eed Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

7229 he echa cs Ba k  ssoc at o , New York, New York. O e 
ollar. 1840s-1850s. Proof. xtremel  e. Plate a. Printed on 

India paper, mounted on new card. Imprint of Toppan, Carpenter, 
& Co., Philad. & new york. Top center, blacksmith and seated 
shipwright. left end, gray “1” with ny Comptroller’s die. right 
end, gray “1” with Washington. Haxby ny-1725 G4 senC. rarity-
7. excellent style, but some foxing and handling. stabilized well 
on the new card. 

7230 he ercha ts  Ba k  the t  of New York, New York, New 
York. ft  ollars Post Note. 1810s. rch al ema er. bo t 

c rc late . Plate C. Printed on watermarked bond paper, 
“MerCHanTs BanK.” Haxby ny-1720 G94. rarity-5. Possibly 
the Haxby Plate note, based on pedigree. Wide margined on four 
sides and printed on a single note plate. Perhaps a spurious issue 
(single note plates often a “tell”). annotated on the wide margin 
back edge in pencil, a notation to that effect. Interesting and scarce 
issue that is has been seen in this form only. 

From the a erford Collection  Western eser e istorical Society 
Sale Spink-America, o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part of Lot .

l ste  etro ol ta  Ba k 100 Proof

7231 he etro ol ta  Ba k, New York, New York. O e H re  
ollars. 1850s. Proof. xtremel  e. Plate a. Printed on India 

paper, mounted on original card. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, 
Hatch, & edson, new-york. no protector. Top center, Commerce 
seated leaning on new york City shield. left end, female liberty 
and Plenty. right end “one Hundred.” Haxby ny-1775 similar 
to G14a, no protector “C”s and unlisted. High rarity-7, oss bl  

e. The layout is stunning to say the least for this recently 
discovered proof. Guevrekian had this proof with three red “C’s” 
(G14a). The first we have handled and certainly of high importance 
in this vast offering of proof rarities. Three light handling folds seen 
on the India paper and some foxing. From the face very handsome 
indeed. 

7232 he Nassa  Ba k, New York, New York. O e ollar. 1850s. Proof. 
ho ce c rc late . Plate d. Printed on India paper, mounted 

on card. Imprint of Baldwin, adams & Co., new-york. Top center, 
three Germans: Faust, Guttenberg and schoeffer, printing presses 
in background. lower left, Franklin. right end, ny Bank die. 
Haxby ny-1780 G2 senC. High rarity-4. The vignette scheme 
is certainly a homage to the history of printers. one of the more 
available black and white proofs from the aBn sale. However, on 
card stock and of high quality. stamped on the back of the card by 
the aBn. 

stom r stal Palace ette

7233 he Nassa  Ba k, New York, New York. e ollars. 1850s. 
Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate d. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on card. Imprint of Baldwin, adams & Co., new-york. 
upper right, detailed new york Crystal Palace Vignette, custom 
for the bank. lower left, mechanic. Haxby ny-1780 G8 senC. 
rarity-5. a classic type from the aBn sale and always in demand. 
There were several sheets (not all on card) in the aBn sale, likely 
all cut up today with the individual proofs spread out widely. 
Bright and clean from the face with some forgivable back card 
foxing that mixes into the equation not at all. aBn stamped on 
back of card. 
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Well St le  Pat o  ette  Proof

7234 he New York xcha e Ba k, New York, New York. O e ol-
lar Post Note. a ar  1840. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate 
a. Printed on India paper, mounted on card. Imprint of danforth, 
underwood & Co., new-york/underwood, Bald, spencer & 
Hufty, Philada. “Pat lyon at the forge.” left end, mother cradles 
child. right end, togate George Washington writing. Haxby ny-
1815 G2. as a Proof, rarity-7. a very rare proof impression Post 
note and one of two on the single sheet in the aBn sale. superb 
quality with three ample margins. 

From the Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot 2 .

S erbl  ette  Haxb  Plate Note

7235 he Ba k of the New York a fact r  om a , New 
York, New York. O e H re  ollars. 1810s-1820s. Proof. 

c rc late , sl ht m a rme t. Plate a. Imprint of leney & 
rollinson sc. Top center, custom to the bank, woman with special 
wire making machine. ornate panel ends. Haxby ny-1825 G46. 

he Haxb  Plate Note. High rarity-7. This series has magnifi-
cent vignettes including a War of 1812 naval Battle. These early 
industrial vignettes are also quite special. There is a small piece 
of burned edge, concealed in the lathe panel. a perfect match to 
the Plate note in Haxby. 

From Schingoethe Part  Spink-Smythe, July , 2008, Lot 03 .

xtremel  are tle a  e

723  he New York State Stock Sec r t  Ba k, New York, New York. 
O e H re  ollars. 1840s. ace Proof. ho ce c rc late . 
Plate a. Printed on India paper. Imprint of danforth, underwood 
& Co., n. york/underwood, Bald, spencer & Hufty, Phila. Top 
center, Justice and liberty support new york shield. left end, 
Justice with space for registration signature. right end, “one 
Hundred.” Haxby ny-1830 G14 senC. High rarity-7. an ex-
tremely rare title and type. The issued notes likely had red backs 
as cited in Haxby. The series is likely known only as proofs and 
this is a superb example. Broadly margined and nearly perfect. 

Most likely, from the Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 2 2 .

Bol l  xec te  WH  es

7237 he Ba k of North mer ca, New York, New York. e  ollars. 
1850s. Proof. xtremel  e. Plate a. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on new card. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch, & 
edson, new-york. red protector Ten. Bold eagle, shield in talons 
with view of the Capitol. left end, Bank die over “10” and ship 
vignette. right end, athena standing. Haxby ny-1835 G10a senC. 
rarity-7. We know of at least one other example from this rare title. 
The Ford VIII sale proof brought $805.00 in January 2005, a price 
realization that is now ancient history. This recently discovered 
example has some light foxing and handling on the India paper. 
The overall effect is quite riveting. 

7238 he Phe x Ba k of New York, New York, New York. O e ollar. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. ho ce xtremel  e. Plate a. Printed on 
white laid paper. Imprint of reed. Top center, Phoenix emerges 
from the flames. ornate end panels. Haxby ny-1880 G10. rarity-6. 
We have catalogued several over they years and reed may have 
used these as sample notes. Top sheet position and untrimmed. 
Handling folds pressed out, likely at Barrows for Mr. Ford, and 
a few hard to see right end holes. Bright and vibrant from the 
face. 
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7239 he Phe x Ba k of New York, New York, New York. wo ol-
lars. 1810s-1820s. Proof. ho ce xtremel  e. Plate a. Printed 
on white laid paper. Imprint of reed. Bottom center, Phoenix 
emerges from the flames. ornate end panels. Haxby ny-1880 
G18. he Haxb  Plate Note. rarity-6. Bright and well designed. 
rather wrinkled, but not apparent until the verso is observed. Pen 
squiggles in the signature blocks. 

From the a erford Collection  Western eser e istorical Society 
Sale Spink-America, o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part of Lot 7 .

er  ho ce ee  Phe x Ba k Proof

7240 he Phe x Ba k of New York, New York, New York. hree 
ollars. 1810s-1820s. Proof. ho ce bo t c rc late . Plate 

B. Printed on thin white laid card. Imprint of reed. Top center, 
Phoenix emerges from the flames. ornate end panels. Haxby ny-
1880 G30. rarity-6. a superb impression from this series, one of 
the finest encountered. Faint lower left handling bend, otherwise 
virtually a Gem. 

From the a erford Collection  Western eser e istorical Society 
Sale Spink-America, o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part of Lot 7 .

7241 he Phe x Ba k, New York, New York. hree ollars. 1820s. 
Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate C. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on new card. Imprint of durand, Perkins & Co., new 
york. Top center, over ornate titles, Phoenix rises from the flames. 
left end, bank seal with counters. right end, “THree dollars.” 
Haxby ny-1880 G34. High rarity-5. Great style on this title. We 
have handled a few including the sheet from the Ford Collection. 
This has super bright paper. 

7242 he Phe x Ba k of New York, New York, New York. e  ol-
lars. 1820s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate a. Printed directly 
on card. Imprint of P. Maverick sc. neptune catches a wave in the 
big shell chariot, two Hippocampuses do the pulling. Matching 
end panels with “TWenTy.” Haxby ny-1880 G46. rarity-7. Very 
subtle tone seen from the face, more mottled when observed from 
the verso. Part of the beautiful set from the Western reserve Col-
lection. 

From the a erford Collection  Western eser e istorical Society 
Sale Spink-America, o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part of Lot 8 .

7243 he Phe x Ba k of New York, New York, New York. we t  
ollars. 1820s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate B. Printed 

directly on card. Imprint of P. Maverick sc. seated Commerce on 
shoreline. Matching end panels with “TWenTy.” Haxby ny-1880 
G54. rarity-7. subtle tone seen from the face, more mottled when 
observed from the verso. Part of the beautiful set from the Western 
reserve. Very soft upper left corner tip bending. 

From the a erford Collection  Western eser e istorical Society 
Sale Spink-America, o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part of Lot 8 .

S erbl  St le  a er ck  
O e H re  ollars Proof

7244 he Phe x Ba k of New York, New York, New York. O e H -
re  ollars. 1820s. Proof. c rc late . no plate letter. Printed 

on India paper, mounted on card. Imprint of P. Maverick s. Mercury 
flying over sea. Matching end panels with “Hundred.” Haxby 
ny-1880 G70. rarity-7. Great style by Maverick with slightly dif-
fering imprint line. From the same set from the Western reserve 
sale in 1996, but a bit more mottled on the face. Charming and 
rare. a lovely Maverick proof. 

From the a erford Collection  Western eser e istorical Society 
Sale Spink-America, o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part of Lot 8 .
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7245 he Phe x Ba k of New York, New York, New York. ft  
ollars Post Note. 1820s. Proof. bo t c rc late . no plate 

letter. Printed directly on thin card. Imprint of P. Maverick sc. Top 
center, dove with sprig and banner “50.” left end panel, “PosT 
noTe” and right end panel with “FIFTy.” Haxby ny-1880 G70. 
rarity-7. The Maverick Post notes are seen much less often than 
the demand notes. subtle tone to the paper. a rarity and another 
quaint Maverick. 

From the Western eser e istorical Society Sale Spink-America, 
o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part of Lot 70 .

l ste  Phe x Ba k  m r t Proof

724  he Phe x Ba k of N. York, New York, New York. Wr tte  
e om at o  Post Note. 1820s. Proof. bo t c rc late . no 

plate letter. Printed on directly on thin card. Imprint of Murray, 
draper, Fairman & Co. Top center, female riding deer. left end 
panel, “PosT noTe.” Haxby ny-1880 unlisted type. High rarity-
7. We had not seen this until the July 2008 schingoethe sale. The 
vignette is classically styled and was adapted over the decades to 
the Confederate era to create spurious types. Minor foxing spot 
and two top edge mounting thins. 

From Schingoethe Part  Spink-Smythe, July , 2008, Lot 08 .

Bol l  ette   Proof

7247 he Shoe a  eather Ba k, New York, New York. e ollars. 
1850s. Proof. ho ce xtremel  e. Plate C. Printed on India 
paper, mounted on new card. Imprint of Toppan, Carpenter, 
Casilear & Co., new-york & Philad. Center, under title, cowboy 
aggressively roping two steers on the plains. lower left, Franklin. 
lower right, ny Bank die. Haxby ny-1915 G16 senC. rarity-7. 
rare bank and hard to argue with vignette work. Bright paper and 
bold black printing. some handling seen on the India, but only 
with study. 

From Schingoethe Part 0 .M. Smythe  Co., April 2, 2007, 
Lot 320 .

7248 he e th War  Ba k, New York, New York. e ollars. 1830s. 
Proof. c rc late , petty flaw. Plate B. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of danforth, underwood & Co., n. york/underwood, 
Bald, spencer & Hufty, Phila. Top center, mother and infant. left 
end, seated Washington in toga. right end, female History. Haxby 
ny-1935 G16. as a Proof, rarity-6. These are seen issued, but proofs 
are rare. This is likely from the aBn sale sheet. There is a small 
nick out of the top edge of the India paper.

xtremel  are o t e offee Ho se Proof

7249 harles abock  o t e offee Ho se or er Wall  Water 
Streets, No. 88, New York, New York. we t  e e ts. arl  
1850s. Proof. xtremel  e, impaired. no plate letter. Printed on 
India paper only. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch, & edson, new 
york. small format scrip note. lower left, girl swims head above 
water. lower right, redemption clause medallion “redeeMaBle 
In Gold or CurrenT BanK noTes.” Titles in the center. Haxby-
not listed. Harris H1032. as a Proof, High rarity-7. rarity-6 in all 
forms, not rarity-4 as listed. a very important issuer, precursor to 
the new york stock exchange, and proof. The only other note from 
this series we catalogued was the issued “Bit note” example in the 
stack Coin note sale. We have never seen proofs before and do not 
know the pedigree. Great style, but a chip off the top, patched back 
with archival tape in the verso. This issuer is among the giants of 
all new york City scrip and all obsolete scrip notes. 

The fully issued notes on this series were dated and signed by Charles 
ridabock. The plate used to print these exists and was stack sale: lot 4321. That 
plate had one position for 25 Cents notes and 50 Cents note. see the new york 
City scrip note section of this sale for the history of this vital concern.

From the White Oak Collection.

7250 harles abock  o t e offee Ho se or er Wall  Water 
Streets, No. 88, New York, New York. ft  e ts. arl  1850s. 
Proof. e, heavily impaired. no plate letter. Printed on India 
paper only. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch, & edson, new 
york. small format scrip note. lower left, Justice standing, above 
what looks like a counter (chipped out). Top center, redemption 
clause medallion “redeeMaBle In Gold or CurrenT BanK 
noTes.” Titles under in the center. right end, small clipper. 
Haxby-not listed. Harris H1033. as a Proof, High rarity-7. rar-
ity-7 in all forms, not rarity-4 as listed. a second proof from this 
important title. again, the only Proof of this type we have seen. 
sadly, rather impaired and a brittle note. Paper loss at the upper 
left and shaved upper right corner. still, an example of a great, 
historic rarity. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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7251 New York t  rms e Proof ettes. Pa r of cho ce er-
s o s o  or al car s  each on India paper, directly to wide 
margin card:  City Arms with imprint of The american Bank 
note Company. sailor and Indian seated with the crest. Clean and 
bright. Choice  Vignette numbered 238 version with imprint of 
the national Bank note Company. larger image, used on bonds. 
liberty and Justice seated with crest, motto “excelsior” at their feet. 
also, a choice example on gilt edged card. excellent for display 
and top quality for these vignettes. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

xtremel  are Bassett m r t

7252 he Ba k of he a o, Norw ch, New York. O e ollar. 1810s-
1820s. Proof. xtremel  e. no plate letter. Printed on yellow 
laid paper. Imprint of W. H. Bassett at base, upper right, Ptd by 
lemet, alb. Top center, counter “1” in sprigs. ornate end panels. 
Haxby ny-2035 G2 senC. High rarity-7. a simple looking note 
and a great rarity. The imprint combination is new to us and we 
do not recall having seen it before. some handling, minor foxing 
and petty paper loss in the far right wide margin. 

Poss bl  e O o a a alle  Wellstoo  Proof

7253 he armers Ba k of O o a a, O o a a alle  New York. 
wo ollars. l  1, 1852. Proof. em c rc late . Plate a. 

Printed on India paper, mounted on card. Imprint of Wellstood, 
Hanks, Hay & Whiting, new york. left of top center, farmer hooks 
up white and bay horses to plow. upper right, clipper facing under 
sail. left end, new york Bank seal between “2” counters. Haxby 
ny-2095 G4 senC. High rarity-7. This might be unique as a Proof 
and comes from the noteworthy Morris materials. This was the 
only impression on the Morris sale sheet and to our knowledge 
has not been at auction since. The $1 and $5 are plated in Haxby, 
so the sheet was cut decades ago. a perfect Gem in our view with 
the PoC still in the holes. The glue residue is still seen on the back 
of the card and confirms the pedigree as spot on. This famous Mail 
Bid only sale had incredible material and a host of name buyers 
and bidders. a proof imprint that was not in the aBn archives 
and is decidedly rare and desirable. Worthy of a very strong real-
ization. 

From the homas F. Morris Collection William P. onlon, o ember 
, 97 , part of Lot 7 .

Plattsb r h ee  Proof Pr te  o  raw

7254 he Ba k of Plattsb r h a  at the t  Ba k  New York, 
Plattsb r h, New York. wo ollars. 1810s-1820s. Proof. ho ce 

c rc late . Plate a. Printed on thick paper, a reused technical 
drawing seen on the back. Imprint of reed. Top center, Justice 
seated in fore of river. ornate end panels. Haxby ny-2240 G44. 

he Haxb  Plate Note. a beautiful and interesting proof on a re-
used manufacturer’s drawing. Immaculate with faint edge traces 
of the old mounting. 

From our 999 Americana Sale, January 2- 3, 999, Lot 77  Abner 
eed Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

S erbl  ette  ee  Proof

7255 he Ba k of Plattsb r h a  at the t  Ba k  New York, 
Plattsb r h, New York. e  ollars. 1810s-1820s. Proof. ho ce 

c rc late . Plate a. Printed on thick paper, a reused technical 
drawing seen on the back. Imprint of reed. Top center, tranquil 
river view with paddle wheeler and skiff. ornate end panels. 
Haxby ny-2240 G52. he Haxb  Plate Note. From the same unique 
sheet as the last and with the drawing visible on the back. a gor-
geous reed vignette not seen by us on any other reed proof. 

From our 999 Americana Sale, January 2- 3, 999, Lot 778  Abner 
eed Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

725  he Ba k of Port er s, Port er s, New York. O e ollar. 1850s. 
Proof. xtremel  e, impaired. Plate a. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. new-york & Philad. Full orange 
tint with white outlined protector one. Top center, canal boat be-
ing dragged by horses. lower left, male portrait. right end, ny 
die. Haxby ny-2250 G4a. rarity-5. several sheets in the aBn sale, 
many with flaws. This has tears that were glassine taped at the 
archive itself. From the face, bold color and excellent appearance. 
stamped on the back by the aBn. 
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7257 he Ba k of Port er s, Port er s, New York. wo ollars. 
1850s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. new-york & Philad. Full orange 
tint with white outlined protector TWo. Top center, hay unloading 
scene. lower left, male portrait. right end, ny die. Haxby ny-2250 
G6a senC. rarity-6. Great color and layout. several small micro 
tears into the top edge and around the PoC. lightly stamped on 
the back by the aBn. 

Prem m Port er s hree ollars Proof

7258 he Ba k of Port er s, Port er s, New York. hree ollars. 
1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. new-york & Philad. with “aBC” 
monogram. red protector THree. Top center, cattle and sheep. 
lower left, male portrait with ny die above. lower right, sailor tip 
his cap. Haxby ny-2250 G10b unlisted with red protector. rarity-6. 
a tougher type on this proof note series. a rather choice note that 
is boldly embossed with the India paper still in the PoC. Faint 
stamping on the back by the aBn. Quite a premium example. 

7259 he Ba k of Port er s, Port er s, New York. e ollars. 
1850s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. Im-
print of Bald, Cousland & Co. new-york & Philad. Full orange tint 
with white outlined protector FIVe. Top center, train emerges from 
under a bridge. lower left, male portrait. lower right, ny die. 
Haxby ny-2250 G14a. rarity-5. another lovely color proof from 
the 1990 aBn group. There is a short sealed edge tear. stamped 
on the back by the aBn with show through. 

72 0 he Ba k of Port er s, Port er s, New York. ft  ollars. 
1850s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. Im-
print of Bald, Cousland & Co. new-york & Philad. with “aBC” 
monogram. red protector FIFTy. Top center, boy hit with spark 
in forge. lower left, woman with scythe. lower right, female 
portrait. Bottom center, round ny die. Haxby ny-2250 G24b 
unlisted with red protector. rarity-6. a very busy, detailed plate. 
deeply embossed and sharp looking. short, sealed upper left top 
edge tear. lightly stamped on the back by the aBn. 

x ress e Po hkee s e e e  Proof

72 1 he le str ct Ba k, Po hkee s e, New York. e ol-
lars. 1810s-1820s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed 
on India paper. Imprint of leney & rollinson. Top center, seated 
shepherdess. ornate end panels. Haxby ny-2290 G44. rarity-7. 
an expressive and boldly printed proof from this imprint. The 
end panel swirls are exceptionally vibrant and three dimensional. 
needs to be seen in person to be truly appreciated for its excep-
tional beauty. High end quality and nearing Gem status. 

From our 999 Americana Sale, January 2- 3, 999, Lot 779  Abner 
eed Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

72 2 he le str ct Ba k, Po hkee s e, New York. e  ollars. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. ho ce bo t c rc late . Plate a. Printed 
on India paper. Imprint of leney & rollinson. Top center, seated 
agriculture. ornate end panels, “Ten” at left and “10” at right. 
Haxby ny-2290 G52. he Haxb  Plate Note. rarity-7. another 
beautiful proof from this series. light handling and two small 
hinge mount marks on the verso. 
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xtremel  are ochester  Proof

72 3 he Ba k of ochester, ochester, New York. wo ollars. 1820s. 
Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate C. Printed on India paper. Imprint 
of Fairman, draper, underwood & Co. Top center, Plenty seated 
in large “2”. left end, Washington in panel. right end, raleigh in 
panel. Haxby ny-2390 G4 senC. High rarity-7. an extremely rare 
series and superb quality. There were only two examples in the 1990 
aBn sale with this coming from schingoethe much later. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., March 28-29, 200 , 
Lot 2 03  From the Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 32 .

st ct e W a o t

72 4 he O e a e tral Ba k, ome, New York. e ollars. 1850s. 
Proof. ho ce bo t c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India 
paper. Imprint of danforth, Wright & Co., new-york & Philad. 
Top center, Justice and Industry with beehive in ornate shell. left 
end, farmer family. right end, ny Bank die. Haxby ny-2435 G6. 

he Haxb  Plate Note. rarity-7. a very distinctive layout on this 
rarity. There was one example in the 1990 aBn sale and obviously 
this bird in the hand. There is a soft vertical fold neatly pressed 
long ago. a beauty from this great imprint. 

From Schingoethe Part 2 .M. Smythe  Co., March 23, 200 , 
Lot 00 .

l ste  ro  Ser es olor Proofs

72 5 he e tral Ba k of ro , ro , New York. O e ollar. arch 
1st, 1859. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. 
stamped on the back by the aBn. Imprint of Bald, Cousland 
& Co. new-york & Philad. with “aBC” monogram. Full green 

pattern tint lathe with white outlined protector one. Top left of 
center, Indian stalks deer. lower left, woman and spool. lower 
right, male portrait. Haxby ny-2685 G2 unlisted tint and series 
date. rarity-5. Great color tint, rarely used. excellent quality for 
this issue with some light handling. stamped lightly on the back 
by the aBn. 

72  he e tral Ba k of ro , ro , New York. wo ollars. arch 
1st, 1859. Proof. xtremel  e, impaired. Plate a. Printed on 
India paper. stamped on the back by the aBn. Imprint of Bald, 
Cousland & Co. new-york & Philad. with “aBC” monogram Full 
green pattern tint lathe with white outlined protector TWo. Top 
left, train at depot. Bottom left, male portrait. upper right ny Bank 
die. Haxby ny-2685 G6b unlisted tint and series date. rarity-6. 
The proof presents well, but there is a long sealed tear at the left. 
stamped on the back by the aBn. 

72 7 he e tral Ba k of ro , ro , New York. e ollars. arch 
1st, 1859. Proof. xtremel  e, impaired. Plate a. Printed on 
India paper. stamped on the back by the aBn. Imprint of Bald, 
Cousland & Co. new-york & Philad. with “aBC” monogram 
Full green pattern tint lathe with white outlined protector FIVe. 
upper right, man drives sheep. upper left, male portrait. lower 
right, hound head. Haxby ny-2685 G14b unlisted tint and series 
date. rarity-6. long left side tear is sealed. stamped heavily on 
the back by the aBn and bleeding through at the right. 

Bol l  es e  t ca Proof b  

72 8 he t ca s ra ce om a , t ca, New York. hree ol-
lars. 1810s-1820s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India 
paper. Imprint of leney & rollinson. athena seated with shield 
and spear in sight of ruins. ornate end panels. Phoenix at bottom, 
motto “PuBlIC saFeTy.” Haxby ny-not listed. Harris H258. 
Immense style, boldly designed and a lovely proof by leney and 
rollinson. a great pedigree as this is from the first schingoethe 
sale in october 2004, lot 2806. superbly printed and stunning. 

From the a erford Collection  Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe 
 Co., October 22-23, 200 , Lot 280 .
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er  are Bloom lle tle

72 9 he Ba k of Sa sk  Ba , Bloom lle, Oh o. O e ollar. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate a. Printed on white 
laid paper. Imprint of reed. Top center, Female Commerce and 
Hope seated with anchor, “one” on bale. ornate end panels, 
“Huron CounTy” in the right end. Haxby oH-10 G12. he 
Haxb  Plate Note. Wolka 0178-01. High rarity-7. a very rare 
bank with virtually no issued notes seen by us. Top of sheet with 
three wide margins. soft vertical fold, deftly pressed long ago at 
Barrows for Mr. Ford.

From our 999 Americana Sale, January 2- 3, 999, Lot 788  Abner 
eed Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

Bea t f l Sa sk  Ba k 3 Proof

7270 he Ba k of Sa sk  Ba , Bloom lle, Oh o. hree ollars. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate a. Printed on white 
laid paper. Imprint of reed. Top center, Hope with anchor, seated 
with “3”. ornate end panels, “Huron CounTy” in the right 
end. Haxby oH-10 G14. he Haxb  Plate Note. Wolka 0178-03. 
High rarity-7. another great proof rarity from this set out of the 
reed archive sale in 1999. soft vertical fold only, deftly pressed 
long ago at Barrows for Mr. Ford.

From our 999 Americana Sale, January 2- 3, 999, Lot 789  Abner 
eed Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

7271 he Ba k of Sa sk  Ba , Bloom lle, Oh o. e ollars. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate a. Printed on white 
laid paper. Imprint of reed. Top center, seated Ceres on shore. 
ornate end panels, “Huron CounTy” in the right end. Haxby 
oH-10 G16. he Haxb  Plate Note. Wolka 0178-05. High rarity-7. 
a third denomination from the 1999 sale and very pleasing with 
its wide side margins. soft vertical fold, deftly pressed long ago 
at Barrows for Mr. Ford. 

From our 999 Americana Sale, January 2- 3, 999, Lot 790  Abner 
eed Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

 al Bloom lle ee  Proof

7272 he Ba k of Sa sk  Ba , Bloom lle, Oh o. e  ollars. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. xtremel  e. Plate a. Printed on white 
laid paper. Imprint of reed. Top center, seated Plenty on shore. 
ornate end panels, “Huron CounTy” in the right end. Haxby 
oH-10 G18. likely, the he Haxb  Plate Note. Wolka 0178-07. 
High rarity-7. This rarity is not from the 1999 americana sale, 
but the vertical fold matches up to the prior three notes. Pressed 
long ago at Barrows for Mr. Ford, but not perfectly. small body 
hole under the left side of the title. Wide bottom and side sheet 
margins remain. 

From Schingoethe Part  Spink-Smythe, July , 2008, Lot 

xtremel  are h ll cothe  Proof
7273 he Ba k of h ll cothe, h ll cothe, Oh o. we t  ollars. 

1810s-1820s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of Murray, draper, Fairman & Co. Top center, Plenty seated 
with sun rising above mountain. ornate end panels. Haxby oH-30 
G60. Wolka 0341-48. rarity-7. This should be the Proof from the 
aBn sale where it was the only example. There is also the Haxby 
Plate note. some minor mount traces seen on the verso. 

From Schingoethe Part  Spink-Smythe, July , 2008, Lot 70  
likely from the Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot 27 .

oHIo
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Shar  BS h ll cothe 50 Proof

7274 he Ba k of h ll cothe, h ll cothe, Oh o. ft  ollars. 1830s. 
Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, mounted on 
original card. Imprint of draper, underwood, Bald, & spencer. 
Top center, Ceres seated. Identical ends with girl with rake center, 
corner cameo heads. Haxby oH-30 G68. Wolka 0341-51. rarity-
7. Very sharp and with an excellent layout. There was only one 
example in the aBn sale, this one. Very clean with just a spot of 
glue at the bottom left corner from its original mounting. 

From the Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot 28 .

arl  a  are St le c at  Proof

7275 he armers  echa cs Ba k, c at , Oh o. ft  ollars 
Post Note. 1810s-1820s. Proof. bo t c rc late . no plate letter. 
Printed on India paper. Imprint of W. Harrison sc. Philada. seated 
Vulcan, fire burns from an urn. ornate panel ends. Haxby oH-65 
G18. Wolka 0469-22. rarity-7. a distinctive style and vignette. Cut 
closely, but still very attractive. some back glue on one edge, but 
not showing through. 

From the a erford Collection.

eta le  e en on o e ec on ne e

727  he afa ette Ba k of c at , c at , Oh o. e ollars. 
1830s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate d. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of underwood, Bald, spencer & Hufty. upper right, he 
Presentation of the eclaration of ndependence. small lafayette inset 
within left side titles. left end, counters and right end “FIVe.” 
Haxby oH-75 G20. Wolka 0537-10. rarity-6. a bold and bright 
example of this proof that looks like it is from the aBn sale sheet. 
It would not be a stretch to call this note Gem. 

St l sh afa ette Ba k ace a  olor Back Proof 
omb at o

7277 he afa ette Ba k of c at , c at , Oh o. e  ol-
lars. 1830s. ace a  Back Proofs. bo t c rc late . Plate 
C. Individual face and blue color back proofs printed on India 
paper, mounted back to back on the same card. Imprint of Top-
pan, Carpenter, & Co., Cincinnati. Top center, cherub group with 
Franklin and Washington portraits (as used on first u.s. Postage). 
left end, lafayette. right end, zachary Taylor. Back, lazy blue “X” 
with “10” in each corner. Very “cigar-label” or revenue stamp in 
nature. Haxby oH-75 G36a. he Haxb  Plate Note. Wolka 0537-
17. rarity-7. a fascinating proof on a Vattemare style card, but not 
from the sale. The $5 proof of this style and manufacture was in the 
1983 nasCa reed sale. Certainly this proof is quite intriguing in 
construction and is quite beautiful. some minor India paper flaws 
concealed due to the card mounting. 

a ce t  ette

7278 he am  x ort  om a , c at , Oh o. we t  
ollars. 1810s-1820s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate G. 

Printed on thick paper, mounted on paper. Imprint of Murray, 
draper, Fairman & Co. Top center, magnificent MdF scene with 
agriculture seated, town and river view and spectacular sunrise 
behind. ornate end panels. Haxby oH-85 G68. Wolka 0559-65, but 
a contemporary proof. High rarity-7, likely e  th s form. 
a magnificent MdF vignette and perhaps seen on this note only. 
The condition is glorious and the rarity immense.

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., September 27-28, 
200 , part of Lot 099  Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 37 .
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7279 he Ba k of rcle lle, rcle lle, Oh o. O e ollar. 1830s. 
Proof. c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper, mounted 
on original card. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Co. new-
york. Top center, Ceres seated. left end, woman and rake. upper 
right, standing female. Haxby oH-130 G2. Wolka 0668-01. as a 
Proof, rarity-7. nicely styled with an unusual layout. some light, 
uniform card foxing, but rather attractive as such. The card is 
slightly wavy.

From our sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection Part , October 2, 
200 , part of Lot 739.

7280 he Ba k of rcle lle, rcle lle, Oh o. hree ollars. 1830s. 
Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, mounted on 
original card. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Co. new-york. 
Within a lathe circle, cattle dealing scene. left end, Washington. 
right end, male portrait. Haxby oH-130 G6. Wolka 0668-05. as 
a Proof, rarity-7. another neat layout. From the same sheet with 
some light card foxing, but still rather attractive. 

From our sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection Part , October 2, 
200 , part of Lot 739.

a al Ba k of le ela  1 Proof

7281 he a al Ba k of le ela , le ela , Oh o. O e ollar. 
1840s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on original card. Imprint of danforth, spencer & Hufty, 
new york/spencer, Hufty & danforth, Phila. Top center, Ceres 
seated flanked by portraits. left end, ohio die. lower right, 
duncan Mcarthur. Haxby oH-140 G2. he Haxb  Plate Note. 
Wolka 0710-01. rarity-7. a rare proof on a Vattemare style card, 
but not from either core sale in 1982. This and the next two are 
most likely Haxby Plate notes. a wave to the card, but excellent 
India paper. a lovely proof. 

7282 he a al Ba k of le ela , le ela , Oh o. wo ollars. 
1840s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on original card. Imprint of danforth, spencer & Hufty, 
new york/spencer, Hufty & danforth, Phila. Top center, archi-
tects discuss plans in fore of shipyard. left end, ohio die. lower 
right, Thomas ewing. Haxby oH-140 G4. he Haxb  Plate Note. 
Wolka 0710-04. rarity-7. a second denomination on this series and 
another lovely design. excellent India paper quality on the card 
which has some wave to it. 

7283 he a al Ba k of le ela , le ela , Oh o. e ollars. 
1840s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on original card. Imprint of danforth, spencer & Hufty, 
new york/spencer, Hufty & danforth, Phila. Gray “5” flanked 
by Clay and Kate siever. left end, ohio die. lower right, Thomas 
Corwin. Haxby oH-140 G8. he Haxb  Plate Note. Wolka 0710-
10. rarity-7. a third denomination on this series from the same 
pedigree family. Quite beautiful with perfect India paper. The card 
has some wave to it like the prior two of this title. 

Bol  a  Br ht a al Ba k 10 Proof

7284 he a al Ba k of le ela , le ela , Oh o. e  ollars. 
1840s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on original card. Imprint of danforth, spencer & Hufty, 
new york/spencer, Hufty & danforth, Phila. upper right, Ceres 
seated with “10”. To the left, Joseph Vance. left end, ohio die. 
lower right, W.H. Harrison. Haxby oH-140 G10. Wolka 0710-13. 
rarity-7. a fourth denomination, but this is the bottom impression 
of the 1990 aBn sale sheet. Widely margined on three sides and 
a bold, bright proof. some very minute India flaws seen on the 
wide perimeter from its original mounting. 

From the Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot .
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are le ela  ss er

7285 he ommerc al Ba k of ake r e, le ela , Oh o. O e ol-
lar. 1830s-1840s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India 
paper. Imprint of draper, underwood, Bald, & spencer. Top center, 
hunter standing with dog. Cameo heads in medallions over ends 
of title. Identical end panels with cameo head in center. Haxby 
oH-160 G32. Wolka 0720-06. High rarity-6. a rarely seen series 
known mostly as proofs. The top of the aBn sheet and a beautiful 
example with three wide margins. There are two nearly invisible 
tackholes at the bottom right. 

From Schingoethe Part 9 .M. Smythe  Co., ecember 3, 200 , 
Lot 2  Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot .

728  he ommerc al Ba k of ake r e, le ela , Oh o. e ol-
lars. 1830s-1840s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India 
paper. Imprint of draper, underwood, Bald, & spencer. Top center, 
liberty seated next to river. left end, seated agriculture. right end, 
girl with rake. Haxby oH-160 G44 senC. similar to Wolka 0720-24, 
but vignettes slightly different. High rarity-6. This may only be 
known as a Proof and there were three on the aBn sheet, including 
this example. There is some minor wet paper wrinkling. 

From Schingoethe Part 2 .M. Smythe  Co., March 23, 200 , 
Lot 3  Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot .

7287 he ra kl  Ba k of ol mb s, ol mb s, Oh o. e ollars. 
1830s. Proof. c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper. Imprint 
of draper underwood Bald & spencer. Three females, Plenty at 
center. Ceres left and cherub at right. Haxby oH-180 G38. Wolka 
0863-22. rarity-7. excellent balance and well engraved. a rare 
bank with the majority of known notes being proofs. Very trivial 
lower left corner nick. 

From the a erford Collection.

ho ce al t  elaware, Oh o Proof

7288 he Ba k of elaware, elaware, Oh o. e ollars. 1810s-1820s. 
Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on thick buff paper. 
Imprint of reed. seated Hope with anchor. ornate end panels. 
Haxby oH-200 G6. he Haxb  Plate Note. Wolka 1017-05. rarity-
7. superb quality and a lovely impression with wide side margins. 
Very high quality from the second, 1999 reed archive sale. This 
note has had only three owners in the course of nearly a century. 

From the a erford Collection  Our 999 Americana Sale, January 
2- 3, 999, Lot 793  Abner eed Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

Ba k of elaware 10 ee  Proof

7289 he Ba k of elaware, elaware, Oh o. e  ollars. 1810s-1820s. 
Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on thick buff paper. Imprint 
of reed. seated Justice on shoreline. ornate end panels. Haxby 
oH-200 G8. Wolka 1017-07. rarity-7. another beautiful reed Proof 
from this series. It seems to reason that this was at one time the 
bottom of the same sheet as the $5 Proof in the 1999 americana 
sale. Three wide margins and a paper ripple as made across the 
note seen from the verso, the left of which has opened slightly into 
the left end border line. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., September 27-28, 
200 , Lot 03 .

l ste  Ba k of Ham lto  Proof

7290 he Ba k of Ham lto , Ham lto , Oh o. hree ollars. 1830s. 
Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on original card. Imprint of underwood, Bald, spencer & 
Hufty. Top center, female as agriculture and navigation. left end, 
cattle. right end, boy. Haxby oH-235 unlisted type. Wolka 1235-10. 
High rarity-7. The denomination didn’t get listed until the Wolka 
tome. This single example from the aBn is the only one we have 
catalogued and could very well be unique. superb condition. 

From the Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot 8 .
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7291 he Ba k of Ham lto , Ham lto , Oh o. e ollars. 1830s. 
Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on original card. Imprint of underwood, Bald, spencer 
& Hufty. Top center, small town scene on river. left end, alexan-
der Hamilton. right end, rare portrait style of Webster. Haxby 
oH-235 G40. Wolka 1235-14. rarity-7. a sharp proof with a rare 
vignette, very distinctive in style. This is another extremely rare 
ohio bank, devoid of issued notes but with the benefit of 1990 
aBn sale representation. 

From the Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot 8 .

st ct el  ette  BSH Proof

7292 he Ba k of Ham lto , Ham lto , Oh o. e  ollars. 1830s. Proof. 
ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, mounted 

on original card. Imprint of underwood, Bald, spencer & Hufty. 
Top center, covered wooden bridge across river, town on one side. 
Identical end panels with “Ten”. Haxby oH-235 G42. Wolka 
1235-18. High rarity-7. The vignette is distinctive and beautiful. 
We certainly do not readily recall it on another note. The bottom 
of the sheet and the only example in the aBn sale. 

From the Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot 8 .

Poss bl  e-Haxb  Plate Note

7293 he eba o  am  Ba k  o., eba o , Oh o. ft  ollars. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of Murray, draper, Fairman & Co. Top center, agriculture 
leans next to wheat, barns in the background. ornate end panels. 
Haxby oH-255 G22. he Haxb  Plate Note. Wolka 1455-31. High 
rarity-7, possibly e. Two lesser denomination notes in the 
1990 aBn sale. We would presume this came from the Hy Brown 
ohio Collection two decades ago. The rarity says it all. 

From Schingoethe Part 0 .M. Smythe  Co., April 2, 2007, Lot 
3227  Likely, y Bro n Collection.

are Oh o- ch a  ss er Proof

7294 he a hatta  Ba k, a hatta , Oh o. hree ollars. 1830s. 
Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, mounted 
on original card. Imprint of underwood, Bald, spencer & Hufty, 
Phila/danforth, underwood & Co. new york. Top center, three 
females beckon ship. Identical end panels with cameo profile in 
center. Haxby oH-260 G36. Wolka 1532-08. Wallace lee Man-2-
8. as a Proof, rarity-7. an interesting issuer whose location was 
part of a border dispute with Michigan. Issued notes from this 
“wildcatter” are common and generally low grade. This came 
off one of the gorgeous proof sheets from the aBn sale that was 
owned by Herb and Martha for 15 years or so. a widely margined 
beauty.

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., ecember 3- , 
200 , part of Lot 29 3  Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot .

Bol  Pat o  ette  3 Proof
7295 he Ba k of ar etta, ar etta, Oh o. hree ollars. 1830s. Proof. 

ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. Imprint of 
danforth, underwood & Co., n. york/underwood, Bald, spencer 
& Hufty, Phila. Top center, Pat lyon at the forge. Identical ends 
with facing cameo portraits. Haxby oH-270 G38. Wolka 1559-26. 
rarity-7. a bold proof of this vignette type. superb printing clarity 
with the deep ink penetrating the plate to its fullest advantage. 
There should be a few known, but this should be the finest. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., September 27-28, 
200 , part of Lot 03  Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot .
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kel  e ar etta Proof

729  he Ba k of ar etta, ar etta, Oh o. e ollars. 1820s. Proof. 
ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. Imprint of 

Fairman, draper, underwood & Co. Top center, droving scene, 
man on horse. left end, “FIVe.” right end, Washington in panel. 
Haxby oH-270 G46 senC [no data available]. High rarity-7, 
likely e, l kel  the o l  k ow  exam le. The solitary 
example of the sheet in the aBn sale when the series was new to 
all of us in 1990, and was purchased for $95.00 over fifteen years 
ago. Worth a great deal more now. 

Obtained from oy Pennell  Archi es of the American Banknote 
Company Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 8 .

Haxb  l ste  Oh o ss e b  a er ck

7297 he Ba k of ar etta, ar etta, Oh o. we t  ollars. 1800s. 
Proof. ho ce xtremel  e. no plate letter. Proof directly on 
card. Imprint of P. Maverick, sc. Bottom center, buck at rest. left 
end, “TWenTy.” right end, cursive, “Muskingum.” Haxby oH-
270 unlisted. Wolka 1559-45. High rarity-7. a gorgeous rarity, 
very distinctive and early. The note has an engraved “180” date 
and is clearly one of the earliest authorized issues on this frontier. 
an important early note that was a private purchase by Herb and 
Martha in 1985. Heavier, but meaningless handling. Bright and 
beautiful. 

From the a erford Collection  Schingoethe Part 7 .M. Smythe 
 Co., July , 200 , Lot 8 .

xtremel  are o t Pleasa t Proof

7298 he Ba k of o t Pleasa t, o t Pleasa t, Oh o. e  ol-
lars. 1830s. Proof. c rc late . Plate. B. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on original card. Imprint of draper, underwood, Bald, 
& spencer. Top center, seated liberty presented with document 
standing female. Identical end panels with male portrait. Haxby 
oH-300 G24 senC nda. Wolka 1721-15. rarity-7. another type 
not seen until 1990 and missing from major ohio collections. only 
two examples in the 1990 aBn lot. This has wide top and side 
margins from the sheet with an unusual $10-$10-$5-$5 configura-
tion. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., ecember 3- , 
200 , Lot 2887  Archi es of the American Banknote Company Chris-
tie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 7 .

Poss bl  e Portsmo th  Proof

7299 he ommerc al Ba k of Sc oto, Portsmo th, Oh o. O e ollar. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on thick paper. Imprint of Murray, draper, Fairman & 
Co. deeply detailed spread winged eagle on rock. ornate end 
panels. Haxby oH-360 G12 senC. Wolka 2257-01. High rarity-7. 
a stunning design type and perhaps the only example known. 
There were four proofs in the of this series aBn lot and all were 
lovely. Faintest wisps of foxing. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., September 27-28, 
200 , part of Lot 0  Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 80 .

7300 he ommerc al Ba k of Sc oto, Portsmo th, Oh o. e ol-
lars. 1830s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India 
paper. Imprint of draper, underwood, Bald, & spencer. Top center, 
woman and children bake bread. Identical end panels, woman 
at spinning wheel. Haxby oH-360 G14. Wolka 2257-03. rarity-7. 
superb condition on this aBn sale proofs. There are also a few 
others known including the Haxby Plate note. 

From the Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot 8 .
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Bol  a  Br ht Portsmo th Proof

7301 he ommerc al Ba k of Sc oto, Portsmo th, Oh o. e ol-
lars. 1810s-1820s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate H. Printed on 
India paper, mounted on thick paper. Imprint of Murray, draper, 
Fairman & Co. Top center, Ceres seated. Haxby oH-360 G24 
senC. Wolka 2257-11. High rarity-7. another beauty from this 
series, bold and bright. The Ceres vignette type is a rarer version. 
The only one in the 1990 sale with a light archive handling fold 
which does not matter as this is likely the only game in town for 
this handsome rarity. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., September 27-28, 
200 , part of Lot 0  Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 80 .

7302 he ommerc al Ba k of Sc oto, Portsmo th, Oh o. we t  
ollars. 1830s. Proof. c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India 

paper. Imprint of draper, underwood, Bald, & spencer. Top 
center, Commerce seated on wharf, clipper in distance. Identical 
end panels with young girl. Haxby oH-360 G34. Wolka 2257-20. 
rarity-7. a rarity that is likely known only in Proof. There is some 
minor dismounting damage on the lower right corner. 

From the Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot 8 .

7303 he Ba k of sk m, P t am, Oh o. O e ollar. 1830s. 
Proof. c rc late . Plate d. Printed on India paper. Imprint of 
draper, underwood, Bald, & spencer. Top center, seated Com-
merce and floating baby Mercury, flanked by identical cameo 
heads. Identical end panels with identical relief. Haxby oH-365 
G2. Wolka 2281-01. High rarity-7. The only example on the aBn 
sale sheet and from a Pennsylvania lot. For those not up to snuff 
on their aBn 1990 catalogue directory, the front index will land 
you on other locations where sheets were mounted back to back on 
the same archive sheet. This case shows the note floated, pressed 
and with a very slight rough edge at the far upper right. likely 
three or four proofs exist, and issued notes are not known to us. 

From the Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot 729 .

er  are P t am hree ollars Proof

7304 he Ba k of sk m, P t am, Oh o. hree ollars. 1830s. 
Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate d. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on original card. Imprint of draper, underwood, Bald, 
& spencer. Top center, Justice and liberty support arms, eagle 
to the left and ships to the right. all flanked by identical cameo 
heads. Identical end panels with cameo profiles in the center Haxby 
oH-365 G4. likely the he Haxb  Plate Note. Wolka 2281-03. High 
rarity-7. a sharp looking and very rare proof that we presume 
came from the Hy Brown Collection at one time. 

S erbl  ette  BSH m r t
7305 he Ba k of sk m, P t am, Oh o. e ollars. 1830s. 

Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate d. Printed on India paper. Im-
print of draper, underwood, Bald, & spencer. Top center, detailed 
river scene with men pushing off canal boat and covered bridge 
in the distance flanked by identical cameo heads. Identical end 
panels, agriculture seated. Haxby oH-365 G6. Wolka 2281-05. 
High rarity-7. superbly vignetted and extremely rare. The vignette 
may be custom for the bank as it is not familiar to us. Virtually 
Choice with petty corner handling. 

From Schingoethe Part 2 .M. Smythe  Co., October 3 - o-
ember , 2007, part of Lot 3379  Archi es of the American Banknote 

Company Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 729 .
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wo er  are ettes

730  he Ba k of sk m, P t am, Oh o. e  ollars. 1830s. 
Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate d. Printed on India paper. Im-
print of draper, underwood, Bald, & spencer. Top center, detailed 
covered bridge across river flanked by identical cameo heads. left 
end, return J. Meigs, Jr. right end, male portrait. Haxby oH-365 
G8. Wolka 2281-07. High rarity-7. The final note in a complete 
denomination set from the sheet structure of $1-$3-$5-$10. The 
top center vignette is well styled like the previous note. To our 
knowledge the left end portrait is seen on this note only and sports 
one of the odd names of the period. The only example from the 
aBn sheet and of course the Haxby Plate note is out there as well. 
a long, pressed handling fold. 

From Schingoethe Part 2 .M. Smythe  Co., October 3 - o-
ember , 2007, part of Lot 3379  Archi es of the American Banknote 

Company Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 729 .

lt - ette  St. la rs lle Proof

7307 he Belmo t Ba k of St. la rs lle, St. la rs lle, Oh o. O e 
ollar. 1830s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate e. Printed on 

India paper. Imprint of draper, underwood, Bald, & spencer. 
Top center, eagle and shield. Bottom corners, within the panels, 
america and shield and seated Hope. left end, Plenty. right end, 
man in front of home. Haxby oH-370 G14. Wolka 2467-06. rarity-7. 
an interesting multi-vignetted layout. This proof was backed to a 
south Carolina lot proof sheet at the 1990 aBn sale. 

From the Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot 8 9 .

Yale ree  ette o  Oh o Proof

7308 he Belmo t Ba k of St. la rs lle, St. la rs lle, Oh o. hree 
ollars. 1830s. Proof. c rc late . Plate. e. Printed on India 

paper, loosely mounted to original card. Imprint of draper, un-
derwood, Bald, & spencer. similar layout structure. Top center, 
seated shepherdess. Bottom left, eagle on rick and bottom right 
seated Commerce. Far left, view of the yale Green as engraved for 
Hartford, Connecticut notes. right end, “THree.” Haxby oH-
370 G22. Wolka 2467-12. rarity-7. The only example in the aBn 
sale of this type, “hiding” in south Carolina. The left vignette is 
a beautiful architectural and a nice pick by the bank. someone 
who owned the bank may have gone to yale  a rare and unusual 
combination. 

From the Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot 8 9 .

Poss bl  e Oh o Proof

7309 he armers Ba k of Sm th el , Sm th el . Oh o. O e ollar. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India 
paper, mounted on paper. Imprint of Murray, draper, Fairman & 
Co. Textual obligations across the center, cursive title along the top 
center. ornate panels. Haxby oH-390 G12 senC. Wolka 2431-01. 
High rarity-7, if not e. Though not vignetted, a great rarity 
from the 1990 sale. once again, this is an early MdF note that was 
unknown in style prior to the sale and may never have made it 
into circulation. Well margined and bright, fresh paper. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., ecember 3- , 
200 , part of Lot 29 7  Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 8 .

S erbl  St le  ette  Sm th el  Proof
7310 he armers Ba k of Sm th el , Sm th el . Oh o. e ollars. 1810s-

1820s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, mounted on 
paper. Imprint of Murray, draper, Fairman & Co. Hope stands in the right 
foreground of sturdy two level building. ornate panels. Haxby oH-390 
G16 senC. Wolka 2431-05. High rarity-7, if not e. Fabulous style 
and likely a unique example from the 1990 aBn sale. a gorgeous, bright 
impression. only three denominations in the 1990 aBn sale lot. Very petty 
lower right handling, but full margins. a key rarity indeed. 

From the a erford Collection  Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., e-
cember 3- , 200 , part of Lot 29 7  Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 8 .
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Not  the 1990 BN Sale

7311 he Ba k of Ste be lle, Ste be lle, Oh o. e  ollars. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. xtremel  e. Plate B. Printed on India pa-
per. Imprint of Murray, draper, Fairman & Co. Top center, standing 
female with long rod. ornate end panels. Haxby oH-410 G46 he 
Haxb  Plate Note. Wolka 2474-15. a very rare series with an issued 
note also in schingoethe (see Part 12 Mail Bid only). The aBn sale 
had only a single $1 Proof from this series. some handling seen 
from the back and uniform light toning. 

From Schingoethe Part 9 .M. Smythe  Co., ecember 3, 200 , 
Lot 2 9  likely, the y Bro n Collection.

7312 he rba a Ba k  om a , rba a, Oh o. O e ollar. 
1830s. Proof. er  e. Plate C. Printed on India paper. Imprint 
of draper, underwood, Bald, & spencer. Top center, wagon train 
flanked by small train vignettes. Identical end panels with cameo 
profiles. Haxby oH-430 G46. Wolka 2676-09. rarity-7. a rare series 
known mostly as proofs. rather wrinkled with six larger size PoC. 
Faintly toned overall. 

l ste  rba a  Ser es

7313 he rba a Ba k  om a , rba a, Oh o. hree ollars. 
1820s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India 
paper. Imprint of Fairman, draper, underwood & Co. Top cen-
ter, Phoenix rises from the flames flanked by “3” counters. left 
end, spiral counters. right end, Washington between “3” corner 
counters. Haxby oH-430 unlisted series. Wolka 2676-20. High 
rarity-7, possibly e. The only example we have seen and 
the only example on the unique 1990 aBn sheet purchased at the 
sale by Herb and Martha. Bold, bright and well struck. Wide side 
margins with a small India flaw in the right margin, not affecting 
the border line. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., September 27-28, 
200 , part of Lot 09  Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 93 .

7314 he rba a Ba k  om a , rba a, Oh o. e ollars. 
1830s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate C. Printed on India 
paper, mounted on card. Imprint of draper, underwood, Bald, & 
spencer. Top center, hunter and dog. lower left and right Plenty 
with cameo profile above. Haxby oH-430 G68. Wolka 2676-31. 
rarity-7. a sharp proof from this duBs series. a pre-1990 sale 
proof with rectangular signature block cut outs. 

From Schingoethe Part 2 .M. Smythe  Co., October 3 - o em-
ber , 2007, part of Lot 3383  likely the y Bro n Collection.

7315 he rba a Ba k  om a , rba a, Oh o. e  ollars. 1830s. 
Proof. c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper, mounted on 
card. Imprint of draper, underwood, Bald, & spencer. Top center, 
boy with scythe at rest flanked by Washington oval portraits. left 
end, seated agriculture. right end, girl at loom. Haxby oH-430 
G78. Wolka 2676-44. rarity-7. This is possibly the Haxby Plate 
note. also a pre-1990 sale proof with rectangular signature block 
cut outs and from the Hy Brown Collection purchase by the sch-
ingoethes back in 1989. 

From Schingoethe Part 2 .M. Smythe  Co., October 3 - o em-
ber , 2007, part of Lot 3383  likely the y Bro n Collection.
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Ha some Warre  Yellow Pa er ee

731  he Wester  eser e Ba k, Warre , Oh o. O e ollar. 1810s-
1820s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . no plate letter. Printed on thick 
yellow laid paper. Imprint of a. reed. Top center, ohio shield, to 
the left river and to the right field with plow. ornate end panels. 
Haxby oH-435 G12. Wolka 2741-06. rarity-7. a rare series of early 
notes on this classic ohio title. small cursive pen cancels in the 
signature. Very clean and likely ex reed-stiles-Boyd archive. 

7317 he Wester  eser e Ba k, Warre , Oh o. O e ollar. 1830s. 
Proof. c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper. Imprint of 
draper, underwood, Bald, & spencer. Top center, Pericles cameo 
flanked left by Plenty and right by Commerce. Identical end panels, 
with conjoined cameo heads. all superbly framed in geometric 
lathe. Haxby oH-435 G16. Wolka 2741-11. rarity-7. a wonderful 
layout on this rarity. Bright and well printed. Two examples on 
the 1990 aBn sale sheet. Trivial and hard to see right end flaw, 
obscured in the lathe work. 

From the Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot 97 .

7318 he Wester  eser e Ba k, Warre , Oh o. hree ollars. 1810s-
1820s. Proof. xtremel  e, small flaws. no plate letter. Printed 
on thick laid paper, mounted on new card. Imprint of a. reed. Top 
center, ohio shield, left fields and right boats on river. ornate end 
panels. Haxby oH-435 G20. Wolka 2741-16. rarity-7. a rare style 
and issuer. There are some small body holes at the upper right, 
smartly obscured by the new card. unusual pen cancel, “speci-
men” left side and “united states” at the right in the signatures. 

From Schingoethe Part 2 Mail Bid Only .M. Smythe  Co., 
o ember , 2007, part of Lot 0 .

er  are Wester  eser e Ba k 3 Proof

7319 he Wester  eser e Ba k, Warre , Oh o. hree ollars. 1830s. 
Proof. ho ce bo t c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on original card. Imprint of draper, underwood, Bald, & 
spencer. Top center, standing america beckons ship. Identical end 
panels, Plenty with “THree” counters above and below. Haxby 
oH-435 G24 senC. Wolka 2741-22. High rarity-7. another superb 
layout and only two examples in the 1990 aBn sale. Haxby had no 
description on this type within a series he did list. some natural lower 
left wrinkling as mounted by the printer long ago. Bold and bright. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., September 27-
28, 200 , Lot 0  Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 97 .

Warre , Oh o ee  ar t  from 1983 Sale

7320 he Wester  eser e Ba k, Warre , Oh o. e ollars. 1810s-
1820s. Proof. ho ce bo t c rc late . no plate letter. Printed 
on yellow laid paper. Imprint of a. reed. Top center, ohio shield, 
river scene in the background. ornate end panels. Haxby oH-
435 G26. Wolka 2741-26. rarity-7. a handsome reed Proof from 
the first sale. a few known from different archive sources. Pen 
squiggles in the signature blocks. 

From the Abner eed Sale ASCA, October 3 - o ember 2, 983, 
Lot 8 0  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

Poss bl  e Warre  Proof

7321 he Wester  eser e Ba k, Warre , Oh o. e  ollars. 1820s. 
Proof. ho ce bo t c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India 
paper, mounted on original card. Imprint of Fairman, draper, 
underwood & Co. Top center, Commerce, Mercury, neptune at the 
far right. left end, Washington. right end, raleigh. Haxby oH-435 
G36 senC. Wolka 2741-39. High rarity-7, possibly e. The 
only example in aBn lot 1496 purchased in 1990 by Herb and 
Martha. We handled the $1 Proof from this sheet in the Haverford 
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sale last november 2008. some India paper wrinkling as made. 
Bold and vibrant. Bottom of the sheet with three full sheet margins 
as made. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., ecember 3- , 
200 , Lot 289  Archi es of the American Banknote Company Chris-
tie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 9 .

xtremel  are Post Note e

7322 he Wester  eser e Ba k, Warre , Oh o. Wr tte  e om a-
t o  Post Note. 1810s-1820s. Proof. c rc late . no plate letter. 
Printed on yellow laid paper. Imprint of a. reed. Top center, ohio 
shield with fields left and river view right. ornate end panels. 
Haxby oH-435 G54. Wolka 2741-51. rarity-7. once again, likely 
only are few known. This is from the reed-stiles-Boyd archive 
and sold in 1983 to Herb and Martha. The counters are filled in 
as sample note would be. Pen squiggles in the signature blocks. 

From Schingoethe Part 2 Mail Bid Only .M. Smythe  Co., 
o ember , 2007, part of Lot 0  Abner eed Sale ASCA, October 

3 - o ember 2, 983, Lot 8  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

el  es e  West o  Proof

7323 he Ba k of West o , West o , Oh o. e  ollars. 1810s-
1820s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on thick paper. Imprint of Murray, draper, Fairman & 
Co. Top center, seated female with pipe views smoking factory. 
ornate end panels. Haxby oH-440 G32 senC. Wolka 2824-22. High 
rarity-7, possibly e. a “nda” to Haxby and not seen prior 
to the aBn. The vignette is unique to our knowledge. Vibrant and 
broadly margined. The only example in the aBn. 

From the Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot 98 .

xtremel  are lle or cal ette

7324 he Ba k of West o , West o , Oh o. we t  ollars. 
1810s-1820s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on thick paper. Imprint of Murray, draper, Fairman & 
Co. Top center, seated female as Plenty and Manufacturing. or-
nate end panels. Haxby oH-440 G34 senC. Wolka 2824-28. High 
rarity-7, possibly e. The extremely rare allegorical vignette 
with the female and gear looks unique to this note. some minor 
India paper wrinkling. Irreplaceable we think. 

From Schingoethe Part 9 .M. Smythe  Co., ecember 3, 200 , 
Lot 2 7  Archi es of the American Banknote Company Christie’s, 
September - , 990, part of Lot 98 .

arer m r t e

7325 he Ba k of West o , West o , Oh o. we t  ollars. 
1830s. Proof. xtremel  e. Plate I. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on original card. Imprint of Western Bank note Co./
Woodruff & Mason, Cincinnati, o. Center, under curved title, 
seated female as Commerce and Justice. left end, “oHIo” and 
right end “TWenTy.” Haxby oH-440 G58 Wolka 2824-28. High 
rarity-6. We think the pedigree is more than likely and as such, 
this should be the Haxby Plate note. The imprint and style is lo-
cal and not often seen. We have actually handled a few from this 
series and none were pristine. small rectangular cut outs, some 
foxing and card handling. 

From Schingoethe Part 9 .M. Smythe  Co., ecember 3, 200 , 
Lot 2 7  likely the y Bro n Collection.

732  he sk m Ba k, a es lle, Oh o. O e ollar. 1810s-
1820s. Proof. ho ce bo t c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India 
paper, mounted on paper. Imprint of Murray draper Fairman & 
Co. upper left, pastoral scene with watermill in the right. ornate 
end panels. Haxby oH-470 G12. Wolka 2945-05. rarity-7. amaz-
ingly a listed note, but a great rarity. The early style is gorgeous 
and so is the riveting impression. Vertical India paper fold, prior 
to mounting. 

From the a erford Collection  Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe 
 Co., September 27, 200 , part of Lot 0  Archi es of the American 

Banknote Company Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 
03 .
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e a es lle Ser es from the 1990 BN Sale

7327 he sk m Ba k, a es lle, Oh o. hree ollars. 1820s. 
Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on original card. Imprint of Fairman, draper, underwood 
& Co. Top center, three females within ornate “3” flanked by oval 
framed lafayette and Jefferson. above, “oHIo Canals.” left 
end panel, Washington. right end panel, Franklin. Haxby oH-470 
unlisted series. Wolka 2495-09. High rarity-7, likely e. This 
is the only example seen by us (or anyone we believe) from the lone 
sheet in the 1990 sale. an interesting layout with the custom motto 
above. a superb piece with wide sheet margins at the side. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., ecember 3- , 
200 , part of Lot 29 9  Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 03 .

other reat a es lle ar t

7328 he sk m Ba k, a es lle, Oh o. e ollars. 1820s. 
Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on original card. Imprint of Fairman, draper, under-
wood & Co. Top center, five females within ornate “5” flanked 
by oval framed Washington and John Jay. above, “InTernal 
IMProVenT.” left end panel, Franklin. right end panel, Penn. 
Haxby oH-470 unlisted series. Wolka 2495-11. High rarity-7, 
likely e. This is also the only example seen by us (or any-
one we believe) from the lone sheet in the 1990 sale. This was an 
interesting sheet with all different notes. The bottom $5 impres-
sion was payable at Philadelphia and appeared in an eaHa sale 
last year. a fitting finale to an extraordinary selection of classical 
ohio Proofs, many of which are likely unique or at worst have 
two or three known. no staring at the “Green sheet” will assist 
in divining the tremendous collecting potential of this rich series 
laden with superb vignettes, pedigrees and great rarity. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., ecember 3- , 
200 , part of Lot 29 9  Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 03 .

PennsylVanIa
7329 omm ss o er s Of ce, eh h o t , lle tow , Pe s l a-

a. e  e ts. No . 3, 18 2. Proof. c rc late . Plate B. Printed 
on India paper, mounted on original card. Imprint of the american 
Bank note Co., Philada. ornately garbed young lady holding roses 
left. detailed borders. Haxby-not listed. Hoober 9-30. as a proof, 
rarity-5. a scarce proof of this type. Very tiny India paper flecked 
off lower right corner. small PoC through the card. 

arl  hambersb r  Proof

7330 he Ba k of hambersb r , hambersb r , Pe s l a a. 
e ollars. Proof. 1820s. ho ce c rc late . Plate C. Proof 

on India paper. Imprint of Murray, draper, Fairman & Co. Female 
as agriculture and Plenty seated with plow. ornate panel ends. 
Haxby Pa-60 G20. rarity-7. This is a very rare, first series proof 
on the bank. a bold proof, not from the 1990 aBn sale. Penciled 
lightly, ‘55.00’ on verso as a pedigree mark.

From the a erford Collection  Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe 
 Co., October 22-23, 200 , Lot 2828 .

Haxb  ste  Br e Note a  kel  e

7331 he ol mb a Br e om a , ol mb a, Pe s l a a. ft  
ollars. 1820s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on 

India paper. Imprint of Fairman, draper, underwood & Co. Top 
center, man drives cattle and sheep. left end, water god. right end, 
“FIFTy” on shaded panel. Haxby Pa-85 unlisted. High rarity-7, 
likely e, a  the o l  k ow  exam le. extremely rare series 
on this lancaster County issuer. This is the only known example 
to our knowledge and it is from the one sheet in the aBn sale, 
later to Herb and Martha. There is a very tiny upper right edge 
repair, a meaningless flaw in light of the rarity. 

From Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., March 28-29, 
200 , part of Lot 2 9  Archi es of the American Banknote Company 
Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 3 .
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7332 he asto  Ba k, asto , Pe s l a a. e ollars. 1830s. 
Proof. c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper. Imprint of 
underwood, Bald, spencer & Hufty. Top center, man seated with 
dog. left end, huntsman. right end, male portrait. Haxby Pa-115 
G48. rarity-6. a rare obsolete issuer that eventually became the 
easton national Bank. some very minor foxing. 

are asto  e   ette  Proof

7333 he armers a  echa cs Ba k of asto , asto , Pe -
s l a a. e ollars. 1850s. Proof. xtremel  e. Plate a. 
Printed on India paper. Imprint of danforth, Bald & Co., Philad. 
& new-york. upper left, farmers harvesting. left end, Jenny lind 
vignette sans fancy filigree bodice. right end, blacksmith adjacent 
anvil. Haxby Pa-120 G6. rarity-7. Well styled with a wonderful 
Jenny lind vignette. The India paper has some minor flaws and 
a few repairs, but none of this reduces this note’s desirablity. a 
great companion to the alton, rhode Island proof with the fancy 
filigree bodice on Ms. lind to follow. a well collected Pennsylvania 
county and title. 

7334 he Ba k of ett sb r , ett sb r , Pe s l a a. e ol-
lars. 1850s Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate C. Printed on India 
paper, mounted on original card. Imprint of danforth, Bald & Co., 
Philad. & new-york. Top center, Pennsylvania shield supported 
by Indian family left and american family right. different cameo 
heads at each end. Haxby Pa-155 G32. rarity-5. a very popular 
note of which the once ample supply has been absorbed. This is 
on archive book card and is not stamped by the aBn. 

7335 he a caster Ba k, a caster, Pe s l a a. e  ollars. 1820s. 
Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. Imprint of 
Fairman draper underwood & Co. Pennsylvania arms supported 
by two females. left end Washington and right end William Penn, 

both in ornate panels. Haxby Pa-210 G36 senC. High rarity-7, 
and erha s e.. The only example from the solitary sheet 
from the 1990 aBn sale. a very desirable bank title and sharp 
proof. There is only some very minor wrinkling. 

From the a erford Collection  Schingoethe Part  .M. Smythe  Co., 
ecember 3- , 200 , part of Lot 29  Archi es of the American Banknote 

Company Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 80 .

733  he Ba k of ew stow , ew stow , Pe s l a a. O e ollar. 
e 1, 1841. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India 

paper. Imprint of underwood, Bald, spencer & Hufty, Phila/dan-
forth, underwood & Co. new york. Top center, boy snoozes with 
dog. ends with cameo heads. Haxby Pa-250 G14. High rarity-6. 
a rare proof from the act of May 4, 1841 relief Issue. 

7337 he Ba k of letow  Ba k, letow , Pe s l a a. e 
ollars. 1840s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate C. Printed on 

India paper, mounted on original card. Imprint of underwood, 
Bald, spencer & Hufty, Phila/danforth, underwood & Co. new 
york. Top center, mother holds infant. left end, male portrait. right 
end, “FIVe” Haxby Pa-300 G8. rarity-6. a rare bank and series. 
Bright and vibrant. 

ho ce New Br hto  olor Proof

7338 he Ba k of Bea er o t , New Br hto , Pe s l a a. e 
ollars. 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on 

India paper, mounted on original card. Imprint of Bald, Cousland 
& Co. Philad. & new-york. Full orange tint with white outlined 
protector V. upper left, father, son and daughter have lunch. lower 
right, William Penn. Curved title across. Haxby Pa-340 G2. rarity-
5. superb color and layout. looks like it is from the 1990 sale, but 
on an archive book card and stamped on the verso. a premium 
example of this type. 

7339 he Ba k of o t omer  o t , Norr stow , Pe s l a a. 
we t  ollars. 1850s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on 

India paper. Imprint of Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, new york/ 
Bald, Cousland & Co. Philadelphia. red protector TWenTy. Top 
left center, detailed foundry scene, to its right bank building. Bot-
tom corners, small ovals with male portraits. Haxby Pa-365 G48a 
senC. This is well embossed and choice for the type with a petty 
tack hole at upper left. stamped lightly on the back by the aBn. 
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O l  xam le  1990 BN Sale

7340 he Northam to  Ba k of Pe s l a a, Northam to , Pe -
s l a a. e ollars. 1810s-1820s. Proof. c rc late . Plate 
B. Printed on India paper, mounted on paper. Imprint of Murray 
draper Fairman & Co. seated literature on river. ornate panel ends. 
Haxby Pa-370 G18 senC. rarity-7. an extremely rare series and 
one of two notes in the 1990 aBn lot from this imprint and title. Its 
lot-mate was sold in the core Haverford sale last november 2008 for 
$2,530. although this note does not match up to that note’s imposing 
style, its rarity does. This could be unique, particularly as a proof. 

From the a erford Collection  Archi es of the American Banknote 
Company Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 8 .

7341 he Northam to  Ba k of Pe s l a a, Northam to , Pe -
s l a a. e ollars. 1830s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate 
M. Printed on India paper, Imprint of danforth, underwood, Bald 
& spencer. Top center, beehive. upper corners, portraits. lower 
left, Indian. lower right, cherub. Haxby Pa-370 G22. as a Proof, 
rarity-6. a series not often encountered in proof form. some 
dismounting wrinkling seen from the back. 

7342 he ommo wealth Ba k, Ph la el h a, Pe s l a a. e  
ollars. 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on 

India paper. Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. Philad. & new-york. 
Full orange tint with white outlined protector Ten. Center, under 
titles, seated females representing agriculture and Industry. lower 
left, shipwright. lower right, sailor tips cap. Haxby Pa-415 G10a. 
rarity-3. This was the most common color proof in the 1990 sale. 
The sheets are hard to count from the catalogue, but there were 
probably over a dozen. This example is quite choice with a moder-
ate aBn stamp on the back with slight show through. 

7343 he ommo wealth Ba k, Ph la el h a, Pe s l a a. we t  
ollars. 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on 

India paper. Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. Philad. & new-york. 
Full orange tint with white outlined protector 20. Top center, three 
Germans: Faust, Gutenberg and schoeffer, printing presses in 
background. lower left, woman with scythe. lower right Penn. 
Haxby Pa-415 G12a. rarity-5. There were fewer proof sheets of 
this type in the sale. a classic vignette style from BC. light aBn 
stamp and superior quality. 

H h e om at o  olor Proof

7344 he ommo wealth Ba k, Ph la el h a, Pe s l a a. O e 
H re  ollars. 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. 
Printed on India paper. Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. Philad. 
& new-york. Full orange tint with white outlined protector 100. 
Center, Pennsylvania arms. lower left, Franklin. lower right, 
men on winch in oval. Haxby Pa-415 G16a. rarity-5. The highest 
denomination on the series and much scarcer than the $10 Proofs 
from the series. Well embossed, moderately stamped on a superior 
piece of India paper.

7345 he e s to  Ba k  the o t  of Ph la el h a, Ph la el-
h a, Pe s l a a. O e H re  ollars. 1850s. Proof. c r-

c late . Plate B. Printed on India paper. Imprint of Bald, Cousland 
& Co. Philadelphia./Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, new york. red 
protector 100. Center, large dry dock scene with wide open ship 
under construction. left end, counters. lower right, female with 
wheat. Haxby Pa-440 G48 unlisted with protector. rarity-5. a 
superbly vignetted series on Philadelphia. The 1990 aBn sale 
lots were a bit condition challenged on this issuer. Trimmed a bit 
closely at the right end. This is a pleasing $100 with light handling 
and virtually invisible aBn stamp on the back without any show 
through. 

are . . Harr so  m r t Proof
734  he e s to  Sa s st t t o , Ph la el h a, Pe s l a a. 

O e ollar. 1830s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate B. Printed 
on India paper, mounted on card. Imprint of r. G. Harrison sc. 
ship in oval under title. left end Washington. right end Franklin 
Haxby-not listed. Hoober 305-340. rarity-6. a banknote size scrip 
note on this large city bustling with commerce and emergency 
issuers in the 1837-1839 period. The variety of issuers on this city 
was considerable in the 1830s, but few proofs are seen. some very 
faint foxing and several smaller size punch holes. 

7347 he a fact rers a  echa cs Ba k of the t  a  o t  
of Ph la el h a. we t  ollars. 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc -
late . Plate B. Printed on India paper. Imprint of Bald, Cousland 
& Co. Philadelphia/Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, new york. no 
protector. Bottom full length vignette, wagon unloading at the far 
left city view in the center, and coal pile unloading at right. Titles 
top and text center. Haxby Pa-450 G44 senC. rarity-5. a gorgeous 
type with several in the 1990 sale. This is a choice example put 
away shortly after the sale and hand picked from several examples 
from the original lots. Moderate aBn stamp on the verso. 
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l ste  Ser es a  e

7348 he echa cs Ba k of the t  a  o t  of Ph la el h a, 
Ph la el h a, Pe s l a a. Wr tte  e om at o  Post Note. 
1820s. a cellat o  Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on thin 
proofing paper, mounted on card. Imprint of Murray, draper, Fair-
man & Co. Top center, titled bank building vignette. end panels 
with “PosT noTe” Haxby Pa-455 unlisted series. High rarity-7, 
the only example we have seen. This pull is fairly contemporary 
based on the glue used to mount it. There is light evidence of the 
copper plate getting “X”. This proof likely came from the 1991 
“Third aBn” sale.

Ba k of North mer ca olor Proof

7349 he Ba k of North mer ca, Ph la el h a, Pe s l a a. e 
ollars. 1850s. Proof. xtremel  e, minor flaws. Plate B. Printed 

on India paper. Imprint of Toppan, Carpenter, & Co. deep orange 
protector 5 FIVe 5 with center end 5 counters. Center, america 
seated with eagle in large V. Franklin top left and woman at the 
right. Haxby Pa-465 G172a. as a Proof, rarity-7. The most historic 
title on obsolete currency. Issued notes of this type are seen, but few 
proofs. From the face, most impressive with extraordinary color 
richness. There are some India paper repairs along the bottom that 
are seen when inspected from the back. 

S erb wo olor Ba k of Pe s l a a Proof

7350 he Ba k of Pe s l a a, Ph la el h a, Pe s l a a. ft  
ollars. 1850s. ace Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate B. Printed 

on India paper, mounted on original card. Imprint of danforth, 
Wright & Co., Philad. & new-york. Two color. Printed in all blue 
with soft orange tint plate outlining white FIFTy. Center, under 
title, Pennsylvania arms. Bottom corners, male banker portraits. 
upper corners, counters. Haxby Pa-480 G190d. High rarity-5. a 
stunning color arrangement used on this series and a few others. 
The blue note printing is especially vibrant. We have handled 

several over the past 19 years and all they seem to do is climb 
upward in value. an essential color tint type on one of the earliest 
titles in the newly formed republic. 

7351 he Ph la el h a oa  om a , Ph la el h a, Pe s l a a. 
e ollars. 1830s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed 

on India paper. Imprint of underwood, Bald, spencer & Hufty. 
seated female on shore, supported by Pennsylvania arms. left 
end, Jefferson in panel. right end “FIVe.” Haxby Pa-not listed. 
Hoober 305-unlisted. as a Proof, rarity-6. This note paid interest 
on the deposit made to bear it. a bold and vivid Proof note from 
an organization which essentially functioned as a bank. no punch 
hole cancels and quite a beauty. 

From the a erford Collection.

7352 he Ph la el h a Sa s st t t o , Ph la el h a, Pe s l-
a a. O e ollar. 1830s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed 

on India paper, mounted on card. Imprint of underwood, Bald, 
spencer & Hufty. Two cherubs at top over title. left end, athena 
standing. right end, “CaPITal $200,000.” Haxby Pa-not listed. 
Hoober 305-540. rarity-6. a rarer issuer in the 1837 era of Phila-
delphia private banks. This proof is bright white with the curved 
title having a bowl effect for the cherubs above. These appeared 
on two types of sheet layouts in the aBn sale. Bold and bright.

From the Haverford Collection  archives of the american 
Banknote Company (Christie’s, september 14-15, 1990, part of 
lot 1695).

7353 Pr ate ss er, S  lle , We Prom se to a or Bearer , 
Ph la el h a, Pe s l a a. O e ollar. 1820s. Proof. c rc -
late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, mounted on card. Imprint 
of Fairman draper underwood & Co. allegorical vignettes top and 
bottom. left end panel, seated Peace. upper right, Justice standing. 
Haxby-nor listed. Hoober 305-not listed. rarity-7. There were two 
series of private scrip with a notation in the aBn archive as “s&M 
allen.” These plate notations are generally accurate as someone 
commissioned the issue and paid the invoice for this ornate plate. 
Great style and undervalued in the grand scheme. 

From the a erford Collection  Christian Blom  Archi es of the 
American Banknote Company Christie’s, September - , 990, part 
of Lot 7 3 .

ster  Ph la el h a Bearer Note

7354 Pr ate ss er S  lle , We Prom se to a or Bearer  
at o r Of ce  New York or Ph la el h a, Ph la el h a, Pe -
s l a a. e ollars. 1820s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate 
B. Printed on India paper, mounted on card. Imprint of Fairman 
draper underwood & Co. Top center, drovers across a stream. 
Panel ends with Franklin left and Washington right. Haxby-nor 
listed. Hoober 305-not listed. rarity-7. This is a second type with 
slightly different obligation. likewise unlisted, there were two ex-
amples on the sheet procured at the 1990 aBn sale by noteworthy 
obsolete dealer and collector Christian Blom. Card included, but 
loose from it. 

From the a erford Collection  997 Long Beach Sale eritage, June 
997, Lot 0  Christian Blom  Archi es of the American Banknote 

Company Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 7 3 .
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xtremel  are P ttsb r h Ser es

7355 he ercha ts a  echa cs Ba k of P ttsb r h, P ttsb r h, 
Pe s l a a. O e ollar. e 4, 1841. Proof. ho ce c rc -
late . Plate C. Printed on India paper, mounted on original card. 
Imprint of draper, Toppan & Co., Philad. Top center, Pennsylvania 
arms. upper left, seated woman writing. right end, female with 
flowers. Haxby Pa-545 G56 senC. rarity-7. no data available on 
this 1841 relief note issue. This is one of three known off the sheet 
that came from Ford-ruder. Bold, black and beautiful. The other 
examples are well ensconced in private collections. 

From our sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection Part , October 2, 
200 , part of Lot 7 3  Ed Shapiro  Lucius S. uder Collection Charles 

amilton’s th Sale, ecember 3, 9 , part of Lot 83 .

735  he P ttsto  Ba k, P ttsto , Pe s l a a. e ollars. 1850s. 
Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. Philad. & new-york. no tint or 
protector. at the far left, Morning. upper right, train. lower right, 
Indian chief seated. Haxby Pa-560 G6. rarity-5. a choice example. 
stamped moderately on the back by the aBn. 

7357 he P ttsto  Ba k, P ttsto , Pe s l a a. e ollars. 1850s. 
Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. Im-
print of Bald, Cousland & Co. Philad. & new-york. Full orange 
tint with white outlined protector FIVe. at the far left, Morning. 
upper right, train. lower right, Indian chief seated. Haxby Pa-560 
G6a. rarity-5. There were several of this type in the 1990 sale, but 
this is one of the finest. Perfect paper and stamped moderately on 
the back by the aBn. nearly a Gem. 

7358 he o a o t  Ba k, o a, Pe s l a a. e ollars. 1850s. 
Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. Im-
print of Bald, Cousland & Co. Philad. & new-york. Full orange tint 
with dual white outlined protector Vs. Center, haywagon scene. 
lower left, girl “salutes.” lower right, Penn. Haxby Pa-640 G6a. 
another premium quality Pennsylvania color proof put away 
long ago. Handpicked and not often seen in this high end state. 
stamped on the back by the aBn faintly. 

7359 he Warre  o t  Ba k, Warre , Pe s l a a. e  ollars. 
1850s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, new york/ Bald, Cousland 
& Co. Philadelphia. Center, logging scene. lower left, Franklin. 
Haxby Pa-680 G12 senC. rarity-5. an unknown type prior to 
the aBn sale in 1990. some handling and the aBn is a bit heavy 
from the verso and seen on the right face. 

73 0 he armers  ro ers Ba k of Wa esb r , Wa esb r , 
Pe s l a a. e ollars. 1850s. Proof. c rc late . Plate 
a. Printed on India paper. Imprint of Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, 
new york/ Bald, Cousland & Co. Philadelphia. Top center, men 
unload hay. lower left, girl with wheat. lower right, young girl 
in oval. Haxby Pa-695 G12. rarity-5. excellent paper quality with 
a very light aBn stamping on the verso. 

ho ce Wa esb r  BS m r t Proof

73 1 he armers  ro ers Ba k of Wa esb r , Wa esb r , 
Pe s l a a. e  ollars. 1830s-1840s. Proof. ho ce c r-
c late . Plate C. Printed on India paper. Imprint of underwood 
Bald & spencer. Top center, farmer and wife. end panels identical, 
hunter with rifle and dog. Haxby Pa-690 G14. rarity-6. There were 
only three examples on the one 1990 sheet. Bright and beautiful. 
once mounted, now carefully removed and dried for archival 
purposes. 

From the a erford Collection  Archi es of the American Banknote 
Company Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 77 .

73 2 he armers  ro ers Ba k of Wa esb r , Wa esb r , 
Pe s l a a. we t  ollars. 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc -
late . Plate a. Printed on India paper, mounted on original card. 
Imprint of danforth, Bald & Co., Philad. & new-york. Top center, 
man herds a linear and well organized group of sheep. left end, 
girl with pail. lower right, female as america and Plenty. Haxby 
Pa-695 G26 senC. rarity-6. Very handsome type printed on buff 
India paper. Quite eye catching. stamped on the back of the card 
by the aBn. 

rHode Island

are lto  e   ette  Proof

73 3 he chmo  Ba k, lto , ho e sla . O e ollar. st 
12th 1850s, Proof. c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper. 
Imprint of danforth, Wright & Co. new-york & Philad. Horses and 
sheep watering at top center. lower left, mechanic. lower right 
Jenny lind vignette with very fancy filigree bodice different from 
the version used on the Farmers and Mechanics Bank of easton). 
Haxby rI-425 G2. he Haxb  Plate Note. rarity-7. a bold black 
and white proof with superb details. Pairing with the earlier Bank 
of easton proof would make for a great display. Very desirable and 
from a now infrequently offered danforth, Wright & Co. imprint 
group. 
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Br stol Bea t  from 1999 ee  Sale

73 4 he a le Ba k of Br stol ho e sla , Br stol, ho e sla . 
e ollars. 1810s-1820s. Proof. ho ce bo t c rc late . 

Plate a. Printed on white laid paper. Imprint of reed. spread 
winged eagle on rock, title above and denomination below. ornate 
end panels. Haxby rI-35 G24. he Haxb  Plate Note. rarity-7. a 
gorgeous reed from the 1999 sale. exceptional paper with a deftly 
handled archive fold that defies immediate detection. Wide bottom 
margin. a Bristol beauty  

From the a erford Collection  2000 Cincinnati Sale CAA, Sep-
tember 22-23, 2000, Lot 890  From our 999 Americana Sale, January 
2- 3, 999, Lot 802  Abner eed Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

ho ce a  are tle from the ee  Ser es

73 5 he reeme s Ba k Br stol, ho e sla . e  ollars. 1810s-
1820s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on white 
laid paper. Imprint of reed. Justice seated on shore, town in 
background. ornate end panels. Haxby rI-40 G34. rarity-7. Very 
well styled and superb quality from the 1999 reed sale. Trivial as 
made paper fleck in the field is trumped by exceptional rarity. 

From the a erford Collection  Our 999 Americana Sale, January 
2- 3, 999, Lot 80  Abner eed Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

73  he o t Ho e Ba k Br stol, ho e sla . O e ollar. 1820s. 
Proof. c rc late . Plate F. Printed on thick India paper. Imprint 
of reed & Pelton. Indian paddles canoe, on hilltop a monument. 
ornate turned end panels. Haxby rI-45 G4. as a Proof, rarity-7. 
The type is well known as a remainder. However, proofs from 
here are another matter and this is a rarely seen imprint. Paper 
ripple as made at the top and pen squiggles in the signature blocks. 
lovely. 

From the a erford Collection  Our 999 Americana Sale, January 
2- 3, 999, Lot 80  Abner eed Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

73 7 he ra sto  Ba k, ra sto , ho e sla . hree ollars. 
1820s. Proof. xtremel  e. Plate a. Printed on thin banknote 
paper as a proof impression. Imprint of reed. Justice seated with 
“3.” ornate end panels. Haxby rI-65 G16. he Haxb  Plate Note. 
as a Proof, rarity-7. Great style, but a bank that saw its plate re-
printed. This is a very rare contemporary impression on delicate 
“hybrid” paper. Mishandled at the top edge with a short tear. The 
face appearance is near perfect. 

From the a erford Collection  Our 999 Americana Sale, January 
2- 3, 999, Lot 807  Abner eed Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

ho ce ra sto  Ba k ee  Proof

73 8 he ra sto  Ba k, ra sto , ho e sla . e ollars. 1810s-
1820s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on thin banknote paper 
as a proof impression. Imprint of reed. Knowledge seated on shore-
line, mills across the river. ornate panel ends. Haxby rI-65 G24. he 
Haxb  Plate Note. rarity-7. rare denomination on the series and 
also printed on this very delicate “hybrid” paper. Translucent glue 
seen on the wide right edge from the book removal. 

From the a erford Collection  Our 999 Americana Sale, January 
2- 3, 999, Lot 808  Abner eed Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

Scarce New ort rch al ema er

73 9 he New ort xcha e Ba k, New ort, ho e sla . ft  
ollars. 1830s. rch al ema er. bo t c rc late . Plate a. 

Printed on banknote grade bond paper. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, 
Hatch & Co. new york. supported new york arms, flanked by 
identical vignette of seated female. end panels with “50” in corners. 
Haxby rI-165 G20. rarity-5. an odd note, style-wise. Was this a 
spurious issue or test note  Collected with proofs from rhode Island 
for decades. Four small PoC and a long corner handling fold. 

From the a erford Collection  Western eser e istorical Society 
Sale Spink-America, o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part of Lot 8 9 .

ho ce Pawt xet Yellow Pa er ee  Proof

7370 he Pawt xet Ba k, Pawt xet, ho e sla . O e ollar. 1810s-
1820s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate C. Printed on yellow laid 
paper. Imprint of reed. Industry seated by beehive. ornate end 
panels. Haxby rI-225 G4. rarity-7. Two examples were offered in 
the first reed sale back in 1983 at the old-old-old nasCa. a beauty 
that came out of the book as a near Gem. We are surprised this was 
not retained as there was a duplicate sold in the same sale. 

From the a erford Collection  E  Abner eed Sale ASCA, Oc-
tober 3 - o ember 2, 983, Lot 8  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.
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x Sch oethe- or -Bo  Proof

7371 he ercha ts  Ba k  Pro e ce, Pro e ce, ho e sla . 
O e ollar. 1810s-1820s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed 
on India paper. Imprint of leney & rollinson. standing liberty 
on shoreline, plow and farm implements at her feet. ornate end 
panels. Haxby rI-355 G2. he Haxb  Plate Note. rarity-7. stun-
ning printing and l&r engraving. Mr. Ford sold few of these 
separated from a smaller book on the imprint that belonged to 
Boyd. Marvelous pedigree from Herb and Martha schingoethe, 
purchased at the 1999 stack’s sale. 

From the a erford Collection  Schingoethe Part 7 .M. Smythe  
Co., July , 200 , Lot 7 0  Our 999 Americana Sale, January 2- 3, 
999, Lot 8  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

7372 he o  Ba k, Pro e ce, ho e sla . O e ollar. 1810s-
1820s. Proof. c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper. no 
imprint, but leney & rollinson. Hope seated on shore, floundering 
ship in the distance. ornate end, reversed text “TWo” of differ-
ing styles. Haxby rI-400 G10. rarity-7. nearly complete, but no 
imprint line on the bottom edge. Fabulous flash on the end protec-
tors diagnostic to these superbly styled l&r products. not from 
the Ford-Boyd book, but from an older holding with three small 
hinge remnants on the verso. 

From the a erford Collection.

are Westerl  Ser es b  ee

7373 he Phe x Ba k of Westerl , Westerl , ho e sla . e ol-
lars. 1810s-1820s. Proof. bo t c rc late . Printed on white 
laid paper. Imprint of reed. seated female with “5.” ornate end 
panels. Haxby rI-555 G32. he Haxb  Plate Note. rarity-7. a 
bold proof with three wide margins. an old handling fold was 
deftly pressed after dismounted. Choice was the operative word 
in 1999 and maintains that status today. yet another treasure from 
this archive book maintained by Ford and Boyd for decades. 

From the a erford Collection  2000 Cincinnati Sale CAA, Septem-
ber 22-23, 2000, Lot 902  Our 999 Americana Sale, January 2- 3, 
999, Lot 82  Abner eed Archi e  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

souTH CarolIna

are a  Well St le  harlesto  Proof

7374 he Pla ters  echa cs Ba k of So th arol a, harlesto , 
So th arol a. e  ollars. 1830s-1840s. Proof. bo t c rc -
late . Plate B. Printed on India paper, mounted on card. Imprint of 
spencer, Hufty, danforth, Phila/danforth, spencer & Hufty, new 
york. spread winged eagle on branch. Cameo heads in each end panel. 
Haxby sC-25 G22. as a Proof, High rarity-6. Wonderful vignettes and 
style. only one sheet with four examples in the 1990 aBn archives. 
long paper ripple as made on the India paper only. 

From the a erford Collection  Archi es of the American Banknote 
Company Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 8 .

S erb ra e harlesto  Proof

7375 he Ba k of the State of So th arol a, harlesto , So th 
arol a. O e ollar. 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate C. 

Printed on India paper. Imprint of Bald, adams & Co., new-york/ 
Imprint of Bald, Cousland & Co. Phila. red protector one. upper 
left, detailed wharf scene with unloading and other activities. Far 
left, standing Calhoun. upper right, bust of Mcduffie. Haxby sC-45 
G26b. as a Proof, rarity-5. Though there were several in the aBn 
sale, this example is a stunner, and a gem designation would not 
be a stretch. deep embossing, perfect margining and only a light 
aBn ink stamp. 

737  he Ba k of the State of So th arol a, harlesto , So th aro-
l a. wo ollars. 1850s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate C. Printed 
on India paper. Imprint of Bald, adams & Co., new-york/ Imprint of 
Bald, Cousland & Co. Phila. red protector TWo. Top center, Capitol 
Building. lower left, elmore. lower right, Calhoun. Haxby sC-45 
G38b. as a Proof, rarity-5. The issued notes are quite plentiful, but 
not proofs. The aBn proofs generally had condition problems. This 
only has a small piece of handling, otherwise a Choice piece. Moderate 
aBn stamping with some central show through. 
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ort o ltr e ette

7377 he Ba k of the State of So th arol a, harlesto , So th aro-
l a. o r ollars. 1850s. Proof. c rc late . Plate a. Printed on 
India paper. Imprint of Bald, adams & Co., new-york/ Imprint of 
Bald, Cousland & Co. Phila. red protector Four. Top center, Fort 
Moultrie with busy day to day activities in the foreground. lower 
left, robert y. Hayne. lower right, langdon Cheves. Haxby sC-45 
G42b. as a Proof, rarity-5. another sharp proof with a vignette 
used on this denomination and series only. The aBn stamping 
is seen at the bottom right face, otherwise the paper quality is 
exceptional with deep embossing of the protector. 

TeXas

Str k  al esto , exas Plate m ress o
7378 he ommerc al 

a  r c lt ral 
Ba k, al esto , 

exas. c t ace 
Sheet of 100- 50-
20- 10. a . 1, 1848 

Ser es. Pro r etar  
Proof. ho ce -
c rc late . Plates 
a-a-a-a. Modern 
single plate im-
pression, printed 
on widely margined 
card, from the 1840s 
engraved original 
plate. Imprint of 
danforth & Hufty., 
new york, & Philad. 
an impressive ar-
ray of vignettes on 
each note. The $100 
with full across vi-
gnette arrangement 
featuring the T-17 
Confederate female 
allegorical trio. The $50 and $20 with supported Texas star shield. 
The $10 with Washington supported by two females. attractive 
nautical vignettes for this port city of great importance. Haxby 
TX-6 G14-G12-G10-G8. In this form, rarity-7. an extremely strik-
ing proof item from Texas and one of only two we have seen in 
this format. Haxby knew of the genuine proofs and lot 1938 of 
the 1990 aBn sale was the archive book sheet from the period. 
This was an impressive and natural plate to pull for production 
use by the aBn for projects. The issuer was used prominently in 
their american Paper Money Collection. This impression itself is 
very bold and presents a magnificent quality. each impression 
stamped on the verso by the aBn. 

VerMonT

are Ba k of Orlea s Ser es

7379 he Ba k of Orlea s, rasb r h, ermo t. O e ollar. Pro r etar  
Proof. em c rc late . Plate a. Modern single plate impression, 
printed on widely margined card, from the 1850s engraved original 
plate. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch, & edson, new-york/new 
england Bank note Co., Boston. left end, reclining female. right 
end, cattle. Center light gray “1”. Haxby VT-105 G4 senC. In this 
format, rarity-7. a rare series of notes and the first of four denomina-
tions making a sharp looking set. Penned plate location “841-W7” at 
bottom center and “Box #11” at lower left margin corner. stamped 
on the back of the card by the aBn. 

7380 he Ba k of Orlea s, rasb r h, ermo t. wo ollars. Pro-
r etar  Proof. em c rc late . Plate a. Modern single plate 

impression, printed on wide margined card, from the 1850s en-
graved original plate. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch, & edson, 
new-york/new england Bank note Co., Boston. left end, seated 
mechanic in fore of smoking factory. right end, seated milkmaid 
and cows. Gray “2” in center. Haxby VT-105 G8 senC. In this 
format, rarity-7. Penned plate location “841-W7” at bottom center 
and “Box #11” at lower left margin corner. stamped on the back 
of the card by the aBn. 

7381 he Ba k of Orlea s, rasb r h, ermo t. e ollars. Pro-
r etar  Proof. em c rc late . Plate a. Modern single plate 

impression, printed on widely margined card, from the 1850s 
engraved original plate. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch, & 
edson, new-york/new england Bank note Co., Boston. similar 
layout to prior two. left end, cattle with perplexed looks. right 
end, seated pipe fitter and large pipe. Gray “5” in center. Haxby 
VT-105 G14 senC. In this format, rarity-7. superbly styled and 
deeply embossed to the card. Penned plate location “841-W7” at 
bottom center and “Box #11” at lower left margin corner. stamped 
on the back of the card by the aBn. 
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7382 he Ba k of Orlea s, rasb r h, ermo t. e  ollars. Pro-
r etar  Proof. em c rc late . Plate a. Modern single plate 

impression, printed on wide margined card, from the 1850s 
engraved original plate. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch, & 
edson, new-york/new england Bank note Co., Boston. similar 
style. left end, wagon comes down road. right end, picnic scene 
during harvest. Gray “10” in center. Haxby VT-105 G20 senC. 
In this format, rarity-7. The final denomination in this Gem set. 
Penned plate location “841-W7” at bottom center and “Box #11” 
at lower left margin corner. 

are North el  Ba k WH  Ser es

7383 he North el  Ba k, North el , ermo t. O e ollar. Pro-
r etar  Proof. em c rc late . Plate a. Modern single plate 

impression, printed on wide margined card, from the 1850s 
engraved original plate. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch, & 
edson, new-york/new england Bank note Co., Boston. Center, 
family relaxes during a harvest break. lower right, titled portrait 
of Hon. e. Paine. Haxby VT-160 G4 senC. In this format, rarity-7. 
This is rare series, known mostly in this format with only a few 
impressions known. a bold black impression. Penned plate loca-
tion “837-W7” at bottom right and “Box #28” at bottom center. 

Haxb  a  ra  Plate Note

7384 he North el  Ba k, North el , ermo t. O e H re  ol-
lars. 1850s. Proof. er  e, impairments. Plate a. Printed on 
India paper. no imprint, style of Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear & 
Co. Bottom center, Eliot Preaches to the ndians. lower left, mechanic 
with anvil and gear. lower right, Governor Paine. Haxby VT-160 
G26. he Haxb  Plate Note and o er ra  Plate Note from 
Interesting notes about History. rarity-7. a very rare Vermont 
Proof with some impairments. There are some small chips out, 
upper right corner nipped off and long circular sealed tear at the 
right. The proof still presents well and is quite collectible with its 
the superior vignette style and unquestioned rarity. 

VIrGInIa

are r a  m r te  Proof

7385 he armers Ba k of r a, chmo , r a. e  ollars. 
1820s-1830s. Proof. c rc late . Plate H. Printed on India paper, 
mounted on card. Imprint of Fairman draper underwood & Co. 
Ceres seated by river. left end, raleigh. right end, Washington. 
Haxby Va-175 G24 senC. Jones & littlefield Br25-51. rarity-7. 
Bold and well printed. There were relatively few Virginia proofs 
from this imprint. one sheet with four impressions was in the 1990 
aBn sale. some natural wrinkling of the India paper. 

From the a erford Collection  Archi es of the American Banknote 
Company Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 2002 .

Or ate Wheel  Proof Note

738  he ercha ts a  echa cs Ba k of Wheel  a  at the 
armers  echa cs Ba k Ph la el h a, Wheel , r a. 

e ollars. 1830s-1840s. Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate C. 
Printed on India paper. Imprint of underwood Bald & spencer. 
upper right, ornate town scene on the river. end panels with 
oval framed early train. Haxby Va-240 G92. Jones & littlefield 
BW25-20. rarity-6. a thoughtful layout and rare proof. The actual 
notes were never legally emitted having been stolen in route to 
the bank. Certainly from the dismounted 1990 sale sheet and a 
superb example (one of three) with deep embossing seen from the 
verso. 

From the a erford Collection  Archi es of the American Banknote 
Company Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 202 .
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Poss bl  e Wheel  Ba k  Ho se e ce

7387 he North Wester  Ba k of r a, Wheel , r a. 
wo ollars. Ba k  Ho se ss e. 1830s-1840s. Proof. ho ce 

c rc late . Plate B. Printed on India paper. Imprint of under-
wood, Bald, spencer & Hufty, Phila/danforth, underwood & 
Co., new york. Commerce seated. end panels with cameo heads. 
Haxby Va-245 unlisted. not described. Jones & littlefield B30-10. 
likely, the o es  ttle el  Plate Note.. rarity-7, and perhaps 
irreplaceable. a complex series with Haxby listings compiled 25 
years ago. The 1990 aBn sale added some discovery types like 
this. looks like a good match to the plate note  the aBn lots were 
photographed for the Jones and littlefield opus on the state. There 
was only one example at the bottom of the solitary 1990 archive 
sheet. 

From the a erford Collection  Archi es of the American Banknote 
Company Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 2029 .

ee l  Pr te  m ress o

7388 he North Wester  Ba k of r a, Wheel , r a. e 
ollars. Ba k  Ho se ss e. 1830s. Proof. c rc late . Plate 

a. Printed on India paper, mounted on card. Imprint of draper 
underwood Bald & spencer. Plenty standing between “FIVe” 
panels. Identical ends with different Plenty vignette. Haxby 
Va-245 unlisted. not described. Jones & littlefield BW30-17. 
rarity-7. a very deep impression to the card and quite stunning. 
Very tiny wisps of corner foxing at the top, otherwise the look of a 
Gem. There were only three examples of this discovery type from 
the 1990 sale. Virginia proofs are undervalued as this state once 
sported the most loyal cartel of collectors in thirty years ago. 

From the a erford Collection  Archi es of the American Banknote 
Company Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 2028 .

r a Plate Note a  Perha s e

7389 he North Wester  Ba k of r a, Wheel , r a. e  
ollars. Ba k  Ho se ss e. 1830s. Proof. c rc late . Plate 

a. Printed on India paper, mounted on card. Imprint of draper 
underwood Bald & spencer. Hope seated with anchor, ship in 
background. lower left and right, standing Justice with Washing-
ton in oval. Haxby Va-245 unlisted. design 10G, only described. 
Jones & littlefield BW30-38. o es  ttle el  Plate Note.. High 
rarity-8, possibly e.. another gorgeous impression and 
finely styled. This was the only example on the aBnCo’s four 
note sheet. Its J&l Plate note status further supports its potential 
uniqueness. Petty signs of original mounting glue seen from the 
face. 

From the a erford Collection  Archi es of the American Banknote 
Company Christie’s, September - , 990, part of Lot 2028 .

WIsConsIn

ho ce a  are h ewa Ba k Proof

7390 he h ewa Ba k, Pe , W sco s . e ollars. No ember 
1, 185 . Proof. ho ce c rc late . Plate a. Printed on India 
paper. Imprint of danforth, Wright & Co., new-york & Philad. 
Bottom center, black and white colts spooked by train. lower left, 
Wisconsin die. lower right, seated Indian. Haxby WI-640 G4. rar-
ity-7. a superb proof of a type that was copied into a well known 
contemporary fake (Plate a). The genuine notes may never have 
made it into circulation. This is a very rare proof and came from 
a two note sheet auctioned at Memphis back in 1995 when three 
auction houses all sold 400 lots each. 

From the 99  Memphis Sale 39 .M. Smythe  Co. June 7, 
99 , part of Lot .
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7391 k ow  ocat o . e ollars. e  olor Back. 1840s-1850s 
St le. Proof. c rc late . no plate letter. Printed on India pa-
per. no imprint, style of danforth group  “FIVe” in white across 
center, outlined “5” at end on red engine turned counters. Haxby 
unknown. a colorful back in reddish-brown color, but with no 
imprint. The style might be from an earlier danforth imprint, but 
we cannot be certain. 

From the a erford Collection.

a est c a  are Ba k of mer ca 10,000 S ec me

7392 he Ba k of mer ca, New York, New York. 10,000 S ec al 
e os t ert cate to the New York lear  Ho se a able  
ol . a.1890. rch al S ec me . ho ce bo t c rc late . 

Printed on banknote paper on two sides. Imprint of danforth, 
Wright & Co., new-york & Philad in two locations with “aBC” 
monogram. Full green tint lathe across note including the left end 
stub portion. Imposing layout with seated Indian Princess in the 
center under the curved title. large “10,000” counters at the top 
corners. obligation at the bottom center. stamped in red on face, 
“Payable in united states Gold Coin.” The stub face with titles and 
issuer block, back blank. Blue note back with endorsement space. 
Haxby ny-1435-not listed. similar to schingoethe Part 1: lot 2725, 
but different color. stamped “sPeCIMen” lightly across face. a 
stunning presentation, majestic and rare. This archival example is 
likely the only form in which you will ever see something like this. 
The certificates were internal, for the big boys and not circulating 
currency in the manner we think of today. However, in 1893 when 
financial panic swept the united states, new york bankers led by 
Morgan created the Clearing House associations to stabilize hard 
money. Initially, the plates for this certificate may have started with 
a different purpose as there is a partial archival notation of “oct. 
28, 1879.” There are er  few 10,000 Obsolete ba k ote str -
me ts a a lable to collect es ec all  whe  o  co s er that 
there were o e  the 1990 BN Sale. These are very collectible 
in conjunction with that series and the similar piece in october 
2004 at schingoethe Part one fetched a whopping $6,612.50. 

From the White Oak Collection.

7393 mer ca  Ba k Note om a  x er me t al  S ec me . 10 . 
a.1920s. ace Proof. ho ce c rc late . 170mm by 75mm India 

paper impression on wide margin card. Imprint of the american 
Bank note Company at base. Multi-color tint plate, red, violet and 
green. Center, Progress turns the wheel as Mercury leads Commerce 
flanked by “10” counters. a classic type that did appear with some 
quantity in the 1990 aBn sale. This is a choice piece with some 
minor card handling. 

7394 Bra b r , W lk so   o. . al S e  50  Sam le er-
t s  Note. a.1920s-1930s. ho ce c rc late . 200mm by 110 
mm. Printed on banknote paper on two sides in all blue. Imprint 
of Bradbury, Wilkinson & Company, london. Identical both sides. 
Center, winsome female with garland in her hair. small “50” coun-
ters in geometric lathe. Imprint at base. Beautifully designed and 
scarce. a classic from this exceptional imprint. 

7395 Waterlow  So s m te  or  Nelso  e Sam le ert s  
Note. a.1920s-1930s. c rc late . 172mm by 75mm. uniface, 
printed on wider format banknote paper. Imprint in titles. deep 
reddish brown frames and oval. lord nelson, framed in color. 
Color titles and advertising below. red seal centered on bottom. 
Very handsome type. Trivial handling on wide extremities. 

er  are BS ra er s Proof Sam le Sheet

739  ra er, erwoo , Bal ,  S e cer. t tle  N mber  4  
e om at o  s  o ters. ra er s Proof Sam le Sheet. 
a. ate 1830 s. ho ce er  e. India paper Proof printed on 

large sheet from single plate. 40cm by 43cm image frame with 
wide margins. Matted in white and framed in antique brown wood 
frame. simplistic in style, but great on rarity. Primarily denomina-
tion panels and counters within lathe frame. Central vignette of 
napoleon & Josephine bas relief medallion with arm and hammer 
above. Bottom vignette of water falls used on a rare Connecticut 
note (Thames Bank, norwich $10, Haxby CT-370 G64). engraved 
“4” upper right. This is the only one we have catalogued and has 
come back to us from our 2003 americana sale. The India paper is 
bright, vibrant and devoid of flaws. a superior engraver’s sheet. 
These are vastly under collected and are a must for serious col-
lectors of proof notes and their history. 

From our 2003 Americana Sale, January 2 -23, 2003, Lot 38 .

seCurITy PrInTInG HIsTory
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PrInTInG PlaTes

m orta t ohawk Ba k rre c  Plate
Sche ecta , New York

rca 1807

7397 New York, Sche ecta . ohawk Ba k. 1807-18 5. ace 
late for a face 4-s b ect sheet. 3- 2- 2- 1. Haxb  

NY-2540, 34- 22- 22 ar a t- 10. Copper. 8 x 10.5 
inches. no engraver’s imprint. a wonderful and historic 
currency plate, this being perhaps the only one used to 
print these denominations of the earliest bank note is-
sues of the Mohawk Bank of schenectady. The plate is 
somewhat light, rosy copper with hints of deeper orange 
and violet iridescence. some deep brown toning is seen in 
the recesses, around the edges, and in the interior of the 
plate where it has been handled. The metal is glossy and 
lustrous, and aside from a few very light old scratches 
it has been well cared for. affixed in more recent times 
to a thick piece of particle board for support by a dozen 
tiny nails in the thin border, but the printing surface is 
not affected in any way. Close examination reveals that 
the plate was well used, as it shows clear wear and some 
design elements have become a little shallow from use. 
still, these note issues are all listed by Haxby as senC, 
Sur i ing E ample ot Con rmed, so the plate is all the 
more an important artifact from this early new york 
bank.

The plate bears an interesting note configuration, with 
two different $2 notes in the second and third positions. 
While they are close enough to appear roughly the same 
upon first glance, closer study reveals several differences. 
The most striking difference is in the left end (as printed) 
ornamentation. However, detailed comparison reveals 
that the small native american vignette at the top center 
is also slightly different in style, as is the “2” denomina-
tion counter vignette at the bottom center. The purpose 
for two differently styled notes of the same denomination 
on a single plate is uncertain, but it is our supposition 
that only one style was released into circulation at the 
time of the original issue, the second being held back 
to release later in the event that circulating counterfeits 
were discovered of the first style. This would make it easy 
to withdraw the first released style, and inexpensive to 
replace them with already printed notes that could be 
easily identified by the bankers as valid issues. 

This plate is one of very few that were not retained by the origi-
nal engraving firm, or a successor company. Prior to our sales of the 
metallic archives of american Bank note Company that began in 
august 2006, currency plates were rarely ever seen, with perhaps 
only one or two examples appearing over the course of any given 
year. The aBnCo archive has yielded several examples, mostly 
engraved in steel and largely from a later period, circa 1850-1866. 
This plate is quite unusual for its very early date of use and is, 
again, an important and historic artifact of the american banking 
system of the early 1800s.

This bank was incorporated on March 13, 1807, as the President, directors 
and Company of the Mohawk Bank, this being the formal style of the era. It 

issued paper money to an unknown extent. on october 5 1815, the new-york 
evening Post told the story of a wood sawyer who tried to spend one of the 
bank’s $2 bills in new york City, but encountered many difficulties (quoted 
at length in dillistin, Bank note reporters, 1949, p. 3). In 1829 the charter of 
the Mohawk Bank was renewed (extended). on February 22, 1834, the capital 
was listed as $165,000, at which time the bank was in good health. The charter 
expired by law on January 1, 1853, by which time it had been reorganized, as 
was the custom, and was in business as an associated free bank under revised 
new york state rules, with a capital of $125,000. Within a few years this was 
raised to $200,000. The bank ran into difficulty after the Panic of 1857, forcing 
the state superintendent of banking to mandate the capital to be reduced to 
$51,000. stockholders paid additional funds into the bank, and the capital was 
reset at $100,000. In 1865 it reorganized to become the Mohawk national Bank 
of schenectady, charter 1226.
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Pla ters a  echa cs Ba k rre c  
Plates

harlesto , So th arol a
7398 So th arol a, harlesto . he Pla ters a  

echa cs Ba k of So th arol a. 1811-18 5, 
a  1870-187 . ace late a  face t t late for a 
4-s b ect sheet. 5- 5- 5- 5. Haxb  S -25, 12a-

12a- 12a- 12a. steel. 9 x 14 inches each. Imprint 
of american Bank note Company on tint plate. 
a beautifully preserved pair of plates. The face is 
lustrous light steel gray with traces of olive and 
gold toning seen in places. a couple of very small 
oxidation spots are seen, but neither is particularly 
distracting. Traces of black ink remain in the recesses. 
at a certain angle, ghostlike images of the tint plate 
design can be seen on the face plate. The tint plate 
is considerably brighter and cleaner than the face 
plate. It is well polished and very reflective, and the 
name of the bank is engraved near the top border for 
purpose of guaranteed identification later. only the 
most trivial handling marks are seen. The recesses 
still hold a good bit of the red-orange ink used in 
printing the tint design. These notes with the aBnCo 
mark and this tint design are catalogued in Haxby 
as Proofs only. an earlier issue of the 1850s with the 
mark of Toppan, Carpenter and Company shared the 
central vignette, titles, and corner counter vignettes. 
In fact, close inspection of this face plate leads us to suspect that 
it was the TC&C plate, but altered for this later use. The earlier 
notes were issued as opposed to the later apparently Proof-only 
printings, and these were with a different tint. The original paper 
wrapper is included with each plate. (Total: 2 pieces) 

Mark of Jacob Keim, Philadelphia on back of each plate.

This bank was chartered in 1810 with a capital of $1 million, one of five 
early institutions set up in Charleston, then the capital of the state. In the 
1830s it was a “pet bank” during the Jackson administration, the details of 
which are familiar to financial historians. The institution continued opera-
tions into the Civil War, with long-time officers C.H. stevens, cashier, and 
daniel ravenel, president. like most banks in the south, it did not survive the 
conflict, as many of its assets, including cash reserves and the loan portfolio, 
became worthless.

ercha ts a  a fact rers Nat o al Ba k

7399 Pe s l a a, P ttsb r h. ercha ts a  a fact rers Na-
t o al Ba k. harter  13. steel. 5 x 7.5 inches. a large, nicely 
vignetted plate, lustrous and bright light steel gray. Hairlined as 
typical, with a few light handling marks but none worthy of spe-
cific mention. The plate was probably used as a calendar header, 
or for some other type of promotional materials from the bank. 
The top vignette shows sailors working a ship’s rigging, while the 
bottom one shows mechanics at work. The plate gives the bank’s 
address as “no. 217 Fourth avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania”. 
an original card sleeve is included. 

engraved identification number: V-38695 (P-6237 crossed out).
Partial mark of John sellers and sons, sheffield, england on back.
The Merchants and Manufacturers national Bank was chartered december 

8, 1864, for $600,000, limited to $1,000,000. John scott, Jr., was the first cashier, 
and Henry l. Bollman was the founding president. The men served together 
for nearly a decade. The bank issued nearly $6 million in currency during its 
40 year operation before being liquidated on February 1, 1904. Though it was 
estimated that nearly $65,000 in face value remained outstanding as of 1910, 
very little of this has turned up over the years. Today, only 11 notes are known 
to exist per the Kelly census, representing only $251 in face value.
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W ll am Pe s reat , 1 81

7401 enn e e nd n   steel. 6.5 x 4 
inches. Imprint of american Bank note Company, Philadelphia. 
Medium steel gray with soft overtones of olive and pale gray 
mottled across the surface. aside from the typically seen hairlines, 
handling marks are very few and only a single tiny oxidation pit 
is noted. It is inactive and far from the engraving. The scene is 
superbly executed in fine detail. a lovely and historic engraving, 
after the famous painting of this scene by Benjamin West. 

engraved identification number: sPeCIal V-44933(P-5969 crossed out).
Mark of John sellers and sons, sheffield, england on back.
William Penn (1644-1718) is widely known today as the founder of the 

Pennsylvania Colony on lands granted to him by King Charles II in 1681, to 
settle a debt owed to Penn’s father. This debt had been inherited by William 
as a young man. The land grant was one of the largest ever bestowed on an 
individual. He is known also for fair dealings with the aboriginal peoples 
he encountered in the new World, as he endeavored to purchase lands and 
make treaties including the one with the leni lenape (delaware) nation for 
which he also famous. The engraving here is of this treaty, and though it is 
dated 1681 on the plate, Penn was not in the new World until 1682, and he 
stayed on this visit only a short time, leaving for england in august 1684. This 
engraving was used as a logo for the John Wanamaker department stores in 
Philadelphia, with the theme of “fair dealing” translating nicely to the retail 
establishment.

This scene was widely reproduced in various other media, including on 
medalets produced in Philadelphia by robert lovett, Jr., progenitor of the 
famous 1861 Confederate states of america cent.

oh  Pa l o es
a t re of the Se

7402 o es, oh  Pa l 1747-1792 . a t re of the Se  1773. steel. 
3.5 x 2.5 inches. Imprint of american Bank note Company. satiny 
and lustrous medium steel gray with light olive and pale steel blue 
around the edges. a particularly clean plate with light hairlines 
as typical, but almost no handling marks worthy of mention. 
Boldly engraved and sharp. Titled below, “Paul Jones.” a plate for 
a rare vignette used on $10 Proof notes of the Marblehead Bank 
of Marblehead, Massachusetts (Haxby Ma-805, G180a). another 
important historical vignette plate. an original paper wrapper is 
included. 

engraved identification number: V 47697 (no. 135 crossed out).
“sir, I have not yet begun to fight” are the words for which John Paul Jones 

is best known. These were spoken september 23, 1779 to the British Captain 
of the 50-gun frigate, Serapis, which John Paul Jones defeated and took on this 
day. Born in 1747 in scotland, Jones took to the seas at the age of 12 when he 
joined the British merchant marine. He received his first command 10 years 
later, but upon murdering a mutinous sailor in 1773, he fled for the safety of 
the american colonies. In 1775, he entered the Continental navy and was 
highly regarded for attacking British ships in their own coastal waters during 
the american revolution. His bravery and daring nature earned him a place 
of high regard as a naval officer, and he is referred today as the “Father of 
the united states navy.”

7400 Pe s l a a, asto . on d e  steel. 5.5 x 2.5 inches. Imprint 
of american Bank note Company, new york. Medium steel gray, 
hairlined and lustrous. a few small oxidation spots are seen. 

engraved identification number: V 44737 (C-66 crossed out).
The easton Bridge was part of the lehigh Valley railroad, and the second level 

of the structure was completed in 1855. The bridge spanned the delaware river to 
connect Phillipsburg, new Jersey with easton, Pennsylvania. The present vignette 
appears to show the second level of the bridge only partly constructed.
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S rre er at Yorktow

7403 S rre er at Yorktow . 1781. steel. 3 x 1.75 inches. lustrous medium steel gray, with some light 
handling marks noted and one corner tip broken off but not affecting the design. The engraving is 
deeply cut and easily seen. The scene is of Cornwallis surrendering his sword to the americans, prob-
ably intended in this image to be a direct surrender to Washington, though neither general actually 
played this specific role in history. The original card sleeve is included. 

engraved identification number: V-40166.
The engraving seems to be after a lithograph done circa 1845 by James Baillie, which is not historically accurate. 

However, the decoration on the uniform of Cornwallis is clearly evident in contemporary portraits giving away the 
intended identity. Cornwallis claimed to be indisposed and unable to attend the formal surrender of his army, and 
sent General o’Hara to offer the surrender in his place. o’Hara approached General Washington and apologized for 
Cornwallis not being able to attend, and Washington directed him to his Major General Benjamin lincoln to deliver 
the surrender. The date was october 19, 1781, and though skirmishes would continue for some time and the Treaty of 
Paris to officially end the War did not occur until 1783, the surrender at yorktown was decisive and effectively brought 
the american revolution to an end.

The more famous scene of the surrender at yorktown is that depicted by John Trumbull in his painting completed 
in 1820, which now hangs in the rotunda of the u.s. Capitol. as Colonel Trumbull was present that day as an officer 
in the american army, his depiction is likely reliable. It features the British on foot at the center, surrendering to the 
american Major General Benjamin lincoln on horseback. General Washington is on horseback at the right, with a line 
of mounted american officers, including lafayette and John Trumbull. at the left, stands a line of mounted French 
officers including General rochambeau.

fter the H t

7404 Nat e mer ca . fter the h t. steel. 4 x 2.5 inches. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch and edson, 
new york. a lovely plate, medium steel gray, lighter at the center, and nicely toned around in golden 
brown, deeper gray, and violet. The engraving stands out sharply from the field of the plate and is 
easily seen. a native american hunter, seated right as printed, with a dead deer behind him at left. 
an original card sleeve is included. 

engraved identification number: V-40415.
Mark of John sellers.

end oF sessIon THree
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Lots 800 -8 7  880 -90 9

er  are . . ook Ba k  Ho se 25 e ts Scr

8001 Ba k  Ho se of . . ook  o., e er, . . we t  e 
e ts. a.18 1-18 3. ss e  ema er. xtremel  e, 

ch ca cel. Imprint lith. of Henry siebert & Bros. 93 Fulton st. 
n.y. Central green protector grill undertint with large “25” counter 
flanked on each side by reverses of u. s. seated liberty quarter 
dollar coin vignette. Gothic title across the top left with vignette 
of hunter with rifle at lower left and liberty and eagle vignette at 
upper right over “25” counter. “denver, C.T.” at the left just under 
the protector. space for date and signatures at the lower right. nolie 
Mumey, pages 3-30. he me  Plate Note. similar to Ford XX: 
lot 3066 . durand CoT-7, listed as rarity 7, but High rarity 6. a 
choice denomination on the series and with stellar pedigree. In 
the case of this Colorado note, a Mumey-schingoethe pedigree is 
as good as it gets since both men truly loved the notes on the state 
and Territory. This issue and type has clearly established itself as 
one of the true classics in the Territorial note genre. Bright and 
bold with two off-center folds seen from the back. The solitary 
punch hole lines up smartly with the Mumey illustration. 

The short-lived nature of the issue and honesty of Charles a. Cook virtually 
assures us that no issued notes will be encountered in the future. The notes 
were essential for small change commercial needs in the 1861 and 1862 period. 
However, as local finance stabilized in 1863, the notes became less necessary. 
Cook and partner Jasper sears redeemed the issue and even ran into their 
burning banking house building to retrieve the specie needed to redeem the 
outstanding notes. Cook, his partners, and his activities take up many pages 
in the Mumey book. He arrived in 1859 during the short Jefferson Territory 
period and saw great success as a banker, businessman and politician.

From Schingoethe Part  . M. Smythe  Co., July -7, 2007, Lot 
37 2  erb and Martha Schingoethe Collection  Pri ate treaty from the 

olie Mumey Collection.

m ress e a  er  are . . ook  
Ba k  Ho se 50 e ts

8002 Ba k  Ho se of . . ook  o., e er, . . ft  e ts. 
a.18 1-18 3. ss e  ema er. xtremel  e, ch 

ca cel. Imprint lith. of Henry siebert & Bros. 93 Fulton st. n.y. 
Central green protector grill undertint with large “50” counter 
flanked on each side by reverses of u. s. seated liberty half dollar 
coin vignettes. Gothic title across the top left. Vignette of Justice 
standing with Music seated at her feet at lower left. Indian brave 
vignette at upper right over “50” counter. “denver, C.T.” at the 
left just under the protector. space for date and signatures at the 
lower right. nolie Mumey, pages 3-30. he me  Plate Note. 
similar to Ford XX: lot 3067. durand CoT-8, listed as rarity 7, 
but High rarity 6. This is another denomination from a superbly 
pedigreed trio once in the schingoethe Collection. Well margined 
and exhibiting two folds and handling that are seen from the back 
only. This is from one of the most important scrip note series in 
obsolete currency. 

From Schingoethe Part  . M. Smythe  Co., July -7, 2007, Lot 
37 3  erb and Martha Schingoethe Collection  Pri ate treaty from the 

olie Mumey Collection.

8003 he a r el  oa   r st om a , a r el , o ect c t. 
O e ollar  we t  e e ts. 1837. ss e  Note. ho ce 

bo t er  e. Plate a. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, & Hatch, 
new-york. left end, trio of u. s, coins with two Bust Half dollar 
obverses and Quarter dollar reverse. right end, spotted bull. 
Haxby CT-not listed. Type of stack 2008 Coin Vignetted sale: lot 
4024. a clean and bright note. 

unITed sTaTes oBsoleTe CurrenCy
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are elaware o  ette  e
Not  the Stack ollect o

8004 he armers  echa cs Ba k, lfor , elaware. e  ol-
lars. a . 15, 18 4. ss e  Note. ho ce e. Plate a. Imprint of 
the american Bank note Company. red Protector X Ten X. Top 
center, nine cherubs present gifts of bounty to reclining Prosper-
ity with ten Gold dollar coins. upper left the aBn version of My 

orse after edwin landseer. lower right, girl. Haxby de 30 G10a. 
High rarity 6. not the rarest bank, but a rare higher denomination 
series and date. This coin vignetted note was not in the larry stack 
sale, which was devoid of any delaware coin note type. a clean 
Fine and one of only two we have seen, the other is in a private 
collection. a beautiful note. 

The landseer vignette seen here was engraved for use by the american 
Bank note Co. and the national Bank note Co. see the shippensburg, Penn-
sylvania note later in this section for another usage of this note and a die 
proof. see Highland Bank, Hudson City, new Jersey for the nBn version 
of this vignette.

8005 he eor e ow  m ort  a  x ort  o. a able at the 
Ba k of ol mb a, eor e ow , . . wo ollars. 1815. ss e  
Note. er  oo . Plate a. Imprint of Murray draper Fairman & 
Co. Top center, harbor scene that depicts boat laden with barrels in 
foreground, sailboat behind it. Buildings on the shoreline. ornate 
end panels. not listed in Haxby. rarity 5. a very distinctive MdF 
vignette on this note. a solid note with some moderate soiling. 

800  he Ba k of ommerce, er a a, lor a. we t  ollars. 
1850 s. ss e  ema er. em c rc late - 5 P  P . 
Plate a. Printed on the back, 1863 state notes. Imprint of danforth, 
Wright & Co., new-york & Philad. red upper left counters and bot-
tom center protector “20” grill. Top center, under title, ocean bound 
steamer. lower left, Bank die. lower right, man and axe. Haxby Fl-15 
G2b. rarity 4. Colorful and popular. The remaining notes from this 
late bank were pressed into use by the state to print the small change 
bills in 1863 as seen on the back. Top grade and scarce. 

8007 he lor a a l oa  om a , er a a, lor a. ft  
e ts. 18 0 s. ss e  ema er. em c rc late - 5 P  

P . Plate a. Imprint of the american Bank note Company. 
upper right, loggers at work. Far left, standing plenty in white 
dress against a deep black background. lower right, train crosses 
bridge. Haxby Fl-not listed. Cassidy 98. rarity 3. a superbly 
vignetted type and scarce. 

8008 lor a e ra e  1830 s era obsolete ba k otes. ll er  oo  
to e  I Bank of West Florida, appalachicola. $1. 1832. rWH. 
Commerce. Haxby Fl-45 G20. rust stains at the left I Bank of 
Jacksonville, Jacksonville. $2. neBn. Man on horse. Fl-25 G2. 
unissued. rust stains at right I southern life Insurance & trust 
Company, st. augustine. $5. 1836. rWH. “Flora,” titled at top. Fl-
55 G10. Moderately toned I Commercial Bank of Florida pay at 
the Bank of the u.s., st. Joseph. $5 Post note. 1837. ship, portraits 
in four corners. Fl-5 G56. Moderately toned. all rarity 2 notes. 
(Total: 4 pieces) 

8009 lor a scr , cash er, a  ra l roa  ss er otes  I John G. 
Winters office, pay at Bank of st. Mary’s, Georgia, apalachicola. 
25 Cents. Jan. 1, 1842. lower right, portrait. Title block left. en-
graved signature. scarce small change bill. Good, rounded lower 
right corner I Cashier, Bank of st. Johns, Jacksonville. $2 and $3, 
March 1, 1862. Typeset, pattern borders. Both Good or so. The first 
with cut cancels, the second with tears. Both with tape repairs I 
Corporation of Tallahassee. 50 Cents. March 18, 1862. ship. Faint 
printing, soiled. Good I Tallahassee rail road Company, Talla-
hassee. $1 and $2. 1860’s. Issued notes. The first with green back. 
Well vignetted aBn notes. Very Good or so, the second a bit dark 
I new Jersey, Torrey scrip, Manchester. 5 Cents (2) and 25 Cents. 
all Fine to Very Fine. (Total: 9 pieces) 

8010 he Wabash er Ba k, as er, a a. e ollars. 1854. 
ss e  Note. e, small re a r. Plate a. Imprint of Toppan, 

Carpenter, Casilear & Co., new-york & Philad. Center, Eliot 
Preaching to the ndians. lower left, drovers on road. lower right, 
girl’s portrait. Haxby In-270 G2a. High rarity 5. a scarce type and 
important vignette type. There is a very deft repair at the edge. 

reat a e ar t
8011 he ercha ts Ba k, Portla , a e. wo ollars. 1841. ss e  Note. bo t 

er  oo . Plate a. Imprint of Boston Bank note Co., 9 state st. upper left to 
the title, view of the Customs House in Portland. Far upper left corner, athena. 
lower right, Washington at orchester eights. engraved red back, geometric circle 
center flanked by identical ovals in the style of Congreve (no imprint). Haxby 
Me-485 G28 senC. rarity 7. The first we have seen. The $1 note from this series 
is a high grade note from the Western reserve sale and later plated in several 
roger durand books. all there, but some thin voids seen when viewed under 
the light. This is a very rare title with an interesting back design. 
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8012 he e ham Ba k, e ham, assach setts. O e ollar. 1835. er  
oo . Plate a. Imprint of the new england Bank note Co. Boston. 

Two men work in forge. Portraits at each end with Washington at 
the right. Brown back with bank title at center. Haxby Ma-520 G28a 
senC. rarity 7. This is a rare bank from which this is one of the few 
issued notes we have ever seen. Bold signatures and date. 

ra h c assach setts H stor cal ette

8013 he Hol oke Ba k, Hol oke, assach setts. e  ollars. Octo-
ber 1, 18 0 s. ss e  ema er. ho ce bo t c rc late , 
small PO . Plate a. Imprint of the american Bank note Company, 
original plate by Jocelyn, draper, Welsh & Co. Green face tint and 
green geometric security back. Top center, historical vignette, Ma or 
Waldron’s errible Fight with 1699 settlers at dinner prayers getting 
some unwelcome guests at the door. lower left, Clay. lower right, 
male portrait. Haxby Ma-950 G18d. High rarity 5. a beautiful 
note and a rare vignette, found chiefly on this title and denomina-
tion. This is the rarer, green version and boasts spectacular colors. 
These “remainders” with the punch holes were used for archive 
use. They may have been given out as bank favors much later in 
time after the bank went national after 1864. These are fifty times 
harder to find than a “Polar Bear” note. 

are stom a ower, 1 20 a  Sce e

8014 he Ol  olo  Ba k, Pl mo th, assach setts. O e ollar. 
18 3. oo  to er  oo . Plate B. Imprint of the new england 
Bank note Co. Boston/ Patent stereotype steel Plate with “aBC” 
monogram. Top center, custom vignette for bank, Landing of the 
Pilgrims, 20 with wide scene showing new arrivals on shore with 
fire, landing craft arrives on shore and May o er in inlet. left end, 
Justice. right end, Washington. Haxby Ma-995 G4a. High rarity 
6. o er ra  Plate Note from nteresting otes about istory. a 
rare bank and seen mostly in advanced collections. The plate was 
engraved in the late 1830’s and used for decades with different 
styles, overprints and even red tints (seen in the very rare neBn 
archive materials sold in 2000). This note saw much use, but is all 
there with two small PoCs. It made the cut as the durand “His-
tory” Plate note, which really says something. 

neW Jersey 

 THe easTern ColleCTIon:  
a disTinGUished O erinG O  neW erse  nOTes

e Sam el o , ssoc ate of Peter a er ck, ra er s rch e Scra book

8015 rch e Scra book, he Pro ert  of Sam el o  of Bloom-
el , New erse . small horizontal octavo, large 1790’s check book 

size, 210mm by 90mm. approximately 50pp. originally this was 
a bound book of part printed bearer check forms “pay in law-
ful Money of the state of new york.” one is issued and signed 
by abner dodd, ca. 1798. The rest are blank check leaves which 
were re-used by samuel dodd to create a paste-up scrap book of 
engraving work sample and drawings by his hand or associated 
with engraver’s he worked with. Card covers, detached. Interior 
cover with penned inscription. Frontis page with dodd’s bookplate 
and pencil wash drawing of his home in Bloomfield. The final 
page has the house scene from the art engraved and printed with 
titles by him. The pages that follow have a vast array of engraved 
cuts, small images, and assorted items mostly from his work with 
Peter Maverick. There are well over 100 different items affixed to 

the leaves. There are some very significant engraved and imprinted 
labels and other cuts. The highlight overall is a tremendous series of 
animal engravings, each 70mm by 55mm, which fit mostly three to a 
leaf. There is a rare portrait cut from the Washington Bank of the dis-
trict of Columbia. also banknote related is the “BanKInG House” 
vignette used on the Jersey Bank. only a few of the pieces are signed 
by dodd. several have Maverick imprints. We certainly can surmise 
he engraved the animal cuts later in his newark firm days. Must be 
seen to be appreciated. a priceless piece of engraving history. 

samuel dodd (1797-1862) may have apprenticed in the Maverick shop or 
may have known him through other channels. His business was active from the 
1820’s to his death in tandem with his son William C. dodd, who later worked 
in Hartford. This scrapbook will certainly open up some avenues of study into a 
new Jersey figure who might prove rather interesting and is perhaps related with 
banknote engraving in some manner.
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801  New erse  Obsolete Scr . artet of So th New erse  three ce ts 
e om at o  scr  otes  I robert, B. leeds, atlantic City. 3 Cents. 

december 10, 1862. Printed in blue. dog and safe. Wait 3 I store of 
Cohansey Glass Mfg. Co., Bridgeton. 3 Cents. october, 1871. n.J. arms. 
unlisted in Wait I same issuer. 5 Cents. n.J. arms. unlisted in Wait I 
dare’s drug store. 3 Cents. november, 1862. Printed in blue. seated 
woman with shield. Wait 174. Crisp, blurry printing as usually seen. 
Mostly rarity 5. all generally Fine to Very Fine. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8017 New erse  Obsolete Scr . r o of rarer a  ss e  lass 
com a  scr  otes  I store, at Batsto Works. 25 Cents. 1850’s. 
Medium format. Blacksmith, seated liberty dressed as Indian. 
unlisted in Wait I same issuer. $5. 1850’s. seated woman. unlisted 
in Wait I Isabella Glass Works, new Brooklyn. 50 Cents. June 15, 
1850. large format. Train, fancy end panels. Wait-unlisted de-
nomination. style of Wait 1614. an attractive trio of Choice about 
uncirculated notes. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8018 New erse  Obsolete Ba k otes. ra e  a  well ette  
starter collect o  from three ba ks  I Manufacturers’ Bank at 
Belleville. $1. 1836. Justice, seated, ships beyond. Haxby nJ-5 G2. 
VG, staple holes I $2. 1838. semi-nude woman leans on large gear. 
G4. Fine, staple holes I $3. 1836. Canal barge, bridge, mills beyond, 
left of center. G6. Good, rough edges. scarcer type I Beverly Bank. 
$1. July 4, 1861. large eagle. White one outlined in red. nJ-25 G4a. 
VG, PoC I $2. same series and protector style. Horse frightened by 
lightning. G8a. Choice Fine I $3. same series and protector style. 
Train, horses. General scott left. G12a. Fine I egg Harbor Bank. 
$1. 1860. dogs chase stag. red one. nJ-115 G2a. VG, short split 
at bottom I $2. 1860. Woman seated with cows. Green 2s. G4b. 
Fine, trimmed into bottom border I $2. similar. red 2s. G4a. Fine, 
trimmed at bottom I $5. 1860. Ceres in large V. Green 5s. G6b. Bright 
Fine, trimmed close all around I $10. 1861. Cows. Green Ten. G8b. 
Bright Fine, trimmed close, bottom. (Total: 11 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

8019 he a fact rers  Ba k at Belle lle, Belle lle, New erse . 
r o of scarcer e om at o s  I $5. 1835. rawdon, Wright & 

Hatch, n.y. Women flank shield. Machine, left. Indian with gun, 
right. Haxby nJ-5 G8. not an easy type at all, close to a rarity 6. 
Fine I $10. 1838. Machine flanked by 10s. Hebe, eagle, left. Women 
and shield, right. G16. Great rawdon style. VF or so I $50. 1835. 
Women flank shield. Hope in end panels. G20. another rather 
tough denomination. Fine, pin holes, and trimmed close in spots. 
nicely matched and fairly bright. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

8020 he a fact rers  Ba k at Belle lle, Belle lle, New erse . 
N e ollars Post Note. 1830 s. ss e  ema er. bo t e. 
Plate a. Imprint of rawdon, Wright & Hatch, new york. archime-
des uses lever to lift world. Farmer sows seeds, left. Farmer plows, 
right. Haxby nJ-5 G33. senC. This is a rare series, High rarity 6 in 
fact. Falsely filled in, these were not issued in our opinion. 

From he Eastern Collection.

8021 New erse  Obsolete Ba k otes. r o of ss e  scarce a  
s al e om at o s  I The Belvidere Bank, Belvidere, new 

Jersey. $1.25. oct. 7th, 1862. Cows. Girls carry wheat, left. P. M. 
Wolsieffer as child, right. Haxby nJ-10 G8. Fine I Mount Holly 

Bank, Mount Holly, new Jersey. $1.25. dec. 1st, 1862. red 1.25. Pas-
senger train on wharf, steamships and carriages. Charles Bispham, 
left. Calmady children, right. Blue machine serial numbers. nJ-330 
G18a. about Fine, trimmed to the borders I $1.50. oct.1st, 1862. 
red 1.50. Freight wagon. Charles Bispham, right. red G20a. about 
Fine, soiled on back, trimmed into borders. a very collectible trio 
and all with aBn imprints (Total: 3 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

8022 New erse  Obsolete Ba k otes. Pa r of rare ss e  a  re  
t te  t es from two ss ers  I The Belvidere Bank, Belvidere, 
new Jersey. $1. July 1st, 1861. Printed in full red. shield flanked 
by woman and wheat. Minerva, right. Haxby nJ-10 G4d. rarity 6. 
Good, pressed. Trimmed in to borders I The Beverly Bank, Bev-
erly, new Jersey. $1. nov. 20th, 1860. new york Bank note Co. 50 
Wall st. White one outlined in red. young couple binding grain. 
Blacksmith, left. Indian princess, right. nJ-25 G2a. High rarity 5. 
Fine, pressed, ink stains on back only. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

8023 New erse  Obsolete Scr . artet of scarcer scr  from erse 
st les a  er o s  I Jo. Van zandt, Blawenburgh. 1893. 50 Cents 
in Trade. Printed on pink paper. no vignettes. Wait 82. unusual 
scrip issuing time frame. Choice Fine I Francis H. Holmes, Batsto 
Glass Works, Batsto. 25 Cents. october 1, 1868. Printed in red. 
unlisted in Wait. upper right corner missing. Choice Fine I Wil-
liam s. scull, Camden. 5 Cents. 1862. dog and safe. Wait 318. Fine 
I Centre Bridge Company, Centre Bridge. 5 Cents. april 1, 1842. 
Wait 398. Choice about uncirculated. Bright and bold. Mostly 
rarity 5 notes. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8024 oh  B ell at h s Store, Bla rstow , New erse . October 15, 
18 2. Pa r of ss e  scr  otes  I 25 Cents. Printed all in green. 
deer in forest in upper right corner. Wait 80 I 50 Cents. design 
as last. Wait 81. Both notes Choice about uncirculated, two hole 
punches. a lovely pairing of bright notes. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8025 he Ba k of Bloom el , Bloom el , New erse . r o of colorf l 
ss e  e om at o s  I $1. Jan. 1st, 1863. union Bank note Co., 

newark, nJ. George Washington flanked by women. state seal, left. 
Green frame and protectors. Haxby nJ-30 G2a. Fine I $2. same series 
and protector style. Woman with flowers and children. state seal, 
left. red machine serial numbers. G4a. VG, two small body holes I 
$3. same series, protector style and vignette. G6a. Fine, scattered pin 
holes. Mounting remnants. all rarity 4 notes. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

802  he Bor e tow  Ba k  om a , Bor e tow , New erse . 
r o of well e ra e  otes w th re  backs  I $1. June 1st, 1855. 

The american Bank note Co. Train. state arms, left. red one. 
Haxby nJ-35 G14a I $2. same series and protector style. Horse 
rears up, train. G16a I $10. same series and protector style. Indian 
and pioneer families flank state shield. signed only by the Presi-
dent. G20a. all three are almost uncirculated due to handling, 
the last with a long diagonal fold. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

8027 he Bor e tow  Ba k  om a , Bor e tow , New erse . 
O e H re  ollars. 1850 s. ss e  ema er. bo t 

c rc late . Plate a. Imprint of danforth, Wright & Co. Plenty 
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and angel, nJ seal in center. red back. Haxby nJ-35 G24a. High 
rarity 4. This is a tough note on the series, as few were found in 
the sheet hoard found long ago. almost uncirculated. 

From he Eastern Collection.

8028 or orat o  of Bor e tow , B rl to  o t , N. . ct of 
a  22, 1837. S x a -a arter e ts. e. Typeset, ornate end 

panels. Circular blue ink stamp on verso. Wait 107. High rarity 
5. a bit of tape on the upper corners on the verso. This is a tough 
note in fully issued form, as here. 

From the Eastern Collection.

8029 ose h Bo e, Bor e tow , B rl to  o., New erse . Pa r of 
o  e om at o  ss e  otes  I 6 Cents. 1862. uniface, printed 
in green. dog and safe. unlisted in Wait. Identical to Wait 89, except 
this signature is Joseph, not samuel, Bodine. Good-Very Good, a 
bit dark I 12 Cents. 1862. design as last. unlisted in Wait. similar 
to Wait 89, except for the signature and denomination. rarity 6. a 
significant denomination type. Fine. a brighter, bolder note than 
the last. ex Caa 2004 Fun sale, lot 17575. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8030 New erse  Obsolete Scr . Scarcer ss e  l War er o  scr  
otes  I uriah Bennet, per Bordentown Banking Co., Bordentown. 

5 Cents. december 16, 1862. Green FIVe. Child, dog, and safe. Wait 
87. about Very Fine, some small stains I Geo. a. stowell & Bro., 
per Bordentown Banking Co., Bordentown. 25 Cents. december 
16, 1862. Green TWenTy FIVe. design as last. Wait 112. Fine 
I edw. H. Burling, Burlington. 10 Cents in Merchandize. 1862. 
Printed in green, red lathework design on verso. eagle on shield. 
Wait 210. Very Good or better. signature pen cancelled I same 
issuer. 25 Cents in Merchandize. 1862. design as last. Wait 215. 
nice clear signature. Fine I rotherts & Co., Burlington. 25 Cents 
in Merchandize. 1861. Printed in brown. design as last. unlisted in 
Wait. Choice about uncirculated I dutton & Mickle, Burlington. 
25 Cents in Merchandize. 1862. Printed in brown. design as last. 
unlisted in Wait. Choice Very Fine. The top edge is cut a bit closely. 
Generally rarity 5 notes. (Total: 6 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8031 Br eto  lass Works, Br eto , New erse . ttract e selec-
t o  of ss e  scr  otes from fo r ffere t ser es. ostl  

c rc late  I 5 Cents. august 1, 1858. seated woman with fasces 
and shield, niagara Falls in background. Wait 120 I 10 Cents. same 
series and design. Wait 122 I 40 Cents. same series and design. Wait 
126. With signature I $2. same series. seated liberty with eagle 
and shield. Wait 131 I $5. same series. design as last. Wait 133 I 
25 Cents. January 1, 1863. seated woman with fasces and shield, 
niagara Falls in background. Wait 126 I 5 Cents. november, 1869. 
n.J. arms. small size. Wait 121a I 10 Cents. same series and design. 
Wait 123 I 25 Cents. same series. sailor. Wait 127 I 50 Cents. same 
series and design. Wait 129 I $1. same series. Milkmaid with cows, 
farmer. Wait 130. small tear near signature line, and lower left corner 
has been repaired. Generally rarity 3 notes. some have handling or 
small flaws as mentioned. (Total: 11 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

are Br eto  mer e c  S x ollars

8032 he mberla  Ba k, Br eto , New erse . S x ollars. 1837. 
ss e  ema er. bo t c rc late . Plate B. Imprint of 

underwood, Bald, spencer & Hufty. Typeset, Gothic title. ornate 
ends. Haxby nJ-45 G36. High rarity 6. an interesting emergency 
issue that is quite rare. The note is falsely filled in  we have not 
yet seen a properly issued note. 

From he Eastern Collection.

8033 New erse  Obsolete Scr . ollect o  of colorf l l War 
ette  store scr  from se eral locat o s a  ss ers  I I.W. 

Mulford’s Hardware store, Bridgeton. 5 and 25 Cents. Printed in 
light brown. ship. First note is unlisted in Wait in this color  Wait 191 
I same issuer. 10 and 25 Cents. Printed in green. ship. Wait 187, 189. 
all notes from this issuer with at least one hole punch. nice uncir-
culated notes I H.T. McClelland & Co.  dollars, in Merchandise. 
Fancy left end. unlisted in Wait. uncirculated I Private scrip issuer, 
Burlington. 10 and 50 Cents “in Merchandize.” 1860’s. Printed in 
purple. eagle on shield. style similar to many issuers at the time. 
Both extremely Fine I unknown issuer, Burlington. 5 Cents. 1860’s. 
Printed in orange-red. Cows near house. Wait 286. extremely Fine 
I G. Gandy, Cedarville. 5 and 10 Cents. october 10, 1862. Printed 
in purple. state arms. Wait 392, 393. uncirculated, the first with 
mounting remnants I Benjamin Gibbs, Columbus, Burlington Co. 
5, 10, 25, and 50 Cents. Printed in lavender. state arms. The last 
with coins on left end. Wait 433, 437, 440, and 443. extremely Fine 
to about uncirculated I H. Fowler, ellisburg. 5 Cents. november 
8, 1862. Printed in green. Modified state arms. Wait 569. Fine I 
unknown issuer, Gloucester City. 10 and 25 Cents. 1860’s. Printed 
in green. eagle on shield. red lathework on versos. Wait 691 and 
692. Both hole punched, uncirculated examples. overall, a diverse 
and colorful selection from mostly south new Jersey. Many are in 
the Gibbs’ Columbus note style and there are several coin u.s. coin 
vignetted types. (Total: 17 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8034 he B rl to  Ba k, B rl to , New erse . O e ollar. Se t. 1, 
1855. ss e  Note. er  oo  or so. Plate a. Imprint of the american 
Bank note Co. (Jocelyn, draper, & Welsh). Full red tint with outlined 
white one. Milkmaid and cows. Male portrait, left. Child with rab-
bits, right. Haxby nJ-50 G4b. rarity 6. This is from a rare series of red 
tinted notes. Cut a bit tightly and the color is slightly dark. 

From he Eastern Collection.

Well es e  B rl to  Ba k 3 Note
8035 he B rl to  Ba k, B rl to , New erse . hree ollars. 

Se t. 1, 1855. ss e  Note. e. Plate a. Imprint of the ameri-
can Bank note Co. (Jocelyn, draper, & Welsh). Full red tint with 
outlined white 3 THree 3. Bottom center, liberty, Mercury and 
Hope. Farmer drinks, left. Henry Clay, right. Haxby nJ-50 G8b. 
High rarity 6. a beautifully designed note and with a superb 
pedigree. Boldly signed and vibrant color despite the circulation. 
a true collector’s note of excellent quality and integrity. 

From he Eastern Collection  Schingoethe Part 2 . M. Smythe  
Co., March 23, 200 , Lot 292 .
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Wa t Plate Note

803  am e  Pate t eather actor , am e , New erse . r o of 
1840 s era scr  otes  I 5 Cents. July 2, 1844. Factory and waterfall. 
Wait 288. listed as rarity 7, likely a rarity 6 note. Fully signed and 
issued and important as such. Very Fine I same series. 10 Cents. 
1840’s. Woman with sheaf and plow. unissued. Wait 289. Choice 
extremely Fine, quarter folds I same series. 25 Cents. 1840’s. dog 
and safe. unissued. Wait 290. he Wa t Plate Note. Falsely filled 
in, no.”5826.” ragged lower edge, else Fine. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8037 he State Ba k at am e  ear Ph la el h a, am e , New 
erse . O e ollar. 18 2. ss e  Note. e. Plate B. Imprint of 

the american Bank note Company. Full red tint plate. new Jersey 
arms. Cameo head left. Haxby nJ-65 G12b. rarity 5. a very scarce 
type with excellent color. 

From he Eastern Collection  e  ork City Fall Sale 2 3 . 
M. Smythe  Co., o ember , 200  from September , 200 , Lot 
979 .

8038 he Ba k of mer ca, a e a , .H., New erse . Pa r of 
scarce a  class c s r o s e om at o s  I $1. 1851. Woman 
seated by vase of flowers. standing woman, left. steamboat, right. 
Haxby nJ-80 a5. Wait-378. Very Good I $5. 1857. liberty, eagle 
and shield. state seal, right. nJ-80 s5. Wait-380. Very Good. Both 
trimmed close to the borders. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

8039 New tla t c Hotel, a e sla , a e a , New erse . 500 . 
ert s  Note. e. uniface. July the 4th, 1860. View of the 

beachside hotel and ocean, flanked by ornate 500’s. left end 
panel features seated river god and boy on cliff above. right end 
panel depicts hunting scene at the top, and steamship on river at 
the bottom. Vlack 1865. rarity 6. some light vertical folds, and a 
somewhat deeper horizontal one. Well collected location. a lovely 
advertising note with interesting vignettes. 

From the Eastern Collection

8040 New erse  Obsolete Scr . olorf l ss e  l War era scr  
otes from fo r ss ers  I Benjamin Gibbs, Columbus, Burlington. 

5 Cents. 1862. small format. Green. n.J. arms. Wait 434. about Fine 
I same issuer. 25 Cents. 1862. Green. design as last. Wait 441. Very 
Good, some soiling I same issuer. 50 Cents. 1862. Green. n.J. arms, 
coins on left end. Identical to Wait 443, but printed in green. Fine 
I H. Fowler, ellisburg. 10 Cents. november 8, 1882. Green. Farm 
scene. Wait 570. Very Good I same issuer. 25 Cents. november 
8, 1882. Green. Modified n.J. arms. Wait-unlisted denomination. 
style of Wait 569. Very Good I a.W. Clement, Haddonfield. 10 
Cents. 1862. Brown. n.J. arms. Wait-unlisted denomination. style 
of Wait 738. Fine I M. Clement & son, Haddonfield. 10 Cents. 
Blue. n.J. arms. Wait 740. Very Good. last two, ex Western reserve 
sale, lot 582 via smythe. a decent lot of circulated, colorful notes. 
(Total: 7 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8041 he armers Ba k at Wa ta e, eckertow , New erse . olor-
f l artet of ss e  otes from two ser es  I $1. 1861. Baldwin, 
adams & Co. n.y. Farmers plowing. Brown one, end panels and 
back. Haxby nJ-105 G2d senC. about Fine, hammer cancelled, 
two body holes I $2. 1861. same series and protector style. 
Women flank shield. G4d. about Fine, hammer cancelled I $3. 
1861. Blacksmith, as on Csa T-32. Ceres, right. G6d. about Fine, 
hammer and punch cancelled I $5. 1854. Plain back. Prosperity 
floats over the ocean. Indian warrior, right. red FIVe. G8c senC. 
about Fine, hammer cancelled. some bleed through from back 
endorsements. Generally, all rarity 5. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

8042 he  Harbor Ba k,  Harbor, New erse . olorf l artet 
of BN e ra e  a  r te  ss e  otes  I $1. 1861. dogs 
chase stag. Green one. Haxby nJ-115 G2b. Choice Fine I $5. 
1861. Ceres in large V, left. Woman reclining near globe. Green 5s. 
red d, upper right. G6b. almost uncirculated, small tear, lower 
right I $5. 1861. same vignettes. Protectors are red. G6a. almost 
uncirculated I $5. 1861. same vignettes. Green FIVe. G6c. un-
circulated. High grade notes are spread out now. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

ho ce l abeth 1790 Pe  Note

8043 aro  O e , ck. he or orat o  of the Boro h of l abeth. 
O e Pe . ct of arch 25, 1790. er  e. Printed on thick 
rag paper. Imprint of s. Kollock. Typeset, ornate pattern borders 
on both sides. skull and crossbones on back right end. Wait 526. 
newman (5th edition), page 266. High rarity 5. excellent paper 
quality for this issuer. a top margin pinhole.

From the Eastern Collection  2002 FU  Sale CAA, January, 2002, 
Lot 3 2 .

8044 aro  O e , ck. he or orat o  of the Boro h of l abeth. 
hree Pe ce. ct of arch 25, 1790. e to er  e. Printed 

on thick rag paper. Imprint of s. Kollock. Typeset, ornate pattern 
borders on both sides. Fleur de lis at the back right. Wait 528. 
newman (5th edition), page 266. rarity 5. a bright note and a 
scarcer denomination. 

From the Eastern Collection  Early American istory Auctions, May 
7, 2008 Mail Bid Auction, Lot 8  Early American istory Auctions, 

January 3, 99  Mail Bid Auction, Lot 09.

are War of 1812 ra l abethtow  Note
8045 he or orat o  of the Boro h of l abeth a  at the State 

Ba k, l abethtow . wo e ts. Se t. 2 , 1814. bo t e. 
uniface. Typeset with ornate pattern border. Wait 527. listed as 
rarity 7, likely so or near to it. This is a much rarer note than the 
1790 issues, as the paper was not as sturdy as those 1790 small 
change notes. an old pressing and some embedded soiling. 

From the Eastern Collection  2003 FU  Sale CAA, January, 2003, 
Lot 72 8 .

804  he o mo th Ba k, reehol , New erse . Select o  of 
e om at o s from three ser es  I $1. 1828. durand. Battle of 

Monmouth with date above. Haxby nJ-160 G4. scarcer type than 
most believe. Fine I $5. 1841. aBC durand, Wright. Vignette as 
last, large red FIVe protector. nJ-160 G16a. Very Fine, trimmed 
close, a few scattered pin holes I $1. 1841. rW&H. liberty and 
Justice flank seal. archimedes, right. G4. Fine, punch cancel, 
lower right. narrow but clear margins all around I same series. 
$2. 1841. Woman near shield with anchor. G4. Fine, minor stain I 
same series. $3. 1844. six women near spring. Justice, right. G12. 
Choice Very Fine. all rarity 4 or so. (Total: 5 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.
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l ste  lassboro e om at o
8047 Pr ate ss er Wa ck  Sta er  at o r Store, lassboro. O e 

ollar. eb. 1, 1871. ss e  ema er. ho ce xtremel  
e. uniface. Wagon, the name “GoWdy’s” engraved on sign. 

Wait-unlisted denomination. same series of the listed Wait 686, 
a scarce note with an interesting vignette. 

From the Eastern Collection.

l ste  Ser es lass Scr  Note

8048 Wh t e  Bros., Wh t e  lass Works  at the o ter of o r 
Store, lassboro. e  e ts. e 1, 18 2. ho ce e. Imprint of 
duross Bros. Prs. uniface. scales held from the heavens. Counters 
flank on each side. end panels with “Ten CenTs.” unlisted series 
in Wait. likely, rarity 7. This should be a very rare scrip note and 
is the first seen by us. The grade is tremendous for a note of this 
genre with only two old hinges on the verso to report. 

From the Eastern Collection.

8049 he Wash to  Ba k  om a , Hacke sack, New er-
se . ra e  otes from the earl  1830 s  I $1. 1833. samson 
wrestles lion, right. Washington, left. Haxby nJ-180 G8. about 
Fine, trimmed into the bottom border I $2. 1833. similar style and 
vignettes. G16. about Fine, trimmed close I $3. 1829. similar style 
and vignettes. G22 senC. VG, minor repair, left. Trimmed closely 
at the bottom. I $3. 1833. similar style and vignettes. G24. Fine, 
but stains I $5. 1833. samson wrestles the lion. Washington, left. 
G28, Choice Fine. High grade for this type or for that matter, any 
note on the series. (Total: 5 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

8050 H htstow , New erse . Select o  of ss e  or orat o  a  
Boro h scr  I Corporation order. 3 Cents. december 1, 1862. 
Green. small format. urchins with 3. Wait 745 I same series. 20 
Cents. Green. ship. Wait 750 I same series. 25 Cents. Green. n.J. 
arms. Wait 752 I Borough of Hightstown. 10 Cents. nov. 3, 1862. 
larger format. n.J. arms, blacksmith. Wait 747 I same series. 25 
Cents. n.J. arms, man carrying corn stalks. Wait 751. all the notes 
are crisp Choice about uncirculated to uncirculated examples. a 
nice grouping. (Total: 5 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

HoBoKen
8051 he Hoboke  Ba k  a  ra  om a , Hoboke , New 

erse . ollect o  of ss e  1820 s era otes from two ser es  I 
$1. 1826. steamboat faces left. Bissel. Haxby nJ-195 G2. appear-
ance of Fine, but repaired tears I $3. 1826. same series. steamboat 
faces right. G14. Fair, mostly intact, but backed with card I $1. 
1827. aBC durand & Wright. Franklin. lafayette, end panels. G4. 
about Fine, pinhole, small stain I $2. 1827. semi-nude river god-
dess. Franklin, end panels. G10. eF-au, lightly foxed I $3. 1826. 
seated woman holds key, ships beyond. Washington, end panels. 
G16. almost uncirculated I $5. 1828. Cows. Horse, left. G20. VF 
I $10. 1827. Cows. Plow, left. G24. VF, small corner tip gone I 
$20. 1827. Cows. Wheat, left. G28. appearance of Fine, but pieces 
out at upper right. (Total: 8 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

olorf l H so  er Ba k Pa r

8052 he H so  er Ba k, Hoboke , New erse . Scarce a r of 
ree  t te  ss e  otes b  the NBN  I $1. 1862. The national 

Bank note Company. sailing vessels and steamboat. state seal, left. 
Woman, right. Green frame, protector one and left end devices. 
Haxby nJ-205 G2a. about Fine. ex smythe 4/1/2/07, lot 2284 
I $2. 1862. sailing ships. state seal, left. Girl’s head, right. G4a. 
about Fine. endorsement on back. Both with scattered pin holes, 
but nice margins. Colorful notes and both rarity 5. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

8053 he H so  er Ba k, Hoboke , New erse . hree ollars. 
18 2. ss e  Note. ho ce er  oo . Plate a. Imprint of the na-
tional Bank note Company. Green frame, green 3 3 protectors. ship 
in full sail forward in center. Haxby nJ-205 G6a. Wait 798. rarity 
5. not the greatest rarity, but impeccable style. The vignette lays 
in nicely into the frame and tint. solid with minimal soiling. 

From he Eastern Collection.

8054 he New erse  a fact r  a  Ba k  om a , Hoboke , 
New erse . ollect o  of ss e  1820 s ra Notes from ffere t 
m r ts  I $1. 1828. Hebe and eagle. Washington, left. Franklin 

right. Haxby nJ-210 G12. Good, small piece out, top center I $2. 
1826. Justice. same end panels as last. G22. VG, some edge rough-
ness I $3. 1828. same vignette and end panels. G32. Fine, mounting 
remnant I $3. 1827. same vignette and end panels. “JudGeMenT” 
near left side. G32. VG, pin holes, small body hole. I $1. 1828. 
lafayette, right. John Jay, Mercury, left. G14. VG, pin holes, small 
body holes, stain I $2. 1828. Justice and Ceres flank 2. Washington, 
left. lafayette, right. G24. Fine, scattered pin holes, mounting stain 
I $3. 1828. swordsman on horseback. Franklin, left. Washington, 
right. G34. Fine, small edge split. (Total: 7 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

Well St le  North er Ba k e ce

8055 he North er Ba k, Hoboke , New erse . wo ollars. 
No ember 10, 18 4. ss e  Note. ho ce e. Plate B. Imprint 
of union Bank note Co., newark, n.J. Green frame, protector grill 
and imprint. Green security back. Two children flank TWo counter. 
lower left, seal. lower right, Washington. “TWo” in center of 
back grill work. Haxby nJ-215 G4a. rarity 6. Quite a scarce note 
that might as well be a rarity 7. Most advanced collectors have 
it, but the style is magnificent from this rarely seen local imprint. 
Fabulous green color and back. Bright and attractive for the grade 
and very collectible on several levels. Perhaps, better than Fine. 
Trimmed closely at the right is its only fault. 

From he Eastern Collection.
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805  New erse  Obsolete Ba k otes. Pa r of Norther  New erse  
ss e  ote rar t es from two ba ks  I north river Bank, Hobo-

ken, new Jersey. $3. nov. 10, 1864. Woman. Child, right and left. 
state seal, left. Green frame and green back. Haxby nJ-215 G6a. 
Good, stains, small body holes I Highland Bank, Hudson City, 
new Jersey. $2. Farmer and livestock. state seal, left. Webster, right. 
Green frame and protector. nJ-220 G4a. High rarity 6. Good to 
Very Good. Few exist in high grade and this note has the appear-
ance of near Very Good, but the edges are roughened. (Total: 2 
pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

Jersey CITy

are H hla  Ba k 1 ss e  Note

8057 he H hla  Ba k, H so  t , New erse . O e ollar. 18 1. 
ss e  Note. er  oo . Plate a. Imprint of the national Bank 

note Company. Green frame and large protector “1”s. Center, 
Winfield scott under curved title. lower left, nJ Bank die. lower 
right, My orse. adapted after edwin landseer. Haxby nJ-220 G2a. 

he Haxb  Plate Note. rarity 6. a rare issuer and type. This has 
a written date, while later notes have an engraved date. a trifle 
soft, but the color is quite acceptable for this rarity.

8058 he H hla  Ba k, H so  t , New erse . ho ce a r of 
altere  otes. I Highland Bank of new Jersey. $1. March 1, 1858. 
orange counters. Girl with cows. altered Bainbridge, Ga. Haxby 
nJ-220 a5. Wait-837. Fine, pin holes I Highland Bank. $5. 1863. 
red 5 5. Girl, globe, Ceres in V. altered egg Harbor Bank. a5. 
similar to Wait 842. Fine or better. Both choice for their types. a 
distinctive altered pair. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

8059 erse  t , New erse . ollect o  of class c 1820 s era ss e  
otes from se eral t tles a  ser es. an excellent variety of classic, 

engraved issues: I Franklin Bank. $1. 1825. Goddess in chariot 
pulled by lions. Haxby nJ-235 G2 I $2. 1825. same vignettes and 
style. G6. about Fine I $3. 1827. same vignettes and style. G12. 
about Fine, corner tip off I $2. 1827. Woman with spear, ship 
beyond. Horses in end panels. G8. Fine, mounting remnant I $3. 
1827. Venus in shell pulled by dolphins. G10. Fine, stains, trimmed 
into bottom border I $5. 1827. Women flank state seal. Franklin in 
end panels. G16. Fine, light stain I $50. 1827. Woman in chariot, 
angel above. Good, scattered pin holes, splits, small body hole 
through date. G28 I Jersey Bank. $1. Hope reclines near river. 
nJ-246 G4a. VG, pinholes I $2. 1826. Hope with anchor, ship. 
G12a. Very Fine. President’s signature only I $3. 1824. Building. 
G20. VG, stains and mounting remnants I $5. 1824. Building. G28. 
VG, stains on back I $1. 1826. eagle, crates, barrel, ship beyond. 

Payable at the ontario Bank. G40a. Very Good I $2. 1826. Woman 
near rock holds 2. G44. about Good, stains, body holes I $3. 1826. 
stage coach. G48. Fine I $5. 1822. Woman near anchor points to 
ship being built, and ship beyond. G52 I $10. sailing ship. G56. 
about Good, portion of left end panel missing I Protection and 
lombard Bank. $1. 1825. Man in toga. nJ-265 G2. uncirculated, 
mounting remnants I $2. 1825. Bearded man and two allegorical 
women, left. deWitt Clinton. G6. Fine, light stains I $3. similar 
style, but man in toga, left. G8. Very Good, stains. excellent col-
lection of all vignetted, engraved issued notes. (Total: 19 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

80 0 he ra kl  Ba k, erse  t , New erse . artet of scarcer 
late 1820 e ra e  ss e  otes  I $1. 1827. Woman with spear 
leans on shield with one. Horse head in each end panel. Haxby 
nJ-235 G4. almost uncirculated I $20. 1827. Woman holds vic-
tory wreath above bust of Washington. Franklin in each end panel. 
ship below. G24. Choice looking VF. G24 I $50. 1827. Woman 
in chariot pulled by horses, angel above. Jackson, left. John Jay, 
right. Franklin, below. G28. Fine, tape mounting remnants. ex 
schingoethe Part 8, lot 2847 I $2000 Written denomination Post 
note. 1828. style as last. Jackson, left. Franklin, right. G36. This is 
a tougher type on this series. Very Fine, some bleed through from 
an endorsement. The last two are High rarity 5. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

Pa oram c erse  t  ette
80 1 he H so  o t  Ba k, erse  t , New erse . O e ol-

lar. Se t. 1, 1851. ss e  Note. er  oo . Plate a. Imprint of 
Wellstood, Benson & Hanks,, new york. red protector one. 
sweeping, panoramic view of Jersey City used on this bank and 
series only. left end, nJ bank die. lower right, blacksmith. Haxby 
nJ-240 G2a senC. High rarity 6, perhaps a rarity 7. about Fine, 
shaved upper right corner tip. 

From he Eastern Collection.

80 2 he erse  Ba k, erse  t , New erse . tet of h her ra e 
e ra e  ss e  otes  I $1. 1818. Maverick “imprint.” seated 
Hope on shore. Haxby nJ-246 C4a. Wait 934. scarce actually. Choice 
Very Fine I $3. 1825. Maverick. Building. nJ-246b G20a. Choice 
Fine I series, payable at ontario Bank, state of new york. $1. 
1826. reed & Bissell. eagle, bales. nJ-246-G40a. extremely Fine 
and top grade for this I $3. 1826. stagecoach. nJ-246 G48. about 
uncirculated. lovely. Two old mount marks on the verso with 
no effect on the face I $10. 1826. ship. nJ-246 G56. Fine, slightly 
foxed at left end. a lovely grouping. (Total: 5 pieces) 

l ste  a  are erse  t  o terfe t
80 3 he echa cs a  ra ers Ba k, erse  t , New erse . wo 

ollars. arch 1, 1854. o tem orar  o terfe t. ho ce e. 
Plate a. Mimic of genuine plate with imprint of danforth, Bald & 
Co., new york, & Philad. red 2 protector. upper left, men shoeing 
horses. lower right, seated sailor. Haxby nJ-255 C4a unlisted in 
Haxby. Wait-255. High rarity 6. This is quite rare and one of very 
few we have seen in over two decades. scattered pin holes, minor 
edge nicks. 

From he Eastern Collection  Schingoethe Part 2 . M. Smythe  
Co., March 23, 200 , Lot 33 .
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80 4 he orr s a al  Ba k  o., erse  t , New erse . Se-
lect o  of 1837 Har  mes ra wel e o ths Post Notes  I 
$1. 1841. Women flank shield, horse head above. Mercury hands 
Cybele cornucopia of coins, left. Train in circle, right. Barge on 
inclined plane, below. Haxby nJ-260 G50. Wait-968. Fine, lightly 
foxed I $2. 1841. Women flank shield, horse head above. Mercury 
hands Cybele cornucopia of coins, left. sailing canal barge, upper 
right. Train in circle, lower right. G52. Wait-972. Fine, small piece 
out at top. Minor ink erosion I $3. 1841. Women flank shield, horse 
head above. Mercury hands Cybele cornucopia of coins, left. sail-
ing canal barge, upper right. Barge on inclined plane, below. G54. 
Wait-978. uncirculated, minor teller handling I $5. 1841. Ceres, 
Vulcan and Mercury, right. C. d. Colden, center. Barge on inclined 
plane, right. G58. Wait-988. uncirculated, minor teller handling I 
$10. 1837. Mercury hands coins to Cybele, griffin watches. G62. 
Wait-990. Fine, ink erosion on the president’s signature. Classic 
rWH vignette style. (Total: 5 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

80 5 he orr s a al  Ba k  o., erse  t , New erse . Pa r of 
e ollar ote t es w th WH m r ts  I $5. demand note. 

1838. Ceres, Vulcan and Mercury, right. C. d. Colden, center. Barge 
on inclined plane, right. Haxby nJ-260 G24a. Wait-987. Very Fine 
I $5. 1841. Ceres, Vulcan and Mercury, right. C. d. Colden, center. 
Barge on inclined plane, right. G58. Wait-988. uncirculated, minor 
teller handling. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

l ste  orr s Ser es e

80  he orr s a al  Ba k  o., erse  t , New erse . 50 
Perm t for olls Note. 1841. ss e  Note. ho ce er  e. 
Plate a. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, & Hatch, new-york. upper 
left, small vignette of canal boat approaching lock. upper right, 
amphrite and neptune. Bottom corner, “50” counter. Haxby nJ-
260 l ste  ser es. Not  Wa t. rarity 6. a very rare series and 
type note. This was obtained at the now legendary schingoethe 
1 sale in october 2004. It is a true rarity 6 note and seen only in 
very advanced collections. once again, Haxby chose not to list 
these even though they certainly were used as circulating notes. 
a pleasing, bright note and quite beautiful to behold. a $20 note 
from this series held the new Jersey obsolete note price record of 
around $2,000 at a nasCa-Karp sale a quarter century ago. 

From Schingoethe Part  . M. Smythe  Co., October 22-23, 
200 , Lot 8

arer orr s a al Post Note e

80 7 he orr s a al  Ba k  o., erse  t , New erse . 400.00 
Wr tte  e om at o  Post Note. 1838. ss e  Note. e. no 
plate letter. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, & Hatch, new-york. 
Mercury hands coins to Cybele, griffin watches. Barge on inclined 
plane, bottom. Choice Very Fine, hammer cancelled. numerous 
endorsements on back with some bleed through. Haxby nJ-260 
G70. Wait-1003. no plate letter. These are scarcer. 

From he Eastern Collection  Schingoethe Part 8 . M. Smythe  
Co., October 3, 200 , Lot 28 8 .

H h e om at o  orr s a al ert cates
80 8 he orr s a al  Ba k  o., erse  t , New erse . r o of 

H h e om at o  terest Bear  r st ert cate ema er 
Notes  I $1,000. Plate a. Mercury hands coins to Cybele, griffin 
watches. Barge on inclined plane, bottom. “M” on die counters in 
lower corners. Haxby nJ-260-not listed. Wait-998. appearance of 
Fine, but with a full horizontal split that has been taped I $2,000. 
Plate a. similar vignettes and style, but “MM” in the lower coun-
ters. Wait-999. eF-au I $3,000. Plate a. similar vignettes and style, 
but “MMM” in the counters above the lower corners. Wait-1000. 
Great denomination type. Very Fine. oversize format notes that 
should have merited a Haxby listing. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

e erall  St le  erse  Note

80 9 he te  States Stock Ba k, erse  t , New erse . O e 
ollar. 18 2. ss e  Note. e. Plate C. Imprint of the national 

Bank note Company. Green face grill and large counter. Green 
security back. upper left, federal style eagle with outstretched 
wings. Curved title in center and nJ Bank die lower right. Green 
back design complete mimic of legal Tender note series with 
text in the center. Haxby nJ-270 G2a. High rarity 5. one of the 
most well styled late series on new Jersey. The $1 notes do ap-
pear infrequently these days. The written date “dec. 1, 1862” here 
was engraved on the $2 note plate. slightly soiled, but overall an 
excellent example. 

From he Eastern Collection.
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H h ra e te  State Stock Ba k 2 Note

8070 he te  States Stock Ba k, erse  t , New erse . wo 
ollars. ecember 1, 18 2. ss e  Note. ho ce er  e. Plate 

C. Imprint of the national Bank note Company. Green face grill 
and large green counter “2” at left. Green security back. Center, 
Washington with titles above. upper corners with overlapping titled 
lathe circles, nJ Bank die at lower right. Green back layout mimics 
of the $2 legal Tender note with text in the center. Haxby nJ-270 
G4b. High rarity 5. This denomination is much less frequently seen 
than the $1 notes. The pedigree is rich coming from the choice group 
of new Jersey issued notes in Ford VIII. once again, only very ad-
vanced new Jersey have this type. style-wise, this is an exceptional 
nBnCo. note that merits strong scrutiny for its boldly accomplished 
lathe work from this amazing imprint. a real beauty. 

From our John J. Ford, Jr. Collection Part , January 8- 9, 
200 , Lot 287.

8071 a h   Sto e, ealers  lo r, ee  a  oal, a h s Po t, 
New erse . we t  e e ts. 18 2. ss e  ema er. er  

e. uniface, printed on the back Bank of Pennsylvania drafts. no 
imprint. red left protector, shield, right end 25 and large ornate 
25 protector. upper left, store products. unlisted Issuer in Wait. 
rarity 6. We have seen a few of this unlisted note. The style is most 
unusual and we have not seen the note signed. a most unusually 
vignetted scrip note. 

From the Eastern Collection.

 r e ar t  7 ambert lle Scr

8072 Wm. c ree  er the ambert lle Ba k. e  e ts. No ember 
1, 18 2. e. no imprint. Printed in all blue. Coal wagon, drawn 
by horse. Wait 1046. rarity 7. In our opinion, a true rarity 7 scrip 
note. other than the present piece, we know only of the Wait plate 
note. The others out there in hiding don’t count until we see them. 
a very clean note, problem-free and quite elusive.

From the Eastern Collection  e  ork City Fall Sale 2 3 . M. 
Smythe  Co., o ember , 200  from September , 200 , Lot 98

8073 he New Ho e elaware Br e om a , ambert lle, New 
erse . tet of ss e  otes from two ser es  I $2 (2). 1845. 

God rides eagle at top. standing woman at left. Grey protector 
TWo. durand & Company. Haxby nJ-280 G8a. several small 
holes I $3. 1845. durand. Woman with shield and eagle. Woman 
at left. durand & Company. G12a. Green spot at center I $5. 1845. 
durand & Company. Two women with shield, plow, and cornu-
copia  horse’s head in between them. G18. lightly soiled I $10. 
1845. rW&H. enterprise and Protection flanking shield. G22. one 
or two small holes. Very Good to Fine overall. (Total: 5 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

8074 he New Ho e elaware Br e om a , ambert lle, New 
erse . r o of ss e  rema er otes from two ser es  I $1. 

1840’s. durand & Company. Top right center, Plenty. standing 
woman at left. Haxby nJ-280 G4 I $20. 1830’s-1840’s. neBn Co. 
livestock vignette at top center, girl and boy at left. G24 I $50. 
1830’s-1840’s. riverboat scene. Justice at left, bare-breasted woman 
at right. G26. Clean, bright notes. uncirculated. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

8075 a chester, New erse . Select o  of scr  from two o mo th 
o t  ss ers  I store at Manchester, Monmouth Co., n.J. 1830’s. 

Imprint of C. Bartlett, n.y. denomination set of 6-1/4 Cents, 12-1/2 
Cents, 25 Cents, and 50 Cents. all vignetted with various Bartlett 
vignettes from his catalogue. unlisted series in Wait. all rarity 
4. There were 110 or so pieces, mostly these low denominations 
that were discovered by Jack Guevrekian long ago and sold to 
Bruce Hagen acting for smythe at the nyInC at its one year at the 
drake swisshotel on Park avenue (“how can all these notes all get 
sold ” was asked by a colleague then). In the $1,500.00 deal were 
three sets of high denominations and one unique draft type placed 
eagerly with the “big kahunas” of nJ obsolete scrip of the time, 
along with this change bill hoard. The sets were later sold through 
smythe’s only retail obsolete banknote catalogue with mixed suc-
cess and eventually the rest of the group was controlled by another 
more spirited marketer. They are now very scarce and still quite 
distinctive. all about uncirculated due to old hoard handling I 
s. W. & W. a. Torrey scrip. June 15, 1862. lithographed by W. H. 
arthur. Train, eagle, nJ arms. Black notes: 5 Cents, 25 Cents, and 
50 Cents  red notes: $1, $2, $3, and $5. Wait 1072, 1074, 1075, 1076, 
1077, 1078, and 1079. average Fine to Very Fine. The last two nice 
Very Fine notes. a useful collection. (Total: 11 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

807  S. W.  W. . orre , a chester, New erse . e 15, 18 1. 
r o of ss e  lesser e om at o  scr  otes. ll e to er  

e. each with the imprint of W.H. arthur & Co., 39 nassau & 56 
liberty sts. n.y. Includes: I 5 Cents. Train cruising along shore, 
eagle. n.J. arms in lower left corner. Wait 1072. Two blue-green 
stamps: deC 1 I 25 Cents. design as last. also stamped twice 
with blue-green deC 1. Wait 1074 I 50 Cents. design as last. Two 
blue-green stamps: Jan 1 63. Wait 1075. Wide margins on all sides. 
Well matched notes. (Total: 3 pieces) 

8077 New erse  Obsolete Scr . 1837 Har  me era scr  otes  the 
orr s m r t st le  I unknown Issuer, Marshallville. 12-1/2 

Cents. 1840’s. no imprint, style of Morris. all blue-green. Covered 
bridge. similar to Wait 1082 (Cooke). rarity 5. about uncirculated 
I H.a. Williams, Marshallville. 25 Cents. 1841. Blue green. seated 
woman with sheaf and plow. unlisted issuer in Wait. similar to 
Wait 1083 (Cooke). Choice about uncirculated I Chas. Cooke, 
Marshallville. $1. 1840. Blue green. Building and falls. Wait 1084. 
uncirculated. These blue note, rarity 5 I John Whittaker, Mill 
Hill. 6-1/4 Cents, 12-1/2 Cents, 25 Cents, 50 Cents, and $1. July 
11, 1837. all with same design, ornate end panels. Wait 1170-1174. 
Choice about uncirculated to uncirculated. Boldly printed rarity 
1 notes with strong, clear signatures. (Total: 8 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.
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er  are a s a  eass m r t Scr

8078 . ow   S. B le at o r Store at a s a , a s 
a , New erse . we t  e e ts wr tte   oo s, 

Ph la el h a or New erse  Ba k Notes. eb. 10, 1815. ss e  
Note. ho ce er  e. Imprint “engraved by W. Kneass Market 
st. Phila.” Medium format scrip note. Top center, eagle and shield. 
left counter for denomination and right counter for serial. left 
end, obligation. right end, denomination written space on shaded 
panel. Wait 1097. rarity 7. The rating is accurate we believe as this 
note was in the schingoethe Collection for a long time. a crisp, 
widely margined note with some foxing. overall a beauty and a 
desirable Kneass imprint note on the state. 

From Schingoethe Part  . M. Smythe  Co., April 9, 2008, 
Lot 338.

8079 New erse  Obsolete Ba k otes.  scarce a r of re  t te  
otes  I The Burlington County Bank, Medford. $5. 1859. aBnCo. 

Men and livestock in large center vignette. Haxby nJ-295 G32a. 
unissued. Mounted on card. Center folds I The orange Bank in 
the County of essex, orange. $3. 1850’s. BB&C, new york, and 
BC, Philadelphia. seated woman at center. Male portrait at lower 
left, and liberty and Prosperity at right. nJ-400 G18a. unissued. 
looks like a proof, but seems like banknote paper. decent color 
with only light folds, but none are overly distracting. Fine to Very 
Fine. Both have small PoC. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection  he second note from our sale of May 
2003, Lot 3.

8080 ew s Walker at  Store, o roe or e ear a s a , 
New erse . e om at o  set of ss e  1837 era scr . er-
a e e to er  e  I 12-1/2 Cents. Woman seated on wharf 
holding caduceus. Wait 1197 I 25 Cents. Woman seated on wharf 
holding scales. Wait 1198. repaired notch in top edge, but Choice 
eF otherwise I 50 Cents. Woman seated with cornucopia. Wait 
1199 I $1. design as last. Wait 1200. light soiling and central 
pinhole. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

MorrIsToWn
8081 orr stow , New erse . ollect o  of e ra e  ss e  otes 

from two ba ks a  se eral ser es  I Morris County Bank. $1. 
1849. red protector one. rWH&e. Farmer, horse. Haxby nJ-315 
G8a. Fine or better I $5. 1856. red protector FIVe. rHW&e. 
state arms. Blacksmith at left, liberty at right. G34a. The Haxby 
plate note. Fine I state Bank at Morris. $1. 1840’s. rW&H. state 
arms. nJ-320 G18a. Printed in blue. Fine, minor flaws I $2. 1849. 
rW&H. state arms. G26a. Printed in blue. Very Fine I $1. 1849. 
rW&H. state arms. G18. Printed in black. Very Fine I $2. 1849. 
rW&H. state arms. G26. Printed in black. some ink stains on the 
back. Very Good I $3. 1849. rW&H. state arms. G36. Printed in 
black. Choice Fine I $5. 1849. rW&H. state arms. nude woman 
with eagle at right. G44. a few tiny pinholes. Fine. (Total: 8 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

olorf l orr stow  ema ers
8082 he orr s o t  Ba k, orr stow , New erse . ree  

t te  rema er otes, all c rc late  I $1. 1850’s. aBnCo 
monogram. Farmer with plow and horses. red a. Haxby nJ-315 
G8e I $2. rHW&e, aBnCo monogram. livestock on hill. Man 
sharpening scythe at left, woman churning butter at right, G16d 
I $3. 1860’s. aBnCo monogram. red a. liberty with shield and 
eagle. Blacksmith at forge left, Ceres standing right. G26d I $10. 
1858-60’s. Imprints of aBnCo and rWH&e. livestock scene. 
standing Justice left, stonecutter right. G46a I $20. 1858-60’s. 
Imprints of aBnCo and rWH&e. Ceres left, chickens right. G56a. 
a beautiful group of bright, bold notes. (Total: 5 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

Scarce orr s o t  Ba k 20 Note
8083 he orr s o t  Ba k, orr stow , New erse . we t  

ollars. 1849. ss e  Note. e. Plate a. Imprint of rawdon, 
Wright & Hatch, new york. Hebe and eagle at upper right. nJ 
arms top center. left end “TWenTy”. Haxby nJ-320 G60. a “darn 
rare note” per Tom denly, and we agree as we have seen few $20 
versus others on this series. a sharp, clean note for the type. 

From he Eastern Collection.

8084 he armers Ba k of New erse , o t Holl , New erse . 
ss e  otes, ba k a able cha e b lls a  fals t es from 1815 

to 1849  I H. Black, scrip pay at the Bank. 6-1/4 Cents. Jan. 20, 
1815. W. Kneass. not listed in Haxby. Wait 1279. Good, damaged 
at the upper right corner I same series. 25 Cents. W. Kneass. not 
listed in Haxby. Wait 1281. Good. Faded I $1. 1849. M&l. state 
arms. Haxby nJ-325 a20. altered from $1 state Bank at Trenton. 
Very Good, some ink at the top right I $5. 1843. Fdu. Two women 
flanking shield. s25. Fine, light soiling. a scarce spurious I $10. 
1847. duB&s. Man on horse driving livestock. C38. a fairly decep-
tive plate. Fine. some minor spots. (Total: 5 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

are o t Holl  o  ette  Note

8085 he o t Holl  Ba k, o t Holl , New erse . O e ollar. 
a . 1, 18 3. ss e  Note. bo t e, short tear. Plate a. Imprint 

of the american Bank note Company. red one protector, smaller 
than normal with light red grill. Top center, cherub rolls a silver 
dollar. lower left, Plenty seated. lower right, Charles Bispham. 
Machine no.7987. Haxby nJ-330 G16a. rarity 6. similar to law-
rence r. stack sale (January 2008): lot 4245. High rarity 6. a rare 
note and sharp looking type. The stack sale note brought $1,725.00 
in slightly better condition. The top edge tear is tough to see. Cut 
closely in the “new england style”. This is an important note from 
the eastern Collection. 

From he Eastern Collection.
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are sabella lass Works Sheet
808  sabella lass Works at o r Store, New Brookl , New erse . 

c t Sheet of 5 e ts-10 e ts-20 e ts. e 1, 1849. ss e  
ema er. er  e, m a re . Imprint of young Printer, Black 

Horse alley, Phila. uniface, medium size format scrip notes. Iden-
tical layouts with trim top center, denominations in end panels. 
Wait-unlisted denominations. unusual date of issue. This may 
have come from the 1993 “Parking lot” Christensen sale. Folded, 
some splitting and a few small body holes in the center of the bot-
tom two notes, but an overall very presentable sheet. rare in this 
form. 

From the Eastern Collection  Our May 3, 2003 Sale, Lot 0.

neW BrunsWICK
8087 or orat o  of the t  of New Br sw ck, New erse . wo 

Pe ce. a ar  7, 1791. oo . Printed by a. Blauvelt. Printed on 
thick rag paper. Typeset, small format. ornamental frame with 
face obligation and back imprint and denomination. Wait 1656. 
newman, page 267. High rarity 5. This series was payable in five 
years. all there, but aged with some vertical fold voids. 

From the Eastern Collection  998 FU  Sale CAA, January 9- 0, 
998, Lot 8 .

er  ho ce 179  New Br sw ck o r Pe ce

8088 or orat o  of the t  of New Br sw ck, New erse . o r 
Pe ce. arch 10, 179 . ss e  ema er. bo t xtremel  

e. Printed by a. Blauvelt. Printed on thick rag paper. Typeset, 
small format. ornamental frame on face, text within. Back with 
imprint and central emblem. Wait 1660. newman, page 268. rarity 
5. These are more often seen, but a choice blank with wide left and 
bottom margins. 

From the Eastern Collection.

8089 New Br sw ck, New erse . ss e  earl er st le obsolete 
ba k otes from 181  to the 1820 s  I Bank of new Brunswick. 
$3. P. Maverick. sheaf and farm equipment. Haxby nJ-340 C22. 
Fine, two right corners missing I $5. 1815. P. Maverick. Hand 
touching plant in upper left. Well done plate, perhaps G32 or C32. 
Very Good. large X across face I state Bank at new Brunswick. 
1821. Ml&r. Grey protector FIVe across. nJ-350 C44a. Choice 
Very Good. Black X across face I $2. 1818. Ml&r. state arms. 
C18. Fine. a few tiny pinholes. some “Boys Town” glassine tape 
along the edges of the verso. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

8090 New Br sw ck, New erse . ss e  obsolete ba k otes from 
the 1830 s era  I Bank of new Brunswick. $2. 1833. dP. aurora 
on chariot. Haxby nJ-340 G18. Very Good or a little better I $3. 
1833. dP. seated woman. G28. Cut off along the bottom. Fine I 
$5. 1830. no imprint. Cybele seated holding key. G36a. Very Good. 
Mounting remnants at the upper corners, and bottom right corner 
missing I $5. 1833. Toppan. Hebe and eagle. eagle left, Washington 
right. G40. a few scattered pinholes. Very Good I $10. 1836. Top-
pan. View of new Brunswick flanked by portraits of Washington 
left and lafayette right. G50. several folds, with a small hole at 
the center I Farmers’ and Mechanics’ Bank of new Brunswick. 
$1. 18  [faded]. rWH. Farmer in center, Ceres left and Hermes 
right. nJ-335 G4. Choice Fine I $2. rWH. Farmer left, half-nude 
male right. G8. Fine. Tape and glue remnants on the back I $3. 
1838. rWH. Grey THree protector. Ceres seated. Franklin left, 
blacksmith right. G12. Good, chinked upper left corner. (Total: 8 
pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

8091 he Ba k of New Br sw ck, New Br sw ck, New erse . e  
ollars. 1820. ss e  Note. e. Plate Cc. no imprint. Female 

with book. left end, Ten in panel. Haxby nJ-340 G36a. rarity 6. a 
rare and mysterious issue without the imprint. The style suggests 
Bissell who did notes for Hoboken and also new Brunswick in the 
same time frame. Two upper corner mounts seen on the back. 

From he Eastern Collection.

ho ce New Br sw ck ro
8092 New Br sw ck, New erse . ttract e artet of co terfe t 

a  s r o s otes from two ba ks  I Bank of new Jersey. $1. 
1859. dW, aBnCo monogram. Columbus. red-brown back. Haxby 
nJ-345 G20b. rarity 6. The plate is sharply executed. looks fully 
genuine. Choice Fine I $3. 1856. dW. red protector 3’s. state arms. 
C24a. Very Good or better I $3. 1858. dW. Female with bird. large 
red 3 on back. s5. Very Good I state Bank at new Brunswick. $1. 
1848. no imprint. Train depot. nJ-350 a10. Wait 1686. looks rarity 
6 to us. Choice Very Fine. a bright, sharp note. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

8093 he State Ba k at New Br sw ck, New Br sw ck, New erse . 
ss e  rema ers from the h her e om at o  ser es, w th 

a  w tho t rotector. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch, & ed-
son, new-york. uniface series, no face protectors: I $50. 1850’s. 
state arms. Haxby nJ-350 G76. a pair of tiny pinholes on the left 
side. uncirculated I $100. 1840’s-50’s. state arms. stonecutter left, 
blacksmith right. G80. Impaired, small tears and soiling. Fine I 
$500. 1840’s-50’s. state arms. large Washington portrait left. G84. 
Choice about uncirculated. notes with protectors: I $50. 1850’s. 
ornate blue FIFTy and orange back. design as last $50. G76a. un-
circulated I $100. 1840’s-50’s. Blue Hundred and orange back. 
design as last $100. G80a. uncirculated I $500. 1840’s-50’s. ornate 
blue d protector, orange back. design as last $500. G84a. Choice 
about uncirculated. a neat little set of high quality remainders. 
(Total: 6 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.
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arel  See  New Br sw ck c t Sheet
8094 he State Ba k at New Br sw ck, New Br sw ck, New erse . 

c t Sheet of 50- 50- 100- 500. 1850 s. ss e  ema er. 
ho ce bo t c rc late . Plates a-B-a-a. Imprint of rawdon, 

Wright, Hatch, & edson, new-york. no protectors. Beautiful 
layout overall. all with new Jersey arms supported with two 
females at the top center. also, the $50 notes with ships lower 
right, the $100 note with standing laborers in each corner, and the 
$500 with ornately framed Washington. Haxby nJ-350 sheet X4 
(G76-G76-G80-G84). as a sheet, High rarity 5. This style is rarely 
seen without the protectors and most are cut. arguably much 
nicer looking than the blue notes. The vignettes stand out. ample 
margins and very light gutter folds. a lovely sheet. 

From he Eastern Collection.

l ste  New Br sw ck ha e Notes
8095 he or orat o  of the Ol  o ta  om a , New Br sw ck, 

New erse . r o of cha e b lls from two ser es  I 25 Cents. 
February 13. 1815. Payable at the state Bank at new Brunswick. I 
deare Print. Thin paper. nJ arms upper left. similar to Wait 1678 
(some plate diagnostics are different). rarity 6. Very Fine, but a 
clean paper shear at the left side nicely glassine taped from the 
verso. looks extremely Fine I same Issuer and payable. small 
format change bills. 2 Cents. sept. 16, 1815. Typeset, block TWo 
over dividing line. unlisted series date and style in Wait. likely 
rarity 6. Very Good, but dark with some soiling. a rarity I same 
series. 12-1/2 Cents. style as last, TWelVe over line and discrete 

 adjacent. also unlisted. Good to Very Good, some small body 
holes and dark. Certainly approaching rarity 7. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

neWarK

Scarce Newark ss e  Note

809  he ssex o t  Ba k, Newark, New erse . O e ollar. arch 
12, 1859. ss e  Note. bo t er  e. Plate C. Imprint of the 
american Bank note Company. Green protector 1 and grill outlin-
ing white one. Carpenter at workbench. Boy’s portrait at lower 
left, girl’s at lower right. Haxby nJ-360 G2a. rarity 5, perhaps 
rarity 4. not the rarest issued new Jersey genuine bill, but the 
note has a tremendous layout. Three light vertical folds, though 
they are not distracting. Good eye appeal, with bold signatures 
and a nice bright look. 

From he Eastern Collection.

el  St le  r st ette
8097 r. S. . arsh r st, Newark, New erse . e  e ts. 

18 3. ss e  Note. er  e. no imprint. Medium size format. 
Top center, female with apothecary kiln and chemistry set. Wait 
1415. rarity 6. a very uniquely styled vignette particular to this 
note. This handsome note came from our May 2003 sale which 
was strong in new Jersey scrip notes, several of which may have 
originally come from the 1993 Christensen sale. 

From the Eastern Collection  Our May 3, 2003 Sale, Lot 8.

Shar  B ra e  Newark Note
8098 he echa cs Ba k at Newark, Newark, New erse . O e ol-

lar. 1851. ss e  Note. ho ce e. Plate a. Imprint of danforth, 
Bald & Co., new york, & Philad. Mechanic seated at anvil. Ceres in 
lower left corner. Haxby nJ-365 G6. rarity 6. Printed in a smaller 
format than most notes in circulation at the time. Most of these 
are low grade. This is certainly one of the sharpest notes we have 
seen. attractive, with a few light spots in a couple of places, but 
featuring excellent appearance overall. 

From he Eastern Collection.

8099 Newark, New erse . tet of rare ss e  obsolete ba k otes 
from se eral t tles I Mechanics Bank at newark. $1. June 4th, 
1862. aBnCo. Mechanic seated at anvil. Ceres at lower left. red 
machine number. Haxby nJ-365 G6d. Good to Very Good, dark. a 
few small edge tears I $2. June 4th, 1862. aBnCo. Farmer, sailor, 
and mechanic. Two farmers at lower left. G12d. High serial num-
bers indicate a wide circulation. Very Good. a few minor holes I 
$5. 1863. uBs&H, aBnCo monogram. red protected FIVe. Train 
vignette. Blacksmith left, sailor right. G22b. rarity 6. This is a tough 
note. Fine. Folds, with small hole at center I newark Banking & 
Insurance Company. $2. november 10th, 1855. dB. Two women. 
Washington left. nJ-370 G48. Good, damaged. upper right corner 
missing, and a tear along the upper left edge I newark City Bank. 
$2. sept. 15th, 1858. aBnCo. Green protector TWo, and two 2’s on 
either side. Two stonecutters. Female portrait left, seated female 
with spear and globe. nJ-380 G22d. rarity 6. Good. repaired 
lower corners. somewhat ragged edges. Mostly there and rare. 
The others should be considered rarity 5. (Total: 5 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

ho ce Newark Whal  B t Note

8100 he Newark Whal , Seal   a fact r  o., Newark, 
New erse . wel e  a Half e ts. Oct. 11, 1837. ss e  Note. 

ho ce e. no.4735[ ]. Plate B. Imprint of C. F. Harrison. Top 
center, custom vignette for the issuer, whale hunters in boat attack 
whale adapted after the Page painting Capturing a Sperm Whale. 
upper corners, spanish Colonial real coins. lower right, ship. 
Haxby-not listed. Wait 1543. rarity 5. easily one of the most popu-
lar new Jersey scrip issues. The vignette is unique to the series. 
Most are lower grades and this is superior to the stack sale note 
by far. a very clean and for the type, well margined note. Pencil 
codes on the verso from Claud Murphy long ago. 
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Scarcer Newark Whal  arter ollar

8101 he Newark Whal , Seal   a fact r  o., Newark, 
New erse . we t  e e ts. Oct. 11, 1837. ss e  Note. bo t 

e. no.101. Plate a. Imprint of C. F. Harrison. Top center, custom 
vignette for the issuer, whale hunters in boat attack whale adapted 
after the Page painting Capturing a Sperm Whale. lower left corner, 
ship. lower right corner, u.s. Quarter dollar reverse. upper right, 
men in whale boat. Haxby-not listed. Wait 1544. rarity 5. The 
hardest to find in this series for some reason. This is a pleasing 
note with only honest wear. We have never seen a Very Fine note 
on this issuer. 

From he Eastern Collection  200  osemont Auction CAA, May 
8- 9, 200 , Lot 23 .

8102 he Newark Whal , Seal   a fact r  o., Newark, 
New erse . h rt  Se e   a Half e ts. Oct. 11, 1837. ss e  
Note. er  oo . no.[ , faint]. Plate B. Imprint of C. F. Harrison. 
Top center, custom vignette for the issuer, whale hunters in boat 
attack whale adapted after the Page painting Capturing a Sperm 
Whale. right end, trio of spanish Colonial real coins. upper left, 
ship. Haxby-not listed. Wait 1544. rarity 5. another note with 
excellent body and no serious flaws. Trimmed a little close. Mod-
erate soiling and quite pleasing to the eye. 

8103 New erse  Obsolete Scr . Scarce tr o of Norther  New erse  
s al format a  obl at o  scr  I The york and Jersey 

steam Boat Ferry Company, new york pay at the Cashier of the 
newark Banking and Insurance Company. 12-1/2 Cents. June 1, 
1816. small “chit.” uniface, on sturdy stock. Typeset, small print 
note. Wait 1605. rarity 5. a two-state note listed in two books. Wait 
got there first and more n.J. collectors chase this issue. Choice 
Very Fine. Most examples are seen split  this is a superior example 
I unknown issuer, newark. 12-1/2 Cents. 1853. W. l. ormsby, 
new york 50 Wall st. imprint. Wlo version of Hebe and eagle. 
Wait 1607. rarity 5. Very Fine. an attractive note with very little 
soiling or distractions I Ira Pruden, Plainfield. 1 Cent. undated. 
small format. unlisted series in Wait. rarity 6. a cute little note 
that proclaims “Good for 1 Cent ” (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8104 rst Presb ter a  h rch  Newark, New erse . O e Pe . 
No ate 1790 s . er  oo  to e. unnumbered. signed by 
elias Boudinot. Imprint of s. Kollock on face. Printed on thick 
rag paper. ornamental frame on both sides, surround texts. Back, 
with title and denomination. Wait a1407 unlisted. unlisted series 
in newman. High rarity 6. The duPont sale note. It seems that 

there is no series date at all on this type, differing slightly from the 
listed december 16, 1790 notes. solid with a small worm hole.

l as Bo ot is a notable new Jersey figure of the revolutionary and 
early american period. He was a member and President of the Continental 
Congress, and later a Congressman and of course director of the united states 
Mint. an avid churchman as seen by his work here for this church, he was 
also first president of the american Bible society.

From the Eastern Collection  E  2002 FU  Sale CAA, January 
0- 2, 2002, Lot 3 30  Spring 993 Sale  .M. Smythe  Co., 

March 30, 993, Lot 2 8  uPont Collection.

l ste  Bo ot S e  h rch wo Pe ce

8105 rst Presb ter a  h rch  Newark, New erse . wo Pe ce. 
No ate 1790 s . bo t er  e. unnumbered. signed by elias 
Boudinot. Imprint of “Printed by s. Kollock, elizabeth Town” on 
face. Printed on thick rag paper. ornamental frame on both sides, 
surround texts. Back, with title and denomination. Wait 1408. 
unlisted series in newman. High rarity 6. The duPont sale note. 
This is from the same series as last and the change bills from this 
period are complex. James duPont tackled them effectively and 
his landmark sale was held in March 1993 in new york. a lovely 
note, though the signature is light. some toned corners with the 
rest of note rather bright. 

From the Eastern Collection  2002 FU  Sale CAA, January 0- 2, 
2002, Lot 33  Spring 993 Sale  .M. Smythe  Co., March 30, 
993, Lot 2 7  uPont Collection.

810  Newark, New erse . ollect o  of s r o s a  co tem orar  
co terfe t obsolete ba k otes from se eral ss ers a  ser es  
I Mechanics Bank at newark. $3. 1839. du, uBs&H. Three seated 
women. Haxby nJ-365 C16. Wait 1430. Very Good I Mechanics 
Bank. $5. 1846. ely. Indian looking at train and city. nJ-364 a5. 
Wait 1443. extremely Fine. Choice for note I newark Banking 
and Insurance Company. $2. 1822. Maverick. shoemaker at bench. 
nJ-370 C36. Wait 1483. nearly Very Fine, tiny corner chip. some 
writing on either side I state Bank at newark. Payable at the Me-
chanics’ Bank in the City of new york. $1. 18  [faded]. Maverick. 
stonecutter. nJ-385 C88. stamped CounTerFeIT on face. Fine. 
Piece of edge missing near lower right corner I $3. 2 Jan. 1818. 
Maverick. state arms. C92. Wait 1563. stamped CounTerFeIT 
on face. a pair of repaired holes near the center. Very Fine I $5. 
1831. Maverick. state arms at left. C96. Wait 1569. Very Fine. Ink 
cross hatches across face I $10. 1864. TCC. old First Church. C62. 
Wait 1579. Choice Very Good. Quarter folds I $2. 1862. aBnCo. 
Blue face with two red end panels. seated women. C24c. Wait 
1554. Choice Fine. Two holes on left side I $3. 1862 [ , faded]. no 
imprint. Blue face with two red end panels. Three women. C38c. 
Good, missing upper right corner. not common I $5. 1862. no 
imprint. Blue face with two red end panels. old First Church. C52c. 
Wait 1568. Good, light soiling. (Total: 10 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.
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8107 he S ssex Ba k, Newto , New erse . Pa r of scarcer falsel  ma e 
otes  I $3. 1822. no imprint, contemporary copy of the style of 

Maverick. Building and wagon at top. Bottom center, liberty in style 
of Capped Head half eagle gold piece. ornate end panels. Haxby 
nJ-390 C22. Wait 1762. Well done plate and very scarce. We have 
handled very few over twenty plus years. nice Fine I $10. 1862. 
spurious plate with dW imprint. Pair of ships in rescue attempt. 
ornate end panels. nJ-390 s15. Wait 1774. Two serial numbers off 
the Wait Plate note. scarce spurious and excellent style. Choice Very 
Fine. exceptional for the type. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

8108 War   lle  erso  Ho se er armers  Ba k of Wa t-
a e, eckertow , Newto , New erse . artet of ss e  

ecember 1, 18 2 re  t te  scr  otes  I 3 Cents. Issuer and 
city across left end. Building in lower right corner. Wait 1736 I 10 
Cents. design as last. Wait 1737 I 25 Cents. design as last. Wait 
1738 I 50 Cents. design as last. Wait 1739. a nice denomination 
set of uncirculated notes. each with at least two hole punches at 
the bottom right edge. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

PaTerson

olorf l e  te  Paterso  Note

8109 he ataract t  Ba k, Paterso , New erse . O e ollar. 
No ember 18, 185 . ss e  Note. ho ce e. Plate B. Imprint 
of danforth, Wright & Co., new-york & Philad with “aBC” 
monogram. Full red tint, outlined white oBe at left. Happy pigs 
in a circle, left ornate one counter. lower right, nJ die. Haxby 
nJ-410 G2c. rarity 4. Bold color for the grade and very handsome 
series. Most of the notes on this bank are dogs (or pigs ). This is 
a sharp example for the type and undervalued. 

From he Eastern Collection

8110 Paterso , New erse . artet of scarce obsolete ba k otes from 
two ss ers  I Cataract City Bank. $2. november 18th, 1856. dW, 
aBnCo monogram. red tint. niagara falls. Haxby nJ-410 G4c. 
Fine. Initialed on the back, with a few ink spots as well I same 
series $3. no monogram. red tint. Indian family. G6b. Good or a 
bit better. Hole near the bottom I Passaic County Bank. $1. 1862. 
aBnCo. red protector one. Three men at forge. nJ-430 G2c. at-
tractive danforth series note. Very Good I $2. January 1st, 1852. 
dB, aBnCo monogram. red protector 2’s on either side. Mechanic 
with machine. G4c. Very Good. scattered pinholes. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

8111 he echa cs  Ba k of Paterso , Paterso , New erse . ttract e 
ro  of WH e ra e  otes from the 1830 s  I $1. 1833. rWH. 

Vulcan at forge. Haxby nJ-415 G2. Very Fine, pencil writing on back I 
$2. 1833. rWH. Ceres seated. G4. Fine, pinholes around top vignette 
I $3. 1833. rWH. archimedes with world on lever. G6. Fine I $5. 
1833. rWH. Industry seated. G8. Choice Very Good or finer. small 
problem on right side I $10. 1833. rWH. Hebe and eagle. G10. about 
Very Fine I $100. 1830’s. unissued remainder. large eagle, Ceres at 
right. G16. Very Fine. rarity 5. an attractive example of a very scarce 
note. The others are rarity 4 or so. (Total: 6 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

ttract e NBN ree  Protector Pa r

8112 he Nat o al Ba k, Paterso , New erse . Pa r of scarce ss e  
a . 12, 18 3 ser es otes e ra e  b  the NBN. Imprint of the 

national Bank note Company. Green protectors: I $1. ships at 
sea. state arms at left, young girl writing at right. Haxby nJ-425 
G2a. Very Good. Worn, but problem-free I $2. ships in harbor. 
state arms at left, Cupid and woman at right. G4a. Choice Very 
Good. Three vertical folds. Both rarity 5. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

arel  See  o ec on ette

8113 he Nat o al Ba k, Paterso , New erse . hree ollars. a . 12, 
18 3. ss e  Note. bo t e. Plate a. Imprint of the national 
Bank note Company. Green protector. Top center, under title, Pro-
tection, a cannon with balls ready. a rare vignette used on federal 
securities as well. lower right, young girl. Haxby nJ-425 G6a. 
rarity 5. This always seems to be the rarest note on the series as 
most are closely held. Few are in high grade and we have never 
seen a proof, which if it existed would be right up there with the 
finest nBn types for that genre. solid paper body with moderate 
soiling. Pleasing to the eye and not easy to get. 

From he Eastern Collection

8114 he Paterso  Ba k, Paterso , New erse . S x e ts. l  20, 
1820. ss e  Note. er  oo . Plate e. Imprint of P. Maverick sc. 
Typeset, “6” in cartouche top center. end panels with denomina-
tions. Haxby nJ-435 G4. rarity 7 or very close. a very rare series 
on the 1st Bank title. These genuine Maverick change bills are 
rarely seen, and this one is in attractive condition. 

From he Eastern Collection  Early American istory Auctions, 
February 2, 200  Mail Bid Auction, Lot 0 8.

S erb ra e Paterso  ha e B ll ar t

8115 he Paterso  Ba k, Paterso , New erse . wel e  a Half e ts. 
l  20, 1820. ss e  Note. ho ce er  e. Plate d. Imprint 

of P. Maverick sc. Typeset, “12 1/2” in cartouche top center. end 
panels with denominations. Haxby nJ-435 G8. rarity 7 or very 
close to it. rare series and type. Comparison of this note and the 
Haxby Plate note emphasizes how resoundingly marvelous the 
condition of this specimen is. There is still crispness in the paper, 
and calling this extremely Fine is not a stretch. Census condition 
seems to be the order of the day for this quaint note. 

From he Eastern Collection.
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811  he Paterso  Ba k, Paterso , New erse . r o of well ette  
Peter a er ck m r te  co tem orar  co terfe ts  I $2. 1826. 
no imprint. Man at loom. Haxby nJ-435 C28. Wait 1882. Choice 
Fine, slightly wrinkled I $3. 1815. Maverick. Man at winding 
machine. C40. Wait 1888. Very Fine. Quite bold I $3. 1818. Mav-
erick. Man at winding machine. Plate B style. Wait 1889. Fine. Ink 
cancelled. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

are 2  Paterso  Ba k Note

8117 he Paterso  Ba k, Paterso , New erse . e ollars. 1834. 
ss e  Note. er  oo  to e. Plate a. Imprint of rawdon, 

Wright, Hatch & Co. new-york. lower left, Indian draws bow. 
left of center, Paterson Falls. upper right, Hebe and eagle. Haxby 
nJ-436 G16 senC. rarity 7. This is from the 2nd Bank and is one 
rare note with “n[o] d[ata] a[vailable]” to Haxby. This is the only 
one we have seen and we last saw it in the eaHa sale a few years 
back. It surfaced in an odd lot before that. The most advanced 
collectors might have this, but this is a great rarity. some very 
minor body holes. Worthy of a very strong realization and one of 
the rarest notes in this collection. 

From he Eastern Collection  Early American istory Auctions, 
April 23, 200  Mail Bid Auction, Lot 988.

8118 he Peo les  Ba k of Paterso , Paterso , New erse . O  e-
om at o  set of , 7, 8, a  9 otes. ll ss e  ema -
ers. era e ho ce xtremel  e. Classic set with imprint of 

Casilear, durand, Burton, & edmonds, n. york. 1830’s. all well 
designed with interesting vignettes. Haxby nJ-438 G40, G42, G44, 
and G46. Wait 1915-1918. a pleasing set with some handling on 
each. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

ar t  w th terest  ow  Name

8119 . a  ore  er the Somerset o t  Ba k, Pea-Pack, New 
erse . e e ts. ecember 1, 18 2. ss e  Note. bo t e. 

Imprint of J. sandmeyer, lith., 61 nassau st., n.y. seated man and 
woman under ornate title, flanked by dies with 5 on each. dry 
Goods across left end, GroCerIes across right. Wait 1925. rarity 
6. one or two tiny pinholes, and a touch of toning in a few places. 
a distinctive note overall. 

From the Eastern Collection  our May 3, 2003 Sale, Lot .

PerTH aMBoy
8120 Perth mbo , New erse . artet of s erbl  ette  ss e  

otes from two ba ks  I City Bank of Perth amboy. $1. May 1, 
1856. BB&C, BC. Green protector one. ships in harbor. Haxby 
nJ-440 G2a. Choice extremely Fine. a choice note I Commercial 
Bank of new Jersey. $1. 1857. rWH&e. large red protector 1. state 
arms. nJ-445 G6c. Choice Very Fine I $2. 1851. rWH&e. large red 
protector 2. neptune and Venus on chariot pulled by sea horses. 
G10c. Choice Fine I $5. september 1, 1856. dW. Two red protec-
tor 5’s. Whale being harpooned. G44b. Choice extremely Fine. an 
excellent quartet of solid, high quality notes. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8121 t  Ba k of Perth mbo , Perth mbo , New erse . ss e  
otes from two ser es, cl  scarc t es from the Bal w  

m r t  I $2. May 1, 1856. BB&C, BC. red protector TWo. seated 
woman, portrait of girl. Haxby nJ-440 G4a. Choice Very Good. 
small hole in upper left corner I $2. same series and design. Green 
protector TWo. G4c. Very Good. a scarce note I $5. same series. 
red protector FIVe. state arms. G8a. Fine, light pinholes I $10. 
January 1, 1861. Geo. d. Baldwin. Milkmaid and cows. red-brown 
back with white Ten. G10a. Very Good. a decent example of a 
scarce note I $20. same series. state arms. red-brown back with 
white TWenTy. G12a. Good. another tough to find note. (Total: 
5 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8122 ommerc al Ba k of New erse , Perth mbo , New erse . 
ss e  otes from se eral ser es  I $1. May 1, 1841. rWH. ships 

at sea. Haxby nJ-445 G4b. Good, dark I $1. 1851. rWH&e. state 
arms. G6a. Good I $2. 1849. rWH&e. neptune and Venus on 
chariot pulled by seahorses. G10. about Very Good. Mounting 
remnants on the back I $3. 1848. rWH&e. seated woman with 
eagle. G14. Very Good I $3. 1851. rWH&e. red protector THree. 
seated woman with eagle. G14b. Very Good I $1. July 10, 1856. 
dW. Horses and livestock at trough. G40a. Choice Fine. small 
tear in lower right vignette I $1. same series. red protector one. 
Horses and livestock at trough. G40c. Very Fine I $1. same series. 
Blue protector one. Horses and livestock at trough. G 40b. Very 
Fine I $2. same series. ships at sea. G42a. Fine, a bit wrinkled 
I $2. same series. red protector TWo. ships at sea. G42c. Fine. 
light soiling and vertical folds I $5. september 1, 1856. dW. no 
protector. Whale being harpooned. G44a. Choice Fine. (Total: 11 
pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8123 ommerc al Ba k of New erse , Perth mbo , New erse . e 
ollars. Se tember 1, 185 . ss e  Note. bo t c rc late . 

Plate B. Imprint of danforth, Wright & Co. new-york & Philad. 
dual red protector 5s. Center, whaling scene as painted by Gar-
neray and imaged in prints. lower left, ship. lower right, sailor. 
Haxby nJ-445 G44b. rarity 1. not rare, just one of the most popular 
obsolete issues out there. Much more difficult to find than a “dIX” 
note in our opinion, as the once abundant supply has dried up. The 
imagery is fabulous and Perth amboy was an important station 
on the whaling industry processing front. some handling and a 
long corner fold. a classic.
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er  are 18 0 s e ss e  Perth mbo  Scr  e

8124 . . Patterso , ash er of the t  Ba k of Perth mbo , Perth 
mbo , New erse . we t  e e ts W N . 18 2. s-

s e  Note. ho ce er  oo . no imprint, style of a local printer. 
re-use of 1830’s part printed scrip for with issuer name left end 
panel. upper left, clipper ship. Hand titled with crossed out titles 
of “CoMMerCIal BanK oF neW Jersey.” unlisted series in 
Wait. rarity 7. a fascinating and very rare note. Patterson worked 
earlier for the Commercial Bank in the 1830’s and saved these emer-
gency use change bills. In 1862 he re-issued them to make small 
change. We have seen only a few of these. a similar note realized 
over $1,000 a few years back. a great rarity on Perth amboy. 

From the Eastern Collection.

8125 he or orat o  of the t  of Perth mbo , Perth mbo , New 
erse . Pa r of ecember 1814 ser es emer e c  cha e otes  I 

25 Cents. ornate denomination across top. Fancy left end. small 
format. Wait 1989. Very Good. a few tiny nicks along the edges I 
50 Cents. design as last. Wait 1990. about Very Good. Top edge 
slightly ragged. Ink corrosion on the signature. Both rarity 6. 
(Total: 2 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection  the rst from the 999 Spring Sale 87 
.M. Smythe  Co., May 3, 999, Lot 20  and the second from our 

Coin Galleries sale of o ember 998, Lot 37 8.

are e  te  Ph ll sb r h 1 Note

812  he Ph ll sb r h Ba k, Ph ll sb r h, New erse . O e ollar. 
18 2. ss e  Note. e, small hole ca cels. Plate a. Imprint of 
danforth, Wright & Co., Philad. & new-york. Full red tint. Train 
emerges from tunnel. lower right, men pour molten iron. Haxby 
nJ-455 G2a. rarity 5. There was a small hoard of these years 
back. However, most were damaged and this is fairly sharp in 
paper quality and color. The bank went national and paid out 
this bill much later. small “PaId” hole cancels and stamped 
“CanCelled” on the face. 

From the Eastern Collection.

S erbl  ette  Ph ll sb r h 5 Note

8127 he Ph ll sb r h Ba k, Ph ll sb r h, New erse . e ollars. 
18 2. ss e  Note. ho ce e, small hole cancels. Plate a. Imprint 
of danforth, Wright & Co., Philad. & new-york. light red protector 
grill. Custom vignette in center of span bridge across river. upper 
left, spring. lower right, Train. Haxby nJ-455 G8a. a rarer type from 
this series, of which a small hoard was discovered years back. The 
vignette is exceptional and spawned a well known spurious note 
on the title. That spurious issue likely led to a recall of the genuine 
issue. The national Bank paid this bill in 1902 per the stampings 
seen on the verso. a clean note with the small “PaId” hole cancels 
and stamped “CanCelled” on the face. 

From the Eastern Collection.

8128 Pr ate Scr  ss er, attr b te  to a le lass Works, Port 
l abeth, New erse . r o of e ra e  a  ss e  rema -
er otes  I 6-1/4 Cents. 1840’s. steamer and ships at sea. left 

end vignette signed by P. Maverick. Wait 2046 I 10 Cents. 1840’s. 
Train. Wait 2047 I 12-1/2 Cents. Man on wharf. Wait-unlisted 
denomination. a crisp trio of rare about uncirculated notes. a few 
toning spots here and there, but the overall quality is excellent. 
(Total: 3 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8129 he Pr ceto  Ba k, Pr ceto , New erse . Pa r of scarcer 
s r o s otes  I $3. June 12, 1855. Baldwin. Mounted cowboy 
herding cattle. Haxby nJ-470 s5. Wait 2065. Choice Very Good. Ink 
stain on verso showing through to the face I $5. 1857. CdB&e. 
red protector. Center, he eath of General Mercer. s20a. Wait 2067. 
rare vignette found on this note, stock scrip and the unique Ford 
Proof in genuine form sold in January 2005. Very Good, a bit soiled. 
(Total: 2 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8130 H res  Bro. ercha se at the Store, to , New erse . Pa r 
of ette  lar e format ss e  rema er scr  I 3 Cents. 
1850’s-1860’s. unissued remainder. Family husking corn. Wait 
2083 I 5 Cents. 1861. Issued note. Train, factories and steamship 
in background. Wait 2085. Both notes are bright, uncirculated 
examples. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

raHWay

are ss er, heme, a  ette
8131 cor orate  ahwa  re ssoc at o , ahwa , New erse , wel e a  

a Half e ts. st 1837. ss e  Note. e. Imprint of e. P. Whaites, sc. 
Courtland st. Printed on light brown rag paper. left end, early train and 
cars. Text and obligations in the center. right end, early fire pump. unlisted 
denomination in Wait. More or less a rarity 7. a great series of notes and 
nicely styled. We have handled one other and that was in our May 2003 
sale as lot 571. The paper quality on this widely margined note is superb 
for the type. There is a printing flaw as made at the top, on each end. 

From the Eastern Collection  Schingoethe Part 2 . M. Smythe  Co., March 
23, 200 , Lot 377 .
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ahwa  Haxb  Plate Note

8132 he armers a  echa cs Ba k of ahwa , ahwa , New 
erse . O e ollar. a . 1, 18 2. ss e  Note. er  oo . Plate 

C. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, & Hatch, new-york with “aBC” 
monogram. Center, large “1” with standing agriculture. lower 
left, milkmaid in oval. upper right, town view of rahway. Haxby 
nJ-475 G8b. he Haxb  Plate Note. High rarity 5. a splendid note 
and plated. We are uncertain of the earlier pedigree of this note, 
but you can’t argue with the picture. There is a little jag out of the 
top edge, cleanly accomplished and less than half an inch long. 

From the Eastern Collection.

are ahwa  2 e
8133 he armers a  echa cs Ba k of ahwa , ahwa , New 

erse . wo ollars. a . 1, 18 2. ss e  Note. e, backe  o  
car . Plate a. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, & Hatch, new-york 
with “aBC” monogram. Center, large “2” with standing athena. 
upper left, full view of milkmaid seated. Haxby nJ-475 G18b. 
rarity 6. a rare note and nicely vignetted. This has been backed 
on a card with a rumpled upper right corner. looks like the note 
is all there on the card. Tough to get. 

From the Eastern Collection.

o el  ahwa  e ce Plate  Haxb

8134 he armers a  echa cs Ba k of ahwa , ahwa , New 
erse . wo ollars. 1859. ss e  Note. e. Plate C. Imprint of 

rawdon, Wright, Hatch, new-york & edson with “aBC” mono-
gram. Center, large “2” with standing female. left, female in oval. 
upper right, bank building used on this series only. Haxby nJ-475 
G20b. he Haxb  Plate Note. rarity 6. This is serial no.7646 and a 
spot on match for the Haxby Plate. a gorgeous note with a superb 
layout. Clean with strong signatures. This could have been the Wait 
Collection note at one time. really a lovely deuce on the state. 

From the Eastern Collection  Bruce . agen Collection.

8135 Shotwell, ers  o. er the armers  echa cs Ba k of 
ahwa , ahwa , New erse . we t  e e ts. No . 1, 18 2. 

ss e  Note. bo t e. no imprint. Green end with outlined 
issuer, green protectors. under titles, nJ arms. upper right, dog 
& safe. Wait 2125. High rarity 6. This is a rarely seen issuer and 
most notes are low grade. The 50 Cents plate in Wait is missing a 
piece for example. 

From the Eastern Collection.

l ste  ow   Wa t
813  . H. o  er the Pr ceto  Ba k, ock  H ll, New erse . 

e  e ts. 18 2. ss e  Note. e. Imprint of T. Woods, lith. 
n.y. Printed on white paper. Top left, paddle wheeler over bank 
title. right end, “roCKy HIll” in shaded panel. unlisted Town 
and Issuer in Wait. rarity 6. a very distinctive looking note with 
an interesting style. We have handled a few, but they are tough to 
find and this is the only type we have seen on the town. There is 
a small upper left corner flaw and short left edge split. 

From the Eastern Collection  Early American istory Auctions, 
February 2, 200  Mail Bid Auction, Lot 98 .

8137 k ow  Pr ate Scr  a   S ec e or Notes of the Ph la el-
h a Ba ks,  Salem, New erse . hree ollars. 1830 s. ss e  
ema er. xtremel  e. Plate a. Imprint of Chas. Toppan & 

Co. Phila. Printed on H CraIG watermarked paper. Top center, 
Commerce seated. ornate end panels with “3” counter in center. 
Wait 2161. rarity 6. This is the only denomination we have seen 
on this issuer. The side margins are tight on this otherwise very 
attractive specimen. 

From the Eastern Collection  Early American istory Auctions, 
October 9, 200 , Mail Bid Auction, Lot 79.

8138 he Somerset o t  Ba k, Somer lle, New erse . Pa r of -
c rc late  lower e om at o  e ra e  ss e  rema ers. 
no line imprint, style of draper & Co, with the “aBC” monogram. 
red pattern security backs: I $1. late 1850’s. state arms. Portrait 
of Penn at left, girl with cornucopia at right. Haxby nJ-500 G2c. an 
excellent crisp example I $2. late 1850’s. oval portrait of Franklin 
next to vignette of farmer eating lunch. G4c. a good mate to the 
first note. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

S erbl  ra e  Somer lle e  Back Set
8139 he Somerset o t  Ba k, Somer lle, New erse . r o of 

h her e om at o  e ra e  ss e  rema ers. Imprint 
of draper & Co, Phil. with the “aBC” monogram. Identical red 
pattern security backs with seven vertical segments: I $5. late 
1850’s. state arms. Ceres left, Franklin right. Haxby nJ-500 G8c I 
$10. late 1850’s. Men driving livestock. Washington left, Justice 
and eagle right. G10c I $20. late 1850’s. Two men with horses and 
plow. Woman’s portrait left, two reapers right. G12c. all three notes 
are wonderfully crisp c rc late  examples. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8140 W ll am Be ett etro ol ta  arket, om er, New erse . 
we t  e e ts. 18 2. ss e  Note. er  oo . Imprint of lith. 

of Henry siebert. Central green protector 25. left end, Ceres over 
reverse of quarter dollar. lower right, nJ arms. Wait 2246 (also, 
Wait 2260). High rarity 5. Fully signed and issued. Wait listed this 
issue twice by accident. a scarce piece and a well collected shore 
location. a bit toned overall, but solid. 

From the Eastern Collection  200  osemont Sale CAA, May 8-
9, 200 , Lot 30 .

a seer o  ette
8141 he Ba k of Ocea  o t , oms er. O e ollar. 1859 . 

ss e  Note. er  oo . Plate a. Imprint of the american Bank 
note Co. new-york. Top center, deer chased by dogs. lower left, 
A distinguished member of the umane Society after the painting by 
edwin landseer. lower right, woman at sewing machine. Green 
security back, “1” in center. Haxby nJ-515 G2a. rarity 6. a very 
scarce bank for genuine notes. This was deceptively copied as an 
altered bill from egg Harbor as the layout was pretty close. The 
landseer seen on this note is fairly tough to find on obsolete notes. 
a bit soiled, but a solid example of a new Jersey rarity. 
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8142 New erse  Obsolete Ba k otes. r o of scarcer ss e  otes 
from oms er a  re to  I Bank of Trade, Toms river. $1. 
January 1, 1858. dW. red protector one. Trading scene, nJ die 
lower left. Haxby nJ-525 G2 senC. rarity 7. Choice Good I City 
Bank, Trenton. $1. 1860’s. [faded]. aBnCo. red panel outlining 
white one. nJ-545 G2b. Very Good, somewhat faded I$3. June 
15, 1863. aBnCo. red protector 3 and red panel outlining white 
THree. Franklin seated. G6c. about Very Good. left edge a bit 
ragged. Hole punched in the nJ state die at upper right. (Total: 3 
pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8143 he mer ca Ba k, re to , New erse . Select o  of ss e  
otes w th a  w tho t re  rotectors  all imprint of Baldwin, 

adams & Co. new york: I $1. May 1, 1853. large die at center, 1 
on each side. Haxby nJ-535 G2. Fine I $1. May 1, 1853. large die 
at center, red 1 protector on each side. G2a. about Very Fine. a few 
pinholes I $2. May 1, 1853. small 2 at center with die on either 
side. large red 2 overprint. G4a. Very Good I $3. May 1, 1853. 
Three dies across center. G6. Good. lower right corner with some 
tears I $3. May 1, 1853. red protector THree. Three dies across 
center. G6a. Good. Top and bottom edges a bit wavy I $5. May 
1, 1853. Five dies across. Male portrait left, Washington right. G8. 
Fine I $5. May 1, 1853. red protector FIVe. Five dies across. G8a 
unlisted by omission. Fine. a nicely matched set. (Total: 7 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8144 re to , New erse . ollect o  of ss e  obsolete ba k otes, 
mostl  from the 1815 to late 1820 s  I state Bank of new Jersey, 
Branch at Trenton. $3. 1813. Maverick. state arms. Haxby nJ-1 
G116. about Very Fine I $4. 1823. Harrison. state arms. G118 
senC. Good. a few light stains, and the lower right corner has 
been repaired I $5. 1818. Harrison. state arms. G120 senC. 
Good. some small edge nicks and stains I $10. 1818. Harrison. 
state arms. G122 senC. Very Good I $20. 1816. Harrison. state 
arms. G124. Very Good. Top and bottom edges with some nicks 
I $100. 1813. Maverick. state arms in lower center. G128. about 
Very Fine. Tiny split near center I state Bank at Trenton. $1. 1822. 
M&l. state arms. nJ-560 G4a. about Fine, lightly stained I $2. 
1822. M&l. state arms. G10a. Very Fine. nice and bright I Trenton 
Banking Company. $1. Harrison. delaware river Bridge. nJ-565 
C32. Fine. Ink cancelled I $5. 1829. Harrison. delaware river 
Bridge. G100. Very Good I $10. 1809. no imprint. 10 at left, Ten 
below. Horse’s head at right. not listed in Haxby. Wait 2423. r-7. 
Fair. Mounted on card. Most of the note is still present, and all of 
the major design elements are perfectly clear. The edges are quite 
ragged and there are several splits I $5. 1851. Fdu. Two females 
within large ornamental 5. s10. Fine or a bit better. (Total: 11 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8145 he Phe x a fact r  om a , re to , New erse . ol-
lect o  of ss e  1837 era scr  otes from se eral ffere t ss e 

ates a  colors  I 6-1/4 Cents. June 2, 1837. Woman seated on 
plow. Wait 2348. Choice Very Good I same series. 10 Cents. end 
panels with value and dies. Wait 2349. extremely Fine. superb 
for issue I same series. 12-1/2 Cents. Ceres seated. Wait 2352. 
Fine, somewhat faded I same series. $1. Justice seated. style of 
Wait 2359, but with different date. about Very Good. a bit dark 
I same series. $2. Commerce seated. Wait 2361. about Fine I 
$2. 1837. Commerce seated. Wait 2362. Fine I $3. 1837. Woman 
seated. Very similar to Wait 2365, but with authorized date of June 
14, 1837, and woman is not Ceres. Very Good. a bit of toning at 
the top corners, and a tiny area of damage in the upper right one 

I 12-1/2 Cents. June 15, 1837. Blue. Phoenix, ornate end panels. 
Wait 2351. Very Good. Wide margins I same series. 25 Cents. Blue. 
design as last. Wait 2354. Choice Fine. some light staining. Bot-
tom edge wide, but jagged I same series. 50 Cents. Blue. design 
as last. Wait 2356. Very Good, small hole I same series. $1. Blue. 
Phoenix. end panels: one left and 1 right. a pretty Very Fine I 
same series. $3. Blue. Phoenix. ornate end panels. Choice Fine, 
attractive. Generally, rarity 2 notes. above average grades as a 
whole. (Total: 12 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

814  k ow  Pr ate ss er a able  S ec e or Notes of the State 
Ba k of am e   Ph la el h a,  o  Works, New erse . 
O e ollar. 1820 s. ss e  ema er. er  oo , m or 
m a rme ts. Plate B. Imprint of Fairman, draper, underwood 

& Co. Top center, woman, plow, girl and cherub by kiln. left, 
Washington. right, lafayette. Wait 2451. rarity 6. a mysterious 
and very scarce scrip. There is a body hole in the center and scotch 
taped mended split on the bottom edge. 

From the Eastern Collection.

are a  Po lar Weehawke  err  Scr

8147 he Weehawke  err  om , Weehawke , New erse . 
we t  e e ts  err a e. l  18 2. ss e  ema er. 
xtremel  e. no imprint. small, nearly square medium size 

format note. Top center, eagle on rock under curved title. unlisted 
Issuer in Wait. High rarity 6. a rare and popular scrip isse th3at 
is not often seen. This came from a nautical vignette and themed 
obsolete note collection sold a few years back at the ana and later 
auctioned by dana linett at eaHa, Inc. “Mr. eastern” plucked 
this cherry from the sale and it is a wonderful note indeed. The 
only other one we recall seeing recently was the Herb and Martha 
note in one of the first dozen or so sales. Two stamp hinges on the 
verso, otherwise looks like a Gem. 

From the Eastern Collection  Early American istory Auctions, 
February 2, 200  Mail Bid Auction, Lot 98 .

8148 Ha   o., W slow, New erse . r o of a ar  1, 18 5 ss e  
scr  otes r te   color  I one Cent. Imprint of Wm. Mann. 
Printed in all blue. steamboat center, man lower left. Indian lower 
right. Wait 2466. Choice Fine I same series, imprint and color. 
Three Cents. seated america with shield by falls. lower left, ship. 
lower right, cattle. Wait 2467. Bright Very Fine. a sharp issued 
note I same series date and imprint. Five Cents. Printed in all red. 
lower left, Indian princess. lower right, eagle. Wait 2468. Choice 
Fine. all rarity 5 or so. nicely matched trio. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection  the last t o from the Early American 
istory Auctions, October 22, 200  Mail Bid Auction, Lots 307 and 

308.
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er  are Woo b r  hree ollar Note

8149 he lo cester o t  Ba k, Woo b r , New York. hree ol-
lars. a . 7, 18 2. ss e  Note. er  e, small ca cels. Plate a. 
Imprint of the american Bank note Co., Phila. small red protector 
3. lower left, white colt bolts when spooked by two boys. Protec-
tor in center of titles and text. Girl lower right. Haxby nJ-575 G4 
senC. rarity 6. a rarely seen issuer and excellent $3 note from 
this series. There was a small group on this bank fifteen years ago, 
now well dispersed. The small hole cancels are closed from the 
back with paper. 

From the Eastern Collection.

MIXed neW Jersey ColleCTIons
8150 New erse  Obsolete Ba k otes. artet of class call  e ra e  

h h ra e otes cl  a Haxb  Plate Note  I Manufacturers 
Bank at Belleville, Belleville. $1. 1830’s. rWH. Black one. Justice 
in harbor. Haxby nJ-5 G2. Partially issued. about uncirculated I 
union Bank at dover, dover. $5. 1830’s. unissued remainder. V. 
Balch. seated woman. nJ-110 G32. about uncirculated. a lovely 
example of a rare imprint I $5. 18 1. Fully issued. rHW&e. state 
arms. G36. extremely Fine. Two small holes punched in left side I 
People’s Bank of Paterson, Paterson. $3. 1851. Fully issued. sH&d, 
ds&H. Grey 3 3. Farmer with plow and horses. nJ-438 G28. he 
Haxb  Plate Note. Choice Very Fine. several vertical folds. an 
excellent quartet. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8151 New erse  Obsolete Scr . ss e  r ate scr  otes a able 
at Haxb  l ste  ba ks  I scrip, payable at Bordentown Banking 
Co. 10 Cents. december 16, 1862. style of Wait 111 I Key Port & 
Middletown Point steamboat Co., Keyport. Payable at Farmers’ 
and Merchants’ Bank, Middletown Point. 10, 25, and 50 Cents. 
november 20, 1862. steamboat Metropolitan. Wait 1025, 1026, and 
1027. each of these uncirculated notes is serial no. 899 I Hagaman, 
Van Cleef & dunhams, payable at the state Bank at new Bruns-
wick. 25 Cents. 1862. Green. ornate left end. lovely Choice about 
uncirculated I l.r. Vredenburgh, payable at somerset County 
Bank, somerville. 5, 10, 25, and 50 Cents. november 1, 1862. Vari-
ous farming and train vignettes. The only denomination listed in 
Wait is the 10 Cents, which is Wait 2210. a sharp denomination set. 
Choice about uncirculated to uncirculated I unknown issuer, 
payable at somerset County Bank, somerville. 5 Cents. november 
15, 1862. Green tint. Green left ends outlining denominations. Train. 
Wait 2213. Very Fine, but the back is heavily soiled and has been 
repaired along the entire bottom edge I same issuer and series. 10 
Cents. Green left end. Horses at trough. Wait 2214. Heavily soiled 
verso, vertical center fold. Very Fine I same issuers and series. 25 
Cents. Green tint. eagle and shield. Wait 2215. light soiling, and a 
very small hole at the upper left. (Total: 12 pieces)

From the Eastern Collection.

8152 New erse  Obsolete Ba k otes. Select o  of earl  ate  e -
e, altere  a  co terfe t b lls  I Cumberland Bank, Bridgeton. 

50 Cents. sept. 2, 1816. MdF. Typeset, ornate ends. Haxby nJ-45 
G8. rare change note. excellent signature. Choice Fine I $1. 1839-
40. unissued remainder. MdF. ornate ends. C12. Fine I $3. 1840. 
Fully issued. MdF. ornate ends. C24. Very Good. some tape on 
the back I state Bank at Camden. $5. 1821. Fully issued. MdF. 
state arms. nJ-65 C32. Fine, back glue shows through I $10. 1830. 
Fully issued. MdF. state arms. C42. Choice Very Fine I state Bank 
at elizabeth. $1. 1824. Fully issued and cancelled. Ml&r. state 
arms. nJ-120 C4. Very Good, dark I state Bank at elizabethtown. 
$2. 182X. Fully issued. M&l. state arms. unlisted in Haxby. Wait 
545. r-6. altered from state Bank at Trenton $2. Good. a few light 
tears I Jersey Bank. $3. 1809. Fully issued. Maverick. nJ-245 C18. 
Good, bottom left corner missing. (Total: 8 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8153 New erse  Obsolete Ba k otes. r o of rarer e e ss e  
otes  I Cumberland Bank at Bridgeton, Bridgeton. $1. 1849. 

H&d. seated Indian with plow. Haxby nJ-45 G16 senC. about 
Very Good. Tips of two left corners missing, soiled I Farmers 
and Mechanics Bank, Camden. $5. 1856. BB&C, BC. red FIVe. 
Hay on cart. nJ-60 G8a. Fine, with four hole punches. seen more 
commonly as a proof, rare as an issued note I somerset County 
Bank, somerville. $3. 1862. no imprint (draper & Co.). red-brown 
back. Farmers seated at lunch. nJ-500 G6b. Very Good. (Total: 3 
pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8154 New erse  Obsolete Scr . ate 1830 s era ette  a  s-
s e  scr  otes. an enticing lot of high grade, vignetted notes. 
Mostly about uncirculated to uncirculated, unless otherwise 
noted. Includes: I Cedarville Button Factory, Cedarville, Cum-
berland County. 6-1/4 Cents. 1830’s. Woman seated on plow. Wait 
387 I same issuer. $1. 1830’s. Woman seated on wharf holding 
scales. Wait 389 I same issuer. $3. 1830’s. seated woman holding 
cornucopia. Wait 391 I C.C. Williams, dennis Creek. Girl with 
pitcher. Wait 475 I eagle Factory, Trenton. 25 Cents. 1839. Covered 
bridge at Trenton. Wait 2308. he Wa t Plate Note I same issuer. 
25 Cents. 1841. ships and lighthouse. Wait 2309 I same issuer. 50 
Cents. 1839. Couple seated under tree watching passing train. Wait 
2310. Choice extremely Fine. a group of mostly rarity 5 notes, 
with one likely a rarity 6 as well. (Total: 7 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8155 New erse  Obsolete Scr . ss e  lass works com a  
scr  otes from se eral ss ers. The grades average Choice 
about uncirculated to uncirculated, unless otherwise noted: I 
Fislerville Glass Works per Moore Bros & Co., Fislerville. 5, 10, 
25, and 50 Cents. Jan. 15, 1863. small format. Printed in green. 
Various vignettes. all with black lathework on verso. Wait 577-580 
I salem Glass Works, salem. 5, 10, 25, and 50 Cents. august 22, 
1870. small format. all with green numeral protector. ornate dies 
on left side. Wait 2170, 2172, 2174, and 2176 I 5, 10, 25 Cents, and 
$1. sept. 1, 18 . small format. ornate dies in upper right corner. 
The 25 Cents and $1 with glass works vignette. Wait 2171, 2173, 
2175, 2178. average grade for this series is Choice extremely Fine. 
an appealing lot of glass works scrip. (Total: 12 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.
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815  New erse  Obsolete Scr . Scarcer, mostl  ss e  r ate scr  
otes a able at Haxb  l ste  ba ks  I W. uhler per the union 

Bank, Frenchtown. 5 Cents. oct. 27, 1862. Issued note. Printed 
in red. Green 5. Hunter. Wait-unlisted denomination. Good. 
lower right edge (including signature) cut away as cancellation 
I same issuer and series. 10 Cents. red. Green 10. Wait 657. Good 
I Blackwell, Jewett & Co., Hopewell, per the Mechanics and 
Manufacturers Bank at Trenton. 5 and 10 Cents. november 1, 1862. 
red. ornate ends. Both are Wait-unlisted denominations. series 
of listed Wait 828. Good to Very Good I d.r. Howell, Millstone, 
per the state Bank at new Brunswick. 10 Cents. december 2, 1862. 
Beehive. Wait-unlisted denomination. series same as Wait 1175. 
unissued. Very Good, but the lower right corner and edge are 
missing. (Total: 5 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8157 New erse  Obsolete Scr . l War era cash er s cha e b ll 
ss es, m c al a  r ate  I o.H. Wheeler per the Hudson 

river Bank, Hoboken. 5, 10, 15, and 25 Cents. nov. 1, 1862. small 
format. Printed in green. ship. Wait 823-826. average Fine I City 
Bank, Jersey City. 5 and 25 Cents. 1862. Both issued notes. small 
format. Green. Wait 873 and 874. Fine I same issuer, redeemable 
at the office of nicholas Bank, new york. 25 Cents. Fractional 
mimic style back. unissued remainder. Wait 875. extremely Fine, 
PoC I J.W. Winn & Co., new york, per the Bank of america, 
Jersey City. 10, 25, and 50 Cents. nov. 15, 1862. Various vignettes. 
Fancy ends. Wait 1021, 1022, and 1023. Very Good to Choice Fine 
I G.M. Coutts & Bro. per the City Bank of Perth amboy. 5 Cents. 
november 1, 1862. Blue. eagle. Wait-unlisted denomination. series 
of Wait 1991. Choice Fine I Hall & lord per the City Bank of Perth 
amboy. 10 Cents. november 1, 1862. Blue. eagle. Wait 1993. Fine, 
red inked 10 at center. rare I J.W. Manning per the City Bank of 
Perth amboy. 5 Cents. november 1, 1862. Blue. eagle. Wait 1994. 
Very Good I same issuer. 25 and 50 Cents. november 1, 1862. 
larger format. Green tint. n.J. arms. Wait 1996 and 1997. nicely 
matched Choice Fine notes I W.W. Gleason per the City Bank of 
Trenton. 50 Cents. november 10, 1862. Green tint. n.J. arms. Wait 
2315. Good. some damage along the bottom edge. supposedly a 
rarity 7 note. (Total: 16 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8158 New erse  Obsolete Ba k otes. r o of rarer orther  New 
erse  e e ss e  otes  I Bank of america, Jersey City. $1. 

1863. nBn. Girl’s portrait. Haxby nJ-225 G2. Good, dark. Heavily 
repaired lower right corner I somerset County Bank, somerville. 
$3. 1862. aBnCo monogram. red-brown back. Farmers seated 
at lunch. nJ-500 G6c. Issued. rarity 6. Very Good I City Bank, 
Trenton. $1. dec. 1, 1862. aBnCo. red panel one. Washington 
on horse with officers. nJ-545 G2c. Fine, several folds, left third 
foxed. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8159 New erse  Obsolete Scr . ra e  1830 s Har  mes era scr  
otes  I Corporation of Jersey City, Jersey City. 12-1/2 Cents. July 

1837. rWH. Ceres. upper corners, portraits. lower left, reverse 
of spanish Colonial real. Wait 878. rarity 5. unissued. Very Fine. 
Bright, normally seen in wretched grade I Mechanics’ Hall as-
sociation of newark, City of newark. october 5, 1837. 12-1/2 
Cents, 25 Cents, and 50 Cents. rWH. each with coin vignettes. 
Wait 1466, 1467, and 1468. average Fine I Camden & Woodbury 
rail road & Transportation Co. 1837. 10 Cents and 25 Cents. dTl. 
Both issued. ship on the first and Hebe and eagle on the second. 
Wait 2473 and 2474. These are Philadelphia tie notes. Very Good 
to Fine. others generally rarity 2 or rarity 1. (Total: 7 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

81 0 New erse  Obsolete Scr . ollect o  of l War era m c al 
otes, mostl  e ra e  a  ss e . a colorful collection, of notes 

with minor duplication. Mostly Very Fine or better, unless noted: 
I Mayor and Common Council of Jersey City. 5, 10, 25, and 50 
Cents. nov. 15, 1862. small format. Various oval vignettes. Fancy 
green lathe-work backs. Wait 876, 877, 880, and 882. The last note 
Choice Fine I Mayor and Common Council of the City of newark. 
5 Cents. Jan. 1, 1863. Green 5 5. City arms. Wait 1360 I same issuer. 
10, 15, and 50 Cents. aug. 1, 1862. red tint. City arms. Wait 1361, 
1368, and 1381. First note is Fine I same issuer. 10, 15, 25, and 50 
Cents. sept. 1, 1862. red tint. City arms. Wait 1362, 1369, 1376, and 
1382. The last note is a Very Good example I same issuer. 10 and 
25 Cents. oct. 1, 1862. Green tint. City arms. Wait 1363 and 1377. 
First note is Choice Fine I same issuer. 10 and 15 Cents. nov. 1, 
1862. Green tint. City arms. Wait 1364 and 1371 I City of new 
Brunswick. 5, 10, 25, and 50 Cents. dec. 1, 1862. Green tint. City 
arms. Wait 1662, 1663, 1665, and 1665. First note is Very Good I 
Borough of Princeton. 10, 15, and 25 Cents. december 25, 1862. 
Green tint and end panels. ornate die at centers. Wait 2056, 2057, 
and 2058. Good to Very Good I Inhabitants of the City of Trenton. 
5, 10, 25, and 50 Cents. January 1, 1863. Green numeral protectors. 
n.J. arms. Wait 2294, 2296, 2302, and 2305. The 5 Cents is a Choice 
Fine example. a colorful collection of mostly high quality notes. 
Mostly all rarity 1. (Total: 27 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

81 1 New erse  Obsolete Ba k otes. artet of 1840 s era ss e  
otes  I Morris Canal & Banking Co., Jersey City. $1. 1841. 

rW&H. Mercury and Cybele at left. Haxby nJ-260 G50a. ex-
tremely Fine I $2. 1841. rW&H. Mercury and Cybele at left. 
G52a. Choice Very Fine I new Jersey Protection & lombard 
Bank, Jersey City. $3. 1820’s. Partially issued. d&W. Man in toga 
in upper left corner. nJ-265 G8. extremely Fine. an attractive note 
I Plainfield Bank, Plainfield. $1. June 1, 1843. BsH&d, dBs&H. 
state arms. nJ-460 G2a. Very Fine. Mounting remnants at upper 
left corner. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

81 2 New erse  Obsolete Ba k otes. ollect o  of 1820 s e ra e  
ss e  otes from se eral ser es  I Jersey Bank, Jersey City. $3. 

1824. M&d. Bank building. Haxby nJ-246 G20. Very Good I $5. 
182  [faded]. liberty seated. G54. Choice Fine I salem & Philadel-
phia Manufacturing Co., salem. $1. 1829. rW. Mercury. nJ-495 G2. 
Good, light stains I $1. 1829. rW. Mercury. G2a. extremely Fine 
I $2. 1828. rW. Justice and woman with beehive. G4. Very Fine 
with a bit of soiling I $3. 1828. rW. liberty and Justice. G6. Choice 
extremely Fine I $3. 1829. rW. liberty and Justice. G6a. Choice 
extremely Fine I $5. 1829. rW. Woman inside 5. G8a. extremely 
Fine I state Bank at Trenton. $1. 1825. Fdu. state arms. nJ-560 
G6. extremely Fine I $2. 1823. M&l. state arms. G10a. Very Good, 
slightly reddish hue I $2. 18  [illegible]. Fdu. Justice in left. G12. 
about Fine. Two bits of red fiber towards the right end I $3. 1825. 
Fdu. state arms, Washington portrait. G16. Very Fine. some red 
fiber on the right side I $5. 1820’s. unissued remainder. MdF. nJ 
arms. G22. Very Good. Two corners have been taped back together 
I $10. 1822. MdF. nJ arms. G26. Very Fine. (Total: 14 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

81 3 New erse  Obsolete Scr . Scarcer ss e  r ate scr  otes 
a able at Haxb  l ste  ba ks  I unknown Private Issuer [at-

tributed to r. l. Clinton] per the Clinton Bank, Mountainville. 25 
Cents. november 10, 1862. Printed in blue. 25 in die. Wait 1278 I 
I.d. Titsworth, new Market, per the state Bank, new Brunswick. 10 
Cents and 25 Cents. nov. 1, 1862. red. ornate dies. red end panels. 
Wait 1732 and 1733 I Private scrip issuer, per the Phillipsburgh 
Bank, White Haven. 10 Cents and 50 Cents. dec. 1, 1862. dog and 
safe, dog. unlisted in Wait. Both hole punched. a colorful selection 
of uncirculated notes. (Total: 5 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.
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81 4 New erse  Obsolete Ba k otes. ttract e select o  of ss e  
rema er otes  I sussex Bank, newark. 1850’s. BB&C, BC. red 
one. Haystack on cart. Haxby nJ-390 G10a I $2. 1840’s-50’s. 
ds&H, sH&d. Grey TWo. seated women. G18 I $2. 1850’s. 
BB&C, BC. red TWo. Farmer with boy and girl. G20a I $3. 
1840’s-50’s. ds&H, sH&d. Grey THree. Franklin portrait. G28 
I $50. 1830’s-50’s. rWH&e. Ceres seated. G50a I union County 
Bank, Plainfield. $5. sept. 12, 1859. aBnCo. red panel outlining 
white FIVe. Man on horse. nJ- 465 G8a I $20. sept. 12, 1859. 
aBnCo. red TWenTy. Cows. G12a. overall, the grades range 
from about uncirculated to uncirculated. a high quality selection 
of well collected issues. (Total: 7 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

81 5 New erse  Obsolete Ba k otes. ho ce select o  of ree  t te  
ss e  rema er otes  I state Bank at new Brunswick, new 

Brunswick. $1. 1860’s. aBnCo. dog’s head, state arms. Green panel 
behind black one dollar, and green counter 1 in lower left corner. 
Green back. G14a I $1. 1860’s. nBn. seated woman in circle. Green 
back. Haxby nJ-350 G16a I $2. 1860’s. rWH&e, aBnCo mono-
gram. Three green dies outlining white TWo. state arms. G26c I 
$3. 1860’s. rWH&e, aBnCo monogram. Green panel outlining 
THree. state arms. G40c I $3. 1860’s. aBnCo. dog’s head in 
green circle, with a green die on either side. Green back. G42a I 
$5. 1860’s. rWH&e, aBnCo monogram. Five green dies outlin-
ing white FIVe dollars, and green V V. red back. state arms. 
G52c I $10. 1864. Partially issued. rWH&e, aBnCo monogram. 
Green 10 counters on each side of state arms. red back. G62c I 
$20. 1864. Partially issued. rWH&e, aBnCo monogram. Green 
panel outlining white TWe 20 nTy. red back. seated woman 
with torch and eagle. G68c I Merchants’ Bank, Trenton. $1. nov. 
20, 1861. Partially issued. nBn. Green 1 1. Canal scene, lincoln 
lower left. nJ-555 G2a. a lovely group of colorful c rc late  
notes. (Total: 9 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

81  New erse  Obsolete Ba k otes. cc m lat o  of 1850 s-18 0 s 
era ss e  otes  I The People’s Bank of Paterson. $1, $2, and 
$5. 1840’s-50’s. sH&d, ds&H. Various vignettes and portraits. 
Haxby nJ-438 G10, G18, and G38 I Plainfield Bank, Plainfield. 
$5. July 4, 1843. BsH&d, dBs&H. Grey V V and end panels. Two 
seated women. nJ-460 G6a I union County Bank, Plainfield. $1, 
$2, $3, $5, and $10. sept.12, 1859. aBnCo. all with red protector 
panels. Various vignettes. nJ-465 G2a, G4a, G6a, G8a, and G10a 
I Merchants’ Bank, Trenton. $2. nov. 20, 1861. nBn. Green tint, 
with green 2 2. Winfield scott. nJ-555 G4a I $3. nov. 20, 1861. 
nBn. Green tint, with green 3 3. Three children. G6a. overall the 
notes grade Good to Fine.(Total: 11 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

81 7 New erse  Obsolete Ba k otes. Select o  of better ra e well 
k ow  s r o s otes. Mostly Fine. I Cumberland Bank of new 
Jersey, Bridgeton. $5. 1861. no imprint. eagle. Haxby nJ-45 s10. 
Wait 155 I People’s Bank, Paterson. $5. 1846. rW&H. eagle and 
shield on waves. nJ-438 s5. Wait 1914 I City Bank, Perth amboy. 
$2. december 1, 1856. neBn. red TWo. Cows. nJ-439 s5. Wait 
1934 I Phillipsburgh Bank, Phillipsburgh. 1860. river scene. nJ-
455 s5. Wait 2011. light soiling I salem Banking Co., salem. 1838. 
Fdu. state arms. nJ-490 C24 I Trenton Banking Co., Trenton. $2. 
1847. CdB. dog with dead deer. nJ-565 a20. Wait 2398. nicely 
matched for quality. (Total: 6 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

81 8 New erse  Obsolete Ba k otes. cc m lat o  of fals t es, al-
tere  b lls, a  s r o s otes, e erall  lesser co t o . The 
grades range from about Good to Fine, unless otherwise noted: 
I Farmers and Mechanics Bank, Camden. $5. 1858. B&d, ormsby. 
Woman with grain. Haxby nJ-60 a30. Wait 309 I Clinton Bank 
of new Jersey, Clinton. $1. May 1, 1854. dW. liberty, Justice, and 
Commerce. nJ-100 a25 senC. Wait 408. Top right corner missing 
I Mechanics and Traders Bank, Jersey City. $3. november 14, 1856. 
ormsby. Woman seated. nJ-255 a10. Wait 958 I Farmers Bank of 
new Jersey, Mount Holly. $1. July 10, 1856. dW. livestock. red 
one. nJ-325 a5. Wait 1289 I Farmers and Mechanics Bank, rah-
way. $10. 1849. rW&H. Hebe and eagle at left. nJ-475 a30. Wait 
2108 I Trenton Banking Company, Trenton. $3. 1849. rW&H. Men 
reaping. nJ-565 a25 senC. Wait 2405 I Belvidere Bank, Belvidere. 
$5. 1863. dTl, aBnCo monogram. Green 5 5, and panel outlin-
ing FIVe. nJ-10 s10. Wait 47 I state Bank at Camden, Camden. 
$1. uBs&H, du. 1841. state arms. nJ-65 C10. Ink cancelled I $3. 
Jan. 2, 1862. Fdu. Woman and child. s10. Wait 335 I union Bank, 
dover. $2. March 16, 1861. large grey 2 and TWo TWo. nJ-110 
s5. Wait 484. Top left corner missing I state Bank at elizabeth, 
elizabeth. $1. 1841. Ml&r. state arms. nJ-120 C4. Ink cancelled 
I Freehold Banking Co., Freehold. $5. 1850’s-60’s. BB&C, BC. 
livestock, men, and children. Photo counterfeit of a note unlisted 
in Haxby. Type of Wait 623. extremely Fine I Farmers Bank, state 
of new Jersey, Mount Holly. $5. 1849. duB&s. Man on horseback 
driving cattle. nJ-326 s5. Wait 1305. Ink cancelled. entire left end is 
missing, and what is now the bottom left corner is taped back into 
place I Plainfield Bank, Plainfield. $3. 184  [illegible]. dP. eagle. 
nJ-460 s5. Wait 2025 I Bank of Trade, Tom’s river. $3. Jan. 1, 1858. 
neBn. steamboat. nJ-525 s5. Wait 2244. The Wait Plate note B  
I Trenton Banking Company, Trenton. $5. 1862. aBnCo. red 5’s 
in top corners. state house. nJ-565 s25. Wait 2411. excellent study 
group. (Total: 16 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

81 9 New erse  Obsolete Ba k otes. tet of s r o s a  
co terfe t three ollar b lls  I Mechanics Bank of Burlington, 
Burlington. $3. June 17, 1827. dT. state arms. Haxby nJ-55 s10. 
Wait 256. Very Good I Hudson County Bank, Jersey City. $3. 
sept. 1, 1856. Bu. red THree. Train. nJ-240 s5. Wait 904, though 
not listed as a counterfeit in that reference. Choice Very Good I 
Morris County Bank, Morristown. $3. 1849. TC. Three women 
seated. nJ-315 s5. Wait 1229. Very Good I Farmers Bank of new 
Jersey, Mount Holly. $3. 1856. duB&s. red THree. Two women 
and cherub. nJ-325 s10. Very Good I Mechanics Bank at newark, 
newark. $3. 1846. du, uBs&H. Three women seated. nJ-365 C16. 
Good, some tape on the back I Cataract City Bank, Paterson. 
$3. nov. 18, 1856. dW. red tint. Partially shaded in red THree. 
Indians. nJ-410 C6a. This is a very scarce counterfeit type. Fine. 
(Total: 6 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8170 New erse  Obsolete Ba k otes. Select o  of altere  t tle a  
locat o  otes  I Burlington Bank, Burlington, new Jersey. $5. 
neBn, rWH&e. red FIVe. steamboat. altered from Waubeek 
Bank, ne. Haxby nJ-50 a10. Wait 225. about Very Good. Blue 0 
stamped at upper right I Clinton Bank, Clinton. $5. 1857. neBn, 
rWH&e. red FIVe. steamboat. altered from Waubeek Bank, ne. 
nJ-100 a75 senC. Wait 42. Very Fine, several paper slashes. Blue 
0 stamped at upper right I Farmers Bank of new Jersey, Mount 
Holly. $2. 1861. aBnCo. Green 2 2. Girl with calves. altered from 
egg Harbor Bank, nJ. nJ-325 a30. Wait 1292. left quarter of the 
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note has been taped back on. otherwise, Fine I Mount Holly Bank, 
Mount Holly. $5. June 1, 1859. dB. Capitol. Grey FIVe. altered 
from Government stock Bank, MI. nJ-330 a20. Wait 1337. about 
Fine I Mercantile Bank, orange. $5. 1862. BC. red tint. Farming 
and livestock scenes. altered from Pioneer association, In. nJ-400 
a10. Wait 1792. about Very Good I Bank of ocean County, Tom’s 
river. $1. May 1, 1865. aBnCo. red 1 1. Hounds bringing down 
deer. altered from egg Harbor, nJ. nJ-515 a5. notes are generally 
Very Good or better. (Total: 6 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8171 New erse  Obsolete Ba k otes. rther select o  of altere  t tle 
a  locat o  otes  I Clinton Bank, Clinton. $5. 1860. BC, BB&C. 
red FIVe. Picnic. altered from southern Bank of Georgia, Ga. 
Haxby nJ-100 a60. Wait 420 I Freehold Banking Co., Freehold. 
$2. June 1, 1858. BC, BB&C. Blue TWo. ornate dies. altered from 
Bank of Greensborough, Ga. nJ-155 a10, though with different 
imprint. Wait 617. some damage, bottom slightly cut off I City 
Bank, Perth amboy. $10. 1860. BC, BC&C. red Ten. Woman. un-
listed in Haxby. Wait 1943 I Phillipsburgh Bank, Phillipsburgh. 
$2. June 1, 185 . BC. Blue TWo. ornate dies. altered from Bank 
of Greensborough, Ga. nJ-455 a10. Wait 2005 I Gloucester 
County Bank, Woodbury. $2. March 1, 1861. dW. small red TWo 
dollars. Men harvesting grain. altered from southern Bank 
of Georgia, Ga. nJ-575 a15 senC. Wait 2478 I $2. May 1, 1865. 
aBnCo. Green panel outlining TWo. altered from egg Harbor 
Bank, nJ. a5. Wait 2479. Good to Very Good on average. (Total: 6 
pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8172 New erse  Obsolete Ba k otes. Select o  of m scella eo s 
e ra e  e e a  false otes from all er o s  I Morris 
County Bank, Morristown. $5. 1855. rWH&e. state arms. Ghosted 
red FIVe. Haxby nJ-315 C34a I $5. 1858-60’s. aBnCo, rWH&e. 
Green tint. G36a. Private address printed on the back I state Bank 
at newark, newark. $5. 1862. no imprint. Printed in blue, red end 
panels. old First Church. nJ-385 C52c. a few small ink crosses, 
and the word “Counterfeit” on the face I $10. 1862. TCC. old First 
Church. C62 I Bank of new Jersey, new Brunswick. $3. 1855. dW. 
red 3 3. state arms. nJ-345 C24a. some blue staining I Mechanics 
Bank at newark. $3. 1839. du, uBs&H. seated women. nJ-365 
C16 I state Bank at new Brunswick, new Brunswick. $3. aBnCo. 
state arms. Green 2, panel, and back. nJ-350 G28a. dark staining 
at the lower left corner I Commercial Bank of new Jersey, Perth 
amboy. $3. Maverick. ship. nJ-445 C12. The entire right side miss-
ing I salem & Philadelphia Manufacturing Company, salem. $2. 
1828. rW. Justice and woman. nJ-495 G4. Clean and bright I $2. 
1828. rW. Justice and woman. G4. Better than the first one of this 
type, though with a rumpled left edge I $3. 1829. rW. liberty and 
Justice. G6a I state Bank at Trenton, Trenton. $3. 1824. Fdu. state 
arms. nJ-560 G16. a sharp looking, circulated example. Grades 
for the first eight pieces range from about Good to Fine. The last 
four pieces are Very Fine to extremely Fine. (Total: 12 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8173 New erse  Obsolete Scr . r o of a ert s  a  colle e scr  
tems  I a. Johnson’s Millinery, Bridgeton. “3” Face mimic legal 

Tender type. Green 3 flanked by ornate dies, red seal. Columbia on 
globe. ornate green lathework on the verso. Vlack 4845 I union 
Publishing Co., Broad st., newark. “$3.” red serial number and 
seal. Printing presses in central oval. liberty on left. unlisted in 
Vlack. rare and attractive I Coleman Colleege Bank, newark. 05 
Cents. Printed in gray-blue with red “05” protector. not in H&M 
College book. all extremely Fine or better. a useful trifecta. (Total: 
3 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8174 New erse  Obsolete Scr . ar o s, mostl  l War era scr  
tems  I Miscellaneous scrip notes including Bordentown 10 Cents 

blank, Key Port steamboat 5 Cents issued, municipal change notes 
(3), shaffer sage style scrip on elizabeth, rare somerville Baggs’ 
5 Cents (issued, Fair), and two Vincentown 10 Cents 1862 scrip 
(one issued, one blank). should be seen, mostly Very Good, a few 
with damage. (Total: 9 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

8175 New erse  obsolete scr , m xe  scal a  s al a able 
forms. an eclectic selection of items from the 1830’s to the 1920’s: 
I 1837 ely & Co. scrip, attributed to Morristown. Handwritten on 
stock forms. 25 cents and 50 Cents. Both Very Good. scarce pair. ex 
smythe sept. 2001 Catalogue, lot 1983 I Queen’s College lottery 
no. III, new-Brunswick. June 1814. unissued ticket. eF I robert 
aitken or order, 1862. $1 sutler pay form. Fine, aged I Cleveland 
Bank, Bungtown, n.J. $5 in Money. large format satirical bill. Tiger, 
Cleveland lower left. Fine, body holes I asbury Park Press. 1920’s 
era scrip forms. unissued. Three different denominationsI Mor-
ris Canal & Banking Company. 1875 Certificate for shares. nicely 
vignetted I unissued 1860’s Clinton Bank check. a diverse group 
requiring viewing. (Total: 10 pieces) 

From the Eastern Collection.

817  New erse  Obsolete Ba k otes. r o of sheets a  m lt le 
tems from two ss ers  I new Hope and delaware Bridge 

Comp’y. uncut sheet of $1-$1-$2-$3. 1830’s. durand & Co. all 
ethereal style vignettes. Haxby nJ-280 sheet X1. uncirculated I 
same Isuser. Part sheet of $20-$50-$100. neBn. Washington on 
banks of delaware on bottom note. nJ-280 G24, G26, and G28. 
some handling I state Bank at new Brunswick. sheet of $1-$1-
$1-$1. 1860’s. nBn. Green and green backs. nJ-350 sheet X2. Very 
Fine, small slit and heavier handling. others about uncirculated. 
(Total: 3 pieces) 

From he Eastern Collection.

o con n en ec o ee o nc de o nd d
co n o co e e co ec on n n co n c on

NY  800-5 -2580 • NH  8 -811-1804
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er  are Sa ta e S e elber  Brothers 12-1 2 e ts

8177 S e elber  Herma os, Sa ta e, N e o e co. oce  e o 
e ta os 12-1 2 e ts . ero 1, 18 3. ss e  rema er. er  

e. lithographed in all blue without imprint (Corlies or Corlies 
& Macy ). uniface, printed on bond paper. small format scrip note 
in eastern style. 85mm by 50mm. The texts are all in spanish. at 
top, the title curved over central vignette of frontiersman with 
rifle. upper corners with counters. underneath vignette, “sanTa 
Fe, nueVo MeJICo.” across bottom center, the obligation in 
three lines. notes needed to be accumulated in packets of “Cinco 
Pesos” for redemption. serial number space at right center. City 
and date at lower left. signature space lower right. durand nMT-
unlisted denomination. similar to Ford VIII: lot 1295. similar to 
schingoethe Part 5: lot 1823. High rarity 6 (6-10 known, closer 
to 6). a very rare and important series. Because they come only 
unissued to our knowledge, it seems more than likely they are not 
full rarity 7 notes. not all High rarity 6 notes are created equal. 
This town (in present terms) is not one of several hundred across 
the ohio, Pennsylvania, and new york using the same style and 
layout. This note was issued in the frontier of new Mexico, by 
German Jewish pioneers, after the Confederates had been driven 
from the area. The issuer has always been closely held by collec-
tors and only the Ford and schingoethe collections have yielded 
up some examples in the past five years. They have been well 
received, particularly the Ford VIII note, superior in grade to this, 
at an impressive $8,625.00 in January 2005. That note came from 
Belgium in 1983. The schingoethe note was stained. This note is 
pleasant and bright. There is a long diagonal fold, some top edge 
handling and a tack hole. The top center edge is a trifle rough.  
bea t f l ote a  exce t o all  h stor c. 

solomon Jacob spiegelberg came from Germany in the early 1850’s as a 
sutler. His three sons (levi, Manuel, and solomon) issued these scrip notes. 
Their cousins the zeckendorf brother,s upon their arrival in the West, worked 
with them. Three other families, the Bibo, Ilfield, and staab families also sought 
clerical training in the spiegelberg operations. There were several other Ger-
man families operating businesses in the southwest.

From our sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection Part XX, October , 
2007, Lot 3  George Missbach, April 9, 9 3.

er  are Sa ta e S e elber  Brothers  
50 e ts Note

8178 S e elber  Herma os, Sa ta e, N e o e co. c e ta 
e ta os 50 e ts . ero 1, 18 3. ss e  rema er. er  

e. lithographed in all red without imprint (Corlies or Corlies & 
Macy ). uniface, printed on bond paper. small format scrip note in 
eastern style. 85mm by 50mm. The texts are all in spanish. similar 
style as the 12  Centavos. at top, the title curved over central 
vignette of an eagle. upper corners with counters. underneath 
vignette, “sanTa Fe, nueVo MeJICo.” across bottom center, 
the obligation in three lines. notes needed to be accumulated in 
packets of “Cinco Pesos” for redemption. serial number space at 
right center. City and date at lower left. signature space lower 
right. durand nMT-7, listed as rarity 7. similar to Ford VIII: lot 
1296. not in schingoethe. High rarity 6 (6-10 known, closer to 6). 
a second denomination from this er  rare a  m orta t ser es. 
as only issued notes seem to exist, the rarity is probably more 
accurately described as High rarity 6. The durand listing is not 
plated and we do not know its source. The only auction record we 
have is the higher grade Ford VIII note at $10,925.00 in January 
2005. That note also came from the same source in Belgium as the 
12  cents in the same sale. This note in many ways behaves like 
a superior rarity 7 item. Its history, location, and pedigree are all 
in its favor. This note is handled moderately. Quarter folded with a 
side fold, seen from the back mainly. The red inking is faded from 
light exposure, but the note is not unattractive. a small code or 
mark on the face lower left margin edge. Penciled “25” on back 
upper left corner (was that 25 Cents in 1890 ). Here is a second 
amazing opportunity to obtain this historic issue in one sale. 

From our sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection Part XX, October , 
2007, Lot 3  Pedigree unrecorded, April 20, 9 .

neW MeXICo 

Very rare PaIr oF sPanIsH lanGuaGe neW MeXICo 

 Jewish Issuer Merchant scrip notes formerly from the Ford Collection
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neW yorK 

 THe WHITe oaK ColleCTIon oF neW yorK CITy, BorouGH and uPsTaTe 
oBsoleTe BanKnoTes, PrIVaTe and MunICIPal sCrIP, and FIsCal PaPer 

The selection of obsolete Banknotes and scrip offered here 
represents an incredible panorama of the banking and financial 
nature of new york after the revolutionary War. That is not to say 
that Colonial american notes were not pursued as well, as can be 
seen later in this session by those notes collected to complement 
the vast history displayed here in the new york obsoletes. We have 
arranged the sale in a manner that places the notes in the context of 
their use and history. as we catalogued the notes, they often were 
able to share with us new perspectives on their significance and the 
true meaning of why they were so avidly pursued by this collector. 
Very often, these notes are High rarity 7 rated pieces (one to three 
known) and many should be classified as e exam les as of the 
time of cataloguing. once again, here 
at stack’s, we are pleased to share 
this superb selection of united states 
obsolete notes from a long time cli-
ent who many years ago shared with 
us an inventory of the collection at 
that time and had titled it he White 
Oak Collection.

The collecting of new york ob-
solete Currency has its richest tradi-
tions in the span of the last forty 
years. during this time frame, the 
significant core collections encompassing this vast state were formed 
and mostly dispersed into more specialized gatherings of the cur-
rent collecting era. Going backward from the present day, the Herb 
and Martha schingoethe Collection has yielded the most new york 
notes over the past four years. Their vast private purchases from the 
incredible Christian Blom Collection provided an incredible core for 
them. rare notes from the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection were sold by us 
in Ford VIII and Ford X and both he and douglas Ball shared a great 
interest in new york City banks and their history. Gordon Harris 
from albany had two sales from which significant rarities are repre-
sented here. The Western reserve Historical society was attended in 
person with significant purchases made. The 1977 Jack Guevrekian 
sale was a foundational sale in the paper money auction business 
and is the reason we have now multi-million dollar paper currency 
auctions as a habit and not a happenstance. That new york Collection 
had many unique notes of which many are in this collection. The 
Wismer ordering of new york City first, upstate second was used 
then and again now in this sale. The Wismer-osmun Collections 
were sold by obsolete currency pioneer dorothy Gershenson in two 
sales in 1969. other nasCa as well as stack’s sales were attended 
by our client who generally had the good fortune to not be outbid. 
Many of the notes that were purchased at auctions were seen by us 
and to this day are often the only examples we have encountered in 
over twenty years of field experience.

now that these major gatherings mentioned above have been 
largely dispersed, this White oak Collection is certainly one of the 
most significant gatherings formed with a specialized focus. The 
decisive, opinionated, and intellectually penetrating numismatist 
who made these notes a lifetime study and challenge focused pri-
marily on the notes from the five new york City boroughs. This of 
course is mostly lower Manhattan and its direct, across the river, 
neighbor Brooklyn. From the establishment of new york City, just 
after the time of Peter stuyvesant, to modern times, these separate 
cities are interlinked commercially. The notes are primarily all issued 
examples with bank officer and merchant’s signatures. There are 
virtually no unissued remainders. They were only obtained if that 

was the only game in town and they 
held great importance. There are only 
three proofs (the two Tontine Coffee 
House proofs were an accident, lot-
ted with the superb issued “bit” from 
that historic issuer) in the collection. 
To represent The Bronx, our client 
considered The Morrisania Bank 
“unit” Proof by ormsby to serve this 
purpose (see lot 7211 in the Tuesday 
evening session of this sale). no 
issued Bronx notes are known, but 

there are a few issued Westchester notes in this collection which 
certainly were used in the borough.

as we stated, we have organized the sale in the Wismer manner 
with new york City first and upstate later. We have ordered the 
sections in the way they were collected with the new york City 
obsolete Banknotes first, the new york City Municipal scrip and 
Private Merchants to follow, the Boroughs featuring Brooklyn, the 
Flushing Ira Blake scrip note, and the Port richmond, staten Island 
demand note. There is a select group of upstate notes of unusual 
character, vignette types, and imprints. The state is so vast, that to 
have collected these would have proved daunting (note, two-thirds 
of Haxby Volume 3 is new york ) to even the most deep pocketed 
collector. later in this session, please see quality Colonial and Con-
tinental Currency, many of which would have been in use in new 
york City at the time of the revolution and earlier.

This is truly an outstanding collection laden with diversity and 
displaying the exceptional acumen of a collector with the vision 
to place himself at the right places and the right times to obtain 
these notes. every note held special meaning to him. as the cur-
rent members of our obsolete currency collecting fraternity obtain 
some of these pearls for their cabinets, they should be honored to 
place themselves in the distinguished pedigree chains, ending the 
decades-long layover at the White oak Collection this March 25th, 
2009 here in Baltimore.
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S ca t a  xtremel  are  
e c   xcha e Ba k

8179  . Ba ar  e c  a  xcha e Ba k, t  of New York, 
New York. e ollars. 1815. ss e  Note. oo  to er  oo . 
Plate B. under vignette, imprint of stoat & Hoogland, sc. Top 
center, eagle perched on bluff, ribbon with seCurITy. Black end 
panels with banners reading PeaCe (left) and lIBerTy (right). 
signed by a. Bayard. no. 1147. unlisted private bank in Haxby. 
Wismer 1, cited as the $1 note on this issuer. High rarity. an amaz-
ing issued note to commence this stellar run of new york City, 
mostly genuine, issued notes from this important collection. This 
is a significant and extremely rare private bank from just after the 
War of 1812 hostilities. The majority must have been redeemed 
as this is the first we have catalogued at stack’s. There is a small 
nick off the upper right edge and some petty edge tears into the 
frail paper. 

IIIIInTro To CoMeIIIII

From the White Oak Collection.

e e a  arl  Ba k of mer ca 10 ss e  Note

8180 he Ba k of mer ca, New York, New York. e  ollars. 1819. 
ss e  Note. bo t er  e. Plate F. Imprint of P. Maverick sc. 

Top center, eagle with shield and branch on globe. Black shaded 
end panels. no. 452. Haxby ny-1435 G46. he Haxb  Plate Note. 
rarity 7. The bank is populated mostly with rare proofs. This 1819 
genuine is rather important and in top grade. long diagonal fold 
and assorted handling. Toned a bit with some scattered aging. 
amazing grade for an issued note of this early dated genre. 

From the White Oak Collection.

er  are stor Ba k e ce
8181 he stor Ba k, New York, New York. wo ollars. 1852. ss e  

Note. oo  to er  oo . Plate a. Imprint of Baldwin, adams & 
Co, new york. red protector 2, left of center. right center, Com-
merce reclining on boxes and bales, sea and ships in distance. 
sailor in oval at bottom left. new york Bank die lower right. no. 
4772. Haxby ny-1450 G4a. High rarity 7. Issued, a tremendous 
rarity on this superb new york title. The circa 1988 Haxby $65.00 
catalogue value is rather deceiving. If not for the few proofs coming 
out of the 1990 aBn sale, this title would be virtually unknown to 
collectors. delicate, a little rough, some splitting with a few nicks 
and edge tears. However, squared around all the edges and a sharp 
red 2 protector. you may never see another. seems to match up 
with the Guevrekian note description-wise. 

From the White Oak Collection  likely Jack Gue rekian Collection 
ASCA, January 2 -22, 977, Lot 338 .

ho ce tla t c Ba k 1 Note

8182 he tla t c Ba k of the t  of New York, New York, New 
York. O e ollar. 18 0. ss e  Note. ho ce er  e. Plate d. 
Imprint of the american Bank note Co., new-york. Top center, 
eagle on waves, ships in background. lower left, male portrait. 
lower right, Bank die. no. 3058. Haxby ny-1455 G2b. Written date 
oct. 9, 1860 (matches Guevrekian description). High rarity 6. a 
rare bank and exceptional condition for such a note. Crisp with 
several folds seen from the verso. a beautiful note on this title. 

From the White Oak Collection  Jack Gue rekian Collection ASCA, 
January 2 -22, 977, part of Lot 3 0 .

ree  Protector tla t c Ba k e ce

8183 he tla t c Ba k of the t  of New York, New York, New York. 
wo ollars. 18 2. ss e  Note. er  oo . Plate a. Imprint of 

the american Bank note Co., new-york. Green protector 2 2. Top 
center, wide vignette of ships at sea by TCC. lower left, Bank die. 
lower right, male portrait. no.4351. Haxby ny-1455 G4c. he 
Haxb  Plate Note. rarity 7. This should be a much rarer type on 
this bank and an interesting, less used green protector scheme. 
Trivial, hard to see body hole at upper right. 

From the White Oak Collection  Western eser e istorical Society 
Sale Spink-America, o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part of Lot 39 .

 neW yorK CITy oBsoleTe BanKnoTes

Visit stack’s auctions on-Line at

www.stacks.com
for images of singLe item Lots not 
 pictured in the printed cataLogue.
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Ha some tla t c Ba k 3 ss e  Note

8184 he tla t c Ba k of the t  of New York, New York, New York. 
hree ollars. 1857. ss e  Note. er  e. Plate a. Imprint of 

Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear & Co., new york & Phila. ornate red 
protector THree. Face on view of steamship at left end. Franklin 
Pierce, top left center. lower right, Bank die. no. 7487. similar to 
Haxby ny-1455 G6 senC. rarity 7. The listing does not mention 
the red protector. Crisp and vibrant with three harder creases and 
some handling. obsolete veterans would classify this as better than 
extremely Fine. an immaterial point for this beauty. Trimmed in 
at the left end and top left border lines. a hard to see body hole 
concealed in the engraved “THree” at the lower left. 

tesse t al New York t  tle

8185 he Broa wa  Ba k, New York, New York. O e ollar. Se t. 1, 
1849. ss e  Note. e. Plate a. Imprint of the american Bank 
note Co., new-york. Green tint grill and counters. Top center, 
eagle perched on shield, ships at sea in the background. View of 
Irving House in oval on left end. no. 8846. Haxby ny-1465 G2e, 
unlisted with different imprint. rarity 6. a great title indeed with 
this the most frequently seen genuine note. The plate was done 
much earlier and they left the engraved date the same, despite 
changes in the imprint line. still with some crispness and the color 
is more than enough to satisfy. 

From the White Oak Collection  r. Joseph acca Collection 
ASCA, April 98 , Lot 08 .

818  he B ll s Hea  Ba k, New York, New York. Pa r of low e om -
at o  otes w th re  rotectors. Imprint of danforth, Wright & 

Co, new york and Philad., aBnCo monogram: I one dollar. 
1862. red 1 1. large bull’s head in center circle. no.5486. Haxby 
ny-1475 G2c senC. rarity 6. Choice Very Good. lovely vanity 
signature I Two dollars. 1862. red 2 2. Bull’s head in large center 
circle. no.5971. G4c senC. rarity 6. nice match to the last note. 
Very Good. solid with excellent color. another great title. (Total: 
2 pieces) 

are e tral Ba k 1 ss e  Note

8187 he e tral Ba k of the t  of New York, New York, New York. 
O e ollar. 1853. ss e  Note. bo t e. Plate C. Imprint of 
Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear & Co., new york and Phila. red 1 1 
protectors. City Hall and park with carriages in front. lower left, 
female portrait. lower right, Bank die. no.673. Haxby 1485 G2c, 
unlisted with protectors. High rarity 7. a rare bank with a great 
layout. Clearly issued with sharply accomplished signatures. 
some central pinholes on the heavy side, obscured within the 
black vignette printing. 

From the White Oak Collection  Jack Gue rekian Collection ASCA, 
January 2 -22, 977, Lot 397 .

xce t o al ra e ra  Ser es hem cal ce

8188 he hem cal Ba k, New York, New York. O e ollar. 1839. 
ss e  Note. ho ce er  e. Plate a. Imprint of durand & 

Comp’y, new york. ornate grey 1 1, and panels with cherubs. Top 
center, woman floating in clouds with shield and eagle. no.1261. 
Haxby ny-1505 G6. In all forms, rarity 5. However, issued this 
is rarity 7. The majority seen of this type are card proofs which 
may have been used as sample proofs by durand. This is the first 
issued note from this series we have catalogued and it is a wonder 
note for condition. Bright and crisp with superbly accomplished 
black penmanship. a true specialist will realize the significance 
of this appealing note from this famous, old title. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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l ste  a  ss e  -t te  hem cal B e

8189 he hem cal Ba k, New York, New York. O e ollar. 1852. 
ss e  Note. ho ce xtremel  e. Plate F. Imprint of danforth, 

Bald & Co., new york & Philadelphia. Grey protector one. ameri-
can Industry symbolized by two men and two seated women at 
left end. Inset vignette of dogs chasing birds over title. small Bank 
die to the left. no.6443. Haxby ny-1505 Ga82, unlisted without a 
tint. rarity 5. Most are proofs from the 1990 aBn sale, this is fully 
issued and as such rarity 6 in this form. a stunner showing some 
handling. The vignette layout and detail looks better in some ways 
devoid of the red tint lathe. another note for the true specialist 
of new york City rarities and well understood by the architect of 
this mighty collection. 

From the White Oak Collection.

ee  e  te  hem cal Ba k

8190 he hem cal Ba k, New York, New York. O e ollar. 1858. 
ss e  Note. e to er  e. Plate d. Imprint of danforth, Bald 

& Co., new york & Philadelphia. deep red-orange tint with white 
outlined one. as the un-tinted note in the previous lot, american 
Industry symbolized by two men and two seated women at left 
end. Inset vignette of dogs chasing birds over title. small Bank die 
to the left. no.686. Haxby ny-1505 G82 senC. rarity 5. another 
issue that showed up in the 1990 aBn sale as proofs, issued in 
this deep tint is another rarity matter. In this form, rarity 6. Great, 
deep color over multiple, hard folds. one enlarged pinhole. The 
middle note in this impressive set of three color variants from the 
dB style Chemical ace. 

From the White Oak Collection.

Ora e te  hem cal ce

8191 he hem cal Ba k, New York, New York. O e ollar. 1859. 
ss e  Note. ho ce bo t xtremel  e. Plate e. Imprint 

of danforth, Bald & Co., new york & Philadelphia with “aBC” 
monogram. Pale orange tint, much lighter than the previous note, 
with outlined white one. as the un-tinted and red note, american 
Industry symbolized by two men and two seated women at left 
end. Inset vignette of dogs chasing birds over title. small Bank 
die to the left. no.3695. Haxby ny-1505 G82b senC. he Haxb  
Plate Note. rarity 5. This color tint did not appear in the aBn 
lots to our recollection, so the census is mostly these high grade 
issued notes. This is a bit of a “hoard” note, but well dispersed and 
often seen poorly cut. The group certainly passed through new 
netherlands Coin Co. (Ford and Wormser) and a few were sold 
via nasCa auctions over a five year period. sharp color tint. This 
has full margins, moderate wear on the verso, and bright color. 

From the White Oak Collection.

Well St le  hem cal Ba k 5 Note

8192 he hem cal Ba k, New York, New York. e ollars. 185 . 
ss e  Note. bo t e. Plate d. Imprint of danforth, Wright & 

Co., new york & Philadelphia. Three red dies outlining 5’s, one in 
the center and one in each bottom corner. standing Ceres left and 
Plenty right center, flanking the counter, Bank die at base. no.2142. 
Haxby ny-1505 G92a. rarity 7. This is a much rarer series than 
the slightly later dB plate notes. The style is in the rich tradition 
of the dW imprints with impressive color, vignette and counter 
balance. a clean note, but the color is slightly toned. some modest 
pinholes. 

From the White Oak Collection.

xtremel  are e e t e s Ba k 3 Note
8193 he t e s  Ba k, New York, New York. hree ollars. 1853. 

ss e  Note. e. Plate a. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch 
& edson, new-york. red protector THree. Top center, farmer 
at lunch with dog. lower left, Bank die. right end, panel with 
cameo head in center. no.1436. Haxby ny-1510 G6a senC. High 
rarity 7. This is a very rare title on the City and missing from many 
collections. We don’t recall seeing many if any, other than proofs 
plated in Haxby. This collection is graced with two denominations, 
an impressive feat. This appears to have been once backed upon 
a sheet with remnants of glue mounting and overall toned effect. 
However, clear signatures and attractive. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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ss e  t e s Ba k 5 Note

8194 he t e s  Ba k, New York, New York. e ollars. 185 . s-
s e  Note. ho ce er  oo . Plate B. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, 
Hatch & edson, new-york. red protector FIVe. Grey left end panel 
with Bank die. Top center, seated mechanic with sledgehammer 
and other tools. lower right, cameo head. no.4176. Haxby ny-
1510 G8b. rarity 7. Plated in Proof, this might be a unique issued 
note of the type which brought $690.00 in 2004. Modest soiling, 
but pressed professionally long ago with a pleasing appearance. 

From the White Oak Collection  Schingoethe Part  . M. Smythe 
 Co., October 22-23, 200 , Lot 273 .

1812 ate  a  ss e  t  Ba k 1 Note

8195 he t  Ba k, New York, New York. O e ollar. 1812. ss e  
Note. e. Plate a. Imprint of rollinson & Comp. Top center, new 
york City arms, man and Indian flanking shield surmounted by 
perched eagle. ornate end panels, one dollar left and one 
at right. no.5238. Haxby ny-1515 G8. rarity 7. listed as a Proof. 
The City Bank is an old institution, founded in 1812, with multiple 
series of notes issued into the 1860’s. an important first year of 
emissions issued note. Toned overall on fairly crisp paper with 
one short fold split. 

From the White Oak Collection.

 Bea t f l Peter a er ck ra e  Note

819  he t  Ba k, New York, New York. wo ollars. 1855. ss e  
Note. er  oo . Plate H. Imprint of Peter Maverick, under vi-
gnette. Grey protector TWo arching over the face. Central vignette 
of expanded new york City arms, seated sailor and Indian flank-
ing shield. ornate end panels. no.1883 [ ]. Haxby ny-1515 G28. 

he Haxb  Plate Note. rarity 7. The date is hard to read, but it 
looks correct and is as catalogued by dr. Ball in 1977. The plate 

was engraved ca.1818, but it is easy to see why this note would be 
used for so long given its great style and design by Maverick. a 
superior effort and much better made than the obvious counterfeit. 
a bit dirty at the upper left end slightly shaved in at the lower 
right end. small condition flaws are academic for such a rarity. 

From the White Oak Collection  Jack Gue rekian Collection ASCA, 
January 2 -22, 977, part of Lot 2 .

ster o s a  er  are t  xcha e Ba k

8197 he t  xcha e Ba k  the t  of New York, New York. e 
ollars. 1815. ss e  Note. xtremel  e. Plate a. Imprint of 

“Two Millions Cpt.” Top center, standing Plenty with distaff and 
large cornucopia, ships in background. ornate end panels. no.39. 
Haxby ny-1520. High rarity 6. similar to schingoethe 3: lot 5358. 
notes are unlisted in Haxby with the title considered a fraud. a 
mysterious note, particularly the imprint, and very rare. several 
factors are in its favor as genuine currency from the period and it 
was included in this collection for that good reason. It is extremely 
rare though and the condition is magnificent. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8198 he t  r st  Ba k  om a , New York, New York. 
ra e  otes from two m r t ser es  I $1, $2, and $5 Post 

notes. 1839. rW&H. Identical style, seated Indian and man in 
top hat flanking shield with eagle on top. Haxby ny-1525 G10, 
G12, and G14. Fine, but slightly rough, the other two Very Fine 
I same issuer. $50. 1840. durand & Company. Woman seated on 
plow with wheat and sickle, cows behind. G18. Choice Very Fine 
I same series. $100 (2). 1840 and 1850. Water god. Both G20 The 
second one issued 10 years later and properly. an interesting piece. 
Very Fine and Fine. (Total: 6 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

er  are 250 e om at o  Note
8199 he t  r st  Ba k  om a , New York, New York. 

wo H re   ft  ollars. 1840. ss e  e os t ert cate 
Note. oo , flaws and repairs. no plate letter. Imprint of durand 
& Comp’y, new-york. Top center, seated water god in ornate 
frame. left end, “250” in panel. right end, Ceres, corn plants in 
the corners. no.462. Haxby ny-1525-not listed. rarity 7. This is a 
rare denomination and only seen on new york. Most are proofs, 
but this is an issued Cd note from the Western reserve Collection. 
Crisp, but fold splits, glassine repairs on the verso, top edge rough 
and pieces loosened. 

From the White Oak Collection  Western eser e istorical Society 
Sale Spink-America, o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part of Lot .
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are Wr tte  e om at o   Note

8200 he t  r st  Ba k  om a , New York, New York. 1,000 
wr tte  e om at o . 1840. ss e  e os t ert cate Note. 

e to er  e. no plate letter. Imprint of durand & Comp’y, 
new-york. Top center, seated water god in ornate frame. left end, 
space for denomination to be written in panel. right end, Ceres, 
corn plants in the corners. no.292. Haxby ny-1525-not listed. rar-
ity 7. a beautiful note, fully accomplished for $1,000.00 and dated 
1840. These were Post notes as well, but no interest is stated. 

From the White Oak Collection  Western eser e istorical Society 
Sale Spink-America, o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part of Lot .

xtremel  are l to  Ba k ema  Note

8201 he l to  Ba k, New York, New York. O e ollar. 1840. ss e  
Note. er  oo . Plate B. Imprint of Packard, Gavit & Co., albany. 
standing woman with sword and scroll in her right hand. Cherub 
holding cornucopia at her left side. Brown-orange lathework on the 
back. no.3413. Haxby ny-1530 G2. he Haxb  Plate Note. High 
rarity 7. This is the only issued note on this bank we have seen 
on this “on demand” series. Most notes from the title are forms 
that Haxby decided not to list. another very important note. 

From the White Oak Collection  Schingoethe Part 3 .M. Smythe 
 Co., April 2, 2007, Lot 3203 .

Bl e a  e  Ba k of the ommo wealth

8202 he Ba k of the ommo wealth, New York, New York. O e ol-
lar. a  5, 1853. ss e  Note. e. Plate d. Imprint of danforth, 
Wright & Co., new york & Philadelphia. Printed in all blue with 
red end panels outlining white 1 protectors. large ornate die in the 
center, Bank dept. seal at base. left end, liberty and eagle. right 
end, sailor at the wheel. no.588. Haxby ny-1545 G2ba unlisted 
without the american Bank note Company monogram. High rar-

ity 7. a magnificent issued note from a very rare bank. There were 
some proofs in the aBn, all on unique sheets. stupendous color 
and quite a riveting note to behold. This might be the Guevrekian 
specimen from a multiple note lot. The only other example we 
have seen was damaged. 

From the White Oak Collection.

wo olor ommo wealth e ce
8203 he Ba k of the ommo wealth, New York, New York. wo ol-

lars. a  5, 1853. ss e  Note. er  oo , repaired splits. Plate 
B. Imprint of danforth, Wright & Co., new york & Philadelphia 
with “aBC” monogram. Printed in blue with red end panels with 
outlined white 2 protectors. Top center, small vignette of farmer 
plowing with oxen and horse. large ornate dies at left and right 
ends. no.2293. Haxby ny-1545 G4b senC. rarity 7. Great color 
scheme and rarity. Heavy fold splits, the right quarter severed 
and rejoined from the back. some foxing at the right side on the 
blue. 

From the White Oak Collection.

ho ce Ba k of the ommo wealth 3 ss e  Note

8204 he Ba k of the ommo wealth, New York, New York. hree 
ollars. a  5, 1853. ss e  Note. ho ce e to er  e. Plate 

a. Imprint of danforth, Wright & Co., new york & Philadelphia 
with “aBC” monogram. small grey THree THree at bottom. 
Three large ornate dies across center, girl’s portrait in the middle 
one, Bank die at base. no.6151. Haxby ny-1545 G6a unlisted 
without monogram. rarity 7. a lovely issued note with superb 
geometric style. Fairly bright with the folds seen from the back. 
another rare issued title on Kings County. 

From the White Oak Collection.

Bol l  Pr te  o t e tal Ba k 1 Note

8205 he o t e tal Ba k, New York, New York. O e ollar. 1859. 
ss e  Note. er  e. Plate B. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch 

& edson, new-york. Faint grey one (ghost of color ). seated 
america with hand resting on ornate 1, shield at her feet. lower 
left, desoto. right end, navigation. no.6880. Haxby ny-1550 G2. 
rarity 7. deep, bold printing clarity and rarer than notes with 
overprints. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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o t e tal Ba k w th Or ate Wash to  Back

820  he o t e tal Ba k, New York, New York. wo ollars. 18 0. 
ss e  Note. xtremel  e, PO . no plate letter. Imprint of 

rawdon, Wright, Hatch & edson, new-york with “aBC” mono-
gram. Blue protector TWo. athena and Justice flanking ornate 2 
at top center. lower left, Franklin. lower right, rarely used John 
adams. ornate red back, Washington in the center of ornate frame 
supported by guns and good, bank title on ribbon. no.9732. Haxby 
ny-1550 G4b variant senC. This listing indicates a red overprint 
instead of the blue. rarity 7. a beautiful note with a great layout. 
The back is exceptionally vibrant. six hole punch cancels. 

From the White Oak Collection.

ss e  a  ca celle  or  xcha e ce

8207 he or  xcha e Ba k, New York, New York. O e ollar. 1853. 
ss e  Note. ho ce er  oo . Plate C. Imprint of danforth, 

Bald & Co., new york & Philadelphia. Central vignette, under 
title, two seated men among sheaves of wheat. left end, Bank 
die. Patent lathe pattern for denomination protection. no.2067. 
Haxby ny-1555 G2 senC. rarity 6. Perfect for the grade and not 
from the small hoard of this title that surfaced 15 years ago or so 
in a smythe auction. no hole cancels and a superior type note in 
that respect. 

From the White Oak Collection.

Scarce or  xcha e Ba k ro

8208 he or  xcha e Ba k, New York, New York. artet of s-
s e  a  ca celle  as P  otes. each, imprint of american 
Bank note Company: I Two dollars. 1862. Two seated men 
among sheaves of wheat at bottom left. no.1678. Haxby ny-1555 
G4d senC. Fine I Three dollars. 1862. same vignette, but at the 
top center. no.3071. G6c senC. Very Good I Five dollars. 1862. 
liberty seated in clouds with eagle in lower center. ornate panel 
at right. no.5470. G8 senC. Fine to Very Fine I Ten dollars. 
1861. Two seated men among sheaves of what at top center. G10a 
unlisted in Haxby. This type was the most prevalent in the Corn 
exchange Group. Very Fine. all rarity 5 now due to the old hoard. 
all with multiple PoC and some with purple bank stampings on 
the face. an excellent grouping. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

e  e  or  xcha e Ba k 3 Note

8209 he or  xcha e Ba k, New York, New York. hree ollars. 
18 1. ss e  Note. ho ce er  oo , PO . Plate B. Imprint of 
danforth, Bald & Co., new york & Philadelphia. red overprint 
end panels outlining white 3’s. Top center, two seated men among 
sheaves of wheat. no.2688. Haxby ny-1555 G6b. High rarity 6. 
There were not many red ended notes from the group and these 
were auctioned by smythe for the person who discovered the 
grouping. nine small PoC and hard to see face bank stamping. 

From the White Oak Collection.

l ste  e  5  Protector e

8210 he or  xcha e Ba k, New York, New York. e ollars. 
1857. ss e  Note. er  e, PO . Plate d. Imprint of danforth, 
Bald & Co., new york & Philadelphia. large red 5 at both ends. 
Bottom center, liberty seated in clouds with eagle. left end, Bank 
die. right end, patented lathe pattern by C. durand. no.2856. 
Haxby ny-1555 G8a unlisted with the red 5 protectors. rarity 
7. This may have been the only one like it in the group. Great 
pair of “5” adds to the eye appeal greatly. nine PoC through the 
signatures and without a visible redemption stamping. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8211 he or  xcha e Ba k, New York, New York. e  ollars. 
1858 , lle ble . ss e  Note. oo  to er  oo , PO . Plate 
B. Imprint of danforth, Bald & Co., new york & Philadelphia. 
red end panels outlining X’s. top center, liberty seated in clouds 
with eagle. no.941. Haxby ny-1555 G10b unlisted with red end 
panels. rarity 6. nine PoC and back stamped. one of the lower 
grade notes from this group, but a rarer type. soiled, right end 
tear, and minor edge nicks.

From the White Oak Collection.
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Poss bl  e a se  Note

8212 he elaware  H so  a al om a , New York, New 
York. e ollars. 1820 s. a se  Note. e. Plate B. Imprint 
of a.B.&C. durand & Wright. raised from $1 to a $5 note. Top 
center, reclining river god pouring jug of water into river, vignette 
signed a. B. durand. Male portrait left. right end, John Jay. Haxby 
ny-1560 r10 senC. High rarity 7, likely e, a  the o l  
k ow  exam le. This is an early raised one a rare issued title. The 
“V” counters added are all wrong for this imprint and the raiser 
neglected to put the denomination in the center. The raised bills 
make for a great collection. The vast majority we have seen are 
extremely rare for their types. There are some small voids in the 
center. 

From the White Oak Collection  Western eser e istorical Society 
Sale Spink-America, o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part of Lot 9 .

arel  See  ss e  ast er Ba k

8213 he ast er Ba k, New York, New York. O e ollar. 18 2. 
ss e  Note. bo t e. Plate F. Imprint of Bald, Cousland 

& Co., new york & Philadelphia with “aBC” monogram. Top 
center, farmer with children having lunch. state die on left end, 
in between two ornate dies. Girl’s portrait bottom right. no.8290. 
Haxby ny-1570 G4. rarity 6. The bank is rarely encountered signed 
and issued. The proofs in the 1990 aBn sale yielded a then ample 
supply of proofs. excellent signatures and a clean note. 

From the White Oak Collection.

ho ce ast er Ba k 5 Note

8214 he ast er Ba k, New York, New York. e ollars. 18 1. 
ss e  Note. ho ce e. Plate e. Imprint of the american Bank 

note Co., new-york. Twin women, representing agriculture and 
Industry, reclining with sickle and spinning wheel, cows and 
factory in background. Counters at left. right end center, Bank 
die. no.2687. Haxby ny-1570 G16. rarity 5. However in issued 
form, this is rarity 7. a bright, well margined note with beautiful 
signatures. 

From the White Oak Collection.

are Short-l e  hth e e Ba k

8215 he hth e e Ba k, New York, New York. O e ollar. 
1853. ss e  Note. e. Plate a. Imprint of Baldwin, adams & Co., 
new york. red protector one. upper left, fenced in building with 
trees. Bank die at top center. lower right, girl’s portrait. Haxby 
ny-1575 G2a. he Haxb  Plate Note. rarity 7 as an issued note. 
We know of only the schingoethe note, other than the present 
example. The bank offered proofs in the 1990 aBn sale. It was 
a short-lived bank, lasting a year or so. However, the notes were 
redeemed at par by the state. The upper left vignette is particular 
to this series. Pressed long ago, perhaps by Barrows. The red a 
little subdued. 

From the White Oak Collection.

ho ce a  l ste  Barker s 4 e ts

821  acob Barker s, xcha e Ba k No.29 Wall St., New York, New 
York. o r e ts. Se t. 1, 1815. ss e  Note. xtremel  e. no 
plate letter. Imprint of Tanner, Kearny & Tiebout, Philadelphia. 
red protector 4. ornate end panels. Hand date, ‘1815’ upper left. 
no.390. Haxby ny-1590 unlisted. rarity 7. an early use of color 
and a rare series. Boldly signed by Jacob Barker. There is some 
ink corrosion at the upper left from the ‘1815,’ otherwise this is 
a census grade note. one of the finest Barker signed notes of the 
period and emission. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8217 acob Barker s, xcha e Ba k No.29 Wall St., New York, New 
York. Select o  of ss e  War of 1812 era fract o al otes  I 25¢. 
august 1, 1815. Plate e. no imprint. red 25. end panels. Haxby 
ny-1590-unlisted denomination. Fine, but bottom right corner 
missing I same series. 50¢. Plate C. no imprint. end panels. 
similar to G16, but lacking the overprint. Very Good I same 
series. 75¢. no imprint. red 75. G20 senC. Fine I 5¢. sept. 1, 
1816. Plate a. TK&T. red 5. ornate end panels. G2. Choice Fine, 
but with a blurred signature I same series. 6 ¢. no imprint or 
overprint. small eagle at lower left. end panels. unlisted in Haxby. 
Very Good I same series. 50¢. Plate C. TK&T. red 50. ornate end 
panels. G14 senC. Fine I same series. 75¢. Plate d. TK&T. red 75. 
ornate end panels. G18. Fine. all High rarity 5 to rarity 6 notes. 
Generally above average grades. This is a complex series worthy 
of further study as there appear to be many varieties, plates and 
other interesting nuances. (Total: 7 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.
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8218 acob Barker s, xcha e Ba k No.29 Wall St., New York, New 
York. e e a  co terfe t ss e  e ra e  otes, all w th 
the e e   oll so  m r t  I $1. 1815. eagle on top of globe. 
Haxby ny-1590 G24b. rare, but taped at left. net Good I $2. 18 . 
seated woman holding branch. unlisted in Haxby. rare, but a 
dog. Heavy scotch tape. Fair. I $3. 1818. seated woman holding 
branch. G28a sharp note. Issued and genuine, not often seen. Fine 
I Five dollars. 1815. ships at sea. G30. The signature is excellent 
compared to the next. Very Good I Five dollars. 1817. ships at sea. 
C30b plate, not listed. Ink cancelled. Fine I Five dollars. 1810’s. 
Partially issued. seated woman, ship in background. G32. Has a 
counterfeit look. a sophisticated series indeed, like the change 
bills. a useful collection for the specialist. Three of these notes are 
quite rare, perhaps in the league of rarity 6. some have to be ex 
Western reserve sale. (Total: 6 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

are a  arl  ra kl  Ba k

8219 he ra kl  Ba k of the t  of New York, New York, New 
York. Pa r of rare ss e  a er ck r te  e om at o s. each 
with the imprint of Peter Maverick: I one dollar. 1821 [ , faded]. 
Plate g. Bust of Franklin on pedestal at top center. left end, athena. 
right end, Justice. Faded number. Haxby ny- 1610 G8 senC. 
rare series and type. Good to Very Good, some edge tears I Two 
dollars. 1821. Plate G. similar Franklin bust, on desk with writing 
instruments. left end, Justice. right end, athena. no.122. unlisted 
in Haxby. Good to Very Good. old tears with some crude repairs. 
strong signatures. Both of these rarity 7 notes appear better than 
the technical grades. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

er  are ra kl  Ba k e ollars

8220 he ra kl  Ba k of the t  of New York, New York, New 
York. e ollars. 182 . ss e  Note. er  oo . Plate e. Imprint 
of Peter Maverick. Top center, standing athena holding shield 
and spear. Two oval portraits of Franklin on left end. right end, 
male portraits. no.483. Haxby ny-1610 G32. he Haxb  Plate 
Note. rarity 7. This Maverick engraved series is very rare for any 
denomination. Mostly very solid and a bit toned. Very minor back 
repairs for some internal splits. 

From the White Oak Collection.

a er ck  ra  m r t

8221 he ra kl  Ba k of the t  of New York, New York, New 
York. e  ollars. 1820. ss e  Note. e, deft corner repair. 
Plate C. Imprint of P. Maverick & durand. Top center, Hebe and 
eagle  Hebe’s left arm resting on oval portrait of Franklin. ornate 
end panels. no.403. Haxby ny-1610 G44. rarity 7. Hard to believe 
there is another one out there in sharp grade, but the Haxby Plate 
note fits the bill as well. a thoughtful layout on this well engraved 
series. There is a very well done repair to the upper left corner. 

From the White Oak Collection.

arl  a  ss e  lto  Ba k 2 Note

8222 he lto  Ba k of the t  of New York, New York, New York. 
wo ollars. 1824. ss e  Note. ho ce e. Plate a. Imprint of 

steel Plate durand & Wright, n.y. Central vignette, Washington on 
rearing horse on pedestal signed “a.B.d. sc.” under base. Portraits 
of lafayette in bottom corners. Fulton in right end panel. no.3176. 
Haxby ny-1620 G8. rarity 7 in issued form. We have seen more 
proofs of this type over the past two decades making this note an 
interesting “sleeper.” The bank itself ended up as part of the Irving 
Trust group in the 1970’s. now, it’s hard to remember who owns 
those predecessor banks. a clean, problem-free note. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8223 he lobe Ba k, New York, New York. ollect o  of 1840 ate  
Post Notes e ra e  a  r te  b  ra   o. each with the 
imprint of durand & Comp’y, new york : I $2. “Twelve Months 
Post note” april 21, 1840. Water god. ny-1625 G2. Choice Very 
Fine I $2. “Ten days Post note” all written 1840. Woman float-
ing in clouds with cornucopia. G4. scarcer series. Fine, toned I 
$3. april 22, 1840. Water god. G6. extremely Fine I $3. Written 
1840. seated Indian with dog. G8. again, tougher. Fine, tear I $5. 
Written 1840. ships in harbor. G10a scarcer host note for altered. 
Most were altered “away”. extremely Fine and choice for note I 
$10. april 23, 1840. ships in harbor. G12. Choice extremely Fine 
I $50. Written time Post note series. april 18, 1840. oval portrait 
of seated Indian with dog. no.9. G16. The most often seen, but 
with a low serial number. extremely Fine I $100. april 18, 1840. 
seated Indian with dog. no.41. G18. Choice about uncirculated. 
The “april 1840” engraved notes, generally rarity 2. The writ-
ten “ten days,” likely rarity 4. a well matched, interesting set of 
notes. (Total: 8 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8224 he lobe Ba k, New York, New York. e H re  ollars 
Post Note. r l 22 , 1840. ss e  Note. e. Plate a. Imprint of 
durand & Comp’y, new york. “Twelve Months” Post note. Top 
center, Plenty in clouds holding cornucopia. Fancy right end panel, 
“500.” no.8. Haxby ny-1625 G20. rarity 5. This denomination is 
seen less than the $1,000 we believe. lucky no.8 serial for those 
so inclined. some very minor foxing. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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Haxb  Plate lobe Ba k 1,000 Note

8225 he lobe Ba k, New York, New York. O e ho sa  ollars. 
r l 17,  1840. ss e  Note. bo t er  e. Plate a. Imprint 

of durand & Comp’y, new york. “Twelve Months” Post note. 
style as the $500. Top center, Plenty in clouds holding cornucopia. 
Fancy right end panel, “1000.” no.42. Haxby ny-1625 G22. he 
Haxb  Plate Note. rarity 5. The highest denomination on this 
series and a great layout. a classic durand note that has always 
been a favorite with odd denomination collectors. 

From the White Oak Collection.

reat rocer s stom ette  1 Note

822  he rocers  Ba k, New York, New York. O e ollar. 1852. 
ss e  Note. ho ce e. Plate B. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, 

Hatch & edson, new-york. red protector one. Top right, long 
view of bustling downtown market and buildings. athena seated 
on left end, helmeted and holding spear the owl at her feet. upper 
right Bank die. no.4120. Haxby ny-1645 G2a senC. High rarity 
7. a superb type and not represented in the durand architectural 
reference. “Grocer’s Market” vignette as we’ll call it, is seen on 
this issuer only and also comes on the all blue series for this bank. 
This Guevrekian note is quite special. a solid douglas Ball grade 
“about Fine” which in this inflationary age can be lifted a wee 
bit. 

From the White Oak Collection  Schingoethe Part  . M. Smythe 
 Co., ecember 3- , 200 , Lot 2829  Jack Gue rekian Collection 
ASCA, January 2 -22, 977, part of Lot .

amo s Ha o er Ba k tle

8227 he Ha o er Ba k, New York, New York. O e ollar. 18 2. 
ss e  Note. ho ce er  oo . Plate B. Imprint of rawdon, 

Wright, Hatch & edson, new-york with “aBC” monogram. red 
protector one. Clipper ship sailing on choppy seas. lower left, 
Bank die. Pair of seahorses in the bottom right corner under female 
portrait. no.2042. Haxby ny-1650 G2c senC. rarity 7. a rare bank 
for issued notes and proofs. This is a famous title, although many 
have forgotten “Manny Hanny” from the 1970’s and 1980’s. This 
is a clean issued note with some tone and edge foxing patches. 
Guevrekian had one note on the bank, a canceled bill. 

From the White Oak Collection.

ss e  Ha o er Ba k 2 Note

8228 he Ha o er Ba k, New York, New York. wo ollars. r l 
1, 18 2. ss e  Note. e. Plate C. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, 
Hatch & edson, new-york with “aBC” monogram. red protec-
tor TWo. Top right, reclining liberty, eagle and shield inscribed 
with an ornate 2 (adapted later as a Confederate note vignette). 
standing Indian princess at left end, Bank die above. lower right, 
Ceres portrait. no.6616. Haxby ny-1650 G4c senC. High rarity 
7. a great rarity and second desirable Hanover Bank issued note. 
Boldly signed with a very light blue stamping seen at the upper 
right (bank redemption ). 

From the White Oak Collection  Schingoethe Part 3 . M. Smythe 
 Co., June 7, 200 , Lot 37 .

bra t e  te  m orters a  ra ers Ba k

8229 he m orters a  ra ers Ba k, New York, New York. O e 
ollar. 185 . ss e  Note. bo t er  e. Plate a. Imprint 

of danforth, Wright & Co., new york & Philadelphia. deep red 
tint with micro-pattern. Within the black lathe frame and panels. 
oval portrait of Washington at upper left, with Bank die below. 
red pattern back, outlined white one. no.4337. Haxby ny-1660 
G2b. rarity 6. a superb type with very vibrant color tinting on 
both sides. We handled a few examples in two decades including 
a two sided archival specimen. Fully issued with the color use a 
bonus. More than likely, once in the Christian Blom Collection. 

From the White Oak Collection  Schingoethe Part 2 . M. Smythe 
 Co., March 23, 200 , Lot 

xtremel  are m orters a  ra ers 5 Note

8230 he m orters a  ra ers Ba k, New York, New York. e 
ollars. 1859. ss e  Note. e. Plate C. Imprint of danforth, 

Wright & Co., new york & Philadelphia. red frame tint and Bank 
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die. seated america with shield and eagle on left side. square 
state die, in red, on right end. Two small red FIVe dollars 
on the signature lines. red back outlining white FIVe. no.2447 
[ ]. Haxby ny-1660 G6b senC. rarity 7. There are a few superb 
proofs of this type from the 1990 aBn sale sheet (plated in color). 
as an issued note, the only example we have catalogued. This is 
the second time we have had the honor to write about this note. 
Very bold, fluid signatures on a sharply colored piece of paper. 
The lower left corner is bent only, not shaved off. 

From the White Oak Collection  99  Bo ling Green Auction 9  
. M. Smythe  Co., March 2 -22, 99 , Lot 3 7  Schingoethe Part 

2 . M. Smythe  Co., March 23, 200 , Lot 

es rable r  Ba k ce

8231 he r  Ba k, New York, New York. O e ollar. 18 2. ss e  
Note. er  oo  to e. Plate B. Imprint of Wellstood, Benson 
& Hanks, new-york. red one protector. Top center, portrait of 
Washington Irving, flanked by ornate grey 1’s. left end, ship over 
Bank die. right end, steamboat full face. no.8732. Haxby ny1665-
G4b. he Haxb  Plate Note. High rarity 7. a very desirable title 
and vignette combination. The Plate note looks like a Xerox copy, 
not a photo. This obviously was in an interesting private collec-
tion before coming to this impressive gathering of new york City 
banks. some pinholes are mentioned for accuracy. 

From the White Oak Collection.

e e o n

8232 he r  Ba k, New York, New York. hree ollars. 1852. s-
s e  Note. e. Plate a. Imprint of Wellstood, Benson & Hanks, 
new-york. red protector THree. Top center, he eath of King 
Phillip as the King, wounded under tree views Indian man in 
background with gun, knife in hand. left end, Comptroller’s die, 
lofted by cherub. right end, bank official (looks like Irving, not). 
no.2469. Haxby ny-1665 Ga8 unlisted with the red protector. 
High rarity 7. a stunning note of high importance. Crisp and 
vibrant, the only knock is some left side ink corrosion from the 
acidic ink and vanity signatures. There are some scattered rust 
spots. The magnificent vignette was created for rhode Island but 
was not a custom creation as this appears on some other rare banks. 
We can’t recall another new york City issuer with this vignette. 
Much to recommend it as this is one of the best issued banknotes 
in this collection. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8233 Pr ate ss er, er r  Ba k, New York, New York. we t  
e ollars. 1857. ss e  Note. e, impaired. no plate letter. 

Imprint of doly & Bergen, eng. Top center, eagle with shield on 
water. Title in center. lower left corner, seated woman with sickle, 
cows in background. no.1126. Haxby ny-1665 not listed. not 
in Harris. High rarity 7. signed and emitted, the signature is a 
tough read. The note is mysterious since the “Irving Bank” and 
denomination are engraved. The written date of issue falls into an 
emergency period. Were the bank issued notes by the cashier and 
used as “order check.” The gentleman who formed this collection 
did not place this note with the scrip and it was last offered with a 
“low” estimate. The same has to be said now as more research is 
necessary. all there, but the upper right corner has a chunk out. 

From the White Oak Collection  Schingoethe Part 8 . M. Smythe 
 Co., October 3, 200 , Lot 2872 .

are afa ette Ba k tle

8234 he afa ette Ba k of the t  of New York, New York, New 
York. O e ollar. 1840. ss e  Note. oo  to er  oo , small 
tears. Plate e. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Co., new-york. 
Grey one, and small grey panel with black one dollar. Top 
center, sailing ship between 1’s in ovals. Top left, full-length stand-
ing figure of lafayette with monument with date of yorktown. 
no.3527. Haxby ny-1680 G2 senC. rarity 7. This is a rare title for 
any note. at stack’s, we catalogued the $20 Proof from this title 
in Ford VIII which was landed by our colleague dave Bowers in 
a protracted bidding battle. This is the first issued note we recall 
seeing, and it doubtless has an interesting pedigree. There are 
some scattered tears and minor repairs seen from the back. 

From the White Oak Collection.

xce t o al bra t Occ at o al tle Note

8235 he eather a  a fact rers  Ba k, New York, New York. O e 
ollar. 1857. ss e  Note. er  e. Plate B. Imprint of rawdon, 

Wright, Hatch & Co., new-york. red and grey one. Top left, man 
on horseback lassoing bull. Top right, cherub at grindstone. Bank 
die on left end. no.3940. Haxby ny-1685 G28aa unlisted with 
the red protector. High rarity 6. a great occupational title which 
is a theme popular with national Bank note collectors. a tough 
note, but we have handled a few in two decades. This is by far the 
brightest note seen. There are eight or so folds, a few with short 
splits. looks Gem uncirculated at first glance. 

From the White Oak Collection  2000 Cincinnati Sale CAA, 
September 22-23, 2000, Lot 739  Gordon arris e  ork Bank ote 
Collection.
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e e a  arl  a hatta  om a  Note

823  he a hatta  om a , New York, New York. e  ollars. 
1810. ss e  Note. e. Plate G. Imprint of P. Maverick. Top left, 
Water god, “Public Health” to the right. left end panel. no.2134. 
Haxby ny-1695 G86 senC. rarity 7. one of our earliest banks 
and a historic institution, now Chase. This is genuine and very 
rarely seen. a perfectly engraved plate and one of the few we have 
ever seen that are this early from the title. There is a small piece 
of scotch tape on the right face, otherwise this looks almost new. 

From the White Oak Collection.

S erb olor a  a o t

8237 he a fact rers  ercha ts Ba k  the t  of New York, 
New York. O e ollar. 1859. ss e  Note. e to er  e. Plate 
a. Imprint of the american Bank note Company. orange tint, 
frame, imprint and titles. upper left, woman reclining with head 
on sheaf. Central vignette, seated woman on anvil with sledge. 
no.1272. Haxby ny-1700 G2a senC. rarity 7. The only other one 
we have seen was long ago and in Good condition. This is another 
very rare title. The note has a tremendous layout with the color 
enhancing the visual appeal. Very crisp, but with short fold splits 
and a small flaw at upper right corner. 

From the White Oak Collection.

S erb a fact rers  ercha ts e ce

8238 he a fact rers  ercha ts Ba k  the t  of New York, 
New York. wo ollars. 1859. ss e  Note. er  e. Plate a. 
Imprint of the american Bank note Company. orange TWo on 
panel of micro-TWos, wide orange end panels. Center, sailor on 
beach with anchor looking out to sea, title above. Bank die in left 
panel. Female portrait in right. no.391. Haxby ny-1700 G4a. he 
Haxb  Plate Note. High rarity 7. an amazing second note on a 
title you don’t see. a magnificent note in many regards. Crisp and 
vibrant with a bit of horizontal toning. 

From the White Oak Collection.

are arble a fact r  om a  r o

8239 he arble a fact r  om a  of the t  of New York, 
New York. esser e om at o  set of Post Notes ss e   182 . 
all with the imprint of a.B.& C. durand & Wright: I one dollar. 
upper right corner, Hercules the Hydra. no.2369. Haxby ny-1705 
G2. Choice Very Good I Five dollars. upper left, standing Plenty 
placing wreath on bust of Washington, eagle at her feet. no.1472. 
G8. nearly Fine I Ten dollars. archimedes holding world on lever. 
no.312 [ ]. G10 senC. Very Good. all well matched for condition. 
all rarity 6. These are quite rare and not to be confused with the 
much more available $20, $50, and $100 notes. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

ar e Ba k w th am l  orseme ts

8240 he ar e Ba k of the t  of New York, New York, New York. 
O e ollar. 18 1. Part all  ss e  Note. ho ce er  e. Plate 
C. Imprint of the american Bank note Co., new-york. red panel 
outlining one. Top right, steamship at sea. lower left, male por-
trait. Bank die left of center over title. no.3883. Haxby ny-1710 
G2variant, unlisted with red protector. rarity 7. signed by the 
bank president, John d. Fish, but not the cashier (the cashier was 
the “boss” and made the decisions, bank presidents were largely 
ceremonial). on the verso, multiple Fish family endorsements 
with the address in Brooklyn. Bright and beautiful with multiple 
folds seen from the verso. The pen does show to the face. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8241 he ar e Ba k of the t  of New York, New York, New York. 
O e ollar. 18 2. ss e  Note. e to er  e. Plate B. Imprint 
of the american Bank note Co., new-york. Green panel outlining 
one. Top right, steamship at sea. lower left, male portrait. Bank 
die left of center over title. no.4540. Haxby ny-1710 G2d. rarity 
5. a scarce note, but over two decades we have seen over a dozen. 
once upon a time there was group. This is a great layout and as 
an issued new york note has always represented an excellent 
collector value. There are some pinholes at the left end. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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are arket Ba k tle

8242 he arket Ba k, New York, New York. O e ollar. 18 2. 
ss e  Note. er  e. Plate a. Imprint of Toppan, Carpenter, 

Casilear & Co., new york & Philadelphia with “aBC” monogram. 
red protector one. Top center, men on horseback driving cattle 
and pigs. lower left, winsome girl. lower right corner, Bank die. 
no.1787. Haxby ny-1715 G2b. he Haxb  Plate Note. rarity 7. 
another rarely seen title and this collection has two of them, fully 
issued at that. This note is bright and vibrant with clear folds seen 
from the verso. 

From the White Oak Collection  Western eser e istorical Society 
Sale Spink-America, o ember 2 -2 , 99 , part of Lot 7 .

arket Ba k e ce- x e rek a

8243 he arket Ba k, New York, New York. wo ollars. 1859. 
ss e  Note. er  oo . Plate B. Imprint of Toppan, Carpenter, 

Casilear & Co., new york and Philadelphia. red protector TWo. 
Top center, steamships at sea. seated man and woman at left end, 
on counter. Bottom right, Bank die. no.8935. Haxby ny-1715 G4a. 
rarity 7. a very rare deuce on this title. all there and solid. normal 
soiling for the grade, which is of little import to those craving the 
rarely encountered. 

From the White Oak Collection.

are echa cs Ba k Pa r

8244 he echa cs Ba k, New York, New York. Pa r of earl er lesser 
e om at o  ss e  otes. Both with the imprint of draper, Top-

pan & Co., new york: I one dollar. 1843. registered issue, but 
no die, stamping on the back. standing woman and seated man 
above ornate title. Grey one monogram below vignette. no.158. 
Haxby ny-1720 G140. rarity 7. This is a transitional issued until 
the new plate was engraved like the next $2 note. solid Very Good 
I Two dollars. 1853 [ , likely]. same top center vignette. Grey 
TWo monogram. right end, Comptroller’s die on this plate. 
no.1836. G162. rarity 7. nearly Fine, some edge foxing at the top. 
an interesting pairing representing this registration type from the 
state of new york. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection  the second note e  2000 Cincinnati 
Sale CAA, September 22-23, 2000, Lot 7  Gordon arris Collec-
tion.

ss e  echa cs Ba k 3 Note

8245 he echa cs  Ba k, New York, New York. hree ollars. 
1843. ss e  Note. er  oo . Plate a3. Imprint of Fairman 
draper underwood & Co. Top center, archimedes lifting globe 
with THree on it. left end, Comptroller’s die with counters. 
no.1466. Haxby ny-1720 G166 senC. rarity 6, due to Proofs. In 
issued form, extremely rare with this the first we have catalogued. 
a charming note type with a classic theme used on this title. 

From the White Oak Collection 2000 Cincinnati Sale CAA, Sep-
tember 22-23, 2000, Lot 7  Gordon arris Collection.

are ss e  echa cs Ba k 5 Note

824  he echa cs  Ba k, New York, New York. e ollars. 1843. 
ss e  Note. e. Plate B3. Imprint of Fairman draper under-

wood & Co. Top left, archimedes lifting globe with FIVe on it, titles 
to the right. left end, Comptroller’s die with counters. no.2614. 
Haxby ny-1720 G174. rarity 6, due to Proofs. However, this series 
is very rare issued. There is some light foxing at the right end, but 
overall it projects much vibrancy. 

From the White Oak Collection  2000 Cincinnati Sale CAA, Sep-
tember 22-23, 2000, Lot 7 7  Gordon arris Collection.

bra t e  e  echa cs ce

8247 he echa cs  Ba k, New York, New York. O e ollar. 18 2. 
ss e  Note. Nearl  xtremel  e. Plate a. Imprint of Toppan, 

Carpenter & Co., new york with “aBC” monogram. red end 
panels outlining large white 1s. draper, Toppan vignette for the 
title with standing woman and seated man above ornate title. 
Grey one monogram below vignette. registered in the Bank 
department. with die at the right end. no.7746. Haxby ny-1720 
G210b. rarity 5 and might be High rarity 4. This is an old “hoard 
note,” but one of our favorites. The classic color scheme was hard 
to duplicate by counterfeiters. The folds are light on fully original 
paper and seen from the back. a beautiful type with the look 
Gem. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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o her e  e  echa cs e ce

8248 he echa cs  Ba k, New York, New York. wo ollars. 
1859. ss e  Note. bo t er  e. Plate B. Imprint of Toppan, 
Carpenter & Co., new york with “aBC” monogram. red end 
panels outlining white 2s. Top center, as above. standing woman 
and seated man above ornate title. Grey TWo monogram below 
vignette. Bank die panel at right end. no.1970. Haxby ny-1720 
G212b senC. High rarity 6. We have handled a few, but these are 
much less frequently seen the prior red $1 notes. Crisp, but with 
signs of an old pressing. Bold color. 

From the White Oak Collection.

are e  e  5  Pa el e  Note

8249 he echa cs  Ba k of the t  of New York, New York, New 
York. e ollars. 18 2. ss e  Note. er  e. Plate B3. Imprint 
of Fairman draper underwood & Co. with “aBC” monogram. 
red end panels with white outlined V left and 5 right. Top left, 
archimedes lifting globe with FIVe on it. new york Bank die left 
end. no.2274. Haxby ny-1720 216b. rarity 7. a gorgeous type. 
note the title change-a national Bank note collector would. Much, 
much rarer than the other denominations. This was the early Fdu 
plate from the early 1830’s updated with Bank die and with these 
red ends. a fabulous issued note on this title. Most genuine bills 
from this title are proofs from the different sheet types in the 1990 
aBn sale and the red end aces. any other issued note on the bank 
is an achievement. 

From the White Oak Collection.

lass c e  me s Note o  New York

8250 he ercha ts Ba k  the t  of New York, New York. O e 
ollar. 18 3. ss e  Note. ho ce er  e. Plate C. Imprint of 

the american Bank note Company, new york. Full red lymen’s 
Protection tint. Male portrait in upper left oval in wide portion of 
tint. large outlined one at top center. right end panel with title, 
denomination, red 1, and signatures space. no.676. Haxby ny-
1745 130a. rarity 5, might be a high rarity 4. This is a classic note 
with the tint system that was used on very few banks. only the 
common state Bank, detroit and lawrence, Kansas notes come to 
mind as having used this color pattern. Bright from the face with 
the look of Gem. 

From the White Oak Collection.

Scarcer ercha ts Ba k me s  e ce

8251 he ercha ts Ba k  the t  of New York, New York. wo 
ollars. 18 2. ss e  Note. ho ce bo t c rc late . Plate 

B. Imprint of the american Bank note Company, new york. Full 
red lymen’s Protection tint. left color half, Bank die at far left 
end with male portrait, within color an outlined 2. right half has 
the pertinent information (title, signatures, serial number, etc.) 
with large red 2. no.8093. Haxby ny-1745 G132a. he Haxb  
Plate Note. High rarity 5. We have seen few deuces of this title 
and type. This is a beauty with stellar red color. The handling is 
minimal and is essentially as printed and emitted. a showpiece 
in any collection. 

From the White Oak Collection.

 P  a  Sa e  ercha t Ba k 5
8252 he ercha ts Ba k  the t  of New York, New York. e 

ollars. l  1, 1859. ss e  Note. e, PO . Plate e. Imprint of 
rawdon, Wright, Hatch & edson, new-york with “aBC” mono-
gram. Green micro-tint grill and counters. Top center, Mercury 
seated on cotton (not a football ) holding caduceus and cornuco-
pia. left end, Bank die panel. right end, male portrait. no.4188. 
ny-1745 G136a. he Haxb  Plate Note. High rarity 5. The note 
was redeemed with violet PaId stamping on the back. There are 
multiple PoC across the signature blocks. There are several of 
these “PaId” bills out there, but this is the first we have seen in a 
bit. excellent color for the grade. 

From the White Oak Collection  possibly 2000 Cincinnati Sale CAA, 
September 22-23, 2000, Lot 7 3  Gordon arris Collection.
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l ste  5 w th olor ar a t

8253 he ercha ts Ba k  the t  of New York, New York. e 
ollars. l  1, 1859. ss e  Note. bo t e. Plate d. Imprint of 

rawdon, Wright, Hatch & edson, new-york with “aBC” mono-
gram. red-orange micro-tint grill and counters. as last, top center 
with Mercury seated on cotton holding caduceus and cornucopia. 
left end, Bank die panel. right end, male portrait. no.1638. Haxby 
ny-1745 G136b unlisted with this tint. High rarity 6. Hard to say 
whether this or the previous note came first with the plate and 
the engraved date being the same. The officer’s signatures are the 
same. so this is the new listing decision we get to make until the 
next book. The note is a beauty and no cancels. Bright color for the 
technical grade and much rarer than the lymen’s Protector notes. 

From the White Oak Collection  99  Bo ling Green Auction 9  
. M. Smythe  Co., March 2 -22, 99 , Lot 373 .

other ster o s, are a  arl  Ba k

8254 he ercha ts a  echa cs xcha e om a , New York, 
New York. hree ollars. 1811. ss e  Note. er  oo . no plate 
letter. Printed on red silk fiber. Imprint of scoles & stout, n.y. Top 
center, liberty standing next to spinning wheel with cornucopia 
in hand, sailboat in the background. ornate end panels. no.1710. 
Haxby ny-1765 not listed. rarity 7. Mentioned but the notes not 
listed. Mentioned in Wismer (the $2), which was in the Western 
reserve sale. Guevrekian had two notes in one lot of his sale and 
this might be one of them. Haxby surmises this was a fraud, but 
the character of the note seems to be that this was a legitimate 
private bank operating for a short period of time. The majority of 
notes may have been redeemed. a solid note, but toned. deserving 
of full listing in Haxby in our opinion. 

From the White Oak Collection.

St l sh a  Ora e 1 s

8255 he etro ol ta  Ba k, New York, New York. O e ollar. 1858. 
ss e  Note. ho ce e. Plate e. Imprint of danforth, Wright & 

Co., new york and Philadelphia. red lazy 1’s at left and right of 
central geometric. large ornate die with Washington portrait at 
the center, under the curved title. lower left, small Bank die. 6402. 
Haxby ny-1775 G2b. he Haxb  Plate Note. rarity 7. a stunner 
style-wise with this protector scheme. The geometric work is as 
good as it gets as well. P.s., did we mention the condition  rare 
title, condition, layout and style, and the list goes on. a beautiful 
note. 

From the White Oak Collection.

ss e  Nassa  Ba k ce

825  he Nassa  Ba k, New York, New York. O e ollar. 1853. ss e  
Note. e. Plate B. Imprint of Baldwin, adams & Co., new york. 
large red lazy 1 across center. Top center, half-length figures of 
Faust, Guttenberg, and schoeffer with printing presses. Franklin, 
lower left. Bank die at right end. no.4766. Haxby ny-1780 G2a 
senC. High rarity 6. This bank is rare, but the 1990 aBn sale 
proofs are no secret. However, those notes were devoid of protec-
tors. This is much more desirable for the color and issued status. 
a plethora of scattered pinholes, but there is nothing to lessen the 
value of this attractive rarity. 

From the White Oak Collection.

are ss e  Nassa  Ba k a  e ce
8257 he Nassa  Ba k, New York, New York. wo ollars. 1858. s-

s e  Note. e. Plate B. Imprint of Baldwin, Bald & Cousland, 
new york and Bald, Cousland & Co., Philadelphia. red lazy 2 
across bottom center. Top center, steamship at sea. Bank die in 
between ornate dies on left end. Girl carrying wheat in oval at 
top right. no.4369. Haxby ny-1780 G4a senC. rarity 7. Haxby 
lists a different imprint. a second issued note in this exceptional 
selection of nassau Bank issued notes. a wonderful “lazy deuce” 
that is perfect for an obsolete thematic collection. a multiplicity 
of central pinholes seen under the light. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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a  3  Nassa  Ba k ar t

8258 he Nassa  Ba k, New York, New York. hree ollars. 1853. 
ss e  Note. e. Plate a. Imprint of Baldwin, adams & Co., new 

york. red lazy 3 across center. Top center, sailor, two mechanics, 
and two women. left end, Bank die with counters. right end, 
Ceres with sickle and cornucopia. no.268. Haxby ny-1780 G6a 
senC. rarity 7. a sharp looking “lazy Three” type. We know of 
another issued note in a private collection. Matches the first two 
nassau notes condition-wise  certainly these have been together 
for awhile. Pinholes as the last two, counting them is pointless. 

From the White Oak Collection.

e  Protector r stal Palace  ss e  Note

8259 he Nassa  Ba k, New York, New York. e ollars. 18 0. 
ss e  Note. bo t e. Plate C. Imprint of the american Bank 

note Company. large red protector 5. Top right, new york Crystal 
Palace. Bottom left corner, oval portrait of stonecutter at work. 
Bank die left of the protector top. no.3779. Haxby ny-1780 G8c 
senC. High rarity 7. If not for the Proofs in black and white sold 
in 1990, this would be an impressive and important vignette type. 
There are two other versions. The others are Wellstood (seen on 
one note to our knowledge) and danforth, Wright & Co. (only two 
notes known from the aBn archive on two banks). a beautiful 
issued note with pinholes like the last. 

From the White Oak Collection.

ss e  Batter  Park e  ollars

82 0 he Nassa  Ba k, New York, New York. e  ollars. 1859. ss e  
Note. bo t xtremel  e. Plate a. Imprint of Bald, Cousland 
& Co., new york & Philadelphia with “aBC” monogram. red 
protector Ten. Top center, stunning view of the Battery, Castle 
Garden, and Governor’s Island. Bank die in lower left corner. 
Counters in other three corners. no.1963. Haxby ny-1780 G10b 
unlisted with protector and monogram. High rarity 7.This is a 
st  ote for rar t , ra e a  ette st le. Black and white 
proofs, mainly damaged, were in the 1990 aBn sale. However, this 
incredible grade note is one of the most outstanding looking notes 
in this offering, although it is not from the rarest bank (there are 
five issued notes here, but don’t get spoiled-it may never happen 
again). The only other note of this type offered publicly was the 
schingoethe Collection note, now in a private collection. That note 
fetched $2,530.00 a few years back. This looks like $3,000 or more 
and certainly should out perform many “funds” sold on the open 
market. 

From the White Oak Collection.

l ste  Ba k of New York ash er B ll

82 1 ash er of  the Ba k of New York, New York, New York. ft  
e ts. 181 . ss e  Note. oo  to er  oo . Plate a. Imprint 

of Willard & rawdon, sc. albany. small format cashier’s “scrip” 
on the bank. eagle, on globe, with spread wings holding bank title 
on banner. ornate left end panel. Hand dated and signed by the 
cashier. signed, dated ‘dec. 11, 1816,’ but unnumbered. Haxby 
ny-1790 unlisted series. rarity 7. This is an important note from 
a series that is justifiably listable in Haxby. This is cashier’s change 
which was mostly redeemed after 1816 and was certainly a short 
lived emission. The imprint suggests it might be an albany branch 
issue on the bank. There is a small chip off the bottom center. no 
matter what, a great rarity. 

From the White Oak Collection.

S est o s for a l B ers 
•  a l o r b  sheet as earl  as oss ble.
•  heck o r b  sheet caref ll .
•  o t b  more tha  o  wa t to a
•  k s best for wr t  b s.
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r -color Protector B.O.N.Y. ce

82 2 he Ba k of New York, New York, New York. O e ollar. 
1859. ss e  Note. ho ce er  e. Plate a. Imprint of Toppan, 
Carpenter & Co., Philadelphia, new york, & Boston with “aBC” 
monogram. a colorful note with three rotector t ts. a large 
orange lazy 1 across the width, with green paired 1 1 flanking 
vignette, and a red textual protector one. Top center, Industry 
symbolized by beehive surrounded by flowers and foliage. lower 
left, Bank die. Counters in the other corners. no.4009. Haxby ny-
1790 G240b. he Haxb  Plate Note. [placed in wrong position 
though]. rarity 6. It might just barely cross over to rarity 5. We 
have handled a few. It seems that these $1 bills were cheap enough 
to keep back in the olden days and not get redeemed. Technically, 
these are still redeemable at one of the earliest american Banks 
(listed in newman). The bank is so old, their first notes were 
denominated in sterling. The main plate for this was in use for 
over thirty years with various changes to seals and protectors. 
This is perhaps the last generation before making the transition 
to the green $1 notes which would have circulated along with the 
first legal Tender “Greenbacks.” Hard folds with some very petty 
splits and two back hinges. 

From the White Oak Collection.

lass c ree  H stor  Ba k of New York ce

82 3 he Ba k of New York, New York, New York. O e ollar. l  
1, 18 1. ss e  Note. ho ce er  e. Plate C. Imprint of the 
american Bank note Company. Green grill, counter surrounds, 
frame and imprint. Central vignette, History writing upon scroll, 
child seated at her feet. lower left, Bank die. ornate counter work, 
much color detail. no.388. Haxby ny-1790 G244b. rarity 4. a su-
perb looking type that is not ultra-rare. However, the magnificent 
style makes it popular. This is in the middle of the grade range 
encountered. Most notes are closer to “as issued” status. Price 
records for this type have approached or met the $4,000 mark from 
time to time. These have been four figure notes for quite awhile. 

From the White Oak Collection.

82 4 he Ba k of New York, New York, New York. hree ollars. 
1810. o tem orar  o terfe t. er  e. Plate Cc. Printed on 
thin paper. new york arms at the upper left with ‘THree’ at the 
left end and a small medallion “3” at the right. Haxby ny-1790 C54. 
rarity 4. scarce and historical. The stronger than usually seen paper 
has some faint overall tone and one small, upper central hole. 

From a Pri ate Collection.

S erb New York Harbor Sce e

82 5 he Ba k of New York, New York, New York. e ollars. 18 8. 
ss e  Note. e. Plate C. Imprint of Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear 

& Co., new york & Philadelphia with “aBC” monogram. red 
5’s flanking red protector panel outlining white FIVe. Top center, 
wide scene of new york Harbor, Castle Clinton in the distance. 
Girl’s portrait in upper left corner. Bank die in lower right corner. 
no.9856. Haxby ny-1790 G258b. he Haxb  Plate Note. This 
beauty comes from the Western reserve sale in 1996 and has been 
off the market since. The central vignette was used on the bank’s 
share certificates of the period. This is perhaps the only $5 on this 
series we have seen. The whole lot brought $1,320.00 in 1996 and 
included five scarce counterfeits. It will be interesting to see what 
this will bring when offered in the context of these other inspiring 
notes. 

From the White Oak Collection.

xtreme o tro ers - xtreme ar t

82  he Ba k of New York, New York, New York. ft  ollars. 
1843. ss e  Note.  ho ce e. Plate a. Imprint of durand & 
Comp’y, new york. Top left center, Fame, a woman in clouds with 
eagle and shield. ornate die at the top right center. ornate left end 
panel with FIFTy. right end, bust of Washington. no.93. Verso with 
register signature space and obligation “CounTersIGned and 
reGIsTered/ In THe CoMPTroller’s oFFICe.” signed and 
numbered by ‘Bacon’ as register. Haxby ny-1790 [n5 senC, 
G176a unlisted, take a pick]. High rarity 7. he o l  exam le we 
ha e see  or catalo e . 

This is a fascinating note and was so when we last catalogued it for Ford 
VIII. according to some sources we got it all wrong. In some corners, we hit 
it on the mark (called it n5 senC, paired it with the $100 in the next lot). 
The good news, the rarity is there. However, even though it is similar to the 
transitional Mechanics Bank $1 note offered earlier in this sale, the character 
of this note says it is “off.” The Haxby listing and description comes from a 
Counterfeit detector of the day. Proponents will argue this is a transitional 
note awaiting the Comptroller’s die plate. However, this imprint was not 
doing 1843 dated contracts. a note that is good for debates and the like. This 
is eminently collectible, but not in the league of some of the vastly superior 
genuine issued notes in the stupendous collection.

From the White Oak Collection  Our John J. Ford, Jr. Collection Part 
, January 8- 9, 200  part of Lot 3 .
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 Seco , xcess el  are B.O.N.Y. 1843 100 Note

82 7 he Ba k of New York, New York, New York. O e H re  
ollars. 1843. ss e  Note.  e. Plate a. Imprint of durand & 

Comp’y, new york. right of top center, angel and cherub pulling 
curtain off shield to reveal seated athena. ornate “C” dies on either 
side. left end, cameo head with “100” counters. no seal in site. 
no.87. Verso with register signature space and obligation “Coun-
TersIGned and reGIsTered/ In THe CoMPTroller’s 
oFFICe.” signed and numbered by ‘Bacon’ as register. Haxby 
ny-1790  [n10 senC, G178a unlisted, as last, take a pick]. High 
rarity 7. he o l  exam le we ha e see  or catalo e . The note 
has great personality and pedigree no matter what. 

From the White Oak Collection  Our John J. Ford, Jr. Collection Part 
, January 8- 9, 200  part of Lot 3 .

are ss e  New York o t  Ba k

82 8 he New York o t  Ba k, New York, New York. O e ollar. 
1855. ss e  Note. e, splits. Plate a. Imprint of Baldwin, Bald 
& Cousland, new york and Bald, Cousland & Co., Philadelphia. 
red protector one. Top center, clipper ship at sea, heading west-
ward. lower left, Bank die. oval portrait of young boy in bottom 
right corner. no.6561. Haxby ny-1805 Ga2a unlisted without the 
aBnCo monogram and protector. rarity 5, due to Proofs from the 
1990 aBn sale. rarity 7 in issued form. a bright note, but heavy 
folds show some splitting, lower left corner tear, and the edges 
have some slight roughening. 

From the White Oak Collection.

are New York o t  Ba k 2 Note

82 9 he New York o t  Ba k, New York, New York. wo ol-
lars. 1858. ss e  Note. e. Plate a. Imprint of Baldwin, Bald 
& Cousland, new york/Bald, Cousland & Co., Philadelphia. red 
protector TWo. Indian and sailor flanking new york City shield 
surmounted by eagle. left end, Bank die. oval portrait of young 
girl in lower right corner. no.9508. Haxby ny-1805 Ga4a unlisted 
lacking the aBnCo monogram. rarity 7. an interesting note and 
quite rare. It casts a counterfeit look, but it is genuine. The only 
other one we tracked was in the unnamed consignor smythe sale 
#94 back in 1994. 

From the White Oak Collection.

other H stor c Ol  NY  Ba k tle

8270 he Ba k of the New York r  ock om a , New York, New 
York. O e ollar. 1859. ss e  Note. e. Plate a. Imprint of 
rawdon, Wright, Hatch & edson, new-york with “aBC” mono-
gram. Full green pattern tint with outlined white protector one. 
neptune in chariot being drawn by two seahorses, woman holding 
caduceus with him. left end, Bank die with counters. ornate right 
end panel with one. no.1073 [ , hard to see in the tint]. Haxby 
ny-1810 G48b senC. rarity 7. Haxby noted the tint as red, but this 
green tint just seems more logical. This is a gorgeous note using 
this older rawdon style plate with full tint. We handled this three 
years ago in a select grouping of rare new york notes that had 
never been auctioned. This was fought over mightily that night 
with good reason. 

From the White Oak Collection  Our 200  Americana Sale, January 
- 8, 200 , Lot 272.

S erb ra e arter  Note

8271 he Ba k of the New York a fact r  Soc et , New York, 
New York. we t - e e ts. Se t. 1, 1815. ss e  Note. ho ce 

xtremel  e. Plate B. no imprint. uniface, printed on water-
marked ny paper. small format change bill. Typeset, “25” counter 
center. left end, shaded panel with “QuarTer.” Haxby ny-1815 
G7. Harris H178. rarity 7. superb grade for this great rarity. The 
left end panel is quite interesting and distinctive. a condition 
census caliber note. 

From the White Oak Collection.

bra t Ba k of North mer ca ar t

8272 he Ba k of North mer ca, New York, New York. O e ollar. 
18 1. ss e  Note. ho ce er  e. Plate B. Imprint of rawdon, 
Wright, Hatch & edson, new-york with “aBC” monogram. red 
protector panel outlining white one. Top center, eagle and shield, 
Capitol and steamship in background. left end, Bank die in panel. 
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standing Indian princess holding corn in lower right corner. 
no.3768. Haxby ny-1835 G2b senC. rarity 7. This is another 
very rare title (gets repetitious in this exceptional gathering) with 
proofs more likely to be encountered. This crisp and vibrant note 
looks better than the technical grade. some mounting remnants 
on the verso. The bold face looks as if “brand new.” 

From the White Oak Collection.

H so s oon ews the Pal sa e

8273 he North er Ba k, New York, New York. O e ollar. 1858. 
ss e  Note. bo t er  e. Plate l. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, 

Hatch & edson, new-york with “aBC” monogram. ornate red 
protector one. Top center, Hendrik Hudson’s alf Moon in sight of 
the Palisade, date 1608 (wrong date, should be 1609) while landing 
in new york. Woman’s portrait in oval on left, Bank department 
registration. right end, portraits. no.7579. Haxby ny-1845 G40c. 

he Haxb  Plate Note. High rarity 6. The vignette is custom for the 
bank and was engraved initially by durand, Perkins & Co. oddly, 
they got the date wrong and never fixed the vignette die on later 
printings. This is a desirable rarity and vignette type. still with some 
crispness and with some back edge “Boys Town” hinges. That is 
the most likely pedigree now that we look at it closely. 

From the White Oak Collection.

el  St le  H so  a  the a  ette

8274 he North er Ba k, New York, New York. e ollars. 1859. 
ss e  Note. bo t er  oo . Plate C. Imprint of rawdon, 

Wright, Hatch & edson, new-york. red protector FIVe. Top center, 
Hendrik Hudson seated examining map near albany. left end, old 
style Bank department die. ornate right end panel with five 1799 
Bust silver dollars. no.9321 [ ]. Haxby ny-1845 G46b. he Haxb  
Plate Note. High rarity 6. The vignette is unique to the bank and 
denomination. The original vignette die cut by durand, Perkins & 
Co. a rare note, but there are some top edge flaws including a verso 
repair at the top center for a rough edge. upper right body hole. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8275 he North er Ba k  o., New York, New York. Select o  
of 1840 ss e  Post Notes e ra e  b  ra . era e ho ce 

xtremel  e. all with the imprint of durand & Comp’y, new 
york: I one dollar. seated woman with sickle and sheaf. ornate 
dies at both ends I Two dollars. Water god I Three dollars. 
seated woman with sickle and sheaf. ornately designed squares 
with 3’s inside at either end I Five dollars. Water god I Five 
dollars. Indian seated with dog in square in the top center I Ten 

dollars. Water god. Indian seated with dog on left end I $100. 
large vignette at top center of railroad scene with river in dis-
tance. all have hand dates, 1840. listed as Haxby bank ny-1846, 
but not specifically listed by Haxby (even though they look and 
sound like obsolete banknotes). rarity 1 notes for the most part 
and average extremely Fine or better. a few essentially new. not 
rare, just beautiful. (Total: 7 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

are Wooster Oh o e Note
827  he North er Ba k  o., New York, New York, a  at the 

erma  Ba k of Wooster  the State of Oh o. hree ollars Post 
Note. r l 10, 1840. ss e  Note. er  e. Plate a. Imprint of 
durand & Comp’y, new york. “Twelve Months after” in text. Top 
center, Plenty floating in clouds with cornucopia, flanked by oval 
dies with ornate 3’s inside. left end, ornate panel. unnumbered. 
Haxby ny-1846 not listed. rarity 6. This is a rare tie note series 
payable on this ethnic title in Wooster. some signature ink corro-
sion at the right, patched with a glassine hinge from the back. 

From the White Oak Collection.

erma  Ba k of Wooster e 5 Note

8277 he North er Ba k  o., New York, New York, a  at the 
erma  Ba k of Wooster  the State of Oh o. e ollars Post 

Note. r l 10, 1840. ss e  Note. ho ce er  e. Plate B. Im-
print of durand & Comp’y, new york. “Twelve Months after” in 
text. as last, top center, Plenty floating in clouds with cornucopia, 
flanked by oval dies with ornate 5’s inside. left end, woman in 
artist’s studio. unnumbered. Haxby ny-1846 not listed. rarity 6. 
another rare tie note on a bank that should have had its issue listed 
in Haxby. Bright and vibrant. an important two-state note. 

From the White Oak Collection.

el htf l Park Ba k 1 Note w th olor Back

8278 he Park Ba k, New York, New York. O e ollar. 18 2. ss e  
Note. er  e. Plate a. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, Hatch & 
edson, new-york with “aBC” monogram. Bottom center, view of 
Park Fountain and City Hall. sailor leaning on shield at top left. 
Indian standing on cliff at top right. detailed orange back, which 
includes a vignette of Park Fountain as well. no.798. Haxby ny-
1865 G2c. rarity 5. a classic type and always popular. The face is 
very vivid, but the back has some fold soiling. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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H h ra e ss e  Peo les Ba k

8279 he Peo les Ba k of the t  of New York, New York. O e ol-
lar. 18 2. ss e  Note. ho ce er  e. Plate B. Imprint of Bald, 
adams & Co., new york and Bald, Cousland & Co., Philadelphia 
with “aBC” monogram. red protector one. Top center, train 
passing under bridge. left end, Bank die. oval male portrait in 
lower right corner. no.8682. Haxby ny-1870 G2c senC. rarity 
7. The bank was excessively rare until 1990 when the proofs hit. 
However, this high grade issued note is truly beautiful, and likely 
has few if any peers in quality. 

From the White Oak Collection.

er  are S r o s tle-Haxb  Plate

8280 he Peo les Ba k of New York, New York. e ollars. 18 2. 
ss e  Note. er  oo , small restoration. Plate d. no imprint. 

light red overall tint, outlined in white FIVe. upper left, three 
females styled after danforth, Bald & Co. lower right, Bank die. 
spurious, not quite exact title. no.4258. Haxby ny-1871 s15. he 
Haxb  Plate Note. High rarity 6. Very rare and the only one we 
have seen. There is small piece dropped into the bottom edge. 

From a Pri ate Collection.

wesome Phe x Ba k ss e  1 Note

8281 he Phe x Ba k, New York, New York. O e ollar. 1850. ss e  
Note. er  e to xtremel  e. Plate B. Imprint of rawdon, 
Wright & Hatch, new-york. red protector one. Phoenix rising 
from flames. left end, Comptroller’s office seal in panel. ornate 1 
at right end in frame. no.5096. Haxby ny-1880 G132 senC. High 
rarity 7. There are many different types known on this title, but 
most are proofs. This is a stunning ace with some minor splits on 
the hard folds, mentioned for the fussy. The style is extraordinary, 
and the layout is stupendous. The signatures are magnificently 
accomplished. This is yet another awesome issued new york City 
banknote in this finely crafted museum of Manhattan banking 
history. There are stories being told here for those with the time 
to listen. 

From the White Oak Collection.

arl  a  xce t o al Phe x Ba k 2 Note 
Ser al No.3

8282 he Phe x Ba k, New York, New York. wo ollars. 1825. 
ss e  Note. ho ce bo t c rc late . Plate C. Imprint of 

Fairman draper underwood & Co. upper right corner, phoenix 
rising from flames. Three ornate dies with TWo dollars 
across the center. shaded signature blocks for officers with serial 
block in center. no.3. Haxby ny-1880 G26. High rarity 7. This is 
a stellar ote  ma  re ar s. While many great collectors can 
get distracted by color proofs and other awesome rarities in the 
obsolete field, a note such as this can be neglected. To survive 
at all is a miracle, but this note had a treasured life being serial 
no.3 and must have been kept by the bank and later passed on. 
Fully signed and dated 1825. This note has some side handling, 
otherwise it is essentially as pristine as the day the bank officials 
signed it. In our opinion, this is subtly one of the most important 
issued new york notes in the collection. 

From the White Oak Collection.

Patr ot c a  are tle

8283 he Ba k of the e bl c, New York, New York. O e ollar. 
1851. ss e  Note. er  e, e  ca cels. Plate B. Imprint of 
rawdon, Wright, Hatch & edson, new-york. red protector one. 
Top center, early view of u. s. Capitol building with three domes. 
left end, Comptroller’s die panel. right end, liberty standing 
within oval with shield, eagle above. no.1395. Haxby ny-1890 G2 
design, unlisted with no red protector. rarity 7. There is no space 
to add the “a” Haxby number here. This is, of course, a rarely seen 
title which redeemed most of its notes. This was backed upon 
something and has a thin layer of glue residue that has toned the 
paper slightly to the face. The signatures have been “x” cancelled 
in black pen. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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Well Pe ree  Se e th War  ar t

8284 he Se e th War  Ba k, New York, New York. e ollars. 1859. 
ss e  Note. ho ce e. Plate d. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, 

Hatch & edson, new-york with “aBC” monogram. small red 
protector 5, lower right. left of center, under title, seated Moneta 
receiving cornucopia from Mercury, eagle at right. Far right, Bank 
die in panel. all corners with counters. no.2742. Haxby ny-1910 
G40c senC. High rarity 7. a tremendous layout on this rarity, style 
is early rWH before the registered issues. Well balanced with the 
color and an exceptionally clean note. The note has a great pedigree 
(besides this one) having been in the FIrsT schingoethe sale, the 
FIrsT nasCa obsolete sale, and the lasT nasCa sale. There 
is a cluster of pinholes at the left end. 

From the White Oak Collection  Schingoethe Part  . M. Smythe  
Co., October 22-23, 200 , Lot 27 7  Abner eed Sale ASCA, October 
3 - o ember 2, 983, Lot 8  Jack Gue rekian Collection ASCA, 
January 2 -22, 977, part of Lot 9 .

Of c al So  tle ar t

8285 he Ba k of the State of New York, New York, New York. e 
ollars. 1859. ss e  Note. ho ce e. Plate d. Imprint of 

rawdon, Wright, Hatch & edson, new-york. Moneta and Plenty, 
signed by Hatch, with shield, cornucopia, key, and caduceus. left 
end, Bank die. Justice in circle on right end. no.673. Haxby ny-
1921 G36a. High rarity 6. This is a long title with the appearance 
of state sanctions. The bank redeemed its notes and subsequently 
became a national Bank. a bright note for the grade and quite 
rare. 

From the White Oak Collection.

are e th War  ema  Note

828  he e th War  Ba k, New York, New York. O e ollar. 1839. 
ss e  Note. ho ce er  oo . Plate a. Imprint of Hall, Packard 

& Cushman, albany. standing woman holding scroll and sword, 
cherub with cornucopia at her left side. ornate dies on either 
side, the left with a 1 inside it. Comptroller’s pledge on left end. 
red security back with “one” in ornate letters. no.1233. Haxby 
ny-1935 G2 senC. rarity 7. The pledge reads with a slight dif-
ference from what is listed in Haxby. This is quite a rare demand 
note on this bank. In fact, they are all “senC” in Haxby. despite 
being a “failed” bank, this limited run must have been redeemed. 
There is light surface soiling and the back is subdued in color from 
oxidation. 

From the White Oak Collection.

arl  ate  a  are ra esme s Ba k

8287 he ra esme s Ba k of the t  of New York, New York. O e 
ollar. 1829. ss e  Note. er  oo . Plate B. Imprint of Fairman 

draper underwood & Co. arched title with vignette below. shield 
with bull’s head, flanked by running horse and surmounted by 
eagle. left end, Peace seated in oval within panel. no.2542. Haxby 
ny-1940 G2 senC. rarity 7. an early, rare and genuine issued 
note from the unregistered bank. on this Fdu series, proofs are 
known from a few sources including some examples we handled 
back in 2002-2003. This is another significant issued note within 
this impressive run of Tradesmens Bank types. 

From the White Oak Collection.

arl  om troller s Seal ra esme s Note

8288 he ra esme s Ba k of the t  of New York, New York. O e 
ollar. 1843. ss e  Note. bo t er  oo . Plate B. Imprint of 

draper, Toppan & Co., new york. Top center, seated woman with 
scales, ships and harbor in background. left end, Comptroller’s 
die with counters. right end, standing america with shield and 
eagle within oval. no.3763. Haxby ny-1940 G42 senC. rarity 7. a 
rare type. The note is a bit soiled with the edges slightly rough. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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bra t ra esme s Ba k 1 Note

8289 he ra esme s Ba k of the t  of New York, New York. O e 
ollar. 1857. ss e  Note. e to er  e. Plate B. Imprint of 

Toppan, Carpenter & Co., new york and Philadelphia. red pro-
tector 1 1 flank vignette. Central vignette of three men shoeing a 
horse. Man feeding horse in lower left corner. lower right, Bank 
die. Haxby ny-1940 G84a unlisted with the red overprint. High 
rarity 6. This came from the 2000 Harris sale in Cincinnati. This 
series has some nuances in relation to the Haxby listings. This note 
was redeemed in 1887 by the successor national with stamping 
on the verso. Bright from the face with tight cutting and a sliver 
corner tip shaved off at the upper right. 

From the White Oak Collection  2000 Cincinnati Sale CAA, Sep-
tember 22-23, 2000, Lot 7 9  Gordon arris Collection.

Ha some ra esme s Ba k e ce

8290 he ra esme s Ba k of the t  of New York, New York. wo 
ollars. 18 0. ss e  Note. ho ce e. Plate a. Imprint of the 

american Bank note Company. red protector TWo. Central ornate 
die flanked by young boy on left and young girl on right over the 
straight title. Blacksmith at forge in lower left corner. lower right, 
Bank die. no.504. Haxby ny-1940 G86b. rarity 6. although not in 
the highest realms of issued new york City rarities, the layout here 
is quite balanced and beautifully executed. a clean and problem-free 
note that was professionally pressed long ago. 

From the White Oak Collection.

or eo s ra esme s hree ollars

8291 he ra esme s Ba k of the t  of New York, New York. hree 
ollars. 18 2. ss e  Note. er  e. Plate a. Imprint of the 

american Bank note Company. red protector THree. right of top 
center, three sailors, one seated on large anchor. To their left, small 
Bank die. lower left corner shows two blacksmiths working. lower 
right, young girl. no.2979. Haxby ny-1940 G88b. he Haxb  Plate 
Note. High rarity 6. This is another note with a lovely layout and 
style. The diversity of pedigree in this group is quite interesting. 

long ago, there may have been a small group on this title with all 
of these varieties of denominations and imprints. Those offered here 
were picked with consummate, collector loving care to place these 
notes in their best context. Bright, though a bit closely cut. 

From the White Oak Collection  Schingoethe Part 2 . M. Smythe 
 Co., March 23, 200 , Lot 87 .

8292 he ra esme s Ba k of the t  of New York, New York. e 
ollars. 18 3. ss e  Note. er  oo . Plate C. Imprint of Top-

pan, Carpenter & Co. red protector FIVe. Top center, seated sailor 
waving american flag. large grey V on right end, round die with 
5 in it in the top right corner. left end, Bank die. no.8794. Haxby 
ny-1940 G56a senC. rarity. This is a late date on a note without 
monogram. This should be from the Harris sale where this was 
catalogued as “should be G90a.” This listing here is proper. That 
cataloguer did make the important point that the note is senC. 
The note is a slightly soiled with some scattered edge nicks. 

From the White Oak Collection  2000 Cincinnati Sale CAA, Sep-
tember 22-23, 2000, Lot 77  Gordon arris Collection.

arl  a  are a se  o  Ba k

8293 he o  Ba k  the t  of New York, New York. e  ollars. 
1821. a se  Note. bo t er  e. Plate G. Imprint of leney 
& rollinson. Top center, seated woman holding caduceus, ship in 
background. ornate end panels, but altered, on shaded fields. Bot-
tom center, title on plinth. Faded number. ny-1946 r12.5 unlisted 
raised note from $1 G14 senC. rarity 7, and erha s a e ote. 
This is a sophisticated raised job since it involved the work at the left 
panel. The crooks had to work in five places. an issued and genuine 
bill from this title and period is a great rarity. This did represent that 
food group, but in a less than perfect way. raised bills such as this are 
undervalued and under collected. This note is still crisp to the touch 
and fairly bright. It was so well done, the fraudsters didn’t “dirty up” 
the note to plant it on some unwary merchant. 

From the White Oak Collection.

are Wash to  Ba k ce

8294 he Wash to  Ba k  the t  of New York, New York. O e 
ollar. 1841. ss e  Note. er  oo . Plate a. Imprint of Hall, 

Packard & Cushman, albany. standing woman holding scroll 
and sword, cherub with cornucopia at her left side. Comptroller’s 
pledge on left end. lower right, seated Peace. no.1871. Without 
printed back. Haxby ny-1965 G2a unlisted without red Packard 
style back. High rarity 7. This is a slightly later note on the bank. 
It is not a given that the backs were used on the $1-$1-$2-$3 sheet 
anyhow. a solid note with moderate soiling. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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Br ht a  are Wash to  Ba k Note

8295 he Wash to  Ba k  the t  of New York, New York. 
e ollars. 1840. ss e  Note. ho ce e. Plate C. Imprint of 

rawdon, Wright & Hatch, new-york. Top center, four allegorical 
figures, including woman holding globe and Mercury. Two lions 
at their feet. left end, Comptroller’s die in panel. lower right, in 
oval, seated athena. red lathe back with cursive “FIVe” across 
center and end “5”s. no.970. Haxby ny-1965 G8 senC. High 
rarity 6. Great style and rarity. We have seen a few of this type, 
mostly higher grade. This note is quite pleasing to the eye. There 
are two signature endorsements on the color back. 

From the White Oak Collection.

829  New York Obsolete Ba k otes. Pa r of rare New York t  s-
s e  otes  I Bank of the Commonwealth. Two dollars. May 5, 
1853. danforth, Wright & Co., “aBC” monogram in two places. 
Farmer plowing at top center. Curved title block at the bottom. 
Two large ornate dies at left and right. no.7237. Haxby ny-1545 
G4a unlisted with monogram. rarity 7. Good or better, two side 
tears I shoe and leather Bank. one dollar. aBnCo. Green tint 
panel and counter surrounds. Cowboy on horse chasing steers. 
lower right, Bank die. no.4670. ny-1915 G2c. rarity 6. Fair. Frail, 
edges very rough and deteriorating. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8297 New York Obsolete Ba k otes. Half-a- o e  e e ss e  
1820 s New York t  otes cl  a a r of Haxb  Plate 
Notes  I Marble Manufacturing Company. Twenty dollars. 1826. 
a.B.& C. durand &Wright. archimedes lifting globe on lever. 
Haxby ny-1705 G20 I $50. 1826. a.B.&C. d&W. Portraits of 
Washington and Franklin flanking ornate die. G22 I $100. 1826. 
a.B.&C. d&W. Portraits of Washington and Franklin flanking or-
nate die. G24. he Haxb  Plate Note. all rarity 2. all Post notes 
and a well matched set with verso countersignature. average 
about uncirculated I Merchants Bank in the City of new york. 
Two dollars. 1826. P. Maverick sc. ship at sea, barrels and boxes 
on dock. ny-1745 G22b rarity 5 I Three dollars. 1826. Imprint 
and style as last. G32. rarity 5. a tougher note on this series I Five 
dollars. 1826. same series, left end same ship at sea, barrels and 
boxes on dock. G40a. he Haxb  Plate Note. rarity 2. all about 
uncirculated with dual hammer cancels. (Total: 6 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8298 New York Obsolete Ba k otes. ro  of earl  1840 s era s-
s e  New York t  Post Notes otes  I Clinton Bank. $100. 
1839. du, uBs&H. Indian lying on cliff, looking out to sea. not 
listed in Haxby. scarcer type, rarity 4 or so I new york exchange 
Bank. one dollar. January 1, 1840. du, uBs&H. Blacksmiths at 
forge. ny-1815 G2. small PoC I Two dollars. January 15, 1840. 
du, uBs&H. seated woman cradling infant. G4. uncirculated. 
signature pen cancels I Three dollars. January 15, 1840. du, 
uBs&H. riverboat on water, alongside train headed towards town 
in distance. G6. small PoC I Five dollars. January 15, 1840. du, 
uBs&H. sleeping child with dog on sheaves of wheat. G8. he 
Haxb  Plate Note. signature pen cancel, burn hole in the left I 
Tenth Ward Bank. one dollar. 1840. du, uBs&H. sleeping child 
with dog on sheaves of wheat. ny-1935 G10 I Five dollars. 1840. 
du, uBs&H. seated woman cradling infant. G16. signed and is-
sued, scarce. Fine to Very Fine. The others average extremely Fine. 
Well matched engraved notes that quite likely are related to each 
other. Mostly rarity 2 notes, unless specified. (Total: 7 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8299 New York Obsolete Ba k otes. Pa r of scarcer ss e  New York 
t  1840 s ss es  I new york City Bank. Five dollars Certificate 

of deposit. 1846. du, uBs&H. seated woman cradling infant, ships 
and harbor in background. ornate ends. no.590. not listed in Haxby. 
rarity 5. Very Fine. seen more often as a Proof I Tenth Ward Bank. 
Twenty dollars Post note. 1842. du, uBs&H. “Pat lyon at the Forge.” 
n0.6442. ny-1935 G20. High rarity 5. This is tougher denomination 
on this series. a bit toned, else Very Fine. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8300 New York Obsolete Ba k otes. ollect o  of scarcer, cho ce co -
t o  s r o s otes from New York t  t tles  I Butchers’ and 

drovers’ Bank. Two dollars. 1850. dT. liberty seated with eagle 
and shield. Haxby ny-1479 s5. Top grade, extremely Fine I City 
Bank of new york. Three dollars. 1852. dB. Portrait of deWitt 
Clinton. ny-1516 s5. Choice Fine I Commercial Bank. Twenty 
dollars. 1854. rW. seated woman, ship in distance. ny-1539 s5. 

he Haxb  Plate Note. rarity 6. looks like a Western reserve note 
at time. Choice Fine I Franklin Bank of new york. Five dollars. 
MdF. Franklin bust facing left. ornate end panels. ny-1611 s5 [our 
designation, G8 per Haxby is confusing to its status]. Fine. Ink 
“X” across face I Fulton Bank. Ten dollars. dTl. liberty seated. 
ornate end panels. ny-1620 s5. Very Fine. Penned “Counterfeit” 
on face I Merchants’ Bank. $50. rWH. ships at sea. ny-1745 s10. 
Bright Fine to Very Fine. Mostly rarity 5 notes, unless noted. a 
premium group as this collector only desired the rare and unusual 
in false notes. (Total: 6 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8301 New York Obsolete Ba k otes. tet of scarcer s r o s New 
York t  otes  I Market Bank. Five dollars. oct. 8, 1856. rWH&e. 
seated woman with caduceus, scales, shield, etc. Haxby ny-1715 s5. 

he Haxb  Plate Note. High rarity 5. From a modified fraudulent 
plate, originally for a counterfeit $5 from the sullivan County Bank, 
ny. Very Good. Toned out from PVC with “residue” I new york 
County Bank. Two dollars. Jan. 1, 1862. BC. red TWo. Indian and 
sailor flanking shield surmounted by eagle. ny-1805 s5. High rar-
ity 5. Very deceptive spurious (see genuine note in this sale). Fine 
I new york exchange Bank. Ten dollars. June 15, 1862. aBnCo, 
imprint and monogram. Green Ten. ships. ny-1816 s5. Fine I 
Hudson river Bank. Five dollars. 1844. standing woman holding 
scales and sword, leaning on shield. ny-1055 s5. Great style. Ink 
corrosion in the florid signatures. otherwise, Very Fine I Phenix 
Bank. Three dollars. 1849. rWH. seated woman. ny-1880 s10. Fine. 
all should be classified in the rarity 5 group. (Total: 5 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.
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Corporation notes for the City of new york fall into three periods. The 
1790 early Penny denominated notes were to make change before the opening 
of the u. s. Mint. The War of 1812 series notes were a boost in the absence of 
specie, after suspension by Washington in september 1814, to make change. 
like all new york City projects, politics abounded and the printer Mercien’s 
brother was part of the local machine. of course Mercien got the contract, 
but not all of it. T. & J. swords printed about half of the known types across 
the three years of issues, despite printer Mercien’s strong connections. The 
authorizations of nearly 260,000 may have been too much for only one printer 
to handle. The January 3, 1816 was a short emission due to the resumption 
of specie payments at the end of the hostilities. a very short series of 1862 
notes were printed during the Civil War. These are rarely seen and obviously 
were redeemed, perhaps in association with local banks.

Shar  1790 or orat o  Pe

8302 . a el  Phoe x, Or er of the or orat o  of the t  of New 
York. ebr ar  20, 1790. O e Pe . er  e. Printed by Hugh 
Gaine, new york. small format note, printed on thick rag paper. 
Typeset with ornamental border frame, engraved City Treasurer 
name. Fancy ornamental back, denomination in center. Gordon 
Harris H15. newman (5th edition), page 305. rarity 4 (26-50 
known). Crisp and clean. Wide margined and attractive. 

From the White Oak Collection.

Bol l  Pr te  1790 hree Pe ce

8303 . a el  Phoe x, Or er of the or orat o  of the t  of New 
York. ebr ar  20, 1790. hree Pe ce. er  e. Printed by Hugh 
Gaine, new york. small format note, printed on thick rag paper. 
Typeset with ornamental border frame, engraved City Treasurer 
name. Fancy ornamental back, denomination in center. Harris H16. 
newman (5th edition), page 305. rarity 5 (11-25 known). The back 
is boldly printed on this scarcer denomination. The margins are 
a little close and the note exhibits two light edge foxing patches. 
Quite superior as the census is populated with split, nearly de-
stroyed examples. 

From the White Oak Collection.

wo S e  Se tember 1814 25 e ts
he Harr s Plate Note

8304 he or orat o  of the t  of New York. Se tember 12, 1814. 
we t - e e ts. ho ce e. Plate C. Imprint of T. & J. swords. 

Printed on thin laid card stock. Typeset face within ornamental 
frame. new york City arms, denomination on three sides with 
imprint under base line. Harris H47. he Harr s Plate Note. similar 
to 1993 duPont sale: lot 6187. rarity 7 (1 to 5 known). We agree 
with the Harris rarity rating as this appears to have been a short 
issue of notes prior to the printed on card december 1814 notes. 
This is a ke  ote  th s or orat o  ser es a  o l  the seco  
exam le we ha e catalo e   two eca es of rofess o al 
ex er e ce. The only other example we traced was the duPont 
Collection note in the March 1993 Mail Bid only section in the 
back. a clean example on both sides. a beautiful rarity. 

From the White Oak Collection  2003 Cincinnati Sale CAA, Sep-
tember 2 -27, 2003, Lot 998  Gordon arris Collection.

8305 he or orat o  of the t  of New York. tet of ss e  War 
of 1812 era th  a er otes from se eral ates a  m r ts. 
all uniface, medium format style notes. Printed on thin paper: 
I september 12, 1814. 25 Cents. Plate e. T & J. swords. “25” 
center, ship above, denomination end panels. Harris H49. rarity 
6. scarce. a solid note. Very Good I same series. 50 Cents. Plate 
F. “50” center, outlined “FIFTy CenTs” on shaded rectangle. 
H50. rarity 5. lower left chunk out, else Very Good I december 
26, 1814. 50 Cents. Plate I. swords. style as last. sim. to H60, but 
different imprint. Fine for the note, normal soiling I same series. 
75 Cents. Plate M. Mercien. “75” center with eagle above. signed 
by Pintard. H61. rarity 6. Choice Very Fine. among the finest I 
July 1, 1816. 75 Cents. Plate a. swords. style as last. H81. rarity 5. 
Fine or so, roughened upper left corner. excellent variety of these 
types. overall, superior in condition. This complex series worthy 
of further research and clarifications of the Harris listings. several 
might up their rarity ratings, which we have reduced slightly based 
on field experience. Keep in mind, the majority of notes known 
from this genre average Good or so. (Total: 5 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

neW yorK CITy CorPoraTIon sCrIP noTes
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 S erb artet of erce  Pr te
ar boar  ette  Back Notes

ho ce ecember 2 , 1814 o r e ts

830  he or orat o  of the t  of New York. ecember 2 , 1814. 
o r e ts. ho ce c rc late . Imprint of T. & W Mercein, 

Print. 93 Gold-st. Printed on card stock. small format, nearly 
square. Typeset face within ornamental frame, denomination 
numeral center. signed by Pintard. Vignetted back, imprint at 
base, with early steamboat ferry with smoking stack, waving 
flags, wagons and people on deck. “MoBIlaTe VIGeT.” Harris 
H55. similar to 1993 duPont sale: lot 6189. rarity 5. These small 
cardboards are a wonderful series of notes. They usually are found 
Good, split, but once upon a time there was a high end grouping of 
these. Those choice notes went to advanced collectors long ago. Mr. 
Ford did not have a set left over when his core sales occurred from 
2003-2007. However, they most likely came across the counters of 
Boyd, raymond, Chapman and the like. This example bor ers o  
st . It is just short of perfect with deep black face printing. 
This likely is among the finest from the now dispersed high grade 
“hoard,” a long ago event. 

From the White Oak Collection.

St  em, om ass  Back P tar  Note

8307 he or orat o  of the t  of New York. ecember 2 , 1814. 
N e e ts. em c rc late . Imprint of T. & W. Mercein, Print. 
93 Gold-st. Printed on card stock. small format, nearly square. 
Typeset face within ornamental frame, denomination numeral 
center. signed by Pintard. Vignetted back, imprint at base, hand 
with compass inscribed circle around 9/10. Motto “KeeP WITHIn 
CoMPass.” Harris H57. not in the1993 duPont sale. rarity 5. a 
fabulous thematic back and likely with early american Masonic 
influence. This example crosses the bor er of st  a  s 
mak  ts wa  o t of the solar s stem co t o -w se. Without 
other high end condition notes in front of us, certainly could be 
the finest. Verso embossing to the face with a medallic appearance 
within the perfect black printing, superb centering. This is more 
than worthy of taking a mighty bidding run among those collec-
tors desiring the finest. 

From the White Oak Collection.

em o  Back erce  Pr te  S x e ts

8308 he or orat o  of the t  of New York. l  3, 1815. S x e ts. em c rc late . Imprint of T. & W Mercein, 
Print. 93 Gold-st. Printed on card stock. small format, nearly square. Typeset face within ornamental frame, de-
nomination numeral center. signed by Pintard. Vignetted “Fugio” back, imprint at base, with full face rising sun, 
“FuGIo” above sundial. Motto “MInd your BusIness.” Harris H66. similar to 1993 duPont sale: lot 6194. 
rarity 5. a third Pintard signed cardboard and another exceptional example. obviously, an important thematic 
piece with strong associations with early american coinage and the third series of Continental Currency. The 
Franklin inspired mottos were still fresh in the minds of the new york public in the War of 1812 period when these 
notes were emitted. The duPont note of this type was Good. once again, this example s r asses st  and is 
another exceptional grade note. like the prior pair, certainly among the finest known and probably near the top 
of the condition census. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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Ne er es a r  War of 1812 Patr ot c Back

8309 he or orat o  of the t  of New York. l  3, 1815. wel e 
a -a-Half e ts. ho ce bo t c rc late . Imprint of T. & 
W. Mercein, Print. 93 Gold-st. Printed on card stock. small format, 
nearly square. Typeset face within ornamental frame, denomina-
tion numeral center. signed by Pintard. Vignetted back, imprint at 
base, with Hope seated with anchor. Motto “neVer desPaIr.” 
Harris H68. similar to 1993 duPont sale: lot 6195. rarity 5. a 
fourth and final Mercien imprinted note signed by Pintard. a War 
of 1812 patriotic with this back motif. There is some trace handling 
on two corners and the trimming is slightly in at two locations. a 
fresh and original example of this scarcity. The majority known 
are Good to Very Good and split. 

From the White Oak Collection.

S erb l  3, 1815 h  Pa er Note

8310 he or orat o  of the t  of New York. l  3, 1815. we t -
e e ts. ho ce xtremel  e. Plate dd. Imprint of T. & W. 

Mercien, Print. 93 Gold-st. Printed on thin bond paper. Medium 
format note. Center, “25,” ship above. shaded end panels with out-
lined denomination. Harris H69. rarity 6. In this condition, rarity 
6 overall does little justice. he est see  b  s as the majority of 
these thin notes were well used and frail. The handling is seen on 
the verso. From the face this appears fully Gem uncirculated. 

From the White Oak Collection.

m orta t Pa r of Short ss e  a ar  3, 181  Notes
8311 he or orat o  of the t  of New York. H h ra e a r of 

a ar  3, 181  th  a er otes. Both with imprint of J. M. 25 Van 
dam street. Printed on thin bond paper. Medium format notes: I 
25 Cents. Plate a. Center, “25,” ship above. shaded end panels with 
outlined denomination. Harris H72. rarity 6. Choice Fine to Very 
Fine, short edge tear at top. Bright and vibrant I 75 Cents. Plate 
a. style as last, “75” center with eagle above. H74. For the note 
and paper type, tough not to assign extremely Fine. should be the 
finest of type, if not act, and looks Gem at first glance. Boasts wide 
margins and exceptional printing clarity. These don’t come better, 
if at all. This is a short issue of notes that was ot re rese te   
the 1993 Po t Sale. There was only one note in Harris’ sale 
from this series, the Plate note. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8312 he or orat o  of the t  of New York. artet of rare Octo-
ber 15, 18 2 otes. all without imprint. Printed on bond paper. 
small format notes. Identical style, title across top of new york 
City arms. denomination counters in upper corner. engraved 
signatures: I 25 Cents. Written serial. H388. rarity 7. Good to 
Very Good, a bit rough at the right. ex Harris 2003 sale, part of 
lot 1004 I same series. 50 Cents. Written no.141. H389. rarity 7. 
about Fine. Tiny fold juncture hole I 10 Cents. Printed no.2163. 
H387. he Harr s Plate Note. rarity 7. also, ex Harris sale, lot 
1004. Choice Very Fine I same series. 50 Cents. Printed no.2199. 
rarity 7. H389a. rarity 7. extremely Fine. Bright and vibrant. This 
is a rare note and the first we catalogued. We will assume there 
are three denominations and two styles, written and printed serial 
numbers. an important group for the specialist. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

neW yorK CITy PrIVaTe sCrIP noTes

st ct el  ette  ar t

8313 cker errall  o. Park  lfor , New York t , New York.  
ft  e ts. 18 2. ss e  Note. c rc late . no imprint. Printed 

on white bond paper. Medium format. Securitas with lion, safe 
and cherub. Issuer in shaded end panel. no.371. Hand dated July 
21, 1862. unlisted Issuer in Harris. rarity 7. Quite distinctive with 
the titled vignette. The grade is extraordinary for such a note. 
attributed to new york City by one of the greatest specialists in 
this field to ever study this fascinating genre. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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8314 he mer ca  xcha e om a , New York, New York. -
ra e  otes from both 1837 ser es. The notes average Very Good 

to Very Fine, unless otherwise noted: I august 1, 1837 written 
dates. 25 Cents. reverse of a spanish Two reales. ornate end 
panels. Harris H275 I 50 Cents. reverses of two spanish Two re-
ales. ornate end panels. H277. Two right corners have been taped 
on the back I 75 Cents. reverses of three spanish Two reales. 
ornate end panels. Harris-unlisted denomination I $1. Man on 
horseback driving livestock. ornate end panels. Harris-unlisted 
denomination. Good or so. Plenty of nicks all around, and a tear 
on the right side of the note. This is a rare note, actually the only 
one we have seen I oct. 6, 1837 written dates. 25 Cents. Plate a. 
rWH. ship at sea. H276. a nice bright note, with only a few tiny 
pinholes. Choice Very Fine I 50 Cents. a. rWH. Hebe and eagle. 
H277. Inked signature on the verso. a solid circulated note that is 
still bright and bold. (Total: 6 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

Harr s Plate Note
8315 Baker s  a  ch ooms, No. 125  127 ra  St., 

New York, New York. e  e ts. l  1, 18 2. ss e  Note. e. 
Imprint of l.H. embree. Medium format. eagle with spread wings 
perched on shield. Woman on wharf in lower left corner. no se-
rial number. Harris H287. he Harr s Plate Note. a great rarity, 
underrated by Harris. The only example of this charming scrip 
note that we have catalogued. 

From the White Oak Collection  2003 Cincinnati Sale CAA, Sep-
tember 2 -27, 2003, Lot 980  Gordon arris Collection.

831  W ll am Bark rece e  b  he Bath Bar e, New York, New York. 
we t  e e ts. 1829. ss e  Note. e, minor nicks. Imprint 

of Prudhomme sc. Medium format. Bath barge floating on water. 
ornate left end panel. Handwritten date July 4, 1829. no.67. unlisted 
Issuer in Harris. High rarity 6. The only issued note we have seen  
we have seen an unissued two subject sheet from this issuer. a few 
small nicks along the bottom edge, and some light toning as well. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8317 he Bath Hotel om a , Seas e New York, New York. O e 
Share. 1853. ss e  Note. ho ce bo t c rc late . Imprint 
of doty & Bergen, n. y. Banknote size “share” note. View of the 
hotel. ornate end designs. Handwritten date september 6, 1853. 
unlisted in Harris. unlisted in Vlack. rarity 5. Three vertical folds 
on this otherwise pristine note. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8318 New York t  Scr  Notes. r o of scarcer ss e  l War era 
me m format otes  I alfred Bennett, Commission Produce 
dealer. 25 Cents. 1860’s. Blue 25 and ornate dies. Girl and light-
house left. reverse of seated Quarter in top right corner. The 
signature is crude, is it correct  Harris H295. about extremely 
Fine. several folds I Jos. a. Foote. 75 Cents. 1862. ship. Harris-
unlisted denomination. style of H508. Very Fine I Franklin Coffee 
House. undated. Fancy title above ship. Green lathework 25 on 
verso. H516. Choice Fine. small notch out of the top edge. Bold 
signatures. attractive trio. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8319 . . Browers aho a  Yar , No. 392 Wash to  Street, New 
York, New York. Pa r of well ette  1838 era ss e  scr  

otes. Both issued to Wm. a. Haughton, whose signature appears 
on the back of both notes: I 50 Cents. no imprint. View of the 
Mahogany yard. Washington at top left. Harris H325. r-6. Very 
Good. Two short tears in the upper edge. small hole near center 
from ink corrosion on the back. unevenly cut edges I $1. no 
imprint. design as last. H326. r-6. some ink corrosion from the 
back signature. extremely Fine. Bright and crisp. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

are Sh  B l er s Scr

8320 Brow  a  Bell Sh  B l ers at o r Of ce 141 oer ck St., New 
York, New York. ft  e ts. 1837. ss e  Note. ho ce e. no 
imprint. Top center, launching of a naval vessel keel. left panel, 
titles and counter. right end, “FIFTy CenTs.” Boldly signed by 
both. no.46. Harris H331. he Harr s Plate Note. High rarity 6. a 
great nautically themed note and properly rated by Harris. Bright 
from the face with two back corner stamp hinges. as the demand 
for obsolete banknotes has been strong, superior theme, rarity and 
grade scrip notes like this have become undervalued. 

From the White Oak Collection  Schingoethe Part 2 . M. Smythe 
 Co., March 23, 200 , Lot 2 .

8321 am bell  Seama , New York, New York. r o of 18 2 cha e 
b lls ss e  o  late 1830 s BSH e ra e  ert cate of e-

os t forms  I 25 Cents. sailing ship in oval, standing woman 
at left. seated woman with shield and hammer in upper right 
corner. Harris H369 I 25 Cents. slightly modified design. 25 in 
square lathework die. Top right, woman in seated on wharf with 
caduceus. Harris-unlisted denomination I 50 Cents. 50 on head 
in oval. lafayette standing left. Mercury and woman in upper 
right corner. H372. all three hole punched over the signatures. 
a nicely matched threesome of Choice Very Good, nearly Fine, 
notes. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

Pa r of a hatta  ar t es

8322 New York t  Scr  Notes. Pa r of rare a  ss e  l War 
rocer scr  otes  I Whitfield Case’s Market, Cor. 3rd ave. & 

18th st. 25 Cents. no date (Ca.1862). Ferd. Mayer. red protector 
25. standing fireman at left. rare vignette. H408. Choice extremely 
Fine I J. Haight’s, Grocer, 19 & 21 stanton st. 25 Cents. 1862. Hatch 
& Co. Printed in purple. seal of n.y. state. H567. he Harr s Plate 
Note. Choice Very Fine. attempted repairs at three notches in 
bottom edge. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection  the second note 2003 Cincinnati Sale 
CAA, September 2 -27, 2003, Lot 02  Gordon arris Collection.
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ab lo s Saloo  tle Scr

8323 S. H. rook- rook s Hotel a  Saloo , No. 74 hatham Street, 
New York, New York. ft  e ts. Se t. 1, 1852. ss e  Note. er  

e. no imprint line, style of sH&d, with “aBC” monogram. 
Medium format. Intaglio engraved note. upper left, eagle. left 
end panel with cameo. right end, seated females. Written no.1234. 
H402. High rarity 6. similar to schingoethe 14: lot 1444. The Har-
ris rarity rating of r5 does not cut it. a rare piece with a fabulous 
title that certainly would not be enticing. Certainly this is a great 
name for a saloon and it is likely that Mr. Crook may have been 
the most honest man downtown. The plate saw a long usage with 
the 1852 date and added monogram. Bright and vibrant. a great 
note from this collection. 

From the White Oak Collection.

elmo co s-St ll Ser  to h s a

8324 elmo co s, No. 2 So th W ll am Street, New York, New York. 
artet of ss e  t es from ffere t ser es, all s e  b  . 

elmo co  I 50 Cents. 18  [illegible]. no imprint. delmonico 
building. ornate ends. unlisted series in Harris. Truly, a rarity 7. 
signed by delmonico Brothers. Good. Tape along entire bottom 
edge. This is rare type, sadly very taped I 15 Cents. 1862. H. spear. 
design as last, slightly larger format. H428. about Very Fine, light 
soiling and vertical folds I 5 Cents. 1862. H. spear. Printed in light 
brown. Green V in lathework design on verso. delmonico building, 
5 each side. H426 I Beaver st. House. 50 Cents. undated. red 50. 
left end panel. H422. Fine. Tiny corner missing at bottom right. 
rarity 6 issued. The others, generally rarity 5 or so. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8325 co om cal xcha e ssoc at o s rocer  Notes, New York, 
New York. r o of ss e  cha e  otes from ffere t e ots  
I 10 Cents. 1849. Fancy title, 10 on die at right. Grey end panel 
left for dePoTs. H409. second printed address crossed out, hand-
written 265 spring str. Fine I 10 Cents. 1849. design as last. no 
printed addresses, handwritten no. 75 Chatham street, and 265 
spring street. H467. Choice Very Fine, tiny notch in top edge I 
20 Cents. 1849. design as last. no printed addresses, handwritten 
306 Broom st. H470. Very Good. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

ho ce S a sh olo al o  ette  Notes

832  he ore   omest c xch. om a , No. 3 Nassa  St., New 
York, New York. ho ce e om at o  set of 1837 ate  S a sh 

olo al co  re erse ette  scr . each with the imprint of s. 
stiles sherman & smith: I 25 Cents. City Hall. reverse of spanish 
Colonial 2 reales in upper left. Harris H511, though this listing 
omits mention of the coin vignette, and liberty is at the right, not 
left. Choice for this. Very Fine I 50 Cents. Mercury seated, sail-
ing ship. reverses of two spanish Colonial 2 reales. H512. he 
Harr s Plate Note Choice Fine to Very Fine. a superior note I 75 
Cents. Indian and sailor flanking shield. reverses of three spanish 
Colonial 2 reales on left end. no.7. H513. Paper wrinkles on right 
end. Very Fine. The first and third were once mounted with the 
old glue leaving traces of “rolling.” a bright set and as nice as we 
have handled. Worthy of a strong bid. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

are er a a a Pa able Scr

8327 ore   omest c xcha e om a  er ommerc al  Ba k 
sto  . ., New York, New York. Pa r of ss e  1838 scr  

otes  ollars a  Sh ll s  I Two dollars/Ten shillings. J. 
Harris. standing woman holding a few stalks of wheat. ornate 
ends. H800. rarity 6. only very light soiling. Very Fine I Five 
dollars/one Pound Five shillings. no imprint. Cupid and tablet. 
H805. rarity 6. Very Good, nearly Fine. an important pairing of 
rare scrip notes. More likely these are rarity 7. We have not seen 
another pair. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection  2003 Cincinnati Sale CAA, Sep-
tember 2 -27, 2003, Lot 0 2  Gordon arris Collection.

eta le  ree  B l  ette

8328 Peter lse , 171 Broa wa , New York, New York. we t - e 
e ts. No ate ca.18 0 . ss e . er  e. no imprint. Medium 

format. Green undertint vignette and upper counter blocks. large 
view of the building in green, well detailed with signage of the 
merchants including Gilsey one off the corner. no. 171 (same as 
the address ). Fully signed. Harris H540. High rarity 6. as an is-
sued note, likely rarity 7. This is another Harris rarity 5 that is in 
actuality much rarer. The style and color scheme is fabulous. The 
schingoethe Collection has only two remainder notes on this series. 
details of the note vignette transport back to a simpler time of 
horseless carriages and people doing business on the sidewalk. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8329 New York t  Scr  Notes. r o of scarcer ss e  l War era 
resta ra t scr  otes  I Gould’s new dining rooms, 35 nas-
sau st. 25 Cents. red 25. dog and safe. Harris H543. Fine to Very 
Fine. This might be the schingoethe note I edward schulze, 24 
William st. and 26 & 28 exchange Pl. Wide format note. Green 25 
and lathework. ornate title, elk left. H947. oval stamp on back, 
For dePosIT By MerrITT, sTrans & Co. Very Fine, a few 
vertical folds I The shanghae lunch room, no. 9 dey st. red 
25 and lathework dies. Man with frying pan for head on left end. 
H962. Good, a pair of small pieces missing. a colorful, appealing 
group of rarity 5 listed notes, but likely much tougher in fully 
issued form. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8330 . s esta ra t, 59  1 Bea er St., New York, New 
York. Pa r of two color Pa   ra e  otes. Both, imprint of 
snyder, Black & sturn, 99 William st.: I 5 Cents. undated. Green 
5 and lathework dies. red left end panel outlining white FIVe. 
one of the great scrip vignettes and on new york, a rotund and 
jolly man (think, obsolete currency dealer, quick) eating at table. 
Harris H553. uncirculated. Three hole punch cancels I 10 Cents. 
undated. design as last. H554. Issued. Choice Very Fine. The 
vignette cut used on the cover of the 1996 Western reserve Col-
lection sale catalogue. Both rarity 4, the issued piece tougher. a 
sharp looking pair. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.
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Poss bl  e-Harr s Plate

8331 .  . S. Ho e rocers, W e  ea ealer, No. 132 hambers 
St. at West Broa wa , New York, New York. wel e   e ts. 
1837. ss e  Note. oo  to er  oo . J. latham, 160 Greenwich 
st. Medium format scrip note. Top center, custom vignette of their 
three story premises. left end counter in panel. Boldly dated July 
20, 1837 and fully signed. Harris H586. High rarity 7. not a rarity 
5, as indicated by Harris. actually, this note looks e to us, and 
that was likely the prevailing opinion at the time of purchase. This 
is a merchant that likely redeemed its notes, despite the crisis at the 
time. as long it was getting tea and wine, business should have 
been good. Mostly all there, the lower right corner tip loosened 
off. Find another  

From the White Oak Collection  2003 Cincinnati Sale CAA, Sep-
tember 2 -27, 2003, Lot 02  Gordon arris Collection.

tr  arl  err  Note

8332 t S ht Pr ate ss er, ame lle ble  for the H rl ate err , 
New York . ft  e ts  ferr a e.  No ate ca.1830 s . ss e  

Note. oo  to er  oo , repairs. Imprint steel Plate concealed 
by vignette. uniface, small format note. Top center, new york state 
arms, counter left and “FIFTy/CenTs” right. end panels with 
denominations. unlisted denomination in Harris. High rarity 7. 
There is a 75 Cents listed on this intriguing issuer. This is the first 
we have catalogued and certainly one of the treasured 1837 era 
scrip notes in the collection. There are some tears repaired from the 
verso and small pieces out. Included with the note is an antique 
collector’ envelope penned “a very rare note.” The overall effect 
of this st e o sl  rare note is quite charming. 

From the White Oak Collection.

ss e  Pa r of o es Saloo  Notes

8333 oh  o es- o es  Saloo , No.2,3,  4 lto  arket, 
New York, New York. Pa r of colorf l ss e  l War era scr  

a able  eals.  Includes: I 25 Cents. no date [ca.1862]. Geo. 
Mann. 141 Fulton st. n.y. Center, red protector 25. upper left, Jones 
with long beard (watch the turtle soup ). lower right, schooner 

estless. Boldly signed and written no.171. Harris H615. rarity 5 
in all forms, likely high rarity 6 fully signed and issued. Charm-
ing indeed for title, vignettes, and color I 50 Cents. styles as last, 
but green protector 50 grill work in center. nice signature. no.168. 
Both Choice extremely Fine. no clear cut pedigree known, but this 
pair appears to have been traveling together for quite some time. 
(Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

l ste  Brea  Note

8334 Pr ate ss er at the ar e Brea  Baker , No.  a re s St., New 
York, New York. ft  e ts. 1837. ss e  ema er. er  

e. no imprint [or trimmed away]. Printed on bond paper. 
Medium format. lower left, boy seated with scythe. Titles across 
center. unlisted issuer in Harris. rarity 7. new to us and an in-
teresting style. The printing might be the work of doty & Bergen. 
left side foxing and shaved lower left corner tip. 

From the White Oak Collection.

xcess el  are a  m orta t e m ller Scr
ss er of l War oke s- he O l  xam le We Ha e See

8335 sta s e m eller, esta ra t, 199, 201. 203,  205 Bower , 
New York, New York. e  e ts  eals. 18 2. ss e  Note. e 
to er  e. Imprint of “lith. of Henry siebert & Bros., 93 Fulton 
st.” in green and in part of the tint. Green protector undertint with 
obverse and reverse of 1853 with arrows seated liberty dime flank-
ing large “10.” left end panel green outlining white “Ten.” lower 
right, Washington with “10” counter above. Bold, long vanity style 
signature in red ink. Written no.123. Harris-unlisted issuer. High 
rarity 7 (1 to 3 known). a distinguished rarity with perhaps the lon-
gest vanity signature we have seen on any note. This was certainly 
one of the most important obsolete scrip notes in the Ford Collection 
and was sold with his odd denominations. lindenmuller, was a  
extremel  m orta t l War toke  ss er and as we stated in the 
Ford X catalogue, this was the rst ote we ha  see  or catalo e  
from this issuer. Mr. Ford recognized the historic significance of the 
token issuer relationship amid other obsolete scrip and placed this 
with his token issuer scrip collection. This was once either mounted 
in a scrapbook or wrinkled as it was properly pressed at Barrows in 
richmond with the penciled circle on the back lower right corner. 
High end scrip notes of this fabric have often played “second fiddle” 
to engraved banknotes or Western americana notes. However, this 
note should be classified as near legendary in the short period it has 
surfaced after being part of the Ford trove for decades. an immense 
second opportunity for those out-contested in the Ford X sale as this 
eclipsed its pre-sale estimate handily and hammered at $5,000.00, a 
record for a new york state Civil War scrip note. 

sta s e m eller looms large on the stage of Civil War money 
substitutes. He issued an estimated million copper Civil War Tokens in 1863 
bearing his bearded head (Fuld ny 630-aQ) and most appropriately a beer 
stein, struck from dies cut by new york diesinker louis roloff. His tokens saw 
wide circulation, and new york’s Third avenue railroad accepted thousands 
of them and in due course presented them to lindenmueller for redemption. 
The restaurateur laughingly refused their demand and the railroad soon found 
that lindenmueller was under no legal obligation to redeem his tokens. This 
incident contributed to the Federal government outlawing all such private 
tokens the following year.

From our John J. Ford, Jr. Collection Part X, May 2 , 200 , Lot 3 .
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xtremel  are W. . Ormsb  ra e   
O  e om at o

833  he a hatta  ssoc at o  at the r Ba k  Ho se  the t  of 
New York, New York, New York. 1.50. 1838. ss e  Note. er  

oo . Imprint of “engraved by W. l. ormsby n.y. 142 nassau 
st. uniface, printed on bond paper. Banknote size scrip. Industry 
seated flanked by cameo heads. left end, denomination. right end, 
cameo head and counters. Written July 20, 1838. no.131. Harris 
H670. rarity 7. a fascinating and rare series with this early ormsby 
imprint. We have not catalogued these here at stack’s before and 
this has the look of a true rarity 7. The issuer was in Guevrekian. 
There may not be another one around period. some ground in 
soiling, but quite important. 

From the White Oak Collection  2003 Cincinnati Sale CAA, Septem-
ber 2 -27, 2003, part of Lot 03  Gordon arris Collection.

ho ce a  are arl  Ormsb  3 Note

8337 he a hatta  ssoc at o  at the r Ba k  Ho se  the t  
of New York, New York, New York. hree ollars. 1838. ss e  
Note. ho ce er  e. Imprint of engraved by W. l. ormsby 
n.y. 142 nassau st. uniface, printed on bond paper. Banknote size 
scrip. Top center, Cybele in chariot. left end, train. lower right, 
cameo. Written date July 20, 1830. no.772. Harris H672. High rar-
ity 6. This rated a single lot on condition in the 2003 Harris sale. 
a gorgeous note with much to recommend it. The imprint is bold 
and sits at the far right. 

From the White Oak Collection  2003 Cincinnati Sale CAA, 
September 2 -27, 2003, part of Lot 033  Gordon arris Collection  
likely Jack Gue rekian Collection ASCA, January 2 -22, 977, part 
of Lot 80 .

arl  a hatta  ssoc at o  5 Note

8338 he a hatta  ssoc at o  at the r Ba k  Ho se  the t  
of New York, New York, New York. e ollars. 1838. ss e  
Note. e. Imprint of engraved by W. l. ormsby n.y. 142 nassau 
st. uniface, printed on bond paper. Banknote size scrip. Top center, 
cattle relax. left end, ornate panel. upper right, shepherdess with 
sheep. Written date august 10, 1838. no.2129. Harris H670. High 
rarity 6. We’ll give the benefit of the doubt, but this looks like a 
rarity 7 note. acted as a banknote with certainty based on its size 
and style. a clean note and problem-free. 

From the White Oak Collection  2003 Cincinnati Sale CAA, Septem-
ber 2 -27, 2003, part of Lot 03  Gordon arris Collection.

arl  Ormsb  Note-Harr s Plate

8339 he a hatta  ssoc at o  at the r Ba k  Ho se  the t  
of New York, New York, New York. we t  ollars. 1838. ss e  
Note. er  e, foxed. Imprint of engraved by W. l. ormsby 
n.y. 142 nassau st. uniface, printed on bond paper. Banknote 
size scrip. Top left, early train. left end, locomotive and counters. 
upper right, Hebe and eagle. Written date august 10, 1838. no.330. 
Harris H678. he Harr s Plate Note. High rarity 6. This is listed 
as a rarity 6 and if so, this is on the very high side of that. a fourth 
rarity from this series that was a bit under catalogued last time 
to the delight of its buyer. He caught the imprint and rarity and 
it is difficult to argue with someone with the vision and acumen 
to own a Morrisania unit Proof. Foxed at both upper end edges 
from an old dismounting, otherwise a crisp Very Fine. 

From the White Oak Collection  2003 Cincinnati Sale CAA, Septem-
ber 2 -27, 2003, part of Lot 03  Gordon arris Collection.

ster o s Pearl Street h t

8340 Pa able o  ema  b  ose h oore , No. 399 Pearl-street 
New York . wo e ts. No ate ca.1815-1830 s . ss e  Note. 

e to er  e. no imprint. uniface, cardboard chit format 
scrip. 45mm by 30mm. Typeset, within plain dual line border. 
serial no. at top, small ornaments on each side. Written no.291. 
unlisted issuer in Harris. High rarity 7. Possibly a unique piece 
that came from our January 2008 americana sale. It was in the 
same collection for decades and may have come from an old new 
netherlands sale. The address is steps from Fraunces Tavern and 
the cardboard, size and style suggest it may be from the Pintard 
cardboard note issuing period during the War of 1812. Quarter 
folded with some visible wear. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8341 ra kl  h ela er er the New-York e c  a  xcha e 
Of ce, No. 88 Nassa  St., o rt Place, New York, New York. 

oo  for wo e ts. No ate ca.1814-1815 . ss e  Note. e. 
no imprint. uniface, printed on sturdy laid paper. small format 
note. 58mm by 44mm. Typeset with jagged border. “2”s in corners. 
unlisted Issuer in Harris. High rarity 7. a diminutive, great rarity 
that styles in perfectly with the Corporation notes of the 1814-1815 
period signed by Pintard. some moderate surface soiling, but vis-
ible signature and strong paper. 

From the White Oak Collection.

er  are Pa able  oal  Note
8342 New York  Brookl  oal om , ree w ch   Street, 

New York, New York. O e ollar  oal. No ate ca. 1837 . 
ss e  Note. oo  to er  oo . Plate a. Imprint of Valentine 

& Co. 50 John st. uniface, printed on bond paper. Banknote size 
format. Titles and text within panels, two counters flank at top. left 
end, ornate panel. right end, “one dollar.” signed, but not 
numbered. Harris H744. rarity 7 as listed and in reality. lacking in 
condition, but an extreme rarity. Mostly all there with mostly wide, 
but jagged, margins. Interior splitting seen under the light. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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stom New York o t Stock xcha e ette

8343 he New York o t Stock xcha e om a , New York, 
New York. wel e   e ts. Se t. 15, 1837. ss e  Note. e. 
Imprint of C. P. Harrison & son, n. york. Top center, wide view 
of the exchange with circular drive in the foreground. left end, 
Hamilton. right end, C.C. Wright signed Mercury vignette. Har-
ris H810. rarity 5. rulau Q169. one of the classic issuers on new 
york City and also part of the Hard Times Token series. This is 
the most often seen denomination on the series. Perhaps, more of 
these were kept as souvenirs of the time. The other denominations 
are much less seen. a streak of foxing at the right sixth, but a solid 
note with a very clean vignette. 

From the White Oak Collection  Schingoethe Part  . M. Smythe 
 Co., ecember 3- , 200 , Lot 2829 .

are a  l ste  o t Stock xcha e 50 e ts

8344 he New York o t Stock xcha e om a , New York, New 
York. ft  e ts. 1837. ss e  Note. ho ce e. Plate a. Imprint 
of C. P. Harrison & son, n. york. Top left, Indian princess on shore 
with tobacco plant and chemistry set behind. left end, steamboat 
in lathe panel. right end, “FIFTy CenTs.” Bottom center, bull’s 
head. Written date august 7, 1837. no. 976. unlisted denomina-
tion in Harris. rarity 6. unlisted denomination in rulau. This is a 
different series with a written date. These are much rarer than the 
12-1/2 Cents note with the exchange vignette. Clean and bright. 

From the White Oak Collection Schingoethe Part  . M. Smythe 
 Co., July -7, 2007, Lot 027 .

8345 H. e  Brook, reas rer for the New York a fact r  Soc et , 
New York, New York. O e Pe . e 22, 1790. ss e  Note. 

e. Printed by Hugh Gaine. Printed on thick rag paper. small 
format change bill. Typeset on both sides, within ornamental 
borders. Printed treasurer name. Back with title, motto “Mind 
your Business,” and denomination. Harris H23. newman (5th 
edition), page 305. High rarity 5. a scarcer 1790 series with the 
same format as the Corporation bills. This company acted as a 
bank well into the early part of the 19th Century. The note has 
had surface cleaning and some minor edge strengthening. 

From the White Oak Collection.

1790 New York a fact r  wo Pe ce

834  . obertso , reas rer for the New York a fact r  Soc et , 
New York, New York. wo Pe ce. e 22, 1790. ss e  Note. 

e to er  e. Printed by Hugh Gaine. Printed on thick rag 
paper. small format change bill. Typeset on both sides, within 
ornamental borders. Printed treasurer name. Back with title, motto 
“Mind your Business,” and denomination. Harris H23a. newman 
(5th edition), page 305. High rarity 5. a fairly crisp, natural paper 
example with some soiling and pinholes. a rare type. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8347 New York t  Scr  Notes. ho ce artet of scarcer 1837 er o  
excha e com a  otes  I new york and Western exchange Co. 
$1. august 10, 1837. lowe, 146 B. Way, n.y. Mercury looking out at 
ship. ornate title. Harris H848. about Very Fine. scattered illegible 
inking on both sides I same issuer and series. $2. lowe. liberty 
with shield and eagle. Harris-unlisted denomination. This is a 
rare type. Choice Very Good, slightly crumpled upper right edge 
I north river exchange Company, 197 Greenwich st. 25 Cents. 
1837. C.C. Wright & Prentiss. Mercury looking out at ship. H852. 
r-6. Very Good, a bit of tape on the back of the upper corners I 
same issuer. 50 Cents. 1837. C.C. Wright & Prentiss. seated athena 
and woman with caduceus and lyre. H853. r-6. Very Good. Bot-
tom left corner missing tiny piece. Top margin slightly wide and 
uneven. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

are ormat a  ss er

8348 Pett t  rook s  
ooms, No. 13  Water 

Street, New York, New 
York. oo  for 25 e ts. 
No ate ca.18 2 . s-
s e  Note. e, tear. 
no imprint. uniface, 
printed on thin bond 
paper. unusual vertical 
format note. 71mm by 
113mm. dining house 
building, name on the 
top story. at the bottom, 
the thin and the crazy 
race in to eat. The fed 
and read exit stuffed and 
thirty pounds heavier. 
an amazing, unique 
vignette. serial no.2. 
Harris H872. he Harr s 
Plate Note. High rarity 
7, possibly e. The 
only example we have 
seen. an amazing note with format, vignette and great rarity to 
recommend it. a short, clean tear at the center right end. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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Same St le- ffere t ss ers

8349 New York t  Scr  Notes. ho ce a  rare a r of ss ers 
shar  e t cal m r t a   the t  of New York  st le  
I Israel C. Purdy, 407 & 408 West Washington Market. 25 Cents. 
July 1, 1862. Imprint of Francis & loutrel, 45 Maiden lane, n.y. 
Printed in lavender. eagle, shield, and ribbon. shaded end pan-
els, merchant name and address left, denomination right. Harris 
H888. he Harr s Plate Note. Very Fine, vertical folds I Taylor, 
Cornell & Moon, 410 & 411 West Washington Market. 50 Cents. 
July 1, 1862. Printed in blue. Identical imprint and design, but for 
merchant’s name. H1022. about uncirculated. an interesting pair 
and certainly rarity 6 notes at the least. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8350 . . S e hort er at 120  32 Pearl St., New York, New York. r o 
of ss e  l War era lar e format scr  otes  I 15 Cents. June 
20, 1862 written date. Green 15. ornate title and left end design. 
Harris 969. Very Fine, a few light spots I 25 Cents. Feb. 7, 1862 
written date. Green 25 and lathework dies. Girl with flowers, dog 
and safe. H970. Very Fine. Three vertical folds and one horizontal 
one. “To Be redeeMed In Gold or sIlVer. a.l.s.” on the 
verso in light red-brown I 50 Cents. nov. 12, 1862 written date. 
Green 50 and lathework dies. Family having picnic, dog and safe. 
H971. about uncirculated. “on deMand” crossed out and “in 
Trade” written in its stead. an attractive set of green protector 
notes. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

e a  Ser al N mber 1 S arks Note

8351 Sam S arks, W ll am  a e, New York, New York. wel e 
 e ts. No ate ca. 1837 . ss e  Note. er  e. Imprint 

of J. lathem 160 Greenwich st. n.y. stock form. Top center, two 
cherubs. left end, athena. Written serial No. 1. Harris H990. High 
rarity 7, likely e. The only example seen by us. High grade, 
superb signature and obviously saved by sparks or a relative. 

From the White Oak Collection  2003 Cincinnati Sale CAA, Sep-
tember 2 -27, 2003, Lot 0 7  Gordon arris Collection.

8352 . W. Sta ler  o. er Ste e s Ho se, 25 Broa wa , New York, 
New York. Pa r of f ll  ss e  l War era scr  I 25 Cents. 
undated. Ferd. Mayer & Co., 96 Fulton st. red 25 and lathework 
dies. Woman in patriotic dress, state seal of n.y. Harris H995. Very 
Good I 75 Cents. undated. Imprint as last. Blue 75. sailor, dog 
and safe. H999. extremely Fine. a sharp, attractive example. Both 
are High rarity 6 notes. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8353 . o o er er the St esa t, No. 277 h r  e e, New York, 
New York. we t - e e ts. l , 18 2. ss e  Note. ho ce 

bo t c rc late . no imprint. Printed in red and blue. ornate 
title. Beer barrel on left end in delicately outlined panel. Harris 
H1015. rarity 6. a scarce note that is elegantly styled and retains 
a lovely appearance. 

From the White Oak Collection.

e to tle- rtles for ch ette

8354 erra  ch, Broa wa  or.  St., New York, New York. 
we t  e e ts. No ate a. 1837 . ss e  Note. er  oo . 

Imprint of J. neale, 6 John st. seated river god with water jug, ship 
in the background. Title and vignette flanked by turtles. ornate end 
panels, the left advertising “reFresHMenTs oF all KInds” 
and the left with standing athena. Harris-unlisted denomination. 
series of H1027. a very uniquely styled note indeed. The vignette 
is seen on the Harris Collection 50 Cents and this. We don’t recall 
seeing any others. rather dark though, soiling is noted. nonethe-
less, important. 

From the White Oak Collection.

er  are a  ho ce o t e  
offee Ho se B t  Note

8355 harles abock er o t e offee Ho se or er Wall  Water 
Streets, No. 88, New York, New York. wel e  a Half e ts. 
1851. ss e  Note. ho ce er  e. no plate letter. Imprint of 
rawdon, Wright, Hatch, & edson, new york. small format scrip 
note. upper right, reverse of spanish Colonial real coin, counter 
below. upper right, Ceres. lower right, redemption clause medal-
lion “redeeMaBle In Gold or CurrenT BanK noTes.” 
Titles in the center. Written date Feb. 8, 1851. no. 7. Haxby-not 
listed. Harris H1031. he Harr s Plate Note. rulau HT#Q186. 
similar to stack numismatic Images sale (January 2008): lot 4320. 
High rarity 6. a very important issuer as a precursor to the new 
york stock exchange. We have only catalogued one other example 
over two decades, that being the stack-schingoethe Part 2 note. 
amazingly, the last time this was sold, it was part of three piece 
group. The historic importance of this issue is now much better 
known and this is o e of the est ss e  otes from the ser es 
we ha e catalo e . a superb note that that is way superior to 
the foxed stack note. Crisp and bright. one of the highlights of 
this significant event in new york obsolete currency collecting. 

The plate used to print these exists and was part of the lawrence r. stack 
sale: lot 4321. 

Construction of the Tontine Coffee House began in 1792, and it opened 
shortly thereafter at the northwest corner of Wall and Water streets in lower 
Manhattan. The coffeehouse was built by a group of merchants and busi-
nessmen who needed a location to conduct their trades, and as it grew in 
importance, the traders recognized the need for a more formal venue and thus 
organized what would become the new york stock exchange. The Tontine 
Coffee House is an integral part of the early history of business trade in the 
development of the capital markets in the emerging united states. By 1794, 
coffeehouses had been well established as important centers for business 
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meetings and trade, both in the united states and in england. It was not 
uncommon for shipping and other merchants to not keep their own offices, so 
coffeehouses became natural meeting places as the popularity of coffee grew. 
The first english coffeehouse was opened in london in 1652, and though coffee 
was a relative newcomer to london at this time, the role of the coffeehouse 
as a business and social venue grew rapidly, particularly around the royal 
exchange, the center of business activity in london. 

at the Tontine Coffee House, rooms were available for rent, letters were 
collected for ships headed for liverpool, and news of the day was posted 
for those who frequented the location. among the more famous patrons 
was alexander Hamilton, who is reported to have discussed dueling with 
a group of associates in 1804, shortly before dying of a wound sustained in 
such a match to settle his differences with aaron Burr. The tradition of the 
coffeehouse is firmly implanted in american society today. From centers of 
business in the 18th century, to important alternatives to saloons during the 
temperance movements, to venues for discussions of the changing times of the 
of the 1960s, with folk musicians performing protest songs in the background, 
to the modern day manifestation known by names such as starbuck’s, with 
locations seemingly on almost every other street in Manhattan (no tontines on 
the menu, not even saltines), complete with internet access, the coffeehouse 
remains an important center of social activity.

From the White Oak Collection  2003 Cincinnati Sale CAA, Septem-
ber 2 -27, 2003, part of Lot 0  Gordon arris Collection.

are a  Po lar Balloo  Scr  ss e

835  he te  States ccelerat  Steam Na at o  o., New 
York, New York. e Shares of Stock e ollars . 1841. ss e  
Note. ho ce er  e. Plate a. Imprint of durand & Comp’y, 
new-york. large red FIVe block letter protector. upper right, 
angel unveils custom vignette for the series of lighter-than-air 
ships. left end, standing woman. lower right, Jackson. Written 
date July 6, 1841. Written no.815. Harris H1048. High rarity 5. a 
choice example from this rare series with several denominations. 
This is pleasing and crisp. 

From the White Oak Collection  2003 Cincinnati Sale CAA, Sep-
tember 2 -27, 2003, Lot 0 8  Gordon arris Collection.

8357 . . W cker s er the ast er Ba k, New York, New York. O e 
ollar. 1857. ss e  Note. er  e, c t ca cels. no plate letter. 

lith. T. Wood , n.y. uniface, printed on white bond. Banknote size 
scrip. Top center, exchange building. left end, steamboat in panel. 
right end, Justice. Far right, over margin line “J. C. WICKer’s 
CHeCK.” Hand dated March 1857. Fully signed. Written no.257. 
unlisted issuer in Harris. rarity 7. This is an emergency note emit-
ted in the 1857 crisis and is a rare style. Wicker’s obviously had 
cash in the bank to redeem these notes. The first we have seen. 
Crisp and bright with clean cut cancels. 

From the White Oak Collection.

ho ce York a  erse  Steamboat Scr

8358 he York a  erse  Steam-Boat err  om a  a  at the 
Newark Ba k  a  s ra ce om a , New York, New York. 
O e e t. st 1, 1815. ss e  Note. er  e. Imprint of T. & 
J. swords, new york. Printed on thin laid card stock. small format 
scrip, size similar to Mercien 1814 Corporation scrip. Typeset face, 
within pattern border. Center “one 1 CenT.” Titles and obligation 
in center. Back with “J” emblem with shield shaped border, flanked 
by “one” and “CenT,” with imprint at base. unlisted Harris and 
George Wait date/denomination combination. rarity 5. However, 
in this grade much, much rarer. an interesting change bill series 
that relates with the Corporation notes of the period and obvi-
ously were interchangeable with them as these were redeemable 
in new Jersey. Most know are split or damaged but this is crisp 
and vibrant. There are two hinge remnants on the back, otherwise 
this scrip looks Gem at first glance. 

From the White Oak Collection.

hree Harr s Plate Notes

8359 New York t  Scr  Notes. ollect o  of ha wr tte  ss er 
otes o  ette  stock forms se   New York  I H. Minor 

for a. Boyden & Co., 48 dey st. 50 Cents. 1855. Banknote size for-
mat, style of doty & Bergen. Indian waves to train. Harris H315. 

he Harr s Plate Note. rarity 7. The only example we have seen. 
Choice Very Fine I e. defoe [ ] & Brother, eagle Coffee room. 
37-1/2 Cents. undated. Winslow, 6 little Green st. small format. 
Vignette similar to state seal. lathework border around. H462. 
r-7. Very Fine, nice quality I James Gooveran, at his stall, 29 
Catherine Market. 12-1/2 Cents. 1837. Winslow, 6 little Green 
st. design as last. H548. r-7. he Harr s Plate Note. Very Good. 
Wide right margin, and left one is slightly trimmed in I andrew 
H. Hogins, 13 Fulton Market. 50 Cents. 1837. Hulseman’s, 80 nas-
sau st. eagle with shield holding lightning bolts and branch. end 
panels. H575. r-7. Very Fine. Bright, though with somewhat faded 
ink I Charles offen, no. 12 ames st. 50 Cents. 1837. Valentine’s, 
50 John st. Vignette similar to state seal. shaded end panels. H858. 
r-7. he Harr s Plate Note. Wide margins, especially the bottom 
one. Very Good, slightly ragged edges. (Total: 5 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection  the rst, third, and last notes are 
from the 2003 Cincinnati Sale CAA, September 2 -27, 2003, Lots 989, 
020, and 0  Gordon arris Collection.
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83 0 New York t  Scr  Notes. Pa r of rarer 1837 Har  mes ra 
otes w th s al st le  I Wm. l. Hood at my store, 573 Grand 

st. 50 Cents. 1837. lowe, 146 BWay. Cargo on wharf, ships in the 
background. ornate left and shaded right end panels. unlisted 
Issuer in Harris. Fine. Three vertical and one horizontal fold. Inked 
a in the lower left corner I e.C. & r.e. Moss, 492 Grand st. 25 
Cents. 1837. no imprint. spread eagle on mortar and pestle. H718. 
r-6. Good. light ink corrosion. Top edge with small tear and small 
piece missing. an unusual pairing of scarce notes. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

83 1 New York t  Scr  Notes. Pa r of 1830 s era c rc lat  share 
cert cates st le  a  s e as scr  I new york Manamus Marble 
Company. one share. 1837. no imprint. Two winged cherubs 
with marble busts. unlisted in Harris. High rarity 7. This cer-
tainly circulated as money. Very Good, a trifle dark I new york 
& schuylkill Coal Company. Ten shares. 1837. no imprint. sailor 
and Indian flanking shield surmounted by eagle. lathework ends 
and border. unlisted in Harris. Choice Very Fine. rarity 5. an at-
tractive, unsoiled note. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

83 2 New York t  Scr  Notes. Select o  of ette  1838 ba k ote 
s e loa  a  com a  scr  I new york loan Company, new 
york. $1. ss&s. Man and livestock under tree. Harris H815. a few 
tiny edge nicks around the lower right corner I $2. ss&s. steam-
ship at sea. Harris-unlisted denomination. This should be rarer. 
light toning I $10. ss&s. lathework die with 10 inside, flanked 
by vignettes of a standing woman holding stalks of wheat. H816. 
light toning around the inked portions. a nice note I $20. ss&s. 
Cherub on lion and safe. H817 I red Hook Building Company, 
Brooklyn. one share of one dollar. B&G. seated mechanic. ex-
tremely Fine to about uncirculated, due to handling. (Total: 5 
pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

83 3 New York t  Scr  Notes. artet of s al st le scr  a  
share otes  I The empire Company, new york. one dollar of 
stock. 1849. Issued note. T. Bonar. Two men, ten and tree in dis-
tance. ornate end panels. Harris H494. Choice extremely Fine. 
Tiny tear along top edge. Verso stamped dIVIdend 1849 PaId 
in red I same issuer. Five dollars of stock. 1849. Issued note. T. 
Bonar. design as last. H496, although not seen by Harris. r-7. a 
piece of tape at both top and bottom center, in what looks like an 
attempt to stop the ink corrosion. otherwise nearly Very Fine I 
new york rice Mill, Corner Jefferson & south st. 25 Cents. 1837. 
unissued remainder. lowe. Cooper with barrels on dock. descrip-
tion of products at left. H842. about uncirculated I same issuer. 
50 Cents. 1837. unissued remainder. lowe. Press. description of 
products left. Verso with printed list of merchants that would ac-
cept the note. H843. Choice about uncirculated. an interesting 
quartet of high grade notes. all rarity 3 or so. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

ar e ha e B ll ollect o

83 4 New York t  Scr  Notes. ollect o  of small format l 
War era ss e  cha e b lls a able at New York t  Ba ks. 
a choice collection including some sleeper issues: I G. W. Brum, 
auction Hotel 125 Water st. per Marine Bank, City of new york. 
5 Cents, 10 Cents, and 15 Cents. november 1862. everdells sons. 
Black printing. ship between curving title blocks. Harris H334, 
H335, and H336 I same issuer, blue series. 25 Cents and 50 Cents. 
styles as last. H337 and H338. all of the notes from this issuer 
are Choice about uncirculated to uncirculated I Manchester & 
Mackeller per Chatham Bank. 3 Cents, 5 Cents, 10 Cents, and 25 

Cents. november 20, 1862. Ferd. Mayer & Co. Green tint. ornate 
title over state arms. embossed seal of the issuers. H660, H661, 
H662, H663. extremely Fine, but for the 25 Cents, which is Very 
Good I d.s. Perry & Co. per Mechanics Bank. 3 Cents, 5 Cents, and 
50 Cents. dec. 1, 1862. Hatch & Co. Three different seated women. 
H865, H866, H868. The 3 Cents is serial no.2. The grades are Very 
Good, Very Fine, and Choice about uncirculated respectively I 
rushton’s drugs per Broadway Bank. 3 Cents, 5 Cents, 10 Cents, 
25 Cents, and 50 Cents. october 25, 1862. Printed in light brown. 
Various central vignettes. H913, H916, H920, H923, and H926. 
Very Fine to extremely Fine I same issuer. 5 Cents and 10 Cents. 
october 25, 1862. Printed in black. Plow, eagle with shield. H915 
and H918. uncirculated. Mounting remnants on the first note. 
(Total: 19 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

83 5 New York t  Scr  Notes. Select o  of small format l War 
era l tho ra her s sam le cha e b lls a able at New York 

t  Ba ks. all unissued for sample purposes and exhibiting the 
Hatch & Co. imprint. some have “fancy” serial numbers and all 
have small PoC: I d. s. Perry & Co. per the Mechanics Bank, new 
york. 5 Cents. dec. 1, 1862. Printed in blue. seated woman with 
caduceus. Mounted on card outline. Harris H866 I same issuer 
and series. 25 Cents and 50 Cents. Blue. Woman seated with anvil 
and tools, athena seated. Both serial no.999999. H867 and H868. 
The rim mounted I silberhorn per Butchers and drovers Bank. 
5 Cents, 10 Cents, 25 Cents, and 50 Cents. nov. 22, 1862. Printed 
in black. dog’s head, eagle, beehive, dog and safe. H978, H979, 
H980, and H981. The first is serial no.3000 (last note ). all are 
essentially c rc late  notes. (Total: 7 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

83  New York t  Scr  Notes. Select o  of l War era scr  
otes from assorte  ss ers a  st les. an eclectic selection of 

interesting issues with nuances and unusual scrip note style or 
vignette work. Includes: I Berry’s restaurant, no. 9 Broad st. 5 
Cents and 10 Cents. 1862. W.H. Trafton & Co. Printed in blue. red 
backs. dog with key and safe. Harris H300 and H301. Very Fine 
I new york & new Haven railroad Co. 5 Cents and 10 Cents. 
undated. Fred. Mayer & Co. Green. Train. H837 and H840. Both 
stamped on verso, “Wm. [faded] nov 26 1862,” and “nov 24 1862,” 
respectively. Very Fine, the second with a few tiny holes I dodd’s 
express per the Hanover Bank of the City of new york. 5 Cents, 10 
Cents, and 25 Cents. november 1, 1862. Korff Brothers. Printed in 
purple. Green lathework and coin design on verso. Globe. H440, 
H441, and H442. Fine I rushton’s drugs, no. 10 astor House. 25 
Cents. november 20, 1862. no imprint. dog and safe. H924. Two 
small PoC. Choice about uncirculated I a.l. sighortner, 120 & 
32 Pearl st. 5 Cents and 10 Cents. 1862. no imprint. Green. lady 
drawing water. These are the small format notes from this issuer. 
H967 and H968. Very Fine to extremely Fine. (Total: 10 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

83 7 New York t  Scr  Notes. tet of rarer scr  from s al 
ss ers  I J. d. Kilduff, 946 and 1160 Broadway. 25 Cents. July 1862. 

Henry seibert & Bros., 93 Fulton st. 25 in die at lower center. Harris 
H624. Fine. a bit rumpled I r.M. stratton, 242 Water street. $1. 
May 15, 1837. no imprint. small format. designs on both ends. 
H1013. Very Fine I national Ice Co. 12-1/2 Cents. stamped 1882 
in red. no imprint. eagle and shield. lathework border. Harris-
unlisted type. Choice Very Fine I same issuer. 12-1/2 Cents. 
undated. no imprint. 12-1/2 in dies at top flanking ornate title. 
spaces for stamping date. H722. Choice Very Fine I same issuer. 
50 Cents. stamped 1886 and 1887. no imprint. design as last. 
Harris-unlisted denomination. Choice Very Fine, a couple of very 
tiny pinholes. (Total: 5 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.
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83 8 New York t  Scr  Notes. ract o al rre c  m m c scr  a  
m scella eo s t es  I adolph Pearl, Manufacturer of Tobacco. 10 
[Cents] exchangeable for united states stamps. undated (1870’s). 
Washington in center oval, “united states Tobacco Currency” 
around, gold 10’s in four corners. similar to o’Mara: lot 2336. 
Choice Very Fine I C.l. Van allen at his office, 48 new st. 50 
Cents. undated. Washington bust under title. Green back. Harris 
H1077. r-7. uncirculated I d. Buchner & Co., 173 & 175 duane 
st. 10 Cents. undated. Bearded bust on left end. Green back with 
end panels and inscription “storekeepers redeeming these orders 
and giving them to their Pedlars in payment of goods, will receive 
5% for redemption.” Very Good. small piece missing near top 
left I Thirty seventh regiment national Guard. $10 7% Interest 
note. March 1, 1866. Printed on bond paper in lavender. ornate 
title with seal in the center. about uncirculated I odd scrip, W.J. 
reeds [ ] per the united states Bank. $1. 1854. Factory scene in 
the mountains, oval state arms. Cut out from a detector book, used 
as a scrip note. Good, tear. (Total: 5 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

ouT oF sTaTe TIe noTes PayaBle aT 
neW yorK CITy Issuers

83 9 he New York ore   omest c xcha e o. a  at the 
aster  Ba k, Ba or, e., New York, New York. Pa r of ss e  
otes  I $1. July 4, 1837. TP. ships at sea. Washington at dorchester 

Heights. Wait 42, Haxby Me-60 not listed. Very Good, tear in bottom 
left corner I $5. 1839. TP. ships in harbor. Wait 60, Haxby Me-60 not 
listed. Much scarcer than the $1 notes. Very Good. light spotting, 
but mostly on the verso. Much rarer than the $1. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8370 te  States xcha e o., New York, New York. Select o  of 
ette  scr  a able  Portla , a e. all with the hand-

written date dec. 11, 1837 and the G.W. Teubner imprint: I $1. 
Mercury looking out at ship. steamship in lathework die on left 
end. Harris H1057, Wait 245. Tiny tear in upper right corner I 
$2. eagle on water. same left end. H1058, Wait 247 I $3. seated 
woman and standing Indian. same left end. H1059, Wait 249 I $4. 
design as last. H1060, Wait 251 I $5. seated woman and standing 
Indian flanked by lathework dies with 5 inside. Harris-unlisted 
denomination, Wait 253 I $20. river god looking out at ships. 
H1063, Wait 255. a lovely group of crisp notes, grades range from 
Choice extremely Fine to uncirculated. (Total: 6 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8371 te  States ore   omest c xcha e o., New York, New 
York. Select o  of 1837 ette  scr  from two ser es a able 
at of ces  a e. all with the G.W. Teubner imprint. extremely 
Fine to about uncirculated, unless otherwise noted: I $1. oct. 3, 
1837 handwritten date. Payable at Bangor. Mercury looking out to 
sea. steamship in lathework die on left end. Wait 217. Minuscule 
notch in top edge I $2. same series. Payable at Bangor. eagle on 
water. same left end. Wait 218. light soiling I $3. same series. 
Payable at Bangor. seated woman and standing Indian. same left 
end. Wait 219. several vertical folds and one or two edge nicks at 
the top. Very Fine I $1. sept. 20, 1837 handwritten date. Payable 
at Portland. Mercury looking out to sea. same left end. Wait 246 I 
$2. same series. Payable at Portland. eagle on water. same left end. 
Wait 248 I $3. same series. Payable at Portland. seated woman 
and standing Indian. same left end. Wait 250. slightly wrinkled 
I $4. same series. Payable at Portland. seated woman and stand-
ing Indian. same left end. Wait 252. Purple ink on verso showing 
through to the face. none of the notes are listed in Harris. a high 
quality assortment of tricky notes, meant to deceive the public in 
two locales. (Total: 6 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

O  e om at o  Notes

8372 he New York mber ssoc at o  a  at the l  terest 
Ba k, Bosto , assach setts, New York, New York. artet of 
cho ce ss e  1837 otes cl  three o  e om at o s. 
all with the imprint of Terry, Pelton & Co., Boston & Prov.: I $1. 
ships at sea. Harris-unlisted denomination. Choice Very Good I 
$1.25. ships at sea. Blindfolded woman standing on globe at left. 
H819. r-6. about Fine. Bright, but just slightly wrinkly I $1.50. 
ships in harbor. Hercules and lion in lower right corner. H820. r-6. 
small piece missing from bottom edge. otherwise, Fine I $1.75. 
ships in harbor. Harris-unlisted denomination. Very Good. This is 
a totally acceptable set of rare and unlisted notes. all rarity 5 or 
so, but superior in grade as all are clean examples. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8373 . W. W   o., 1 Barcla  St., New York a  at the Ba k of 
mer ca, erse  t , New erse . No ember 15, 18 2. e om a-

t o  set of ss e  otes. all medium format scrip notes. Imprint 
of the new york Bank note Co., 50 Wall street: I 5 Cents. seated 
woman with shield at her feet. ornate ends. Harris H1125. Wait 
1020. Very Fine, pinhole on the right edge I 10 Cents. seated 
athena and woman with caduceus and lyre. ornate ends. H1126. 
Wait 1021. Very Fine, bright I 25 Cents. Cider mill vignette. ornate 
ends. H1127. Wait 1022. Bottom edge missing at the right corner. 
otherwise, Very Fine I 50 Cents. Phoenix rising from flames. 
ornate ends. H1128. Wait 1023. Fine. a fairly well-matched set of 
new york/new Jersey notes. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8374 he armers  echa cs Ba k, B rl to , ermo t for the 
echa cs xcha e om a , New York. r o of 1837 e ra e  
raft  st le otes  I one dollar. s. stiles, sherman & smith 

n.y. Top center, cattle. upper left, steamboat. upper right, seated 
athena. Written date nov. 3, 1837. Haxby VT-55-not listed. Mayre 
B. Coulter Burlington 56. rarity 3. look like banknotes, act like 
banknotes, but listed as scrip. Fine, small upper right corner chip 
I Two dollars. s. stiles, sherman & smith n.y. Top center, cattle. 
upper left, steamboat. upper right, mechanic. Written date dec. 
15, 1839. VT-55-not listed. Coulter Burlington 60. Choice Fine. 
signature is quite bold I $3. s. stiles, sherman & smith n.y. Top 
center, mechanic. upper left, cattle. upper right, standing Indian. 
VT-55-not listed. Coulter-unlisted denomination. Very Good. Just 
honest wear to be seen on this note. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8375 he Ba k of St. lba s, St. lba s, ermo t for the echa cs 
xcha e om a , New York. ollect o  of 1837 e ra e  
raft  st le otes. all with the imprint of s. stiles, sherman & 

smith: I $1. Mechanic seated at forge. Haxby VT-210-not listed. 
Coulter st. albans 5. Very Good. Tiny slash in top center vignette 
I $1. steamship at sea. VT-210-not listed. Coulter st. albans 6. 
Very Good, a bit faded I $1. Cattle. upper left, steamboat. upper 
right, seated athena. VT-210-not listed. Coulter st. albans 7. Very 
Good, light toning I $2. Cattle. archimedes at right. VT-210-not 
listed. Coulter st. albans 9. Fine. Bright and bold I $3. design as 
last. VT-210-not listed. Coulter st. albans 12. extremely Fine I $3. 
steamships at sea. VT-210-not listed. Coulter st. albans 15. Very 
Good. one or two paper wrinkles, and two very small pieces of 
tape on the verso at the top edge. (Total: 6 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.
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er  are Brookl  Ba k

837  he Brookl  Ba k, Brookl , . ., New York. wo ollars. 
18 2. ss e  Note. er  oo . no plate letter. Imprint of rawdon, 
Wright, Hatch, & edson, new-york with “aBC” monogram. red 
protector TWo. Top center, Justice and Plenty support shield 
with “2.” left end, Bank die. right end, cherub heads in corners. 
no.5114. Haxby ny-310 G52a. rarity 7. This is a very bank for 
proofs and issued notes. This is the Harris Collection note from 
the banknote sale in 2000, conveniently held 1,000 miles from new 
york. slightly dark, but a solid note. 

From a Pri ate Collection  2000 Cincinnati Sale CAA, September 
22-23, 2000, Lot 0  Gordon arris e  ork Bank ote Collection.

ss e  a  e e e tral Ba k of Brookl  5 Note
8377 he e tral Ba k of Brookl , Brookl , New York. e ol-

lars. 1853. ss e  Note. er  oo . Plate a. Imprint of Baldwin, 
adams & Co., new york. red protector FIVe. Brooklyn City Hall 
in center. Bank die left. Male portrait, lower right. Faded serial, 
but strong signatures. Haxby ny-315 G8a. rarity 5, but only due 
to proofs from the 1990 aBn sale. This as an issued note is truly 
a rarity 7 note. a bit aged with some petty voids seen under the 
light. a subtly important Brooklyn issued note. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8378 he e tral Ba k, Brookl , New York. r o of altere  b lls from 
the Ba k of Washte aw, ch a  ser es  I $1. 1859. dW. no 
protector. Top center, seated females. left end, Michigan Bank die. 
ny-314 a5variant. rarity 4. Fine, but shaved lower right corner I 
$1. 1859. dW. similar, but red one protector. a5. rarity 4. Very 
Good. Verso with Boys Town hinges I $2. 1856. dW. no protector. 
Wood choppers. a15var. rarity 5. Very Good, internal slits. note, 
not the full title of the bank, therefore given the separate issuer 
number by Haxby. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From a Pri ate Collection.

8379 rew Harma , ealer  all s of Pro s o s, 118 So th th 
Street, Brookl , . . olorf l tr o of l  17, 18 2 l tho ra her s 

ss e  rema er otes. lithograph of Henry seibert & Bros., 
93 Fulton st., n.y.: I 10 Cents. Green protector 10 flanked by the 
obverse and reverse of an 1853 arrows dime. Woman carrying 
sheaf at left, view of south 6th street Market (see durand, “ ..
architecture”) right. Harris H22. small PoC have been backed. 
Choice about uncirculated I 25 Cents. Green 25 flanked by re-
verses of seated quarter. eagle with shield left, view of store right. 
H23. Choice about uncirculated. small PoC on signature line I 
50 Cents. Green 50 flanked by round ornate dies. left, standing 
woman leaning on reverse of seated half dollar. View of store at 
right. H24. small PoC on signature line. extremely Fine. stains 
resulting from mounting glue on verso. one of the few scrip 
series with the “e.d.” for eastern district designation. This is a 
rare assortment of scarce notes with coin vignettes. They match 
the description in the Guevrekian sale perfectly. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection Jack Gue rekian Collection ASCA, 
January 2 -22, 977, Lot 7 .

8380 . efferts xcha e Of ce, 17 lto  Street, Brookl , New 
York. e om at o  artet of 1851 ss e  scr  otes  I 6-1/4 
Cents. Indian and sailor flanking shield surmounted by eagle. 
Justice right. Harris H28. Ten small PoCs along bottom, and light 
toning at the corners. Choice about uncirculated I 12-1/2 Cents. 
Indian and sailor flanking shield surmounted by eagle. lafayette 
left, cattle right. H29. Very tight top margin. about uncirculated I 
25 Cents. Indian and sailor flanking shield surmounted by eagle. 
Justice right. H30. small hole and tear in top left corner. nine PoCs 
along bottom. about uncirculated I 50 Cents. Indian and sailor 
flanking shield surmounted by eagle. Washington left, seated 
woman right. H31. uncirculated. The two uncancelled notes are 
difficult to come by. a sharp set. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

arl  o  sla  Ba k ce

8381 he o  sla  Ba k, Brookl , New York. O e ollar. 1841. s-
s e  Note. bo t er  e. Plate d. Imprint of Fairman, draper, 
underwood & Co. Top left, allegorical figure on galloping horse. 
oval portrait of Washington at top right. unregistered, no bank 
seal. note in the titles “Brooklyn near new york” as opposed to 
near Chicago  no.807. Haxby ny-325 G2. High rarity 6. Crisp and 
bright, but hosting a very short split and two back hinges. This 
early note is rarer than the later types with seals. There is a partial 
round back stamping for a possible late redemption. 

From the White Oak Collection.

S erb o  sla  Ba k 1 Note

8382 he o  sla  Ba k, Brookl , New York. O e ollar. 18 2. 
ss e  Note. ho ce xtremel  e. Plate d. Imprint of Fairman, 

draper, underwood & Co., with “aBC” monogram. Top left, 
allegorical figure on galloping horse. lower left, Bank die. oval 
portrait of Washington at top right. no.4381. Haxby ny-325 G36b. 
High rarity 5. The finest seen by us of this type. Crisp, bright and 
exceptionally printed. There are two scotch tape remnants on the 
verso with no ill effect to the magnificent face. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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8383 he o  sla  Ba k, Brookl , New York. O e ollar. 18 2. 
ss e  Note. er  oo  to e. Plate d. Imprint of Fairman, 

draper, underwood & Co., with “aBC” monogram. Top left, al-
legorical figure on galloping horse. oval portrait of Washington at 
top right. no.3356. Haxby ny-325 G36b. High rarity 5. a second 
example of the most often seen type on the bank. a great title for 
new york and long Island collectors. There is some mottled ton-
ing. 

From a Pri ate Collection  From our 2002 Americana Sale, January 
- 7, 2002, Lot 2 73.

ttract e o  sla  Ba k 3 Note

8384 he o  sla  Ba k, Brookl , New York. hree ollars. 1857. 
ss e  Note. ho ce e. Plate B. Imprint of Fairman, draper, 

underwood & Co. Top right, allegorical figure on galloping horse. 
Bank die on left panel. no.6396. Haxby ny-325 G40b. rarity 6. 
The $3 notes from this bank are much harder to get. a small group 
of notes from this bank was sold at strasburg several years ago. 
The notes were absorbed with ease. Clean, well margined and 
professionally pressed to its benefit long ago. 

From the White Oak Collection.

arl er om troller s Seal e

8385 he o  sla  Ba k, Brookl , New York. e ollars. 
1845. ss e  Note. e. Plate e. Imprint of Fairman, draper, 
underwood & Co. left side, man seated on rock in clouds. state 
Comptroller’s die on left end panel. no.2595. Haxby ny-325 G42 
senC. High rarity 6. This likely comes from the strasburg sale 
group which we saw intact, twice, before being consigned to that 
auction. a clean note with some petty pinholes. 

From the White Oak Collection.

er  are o  sla  Ba k 10 Note

838  he o  sla  Ba k, Brookl , New York. e  ollars. 1859. 
ss e  Note. e. Plate B. Imprint of Fairman, draper, under-

wood & Co. Center vignette is man seared on rock in clouds. Bank 
die on left end panel. ornate shaded right end panel. no.7104. 
Haxby ny-325 G44a senC. High rarity 6. another note from the 
strasburg group we believe. It is easy to see the varieties available 
on this series commencing from the 1840’s with no die, to registered 
issued, to the addition of the aBn monogram to the early, 1830 
Fdu engraved plate. a pleasing note. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8387 . S. c a , Brookl  xcha e Of ce, 3 ro t Street, Brookl , 
New York. ft  e ts. 1837. ss e . oo  to er  oo . no 
imprint. Medium format scrip note. Ceres and liberty center. each 
end, different allegorical females. Written oct 6, 1837 date. no.58. 
unlisted series date in Harris. High rarity 7. The only example 
we have catalogued. a bit dark with some right side rust spots. 
The listed note in Harris is from 1862. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8388 he echa cs Ba k, Brookl , New York. e ollars. r l 
1, 1855. S r o s Note. ho ce e. Plate a. Imprint of danforth, 
Wright & Co., new york & Philadelphia. Top center is woman 
seated on bales of hay resting on shield. Hebe and eagle in lower 
left corner. no.686. Haxby ny-335 s5. rarity 6. not all spurious 
notes are created equally and this is quite a rarity. For a spurious 
of the period, it is rather well done in terms of layout and the 
placement and size of the Bank die at the right. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8389 Pr ate ss er, to . . a es reas rer of the ercha ts  ha e 
ssoc at o , Brookl , New York. artet of l  18 2 t es  

ss e  a  l tho ra her roof formats. all imprint of Henry 
siebert & Bros. 93 Fulton st. n.y. Identical style, color grill protec-
tor in center, mostly with u.s. coins. The verso lists ten members, 
their addresses and wares: I 10 Cents. unissued remainder. red 
protector. Harris H42. Choice about uncirculated I 10 Cents. 
Two sided, lithographer’s proof on card. Green protector. style of 
H42 with green protectors. Heavy center vertical fold has caused 
some splits on the edges, which have been helped with a bit of 
tape. aside from that, the note is really in nice condition, Very Fine 
or better and bright I 25 Cents. Two side, lithographer’s proof 
on card. red protector. style of H43 with red protector. In excel-
lent condition. Choice about uncirculated I 50 Cents. unissued 
remainder. Blue protector. H44. uncirculated. Generally, rarity 4. 
Proofs classify as rarity 6. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8390 oh  ockett, to . . a es reas rer of the ercha ts  ha e 
ssoc at o , Brookl , New York. ft  e ts. l  18 2. ss e  

Note. e, rim mounted. Imprint of Henry siebert & Bros. 93 
Fulton st. n.y. Green grill protector in center, with u.s. seated 
quarter dollar coins. The verso lists ten members, their addresses 
and wares. signed as secretary by lockett. unnumbered. Harris 
H43. rarity 4, but not issued. one of few signed notes we recall 
seeing, if at all. Fine, but the note is enclosed within a thin card-
board rim mounting. an important specialist scrip. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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a est c ette stom to the e

8391 he Nassa  Ba k of Brookl , Brookl , New York. O e ollar. 
18 3. ss e  Note. ho ce e. Plate a. Imprint of the american 
Bank note Company, new-york. Top center, wide and majestic 
view of Fulton Ferry and City railway station. lower left, Bank 
die. lower right, girl with rabbits. no.1718. Haxby ny-340 G2. 
rarity 7. The note might flirt with High rarity 6 (we know of at 
least two proofs, one damaged), but the point is academic. one 
of the great city view notes on u. s. obsoletes. The details and 
bustling life of 1863 Brooklyn are captured with great flavor. only 
one example has passed the auction block in the past few years. 
That was the exceptional grade schingoethe note that lit up the 
room and fetched $3,220.00 in schingoethe Part 5 in december 
2005. The collectors for notes such as these are more sophisticated 
now and realize opportunities for these superior types can be a 
fleeting experience, only caught when exceptional collections such 
as this are shared again with numismatic fraternity. a bright note 
for the grade and really better than Fine. 

From the White Oak Collection.

o  ette  Nassa  Ba k e ce

8392 he Nassa  Ba k of Brookl , Brookl , New York. wo ollars. 
18 3. ss e  Note. er  e, PO . Plate a. Imprint of the american 
Bank note Company, new-york. Top center, two cherubs playing 
on two silver dollars, original die by rWHe. Train and mountains 
in background. state die at left end, Bank die under counter. lower 
right, portrait of young girl. no.324. Haxby ny-340 G4 senC. rarity 
7. a superb coin vignetted rarity and not represented in our law-
rence r. stack Collection sale (January 2008). a bright and vibrant 
note, but there are eight PoC, arranged in two rows of four, with a 
row across the center touching some vignette printing. 

From the White Oak Collection.

are e nc n o e d c ette

8393 he Nassa  Ba k of Brookl , Brookl , New York. hree 
ollars. 18 3. ss e  Note. er  oo , PO . Plate a. Imprint of 

the american Bank note Company. Top center, wide vignette of 
the Launching of the Adriatic. upper left, Bank die. oval Franklin 
portrait at bottom right. no.9800. Haxby ny-340 G6 senC. rarity 
7. another exceptional vignettes as this bank certainly emitted an 
exceptional series of notes. The scene is rarely seen and we know 
perhaps ten or so uses at the most. The paper is solid, but like the 
last there are eight PoC in two rows of four. The center row of 
four is across the center touching some vignette printing. 

From the White Oak Collection.

er  are Nassa  Ba k 5 Note

8394 he Nassa  Ba k of Brookl , Brookl , New York. e ollars. 
18 0. ss e  Note. e, PO . Plate B. Imprint of the american 
Bank note Company, new-york. Top center, sailor on beach with 
anchor looking out to ships at sea. Bottom left, standing woman 
at pillar. square Bank die on right end. no.2952. Haxby ny-340 
G8 senC. rarity 7. a fourth denomination on this rare bank and 
certainly part of this cancelled group for some time. a pleasing 
layout and design. similar PoC alignment of eight, one hole in 
the title and one in the Bank die. 

an IMPressIVe run oF rare nassau BanK oF BrooKlyn noTes

 reat mer ca  a le  ette
8395 he Nassa  Ba k of Brookl , Brookl , New York. e  ollars. 1859. ss e  

Note. er  oo , PO . Plate a. Imprint of the american Bank note Company. large 
spread winged eagle across top, used also on Federal securities, holding banner 
with the bank title. Bottom left, oval portrait of girl. Bottom right, octagonal Bank 
die. no.268. Haxby ny-340 G10 senC. rarity 7. The title block is superb with the 
eagle vignette being an integral part of it, a rarely seen style. This has some major 
wear prior to the cancels, perhaps a shade short of Very Good. eight punch cancel 
holes, one off the edge and one through the left side of the banner. There is one 
small, extra PoC in the eagle’s head. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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am c H hest e om at o  Nassa  Ba k ar t

839  he Nassa  Ba k of Brookl , Brookl , New York. O e H -
re  ollars. 1859. ss e  ote. e, PO . Plate a. Imprint of 

the american Bank note Company, new-york. Top left, eagle with 
spread wings and shield, Brooklyn City hall in the background. 
Bank die to the right. Center, title curved across in two rows. lower 
right, sailor at capstan. no.6. Haxby ny-340 G16 senC. rarity 7. 
another dynamic and magnificent note and the highest denomina-
tion on the series. The canceled notes offered here may have been 
saved by a bank officer after the bank went national. outstanding 
uncancelled notes would have been redeemed for new national 
Currency for years or even decades late. To put some context on 
this particular note, though cancelled, what would a Brooklyn 
$100 original series national cost  There’s some food for thought  
There are sixteen PoC, most clustered on the signatures. 

From the White Oak Collection.

are Back ette Scr  e

8397 ames . Pre t ce Hat a fact rer, a mo  St., Brookl , . ., 
New York. oo  for e e ts. l  18 2. ss e  Note. ho ce 

e. no imprint. Medium format scrip/advertising note. Type-
set face, “5” counter at bottom center. engraved signature. Verso 
with superb building vignette with perpendicular orientation in 
reference to the face. no.40. signed by Prentice in red across face. 
Harris H76. High rarity 6. rare issuer and style. a very attractive 
note. There are relatively few fully issued scrip notes encountered 
on this borough. 

From the White Oak Collection.

are e  Hook, Brookl  Sheet

8398 he e  Hook B l  om a , Brookl , New York. c t 
Sheet of 1- 10 Share ert cate Notes. 1838. Part all  ss e . 

ho ce xtremel  e. no plate letter. Imprint of Burton & 
Gurley, new york. Banknote size shares that acted as circulating 
scrip. Both, the same vignette structure. left end, Hebe and eagle 
in circle. upper right, seated mechanic. obligations in the center. 
dated January 1, 1838 only. Harris H82-H84. The $1 notes are rar-
ity 2. The $10 note is another matter, certainly rarity 6 as listed by 
Harris. We have seen few. There is no sheet hoard we have seen, 
so the $1 notes must have been cut off long ago and are seen with 
frequency. Great style from this port area in Brooklyn and now 
an emerging residential neighborhood. a gutter fold and some 
handling. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8399 W. chmo , Sa s cor . Pearl St., Brookl , New York. Pa r of 
ha  ss e  scr  o  Neale Stock forms. each emitted on “sold 
by J. neale 6 John st. n.y.” forms. Medium format scrip notes: 
I 25 Cents. 1837. Two cherubs seated on wharf. ornate left end, 
athena right. Harris H93. Choice extremely Fine. Corner folds are 
starting to give way to splits I 50 Cents. 01837. design as last. 

H94. Choice extremely Fine. Tiny tear in top edge, and corner fold 
at bottom right. overall, this is a very nice looking pair of scarcer, 
rarity 6 listed notes. However, this may in actuality be a e 

a r . (Total: 2 pieces) 
From the White Oak Collection.

ab lo s tle a  ar t

8400 P. W. Sm th  So , Wash to  Ho se, 185 York St. ear Na  
Yar , Brookl , New York. ftee  e ts. No ate ca. 18 0 s . 
ss e  Note. ho ce e. no imprint. Medium format scrip note. 

Center, under title, Washington within ornate frame. no.604. un-
listed issuer in Harris. High rarity 7, erha s e. a superb 
scrip note on Brooklyn. This is the only example we have seen and 
is very distinctive. a solid note that might not be duplicatable. 

From the White Oak Collection.

col  ette  Brookl  Scr

8401 W. . roxell s rst Nat o al Photo ra h Ba k, Brookl , New 
York. we t  e e ts. 1870. ss e  ema er. e. a 
united states Fractional Currency mimic note. Third Issue Fessen-
den look-alike. no imprint. Face, printed in black. Center, lincoln, 
“25” on dies in four corners. Back in green. “25 CenTs” across 
each end, center obligation, payable for pictures “at W.l. Troxell’s 
new Gallery corner of Fulton and Portland ave. Brooklyn, n.y.” 
similar to o’Mara Collection: lot 2333. similar to durkin sale: lot 
3332. rarity 6. a classic Brooklyn scrip item, always held in esteem. 
Both the o’Mara and durkin notes were met with enthusiasm. 
Trimmed at the right end and some minor foxing. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8402 Brookl , New York Scr  Notes. r o of ss e  a  scarce 
l War ss er t es  I William H. ely & Co. 25 Cents. July 15, 

1862. sailing ship under title. Harris H6. rarity 6. Two small hole 
punches as bottom. Very Fine I same issuer and series. 50 Cents. 
design as last. H7. rarity 6. Very Fine. Golden toned. Tape across 
both the top and bottom edge on the verso I nassau Hotel, Cor. 
nassau & Hudson st. 50 Cents. undated. Title across top. america 
and Plenty at left. “Medium of exchange” clause. Harris-unlisted 
denomination. series of H53. rarity 6. only seen unissued to our 
knowledge. Two and a half PoCs at bottom right. about uncir-
culated, toned corner tips. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.
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8403 Brookl , New York Scr  Notes. ollect o  of l War scr  
otes, mostl  a able at ba ks  I H. Harman per Farmers & 

Citizens Bank of l.I. Grand st. & newtown railroad Check. 5 
Cents. oct. 15, 1862. Printed in black. Horse drawn trolley. Harris 
H11 I same issuer and series. 10 Cents. Brown. design as last. 
H12 I same issuer and series. 25 Cents. Green. design as last. 
H13 I same issuer and series. 50 Cents. Blue. design as last. H14 
I H. P. Morgan & Co. per the Brooklyn Bank. 3 Cents. nov. 1, 
1862. red 3 protector. shaded panels on three sides. H49 I same 
issuer and series. 3 Cents. Green protector. design as last. H49 
type. Four small PoCs. Much rarer with this green protector than 
the red I young Hyson, at my store, 683 Myrtle ave. 25 Cents. 
1860’s. Printed in blue and red. Period “Chinaman” standing on 
boxes of tea. H106. lovely appearance I same issuer. 50 Cents. 
1860’s. design as last. H107. an excellent mate for the previous 
note. Generally, rarity 2 or so. average Very Fine or better. a few 
are about uncirculated or uncirculated. (Total: 8 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8404 Brookl , New York Scr  Notes. artet of assorte  tems of 
ffere t e res a  er o s  I Private Issuer, to r. J. davies, 

Treasurer of the Merchants’ Change association. 10 Cents. July 
1862. unissued remainder. red 10 protector flanked by coins in 
ornate lathework. The verso lists ten members, their addresses 
and wares. Harris H42. Choice Very Fine I same issuer and 
series. 50 Cents. Blue protector. design as last. H44. Choice Very 
Fine I H. P. Morgan & Co. per the Brooklyn Bank. 3 Cents. nov. 
1, 1862. red protector 3. shaded panels on three sides. H49. Very 
Good I smith-Plan league per the Brooklyn Trust Company, 
Canarsie office scrip. $1. undated, 1930’s. Printed in green with 
intricate designs and dies. outlined white eagle at center. Verso 
with outlined squares for smith-Plan scrip stamps, one affixed. ex 
lyn Knight 2002 CPMX sale lot 1229. Very Fine. an interesting 
assortment of scrip. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From a Pri ate Collection.

are W ll amsb r h, . . tle  Ba k

8405 he armers  t e s Ba k of o  sla , W ll amsb r h, 
New York. O e ollar. 18 2. ss e  Note. e. Plate a. Imprint 
of american Bank note Co., new-york. red protector one. seated 
young girl with vegetables. lower left, drovers. lower right, train. 
no.6557. Haxby ny-2965 G2e unlisted with protector. High rarity 
6. a desirable locale in the Borough, just across from lower east 
Manhattan. a solid note with a little bit of a blue ink stain at the 
lower left signature. 

From the White Oak Collection.

o  ette  W ll amsb r h Saloo  Scr

840  ol h We el k a erb er Saloo , 78 So th 7th Street, W l-
l amsb r h, New York. r o of 18 0 s ss e  scr  w th a -
able  r ks or ash  obl at o . ll xtremel  e, small 
PO . all lithographed with imprint of Henry siebert & Bros., 93 
Fulton st. n.y. Medium format scrip notes. Green undertint grills 
with denomination in the center: I 10 Cents. left end, standing 
liberty. upper right, seated dime reverse over eagle. unlisted 
denomination in Harris I 25 Cents. left end, woman on cliff with 
lighthouse. upper right, seated quarter reverse over child sailor. 
unlisted denomination in Harris I 50 Cents. upper left, seated 
half dollar reverse over sailor at oar. H5. a premium trio of Wil-
liamsburgh scrip. We would think rarity 6 for these notes is not 
out of line. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

are a  e e W ll amsb r h t  Ba k

8407 he W ll amsb r h t  Ba k, W ll amsb r h, New York. wo 
ollars. 18 2. ss e  Note. er  oo . Plate a. Imprint of the 

american Bank note Company, new-york. Top center, seated 
laureate woman with eagle and shield at her feet. oval portrait of 
woman in top left corner. lower right, Bank die. no.9187. Haxby 
ny-2980 G4b. High rarity 7. There is the Haxby Plate and likely 
this example. This is a very rare bank for genuine notes. The bank 
did spawn a well known counterfeit type that must have been a 
plague ($3 C6 type). essentially problem-free, just honest circula-
tion. 

From the White Oak Collection.

m ress e W ll amsb r h e ollars

8408 he W ll amsb r h t  Ba k, W ll amsb r h, New York. e 
ollars. 18 4. ss e  Note. e. Plate a. Imprint of the american 

Bank note Co., new-york. Top center, ships at sea over ornate title. 
Top corners each have a seated woman holding an oval with 5 in 
it. lower right, Bank die. no.9012. Haxby ny-2980 G8b senC. 
High rarity 7. The only other example we have handled was in 
Ford VIII. It saw much action as would be justified for a note with 
this impressive layout. deep black printing quality and just a few 
petty necks. Very appealing. 

From the White Oak Collection  200  Americana Sale, January 
- 8, 200 , Lot 287.
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xcess el  are l sh , ee s o t  Scr  Note
he ee  New York Boro h Scr

8409 , ra Blake  Prom se to Pa  the Bearer o  ema   rre t 
Ba k B lls. wel e  Half e ts. 1838. ss e  Note. er  oo . 
no imprint. Medium format scrip note emitted on stock form. 
Top center, eagle with branch between two “12 ” counters in 
hexagons. ornate end panels, left end with “12 ” and right end 
“CenTs.” Boldly signed ‘Ira Blake’ of ‘Flushing.’ Hand dated 
March 13, 1838. no.110. all accomplished in the same, contempo-
rary hand. Harris H2. rarity 7 and this co l  er  well be a e 

ote for the ss er a  locat o . easily one of the most amazing 
engraved stock format notes ever seen due to its location. We are 
uncertain of the prior pedigree, but we are sure it is an interest-
ing chain of custody. It may have come from Christian Blom as it 
has that look to it. It was clearly treasured by the previous owner 
with good reason. Flushing at the time would have been on the 
relatively primitive side, but on the water with ferries to the Bronx 
and Manhattan. nowadays, the new york Mets patrol between 
the baselines and concrete plants are still active next to College 
Point Blvd. This is perhaps the highlight within this magnificent 
group of scrip and is among one of the most important items in 
the collection. only one collector walks away with this historical 
piece of Hard Times era scrip from this excessively rare location. 

From the White Oak Collection.

er  are State  sla  ema  Note

8410 he State  sla  Ba k, Port chmo , New York. wo ollars. 
1840. ss e  Note. er  oo , top edge repair. Plate a. Imprint of 
rawdon, Wright & Hatch, new-york. Top center, seated woman 
with sickle in her right hand, and caduceus in her left. new york 
Comptroller’s seal panel at left end. right end, seated Mercury. 
red “Packard” style back with “2” in center. no.4355. Haxby ny-
2255 G4 senC. High rarity 7. a very rare title for any note and 
especially a demand note. We know of only a few, two of which 
were in one sale several years back. This should be one of those 
notes. There is a small piece tipped into the top edge, a bit on the 
crude side, but the note is square all around. 

From the White Oak Collection.

are Port er s a lwa  Scr

8411 reas rer of the r e a lwa  om a , Port er s, New York. 
l  12, 18 2. ss e  Note. e. no imprint. Medium format scrip 

note. red undertint vignette of long train, typeset obligation and 
title above. serial left. no.2230. Harris H16. listed as rarity 5, look 
High rarity 6. a colorful paymaster note for this railroad. 

From the White Oak Collection.

are a  arl  S -S  Scr

8412 he or orat o  of S -S , Westchester o t , New York. 
wel e   Half e ts. a . 20, 181 . ss e  Note. e. Imprint 

of J. a. Cameron, print s. sing. small format scrip. Printed on 
thin paper. Within pattern border typeset with large “12-1/2” at 
center. Harris H12. rarity 7. Both location and title are significant 
to local collectors. The condition is rather high for a note of this 
genre. Bright and vibrant with normal voids as made, seen only 
under the light. a premium example of this scrip. 

From the White Oak Collection.

are Westchester o t  ss er

8413 Bow e Brothers, Westchester, New York. e  e ts. 18 2. ss e  
Note. bo t e. no imprint, style of Henry siebert. Medium 
format scrip note. Center, large blue protector “10”. left end, 
counter in panel. lower right, dog sits on safe, counter above. 
no.534. Harris H5. listed as rarity 4. However, we don’t think 
there are thirty of these out there and particularly so fully issued. 
This is the first of a superb issued set on this desirable location. 
There is some scattered toning. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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arl  a  ra e  om a es
8417 New York t  scal Pa er. r o of 1820 s ra  rms e ra e  

com a  rom ssor  b lls. all three are imprint of a. B. & C. 
durand & Wright. all fully issued with 1826 dates: I The Franklin 
Manufacturing Co. of the City of new york, new york. $1000.00 
[written]. Post note, written ‘Four Months,’ with 6% interest. 
200mm by 105mm. archimedes levers the world, “cupped,” over 
the title block. end panels from regular size note, Washington left 
and Franklin right. lower corners, imprint logos usually placed 
bottom center. no.421. unlisted in Harris. rarity 5. excellent 
design composition. Bright Fine to Very Fine, top right edge nick 
I new-york White lead Manufacturing Company, new york. 
$1000.00 [written]. Promissory note with 6% interest. 185mm 
by 85mm. style as last, slightly smaller. aurora in chariot. end 
panels with Washington and Franklin. Imprint logos at bottom 
number faded. unlisted in Harris. High rarity 5. scarcest of this 
trio. Choice Very Fine I united states lombard association, new 
york. $1000.00 [written]. Post note, written ‘Four Months,’ with 6% 
interest. 180mm by 90mm. Vignette of the u.s. lombard building 
at top center, adjacent wharf. left end panel with Washington. 
Imprint logo at base center and upper right. right end, lafayette. 
no.730. unlisted in Harris. rarity 4. The most frequently seen of 
these three, likely related, oversize forms. about Fine, toned with 
small wax seal attachment at bottom right. a most handsome trio. 
(Total: 3 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

o  sla  t  Bearer Bo s
8418 m ro eme t   o  sla  t , o  sla  t , New 

York. ct of a  5, 1874 7  m ro eme t ert cate. Pa r of 
lesser e om at o  ss e  bearer bo  scr . Both with imprint 
of e. Wells, sackett & Bros. 56 & 58 William st., n.y. lithographed, 
on bond paper on two sides. 190mm by 95mm. Common style 
with central color numerical protectors. Typeset within filigree 
borders, obligation. ornate color backs, obligation in the center: 
I Twenty dollars. Green $ 20 and back. 1879. no.2622. Interesting 
protector. extremely Fine, right side staple holes I one Hundred 
dollars. 1876. Blue $100 and back. no. 606. about uncirculated. a 
very scarce pair. These were bearer bonds and as such, could have 
been used in transactions. This is a desirable location just across 
the east river in Queens. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

H h- ra e . . . 500 Bo
8419 m ro eme t   o  sla  t , o  sla  t , New 

York. ct of a  5, 1874 7  m ro eme t ert cate. e H -
re  ollars. 1877. ss e  Bo . bo t c rc late . Imprint of 

e. Wells, sackett & Bros. 56 & 58 William st., n.y. lithographed, on 
bond paper on two sides. 190mm by 95mm. Central red protector 
500. Typeset within filigree borders, obligation. ornate red back, 
obligation in the center. no.353. a choice and colorful example. 
The nicest of the denomination quartet and one duplicate. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8420 m ro eme t   o  sla  t , o  sla  t , New 
York. ct of a  5, 1874 7  m ro eme t ert cate. e H -

re  ollars. 1880. ss e  Bo . bo t er  e. Imprint of e. 
Wells, sackett & Bros. 56 & 58 William st., n.y. lithographed, on 
bond paper on two sides. 190mm by 95mm. Central red protector 
500. Typeset within filigree borders, obligation. ornate red back, 
obligation in the center. no.951. a second example with wallet folds. 
These may have been used in transaction between merchants. 

From the White Oak Collection.

H h e om at o  o  sla  t  Bo s

8421 m ro eme t   o  sla  t , o  sla  t , New 
York. ct of a  5, 1874 7  m ro eme t ert cate. O e ho -
sa  ollars. 187 . ss e  Bo . xtremel  e. Imprint of e. 
Wells, sackett & Bros. 56 & 58 William st., n.y. lithographed, on 
bond paper on two sides. 190mm by 95mm. Central light brown 
protector 1000. Typeset within filigree borders, obligation. ornate 
light brown back, obligation in the center. no.227. a high denomi-
nation on this interesting bond series from a desirable location. 

From the White Oak Collection.

neW yorK CITy FIsCal PaPer

8414 Bow e Brothers, Westchester, New York. we t  e e ts 
e ts. 18 2. ss e  Note. e to er  e. no imprint, style 

of Henry siebert. Medium format scrip note. Center, large blue 
protector “25”. upper left, spring over counter. lower right, dog 
sits next to safe. no.578. Harris H6. also, listed as rarity 4 which 
seems way low. should be High rarity 6. a bright and clean 
example from this desirable location. Might be one of the finer 
issued notes known. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8415 Bow e Brothers, Westchester, New York. ft  e ts. 18 2. ss e  
Note. er  oo . no imprint, style of Henry siebert. Medium 
format scrip note. Center, large blue protector “50”. lower left, 
eagle. upper right, Washington. no.70. Harris H7. as the last 
two, listed as rarity 4, but High rarity 6 seems more accurate. a 
third note from this well collected area and a solid, problem-free 
example. This trio appears to have been together for some time. 

From the White Oak Collection.

841  Pr ate ss er, Pa   c rre t Ba k Notes of the t  of New 
York, Westchester, New York. hree e ts. a ar , 1815. ss e  
Note. oo  or so. no imprint. small format scrip note. Printed on 
thin paper. Within pattern border, typeset with large “3” splitting 
THree CenTs. under top border, slogan “Millions for defence, 
not a Cent for Tribute.” unlisted issuer in Harris. rarity 7. an-
other rare Westchester note and early. The dutch name signature 
is difficult to decipher, but the note is issued. note the War of 1812 
slogan. large chip off the left edge, otherwise a sharp note. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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8422 New York t  scal Pa er. ollect o  of ss e  New York 
t  m c al loa  cert cates, 1839 to 18 8. era e er  
e, usual cancels seen on bonds or share certificates. average 

size, approximately 28cm by 22cm. all lithographed, various 
imprints: I The Water stock of the City of new york. loan no.2. 
By Harrison. long vignette from reservoir to lower Battery. Issued 
1839 date for $3,000.00. scarcer and attractive. Cut cancels I The 
Central Park Fund, stock of the City of new york. Payable in 1898. 
orange undertint, ny arms. dated 1857 and issued for $30,000.00 
I Central Park Improvement Fund stock of 1887. upper right, 
Bethesda Fountain. Issued 1870 for $5000.00. nice looking piece 
I street Improvement Fund Bond of the Corporation of the City 
of new york. $1,000.00 4% Bond. upper left, City Hall and park. 
orange affixed seal lower left. Folding bond with verso printing. 
Issued 1861 I new york County Bond for the repayment of Taxes. 
1866-1867 7% loan. all blue. City Hall center. Issued for $1,000.00 
in 1867 I revenue Bond of the Corporation of the City of new york 
of the year 1868. Variable rate certificate. Issued october 1868 for 
$25,000.00 at 6%. City Hall and park at top center. Green affixed 
seal lower left. This is a complex series and this is a great start 
for an interesting collection. Many of these were rather common 
thirty years ago. But, that was 30 years ago-where are they now  
(Total: 6 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

uPsTaTe neW yorK  
oBsoleTe BanKnoTes

asc at  a se  ams Note

8423 he efferso  o t  Ba k, ams, New York. ft  ollars. 
181 . a se  Note. ho ce er  e. Plate B. Imprint of reed. Top 
center, ship off shore, fort on bluff. ornate end panels. no.4541. 
Haxby ny-15 r40 unlisted raised note. High rarity 7, the only 
example we have seen. This is a masterful job by the crooks. They 
did not dirty the note and it may have passed. Very distinctive 
and an exceptional rarity. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8424 he Ba k of lba , lba , New York. e  ollars. 1838. ss e  
Note. er  oo . Plate B. Imprint of rawdon, Wright & Hatch, 
new-york. Farmer standing with kneeling Indian, flanking shield 
surmounted by sloop. 10’s in ornate dies at ends, the left rather 
large. no.579. Haxby ny-30 G156. rarity 7. The top center vignette 
is quite distinctive. This note we believe came from the spink 
london sale fifteen years ago and was later sold by smythe. 

From the White Oak Collection.

l ste  Ser es o  xce t o all  are tle

8425 he B hamto  Ba k, B hamto , New York. e ollars 
Post Note. 1840. ss e  Note. e. Plate B. Imprint of durand & 
Comp’y, new york. Top center, Ceres seated on plow with cows 
in background. Portrait of standing female holding caduceus left. 
ornate end panel right. no.243. Haxby ny-271 unlisted series and 
imprint. rarity 7. The other mentioned notes, senC, are unheard 
of. The title may have been a “fly by nighter” since it failed in its 
short run. However, the lack of known notes might indicate the 
circulation was redeemed by other. 

From the White Oak Collection.

are B ffalo tle

842  he Ba k of mer ca at B ffalo, B ffalo, New York. O e ol-
lar. No . 1, 1839. ss e  Note. ho ce e to er  e. Plate B. 
Imprint of Hall, Packard & Cushman, albany. Top center, standing 
woman holding sword and scroll, cherub with cornucopia next 
to her. Pledge left, seated woman right. red-orange lathework on 
the back, cursive “one” across center. no.11174. Haxby ny-350 
G2. rarity 7. This is a beauty with a distinguished pedigree trail 
Herb and Martha paid up for the Buffalo Collection from Mus-
calus in 1986 (he was never the easiest dealer to negotiate with), 
but the group was a coup when sold Part 6 of the epic series of 
auctions. 

From the White Oak Collection  Schingoethe Part  . M. Smythe  
Co., March 28-29, 200 , Lot 2 3  pri ately from John Muscalus, 98  
Jack Gue rekian Collection ASCA, January 2 -22, 977, Lot 72 .

ross e  B ffalo Note from B ffalo

8427 he Ba k of B ffalo, B ffalo, New York. O e ollar. a . 1, 
1841. ss e  Note. ho ce e to er  e. Plate F. Imprint of 
rawdon, Wright & Hatch, new-york. Top center, standing buf-
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falo with the famous “cross eyes,” flanked by ornate 1’s. ornate 
left end panel. right corners with mythological details. no. 342. 
Haxby ny-360 G4. High rarity 6. Certainly one of the great Buffalo 
notes with layout, vignette and high grade to recommend. This 
is another beauty that Muscalus plucked at the 1977 auction. He 
was a professor in the Buffalo area when he wrote many of his 
monographs. Quite crisp and most would call this better than Very 
Fine. 

From the White Oak Collection  Schingoethe Part  . M. Smythe  
Co., March 28-29, 200 , Lot 2  pri ately from John Muscalus, 98  
Jack Gue rekian Collection ASCA, January 2 -22, 977, Lot 72 .

8428 he echa cs Ba k of B ffalo. O e ollar. No . 1, 1839. ss e  
Note. oo  to er  oo . Plate a. Imprint of Hall, Packard & 
Cushman, albany. Top center, standing woman holding sword 
and scroll, cherub with cornucopia next to her. Comptroller’s 
Pledge left, seated woman right. no.728 [ , dark]. Haxby ny-440 
G2. rarity 7. a very rare bank. The note is a bit dark and soiled. 
It has been affected by old PVC residue. upper left, a longer tear 
has been sealed deftly, seen under the light. 

From the White Oak Collection.

arl  N a ara alls b  a er ck

8429 he Ba k of N a ara, B ffalo, New York. hree ollars. 1817. s-
s e  Note. er  e. Plate d. no Imprint (Maverick). early view 
of niagara falls at top center. ornate end panels. no.406. Haxby 
ny-460 G60. High rarity 6. a stunning looking type, issued and 
high grade. Beautifully accomplished signatures and bright. This 
is a lovely, early note on Buffalo. 

From the White Oak Collection.

bra t olor Back
8430 he llers Ba k of New York, l e, New York. O e ollar. 

1840. ss e  Note. ho ce er  e. Plate a. Imprint of Hall, 
Packard & Cushman, albany. Top center, standing woman holding 
sword and scroll, cherub with cornucopia next to her. Comptrol-
ler’s Pledge left, seated woman right. red-orange lathework on 
the back, cursive “one” across center. no.4375. Haxby ny-670 
G2. rarity 5. one of the more frequently encountered notes on this 
albany printer. The back on this is exceptionally bright. often, 
these backs toned out and the details cannot be seen. Here, they 
are clear as a bell. an old hoard of these is now well dispersed. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8431 he e e a Ba k, e e a, New York. e  ollars. 1829. ss e  
Note. bo t e. Plate F. Imprint of reed. seated winged woman 
on shore, ships in distance. ornate end panels. no.3699. Haxby 
ny-931 G12. rarity 6. Genuine, issued and early notes on this title 
are rare. some short splits and some minor nicks. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8432 he H so  er Ba k, H so , New York. Pa r of false otes 
from the 1850 s  I Three dollars. 1851. rC, albany. Cherubs. 
Haxby ny-1055 C30. Very Good I $5. 1853. rC. Three females. 
s10. Copy of the plate. Very Good. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From a Pri ate Collection.

Whal  ette  Note

8433 he H so  ow-Boat om a , H so  Pr t Works, New 
York. wo ollars. 1830 s ss e  ema er. bo t c rc -
late . Plate a. Imprint of rawdon, Wright, & Hatch, new-york. 
Top center, whaling scene flanked by counters. left end, wharf. 
right end, portrait. Harris H99. High rarity 5. This is a rare type 
of whaling vignette most often seen on this type. The series comes 
only unissued to our knowledge. There is only handling on this 
attractive note. 

From a Pri ate Collection.

are Plattsb r h ss e  Note

8434 he Ba k of Plattsb r h, Plattsb r h, New York. e ollars. 
1822. ss e  Note. ho ce er  e. no Plate letter. Imprint of 
r. rawdon sc., alb’y. seated woman left with staff. Farmer and 
animals in background to right, and ship on water to left. ornate 
end panels. no.2611. Haxby ny-2240 G28. rarity 7. superb condi-
tion for a note such as this. The imprint is rarely seen and the note 
was engraved much earlier than the emitted date. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8435 he le str ct Ba k, Po hkee s e, New York. r o of s-
s e  1820 s e e otes. all with the Peter Maverick imprint: I 
one dollar. 1826. Horse. Cherubs on end panels. no.2999. Haxby 
ny-2290 G28. Very Good, a bit dark I Five dollars. 1827. ram. 
Plow and equipment on left end panel, patriotic assortment on 
right. no.4564. G48. Fine to Very Fine. left face endorsement I 
Ten dollars. 1827. Bottom center, bull. Patriotic assortment on left 
end panel, plow and equipment on right. no.288. G56. Fine. Face 
endorsed as last. all rarity 5. Well matched. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.
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are Pr ate Ba k

843  he xcha e Ba k, Po hkee s e. O e ollar. a.1817. s-
s e  ema er. er  e. no Plate letter. Imprint of P. Maverick. 
Four story brownstone building in center. end panels. Payable in 
notes “current at several Banks in the state” clause. Haxby ny-
2270 unlisted. This is a rare, private title mentioned all the way 
back to the Wismer book. This is the bottom of the sheet with wide 
margins on three sides. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8437 he Wash to   Warre  Ba k Pa able at the xcha e Ba k 
 New York, New York, Sa  H ll, New York. hree ollars. 

1818. o tem orar  o terfe t. er  oo . Plate a. Imprint of 
leney & rollinson. seated woman overlooking water and ship. 
ornate end panels. Haxby ny-2495 C48. he Haxb  Plate Note. 
a well made counterfeit note from a strong plate. 

From the White Oak Collection.

a se  Sche ecta  ar t
8438 he ohawk Ba k, Sche ecta , New York. we t  ollars. 

1814. ss e  Note. er  oo , backed on card. Plate d. Imprint 
of Murray, draper, Fairman & Co. Indian rowing canoe. ornate 
end panels. no.271. Haxby ny-2540 r64 unlisted. raised note and 
well done. It looks like this started as a $2 note (spacing needed) 
and was worked on in four places. Genuine, issued notes on this 
series are nearly impossible to find. 

From the White Oak Collection.

are t ca Ser es
8439 he Ba k of t ca, t ca, New York. hree ollars. 1810 s. s-

s e  ema er. er  e. Plate e. Imprint of Murray, draper, 
Fairman & Co. seated woman with staff and shield surmounted 
by eagle. ornate end panels. “CounTersIGned” at left panel. 
Haxby ny-2805 G30a senC. rarity 7. This was not part of “The 
utica Hoard” sold back in 2002 in Cincinnati. above average 
handling for an unissued bill. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8440 he Ba k of t ca, t ca, New York. e ollars. 1810 s. ss e  
ema er. ho ce xtremel  e. Plate a. Imprint of Murray, 

draper, Fairman & Co. seated woman with spear, surmounted by 
eagle. Canal in back. ornate end panels. Haxby ny-2805 G34 senC. 
This rarity came from the “utica Hoard” group sold back in 2002. 

From a Pri ate Collection  2003 Cincinnati Sale CAA, September 
20-2 , 2002, Lot 707 .

8441 he Ba k of t ca, t ca, New York. we t  ollars. 1810 s. 
ss e  ema er. ho ce bo t c rc late . Plate a. Im-

print of Murray, draper, Fairman & Co. Woodchopper in shaded 
vignette circle hacking at tree. ornate end panels. Haxby ny-2805 
G42 senC. rarity 7. This rarity also came from the utica Hoard 
group back in 2002. no data available, but here are the notes. Very 
stylish. 

From a Pri ate Collection  2003 Cincinnati Sale CAA, September 
20-2 , 2002, Lot 709 .

er  are t ca 50 Note

8442 he Ba k of t ca, t ca, New York. ft  ollars. 1810 s. s-
s e  ema er. xtremel  e, top edge tear. Plate a. Imprint 
of Murray, draper, Fairman & Co. small vignette of Commerce 
seated. ornate end panels. “WesTern dIsTrICT” at the right. 
Haxby ny-2805 G46 senC. rarity 7. an interesting designation 
at the right. a third utica Hoard member and printed on water-
marked bond paper. some uneven cutting and a short tear into 
the top edge. 

From a Pri ate Collection  2003 Cincinnati Sale CAA, September 
20-2 , 2002, Lot 7 .

H h e om at o  a  st ct e ette

8443 he Ba k of t ca, t ca, New York. O e H re  ollars. 
1810 s. ss e  ema er. bo t c rc late . Plate a. 
Imprint of Murray, draper, Fairman & Co. Man leans on fence, 
harvest underneath. ornate end panels. “WesTern dIsTrICT” at 
the right. Haxby ny-2805 G50 senC. rarity 7. a final utica Hoard 
member in this sale and also printed on watermarked bond paper. 
a distinctive type in lovely grade. 

From a Pri ate Collection  2003 Cincinnati Sale CAA, September 
20-2 , 2002, Lot 7 2 .
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ss e  t ca s ra ce om a  Note
8444 he t ca s ra ce om a , t ca, New York. O e ollar. 

a . 1, 1825. ss e  ema er. e, closed body hole. Plate 
C. Imprint of V. Balch & s. stiles, utica. Top center, athena seated 
with shield and spear. lower center, phoenix. unlisted in Harris. 
Proofs are seen, but this remainder is rare and unusual. This likely 
acted as a bank. Handling, crude hole patch and minor repairs. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8445 New York Obsolete Ba k otes. Pa r of rare ss e  state otes  
I atlas Bank, Clymer. one dollar. May 10, 1847. d&H. Top center, 
three shipwrights viewing plan or chart, over the ornate title. 
no.6552. Haxby ny-675 G2. rarity 5. Very Good. rather soft, rather 
soiled I Merchants and Farmers Bank, Ithaca. one dollar. HP&C. 
Top center, standing woman holding sword and scroll, cherub with 
cornucopia next to her. orange back. no.2193. ny-1080 G2. rarity 
7. rare title and type. Good to Very Good, right end split. Crude 
patch and rough edges. Bright back is a bonus. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

844  New York Obsolete Ba k otes. artet of ss e  otes from 
ffere t ba ks, cl  rar t es  I Bank of niagara, Buffalo. 

Three dollars. 1827. rC. Helmeted male on horseback. no.2706. 
Haxby ny-455 G64. rarity 4. Choice Very Good I Greene County 
Bank, Catskill. one dollar. March 4, 1822. Graphic. Ceres standing. 
ornate end panels. no.14170. ny-600 G2a. rarity 2. Choice Very 
Fine or better. as nice as we have seen of this I Bank of Hudson, 
Hudson. Three dollars. 1817. MdF. Woman with large 3. ornate 
end panels. no.2815. ny-1050 G56. he Haxb  Plate Note. rarity 
6. sharp looking and rare issued note. Choice Very Good I Bank of 
rochester payable at their Banking House, rochester. Five dollars. 
1833. Fdu. Two women with three cherubs in ornate 5. no.737. 
ny-2390 G8a. rarity 7. another tough note. about Fine. Penned 
‘73’ left face. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

Po lar rtla  Safet  Soc et  ormo  Note

8447 he rtla  Safet  Soc et  Ba k, rtla , Oh o. e ollar. 
1837. ss e  Note. er  e. Plate C. Imprint of underwood, 
Bald, spencer & Hufty, n. york & Philad. Top center, woodsman 
seated with dog. Identical end panels, dog in center. Hand sig-
natures, Joseph smith, Jr. as Cashier and sidney rigdon. no.270. 
Haxby oH-245 G8. rarity 1. The most available Kirtland note 
and always popular. The controversy over the smith signature 
will always continue, but that does not stop the demand for these 
historical notes. a clean face, but there are two small scotch tape 
stains (small pieces of adhering plastic) seen on the back and vis-
ible only when the note is held up to the light. 

ho ce ss e  a caster Note

8448 he armers Ba k of a caster, a caster, Pe s l a a. O e 
ollar. a  15, 18 2. ss e  Note. ho ce er  e. Plate C. 

Imprint of the american Bank note Co. Green protector outline 
white one, dual green 1s flanked oval vignette cartouche. left 
end, agriculture. Within oval, left of top center, landseer’s “a 
distinguished member of the Humane society,” sitting in a safe. 
upper right, cattle in stream. Haxby Pa-205 G44a. rarity 6. a 
superb example of this note with a tremendous layout and charm-
ing landseer inspired vignette. Bright and vibrant with folds seen 
only from the back. 

War of 1812 Ba br e Portra t Note
8449 he eh h Br e om a , Northam to  ow , Pe s l a-

a. wo ollars. arch 1, 1815. ss e  Note. e. Imprint of 
W. Kneass, Market st., Philad. Top center, title portrait of Com-
modore Bainbridge. ornate end panels. Haxby-not listed. rarity 
5. This is an important post War of 1812 issue. This series of notes 
was engraved by William Kneass, who later became the united 
states Mint engraver. This is the only War of 1812 note to show 
the portrait of the american naval hero Commodore Bainbridge. 
There is very minor sealed split on the top edge.

8450 he armers a  echa cs Ba k, Ph la el h a, Pe s l a a. 
ft  ollars. 1818. o tem orar  o terfe t. er  e, edge 

chip. Plate G. Imprint of Murray, draper, Fairman & Co. Printed 
on pinkish paper. Top center, Pennsylvania Crest with farm scenes 
behind. ornate end panels. no.171. Haxby Pa-430 C54. rarity 4. 
The top vignette is a well made cut, but the lower right panel edge 
flunks. There is a small piece off the upper edge on an example 
with very crisp paper. 

e s to  Ba k Haxb  Plate Note

8451 he e s to  Ba k  the o t  of Ph la el h a, Ph la el-
h a, Pe s l a a. O e ollar. a . 15, 18 2. ss e  Note. e, 
a er r m mo te . Plate B. Imprint of the american Bank note 

Company. Green protector 1s. Center, demure woman holds fan 
titled Beaming Eyes after British artist Charles Baxter. lower left, 
stone mason chisels. lower right, man with axe. red machine 
no.11502. Haxby Pa-440 G4a. he Haxb  Plate Note. rarity 6. 
This is a scarce type and a great layout. The central vignette is 
rarely seen. solid paper, but the verso edges are rim mounted on 
thick paper. There is a tiny body hole in the upper right field. 
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arl  a  tr  Ba k of Pe s l a a  
100 ss e  Note

8452 he Ba k of Pe s l a a, Ph la el h a, Pe s l a a. O e 
H re  ollars. 1818. ss e  Note. er  e. Plate C. Imprint of 
Murray, draper, Fairman & Co. Printed on light tan watermarked 
PennsylVanIa bond paper. Top center, supported Pennsylvania 
arms with motto “VIrTue, lIBerTy & IndePendenCe” in the 
ribbon. ornate end panels: left with “one Hund.” right, “one 
Hundred.” Bottom center, “100.” Haxby Pa-480 unlisted type. 
This is not the G156 listed. rarity 7. newman listed bank title. a 
very intriguing note from one of the first twenty banks to issue 
demand notes for circulation in the newly independent republic. 
The rarity is unquestioned as experts with a combined 100 years of 
experience had never seen this type. The unique $100 MdF proof 
that was part of lot 1681 of the 1990 sale is the key to solve the 
puzzle concerning much of this note’s exact character. If the plate 
diagnostics match perfectly, including the Plate C letter, than the 
note is certainly genuine. Without the proof to see in person here 
and now, then is this note genuine or an extremely sophisticated 
counterfeit  That $100 proof was in the schingoethe Collection, 
but it was a Plate d. However, these may have been printed in 
sheets of a, B, C, and d positions. It is so well made, that to be 
a counterfeit, it might have been an “inside” job by individuals 
involved with the bank or who had access to the plates. The plate 
strength and details are quite strong throughout with a very 
straight, parallel to the panel borderline imprint at the lower 
left. The paper used is of exceptional quality and expense for the 
period. Paper like this was normally not used by budget minded 
counterfeiters. However, these were $100 notes and after the War 
of 1812, they even may have tried to use these abroad. Because 
this period is so rife with counterfeits of the Philadelphia banks, 
the usual suspects of obsolete currency collecting often condemn 
such notes with brevity and aloofness. This intriguing note merits 
much more attention, for if you consider it genuine it is certainly 
worthy of realization in excess of four figures. The superior, still 
crisp, condition is just a bonus. 

8453 he Sch lk ll Ba k  the t  of Ph la el h a, Ph la el h a, 
Pe s l a a. e  ollars. 1830 s. ss e  ema er. x-
tremel  e. Plate d. Imprint of danforth, underwood, Bald & 
spencer. Top center, female in swan driven boat. Haxby Pa-490 
G78. rarity 4. Handsome style. Wrinkling seen from the back. 

8454 he armers a  echa cs Ba k of Sh e sb r , Sh e s-
b r , Pe s l a a. O e ollar. No . 1, 18 4. ss e  Note. er  

oo . Plate a. Imprint of the american Bank note Company. 

Green protector grill, top left “1” flank Pa die. upper left, the aBn 
version of My orse after edwin landseer. lower right, rare scene 
of three workers at rest. upper right, boy. Haxby Pa-620 G2a. High 
rarity 6. This is another rare use of this vignette on a tough bank, 
not often seen. soiled, but with the color still fairly sharp. There 
is a top edge tear, repaired from the verso. 

8455 e Proof ette of o e  after w  a seer s Pa t-
. ho ce. India paper die Proof sunk on original wide margin 

card with imprint of the “american Bank note Company.” a choice 
impression of the Beckwith engraved version (citation, Hessler’s 

he Engra er’s Line). Top quality a fine companion to the prior note 
or others of this vignette consigned to this sale. not easy to find. 

other Sh e sb r  ate ss e  ar t

845  he armers a  echa cs Ba k of Sh e sb r , Sh e s-
b r , Pe s l a a. e ollars. No . 1, 18 4. ss e  Note. er  

oo . Plate B. Imprint of the american Bank note Company in 
color, lower right. Green protector grill, upper left “$5” counter and 
lower right medallion. upper right, rare vignette of two mechan-
ics and seated woman with scythe. lower left, Clay. upper left, 
curved title block with Pa registration die center. Haxby Pa-620 
G6a. High rarity 6. a second note from this rare series that was in 
the same collection for decades. There are four corner tack holes 
and the upper right corner needs straightening. The schingoethe 
note in april 2008 fetched $780. 

8457 he Pocasset Ba k, all er, ho e sla . wo ollars. 
1859. o tem orar  o terfe t. xtremel  e. Plate a. Well 
engraved imitation of the WHHW late with monogram. red “2” 
under title. left end, he Flight of Weetamoe during King Philip’s 
War. lower right, fantasy u.s. dollar reverse and spanish 8 reales. 
Haxby rI-500 C22a. rarity 1. Top grade for this note which must 
have caused a quick withdrawl of the type. some trivial pinholes, 
but a note boasting a “new” look at first. 

m orta t e o n  ette

8458 he eck Ba k, New ort, ho e sla . wo ollars. 
18 1. ss e  Note. er  e, pen redeemed cancels. Plate a. 
Imprint of Wellstood, Hanks, Hay & Whiting, new york with 
“aBC” monogram. red protector with outlined white TWo. 
Center, under title, historical vignette he eath of King Phillip 
from the war associated with his name. left end, express wagon. 
lower right, two dollar reverses, one spanish and one american. 
Machine no.3024. Haxby rI-140 G4b.rarity 6. This is a rare and 
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dramatic scene that is on about ten or so notes (some as far west 
as Indiana). This is the first we have catalogued here and it comes 
from a group of notes of yore that have pen redemptions on the 
back dated 1885. They show to the face a bit, but this is a tough 
note and one that was treasured by the schingoethes. always an 
important type that is not often encountered. 

From Schingoethe Part  Spink-Smythe, July , 2008, Lot 7 .

e s s ra e ho e sla  Note
8459 he a fact rers Ba k, North Pro e ce, ho e sla . 

hree ollars. 1815. o tem orar  o terfe t. er  e-25 
P . Plate a. Well engraved imitation plate with MdF imprint. 

Top center, man at loom. ornate end panels. Haxby rI-190 C10. 
rarity 5. a very scarce counterfeit in very high grade. There is a 
long fold and old time wrinkling pressed out. The VF-25 was a bit 
harsh for a note that looks uncirculated. roger durand said this 
was the finest seen and we agree as most are worn or damaged. 

are Peo les Ba k, ho e sla  Note

84 0 he Peo les Ba k, North Pro e ce, ho e sla . e ol-
lars. 18 4. ss e  Note. e. Plate a. Imprint of the american 
Bank note Co. new-york. red protector FIVe and smaller 5. Top 
center, three females. lower left, Hope and eagle. lower right, 
train. Machine no.756. Haxby rI-200 G12c. High rarity 6. a rare 
title and note. This is a few serial numbers away from the Haxby 
Plate note. Trimmed closely in the new england style and with 
a nipped lower left corner. 

are H h e om at o

84 1 he rocers a  Pro cers Ba k, Pro e ce, ho e sla . f-
t  ollars. 1850 s. ss e  ema er. er  e to xtremel  

e. Plate a. Imprint of Wellstood, Hanks, Hay & Whiting, new 
york. red protector FIFTy. Top left of center, under the title, seated 
females as Commerce and Plenty. upper right, Franklin. Far right 
end, rhode Island arms. Haxby rI-310 G14a. rarity 6. a rare high 
denomination on this title. There was a small group of notes on 
this title, but this might be from a much earlier source such as the 
durand rhode Island collection. a trifle miscut along the bottom 
center and handling seen from the verso. 

are ho e sla  Pa r
84 2 he Ba k of the So th o t , Wake el , ho e sla . Pa r of 

rare ss e  e om at o s. each, imprint of Toppan, Carpenter, 
Casilear & Co., new-york & Philad: I Two dollars. 1856. Plate a. 
ornate red protector TWo. Two mechanics. lower left, woman and 
spool. Haxby rI-515 G4b. rarity 6. Much rarer than the $1 notes. 
Good to Very Good, closer to the latter I Five dollars. 1856. Plate 
a. red protector 5 5. Center, mechanic in fore of large “V.” ends 
with small female portraits. G8c. rarity 5. Most we have seen on 
this scarce type are low grade. The upper right edge is a bit rough, 
but the note is Fine or better otherwise. (Total: 2 pieces) 

84 3 he Wash to  Ba k  Westerl , Westerl , ho e sla . e 
ollars. a 1808. e r t. bo t c rc late . Plate G. Imprint 

at left end “engraved & Printed by amos doolittle new Haven 
1808” reprint from the original copper plate on thin, onion skin 
paper. In center, large “5” within lower loop “Washington” styled 
like a button. left end “rHode Island” in ornamental lozenge. 
right end, cursive “FIVe d.” Haxby rI-560 G42. In this form, 
rarity 3. Genuine notes, signed and issued of this type have not 
been seen by us. Counterfeit plates are seen on this series though 
with several issued notes handled. This is another of the very early 
banks, listed in newman, and founded in 1800. a very collectible 
impression from this historic Connecticut printer and series. 

rst See  W sco s  ar t
84 4 he t e s Ba k of Oshkosh, Oshkosh, W sco s . wo ol-

lars. October 2, 1857. ss e  Note. a r to oo . Plate a. Imprint of 
Wellstood, Hay & Whiting, new york. Full orange tint plate, darker 
upper corner 2 counters, large outlined white 2 left of center. right 
end, uniquely styled sawmill scene. lower left, demure woman. 
Haxby WI-75 G8a senC. High rarity 7. he rst we ha e see  
o  the t tle a  locat o . not much to look at along the perimeter, 
which is rough with both upper corners rounded inwards. The 
vignettes are clear and the color decent. not a beauty, but this note, 
plucked from an oddly configured Caa lot four years might very 
well be unique. 

e e a  arl  rst Ba k of the .S. 
 50 harlesto  Bra ch

84 5 rst  Ba k of the te  States. ft  ollars. Bra ch at harles-
to . 1809. ss e  Note. oo  to er  oo . Plate W. no imprint, 
by draper. Printed on bond paper. Bottom center, eagle and shield. 
left end, “deParTMenT.” Two “50” counters flank plate letter at 
top. Fully accomplished. no.328. Haxby us-1 G208 senC design 
50C. High rarity 7. Genuine notes from the first bank are always 
significant and this Charleston branch bill is a great rarity. The 
top edge is a bit rough, otherwise this note is nearer fine. a stain 
at the left end and the back endorsements show to the face. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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oBsoleTe noTe GrouPs
84  te  States Obsolete rre c . olorf l a r of e ra e  

a forth, Wr ht  o. m r te  otes  I The arlington Bank, 
Washington, d.C. Five dollars. 1855. dW. orange “5” counters 
at bottom. Top center, agriculture, liberty and science. left end, 
america and eagle. lower right, Jenny lind wearing high filigree 
bodice. Haxby dC-165 G2. This is a scarce type in fabulous style. 
Crisp Very Fine. Three lightly stamped numbers at upper right I 
Bank of Washington, Washington, north Carolina. one Hundred 
dollars. 1850’s. dW. large green C in center. left end, three men. 
lower right, tranquil tropical shore. nC-85 G26a. unissued remain-
der. Choice about uncirculated. a superb pairing. (Total 2 pieces) 

84 7 te  States Obsolete rre c . Pa r of h h e om at o  
otes w th e ra e  a forth, Wr ht  o. ette nd ece
o  at left  I The Bank of Commerce, savannah, Georgia. one 

Hundred dollars. dW. red protector C. left end, five females 
dominated by liberty. lower right, sailor in oval. Haxby Ga-375 
G16b. ny back stampings. Crisp Very Fine. a small ink burn hole 
I Bank of Washington, Washington, north Carolina. Fifty dol-
lars. 1850’s. dW. large green protector counter at top center with 
curved FIFTy dollars underneath. left end, as last. lower 
right, train and bridge. nC-85 G24a. unissued remainder. Choice 
uncirculated. another superb pairing. (Total 2 pieces) 

84 8 e Proof ette of nd ece o  b  a forth, Wr ht  
o. er  ho ce. India paper die Proof sunk on original margined 

card with imprint of danforth, Wright & Co in fine copyright 
printing at left with patent date “1853.” a choice impression of 
this sweeping end panel used on several well known notes and 
rarities. one of the true classics from the dW catalogue. another 
hard to find vignette in this choice state. 

84 9 te  States Obsolete rre c . r o of e ra e  s al e-
om at o  ba k otes  I Wapsinnicon land Co., anamosa, Iowa. 

$3. 1858. WHW. red THree. Boy on horse. oakes 3-2. rarity 1. Great 
looking $3 Bill. at left end of vignette, concealed on the wall left of 
the boy are two engraved names. “ehninger” for John W. ehninger 
(illustrator and painter, 1827-1889) and Hay (for deWitt Clinton Hay, 
the engraver and painter for the imprint). extremely Fine I Bank 
of yanceyville, yanceyville, north Carolina. $4. 1857. Ba/robt.. l 
Bald. lower left, detailed manufacturing scene. lower right, male 
portrait. Haxby nC-105 G4. Very Good, some rust spots I Bank of 
Wisconsin, Green Bay, Wisconsin. $3. 1837. rWH. steamers, lower 
right early river town view. WI-245 G6. Fully issued, scarce as such. 
Very Good, some rusty pinholes. (Total 3 pieces) 

8470 te  States Obsolete rre c . Select o  of e ra e  orther  
obsolete ba k otes  I City Bank of new Haven, CT. $5. 1850’s. 
TCC. red FIVe. ships. unissued. Choice uncirculated I Hudson 
County Bank, Jersey City, nJ. $3. 1856. red THree. spurious. Train 
upper left. Very Good I state Bank at newark, nJ. $2. 1862. Blue 
and red ended counterfeit. seated females. Bright and choice for 
this note. Very Fine I Bull’s Head Bank, new york, ny. $3. 1863. 
red 3s. Bull under title. Counterfeit. Very Good I Merchants Bank 
in the City of new york, ny. $5. 1810’s. Maverick. ship left. Plate 
F. about uncirculated, cut cancels. (Total: 5 pieces) 

8471 te  States Obsolete rre c . Select o  of class call  e -
ra e  1820 s-1830 s orther  otes  I Franklin Bank of n. Jersey, 

Jersey City, n. J. $20. 1827. durand & Wright. Plenty, eagle. Franklin 
in end panels. Haxby nJ-235 G24. Wait 893. Handsome. extremely 
Fine I new Jersey Protection and lombard Bank, Jersey City, n. 
J. late 1820’s. same imprint. ancient figures. ornate ends. nJ-265 
G4. Wait 1004. unissued, false signature  about uncirculated I 
Private scrip, attributed to eagle Glass Works, Port elizabeth, n.J. 

12-1/2 Cents. 1840’s. sailor, large anchor. unissued. Choice about 
uncirculated I union Bank of Pennsylvania, union-town, Pa. $5. 
1815. MdF. Man stokes fire. Pa-660 G32. Fine, small piece of tape 
on verso. scarce. (Total: 4 pieces) 

8472 te  States Obsolete rre c . r o of c t a  ss e  
e ra e  ba k ote sheets  I new orleans Canal & Banking 
Co./Canal Bank, new orleans, louisiana. $20-$20-$20-$20. 1840’s. 
TC series. angels, “20”. Heavily toned as usual. Very Fine I state 
of south Carolina, Charleston, south Carolina. $20-$20-$50-$50. 
March 2, 1872. Green aBn tint and back. Glue on back corners and 
aged out. net Fine. likely framed, good to frame again I West 
river Bank, Jamaica, Vermont. $1-$2-$3-$5. 1850’s, rWHe/neBn 
with red protectors. Coin vignetted sheet. Glue on the back top 
corners and major handling. Very Fine. should be seen. (Total: 3 
pieces) SO  S S. NO NS. 

ConFederaTe CurrenCy
8473 o fe erate States of mer ca. l  25, 18 1. e  ollars. -

are t er  e-35 P S . Plate a. Hoyer & ludwig. liberty, 
eagle and shield. There are some central restorations seen from 
the verso and redrawn serials. However, the face eye appeal is 
excellent. 

8474 o fe erate States of mer ca. Se tember 2, 18 1. 20. r swell-
17. -25 P S . Moderately worn, with good color and no 

serious defects. The bottom edge is uneven and just into the 
design border, while the left end is trimmed in. neither condition 
is unusual in any way for this issue or early Confederate notes in 
general. a nice example of this tougher type. 

Shar  olor e 22 a  am l  S  Note

8475 o fe erate States of mer ca. Se tember 2, 18 1. e  ollars. 
e 22. er  e. Plate a. Imprint of the southern Bank note 

Company, new orleans. orange protector grill and X counters. 
Top center, Indian family. Thetis upper left. Maiden with corn 
upper right. Criswell 150.This series is immensely popular with 
bold color and full intaglio engraving from the pirated operation 
in new orleans using the rawdon, Wright, Hatch & edson dies. 
Very crisp with bold colors. There is soft, uniform tone to the paper 
and very slight trimming in at the extreme bottom left border. a 
very nice type set fit. 
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er  ho ce 18 2 e 45

847  o fe erate States of mer ca. e 2, 18 2, O e ollar. e 
45. er  ho ce New- 4 PP  P S . Plate 3. Imprint of B. 
duncan, Columbia s. C. Green protector one. steamboat over 
curved title. lucy Pickens, lower right. The paper is gorgeous on 
this note which is usually seen in Good. Top grade examples and 
full “65s” are very difficult to obtain. 

8477 o fe erate States of mer ca. r l , 18 3. O e H re  ol-
lars. e 5 . bo t c rc late . Plate a. Imprint of Keatinge 
& Ball, Columbia, s.C. lucy Pickens center. There is some minor 
handling and the margins are close. 

From the White Oak Collection.

souTHern sTaTes noTes

are arl  State of labama 10 Note

8478 labama reas r  e artme t, ahawba, labama. e  ollars. 
1821. ss e  Note. ho ce er  e, t ca cel. Plate C C. allen 
& Brickell, the imprint mostly shaved off. uniface on thick laid pa-
per. Top center, small sloop. left end, “alaBaMa” and right end 
“Treasury deParTMenT.” no.1274. Fully issued and dated ‘June 
18’ 1821. shull Cr.C30. rarity 10 (5 to 15 known). a rare note, perhaps 
a few more not indicated in the census. Clean and bright, although 
the imprint being shaved is a slight detriment. single hammer cancel 
in the center. rarely seen except in major state collections. 

From the White Oak Collection.

ho ce a  are labama r. 3  10 Note

8479 labama reas r  e artme t, ahawba, labama. e  ollars. 
1821. ss e  Note. ho ce bo t c rc late , t ca cel. Plate B 
B. Wm. B. allen & Co., Printers, Cahawba. uniface on bond paper. 
Top center, small steamboat. left end, “alaBaMa” and right end 

“Treasury deParTMenT.” no.3924. Fully issued and dated 
‘dec. 19’ 182’1’ note, the “1” is written. shull Cr.C36. rarity 10 (5 
to 15 known). also a rare note and there may be a few more not 
indicated in the known census. Clean and bright with a solitary 
hammer cancel in the center. a beautiful note for the specialist in 
these issues. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8480 State of lor a. Pa r of October 10, 18 1 h h e om at o  rst 
ser es otes  I $100. shull Cr.2. Very Fine I $50. Cr. 3. signed by 
Milton. about Fine. (Total: 2 pieces) 

8481 State of lor a. artet of 18 1 a  18 2 otes  I october 10, 
1861. $20. shull Cr.4. Fine, but some small rust holes at the right 
I second series, written date. $3. Cr.7a. Very Good I same series. 
$1. Cr. 9 Good to Very Good, some small repairs I January 1862. 
$5. Cr. 14. Fine. (Total: 4 pieces) 

8482 State of lor a. arch 1, 18 3. artet of scarcer a  colorf l 
eat e  Ball r te  otes  I $10. shull Cr.15. Fine I $3. 

Cr.17. extremely Fine, but with a stain and toned overall I $2. 
Cr.18. Fine to Very Fine I $1. Cr.19. Fine to Very Fine, some edge 
staining at the right. (Total: 4 pieces) 

8483 State of lor a. ebr ar  2, 18 2. Select o  of small cha e otes. 
all different notes including shull Cr.26, 26a, 26B, 28, 30, and 30B. 
Interesting assortment, mostly Fine or better. (Total: 6 pieces) 

8484 State of lor a. arch 1, 18 4. r o of colorf l eat e  Ball 
r te  otes  I $10. shull Cr.32. Very Fine, minor staining I $5. 

Cr.35. Fine I $1. Cr.41. Watermarked. Very Fine. a small toning 
streak upper right. (Total: 3 pieces) 

8485 State of lor a. arch 1, 18 4. e ollars. ho ce New- 3 PP  
P S . Plate F. Imprint of Keatinge & Ball. red FIVe. seated 

female. shull Cr.34. slightly toned paper as seen on this issue. 

848  he State of o s a a, New Orlea s, o s a a. we t  ollars. 
18 . xtremel  e, ca cels. Plate B. Imprint of the american 
Bank note Co. Green protector, 20, Green back. upper left, ships 
at wharf, “Jds” initials concealed in masts [James d. smillie, en-
graver]. lower right Jefferson. shull Cr.27. Great engraving style 
and color. some small PoC and a partial cut cancel at the upper 
left. 

8487 he State of ss ss , ackso , ss ss . hree ollars. Se t, 
1, 1870. xtremel  e. Imprint of the Continental Bank note Co. 
new york. Green frame, THree on face. Top center, paddlewheeler 
on stormy seas. left end, auditor Musgrove (a Terre Haute carpetbag-
ger its seems). right end, eagle. Green back with state Capitol center. 
shull Cr.51. rarity 5 for all notes, but not this ca celle  ote devoid 
of the unsightly hole that gets in the way of the magnificent vignette. 
rated rarity 9 (16 to 50 known) in this form. We would think there 
are 30 or 40 like it, but most are well held in collections by $3 collec-
tors and state note enthusiasts. For some reason, the other notes in 
the series are only seen with their hole cancels. a beautiful type with 
wonderful color. not easy to find. 
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Poss bl  est ow  N  ort  e ts reas r  Note

8488 reas r  of North arol a. ct of r l 1814, ha ter . 
ort  e ts. 181 . ss e  Note. ho ce er  e. of Murray, 

draper, Fairman & Co. Top center, water mill. ornate end panels. 
no.4122. shull Cr.06. rarity 11 (2-4 known). xtremel  rare per 
our colleague Hugh shull in the new southern states book. This 
exceptional note is several grades higher than the plated example 
in his book, which is missing a large piece at the right. This note 
may possibly be the highest grade known on the type. It is miss-
ing from many of the major north Carolina and southern states 
note collections. exceptionally bright and vibrant. This note is 
more than worthy of taking a serious run in the bidding, it is that 
exceptional  

8489 he o er me t of exas, Ho sto , exas. Pa r of 1838 ate  
 e ra e  ser es otes  I $10. steamer left, seated female up-

per right. shull Cr.H17. Has the “Houston” signature. extremely 
Fine, cut canceled I $50. Justice center, sailor at left. Cr.H21. Toned 
extremely Fine, cut cancels. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8490 he e bl c of exas. r o of e ra e  ss e  otes from both 
ser es  I austin series. $1. endicott & Clark. 1841. Ceres, Indian 
left. shull Cr.a1 I same series. $2. Cowboy ropes steer, elk left. 
Cr. a2 I rawdon, Wright & Hatch series. $20. Indian and bow, 
supported arms. Cr.a6. all extremely Fine. The usual cut cancels. 
(Total: 3 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8491 wester  obsolete otes w th State  assoc at o s.  erse 
tr o  I The state of Indiana for the Wabash & erie Canal Construc-
tion. $5. May 10, 1842.Woodruff 7 Hammond. left, canal scene. up-
per right, cherubs in “5.” Indiana WVs-286-3. rarity 6. a complex 
note and rare. Very Good I Treasurer of the state of Minnesota, 
saint Paul. act of January 29, 1858. $1. lithographed. Typeset, 
gray “1”s Hand dated March 20, 1858. rarity 4. Very Good, but a 
cut cancel and right end tear I Territory of Wisconsin. $5. 1842. 
local printing. on thick bond paper. state house at top. rarity 5. 
Very light center cut cancel, no holes. Very Fine. excellent grade 
for this. an interesting group of scarcities. 

From the White Oak Collection.

ash Pa  for o fe erate Bo s  Broa s e

8492 Pr te  ert s  Broa s e Poster, ash Pa  for o fe er-
ate Bo s. - 142 So th 4th St.  Ph la el h a , rca 18 , ho ce 

er  e. This extraordinary, contemporary Confederate bond 
advertising broadside measures 11.75” by 6.25” and is boldly 
printed in black on wove paper and laid onto a slightly larger 
paper backing. shortly after the Civil War, this location at 142 
south street was occupied by several printers and businesses. 
The neighborhood was a prime location for various traders in 
all sorts of stocks, bonds, currency notes and commercial goods. 
This advertising Broadside is exceptionally clean and has a bold 
overall appearance. one of few we have seen over the decades. 

West r a e eral Or ers Broa s e

8493 mbere  West r a e eral Or er Broa s e, Se tem-
ber 24, 18 2,  e co ra  the se of o fe erate rre c .  

ho ce xtremel  e. a contemporary 1862-dated Broadside, 
12” by 8.5” with some uniform age toning, laid down onto a heavy 
card. Issued by Major General loring with his engraved signature 
and his Chief of staff General H. Fitzhugh. Text: “The money is-
sued by the Confederate Government is secure, and is receivable 
in payment of public dues, and convertible into 8 per cent. Bonds. 
Citizens owe it to the country to receive it in trade  and it will 
therefore be regarded as good in payment for supplies purchased 
for the army. Persons engaged in trade are invited to resume their 
business and open their stores. By order of ” This may relate to 
loring’s reoccupation of Charleston, Virginia on september 13, 
1862 following the routing of lightburn’s troops at Fayetteville. 
similar to Ford X: lot 4461. This Broadside is Very rare. a great 
item for any advanced collection of Confederate Currency. 
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1837 Hard TIMes era saTIrICal noTes 
The collecting of Hard Times Tokens has certainly garnered a long tradition in the american numismatic 

community. lesser known are the Hard Times Currency notes and for good reason. due to their frail nature, 
relatively very few exist compared to their sturdy copper token cousins. The rarity factor overall is likely 500,000 
or more to one. The lack of publicity for these satirical notes has changed considerably in the past quarter century 
as three important auction sales have included a significant amount of notes. The Julian leidman sale held in 
1986 is considered the first foundational sale of these notes. Included were fourteen notes (any offering of ten or 
more should be considered important) including a choice condition Great loco Foco Juggernaut example. over 
the next two decades scattered notes would appear with the 1996 Western reserve Historical society revealing 
some new examples never before auctioned. The virtually simultaneous disposition of the John J. Ford, Jr. col-
lections and the Herb and Martha schingoethe holdings became a collectors’ bonanza for notes of this series. In 
May 2005, in atlanta, Georgia, we auctioned Ford’s satirical notes in Part X of his mammoth, historical numis-
matic auction series. Included were fifteen notes and three incredible broadsides relating to the notes. among 
his rarities were several rulau Plate notes which could very well be unique. Herb and Martha schingoethe did 
not collect Hard Times Tokens assiduously, but held these satirical notes dearly among the some of the greatest 
obsolete note rarities contained in their collections. The core of those notes were sold in december 2006 with 
other notes scattered into other sales or yet to appear. The greatest collection of these notes is still privately held 
with many gracing the rulau reference section as the plated pieces.

tr  t - ro t er Br sh reek  
Sa s st t t o  Sat r cal Note

8495 he Br sh reek Sa s st t t o , Br sh reek. 25 ts.  
otes of the  ow  Ba k.  st 3, 1837. er  oo  to e, 

s l ts. uniface, printed on yellow rag paper. 130mm by 62mm. 
a uniquely styled note. The style and layout are similar to scrip 
notes of the period from Tennessee and the surrounding areas. 
Flanking the top center texts are two vignettes. at the left, a hare 
flees westward with forage in its mouth. at the right is a moose. 
The legends from the bottom center and downwards: “This is to 
certify/that there is due to the bearer the sum of t enty e cents at/
THe/BrusH CreeK saVInGs InsTITuTIon,/In notes of the 
Jug Town Bank,/when presented to the amount of five dollars..” 
at the lower left, “Brush Creek, august 3, 1837.” Below, written 
signature ‘f ‘sec’ty.’ lower right, engraved “obadiah saw-mill, 
Pres’t.” Identical end panels with corner ornaments and text de-
nomination “TWenTy FIVe.” Written serial no.100. l ste  a  

bl she  to o r k owle e, r or to th s ote, a  the o l  
exam le we ha e see . not in the schingoethe, Ford or leidman 
collections. rarity 7 (1 to 5 known) and likely on the very high 
side. a fascinating type missing from all the major Hard Times 
satirical note collections sold in the past 25 years. What the note 
lacks for in grade is handily compensated for in odd style and 
great rarity. The satirical references are clearly pointed towards to 
the multitude of back woods issuers of worthless shinplaster. The 
notes were redeemable at the Jug Town Bank which, according to 
this note, was clearly run by a bunch of drunken hillbillies. The 
“savings Institution” itself was directed by an “obadiah” which 
was an antique backwards style name even in 1837. Many of the 
1837 Hard Times notes came from the Philadelphia area where 
“savings Institution” shinplasters were seen on every corner. 
These notes eventually became worthless as any money from 
the frontier and this note was perhaps a direct assault on those 
well engraved, though eventually useless paper money. Virtually 

Or atel  St le  brams Preach  Note

8494 brams Preach  from the re Pl , No.102 S r ce St. Ph la-
el h a.  Prom se to Pa  e  e ts  S ec e.  a  15, 1837. 

e. uniface, printed on bond paper. 146mm by 66mm. an or-
nately styled note, partially styled as a scrip note. Full sweeping 
vignette from end to end. abrams preaches while standing upon 
a fire plug (this reference in the texts of the “Capital Currency” 
style notes). at the far left is a gang of “Quakers.” at the right 
is the “Mayor.” at the right end of the note, several members of 
crowd flee with abrams trampling a fallen foe. Text’s at the top: 
“I promise to pay a.B. or order, Ten Cents in specie, on demand, 
at my office/no.102 spruce street, south side ” across and below 
“Ten CenTs PHIladelPHIa 10 CenTs.” Bottom left, date and 
serial no. space. Bottom right, hand signed. Written no.50. rulau 
HT-n26B. not in Ford X. similar to leidman sale: lot 4047. There 
are at least three listed styles of the abrams preaching vignette 
note. This might be the most often seen, but still quite scarce and 
popular. rarity 4 (26-50 known). Many of these are damaged and 
repaired. Choice examples are quite difficult to obtain. This note 
is fairly solid with a short tear at the right, partly sealed, and a 
small body hole just left of the “M” in “Mayor.” Bright, clean 
and well pedigreed. 

From Schingoethe Part 9 . M. Smythe  Co., ecember 3, 200 , 
Lot 2 9 .
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all there, though there is a small piece of the lower right corner 
clipped off. Vertically split and rejoined on the back. some other 
minor splits on other creases. overall, the note presents quite well 
and the condition census might be one for all we know. This is an 
incredible scrip/satire note for the specialist in this series or the 
numismatist interested in the fascinatingly rare. 

ho ce lor  Ba k x er me tal rre c   
S b rst  e

849  he lor  Ba k, t  of Wash to . e ollars  lor .  
a ar  1, 1834. ho ce er  e. uniface, printed on thin white 

paper. 145mm by 62mm. Texts contained with ornate pattern bor-
ders. across the center, the main title “THe Glory BanK,” with 
a burst of sun emanating from the central “o” in Glory. across 
the top “experimental Currency” and “Washington January 1, 
1834.” across the lower center, “In the City of WasHInGTon, 
promises to pay/FIVe dollars In Glory,/To Martin Van 
Buren or bearer on demand.” at bottom center, “V” in diamond 
cartouche. engraved signatures of “and. Jackson” as Pres. and “a. 
Kendall” as Cashier. at each end “Glory ” In each end panel 
text “Pay My PeoPle In Glory.” rulau HT-n13 (page 247). not 
in Ford X. similar to leidman sale: lot 4037. The rarity rating is 
similar to the hog/veto type above. rarity 5 (11 to 25 known). This 
example is quite attractive and one of the finer examples we have 
seen. This is another classic theme of the period with engraved 
names of three members of the Kitchen Cabinet. The Bank of the 
united states crisis was in full swing at this time. This may have 
been one of the most widespread distributed satire notes of the 
period. However, their delicate paper nature has rendered few 
survivors to the present era. Bright and vibrant from the face and 
the appearance of much higher grade. 

From Schingoethe Part 9 . M. Smythe  Co., ecember 3, 200 , 
Lot 2 0 .

Po lar H mb  lor  Ba k Sat r cal Note

8497 H mb  lor  Ba k. S x e ts  t ro s or lor  at 
ost.  No ocat o . a.1837. e. uniface, printed on very sturdy 

banknote grade paper. 161mm by 71mm. dual imprints, one at the 
bottom and one at the far left end. another classic and a famous 
type lampooning the bank crisis and Jacksonian politics of the Hard 
Times token issuing period. at the top center a recalcitrant looking 
jackass (is there any other kind ) faces left, ‘roman Firmness’ above. 
To the left ‘6 Cents’ counter titled “Better Currency” and to the right 
a titled ‘Hickory leaf’ vignette. across the center, the titles: We 

promise to pay to umble umbug Benton, Se en Months after date at 
the ‘HuMBuG Glory BanK sIX CenTs in mint drops or Glory at 
cost’  The titles rest on an undertint of a large and “lazy” ‘6’ outlined 
in white on shaded ‘CenTs.’ along the left end panel inside the 
frame line are six satirical Jackson-portrait coins or “Mint drops” 
dated 1837, below a satirical “artist’s signature” as on contemporary 
medals, ‘Martin V. sc.’ at the right the “magician” has disappeared 
and all that is left is the President’s trademark top hat, hickory leaf 
stem, pipe, spectacles and a ‘veto[ed]’ bill  ‘6’ above and below. 
on the top border is motto “ ‘I leave this great people prosperous 
and happy’-Manager’s last kick.” on the bottom border “’In seven 
months from this time bank rag shall be abolished.[‘]-Globe of 1834.’ 
outside the frame lines are the imprints, at the left end ‘sold Whole 
sale, Winslows 6 little Green st. near Maiden lane new york.’ at 
the right end, ‘Published at 89 nassau street.’ at the bottom are 
engraved signatures of ‘Cunning reuben’ as ‘Cash’r’ and ‘Honest 
amos’ as ‘Pres’t.’ at the bottom margin line, ‘entered according to 
act of Congress august 21, 1837 by H.l. Winslow in Clerk’s office 
of the southern district new york.’ rulau HT-n18 (page 250). not 
in schingoethe Part 9. similar to Ford Part X: lots 4201 and 4202. 
similar to leidman sale lot 4042, but on different paper. The mottoes 
identical to the “Five Cents in Mint drops” (HT-n17, but with new 
style and designs.) This is the second most available style on the 
1837 satirical note series. as stated in Ford X, these come in at least 
these two imprint varieties and at least two or three paper types. 
rarity 5 (11-25 known). Many of the paper types (such as the yellow 
paper leidman sale note) are very frail, and damaged as such. The 
finest seen by us is the Ford X: lot 4201 example. This note is quite 
attractive and on solid paper. There is some minor damp staining 
seen from the back. The face appearance is quite excellent. 

amos Kendall, reuben Whitney and Van Buren here again are satirized, 
along with most of Jackson’s symbols from Veto to Hickory leaves and his 
oft-quoted stubbornness or “roman Firmness.” Few other Presidents found 
them selves facing such an array of their own symbols turned artfully against 
them with such devastating skill. numismatists know that no Jackson portrait 
coins exist, but his obsession with Hard Money and his ally Benton made such 
a satire all too inviting.

From our John J. Ford, Jr. Collection Part X, May 2 , 200 , Lot 202.

famo s Pett coat lomat c Ba k Sat r cal Note

8498 Pett coat lomat c Ba k, erhook New York . Pa  ss 
e al r b a t  e ollars.  arch 2 , 1832. e. uniface, 

printed on frail white bond paper. 165mm by 67mm. no imprint, 
scrip note style of Manly & orr of Philadelphia. Vignetted note 
with satirical texts in reference to the scandalous “Petticoat af-
fair” and the make up the first Jackson Cabinet. at the top center, 
new york state arms with motto E celsior, at the upper right, 
engraved date. left end panel with Washington and eagle at top. 
The right end with corner vignettes of Washington and “5” in the 
center. Bottom center, an eagle. Text and titles across the center: 
The President, directors and Company of the/Petticoat diplo-
matic Bank,/Promise to pay Miss Venal ur[b]anity, or bearer, on 
demand,/at their banking house, Kinderhook, the sum of/Five 
dollars.” engraved names at the bottom: “Mrs. digested Ingham, 
Cashier” and “Mrs. Isolated Ingham, President.” not in rulau. 
similar to schingoethe Part 9: lot 2657a, but a different denomi-
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nation (that was a “50”). he t e m ss  from the or  a  
e ma  ollect o  sales. rarity 6 (6 to 10 known). Quite rare 

and one of only a few we have seen in two decades. There are at 
least two denominations on this type as the schingoethe Part 9 sale 
had a “50” of this style. The note itself is an early style Jacksonian 
political note, infamous in character, and not Bank of the united 
states crisis related. Complete, but the lower left corner slightly 
chipped. at the lower right is a foxing patch. a fascinating period 
piece weaving political scandal and numismatics. 

The note refers to the early composition of the Jackson cabinet which had 
several Vice President John C. Calhoun loyalists within it. The powerful secre-
tary of War posting was held by the Jackson friend John H. eaton. However, 
eaton had recently married a young widow whose husband was rumored 
to have taken the suicide route when informed of the possible lechery with 
eaton while still alive. That of course did not sit well with the Calhoun friendly 
cabinet wives club who of course did their best to shun the new Mrs. eaton 
and her “Venal urbanity” (misspelled on this note, but not on the “50” in the 
schingoethe Collection). Jackson himself had to listen to rumor mongering 
about his late wife (questions involving the exact date of his marriage to her 
have been studied for decades). Mrs. eaton became “isolated” as engraved on 
the note. In the end, Martin Van Buren and John eaton resigned amidst this 
“Petticoat affair.” However, in the end Jackson won out by dissolving the entire 
cabinet and making Van Buren his Vice President (and latter successor).

From Schingoethe Part 3 . M. Smythe  Co., June 7, 200 , Lot 
0  erb and Martha Schingoethe Collection.

om lex a  are o o lo sho esto  
Sat r cal Note

8499 he o o lo sho esto ssoc ato, Ph la el h a. e ollars. 
1842. e or so. Printed as separate face and backs on very frail, 
brown rag paper and backed upon a card stock face to back to 
mimic a two sided note. 165mm by 66mm. The face is a vignetted 
and textual satirical. at the far left is the winged devil breathing 
fire, brandishing his pitchfork over a ‘$5 note.’ at the far right 
from top to bottom are a crown, a sloth, a ‘FIVe’ counter, and a 
jackass facing outwards. legends across the top: “The rogo Vilo 
dishonesto associato Will receive this note as FIVe dollars on 
special deposit, or in Payment of debts ’ ‘Philadelphia.’ ‘Chris-
tian era, 1842’” Texts over the title quote a speech by ‘n.[icholas] 
Biddle.’ The satirical text in seven lines below the denomination 
is as follows: ‘on special deposit, or in Payment of debts due the 
Institution ( ) at any of their offices, (alias swindling shops), some 
of the numer-ous branches’ of their Infernal Paper Humbug being 
located in PHIladelPHIa, and is payable in molten lead, Gold 
or Brimstone, on which is commonly called ‘The Great day,’ (that 
being the time appointed for the Banks for a ‘General resump-
tion ’) at the Gates of His serene Highness and satanic Majesty, by.’ 
Below in block printing are the “signatures” of ‘HoloFernes, 
Cashier’ and BeelzeBuB, Pres’t.’ at bottom left is the imprint ‘H. 

young, Printer, Cr. Passyunk rd. and shippen st. The separately 
printed back is typeset with an explanation to the public of the 
face satire vignettes. Both are mounted together on a period card. 
rulau HT-n23a (page 254). not in the leidman sale. Identical to 
stack’s 1999 americana sale lot 866. a rare major type that also 
has an 1841 date variety. due to the frail paper nature, most have 
been disfigured to some extent. We have seen this note mounted 
on circulated “broken” bank note backs of the period. This example 
presents a clear face appearance. Though the card is split on the 
vertical center, the note is fairly bright and well printed. There is 
a wax stain under the devil’s foot and there is some edge damage 
on the perimeter of the back printing. However, all is readable. 

There is nothing subtle about this full frontal attack on nicholas Biddle 
of the Bank of the united states. even allowing for class hatreds of the Hard 
Times era, it is doubtful that the urbane banker ever characterized the american 
working people as “this servile rout  these banditti.”

From our John J. Ford, Jr. Collection Part X, May 2 , 200 , Lot 
207.

mat c he Sa  Ba k  ar t

8500 he Sa  Ba k, New York. W ll ot a  e  ollars o  ema  
to oe Bl thea  or Bearer.  e to er  e. uniface, printed 
on frail rag paper. 165mm by 72mm. The first we have catalogued. 
We are fairly certain that this is from the 1830’s Hard Times era (the 
style suggests it) and as such was completely unknown to us until 
the eaHa sale it came from. Top center, eagle and shield vignette 
that is styled like the second Bank of the u.s. cashier bills that 
were counterfeited heavily at the time. The three small vignettes 
are a printing press, train with cars, and small sloop which were 
from standard printer’s cuts seen on period shinplasters. The title 
“The sand Bank” likely refers to the slowing and then suspension 
of specie payments during the period. Below is the obligation 
“Will not pay Ten dollars on demand to Joe Blunthead or Bearer.” 
“Blunthead” clearly refers to a populace that accepted this situation 
and often was duped by the shinplaster notes. The engraved clerk 
is “Peter Boozle” and the president “George Van Winckle.” he 
o l  exam le we ha e see . High rarity 7, perhaps unique. not 
in rulau’s section, Ford, schingoethe, nor leidman. an intrigu-
ing note and with “new york” designation at the upper left. The 
note itself may or may not be part of the Hard Times note series. 
However, it certainly has a place somewhere in the complex new 
york currency canon. as a scrip note related item, it is certainly 
quite fascinating. For the paper type, a high grade note with some 
natural as made voids in the paper. 

From Early American istory Auctions, April 23, 200  Mail Bid 
Auction, Lot 2 .
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xcess el  are 18 4 ree back  
Sat r cal ha e Note

8501 . ttha s- bol t o  xcha e ree back a fac-
tor , t tow . 2 e ts  or e for e  e ts. r l 28, 18 4. 

ho ce er  e. uniface, printed on very frail all green wove 
paper. 93mm by 63mm. The first we have catalogued. Within 
pattern border made of small “2”s, slightly larger in the corners, 
is a fabulous and unique vignette. a goose eats from the ground 
and the back end product is some money. Title “aBolITIon 
eXCHanGe” above, town and date to upper right, serial space 

upper left. Counter “2” flanks vignette within cartouche made of 
multiple small “2”s. Bottom center, “GreenBaCK ManuFaC-
Tory” with obligation at bottom  “For Five of these ‘abolition 
exchange’ I’ll pay Ten Cents as/long as Father abraham is not 
stolen.” Printed “rud. Kitthaus” at bottom right. except for the 
schingoethe citation, never seen by us before this. B  We have 
seen few, early greenback lampoons and this is clearly styled in 
the Pennsylvania tradition. There are a few Kutztown issuers who 
emitted Two Cent scrip notes. This is the only example we have 
seen and it is truly an intriguing type. exceptional condition for 
such a frail paper type. 

Post-Har  mes ra Broa s e
8502 Wester  New York, Pr te  Broa s e, a. 1843, O ose  

to the S b- reas r , N  N O  O  S  B S  
ho ce e. This bold and impressive Political and Monetary 

Broadside is printed on wove paper, measuring 15. 5” by 11” and 
lightly tipped onto a larger card. We derive the 1843 date from a 
pencil notation following the november 2nd meeting date. This 
remarkable broadside was printed to advertise the “Public Meeting 
of the electors of the Western Towns of Wayne County, without 
distinction of party, who are opposed to the sub-Treasury, and 
In FaVor oF sMall BIlls ” Possibly unique, as we have 
never seen or heard of another. 

8504 les  ol h, e s r shers a  Hatters, No. 703 arket 
Street, W lm to , elaware. Seaso  of 1889  brow . Baseball 
a ert s  ote. e. Printed on thin bond paper. Type as above 
(1889 Chicago White stockings), back inscription similar. Vlack-
1150. appears extremely Fine at first glance, with crisp paper and 
nice color, but split along vertical center fold and repaired with 

archival tape. left bottom corner and a short tear at left top of face 
deftly repaired. a handsome note. This is the only advertising note 
type listed by Vlack on the state of delaware. 

Plated in obert A. lack’s An llustrated Catalogue of Early orth 
American Ad ertising otes.

adVerTIsInG noTes FroM THe ColleCTIon oF roBerT a. VlaCK
“TaKe Me ouT To THe BallGaMe”

an Impressive selection of Baseball Team advertising notes

8503 o al Shoes, 21 h rch Street, New Ha e , o ect c t. Seaso  
of 1889  brow . Baseball a ert s  ote. er  e. Printed 
on thin bond paper. Brown overprint on face, portrait of a.G. 
spaulding to left, standing batsman to right. Brown back depicts 
portraits of 12 Chicago White stockings players with inscription 
(“THIs BIll Is Good / for FIVe per cent in payment ”). Vlack-
unlisted, as schingoethe Part 9, lot 2610. Individual pinholes in 
top corners, some short tears at top margin deftly repaired with 
archival tape, some central thinning and a few scattered pinholes. 
Good body, very pleasant for the grade. 

albert G. spalding was the manager of the national league Chicago White stock-
ings, the predecessor club of the Chicago Cubs. Though spalding is best known as the 
founder of the sporting goods company that even today bears his name, he compiled 
a .796 winning percentage as a pitcher and won 253 games. By 1889, he was the owner 
of the club  their record of 67-65 was good for third place in the nl. among the players 
depicted on the back of this type is Cap anson, who served as manager, first baseman, 
and minority owner of the team in 1889. anson, the first player to pile up 3000 hits, 
entered the Baseball Hall of Fame along with spalding. They were both among the 
first class of players inducted by the Veterans’ Committee in 1939.

From Smythe’s sale of the Schingoethe Collection, Part 9, ecember 
200 , Lot 2 0.
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8505 .H. ee es  So , loth ers a  a lors , O era Ho se Block, 
rora, ll o s. Seaso  of 1887  ree . Baseball a ert s  

ote. er  e. Printed on thin bond paper. Type similar to 
above, back depicts 12 players from 1887 Chicago White stockings 
with bold green print. Back inscription “THIs noTe Is WorTH 
Money. We take it and allow five per cent ” Vlack-unlisted, as 
schingoethe Part 9, lot:2612. left vertical quarterfold strengthened 
with archival tape, otherwise showing good bright green color 
and nice body. a beautiful note. unlike many of these advertising 
notes, this one was actually issued from a locale where the locals 
were apt to be fans of the team illustrated. 

The back of the 1887 type of Chicago White stockings notes feature John 
Clarkson at the left side of the constellation of players, unlike the 1889 type 
which show outfielder George Van Haltren in that position. Clarkson, a 1963 
Hall of Fame inductee, won 38 games as a pitcher in 1887, his last season 
playing for Chicago. This type also shows another player who was not on 
the 1889 Chicago team: Billy sunday, the great american evangelist. sunday 
batted .291 in 1887, considered his best season in the big leagues.

From Smythe’s sale of the Schingoethe Collection, Part 9, ecember 
200 , Lot 2 2.

850  omfort Shoe Store, N  OO W , 1 12 e e e, 
h ca o, ll o s . Seaso  of 1889  brow . Baseball a ert s  

ote. xtremel  e. Printed on thin bond paper. 1889 Chicago White 
stockings type, back inscription “do noT desTroy THIs noTed, 
it is good for FIVe Per CenT.” Vlack-unlisted, as schingoethe Part 
9, lot 2613. a superb note with good printing, nice paper, and a close 
top margin but full margins at left and bottom. lower right corner 
missing and replaced with skill  interestingly, the schingoethe note (a 
different specimen), also had this corner off - perhaps this was how the 

Comfort shoe store cancelled the notes when they were redeemed  
overstamp at right side of back reads “Good unTIl oCT. 1sT.” a 
nice Chicago ad note depicting the hometown squad. 

8507 .  .S. la s, a c  a  Sta le O S, 307 We tworth ., 
lewoo , ll o s. Seaso  of 1889  brow . Baseball a ert s  

ote. er  e. Printed on thin bond paper. 1889 Chicago White 
stockings type, back inscription “THIs BIll Is Good for FIVe 
Per CenT ” Vlack-unlisted, schingoethe Part 9, lot 2614. a high 
quality note, with light repairs to the top left corner and a few short 
tears at top margin, including a repair at vertical centerfold. evenly 
trimmed at face margins, large margin atop back but too close at 
left and bottom. nice body, good look. another note depicting the 
hometown team, issued from what is today Chicago’s south side. 

From Smythe’s sale of the Schingoethe Collection, Part 9, ecember 
200 , Lot 2 .

8508 .W. sh, ealer  r  oo s, Pecato ca, ll o s. Seaso  
of 1887  ree . Baseball a ert s  ote. er  oo . Printed 
on thin bond paper. 1887 Chicago White stockings type, back 
inscription “BrInG THIs noTe WITH you and I will allow 50 
cts ” Vlack-unlisted, schingoethe Part 9, lot 2615. Fairly limp 
with repaired vertical quarterfolds and some soiling, especially 
at right side of face. Green printing remains bright and suggests 
a finer grade. Fish’s advertisement on the face is a single purple-
tinted ink stamp, unusual for this type. despite the low grade, 
this small town (2000 modern residents) likely saved few of these 
ephemeral ad notes, making this very desirable. 

From Smythe’s sale of the Schingoethe Collection, Part 9, ecember 
200 , Lot 2 .
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8509 rott  a  ee a , loth ers, 559 a  Street, b e, owa. 
Seaso  of 1887  ree . Baseball a ert s  ote. xtremel  

e. Printed on thin bond paper. 1887 Chicago White stockings 
type, back inscription “CroTTy and Keenan, THe CloTH-
Iers, Will give a suit of Clothes for every Home run ” Vlack-
unlisted, type not present in schingoethe Part 9. a note of excellent 
quality, with bright color, bold body, no creases (just a few light 
bends), and a fresh, new appearance. a repaired bottom left corner 
prevents a higher grade, but tearing off a corner appears to be the 
way these notes were “cancelled” when redeemed. no baseball 
notes are listed on Iowa by Vlack. schingoethe included two types 
on the state, but not this one. The back offer of a free suit for every 
home run is very unusual  unfortunately for Crotty and Keenan, 
the White stockings led the national league in 1887 with 80 home 
runs, including 16 in 27 games by second baseman Fred Pfeffer. 

8510 ew s a  war s, ercha t a lors, ea - a e loth , 
509 ommerc al Street, m or a, a sas. Seaso  of 1888  ree . 
Baseball a ert s  ote. e. Printed on thin bond paper. 1888 
detroit Wolverines type, W. H. Watkins, Manager, at left face, 
standing batsman at right. Twelve oval portraits of players on back, 
inscription “THIs BIll Is Good, for FIVe Per CenT ” Vlack-
unlisted, type not present in schingoethe Part 9. limp but intact, 
somewhat faded, tear at right margin repaired, a few pinholes and 
trivial wrinkles. The corners are intact. no baseball types are listed 
in Vlack, schingoethe Part 9 included an issue on Hutchinson. 

The 1888 side was the last to ever don a detroit Wolverines uniform. The 
team, barely over .500 and fifth in the national league, disbanded due to poor 
finances, and all the players were sold to other teams. Just one year earlier, 
the Wolverines had won the 1887 World series. There are three Hall of Famers 
depicted on this note. dan Brouthers, the first baseman, is the most notable: 
19 seasons, .342 career batting average, five batting crowns. He was inducted 
into the Baseball Hall of Fame in 1945, just six years after its founding  a re-
cent saBr survey ranked him the sixth best player of the 19th century. sam 
Thompson, an outfielder and long-time Philadelphia Quaker (Phillie), was 
inducted in 1974  he owned the single-season rBI record until it was broken 
by Babe ruth. ned Hanlon, an outfielder of no great distinction, was inducted 
in 1996 on the basis of his managerial career.

8511 Pl mo th ock Pa ts o., 1  S mmer Street, Bosto , as-
sach setts. Seaso  of 1888  ree . Baseball a ert s  ote. 

er  e. Printed on thin bond paper. 1888 detroit Wolverines 
type. entire ad text printed as red overprint. Face reads “We 
Were THe CHaMPIon MaKers oF $3 PanTs For 1887, and 
still carry the PennanT bearing our motto: do you Wear 
PanTs ” Back reads: “The Famous Plymouth rock $3 Pants / 
eVery PaIr Made To order / Full suits $13.25. overcoats, 
$12.00. / order onCe and you will order alWays. / PlyM-
ouTH roCK PanTs Co., 16 suMMer sT. / BosTon, Mass / 

BranCH oFFICes 285 Broadway, new york. Burnside Building, 
Worcester, Mass.” Vlack-unlisted, type as schingoethe Part 9, lot 
2622. nice color and body overall, some wrinkles and soiling at 
right end from pack counting, top right corner and adjoining piece 
of top border neatly cut off, now repaired - clearly corner-cutting 
was the way to cancel these ad notes. The schingoethe note was 
likewise torn at this corner. This is the only piece of paper money 
we have ever seen that asked us if we wear pants. 

apparently, this clever advertising didn’t work. an 1895 new york Times 
article announcing the company’s receivership was headlined “Plymouth 
rock Pants Worn out.”
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8512 e tral t  loth ers, o  Block, ackso , ch a . Seaso  
of 1887  ree . Baseball a ert s  ote. xtremel  e. 
Printed on thin bond paper. as the 1888 detroit Wolverines type, 
but obverse green printing reads 1887. Face inscription: “Good 
for TWenTy-FIVe CenTs on a single cash purchase of FIVe 
dollars or over, before october 1, 1887, THree C’s, union 
Block, Jackson, Mich.,” while the back identifies the business as 
“unIon BloCK / Central City Clothiers / JaCKson, MICH.” 
Vlack-unlisted, schingoethe Part 9, lot 2624. a beautiful note, 
crisp and bright, well-margined, faint quarterfolds and a few ar-
eas of trivial thinning, chink out of bottom margin repaired since 
schingoethe. undoubtedly rare, a high quality type note and an 
unusual souvenir of an historical accident: a detroit baseball team 
that won a World series  

From Smythe’s sale of the Schingoethe Collection, Part 9, ecember 
200 , Lot 2 2 .

8513 co om  Boot a  Shoe Ho se, B ehler a  ebel, 420 o rt 
Street, Sa aw, ch a . Seaso  of 1887  ree . Baseball 
a ert s  ote. bo t c rc late . Printed on thin bond 
paper. 1887 Chicago White stockings type, back inscription “do 
noT destroy this note, as it is good for Five Per Cent ” Vlack-
unlisted, schingoethe Part 9, lot 2625. superlative condition, 
never folded and fresh, some embossing seen, tiny repaired split 
near right end of bottom margin. a type note of great quality, 
undoubtedly quite rare. 

arguably, Buehler and diebel bet on the wrong horse in 1887. Though 
saginaw is much closer to detroit than Chicago, this note features the Chicago 

team  the White stockings finished third in the national league, while the 
detroit Wolverines won the World series.

From Smythe’s sale of the Schingoethe Collection, Part 9, ecember 
200 , Lot 2 2 . Earlier, from ASCA’s sale of the Cris ell and Gibbons 
Collections, Part , April 982, Lot 8.

8514 Ha es Brothers, ewellers, 10  a  Street, st , esota. 
Seaso  of 1887  ree . Baseball a ert s  ote. ho ce bo t 

c rc late . Printed on thin bond paper. 1887 Chicago White 
stockings type, , back inscription “do noT destroy this note, as it 
is good for FIVe Per CenT ” Vlack-unlisted, type as schingoethe 
Part 9, lot 2627. excellent condition and bright color, trimmed 
into left margin as on others of this note type. aside from a trivial 
corner fold and the trimming-in, this is a bold uncirculated note. 
This type was the only baseball advertising issue on Minnesota 
owned by the schingoethes. 

austin, in the southeast corner of the state, is today as apt to have Chicago 
baseball fans as adherents of the Twins of the american league.

8515 esterso  Bros., he  e ts   loth ers, a rb r , Nebraska. 
Seaso  of 1888  ree . Baseball a ert s  ote. ho ce er  

e. Printed on thin bond paper. 1888 Chicago White stockings 
type, back identical to 1887 Chicago issue, back inscription “THIs 
BIll Is Good for five per cent ” in red overprint. Vlack-un-
listed, type not represented in schingoethe Part 9. nice body, good 
color, a few minor scattered stains, quarterfolded, a single central 
pinhole. Good overall condition on this rarity. schingoethe did 
not include a single nebraska baseball note  Vlack cited only one 
advertising type on the state, one that happened not to be baseball 
themed. Further, this is the only 1888-dated Chicago White stock-
ings note in this remarkable collection. 
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are Brookl  1893 Nat o al ea e ll Stars ss e

8518 Sm th s ewelr  Ho se, So th a  Street, Bellefo ta e, Oh o. 
Seaso  of 1887  ree . Baseball a ert s  ote. e to er  

e. Printed on thin bond paper. 1887 Chicago White stockings 
type, back inscription “Buy your goods where you can get the BesT 
the CHeaPesT ” Vlack-unlisted, not included in schingoethe 
Part 9. Good color, close at bottom margin, somewhat limp, light 
repairs to center fold. schingoethe included just one baseball issue 
on ohio, a low grade piece on Warren. 

Plated in obert A. lack’s An llustrated Catalogue of Early orth 
American Ad ertising otes.

851  r  the Hatter, 8  o rt Street, Brookl , New York. Seaso  of 
1893  b r . Baseball a ert s  ote. er  e. Printed 
on thin bond paper. 1893 national league type, depicting national 
league President nicholas e. young at left and crossed bats with 
ball and catcher’s mask at right. The burgundy seal, rather than 
stating Chicago or detroit as the various types above, simply says 
“Members of the Base-Ball league.” The back is similar in layout 
to other types, with 12 oval portraits of players, but the depicted 
athletes are all stars and represent a variety of national league 
teams. among their number are e members of the Baseball Hall 
of ame: Cap anson, Charles Comiskey, Joe Kelley, Jim o’rourke, 
and John Montgomery Ward. Back inscription “BesT HaTs In 
BrooKlyn, aT Very reasonaBle PrICes.” Vlack-unlisted, 
neither merchant nor entire type present in schingoethe Part 9. 

nice paper and color, limp at vertical centerfold, quarterfolded, 
no tears or pinholes. an important and rare type  not only is this 
1893-dated issue highly elusive and feature an historic cast of play-
ers, but schingoethe did not include a single baseball advertising 
note from new york City, arguably the greatest hotbed of baseball 
since the Knickerbockers played the new york nine at elysian 
Fields in 1846. 

Cap anson and Charles Comiskey were both inducted into the Baseball 
Hall of Fame as part of the inaugural class in 1939. Jim o’rouke was part of 
the next large class of veterans to be inducted in 1945  he batted .311 over 23 
seasons. John Montgomery Ward went into the Hall in 1964  he is the only 
inductee with over 2000 hits and 100 wins as a pitcher. Joe Kelley spent the 
best years of his 17 season career in Brooklyn and compiled a .317 batting 
average, earning election from the Veterans’ Committee in 1971.

8517 rk sh s Sam le Shoe Store, 253 ra  Street, New York, New 
York. Seaso  of 1893  b r . Baseball a ert s  ote. 

e. Printed on thin bond paper. 1893 national league type, back 
inscription “no FrIendsHIP In Trade, Buy your goods where 
you can get them the cheapest ” Vlack-4370, neither type nor 
merchant included in schingoethe Part 9. Good color and margins, 
a little limp, split and repaired along rightmost quarterfold, light 
repairs at top right corner and short split atop centerfold. another 
example of this highly elusive 1893 all stars type. Though there 
was no “all-star” game until 1933, teams of stars regularly played 
off-season exhibitions in this era. The selection of players depicted 
here may have been one of those teams, or just a random collection 
of excellent players of the era. This location is today in the heart 
of new york City’s Chinatown. 
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early aMerICan ColonIal  
and ConTInenTal ConGress CurrenCy

ConneCTICuT
8519 olo  of o ect c t. Pa r of cho ce 177  ca celle  otes  I 

June 7, 1776. one shilling. no. 3044. uncirculated. Bold embossing 
and appeal I June 7, 1776. nine Pence. no. 10209. uncirculated. 
a nice pair. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8520 olo  of o ect c t. Pa r of e 19, 177  ca celle  otes  
I one shilling. no. 1464. extremely Fine, some staining I one 
shilling and Three Pence. no. 127. uncirculated. Face somewhat 
light. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

delaWare
8521 elaware. a ar  1, 177 . o r Sh ll s. c rc late . 

no.67422. signed by McKinley, Collins, and Manlove. More than 
ample margins frame the boldly printed note at the centers of this 
crisp as board piece of laid paper. a single spot catches the eye 
in the imprint, while an old fold at left verso does not affect the 
printed areas and is visible only from that side. 

8522 elaware. a ar  1, 177 . S x Sh ll s. ho ce c rc late . 
no.72619. Bold and crisp with wide selvage at bottom margin. 
Well printed and well preserved, a beautiful type note. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8523 elaware. a ar  1, 177 . e  Sh ll s. c rc late . no.62456. 
signed by McKinly, Collins, and Manlove. Here is a nice, evenly 
margined note with bold printing, signatures, and serial number. Mica 
flakes and blue threads embedded in the paper against counterfeiters 
are boldly visible on this trouble-free note ideal for use in a type set. 

8524 elaware. a  1, 1777. hree 
Pe ce. S erb em c rc -
late - 7 P  P . no.50720. 
signed by lockwood. Bright 
and vivid. evenly margined 
and very sharply embossed. 
The registration face to back is 
outstanding. 

From the White Oak Collec-
tion.

Shar  a  1, 1777 e Sh ll s
8525 elaware. a  1, 1777. e 

Sh ll s. ho ce bo t -
c rc late -55 P  P . 
no.38520. signed by Wiltbank 
and John laws. The larger notes 
on this enactment are much 
scarcer than the small notes. 
some handling on two corners, 
but nicely margined and bright. 
a peer to the high quality Ford-
Boyd notes we auctioned in the 
Part XV sale. 

From the White Oak Collec-
tion.

852  elaware State. a  1, 1777. we t  Sh ll s. xtremel  e. 
no.4125 . signed by Clarke and lockwood. a sturdy and bright 
note printed on the usual board-like paper and possessing a 
strongly inked face. a hard horizontal fold is joined by some slight 
discolorations, seen mostly from the verso. 

GeorGIa

ho ce 177  Sterl  row

8527 eor a. 177  Sterl  e om at o s. e Sh ll s. er  e-
30 P . no.5349. Cro n. Border variety (s). signed by richard 
Wyllys and nehemiah Wade. uniface, printed on laid paper. There 
are very light folds seen from the verso. overall soft in tone that 
is quite striking and perfectly margined for this type. h s ote 
lacks the aws wh ch ofte  la e th s t e making this a top 
notch example of the type. Ford X: lot 4493 was a wonder note of 
this type, but this particular example is lofty in comparison to the 
two duplicates. This will not be easy to upgrade and the numerical 
designation is deceiving versus its ample eye appeal. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8528 eor a. 177  Ora e or ree  Seal. O e S a sh lle  ol-
lar. er  e to xtremel  e. no.6220. orange seal. Justice. 
Border variety (d). signed by saltus, andrew, evans, and ewer. 
Broad rough margins include pieces of the notes to left and right. 
orange seal good and bold, with both fresh color and sharpness 
in the sometimes-blurred detail. a bit limp but no serious flaws, 
a handsome Georgia note. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8529 eor a. 177  Bl e- ree  Seal. O e S a sh lle  ollar. 
er  e, e e tear. no.355. Justice. Border variety (e). signed 

by andrew, evans, saltus, and Wade. somewhat soft, split at left 
margin into folded top left corner. Wide right margin includes 
sheet selvage, otherwise naturally untrimmed. seal crisp but a 
little light in color. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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8530 eor a. 177  Ora e or ree  Seal. e  S a sh lle  ol-
lars. er  e, e e tear. no.1109. orange seal. Millstone on Palm 
ree. Border variety (f). signed by andrew, saltus, evans, ewer, 

and o’Bryen. nice margins and detail, good color on seal. Paper 
limp, heavy vertical centerfold, short tear below halfway point of 
right margin. an appealing mid-grade note. 

From the White Oak Collection.

 P  1777 hree ollars
8531 eor a. 1777 No eso-

l t o  ate. hree S a -
sh lle  ollars. x-

tremel  e-40 P  
P . no.3680. Orna-

mental Frame. Border va-
riety (c). signed by stone, 
andrew, saltus, o’Bryen, 
and Wade. Very bright, 
natural paper with just 
the softest tone spot at 
the upper left. Vivid red text color and well margined for the type. 
exceptional embossing. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8532 eor a. 1777 No esol t o  ate. hree ollars. xtremel  e. 
no.3951. signed by stone, andrew, and saltus. a bright-papered 
note with good printing of this simple, typeset design. Margins are 
close, top corners are sharp, lower corners have chips out. signatures 
and serial are bold, a solitary pen notation is noted on verso. 

8533 eor a. 1777 No esol t o  ate. e S a sh lle  ollars. 
ho ce er  e. no.177. Blue seal. Cannon. Border variety (a). 

signed by saltus, andrew, stone, o’Bryen, and Wade. This is one of 
the more available blue seal vignettes, but very popular. excellent 
seal color with a little blurriness. Four of five folds seen from the 
back. Many should consider this closer to extremely Fine when 
computing their bid as this is lovely for type. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8534 eor a. e 8, 1777 esol t o . O e ollar  o t e tal 
rre c . are t er  e-30 P S . red “in” seen in the 

legend and this is edge variety g. no.73. Justice /b . signed by 
Wylly, Wood and Wade. restorations seen at the bottom edge and 
so noted on the holder. The color is bold and the margins are nice 
for the type. a very attractive note despite the defects. 

8535 eor a. e 8, 1777 esol -
t o . Se e  ollars  o -
t e tal rre c . er  e. 
no.108. Blue seal. Liberty Cap. 
Cornucopia, and Caduceus. red 
“1n” text. signed by Wood, 
langworthy, Wylly, o’Bryen, 
and Wade. a lovely little 
note with an especially sharp 
seal showing good pale-blue 
color. Paper somewhat toned, 
good body, period tabulation 
on back and small old pencil code at top back corner. a particularly 
handsome example at this grade level and problem free. 

From the White Oak Collection.

Br ht h rtee  ks  Seal
853  eor a. e 8, 1777 

esol t o . ht ollars 
 o t e tal rre c . 
er  e, restorat o s. 

no.8. Blue seal. Coiled 
attlesnake. Black “in” text. 

signed by Wood, langwor-
thy, Wylly, o’Bryen, and 
Wade. a great american 
style seal type. From the 
face, bright and bold. The 
note has a vertical split seen 
from the face and other 
small splits that are deftly restored. The restorations are deft enough 
to add integrity to the paper and make the note wholesome. Complete 
and high grade notes of this type are quite tough to come by.

Bol  Se tember 10, 1777 O e ollar
8537 eor a. Se tember 10, 1777 esol t o . O e ollar  o t e -

tal rre c . er  e-25 
P . no.1640. orange 

seal. Justice. signed by 
Hohendorf, Chevalier, and 
o’Bryen. a high grade note 
with light wear seen from 
the back. The seal is very 
sharply struck with bold 
details. Fully margined on 
all four sides. an attractive 
type note from this well 
formed collection. 

From the White Oak Col-
lection.

8538 eor a. Se tember 10, 
1777 esol t o . hree 

ollars  o t e tal 
rre c . bo t xtreme-

l  e. no.805. orange 
seal. Frontiersman. signed 
by Chevalier, Hohendorf, 
Wylly, o’Bryen, and Wade. 
The seal is bright and the 
note is well margined. The 
paper is a trifle soft from a 
long ago wet paper press-
ing. Though the note has lost some paper body, the vibrant detail 
make this quite appealing to the eye. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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ttract e Sta  Seal Note
8539 eor a. Se tember 10, 

1777 esol t o . o r 
ollars  o t e tal 
rre c . bo t xtreme-

l  e. no.2876. orange 
seal. Stag. signed by Ho-
hendorf, Chevalier, Wylly, 
o’Bryen, and Wade. Crisp 
and bright with some faint 
traces of the surface soiling 
at the top. speck of glue on 
one back corner. an attrac-
tive example of this type. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8540 eor a. Se tember 10, 1777 esol t o . ht ollars  o t -
e tal rre c . e to er  e, m or co ser at o . no.2660. 

Blue seal. 3 Links C CO G ESS. signed by signed by Hohendorf, 
Chevalier, Wylly, o’Bryen, and Wade. one of the great motifs on 
this series. several folds were pressed out long ago leaving the note 
soft. This embedded some of the soiling. The chain is clear as a bell. 
There are some very hard to detect edge repairs, nearly invisible. 

From the White Oak Collection.

Maryland
8541 ar la . r l 10, 1774. r o of h h ra e e om at o s. 

all are signed by eddis and Clapham: I one sixth of a dollar. 
no.11393. Choice extremely Fine. nice body, margins, centering, 
and printing. Ideal for the grade I Half a dollar. no. 6653. ex-
tremely Fine. Two horizontal folds are subtle, natural untrimmed 
bottom margin, back a little blurry, a pleasing note I six dollars. 
no.8253. uncirculated. Crisp body, some toning, remarkably 
complete left margin, back darkly printed. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8542 ar la . r l 10, 1774. ht ollars. ho ce bo t c r-
c late -58 P  P . no.4505. signed by Clapham and eddis. 
Higher grade notes are undervalued on this series. splendid 
centering and margins. 

From the White Oak Collection.

H h- ra e ecember 7, 1775 8 Note
8543 ar la . ecember 7, 1775 Sess o . ht ollars. ho ce er  

e-35 P  P . no.8168. signed by John duckett and B. 
Hodgkin. The vast majority of this type is Very Good or less. This 
is boldly embossed with the back seal showing to the face. a light 
fold and handling amidst its pleasant brightness. Conservatively 
graded here by PMG. 

From the White Oak Collection.

ho ce 1780 Black o e  4 Note

8544 ar la . e 8, 1780 ct. ht ollars. ho ce xtremel  
e-45 P . no.172. signed by McHard and Cowman. The 

“Black Money” issue is a rare series and this is a clean and natural 
paper note. Well margined for the type, as the notes were tightly 
arranged on the sheet. There is a side and bottom fold with some 
handling on this bold note. another note that is one of the finest 
we have had the pleasure to catalogue. not far from being an 
“ePQ” note. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8545 State of ar la . e 
28, 1780 ct. ara tee  
b  the te  States 
ss e. ht ollars. 
ho ce bo t c rc -

late . no. 5491. signed 
by nicholas Harwood 
and John Cal lahan. 
Countersigned on the 
verso by Benjamin Har-
wood. Boldly printed 
with excellent red harp 
seal on the back. a bent corner and corner tip handling. Most 
of these seem to be “au-58” or so. a pleasing example of this 
intermediate scarcity Guaranteed by the united states series. 

From the White Oak Collection.

854  assach setts State. 1779. wo 
Sh ll s  S x Pe ce. xtremel  

e-40 P . e e e nd ee
n S n e  no.223. signed 

by Partridge. The “rising sun” 
represents the revere notes well 
in this collection. excellent paper 
originality and well margined. The 
left side sun vignette is nearly full. 

From the White Oak Collection.

neW HaMPsHIre
8547 New Ham sh re. r o of ohe  re r te  sheets from ffere t ser es  I Province of new Hampshire. 

May 20, 1717, redated 1729. Four subjects (15 shillings, 30 shillings, Three Pounds 10 shillings, and Four 
Pounds). Folded in quarters, extremely Fine or better. The newman book uses this reprint to illustrate this 
issue  it is essentially the only way this emission can be collected. Printed from the original plate I Province 
of new Hampshire. august 7, 1740. Four subjects (20 shillings, 40 shillings, Three Pounds, Five Pounds). 
extremely Fine, center folded, corner missing and split in very wide margin atop sheet, not affecting notes. 
newman illustrates this incredibly rare emission from this reprint  it is essentially unknown otherwise. 
Printed from the original plate I Colony of new Hampshire. June 20, 1775. ra e  b  Pa l e ere . 
Four subjects (Forty shillings, Twenty shillings, six shillings, one shilling). Folded in quarters, Very Fine 
or better. Printed on bond paper. This reprint was accomplished ca. 1850 by famed collector Mendes Cohen, 
according to newman. The full indents -- never visible on the original notes -- make this reprint a necessary 
inclusion in advanced collections of new Hampshire notes. (Total: 3 pieces) 
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8548 olo  of New Ham sh re. st 3, 1775. hree Po s. bo t 
c rc late -55 P  P . no.3969. signed by Thompson and 

nicholas Gilman. a genuine and popular new Hampshire issue, 
the most suitable note for a “True Thirteen Colony” set. deeply 
embossed with a light fold and corner handling. small as made 
paper ripple is seen from the back. 

From the White Oak Collection.

neW Jersey

S erb e 14, 1757 Note

8549 New erse . e 14, 1757. h rt  Sh ll s. em c rc late -
5 P  P . no.330. Plate C. signed by nevill, Hartshorne, 

and sam smith. a very scarce note with several excellent auction 
records. Most survivors seem to fall into the higher grades, when 
encountered at all. Very well centered on the paper with ample 
margins. Both sides display exceptional clarity of printing by James 
Parker of Woodbridge. 

From the White Oak Collection.

St  r l 10, 1759 S x Po s
kel  the est ow

8550 New erse . r l 10, 1759. S x Po s. ho ce bo t c rc -
late -55 P  P . no.1385. signed by nevill, red inked daniel 
smith, and sam smith. red and black print on the face. This is a 
st  ote  all re ar s. For the type, it is one of the finest seen 
by us and at first glance has the look of Gem. There are some very 
faint corner handlings on this crisp as board note. Bold red color 
is lovely to behold. Two central pinholes shall be forever linked 
with the serial number with pride. Called o t o  e s s by 
dr. Ball in 1993, and certainly accurate today. This note brought 
$1,100.00 at the duPont sale in 1993, nearly triple estimate  

From the White Oak Collection  Spring 993 Sale  .M. Smythe 
 Co., March 30, 993, Lot 2 0  James uPont Collection.

8551 New erse . r l 12, 17 0. S x Po s. e. no.1152. signed 
by nevill, daniel smith, and sam smith. red color frame on face. 
Most are rags. This is a bit soft and has been trimmed. However, 
well above the bell curve condition-wise . 

From the White Oak Collection.

o t o  e s s r l 23, 17 1 30 Sh ll s

8552 New erse  r l 23, 17 1. h rt  Sh ll s. ho ce c rc late -
4 P  P . no.589. Plate a. signed by Tho. rodman, nevill, 

and a. Johnston. red texts on face. another fabulous duPont 
note purchased at the sale and off the market since. The color is 
exceptional and once again douglas Ball placed this in the o -
t o  e s s in his view. We agree and it great to see these duPont 
notes come back onto the market for the next legacy of fine tuned 
Colonial note collectors. This note realized $825.00 in 1993. 

From the White Oak Collection  Spring 993 Sale  .M. Smythe 
 Co., March 30, 993, Lot 2 08  James uPont Collection.

8553 New erse . r o of h her ra e re ch a  a  War-era s-
s es  I april 8, 1762. Thirty shillings. no.4119. signed by nevill, 
rodman, and s. smith. Choice Fine. stiff and toned, centerfold 
does not cause total flaccidity, pleasing for the grade I december 
31, 1763. Three Pounds. no. 886. signed by Johnston, smith, and 
smith. almost Very Fine. Bright red printing, some soiling on back, 
centerfolded by still showing good body I april 16, 1764. Thirty 
shillings. no. 6551. signed by smith, Johnston, and skinner. Fine. 
a bit faded and dark, nice enough for the grade. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8554 New erse . Pa r of ho ce c rc late  later ss e otes  I de-
cember 31, 1763. eighteen Pence. no.4430. signed by Jn. Johnston, 
richard smith, and Joseph smith. Choice uncirculated. Well mar-
gined for this issued. Vibrant and well printed I March 25, 1776. 
Twelve shillings. no.3862. signed Jn. Johnston, robt. smith, and 
Jos. smith. Choice uncirculated. deeply embossed and vibrant. 
light right side embossing “wave” as made. once major hoard 
notes, now there is no Ford-Boyd supply to make the supply seem 
ample. Perfect representatives for the series. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

ma  Po t ecember 31, 17 3 S x Po s
kel  the o  of the o t o  e s s  xam le

8555 New erse . ecember 31, 17 3. S x Po s. ho ce bo t -
c rc late -55 P  P . no.121. signed by Jn. Johnston, richard 
smith, and samuel smith. Blue frame and text with red arms and 
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interior border. a true wonder note from the duPont sale. It has 
been a sixteen year wait for this small group of ex dupont notes to 
return to the market, and new Jersey specialists should be eager to 
attain these amazing notes. We would think these great new Jersey 
may have come from the Jacob spiro sale held by schulman in 1955. 
There is the right side cutting fold noted by dr. Ball, otherwise the 
note is as made. This o t o  e s s note brought a whopping 
$1,650.00 in March 1993. In our opinion, that price should be tripled 
for the visionary collector seeking the finest of its kind. The much 
more common March 25, 1776 rittenhouse six Pounds are $1,000 
plus notes if that places any perspective on the matter. 

From the White Oak Collection  Spring 993 Sale  .M. Smythe 
 Co., March 30, 993, Lot 2 0  James uPont Collection.

855  New erse . arch 25, 177 . r o of c rc late  e om at o s, 
all broa l  mar e  I one shilling. no.23476. signed by deare, 
robt. smith, and Jos. smith. remarkable embossing and crispness, 
some ghosting of obverse printing I eighteen Pence. no.57703. 
signed by smith, oh  Hart, and stevens. superb crispness and 
huge margins mark this as a prime John Hart note I Fifteen shil-
lings. no.1360. signed by deare, smith, and smith. neatly printed, 
trace of horizontal fold near top. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8557 New erse . arch 25, 177 . htee  Pe ce. er  e. no.57355. 
signed by smith, Hart, and stevens, Jr. a very desirable note for the 
signature of oh  Hart, signer of the declaration of Independence. 
note is a rich yellow-brown hue, with some softening to the paper. 
Printing and signatures are bold on this slightly circulated relic of 
the early revolutionary War era. 

8558 New erse . arch 25, 177 . S x Po s. bo t c rc late . no. 
2999. signed by Johnston, smith, and smith. a brightly printed 
example of a note boasting the distinctive blue and red face and 
david rittenhouse’s signature in the left border cut. left, right and 
bottom margins are ample, the top margin is a bit soft and close. 
a solitary tear at upper center has been deftly sealed, while left 
margin on face and back show the effects of having been removed 
from a mounting. Here is a note with abundant eye appeal that 
would repay careful consideration. 

Shar  e 9, 1780 8 Note
8559 State of New er-

se . e 9, 1780 ct. 
ara tee  b  the 
te  States s-

s e. ht ollars. 
ho ce bo t -

c rc late -58 P  
P .  no.1941. 

signed by Philemon 
dickinson and david 
Brearely. Counter-
signed on the verso 
by Joseph Borden. 
Fresh and bright. superb orange color seal on the back. as sharp 
as these come and not one of the often seen dull looking notes. a 
superior example, just about all there. 

From the White Oak Collection.

85 0 State of New erse . a ar  9, 1781 ct. O e Sh ll . ho ce 
bo t c rc late . no.7499. signed by robert neil and Benja-

min smith. Bright and vibrant as are most of the notes in this fine 
collection. no one looks for a horizontal fold, but this one has one 
right down the back stem line. looks Gem at first glance with its 
rich printing and excellent margining. 

From the White Oak Collection  Spring 993 Sale  .M. Smythe 
 Co., March 30, 993, Lot 2 2  James uPont Collection.

85 1 New erse . 178 . O e Sh ll . bo t er  e. no.49163. 
signed by Benjamin smith and James ewing. The series is very 
scarce with the majority of notes seen in the past two decades from 
duPont and Ford-Boyd. This example still maintains some crisp-
ness though multiple folding. Interestingly, the denomination not 
in duPont. above average soiling, particularly on the back, drops it 
a few points. However, superior red text color on the face. another 
handsome representative from this well put together typeset of 
american Colonial notes accomplished over three decades. 

From the White Oak Collection.

85 2 Boro h of l abeth, New 
erse . arch 25, 1790. O e 

Pe . ho ce er  e. no 
serial number. signed in print 
by aaron ogden. a highly 
pleasing note for the grade, 
arguable extremely Fine. Well 
centered and problem free, a 
bit light on the back. aaron 
ogden, brother of new Jersey 
copper minter Mathias ogden, was a senator from new Jersey 
and later served as the state’s governor. This one penny note from 
elizabeth was worth about the same as one of his brother’s new 
Jersey coppers, also minted at elizabeth. 

neW yorK

S erb r l 20, 175  e  Po s

85 3 olo  of New York. r l 20, 175 . e  Po s. ho ce bo t 
c rc late -58 P  P . no.7296. signed by William P. smith, 

robert r. livingston, John Cruger. uniface, printed on thick two 
part paper. a superb note that more than flirts with the high grade 
Ford-Boyd new york notes from the Pre-1771 emissions. This looks 
perfect Gem at first, but there is a light side bend at the left, some 
handling and a few scattered pinholes. not quite up to the Ford 
III: lot 632 note, but very close. another type that is seriously 
undervalued for being “too plain.” That situation could correct 
itself with the interjection of just two aggressive bidders trying to 
land this prize. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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85 4 olo  of New York. ebr ar  1 , 1771. O e Po . bo t er  
e. no.44899. signed by s.(amuel) Verplanck, W.(alter) Frank-

lin and a. lott. Printed on moderately thin laid paper. uniface, 
printed in black by Hugh Gaine. a decorative design with a top 
border cut showing seated Britannia supported by Indian and 
Commerce, at the left a beaver and to the right ships. at the lower 
right are the new york City arms with motto. These cuts created 
by elisha Gallaudet. at the left is “neW yorK” in a small panel. 
Crisp and for the type this is close to a choice example. There is 
a streak of foxing on the vertical crease. Three wide margins and 
the absence of other problems make this a premium example for 
the type. These are not common in undamaged or high grades 
and are seriously undervalued in our opinion. 

From our sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection, Part , January 
8- 9, 200 , Lot 3.

85 5 olo  of New York. ebr ar  1 , 1771. wo Po s. er  e. 
no.26515. signed by Franklin, Bache, and lott. a severely under-
rated issue in better grades. Pressed flat but still showing good 
body, hard vertical centerfold, meager trace of mount at two back 
corners. a boldly printed note that faces up well and presents far 
better than most examples of this interesting issue. 

From the White Oak Collection.

85  New York Water Works. st 25, 1774. O e Sh ll . em 
c rc late - 5 P  P . no.2702. signed by Hicks and Watts, 

Jr. a popular Water Works note with red color titles and uniquely 
styled vignette on the back, printed by Hugh Gaine. strong color 
and boldly printed, well centered back. 

From the White Oak Collection.

85 7 New York Water Works. st 2, 1775. Pa r of cho ce co t o  
e om at o s  I Two shillings. no.3382. signed by Waddell and 

John H. Cruger. uncirculated. Boldly embossed, toned on back, 
some handling at corners I eight shillings. no.2925. signed by 
Hicks and Watts. about uncirculated. a little soft, heavily toned 
on back. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

85 8 New York Water Works. a ar  , 177 . r o of cho ce e om -
at o s  I Two shillings. no.4002. signed by andrew Gautier 

and John H. Cruger. uncirculated. Crisp and appealing, bottom 
trimmed close at back to avoid gutterfold I Four shillings. no.96. 
signed by Bayard and Cruger. about uncirculated, some gutter 
wrinkles at left margin, tiny chip at left margin, back well toned 
I eight shillings. no. 2260. Choice about uncirculated. Closely 
trimmed, back toned, minor handling. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

are 177  lba  5 8 Note

85 9 t  a  o t  of lba . ebr ar  17, 177 . e hths of a 
ollar. er  oo . no.[faded]. signed by Cuyler and Beeckman. 

a highly elusive emission from the Committee of Correspondence 
for albany, issued by Patriots before the declaration and payable 
in Continental Currency. once split and pinned at centerfold, 
repair likely contemporary to the note, some wrinkles but no bad 
margin tears or loss. Well printed and fully legible. a distinctive 
local issue from 1776, priced in newman at $1500 in Very Good. 
Finer notes are rarely offered. This was the largest denomination 
issued in this small change series, of which only $5000 was issued 
over the five denominations 

Joseph lasser authored a thorough study of these notes in ans Museum 
notes 31, 1986.

mbo ar e  Water Works
8570 New York Water 

Works .  arch 5 , 
177 . ht Sh ll s. 

em c rc late - 5 
P  P . no.1413. 

signed by andrew 
Gautier and abraham 
Brasher. Bold color 
and broad, broad 
margining. The top 
and bottom are ex-
ceptional. superbly 
embossed and one of 
the finest seen by us in the past decade. 

From the White Oak Collection.

m ress e arch 5, 177  1 3 Note
8571 olo  of New 

York. arch 5, 
177 . O e h r  
o f  a  S a s h 

lle  or wo 
Sh ll s ht 
Pe ce. em -
c r c l a t e - 5 
P . no.9959. 

signed by Phillip 
lott and samuel 
ray. an impressive example and not as available in this grade as 
it was thirty years ago. There were never many of these high grade 
new york notes like the 1776 new Jerseys. Fully margined on a 
clean, bright piece of thick rag paper. a beautiful, fresh note. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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Ha some a elabr m  e

8572 olo  of New York. arch 5, 177 . e S a sh lle  ol-
lars. ho ce c rc late - 4 P . no.1310. signed by Henry 
Kip and samuel ray. a stunning Thirteen Branch Candelabrum 
vignette type. There is just enough handling at the left on this 
basically Gem note to drop it a notch. That is a shame as it is a 
beauty. rich printing and exceptional margins. The face to back 
registration is perfectly aligned. 

From the White Oak Collection.

Broa  ar s a  Bol  mboss

8573 olo  of New York. st 13, 177 . O e S xtee  of a S a sh 
lle  or S x Pe ce. em c rc late - 5 P  P . no.4040. 

signed by Voorhis and Mesier. a riveting gem with the boldest 
embossing imaginable. The margins are superior on all sides with 
only centering straying a shade from perfect. This type is some-
times seen in high end state such as this, but the supply is spread 
around as opposed to the concentrated holdings of fifty years ago. 
Handpicked for quality by the consignor during his decades long 
hunt for these elusive quality examples. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8574 olo  of New York. st 13, 177 . O e arter of a S a -
sh lle  or wo Sh ll s. em c rc late - 5 P  P . 

no.16392. signed by adgate and lawrence. deep black printing 
and well margined. The face to back registration is nearly dead 
on. There is a short ink blot on the back from stacking the notes 
after signing. This is far away from the back emblem. 

From the White Oak Collection.

ho ce Ho k so  S e  New York oa  Of ce B ll

8575 te  States of mer ca. o t e tal oa  Of ce  the State 
of New York . h r  B ll of htee  ollars,  N et  re 

o r o s. Se t. 2 , 1780. ho ce xtremel  e. no.1725. Printed 
on watermarked unITed sTaTes paper. signed by ra c s 
Ho k so , S er of the eclarat o  of e e e ce. ornate 
cursive types with left end indent, green and black intermingled. 
smythe/anderson us-95-8B. rarity 5. Hessler X32B.a much 
scarcer type on the Hopkinson signed livre Tournois series. This 
is stellar grade for one of these and right up there with the top of 
line examples we sold in the october 2004 Ford VI sale. 

From the White Oak Collection.

857  or orat o  of the t  of New York, New York. ebr ar  20, 
1790. O e Pe . xtremel  e. no serial number. signed in 
type by d. Phoenix, City Treasurer. Imprint of Hugh Gaine, new-
york. Printed on thin card stock. 61 x 46mm. newman page 301. 
a superb example of this issue, one of the more common of the 
Coppers Panic small change notes but still underappreciated both 
historically and in the marketplace. Good paper quality remains, 
stiff and unfolded, with just a few moderate toning spots includ-
ing an area at the lower left corner of face and opposite on back. 
a single pinhole is present. Fully printed with good margins 
around. Issued by the City of new york when coppers had become 
horrendously devalued  this could be collected as both an early 
american token and as local emergency money. an attractive 
piece, finer than usually seen by a significant margin. 

From our Americana Sale of January 2008, Lot 723  the Spring 
993 Auction  .M. Smythe  Co., March 30, 993, part of Lot 

2233 . he original lot sticker accompanies this lot.

 Yo r B s ess

8577 New-York a fact r  Soc et , New York, New York. e 22, 
1790. O e Pe . ho ce er  e. no serial number. signed in 
print by H. Ten Brook. a very attractive example of this important 
Copper Panic issue, made to replace the then-disappearing copper 
coins and essentially a new york token that happens to be made of 
paper. Quarterfolded but showing good body, not limp like most 
of these. Full margins all the way around, trivial soiling on back. 
For numismatists, the most interesting aspect is the back legend 
“Mind your Business,” a clear reference to the Fugio coppers that 
were issued in quantities right into the teeth of the Copper Panic 
in and around new york. This clear reference to the first Federally 
issued coin makes this an important association piece for colonial 
copper enthusiasts. 
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8578 eforme  tch h rch of a a ohar , New York. ebr ar  4, 
1793. wo Pe ce. e. no serial number. signed by ink by Jacob 
Markell (not Maskell, as listed in newman). a very scarce “paper 
token” or scrip note from the era following the Copper Panic of 
1789. nice bold margins frame the borders nicely. Well printed, 
paper limp but free of tears, pinholes, or repairs. This is typical or 
better than typical condition -- these small coin substitutes were 
used extensively and are usually ragged as a result. The signature 
is faded but legible.

The most famous issue of an upstate new york church 
during the early 1790s is the albany Church Penny, a token 
counterstamped on worn down coppers that were the standard 
small change coin during the Copper Panic of 1789 and the years 
that followed. Those tokens, listed in the Guide Book and collected 
by colonial coin specialists, are worth tens of thousands of dollars 
despite being more common than the related small change notes of 
other upstate new york churches from the same era. This “Church 
Money” penny token from nearby upper Canajohary (modern 
Manheim, west of albany) would be an excellent foil to such a 
token in an advanced collection.

Jacob Markell, the signer, is an interesting and important figure. He served 
as a Congressman from new york (1813-1815) and was a central figure in 
the town of Manheim from his arrival there in 1790 until his death in 1852. 
He was 23 years old when he signed this series of notes issued by the local 
dutch reformed Church.

norTH CarolIna

es rable North arol a 1729 e Po s  
Seale  B ll

8579 North arol a. No ember 27, 1729 ct. e Po s. Ha wr t-
te  Seale  B ll. o tem orar  o terfe t. er  oo , s l t 
a  restore . no.473. “signed” by J.(ohn) lovick, Wm. downing, 
Cullen Pollock, Tho.(mas) swann, and e.(dward) Mosely. Hand 
accomplished on laid paper. 110mm by 148mm. a third Con-
temporary Counterfeit, so catalogued by Mr. Ford in his original 
notes on this series. all handwritten bill, with flourished ink in-

dent (space between has serial number) at the top and octagonal 
white paper on wax seal at the bottom center. denomination in 
two places and different signature placement from the Forty shil-
ling and Three Pound notes. The additional denomination, “Five 
Pounds” is in red ink and in large letters below the indent. This 
note has an additional red wax seal at the lower left with partial 
string attached. Marked “Counterfeit” in dark pen vertically at 
the left center. Condemned in the time period, there are only two 
pen endorsements on the back. The note is all there, but there are 
some small voids and ink corrosion across the pen cancel, and a 
horizontal fold has split in half and is hinge tape repaired from the 
back. There are other minor splits and the note has mottled age 
tone to it. There are a couple top nicks. Counterfeit, but very rare 
and important to specialists. With the exception of the bonanza 
of these notes contained in the Ford III and Ford VIII sales, they 
are rarely seen or offered for public sale. 

From our sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection, Part , May - 2, 
200 , Lot 778  E  F.C.C. Boyd Estate.

8580 North arol a. r l 4, 1748 ct. hree Po s. er  e. Fort 
Johnson and Union Jack. no.1670. signed by Mosely, swann, starkey, 
and allen, the last quite weak. usual ink endorsements on back. 
excellent condition for this issue, which is more common than 
most pre-1750 notes but typically survives in wretched grade. 
some minor stains, nice full indent. a handsome piece. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8581 North arol a. arch 9, 1754 ct. o r Pe ce. er  e. Key. 
no.16405. signed by starkey, swann, swann, and de rosset. 
nicely curved full indent, some chipping at bottom margin and 
trivial split atop centerfold. limp but intact and handsome, minor 
staining, really quite nice for this issue where an overwhelming 
majority are utter rags. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8582 North arol a. arch 9, 1754 ct. we t  Sh ll s. er  e. 
Cro n. no.5339. signed by swann, starkey, de rosset, and swann. 
once pressed but good paper body remains. Ghosted impression of 
an identical note on back. some splits on either side of lower right 
corner, chink out of center of indent. a good looking type note. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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ho ce 1754 Ho se h rt  Sh ll s

8583 North arol a. arch 9, 1754 ct. h rt  Sh ll s. er  e to 
xtremel  e. ouse. no.1516. signed by lewis de rossett, sam 

swann, John starkey, and John swann. uniface, printed on water-
marked laid paper. The hoard notes are wretched in general on this act. 
This is pre-hoard and very choice for the type. nicely cut and complete. 
There is very tiny top central nick filled in with great deftness. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8584 Pro ce of North arol a. ecember 1771 ct. wo Sh l-
l s S x Pe ce-O e Po - e  Sh ll s Sheet. c rc late . 
nos.27092, 7092, and 7092. standard four signatures. a boldly 
printed trio featuring the simple house, bear, ship vignettes, 
respectively. Bold printing and signatures, sharp edges and good 
paper crispness. a single tack hole is noted in margin of the 2 
shillings six Pence note. 

8585 Pro ce of North arol a. ecember 1771 ct. wo Sh ll s S x 
Pe ce- e Sh ll s-O e Sh ll  Sheet. c rc late . no.19113. 
standard four signatures. a charming small-format sheet, the de-
nominations featuring the duck, book and quill, and basket of fruit 
motifs. edges of sheet are a bit uneven at right and bottom sides, 
not affecting at all the nicely preserved trio of notes. 

858  Pro ce of North arol a. ecember 1771 ct. r o of otes, all 
with the four standard signatures: I Two shillings and six Pence. 
uncirculated. no.27403. sharp and bold printing, wide margins, 
thick paper, house vignette I one Pound. uncirculated. no.9990. 
a thinner laid paper example featuring bright paper and a slightly 
closely cut lower margin I 30 shillings. Choice extremely Fine. 
no.233. relatively evenly margined, brightly printed on thin laid 
paper. single endorsement on verso. (Total: 3 pieces) 

8587 Pro ce of North arol a . ecember 1771 ct. ho ce c rc -
late  a r of lesser e om at o s  I Five shillings. no.19108. Four 
signatures. a typical unc. note with good eye appeal and a plate 
impression line at left I one Pound. no.8120. Four signatures. once 
pressed, ghost impression of another note on back. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8588 Pro ce of North arol a. ecember 1771 ct. artet. each note 
bears the four standard signatures of the act: I Thirty shillings. 
no.461. Choice eF. decently printed, some natural as made paper 
folds I Thirty shillings. about uncirculated. no.650. Bright with 
some handling and a single verso endorsement I Thirty shillings. 
extremely Fine. no.3445. Widely margined on two sides, some 
handling, three verso endorsements, including stamped I. asHe 
I one Pound. extremely Fine. no.4102. a bright and well-printed 
note with some ink spears, bright signatures, and three verso en-
dorsements including stamped I. asHe. (Total: 4 pieces) 

8589 Pro ce of North arol a. ecember 1771 ct. hree Po s. 
xtremel  e. Magna Charta. no.101. Four signatures. Crisp, 

bright and broadly margined. Multiple endorsements on the verso, 
typical to this series. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8590 Pro ce of North arol a . ecember 1771 ct. e Po s. 
xtremel  e. rum, Cannon  Flag. no.728. Four signatures. 

Very broadly margined with some endorsements on the verso, 
typical to this series. The central Montfort signature from the verso 
shows to the face slightly. 

From the White Oak Collection.

er  Scarce Steer  1 8
8591 North arol a rre c . r l 2, 177  Hal fax ss e. O e hth 

of a ollar. Steer. er  e. no.12999. signed by G. Hill and Willis 
alston. uniface, printed on slightly thick laid paper. This is another 
less frequently seen member of the “56 Club” on the Halifax Issue. 
More or less close to the Ford XV note in grade. Wide left margin 
as made. There are a few small nicks, but clean and fairly bright. 

From the White Oak Collection.

Stro  al t  r l 2, 177  o  1 8
8592 North arol a rre c . 

r l 2, 177  Hal fax s-
s e. O e hth of a ol-
lar. o . er  e to 

xtremel  e. no.6069. 
signed by G. Hill and 
Willis alston. uniface, 
printed on laid paper. a 
strong quality note not 
far from the sharp note 
in Ford XV. These delicate lower denominations were subject to 
much peril. This has but a small edge nick. Complete margins and 
strong details. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8593 North arol a rre c . 
r l 2, 177  Hal fax s-

s e. S x ollars. S r-
rel eat  N t. ho ce 

er  e-35 P  P . 
no.6187. signed by J. Brad-
ford, Benjamin McCulloch, 
Willis alston, and G. Hill. 
Generally, one of the more 
often encountered types. 
However, this is excep-
tionally bright and vibrant. The folds are seen from the verso. 
looks at least one grade better with superior side margining. 

From the White Oak Collection.

P  ooster  e
8594 North arol a rre -

c . r l 2, 177  Hal fax 
ss e. ht ollars. 
ooster. bo t c r-

c late -53 P  P . 
no.387. signed by Benja-
min McCulloch, J. Brad-
ford, G. Hill, and Willis 
alston. uniface, printed 
on laid paper. Very well 
printed. a crisp note with 
note with minimal handling. one long fold and a few diagonal 
folds. The face presents itself quite strongly. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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st ct e r l 2, 177  e om at o
8595 North arol a r-

re c . r l 2, 177  
Hal fax ss e. wel e 

ollars   Half. 
a le arr  Bro-

ke  rrows. ho ce 
er  e. no.1911. 

signed by Wm. Wil-
liams, J. Webb, david 
sumner, and Wm. 
Haywood. a nice note 
on this scarce denomination, with even margins and a bold plate 
impression. some smudging at right side, good details throughout, 
once pressed. some period notations and endorsements pres-
ent on back. While no one has undertaken a rarity study of this 
remarkably varied issue, this denomination features just this one 
vignette and boasts the lowest production total-3,000 pieces-of any 
denomination in the series. other denominations ranged from 5000 
notes (like the rare $15 and $20) to 100,000 notes for the fractional 
denominations. Those brave collectors seeking to complete a col-
lection of the april 1776 north Carolina notes often find that this 
is the stopper. 

From the White Oak Collection.

er  ho ce Boar  15 Note
859  North arol a rre c . 

r l 2, 177  Hal fax s-
s e. ftee  ollars. Boar. 

ho ce bo t c rc -
late -58 P . no.1378. 
signed by Wm. Williams, 
Wm. Haywood, david 
sumner, and J. Webb. 
some of these higher de-
nominations are seen in 
higher grades such as this note. This piece surpasses the Ford-Boyd 
note in paper quality. The printing is a little light as made. another 
very beautiful type from this popular series. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8597 State of North arol a. a  10, 1780 ct. O e H re  ol-
lars. ho ce bo t c rc late . no.7565. signed by Is. Guion 
and Jonathon Cooke. a beautiful example of this thin-paper issue. 
nicely printed and well preserved, just a trivial vertical fold near 
the right margin. a very good looking piece. 

From the White Oak Collection.

are ecember 29, 1785 40 Sh ll s

8598 State of North arol a. ecember 29, 1785 ct. ort  Sh ll s or 
wo Po s. bo t xtremel  e. no.1106. signed by absalom 

Tatom and John Hunt. Printed on thick paper. Justice with scales. 
Typeset back with obligation and Hillsborough imprint. similar to 

Ford XV: lot 8535-8536. a rare issue and a genuine example. The 
diagnostic “straight arm” of Justice. see Ford XV, page 8538 for 
the diagonal arm diagnostic for contemporary counterfeits. The 
series is un-priced in newman, but the auction records in Ford 
XV apply readily. This is certainly similar in condition to the cited 
Ford XV notes. nice and clean on the face. The note was wax seal 
attached from the back once and the residue circle shadow is still 
seen. no clear folds, mostly a few vertical bends and handling. 
The overall beauty is quite effective on this example. 

From the White Oak Collection.

PennsylVanIa

m orta t st 10, 1739 o e Be am  ra kl  
m r te  Note

8599 Pro ce of Pe s l a a. -
st 10, 1739. we t  Sh ll s. 

er  e, lam ate   last c. 
no.32308. Plate B. signed by 
samuel smith, William Mon-
nington, Thomas leech, abra-
ham Chapman, and Joseph 
Harvey. Imprint of B. ra kl  
on the nature Print back. an 
incredibly historic issue, one 
printed by Benjamin Franklin 
alone when he was actually in 
Philadelphia (he spent 1757-62 in 
london while many “B. Frank-
lin” notes were being printed at 
home). This issue was the first to use nature printing, a distinctly 
Franklinian invention. notes on the issue are very rare, unpriced 
in all editions of newman. The amazing Boyd-Ford collection 
contained only two notes on this issue, though their prices are no 
longer relevant. This note looks excellent, even choice for the grade, 
with even bold printing and decent margins. as usual for notes 
of this format and stock, there is a heavy horizontal fold with a 
little chip at its right end. The corners are a bit rounded, with some 
minor losses at the top corners. The 800-pound gorilla, of course, 
is a thick lamination covering both sides. This may be removable 
by a professional. even if not, this is a remarkable survivor of a 
rare and historically important issue, one that recommends itself 
to collectors at any level. 

From the White Oak Collection.

ttract e 1755 ra kl  a  Hall m r t Note
8 00 Pro ce of Pe s l a a. Octo-

ber 1, 1755. e  Sh ll s. er  
e. no.692. Plate B. signed by 

Joseph saunders, daniel Wil-
liams, and Thomas say. Imprint 
of B. ra kl  and d. Hall on 
the back. a pleasing example 
of this scarcer Franklin issue, 
one printed before he left for 
london. Good body despite a 
horizontal center fold, rounded 
at corners but not showing 
any loss, decent margins if not 
huge. The detail is good for the 
grade. nice even toning offers 
an antique look. This issue is significantly scarcer than the 1757 
through 1760 issues from Franklin’s press. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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8 01 Pro ce of Pe s l a a. r l 
25, 1759. ftee  Sh ll s. e 
to er  e. no.391. Plate 
a. signed by Joseph stretch, 
Charles Jones, and richard 
Pearne. Imprint of B. ra kl  
and d. Hall on the back. a very 
attractive circulated Franklin 
note, showing pleasing square 
margins on the face. some folds, 
a little soft at center of back, 
paper a bit soft but supple. a 
handsome piece. 

From the White Oak Col-
lection.

8 02 Pro ce of Pe s l a a. r l 25, 1759. ft  Sh ll s. er  
oo  to e, to e . no.6618. Plate d. signed by Joseph stretch, 

Charles Jones, and richard Pearne. Imprint of B. ra kl  and d. 
Hall on the back. red and black texts both sides. Hard crease with 
rounded in side splits. Toning with a darker patch right of center. 
excellent color for the technical grade. These are scarce and not 
often seen in higher grade. The VG catalogue value in the new 
5th edition is $900.00. 

From the White Oak Collection.

em-  P  17 4 ra kl  Note
8 03 Pro ce of Pe s l a a. e 

18, 17 4. hree Pe ce. em -
c rc late -  P . no.73515. 
Plate B. signed by Thomas Whar-
ton. Imprint of B. ra kl  and d. 
Hall on the back. The extremely 
popular small format change bill 
type from the last Franklin shared 
imprint series. This is from the 
famous run of “new” notes (70000 
serial numbers) that range from 
pure Gems to some with some 
slight handling. exceptional paper 
surfaces and printing clarity. The margins and centering are nearly 
perfect. 

From the White Oak Collection.

S erb ra e Better  Ho se o e
8 04 Pe s l a a. arch 10, 17 9 

Better  Ho se o e . O e 
Sh ll . ho ce bo t -
c rc late -58 P  P . 
no.12328. Plate B. signed by 
Jacob lewis, Charles Thomson, 
and sam rhoads. uniface. Text 
and Penn arms, lower right. 
another exceptional grade note 
from this significant type set of 
american Colonial notes. This 
note must have come along 
with the Ford-Boyd-Chapman 
notes at one time. It is two serial 
numbers away from Ford XV: 
lot 8544. obviously this is in the high condition census of this type 
with a scant few notes appearing to survive above extremely Fine, 
most appearing to be from this select group of high end notes with 
a distinguished pedigree likely. The corner handling is minuscule 
on this essentially new, Gem-like note. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 05 Pe s l a a. arch 20, 1771. e  Sh ll s. ho ce xtremel  e. 
no.4276. signed by luke Morris, Isaac Cox, and daniel roberdeau. 
red central arms and top border. a colorful and sharp looking issued 
from Hall & sellers. not at all common in this grade. Bright with 
vibrant color. Creased with heavily handled upper left corner. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 0  Pe s l a a. ho ce artet of ffere t 1772-1773 Ser es 
otes  I april 3, 1772. eighteen Pence. no.5723. uncirculated. a 

nice square crisp note with particular good back printing I april 
3, 1772. Two shillings and six Pence. no. 14655. uncirculated. a 
bit poorly trimmed, truncated lower right corner, bold and crisp 
with no other flaws I october 1, 1773. Five shillings. no. 191. 
about uncirculated. Crisp, a bit close at top border, some corner 
handling, diagonal folds at top left I october 1, 1773. Fifty shil-
lings. no. 21905. about uncirculated. some minor handling, left 
back margin touches design. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

em htho se Note

8 07 Pro ce of Pe s l a a. 
arch 25, 1775 htho se 

ss e. S xtee  Sh ll s. 
em c rc late - 5 P  

P . no.2199. signed 
by ezekiel edwards, James 
Wharton, and richard Vaux. 
a popular back vignette type 
and not easy to find these 
days. Well margined for this 
type on the face. nearly per-
fect corners on this “as made” 
note. another beauty tough 
to surpass. 

From the White Oak Col-
lection.

8 08 Pe s l a a. r o of re  t te  otes from two e actme ts  I 
april 10, 1775 Workhouse Issue. Fifty shillings. no.2814. uncir-
culated. Crisp and appealing, bottom margin not quite even I 
april 10, 1777. Twelve shillings. no. 758. about uncirculated. 
light corner bend at lower right, bold red ink, scarcer than the 
pre-declaration issues of the Commonwealth I april 10, 1777. 
Forty shillings. no. 11061. extremely Fine. some light stains, once 
pressed, pinhole at right side of bottom signature. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 09 Pro ce of Pe s l a a. l  20, 1775. ort  Sh ll s. ho ce 
c rc late - 4 P  P . no.3939. signed by John Benezet, 

samuel C. Morris, and lambert Cadwalader. a very bold and 
handsome note with perfectly even face margins, more than ac-
ceptable on the back if a little close at the bottom. rich mica, well 
inked nature print, an ideal high grade type note. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 10 Pro ce of Pe s l a a. October 25, 1775. O e Sh ll . ho ce 
c rc late - 4 P  P . no.7514. signed by Kinsey, Jervis 

and shoemaker. superb embossing and centering. 
From the White Oak Collection.

8 11 Pro ce of Pe s l a a. October 25, 1775. htee  Pe ce. 
em c rc late - 5 P  P . no.217. signed by signed by 

Kinsey, Jervis and shoemaker. a deeply embossed Gem. 
From the White Oak Collection.

8 12 Pe s l a a. October 25, 1775. ho ce a r of hor o tal format 
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e om at o s  I Five shillings. no.2204. signed by abel evans, 
Jonathon Warder, and John Knowles. Choice uncirculated. The 
margins are not quite perfect and very minor handling on the edges 
I Ten shillings. no.1243. signed by Chas. Jervis, Phillip Kinsey, 
and Thomas shoemaker. uncirculated. Perhaps a light bend, but 
the margins are superior. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 13 Pro ce of Pe s l a a. ecember 8, 1775. ort  Sh ll s. 
ho ce bo t c rc late -58 P  P . no.3329. signed by 

smith, redman, and Clarkson. a lovely note, just a corner bump 
and trivial handling away from being Choice uncirculated. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 14 Pe s l a a. r l 25, 177 . wo Sh ll s. ho ce c rc late . 
no.2696. signed by Tybout and Hewes. Boldly and sharply printed 
in black, the laid paper is stiff, crisp and with only a toning spot 
or two. signatures and serial number are bright as the day they 
were written. 

rHode Island

bra t a  22, 1777 1 24 Note

8 15 State of ho e sla  a  
Pro e ce Pla tat o s. a  
22, 1777. O e we t  o rth of 
a ollar or hree Pe ce. ho ce 

bo t c rc late -58 P . 
no.4753. signed by Welcome 
arnold. uniface, small format 
note. superb originality, bright 
and vibrant. This well margined 
note has a light bottom third 
fold and some handling. This is 
a “top of the line” note from this 
series with few notes surviving 
in an issued state of preservation. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 1  State of ho e sla . l  2, 1780 ara tee  b  the te  
States ss e. c t a e of e ht e om at o s, 5- 7- 8- 20 1-
2- 3- 4. xtremel  e, glue remnants no.2057. each signed 

rumreill and Harris, countersigned on the verso by arnold. light 
gutter folds, but a clean face. There is glue on the back of each 
corner. should be seen. 

8 17 ho e sla . Pa r of a  178  Sess o  otes  I Twenty shil-
lings. uncirculated. no.1902. signed by Knight, allen and Cobb. 
Printing is a bit light, but the boardwalk wide margins more than 
compensate. Bottom is extra wide, cut from the bottom of the sheet 
I Three Pounds. Choice about uncirculated. no.9164. signed by 
Knight, Cobb, and Hazard. Boldly printed, the paper shows light 
toning and handling. (Total: 2 pieces) 

souTH CarolIna
8 18 So th arol a. e 1, 1775. we t  Po s. e, re a re . 

no.7597. signed by edward, Gervais, loyas, Bacot, neufville, and 
Gibbes. Printed on thin laid paper, the folders starting to split and 
repaired with old-time glassine tape. Printing bold, signatures thin 
but quite visible. only 10,000 were printed of this denomination 
featuring the clasped hands, FIdes PuBlICa vignette. This large 
format pre-revolutionary note is priced at $600 in Very Good in 
the new edition of newman. 

ho ce No ember 15, 1775 10 Sh ll s

8 19 Pro c al o ress of 
So th arol a. No ember 
15, 1775 Or er. e  Sh l-
l s. bo t c rc late -
50 P . no.9250. signed 
by edward Weyman, ralph 
Izard, and John Berwick. uni-
face, printed on laid paper. 
small format note with lower 
right emblem. This is an issue 
plagued with restored notes. 
This series also sports the 
famous and rare Francis salvador Jewish signature. He signed these 
denominations rarely and sadly did not sign this one. Quarter folded 
with some other handling. Bright and well margined. 

From the White Oak Collection.

xcelle t Pa er al t  15 Po s  
attles ake s. o  ot f

8 20 So th arol a. arch , 177  esol e. ftee  Po s. bo t 
er  e. attlesnake Attacking British Lion. no.6212. signed by 

Jacob Motte, John Parker, and elias Horry, Junior. uniface, larger 
format. Printed on white laid paper. Folded vertically at center 
and wrinkly towards right margin, but pressed flat. some very 
minor ink burn on Horry’s signature and one of the signatures 
on the endorsed back. nice square margins, face printing now a 
bit faded but still quite pleasing. The charming vignette, showing 
an inter-species wrestling match between a lion and rattlesnake, 
includes a latin legend that translates as “sometimes small things 
do harm to big ones.” a very scarce note, one that recommends 
itself to an experienced collector. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 21 So th arol a. arch , 177  esol e. O e H re  Po s. 
er  oo  to e, backe . hirteen earts. no.689. signed by 

Jacob Motte, John Huger, and roger smith. Printed face and back 
large format note on white laid paper. a very attractive note that 
appears Very Fine at first glance, but the back has been carefully 
silked long ago. Good margins, a little close at top right but com-
plete throughout, bold printing on both sides. There is a minor 
area of loss at the left margin and short splits at top and bottom of 
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the vertical center fold. a few period endorsements are present at 
the back peripheries  one shows a pinpoint of ink burn. The Very 
Good catalogue value in the new 5th edition is $4,000.00. This 
type does not turn up frequently in this condition or any other. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 22 So th arol a. 1777 ecember 23, 177  ct . o r ollars. 
ho ce er  e. no.88252 [ ]. Fully issued, four signatures. 

signed by William Gibbes, George Cooke, Thomas Jones, and 
John Webb. an issued note that circulated, not a remainder. Good 
paper quality, one trivial vertical fold, some minor fading on both 
sides. nicely margined though the corners are a bit rounded. Very 
handsome, far scarcer than the remainders. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 23 So th arol a. r l 10, 1778. r o of e om at o s from the 
low e om at o  late ser es  I Two shillings & six Pence. 
no.9437. signed by John neufville, Jr. and Henry Crouch. Choice 
extremely Fine. Good paper, folded vertically at left end, argu-
ably au I Three shillings and nine Pence. no. 9359. signers as 
above. about uncirculated, only light handling, good bold beaver 
vignette I Five shillings. no.654. signed by John Beale and John 
Peronneau. Choice about uncirculated. some soiling at left, single 
pinhole at top. Peronneau was one of 30 signers of a 1774 petition 
to King George along with luminaries such as Benjamin Franklin, 
arthur lee, and Henry laurens. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 24 So th arol a. r l 10, 1778 . e  Sh ll s. ho ce bo t 
c rc late . Palmetto ree. no.9408. signed by signed by John 

neufville, Jr. and Henry Crouch. uniface, printed on laid paper. 
Very deep printing with light upper right corner fold just into the 
margin line. Well margined and superior for the grade. 

From the White Oak Collection.

S er or a  arer S  ette  e

8 25 So th arol a. r l 10, 1778 . ftee  Sh ll s. bo t c r-
c late -55 P  P . Sun. no.5011. signed by signed by John 
Beale and John Peronneau. uniface, printed on laid paper. This is 
from the much less encountered higher denomination plate series. 
They tend to print much lighter and this note is fairly typical for 
the issue. However, the details on the important sun seal are 
superior. looks near Gem at first glance with full margining, but 
there are some hard to see folds seen from the back. slightly lesser 
in overall quality than the newman Plate note (ex Ford XV note), 
but nonetheless an excellent example. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 2  So th arol a. ebr ar  8, 1779. ft  ollars. er  e. no.810. 
signed by Hopton, Cooke and Gaillard, Jr. Closely margined on 
face, verso design is tight to left edge, the right edge being con-
siderably wider. atlas motif is strong and clear, Coram signature 
present. Central fold is starting to tear at upper and lower por-
tions. 

8 27 So th arol a. ebr ar  8, 1779. r o of e om at o s w th 
oram- es e  backs  I Fifty dollars. Very Fine, impaired. 

no.280. signed by Morgan, Trescot and Hopton. Boldly and 
sharply printed, including the incredible verso design of atlas by 
Coram. Vertical center splits, corner off, staining I seventy dol-
lars. Very Fine. no.9739. signed by atkinson, Trescot and Prioleau. 
sharply and boldly printed, the impressive Coram design on the 
back is unusually perfectly centered. upper left corner torn off I 
ninety dollars. Very Fine. no.6045. signed by Cooke, smyth and 
scott. Crisp paper shows some tone, a stain at signatures, a short 
tear at central vertical fold, and a piece of left corner off. Here 
is a trio of unusually well-printed Coram notes that have some 
unfortunate impairments. (Total: 3 pieces) 

bra t 1779 80 oram Note

8 28 So th arol a. ebr ar  8, 1779 Or a ce. ht  ollars. 
bo t c rc late -53 P . Face emblem Man ith S ord.and 

back motif Shield, L BE  on Cap ith crossed horn. as engraved by 
Thomas Coram. no.267. signed by James Bentham, sims White, 
and John Blake. Bold and vibrant paper with superior printing. 
The margins are even on a note with a faint vertical fold and some 
light handling. Faint glue traces on the central back are very easy to 
miss and should not factor into the evaluation of this exceptional 
type note. In Ford XV, such notes were pushing $2,000-$2,500 with 
ease. The print figure is noted as 4,000 examples in the 5th edition 
of newman, and a premium is placed on extremely Fine notes at 
$2,500.00 catalogue value. always one of the most popular series 
and at least one is essential for a balanced general type set. 

From the White Oak Collection.

VIrGInIa

Ha some ar e shb  B ll

8 29 rre t o e  of r a. l  17, 1775 Or a ce ar e Notes. 
we t  Sh ll s or O e Po . ho ce er  e. no.9/889. 

signed by Phil. Johnson and John Tazewell. Counter-signed on 
the verso by robert Carter nicholas. uniface, large format note. 
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Printed on watermarked laid paper from the plates engraved by 
Henry ashby. a handsome note from this fascinating emission. 
Quaterfolded, some handling at top and right margins. no pin-
holes or tears, especially bold pleasing indent. a very desirable 
and original example. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 30 rre t o e  of 
r a. l  17, 

1775  Or a ce 
Small Notes. wo 
Po s. bo t -
c rc late -55 P  
P . no.10264. 

s igned by  Phi l . 
Johnson and Wm. 
norvell. Bold and 
original paper with a 
light vertical fold and a long corner bend. Well margined on all four 
sides. a very sharp looking type note from this series type. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 31 rre t o e  of 
r a. l  17, 1775 

Or a ce  Small 
Notes. hree Po s. 

bo t c rc lat-
e -53 P  P . 
no.4249. signed by 
Phil.  Johnson and 
Wm. norvell. The pa-
per is exceptional and 
the note wonderfully 
vibrant. only the lightest of vertical center folds, not creased, and 
some light handling. 

From the White Oak Collection.

ames er Ba k e-Not  or -Bo

8 32 r a ames er Ba k . Se tember 1, 1775. hree Po s. 
xtremel  e-40 P . no.73/7277. signed by Phil. Johnson, 

Wm. norvell, and robert Carter nicholas. Printed on laid paper. 
Indent left end, small ship vignette. Printed ornamental frame 
back. an absolutely beautiful type note on the James river Bank 
series. a second glance reveals the Three Pounds denomination 
that was ot rese t  the or   Sale  arch 2007. This 
type is also unlisted in newman. The true rarity can only be de-
termined with some exhaustive research into Virginia collections 
such as affleck-Ball. Charlie echols, and James duPont among 
others. a realization as type note would be a tremendous bargain. 
This should certainly be evaluated with a premium in our opinion. 
superbly embossed with only a slightly toned upper left corner. 
That tone spot sadly took away the “ePQ” this note so richly 
deserved. Penciled discretely ‘350’ on a verso corner. That was a 
good buy probably made 30 years ago or so we think. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 33 r a ames er Ba k . Se tember 1, 1775. ht Po s. 
bo t er  e. no.106/10517. signed by Phil. Johnson, Wm. 

norvell, and robert Carter nicholas. uniface, printed on laid pa-
per. Indent left end, small ship vignette. Bright from the face and 
well margined. once mounted to a sheet and removed. “rolling” 
from the old glue visible. no flaws or other detriments. as such 
this is a premium James river Bank form. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 34 reas r  of r a. October 7, 177  ct. ftee  S a sh 
lle  ollars. bo t c rc late -50 P . no.8289. signed 

by B. dickson and James Wray. uniface and printed on thinner 
rag paper. another vibrant and crisp note from this well thought 
out type collection purchased over three decades. There is an as 
manufactured diagonal paper ripple that was in the paper prior to 
printing. other than that, there is only some minor handling. The 
series is not priced above Very Fine in the 5th edition newman 
with good reason. a high end example of this series indeed. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 35 reas r  of r-
a .  October 

20, 1777. ht 
S a sh lle  

ollars. c rc -
late . no.12061. 
signed by Jackson 
and Wray. ample 
margins on al l 
four sides frame 
this bold and well 
printed all black note. Corners are sharp, some toning spots are 
visible, especially on the bright blank verso. a popular note for its 
sIC seMPer TyrannIs motto. 

H h- ra e a  4, 1778 a  Pa er Note
8 3  reas r  of r a. 

a  4, 1778 w th 
Pr te  ate. e 
S a sh lle  ol-
lars. bo t c rc -
late -53 P  P . 
no.381. signed by 
l. Wood and James 
Wray. uniface, printed 
on white laid paper. 
The series is printed 
on both thick rag and lighter laid paper. The laid paper notes are 
notorious for being brittle and having chipped edges. This bor ers 
o  be  a  exce t o al ote defies that norm and is on a series also 
that is not priced above Very Fine in the new 5th edition. For type, 
few surpass and obviously once part of an exceptional collection 
long ago. These Virginia small notes are one of the more underval-
ued commodities in the Colonial american Currency field. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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ho ce a  3, 1779 ar e ormat Note

8 37 reas r  of r a. a  3, 1779 ct. O e H re  ollars or 
h rt  Po s. er  e-30 P . no.17729. signed by James 

Cocke, H. Cocke, and a. Craig. uniface, printed on laid paper. 
large format note. a choice example of this issue and high de-
nomination larger format. entirely devoid of the notorious repairs 
seen on this type. The fold count and numerical assignments do 
not do justice to this bright and vivid note. Broad top margining 
and virtually a full indent. For the Virginia paper money specialist, 
an absolute treasure. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 38 reas r  of r a. 
ara tee  b  the 
te  States ss e. 

hree ollars. ho ce 
c rc late - 4 P  

P . no.4039. Hand 
written date ‘oct 1, 
1781.’ signed by a. 
Craig and Boling stark. 
Countersigned on the 
verso by Chas. Flem-
ing. This is another of 
the intermediate scarce issue within the 1780 act genre. Bold color 
and well margined. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 39 reas r  of r a. Pa r of t eset otes from ffere t acts o  
both a er t es  I July 14, 1780. eighty dollars. no.1788. signed 
by Wood, lyne, and Hopkins. Printed on thin, onion skin paper. 
Choice Very Fine. Clean and bright, well margined. a problem 
free note from a series that deserves much more appreciation I 
March 1, 1781. Two Hundred and Fifty dollars. no.6747. signed 
by simmons, lyne, and Hopkins. Printed on thick laid paper. 
extremely Fine or close. Bright and vibrant. no chips that plague 
this series. a lovely odd denomination piece. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

MIXed ColonIal noTe ColleCTIons
8 40 New la  olo al ra otes, all hole ca celle  I state of 

Connecticut. June 1, 1780. Ten shillings. no.4244 I state of Con-
necticut. July 1, 1780. Forty shillings. no.67 [faded] I state of 
Massachusetts-Bay. May 5, 1780. Five dollars. Guaranteed by the 
united states issue. no. 22 [faded] I state of new Hampshire. 
april 29, 1780. Guaranteed by the united states issue. eight dol-
lars. no.2633. Generally Fine-12 as to grade with a few showing 
some light foxing. The Guarantor signature on the Massachusetts-
Bay note is gone. (Total: 4 pieces) 

8 41 olo al mer ca  rre c . artet of cho ce orther  otes  I 
new york Water Works. March 5, 1776. Four shillings. no. 84. Choice 
extremely Fine. darkly toned on back, some handling I Pennsylva-
nia. april 25, 1776. nine Pence. no. 13420. Choice uncirculated. a 
charming and crisp little note with bold imbedded threads I rhode 
Island. May 1786. nine Pence. no. 6859. uncirculated. Good body 
and wide margins I rhode Island. May 1786. Thirty shillings. Choice 
about uncirculated. Pleasing, one minor bend away from Choice 
uncirculated. (Total: 4 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 42 Norther  olo al assortme t  I Colony of Connecticut. June 1, 1775. 
Forty shillings (2). no.5800 and 11672 I state of Connecticut. March 
1, 1780. one shilling and Three Pence. no.4244 I state of Connecticut. 
March 1, 1780. Ten shillings. no.2443 I state of Connecticut. March 
1, 1780. Forty shillings. no.9755 I new Jersey. april 8, 1762. Thirty 
shillings. no.1289 I new Jersey. december 31, 1763. Three Pounds. 
no.838  I Colony of new york. april 15, 1758. Ten Pounds. no.  
[faded] I Colony of new york. september 2, 1775. Five dollars. 
unnumbered I Pennsylvania. March 10, 1769. six Pence. no.  I 
Pennsylvania. october 25, 1775. nine Pence. no.65 4 I Pennsylvania. 
april 25, 1776. Four Pence. no.135[7 ]. a respectable starter group of 
notes with a few of the Connecticut notes showing cut cancels  the 
early new york note was rebacked and some of the other new Jersey 
and Pennsylvania notes are well worn with some tape repairs seen. 
overall the group averages Fine. (Total: 12 pieces) 

8 43 olo al mer ca  rre c . r o of le tla t c otes  I 
delaware. June 1, 1759. Twenty shillings. no.48173. signed by 
david Hall, William armstrong, and John Barnes. Good, split. a 
piece of pin money now lacking its pin. an inexpensive Be am  

ra kl  printed note I Pennsylvania. July 20, 1775. Ten shillings. 
no.3931. signed by John Benezet, samuel C. Morris, and lambert 
Cadwalader. Choice extremely Fine, good printing and margins, 
handling at right margin has created an infinitesimal split I Penn-
sylvania. april 25, 1776. Twenty shillings. no.1548. signed by 
William Kenly, abel evans, and Charles Moore. Choice extremely 
Fine. Good body remains despite minor handling. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 44 le tla t c olo al otes  I delaware. January 1, 1776. Half 
Crown. no.15296 I Maryland. 1733. one shilling and six Pence. 
unissued I Maryland. april 10, 1774. Four dollars. no.10505 I 
Maryland. april 10, 1774. six dollars. no.374 I Maryland. april 
10, 1774. eight dollars. no.1293 I Pennsylvania. april 10, 1775. 
Fifty shillings. no.634. a very attractive lot with the signatures on 
the issued notes strongly penned. The notes are Very Fine or better 
with the early Maryland remainder grading about uncirculated 
or better. a lot that warrants a closer inspection. (Total: 6 pieces) 

8 45 So ther  olo al artet  I Georgia. 1776 Fractional denomina-
tions. Half dollar. no.3901 I state of north Carolina. august 8, 1778. 
one dollar. no.1997. Printed on dark, coarse mica flaked paper. only 
one signature visible I south Carolina. 1777 (december 23, 1776 act). 
six dollars. no.[faded]. Fully issued but one of the signatures is very 
weak I Treasury of Virginia. May 4, 1778 with Printed date. seven 
dollars. no.1493. In general, this quartet of southern notes are Very 
Fine or better but some small problems do exist. (Total: 4 pieces) 

8 4  olo al mer ca  rre c . r o of 1780 ct ara tee  b  the 
te  States otes. all are uncancelled: I state of Massachusetts-

Bay. one dollar. no.18684. signed by richard Cranch and samuel 
Henshaw, endorsed by Peter Boyer. Choice extremely Fine. Vertical 
centerfold, trivial back staining I state of rhode Island. Five dol-
lars. no.2198. signed by Thomas rumreill and adam Comstock, 
endorsed by Joseph Clarke. Choice about uncirculated. Closely 
margined and crisp I state of rhode Island. Twenty dollars. 
no.802. signed by Metcalfe Bowler and adam Comstock, en-
dorsed by Jonathan arnold. about uncirculated. some soiling, 
two pinholes at left side of face. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.
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em e  S e  at Balt more  Note

8 54 o t e tal o ress. ebr ar  2 , 1777 at Balt more esol -
t o . S x ollars. em c rc late -  P  P . no.20754. 
signed by B.[enjamin] levy and Thomas donnellan. This would 
rank high just as a type note, but it also sports a levy signature 
as well. signed lightly and small as normally encountered. The 
margins, paper, and printing clarity are exceptional. Worthy of 
having a “run” during the bidding. 

From the White Oak Collection.

al ra kl  ot f Back

8 55 o t e tal o ress. ebr ar  2 , 1777 at Balt more esol t o . 
h rt  ollars. ho ce bo t c rc late . no.42864. signed 

by James Walker and Horatio Johnson. a scarce type with the 
Franklin motifs on the back as first seen on the May 10, 1775 $20 
notes. There is a hard to see fold and light handling. Complete 
margins on this bright note. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 5  o t e tal rre c . r l 11, 1778 Yorktow  ss e. ort  ol-
lars. xtremel  e. no.103008. signed by James ross, a Hillegas 
appointee while the other signature is weak. Great margins on all 
sides. The paper strength is good but the printing is a bit weak in 
places. a wonderful note from this scarce and very popular issue 
that grades extremely Fine or better. 

The Confederation vignette was created by Francis Hopkinson. The 
Continental Congress met at york Pennsylvania from september 1777 to June 
1778 due to fear that the British would overrun Philadelphia.

From Smythe Sale, o ember 988, Lot 3 3.

ConTInenTal ConGress
8 47 o t e tal rre c . a  10, 1775 Sess o . Pa r of otes  I 

one dollar. no.9590. signed by John shee and Thomas lawrence. 
Fine with decent borders all around. Hard center fold is evident. 
scarce I Thirty dollars. no.16072. signed by samuel Morris and 
Thomas Barton Jr. about uncirculated with nice paper strength. a 
couple of ancient ink stains neat the bottom front. Good but small 
margins. (Total: 2 pieces) 

8 48 o t e tal rre c . No ember 29, 1775 esol t o . r o  I 
Four dollars. no.[faint]. signed by Thomas Coombe and James 
read. a pleasing extremely Fine overall with just some minor 
reverse mount staining on the border I six dollars. no.81722. 
signed by andrew Bunner and William Webb. Very Fine, perhaps 
a bit better but there is some light mica flaking seen on both sides 
I seven dollars. no.77359. signed by robert Tuckniss and Joseph 
Parker. a strong Very Fine with three nice wide margins and the 
right margin cut close. a very useful trio that should please the 
avid collector. (Total: 3 pieces) 

8 49 o t e tal o ress. ebr -
ar  17, 177  esol t o . O e 

h r  of a ollar. ho ce x-
tremel  e. Plate B. no.386996. 
signed by B. Brannan. even color 
and good remaining embossing, 
well printed, slightly imperfectly 
trimmed. a very nice note at this 
grade level. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 50 o t e tal rre c . tet 
of otes  I February 17, 1776 resolution. one Third of a dollar. 
unissued. Fugio I February 17, 1776 resolution. eight dollars. 
no.4309 I February 26, 1777 resolution. seven dollars. no.59270 
I January 14, 1779 resolution. Two dollars. no.1344 [faded] I 
January 14, 1779 resolution. Forty dollars. no.16034. Fine to Very 
Fine. (Total: 5 pieces) 

8 51 o t e tal rre c . ssorte  otes from ffere t esol t o s  
I February 17, 1776. Two Thirds of a dollar. no.241938 I May 9, 
1776. Four dollars. no. 983 I May 9, 1776. eight dollars. no.2619 
I July 22, 1776. Five dollars. no.37568 I July 22, 1776. seven 
dollars. no.35248 I november 2, 1776. eight dollars. no.36404 
I september 26, 1778. Forty dollars. no.97918. The first note has 
moderate foxing while the rest of the notes have minor problems, 
none of which is worth mentioning. a decent beginner’s lot of these 
very popular notes that have an average grade of Very Good or 
better. (Total: 7 pieces) 

8 52 o t e tal o ress. ebr ar  17, 177  esol t o . O e Half a 
ollar. bo t xtremel  e. Plate C. no.431696. signed by Ja. 

ash. Good color despite minor toning, some embossing remains, 
trivial handling and minor softness. a pretty circulated note with 
an alarmingly high serial number. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 53 o t e tal o ress. ebr ar  17, 177  esol t o . Se e  
ollars. ho ce bo t c rc late -58 P . no.56837. signed 

by Wm. Coats and Jn. Williams. a boldly printed example, very 
riveting to the eye. There is a very light bending at the left end, not 
a fold. The right margin is wide. The face margins are ample. 

From the White Oak Collection.
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8 57 o t e tal o ress. Se tember 2 , 1778 esol t o . e 
ollars. ho ce bo t c rc late . no.300790. signed by Isaac 

Gray and Jn. Helm. a bold and well printed note with a trace of a 
gutterfold at the left margin. Back a bit light, as typical, signatures 
bright. This motif was one of the original Franklin-selected types 
from 1775. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 58 o t e tal o ress. Se tember 2 , 1778 esol t o . e ol-
lars. Bl e o terfe t etector. c rc late . unnumbered and 
unsigned. Margins cut close to designs on face, margins are quite 
wide on verso but for left side which overlaps border cuts. nature 
motif is soft but clear. a decent and unstained detector note. 

8 59 o t e tal o ress. Se tember 2 , 1778 esol t o . Se e  
ollars. Bl e o terfe t etector. c rc late . unnumbered 

and unsigned. a sharply printed and eye appealing note display-
ing mostly even margins that do not encroaches upon the border 
cuts. Good tone to the paper includes areas of faint discoloration 
that blends with the designs. 

8 0 o t e tal o ress. Se tember 2 , 1778 esol t o . ht 
ollars. Bl e o terfe t etector. bo t c rc late . unnum-

bered and unsigned. Bright mint green paper from a bleaching. 
a subtle fold and some minor intrusions are noted on this tightly 
margined counterfeit detector note. 

8 1 o t e tal o ress. Se tember 2 , 1778 esol t o . ft  ol-
lars. Bl e o terfe t etector. c rc late . unnumbered and 
unsigned. a crisp note that has the look of Choice. Bold and clear 
printing, a nice example of this popular counterfeit detector note. 

8 2 o t e tal o ress. a ar  14, 1779. hree ollars. Bl e 
o terfe t etector. ho ce bo t c rc late . unnum-

bered and unsigned. a lovely two-color counterfeit detector type 
showing sharp and very clear printing but some minor handling. 
Perfectly centered with sufficient margins. 

8 3 o t e tal o ress. a ar  14, 1779 esol t o . Pa r of cho ce 
re  t te  e om at o s  I Four dollars. no.69596. about un-
circulated. Pressed flat but very pleasing, bold, and well printed. 
Back far better struck than usual I Thirty dollars. no.117344. 
about extremely Fine. some handling at edges and corners but 
very attractive. (Total: 2 pieces) 

From the White Oak Collection.

em a ar  14, 1779 e ollars

8 4 o t e tal o ress. a ar  14, 1779 esol t o . e ollars. 
em c rc late - 5 P . no.69505. signed by daniel Wister 

and robert Cather. a justifiably popular issue with its red and black 
face printing. sharp corners and boldly printed with strong color. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8 5 o t e tal rre c . a ar  14, 1779 esol t o . r o of lar er 
e om at o  otes  I Thirty Five dollars. no.49817. signed 

by lodowick strogell and John lawrence. Fine I Forty dol-
lars. no.122270. signed by John leacock and robert a. roberts. 
Very Fine. Bright paper and good color define this note. a small 
edge chink at the lower right that is very trivial I Fifty dollars. 
no.36394. signed by Thomas nevell and ludson simmons. Very 
Fine with some minor mica flaking seen on the back. Good color 
but the margins are tight. (Total: 3 pieces) 

From the erbert M. Oechsner Collection Stack’s, September 988, 
Lot 33 .

8  o t e tal o ress. a ar  14, 1779 esol t o . ort  ol-
lars. ho ce bo t c rc late . no.172638. signed by Wister 
and Cather. Bold, bright and broadly margined. diagonal bend 
and handling. The look of Gem at first glance and truly premium 
for the technical grade. 

From the White Oak Collection.

ho ce 80 e om at o

8 7 o t e tal o ress. a ar  14, 1779 esol t o . ht  
ollars. ho ce bo t c rc late -58 P  P . no.27249. 

signed by Cor. Comegys and Jn. Coit. The face color is exceptional 
on this “sleeper” note. The 5th edition newman assigns a well-
deserved premium value to this denomination. This is a very at-
tractive, fresh and original paper note. This is not far from being 
all there. 

From the White Oak Collection.

THere are no loTs 8668-8800
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Federal CurrenCy

 War oF 1812 Issue

Scarce War of 1812 reas r  Note

8801 te  States of mer ca. arch 25, 1815 ct of ebr ar  24, 
1815 . 10. Plate . are t -35 P S . an edge tear at the 
top center and chips from the upper left corner account for the 
“apparent” grade designation. otherwise the note is generally 
pleasing. The edges are trimmed in a bit on all sides, which is 
certainly not unusual on these early issues. a remainder note 
bearing two signatures, as is typical, with no countersignature 
or serial number. Printed on bond paper, watermarked unITed 
sTaTes. Imprint of Murray, draper, Fairman & Company at 
lower center. Hessler X83, unlisted Variant. Friedberg Tn-13a. 
Krause-lemke P12 (Type I). eagle perched with wings spread 
and motto, E Pluribus Unum, and sunburst behind at upper left. 
Geometric lathe security borders on all sides, with counter “Ten 
dollars” in the left panel, and the rare “text panel” variant at 
right. The text reads as follows, “receivable everywhere by the 
united states / in payment of duties taxes and public lands. This 
“text panel’ variety is apparently quite rare. no reliable rarity 
information is published, but we have handled three examples 
in the past few years. one appeared in Part VI of the John J. Ford, 
Jr. Collection, lot 393. another appeared in our Minot Collection 
sale, May 2008, lot 3001, and now this example from a private 
collection that has been off the market for many years. likely a high 
rarity-7 variety, certainly historic as an early united states issue 
and probably underappreciated as the series is not well known 
to collectors. an important opportunity for Federal collectors that 
predates the first “Greenbacks” by close to a half century. 

Printed on watermarked paper, unITed sTaTes.

larGe sIze Federal CurrenCy

Scarce 18 1 5 ema  Note

8802 5. r.3. ema  Note. 18 1. No.78 2. Plate B. are t -20 
P S . as a class, the demand notes of 1861 are among the 

toughest series to locate in high grade, as these first greenbacks 
were well used. This note shows slightly less than the typical 

wear, with decent eye appeal as suggested by the grade assigned 
at PCGs. It does exhibit some of the typical imperfections such 
as scattered pinholes, heavy creases, slight internal separations 
at crease intersections and a few small interior stains. a couple of 
the separations show old repairs on the back. However, there are 
no serious problems beyond what is usual for the issue, and this 
piece, again, has decent eye appeal. The top and bottom margins 
are uneven and thin, but complete. Pleasing color remains on both 
sides. a very acceptable example of this tough and popular Civil 
War era type, a type missing altogether from many collections. 
not offered publicly since 1985. 

8803 1. r.28. e al e er. 1880. No. 8979247. Plate . ho ce -
c rc late . a crisp note with bold color and fresh paper. nearly 
perfect centering, though the end margins are a trifle uneven. Good 
embossing is seen. a sharp example of this type. 

8804 Pa r of lar e-s e 1 t e otes  I r.35. e al e er. 1880. 
No. 5 15247. Plate . are t -25 P S . a very minor 
paper clip rust mark is visible at the lower left, which accounts 
for the “apparent” designation. a decent-looking note, regardless 
I Fr.237. silver Certificate. 1923. no.K30210250d. Plate B. Choice 
au-55 PPQ (PCGs). Just a couple of creases account for the grade. 
(Total: 2 pieces) 

8805 Pa r of lar e-s e Star e laceme t Notes  I $1. Fr.37. legal Ten-
der. 1917. no.9419811B. Plate C. Fine I $1. Fr.233. silver Certificate. 
1899. no.6229051B. Plate C. Fine. Both notes have been pressed, but 
are nicely matched. Though these are among the more common 
large-size star note types, all are highly sought after by collectors. 
(Total: 2 pieces) 

880  1. r.39. e al e er. 1917. No. 92722998 . Plate B. em 
c rc late - 5 P S . a bold Gem example of this type note, 

often one of the first types acquired by new collectors of large-size 
notes. Well centered, and nicely margined on both sides. Traces 
of embossing, and rich ink tones. For the grade assigned, there is 
not a single apology to be made. 

8807 1. r.39. e al e er. 1917. No.B87791494 . Plate . ho ce 
c rc late - 3 P  P . nice color, good ink tones and a 

generally fresh appearance. The edges are unevenly trimmed, with 
the bottom one just into the design border. still a pleasing type 
note and assigned the exceptional Paper Quality designation by 
PMG. 

8808 hree lar e-s e t e otes  $1. Fr.39. legal Tender. 1917. 
no.n96526496a. Plate d. eF I $1. Fr.237. silver Certificate. 1923. 
no.K95878635d. Plate C. eF I $5. Fr.855a. Federal reserve note. 
1914. no.C58803907a. Plate C. eF. all are bright and fresh, with 
good color and eye appeal. a nicely matched threesome. (Total: 3 
pieces) 
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8809 hree lar e-s e 1 otes  I Fr.39. legal Tender. 1917. 
no.T44312243a. Plate C. VF, with a few minor stains I Fr.40. 
legal Tender. 1923. no.a57273228B. Plate H. Choice Fine. Minor 
stains I Fr.232. silver Certificate. 1899. no.K51164600K. Plate d. 
VF. Minor stains. (Total: 3 pieces) 

8810 hree lar e-s e e al e er t e otes  I $1. Fr.39. 1917. 
no.n93801024a. Plate d. Fine I $2. Fr.60. 1917. no.B95990442a. 
Plate B. Choice Fine I $5. Fr.91. 1907. no.M46352808. Plate d. 
Choice Fine. a well-matched group. (Total: 3 pieces) 

8811 1. r.40. e al e er. 1923. No. 53785800B. Plate H. ho ce 
-58 PP  P S . Careful study will reveal the single fold 

responsible for the grade, but aside from some other very minor 
handling marks the note offers the visual appeal of a much higher 
grade. Bold color and a nice, fresh appearance. a grade that has 
much to offer in terms of value. 

8812 1. r.40. e al e er. 1923. No. 484539 B. Plate . ho ce . 
another pleasing example of the type, just a single vertical crease 
away from Choice uncirculated. a tight top margin, but bold color, 
excellent freshness and nice embossing.

8813 Pa r of lar e-s e e al e er otes  I $1. Fr.40. 1923. 
no.a8545181B. Plate e. Choice VF. nice color I $2. Fr.60. 1917. 
no.d74561697a. Plate e. Choice VF. nice color. a nicely matched 
pair. (Total: 2 pieces) 

8814 2. r.48. e al e er. 1878. No. 302211 . Plate . ho ce . 
The first appearance of a finer note, but close inspection reveals 
a couple of corner tip folds with one confined to the margin, and 
the other just touching the outer design border. Just slight aging is 
noted in the paper, largely at the ends, but the ink tones are bold 
and the eye appeal is quite pleasing overall. listed on the Gengerke 
Census as “Cu,” so certainly the note has much to offer. 

8815 2. r. 0. e al e er. 1917. No. 2095 517 . Plate . ho ce 
c rc late - 3 P  P . a lovely note with good color and 

eye appeal. Complete margins all around, though the bottom one 
on the face is a little thin. a nice uncirculated note, and a perfect 
representative of the type. 

881  o r lar e-s e t e otes  I $2. Fr.60. legal Tender. 1917. 
no.d42729596a. Plate d. about Fine, but with some graffiti I 
$20. Fr.147. legal Tender. 1880. no.a1754621a. Plate a. Fine, 
with pinholes and a short internal separation I $1. Fr.222. silver 
Certificate. 1891. no.e1053017. Plate a. Choice VG. small pinholes 
I $20. Fr.1187. Gold Certificate. 1922. no.K25489804. Plate d. VG, 
with pinholes. (Total: 4 pieces) 

8817 o r lar e-s e t e otes  I $2. Fr.60. legal Tender. 1917. 
no.d80960130a. Plate B. Choice VG, but scattered stains and 
pinholes I $20. Fr.147. legal Tender. 1880. no.a3495803a. Plate 
C. about Fine, but a little soiled and showing a few pinholes I 
$1. Fr.223. silver Certificate. 1891. no.e63288733. Plate a. VG, but 
pressed I $20. Fr.1187. Gold Certificate. 1922. no.K36192075. Plate 
G. VG, with pinholes. (Total: 4 pieces) 

8818 hree lar e-s e t e otes  I $2. Fr.60. legal Tender. 1917. 
no.B87950165a. Plate a. VG I $20. Fr.147. legal Tender. 1880. 
no.a2295512a. Plate d. Choice VG, but pencil graffiti on the face 
I $1. Fr.218. silver Certificate. 1886. no.B43329985. Plate a. VG, 
with pinholes. (Total: 3 pieces) 

8819 5. r. 1a. e al e er. 18 2. No.43703. Plate . c rc late . 
some trivial handling marks from counting, but bright, boldly 
colorful, and crisp. Well centered with nice margins around both 
sides. a sharp example of this popular early legal Tender, and a 
new example to the Census. 

8820 5. r.74. e al e er. 1880. No. 42123. Plate . -58 P  
P . a single vertical crease is visible through the holder which 

accounts for the grade. otherwise, this is a very nice note. The face 
is ever so slightly off center, but the margins are all unmistakably 
complete on both sides. Good color and nice eye appeal. Well 
printed, as even a cursory inspection will reveal deep embossing 
of the major design elements. This grade offers great value, as the 
aesthetic quality often matches notes graded much higher. 

8821 5. r.80. e al e er. 1880. No. 41777114. Plate B. . a few 
creases and folds as expected for the grade, but good body remains 
and the color is sharp. Very near choice for the grade and traces 
of embossing remain. 
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8822 5. r.83. e al e er. 1907. No. 34001710. Plate B. ho ce . 
excellent body and eye appeal suggestive of the eF grade, but a 
series of small pinholes is seen in the bottom of the Pioneer Family 
vignette. deep ink tones and good centering on both sides. 

8823 hree 1907 5 e al e er otes, all ffere t ar et es  I Fr.88. 
no.e82722230. Plate B. Fine. slight bleeding of the red ink I 
Fr.90. no.H64245119. Plate C. about Fine. sight pinholes I Fr.91. 
no.K37330516. Plate d. Choice Fine. (Total: 3 pieces) 

8824 5. r.91. e al e er. 1907. No. 727950. Plate . em c rc -
late - 5 P  P . a lovely Pioneer Family or Woodchopper note. 
straight, even edges, good margins and sharp color on both sides. 
The centering is slightly off, but not at all to a distracting degree. 
Bright, fresh and colorful with traces of embossing visible on the 
back. a popular 20th-century type in high grade. 

8825 10. r.103. e al e er. 1880. No. 28927 . Plate . em -
c rc late - 7 S . a corner fold in the lower left margin is 
clearly seen upon close inspection, rendering the assigned grade 
a bit optimistic by current standards. The note appears quite nice 
otherwise with good margins all around, strong color, and gener-
ally nice aesthetic appeal. a couple of internal wrinkles are noted, 
but could be as made. Traces of embossing remain. a sharp note 
overall. 

882  10. r.103. e al e er. 1880. No. 289282. Plate B. em c r-
c late - 5 P  P . Centered just a trifle off, but all margins 
are comfortably broad. sharp color and good embossing add to 
the appeal. a lovely Gem example of this desirable type note. 

ho ce c rc late  1880 10 e al e er

8827 10. r.107. e al e er. 1880. No. 8209872. Plate . ho ce 
c rc late - 4 PP  P S . a very fresh and visually bold 

example of this popular Jackass type note, so named for the ap-
pearance of the small eagle vignette at the bottom center of the 
note when viewed upside down. a bright note with sharp ink 
tones and virtually no signs of handling visible through the holder. 
Centered a little high on both sides, which likely accounts for the 
grade, but the margins are complete all around. a delightful and 
Choice example. 

8828 10. r.110. e al e er. 1880. No. 11547718. Plate B. . some 
slight surface soiling is noted, mostly confined to the back, and 
really the only readily apparent indication of the level of circula-
tion. The note is quite pleasing overall, and though it must have 
been lightly pressed, it has not been harmed by any severe action. 
a good looking mid-grade example of the type. 

8829 Pa r of o lar t e otes  I $10. Fr.114. legal Tender. 1901. 
no.5672644. Plate d. Choice VG, with several pinholes I $5. 
Fr.271. silver Certificate. 1899. no.a2157973. Plate a. VG. dark 
and worn, but intact. (Total: 2 pieces) 

8830 10. r.121. e al e er. 1901. No. 2 203383. Plate . ho ce 
, with small intermittent stains on the reverse at the left end. 

The stains are unfortunate, as the overall color and eye appeal are 
quite nice on this otherwise quite attractive Bison. 

8831 10. r.121. e al e er. 1901. No. 2 479071. e, but with an 
old stain on the back and a bit of ink loss at the upper right corner 
of the back. a little soiled, but with enough body remaining for 
the grade. 

8832 10. r.122. e al e er. 1901. No. 33741597. Plate . . slight 
pinholes and edge splits are noted. Well worn, but evenly so 
and generally pleasing for the grade. a nice filler of this popular 
type. 
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8833 Pa r of o lar lar e-s e t e otes  I $10. Fr.122. legal Tender. 
1901. no.e47401086. Plate B. VG, stained on the back I $5. Fr.273. 
silver Certificate. 1899. no.d23934340. Plate d. VG. (Total: 2 pieces) 

Scarce 1880 50 e al e er
O e of 25 ow

8834 50. r.1 2. e al e er. 1880. No. 531988. Plate . are t 
-40 P S . aesthetically a superb note for the grade that ap-

pears upon first glance to be nicer than the eF-40 grade suggests. 
Just a couple of vertical creases are available through the holder. 
Closer inspection reveals a short edge tear at the upper right corner, 
just under a quarter of an inch into the paper and just crossing 
into the design near the corner tip. This is the reason for the “ap-
parent” grade by PCGs, but in this case the note overall is quite 
nice and has much to offer. The note is well centered and broadly 
margined all around. The color appears as a slightly circulated 
note should, and all of the ink tones are nice. one of the scarcer 
Friedberg varieties on the type, represented by just 24 notes in the 
Gengerke Census. This note has been in a private collection, off the 
market for many years, and will be a new addition to the roster 
of known survivors. a great type note even if slightly imperfect, 
and one that will be an important part of most any collection. 

8835 1. r.215. S l er ert cate. 188 . No.B13575089. Plate . -30 
P S . a perfectly pleasing mid-grade example of this early 

silver Certificate that would easily satisfy many collectors. lightly 
circulated, as intended, but showing only minor wear and han-
dling. a faint light blue stain is noted for accuracy, but it is not 
particularly distracting. 

883  1. r.223. S l er ert cate. 1891. No. 472 8070. Plate B. -58 
P  P . a delightful Martha Washington type note, this one 

with the second back style, redesigned for the series of 1891. There 
are no obvious creases or folds seen, but we assume that one is 
the reason for the grade assigned. nice color and margins, with 
traces of embossing. The back centering is a little off, but otherwise 
it would be difficult to improve upon this quality at the grade 
level. 

8837 1. r.224. S l er ert cate. 189 . No.1 91490. Plate B. c r-
c late . a well-centered note with good margins, excellent color 
and particularly deep embossing of the serial numbers. Visually 
attractive in every respect and a nice example of this popular 
type. 

8838 1. r.224. S l er ert cate. 189 . No.1031478. Plate B. ho ce 
-55 P . a bright and fresh looking note with excellent 

color and nice broad margins all around. The back is a little off 
center, but still, all margins are wide. a security thread obstruction 
is seen on the back, as made, and is noted on the PMG holder. a 
single crease is seen through the holder, accounting for the grade 
but the edges and corners are sharp and clean, the marks of a note 
carefully handled. 

8839 1. r.224. S l er ert cate. 189 . No.1350372. Plate . . 
another lovely educational $1 note with traces of light folds but 
no visible creases. Centered slightly off, but well margined and 
boldly colorful. 
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8840 1. r.224. S l er ert cate. 189 . No.21 89. Plate . ho ce . 
Good body and nice color for the grade, with nice embossing still 
seen at the lower serial number. rather well centered, and nicely 
margined all around. a pair of tiny pinholes are seen at one corner, 
but are barely visible at all unless one knows to look. a pleasing 
mid-grade example. 

8841 1. r.224. S l er ert cate. 189 . No.33772285. Plate . -8 
P S . Well worn, with a couple of small edge nicks, and a few 

very tiny pinholes. otherwise intact. a great filler for this popular 
type. 

8842 Pa r of es rable lar e-s e ss es  I $1. Fr.225. silver Certificate. 
1896. no.50487971. Plate C. VG-8 (PMG). Well worn, but mostly 
intact save for a small internal hole and edge splits, as expected 
for the grade I $5. Fr.800. Federal reserve Bank note. 1915. 
no.J219158a. Plate B. VG-10 (PMG). Worn and somewhat soiled, 
but intact. (Total: 2 pieces) 

8843 hree lar e-s e 1 S l er ert cates, all ffere t r e ber  
mbers  I Fr.226. 1899. no.82846864. Plate d. VG. an internal 

split near the upper left I Fr.235. 1899. no.K75527376a. Plate d. 
Choice VG. Heavy creases with short edge splits and a couple of 
tiny internal separations I Fr.236. 1899. no.r99344100a. Plate H. 
Choice Fine. a pleasant looking moderately worn example. (Total: 
3 pieces) 

8844 1. r.230. S l er ert cate. 1899. No. 14240790. Plate B. em 
c rc late - 7 PP  P S . a beautiful Gem Black Eagle note. 

a very slight counting mark is seen at the right end, but otherwise 
the note is superb. nice color, nearly perfect margins on both sides 
and wide, even margins. Traces of embossing are also seen on the 
back. a lovely high-grade example for a quality type set. 

8845 1. r.233. S l er ert cate. 1899. No. 9 075843 . Plate . em 
c rc late - 5 P  P . a bright and fresh note with sharp 

color and nice eye appeal. a tiny, light staining spot is noted in 
the top margin, but is not particularly distracting. some handling 
at the lower right corner. deeply embossed serial numbers visible 
on the back that are noted on the PMG holder. 

884  hree lar e-s e S l er ert f cate 1 otes  I Fr.234. 1899. 
no.e1382054a. Plate B. Choice VG I Fr.235. 1899. no.M56235889a. 
Plate a. VF I Fr.238. 1923. no.B29020309e. Plate e. VF. a tiny pin-
hole. (Total: 3 pieces) 

8847 1. r.23 . S l er ert cate. 1899. No. 73232251 . Plate . . 
several folds that have not quite flattened, but the note retains 
good body and color. 

8848 o r lar e-s e t e otes  I $1. Fr.236. silver Certificate. 1899. 
no.n12600400a. Plate d. VF I $1. Fr.237. silver Certificate. 1923. 
no.e6890530d. Plate B. VF, nearly Choice I $1. Fr.736. Federal 
reserve Bank note. 1918. no.I10295530a. Plate B. VF I $5. Fr.859C. 
Federal reserve note. 1914. no.d66467815a. Plate G. Choice VF. 
a nicely matched grouping. (Total: 4 pieces) 

8849 1. r.237. S l er ert cate. 1923. No.Y2 7092 2 . Plate B. em 
c rc late -  P  P . a common type note, but here of-

fered in superb grade. near perfect centering, bright, fresh paper 
and bold ink tones on both sides. strong embossing adds to the 
appeal. 

8850 Select o  of 1923 1 S l er ert cates  I Fr.237. no.z51141957d. 
Plate a. uncirculated. a couple of tiny stains from an old paper 
clip I Fr.237. no.e50427579B. Plate C. au. small pinholes I 
Fr.237. no.r40933961B. Plate a. Choice VF. a single well hidden 
foxing spot I Fr.238. no.B48864230e. Plate B. au. small face spot 
I Fr.238. no.V76570881d. Plate e. VF. (Total: 5 pieces) 

8851 Pa r of lar e-s e t e otes  I $1. Fr.237. silver Certificate. 1923. 
no.a76979532B. Plate d. eF-45 ePQ (PMG). Three minor verti-
cal creases account for the grade. lightly used, but good color 
and centering remain I $5. Fr.881. Federal reserve note. 1914. 
no.J14941724a. Plate d. VF-25 (PMG). Typical creases and light 
wear, commensurate with the grade. a somewhat scarcer Friedberg 
number with fewer than 50 examples reported in the Gengerke 
Census. This note is from the rickey Collection, and pedigreed as 
such on the PMG holder. (Total: 2 pieces) 

8852 o r lar e-s e t e otes  I $1. Fr.237. silver Certificate. 1923. 
no.z67255057d. Plate a. VG-8 (PCGs). Well worn, but es-
sentially intact I $2. Fr.770. Federal reserve Bank note. 1918. 
no.H1974780a. Plate d. apparent VG-8 (PCGs). edge damage at 
the left end. From the rickey Collection, as identified on the holder. 
only about two dozen examples of this Friedberg number are 
known I $10. Fr.939. Federal reserve note. 1914. no.I12604358a. 
Plate B. apparent VF-20 (PCGs). edge tear at the right end. From 
the rickey Collection, as identified on the holder I $20. Fr.983a. 
Federal reserve note. 1914. no.e12676966a. Plate B. apparent 
VF-35 (PCGs). Tape stains and a couple of small rust stains. (Total: 
4 pieces) 
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Bea t f l em 188  2 S l er ert cate

8853 2. r.244. S l er ert cate. 188 . No.B19978398. Plate B. em 
c rc late - 5 P S . a beautiful Gem example of this lovely 

type note. The paper is bright and fresh, save for a couple of tiny 
spots just to the lower right of Hancock’s portrait. However, these 
are not apparent on first glance and seem to be the only imperfec-
tions. Both sides are well centered, with nice broad margins and 
bold ink tones. even at this grade, we wonder why this note did 
not get rated a little higher. Perhaps the holder masks some minor 
detail, but this appears to be a very choice example and thus of-
fers great value. This note has been held in a private collection for 
many years, and last appeared publicly in 1983. 

8854 2. r.24 . S l er ert cate. 1891. No. 1978 074. Plate B. e-12 
P S . soiled and a little dark from circulation, but evenly so 

and visually pleasing. 

Shar  189  2 cat o al Note

8855 2. r.247. S l er ert cate. 189 . No.2885 3. Plate . . a lovely 
educational deuce. slightly circulated as evidenced by creases 
commensurate with the assigned grade. nicely margined, with 
strong ink tones and a generally bright appearance. Much of the 
aesthetic quality of a higher grade, perfect for many collectors. 

ho ce c rc late  189  cat o al 2 Note

885  2. r.248. S l er ert cate. 189 . No.12087723. Plate . ho ce 
c rc late - 4 PP  P S . a truly delightful example of this 

popular and elegantly designed type note. The face is centered just 
little unevenly, and while the margins are all comfortable, we must 
assume that this single attribute has kept the note from a higher 
grade as the eye appeal is easily at the Gem level. Bold color and 
a very fresh appearance are immediately striking. The back offers 
near perfect centering, and upon close inspection embossing is 
visible at the serial numbers. Visually impressive and certain to 
be well received by the winning bidder. off the market for many 
years, and not yet entered into the Gengerke Census. 

8857 2. r.248. S l er ert cate. 189 . No.13244 11. Plate . . Three 
vertical creases and other trivial handling marks account for the 
grade. The ink tones are bold, while the paper is fresh and bright. 
evenly and widely margined all around. a sharp, lightly circulated 
example that has much to offer aesthetically. 

8858 2. r.249. S l er ert cate. 1899. No.781331 3. Plate . , with 
a single pinhole near the lower center, and a couple of minor edge 
nicks. 

8859 2. r.255. S l er ert cate. 1899. No. 59 80849. Plate . ho ce 
-45 P . Three vertical folds, or perhaps light creases account 

for the grade. The note remains bright, colorful and fresh in overall 
appearance. near perfect centering on both sides. 
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88 0 5. r.2 7. S l er ert cate. 1891. No. 305554 . Plate B. ho ce 
. a couple of tiny pinholes are noted near the upper left corner, 

but the eye appeal is quite nice and the paper retains a considerable 
amount of the original body. excellent color and nice centering. 

c rc late  189  5 cat o al Note

88 1 5. r.2 9. S l er ert cate. 189 . No.21424827. Plate . are t 
ho ce c rc late - 3 P S . Graded “apparent” due to a 

couple of small spots of what appears to be light mounting residue 
that could likely be removed by a skilled restorer. otherwise, the 
note shows just a little handling and age, but the quality remains 
easily in the uncirculated category and thus it is a nice example 
of this popular type note. Well centered and nicely margined. a 
long-term resident in a private collection and last offered publicly 
in 1976, a very different time for the general appreciation of the 
rarity, beauty and value of Federal currency, which fortunately 
has come into the deserved limelight in recent years. 

88 2 5. r.271. S l er ert cate. 1899. No.248830 4. Plate . . Well 
worn but completely intact. a nice filler for the type. 

88 3 5. r.273. S l er ert cate. 1899. No. 54422875. Plate . ho ce 
. a couple of tiny pinholes near the bottom center are the only 

defects worthy of mention. a few light creases and folds, as ex-
pected at this grade level. Good color and nice margins. a very 
nice circulated example. 

88 4 5. r.273. S l er ert cate. 1899. No. 710338 . Plate B. e, 
but with some water damage. staining and light ink loss on the 
back. nice looking from the face, however. 

Po lar 1899 5 S l er ert cate

88 5 5. r.274. S l er ert cate. 1899. No. 11302214. Plate B. ho ce 
-58 P S . a superb piece for any collector who doesn’t mind 

a trace of circulation. Careful study will reveal a single center 
crease, but otherwise the note is the aesthetic equal of many notes 
graded higher. Centered a little high on the back, but all margins 
are complete and comfortably broad. a type note with wide appeal 
for its native american theme, and one that is often owned by 
casual collectors who may only have a couple of u.s. type notes. It 
is an american favorite, to be sure, and would easily satisfy many 
collectors. 

88  5. r.274. S l er ert cate. 1899. No. 22355870. Plate B. ho ce 
. a delightful, nearly problem free example of this type note, 

one of the most popular in the entire Federal series. light wear 
and handling from circulation, but good color remains. a couple 
of small but faint spots are noted, but not too distracting. 

88 7 5. r.280. S l er ert cate. 1899. No.N 92293. Plate . , with 
a few pinholes and several short edge splits. a little dark from 
wear, but intact. 

H h- ra e 1899 5 S l er ert cate

88 8 5. r.281. S l er ert cate. 1899. No.N50047225. Plate . ho ce 
c rc late - 4 . a bright and colorful note that appears 

to be a perfect representative of the assigned grade. a degree of 
freshness that one could easily expect from an even higher grade, 
but centering is a little imperfect and a light, partial fingerprint 
is seen in the top margin of the back. slightly handled, but very 
attractive and perfect for anyone seeking a choice example of this 
ever popular type note. 
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88 9 5. r.281. S l er ert cate. 1899. No.N3 129205. Plate . ho ce 
. another lovely circulated example of this type. apparently 

lightly pressed but not to any serious detriment. a few light creases 
are detected. The color is sharp and the paper is bright and fresh 
looking. nicely centered and visually quite attractive. 

8870 5. r.282. S l er ert cate. 1923. No. 3 71219B. Plate . ho ce 
. some minor handling bends near the ends and perhaps a 

light partial crease near the center, but a very nice note overall. 
Great body and sharp color. a faint spot of discoloration is barely 
noticeable at the upper center of the back, and noted only for the 
sake of accuracy. a desirable and distinctive type. 

el htf l  1923 Porthole 5 Note

8871 5. r.282. S l er ert cate. 1923. No. 3 04427B. Plate . . 
superb eye appeal for the grade. a small corner tip crease joins 
a couple of other minor bends from handling to account for the 
grade, but this note is not far at all away from Crisp uncirculated, 
and it offers aesthetic quality leaning toward the higher grade. 
Centered a little high on the face, but with complete margins all 
around, bold color, and almost complete original crispness. 

S erb em 1891 1 reas r  Note

8872 1. r.351. reas r  Note. 1891. No.B22319539. Plate . S erb 
em c rc late - 7 PP  P S . nearly perfect centering on 

both sides, with broad margins and sharp corner points. Well 
printed, with bold ink tones against bright fresh paper. embossing 
is seen at the serial numbers, attesting to the complete originality. 
a truly outstanding Gem quality note, and one that has been off 
the market long enough that it will be new to the Gengerke Cen-
sus. a note for the connoisseur that would be difficult to improve 
upon. 

8873 hree lar e-s e t e otes  I $1. Fr.351. Treasury note. 1891. 
no.B35545017. Plate a. Good to VG. Heavily worn with tiny edge 
nicks, but intact I $5. Fr.363. Treasury note. 1891. no.B3649475. 
Plate C. Choice VF in terms of wear, but heavy erasure damage 
just right of Thomas’ portrait I $20. Fr.976. Federal reserve note. 
1914. no.d2169509a. Plate a. Choice VG. a couple of trivial edge 
nicks. (Total: 3 pieces) 

8874 1. r.352. reas r  Note. 1891 No.B54511072. Plate . em -
c rc late -  P  P . another high-grade stanton note. The 
paper is bright and the ink tones are sharp. slight internal waviness 
is noted near the center, probably from some light dampness long 
ago. Well centered and nicely margined on both sides. 

8875 1. r.352. reas r  Note. 1891. No.B50051445. Plate . em 
c rc late - 5 PP  P S . another outstanding Gem stanton 

note with bold color and bright, fresh paper. The centering is ever 
so slightly off, but close enough that upon first glance it could 
easily be considered near-perfect. a gentle corner bump at the 
lower left must account for the grade, as the note presents nearly 
as nicely as the Gem-67 Fr.351 offered earlier. nicely margined, 
with embossing of the serial numbers and great eye appeal. 

887  1. r.712. e eral eser e Ba k Note. 1918. No.B48401853 . Plate 
. em c rc late -  . a beautiful, bright and fresh note 

with bold color and nice margins all around. a slight corner tip 
bump is noted at the lower left. otherwise, this note requires no 
apologies. a lovely example of the type. 
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8877 1. r.712. e eral eser e Ba k Note. 1918. No.B50798 3 . 
Plate . ho ce c rc late - 3 P  P . another high-grade 
example on the new york Federal reserve Bank. Bright and fresh, 
with excellent color and ink tones. Centered a little high, account-
ing for the grade, but all margins are comfortably wide. 

8878 o r lar e-s e t e otes  I $1. Fr.715. Federal reserve Bank 
note. 1918. no.C25964380a. Plate d. VF, but some faint stain-
ing I $5. Fr.854. Federal reserve note. 1914. no.C22106693a. 
Plate a. Choice Fine I $5. Fr.870. Federal reserve note. 1914. 
no.G74307781a. Plate e. Choice Fine I $20. Fr.990. Federal re-
serve note. 1914. no.G25491230a. Plate B. Fine. (Total: 4 pieces) 

8879 1. r.739. e eral eser e Ba k Note. 1918. No. 1927 347 . Plate 
. c rc late . nice color and complete margins all around. 

some softness is noted on the back at the left, perhaps evidence 
of a removed pencil mark. still, good eye appeal remains. 

8880 2. r.750. e eral eser e Ba k Note. 1918. No.B 52414 . Plate 
B. . nice aesthetic appeal. Bright, fresh, and colorful. Close 
inspection reveals a pair of faint folds that are really not visible 
unless carefully sought out. Centered high, with a thin top margin 
on the face, but the design border is not compromised. a lovely 
Battleship deuce with much to offer. 

8881 2. r.750. e eral eser e Ba k Note. 1918. No.B1190500 . 
Plate . ho ce , but lightly pressed. some very minor stain-
ing is noted near the Treasury seal, but overall the note is pleas-
ant looking and has retained full color. nicely centered and well 
margined. 

8882 5. r.794. e eral eser e Ba k Note. 1918. No. 11801 2 . Plate 
B. -40 P . Careful study will reveal a couple of creases, but 
this is all that is visible through the holder. nice color, centering, 
and margins. a nice quality note for the grade. 

8883 5. r.794. e eral eser e Ba k Note. 1918. No. 2845804 . 
Plate . -25 P . Typical handling and wear for the assigned 
grade, but good color remains. 

8884 5. r.79 . e eral eser e Ba k Note. 1918. No.H200778 . Plate 
B. . another nice mid-grade example of the type. Bright with 
good color on the face, showing just the typical wear. The back 
shows some faint soiling which is not too distracting and certainly 
within reason for a note at this grade. 

8885 10. r.817a. e eral eser e Ba k Note. 1915. No. 231504 . 
Plate . e-15 PP  P S . lightly soiled and exhibiting 
typical wear for the grade but there are no visible defects worthy 
of note. The top margin on the face is thin, but all are complete. 
While this is not a particularly rare type note, there is a great deal 
of confusion regarding the signature variations. Friedberg lists 
two variants, Fr.817 with presumably engraved signatures, and 
Fr.817a, described as having “bank signatures hand stamped in red 
with Cross as “acting” secretary.” The next edition of Friedberg 
will also list Fr.817b, with clearly autographed bank signatures, a 
recently discovered example of which sold for $126,500 in January 
2009. However, these three described variations do not seem to 
adequately cover the different signatures found on the notes. Many 
pieces show signatures with matching letter forms and position-
ing, heretofore identified as “engraved” and believed in general to 
have been engraved into the plates. However, this signature style is 
found in different positions on the notes, so while engraved, they 
must have been engraved in a separate plate and laid down by a 
separate letter press as was done on certain national Bank notes 
with engraved signatures. The hand-stamped signatures are found 
in red ink, and also, apparently, in black (though some described 
as such are clearly the Fr.817 variety, misidentified). These exhibit 
letter styles that seem to match the “engraved” signatures, but 
positioning is markedly different on the notes. The hand-signed 
note is clearly different, in positioning, letter style, and ink. This 
brings us to the present note. The positions of the signatures rela-
tive to each other, and relative to the other engraved elements of 
the note are different from the variations described above. a dif-
ferent (though similar in some respects) letter style is also found. 
These signatures are clearly not engraved, so it is our assumption 
that they are a hand-stamped variant, suggesting that numerous 
hand stamps were produced with varying letter styles. a survey 
of $5 and $20 notes on this district shows a similarly diverse array 
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of signature variants, but they appear more like those found on 
the present note in general. a most curious and apparently scarce 
(as we have not seen another to match it) variation of the bank 
signatures on this variety. We have tentatively identified this as 
Fr.817a, but suspect that there is more to this picture than is cur-
rently known. a very interesting study piece. 

888  5. r.833 . e eral eser e Note. 1914. No.B4974842 . Plate B. 
c rc late . some minor handling bends and slight ripples from 

past dampness are noted, but no creases are detected. Good color 
and a pleasing example of the type. a scarce and desirable red 
seal, one of just 49 examples known of this Friedberg variety. 

8887 Pa r of 1914 e  Seal e eral eser e Notes  I $5. Fr.838a. 
no.G340772a. Plate d. VG-8 (PMG). ancient tape or hinge residue 
on the bottom right corner. slight edge roughness, but intact I 
$10. Fr.896b. no.e423602a. Plate B. VG-6 (PMG). Well worn, with 
edge roughness and an old repair on the back. Just 18 examples are 
listed in the Gengerke Census, to which this will be an addition. 
(Total: 2 pieces) 

8888 5. r.871 . e eral eser e Note. 1914. No. 2115831B. Plate 
. ho ce . an excellent example for the grade. a single center 

crease, but otherwise bright and boldly colorful with excellent 
centering. 

8889 10. r.94 . e eral eser e Note. 1914. No. 7953572 . Plate . 
c rc late . a crisp, colorful and all around lovely note on the 

dallas Federal reserve district. a delightful example of the type 
with just a touch of handling. a note that will be an addition to 
the 64 notes presently reported in the Gengerke Census. 

8890 100. r.1091. e eral eser e Note. 1914. No.B29230 0 . Plate 
. ho ce . one or two very light folds are difficult to detect. 

a little handling in addition, commensurate with the grade. a 
boldly colorful example retaining a bright appearance and most 
of the original crispness. Good margins and embossing. Just 33 
notes appear in the Census, and this will be an addition. 

8891 100. r.1092. e eral eser e Note. 1914. No. 539125 . Plate . 
ho ce e, or perhaps a little better. a couple of tiny pinholes 

and a small ink mark are noted. 

8892 100. r.1123. e eral eser e Note. 1914. No. 240397 . Plate . 
ho ce e. a tiny pinhole and a very small ink mark are noted. a 

scarcer Friedberg variety. Just 28 notes are reported in the Gengerke 
Census, and this one will be an addition. 

8893 10. r.1173. ol  ert cate. 1922. No. 5 8 7493. Plate . . 
evidence of a center fold that appears to have been pressed out, 
but the note retains nice color and eye appeal. Centered just a little 
low, but all margins are complete. 

8894 10. r.1173. ol  ert cate. 1922. No. 5 077028. Plate . . a 
closed pinhole near the center and gently pressed at some point, 
but not to a harmful degree. The top margin of the face is thin, 
but all margins are complete and broad otherwise. Good color and 
pleasing eye appeal. 

8895 10. r.1173. ol  ert cate. 1922. No.H 9720 1. Plate . -35 
P S . Very slight toning is noted in the paper, but the ink tones 

remain vibrant and the eye appeal is quite nice for the grade. a 
few creases and folds, and light ripples are noted in the paper. 

889  10. r.1173. ol  ert cate. 1922. No. 44 47401. Plate . . 
a few creases and folds, but good body and great color remain. 
Tightly margined at the bottom face. accompanied by an inter-
esting note, written on the back of a blank check on the liberty 
national Bank of louisville, Kentucky reads, “rec. $10.00 from 
Judge Grauman from Carl Francis estate 1/11/63.” 

8897 Pa r of ol  cert f cate t e otes  I $10. Fr.1173. 1922. 
no.H85688502. Plate B. VG. repaired tear at center I $50. Fr.2404. 
1928. Choice Fine, or perhaps better but with pinholes and light 
stains. (Total: 2 pieces) 

8898 10. r.1173a. ol  ert cate. 1922. No.H120153 3. Plate . em 
c rc late -  . a bright and very colorful example of 

this popular large-size Gold Certificate. There is a light counting 
bend at the upper left corner, and the back is centered low, but 
the eye appeal is very nice. a consecutive mate to the note in the 
next lot. While not a truly rare type, this variation with the small 
serial numbers is considerably scarcer than the large number type 
(Fr.1173). There are more than 10 times as many Fr.1173s known. 
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8899 10. r.1173a. ol  ert cate. 1922. No.H120153 4. Plate . em 
c rc late -  . a second example of this scarcer variant, 

and a consecutive serial number mate to the note offered previ-
ously. an identical mate in every respect, with the same counting 
bend in the upper left corner and the back centered low. still, bold 
color and good eye appeal. 

8900 20. r.1178. ol  ert cate. 1882. No. 2504023. Plate . . 
The note has been lightly pressed, it appears that the top edge 
has been trimmed a bit and some other minor repairs are noted, 
but the eye appeal is not too affected. The margins are still quite 
comfortably broad and the colors and appearance of the paper 
are appropriate for the grade assigned. a decent looking note, if 
slightly imperfect. 

8901 20. r.1185. ol  ert cate. 190 . No.H8 79499. Plate . ho ce 
-58 PP  P S . a short corner crease is detected through the 

holder, but this is the only imperfection worthy of mention and 
likely the reason for the grade not being squarely in the Choice 
uncirculated category. nice color, with good centering and mar-
gins on both sides. 

8902 20. r.118 . ol  ert cate. 190 . No.H17512 87. Plate . -
30 P . another example of this issue, here with a different 
signature combination. a few creases and folds, commensurate 
with the grade. a couple of small pinholes are also seen. Good 
color and a nice grade for the average collector. large-size Gold 
Certificates are always popular. 

8903 20. r.1187. ol  ert cate. 1922. No. 0480732. Plate H. ho ce 
-55 P S . a center crease and a couple of handling bends 

are seen through the holder, as expected for the assigned grade. 
Well centered with good color. 

8904 20. r.1187. ol  ert cate. 1922. No. 7852 798. Plate B. , 
but with a very short edge tear at the top, perhaps a quarter inch 
into the paper. Moderately worn, commensurate with the grade, 
but the back in particular exhibits bold color. 

8905 Pa r of lar e-s e 1922 ol  ert f cates  I $20. Fr.1187. 
no.28489928. Plate d. Choice VG. a few pinholes I $50. Fr.1200. 
no.B3835138. Plate F. VG. several pinholes and a bit of graffiti on 
the face. (Total: 2 pieces) 

890  100. r.1215. ol  ert cate. 1922. No.N7 3 8. Plate . -30 
P . Very light soiling is noted in places from typical handling 

associated with the assigned grade. overall, the note offers a nice 
appearance and the colors remains strong. Well centered on both 
sides, with broad margins. no pinholes or other noteworthy 
defects are seen. a lovely mid-grade example of the type. 

Po lar 1900 10,000 ol  ert cate

8907 10,000. r.1225. ol  ert f cate. 1900. Na er- c l . 
No. 3085 . Plate . -50 P S . a very satisfying example 
of this popular type note, prized as the only Federal note of such 
high denomination to be easily collectable by most currency 
enthusiasts. an interesting note with a neat story. These were all 
redeemed and held by the Government until a 1935 fire in a Post 
office building in Washington d.C. resulted in several bundles of 
these notes being tossed out the windows onto the sidewalk below 
where they were picked up. Most survivors show varying degrees 
of water stains, as seen on the present note, though they are not 
particularly severe and the color remains quite good. Punched 
hole cancellations, as typical. 
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8908 o ect c t, letow . he letow  Nat o al Ba k. 
h.121 . 5. r.598. 1902PB. No.80571 893332Hl. Plate . em 

c rc late - 5 P  P . an outstanding type note from the 
state of Connecticut. The paper is exceptionally bright and fresh 
in nice contrast to the deep and vivid ink tones on both sides. 
Well centered, with broad margins, sharp corner tips, and deep 
embossing. There is little more to ask for in a quality note. 

8909 o ect c t, New Br ta . he t  Nat o al Ba k of New Br t-
a . h.1284 . 10. r.1801-1. 1929-1. No. 0015 0 . Plate . e. 
decent body and appearance for the grade, with only light soiling. 
a new note to the Kelly Census bringing the small-size count to 
just 16 notes. The latest of three note-issuing banks chartered in 
this Hartford County town. 

8910 str ct of ol mb a, Wash to . he str ct Nat o al Ba k 
of Wash to . h.9545. 5. r. 00. 1902PB. No.141305. Plate . 

ho ce . a small stain is noted at the center and a very short 
split is seen in the top edge. Pleasant appearance for the grade with 
good body and clear, stamped bank signatures. The top edge is 
just into the design at the upper left corner, but mostly the margins 
are complete. 

8911 str ct of ol mb a, Wash to . he Seco  Nat o al Ba k 
of Wash to . h.2038. 20. r. 54. 1902PB. No. 3425. Plate B. 

ho ce e. a couple of pinholes are noted, and the bank signa-
tures are largely faded, but the note has a nicer appearance than 
many at this grade. Well centered on both sides. 

8912 a a, a a ol s. he ercha ts Nat o al Ba k of a-
a ol s. h.8 9. 5. r.598. 1902PB. No.201335. Plate . ho ce 

c rc late . a crisp and fresh note with bold color, good center-
ing and strong embossing. The thin, stamped bank signatures are 
clear. a delightful type note. 

8913 a a, a a ol s. he ercha ts Nat o al Ba k of a-
a ol s. h.8 9. 10. r. 24. 1902PB. No.127805. Plate . -40 

P . a second type note on this Indiana title. Minor circulation 
wear and a couple of small spots on the back. 

8914 a sas, offe lle. he o o  Nat o al Ba k of offe lle. 
h. 7 7. 20. r. 50. 1902PB. No.22 25. Plate B. ho ce . a few 

small pinholes are noted. Typical handling, but good color remains. 
apparently cut by hand from the original sheet, with uneven 
top and bottom edges. The bottom margin is thin, but none are 
compromised. engraved bank signatures. Just 19 large-size notes 
are listed in the Kelly Census on this title, to which this will be an 
addition. 

Bol  1882 10 Brow  Back
Parso s, a sas

8915 a sas, Parso s. he rst Nat o al Ba k of Parso s. h.1951. 
10. r.485. 1882BB. No.459 531025 . Plate . ho ce . a 

bold and very beautiful example of the Brown Back type, which 
in higher grades is one of the most attractive federal currency 
issues, in the opinion of the cataloguer. The quality of this note 
fully showcases all that the design has to offer. superb color is im-
mediately impressive, with exceptional richness of the ink tones. 
Centered just slightly high, but with good margins all around and 
showing strong embossing. a long crease in the gutter between 
this note and the next one down the sheet was retained on this 
note when it was cut from the sheet, otherwise this note would 
easily grade Choice uncirculated with not a single apology. Just 
19 notes are reported on this title, all large size. The eight Brown 
Backs (including only two different bank serial numbers) are all 
listed as “Cu” save for a single note, so they were obviously saved 
as sheets early on. 

891  a e, ew sto . he rst Nat o al Ba k of ew sto . h.330. 
5. r.598. 1902PB. No.93474. Plate . ho ce e. Fairly numer-

ous creases and folds, but with reasonably bright appearance for 
the grade. one corner is rounded and soft, and the top margin is 
tight. lewiston is not widely known today, but it is well known 
to boxing fans as the city where Muhammad ali beat former 
heavyweight champion sonny liston in 1 minute, 42 seconds on 
May 25, 1965. 

naTIonal BanK noTes
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m orta t Newl  sco ere  Sheet of 1902 Nat o als
rst Nat o al Ba k of rl to , assach setts

he rst Notes e orte  o  the tle

8917 assach setts, rl to . he rst Nat o al Ba k of rl to . 
h.4 4. Or al c t 4-S b ect Sheet. 10- 10- 10- 20. r. 20 
10 otes  r. 4  20 ote . 1902 ate Back. No.223 719099 . 

Plate etters -B- - .  as a sheet o erall, with gutter creases 
between the notes and a short split inward from the edge along 
the lowest one, extending into the sheet less than an inch along the 
natural separation line between the bottom two notes. a couple 
of other folds are also seen, mostly affecting the $20 note and 
the B-position $10. Both of these notes would grade eF, or so if 
separated, while the other two notes would be marginally finer. 
The entire sheet shows light handling, but presents nicely. The 
paper is bright and clean, save for a tiny pair of stain spots on the 
C-position note. The ink tones are fresh, and good embossing is 
seen on the back. The top and bottom edge margins are both thin, 
but even and complete. The signatures of John a. easton, Cashier, 
and James r. Bailey, Jr., President, are boldly autographed in blue 
fountain pen ink and add to the visual appeal. no sign of fading 
appears in the ink tones, indicating that this sheet was probably 
carefully stored away from the light shortly after it was signed, 
while many such sheets were framed, prominently displayed, and 
faded by the sun over the years.

an extremely important Massachusetts sheet. not only is this 
sheet a new discovery on the title, but these four notes are the first 
survivors of any kind to be reported on this bank. The bank issued 

just short of $155,000 in national Bank notes during its years of 
operation, consisting of 1882 Brown Backs, 1882 date Backs, and 
1902 date Backs. Just 223 sheets of the 1902 date Back notes were 
delivered to the bank by the Bureau of engraving and Printing 
making this sheet, bank serial number 223, the final sheet signed 
and issued on this charter. It was likely saved by one of the two 
signers, or another banker who desired a memento of his time with 
the institution. It has been held closely since the time of liquidation 
in 1913, and is offered here publicly for the very first time.

For the collector of Massachusetts national Bank notes, the 
suffolk County town of arlington has long been a tough one to 
acquire. Two note-issuing institutions operated there, this one, 
and the arlington national Bank, chartered in 1920. Just 10 notes 
are known to exist on the arlington national Bank, and until this 
moment, these have been the only ones available to collectors seek-
ing this town. The four notes of this sheet, the only ones known 
on the previously unreported First national Bank of arlington 
will be a welcomed addition for advanced Massachusetts collec-
tors. However, the notes are still intact as an original sheet, and 
only one collector will have the opportunity to own this title for 
now. For anyone desiring a note from the First national Bank of 
arlington, Massachusetts, the present landmark appearance may 
be the opportunity of a lifetime. 
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8918 assach setts, Bosto . he Nat o al H e a  eather Ba k 
of Bosto . h.4 0. 1. r.383. 1875. No.3019 81875. Plate . 

. Washed and pressed, leaving the paper unnaturally bright 
for the grade and resulting in some fading of the serial numbers, 
charter numbers, and series. The signature of the cashier is no 
longer visible, but that of the president is sharp and apparently 
re-traced. a few minor edge splits and pinholes are noted, but none 
are too serious. an interesting Boston title that appears somewhat 
regularly, though it is far from common. 

8919 assach setts, Bosto . he Nat o al Shawm t Ba k of Bosto . 
h.5155. 5. r.477. 1882BB. No.1873 9 N52 559N. Plate N. . 

another beautiful Brown Back type note. Bold color and nearly 
full original crispness save for a single crease and a couple of very 
minor bends that can only be detected upon close examination. 
Centered slightly high on the face, but all margins are complete, 
while the back shows essentially perfect alignment. a new note 
to the Census. 

8920 assach setts, Bosto . he Nat o al Shawm t Ba k of Bosto . 
h.5155. 10. r.545. 1882 B. No.290353 938233. Plate . . a 

very pleasing note with a clean appearance and bold ink tones on 
both sides. a couple of trivial edge splits are noted, all confined to 
the margins and visible only upon close inspection. nearly perfect 
centering, and heavy stamped signatures of the bank officers. a 
nice type note on this Boston title. 

em 1882 ate Back 20 Note
ra  a s, ch a

8921 ch a , ra  a s. he ra  a s Nat o al Ba k. 
h.24 0. 20. r.555. 1882 B. No.1548 385124. Plate B. em 

c rc late - 5 PP  P S . Centered slightly off, with a couple 
of thin margins but all are complete and most are broadly so. some 
slight teller handling is evident, but the note is mostly bright with 
bold color. nice embossing remains and the signatures are bold. 
The entire currency issue from this bank was in large-size notes, 
and while 55 are reported in the Census, the 1882 $20 date Back is 
among the scarcer types with just four examples listed including 
this one. a great type note on the bank, or just in general. 

8922 ch a , o t leme s. rst Nat o al Ba k  o t lem-
e s. h.12971. 10. r.1801-1. 1929-1. No. 001584 . Plate . -25 
PP  P S . Typical wear for the grade, but nicely centered with 
good margins and no visible imperfections worthy of specific 
mention. 

8923 esota, ea ol s. rst Nat o al Ba k  ea ol s. 
h.710. 20. r. 50. 1902PB. No.103380. Plate . ho ce . a 

couple of creases join other minor handling to account for the 
grade. a bright and clean note, well centered and attractive. 
From the third and final title on this bank, and a new note to the 
Census. 

8924 sso r , St. o s. he echa cs- mer ca  Nat o al Ba k of 
St. o s. h.7715. 5. r.590. 1902 B. No.4405 B250118. Plate H. 

ho ce . Good body, as expected for the grade, but a couple of 
pinholes are noted and two small corner tips are chipped off, but 
these affect the margins only. Bold stamped signatures. 

8925 New erse , tla t c t . he Boar walk Nat o al Ba k of t-
la t c t . h.8800. 5. r. 00. 1902PB. No.2 594 H937245 . Plate 

. ho ce . evenly worn and a little soiled, but with a generally 
pleasant appearance for the grade. The centering is nearly perfect 
on both sides and the note is well margined all around. lavender 
signatures are a little faded, but visible. a couple of tiny pinholes, 
but no serious problems. one of just 34 large-size notes reported 
on this desirable new Jersey title. 

From Lyn Knight’s sale of June 2002, Lot 3373.

892  New erse , tla t c t . he Boar walk Nat o al Ba k of 
tla t c t . h.8800. 5. r.1800-2. 1929-2. No. 001538. Plate H. 
ho ce  a most pleasing small-size type note on this atlantic 

City bank. nice color, with only a trace of toning from handling. 
Good body, and nice wide margins. 
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8927 New erse , tla t c t . he Boar walk Nat o al Ba k of 
tla t c t . h.8800. 10. r.1801-1. 1929-1. No. 003092 . Plate 
. ho ce . nice color and nearly perfect centering. a perfect 

mate to the $5 note offered above. small-size notes on this title are 
not rare, but they are certainly in demand. 

8928 New erse , tla t c t . he Boar walk Nat o al Ba k of 
tla t c t . h.8800. 20. r.1802-2. 1929-2. No. 004885. Plate 
. bo t . a trifle soiled, but aesthetically pleasing and offer-

ing good body. a final example on this title, and a new note to the 
Census. 

8929 New erse , tla t c t . helsea-Seco  Nat o al Ba k a  
r st om a  of tla t c t . h.5884. 10. r.1801-1. 1929-1. 

No. 000101 . Plate . . Three tiny pinholes are noted in the 
ends, but these are not easily seen. Typical evidence of wear ex-
pected for the grade, but with a nice even appearance, and nice 
centering with good margins. From the second title used by this 
charter, adopted late in 1931 just a couple of years before the end 
of the note-issuing era. While 33 small-size notes are known, these 
are split about evenly between notes bearing the two different 
titles. This note is new to the Census, and the lowest serial number 
reported on the type, bearing the second title. 

8930 New erse , tla t c t . helsea-Seco  Nat o al Ba k a  
r st om a  of tla t c t . h.5884. 20. r.1802-1. 1929-1. 

No. 000491 . Plate . bo t . some light staining and minor 
ink marks are seen at the left end. still, good body for the grade 
and a satisfying appearance overall. nice margins on both sides. 
a second opportunity on this title, and another new note to the 
Census. 

8931 New erse , tla t c t . he Seco  Nat o al Ba k of tla t c 
t . h.3 21. 5. r. 00. 1902PB. No.2 442. Plate . . Moderate 

wear, as expected for the grade. a generally bright appearance with 
nice ink tones and good margins all around. a light rose arc of a 
bank stamp is seen on the face, but is minor as such imperfections 
go. stamped banker’s signatures in lavender ink. a title that is a 
little more common in large-size notes than small, but still only 36 
are reported and this will be a new one to the Census. a location 
that is far more desirable than there are notes to go around. 

8932 New erse , a as a . a as a  Nat o al Ba k. h.9213. 
10. r.1801-1. 1929-1. No. 0000 . Plate . e, or perhaps a 

little better. However, an attempt at removal of a paper clip rust 
mark has resulted in a faint gold stain, and the note is pressed. 
still, major creases are not too great in number, and the color is 
just slightly faded. one of just 26 small-size notes on the title, and 
the lowest serial number reported on the type. 

8933 New erse , atawa . he armers a  ercha ts Nat o al 
Ba k of atawa . h. 440. 20. r.1802-1. 1929-1. No. 000200 . 
Plate . bo t e. Moderate soiling, but with a fairly even 
appearance, and body perhaps good enough for a higher grade. 
a slight pencil mark is noted, but could likely be removed with 
some ease. From a scarce Monmouth County title, and the only 
note-issuing bank in town. one of just 13 small-size notes reported 
on the title.

8934 New erse , Ph ll sb r . he Seco  Nat o al Ba k of Ph l-
l sb r . h.555 . 5. r. 07. 1902PB. No.7837 241 48H. Plate 
B. , with a few small staining spots just right of Harrison’s 
portrait, but these are not visible on the back. The note is satisfy-
ingly bright and clean otherwise, with good color and sharp ink 
tones. no additional imperfections are worthy of mention, and the 
note offers good centering and margins. From the slightly scarcer 
of two note-issuing national Banks that operated in this Warren 
County town. 

8935 New ex co, lb er e. lb er e Nat o al Ba k. 
h.12485. 20. r. 1. 1902PB. No.5200. Plate . e, with a 

couple of pinholes and light soiling in one quarter of the back. 
stamped signatures in lavender ink, with that of the president 
largely faded. 
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893  New ex co, lb er e. he rst Nat o al Ba k of lb -
er e. h.2 14. 5. r.575a. 1882 B. No.17508 7 2 95. Plate 

. e-12 P . Moderately worn, with numerous creases 
and light soiling over much of the note. still, the ink tones are 
decent and the note is not at all unattractive for the grade. Good 
margins all around are certainly a plus, and the stamped lavender 
signatures, though weak, are visible. While large-size notes are 
not uncommon on this title, the majority of survivors are series of 
1902 notes. earlier types such as the present Value Back are each 
considerably scarcer. This note will be an addition to the Census, 
becoming only the ninth Value Back reported and perhaps the 
finest of them as all the others are listed as VG or lower. 

Bol  1875 rst Nat o al Ba k 1
Brookl , New York

8937 New York, Brookl . he rst Nat o al Ba k of the t  of 
Brookl . h.923. 1. r.385. 1875. No.1209 B40213. Plate B. . 
a visually striking note with a nice degree of freshness remaining 
in the paper, and bold ink tones create a pleasant contrast. The 
signatures of the bank officers are autographed in deep blue ink, 
that of the cashier beginning with huge pen strokes that extend 
more than half way up the note. The typical vertical creases, and 
a couple of very tiny pinholes are seen under careful examination. 
edges are just into the design at the top and bottom left, but this 
is certainly not unusual for this early type. one of only 59 notes 
reported on the title, but one of the finest of only six known 1875 
$1 notes. a bold beginning to our offering of nationals from the 
Borough of Brooklyn. 

Scarce e  Seal 5 o  Brookl

8938 New York, Brookl . he rst Nat o al Ba k of the t  of 
Brookl . h.923. 5. r.587. 1902 S. No.10772 3 5277. Plate 

. , but with some light green staining on the back and a series 
of very short edge splits across the top margins reaching perhaps 
an eighth inch into the paper. Good color otherwise, and about as 
expected in this regard from the face where the blue serial numbers 
and red charters and seal give this type its distinctive and desirable 
appearance. Broadly margined at the bottom, and ends, while the 
top edge just crosses the design border at the upper left corner. 
one of 59 notes reported on the title, but certainly a scarce type 
as just four of these are red seal $5 notes. 

8939 New York, Brookl . rst Nat o al Ba k of Brookl . h.923. 5. 
r.598. 1902PB. No.2809. Plate . ho ce . a fresh and delight-

ful note on this title. a couple of corner folds and pinholes account 
for the grade, but beyond these the note would easily grade Choice 
uncirculated, or better. Bold color and sharp penned signatures, 
with good centering and nice margins all around. Good emboss-
ing remains, as well. Bearing the second title used by the bank, 
adopted in april, 1926. of the 59 notes reported on the title, just 
nine bear the second title so this note is rarer than the records for 
the charter number alone indicate. Choice and highly attractive. 

8940 New York, Brookl . he rst Nat o al Ba k of the t  of 
Brookl . h.923. 10. r. 24. 1902PB. No.351 2 H302458 . Plate 

. ho ce . Worn and soiled, but evenly so and retaining decent 
body and overall eye appeal. a single tiny pinhole is noted. Bold 
stamped signatures in black ink. 

8941 New York, Brookl . rst Nat o al Ba k of Brookl . h.923. 
20. r. 50. 1902PB. No.2234. Plate . , or so. a final example 

on this Brooklyn charter, and another of the nine notes listed in the 
Census bearing the considerably rarer second title. Typical wear 
and light soiling, as expected for the grade. somewhat uneven 
margins, but all are complete. This is the only $20 note known 
with the second title. 
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are 1902 10 Brookl  Nat o al
O e of S x Notes o  the tle

8942 New York, Brookl . he ree o t Nat o al Ba k of Brookl . 
h.10054. 10. r. 28. 1902PB. No.9801 Y401521. Plate . e, with 

a short edge split confined to the left margin and a serious of small 
pinholes near the center, none of which are visually distracting or 
atypical for the grade. evenly worn, with color that has mellowed 
but remains visually appealing. The top edge of the face just crosses 
the outer design border, while the remaining margins on both sides 
are comfortable and complete. Just over $670,000 in nationals was 
issued under this charter, a fairly small amount for such a well-
populated urban area. about 8% of this face value was estimated 
to remain outstanding at the bank’s closing in 1926, but the tough 
economic years that followed made every dollar count perhaps more 
than ever before and most likely many notes were well circulated 
out of necessity, worn out and redeemed. Today, just six notes are 
known on the title, including this one. For the new york collector, 
opportunities to acquire this title will be few and far between. 

m orta t Brookl  50 Brow  Back ar t

8943 New York, Brookl . he a fact rers Nat o al Ba k of 
Brookl . h.1443. 50. r.515. 1882BB. No.2715 B4450 5 . Plate . 

ho ce . Well worn in the channels of commerce, but the Brown 
Back type seems to wear nicely in an aesthetic sense, adopting a 
mellow aged appearance that is complemented by the natural color 
scheme. a little limp, as expected, but without any visible signs of 
abuse other than a few small, scattered pinholes that are typical for 
the grade. The note is centered just slightly high, and the top margins 
are a little thin, but all borders are complete. Both bank signatures, 
in light brown ink, remain visible. a rare and very desirable type 
note for just about any bank, but in this case it is one of only two 
examples reported, among a total of 19 notes on the Census bear-
ing this second title of the bank. an important opportunity for the 
advanced new york or Brown Back collector. 

other xce t o al Brookl  Nat o al
e e o  the tle

8944 New York, Brookl . he Nassa  Nat o al Ba k of Brookl . 
h. 58. 1. r.380. Or al Ser es. No.2923 230951. Plate . . 

Four thin vertical creases and a single very short split where one 
meets the edge are essentially the only imperfections on this 
otherwise outstanding note. The paper remains fresh and white, 
while the ink tones are vivid. The red Treasury seal and the serial 
numbers are particularly bold, giving the note excellent eye ap-
peal. Beyond the creases, the paper is crisp and embossing is seen 
upon close inspection. nicely centered, well margined and with 
large elegantly styled autograph signatures of the bank officers. 
While the charter number is only somewhat scarce, with 33 notes 
reported, this type is decidedly rare. Just this single original se-
ries ace is known, and there are no series of 1875 notes listed for 
this denomination. Beautiful, rare and among the best type notes 
known on the title. 

other e e o  the tle

8945 New York, Brookl . he Nassa  Nat o al Ba k of Brookl . 
h. 58. 5. r.397. Or al Ser es. No.2000 139274. Plate . 
er  ho ce . Careful study reveals a few light creases, but 
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few if any are easily seen and the paper is otherwise quite crisp, 
if a little toned from age. decently centered, and while the bottom 
edge on the face is just into the design border, the other margins are 
complete all around. Good ink colors and sharp penned bankers’ 
signatures. another unique type note on the bank. This and the $1 
note offered above are the only two original series notes known 
on the title. a simply great Brooklyn note. 

894  New York, Brookl . he Nassa  Nat o al Ba k of Brookl . 
h. 58. 5. r.590. 1902 B. No.9817 7 5874B. Plate . ho ce 

, or perhaps worthy of Fine to many observers. a little limp, 
and with a short edge split confined to the margin. a single tiny 
pinhole is noted. Bold stamped bank signatures in black ink. one 
of just three examples of this type on the bank. 

8947 New York, Brookl . he Nassa  Nat o al Ba k of Brookl . 
h. 58. 10. r. 1 . 1902 B. No.4843 877989B. Plate . er  
ho ce . Four vertical creases and some corner folds account 

for the grade, but the note is bright, fresh and crisp enough to 
have entered the Census as eF, and it was called Choice eF in its 
last auction appearance. The face is centered low, with the design 
border just off the edge, while the remaining borders are wide all 
around and the back is centered near perfectly. a lovely note, and 
one of just four $10 date Backs reported.

8948 New York, Brookl . he Nassa  Nat o al Ba k of Brookl . 
h. 58. 10. r. 24. 1902PB. No.87 5 918 7H. Plate . ho ce 

. another lovely note on the title. a nice, fresh appearance with 
good color and wide margins all around. 

8949 New York, Brookl . he Nassa  Nat o al Ba k of Brookl . 
h. 58. 20. r. 50. 1902PB. No.2378 . Plate . . light circula-

tion wear commensurate with the grade, but no defects worthy 
of specific mention. The appearance of this group of notes on this 
bank make it seem like an available title but, still, just 33 notes are 
reported. 

8950 New York, Brookl . he Nassa  Nat o al Ba k of Brookl . 
h. 58. 50. r. 75. 1902PB. No.2 5 . Plate . , or nearly so 

internally, but the upper right corner tip is off, and there is an old 
repair to reinforce nearby weakness. still, the eye appeal is decent, 
and the missing tip does not cross the design border. Good color, 
complete margins and a desirable type. one of just three examples 
of the type on the title. 

8951 New York, Brookl . he Nassa  Nat o al Ba k of Brookl . 
h. 58. 100. r. 98. 1902PB. No.22 8. Plate . , with some mi-

nor repairs along the edges and evidence of a gentle pressing, but 
the overall eye appeal remains satisfying. another great type on 
this title, and one of only four such notes listed in the Census. 

8952 New York, Brookl . he S ra e Nat o al Ba k of Brookl . 
h.297 . 5. r.4 7. 1882BB. No.907 524702. Plate B. . evenly 

worn with a pleasing appearance for the grade, and completely intact 
with no edge splits or pinholes seen. nice enough that it is listed in the 
Census as VG-F. The margins are a little uneven and thin, but complete 
all around, and the penned bankers’ signatures are very clearly legible. 
another very rare Brooklyn national. This note is from the first of two 
titles on the bank. The title changed in 1901 to the sprague national 
Bank of new york, after having issued only Brown Backs on the first 
title. all of the notes on the charter are rare, with nine reported in total. 
This note is one of four Brown Back $5s. 

8953 New York, Brookl . he S ra e Nat o al Ba k of Brookl . 
h.297 . 10. r.480. 1882BB. No.11350 W1252 5. Plate B. ho ce e. 

a charming Brown Back $10 on this rare title. Good color, decent body, 
and nice margins all around. a couple of small edge splits and a single 
tiny pinhole are noted, but none are particularly distracting. one of 
four Brown Back $10s reported, and about typical of the survivors in 
terms of grade. nice penned signatures in brown ink. 

8954 New York, l sh . he l sh  Nat o al Ba k. h.9 91. 10. 
r. 19. 1902 B. No.9211 255324 . Plate B. . Minor handling 
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and wear, consistent with the grade, but no other defects or im-
perfections worthy of mention. Complete margins all around and 
bankers’ signatures partly faded, but clear. one of just 12 notes 
reported on this scarce title, and the only 1902 date Back type note 
listed. From the only note-issuing national Bank in Flushing, so 
this is a necessary title for a new york town collector. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8955 New York, l sh . he l sh  Nat o al Ba k. h.9 91. 
20. r. 53. 1902PB. No.235 5 B 027H. Plate . e. a second 

opportunity for this scarce new york title. a little more worn than 
the previous note, with some staining, pinholes at the corners, 
and minor pencil graffiti. equally rare to the above note. one of 
12 notes reported on the title and the only $20 note of any type 
known. 

From the White Oak Collection.

895  New York, New York. he Brookl  Nat o al Ba k of New 
York. h.13292. 10. r. 38. 1902PB. No.310 . Plate . ho ce 

. excellent eye appeal with a generally bright appearance and 
good ink tones. nice enough to have been offered as a considerably 
higher grade in the past, and listed on the Census as “XF-au,” 
but six vertical creases are a few too many for the higher grade 
in our opinion. still, the body is good and the note is certainly a 
nice example from this title. Just over two dozen large-size notes 
are known on the bank, and this one is average condition for the 
survivors. In addition to this note’s desirability to national Bank 
note collectors, it is also the scarcest Friedberg signature combi-
nation on the type, so there is good appeal for Friedberg variety 
collectors as well. 

xtremel  are Brookl  tle
he sboro Nat o al Ba k

 O e of hree ar e S e ow

8957 New York, New York. he sboro Nat o al Ba k of Brook-
l   New York. h.13304. 5. r. 12. 1902PB. No.97 . Plate . 

ho ce e. a very pleasing note for the grade with good body 
and a nice even appearance. Circulated, but not abused in any 
way. no defects worthy of specific mention are seen other than 
perhaps an as made thin bottom face margin, though the border is 
not compromised anywhere. Chartered in March 1929, just a few 
years before the end of the national Currency era, but perhaps 
more significantly, just a few months before the great stock market 
crash of 1929 would seriously damage the economy and challenge 
the very survival of a young bank. This bank issued only $5 notes 
in large-size format, and was the last bank in the united states to 

issue them. Just $170,140 was released under this charter, including 
both large and small-size notes. as of the last accounting in 1935, 
it was estimated that just $470 remained outstanding in large-size 
notes which suggests that the likelihood of even one or two more 
coming to light is fairly slim. Joining all the other positive attributes 
of the note is the rarity of the Jones-Woods signature combination, 
which was in use for only a short time and is the rarest on the type. 
a very rare and important national Bank note. 

From Lyn Knight’s 8th Annual CPMX Sale, February-March 2002, 
Lot 2809.

 Second sboro Nat o al Ba k ar t

8958 New York, New York. he sboro Nat o al Ba k of Brookl  
 New York. h.13304. 5. r.1800-1. 1929-1. No. 000453 . Plate 

. e. a second opportunity to acquire this very rare title, here in 
small-size format. a little soiled, commensurate with the grade, 
but good body remains and there are no other noteworthy defects. 
Good centering and margins. series of 1929 notes are even rarer 
on this title today than the historic large-size $5 notes. This is one 
of just two known, and the marginally finer of the pair. another 
very rare and important new york note. 

8959 New York, New York. afa ette Nat o al Ba k of Brookl   
New York. h.12892. 20. r.1802-1. 1929-1. No. 001714 . Plate 

. , or very nearly so for overall appearance and quality, but a 
single small pinhole is noted and a small pinscratch is seen on the 
back. Good color and body. 

89 0 New York, New York. afa ette Nat o al Ba k of Brookl   
New York. h.12892. 20. r.1802-1. 1929-1. No.B0015 5 . Plate 
B. ho ce . Minor soiling and a few pinholes, but nothing too 
distracting. 

Bol  em 1882 5 Brow  Back Note
New York, New York

89 1 New York, New York. he Nat o al Ba k of North mer ca 
 New York. h.4581. 5. r.472. 1882BB. No.19910 801428 . 

Plate B. em c rc late -  P  P . an outstanding type 
note on this moderately scarce new york City bank. one of just 39 
notes listed in the Census, and apparently among a small group 
of Brown Back $5s that was saved early on. Beautifully preserved 
since that time, offering beautiful color and a nice fresh appearance. 
essentially perfect centering and wide margins add considerably 
to the appeal, as these characteristics are not the norm on most 
national Bank note issues. 
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other o el  em 5 Brow  Back
New York, New York

89 2 New York, New York. he Nat o al Park Ba k of New York. 
h.891. 5. r.4 7. 1882BB. No. 47 5 7035. Plate . em c r-

c late -  PP  P S . a lovely Gem note with nice color, good 
embossing, strong penned signatures and boardwalk margins on 
both sides. a new note to the Census for this common new york 
title, but Brown Back notes are scarcer and this one is probably the 
first or second best example known to survive. a serial number 
1 $5 Brown Back is reported in the Census as “Cu,” but there are 
no others listed that high on the type, including $5, $10, and $20 
notes. a great note on the title. 

89 3 New York, New York. he Peo les Nat o al Ba k of Brookl  
 New York. h.9219. 5. r.1800-1. 1929-1. No. 001378 . Plate 

. ho ce . a sharp note on this Brooklyn-titled new york bank. 
Three vertical folds account for the grade. Bold color and wide, 
even margins on both sides. a lovely note on the title which is 
scarcer than the Census numbers suggest. While 41 small-size 
notes are reported, just six are Type I notes to which this will be 
an addition. 

89 4 New York, New York. he Peo les Nat o al Ba k of Brookl  
 New York. h.9219. 10. r.1801-2. 1929-2. No. 0012 3. Plate 

. ho ce . a second example on this charter. a lovely note, 
bright and fresh with good color. a couple of corner folds account 
for the grade. The typical small-size type note on this title. 

o el  Or al Ser es 1 Note
e th Nat o al Ba k of New York

89 5 New York, New York. he e th Nat o al Ba k of the t  of 
New York. h.307. 1. r.380. Or al Ser es. No.34504 74 727. 
Plate B. ho ce . Three prominent creases with a few additional 
minor folds. Probably full eF by some standards, and offering very 
nice eye appeal. Well centered and nicely margined, with good 
color and bold penned signatures. a pleasing type note from a 
bank that issued only original series and series of 1875 notes, 
and toward the upper end of the grade range of the 21 survivors 
presently known to exist. 

From the White Oak Collection.

89  New York, Sarato a S r s. he rst Nat o al Ba k of Sarato a 
S r s. h.893. 2. r.387. Or al. No.5042 425422. Plate . 

are t oo -  P S . an edge tear at the left end has an an-
cient looking tape repair on the back. some small areas of ink loss 
on the back are also noted, and there is minor roughness around 
the edges, consistent with the grade. From the face in particular 
the note is decent looking, all things considered, and hails from 
a popular and rather tough location. While 30 large-size notes 
are known on the bank, this note is one of just two lazy deuces 
reported. as for notes from saratoga springs in general, there were 
three different note-issuing banks in town, and known surviving 
notes from all of them combined amount to only 59 notes, with 
just four being lazy deuces. an ever-popular type note that is 
desirable in any grade, but from saratoga springs, it is certainly a 
worthwhile note for the new york collector, the skidmore gradu-
ate, or the recreational visitor to this popular and lovely upstate 
destination. 

89 7 Oh o, c at . he rst Nat o al Ba k of c at . h.24. 
5. r.590. 1902 B. No.151 57179. Plate . ho ce . Centered 

a little high, with the face design just off the edge at the top, while 
the back top margin is very thin. Very nice body and color, and 
large bold bank signatures. a nice ohio type note, and great for 
a first 100 charter collection. a new note to the Census and the 
lowest bank serial number reported on the type. 

em 1882 5 Brow  Back Note
a to , Oh o

89 8 Oh o, a to . he a to  Nat o al Ba k. h.898. 5. r.4 7. 
1882BB. No.3538 Y37082 . Plate . em c rc late - 5 P  
P . outstanding freshness and color, which is not often seen 

on Brown Backs, but when it is, it makes for a truly beautiful 
note. The top and bottom edges were clearly cut by hand, and 
are uneven as typical. However, the centering is good and the 
margins are comfortably broad. nicely embossed and featuring 
bold autographed signatures of the bank officers. Just 21 notes are 
known on this title, and this note is among just five Brown Backs 
listed in the Census. a high quality note for the ohio collector. 
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89 9 Pe s l a a, ca o . he ca o  Nat o al Ba k. 
h.4142. 10. r. 2 . 1902PB. No.15084. Plate . em c rc -

late - 7 . an attractive high-grade note. Good color and 
centering on both sides with nice broad margins all around. The 
bankers’ signatures remain quite sharp, that of the cashier in 
brown ink, and that of the president in red. a single light corner 
tip stain is noted, but it is the only obvious imperfection. Good 
embossing and a nice overall appearance. one of just 15 large-size 
notes known on the title. 

8970 Pe s l a a, atrobe. he rst Nat o al Ba k of atrobe. 
h.3831. 10. r. 2 . 1902PB. No.25213. Plate . . Mild circu-

lation wear includes a few folds and creases but good body and 
color remain, and the stamped lavender signatures are clear. one 
of just 10 large-size notes reported on this Westmoreland County 
title. 

8971 Pe s l a a, c ees ort. he Nat o al Ba k of c ees ort. 
h.4 25. 5. r. 02. 1902PB. No.50513. Plate . c rc late , but 

with a stain at the edge at the top center. a crisp note, with good 
color otherwise and traces of embossing easily seen. Good margins 
all around, and bold penned signatures of the bank cashier and 
vice president. a new note to the Census. 

c rc late  1882 20 ate Back
P ttsb r h, Pe s l a a

8972 Pe s l a a, P ttsb r h. he es e Nat o al Ba k of 
P ttsb r h. h.2278. 20. r.552. 1882 B. No.147 1 H279839. 
Plate B. c rc late . a bold and highly attractive example of this 
beautiful type with just a little teller handling accounting for the 
grade. Well printed, with sharp embossing and rich ink tones on 
bright, fresh paper. The face shows nearly perfect centering, while 
the back is aligned just a little low with a tight bottom margin that 
is slightly compromised at the lower right corner. a great example 
overall, and a new note to the Census. 

8973 Pe s l a a, Saltsb r . he rst Nat o al Ba k of Saltsb r . 
h.2 09. 10. r. 34. 1902PB. No.2930 38402H. Plate . . an 

attractive note with good body and just a little handling beyond 
the three vertical creases. Centered a little high, with the face just 
at the edge in places, but all other borders are generous. one sharp 
stamped signature, and one apparently autographed which has 
largely faded. While 23 large-size notes are reported in the Census, 
this is a rare type. Just three examples are 1902 Plain Back notes, 
to which this will be an addition. 

8974 ermo t, Bra o . he rst Nat o al Ba k of Bra o . h.278. 
5. r.1800-1. 1929-1. No. 001385 . Plate . ho ce . The inte-

rior paper body and cleanliness of a finer note, but with consider-
able roughness around the edges extending just into the design. a 
couple of edge splits are also noted. one of two note-issuing titles 
on Brandon, and one of just 21 small-size reported on the bank. 

8975 hree Nat o al Ba k otes from ffere t states  I Massachu-
setts, Malden. The second national Bank of Malden. Ch.11014. 
$10. Fr.1801-1. 1929-1. no.F000575a. Plate l. VG-10 (PMG). Well 
worn but intact I new Jersey. Plainfield. The First national Bank 
of Plainfield. Ch.447. $5. Fr.598. 1902PB. no.52318. Plate e. VG-8 
(PMG). stained near the center, and with a corner tip off, confined 
to the margin I Pennsylvania, Harrisburg. The Harrisburg na-
tional Bank. Ch.580. $5. Fr.1800-2. 1929-2. Choice uncirculated-64 
(CGa). a bright and fresh note with the back centering a little off. 
(Total: 3 pieces) 
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error CurrenCy

897  1. r.40. e al e er. 1923. erte  Pr t  rror. 
No. 27919780B. Plate . -53 PP  P S . Creased vertically 
through the center, with some faint ripples in the paper but with-
out any other visible imperfections worthy of note. rather well 
centered, with comfortable margins all around, those on the back 
being particularly broad. nice embossing remains, a marker of a 
note never pressed or otherwise mishandled. a very attractive, 
and very rare large-size error note, on a desirable type. The sheet 
was fed into the press for the second printing in the improper 
direction, resulting in the face printing being inverted from the 
normal orientation, however, these are typically referred to as 
inverted back errors. The Gengerke Census of large-size type 
notes lists just four examples of this Friedberg number with this 
invert error, not including this one, making a total of five known 
notes. another of the reported examples is from the same sheet 
as the present note and both are graded au, these being tied for 
the finest known examples by a comfortable margin. a great note 
for the error specialist that is not likely to be available again soon. 
apparently off the market for many years. 

Scarce ar e-S e rror Note

8977 10. r.951 . e eral eser e Note. 1914. Sh fte  h r  Pr t . 
No. 3738 249 . Plate . -25 P S . Typical creases and folds, 
with a series of tiny pinholes at the left end taken into consideration 
as the paper quality looks a little better than often seen at this grade 
level. The third printing is shifted well to the right of the proper 
position. While shifted third printing errors are not that rare as a 
class, they are nearly always found on small-size notes. They are 
rather rare on large-size notes, and as with most large-size errors, 
they are very desirable. 

8978 1. r.1 21. S l er ert cate. 1957B. smatche  Ser al N m-
bers. S erb em c rc late - 8 PP  P S . The centering is 
trivially off, otherwise the note is essentially perfect. all margins 
are broad, the colors are bold, and the paper is fresh and bright. 
an outstanding Gem example of this popular error that would be 
difficult to improve upon. 

xtremel  are North fr ca 10 rror

8979 10. r.2309. S l er ert cate. 1934 . North fr ca. Sh fte  h r  
Pr t  rror. e-15 P . light, even soiling as expected for 
the grade, with some minor stains on the upper back side. decent 
ink tones. a very rare error note. all errors are scarce on north 
africa notes, but this one we do not recall having ever handled be-
fore. In fact, only two other examples of this error on north africa 
notes are known to us, a $5 note graded Gem that appeared in lyn 
Knight’s June 1998 Memphis sale, lot 77, and another $5 example 
in lower grade. The present note is the only $10 we are aware of. 
Here, the gold Treasury seal of the third printing is shifted well 
to the left of its proper position, and is situated over half way into 
Hamilton’s portrait vignette. Having been printed in 12-subject 
sheets, there would have been 11 others printed, but considering 
the wear of this note they were likely all circulated, and perhaps 
the others’ life spans were exhausted before being noticed. a very 
rare piece, and a prize for the small-size error collector. 

sMall sIze Federal CurrenCy

8980 1. r.1500. e al e er. 1928. ho ce c rc late - 4 P  
P . a bright and fresh example of this early small-size legal 

Tender, with good color and embossing. 
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8981 om lete collect o  of small-s e 2 otes, cl  all Ser es 
ate  1928 thro h 197  I Fr.1501. 1928. au I Fr.1502. 1928a. 

Crisp uncirculated-60 (CGa). one of the better issues I Fr.1503. 
1928B. au-50 (CGa). The key to the set. Very faint staining is noted 
I Fr.1504. 1928C. Choice au I Fr.1505. 1928d. au I Fr.1506. 
1928e. Choice uncirculated I Fr.1507. 1928F. au I Fr.1508. 
1928G. uncirculated, but with light stains I Fr.1509. 1953. au 
I Fr.1510. 1953a. Choice uncirculated I Fr.1511. 1953B. Choice 
uncirculated I Fr.1512. 1953C. au I Fr.1513. 1963. Choice au I 
Fr.1514. 1963a. Gem uncirculated I Federal reserve set of 1976 
notes (12). Fr.1935a-l. notes range in grade from VF to GeM, but 
average au. The richmond note exhibits a third printing shift 
error. It is minor, but far enough off to be easily seen. (Total: 26 
pieces) 

8982 2. r.1509. e al e er. 1953 25 . a portion of an original pack 
of notes, all consecutive and all nicely matched. Bright and fresh 
with good color. The notes average Choice uncirculated, but some 
show light evidence of typical pack handling. an attractive group. 
(Total: 25 pieces) 

8983 2. r.1509. e al e er. 1953 25 . another partial original pack 
of notes. again, all bright, fresh and consecutive. The notes aver-
age Choice uncirculated, but some show marks from typical pack 
handling. a currency band around this group bears a bank stamp 
dated december 20, 1960. (Total: 25 pieces) 

8984 2. r.1509. e al e er. 1953 25 . a third partial original pack 
of notes. all are bright, fresh and consecutive. The notes average 
Choice uncirculated, but some show light handling marks, as 
typical on packs. (Total: 25 pieces) 

8985 Select o  of 2 e al e er otes. ra es ra e from  to 
ho ce c rc late , with most being uncirculated: I Fr.1509. 

1953 (25). a few short consecutive runs included. one with pencil 
marks I Fr.1510. 1953a. Choice au. (Total: 26 pieces) 

898  2. r.1509. e al e er. Star e laceme t Note. 1953. em 
c rc late - 5 PP  P S . The centering is a little off on the 

face, but the note is bright and fresh. 

8987 2. r.1510. e al e er. Star e laceme t Note. 1953 . em 
c rc late -  PP  P S . nice color and good centering, if 

just slightly off on the back. 

8988 2. r.1511. e al e er. Star e laceme t Note. 1953B. em 
c rc late -  PP  P S . Bright and fresh, with good color. 

Centered slightly to the right on the face. 

8989 2. r.1512. e al e er. Star e laceme t Note. 1953 . em 
c rc late -  PP  P S . Bright and fresh, with good color. 

Centered slightly to the left on the face. 

8990 ro  of small-s e e al e er a  S l er ert cate otes, 
mostl   h h ra e. legal Tenders: I $2. Fr.1513. 1963. Gem 
uncirculated-67 PPQ (PCGs) (2) I $2. Fr.1513. 1963. au-50 (PCGs). 
silver Certificates: I $1. Fr.1618. 1935H. Gem uncirculated-66 PPQ 
(PCGs) I $1. Fr.1618. 1935H. Choice uncirculated-64 PPQ (PCGs) 

I $1. Fr.1619. 1957. Gem uncirculated-67 (CGa) I $1. Fr.1619. 
1957. star note. Gem uncirculated-67 PPQ (PCGs) I $1. Fr.1619. 
1957. star note. Gem uncirculated-66 PPQ (PCGs) I $1. Fr.1619. 
1957. star note. Gem uncirculated-65 PPQ (PCGs) I $1. Fr.1621. 
1957B. Gem uncirculated-67 PPQ (PCGs). (Total: 10 pieces) 

8991 2. r.1514. e al e er. Star e laceme t Note. 19 3 . em 
c rc late -  PP  P S . a bold and colorful note, with near 

perfect centering. This one would be tough to improve on. 

8992 Select o  of small-s e t e otes  I $100. Fr.1550. legal Tender. 
1966. VF, or so I $20. Fr.1870F. Federal reserve Bank note. 1929. 
Fine I $5. Federal reserve note. 2006. star note. uncirculated I 
$50. Fr.2117a. Federal reserve note. 1969C. Choice uncirculated 
I $100. Fr.2151G. Federal reserve note. 1928a. Choice Fine, small 
tear and a pencil mark I $1. Fr.2300. silver Certificate. HaWaII. 
1935a. Fine, stained I $1. Fr.2306. silver Certificate. north africa. 
1935a. eF. (Total: 7 pieces) 

ab allowa  o rtes  to ra hs

8993 1. r.1 08. S l er ert cate. 1935 .  2 . a consecutive pair of 
notes both bearing a courtesy autograph of Cabell “Cab” Calloway 
III in black ink just left of Washington’s portrait. Calloway was a 
jazz bandleader, singer and songwriter who led one of the most 
popular african american bands of the 1930s and 1940s. Many 
other great artists worked with him, including dizzy Gillespie. 
(Total: 2 pieces) 

8994 1. r.1 1 . S l er ert cate. 1935  40 . a curious novelty item 
with two “pads” of paper, each containing 20 consecutive notes 
glued across the top in notepad style, housed in a black checkbook-
style cover titled, “Texas scratch Paper.” The notes average Choice 
uncirculated, and are bright and fresh. (Total: 40 pieces) 

8995 Select o  of s x small-s e 10 otes, all ra e  b  P S  I 
Fr.1702. silver Certificate. 1934a. Choice au-55 PPQ. From the 
rickey Collection, and identified as such on the holder I Fr.1703. 
silver Certificate. 1934B. VF-35. From the rickey Collection, as 
on the holder I Fr.1705. silver Certificate. 1934d. Choice au-55 
PPQ. From the ricky Collection, as on the holder I Fr.1707. silver 
Certificate. star note. 1953a. VF-25 (PCGs). a better star note, 
one of 144,000 printed I Fr.2303. Federal reserve note. HaWaII. 
1934a. Fine-15 I Fr.2309. silver Certificate. north africa. 1934a. 
eF-40 PPQ. The late-finished face plate #86 variety. From the 
rickey Collection, as noted on the holder. (Total: 6 pieces) 

899  20. r.1870B. e eral eser e Ba k Note. 1929. ho ce c r-
c late . Crisp and bright, with some handling at the upper right 
corner. 

From the White Oak Collection.

8997 Pa r of 50 otes  I Fr.1880d. Federal reserve Bank note. 1929. 
VF-25 ePQ (PMG). From the rickey Collection, as noted on the 
PMG holder I Fr.2107G. Federal reserve note. 1950. Choice 
uncirculated-63 (PMG). Bright and fresh. (Total: 2 pieces) 
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8998 Pa r of 1929 100 e eral eser e Ba k Notes. r.1890  I about 
VF. a pleasing even appearance I Fine, with small rust stains. 
(Total: 2 pieces) 

8999 100. r.1890 . e eral eser e Ba k Note. 1929. ho ce c r-
c late - 3 PP  P S . Bright and colorful. some light handling 
at the right end, commensurate with the grade. 

9000 100. r.1890 . e eral eser e Ba k Note. 1929. , with some 
slight toning along the bottom edge. From the third lowest print 
run of the series for this denomination. 

9001 1. r.1902 . e eral eser e Note. 19 3B. S erb em c rc -
late - 7 PP  P S . a nearly perfect note in every respect with 
a courtesy autograph of secretary of the Treasury Joseph W. Barr, 
above his engraved signature. 

9002 Small hoar  of es rable web-fe  1 e eral eser e Notes  
I Fr.1917a. 1988a. a-G Block. Choice uncirculated I Fr.1917F. 
1988a. F-l Block. uncirculated, but a corner tip bend I Fr.1917F. 
1988a. F-M Block. Gem uncirculated (2) I Fr.1917F. 1988a. F-V 
Block (5). Five consecutive pieces. average Choice uncirculated, 
all a little off center I Fr.1923F. 1995. F-d Block (4). a consecutive 
run of four notes. all Gem uncirculated I Fr.1923F. 1995. F-d 
Block (2). a consecutive pair. Both uncirculated, but with corner 
tip bends. (Total: 15 pieces) 

9003 ollect o  of small-s e Star e laceme t Notes o  ffere t 
e om at o s. ll e eral eser e Notes, a  all ra e  b  

P S, exce t where ote  otherw se  I $1. Fr.1924B. 1999. Gem 
uncirculated-67 PPQ (2) I $1. Fr.1927F. 2001. Gem uncirculated-67 
PPQ (3) I $2. Fr.1935a. 1976. eF-40 (CGa) I $5. Fr.1987F. 1999. 
Gem uncirculated-67 PPQ (3) I $5. Fr.1988l. 2001. Gem uncircu-
lated-67 PPQ (2) I $5. Fr.1990l. 2003. Gem uncirculated-67 PPQ 
I $5. Fr.1993a. 2006. Gem uncirculaetd-67 PPQ I $10. Fr.2040l. 
2004a. Gem uncirculated-67 PPQ I $50. Fr.2126l. 1996. Gem 
uncirculated-67 PPQ. a nice starter collection of mostly high-grade 
notes. (Total: 15 pieces) 

9004 ro  of e eral eser e Notes  I $2. Fr.1937I. 2003. Gem un-
circulated-65 PPQ (2) I $5. Fr.1961d. 1950. Choice uncirculated-63 
(PMG) I $10. Fr.2006B. 1934a. Gem uncirculated-67 (CGa) I $10. 
Fr.2017C. 1963a. Gem uncirculated-67 PPQ (PCGs). From the Tom 
Flynn Collection, as noted on the grading holder. (Total: 5 pieces) 

9005 5. r.19 4 . e eral eser e Note. 1950  100 . an original con-
secutive pack of 100 notes, with the original Bureau of engraving 
and Printing band, bearing a bank date stamp of december 2, 1963. 
The notes grade average Choice to Gem uncirculated, with a few 
showing minor typical pack handling such as a bumped corner or 
two. However this pack is nicer than many seen. a lovely group 
of notes, with nice freshness and sharp color. The BeP band shows 
some wear and chipping, but it is functionally intact. (Total: 100 
pieces) 

900  5. r.19 4 . e eral eser e Note. 1950  100 . a second original 
consecutive pack of 100 notes, with the original Bureau of engraving 
and Printing band. The notes grade average Choice to Gem uncircu-
lated, with a few showing minor typical pack handling, but very little 
as compared to many original packs seen. another superb original 
pack with bright, crisp and fresh notes. (Total: 100 pieces) 

9007 5. r.1985 . e eral eser e Note. 1995. Star Note. em c rc -
late  5 . a grouping of five consecutive notes printed at the Fort 
Worth facility, each housed in a descriptive folder. The scarcest star 
note on this series by a comfortable margin. (Total: 5 pieces) 

9008 5. r.1987 . e eral eser e Note. 1999. Star Note. 10 . a group-
ing of 10 consecutive notes, all graded Gem uncirculated-65 
(PMG), with the exception of a single Gem uncirculated-66 note. 
all are ePQ. a nice run on the atlanta Federal reserve Bank. (Total: 
10 pieces) 

9009 10. r.2003B. e eral eser e Note. 1928 . ht ree  Seal. 
ho ce c rc late - 4 P  P . a lovely note, offering good 

freshness and bold color. Just a little off center. 

9010 10. r.2021B. e eral eser e Note. Star e laceme t Note. 
19 9 . S erb em c rc late - 8 PP  P S . essentially 
perfect. Bold color, great centering and excellent eye appeal. 

9011 hree 20 e eral eser e Notes  I Fr.2054a. 1934. dark Green 
seal. Mule. Gem uncirculated-65 ePQ (PMG) I Fr.2054H. 1934. 
light Green seal. Gem uncirculated-65 PPQ (PCGs) I Fr.2057C. 
1934C. new back plate. Gem uncirculated-65 PPQ (PCGs). (Total: 
3 pieces) 

9012 50. r.2102 . e eral eser e Note. 1934. ht ree  Seal. 
ho ce c rc late - 4 P . The back centering is a little 

high and to the right, but all margins are comfortable broad. The 
face exhibits nearly perfect centering and the color is good. a nice 
looking example. 

9013 500. r.2200 . e eral eser e Note. 1928. ho ce . a bright 
example with sharp color. a light crease near the center and a little 
handling account for the grade. a nice example overall of this early 
series high denomination. 
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9014 500. r.2201 . e eral eser e Note. 1934. ark ree  Seal. -
50 . Creased through the middle and just a trace of a faint 
partial bank stamp that is barely noticeable right of McKinley’s 
portrait. 

9015 500. r.2201 . e eral eser e Note. 1934. ht ree  Seal. 
e with four tiny pinholes near the center and a couple of short 

edge splits. 

901  500. r.2202B. e eral eser e Note. 1934 . ho ce c rc -
late - 3 PP  P S . a bright and crisp note with some evidence 
of minor handling accounting for the grade. The back is a little 
off center. Good embossing is noted. a pleasing example of this 
popular high denomination 

9017 500. r.2202 . e eral eser e Note. 1934 . c rc late . With 
an internal bend at the lower right that does not extend to the 
borders, and other minor handling marks. However, the color is 
good and the note has a generally bright and fresh appearance. 
Traces of embossing and a nice example of the type with nearly 
perfect centering. 

9018 500. r.2202 . e eral eser e Note. 1934 . , with a few scat-
tered tiny pinholes. 

9019 500. r.2202 . e eral eser e Note. 1934 . e. Typical wear, 
but decent color remains and there are no problems worthy of 
mention. 

Bea t f l em 1934 1000
ht ree  Seal

9020 1000. r.2211 . e eral eser e Note. ht ree  Seal. 1934. 
em c rc late - 5 P  P . The centering is trivially off, 

but well within the parameters for the Gem grade. excellent color 
on both sides, with the light green seal and serial numbers being 
vivid in tone. only a single example of this Friedberg variety has 
been graded higher than this note by PMG, placing it well within 
the few finest examples seen by them and ranking it among the 
finest $1000s collectors can hope to acquire, as true Gems of this 
series are pretty scarce. 
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Bol  1934 1000 N

9021 1000. r.2211 . e eral eser e Note. ark ree  Seal. 1934. 
em c rc late . another beautiful example of this popular 

high denomination. an extremely faint mark is seen just left of 
Cleveland’s portrait, but only under close scrutiny. Great color, 
excellent freshness in the paper, and good margins on both sides. 
an outstanding example with full, original crispness. 

9022 1000. r.2211 . e eral eser e Note. 1934. ark ree  Seal. 
-40 P . a nice looking note, particularly from the face which 

is a little brighter than the back. Three vertical creases seen through 
the holder account for the grade. 

9023 1000. r.2211 . e eral eser e Note. 1934. ht ree  Seal. 
. some light folds and handling marks, but the note retains good 

crispness and bold color. a nice, lightly circulated type note. 

9024 1000. r.2212 . e eral eser e Note. 1934 . em c rc -
late - 5 PP  P S . a very attractive high-grade example of 
this popular high denomination. Well centered, with the back 
shifted just a little to the right, but all margins are broad. a couple 
of printing wrinkles, as made, are seen just right of Cleveland’s 
portrait. 

9025 1000. r.2212H. e eral eser e Note. 1934 . ho ce -58 
P  P . a beautiful note with a nice fresh appearance, good 

color and centering on both sides. The likely fold that accounts 
for the grade is not visible through the holder. nice eye appeal 
and value. 

902  1000. r.2212 . e eral eser e Note. 1934 . ho ce e. Typi-
cal wear, but good eye appeal remains and there are no defects 
worthy of mention. 

9027 1000. r.2212 . e eral eser e Note. 1934 . e. Typical cir-
culation wear, and an even appearance. 

9028 5. r.2307. S l er ert cate. 1934 . North fr ca. ho ce c r-
c late - 4 P  P . a bright and fresh note with very good 
color. The centering is a little off, which accounts for the grade. 

9029 10. r.2400. ol  ert cate. 1928. ho ce . a pleasing note 
with good color and just a few creases and folds. 
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9030 20. r.2402. ol  ert cate. 1928. ho ce -45 P . sharp 
color and excellent eye appeal. Whatever folds account for the 
grade, they are tough to detect through the holder. a very nice 
looking example. 

9031 100. r.2405. ol  ert cate. 1928. -50 , with a short 
margin tear noted on the holder. The tear is at the upper left, rela-
tive to the face, and appears to have been closed. decent color, but 
a single foxing spot is noted. a popular type note. 

9032 100. r.2405. ol  ert cate. 1928. , b t resse . some creases 
are detectable upon close examination, but none are easily seen 
due to the note having been pressed. Good color remains. 

9033 500. r.2407. ol  ert cate. 1928. , but laminated. The 
lamination has been peeled loose in places, and there is consider-
able ink loss, where it has adhered to the laminate. a filler for this 
scarce and very desirable type that will be far more affordable than 
most. 

er  Scarce 1928 1000 ol  ert cate

9034 1000. r.2408. ol  ert cate. 1928. No. 00014 99 . Plate . -
25 P . a few small pinholes are visible upon close inspection, 
and these are noted on the PMG holder and thus have been taken 
into consideration. a little darkness at the right end from counting, 
and typical light soiling and wear, but no addition defects worthy 
of discussion on this rare type note. While the lower denominations 
through the $100 note on this series are fairly available, the $500 and 
$1000 notes appear very infrequently and are certainly among the 
toughest small-size type notes to acquire. as of december 28, 1933, 
the Gold Certificates were ordered by the secretary of the Treasury to 
be turned in, pursuant to President roosevelt’s decision to remove 
the united states from the gold standard. While collectable gold 
coins were given some freedom to remain in collectors hands, such 
was not the case for the paper notes backed by gold, and thus the 
majority of these high denomination notes were redeemed and likely 
destroyed. on april 24, 1964, the restriction against ownership of 
Gold Certificates was removed, and now the few that remain are 
rightfully prized by collectors. an important opportunity. 

CHanGeoVer PaIrs

9035 5 S l er ert cate ha eo er Pa r. Fr.1651/1652. 1934a/1934B. 
nos.l12976254a/l12976255a. notes grade Gem uncirculated 
and uncirculated, the latter showing a short internal bend. Both 
are bright, with bold color. a scarce and desirable pair. (Total: 2 
pieces) 

Visit stack’s auctions on-Line at

www.stacks.com
for images of singLe item Lots not 
 pictured in the printed cataLogue.
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903  5 S l er ert cate e erse ha eo er Pa r. Fr.1652/1651. 
1934B/1934a. nos.l12976236a/l12976237a. notes both grade 
uncirculated, each with a tiny corner tip bend. Both are bright, 
colorful and attractive. (Total: 2 pieces) 

9037 10 e eral eser e Note ha eo er Pa r. Fr.2006J/2007J. 
1934a/1934B. nos.J50864724a/J50864725a. notes both grade 
Choice uncirculated. Both are bright and fresh with excellent 
color. a perfectly matched pair. (Total: 2 pieces) 

9038 10 e eral eser e Note e erse ha eo er Pa r. Fr.2007J/
2006J. 1934B/1934a. nos.J50864490a/J50864491a. notes grade 
Choice uncirculated and Gem uncirculated. Bright and fresh, 
but the first has some slight handling that accounts for the grade. 
(Total: 2 pieces) 

eXPerIMenTal Issues
9039 Pa r of or  est otes  I Face design. Green Ink. Gem uncir-

culated I Back design. Green Ink. Gem uncirculated. a well-
matched pair from this interesting series. (Total: 2 pieces) 

FraCTIonal CurrenCy

9040 50 . Seco  ss e x er me tal. S m lar to -2 50 .3a. ho ce 
c rc late - 3 P  P . deep red ink back design, without 

surcharges, printed on white fibre paper. stamped sPeCIMen 
diagonally in violet, with half-moon punched out cancellations. 
Centered well to the right, with the design just crossing the edge. 
an interesting note for the specialist. 

9041 5 . r.123 . h r  ss e. ho ce c rc late - 4 P S . The face 
is off center as is typical for the issue, but all borders are complete. 
nice color and pleasing for the grade assigned. 

9042 Pa r of th r  ss e s ec me  otes  I 10¢. Fr.1251sP. Back design 
in red. narrow margin. Choice uncirculated. Marked sPeCIMen 
on back I 10¢. Fr.1255sP. Back design in green. narrow margin. 
Choice uncirculated. Marked sPeCIMen on back. a nice pair, 
and well matched. (Total: 2 pieces) 

9043 50 . r.1328. h r  ss e. em c rc late - 5 P . a lovely 
example with perhaps just the slightest mellowing of the paper. 
Very nicely centered on both sides with boldly autographed sig-
natures of Colby and spinner showing very faint ink burn on the 
back, much less so than sometimes seen. 

9044 15 . r.12 7. o rth ss e. ho ce c rc late - 4 PP  P S . 
a bright and fresh note with good color and nice centering on both 
sides. 
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9045 15 . r.1271. o rth ss e. em c rc late -  P  P . 
The paper is slightly toned, but not to a distracting degree. The 
centering on the face is just about as good as is ever seen, with 
broad, even margins, while the back is centered just slightly to the 
left, but still with good margins. a nice Gem example. 

es rable ract o al rre c  Sh el
S ec al o rat o

904   ract o al rre c  Sh el . re  Back ro . r.1382 , b t here 
w th otes a e ,  a s ec al co rat o . rca 18 -18 7. 

. a complete shield, not having ever been cut down and not 
exhibiting the heavy water stains that many examples show along 
the bottom edge. With the curious exception of the four 15¢ issues 
at the center, and a couple of other notes to a lesser degree, the 
entire shield shows toning, likely from sun exposure. The paper 
has mellowed to a soft golden gray and scattered foxing is seen, 
but none too severe. The paper is a little wavy, a characteristic not 
obvious upon first inspection. a rarer variation with the addition 
of nine notes of the Fourth and Fifth Issues added, some of which 
are pasted over the usual designs, while others partially overlap 
notes, arranged vertically through the center of the shield. The 
glass is early, likely from the early 20th century, and the frame 
appears to be of late 19th-century origin. a few minor chips are 
seen in the frame edges, but these are of little consequence. These 
early artifacts, produced by the Treasury department in the years 
just after the Civil War, are today highly prized as historic and at-
tractive display items. a fine opportunity to acquire one for your 
home or office. 

although the circumstances are not known, it is possible that either the 
Treasury department or an early owner augmented the shield with additional 
varieties produced after the shield was constructed. In our offices we have a 
related shield, bearing the presentation signature of s.s. spinner (treasurer of 
the united states when these were made), augmented by notes and stamps 
added to the border. over a long period of years in viewing and trading in 
Fractional Currency shields we have only ever seen two or three augmented 
versions.

MIlITary PayMenT CerTIFICaTes
9047 10 . Ser es 51. em c rc late - 5 PP  P S . Centered slightly left, but well margined and a bright, colorful 

Gem example. 

9048 25 . Ser es 51. S erb em c rc late - 7 PP  P S . Vivid ink tones, fresh paper and nearly perfect center-
ing make this about as nice an example as one is likely to find. 

9049 50 . Ser es 51. S erb em c rc late - 8 PP  P S . a near-perfect example, beautifully preserved. Vivid 
colors, bright and fresh. 

end oF sale
Thank You!
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1 This sale is by public auction conducted by licensed auctioneer(s) 
[stack’s llC—ny license #1302908]. The bids will be for specific lots 

which will be opened for bidding in numerical order. In the event that bids 
for the same amount are received for the same lot, the winning bid will be 
the earliest received. The decision of the auctioneer as to identity of the 
winning bidder shall be final. any person submitting bids on behalf of a 
corporation or any other entity agrees to be personally liable for payment 
of the purchase price and any related charges as well as responsible for the 
performance of all buyer obligations under these terms of sale. no “buy” or 
unlimited bids will be accepted. no bids will be accepted from minors.

2 stack’s, llC, (subsequently referred to as stack’s) reserves the right to 
postpone or cancel the auction without notice in its sole discretion. any 

lot may be withdrawn by stack’s without notice prior to it being opened 
for bidding. neither stack’s nor the consignor shall be liable for any costs 
or damages arising from either the withdrawal of material at the auction 
or the delay or cancellation of the auction.

3 The purchase price shall be the sum of the winning bid and a buyer’s 
premium of 15% of the amount of the winning bid. The purchase price 

shall be paid in full prior to delivery of the lot absent other arrangements 
between the successful bidder and stack’s. The decision to extend a line 
of credit and the decision to withdraw a previously authorized line of 
credit shall be within the sole discretion of stack’s. stack’s reserves the 
right to deny participation in the auction if, in stack’s sole discretion, the 
bidder’s prior business dealings with stack’s have been unsatisfactory. 

4 Payment shall be by cash in united states funds or checks drawn on 
united states banks. The purchase price shall be paid upon delivery 

of the lot or receipt of stack’s invoice for the lot, whichever occurs first. 
all associated costs for the delivery of the lot such as handling, shipping, 
insurance, and related charges will be added to the purchase price for lots 
not picked up after the auction by the winning bidder. on any account 
not paid within the prescribed terms of sale, stack’s reserves the right 
to extend credit and to impose periodic finance charges at the rate of 1-
1/2% per month (18% per annum) on the unpaid balance. By bidding in 
the sale, the bidder grants to stack’s a security interest in all numismatic 
material purchased by the bidder, amounts due the bidder by stack’s, and 
any numismatic material of the bidder possessed by stack’s to secure the 
payment of any present or future indebtedness of the bidder to stack’s 
and authorizes stack’s to file a financing statement without the bidder’s 
signature. The buyer agrees not to sell, pledge, or hypothecate the lots 
purchased until paid in full. If the account is referred to an attorney for 
collection, the buyer agrees to pay all costs, including attorneys’ fees, with 
interest accruing on the balance, until fully paid, at the specified rate.

5 Bidders shall be responsible for all taxes due as a result of their pur-
chases.

6 Title does not pass from the consignor to the successful bidder until 
the purchase price for the lot has been paid in full. The risk of loss is 

on the buyer once the lot is either in transit to the successful bidder or in 
their possession. 

7 stack’s reserves the right to establish the opening bid for any lot, to 
establish bidding increments, and to refuse any bid. stack’s reserves the 

right to place bids on behalf of the consignor up to the amount of a reserve 
price established by the consignor. stack’s will not accept a reserve price 
from a consignor above the high estimated value shown in the catalog for 
the auction and any exceptions to this rule will be announced at the auction 
prior to the opening of bidding on the material. stack’s shall make reason-
able efforts to properly enter and execute bids received by mail or by other 
means. However, stack’s shall not be liable for any errors for incorrectly 
entered or incorrectly executed bids.

8 Bidders are responsible for their bids including any errors they may 
make in placing bids. all bids shall be in even dollar amounts and any 

bids not in whole dollar amounts will be rounded to the next highest dollar. 
all bid sheets must be signed, and stack’s reserves the right to refuse and 
reject unsigned bid sheets. 

9 all items offered in this auction catalog are guaranteed to be genuine. 
Buyer agrees that except for questions of authenticity, there is no right 

of return for any reason whatsoever for any coin certified by any third 
party certification service. Further,Buyer agrees that except for questions 
of authenticity, there is no right of return for lots nor shall stack’s accept 
any returned lots from any floor bidder or any bidder who examined the 
lots prior to the sale. Mail, FaX and Internet bidders may make return 
requests within three days of the receipt of the lot. Coins must be returned 
to stack’s offices in Wolfeboro, n.H. within 30 days from the date of the 
auction. any coin which has been physically altered or removed from 
its container or holder shall not be returnable nor accepted by stack’s.

10 Bidders by accepting these terms of sale acknowledge that the grad-
ing of coins is a subjective process for describing the relative ranking 

of coins as to their condition. Consequently, the language used to describe 
any coin in this catalog, including but not limited to the grading of such 
coin, are statements of subjective opinion by the stack’s staff. no warranty, 
whether expressed or implied, including the warranty of merchantability, 
is made with respect to any coin contained in this catalog. In the event of 
a typographical error or other error, stack’s reserves the right to withdraw 
any item from the auction with or without notice, to correct the error by 
verbal announcement before the lot is opened for bidding or, if the error is 
discovered after the auction, to refund the successful bidder’s funds with-
out further obligation. The maximum obligation of stack’s to any bidder 
shall be the purchase price for any lot in dispute or for which a refund or 
adjustment is made for any reason. 

11 stack’s acts as an auctioneer to sell coins for the various consignors. 
Therefore, no claims of any kind (except for authenticity) can be con-

sidered by stack’s after settlements, which occur 45 days after the auction, 
have been made with the consignors. 

12 Cash advances may have been made to some  consignors in anticipa-
tion of auction proceeds. stack’s may consign items to this auction and 

may participate as a bidder. stack’s or the consignor may bid for their own 
account at the auction and may have information not otherwise available to 
the bidders regarding reserves, bid values, and other material facts relating 
to the lots opened for bidding at the auction. When a lot is sold to the book, 

THe TerMs oF sale



additionaL information for Bidders
o s re we rece e o r b s, please have mail and fax bids to 

us by 5:00 pm, eastern Time, sunday, March 22, 2009.
 • There will be pre-sale and live bidding available on the 

internet at www. stacks.com.  
• Pre-registration to bid during the live auction required 
by sunday, March 22, 2009.

Pho e escr t o s  any request for phone descriptions should 
be made by Friday, Monday, March 16, 2009. 

Pr ces eal e  will be published approximately 30 days after the 
auction.  Prices realized will be posted on the Internet soon after 
the sale at www.stacks.com

New B ers  If you are a new bidder, be sure to send your credit 
information: attn: laurel Morrill, at least 10 days before the auc-
tion.  There is very little time, if any, to review this information 
during the auction. all bidders not known to us will be required 
to submit a deposit of 25% of total bids before bidding in the sale.

loor B er e strat o  will begin 30 minutes before the sale 
at the entrance to the auction room.

Please ote  Transparent holders in which the auction lots are stored are to facilitate viewing and inspection of the lots and are noT intended for long-term storage.

it may be sold, passed over, withdrawn from the auction, returned to the 
owner or bought by stack’s. any consignor may bid on any lot, including 
lots containing coins consigned by the consignor. 

13 By placing a bid in this sale, a bidder agrees that this transaction 
shall be construed in accordance with the laws of the state of new 

york and that neither new york’s nor any other state’s choice of laws 
and/or conflict of laws shall be applied. any dispute between stack’s 
and bidders at the auction (except for non-payment) shall be settled 
exclusively by binding arbitration under the rules then in effect of the 
Professional numismatists Guild, Inc. (PnG)—if the bidder is a member 
of the PnG—conducted in the state of new york. If the bidder is not a 
PnG member, then all disputes between stack’s and the bidder shall 
be exclusively adjudicated in an appropriate court located in the state 
of new york. The laws of the state of new york, excluding its choice of 
law provisions, shall govern the adjudication of any dispute between the 
bidder and stack’s, and the bidder hereby consents and submits to the 
personal jurisdiction of the courts of the state of new york. In the event 

of non-payment, stack’s and a successful bidder agree that any judicial 
action shall be heard and determined only by the courts of the state of 
new york and the successful bidder hereby consents and submits to the 
personal jurisdiction of the courts of the state of new york.  

14 In the event of litigation, the party against whom a final judgment 
is rendered shall pay the prevailing parties’ legal costs, including 

attorneys fees and witness fees, and all other costs incurred by it during 
the course of such litigation. 

15 Information in this catalogue is believed to be correct, but the 
auctioneer makes no representations or warranties concerning the 

property to be auctioned. all pre-sale announcements and statements shall 
supersede the information set forth in this catalogue.

16 These Terms of sale are intended to be part of all lot descriptions 
contained in this  catalogue. Bidding in this auction sale constitutes 

acceptance by the bidder of the foregoing Terms of sale.

totaL expenditure
If you wish to limit your total expenditure, please fill in the maximum amount 
you wish to spend on the ToTal eXPendITure line on your bid sheet. you 
can then submit bids for amounts up to eight times the amount of the maximum 
expenditure. This is a personal service and an stack’s customer representative 
will personally attend to your bid sheet by bidding from the auction floor, 
buying lots for your account until your authorized expenditure is reached. 
While we will do our best in your behalf, due to the speed of the auction sale 
and the sometimes crowded conditions, we cannot be responsible for failure to 
execute such a bid properly. due to the bookkeeping involved, this service is 
offered only to bidders with maximum expenditures of $1,000 or more. ToTal 
eXPendITure and sInGle loT GrouP bidding can be combined.

singLe Lot group
up to five lots may be grouped with brackets for a sInGle loT GrouP 
purchase, if you wish to purchase only one example of a coin of which several 
examples appear in the sale. such lots should be bracketed on your bid sheet. 
While we will do our best on your behalf, due to the speed of the auction 
sale and the sometimes crowded conditions, we cannot be responsible for 
failure to execute such a bid properly.

optionaL percentage increase
We invite you to take advantage of the optional 10% to 30% increase to help 
your chance of being a successful bidder. Check the appropriate place on 
your bid sheet.

Please refer to the following list for appropriate bidding 
increments:

 rre t b  B  creme t
 $0-$200 $10
 $200-$300 $20
 $300-$500 $25 
 $500-$1,000 $50
 $1,000-$2,000 $100
 $2,000-$3,000 $200 
 $3,000-$5,000 $250 
 $5,000-$10,000 $500 
 $10,000-$20,000 $1,000
 $20,000-$30,000 $2,000
 $30,000-$50,000 $2,500
 $50,000-$100,000 $5,000 
 $100,000-$200,000 $10,000 
 $200,000-$300,000 $20,000
 $300,000-$500,000 $25,000
 $500,000-$1,000,000 $50,000
 $1,000,000 at auctioneer’s discretion

special BiddinG OpTiOns



sTaCK’s aT HoMeTM ProGraM
stack’s is pleased to offer you real time online bidding through our stack’s at HomeTM program. This 

program will allow you to view and listen to the auctioneer over the internet in real time allowing you to 
bid from the comfort of your home. no more dealing with the hassles of travel or the rising costs of trans-
portation. you now have a direct real-time feed into the auctioneer. Instead of raising a paddle, you simply 
click a bid button. 

How t works...
a small application will be loaded onto your computer when you select the Install Process. once in-

stalled, the application will provide live video and audio - think of it as a small television set loaded onto 
your computer. The system then calculates the next bid amount based on the terms located in the back of the 
catalog. The next bid amount is placed onto the bid button. once the bid button is pressed the bid is raised 
to the auctioneer via a clerk at the auctioneer’s table - similar to how a phone bid would be raised. If your 
bid is accepted, you will show as the higher bidder with your bid button deactivated - so that you don’t bid 
against yourself. If you are outbid, then your bid button is reactivated to allow you to place another bid. 
When the lot is hammered you will receive a congratulatory message indicating you won the lot if you were 
the higher bidder. 

How to art c ate...
all registered bidders are automatically enrolled in the stack’s at HomeTM program. To participate, sim-

ply sign into the www.stacks.com website and select the auction in which you would like to participate. you 
will see a ‘live Video Bidding’ link. The fi rst time you select this link you will be asked to install a small 
application. once installed, a bidder screen will appear with a live video feed in the upper right corner and 
a bid button in the middle. 

We hope you enjoy this bidding feature and look forward to your participation.

BiddinG 
TUTOrial
Please take the 

time to familiarize 
yourself with 
the stack’s at 

HomeTM online 
auction software 

features.
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